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Works by

Dr. NARENDRA NATH LAW. m.a., b.l.. p.r.s., ph.d.

1 Studies in Ancient Hindu Polity, Vol. I Price Rs. 2/6/6

2 Promotion of Learning in India (by Early European Settlers)

Price 45./6rf. = Rs. 3/1/6

3 Promotion of Learning Indian (during Muhammadan Rule
by Muhammadans) P, ice 14r./- - Rs. 9/10/-

4 Aspects of Ancient Indian Polity

5 Inter-state Relations in Ancient India, Part I Price Rs. 2

6 Studies in Indian History and Culture Price Rs. 8/-

Calcutta Oriental Series

1 Yuktikalpataru by King Blioja ... Rs , 2-8

2 Chanakya-rajaniti-sastra (second edition, pp. xxvi+ 72) with
a learned Foreword by Johan van Manen, Secretary, Asiatic Society
of Bengal (New Edition). Re .

3 Harilila by Vopadeva with the commentary of Madhusudana
Sarasvati (out of print).

4 Inter-State Relations in Ancient India (part I) by Dr. Narendra
Nath Law, M.A., B.L., P.R.S., PH. D. Rs# 2

5 Muktaphala by Vopadeva with the commentary of Hemadri, in

2 parts, with a Foreword by Dr. N, Law (pp. xlvii-f 361). Rs . 6

6 Chanakya-katha by Ravinartaka with a Bengali translation

by Mr. Satish Churn Law. Second revised and enlarged edition, 1930
Demy 8vo,

... Re ,

7 Historical Gleanings by Dr. Bimala Churn Law, M.A., B.L., pii.d.

(Cloth) Rs. 6
8 Vakrokti-jivita by Rajanaka ICuntaka with his own commentary.

A treatise on Sanskrit Poetics edited from original manuscript with
critical notes, introduction and resume by Dr. S. K. De, m.a., d. Litt.

Second revised and enlarged edition, 1928, Demy 8vo. pp. 270 + 6.8

Rs. 3-8

9 The Life and Work of Buddhaghosa by Dr. Bimala Churn
Law m.a., B.L., PH.D., F.R. Hist. s. with a Foreword by Mrs. C. A. F.

Rhys Davids, M.A..D. Litt. Price Rs. 9/- (cloth)
;
Rs. 8/- (paper)

10 Pet Birds of Bengal by Dr. Satya Churn Law, m.a., b.l., ph.d.
F.Z.S. with a Foreword by Dr. Graham Renshaw M.D., F.R.S.E. Rs. 6
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11 The Buddhist Conception of Spirits by Dr. Bimala Churn

Law, M.A., B.L.,PH.D., F. R. Hist. S. with a Foreword by Rai Saheb

Dr. Krishnaswami Aiyangar, M.A., ph.d. Rs. 4

12 Ancient Mid-Indian Ksatriya Tribes by Dr. Bimala Churn

Law, M.A .B.L., PH. D. (Prescribed as a text-book for M.A. students,

Calcutta University). RSi 8

13 Economic Life and Progress in Ancient India (being the

outlines of Indian Economic History) by Narayan Chandra Banerjee,

M.A., Lecturer, Calcutta University. (Demy 8vo. 325 + xvi pp.). Rs. 6

This book contains a systematic and detailed account of the growth

of economic life in ancient India from the earliest time to the rise of

the Maurya empire. At the end of each period a chapter dealing

with Indian economic theories and ideas has been appended.

14 Early History of the Spread of Buddhism and the Buddhist

Schools by Dr. Nalinaksha Dutt (Out of print).

15 Foundation of Indian Poetry by Dr.J. Nobel of the Preussiche

Staatsbibliothek, Berlin (Out of print).

16 Brahma Sutra (in Bengali character) with the Bhagavata-

bha§ya and its Bengali translation by Pandit Haridas Vidyavagl^a

BhagavatacSrya. For the first time it has been shown that the

Brahma Sutras have their parallels in the Snrnad Bhagavata and that

the latter is a commentary on the former. (Demy 8vo. 277 pp.). Rs. 2-8

17 Padma Purana by Prof. H. Sarma, m.a. of S. D. College,

Cawnpore, with a Foreword by Dr. M. Winternitz. It shows that Kftlidffsa

has drawn materials for his Sakuntala and RaghuvamSa from the por-

tion of the Padmapurana edited here. (Demy 8vo. lii+ 100 pp.). Rs. 2

PROF. E. W. Hopkins says :—The comparison of the texts you

have made is of great interest and is an important contribution

to our history of the Epic and also of the Purana.

1 8 Studies in Indian History and Culture by Dr. Narendra Nath

Law, m.a., B.L.,P.R.s., PII.D. (Deiny 8vo. 430 pages). Contents I; The
Antiquity of the four Stages of Life. II. The Origin and develop-

ment of the Brahmavidya. III. Ancient Hindu Coronation and

Allied Ceremonials. IV. Vartta—the Ancient Hindu Economics. V.

Early Buddhism and the Laity. VI.Some Glimpses of India in the Fifth

Century B. c. VII. State-Interference in Industries in Ancient India.

VIII. The Progress of Researches in Indian History. IX. The Statal

Circle (Mandala) and its Significance. X. The Kaufcillya Arthasastra.
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XL Notes on the Commerce and Industries of Bengal. XII. On Bhakti
and the Spiritual Culture of the Hindus. XIII. System of Education
in the Upanisads. Appendix. Rs. 8

19 Jayamangala or the Saukhya-saptati-fcika—a newly discovered

commentary on Xavara-Krsna’s famous compendium the Sahkhya-saptati,

by Prof. H. Sarma, M.A. with an Introduction by Gopi Nath Kaviraj,

m.a., Principal, Government Sanskrit College, Benares. (Demy 8vo.

pp. 13+69) Price Rs. 2

20 Rasatala or the Under-world by Nundo Lai Dey, M.A., B.L.

(Crown 8vo. 1 71 pages). In this book the author has tried to show
that Rasatala, the Sapta Sagaras, the Rak^asas, the Gammas etc. are
not the products of mere imagination but realities over which the

lapse of time has thrown a thick coating of fanciful stories by which

they have been defaced beyond recognition. He has tried to identify

the countries and their inhabitants so far as the present materials
allowed. Price Re. 1

21 The Geographical Dictionary of Ancient arid Mediaeval

India by Nuncio Lai Dey, M.A., B.L. Second revised and enlarged

edition. Demy quarto. 262 pages. Price Rs. 9

In the present edition considerable additions have been made to the

names and accounts of places in the light of later researches. The author

has tried to make the Dictionary as exhaustive as possible. In connec-

tion with the names of places lie has tried to bring together all the

available information and to weave into them the local traditions that

have made the places important in the eyes of the Hindus, Buddhists

or Jainas.

22 Indian Literature Abroad (China) by Probhat Kumar

Mukherji (of ViSvabharati). Super Royal 8vo. pp. 98. 'Price Re. 1

23 Aspects of Mahayana Buddhism and its Relation to Hina*

yana by Dr. Nalinalcsha Dutt, m.a., fH.o., (Cal.) D. li.t (Lond.) with

a Foreword by Prof. Louis de La Vallee Poussin. Demy 8vo.

pp. xiii + 358. Price Rs. 12

24 Madbyantavibhagasutrahasyatika of Sthiramati— a sub-

commentary on Vasubandhu’s Bhasya on the Madhyantavibhagasutra

of Maitreyanatha, pt. I, edited by Vidhushekhara Bhattacharya and

G. Tucci, Royal 8vo. pp. 5+105. Price Rs. 8

25 Sumangala-Vilasini (Commentary on the fkgha NikZyp)

;

Suttas VIII-XV, Ease. I
;

edited by Dr. Nalinaksha Dutt; M.-A .PH.D.,

D.LITT, Super Royal 8vo. Price Rs. 2

26 Ajnaria or the Theory of Ignorance by G. R. Malkani,

R. Das & T. R. V. Murti.
_

Price Rs. 6

27 Analysis of the Abhisamayalamkara of Maitreya, Fasc, r,

by Dr. E. Obermiller, Ph.D. Royal 8vo. pp. viii+ioi. Price Rs. 6/-

THE CALCUTTA ORIENTAL BOOK AGENCY

9, Panchanan Ghosh Lane, Calcutta.
Phone: B.B- 1918
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Just issued:

CEYLON
at the time of King Bhuvaneka Bahu

and Franz Xaver 1539— 1552

AJew sources of information on the history of the Portuguese sovereignty

and Franciscan mission in Ceylon

Original text published by

G. SCHURHAMMER
and

B. A. VORETZSCH
a volumes

¥

B
huvanelta Bfihu, the last Buddhist Emperor of Ceylon, died in 1351. His term of

office witnessed the fall of the rule of the Mohammedans in favour of the Por-

tuguese, the memorable mission of the son of the Sun to the Court of Lisbon, the

first inroads of the Portuguese into the interior, of which should be mentioned three

adventurous expeditions to Kandy, the foundation of the Franciscan and Jesuit mis-

sions in Ceylon, and the important change in the Portuguese mission policy in the

East and tile constantly changing intrigues of the three rival Singalcse rulers of KflttS,

Sltilwaka and Kandy, their followers in Battiltaloa and Trinkomali and of theTamul
King, of Jaffna, one of the most interesting, decisive but also confused and intricate

periods in the history of the Isle of Pearls.

In opposition to the mixture of truth and fiction in the contemporary "Lend as da
India" as well as in te Raj a val iya and M ah& van sa, and the accounts by Cou-
to, QueirozandValentyn frequently referring back to them, the publishers placcon

a firm basis the history of Ceylon for that period by the publication of the original

accounts of eyewitnesses and which were discovered by them in 1923, showing by a

local and temporal narrowly limited section the inexhaustible wealth of the archives

of Lisbon in connection with those of the Jesuit orders for the reconstruction of the

history ofAsia. The 84 complete texts and 24 part texts of the documents now publi-

shed for the first ;ime are simultaneously the letters of the Kings of Ko(t 3 , SIt&waka
and Kaqdy and their advisers, the leaders of the expeditions and of the Franciscans

that accompanied them, of the Portuguese ecclesiastic and civil authorities, of the

Jesuit missionaries etc., the principal actors during the events that took place. Furthor
information is furnished by 34 other texts in small print, so that tile work contains
all the letters about Ceylon written from J539 to 155a by Indian contemporaries; A
great deal of unprinted matter is also contained in the detailed foot-notes accompa-
nying the reading matter. A historical introduction deals with the development of
research made on Ceylon over the period involved, i. e. from the x6th century to the
present day. Everyone that is interested in the study of the history Of India in tho
16th century will be obliged to refer to this fundamental work containing the sources
of information.
8" vo. XXVIII, 727 pages, map and plates with facsimiles of the signatures.

Price: sewn it 2.10.— ,
bound in bucltram Jp 2.16.—.

CEYLONAND PORTUGAL
PART I

KINGS AND CHRISTIANS 1539—1552
FROM THE ORIGINAL DOCUMENTS AT LISBON

by P. E PIERIS and M. A. H. FITZLER
Demy 8 vo. / Cloth. / 430 pages / Price j? 1.17.6

Contents: Preface. Contents. Introduction. List of Documents. Notes: t. Armaria
Appendix I—III. a. Marinharia. 3. 0 Pai dos Christaos. 4. Titulos, Glossary, Index
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THE PRAKRITI
An Epoch-Making Venture in Bengali Journalism

Profusely Illustrated Lucidly Written

Issued Every Two Months

Editor ;—Dr. Satya Churn Law, m.a., b.l., ph.d,, f.z.s., m.b.o.u.

The only Bengali magazine solely devoted to the Exposition

of Nature, living and non-living
; Focussing intellectual activities

of Modern India in the Region of Science.

Specialists, Indian and European, in the different branches of

Zoology, Botany, Geology, Anthropology, Chemistry, Physics,

Agriculture, Physiology etc. have volunteered to make this venture an
unqualified success.

The numbers already out have produced

marvellous impression by virtue of the

intrinsic merit of the articles and the

remarkable pictorial representation.

Please apply to :

Annual Subscription Rs. 4/- The Manager, Prakriti.

SO, Kailas Bose Street
,
Calcutta

THE

CALCUTTA ORIENTAL PRESS
SPECIALISTS IN

High Class Printing of Books with diacritical marks.

Sets up tuhole Booh in English op Devnagri Types fop

maintaining uniformity of Typographical arrangements.

Possesses varieties of Types for Artistic JoB CUorfcs.

Undertakes Printing in Chinese Characters

Please correspond for rates with the Manager

9, PAHCHANAN GHOSE LANE, CALCUTTA,
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THE ORIENTAL BOOK AGENCY
15, 8HUKRAWAR PETS, POONA CITY

Ourt Own Publications

1 Ahhvankab and Dkvadhar, C. R.,

Ciydyasara with commentary,

notas in English &c. Rs. 2-8

2 Dr. Bel.vai.kar, Systems °1 Skt.

Grammar. Re- 3-0

3 „ Utiara lldmacarit, Skt. Text

with appendix. Re- 1-4

4 do—Marathi Translation

with footnotes. Rs. 2-0

5 „ K&vy&darSa, Skt. Text &
Translation. Rs- 3-0

0 „ JJImndarkar Commemoration

Volume.
.

Rs. 12/- or 16/-

7 „ BralimasQtra ftahkarabhasya,

vol. II, pte. I and 2. Text with

notes and translation. Rs. 6-0

8 ,, Pour unpublished Upanisadic

tests, tentatively .
edited &

translated for the first time

(Text and Transl.). Ro. 1-4

9 Vaidva, C. V.,

History of Med. Hindu India,

Vol. 1, Earsa & hit- times.

Rs. 7-8

10 ,, Vol. 2, Early History of the

ltajputs. Rs. 7-8

11 ., Vol. 3, Downfall of Hindu
India. Rs. 7-8

12 Chandavarkar, G. A., A Manual of

Hindu Ethics. Be. 1-4

13 Diskalkar, Selections from Sans-

krit Inscriptions, Part I, Text;

Parc II—Notes, etc. Rs. 4-0

14 Prof. Dravid, Venfsai/i/iaram.

Text, Notes, Transl . Rs. 8-0

15 „ Dhruva, Mddrd-B&kshasam,

Text, Notes, Transl. Rs. 4-0

16 Dbvadhah, C. R., Svapnavd

savadattani of Bhasa, 2nd eel.,

Text, Notes, Transl. Rs. 2-0

17 „ The plays ascribed to Bhasa,

their authenticity &c. Re. 1-0

18 Prof. Edgerton, F., Padcatantra

reconstructed Sanskrit text with

intro., 1—V. Re. 1-8

19 Dr. Ghate, Ityveda, Lectures on,

(2nd edition). 11s. 3-0

20 Prof. Hirianna, Veddntasdru,

Text, Transl., Notes and Intro.

Re. 1-8

21 Dr. G. Jha, Tarkabhusil, English

Transl. (2nd edition). Re. 1-4

22 ,, K&vydlank&rasiltra-vrtti,

Eng. Transl. (2nd edition).

23 Kulakaiini :
—I'arkablulsd, Skt.

Text critically edited. .
Re. 0-3

24 „ Kdvydlahkdrasdtra-vrtt i,
Text

with extracts, from Kamadhenu,

a critical edition. Re. 1-8

25 Oka, Iv. G., Amarakoqa with

comm, of Kslrasvunil. Rs. 3-8

26 Krishna Sastri, Democratic Hin-

duism, Scholarly edition. Rs. 2-0

27 Dr. Majumdah, Corporate life in

Ancient India, (2nd od.) Rs. 7-8

28 Ow'ERT, G., Vaijayantl Kos", Skt.

Eng. Dictionary. 11s. 10-0

29 Prof. Patitak, Meijhadilta with

Notes, Intro, and Transl. Re. 1-1

30 Patitak Sastiii, liana and Katha

U paniijtids with Column. of

Saiikara, Rfimfinuja and his own

Balabodhini. Rs. 3-S

31 „ lidcuSyopanisat with Bhlljya,

and his own Balabodhini. Re. 1-0

32 „ Munijulcopanisai with Bhasya,

with editor’s Biilabodhini and an

exhaustive introduction in Sans-

krit. Re. 1-0

33 Prof. Ranadb, R. D.,

A Constructive Surrey of Upani-

qadic Philosophy. Rs. 10-0

31 „ S. M. Parantapb, Pratimd of

Bhasa with Intro., Translation

and Notes. Rs. 3-0

35 Prof. Vadekar, BbagavadgUd—

a

fresh study. Re. 1-0

36 Dr. P. L. Vaiuva, Prakrita-

Prakdia of Vararuchi, Intro.,

Text and Transl. Rs. 3-0

37 Prof. Joshi, O. V., Manual of

Pali. Rs. 2-0

38 Prof. Gokhakle, D. V., Bhagavad-

Oltd with Sahlcarabhasya, Criti-

cally edited from MS. & 8 printed

editions. Rs. 2-8

39 Prof. Sovani, V.V.,

A critical study of the Sdhkhya
system, on the lines of the Sankhya
Karika, Sankhya

.
Sutras and their

commentaries. Re. 1-0

40 Prof. Tadpatrikar, S. N., Krishna-

Problem. Re. 1-0

41 Prof. Jahaoirdar, R. V., An in-

troduction to Comparative Philo-

loyy of Indo-Aryan Languages.

Re. 1-8 Rs. 3-0
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Greater India Society
Purodha—RABINDRANATH TAGORE

President

—

SIR P. 0. RAY, Kt.

Hony. Secretary—Prof. UPENDRAN”ATII GHOSHAL, m.a., pii.d.

,Tt. Secretary—Dr. KALIDAS NAG, D.Litt. (Paris)

BULLETINS

Greater India—By Dr. Kalidas Nag, M.A. (Cal.), D.Litt. (out of print)

India and China—By Dr. Prabodh Chandra Bagchi, M.A. (Cal.),

D.Litt. (Paris) New edition in preparation.
_

Indian Culture In Java and Sumatra—Revised and enlarged edition. Part I

Text. By Dr. Bijauraj Chatterjee, D.Litt. (Punjab), Ph.D. (Loudon):

Part II Inscriptions. By Dr. Bijauraj Chatterjee and Dr. Niranjnn Prasad

Chakravarti. Rs- 2.

India and Central Asia—By Dr. Niranjan Prasad Chakravarti, M.A.,

(Cal.), Ph.D. (Cantab.)
.

Re. 1.

Anolent Indian Culture In Afghanistan—By Dr. Upendranath
Ghoshal, M.A., Ph.D. Re. 11

PUBLICATIONS

Anolent Colonies In the Far East—Vol. I. CHAMPA—By Dr. Ramesh
Chandra Majumdar, M.A., Ph.D. Rs. 15 (for members Rs. 12).

Hindu Law and Custom— (Authorised English translation of Dr. Julius

Jolly’s Uecht und SUte—By Dr. Batakmhna Ghosh Rs. 10-8

Soolal Life In Anolent India: Studios in Vatsynyaua’s Kamnsutra—By
Prof. H. C. Ohakladar M. A. Price Rs. 4.

Pratlma Lakshanam (Sanskrit and Tibetan) by Prof. Phanmdra Nath
Bose, M.A. „ „ ,

Rs. 4.

Indian Literature In China and the Far East—By Prabhat . Kumar
Mukherji. Rs- 3 -

Indian Influences on the Literature of Java and Ball—By Himansu
Bhusan Sarkar, M.A. (In the Press).

OTHER PUBLICATIONS

1 .

2 .

3.

4 .

5.

2 .

8.

1 . Indian Colony of Slam—By Prof. Phanindranath Bose, M.A.
Price Rs. 3-8-0.

2. VTTTH (Hindi Edition of Bulletin No. 1).

3. (Bengali Editiou of Bulletin No. 1).

To be had of the GREATER INDIA SOCIETY’S Office

120/2, Upper Circular Road, Calcutta.

The Calcutta Oriental Journal
(The only monthly magazine In English dealing mainly with Sanskrltlo Studies)

EDITED BY
KSHITI8 CHANDRA CHATTERJI, M.A.,

Lecturer, Calcutta University and Editor, ‘‘Sanskrit Sahltya Parlsad."

The main object of the Journal is to place before Orientalists the results of

the researches of a devoted band of Sauskntists, mostly professors and lecturers of

the Calcutta University. The contributors include such well-known soholars as

Mah&mahopSdhy&ya Dr. Bhagabat Kumar Sasfcri. M.A., Ph.D., Pandit Kokilesyara

Sastri Vidyaratna, M.A., Dr. Probodh Chandra Bagclii, M.A., Lit.D., Dr. Snrendra
Nath Sen, ‘M.A.

,
Ph.D., Dr.- Panchanan Mitra, M.A., Ph.D., Dr. I. J. S. Tarapore-

wala, Ph.D., Bar-at-Law and others. A special feature of the journal is the

publication of indexes to many Sanskrit works which will be invaluable to those

engaged in Oriental Research. It also publishes extracts from many Sanskrit Mss.,

not easily accessible to scholars, throwing light on history of many departments of

Sanskrit Literature. It is also publishing a new critical commentary on VSmana’s
KavySlamkarasutravrtti.

_ . . , .

If you are interested in Sanskrit, subscribe at once. Annual subscription:

Rupees six per annum (Foreign 12 shillings). Single copy: Twelve annas.

Office: 61 A, RAMKANTO BOSE STREET, BAQHBAZAR, CALOUTTA.
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THE SANSKRIT SAHITYA PAB18HAT PATRIKA

A Monthly Sanskrit Journal

Edited by

KSHITIS CHANDRA CHATTERJI, m.a.

Lecturer
,
Calcutta University.

The only journal in Sanskrit containing up-to-date articles on

Indology from the pens of distinguished Sanskritists. At present

it is publishing among other things a hitherto unpublished commen-

tary by Govindamuni on the Sahara Bha^ya in monthly instalments.

It also contains short stories, poems etc. in simple and elegant

Sanskrit.

SHAMBAZAR, CALCUTTA

EOMISATTYA-PRATIMOKSA-SUTRAM

Edited for the first time with an

introduction and notes by

Dr. NALINAKSHA DUTT, m.a., fh.d. (cal.), d. litt. (lond.)

Price Re. i

LATEST PUBLICATIONS

OF Til 12

CALCUTTA ORIENTAL- SERIES

1 MADHYANTAVIBHAGASOTRABHASYA TIKA oi

Sthiramati, a sub-commentary on Vasubandhu’s Bhasya on the

Madhyantavibhagasutra of Maitreyanatha edited by Vidhushekhara
Bhattacharya and G. Tucci. Royal 8vo. pp. 5+105 ... Rs. 8/-

2 SUMANGALA-VILASINI (Commentary on the Digha
Nikaya), Suttas VI1I-XV, Fasc. 1. Edited by Dr. NALINAKSHA
DUTT, M.A., D.LIT. (Lond.). ... ... ... Rs. 2/-

3 AJNANA or THE THEORY OF IGNORANCE By G.
R. Malkani, R. Das & T. R. V. Murti ... ... Rs. 6/-

4 ANALYSIS OF THE ABHISAMAYALAMKARA,
Fasc. 1 ;

by Dr. E. Obermiller, PH.D Rs. 6/- or 10s.

Calcutta Oriental Book Agency
9, Panchanan Ghose Lane,

CALCUTTA. Phone: B.B. 1918
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OLD MANUSCRIPTS
Of Sanskrit Literature of different subjects viz.,

Veda, Vedanta, Jyotish, Puran, Sahitya, Vyakaran,
Dbaram Shastra, Vaidik, Tantra, Mantra etc.

Can be had from the following Address-

Catalogue in Hindi, or in English as desired can be
supplied on remitting Re. 1 only.

Sabdakalpadruma (Sanskrit Encyclopedia) complete
6 Vols Rs. 75-0-0

i), R. S. Dwivedi
Jyotishi Baba House,

MUTTRA

THE ANTIQUE REVIEW
A QUARTERLY JOURNAL OF THE SCIENTIFIC HISTORY

OF THE PRE-HISTORIC TIMES

BASED ON STRICT SCIENTIFIC RESEARCH
Vol, I (1931), Vol. 11 (1932), Vol. Ill (1933) ... Re. I each

Foreign ... 2 8. „
Vol. IV. (1934) ... ... ... ... Re. 1-3 ...

Foreign 3 s. including postage

BINODE BIHARY ROY, Veda-Ratna
Research House, P; O. Rajshahi, Bengal.

Asian Civilisation and Hindu Culture-History

Works by Prof. Benoy Kumar Sarkar

]
1. The Futurism of Young Asia and other Essays on the Relatione between the East

and the West. Pages 10-399, Rs. 9/- (Leipzig).

Manchester Guardian : An introductory essay and five astonishing mono-

graphs."

American Political- Science Review: "The range of subjects intelligently dis-

cussed reveals evidence of unusual versatility on the part of the author."

'Giorncde degli Economist (Rome) : ‘‘Essays on the evolution and immediate

future of Asia. * * * give anladequate idea of the momentous movement of

rapid evolution, economic and intellectual, that has manifested itself in the last

decades in southern and Eastern Asia.”

Soaial-wissenschaftlickes Literaturblatt (Berlin) : “Reminds us in many ways

of Oswald Spengler on account of startlingly manysided erudition and spiritual

flexibility with which this scholarship traverses in a powerful manner all the regions

and epochs of human culture.
1 ’
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Works by Prof. Benoy Kumar Sarkar

Sueddeutsche Monatshefte (Munich) : Every body will have to begin by analyz-

ing Sarkar's philosophical fresco of awakening Asia. * * the most magnificent

of all presentations from the Asian standpoint."

2. Chinese Religion Through Hindu Eyes -Pages 32-331, Rs. 6/- (Shanghai).

Journal of the Indo-Japanese Association (Tokyo) : ‘‘Not only a volume on

comparative religion but useful to those who want to get the Oriental interpretation

of.Orienta! history."

8. The Positive Background of Hindu Sociology. Book I. Pages 23-366, Rs. 7/-.

Book II. Pages 240, Rs. 6/-. (Allahabad).

Isis (Brussels) : “We have pleasure in recognizing in the postulate of B. K. S.

a new method, may be fruitful, of envisaging Indian civilizntion."

5. The Political Institutions and Theories of the Hiudue—Pages 24-224, Rs, 9/-.

(Leipzig).

Journal of the Royal Asiatic Society (London) : “He seeks to give a

readable account, and this he has done wlthfrequent allusions and much elegant

writing."

Orienlalische Literaturzeitung (Leipzig) : . “Its value lies in the manner in

which the author has handled the vast material and thereby undoubtedly prepared

the way Tor future researches."

L' Europe NouveUt (Paris): "The economic and military parallel between the

Roman Empire and that of Asoka the Great is surprising."

6. Sukr&nitl (Hindu Politics, Economics and Sociology.) rendered into English
from Sanskrit with notes. Pages 36-270, Rs. 6/-. (Allahabad).

6. The Folk-Element In Hindu Cultnre—Pages 20-321, Rs. 13/8/-. (London).
Literary Digest (New York) : “A book for the specialist and for him has

unique value.”

Scotsman : “Profoundly learned study * a * an important contribution to

the scientific study of Hindu sociology.”

7. Hindu Achievements In Exact Science—Pages 13-82, Rs. 3/.. (New York and
London).

La Mature (Paris) : “European readers will find in this book a good summary
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Evolution of Vijnanavada*

There is ail old tradition in this country which speaks of a relation-

ship between the Vedanta or Upauisads and Buddhism
;

and the

available facts show that the tradition ia not without foundation

.

Indeed, so far as some of the vital points are concerned, the difference

between the two systems is very slight, Santiraksitu says in his Tattva-

sangraha (v. 330) that the defect in the system of the followers of the

Upanisads is slight, (alpuptucidli.il). As a matter of fact, Buddhism owes

much of its being to the Upanisads. Although it is true that like the

Sahkhya system, it has rejected much of the Vedic religion relating

to different rites and ceremonies, nevertheless it is equally true that,

like the same Saukhya system, it ljas drawn much from that religion,

following its ‘path of knowledge’ (jnanuviarya).

Buddhism admits with the Vedanta that the origin of the samwra

is due to ignorance (uvidyu), which therefore is to be overcome. In

both the systems desire (hO/ma) is the root cause of all sufferings, and,

as .such, it is rightly called by the followers of the Vedanta ‘Great

Evil’ (mahiipu-pman) and by Buddhism ‘Death’ (Mum, a synonym for

mrtyu, both being derived from the *ame root -fvir ‘to die’). Naturally

therefore by destroying or conquering that evil one attains to im-

mortality. In both the systems the notion of ‘I’ and ‘mine* (aham

* Read at the Indian Oriental Conference, Baroda, December, 1933.
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and mama) which brings about one’s boudage is to be shaken off, though

the methods suggested for achieving this end are totally different.

There are many more such points of mutual agreement of which the

one we are concerned with here is Yijnanavada which, as we shall

see, found its first expression in the Upanisads and gradually developed

into its accepted form in Buddhism.

It goes without saying that the Upanisads avowedly deal with

Brahmavada
,
and Bralvmuvdda and Atmavdda are one and the same,

there being no difference whatsoever, for the words Brahman and Atman,

according to the seers or teachers of the Upanisads, differ only in letters

and not in sense or spirit. It is repeatedly shown therein that Brahman

is nothing but vijftana1
or jfldna. 2 Thus Brah/mavuda or AimavSda is,

in fact, VijMnavada,

Now Brahman being, in fact, identical with vijUuna one naturally

takes the former in the sense of the latter in such Upanisadic passages as

the following (Taitti. III. 1) :

‘That from which these beiugs are born, that by which, when born,

they live, that into which they enter at their end, try to know that.

That is Brahman.”

And it is actually supported by the following in the same work

(III. 5):

‘He perceived that Brahman was vlplilna, for from vijftuna these

1 —‘Br. Up., III., 9. 28; see also 'l'uittl, Up., II. 5. 1.

in. 5.1; Br. Up., IV. 3. 7 =

® sT|T.

—

Taitti. Up., II. 1. 1. Sankara oomments:

usf SRI, m, i qfsrfsju' ttstv' *

I fTR SfH<cH>rr UTWT'Uit 1

Of. iHapt

i

in the above extract with the Buddhist term vijiiapti. It is to be

noted that as the Upanisadic texts under discussion here show, originally there

was made no distinction between jiluna and vijfl&nu, as generally in such cases

in Buddhist texts. The main function of the former is artkamatrapariccheda,

while that of the latter is arthu i;i‘tesaparicch etln . Sometimes in Buddhism, too,

no distinction of jiidnn and mjfltina is observed. See Note 16.

3
srr snift -dMif'f sfkPtr, ^ sJFsrfiruferfcT,
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beings are born; by vijMiia, when born, they live and into vijU&na

they enter at the end.’4

When somehow or other the above interpretation is accepted the

following and the similar texts of the Upanisads are easily taken with

reference only to vijMna :

‘Verily all this is atman.'*

‘Brahman alone is all thip.”

‘All this ig Brahman,

’

r

‘There is no diversity here. He who perceives here diversity goes

from death tp death.’ 1

Thus to say all this is Brahman or Atman amounts to saying that,

all this is vijfiilna.,' or in other words, all this is a parinilma or rirnrtn• of

Brahman or vijiiftirm.

Compare this with such passages as the following from Buddhist

works

:

‘0 the sons of the .Tina, the three planes are only citta.
,, °

‘This is only vijfiapti.’
11

4 swft wRFmti

arrarfa sfafar, i

6 \—Ch. Up., VII; 26, 2; ^ I— Jtr. Up.,

IV. 6-7.

6
S'sfifc' |

— Muni}.. TJp., II. 2. 11.

7 •ylwV 3T"fT I
—t7i. Up., III. 16. 1 j STJg ^fr^‘ ^ —

Aluitn Up., IV. 6.

8 *5 JfFnf^r I ¥ VcfUlRlfe if |— »r- Up.,

IV. 4, 19.

9 The svorcl pnrin/tma means ‘transformation’ or ‘modification’; and
vivarta, in faot, conveys the same meaning, i.e. ‘changing from one state to

another,. Its use in Vedfintio sense, ‘illusory manifestation’ is not pre-Sankara.
10

farwiif' lit f*Hg?rr ifgsT |
See Hvlihttiitasa/igralm ed.

Bendall, p. 19; ViiMhUmikaWtra; Adv&yavajra’s Tattvaratitfvali, Gwkwad
Oriental Series, No. XL, p. 18; Levi: ilateriaur pour Vitvile du Syitime

Tiinammatra-, Paris, 1932, p. 43.

11
1— Vin'toVtll of Vasubandhu ed. L4vi in Vijtlapii-

matmtdsiddhi, Paris, 1926, 1. See also Pattjika on Tuttvamhgraha, G06., p. 650:

;
iMnMvatdra ed, B. sNanjio, X. -77, p. 274 ;
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According to the Buddhists, edita, manw , v'ijvuna, and vijiinpti

are synonyms. 13

Now as evident from (.lie above the external world has iu fact no

reality, and yet it appears to be. This appearance demands an expla-

nation which is supplied by the avulyti of the Yedantins and by the

vflsan/l of the Buddhists.. It is avidyd or vnxmul that, changes vijildna

into the external phenomena, even as happens in illusion, mirage,

dream, etc.

The idealistic interpretation of the Vedanta as given above is fully

supported by Gaudapada and a careful and close examination of his

AganmJflstra, generally known by the name of Mdndill'.yahlrihtl
,

will

bear out- the statement. I shall quote here only a. few lines from (hat

work. Gaudapada says (IV. 72)

:

fort fofam fenrow' fa

‘This duality having the subject and the object13
is only the vibra-

tion of rntta. Citta has no object, therefore it is said to be always (manga

(i.e. having no attachment or relation to an object)’.
11

Here spandita (=spanda or spandana) of citta implies the activity

of mind, owing to which objects are represented.

The following karikns from the same work may also be compared

with their pure! lei verses from the Lanl'dvatara

;

12 fet' JPTt 7W I— ViVMika, P- 3;

I— Abhidharmakoia, ed. Poussin, 11. 34
;

(referring to cetas,
)

|
— Marlhyamnlcavrtti, ed. Poussin, p. SOS.

13 iTMM Ijffidrf,

bt- ‘the perceiver and the perceptible’.

14 Of. Lonkavotara, p. 157
: <jTyRr fRq; For or

RWR,' cf - the following in the Yoflavdsisf.ha (IU 67. 6-8) which ia full of

Vijimnavada

:

% R'+ii^fhs. fd'Qt) I

$ =rra *rt§ntr' otrsit ii

R?*r Rn >nf°r<J 5s? :
i

fjRRPrrft'ff' ||

sf^ 11
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^iqifT^Vfra f^q^̂ a eqr n iv. 47.

‘As the movements of a fire-brand appear to be straight, or crooked,

etc., so the vibrations of vijiUlna appear ns the perceiver and the

perceptible.’

fldtfld^WWTtrPTST q*lT I

^q^jqq fwirH^wran'jT m\ 11 iv; 4a.

‘As a fire-brand when it does not move has no appearance (of its being

straight, etc.) and (thus) is not born, so when the vijMna does not

vibrate it lias no appearance (of the perceiver and the percept i hie), and

(thus) is not born.’

3T3Tti q qWTO 3f?q%g: |

q rtqtwqq fq^I?3T5TW' qfq^IFcf ?f l| IV. 49.

‘When a fire-hrand moves the appearances are not produced from

anything other than that; and when it is at rest they nre not in a place

other than that, nor do they enter then into that.

q dWrai 3f?qqtgq: 1

‘When the vijMna vibrates the appearances are not produced from

anything other than that., and when it is at rest they are not in a place

other than that, nor do they enter then into that.

q*P gqWTH qiqqi I

m\ qiqqi qq: 11
IH- 29. 1J

‘As in dream owing to illusion, the mind moves having the

appearance of the duality (the subject and the object), so does it in the

waking state owing to illusion, having the appearance of the duality.’

argq ^ gqwrci qq:^ q *wq: i

3T5^ =q gqrqw cTOT SfUTSf tf^iq: II
HI- 30,

1S

‘There is no doubt that in dream the mind though without a second

is with the appearance of the duality, so is undoubtedly the mind in the

15 This knrika occnrs again in the last chapter (IV. 61) with only one varin<

tion, i.e.
‘ calati for spandate ill both the halves.

16 This Kiirika is identical with XV. 02.
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waking stale with the appearance of the duality, though it is without a

second.’

Let us read here a few lines from the Lcufil-fivatfim (ed. B. Nanjio),

the well-known work on the VijnanavSida

:

fg^TT I

arum^i^d snemraW * foqd ll m. 121
; p. 209.

‘All this in citta. It comes forth in two ways, in' the form of the

perceiver as well os of the perceptible. There is neither Atman, nor

anything belonging to it.’

ST EJritsfe fSHT fort |

HI. 05 ; p. 181.

‘Tliere is only cilia, and not the visible. The citta comes forth in

two ways, in the form of the perceiver as well as of the perceptible. It

is neither eternal nor has it annihilation.’

II x. 58; p. 272.

‘The citta of men inclines (towards ils objects) in the form of the

perceiver as well as of the perceptible. There is no characteristic of the

visible, as imagined by fools/

traforf ssswt ^ Jpjfapsi i

setf for* airai ^ bW i: GG
; p- 272 -

‘As appears the castle in the sky, or mirage, so does always the

visible; but in transcendental wisdom it does not exist.’

That the visible universe is the creation of vijiiuna
,
or manns, or

citta is found also in the Mandtdabrahmanopanisml (Mysore, 1900,

p. 12) where occur the following lines;

srafoofc <t^ii

‘The mind which is the author of the creation, continued existence,

and dissolution of the three worlds, disappears, and that is the highest

state of Visnu.’

In the Yijnanavada the theory of Vijdapt!matrato. which is the

same as vijrtanamatra to, is a very well-known one. Literally vijndna-
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m&tra menus ‘simply vijMna and its state is vijndnamdtratd. When
the vijMna does not perceive any object whatsoever, it rests only in

itself. This state of resting of the vijiiana only in itself is called

rijftanamatrata •
1

7

According to the Vijfifmavadins this vijnunumatratu is lnvltti

‘deliverance.’ 18 On this we shall have an occasion to speak a few words

more.

In Vedanta this vij)~uinamulratd is expressed by Gaudapada in his

Afjamaiastra (III. 38) us utmatuvjstha jilana ‘jilana that rests in.

itself’.”

The following stanza in the KathopaniMil (11.3.10) clearly jjoints

to. this vijUuptimatratrb :

I f%SI H cJRl§: TO1
‘When the five instruments of knowledge stand still together with

17 Vosubandliu’s Trhfljatilcd ed, L<Svi, 28 ; VijnupUnUltraUiriddhi of

Poussin, p. 685 :

2RT ffR
-

*T‘?TtTlvPT^ VSfT I %Tcf PttJI'UtlvTt'l ITIWT*n*ntKMt[lil II

See LankavutHra, p. 169:

(«n«n 3JPTST tJH I

18 falw wfhTR:

sfrofa g nwt; i

cMtdvi 5*u*ii«*Htt 55 *1 ^flRl

d^^r' gf*B: TW OT5PR1R II

MahayauasOirdluiikdra ed. Levi, XL 47.

Here the third line is explained thus :

fRHrler >iRfrf?T ^(H+tiviH, I

rKT^TR 5^: I

19
?T5t h g?r #H»r

c

f^wrT m * fora i

srrwsW fR^'iift v*rar *rair, u

See liliauuvudyltu, VI. 26

:

STRUhW fRT "T I

Widoavatapiirunci

,

II. 1. 19

:

Jptf PiRim* JJ'fotf 5RT: PwH *T I

This is in fact frrfjppjq SIR ^ee Poussin’s VijHapt ini atrufa*Uhlh j,

(Tome II), p. 607. Gaudapada describes it (III. 33) as •SRi^qq; |TR
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the mind, and when the intellect- does not move, that is called the

highest state.’

We ha-ve seen that Brahman is vijnuna. And I think it points to

cijnaptiuuitrutu. Vijnuna when it rests only in itself (Oimasumstlia) is

Brahman. This reminds us of the following- in the Upanisadfs (Ck. Up.

VII. 24. 1-2):

‘Where one sees nothing else, hears nothing else, understands

nothing else, that is the Infinite (abhiiman

)

The infinite is immortal.’

‘Sir, in what does the Infinite rest-P’

‘In its own greatness—or not even in greatness’. 70

The exposition of Gaudapada is very clear here. He says (III. 40).

ft staff ftarf ^ | €wi* m off u

‘When the citta does not fall into a state of oblivion, nor is distract-

ed again, nor is unsteady, nor has it any sense-image, then it becomes

Brahman’.ai

This vijitHtnamdtratd is, therefore, in fact, Bnthmabhucti of the

Brahmavadins. BniJimab/ulva means the 'state of Brahman' or

‘becoming Braluman’ ,

33

20 ta Jrftfta °rT =T ta rrfcfta I
Tr. by Max M tiller, SJiE., vol. 1,

p. 129. Here following Sankara lie writes “The Commentator takes yadi va in

tho sense of, “If you ask in the highest sense, then I say no
;
for the Infinite

eiumofc rest in anything, not even in greatness.”

21 See my paper, The (iuutfupMakOfrikd on the Mdnduki/a Uiiunisad in the

Proceedings and Transactions of the Second (All India) Oriental Conference,

1922,p. 457-8
;
ancl iSrahmabvndu Up.:

PKwfawwar' u'ftvs,' tr! i w cTc-ht? n *

vW i =et u*

^ fwr' * i q^NidfaPigV sr v gwreta usj m
Malta Up., VI. 84

:

W 4%: ^Idl^WI^Pd- I vTSTT if^RTtarT' ||

Yogavtisisftha, ill. 67.8, alerady quoted once in Note 13 :

VM—= taettaf OT-JfPI 1

22 Mumlaka Up., in. 2. 9 : ’Rtf* 5T5T ^ffT I

He who understands the highest Brahman becomes Brahman.’
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Tliis ifs tlie mnJcti ‘deliverance’ of the Brahmavfulians, and here

on this point they entirely agree, as lias already been shown 51
* with the

Tijnanavadins.

Now when the citta or vijMnu rests only in itself, or in other

words, when there is vijilfinamiUratci, that state is described as ‘non-

perception
(
anu-palamhha)’ there being no citta (iwitta), ‘supermundane

(loJioltara) jfi&na,’ 'incomprehensible (iacintya),* ‘good (Tniiala),’

‘eternal (dhruva),’ and ‘bliss (tuJJia= d />aodd) ’

.

54

Now consider if there is any difference between this vijfiuna and

the vijiU'ina ns Bralimnn of the Veduntims.

Here on the authority of Ynsubandhu and Sthmittiati, rijniina, a

3

we have seen above, is eternal (dhruva, nityu)• And there al'e other

23 See Note 18

24 The original from which these words nra taken is in the Trh/i

«ucl it runs as follows:

hr' ^ i iiU

s tRRRRl- srrfifaw?: $sral v^p
i *511^

Here in the first kfirika ‘non-perception’ is expressed as q-^

vF»T^f f^n^T: ‘extreme cessation of perception,’ in the Mahauaiiasutralanltani,

XI. 47. See note 48. For Sjf^fT See Vasubantlhn’a Trisvabh/lvavirttcia

,

36:

With reference to the words *n 4,1,0 Triqiiikii, qoted above Prof.

PouBsin observes
(
Vijfinptimatrutainddhi

,
p.60fl) "D’nprds le comraentaire de

Sthiramati les motes ctnupalambho ’tan so rapportent nu Bodhisattva:” Un-

doubtedly Bodhisattva may rest in vijHaptimatmt/1 (gi^rP^frPIf srftrfER:), hut,

so far as the commentary of Sthiramati is concerned, those two words, I think, do

not refer to a Bodhisattva, though his gradual success is shown. Sthiramati's

introductory line (z$c( f%rUWft'Tcl’ ¥Rf%) clearly shows that

it is the citta in that state, which is referred to by the following stanzas including

the words in question.

Sthiramati explains thus the words quoted in the body:

ct?r jnw^fersTwrpsr 3Tfo#sgiraJRtstfi i

5ft% tifJ^F'TITPTRR^ fTR ^ dfqftl I

(according to the Tibetan version reading (idrij par ma byas

pa daft)

t iti iii i«lli c-»k c r^i r. A_-i citviL'Ci i-:e t; n fcL K.iW.1

MAUClI, 1934
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texts, too, that can he cited in support of the view. 2 -’ But it is a

well-known, fact that the Buddhists hold the theory of ‘momentariness’

(ksamabliangavaila)

,

and lienee, according- to them, vijfulna is also

momentary, and not eternal ns the Vedantius maintain. Santirnksita

while agreeing with them on many an important 2
>o-in t differs from them

saying that their system is defective, for vijnana can in no way he

teternal, as held therein.
34

This eternity of vijfulna of the Yijlifinavadins refers, I think, to

its continuity (nan-tana- nityata)f and is not to he taken in the strict

sense of the term, as maintained by the Vedantiats. This explanation

is supported by the JfUinanicldhi quoted iu the foot-note, no. 25.

3fwicy<ck

This rofoin to

25 Yi^rrWw^ ^ ft i

it

— XV. 60 in Two Vojraytlva- TVorh», GOB, p. 86:

cHludliarO,

YPff" ^Fqf%fr'/hc nt,
p.

7B.

Up. tit., p. 8 6, See Suzuki: Outlines of MahHyCHia Buddhism', 1907, p. 648:

“Nirvana is some times spoken of as possessing four attributes
; (1) eternal

(nitya), (2) blissful (tuhlio), (8) self-aoting (utiiuin), and pure (tfuei). It is eternal

because it is immaterial j
it is blissful because it is above all sufferings

;
it is self-

acting because it knows no compulsion
; it is pure because it is not defiled by

passion and error.”

See also Yiluddhi vuujou, Vol. I, p. 294; Samyuttu Nil-dun, iv, 362, 369 ff

:

vrw srsrw 3 g ^ fh1^-

OT 3W7W 1

In the Abludhunapi/utlipikO ed. Subliuti, 7, dltu-va is 0110 of tlie synonyms
for mrvdpa.

-i vt IRY I

WWT 3^T: II

f^JcT I

vfTT4krTTTG
-

'T‘ 5 I

Tatteasuiiyralw, GOS, 328-330.

27 Cf. ’n the Lahkilvattlra, p. 157, and iktriiuaiw-

hityuta of the Saiikhyns. But against this sec Jayanatabluitta’s Nydyam'afi'jar»

,

1895, (Part II) p. 464:
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In conclusion, it may be observed that following the line of

thoughts suggested above a very large number of passages .in the

Upanisads may easily be explained from the Vijiianavada point of

view. For instance, let us take the following two stanzas from the

Up., 6-7:

^ wffoi vgrfo i ^ n

‘When to a man who understands all the beings in the Atman

(i.e. i-ijiWnn) and the Atman (i.e. ripinna-

)

in all beings, lie does not

remain in doubt.’

qfcnwfpT ijctift aTtcfctnjfNidd: i m # ste.: u

‘When to a man who understands, the Atman (i.e, vijfumu) ha**

become all beings, wliat sorrow, what trouble can there be to him

who beheld that identity (i.e. the identity of the. vijiUlna and the

beings).’

It is, however, to be noted that the Upanisads do not say one thing,

hut various things. There are various thoughts tuid while some of them

are more or less systematic, others are not so. Originally the Upanisads

were meant not merely to guide one’s speculations, hut to lead one

along an active spiritual life. But that was found impossible owing

mainly to the wide divergence in their thoughts. Consequently a

strong necessity was felt for making up that difference; and the result

was the composition of the BraTirnoniltrae. But unfortunately the

question' remained still unsettled, there being a number of schools of

interpreters. The diversity of these interpretations is due specially to

the different passages in the Upanisads, some of which do actunlly

differ, and some are explained differently. Thus tile interpretation of

the Vedanta from the idealistic point of view is quite just, for there are

actually some texts to that effect.

VIDIITTSHEKHARA BlIATTAPjrABYA

SPIfft ’HflwVvT' SRTRRTFFifrfft *trb; I

gfas tfrssr’ wiwu u

But truly speaking, as followers of the. Middle Path the VijnannviUlms can

not hold that the' vijiUlna is eternal, for according to them it should be regarded

as one having neither eternity nor annihilation. The Tsiiihdratara (III.Co, p.181)

clearly says:

r^-cTJTfgf' ^ fgvr f%xr' 5T?rT % I II



Quotations by Bhoja from the Kamasutra

la the June issue, 1933, of this Quarterly Dr. A. Yenka{asubl>iah

pointed out the hx stanzas and a short-sentence in prose that were quoted

by Anandagiri from Yatsyayaoia’s Kfimastitm in his commentary on

Sure.4vara’s Brkcularanyahopwnisadhhasya-vSrtiha, 1. 4. 40 (p. 514).

I wish also to point out a few more quotations from the same book in

Bhoja’s another work Sarasvatlhanthdbharana
,

written about two

centuries earlier than Anandagiri’s commentary. These are,

—

(a
) •TTfzpxi'' ttsrt' ^nrrw i

wt Wsft% it

1

The stanza occurs verbatim on page GO of the Nivnayasugara

edition of the Kumasutia,

W Jpteq#
I

2

In* the Kumasiltra the sentence stands as follows:

3T i

(Nirpayapagara edition, p. 59).

The variant reading adopted by the Srirawatlhay thahharan <i is

manifestly due to its substituting for a word suggested

by the Kdmasfitm itself.

(c>' 3^# 2WTFf. fe: I

s

In the Kavwfttra the definition stands as follows:—
tidNi< tr-t^eTl =*r fe: i

(Kdmasutra, p. 58)

The words and jppH; are common to the

two definitions. Further verbal agreement has, however, been sacrificed

to the demands of the amistvbh metre employed by Bhoja, in his defi-

nitions. Hence instead of sw<h and gj=gcp of the

prose sentence we find and rq^p respectively in the

metrical version given by the SarasvatlJtmtJiabJiarana.

1 SarasvUkan tliu bhamna, Jivan&nda Yidyasilgara’s edition, p. 142,
2 Ibid., p. 740. 3 i&j-rf.
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Hboja not merely quotes, but also refers to the Kammutra more

than once. He cites the line farefTfe 1

as an instance of fif^r on the ground that biting the upper lip is

disallowed by the Kuma&Mtra.* The Kchnuiiastra thus mentioned

is Viltsyq.yana's KiinuwUra. It contains the required aphorism

i
(Kfimuatm, p. 125).

Again, though the verb should normally be used with reference

to birds only, its use in the stanza

has been considered excellent on account of its being in accord with the

teaching of the Kt'ivuiMstra .* Here too the KilmaiiUtra referred to is

Yntsyayana’s Eftmasutrai, wherein occurs the aphorism
'del'PcNt' &JT

ff5T?r' ’gcitlST (seo- Komasiitra, p. 150. The Soros ratihan t/iahha rana

contains five or six other instances of this kind.

Dasaratua Rabji.v

4 m ^rrorw^d''!:

—

fiarasrnmantlui-

Iharana, p. 48.

5 w$ TRp5N?rrar«ra^sf?r 3^1
Sarasvatlkanthahharana, p. 90,



Pre-Aryan Elements in Indian Culture

(Some Additional Notes)

Elsewhere I have shown that the Mother goddess mill; in India is

of pre-Aryan origin .

1
It. is well-known that feminine deities occupy a

very prominent place in modern Hinduism. Yet they played a very

insignificant role in the religion of the Rg-verlic Aryans. Indeed, the

very conception of the supreme deity as a Mother goddess, which is an

outstanding feature of modern Hinduism, was quite unknown to the

Rg-vedic Aryans. In their pantheon male deities were supreme, But

in the old pre-Aryan religion of India, a leading feature was

the worship of the nude Mother goddess .

2

It is interesting to note that

this conception of the Mother goddess as a nude woman survives to this

day in the representation of such of the Hindu mother goddesses as

Kali, Sitala!, Chinnamasta etc. Sitfila, we are told in the Puranas, should

always be represented in a state of perfect nudity. Indeed, she still

lakes that form in Jessore, Koakhnli and Khulna, rvhere she is regarded

by the Pods as their main deity.'’

Nudity and Fertility Cults

It seems- that the idea a.t. the root of the original conception of the

Mother goddess ns a nude woman was sympathetic magic .

4 The idea

1 Calcutta Review, April 1981, pp. 227-237.

2 It has been supposed that the predominance of Mother worship in India re-

presents a survival from matriarchate, the prevalence of which, of course, had
been attested by a considerable amount of evidence ( J. 13. Harrison, Prolego-

mena to Greek Religion, pp. 2G1, 499; Risley-Gait, (Jell-sun Report, 1901, i, 448 ).

Contrary to this I hold the view that mother goddess cult originated from fertility

cult as represented by the cult of the Mother Earth. The worship of the [Mother
Earth was indissolubly connected with agriculture. The cult, therefore, arose

among agricultural communities. And since among primitive folks agriculture

is mostly done by the women, the goddess connected with the same naturally came
to be conceived as a woman (Cal. Rev., 1931, p. 234) . The connection of the Indian

Devi with the Earth goddess is shown by such of her appellations as Annapurna,
Sakambharl etc. The Kalikdpuruna also contains a sloka which states that the
goddess Kali is worshiped in her manifestation as earth. Referred to by
Sten Konow, JASJJ., N. S., XXI, 1925, p. 322.

3 Encyclopedia of Religion and Ethics, ii. 485.

4 Magical ideology falls under two categories:—contagious and homeopathic.

In the former an effect is brought about by influencing something that comes in
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was prompted by the desire to envisage, to increase and to glorify the

spirit of fertility as personified in tlie Mother goddess. This idea is
1

particularly evident from the fact that even in the rudest of the speci-

mens the sexual attributes have been prominently indicated as

the essential part of the design. And it ought to be noted here that as

the fundamental idea embodied in these figures was religion's land

highly pragmatic, all ideas of obscenity were precluded, and they

were simply a matter of fact statement of a deep-rooted belief. 5

Parallelism heticcen India and Sumer

On the subject of parallel features between the Mother goddess cult

of Sumer and India, I should mention the following two in addition

to wliat I. have pointed out before. 0

1. A system of sanctified prostitution was common to the cult both

in Sumer and India. Throughout "Western Asia, the Mother goddess

was propitiated by a sort of mimetic (same as homeopathic) magic

practised by women. This generally took the form of the sacrifice of

contact with the same. In the latter the event itself or its causes are dramatised

to stimulate its occurrence.

G Clay Figurines of Babylonia and Assyria by E. Dougins Van
Buren, p. xlix.

6 “Foremost among these similarities are the following : (i) the Mother god-

dess in both the countries is conceived as a virgin yet she had a consort
; [This

aspect of the conception of the Mother goddess is clear from the Tantras
]

(ii) the

sacred animal of the Mother goddess in both the countries was the lion and that

of her consort was the bull j (iii) besides the performance of her feminine func-

tions she was capable of doing purely male functions such as fighting. In

Mesopotamian inscriptions she is constantly referred to as ‘Leaderess of hosts in

Battle.’ The Indian goddess as is well-known was oapable of doing the same

thing. In the Devi Mfihatmyo section of theMurlcanrlcya Purunaia narrated the

story of how the gods being ousted by the Asuras implored the help

of. Durgii whereupon the latter took up arms and humiliated Mahiya the Asnra

and his hosts, (iv) The Mesopotamian goddess was intimately associated with

the mountain. She is constantly called the “Lady of the mountain.” The

intimate connection of the Indian Mother goddess with the mountain is shown by

her such names as Parvatl, Haimavhtl, Vindhyavaslni etc. (v) And lastly the

name of the Sumerian goddess Nana is still preserved in the name of the Indian

Goddess NanadevI, who has a famous temple at Hinglaj in Gujrnt. Such funda-

mental similarities as above cannot be explained away as accidental.”

—

Cal.

Bev., 1913, pp. 235-238.
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tlie virtue of women, married or unmarried, temporarily or for ever,

in tlie service of religion to win tlie favour of the gtwidens.

7

And such

practices are also the characteristic feature of the Mother goddess cult

of the Yamucori school in India.'

2. The sacrifice of human victims at the altar of the Mother

goddess was common to both the countries. 0

Sumerian Origins

Not only were there so many parallel features between the Mother

goddess' cults of India uud Sumer, but it is curious enough that Kunm-

rupa (northern. Assam) which is the stronghold of the Mother goddess

cult in India should he called “Saumara” in tlie YoginJtantr:. It is

described as follows:

—

piirve Svarna-uadi yavat ICarotoya ea pafcime/

daksine Mandasailasca uttare Yihngaoalah/
/

astakonam ca Saumaram yatra Pikkaravfisini ///

“Saumara, the abode of Di.kkaravasinl is an! octangular country,

bounded on the east by the river Svarna (Sonkoshi), on the west by the

river KnratoyiL, on the south by the Mandii hills (Garo and Khusiya

bills), and on the north by the hill called Yiliagacala.” 10

7 Descriptions of such rites appear in Frazer's Golden liuut/h, Adonis, vol.

iv, pp. 22-41 (Tlie Thinker’s Library edition).

8 In the Tantras great stress is laid on the fact that lculapujil (worship of

tlie goddess) cannot be done without having sexual intercourse with, women.

Compare in this connection the following verses quoted from the (InjdiuumhUd.

:

Iculu-iaktiin vine devl no jopet sa fn pPmnruh In the Niruttaratantm

it is said that a married woman would commit no sin if sho forsakes her husband

for Inilapuja : vivehitapati-tyOne c/Hpinam na kvUlrcane.

9 KrUikapurCnict, ch. 67.

10 Yoijinitmtra, ii. 44. “Arelieeologists are unanimous in their opinion

that tho Sumerians were an exotic people in Mesopotamia. Though tlio

Sumerians had forgotten all tradition about their original homo yet various

traits ill the Sumerian culture show conclusively that they hud

come from a mountainous country: Tho cult of their deities

on high places and the popularity of mountain animals on the Sumerian seals

suggest no less clearly that the Sumerians were a highland folk. Some of their

traditions, such as tho legend of the culture hero Oannes, a man-fish who swam up

the Persian Gulf to Eridu, point to a southern origin and all arrival from overseas.

They seem to bo connected with India. We know that ‘the first fortunes of
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Popular Goddesses of Early India

Of the various early goddesses of popular origin, the one that I

particularly referred to in my paper 11
is Vasinj, mentioned in the Grliya-

siitra. Another very important popular goddess of early India was Sri.

She is mentioned for the first time in the Satapcitha Br&hma-na. 1* There

she is described as a goddess of love and fertility, and offerings are

significantly prescribed for her by the head of the bed. 11 In the Siri-

kulakanni Jataka (Iso. 192) Siri Devi is the daughter of Dhatara(tlm,

one of the four Lokapalas. She is there made to say, “I preside over

the course of conduct that gives lordship to mankind I am

Sumer Were boutid Up with Indian intercourse. The regularity and intimacy of the

intercourse with India is proved by the occurrence on Suiueriau sites of objects

imported from the Indus Valley, the oldest indisputable instances in the world of

mauufaotured goods of precisely defined provenance being transported for long dis-

iniuiufaetured goods of precisely defined provenance being transported for long

distance from the centre of their fabrication’ (Chiide, Tlic Most Ancient East,

p. 199). Could" not the Sumerians come from Sumeru-parvutn which figures so

prominent in various Indian legends ” (Cal. liev., 1931. p. 229). In

this connection the following confirmatory statement of Mr. V. Gordon Childu

would prove interesting: "The features are really similar, the way of dressing

the hair is identical. The daggers from Harappa, again, belong, to the same

tanged family as the Sumerian, but to a more primitive stage. The Indus and the

Sumerian beakers have an unmistakable family likeness. The cylindrical vase of

silver from Mohenjodaro invites comparison with the alabaster vessels of the

same shape from Ur and Su3a. The Sumerian and Indus toilet sets ure in princi-

ple identical, and each shows the same peculiar construction of the looped head.

Arfistic devices like the use of shell inlays conueot the two regions strikingly.

Motifs like the trefoil and the rosette, even religious themes such as the monsters,

are cominou to both countries. It is fantastic to suggest that the wheel and

carts had been independently invented ill both lands." V. Gordon Chiide, The

Most Ancient East, p. 211. We may also refer bore to the passage in Genesis

where the Sumerians are described as a "people who journeyed from the East

and came into the plane of Shimar and dwelt there.”

11 Op cit., p. 237.

12 Satupatha Br&Kinana, xi. 4. 3. 1; SniphitS references cited by Sehefta-

lowita (ZDMG., LXXV, 37-50) for both 6ri and Lak?mi are dubious. Her

relation to Vi^iju is iguore.d throughout the Yedie period except at the dose

(Keith, Itiligicrn it Philosophy oj the Vedas, p. 212).

13 This prescription specially occurs in the Siitra literature (Sdiilchtlyana

Orliya sUtra, ii, 14. 10 ff.) There she is coupled with Bhadrak all, and offerings

&ro respectively prescribed for theln at the head and foot of the bed.

3IhQi, kAacft, 1984
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beantv, fortune and wisdom .” 11 According to the Mahablmraia. she

once lived with the Danavas, then with the gods and Indra and

perhaps thereby hinting at the fact that she was once worshipped by

the non-Aryans .

11

In the development of Pauriuiik Hinduism all these popular femi-

nine divinities could be and were gradually incorporated into a- con-

sistent theological scheme, as manifestations of one goddess, who is

either herself the Supreme power (sakti) or the power inherent in a

inale cosmic deity, such as Siva. In popular sense, She is his wife. But.

in her oWn right she is absolute in her action, and in specific forms

she engages in activities on behalf of the gods or men and these rela-

tion and activities form the themes of innumerable Pauranik legends.

Prototype of Siva

That, the pre-Aryan peoples of the Indus Valley not only wor-

shipped the Mother goddess, hut like the ancient peoples of Western

Asia and the modern Hindus, paid their devotion also to a mule cosmic

deity Is evident from the representation of a three-faced male deity

depicted on a seal recovered from Mohenjo-duro.

“He is seated on throne with chest, neck and head quite erect and feet

crossing each other. His arms are outstreched, his hands with thumbs to front

resting on his knees. The posture is pervaded by the same spirit of concentration

as the later Paryanka (cross-legged) ilsaua. On two sides of the figures evidently

indicating the four cardinal points are engraved four animals, elephant, tiger,

rhinoceros and bnSalo. Below the throne are two deer] standing With heads

turned backwards.” 18

There is no doubt that we find here the proto-type of Siva. We
recognise hel'e the germs of at least three, fundamental concepts con-

nected with the 'later Siva, namely, that he is (i) YogJgvnra or

Mahayogi, (ii) Pasupati, and (iii) Trimukha.”

It appears from the published illustration of the seal—although

the official archaeologists have missed it—that the deity wears orna-

ments on arms and possibly on neck too. This feature reminds one of

the vedic Rudra, whose cult, in later times was replaced by that of

14 Museum of Fine Aits Bulletin, Boston, XXVj 94,

15 MahAhhUrata, xii. 225, 228.

16 Chanda, Modern Review, August 1932, pp. 158-159.

it Keith, hdigion and Philosophy of the Vedas, p. 144,
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Sira.. In the Rg-veda Rudra is described as wearing golden

ornaments. Now it seems possible that Rudro in the Rg-veda was on

Aryanised form of the pre-Aryan proto-Siva. This supposition to a

certain extent finds .support in the fact that the word Rudra in

Sanskrit meaning ‘red’ is identical with the Dravidian word for ‘red’

Siva. Rudra, it must be noted, was not a very important deity in the

Rg-veda. Only three hymns have been given to him, and he has been

identified with Agni. In the study of Yedic religion it should always

be borne in mind that the cult of Agni had the most predominant place

in Yedic ritualism. And it seems probable that whenever a new deity

had to be introduced in the Aryan pantheon, he had first to be recog-

nised as a form of Agni or somehow associated witli him. We can com-

pare here, for instance, the cases of Kali and Kar&ll, which goddesses

were presumably of aboriginal origin, yet when introduced in the Yedio

pantheon at once became identified with the cult of Agni. Two more

instances would perhaps make my point clear. For instance, Sarva

and Bhava, who according to the Satapatiha BrQhmeuya. were

respectively worshipped by the ‘Easterners’ (that, is the Asuras who

represented the original inhabitants of Yangtuigamagadha) and

the ‘Bahikas’ appear as separate deities in the Yajvneda. But' in the

Yfljasaneyi SamMtd they are identified with Agni along with other

newly recruited deities as A4ani, Pasupnti, 3Hahadevn,'I6ana, ITgradera

and others. The cult of Rudra reached the high-water mark of its power

and popularity in the period of the Brahmanas, but even there lie is

still recognised as a form of Agni, allowing thereby that the transitional

period was not yet over, The identification of various deities with

Agni and their close connection with each other made the pro-

cess of their syncretism in Hinduism a very easy one. Thus the follow-

ing deities described in the later Yedic literature as being forms of

Agni, became in the Puranaa synthetised into the Hindu Siva. They

are Hara, Mrda, Savva, Siva, Bhava, Mahadova, TJgra, Pasupati,

Sankara and Idaina. Prom all these evidences it appears as if there were

in ancient India side by side with the popular feminine deities

numerous male divinites as well, all or many of which gathered round

the nucleus of Yedic Rudragni to give rise to the later cult of Siva.

An observation of Keith on this point is very illuminating. He aays;
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‘The question, however, arises whether in the late Rudra we have not the

syncretism of more than one deity and possibly the influence of the aboriginal

worship of the Aryans. It is certainly possible that forest and mountain deities

or some kindred gods such as a vegetation spirit and even a god of the dead may

be united with the Vedic lightning god to form the composite figure of the

Yajurveda : the view preferred by Oldenberg’thnb the god is really the same

throughout the whole period and that it is the nature of the tradition which

obscures the fact cannot be accepted in face of the obvious probability of develop-

ment of religion and the admitted ease with which deities absorb some elements

into the character. In the later Siva there are many traces of conceptions com-

monly associated with vegetation spirits and his phallic cult is one which is

condemned by the Rigveda but which doubtless remained as popular among the

aborigines as it now is among Siva worshippers throughout India.” 18

Any way, it seems certain that by the time nf the Ramdyana Siva

had already been exalted to the rank of a Supreme deity. Kausalya,

for instance, says in Ayodhya Kanda (25, 45):

—

maydrcitd dcragana

iivddayali

.

Cult of Linga and Toni

In Hinduism Siva and Snkti are worshipped not only in anthropo-

morphic forms, but also in the symbolic forms of Lihga and Yoni. The

existence of the cult of Lihga and Yooii in the Indus Valley in pre-Aryan

times is attested by the realistic representations of the phallus as well

as ring,stones, It seems probable that these pre-Aryan phallic

worshippers are identical with' tlie peoples who in later times dwelt in

rich and prosperous cities (some even with a hundred gates) in

the Indus Valley, and prejudice and indignation, against whom find

most eloquent expression in the following two passages of the

Rg-veda :
—

“The terrible God Indra, skilled iu all heroic deeds, has with his weapons
mastered these demons. Indra, exalting has shattered their deities

; armed with

the thunderbolt he has smitten them asunder by his might. Neither demons
impel us, Indra, nor, 0 puisssant deity of a truth, any evil spirits. The glorious

Indra defies the hostile being : not those whose God is the SiiSna approach our

sacred ceremonies” (RV., vii, 21. 4-6).

"Proceeding to the conflict, and desiriug to acquire them he has gone to, and in

hostile army besieged inaccessible places, at the same time when irresistible,

slaying those whose God is the Si4na, he by his craft conquered the riches of the
city with a hundred gate.s” (BY, X. 99. 8).

18 Ibid., p. 148.
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Libya Cult older than Moltenjo-ilaro

That tlie cult of the Lihga in India is older than the clialcolithic

period of Mohenjo-daro will he evident, if we only tahe back our

research into the domain of pre-historic arolueology. Such research

shows conclusively that phallus played a considerable part in the reli-

gious and magical ideology of the pre-Aryan and non-Aryan peoples

of India. There is, for instance, a very fine specimen of phallus

dating from the neolithic times in the Foote Collection of the Madras

Museum." It was found on the Shevaroy hill in the Salem district

of the Madras Presidency. Tt is made of pale gneiss stone. Though

the specimen has been much ravaged in the process of time, it still

retains its original and highly realistic shape It. was no doubt used as

an object of worship or as a charm against- sterility.

Shevaroy hills in the Salem district is not the onlyi place in India

which has yielded a, phallic symbol of neolithic times. Earthen

phallic symbols dating from neolithic times have also been obtained

from various places in the Barodn State in Gujrat .

50

Focus of Linya Cult

Most of the early specimens of phallic symbols have thus come

from South India. Curiously enough, in Indian literary tradition at

least one form of the cult, namely that of Bana lihga is connected with

South India. For instance, according to the Siitasamhitu

:

“King Bana was a special favourite of the great Malifideva, He performed

tho worship by installing every day with liis own hand a Siva lihga. After he had

worshipped Siva for a hundred years in this manner, the great god being highly

pleased conferred on him a boon, speaking thus to him, ‘I give you fourteen erores

of lihga which are specially endowed. They are to be found in the Narmada and

other sacred streams. They will confer faith and salvation on their devotees.”

Hemadri, the author of the Caturvaryanintfwiani also quotes

Yajnavalkya to say:

“These liiigas will ceaselessly roll by themselves in the stream of the river

Narmada. In ancient time Bana absorbed in contemplation invoked Mahiideva

who in compliance with his prayer is now residing on tho mouutain in the shape of

the lihga. It is for this reason that the lingas are known as Banalihga. The same

benefit that would accrue to a devotee by worshipping a crore of lingas would be

19 Robert Bruce Foote, Foote Colhrtinn of Indian Pre-hhtoric and Proto-

histuric Antiquities, p. 61.

JO Ibid., p. 139,
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obtained by him by worshipping only one Banalinga Those who daily wor-

ship Baiialihga found on the banks of the river Narmada got salvation within their

grasp.”* 1

Elsewhere I hare shown that the Aryans in India borrowed from

the aboriginal inhabitants not only the cult of the linga but the name

of the .symbol as well .

23 That it is of non-Aryan origin is shown, by

the opprobious' terms applied to the phallic worshippers in the Rg-veda.

The paucity of phallic worship in the case t>f other Indo-European

peoples 'lends support to this theory.

TJ’hga Cult in Br&lvmatoism

The cult of the Linga became embedded in Brahmanism in the

Epic period. Earlier literature hare no reference to the same. For

the first time it appears in the R&mHyctna, in which it is stated that

whererer Havana went he carried with him a Sivaliftga of gold .
98 In

the MahAhhOrrata, too, Sivaliiga is mentioned in several places .

94

The cult seems to have been well-established in Hinduism in the

seoond century before Christ. This is evident from a phallus symbol

discovered at Gudimallom
;

ft village situated at a distance of fi miles to

the north-east of Renigunta, ti railway station on the Madras and

Southern Marhatta Railways. It represents the phallus in a most

realistic manner. It bears on its front a very beautiful figure of Siva.

It is dated a second century B.C .

95

The development of Saktism gave a great fillip to the propagation

of the cult. Throughout the T&ntrik literature we have the injunction

that all religious merit will go in vain if one does not worship the

linga,
90

Th endomorphism

I have already shown that animals formed an outstanding feature

21 Quoted in N. Vasu’s Social History of KdmarQpa.

22 “Beginnings oE Linga Cult in India’’ in ABOEI., 1932.

23 We know from the Tantras that Sivalingas could be made of metal, stone

or earth.

24 Mahal li&mta, Anuitiaana, v. 8 ft.; w. 7510, 7516; cl. also Dronaparva

v. 061 ff. ; w. 9625 and 9631.

25 Gopiriath Rao, Hindu Iconography, vol. II, p. 63 ff.

26 Cf. MaMvedatantra—ekaya dUrvaya v&pi yo ’rccayec chivalihgakam

j

sanadtvasya Hrse tu cSrghyaitanaphalam. lalhetH
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of the religious ideas of the pre-Aryan peoples of India, while such

ideas had practically very loose or no hold on the Aryans.
27

Dr. Eeitli observes:

‘•'The place of animals in the Veda, is restricted and of comparatively late im-

portance so far ns it concerns direct worship of animals whether individual or

specific as distinct from the theriomorphiam of gods who are not animal gods

and the use of animal fetishes. Dub the existence of theso different ways in which

an animal may seem to be defined renders it difficult in each cnso to say wb ether

«• not direct worship of animals is to be detected.”3 *

(rods in Western Asia were often conceived us bull, and in their

representation on archaic seals they were frequently represented as

wearing hull’s horns. From this I inferred that similar ideas might

have also been prevalent among the Indus Valley folk, und it was from

them that in later times the Aryans borrowed the ideas and called

Indra ‘the Bull of Heaven’—an epithet which the Sumerians also

applied to their Father God .

10 Later discoveries at Mohenjo-daro

have confirmed my surmise. For instance, the proto-type of tfivu re-

ferred to above wears the bull’s horns ." 0

Hindu Daiavatarat

If theriomorphiam of deities has been responsible (as suggested by

me in my previous paper) for the growth of the idea of the vQhanat of

Hindu deities, totemism, I think, has been responsible for the develop-

ment of the theory of Hindu DasaTataras. It is most probable that the

Hindu Avataras are nothing but the culture heroes of the land. We
know that three of them, Kiuna, Erfna and Buddha, were at least as

such. Other Avataras, such as fish, tortoise, boar and man-lion, might

have been conceived tu> Such because the culture heroes were bom among

totemic tribes having such names. This is not improbable. For in

the Sumerian tradition, their culture hero was one Cannes, a man-fisli

who swam tip the Persian Gulf to Etidu. This culture hero might have

2? Op. cit.

28 Keith, Op. cit., p. 189.

29 Of. Atharoa Tetta, iv. ll-j i. 21 J
v. 48, 99; riff. 6. See 1n.V article,

in the Cal. Rev. referred to above,

80 Schematic representation of the Bull’s head associated with Solar discs

had previously been found from the pre-Aryan copper age site of GnUgeria in the

Balaghat sub-division of the Central Provinces. It was interpreted fts a symbol

of the Stm God i
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reached Sumer from India, and he might have also been the prototype

of the Hindu Matsyavatara.
31 The existence of such species as man-

fish is not improbable in view of the fact that from the Yajuvveda on-

ward we have in literature the mention of a genus man-tiger. 3 '

Indian Script Origins

Most of the modern scripts of North India are derived from the

ancient Indian Brahmi alphabet. The long comtiuued controversy re-

lating to. the origin of the Brahmi now seems to be set at rest by the

discovery, of the Indus Valley script.* 8 h'or according to Mr. Langdon

and Dr. Pram Nath, Brahmi is a development of the early pictoigrapliic

system of the Indus Valley. 3 '

Cannot there be a veiled hint of the indigenous origin of the

Indian script in the legend that when Vyiisa wrote the MaJulblumiita he

employed Ganesa or Vinayoka ns his scribeP Now Gane&i or Yinayuku

bas obviously an indigenous origin. He is one of the latest of the

Brahminical deities .

33 He appears for the first time in the

Yajnavalkya ns a demon taking possession of men and hindering their

success. Vinayaka, too, was the name of a class of demons who flourished

in ancient times. It may be that the Aryans either did not know or had

a very imperfect method of writing and that when necessity arose for

committing to writing the gradually accumulating storehouse of lores

and legends, they borrowed a scribe from the indigenous tribe of the

Vinayakas, who for his outstanding service in the- cause of the preser-

vation of Indian culture was ultimately ennobled and exalted to the

rank of a god.

31 Compare iu tliis connection the Egyptian deity Hainan with nxe in his hand
With Parasurama.

37 Keith, Pci. Phil, Vedas, p. 197.

38 See "Indian Script Palceontology" by Atul K. Sur, in Cal. Pci).,

February 1933, pp. 261-265.

39 Langdon’s article appears in Marshall’s Mohenjo-Ditro and Dr. Pran
Nath’s iu Indian Historical Quarterly, December, 1931. See also Laugdon’s
Introduction to G. H. Hunter's The Script of Harnppa and Mohenjo-daro.

40 He is not mentioned in the Burndyana and some of the PurCtiias. He
is also excluded from the. original Mah&bhdrain,

41 YB.jtiava.lkyd, i. 270, 289, 293.
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General Observations

My constant and repeated emphasis on tlie pre-Ai’yau elements in

Hinduism might lead many to suppose that my aim has been to belittle

or minimise the contribution of the Aryans to the sum-total of Hindu

civilization. My motive is far from that. "What I have tried to show

in the foregoing- pages is merely to explode the notion hitherto prevail-

ing to the effect that the Hindu culture is composed entirely of Aryan

elements. It is now obvious in the light of my discussion on the sub-

ject that such notion can no longer hold good. It is now practically a

fait accompli that the pre-Aryan peoples of the Indus Yulley were

superior to the Aryans in material culture. Indeed, they were

in enjoyment of many of the amenities of modern life. But

intellectually the pre-Aryans were much inferior to the Aryans. The

Aryan language waa more excellent than anything which the pre-

Aryans could boast, of. And it was of this 'language that they made

a lasting gift to the children of the soil. The refined character of their

language, its delicate structure was susceptible to abstract thinking.

It implied a mental outlook that tended to intellectual progress. The

subtle spiritual conceptions inherent in such a mental outlook found

its reflection in the religion of the Jtg-veda. It was this mental out-

look, too, which left its indelible mark on the culture that evolved out

of the absorption and assimilation of Aryan and pre-Aryan elements

in the midland regions of India. Elsewhere where the Aryans went

they have often been described as demolishes of original civilization.'1*

But in justice to the Aryans it must bo said that their Indian brethren

were not mere destroyers of civilization. They had creative genius

too. Their creation was in the direction of cultural synthesis. From

the Yedic times onward we have in literature a lasting testimony to

this synthetic process. The result of this synthesis was a new culture

—Hinduism. The incorporation of pre-Aryan religious elements in

Hinduism is merely a part of that process.

Atul K. Sue

42 Cliilde, The Aryans.

Maroh, 1934 4



Events leading to the Arnbela Expedition

About the year 1823, appeared on the Yusafzai frontier one of

those well-known adventurers, who have at all times managed

to beguile the credulous and simple Pathan race for their own ends,

and have been the means of creating discord, upheaving- society, and

fomenting rebellions, checked and crushed only with the

utmost difficulty. This man was Syed Ahmad Shall of Bareilly. At

one period of his life he was the companion-in-anus of the celebrated

Amir Khan Piudari, who was himself a l’uthan, bom in the valley of

Buner. Syed Ahmad studied Arabic at Delhi and then proceeded to

Mecca by way of Calcutta. It was during this journey that his doc-

trines obtained the ascendancy over the minds of the Mahomedans of

Bengal, which has ever since led them to supply their colony at Sit-tana

with fresh recruits. It was in 1824 that the adventurer arrived by way

of Kandahar and Kabul amongst the Yusufmi tribes of the Peshawar

border, with about forty Hindustani followers.

1

Syed Admad came at a happy moment, for it was just the time

to raise the spirits of the Yusafza-is and other Pathaus (which had been

damped by the crushing defeat they and the Peshawar Sardars had

suffered at the hands of Maharaja Runjit Singli at the battle of

Nowshera) by religions exhortation. He easily gathered recruits
;
and

meanwhile his own following had been swelled to about nine hundred

by malcontents and fanatics from Bengal. 5

In 1827 he sallied out to lay siege to Attock, hut after a slight

preliminary success was utterly defeated by the Sikhs; and he then

fled with a few companions' to Swat, and gradually worked his

way hade through Buner to Yusafmi. With full faith in his mira-

culous powers the Pathaus again assembled round him and in a two

years’- career of conquest he gathered the whole of Yusafzai under his

1 Punjab Government Records (henceforth abbreviated as P. G. R.) Press List,

vol. XXI. Serial No. 31, Letter Mo. 67 ,
dated the 1st February, 1804. From the

Secretary to the Government, Panjab, to the Secretary to the Government of India,

Foreign Department, with the GoVernor-General.

2 Ibid.
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control. Unfortunately the holy mail’s love of money made his rule

so oppressive that the l’athans rose against him and drove him across

the Indus, -where, after a stubborn battle against the Sikhs, he waft

overpowered and slain.’

Of hisi disciples who escaped with their lives, a portion

found their way to Sittann, on the Mnhaban mountain, about

fifty miles above Attoek on the right bank of the Indus. There

they settled down to the depredation of the lower lands and the kid-

napping and murder of peaceful traders on the highways, receiving

occasional recruits and even subsidies from lower Bengal.'1

The first collision of the British with them occurred in 1853, when

the fanatics had abetted an offending tribe in hostilities against the

former, boasting loudly of their prowess, but had fled precipitately

before two Sikh regiments. Being then left alone, they returned to

their evil ways and brought upon themselves a second punitive expedi-

tion under General Sir Sydney Cotton in 1858.* Cotton attacked

Sittona itself, inflicting severe loss on the troublesome Hindustanis, who

fought doggedly and well; hut it was felt at the time that the penalty

exacted from them was insufficient. Two neighbouring tribes' (Gadun

and Utmaazai) had engaged themselves to prevent the fanatics from

re-occupying Sittaiia; so the latter built themselves a new village at

Malka, some eleven miles to the north-west of their old settlement and

on the northern slope of the Mnhaban.*

But in 1801 they came down to a place named Siri, just ovei'-

hanging theu- old haunt at Sittann, and commenced sending robbers

3 P.Q.R. Press List, vol. XXI, Serial No. 31, Letter No. 67, dated the 1st

February,1864. From the Secretary to the Qoverumont, Punjab, to tlio Secretary

to the Government of India, Foroign Department, with the Governor-General.

4 Ibid.

5 Vide Colonel Sir Herbert Edwardos’ letter No. B of the 14th Hay, 1868, to the

Secretary to the Government of Panjab, reporting the result of the operations of the

force under Sir Sydney Cotton in 1858 against Punjtar and the Sittana fanatics.-

P. G. R. Mss. File No. 24.

6 P. G. R. Mss. File No. 24, Letter No. 200/546, dated Hazara, the 11th July,

1868. From the Deputy Commissioner, Hazara, to the Commissioner and
Superintendent, Peshawar Division.
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into Hazara to carry off Hindu traders. 7 The offence of the Gaduns

was that, in contravention of their agreement, they allowed free passage

to the Hindustanis through their territory when proceeding on and

returning from their kidnapping and marauding expeditions."

In order to bring them to a sense of their responsibilities, the

Utmanzais and Gaduns were accordingly placed under blockade, and

on October 2, 18G1 they came in and made their submission, and con-

sented to enter into fresh engagements to exclude the Syeds and

Hindustanis."

7 The natureof these outrages isthus desoribed by Lieut.-Colonel It. G. Taylor,

the Commissioner of the Peshawar Division, iu a dispatch: No. 105,plated ,Septem-

ber 11, 1803: “A trader loads liis mules at one of our chief towns, and starts across

country ( though there have been extreme cases of the offence taking place on tho

highroad ) to a village he hopes to reach by nightfall. On the road, in somo lonely

spot, he is seized, gagged, and taken aside into the jungle or some mountain nook,

and there kept closo under drawn swords till dark, when the whole party starts by

well-known, but unfrequented, tracks to the mountainous river-board, where accor-

ding to [one of Major Adams’ informants, the victim is insertod into an inflated

skin, aTid a brigand, mounting on it, ferries him over. Whatever the plan adopted,

the unfortunate iswhisked across the Indus, and when onceoveris fairly safo till his

relations pay up the required ransom. His danger lies iu the day dawning, or other

obstruction occurring, before tho kidnapping party reach the Indus, iu which case

the enoumbrance, in the shape of a gagged idolator, must be got rid of. They
would let him go if they could afford it, but his tongue will needs wag and describe

locality and route, and, perhaps, reoognise individuals
;
and so he is knocked on

the head, and thrown into a mountain orevice.”

Of the difficulties of exercising any preventive measures against these acts,

the Commissioner observes in tho same dispatch that, “From the nature of the

oountry it has been found impossible to deal with these acts merely by protective

Polioe arrangements. The actors are bold mon, and actuated by a thirst for money
for the actual needs of life, sharpened by hostility to us

;
while it would take the

whole of the Hazara force one day to search one mountain, and at the end they

would be quite knocked up and useless. What, then, could bo hoped from a limited

body of police in a tract of country containing a constant succession of such moun-
tains? These are crimes which nothing but pressure on the head and source of the

offence can check. The men who send out these brigands, and those who harbour
and give thorn passage through their lands, must be reached and made to suffer

and then, and then alone, will the activity of their emissaries be checked.’’ Mss.

File No. 24.

8 P. G. R. Mss. File No. 24, Letter No. 127, dated Peshawar, the 9th July, 1863.

From the Commissioner and Superintendent, Peshawar Division, to the Secretary

to the Government, Panjab.

9 P. G. R. Mss. File No. 24, Letter No. 165, dated the 11th September, 1863.

From the Commissioner and Superintendent, Peshawar Division, to the Secretary

to the Government, Panjab,
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la the beginning of 18(52, it was reported that the number of the

Hindustanis had been increased, and several robberies having been

committed by robbers dispatched by Syed Mubarik Shah (son of Syed

Akbar Shah, the King of Swat) into the Hazara territory, it was re,

commended by the Paujab authorities that an expedition should be

undertaken against Malka.

This recommendation accorded with the opinion of Major James,

the Commissioner of Peshawar, then absent in England, and of the

lit. Hon’ble the Secretary of State for India, who in his dispatch

No. 18 of April 7, L8G2, wrote as follows : “I am disposed to agree

with the Commissioner oE Peshawar that it will eventually be necessary

to expel the offenders by force of arms and that they will he n lasting

source of trouble so long as they are permitted to remain in the

neighbourhood.”

The Supreme Government, however, were of opinion at that time

that sufficient cause for undertaking an expedition had not been

shown. 10

During the autumn of 18G2 and ensuing cold season, there was a

considerable immunity from these kidnapping practices; but. again in

the spring of 1803 two murders were committed, which were generally

attributed to Syed Mubarik Shah’s men, and on July 5, it was reported

that the Syeds and Hindustanis had suddenly re-occupied Sittana11

and had renewed their old nefarious activity of thieving and murder.

No attempt to prevent their doing so was made by the Gadun or

Utmanzai tribe, and some of their members actually invited them.

These tribes, being called upon for tlieir reasons for having thus

broken the engagements they had entered into, only afforded evasive

replies; the Gaduns laying the blame on the TJtmanzais, and the

TTtmanzais on Gaduns, 10 and as the Syeds and Hindustanis were

10 P. Q. R. Press List, vol. XXI, Serial No. 31, Letter No. 67, dated the 1st

February,1864. From the Secretary to the Government, Panjab, to the Secretary

to the Government of India, Foreign Department, with the Governor-General.

11 P. G. R. Mss. File No. 24, Service Message No. 69, dated Peshawar, the 5th

July, 1863. From the Commissioner and Superintendent, Peshawar Division

to the Secretary to the Government, Panjab.

12 P. G. R. Mss. File No. 24, Letter No. 206/546, dated Hazara, the 11th July,

1868' From the Deputy Commissioner, Hazara to the Commissioner and Superin-

tendent, Peshawar Division,
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sending threatening messages to tlie Chief of Arab, a feudatory protect-

ed by the British Government, military measures were taken for main-

taining a blockade against the Gadun and ITtmansai tribes, and

militia were entertained for the purpose of protecting the territory of

the Amb Chief. 13

The Syeds and Maulvi Abdulla (the military lender of the Hinchts-

stani fanatics) were now noting with their Hindustani followers in the

bitterest spirit against the British Government; the leaders of the

colony! expressly declared “they were embarked in determined opposi-

tion to the infidel,” and called upon “all good Mahomedans to quit

the friendship of the unbelieving, and join the would-be-martyrs of

the faith.” A letter to this effect was sent to the Chief of Amb. 14

Oh the night of September 3, 1803, Maulvi Abdulin, with

his Hindustanis, and accompanied, it was said, by Malik Esau of the

Gadun tribe, attempted to attack the camp of the Guides

at Topi. The attacking force had arrived within a short distance of

the camp, when they came upon a cavalry patrol of one duffadar and

four sowars, of the Guide Corps. The duffadar had been previously

warned of the neighbourbond of a body of men, and on coming on an

advanced party lie immediately attacked them. Two men were cut

down, and the rest, rushing back on the main body, communicated a

pnnio, which ended in n general and disgraceful flight. The Hindus-

tanis then erected a breastwork on the right hank of the Indus, from

which they continued to annoy the picquet held by the levies

at jN’aogiran. 1 '1

About the 10th of September, the Hassanzai tribe, instigated, it

was supposed, by the Maulvi of Sittana, made an unprovoked attack

on the hamlets in. the little Shunglni valley of the black Mountain,

in which the most advanced outpost of the Amb territory is situated.

13 P. G.R. Mss. File No. 24, Letter No. 28, dated the loth September, 1863.,

From the Secretary to the Government, Panjab, to the Secretary to the Govern-

ment of India, Foreign Department, with the'Governor-General.

14 P. G. R. Mss. File No. 24, Demi-official letter dated the 11th September,

1863. From Leiut. R. Sandeman, Assistant Commissioner to the Commissioner
and Superintendent, Peshawar Division.

15 P. Q. R. Mss. File No. 24. Diary of H. H. C'oxe, Deputy Commissioner,
Hazara, dated the 10th September, 1863,
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The fort was not molested, but some six or seven hamlets were des-

troyed, and one man, who resisted, was killed .

10

The Hassanzais then threatened an attack on Chamberi, and a

portion of the Mada libels crossed the Indus with the intention of

assisting them; but the frontier line having been greatly strengthened

by the Amb authorities, the gathering broke up, and the Mada Kb els

recrossed the river. Shortly afterwards, the Hassanzais made an

attack on the Amb levies on the Black Mountain border, in which one

jemadar and seven men were killed, and several of the levies wounded. ,T

It was now considered that the time lord arrived when it became

absolutely necessary to have recourse to military operations."' Hitherto

the hostilities and provocations had been offered by detached tribes,

but now, for the first time, the majority, if not the whole, of the

Hazara border tribes were arrayed against the British Government.

Ill the opinion of Sir Robert Montgomery, the then Lieutenant-

Governor of the Panjab, it was perhaps possible, though very doubtful,

to avert a campaign by making use of the feuds and factions^ of the

different tribes to sow discord in their councils; but this could only

put off tha day of reckoning a little further. Delay, which with these

tribes is little understood, might encourage other tribes to action, and

a favourable opportunity might thus lie lost for putting an end to the

chronic frontier iiritation which then existed. That an expedition

against these tribes would be forced on the British Government sooner

16 Ibid.

17 P. G. R. Press List, vol. XX, Serial No. 2320, dated the 5th September, 1863

From the Commissioner and Superintendent, Peshawar Division, to the Secretary

to the Government, Panjab.

18 Colonel Taylor, the Commissioner of the Peshawar Division, writing to the

Secretary to the Puujab Government, ill a dispatchNo.165, dated September, 11,1863,

remarks: “the Gaduns, contrary to express agreements, which they themseh es ack-

nowledge, but try to evado with an excuse of want of power to -fulfil, which every

peasant in the country knows to be false, have, in defiance or indifference regard-

ing our displeasure, permitted, if not encouraged, the fanatic colony to return from

Malkn to their former position at Sittaua. Unloss this flagrant contempt of our

power be visited upon them, we must not only lose authority aud influence on the

border, but it will be very certain to be visited upon us in a tangible form by other

instances of open violation of agreements, aggression on our border, aud general

contempt of our authority which will force war ou us most probably under less

advantageous circumstances than those with which it may now be engaged in,”

P. G. ft. Mss. B'ile No. 24.
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or later appeared inevitable, and condonation without chastisement

would only be an inducement for them to repeat their offences. 15

An expedition was accordingly sanctioned by the Supreme

Government, the first object of which was effectually to rid the frontier

of the chronic cause of disturbance—the Hindustani fanatics. Their

mere expulsion from the light bank of the Indus upon their old posts

—at Malka and on the south bank of the Barnndu, was not considered

enough
;
nor was it thought advisable that they should find shelter in

Swat, and make that powerful tribe the future focus of disturbance

on the frontier.
20

The Governor-General was of the opinion that the “punishment

of the Gaduns was to be a secondary consideration to the primary one

!of crushing effectually the small, but troublesome, horde of fanatics;

and with this purpose in view, the civil officer who accompanies the

expedition should make it his object not only to discriminate carefully

between those tribes who have as yet shown no sign of hostility and

those jvlio, through fear of the British Government approach in force,

make professions of repentance; but also to hold out to the latter that

their sincerity will be measured by the assistance they may render in

capturing dispersed fanatics, and that by no other course can they

atone for their complicity, and escape retributive measures.” 31

With regard to the plan of operations, Colonel Taylor's proposal

was that tire force should march to the head of the Gadun country,

either direct from Topi via Bisake, etc., or by following the route of

the expedition of 1858 to Mangal Thana and from 'there working

across; and that it should be met near Sittana by a column advancing

up the right bank of the Indus by crossing it at Rorgush. The

Lieutenant-Governor of the Punjab had suggested generally that the

force should march in two columns and sweep the couutry on either

19 P. G. R. Mss. Pile No. 24, Letter No. 28, dated the 15th September 1853.

From the Secretary to the Government, Pan jab, to the Secretary to the Government

of India, Foreign Department, with the Governor-General.

20 P. G. R. Press List, vol. XX, Serial No. 2352, Letter No. G39, dated the 24th

September, 1863. From the Secretary to the Government of India, Foreign Depart-

ment, with the Governor-General, to the Secretary to the Government, Pahjab.

21 Ibid.
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side of the Maliaban range by mounting its heights and thence dictat-

ing terms to the tribes.”

The Supreme Government, however, laid down that ‘whilst

occupying the attention of the fanatics and their allies on the line of

the Indus, in the neighbourhood of Sittana, the aim should be, if there

be no serious military objections to this course, to push up a strong

column to Mangal Thana and Malka so as to interpose between, the

fanatics and their line of retreat towards the Barandu, their posts on

which might be oocupied by a separate light column or by a detachment

from the main column. The 'latter would, from Mangal Thana and

Malka, then operate, in conjunction with our troops on the Indus

line, against the fanatics; and though their extirpation may, as anti-

cipated hy Colonel Taylor, not be possible, yet their dispersion would,

under such circumstances, be on the lines of direction favourable to

their capture, if the co-operation of the well disposed sections of the

tribes could be elicited.” 2 *

In a dispatch of the Secretary to the Government of India, Mili-

tary Department, to the Adjutant-General of the Army, it was added

that “the strength and composition of each column, and tlie route to

be followed, can probably best he fixed by the General Officer com-

manding the troops, in consultation with the Commissioner

accompanying the force.” 21

Accordingly, on September 27, 1863, Colonel A. Wilde, com-

manding the Corps of Guides, under whose directions the blockade

against the Gaduns had been conducted, submitted a memorandum

through Brigadier-General Sir Neville B. Chamberlain who had been

appointed to command the expeditionary force. In this document it

was stated that the expedition of 1868, although successful, had not

22 P. G. E. Press List, vol. XXI, Serial No. 31. Letter No. 67, dated the 1st

February 1864. From the Secretary to the Government, Panjab, to the Secretary

to the Government of India, Foreign Department, with the Governor-General.

23 P. G. E. Press List, vol. XX, Serial No. 2352, Letter No. 639, dated the

24th September. 1863. From the Secretary to the Government of India, Foreign

Department, with the Governor-General to the Secretary to the Government, Fanjab.

24 P. G. R. Mss. File No. 24, Letter No. 414, dated the 25th September, 1863.

From the Secretary te the Government of India, with the Governor General, Militia

Department, to the Adjutant-General of the Army.

t.lt.Q., if-Ufctt, 1934 6
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been conclusive as to its results. The Gadun tribe had not felt the

power of the British Government; and although the Hindustanis had

been turned out of Mangal Thana and driven from Sit-tana,

they had retreated on Malka, more from the pressure put upon them

by the Gadun tribe than from the defeats they had sustained from the

British troops.

For the future peace of the border, Wilde said, the destruction of

this colony of priests and fanatics was a necessity, and that they must

be removed by death or capture from the hills, and a treaty made with

the hill tribes not to allow them to reside in their territories.

He considered that the plan of campaign would have to be totally

different in its nature from that pursued in 1868. The force to. be

employed would have to be a strong one, and it would be necessary

to occupy temporarily the country to the north of the Mahaban
;
the

military object in view being to attack the Hindustanis from the north,

and force them to fight with their backs to the plains, operating, in

fact, on. their line of retreat, instead of, as before, advancing from the

plains,' driving them out of Mangal. Thana and Sittana, and allowing

them a safe retreat and passage into the hills.
25 To effect this, two

columns were to be employed—the base of operations of one

column being in tile Peshawar Valley, and that of the other in

Hazara. 35

The Peshawar column was to he assembled at Hawakila and Swabi

Manairi, with the avowed object, as in 1858, of moving on Mangal

Thana (which would be naturally expected)
;

but, when ready to

march, the column was to pass through the Ambela defile (or more

properly, the Surkhawai pass) and occupy the village of Kogali, in the

Chanda' Valley, thirteen miles by a camel road chiefly over British

territory, and stated then to be "easy in the extreme.” The next day

the force was to march to Cherorai., sixteen miles, an open plain near

the river Barandu,. when, simultaneously with the occupation, of

Cherorai, the Hazara column was to drop down the Indus and drive

25 This proposal, it should be noted, met in some way the suggestion made hi

the Secretary to the Government of India’s letter No. 639, dated tire 24th Septem-

ber, 1863.

26 B.G. R. hiss. Pile No. 24, Letter dated the 27th September, IB63.' Froiji

Colonel A.Wilde, to Brigadier- General Sir'NeVille B. Chamberlain.
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the enemy out of Sittana, occupying that place; the Peshawar column

moving on the third day to Malka .

27

The advantages of tin's plan of operations were thus reckoned

that the Gaduns, finding their country commanded by the force in

the Chamla. Valley, would keep quiet, and perhaps assist in capturing

the defeated Hindustanis. That the operations would be in an open

valley containing several fine villages and admitting of the employ-

ment of cavalry; whence also flying columns could be sent up the

Ifahaban, the northern slopes of which are easier than the southern.

It also afforded the alternatives either of withdrawing to the plains

through the Ambela paps; or by sending back- the cavalry by that

route and advancing the rest of the force either to Jlangal Thana or

Sittana, as might be found feasible .

38

There remained the question of the attitude of the neighbouring

tribes. Tim Chamla valley is bounded on the north by the Guru

mountain, six thousand feet high, which with the district to the north

of it is the home of the Bunerwals. Ho trouble was anticipated from

them, for they had no sympathy with the fanatics and held different

religious opinions. Moreover, they formed part of the flock of the

Al-hvnd of Swat, rather a remarkable man, who was a kind of pontiff

of Islam in those quarters and had denounced the fanatics, ns actual

infidels.

Both the Bunerwals and the Swntis, who lay to the north-west of the

fanatics, were expected to look with approval on the coming campaign

;

and the valley of Chamla itself belonged to a mixture of unimportant

tribes, some friendly, some hostile towards the British. It was

considered imprudent to sound any of the clans as to their feelings

lest the plan of campaign should thereby he revealed, which was likely

enough. It was anticipated by Colonel A. “Wilde, that on the whole

the entire affair should be ended in three weeks .

89

27 P. G. R. Mss. File No. 24, Letter dated the 27th .September, 1863. From

Colonel A. Wilde to Brigadier-General Sir Neville B. Chamberlain.

28 P. G. R-. Press List vol, XXI. Serial No. 31, Letter No. 67, dated the 1st

February, 1864. From the Secretary to the Government, Panjab, to the Secretary to

the Government of India. Foreign Department, with the Governor-General.

29 P. G. -R. Mss.' File No. 24. Letter dated the 27th September, 1863. From

Colonel A. Wilde to Brigadier-General Sir Neville B. Chamberlain.
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The Governor-General approved of Colonel Wilde’s suggestions

and communicated it to Sir Hugh Rose, the Coimuander-in-Cluef . The

actual plan of operations was not laid before Sir Hugh, for it- was

not finally determined upon by the Lieutenant-Governor of the Punjab

until the last moment
;

30 but none the less Rose lost no time in. giving

his opinion.

He pointed out first the danger of denuding Peshawar and other

stations of troops and transport at the very moment, when, by entering

the mountains at one point, the British should arouse excitement along

the whole line. Next, he remarked that the proper equipment of even

five thousand men (as proposed by the Punjab authorities), as regards

supplies, ammunition and transport, for so difficult and arduous a duty

would need far more time than had been allowed, and that the period

allotted for active operations (three weeks) was too short. Finally he

urged that hasty flying marches- through the mountains had produced

no satisfactory results in the past, and were not likely to produce

them at present. He therefore advised a strict blockade of the district

during the winter and the dispatch of a carefully prepared and

equipped expedition in the spring .

31 This sound common sense was

however disregarded,

R, R, Scthi

30 Colonel Wilde’s proposal was personally submitted to the Lieutenant-

Governor of the Panjab by General Chamberlain at Murree. It was discussed at a

meeting convened by His Honour at which the following were present:-

Sir Robert Montgomery, General Chamberlain, Colonel Taylor, Mr . Forsyth

and Captain Black. The proposal appeared to be sound, and his Honour decided

that Colonel Taylor should at once proceed to the spot and in communication with

Colonel Wilde, carry out the fullest enquiries regarding it. There was no time for

a reference to his honour who agreed to the adoption of the route into the Chamla
Valley, provided that after Colonel Taylor’s enquiries,. both he and the General

continued to think it the best that could he adopted. Panjab Government Records,

Mss. File No. 24, Letter No. 18, dated the 8th January, 1864. -‘From the Secretary

to the Government, Panjab, Military Department, to the Secretary to the Govern-
ment of India, Military Department, with the Governor-General.

31 P. G. R. Mss. File No. 24, Letter dated the 7th October, 1868, from the

Adjutant-General of the Army to, the Secretary to the Government of India,

Military Department, with the Governor-General,
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The absence of evidence (historical or inscriptional) regarding the

past condition of the Dravidian dialects of central and north India,

combined with the lack of information (beyond a certain anterior limit

marked by the period of the oldest extant Tamil classics) about the

literary speeches of the south, makes it difficult fox- the Dravidipt to

form an adequate idea of the chronology of inter-dialectal separation in

Dravidian. The examination of the materials available to us reveals

linguistic divergences among the dialects in vocabulary, morphology

and phonology, more particularly (ns we should expect) in vocabulary

than in the other two departments. We have to note that these diver-

gences, however vast they may be in certain cases, need not necessarily

have been conditioned by the sole factor of chronological separation
;
for,

they depend collectively on a number of factors, the operation of which

may have varied in character and in intensity with different speeches

or groups, after the ramification from the parent group had occurred.

The linguistic divergences now observable, therefore, only provide n

due to what we might describe as ‘cultural separation’ induced by one

or more of the following factoi's:

—

(1) Normal internal change along independent lines due to isola-

tion from the parent group; and the quickening of this change, brought

about, by social upheavals or historical factors like migration, or coloni-

sation, which need not necessarily have involved foreign influence.

(2) Linguistic ‘merger’ consequent on race mixture, and parti-

cularly here, the possibility of the influence of what has been described

as “substrat” when one people adopt the 'language of another either

as the repult of subjugation or of peaceful penetration.

(3) Linguistic ‘contact’ resulting from race-contact, as a result

of which one language may (chiefly on account of its ‘cultural’

Superiority) influence another in the sphere of vocabulary.

The limitations of data, referred to above, prevent the Dravidist

from illustrating or even satisfactorily defining these several factors for

Dravidian', except probably for the southern speeches from a particular
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stage downwards. The student of Dravidian Linguistics 1ms, therefore,

to content himself with constructing n. picture of the inter-dialec-

tal divergences as a whole on the basis of the data now available
;
and

this picture represents to him the totality of the working of the different

factors inenioned above.

None of these inter-dialectal divergences, it may be observed here,

are (except probably- fpr some features of Brahui, which ye.t remain to

be worked out in comparison with other language-families) such as to

throw doubt on the fact of the essential bond of oneness connecting

together the different members of the Dravidian family.

Some of the main' inter-dialectal variations' in the phonology and

morphology of Dravidian have been dealt with' by me elsewhere.

As for the lexical divergences among'
:
the dialects, the student has

to begin with an investigation of word-categories which in normal cir-

cumstances1 might be expected
.
to resist the process of displacement

under foreign influence. Numerals, pronouns,, names of family relation-

ships, expressions denoting elementary colours, words denoting the acti-

vities of the five senses,—these are pome of the categories where normally

a certain degree of pea-sistance could- be expected and where divergences,

when found to occur, would, point to the deep-seatedness of one or; more

of the factors mentioned above.

I have tried to show in a separate paper2
of mine that the two last-

mentioned categories—expressions for ‘colours’ and words denoting the

operation of the five, senses—have, generally speaking, persisted in the

different speeches, though the displacement of native words by foreign

forms in certain cases is illustrative of some of the above-mentioned,

factors making for change.

To what category do the words for ‘water’ belong? Do they cons-

titute a type which would offer resistance to the inroads of

foreign influence,, or,, are. they ‘culture-words’ subject to renewal and

1 The displacement of.. older, words by new native words may be due to

different factors. For I.E., see Hirt’s Indo-acrmcinischn Qrammatik, vol. 1., p»

193 ff. Some of tbe factors mentioned by Hirt for I.E. are traceable in

Dradidian also.

2 “Dravidian Linguistic Perspectives,”' Madras -University Journal
,
1931;

also my paper in the Ojha Commemoration Volume.
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change P We know that at least one Indogermauic base for ‘water’ is

widely represented in different speeches, Greek hudtir, Sanskrit vda-n,

old Irish usee, Anglo saxon waetar

,

Latin undo .> The Austio-asiatic

speeches show3 a set of inter-allied forms 'for ‘water
, despite the spatial

separation of the dialects: Santali dak, Mundari dah, Nicobar, dd.lt, Mou
d&h, Stieng, Bahnar dak, diak, Khmer dik etc. Tliere exists in Aust-ro-

neeiani a type extending from the Philippines to Sumatra, which

(according to Brandstetter)
4 “auf einer Wurzel beruht, die “spindeln,

fliessen” bedentet and als sotche in verachiedenen Idiomenl lebt”. These

illnstrations would indicate that generally speaking the words for

‘water’ may be expected (in the absence of extraordinary! circumstances)

to have a fair degree of persistence in any one language-family.

I propose in this paper to examine the Dravidic bases for ‘water’

from this point of view.

Tamil nir (water, juice, moisture etc.)

„ Ir (moisture, smoothness, oiliness, minwfenes)

„ ir-arm, (moisture, wetness, dampness)

,, vellam (rising water, inundation)

„ tan-nir (cold water)

„ tan [colloquial] (water)

„ Siam (ocean, watei-

,
rain)

,,
oral (flowing water, wave, ripple)

„ Ic&r (blackness> dark cloud> raiii> water)

,, pwnal (flowing strcam>' water)

„ malai (rain>‘ water)

Malayalam nir (water, juice, essence)

,, tan-nir (cold water)

,, vellam (water)—the commou modern word for ‘water’,

(wetness, moisture)

Kannada nine (water etc.)

,, Ira (wetness, dampness)—rare classical word.

Telitgu ntru (water)—'literary word.

3 Ktihn's DeitrUge zur Sprathenlcwtde jSinterindiene, p. 210; Pater

Schmidt's Die Mon-Khmer VBiker, p. 85.

4 Brandstetter’s Mata-hari, p. 14.

ir-arm 1

ir-amt j
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,,
nillu [<nirulu, plural of niru]—eoonmon. word.

” (moisture, dampness)

Tulu niru- (water)

Badaga ,, „

Toda ,, ,,

Kodagu ,, ,,

Irula ,,

Kfii niru (juice, essence)—probably a borrowing from NIA (Oriya).

siriu

si-ro (water)

siroilji

sidru
|

(water)—described as a plural form, governing

sidru j plural verb (vide Winfield's 6b.
t p. 15)

emu (water)

Kfivi eju (water)

Kolaini lr (water), vide Haig’s lists, p, 190, of JASB, 1897

G-ondi Sr (water)

„ eyar— [Patna Gondi, vide LSI, vol. IV, p. 020]

Kaikadi tanni (water)

Korvi „ „

Brahiii dir (water, juice, essence)

KurilIcK and Malto do not sliow related words, but commonly employ

the loan am5 for 'wafer’.

Usage and Occurrence

Tamil. (1) The fundamental meaning of nlr is ‘water*. This word

has been current iu Tamil, as in the other literary dialects, from the

earliest known times. It is so firmly rooted in the southern speeches

that it has been employed in a host of compound words:

Tarn, ntr-hSli (water fowl)—verse 395 of Puranfiinuru

,,
mr-adu (to have a bath)

,,
Opu-nSru (lit. ‘small water’ =urine)

S The Tamil classical texts show am, dm (water) from a very early period

(vide Kalittooai. 48). All these appear to have teen very early borrowings

from X.A.
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,, ve-ib-niru (hot water)

,,
ka-n-niru (‘eye-water’= tears)

,,
ela-nlru (tender water of cocoauuts)

,, kalu~tnru (water drained off when washing rice)

,, panirtiim (rose water)

Malayalam nlr fldu (to take bath)—employed today to- describe .the

bath of princes etc.

Mail, nlr-elakkam (lit. ‘the stirring up of water’ = fit of violent cold)

Telugu nlru-kuppa (ocean)

,, niru-mutt'u (lit. ‘to’ touch water after passing urine’ : to

urinate)

(2) In common parlance to-day, nim in Tamil is not used as such

to denote ‘water’.

Among certain communities (particularly non-Brahmin) lan-niru

(cold water) ij? heard generally to designate ‘water’. This compound is

often corrupted in folk-speech as Uinni, tan til, tenni, totint in Tamil; cf.

Kaikndi, Korvi tanni, tenni for ‘water’.

The Brahmins (of Triohy, Tanjore etc.) employ tin or the

Sanskrit loan jalam for ‘water’ when no special ‘affective’ connota-

tion is conveyed, e.g., hay alamba tan* (or jalam) kon/lu vd\ (bring

water for washing hands!); when ‘drinking water’ or ‘pure water’ is

referred to, the Brahmins use the Sanskrit word tirtham which is heard

also as firdam, tittam
,
t&btam in the colloquial. Vellam in Tamil is

restricted to large sheets of water or inundations.

The compound tan-nlr (or a,ny of its corrupted variants heard

among the masses) ig not used hy the Brahmins to denote ‘water’ ; the

compound, however, is heard in the expression tan-nlr pandal (lit. ‘cold-

water shed’ : wayside inn where cold water is provided free for the use

of wayfarers).

0 Cognates of this word Occur in all southern dialects with the meaning

'coldness’ :—KaHn. tan (coldness).

Tulu sampu, (coldness), juni (to become cold).

Telugu tatji (wetness), tsaii-in tia/i-fURu, pall, (coldness).

Tam. Ja(i, Kann. cali, soli, Tulu cafi (coldness) are allied. Sir Denys Bray

queries if Brahui selti (winter) may be connected with these.

I.S.Q., DECEMBER, 1934 6
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(3) ir-am (wetness, dampness, moisture) is a common word to-day.

Ir-am and its older form Ir are as ancient in the language (so far as

we know) as nir. The meanings of nir and ir in Tamil differ; hut,

as we shall see later on, they cannot be dissociated from each other as

they appear to be structurally and semantically related. I may at

once mention here that while in the southern speeches ir Ira, iram mean

‘moisture’, ‘dampness’, some of its direct cognates mean ‘water’ in the

central Dravidian dialects; conversely, even in the south nir hap the

meaning ‘moisture’, and in one compound word ir and mr are used

alternatively to denote the same idea : Malayalam, Kannada irulli,

ntrulli (onion, ‘Allium cepa’).

(4) The other Tamil words for ‘water’ mentioned in the above

list are purely literary, the meaning of ‘water’ having been derived

secondarily in literary and poetic usage only.

Malaya] m. (i) nir, though found with the signification ‘water’ in

the old texts, is not used as such with this meaning in modern speech.

This word is used, as in Tamil, in numerous compounds.

(ii) The common word for ‘water’ in Mai. is vellam which (as we

have seen above) in Tamil denotes ‘rising water, inundation’. The

extension of the meaning of t-ellwm in the west coast is probably due to

the frequency and familiarity of floods and inundations in rainy

Malabar.

(iii) The Sanskrit loans jalam and tlrlham are also beard in

Malayadani though much less commonly in the colloquial than among

the Brahmins of Tamil ttadu. Jalam involves no special connotation,

while tlrthcum in Mai. is ‘sanctified water’.

(iv) iram, iram (moisture, wetness) are common Mai.' words. The

form with the cerebral -r- is peculiar to Mai. A similar cerebral -f-

appears to have cropped up in the stead of the alveolar -r- of nir in

Mai., as we have instances of the “oblique” form with the alveolar

group iTiri expressions like nitYtli varn p6le (like lines on water), etc.

Kannada. (1) rim is the common word for ‘water’. It is also

ancient, and found as the constituent of numerous oompounds, as in

Tamil. (2) fra (wetness) appears in Kannada as a rare old

word.
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Telugu. (1) nil'll is tlie literary form and niUu is the common

colloquial word.

(2) iviri, linin' (wetness, dampness) are the Telugu

representatives of Tamil ir, iram, etc

Tulu, Badaga, Toda, Irula. All th*e lesser dialects of the south

show niru only for ‘water’.

Kui. -tint, giro, sironji [appearing as hiroflji in eastern Kiii ] are

the common forms for ‘water*. "Winfield observes that sidru of the

south is a variant, of the above with a plural meaning governing a

plurnl verb; cf., for the common use of the plural form, Telugu nillu.

In his .
Kui Vocabulary, Winfield also gives fisu to denote

‘water’,—probably a dialectal word corresponding to Kiivi fiju (water),

Gfindi fir (water), etc.

Kiivi. Only fiju is found for ‘water’. Schulze uses only this word

in hie translation of the Gospel, of St. Luke.

Gfincli. Trench records fir, in the ISetul and Chindwarn, areas, but

we find eyor (water) in Patna Gondi (ride LSI., vol. IY, p. 626). No

other words for ‘water’ are recorded for this speech. Gondi kan-fir

(tears), at-er (boiling
.
water) are common compounds containing fir

(water).

Kolami. Haig’s lists show Ir (water); the identity of structure

with southern ir (wetness, moisture) may be noted.

Brahui. dir (water, juice, essence) is the common word.

Classification and Analysis

The correspondence of Dravidian 7i$r to late OIA nim lias been an.

intriguing question from the time of Gundert and Caldwell. I would

content myself with urging hero two considerations militating against

the possibility of the Dravidian word being an Indo-Aryan loan :
—

(a) nlr in the southern Dravidian speeches is, so far as we know, a

7 The Telugu forma Iviri, Jmin (wetness) appear to be closely allied, but

their structural connection with Jr remains somewhat obscure.

Of. . however the following inter-allied forms of Dravidian : Tulu begar,

hew nr (sweat); Kann. bevur; Tin. i)iijar-,ver-; Mai. nivar (to rise); Mai. coll, nir-

(to rise); Tam. nimir; Kann. negar. These illustrations might point to Tel. iviri,

imiri being directly connected with a source-bass from which Jr itself arose; but

a? no semantic dues are available, on© cannot be certain about this suggestion.
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most ancient, and widespread word with the meaning ‘water’
;
no other

word, so ancient and widely distributed, exists for conveying the ele-

uSentary idea of ‘water’ in these speeches.

The fact that nir (with the initial «-) is found only in the south

Dravidian speeches (and in EuiP) does introduce an element of doubt;

but as we shall see presently, it is not impossible to connect nir with

the forms for ‘water’ in the central Dravidian dialects.

(b) The absence of any convincing etymology, on an IE basis, for

Sanskrit ntira is an important factor which, though only a somewhat

negative piece of evidence, should be given a certain weight in the

consideration of the question whether the Sanskrit word was loaned out

to, or borrowed from, Dravidian,

In this connection, I would refer to Prof. Jules Bloch’s observa-

tions in a recent paper of his tBSOS, vol. V, p. 739). “Skt. iihn is

certainly Ca., Tam., mm, Tel. mllu; what the connection of this last

words is with Bra. dir on the one side, and on the other side with Ca.,

Ta., ir. Tel. imiri “moisture”, Goncli yer, Tvuvi eju, lastly TCui sito

“water”, is not clear.”

Among recent European scholars who are inclined to favour a

native IE origin for Skt. nha, we may mention Prof. Jarl Chnrpentier

who regards the word ns being connected probably with TA nfira

“water”, Greek nans “flowing” \Le Monde Oriental, vol. XIII, p. 9,

vol. XVIII, p. 35]

;

but Prof. Charpentier is not certain about this

point, as is implied in his statement: “nir

a

‘wasser’ wahrscheinlich ssu

dem von mir behandelten ndra ‘wasser’ oder av. ira ‘Anlauf, Aiigriff,

Energie’: ar—“sich in Bewegung setzen.”

If, then', we consider Dravidian nir to be native in this family,

what probably is the relationship of this form to Tam. ir-am,

i.r (moisture), Kann. ira etc.? These latter forms are directly related in

structure to Kolami ir, Gondi ir, Kuvi iju' and Kui esn. The relation-

ship of ir, etc. to nir should be quite an ancient one, inasmuch as both

groups are represented in: the oldest literature of the southern specliesi; it

might therefore be somewhat hazardous to attempt a conclusive solution

of the problem. Nevertheless, it would not be out of place here to refer

to a certain view-point which' might enable us to glimpse the

possibilities.
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The phenomenon of mutually allied ancient words with and with-

out the initial nasal n-or if- is a remarkable feature of south Dravidian.

A summary solution of the relationship of these two groups (e.g. that

of Vinson8 who regarded the words without the nasal as having

secondarily arisen after the dropping of initial n- or j7-) co-uld hardly be

decisive in view of the individuality and independent affiliations cf the

ancient groups without the initial nasals. On the other hand, the possi-

bility of n- being secondary is worth considering, I have discussed this

postulate in detail elsewhere: here I need only observe that the origin

of this nasal may have been dependant on one or more of the following

factors

:

(i) Influence of nasals already existing in the original form,

which induced the nasalisation of the prophetic front glide-sound y- and

then converted it into a full nasal.

(ii) Influence of the analogy of word-groups subjected to the

change according to 0), on words which did not have original medial

nasals.

(iii) Possible influence of .rubstrut, whereby a language which

abounded in initial nasals conditioned the creation of new forms with

initial nasals side by side witli the cider words (without the nasals), and

the differentiation of the nuuuces associated with each set.

The operation of (i) and (ii) appears to underlie the formation of

at least a few south Dravidian instances, while (iii) is a possible factor

(in other instances), which at present, is but hypothetical.

II

Kolami Jr

Gondi Sr

8 Vinson poses the problem correctly but dismisses it with a summary

explanation initial se snpprime : iliinai et imai “papire,” mijugu et

amgu “approcher,” et “atteindre,” a oil et nttvil “se detacher,”

et peut-etre. iga] “dedaigner" et nigal “passer,” egnl “rivaliser acec" et nigar

“egaler,” ntr “eau” et Ii', Iram “humidite.” cf. pent etre auss irri “bruTer" et

neruppu “tea” nayinar “chef’ et uiyanar

,

nom d’un dieu local, honorifique de

artmm “seigneur.”

On page 46 Vinson observes “On peut citer les examples inverses yaman,

naman, (Skt. “le dieu la mort,”) et nanMram “once le jiavire" adapte

do l’indoeuropeen.”
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Euvi §ju

Kui esu

Kolfimi ir, structurally identical with southern ir, shows the

meaning ‘water’. For the opening of i- to e-, we have analogies in

Kfii-Kuvi : Kui ijo (house) -cf. south Dr. illu,- Phu'lbani Kui ejo
;

Mai. v?.ndum (again) - Eitvi vindum (again) ‘to turn back’].

Ill

Ktii siro, mu, siro-fiji

„ sidru [plural form]

Braihui dir

It is difficult to account for the initial s- of Kui and the initial d-

of Br&htti with reference to Ir and nfr. I would, however, point out

liere a few parallel instances from Kui and Rraliui.

(a) Kui sem (team of oxen for ploughing) beside Tam. £m (plough,

team of oxen).

Kui nil, aid, (not) - south Dr. il, ilia (not). Whether indeed Kui

in these instances was the result of internal changes or of foreign

influence we cannot determine with our present materials.

(b) Br. dir (who?) Tam. (y)ar (who?)

Cf. Kur. ne (who?) Tulu (y)er (who?)

Cf. Ma'lto. ne (whoP)

Brahtii ditar (blood) Kann. nettaji'

Tel. net turn (blood)

G8ndi nettar

Badaga netru

Here again, we cannot say whether these few analogies would

warrant the postulate of a regular internal change.

I

«A.
N

II < > III

» (2) sir dir

lr nor ‘water’
i

‘water’

'
/ V V V

south Dr. ‘moisture’
;

south Dr. ‘water’; in Ktii in Braliui,

central Dr. ‘water’, rarely ‘moisture’,
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(a) An old base for [in I] for ‘water’ has persisted in the south

and in several dialects of central Dravidiaii; and a differentiation of

meaning has cropped up in the south between the base with initial

n- and that without this n-. It ig noteworthy that the south alone

prominently shows the base with n-.

(b) There does appear to exist a certain structural relationship

between the forms under I on the one hand, and II and III on the

other; but whether this connection was due to internal change or to

foreign influence cannot now be determined.

L. V. Ramaswami Aiyaii



Candragupta Vikramaditya and Govinda

In the Sangali 1 and Cambay plates2 of Govinda IV there occurs

the following- verse about that Rastrakiita king;—
ffrf^ar nfafeu

s^fWTTqfsvi 5n*W: I

sfrtaraftswrsipi z v fw frailswsufteci

snftarajrats&a gst% *r; cfTprig^Rtsw^ 11

Dr. 1). It. Bhandarkar has translated the above verse ns follows:—
“Ignominious cruelty was- not practised (by him) with regard to liis

elder brother, (though lie) had the power; (he) did not obtain infamy

by evil courses such as (illicit) intercourse with the wives of his rela-

tives
;
(he) did not, through fear, resort to diabolical conduct which is

indiSerent, to what is pure and impure; (and) by his munificence and

unparalleled heroic deeds he became Sghnsanka iu the world."" This

verse has puzzled many historians. Dr. Sir R. G. Bhandarkar has,

for instance, remarked in his Early History of the Deccan:* ‘What,

this statement exactly means it is difficult to say.’ It is, however,

now possible to give a satisfactory explanation of it in the light of

recent researches in the Gupta history. Sfihasanka in that verse means

Vikramaditya and undoubtedly refers to Candragupta II who

assumed that title. The composer of that verse says that Govinda IV

resembled Sahusuhka only in liberality and unparalleled daring but not

in his evil actions. The first three lines of the verse enumerate three

such actions committed by Sahasiinka i.e. Candragupta II viz. that

lie acted cruelly towards bis brother, had illicit intercourse

with his wife" and undertook actions becoming an evil spirit,

devoid of all considerations of purity and impurity. The first

two lines of the verse thus corroborate the conclusion already

1 1A., XII', 249. 2 El., VII, p. 8G. 3 Ibid., VII, 44.

4 3rd. ed., p. 125.

o It is now clear that ill the second line must be translated as 'his
v»

brother's wife’ and not as the ‘wives of Tiis relatives’as Dr. Fleet and Dr.

Bhandarkar have done.
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arrived at on the evidence of a verse in the Sanjan copperplate

of Amogliavarsa I® and the story of Rawal and Barkamaria

in the Ma^malu-t-7'aicarikh, that Candragupta II killed his brother

and married his wife. The third liue also receives remarkable

corroboration from a passage in the De vt-Candragvpta discovered by

Mr. Ramakrislma Ravi .
8

That passage indicates how Candragupta conceived the plan, of

going to the Saka king in the guise of a woman and killing him when

he was unguarded. The introductory note in Sanskrit which sum-

marizes the context of the pasage shows that Candragupta had made

up his mjnd to win, over a Yampire (Yetula) at night as a last resource,

when every other; means of rescuing Rfimagupta’s camp had proved of

no avail. It was necessary for that purpose to go to a cemetery; but

egress from the camp was impossible, ns they were besieged on all

sides by the enemy’s forces. While Candragupta was thinking of

some device to go out of the camp, there came a maid-servant of some

Indy, probably Madhavnsena, with a bundle of garments and ornaments

of Queen DliruvaBamini which she had sent with her ns presents for her

mistress. Not finding her there, the Ce-Jil kept, the articles with Candra-

6 m., vol. XVIII, p. 248.

7 JBUHU., XV, 188.

8 This is cited by Dr. D. R. Bhandarkar in his article ‘New Light on

the Early Gupta History’ in the MUlavlya Hum im'iiunation Volume, p. 207.

ufiwit ftfa i fa?*—wr uw' sift'

»mr wtf nsro ft i

hups: (
)—

i

( sfata resrarew ) i

'snK [ 1
] to

vn ftnirr fwit ^nsrftft tiwnrct ftraw i to ^ * ifHfa nnfk-

vntsW’ i Wft awrt^a '(ft vunefs

Wf frgrgifa sfpt VtW ’H'Cvifa ( ft«5WT ) I

f^o—

^

i Msinrftst (
i ) jrb (sft

ssff ft»«w. ) flttTOw ftfcmtatfl fwirt i

ZEQ., MAHCH, 1984 T
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gupta’s companion Vidiisaka and herself went out in search of her lady.”

The presence of Dliruvasva mini's garments suggested to Candrngupta the

idea of going out of the camp in the guise of a woman. "Whether lie

actually went to the cemetery and won over a Veto la, tlie passage does

not tell us. Here the Terse in the Sanga'li and Cambay plates cited

above comes to our help. The third line refers to some actions of

Candrngupta, befitting an evil spirit and devoid of all consi-

derations of purity and impurity. Evidently we have here a refer-

ence to such actions involving impurity as going to a cemetery and

offering human flesh etc. to propitiate evil spirits.
10 Readers of

Bhav&bhuti’p Malafo-Madhava will remember the scene (Act V) in thal

drama in which Madhava, the hero, despairing of getting Mala.ti goes

to a cemetery and offers human flesh to the evil spirits haunting that

place, evidently to secure their help to win his ladylove. Did

Candragupta succeed in' winning over a Vetnla? Did the latter sug-

gest to him the ruse of going to the Snka king in the guise of Dhruva-

deviP These questions cannot be answered definitely in the absence

of more information from the Devi-Candrayupta or some other source.

But it is likely that subsequent events happened as indicated above.

Tbe association of a Vetala with a Vikramaditya in the traditional

stories recorded in the Brhat~hat.hu and its Sanskrit versions, would

support the conjecture that the plot of the Devt-Candray u.pta was deve-

loped on these lines. The poet who composed the above stanza in the

Sangali and Cambay charters of Govinda IV has evidently drawn upon

the Devi-Candrayupta for his remarks about Candragupta.

There is one more point which strikes us ns we read the above

verse. It has been suggested that the conduct of Candragupta in

marrying his brother’s wife was not at all opposed to the law laid "down

in the Smrtis.11 The present verse shews that whatever may have been

the state of things in the hoary antiquity of the Dharmasutras, tbe union

9 There is no ground for Dr. Bhandarkar's statement (op. vit. 197) that

the Cefi was directed to go to Candragupta with the garments by some Ajjukii

of the royal family.

10. Cf. flftTOUBtg jttrqtfipftW/OTfafh Jagaddhara.

(WUatimMhavd, Act IV). See Kath iisaritsagara (Nirljayasagar ed.) pp. 393,

S71 etc.

11 Mai, Com. Vol, p. 203.
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with, a dead brother’s wife was considered reprehensible iu the eighth and

ninth centuries of the Christian era .

15 Was it tolerated in the Gupta

age in consideration of Candragupta’ s unparalleled daring and his valu-

able services in the cause of Hinduism?

We have so far discussed this verse from the point of view of the

early Gupta history. It has also a bearing on the history of the

Bastrakutas which we now proceed to consider.

Referring to the contents of the present verse Hr, Sir R, G.

Bhandarkar wrote in, his Early History of the Deccan : ‘What this

statement exactly means it is difficult to say. But probably Govinda

was believed to have encompassed his brother’s death and the other

accusations were whispered against him; and this is intended as a

defence.’ Hr. H. R. Bhandarkar also has drawn similar inferences

while editing the Cambay plates. We have to see how far they are

warranted by the evidence now available.

As already remarked, the composer of the present verse intended

to show by comparison and contrast that his patron Govinda IV was

superior to the well-known Gupta king Candragupta II Vikramaditya.

There were, indeed, several point* of similarity between these two kings.

Indra III, the father of Govinda IV, was, like Samudragupta, a very

ambitions king. Just as Samudragupta led a victorious campaign in

the south, vanquishing a number of kings, so Indra III, though he had

a much shorter reign, carried his arms to the Imperial capital

of Eannuj and devastated it, ousting the Gurjara-Pratih&ra king

ilahipala. I.
1* As Samudragupta was succeeded by Ramagupta who had

a very short reign, so Indra III was followed by Amoghavarija II,

who also reigned for a very short time
;
for he is assigned a reign of

one year only in the Bhadana grant of Aparajita .

14 The Heoli and

Karhad plates of Krsna III also say that he went to heaven soon after

12 And so it was even in the Gupta age. 'l’he passages from the Narada

Smyti cited by Dr. Bhandarkar evidently refer to niyooa. Cf. Manu,

faSJu ^[«l §1% qfu; I || gvnfTOf’t’lHKr

sfanntqi fwl a iS> 58, 69-70.

13 CB, Cambay plates, El., vol. VII, p. 38. 14 El., vol. Ill, p. 271.
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his father’s death, as if out. of love for him. 13 Again, Govinda IV was

like Candragupta II known for his liberality and. daring. As Ur.

Bhandarkar has shown, “he had by his munificence earned for himself

the biruda Suvarnavarsa. In the Cambay plates he is. said to have

weighed himself against gold, bestowed upon Brnhmnnas no less than

six hundred grants, together with three lacs of S.uvarnas and granted,

for repairing temples and feeding and clothing ascetics, eight hundred

villages, four lacs of suvarnas and thirty two 'lacs of draimnas. Such

exuberant liberality no other prince of the Iiastrakuta dynasty ever dis-

played so far as their records inform us.” 1 " We have no detailed account

of his daring deeds hut we have no reason to doubt the veracity of

the poet’s description,
17

It, is no wonder, therefore, that- Govinda TV

became known in the world as Sahnsaiika or Yikrnnindityu.

The poet assures us, - however, that his patron did not resemble

Candragupta in all respects.. The latter had, for instance, committed

three contemptible actions, while Govinda IV did none of these things.

Dr. D. It. Bhandarkar thinks that this is a oa-e of protesting too much

and Govinda IV if not actually caused, at any rate hastened, the death of

his older brother and usurped hi.s throne. Govinda IV led, indeed, n dis-

solute life. He is described in the KMrepatan plates as ‘an abode! of the

sentiment of love, surrounded by crowds of lovely women’ and this des-

cription receives confirmation from the Deoli and Karhad plates of Krsna

III. But one would like to have stronger proof to support the charge

that he caused or hastened his brother’s, death and had incestuous

connection with his wife. We must remember that a similar com-

parison occurs in the Sanjan plates of Amoghavarsa 1.” He. is described

therein as feeling ashamed when he was compared with a Gupta prince

known for his liberality (evidently Candragupta Vikramaditya), as the

latter had killed his brother, married his wife and usurped the throne.

In the Kdvyamimfmsd of Eaja^ekhara again we have a comparison

15 Ibid., vol. IV, p. 283 and vol. V, pp. 198f. 10 Ibid., vol. VII, p. 35.

17 From the T’i1;ran iarjtm av ijaya of Panipa we know that he routed

a Calukya chieftain Vijayaditya (see El., XIII, pp. 328-326) who was obliged

to seek Arikesarin's help.

18 uraw ri-unrev? ft ^ -fk^i i cW qftfzufiirqfai'if qfsft qmt v w
7,5,: I

etc. EL, XVIII, p. 248.
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between Ramagupta, t-lie elder brother Gnndragupta and Karfcikeya,

who, as I have shown elsewhere,19 was the Gnrjara-Pi'atihara king

M'alnpala I of Kanauj. It seems it was the practice of court-poets to

institute such comparisons between their patrons and well-known princes

of the Gupta, dynasty and to show the superiority of the former over the

latter. It would he unwise and unjust to> see unintended insinuations

in such comparisons.

Besides we have no other reference to the alleged evil actions of

Govinda IY in any records of his successors, seme of whom had little

love for him and would not, therefore, have refrained from mentioning

them if they had been true. As I have shown elsewhere,2"' Baddigar

Amoghavavsa III who' succeeded Govinda IY probably fomented, a re-

bellion among his feudatories winch cost him his life. The Dcoli and

Karhnd pi ales of Bachliga’s son Krsna III refer to Govinda’s dissolute

life, hut are silent about these charges. One of file arguments advanced

by Dr. 1). R. Bhnndnrkar in support of his inferences is that Govinda

IY does not in hip charters ‘meditate on the feet on his brother’ whom

lie had succeeded. We must note, however, that Amogliavarsa had an

extremely short reign of hardly more Ilian a year. The court-poet who

first composed the common portion of the Siingftli and Cambay plates,

may not. have considered it sufficiently important and may have, there-

fore, omitted his name. We have an analogous instance in Kalacuri

inscriptions. Balaharsa, the son of MugdhatuAga Prasiddhadhavala,

a Kalacuri king of Tripurl, is mentioned in the Benares copper-plate

of Earna’ 1 hut his name is omitted in the lengthy and fairly exhaustive

list given in the earlier Bilhari inscription of the rulers of Cedi.32 The

absence of Amoghavarsa’s name in the charters of Govinda IT cannot,

therefore, he adduced to support the charge of the heinous crimes against

Govinda IT.

T. T. MiitASin

19 lA., vol. XII (November 1983), pp. 201 ff.

20 Annals' of the Bliandarhir Institute, vol. XT, pp. 3Gltf,

21 HI., vol. IT, pp. 297ff.

22 Ibid., vol. 1, pp. 252ff,
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[Side-lights from Pali Texts and Brahnu Inscription of Mahuftthan]

It is well-known that there are up till now three critical editions

of the Soligaura Oppor-plale, the first of which was published by

Biihler (Vienna Oriental Journal, x, pp. 138 ff
. ,

IA., xxv, pp,

216 ff.)» the second by Fleet (JliAS., 1907, pp. 510 ff.), and the third by

myself (ABOllI., XI, pp. 32 ff.). The plate was intended to be put up

as an official notice containing the direction as to how certain things

stored up in store-houses built at two different places should he used.

The main text of this plate, as made out by me, reads

:

ete duve kothagalani tinoyavani mathuloeachamadam abb n.laknn
[ i ]

vain, kayiyati atiyayikaya no galiitavaya [•]

“These two store-houses, (the provisions of) fodder and wheat (and)

the loads of ladles, canopies, yoke-pins and ropes are used in (times of)

urgent need :
(these are) not to be taken away."

Biihler renders it: “These two store-houses require the

storage of loads of for (times of) urgent (need). One should

not take (anything from the grain stored).”

Fleet: “ to meet any case of urgent need, hut not for

permanent use."

The concluding phrase “not to he taken away" in my rendering

does, of course, mean “not to be exclusively seized for use at random

by any person.”

With reference to these attempts at the proper reading and render-

ing of the Sobgaura Copper-plate, Professor D. R. Bhandurkar com-

menting on the ‘Br5hnii Inscription of Mahgjsth&n, recently edited and

published by him (EL, XXI, part ii), observes: “ the

inscription, in spite of the fact that it has been revised thrice, has not

yet been properly punctuated, read and interpreted. The last line

should have been read atiyayikaya no gahitavaya, ‘nothing should be

taken in excess (of plenty)’. Our record [i,e. th'e Maliasthan inscrip-

tion] speaks of two a'tiycuyika's
,
one of which is su-aiiydyika, It is this

aiiydyikat which is probably understood at the end of the Sohgaura

Copper-plate" (Ibid., p,. 89).

On the face of it, it is difficult to countenance the suggestion of
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Professor Bhandarkar who has yet to convince us by literary usages m
Sanskrit, Pali and Prakrt of the soundness of his rendeiing of

utiydyilcaya. Is it not arbitrary to suggest that it means “in excess (of

plenty)” or that the emergency in view of the Sohgaura Copper-plate is

probably the same as that which is called su-atiydyika in the epigraph

of Mahaisthan?

The Sanskrit, Pali and Prakrt equivalents of the word atiydyilca

occur respectively in the Kautiliya Arthasastra, 1 the Rathavinlta-

sutta2 and Asoka’s Rock Edict VI, 3 and in nil these instances, in the

sense of ‘emergency’ or ‘any matter or occasion involving urgency.’

And this is precisely the sense, as I shall show anon (Note on the

Mahasthan inscription, passim), which fits in with the text of

llahasthan relied upon by Professor Bhandarkar.

I need not cite once more the Jataka references and the prescrip-

tion of the Arthasdstra, as these are sufficiently utilised by Dr. Fleet

and Professor Bhandarkar. But I must draw the reader’s attention

to the Gabhhini-sutta in the tTdfuia (II, 0), the evidence of which

has not us yet been taken into account in testing the interpretation of

the Sohgaura expression ‘ruin' (Btihler’s chain) layiyati atiyayikayn

no gahitavaya' previously offered by me in agreement, more or less

with Biililer and Fleet.

The main interest of this Suita lies in the fact, that it introduces

us to a royal store-house at Savatthi, from which any man of religion,

whether of the Samana or of the Br&hmflua, order, was allowed, under

the rule then in force, to obtain as much oil or clarified butter as he

needed for consumption on the spot hut debarred from taking away

anything out of the store for use elsewhere. This particular rule was

so strictly enforced by the royal officers in charge that a wandering

uscetic could think of no other convenient way of carrying oil out of

it for another person stopping at some distance than filling his mouth

with the liquid without actually swallowing- it:

1 Artliat&sM, I. 15 . 11 : Atyal-ihe karue mantrhio mnntri-purisadim

e(thuya hrtiyad.

2 Majjhima-NilS j/u
,

I. p. 149: kiiictd exci (mdyikmn learniwjam (urgent

work) upaijeyya.

8 ft.E. VI : dedyika aropiiain (G), atiydyike anptie (J).
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“Tena ldio pana samayena luililo Pasenadissa Kosalassa kotthugure

.-•amanassa va bralnnanassa tS. sappissa va. tela.ssa va yavadatthain

[latiun diyyati 110 niharitum. Atha klio tassa paribbajakassa ©tad abo&i

:

‘Baflflo kbo pana Pasenadi&sa Kosalassa kotthfigare samanassa vu

liralmuuiassa va sappissa va telassa va yavaclattliam patuin diyyati no

urbai'itunij yan ntmaShain raniio Pasenadissa Kosialassa kotthagaram

gautva telassa yavaclattliam pivitva gharam agantva. uggiritvana

dadeyyam.”

Thus we trace a text- in tbs body of tbe Pali. Canon furnishing us

with a literary parallel where tbe royal store-house was meant for the

distribution of oil and clarified butter among all men of religion for

consumption on the spot. The rule then in force imposed or implied

a twofold restriction
:

(1) that no one was to obtain a tiling out of the

store more than what was required for consumption on the spot, and

(2) that no one was to carry anything out of the store for use elsewhere

:

yuvadattham pat-urn diyyati no nihantuip. The concluding words of

tbe Sohgaura plate are : veila l-ayiyaii atiydyikaya no gahitavnya.

Tile verbal correspondence between the two expressions is

:

ydvadattliAvi diyyatiXvala, kayiyati
;

jnttum no nlharitum'Xatiydyikaya no ydhdtavaya.

This hardly leaves room for doubt that the force of the negative

particle no lies in the contrast iutended to be made between atiydyilcaya

and gaJdtavaya, precisely as between patvm and niKaritiunt.

Pali literature speaks of three kin ds of royal store-liouses
: (1) those

forming the treasuries (
dhana-kottlidyura), (2) thoge forming the

granaries (dliaMarhotthilgilra), and (3) those forming the warehouses

cav general stores (vatthu-kotth itgam)

.

The kotthdgam of the Pali Sutta was a store-house with oil and

clarified butter in stock for the benefit of all men of religion and that

of the Mahasthan inscription a store-house with paddy and other things

for the benefit of the Savagiyas, while those of tile Sohgaura plate were

two store-houses with provisions of fodder and wheat for the benefit of

the bullocks and other quadrupeds working as vehicles, and the loads

of ladles, canopies, yoke-pins and ropes for the benefit of cartmen,

drivers of chariots and carriages, and riders of horses and elephants,

particularly, as it appears, for the benefit of caravanists.

B. M. Barua
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The old Brahmi Inscription of Mahasthan

The epigraph in question is an interesting old inscribed record of

Bengal which has lately been edited with critical notes by Professor

D. R. Bhandarkar for the Epigraphia J.ndica (vol. XXI, part ii,

pp. 83ff.) and published without translation under the caption

-‘Mauryan Brahmi Inscription of Mahasthan’. As the text published

does not' contain any more than a tentative reading, attempted on the

basis of an estampage and a photo-enlargement, some of his notes are

not warranted by the text which may actually be made out. That,

both in respect of the Brahmi letter-forms and in that of the contents,

the Mahasthan epigraph bears resemblance to the Sohgaura copper-

plate is beyond dispute. Even in respect of age, one may be prepared

to treat them as relics of one and the same ancient period of Indian

history. But so far as the text of the Mahasthan record goes, the Pali

Gabbhim-Sutta (
TJd&na

, II. 6) may be shown to throw more light than

the Sohgaura plate. The convenient way of dealing with the points

concerning the epigraph is, of course, to offer a correct rendering of

its text after ascertaining it with the aid cf the estampage, the

photograph and the original stone.

1. TEXT AS FOUND INSCRIBED

L. 1
— ? (n) ena

1

savagiyanaip (talada)na(sa) a
I dumarp dina (sa)

s

L. 2 —(m)ate

4

I sulakhite puip^anagalate® I etaip

L. 3 -(n)ivahipayisati I savagiyanarp" (ca)

7

.ine
s

L. 4 —(dh) aniyaip I nivahisati 1 dagatiyay(i)ke pi" (a)- -

1 The first letter appears to have been a or ca.

2 Bhandarkar reads Galudanasa. Note that the upper part of the vertical

stroke of fa is broken off with the result that it is apt to be mistaken, for qa .

8 There is no space for any lette after so. ...One may reasonably read («u).

4 Bhandarkar connects it with mahCL supplied by him in L. 1.

5 The annsudra-mark is misplaced as it appears just before u- mark of pu.

6 The estampage has clearly sava.giydnam, and not mmvaoiydnam.

7 The letter may indeed he read ca.

8 Bhandarkar, cha dine [tathti]. How? There is no space for two letters

after dine.

D Bhandarkar, °ke d [ev&].
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L. 5 — .... (y)ikasi 15 I suatiyayikasi l, pi l gaip^a

L. 6— (y)ikehi 11 esa kothagale kosam 13

L. 7 - -13

2. TEXT. AS MADE .OUT

(In it the thoughtless I marks are dona away with.)

L. 1 — [a].nena 14 Savagiyanam t[e]lad[i]nasa dumaip dina S[u-

L. 2 —mate Sulakhite10 Pumtfanagalate etam

L. 3 —nivahipayisati[.] Savagiyanam ca [di]ne

L,. 4 —dhaniyamiu
nivahisati[.] Dagatiyay[i]ke pi a[gi-]

L. 5 — [tiya]yikasi suatiyayikasi 17 pi gamda[kehi]

L. 6 — [kakani]yikehi esa 18 kothagale kosarp 10

L. 7 — [.]

3. TRANSLATION

By this [? token], should there he any oil or tree given to the

Saclvargikas* 0 [he, the jjerson concerned] shall cause that to he con-

10 Bhandarkar. [dhdni] (y)ikehi.

11 The u- mark of su- is rather misleading, there being (lolusive marks

below other letters, e.ff., below ya- of samgiyO,' in L. 1.

12 Bhandarkar suggests [t/iaru-] after hosavn.. It is unlikely that there

would be a. syllable like ra.

13 • Bhaudnrkar locates only two letters in L. 7.

14 According to Bhandarkar, -nena is the closing part of a word J'ku

Qucunena or sdsanena. The remuat of the letter is a vertical stroke either of

a or of eel.

15 It eaijnot he treated as an adjunct (=swmkkhito) to Vinjunayalu, in which

ehse the forlll would have been sulakhitate
;
sulakld (sidafcsmf) may be so treated.

18

This cannot bo adopted as the closing part of such a word as l&jadlUlniyum

bfcetuse the verb nivahisati would have beeh uiiidioumtic, if the place-name had

not the ablative case-ending as in Pinrutanagalate.

17 Bhandarkar depending on the photo enlargement, reads su-utiydyikusi.

The photo.- however, is misleading, as it gives prominence to several marks in

stone, .making them look like the u- sign.

18 Bhandarkar’s.. dhdniyikehi is inappropriate, the required word being one

denoting a kind of eoini.

19 It is not likely that there could, be any verbal form like bharaniyu sug-

gested by. Bhandarkar
;

bltalaniye, of course, might be allowed.

20 Bhandarkar inclines to think that the word stands not so much fof

svavargiyas, ‘of the class-fellows, of. the classmen’
,

as for Samvafigiyas, ‘ [mem-

bers] of the Samvanigiya tribe.’ Both of these suggestions seem to be

Vide of the mark.
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veyed from S[u]m&, Sul'ak§mii' [and] Pundranagara.’ 1 [He] phalT con-

vey also the paddy given. to the Sadvargikas. The treasure-chamber

in this storehouse [shall be filled] with gandakas ** and Itdkamka»Xi

in emergency due to water, in emergency due to (fire), also in

emergency due to parrots.*
4

4. NOTES

The inscription is a small record of seven lines, incised oh a

circular seal of stone. The last line is effaced, leaving no trace of any

letters. Tlie seventh line consisted probably of a very few letters,' and

the loss is not great as one may easily guess how the record ended. But

the upper part of the stone being missing, it is difficult to say 'definitely

how it began. It iy quite possible that the record began with the

word anew.

The interest of the record centres round a body of 'men. called

Savagiyas and a gtore-houae (koth&gala

)

provided for them, undoubtedly

at tbeir residence, which 'was situated not far from Pun^ranagara. The

record speaks of four requisites: tela (oil), d-urrui (tree), dhaniya

(paddy), and two varieties of small coin's, called gamddka (jjandahi)

and kdlcaniyila (P Mkmlka). The store-house had to he equipped with

these requisites as provisions against three kinds of urgency or emer-

gency (cctiydyii-a). The first part of it contains instructions as to the

persons for whom, the place dr places from which) and the things which

were to be transported to the store-house, and the second part relates to

coin provisions against certain emergencies.

21 If sulahhite and the word preceding it be treated as adjectives qualifying

Twp4anagalate, the rendering will be: “from the lucky and prosperous city

of Puijdranagara.” In this alternative, sulahhite may even be equated with

swrak'sita, ‘well-guarded’

.

If the intended reading he samatc sulahhite. Hama

must be taken to be the name of the. first locality in this case. There is also

a. remote possibility for such a rendering as: ‘when the asterism Kpttika'

(sam qat-matrkG.) is well observed (dearly visible).’ Here, however, the

grammatical difficulty is in construing samUte ns the same, locative singular form

as sa-matari.

22 Gdn(lalfa is a small piece of coin of. the value of four cowries.

23 K&kanika, (=Skt . kakini), too, is a small piece of coin of the value of

twenty cowries.

24 Sv.atiyayika=sua-atiyg.yika, sua being =Pali Suva, Sk. Suiha,
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The persons wbo were tile object of special roya'l care were those

who had formed a distinct body, group, order or denomination. With

Professor Bhandakar one must not think that they were the tribesmen

of Vahga (Bengal). They were, according to the record, a body of

men to whom gifts and donations were made by the citizens of Pundra-

nagara and the inhabitants of two neighbouring places, (townships),

which are called Suma and Sulakhi. The Oabbhini Suita

(TJd&na, II. 6) clearly attests that some of the royal stores were

kept up to .supply all ‘men of religion’, of the Sam-anti or of the

Bialimana order, with oil and clarified butter (tola, sappi) for their

consumption on the spot. Thus this Sutta und the text of the

Mahasthan inscription' go to establish that the Snvagiyas were members

of a holy order. If the intended term be ffadvargya or Sathcwgika (Pali

Chabbaggiya, Chavaggiya), the denotation is narrow or specific. Now,

who were the Chabbaggiyas?

In early Buddhism, one must, first of all, take notice of the first

five Buddhist converts, honoured as Pa-ficavaggiyas or ‘the Band cf

Five Disciples’; then of. the Chabbaggiyas who had formed a ‘Band of

Six Men with their adherents’, always acting contrary to the real intent

and purpose of the Yinaya discipline; and thirdly, of the band of men

under tho leadership of Devadatta and Kokalika. The Chabbaggiyas

(= Chavaggiya) 33
figure in the Yinaya tradition as alajjino pupa-

bliikkhu, ‘mischief-makers recklessly wicked’,—‘a set of bhiklchus

taken as exemplification of trespassing the rules of the Vinaya’, while

Devadatta and his co-adjutants' are notorious as samgli a-bhedaha. or

schismatics’, more determined in action and aggressive in

policy. These schismatics had walked out in a body to form a distinct

sect of their own creating certaiu well-known centres of their influence

and activity, while the Chabbaggiyas with. Assaji, Punabbasu,

Panduka, Lohitaka, Mettiya and Bhummajaka as their leaders do not

appear anywhere to have left the religious order of Sakyamim.i, in

spite of the fact that they, too, had formed a strong party of their own
and worked with a set purpose at different centres, or that they had
respected the rules of the Order more in breach than in obedience.

25 For the spelling of the name, see Pali Dictionary (P.T.S.) sub voce
Chabbaggiya.
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Devadutta was undoubtedly a terrible man, whose inimical action,

directed personally, against Buddha Gotama, is condemned and eon-1

demnable in history., But the early Buddhist texts clearly testify, to

the fact that his wicked plots were not employed until he had: lost, all

chances of having his own way of amending seme of the rules govern-

ing the life of the bhikkbus. He had insisted on having the following

five special rules introduced and enforced :

1. That a bhikkhu shall live all liia life in the forest;

2. That he shall depend for his subsistence solely on doles

collected out-doors;

3. That he shall wear garments made by .stitching together

rags picked up from dust-beaps;

4. That he shall always live under a tree and not under a

roof; and

5. That he shalL never eat fish or meat. 2 *

The idea must have occurred to him due not so much to bis Jaina

and Ajivikn leaning as to the open criticism of the Buddhist position

and mode of .living from the side of the Jainas and Ajivikas. In the

opinion of an AjSvika, it was rather possible that the Yinclhya

mountain would float in water than that a Buddhist gramana living

a life of ease and subsisting on sumptuous food could obtain libera-

tion. 27 A Pali Sutta records an occasion when the Jainas raised hue

and cry in public condemnation of Buddha Gotama, giving out that he

being invited to a house to take his meal, was eating meat, even

knowing perfectly well that it was especially prepared for him (reddi-

sfiakatu).™ The echo of this is to be found in the strong criticism of

the Buddhist logic of meat-eating offered by a Jaina teacher in the

Sutrakrtahga, II. 6:

“They kill a fattened sheep, and prepare food for the sake of a

particular person
;
they season the meat with salt and oil, and dress

it with pepper.”

26 Vinaya, Cullavagga, VJ.II. 1; Oldenlerg’s Buddha, pp. 160-161; N. Dutt,

Early History of the Spread of Buddhism, p. 222.

27 JJivyu.vada.na, p. 420; 'Sdkyesv-indriyanigraho yadi lhaved Vindhyah

planet sdgare.

88 Ahguttara-Hikpya, vcl. IV, p. 187.
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"You are irreligious, unworthy men, devoted to foolish pleasures,

who ©ay that partaking heartily of this meat; you are not soiled by

sin.”88

Thus Devadatta came to espouse a cause of the Sangha which

appealed to many who were of the same religious temperament and

generated a tendency within it, which partook of the character of

ascetic extremism avoided hy Buddha. Ho was, moreover, a man who

tried to acquire supernormal powers by psychical process. 30 The ortho-

dox records would have us believe that his career was terminated by

the terrible death of a sinner, and that all bis influence died with

him. This is far from true, because we are informed by Fa Iii&n, the

earlier Chinese pilgrim, that his sect flourished at the time of his visit

to SravastI, paying "religious reverence to the three past Buddhas,

but not to S&kyamuni Buddha.33 The testimony of Hwen Thsang goes

to prove that side by side with the ten sanghdramas, or so in "Karna-

suvarna (in West Bengal) belonging to the Sammitlya sect of Hlnayana

Buddhism, there were three convents in which their inmates did not

use thickened milk, following the directions of Devadatta. 38

The Vinaya texts represent the Chahboggiyas as a set of hhikklms

under the leadership of Assaji, Punabbasu, Tanduka, Lbhitaka,

Mettiya and Bhummajaka. Savatthi, Rfijagaha aud Klpgiri became

the three great centres of their work and influence in the very life-

time of Buddha, Kliagiri being a township of Kasi, 33 situated between

Benares and Savatthi (
Cullavagga

,

I. 13). These texts introduce us

also to the Chabbaggiva bhikkhunis forming a set of bhikkhunis under

the leadership of six female personalities bearing names corresponding

to those of the leaders of the Chabbaggiya bhikkhus. These' bhikkhunis

are represented as the same sort of mischief-makers in the female sec-

tion of the Order who often worked in alliance with the Chabbaggiyas

of the male section.

29 Jacobi, Jaina-SUtras, Part II, p. 416.

80 Beal’s Ihiddhist Records, vol. II, pp. 8, 158.

31 Ibid., vol. I, p. xlviii,

32 Ibid., vol. II, p. 201.

33 Majjhima-NHca.ya, Kitagiri-sutta.
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Bnddhaghosa speaking of the leaders of the Chabbaggiyas, says

that they were six comrades and all lads of Savatthi. 3* They having

decided to shun hard toil for livelihood by joining the Buddhist

Order, got themselves initiated by Sariputta and Moggallana, and after

studying the mdtikas for five years began to think that the right course

of life for them would he not to reside all in one place as there might

be sometimes plenty of food (subhikkh'a) and sometimes scarcity

(dub bjiikhha)

.

They selected Savatthi, Rajagaha, and Kit&giri as three

suitable localities for their residence. Of these localities, Savatthi was

the moat populous and flourishing city in the whole of Ka^Ti and Kosala,

Rajagaha was .similarly the most populous and flourishing city in the

whole of Anga and Magadha, and Elta'giri was a very fertile tract

with' abundance of rain-water enabling it to yield three harvests of

food-grains. They instructed Pauduka and X»ohitaka to build parivenas

(monastic abodes) in public places adjoining Savatthi, laying out and

maiutainiig the fruit and flower gardens for ministration to: local needs

as a means of gaining popular sympathy and recruits from among the

ladg q£ the neighbourhood. Mettiya and Bhummajaka were similarly

instructed to choose Rajagaha, and Assaji and Punabbaau, Kitagiri for

their residence and work. Acting according to those instructions, they

soon succeeded in gathering round them five hundred followers at each

centre. Panduka and Lohitaka were good enough to move about in

the country in the company of Buddha and not to foment a new cause

of action, while the remaining four leaders not only violated the rules

with impunity but fomented always fresh causes of action necessitating

the framing and enforcement of new rules. 33

The Yinaya texts abound in references to the mischievous ways

and objectionable conduct of the Ohabbaggiyas on the male as well as

the female side, so much so that the Yinaya Pitaka would not, perhaps,

have come into existence but for their thoughtlessness and whimsi-

calities. It is needless to expatiate on their caprices and iniquities. An

pxparte judgment may he given blackening their character and de-

claring them to be all bad men and bad women. It is very likely that

34 The story of tlie Chabbaggiyas in the JatakatthavanMid (FausbSU’s

70.taha), the Dhavimapada-Gommcniary.

85 Sainantaf-pdsodika, Siamese ed., pttrt II, pp.- 127-129.
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they had occasionally aroused public sentiment and aggravated popular

feelings against them, prejudicing the cause of the Noble Order which

had developed on the. prestige of Gotama. It may be safely assumed

that the current opinion about them was. that their ways and manners

were like those of worldly people and unworthy of the members of a

religious order. And yet, had their case been so weak and prejudicial,

how was it that they were not bodily expelled from the Sahgha, that

they were allowed to wander about in the country even in the company

of Buddha, and that they could follow their own ways in spite of all

restrictions and condemnations? Tbe very fact that they were able

to form and maintain a strong party of their own, a powerful body of

workers at different centres, goejj to prove that, like the first

schismatics, they had a definite cause to expouse, a clear plau of

action to adopt, and a noble ideal of life to fulfil. The early records

of the Yinaya may say that once by the mandate of the Order the

Chabbaggiyas were expelled from Eltngiri. But doubt still remains

if they weve the people to obey the mandate in fact? Tnkiug all the

Vinaya passages relating to the Chabbaggiyas into consideration, one

cannot mistake that they were a strong body of workers. From the

start their aim was to make their economic position secure and to create

local centres of work ministering to the social needs of the people

around and actively helping them in all matters affecting their honour

and happiness. They laid out gardens, built huts, stored up food-

stuffs, hushed up scaudalls, took an interest in the study of sciences

and arts useful to the people, • taking- a normal view of human life,

whether within the convents or within common homesteads.

Granted this, the only point which remains for consideration is

whether the Chabbaggiyas of Buddhist tradition had completely

ceased to be creating a tendency of life within the Order which partook

of the character of worldly extremism, or the party which they had

formed continued to exist and work as a separate sect even centuries after

Buddha’s demise. They must have persisted as a distinct Buddhist

sect, if the Savagiyas of the Mahasthan record with their centre of work

and influence near the prosperous city of Pundranagara be connected

with the Chabbaggiyas (=Sadvargikas) of the Yinaya Pitaka. One

important point of resemblance between the two is that the former,
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too, were men of influence and wise in tlie selection of a place near

a flourishing city and localities which were rich in food-grains, oil ami

tree. And if the Buddhist Clmbbaggiyas had a centre of influence

near about- Pundranagara a« the first Buddhist schismatics had their

centre at KarnasuVarna, in speaking of Buddhism in Bengal the

historian will do well not to confound Buddhism of Sakyaanuni with

that of the Devaduttikae, or that of the Sadvargikas.

In the present stage of our knowledge it is difficult to suggest any

religious group other than the Buddhist Chabbaggiyas for identifica-

tion with the Sarayi.yas of the Mahftsthfui inscription. But certain

it is that tlie word vargya (= vaggiya) was employed to denote a reli-

gious group, e.g. Vusudevarvatil-d (Culln-Niddem, Mdka-Niddesa)—

Viisitdevavargya (Patafijali’s MaJidblulsya).

The next word calling for an explanaton is uthjuyika which occurs

in its locative singular form atiyuyika, atiydyiTcn&i. The Prakrt form

atiyuyika for the Sk. dtyayika and the Puli uccuyika is met with in

the Sohgaura Copper-plate, as also in the Dhauli and Jaugada copies

of Asoka’a It.E. VI. In the Asokah text, precisely as in the Sohgaura

plate (
atiyuyikdya ) and the Mahtvsthiln record, the word is employed

as a gubstantative (atiyayilte dlopite), and not ns an adjective as in the

Arthad&stra
(
atyayike kurye) and the Batliaviplta-sutta Caccdyike

karanlye). The substantive use of the wor.d, however, is not unknown

in Pali (cf. mayham accdyikum n'atthi, ’I have no urgent business',

(Childers’ Dictionary, sub voce Accdyika).

It is not correct to .say with Professor Bhandarkar that the record

speaks of two atiydyikas only. Evidently it speaks of three atiydyikas :

daga-atiyayika, [agi]-atiya.yika, and sua-atiyayikn. In order to meet

these three emergencies, the store-house was to be stocked with oil,

trees and paddy and hoards of such pieces of coins as gandakas

and (P) kdkanikas.

The real sense of atiydyikasi with the implied purpose may be

brought out in the light of a Pali parallel from the Nidhikancla-Sutta

(KJmd-daka Patha) : attlie kicce samitppanne (atthnja me bhavissati).

The Pali Sutta mentions the following by way of typical illustrations

of attha-Jcicca without exhausting tlie list!

I.H.Q., DECEMBER, 1934 9



GG The old Bn'ihml Inscription of Muhdsthdn-

Rtijato va durutasset, condo piliiassa va,

inassa va paviokkliunja, dnbbhikkhe apadusu va,

while in other stock passages, one lias a list of dangers: mjuio va,

corato va, aygito vd, udakaio va, etc.

The first emergency in view of the Mahusthun record is

duga-atiydyika, 'one arising from the action of water’
(d<tga=daica

ndaka, cf. Pali Baka-mkkhuso)

.

The second in view may have been

‘one arising from the action of (P) fire (agi). The third in view is sutt-

atiydyika (
= suva-atiydyikn ), ‘on© arising from the action of parrots

(suit(ih) '
. Assuming the intended reading toi be ga-atiyayika

(sacldtyayika), the word might be taken to comprehend the six emer-

gencies mentioned in the following Sanskrit sloka

:

'Atone, vyasane caiva, dufbldksc, satru-sahkate,

riljadv&ro, hnaJdne ca, yas tisthati sa bdmlhtivah,

or, in the .alternative, as a term corresponding to .yid-llayah

,

six traditional causes of scarcity of food:

Ativrstir andvrsHr lalabhdJi onusikSh htkuld"

atydsanndtl
37 ca rdjdnah, sad etc itayah smrtdh.

The Arthasnstra (VIII. 4. 181) speaks of the following six causes

of fatality

:

Duiva-jtltJanuvi-ayiiir-udakain hyddhridarbh iksain marulta iti.

B. M. B-Uitja

36 Variant khaijUli. 37 Variant lmityCL.

N.B .—I am much indebted to Mr. N. Gr. Majumdar for his courtesy in

examining the original stone with me and checking my decipherment based at

first on the estampage and the photo-enlargement reproduced in 7?.?., XXI,
part II.



The Persian and Greek Coins and their Imitations

in Ancient India

India in ancient times evolved a coinage of Iter own. That the origin

of the punch-marked coins—the earliest coinage of the country—is in*

digenoais has lieen conclusively proved by Profe,ssorsi Rapson 1 and

Bhandarkar*. The views of some of the western scholars who wanted

to prove the Babylonian, Persian or Greek indebtedness for the Indian

system have been found to be erroneous.’ The weight, shape, the system

of manufacture, the peculiar symbols with a few exceptions are all indi-

genous in origin
;
and the gradual stages by which this coinage reached

its perfection, can be clearly marked.'1 The weight system is based upon

the rati, tjie silver Dliarana or Parana weighing 32 ratio (or 56

grains) while the copper Iiarstipann was equivalent to 80 ratis or 156

grains. 8 The shape of the punch-marked coins was irregular—rectan-

gular, square, polygonal or even triangular due to the peculiar system

of manufacture.® A metallic sheet of requisite thickness cut into small

pieces and adjusted to the required units or their sub-multiples left no

Weights of the principal denominations of Greek coins, in grains.

Attic Agenitio Persian

Distater or Tetradraehm ... 270 354

Stater or Didrachm ... 135 194 177

Himinstater or Drachm ... 67-5 97 88

Third or Tetrobol ... 45 69

Fourth or Triobol ... 33-75 48 44

Sixth or Diobol ... 22-5 32 29

Eighth or Trehomiobol ... 16-8 24 22

Twelfth or obol ... 11-25 16 14

The Rhodian drachm, weighed 60 grains. The term 'stater’ means the standard

coin and usually applied to didraclim but in some cases to tetradraehm and in

Cyrene to the drachm. - Encyclopaedia Briiannica, vol. 17 (9th Ed;).

1 Prof. Rapson in JBAS., 1895, p, 869.
~" —

2 Bhandarkar, Ancient Indian Numismatics, Lecture II.

3 Ibid., pp. 39, 41, 118.

4 Chakrabortty, A Study of A.I.N., Ch. V, the Mode of Fabrication,

o Ibid.., Ch. Ill, Weights and Coin-denominations.

0 Smith, Catalogue of Coins in I.M., 'p. 134.
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scope to any attention being paid to tbe uniformity of shape. 7 The

symbols punched on the coins had generally been in use in this country.

Thus the Indian system with its peculiar features “precludes all idea

of its having been derivative”* and ha's been characterised ap “the

simplest of all.”*

The honour of .manufacturing coins for the first time in the West

i5 given to the Lydians by Herodotus, though the claim of the Lydians

is disputed by the Ionian Greeks. The Mermnadae kings of Lydia

(about 700 B.O:) appear however to hare begun the practice of punch-

ing the ingots of electruin, a natural alloy of gold and silver for the

first time with official marks or symbols testifying to tho weight of the

metal. 10 This innovation was taken up by the Ionian Greek citieB of

Asia Minor, who gradually engraved dies with the symbol of

the state or city or its tutelary deity an animal, symbol. 11

The percentage of the metals, gold and silver, in electruin

varied and this was a source of great difficulty to the merchants. The

necessity for coins of pure metals with constant value led to the intro-

duction of gold and silver coins. Croesus (circa 561 B.C.), the Lydian

king is supposed to have been the first to use gold and silver coins ins-

tead of electrum. 13 This practice was continued by Darius the Great

of Persia in hip gold darios and silver ngloi or shekels. 1*

Pheidon the Argive king is supposed to have regulated the weights

and measures of Peloponuese which were perhaps of Mycenaean origin.

The tradition ascribing the first issue of Greek coins at Aegina to Pheidon

(8th cent. B.C.) has to he rejected as too early, 14 though it is almost

sure that the first European coins Were struck at Aegina18 “on the

standard of Pheidon.” The cities of Euboea-Ohalcis, Eretria, Histiaea

7 Whitehead, The Pre-Muhammadan Coinage of N-W.' India, pp. 40-41.

8 Macdonald, The Evolution of Coinage, p, 9.

9 Ibid., p. 67.

10 Cotterill, Ancient Greece, p. 462.

11 Ibid,

12 Macdonald, The Evolution of Coinage, p. 8.

13 Ibid.

14 Percy Gardner, The Earliest Coins o/ Greece Proper, p. 2.

15 Cotterill, Ancient Greece, p, 462.
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etc. began to issue coins in tbe 7th cent. B.C. . based "on the

gold standard of Babylon, -which they divided according to the scheme

of Plieidon.” The types of the earliest coins of Athens were the owl

or the amphora and were introduced for the first time by Solon. 18 It

was Peisigtratus. (561-60 B.C.) who first struck the tebradraehms will the

head of Athena. 1 ' This resulted in the furtherance of the Athenian

commerce and the silver coins of Athens gradually secured a pro-

minence and- the Attic standard weight was adopted by Coraith, Eretria

and other towns of ancient Greece. 1 * The Athenian coinage had so

great a circulation through Hellas and so high a reputation for weight

and purity that it was thought inadvisable to- alter the old type.

Hence the Athenian coins do not show ouch technical perfection as one

might expect. 18

Darius fchel Great, son of Ilystaspes iu his Behistan inscription

claims to have conquered a portion of India, the Punjab region, which

was organised as a Satrapy.80 Prom hio time to the sack of Rome by

the Goths was a period of about 1000 years and during this long period

India “was more or less iu constant communication with the West.” 81

A brisk, trade was carried om and the three great trade routes of Iudia

with the West were (a) The Persian Gulf route, the easiest and per-

haps the oldest, from the north of the Indus to the Euphrates, (b) the

overland route via Balkli and (c) "the circuitous sea route, down the

Persian and Arabian coasts to Aden, up the Red Sea to Suez, and from

Suez to Egypt on the one hand and Tyre and Sidon on the other.” 18

It is but reasonable to expect that foreign coins came to this country in

the course of commerce. The Persian, Greek, Parthian, Saesaniaa

and a large number of Roman coins have been found in this

country. The gold and silver coins of the Romans the auri and . the

16 P. Gardner, The Earliest Coins oj Greece Proper, pp. 15-22.

17 Ibid., p. 2 and pp. 17-41.

18 Ibid., p. 2.

19 Ootterill, Ancient Greece, p. 462.

20 The Historians’ History oj the World, vol. II, pp. 609, 613. Cunningham’s

Coins oj Ancient India, pp. 12-15.

21 Rawlinson, Intercourse between India and the Western World

,

p. 155.

22 Ibid,, p. 2.
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denari -were current in Western India” and this drain of specie was

bitterly condemned by Pliny. The drain amounted to 550,000j00021

sesterces which is equal to 22,000,000 dollars. In the Madras Museum

we have a collection of coins of the Roman Emperors excavated in

Southern India. Those of Tiberius, Calegula, Claudius and Nero are

numerous while “those of Domitian, Nerva, Trajan, and Hadrian are

frequent.
” ,a

As a portion of India, the Punjab and Sindh region, was added to

the Persian Empire by Darius the Great (521-485 B.C.), 20
it is reason-

able to infer that the daric, the standard coin of ancient Persia, was

current within the limits of the Persian dominion. Darius is Baid to

have minted, the darics for the first time;” these weighed about 130

grains and had on the obverse the “figure of the great king hastening

through his dominions armed with bow and spear’’ and an irregular

incuse on the reverse. 28 But the gdld coins bad no extensive circulation

in this country. The reason pointed out ig its low price relatively to

silver. In India the ratio between gold and silver was 1 : 8, while the

ratio maintained hy the Persian mint was 1 : 13-3. 28 So it would be

always highly profitable to export gold for silver. This will explain

the comparative paucity of the darics and Dr. Macdonald maintains that

there in “no single instance do these bear counter-marks or any other

indication that could possibly be interpreted as suggestive of a pro-

longed Indian sojourn.”30 But the sigloi or shekels are frequently offer-

ed for sale specially in India. These arc coins of silver weighing 86-45

grains each and twenty of these were equivalent to one. daric. 31 It is

natural that on account of the relative cheapness of gold, the silver

coins would flow into the country and remain in circulation. Many of

the coins which have come down to us have peculiar counter-marks ana-,

logous to the punch-marks of the indigenous coinage of India and on

some of them occur “characters which have been read as Brahim and

23 The Periplus of the Erythrcean Sea (Schoff), p. 192.

24 Ibid., p. 219. 25 Ibid., p. 220.

26 Smith, Urford History of India, p. 45.

27 Cambridge Ancient Histqry, IV, p. 129.

28 Cambridge History of India, vol. I (Ancient India), p. 342.

29 Ibid., p. 343. 30 Ibid., p. 343. 31 Ibid., p. 343.
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Kkaro^thi letters.”
32 M. Babelcm however wanted to assign the punch-

marked siyloi to Lycia, Pamphilia, Cilicia and Cyprus.33 But all doubt

about the Indian provenance has been set at rest by a recent discovery

at Taxila34 and we have not to depend upon inference that the sigloi

“are fairly often disinterred from the soil ot India itself,” though

many of these might come over from Central Asia, Bukhara and

Khorasan to the Punjab as “the nearest profitable market.””

In the Bhir mound the site of the oldest city at Taxila an earthen-

ware ghat]a was excavated. It contained a collection of coins and

jewellery and was found about G ft. below the present surface. This

stratum is srpposed to belong to c. 3rd or 4th B.O. The pot is

only 7 inches in height and contained 11G7 .silver coins and pieces of

jewellery both gold and silver. The coins are generally punch-marked

ones and included a few local Tamilian coins and were “of various

shapes and sizes.” But the ‘unique value’ of this find consists in the

presence in it “of three Greek coins fresh from the mint, two

of Alexander the Great and one of Philip Aridaeus besides a well-worn

stylos of the Persian Empire. The issueB of Alexander and Philip bear

on the obverse a head of Alexander wearing- the 'lion-skin, and on the

reverse, Zeus seated on a throne with eagle on ilia right hand and sceptre

in left. Thus they closely resemble one another, though the legends

and monograms on the reverse differ. The special interest attaching to

the find of these freshly minted coins of Alexander and Philip Aridaeus

is that apart from the fact that it is the first recorded find of these coins

in India, it definitely confirms the previous conclusions as to the period

when Indian punch-marked coins were in circulation, and also con-

firms the date previously arrived ut for the upper strata of buildings on

Bhir mound.””

Of the two types of the gold duties probably of Indian provenance

the earlier one is assigned to c. 5th or 4th cent. B.C.

Type I :—on the obverse': the great king hastens to r., holds a

82 Rapson, Indian Goins
, p. 3.

33 Cambridge History of India, vol. I, p. 3-14.

34 Archceological Surety of India, 1924-26, p. 45.

86 Cambridge History of India, vol. I, p. 342.

36 Atchwologicdl Survey of India, 1924-26, p. 48.
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spear the strung bow and wear Ttvlturis and landhys; on the reverse : an

irregular oblong incuse. Tlii.y coin seems to have some similarity to

the golden daric of Darius I Hystaspes,” “the daric of the earliest

style.”
36 Though the coin must he later than 480 B.C. yet it may with

a great probability be assigned to c. 5th cent. B.C.

Type 77 :—i.s of a much later date. It is in imitation of the coins

of Darius III Cadomannua (337-300 B.C.) and is assigned to after

c. 331 B.C.40 It is a double da-i-ia weighing 2G2-7 grains and is sup-

posed to have been struck in India. On the obverse the Achiemenid king

as archer half-kneeling to r., Greek letters behind and beneath and a

symbol in front. “The inscription behind and beneath the

figure of the king on the obverse is supposed to mean 2 staters= 1 mina.”

On the reverse “wavy bands,” “irregular incuse, with conventional

pattern formed by curved 'line in relief.”
41

As these double dance have either Greek monograms or letters, the

conclusion seems to be reasonable that they were issued after the defeat

of the Achsamenids by Alexander either from Babylon or other parts of

the Empire. These surely made their way to India but it is extremely

doubtful whether they were struck in India. Though some of the

specimen^ were secured at Rawalpindi but the find-spots seem to be

Bukhara in ancient Sogdiana. 48

The silver coins, the sigloi are also of two types. The earlier one

('l'yp8 A) resembles daric Type I and is assigned to the otli cent. B.C.

It has a punch-mark on the obverse and on the reverse a symbol like

triskeles. 43 One had a counter mark on the reverse resembling Brabant

character Bo. 44 The Type B had a similar figure of the king but holds

dagger instead of spear
;
two punch-marks on the obverse and 4 punch-

marks on the reverse. The coins of this type are assigned to the 4th cent.

97 Cambridge History vol. I> p. 462; pi. I, no. 1.

38 Head, Coins oj the Ancients, p. 5, plate 1, no. 17.

40 Cambridge History of India, p. 462.

41 Rapson, Indian Coins, plate I, no. 5, p. 3.

42 Cambridge History of India, p. 390, plate I, no. 6.

43 Rapson, Indian Corns, pi. I, no. 3,

44 Ibid., pi. I, no. 4.
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B.O.48 The siglos discovered at Taxila must be earlier than the coins

of Alexander the Great which are fresh from the mint, while the

siglos is much worn; therefore it cannot be later than the 4th

cent. B.C.

The number of Persian coins that came to the country in the course

of commercei must have been very small, as is evident from the presence

of only one siglos among 1167 coins of the Taxilian hoard recently

excavated. These Persian coins though of foreign origin might have

remained in circulation. A reference to the currency of foreign coins

in B'arygaza is met with in the Periplus ?* and at present in some parts

of China, Mexican dollars pass current.74 The necessity for imitating

the Persian coin in large number must have been very alight and the

utmost that we can reasonably infer is that the coins that entered the

country in the course of commerce remained in circulation, and were

necessarily equated in price to the amount of metal contained. Even

though some of the frontier states in the Punjab imitated the Persian

coins, on account of paucity it is practically impossible to identify them

with complete certainty.

The earliest coins of Athens were the silver didiracKnu (a drachm

of 65 grains) with the owl or amphora as the type and are assigned to

the time of Solon.48 The coinage of Athens thus appears related to

that of Eretria in Euboea in weight “during the first half of the 6th'

cent. B.C.”‘" The tetradrachms of Athens bearing tbe head of Athena

with the ‘archaic smile’ began to be issued in the middle of the 6th

cent. B.C. and the initiative ip ascribed to the tyrant Peisistratus who

however adopted a heavier weight called Attic, 675 grains being equal

to a drachm.* 0 The Athenian coins had a great circulation throughout

Hellas and on account of its purity and weight were largely exported.

The Attic silver coins gradually came to dominate the trade of the

Aegian and drove off the inferior issues. “Even after the political

45 Cambridge Bistory of India, p. 462, pi. I, no. 3.

46 Feriplus of ike Erythraan Sea, pp. 41, 192, 219.

47 Spalding, Foreign Exchange and Foreign Bills, p. 154.

48 P. Gardner, The Earliest Coins of Greece Proper, p. 28/

49 Ibid., pp. 2 and 28.

60 Ibid., pp. 2, 86.
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fall of Athens, Xenophon could write that foreigD merchants, who

carried away from Athens not goods hut the silver owls, did a good

business, for they could anywhere part with them at a premium.”31 Dr.

Macdonald is very much sceptical about the statement ‘that India was

one of the many quarters of the ancient world into which the silver

tetradrachms of Athens made their way, and also that imitations of

Athenian' coins are found from time to time in the Punjab.”32 He

controvorta the Statement of Prof. Rapson and states that there are

“no trustworthy records of the actual discovery of ‘owls’ in India33 and

the imitations of the Athenian tetradraehins acquired for the British

Museum from Rawalpindi appear to he Central Asian in origin. He

even goes so far as to reject any intimate “connection between India

itself and those coins of Macedonian character which are usually des-

cribed as being of Indian -provenance.”31 But the Tamilian discoveries

have considerably weakened the force of these statements. When the

Persian siglos. and ' the coins of Alexander the Great and Philip

Aridaeus could he excavated in India, there can be nothing inherently

improbable in the introduction of Athenian coins and their Asiatic imi-

tation^ in India in the course of commerce. The imitations of Athenian

tatrculraclifrns arc assigned to the period of 100 years before 322 B.C.'

when the Macedonians asserted their hegemony in Greece by bringing

about the stoppage of coinage in Athens. 33 Dr. Macdonald restricts

them to the fifty years from 350-300 B.G.58 His statement “that a

demand for local copies would only arise when the supply of originals

ran .short, and such a shortage could most readily he accounted for by

connecting it with the paralysis that overtook the Athenian mint when

the City was finally crushed beneath the heel of Maeedon” 37 cannot

be accepted in full. As a matter of fact Gardner assigns the barbarous

imitations to the Persian Army that came to conquer Greece and in his

61 Gardner, The Earliest Coins of Greece Proper, p. 40.

62 Cambridge History of India, vol. I, p. 386.

63 Hid., p. 387.

54 Hid., p. 887

5o Rapsou, Indian Coins, p. 3 (para 9).

56 Cambridge History vf India, vol. I, p. 462, pi. I.

67 Ibid., p. 387.
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opinion these belonged “to the end of the Gth cent. B'.C. or the begin-

ning’ of the 5th cent. B.C.** These ‘barbarous copies’ had a dot in the

theta instead of crossed bar -which was the earlier, practice. Mr.,

Gardner points out that “a great proportion of the extant early

tetradrachms is really of barbarous and imitative character.

”

3B It

appears, considering all the circumstances, that Dr. Macdonald pushes

the chronology rather late.

The Indian, imitations of the Gorgon-liead type coins of Eretria,

would fully bear out. our view.- The silver Tetradrachms of Eretria

with the Gorgon-head preceded the Persian Wars i.e. 480 B.C. and

are “contemporary with the early Athena types of Athens.” 110 The

HSiksnsa type coins are included by General Cunningham among tlie

Tamilian coins. He informs us that he hod two specimens and British'

Museum the third.' 1 One specimen only is included in the Indian!'

Museum collection in Calcutta.

‘

J Cunningham however does not give

the exact find spots but it seems that he got hie specimens in the

Punjab. That these coins are the imitations of the Gorgon head coins

of Eretria admit of no doubt. The speoimen in Cunning-ham’s. Coins

of Ancient India, Plate III, No. 7 is a close imitation of No. 25

Plate V in Head’s Coins of the Ancients.*3 But the Indian origin

of the coin, is attested to by the metal used i.e. copper, the weight

75 grains, (a half k5rsapana) and the square shape. Tlie. head with

short, ears and protruded tongue! is the exact reproduction of the

Grecian. Type. When we consider that the Gorgon-head type censed

to be minted after the .Persian Wars, we are tempted to assign these

imitations to 5th' century B.C." The introduction of the double-die

system in this corner of India seems to be earlier than previously

supposed98 and it is reasonable to prediot that for the us* of dies,

68 Gardner, Earliest Coins oj Greece Proper, pp. 37, 38.

69 ibid., p. 37. 60 Ibid., p. 20.

61 Cunningham, Coins of Ancient India, p. 63, pi. III. no. 7.

62 Smith, Catalogue of Coins in the Indian Museum, p. 169, (No. 36).

63 Head, Coins of the Ancients, p. 10, pi. -6, figs. 24 and 25.

For other imitations, see Greek Coins Nos. (a) & (J), p. 310 of the Cambridge

Ancient History,—First Volume of Plates.

64 Chakraborttv, A Study of Ancient Indian Numismatics, pp. 212-214.

66 Smith, Catalogue of Coins, p. 147 (Taxila).
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the Indians were at' first indebted, at least in this part of the country, to

the foreigners. The imitations of the Athenian Tetradrachius either

in India or other parts of Western Asia need not all be assigned to

the latter half of th© 4th century B C. and the statement that the

ultimate- provenance of these coins is the Middle East cannot be fully

accepted. fl “ When we have imitations of the Greek coins of the Gth

und 6th centuries B.C. and the coins of Alexander and his successors

of the 4th century B.C., there is no reason to infer that, the Athenian

Tetradrachms did not enter India or were not imitated in this country

or that all belonged to the period 350-300 B.C. Some of them deemed

to be Asiatic imitations might have Indian provenance, though we have

to wait for future discoveries to seoure full confirmation. The dis-

covery of a number of silver drachms of Attic weight in the Punjab

is vouched for by Cunningham. 87

The imitations of the Athenian Tetradrachms have been divided

into two distinct types. The first class is a close approximation of

the original model. It lias on the obv. Head of Athena r., wearing

helmet adorned with olive branches and on the rev. the legend AOE.,

owl r. and olive spray and crescent and in front a symbol. Iu a

few of these coins the legend is different A1 rand these are assigned

to the Aigloi09 who dwelt to the north of the Bnctrians (Herodotus III,

92). The second classi has the same type on the obv. though of a

different style, behind a different symbol M
;
the rev. is similar to the

first class but hap a bunch of grapes behind. 70 Thug this second group

is of a softer style, has a different monogram and the bunch of grapes

as a symbol. Moreover in the manufacture of these coins a hinge or

some such contrivance must have been used, as the types on both sidesl

of -the coins of the second class are adjusted with a nicety
;

T1 and the

second group hag as submultiples the didrachms and drachms though

these smaller denominations are based on a weight standard different

from the Attic weight of 67-5 grains per drachm. 72 In the third group

66 Cambridge History of India
, vol. I, p. 387.

67 Ibid., p. 388.

68 Cambridge History of India, p. 462, pi, 1, bo, 7.

69 Ibid., No. 8. 70 Ibid,, Nos. 9 and 10.

71 Ibid., p. 387, 72 mi., p. 387.
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we have a' number of drachmae and diobols similar to the second in

which the Athenian “owl” is replaced by an “eagle” looking

backwards though the bunch of grapes still appears and in one case

is accompanied by a caducous. ’*

Dr. Macdonald refers to another class of silver drachms of Attic

weight. These were found in the Punjab by General Cunningham.

These have on the obv. Head of a warrior r., with a close fitting

helmet, wreathed with olive and a border of dots; and on the rev.

the legend Sophytoy, a*cock r. and behind a Caduceus, with a border

of dots. 74 This ig assigned to 320 B.C. and “are struck from regularly

adjusted dies and these dies have been cut by a Greek artist who signs

himself M or MN.” 75 According to Dr. Macdonald the.se were design-

ed after an Athenian prototype but there is no doubt as pointed out

by Sir John Marshall that “these were copied from an issue of Seleueus

Nicator” 7 ® and consequently anterior to Alexander the Great.

These coins have the legend Sophytes which is supposed to

be the Greek form of Sanskrit Saubbuti, the Sopeithes of Arrian and

Strabo. 77 He is supposed to be the ruler of the “Salt Range at the

close of the 4th century B.C.” “But it is a debateable point whether

it is the name of a prince or people. So long the prevailing opinion

had been to take Sophytes toi be the name of a prince. 7
* But Mr.

Jayapwal accepts the identification of Sophytes with Saubliuti which

is taken to be the name of a state” adjoining the territory of the

Kathaoi.” 7 ® “The Saubhutl state,” according to him, “extended up

to the Salt Range.” The Ganapfdha of Panini refers to Saubliuti and

“Diodorus (XVII, 91) frays that the cities subject to the sway

of the Sopeithes “were governed by laws in the highest degree salu-

78 Cambridge History of India, p. 388, pi. I, nos. 12 and 13.

74 Ibid., p. 388, pi. I, no. 17.

75 Ibid., p.. 888.

76 Sir John Marshall, A Guide to Tarila. p. 24. Cf. Coins of the Ancients,

pi. 28, no. 14.

77 Cambridge History of India, p. 388.

78 Rapson, Indian Coins, p. 3, pi. I, no. 8; Smith, Catalogue of Coins, p. 7.

79 Jayaswal, Hindu Polity, vol. I, pp. 65, 60.
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tary” and “their political system was one to admire.” 80 The absence

of any title Basileus is significant. The coin was merely the imitation

of the prevailing type of Western Asia as in the case of the RalcsaSa

type coins of Taxila.

The coins of Alexander the Great had been discovered at .Taxila.

These have on the obv. a head of Alexander wearing the lion skin, (or

Heracles) and on the rev. Zeus seated on a throne with an eagle on

his right hand and sceptre in left and a monogram in front and

around—Basilens Alexandroi. 81 A few “coppet coins of Square Indian

form” with the name of Alexander were, according to Prof. Rapson,

struck in India by the Macedonian conqueror. 83
. These were at first

attributed to Bactria; but from the metal used and the square shape,

the more probable inference would be to take them to be the issue of

the Indian states in subordination' to Alexander the Great. A bronze

piece in the Berlin Museum analogous to the ordinary issues of

A'loxander, has nothing to ascribe it to India except its square form. 83

The shape however is clue to an ‘accidental freak’ and according to Dr.

Macdonald” the result of awkward handling by some workman in a

western mint.” Another group of Alexandrine comp can safely be

ascribed to the East. These have on the obv. Head of ZeuS r. laureate

and border of dots; on the rev. the head of Alexander; the legend

Alexandroy, eagle standing r. on tho thunderbolt with head reverted

behind olive spray with berry and in front satrapal tiara. It is tenta-

tively assigned to Seleucus I before c. 30b B.C. Dr. Macdonald

thinks “that the evidence of provenance slight though it be, is all in

favour of Central Asia,” and “the district whose needs Tetradraclims of

the sort were meant to meet, lay beyond the confines of India.” 81 His

first argument is that only one specimen is definitely known to have come

from Rawalpindi while a diobol of similar type was with a dealer in

1906 at Tashkhend in Central Asia. Moreover these coins have points

80 Jayaswal, Eindu Polity
, p. 66.

81 Archxoloyical Survey of India, 1924-25, p 48.

82 Rapson, Indian Goins, p. 4. (para 10).

83 Cambridge History of India
,

vol. I, p, 388,

84 Ibid., p. 389,
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of similarity with the second group of imitations of Athenian

Tetradrachms-eagle with reverted head; the olive spray with leaves

and a vine branch with grapes common to both. The weight standard

has been characterised as “abnormal” and is supposed to have

originated after Seleucug Nicator had given up all pretensions about the

Punjab. To me however it seems to be a better proposition to take

these coins to be the Indian imitations of the Macedonian coins. This

would explain the introduction of the “new” weight standard. Three

of these Tetradrachms weigh 217-5 grains (54-4 grs. a drachm.) Dr.

Macdonald is confronted with a difficulty which he cannot explain,

namely the use of a peculiar standard for a drachm of about 5G to

58 grains maximum in the place of the Attic drachm of 67 -

5 grains

(maximum). This standard of 66 grains was used for the smaller

denominations also—t)ie didrachms and the drachms of the second

group of coins consisting of the imitations of the Athenian

Tetradrachms.'5 Another set of drachms and diobols were also minted

in the same standard and their peculiar features were that “they were

struck from regularly adjusted dies”" and had an eagle looking

backwards in the place of the Athenian owl. If we accept the Indian

weight standard for. these coins struck on. the so-called abnormal

standard, we can have a satisfactory explanation and some clue as to

their provenance.. The weight of 66 grains is surely based upon the

weight standard of the silver Indian punch-marked coin of 32 ratis or

68 grains.* 7 The weight of a rati based upon the gunja seed can never

be constant; the maximum weight for a Purana of 32 ratis is found

to he 58 grains (the weight standard for the precious metals). It

is a known fact that in India the silver punch-marked coins the

puranas are based upon a weight standard of 32 ratis or 56 graing while

the copper coins had a different standard of 89 ratis or. 146 grains.

The slight diminution in the case of the extant coins might be due

to two causes—the diminution in the weight of the rati—the gunja

seed and the wear- and tear and also clipping which was widely

prevalent in ancient times. The identity in weight between these

36 Cambridge History of India, p. 387. 86 Ibid.

87 Clialirabortty, A Study of Ancient Indian Numismatics, p. 48.
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foreign types under discussion and the Indian punch-marked .silver coins

cannot be accidental but must have been deliberately adopted. The

most reasonable inference would be that these foreign-type coins are

really Indian imitations in which the indigenous weight system was

retained and this must have been convenient for those states which

were actually habituated to the Indian standard. We have found a

similar adoption of a foreign-type with the Indian weight in the case

of Raksasa type coins from Taxila.

A silver decadrachm of Attic weight in the British Museum is the

subject of controversy among numismatists. It has a monogram in

which two Greek letters j3 and < had been combined and this is

supposed to stand for Basilaeus Alexandroi

—

“Obu. Horseman, wearing

conical helmet and cuirass overtaking and attacking two warriors

retreating on an elephant; border of dots.

—

Rea. Male figure,

wearing cuirass, clock, and sword standing three quarter

face towards 1., with thunder bolt in r. and spear in 1. in

field 1. monogram.''' Gardner assigned it to Bactria while Head

came to the definite conclusion “from a careful study of the

fabric that it belongs to Alexander’s own time,’’" and that it records

the historical event of his invasion of the Punjab in 326 B.C.” The

standing figure is supposed to be Alexander himself in the garb of Zeus

and the scene according to him represents the retreat of Porus pursued

by Taxiles as recorded by Arrian (V. 18) and he hazards the view that

it might have been struck by Taxiles in his capital (TaksaSila.).

V. Smith also accepted this view. But the conclusion is not supported

by the find-spot which was in Bukhara. The result is therefore in-

clusive and we would not be fully justified in assigning it to Alexander

the Great.

We can therefore divide the Indian imitations of foreign type

coins into' two sections. In the first class we should include the coins

when the imitation was complete in type etc. (Rapson, Indian, Coins,

Pi. Ho. 6) and correct identification is very difficult. In the second class

88 CliaUraliortty, op. ci pp. 92-94, 97.

89 Ibid., p. 96.

90 Cambridtie History of India, vol. I, p. 463 (PI. I, no. 16).

91 Ibid., p. 390.
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we liave the drachm based on the standard weight of 56-58 grains
;
these

were perhaps the issues of gome of the silver using states in India

—

Sopythes and others. It will thus be evident that the Punjab and

Afghanistan regions came under the influence of foreign coinage to such

an extent that on occasions the purely Indian coins were perhaps sup-

planted or supplemented by imitations of foreign type coins. This

was evidently the after-effect of the introduction of the coins of foreign

types. The scepticism which dominated the controversy will be

gradually removed
;
and perhaps further discoveries would definitely

establish our conclusions. But it is pure that many issues which were

previously assigned to Central Asia had India as their provenance and

the amount of foreign influence on matters numismatic in the North

Western region had been underestimated by Indian scholars.

SUBENOUA KlSOR CHAKRABOBrn?

I.H.Q., March, 1934 11



Catustava*

When .some o£ the verses 1
of the present work were first brought

to light as early as 1890," 1897, s anti 1898* in Hie form of citations

without any mention of their sources, nobody entertained the hope

that they would be one day identified as belonging to one and the same

work. It was after the publication of the Botl.h-icfiryd vatur/ipiinjil.'ti of

Prajiifuknvaniatl'
1 that one came to know the existence of a work called

Catustava of AciSrya Nfigurjuria.* In 1903 Prof. Poussin identified

the Tib. version of this work7
in Index V to his edition of

,1/TY and later on brought it. out with a French translation in the

pages of the Miution, 1914. There lie has identified nil the verse,s men-

tioned above, with their Tib. versions in bis notes on it.

The Stotra volume (
Dstocl. Tshogs) in the Tonjur does not speak

of any treatise which bears the title Catvstava .* It seems, the fact

that the atuhor of this work was undoubtedly Niigarjuna, led Prof.

Poussin to go through some of the stxtvas attributed to the former in

the Bstod. Tslidgs and compare the verses therein with those cited in

TSCP as belonging to Catvstava. He found those verses occurring in

two1 ' of the many hymns" attributed to Nagarjunn. This may have

* Could, from p. 705, 1EQ., vol. VIII.

1 I, 18, 19; I, 18, II, 4, 11, 19; I, 21.

2 ruRcakrama in Memoir cle, la Fucitlie do Letters tie ('and, fuse. 10, cli. 1.V,

verses 1, 2.

3 Madh i/nmikern-t

t

i
,
Buddhist Text Series, Calcutta, pp. 14, 17, 74, 148.

4 Subhasitasamgmha, ed. Bendall, p. 14.

5 Bibliotheca Indira, 1903; Bouddhismr, Etude el Mutcriaii.r

,

1898.

0 See BOV., pp. 420, 489, 533, 573.

7 Op. Cit. p. 626.

8 Bibliotheca Buddhica, IV, 1903.

9 Bstod. pa. bit. pa (according to the Tib. version of BOP. Sec Tmjwr,

Mdo. La. fols. 240 a. 6, 272 a. 1).

10 (1) J)pe. med. par. bstod. pa; (2) ’zip. lien. las. ’das. par. bstod. pa.

Sec Cordier, IT, p. 5, No. 11, 12 or Bstod. Tslitujs, Nartlmug edition, Vol. ka,

fols, 74 b. 4: 75 b. 7; 76 a. L; 77 a. 3.

11 See Cordier, II, pp. 3-6, Nos. ll, 12, 13, U, 17, 16, 20, 21 etc.
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naturally led liim to believe that the original work, Catustava, as im-

plied from the very name, was a collection of four stavas each of them

having a different title. He assumed that two of them were

Niraupamyastam and .ZjohltTtastai'n, The assumption is quite convinc-

ing as it is based on the fact that the verses said to be of Acarya

Xagarjuna’s Catustava , ’* do occur in those two texts. As regards the

identification of the remaining two stavas he lias said nothing definite-

ly. But he takes them to be Cittavajrastavals and Paramdrtliastma
,

l*

for they are in the same volume just after the former two stavas and

all of them are translated by the same persoais.

Hitherto nobody has questioned this identification. 111 But a closer

examination of the question from the Catusava in BCP will show

that there is ample scope for further investigation in the matter, The

verse1 * cited in BCP p. 57, though expressly said to have been of

this work, is not to be found in its edition by Prof. Poussin. This

prompted me to undertake a further investigation of the remaining

stavas attributed to Nugarjuna? in the listml. Tilings. And ns a result

it came to my notice that the last two lines” of the quotation in

BOP referred to above, occur in the text of one of those stavas. It

is acintyastava.u It lias also some verses10 similar to certain citations

in BOP,” quoted without any mention of their sources. Moreover it

resembles to the first two stavas, viz. Niravpamya ° and Lokdtlta ", more

12 See footnote 6.

18

Rem*, Iiyi. r<lo. rjr'i. Mod. pa.

14 Don. (lam. par. hstod. pa.

1/5 Even as recently as April 1032. Tom accepts It in *liis “Two hymns' of

Catustava of Nngarjuna.” JliAft., April, 1932.

16 utpanmsca.. sthito nasfa vkto lolco ’rthatas tvnyu / kulpan (lmiltram ifu-

asmilt sarvadharmilli prakCtiiUVi/ kalpanapy asdft prolita yaya Hunymri

vikalpyate 1 1

.

17 ,The Tib. version is as 'follows

:

da. pliyir. rtog. (X cum*) pa. tsam. fi id, diij

clios. mams, thams. cad. Man. no. ginl

(tail. gi. stoh. Hid. mam. pa. krtags. pas I

s-tog. pa'n. med. par. broil, pa' i. £e*J /.

18 Bsam. gyis. mi. lchyah. par. hstod. pa.

19 Nos. 18, 27, 38, 39, 40.

20 Pp. 37/5, 528, 587, 590.
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than the Cittavajra

°

and Pavamdrtha

°

do to them. The flow of argu-

ments and the variety of tilings discussed therein lead one to think

that the stava might have formed a chapter of a work in which

Niraupamya and Lokiitita° are included.

Now, as regards to the last stava in the Catustava there is nothing

to decide its identity. The first line of the passage mentioned above

could not be. identified with any line in any other stava attributed to

Nagarjuna in the Bstod. '1shags. It is not certain whether this chapter

was translated at all into Tibetan, hut supposing it was, it. is to he

found out from the remaining stavas of Nagarjuna in the Bstod. Tshags.

In this volume, keeping aside the siotras 21 there are five more stavas**

supposed to have been, written by this author.

Here it is necessary to note that as regards the style and method

adopted in the first three stavas there is complete agreement. And

so it is quite natural to assume that the same style and method should

be found also in the fourth stava which hereafter is going to he identi-

fied.

Keeping tin's idea in view let us start, with Cittavajmshm It

is, in fact, a stava of Bodlmitta, and as sucli its text deals with

the greatness of BodKicitta and its bhdvand. The direct addressing

to a divine personality found in the first three stavas is apparently

missing in it. Naturally we expect in it 30me of the Madhynmilca

theories, but there is none. So I think it cannot be held with certainty

that this stava forms the fourth chapter of the Catustava.

The Paramarthastavau and Niruttarastava35 differ in their cons-

truction from the first three stavas. Every verse in them ends with

a salutation to a pesonality which is Paramdvtha ‘absolute’ and

Niruttara ‘one beyond which there is nothing’. The Sattvaradliana-

stava2'
is composed in a metre different from that of the first three.

21 Cordier II, pp. 3 ff. Bstod. Tsbngs, Nos. 10, 15, 18 and 23-28.

22 Ibid., Nos. 13, 14, 17, 20 and 21.

23 Sems. kyi. rdo. rjei. bstod. pa.

24 Don. dam. par. bstod. pa.

25 Bla. no. med. pa’i. bstod. pa-

26 Sems. can. mgu. bar, bya. ba'i, bstod. pa,
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So I think, none of these three stavas can he taken with any certainty

as a fourth stava of the Catustava.

The remaining stava, viz. Stutyatltastavasr stands on a different

footing from all the four stavas referred to above. It, un'like them,

briefly deals with different theories of the Mfidhyiumkas, and as such

agrees with' the first three stavas of the Cntusima. It may also be

noted that it comes just after the Acintya

°

in the volume of the Bstod.

Tslogs and is translated into Tibetan by the very translators of the

former.*' Hence it seems to me that this stava forms the fourth

chapter of the Catustava.

This is, however, a mere assumption which depends on another

assumption that nil the four stavas of the Catustava are translated

into Tibetan and are included in the present, edition of the. Tanjur;

but, in fact, it may not necessarily be so. The accuracy of t]ie view

may, however, be proved only if the MS. of the complete original,

work some day is found, or, a certain quotation, the source

of which is expressly mentioned ns Catustava, is available and identified

with' any verse of this stava.

The order in which these four stavas are printed in the present

edition is based on that of their Tibetan trn nslationsi in the volume of

Bstod. Tshags. It is not certain whether it is the original one or not.

Moreover, if these four stavas are taken to have some relation with

the Buddhakuyas,10 the order of the latter, in the days of the author

of the present work, will throw some 'light on this point.

It is certain that the title of the work is Catustava (bstod. pa. bzi.

pa).** So far as my information goes, there is no reference to the four

different stavas by their individual names anywhere31 in the published

Skt. textg of tlie Mahayahists. On the contrary, there is no mention of

27 Bstod. po.. Ins. 'das. par. bstod. pa.

28 Cf. Cordier II, p. 6, Nos. 19, 20.

29 See footnote 15. The interrelation between the four stavas and tour

Ihtddhakayas as shown by Dr. Tucci may be modified in the light of the identi-

fication of the four stavas proposed by me.

30 See footnote 9.

31 Expect the Niraupamyastotm. See footnote 15 and the LokStifastara

implied from the work Lokakatitastavadlidrani. See Oat. NBL-, p. 255.
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the 'title Catustava in the volume containing the stdtras in' the- Tanjur,

there being only individual names of different stavas. It seems that

the Bslabodhiwl Tlhl™ a. commentary on the Nimupamya, and

PammOrtha’
>
lying with Dr. Tucoi, too, does not speak of the work

Catustava, nor tlie relation of the former two with the latter. Aourya

CandrakMi (7th century A.C.)” and Advayavajra (11th century

A.C.), 34 though familiar with the name of the author of the verses they

cite, da not mention the name of the work In which they originally

occur. It. is only Praj&ukaramati (9th century A.C.) 35 who names

both the work and its author in his BodhicaryQva,td,rapa.ftjilib only, 511

(The name of the four chapters are: (1) Nfraupamiyaatava,

(2) Lok&tlta 0
, (3) Acintya"

,

(4) Siuiyattta’ . It seems the

Skt. Ms. or Mss. from which the Tibetan translations were

made1

,
contained these stavas as independent treatises and not

under the common title Catustava. The fact that one of the

stavas of this work, viz., Nimupamya"

,

is found in the original

Skt. in Nepal as an independant treaties, supports the above

statement. I am inclined to think that the author originally wrote a

number of staras as independent treatises, but later on, a certain scribe

collected and copied four of them in one Ms. If that wap the case it

is quite possible that Prajfiitlcaramati mistook the volume as one single

work and not a collection of several small treatises.

An apt example for this tendency to take a collection of different

independent treatises as one work and name it as such, is the work

Advayavajmsamgraha (GOS), a volume containing a number of small

treatises of Acarya Advayavajra. That this collection is not made by

the author himself, but later on by some scribe, is evident from the

fact that the Tib., versions* 7
of these treatises are like those of indepen-

82 See the article mentioned in footnote 15.

33 Eitiory of Skt. Buddhism by Nariman, p. 106. But Harnprnsnd

Snstri pat him in the 6th century A.C. See Buddhistic Studies, p. 832,

34 SM., II, p. xci.

36 Indian Teachers in Tibet by P. Bose, p. 73.

36 As one does not find any quotation from Catustava in his Abhisamayd-
tO))\kuravrttipin4Sitlai. Cordier III, p. 279.

37 Cordier II, pp. 213 ff; Cat, NDL., p. 15 .
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dent' Treatises, and are not in the some order as that in the SIct.

collection87 and are not translated by the same persons at one time. The

collection of DJiuranis
,

,s Sadhanas38 and Stotraf* are some other

examples. Again, there is an opposite tendency, and it is this that

a recognised collective volume is quoted under the individual names

of its chapters and not in the common name of the whole work. For

example, the Paficakrama™ of Nagarjuna is not quoted by its name,

but by the names of its chapters, in the commentary of the Ascarya-

cary&xiya'1 '' (wrongly known as CaryuraryavinUcaya) and the

Subliaxitascnp.'/rulm.* 1

The name of each of the itavns is due to the particular adjectives

such as Nirupama, Lok&tlta etc. of the Buddha., used in the initial

verses of them, though they have no special significance with regard

to the contents of the respective stavas. In this connection it may
be noted that I-Tsing in the records o£ liis pilgrimage to India says

that “Every talented man of letters has praised in verse whatever

person he deemed most worthy of worship.'''111 He has also stated that

Acaryn Nagarjuna was no exception amongst them.'’ 3 In the present

work he seems to have invoked the Buddha with special reference

to those of his characteristics which are in consonance with the theory

of Sarvahiiwjat/L. The Buddha who is praised in these hymns ia not

a particular person, but the hypostasis of Law (Dharmailhdtu) aud

as such Lohutltd or Nvrupama. The following verses cited from, other

panegyric hymns of which we shall speak on some other occasion, will

bear the testimony to such a conception of the Buddha, t

apmrniOyam aiknjikltycyam acintyatn anularhuaml

bliavato hi svarnpatvapi tvayaiva jiidyate svayam /
/**

38 Cat. JM, pp. 252 if., 264 ff., 237 ff.

89 See footnote 2.

40 Bauddha Guna o Doha, p. 28.

41 M., Besdall, p. 9.

42 A Uncord of the Buddhist Helium by losing, trans. Takakusti,

1896, p. 168.

43 Ibid.

44 Sotapa floatikastotra, votse 153.
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acintyai cintyavigatah acintyo ’dbhutavikramahj

acintyah sarvadJiarmdfidm acintyo manasas tathdj
/

'u

According to both the sources Skt. and Tib. the author of the work

is Aeurya Nagarjuna. 411 Some of the works in which certain veiwes of

these stcuvas are cited, mention his name as their author. 4
' As to his

identification, it can be said without any hesitation that he is no other

than the founder of the Mndhyamika school and the author of the

Madhyamakdrikd. This is also evident from the statements4 " of

authors like Canclraldl-ti and Prajnakaramati who quote him with the

adjective Aodiyapuda (dob. Upon. gyi. ial. ska.). This view is also

supported by the subject-matter of these stimin which is different from

that dealt with by the second Nagarjuna belonging to the Yajrayana

school.

All the Tib. versions as available in the Narthung edition of the

Taujur are quite legible only with a few exception,s as shown in the

footnotes of the texts
.
concerned. If the Tib. version of some of the

verses cited in more than one text are compared with those of them

in the present text, it will be quite surprising to see that all of them,

in a general way, agree with each other. For instance, all the four

translations found in the works of different periods of Tib. II, 21,

have striking similiarity.

As regards the translators of these four atavas, Niiunpaviyu

°

and

LoJedtita" are jointly translated by the Indian Pandits, Iirsna (Nag.

pa) and the Tibetan interpreter Jayahla (tshul. vyyal. pa). Both of
*

(Item are reputed translators and a number4* of treatises is said to

45 A'vti>'*«'VufaTnamihjtahtukum iu Kien-CV iti-Tsan-Tsan, Bibliotheca

Buddhica, XV, 1913, p. 101. Of. verses 33, 124-127 of the Vurnandihauarngdutra

of Matrcetu in Indian Antiunary, Vol. XXXIV, pp. 149 ff). See also titles liko

Nimupumadotra and Asalcyustotra, (Op. Cit.) and the work mentioned in

footnote 44,

46 BGF., p. 573; Cordier, II, pp. 5,6.

47 AS. p. 22; Ndgdrjunapiidair apyuhtam (Hu. sgrnb. kyt. Hal. sfta. m3.
I.yuii).

48 MY., p. 413: yathoktam ilcdryapddaih (slob-dpon. gyi. Sal. nila. vas. ji.

dead, du- gsuiis. so); Af.4., p. 23: ji. dead. du. slob. dpon. Icj/i. ial. sna,

vas. hyis. (Skt. yuthacuryapudalh).

49 See A pp. to Bauddha Gdna o Zlo/id, sv.
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have been Jointly translated by them'. Nothing can definitely he said

about the date of the former, as he could not yet be identified owing

to the fact that there are many persons of the same name (Krsna). The

date of Jayasila is, however, known to be the eleventh century A.C.,

for he was the contemporary of Mahaprabhu DipamkaraMjnana.

As to the Acinbya ° and Stutyatlta° they are jointly translated by

the Kaamman I’andita Tilaka30 (thiy. le.) or Tilakakalasa 1 ’ 3
(
Tliig . Ic

bum. yd) and the Tibetan interpreter Suryakirti (ill. via'i. grugs.).

The only thing that can be said about them is that they are later

than Krsna and dayadSla as the former are reported to have revised a

translation made by the latter. 1' 1

As usual in most of the punegyrio hymns, the present work, too,

speaks of the dogma and the doctrine propounded by the Buddha. The

work written by A.curya Nugurjuna, the systematiser of Su.rvaiiihi.yaM,

is naturally expected to contain the tenets of the Mfidhyamika system,

nevertheless they are not here deult with systematically.

Phadhuhhai Patel

60 Both of them are identical. See Cordier III, pp. 302-3.

51 Madhyamtihlvaiarukdrikd’iCma. Op. Cit.

tdQ., mahoh, 1934 12



The Eastern Oalukyas*

v

Vijayaditya 111, G tinnya, etc., (A.Id. S44-—SSS).

Vijayaditya bore tlie surnames of Gnnaga, Pnrocukrarama,

Ranarahga4iidraka, Maimjaprakara, Vikramadhuvaia, Nrpati-

martanda, Birudaiiga-Blilma-, Bhuvanakandarpa, Arasahkakesari,

Tripuramartya-Maliesvara
, and Tribliuvanahkusa

.

1

These four inscriptions of Vijayaditya’ s reign have been discovered :

(i) The Mauslipatam( ?) plates.
3

The inscription registers that the king granted the village

of Tranda(pa?)ru, in the Gudravara-visaya to the Biahmamv,

Vinayadi.4arman, an inhabitant of TJrputuru. The executor of the

grant was l’andurangu, and the writer of the inscription was

Katta(y)a.

(ii) The Ponantjy plates. 3

The inscription records the grant of the village of Kodanuipporru

(together with Podegu) to a number of Brahmaims, residents of

Podegu (or Podengu).

(iii) The Guntur inscription.*

This is an incomplete inscription of the king’s reign which was

discovered in the Guntur District. The names of the villages granted

and the donee are lost with the missing plates. The inscription gives

some valuable historical information.

(iv) The Uruwtuiu inscription .

5

The inscription records the grant o£ the village of TJruvuturu to

a number of B'rahmauas. The Ajfiupati of the grant was Pandurahga

and the engraver was a resident of Yijayavada.

* Continued from vol. IX, 3. p. 741.

1 El., vol. IX, p. 55; vol. IV, p. 226; HE,, 1909, p. 108; 1913, p. 12&J

1&14, p. 84.

2 EL, vol. V, p. 122.

4 Ibid., 1912, p. 84.

3 iSIE., 1909, p. 108.

S Ibid., 1913, APP. A, No. 3.
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Uruvuturu is evidently identical with TTruputuru, referred

to above. Vijayavada may be identified with Bezwada.

Two fragmentary inscriptions8 were discovered in the Ongola

Taluk. One refers to Bejaya-Gunakanalla, which may be taken as

a corrupt form of Gunaka-Yijayaditya. The second inscription re-

ports that the temple, called Vijayadarman, was erected during the

reign of Vijayaraja. Vijayaraja, referred to, may b© taken as

identical with Vijayaditya III, as in this connection Vijayaditya

Ill’s generals Kandeyaraja and Panduranga are mentioned. Vijayil-

ditya was a great general. After his accession to the throne,

lie looked out for conquest and launched extensive military campaigns.

He had two able military officers, Kandeyaraja and his son Pandu-

ranga. Kandeyaraja wap the commander of his army. * During the

7th and Stir decade of the 9th century A.D. the Rfistrakutas were

holding sway nearly over the whole of the Deccan under Amoghavarfja I

Snvallabha (A.D. 814-878), whose son Krsna or Knnnara was assist-

ing him in the administration as a yuvaraja. 7 A branch of the

Pa'llavas was holding sway over Nolambavadi, modern Cliitaldoorg and

Tumkur Districts. The Gahgas were ruling in Gahgavadi, roughly

the modern Mysore District. Another branch of the Pallavas was

enjoying sovereignty in the North Arcot, The Pdnclyas won high

renown under their leader Yaraguna, who extended his sway up: to

the Pennar river at the cost of the C'o|as of Tanjore. The Kalacuris

under their king Kokalla were governing the Dahalamandala.

Sometimes about this time, Vijayaditya accompanied by hisl two

generals Kandeyaraja and Panduranga and his counsel Vinayadi,4armnn

went out for digvijaya. In the first phase of the war Kandeyaraja lost

his life. An inscription reports that the above mentioned general died

on the battle-field while fighting on behalf of Paracakra(rama).‘

Yijayaditya conquered and burnt the city of Nellurapura, modern

NeUore.’ Next he fell upon the Pa'llavas of North Arcot, who were then

ruled by Aporajita, apparently a successor of Nrpatunga. 10 Ukkala,

which was also known as Sivacula-caturvedimahgala, was the chief city

0 SE., 1928, pp. 97-98.

7 Bom. vol. I, pt. II, p. 411.

9 Ibid., 1914, p. 84.

8 SB., 1909, p. 108.

10 Ibid., 1006, p. 64.
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of tliat Pallava kingdom.11 Vijayaditya deafeated tlie Pallavas and

plundered their country. It is .stated that he carried away .the gold

from the Pallavas. 12 He is also said to have burnt Acalapura. li. can-

not be suggested with certainty whether Acalapura is identical with

Ukkala. Conquest of the Pallava country brought Vijayaditya on the

border of the kingdom of the C'ola,s of Tan jore. The supremacy of the

Cola dynasty was established in Tan] ore by Vijayalaya in 846 A.D. ,a

The Cola, king was,. at that time, hard pressed by the Pandya Varftguna

Maranjadaiyan, the king of Madura. An inscription, dated Sa-ka

792= S70 A.T). was issued in the 8th year of Varnguna. 14 Varaguna's

inscriptions prove that he net only incorporated a part of the Cola country

into his own kingdom hut algo advanced beyond it and conquered a

portion of Tondai-nadu up to the river Pennar (South). 1 ” When the

Cola country was thus overrun by tlie Pancjyas, Vijayalaya. appears to

have taken shelter under Yijayaditya. An inscription 10
tells us that

Vijayaditya espoused the cause of the Cola king and gave him shelter.

This Cola king was, in nil probability, Vijayalaya. - Yijayaditya

succeeded in restoring the Cola country to Vijayalaya by defeating the

Pandyas. An inscription credits him with a victory over the

Pandyas. 17 As regards Vijayalaya a record states that, be seized the

town of (Tanjore) TaSefypuri as he would his wife. 1 *

Vijoyaditya’s success in the south greatly consternated the Eas-

trakiitaa and their allies,--the Nclnnibas of the Chitaldoorg, Tumkur,

and Salem Districts, and the Gangas of Mysore. The earliest known

king of the Nolamba-Pallava family was Mangala-Nolambadhiraja. 1 ’

Cai'uponnera, the third king of this line, was a feudatory of the

Eastrakuta Govinda III." The known dates of Maliendra-Nolamba, the

fifth king of the family, are Saka 800 and 81o=A.D. 878 and 893.20

He was thus a contemporary of Yijayaditya III. His maternal uncle

11 SIT., vol. in, p. 12 . 12 Ibid., 1914, p. 84.

13 K. S. Aiyanger’s Ancient India, p. 99.

14 SE., Nos. 705-709 of 1906.

16 Ibid., 1923, 839 of APP. B.

18 Hid., 1906, p. 66.

19 El., vol. X, p. 58.

20 SE., No, 348 of 1901; El., vol. X, p. 68.

15 Ibid., 1905, p. 54.

17 SE., 1914, p. 84.
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was Rajamalla -Vennmad i
,
king- of the Gnhga country. 21 Mahendra in

conjunction with Rajamalla fought a battle with the Vaidumbas. 22

When the Calukya army under the leadership of Vijayaditya attacked

the country of the Nolambas, the Gahgas o-f Mysore sent, army to help

the latter. Yijayaditya however had no difficulty in overcoming this

odd force. He is said to have killed Mangi, the king of Nolamba-

rastra, in battle. An inscription
23

of tire reign of the Calukya- Rhuna 1

register.* that Yijayaditya cut off the head of Mahgi in a fight with

the Gahgas. It also gives us to understand that Mahgi fomented re-

bellion among the Gahgas against the C’alukyas. Mahgi appears to

have been identical with Mahendra.

Next came the turn of the Gahgas. The' Gauge kings who were

contemporaries of Yijayaditya were Satyavakya-Rajamalla and his

successor Satyavakya-Butuga. Rajamalla closed his reign in S70 A.D.,

and big successor in 909 A.D. 94 At the approach of the Oalukyas, the

Gahgas took shelter in their fort, which stood cn a lull. Yijayaditya

overran the Gahga country and reached the border of the Rastrakuta

kingdom. Amoghavarsa I deputed his son Krsna for offering a suitable

defence against the invading Calukya army. The strength of the

Rastrakuta,s was increased by the Kalaeuri army, which was sent by

the king Kokalla I under his son Sankaragana. The Rastrakuta.-. and

the Kalacuris were closely connected through matrimonial alliance.

Rrsna’s wife was the sister o-f SftAkaragana.” The united strength of

21 EL, vol. VI, p. 66; for the history of the Nolambns of. ET., vol. VI, p. 61;

vol, X, p. 68. The genealogy of the Nolambn dynasty may be put thus:—
Mahgala

Simhapora

Oaruponnera

Polacora

Mahendra.

Ayappadeva

Anniga Diliparasa.

22 El., vol. X, p. 60.

24 El., vol. VI, p. 69.

SB., 1918, p. 132.

U., vol. XII, p. 268.
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Hie Rastrakutas and the Knlacuris was no match' for that of Yijayft*

ditya. Vijayaditya won a decisive victory over Ins enemies at a place

called Kiraiiapuri. This city was forthwith burnt by the Calukya

amny which then forced its way through the Rastrakuta kingdom. The

Ederu grant23 of Amnia II states that Vijayaditya “having been

challenged by the lord of the Rattas, conquered the unequalled Gaiigas,

cut oft’ the head of Maiigi in the battle, defeated Krsna and Snnldla,

burnt the city (of Krsna). The Pithapuram inscription” of Mallapa-

deva reports that Vijayaditya III “played the game of ball on the

battle-field with the head of Maiigiraja, frightened Sankila, residing

in Kiranapuri (and) joined by Krsna, restored hip dignity to

Vallabb entire. ” Vnllabbendra, referred to above, may be identified

with Amoghavaraa. The Kalacbmnbarru grant2* of Amnia II states

tliat the Vallabha king paid great honour to the arms of Vijayaditya III.

The examination of these evidences point out that Amoglmvarsa, at

tli© outset, ignored the strength of Vijayaditya, but after the latter’s

victory over bis sion lie esteemed him as a king of great power. The

Malayapundi grant2
* of AinmarSj a- states that “Vijayaditya slew in a

great, battle Maiigi, the king of the great DTodambfi-rastra, defeated the

Gaiigas, who look refuge on the peak of Gangakfita, and terrified

Suitkila, tile lord of the excellent Pa(ha)la, who was joined by the

fierce Vallabha.” Tile same inscription further tells up that Paiidu-

raftga burnt Kiranapura, the residence of Krsnaraja. An inscription30

•26 till., vol. I, pp. 39, 42 . 27 HI., vol. IV, p. 239.

28 Ihid., vol. VII, p. 186.

29 Tat putrnh Paracakraramaparanamadheyiity liatvR blifiri-NoiJaip-

barastrSi-nrpatim Maipgiinmalia-samgare Gahgana&rita-Gumgakuta-jiikharnn

nirjjitya sa<J-P(aha)ladhii5am Samkilam ugrr.vallabhayutam yo bliayayitvil entus-

catvarinniatam abdakams ca Vijayadityo raraksn ksitiin / (EL, vol. IX, p. 51.)

Two stone slabs from tlie Madanapalle Taluk of tlie Chitoor District refer to

one Gaiula-Sankali, whose brother-in-law died in a battle with the Col.as at

Bireyavalli (EE., 1923, App. ‘B, Nos. 300, 301). The Madras Government Epi-

graphist is inclined to identify this Safikali with the adversary of the same name

of Vijayaditya III (ibid., p. 100). But in view of the evidence given by the

Mailyapundi grant Sankila cannot but he considered as identical with Saiikara-

gana, who was also known as Sankuka.

30 SE., 1923, p. 93.
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of Vijayaditya’s reign lays down that the king- deputed Panel uraftga

for conquest. A second inscription51 of hi
,

9

reign reports his conquest

of Aoa'lapura, victory over Sahkila and Eaiuiara, and the fact of hii

burning of Kiranapura.

An inscription33 of Saktivarman’s reign gives us the additional

news that Vijayaditya defeated one Baddega, who may be identified

with the prince Baddiga of the Western CJfilukya dynasty. His grand-

son Arikesarin was the patron of the Kauarese poet Panipa. Painpa

flourished in the middle of the 10th century .

33

Yija.ya|ditya’s! success in other directions was uot less significant.

He invaded the country which corresponds to the*modem Bastar State

and burnt its capital Cakrakuta .

1'1 The name of the dynasty which

held gway over that couutry about this period is not known. In the

10th and 11th centuries A.D. a Naga dynasty is found to have been

ruling there. The ancient country of Kosala lay to the north of the

Bastar State. Vijayaditya III is saicl to have taken by force the ele-

phauts of the kings of Kosala." The adversary of Vijayaditya in the

Kosala country cannot be identified. The country did not still come

under the supremacy of the Kalacuris. We are told that Kaliiigaraja,

a descendant of one of the eighteen sons of Kokalla (A.D. 860-000),

the king of Tripun, having abandoned the ancestral land, acquired by

his two arrng this country of Dak§ina-Kosala.
38 The G-ahgas of Kalifiga

also felt the brunt of the gword of Vijayaditya. The Masulipatam

plates’ 7 of Calukya-Bhima records that Vijayaditya took by force the

gold of the Gahga king of Kalihga. The Pithapuram inscription 38 of

Mallapadeva states that Vijayaditya received elephants as tribute from

the Kalihga king. The above categories prove beyond doubt that Vija-

yaditya was a military leader of the highest order. Almost all the con-

temporary rulers of the south felt the strength of his arms. But hi3

conquests were in most cases followed by incendiarism, rapine and

plunder. In course of hip military excursions he burnt not less than

five great cities of the south.

31 HE., 1923, p. 98. 32 Ibid., 1918, p. 132; EL, vol. V, p. 126.

33 Bom. liaz., vol; I, pt. II, p. 380. 34 El., vol, IV, P . 239.

36 -Si'., 1914, p. 84. 36 m >
yoL I- P- S7 ‘

37 -SB'., 1914, p. 84, 38 EI-> voL IV
> P- 240
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Vijaynditva III built a temple known as Bejnye&varam i.e.

Vijaye^vnrain.” He ruled for forty-four years, au<l dosed his reign in

888 A.D. 10 He had no son to succeed him on the throne. He appointed

his younger brother Vikramaditya, also known as Yikrnina.nka, as heir-

apparent," but the latter seems to have predeceased him/ 3 Succession

then fell upon Vikramaklitya’s son Calukya-Blunia

.

CCilnhya-lihlma 1, Vi.muvardhana (A.D . 888-02&).

Culukyu-Bhima 1 performed his coronation ceremony in Saka

814 = A.D. 892 i.e. four years after the date of his accession.'
13 He

bore another name VisnuvardLiuui, and assumed the epithets of Triblni-

vanankusa, Dronurjuna, Sarvalokasraya, I'arania-Brnlnnanya, and

Rtasiddhi/4

Altogether six inscriptions of Calulcyu-Bhimu’s reign have been

discovered.

(i) The Attili iiiwription, dated iia/cti Sid.
1*

The inscription records the grant of some lands in (lie village of

Attili, situated in the Attili Yisuva, to a person on the occasion of

the king’s coronation ceremony in 8. 814 = 892 A.D.

The village Attili is identical with that of the same name, situated

in the Taauku Taluk of the KistUu District.

(ii) The Bczwaua plates.'1 '1

The object of this grant is to record that the king, on the occasion

of his coronation ceremony, granted the village of Kukiparru, in the

ITttara-Kanderuvadi Visaya,, to a B'ruhmana, resident, of Ymmnra-

kanthibol.

(iii) The Beztcada stove inscription:'
7

The stone slab hearing the inscription lies near the Govindam.at.ha,

on the Itulrakila hill at Beawada, in the Kistna District. It reports

that a temple was erected on the Indrakila by one Oaftapu under the

39 SE., 1923, p. 98. 40 El., vol. V, p. 130.

41 Ibid., vol. XVIII, p. 233. 42 Ibid., vol. IX, p. 55.

43 SE., 1909, p. 108; 1904, p. S4; 1918, p. 131; Sll., vol. I, p. 42;

El., vol. V, p. 130; vol. XVin, p. 227.

44 SE., 1918, p. 131. 45 Ibid.

46 El., vol. V, p. 127. 47 SE., 1918, p. 85, No. 833.
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patronage of Visnuvardhana, son of Vikramaditya, in the 17th' year

of the latter’s reign.

Visnuvardhana, referred to above, is identical with Calukya-

Bliima I. The date corresponds to 909 A.D.

(iv) The Anakapalle inscription.**

The inscription was discovered in a field in the Anakapalle Taluk.

It is fragmentary. It refers to Oalukya-Bhima I, and the grant por-

tion mentions Elainafici-Kailih gadejn
, and Devarastra.

Elama&oi which was situated in Ilaliiiga is identical with

the modern Yellainancili. Devarastra is also mentioned in the

.Allahabad pillar inscription of Sanvudmgupta.

(v) The Vodatulilm grant .

4”

The object of the inscription is to record tho grant of the village

of Vedatuluru, in the Uttura-Kaiuieruvati Visaya, to a number of

Brahmnnas.

(vi) The Adanki inscription ™

The inscription is engraved on a stone slab lying in a field at

Adanki, in the Ougole Taluk of the Guntur District. It refers to one

Tiibhuvanaukusn, who was in all probability Calukyu-Bhnna I. It

records that Punduraugn granted some lands in Dluunnnmiram.

Cfdukya-Bkima, in the first year of his reign, made Pfindu-

rauga his commander-in-chief. 01 He liad also a general named

Mahakala, wlio was the son of (ifima.kfi.mba. Gamakgmbn was tho

daughter of Nagipoti, who was the foster mother of Calukya-Bhtma.43

Tlie early years of tlie reign of Calukya-Bhima were not free from

trouble. Krsna II, the son and successor of Amoghavarsa I, invaded

tlie Andlira country. He was accompanied by the Cfilukya Baddiga,

and the La.ta chief, who seems to have been the Mahasamantadhipati

Akalavarsa Kr§naraja. 03 All elfort on the port of Cahikya-Bhima for

putting a check to the progress of the invaders met with signal failure.

The whole of the Andhra country together with the Guntur

48 Sli., 1909 p. 108. 49 SB., 1914, p. 84.

60 El., vol. XIX, p. 275. 61 Ibid.

62 Ibid., vol. Y, p. 134.

53 Li., vol. XIII, p. G5; EL, vol. XVIII, p. 227.

MARCH, 1934 13
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and Nellore Districts was taken possession of by tile Eastrakutas.

Krsna put bis own officers in charge of the numerous forts of that

country. Shortly afterwards Panduranga,. the commander of the

Calukya army, rose equal to the occasion, and made brave attempts

for rescuing the Andhra country from the domination of the Bastrn-

ku^as. 5 series of battles were fought between the Calukyas and the

Rastrakutas. A son of Calukya-Bluma killed the Rastrakiita general

Dandena-Gundaya, but himself met his end in the battle at Niravadya-

pura. Panduranga captured as many as twelve strongholds held by

one (Vaso)-Boya, and brought under his control all the hill forts in

the Veiigi-nanda. 31 The Rastrakutas were eventually driven out from

the Andhra country, and Calukya-Bhima regained its throne. The

Pampa-Bharata reports that Baddiga defeated Bhfma in the battle.

Bhlma, referred to, appears to have been identical with Calukya-

Bhlma. An inscription 81 of Amina I states that Calukya-Bluma

illumined the Vehgi country, which had been overrun by the Eatta

chieftains, just as by dense darkness after sun set. The Masulipafam

grant110

of Calukya-Bluma I records that the king defeated the army

of Krsnavallabha together with his allies, and that before him fled us

darkness before light, the vile kings of Karnaja and Lata. It further

tolls us that the king’s ,son died on the battle-field of Niravadyapura,

having killed the general of the Vallabha king named Dandena-

Gundaya from the back of the elephant.

Calukya-Bluma I ruled peacefully during the remaining purt of

his reign. 87 He was benevolent and generous. An inscription88 of

Amma I records that Calukya-Bhima fulfilled like parents, friend or

like a preceptor, the desires of the distressed, helpless, naked and

ascetics.

Calukya-Bhima ruled for thirty years, and closed his reign in 922

A.D. He had two sons Yijayaditya and Vikramaditya of whom the

former succeeded him on ihe throne.

54 El., vol. XIX, p, 275. 55 Sll., vol. I, p, 42.

56 SB., 1914, p. 84. Cf. Auakapalle Taluk inscription, ibid., 1909, p. 108;

1918, p. 131.

57 Ibid,, 1909, p. 108. 58 Sll., vol. I, p. 42.
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Vijayaditya IV, Kollabhiganda
(
A.D . 922).

Vijayaditya assumed the titles of Kollabhiganda, Ganda-bka#kara,

and Kaliyarttyanka .

59 He is described as tlie ruler of Veugi-mandala

and the Trikoliiiga forest .* 0 Not a single inscription of his reign has

yet been traced. Bhandan&ditya, also known as Kunt&ditya, was his

general .* 1

The Ra§trakutas who wore driven out from the Andhra country

by Calukya-Bhima, I continued hostility against the C&lukyas during

the reign of Vijayaditya. Vijayaditya fought with hia enemies with

all hia might and after having broken down their power lost his life

in an engagement at a place called Yirajapurl. An inscription** of

Saktivarmau states that a son of Calukya-Bhima I planted a pillar of

victory at Virajh(purl). An inscription * 1 of Kulottunga Coda II

reports that Vijayaditya IV died in a battle at Virajapurl. A grant01

of Amma I records that Vijay&ditya "having destroyed the crowd

of his (father’s) foes by the strength of his ann (and through his

valour, while his father was still living, and having conquered after

(his father’s death) the crowd of his enemies, and the association of his

external foes by his extensive wisdom—went to Indra, in order to

conquer one equal half (of Indra’s throne)”.

The chiefs of tbo Paricchedi family, who were vassals of the suc-

cessors of Vijayaditya, were designated as the lords of the country of

six thousand (villages)
08 on the southern bank of the Krjjnaverna river

i.e. Kistna. A stone pillar inscription 60
at Prattipadu states that the

MahamandaleSvara Kusumaraja of this family was the lord of the

town of VirajoipurS. Virajapurl was evidently the chief town of the

group of six thousand villages, situated on the south bank of the

Kistna.

Vijayaditya ruled for six month? only. He had two wives. The

first wife gave birth to his son Amma I, and the second one named

Melambfi, was the mother of Calukya-Bhima II,
4T Amma I succeeded

his father on the throne.

D. C. Gangui.y

69 El., vol. VI, p. 190; 811., vol, I, p. 43. 60 EL, vol. V, p. 134.

01 S1I., vol. I, p. 48. 62 SE., 1918, p. 132. 63 Ibid., 1917, p. 128.

64 SI1., vol. I, p. 42, v. 12 66 EL, vol. VI, p. 227
;
SE., 1917, p. 118.

C6 SE., 1917, p. 155, 67 EL, vol. V, p. 138; vol. VII, p. 190.



Damaged Sripur Plates

(Containing the Seal of Mah&jayarBja of Sambbapur Dynasty)

Iu. April 1929, at the ancient capital of Mahakosala Sx'tpur now

known op Sir-par in 111© Raipur District of C.P., we 1 found out

two inscribed images—one of Buddha and the other of Siva. On both

the images the Buddhist formula is inscribed in the Kntila characters of

about the 7th century A.D., as algo a. broken Torana with the

Gajalakfpnl figure—the family emblem of the Somavamiii kings of

Sripur.

Mr. Ram Ratnn Lai Taluqdar informed us of a find of a set of throe

copper-plates with a seal, which were being sent, to Benares for

decipherment through Bandit Banahi Lai Bub©. I called on Bandit

Bnnslii Lai Dulio at, Raipur and saw the seal as well ftp the three plates,

the first of which was partly damaged. The charter belongs to one

of the Sarobhapur kings. The legend on the round Gajalnksmi seal ip

in a fair condition of preservation and reads as follows :
—

wfarif <ik-H II

There is nothing special in the text, which is but a. true copy of

other charters of this family found at Arang and Khariyar—with only

the necessary changes of proper names guch as of the village granted

and the grantees. The names of the village and the district where it

was situated, are lost.

The charter was issued from Sarubhapur and the engraver’s name

was gfcjjRl 'f who engraved the Raipur and Khariyar plates also.
2

In 1932 the Mahakosala Historical Society discovered another very

important charter of this family at ThaJairdiya, a village G miles to

•the K.E. of Sarangarh town. This charter has two special features.

It was issued not from Sarah!)apur like all other charters of the family

1 I was necoropained by Mr. S. N. Lai Agarsvala, Pleader of

ltaipur, and Mr. Ram Ratan Lai Taluqdar of Sirpur Estate.

2 Fleet, Gupta Inscription., p. 196; El., IX, p. 170
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s

101

•which have so far come to light but from. Sripur. The donor was

Maha Pravara Raja,, a son of Manamatra, as the legend on; the seal

d escribes
( TTFOTeTSfl#?' . ?rm')

Prom the Kliariyar charter of Maha-Sudevaraja, we know that

Prasannamatra was the father of Manamatra. In the Mabukosala

Historical Society there is a coin belonging to Prasannamatra whose

name is engraved in beautiful box-headed characters. All these dis-

coveries help us to give the genealogy of the Snrnhhapur kings as

follows :
—

Prasnimamutra 3

1

Manamatra t
.

MtthSjn.varfija

Mahii-Pravarariija Mnhil-Sudevnraja

I reserve my comments on the reign of these kings for a future

paper. The text of the charter is given below:—
1. 1 3^ Rffer

5 x xx

1. 2 wr x x x x x x

3 A silver coin of this king has been found.

4 The name of this king appears in the seal of Kliariyar plates and in the le-

gend of our newly discovered Thiikurdiyfi Plntes of Prnvararajn. Malm Jayarfvja

was tlio 2nd son of Parsnnnnmatra as is evidenced from the legend on the seal found

in. the Sripur Plates, which I describe here. Manamatra lmd at least two sons.

This is noteworthy that both Prasannamfitva and Manamatra assume the epithet

matra' instead of ‘raja,’ as is the cases with other tlireo names, Pravara, Sndeva

and Jaya, who have the titles ‘Maha’ as well as ‘raja’ before and after their

personal names. But no copper inscriptions of either (Prasarma or Manamatra)

has yet come to light.

5 As regards the world ZjzgT in lino 1. it appears to be an omission

on the part of the engraver. On examination of the original plates

discovered at Thakurtliya, Sarangarh and Arang, I find that the letter
pf

of the word remains the same in all of them instead of its correct form g-.

Compare: Sarangarh Copper Inscription of Maha Sudevarnja :
—

. . .U3^T +idiVr ti-nrpyf :
ye-Hif+ri^

etc -

(AT., vol. IX, ,p. 281.)
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1. 3 nr*? TW mffi) xxxxxxxx
1* 4 g^^rra^l ^xxxxxxxx
1. 5 -wwnsii^) x x x x x x

1. G snrmrfaw’ MW^PTfagsr x x x x x x

One thing is remarkable. This plate bears the name of Malia-

Sudevaraja, while the seal contains the name of his ancle Jayaraja.

The Taluqdar of SrSpur told me that when tlie charter first came to

his hands, the seal and the three plates were all in tact. The ring

joining the seal with the plates, was cut by him for taking estnmpages,

Was it that Jayaraja succeeded his nephew Sudevaraja, and

although the plates had been prepared in Sudeva’s life time, the

charter could have been issued under the seal of his! successor P Or

was it through mistake that a wrong seal was fastened to a set of plates,

there being two sets of seals as well as plates for being issued.

The 1st plate is broken

2nd plate (obverse)

1. 1 H I «I4 ftlsTW ft

1. 2 %

1. 4

1. 5 JT5I^«fr SfF5T?mR>^: ^

1. 6 ^^ff^TcT' ^tWT

2nd plate (reverse)

1. 1 g’FFFcFfpT’ irfd'kH’T ' »{fipTMFT3

1. 2 gwtr

1. 3 fSrq: W I ?Wnf£*R ^vrt

1. 4 & ^3 ^ II

1. 5 'TrafRd'Rr s^Kt' 0 dl
I^<Pd ^R%TTc!l' H

1. 6 *m-- i



(C) Plate No. II—Reverse

I-H.Q., March, 1934



(E) Plate No. HI—Reverse

Back side (3rd Plate)

id on the Ciroular Gajalaksmi Seal of the

Thiikurdiya Plates of &Iftha Pravnrariijs

Gajalaksmi seal

(bearing the name Jayaraja)

March, 1934
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3rd plate (obverse)

1. l *r 5T^=cT irt’T *r£N i Tfg'^
I, 2 ^rfqj ®5f VVrft I WT%HT 'SigJRTT * cTT^

1, 8 w er&t. i ^ffMi'rr ^rrr ^rafJr. «*niRUr: i

1. 4 5R?T cTW rf^T W I <sKmi 'R'^tll 3T

1. 5 3jc?n!C^r i +)£H*t£lfldl *tb

1, e ^rfiifer srgsnrar * fj ^ fsr

3rd plate (reverse)

Sct'l’tr f^r^cr

I read tlie legend on tlie circular Gaja-Lak^ml Seal of tlie

Thftkurdiya Plates of Malia Pravararaja as follows:—
^gsff’rrf^diVcr- i

^TRPf’ II

L. P. Panbeya



The Pancatantra of Yasubhaga

In 1848 tlie first edition of the Pancatnnlra was published in

Europe by Kosegarten. Eleven years later, Benfey brought out a Ger-

man translation of this Failcatantra. The later researches of Prof.

Hertel have shown this edition to be very uncritical, being based on

manuscripts belonging to two different versions. The translation was

embellished by Ben fey with many notes in which he pointed out

parallels in Europe to the stories contained in that Pailcatantra, and

thus laid the foundation of the science of Comparative Folklore. Since

then, numerous articles have been published relating to, and editions

brought out by many scholars of, many versions of the Pailcatantra

written in various languages. Among them, particular mention

must be made of Prof. Johannes Hertel who has published the Sanskrit

text of several versions of the PancalanMi, and also given a compre-

hensive account of all tire versions known of that book in his Das Panca-

tantra : seine Gescliichte und seine Verbreitung (1914), and of Prof.

Franklin Edgerton who lias given in his Pancatantra Reconstructed

what h© considers to be the very wording of the book written by the

original author, and also a short history of the better-known versions

of the book in the appendix to vol. V of Tawney-Penzer’s Ocean of

Story. Both these scholars agree in thinking that all the Paiicaitantra

versions known to us are derived from a single codex which mentioned

Visnusarman as the author, and which contained the stories of Cau-

dill’s Barter of Sesame, Ass in Panther’s Sirin, Iron-eating Mice, etc.

I shall hereafter call this codex VI,

This opinion is indeed right so far as the Pancatantra versions

known to these scholars are concerned. Recently however there have

come to light fhe following four Pancatantra versions that differ

markedly from the TantrdJJiydyikd, Puinabhadva’s Pailcdtantra,

Southern Pancatantra, Tertus siw,pUcior, and other versions descended

from VI

:

(1) Durgasimlia’s Pancatantra. This version is written in the

Kannada or Canarese language; and I have published a detailed ac-
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count of it in the Zeitschrift fUr Indologic. und Iranistik, 6, 255 ff.

and 7, 8 ff. It was written by Durgasimlia who was a Great Minister for

Peace and War under the Western Calukyan emperor Jayasimha II or

Jagadekamalla I (1015-1042 A.D.)
;
and according to a stanza1 found

in a manuscript of the book contained in the Jaina. Library at Art

the book was finished on Monday, Caitra-sukladvada^T of the cyclic year

Prajapati [=Saka 953 expired], i.e., on Monday, 8th March, 1031

A.D.

The name of the author of the Paiicatantra is given as Vasubliaga

in this version.

(2) The Tantvi, known also as Tantri Kamanduka, Tantrivakya,

or Tantricarita. This ip written in Middle Javanese, and three ver-

sions of it, one written in prose, and two later ones written in verse,

arc current in Java.’ A synopsis of the contents of these three versions

is given by Dr. C. Hooykaas in hip dissertation entitled Tantrv-de

Middle-Jdvaamche Pancata n tra-bcwerling which was published

in 1929
;
and a full translation (in the Dutch language) of the prose

version was published by the same scholar in 1931.

The name of the author is given as Vasubhaga in one of

the metrical versions; and this name Yasubhaga occurs many times in

the prose version also as that of the author or speaker of the many

Sanskrit verBes that are given there.

According to Hooykaas, the Tantri was written not later than 1200

A.D.

(3) The Laotian Paiicatantra
,
known also but incorrectly, as

Mulla Tantai. A synopsis of the contents of this book is given (is

French) by Prof. Finot in the BEFEO., XVII, 84 ff. This version

too seems to have been written not later than 1200 A.D.

1 Seo the note published in the Kannada paper Haatrubanilhu of

23rd February, 1931 by Mr. M. Govinda Pai. The stanza in question is corrupt

and reads as

—

ati-sampannat«-vetta sad-guha-nivasa-sthaUam oda Praja-

pati-samvatsara-Caitra-taaSa-sita-paksai-dvada^i taraka
|

pati-varani bare Paficttantram esedatt idhatriyol Dnrga-nir-

mitalh mada-lila-puspit »nira-drumam|
|

2 Similar versions written in Balinese, Madurese, eto., are current id Bali,

Madura and other islands of the East Ihdian Archipelago.

ittQ:, liARCH, 1934 14
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The booh gives the name of -neither the author of the Pancatantra

nor of the Laotian translator.

(4) The Siamese Pancalantra or the Conversations of Nang

Tantrai. A French translation of this book, 3 under the title Les

Entretiens de Nang Tantrai was published by the late Prof. E,

Lorgeou in 1924. The redaction used by him of this book (of which

several exist) was a late one, written, it is conjectured by him, in

about 1750 A.D.; but, as he has himself said, the original collection

of which the Siamese book is a translation, is much earlier.

In this book too, nothing is said about the name of the Siamese

translator or of the author of the original.

The very fact that the first two of the above-described versions

mention Vasubhaga instead of Yisnuiarman, as the author of the

Pancatantra, shows that they cannot be descended from VI. This is

the case with Tantai and Tantrai also
;

for, though these versions do

not mention that Vasubhaga is the author of the Pancatantra, they are,

as pointed out by Bertel on p. 340, op. cit. (see also in this connection

App. Ill in the above-mentioned dissertation of Hooykaas), closely

connected with the Tantri and descended immediately from the same

version of the P.aflcatantra as the Tantri
;
that is to pay, the Tantai and

Tantrai too are derived from a Pancatantra version which mentioned

Vapubhdga as the author and are not descended from VI.

I have hence, in my article entitled “On the Reconstruction of

the PaScatantra” which was published in Z1L, VIII, 228 if. (see also

Table IV cn p. 31 in 'ZLI ., VII), formulated the conclusion that there

are two chief recensions of the Pancatantra, that of Visnu,Jarman,

and that of Vasubhaga. By far the great majority of the Paftcatantra

versions now known to us belong to Visuusarman’s recension and are

descended from the archetype that I have called VI. The versions

3 I shall henceforth refer to the last-named three versions as Tantri, Tantai

and Tantrai respectively. Likewise, I shall use the abbreviations ‘Pailca,’

•Vi’, and ‘Va’ for Paftcatantra, Visnu.4arnian, and Vasubhaga, and the terms ‘Vi

versions’ and 'Va versions’ to denote the Paftcatantra versions descended from Vi.

and Va. respectively, by Va being understood the archetype from which are des-

cended all the versions that mention Vasubhaga as aiithori
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belonging to Yasubhuga’s recension are, on the other hand, only four

in number, being those described above.

These four versions, it will be noted, are all written in languages

other than Sanskrit; and in addition, the Tantri, Tantai and Tantrai

are not so much Paflcatantra recensions ns adaptations (like Narayana’s

Hitopadeia) of the Paflcatantra. The discovery therefore of versions

of Vasubhaga’s Paflcatantra written in Sanskrit would be of great

value in the study of that book
;
and as it is not improbable that

manuscripts of suoli versions still exist in private libraries
4
of Pandits

in India, and particularly in thait portion of the Deccan, 'which i!s

bounded on the north and south by the Godavari and Kayeri rivers,

I propose to give here a brief account of Yasubliaga’s version of the

Paflcatantra and the peculiarities that distinguish it from Visnu-

Stvrman’s version of that work. This account is based on the above-

described four works. 8

1. As in Visniriarman’m paflcatantra, so in Vasubbfi'ga’s Paflea-

tantra too, there stands at. the beginning a kathd-mnkha or, introduc-

tion. This introduction however states that the name of the learned

Bvahmana who volunteered to teach the principles of the ArthaiOstra

to the three princes was Yasubhoiga-bbatta, and that he cho?e for this

purpose five stories from that inexhaustible store-house of stories, name-

ly, the Bfhathatha.

4 Or perhaps in public libraries
.
even whose Sanskrit MSS Lave not been

carefully examined and classified. I know, for instance, of some libraries in

which all the Paflcatantra manuscripts are given under one heading (viz.,

Paflcatantra) without one word being said to indicate to which version (tlie

Textus Simplicior, Textus Ornatior or
.
Purnabhadrn’s Paflcatantra, Southern

Paflcatantra, Southern Paflcatantra Amplior, etc.) it belongs. I also understand

from inquiries made that it is often tlie practice of pandits or others entrusted

with the work of examining and reporting upon Sanskrit MSS to put on one

side all MSS of the Paflcatantra as not needing further examination. As a

result, it sometimes happens that Paflcatantra MSS contained in public libraries

too may turn out, on. close examination, to contain interesting new stories, or

new readings' of stanzas and prose passages.

6 It is my hope that it will stimulate such readers of the ISQ., as are

zealous in the cause of truth and have access to collections of- Sanskrit manus-

cripts, to examine the Paflcatantra MSS found there, and in case they chance

to come accross MSS of Vasubh&ga’a version, to publish detailed accounts of

them in the 1HQ. or at least to write to me about them,
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Tile kathdmukha in Durgasimha’s Pancatantra contains an

emboxed story; but it is difficult to say if such' an emboxed story was

contained in the Sanskrit Pancatantra too which was the source of

Durgasimha’s work.

2. The order in which the five Books (tantra

)

occur in

Vasubhaga’s recension is different from that of Visnusarman’s recen-

sion. If we represent .the five books of Vi’s recension by the letters

,ABODE, then the order in which these books occur in Ya’s recension
ft

has to be represented by the formula AECDB. That is to say, the

second and fifth books of Yi’s recension have changed places in Ya’s

recension and form its fifth and second books respectively.

There is a difference too in the titles of those books. In Vi’s

recension, they are called mitra-bheda, sulirl-lublia, sandJd-vigraha,

labdha-naia and asamproksya-kciritva. Compare the stanza

mitra-bhedah snlirl-labluts samdld-viyraha eva oaf

labdlm-n/dam asnrriyn'elesya-kclnttfam paflcatatmtrakaim / /;

That occurs in the Southern Paflcatantm. In Va’s version,

on the other hand, the titles of the corresponding hooks are

bheda, mitra-kdrya, visv&sa (or better avi&vftsa), vaiicana and parik.nl.

Compare the stanza

bhedah pariksd vHvtlsaJ caturih'nm vahcariam tathdf

mitra-Mryam ca pcuToaite kathds tantrtirt]ia-samjiiala$I>l
/

That occurs in Durgasimlia’s Pancatantra.

S. The following stories that belong, according to Edgerton, to

the original Pancatantra (i.e., to Yi’s version of the Pailcatantra) are

lacking in Va’s version : The Iron-eating Mice; SdndiU's Barter of

Sesame ; Deer’s former captivity (Citraiiga’s story); Ass in Panther’s

Skin; Elephant, Hares and Moon; Old Man, Young Wife and Thief;

and Cuckold Carpenter.

4. On the Other hand, there are found in Ya’s versions the follow-

ing stories that are not found in the (earlier) Yi versions:

(a) Sage Durvdsas and Dog. The sage Durvasas once picked up a

stray pup, and taking compassion on it, carried it with him to his

hermitage. After a few days had passed, the pup became daring and

mischievous and made itself a nuisano/e. The sage therefore changed
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it into a monkey, and as this was still more mischievous, changed

it into a deer. In thig form however it was pursued by beasts of prey

;

and therefore the sage transformed it first into a tiger and then into

a lion. On the lion beginning to kill the boys of the sages, he became

angry, and transformed it again into a dog.

(b) A.-po and Ungrateful Hunter. A hunter once aimed his

arrow at an aged tiger and missed it. Being pursued by the angry

tiger, he ran swiftly and took hold with his hands of the low-lying

roots of a tree, hut was unable to draw himself up. At this juncture,

an ape camo to bis help and drew him up into the tree beyond reach

of the tiger. The tiger then attempted to persuade the ape to give up

the hunter (i.e., to
. push him down), hut being unsuccessful, went its

-own way. The ape then went away from the tree in order to bring

some fruits to appease the hunger of the hunter; whereupon the

wicked man seeing its young ones, reflected that they would provide

food for his family for a day^or two, and taking them went away.

(o) Magician whlo revived dead Tiger. Once a fooliph man who

had learnt the art of extracting poison from snake-bitten persons and

curing them, went about searching for snake-bitten persons in order

to test his own proficiency. When passing through a forest, lie saw

a tiger there that had died of snake-bite, and set about reviving it

disregarding the advice of passers-by not to do so. After he extracted

the. poison from the tiger and revived it, the tiger got up hungTy,

ate him and went on its way.

(d) Race between Garuda and Toiioisc. Garuda once catches a

tortoise and wants to eat it. The tortoise however persuades Garuda

to enter intoi a pact that it should be spared iu case it proved to be

the winner in a race with Guruda (Garuda to fly along the seacoast

and the tortoise to swim in the water). Arrangements were accordingly

made for the
.
race. The tortoise however held a conclave of his

children and grand-children and instructed them that they should all

station themselves, one by one, at regular intervals, through the whole

length of the race-course, and show themselves and reply whenever

Garuda called. This they did; and when Garuda, flying swiftly in

the air, called out at intervals, ‘Tortoise, where are you?’, one of

the tortoises would lift up its head and answer, ‘Here I am ahead
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of you’, (xaruda thus found a tortoise ahead of him at the winning-!

post, and had to admit that the tortoise won the race.

(e) Language, of Animals. The king of serpents once conferred

a boon on a king that he would understand the speech of animals, but

warned him at the same time that he would die if he disclosed to

another what he had thus heard. One day, when the king and queen

were together, he heard some ants speaking with one another and being

amused at what they said, 'laughed loudly. The queen inquired the

cause of such laughter, and protested that she would die if he did not

reveal it to her. The king resolved that it was better that he should

himself die after disclosing what he had heard to the queen, and

went to the monastery to bestow some last gifts. When going, lie

heard a stag refuse to undertake a dangerous commission on behalf of

his roe and, 011 the roe saying that she would die in that case, saying,

“Then die; better that you should die than I. Do you think that I am

like tho king who wants to give up his own life to satisfy the whim

of his queen?”. The king, on hearing these words reflected within

himself that even the animals acted more reasonably than he and going

to the queen, told her that, he would not tell her anything, that she

might die if she wanted, and put her away.

(f) Floating Rode and Dancing Ages. Dor synopsis of this story,

see 1EQ., YII (1931), 510 f.

(g) No Milk inihout MUkwg. Dor synopsis of this story

too, see IRQ., VII, 518 f.

(h) Vararuci and Ogre (brahma-ruksasa)

.

The sage Vararuci

who was wandering and visiting holy places was once passing through

the Dandaka forest when a brahma-ruksasa (ogre) saw him, and desir-

ing to eat him, approached. Seizing Vararuci by the hand, he asked,

“What is the way? What is the news? Who is happy, and who is

served?” Vararuci, understanding his intention, gave him appro-

priate answers, and was allowed to go in peace.

5. The stories of King Kacadruma (Kultudruma

)

and of The

Avaricious Jadeal are found in both the Vi and Va versions; but the

story-contents differ in each' of these versions. The former story, iu

the Vi versions, is concerned with' a jackal who fell in a vat of indigo

and therefore became blue-coloured; in the Va versions, it i3 concerned
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with a lung named Kacadruma who turned out faithful and trusty

servants from their offices, bestowed them on unworthy and incom-

petent persons, and was abandoned by them when the kingdom was

attacked by enemies. The Vi versions relate, in the latter story, that

a hunter who had killed a deer and was carrying its body, killed

again a wild boar, and was killed by it. The Va versions, on the other

hand, relate in this story that a hunter who had killed an elephant

was, killed by a snake which too was killed by him accidentally when

falling.

These are the chief differences that distinguish the Va versions

from Vi versions ;
and as they are such as can be noticed by even a cursory

reader of Pateatantra manuscripts, one cun thus very easily find out

if a MS. belongs to Vaaubliaga’s recension.

A. Venkatasujjbiaii



The Domicile of the Author of Campu Bharata

Students of Sanskrit are now aware of the existence of a Kavya

entitled Campu Bharata by Ananta Rliatta. It was published by the

Nirnaya Sagar Press of Bombay in 1919. Therein we are not told

anything about the domicile, date and the scholarship of the author.

The question of the domicile of the author of the Campu Bharata, a

land-uiark in the history of the Campu style, 's an ipmortant one. Here

an attempt has heen made t-o show that he belonged to South India,

particularly Karnatak.

The Kavya in question has twelve <S'tabaka* and is written in Campu

style as the very name of the hook indicates. It is verse and prase

mixed, a style with which the students of Kannada literature are well

acquainted,. ‘We do not come across a Campu very often in Sanskrit

literature
;
there. are, in fact, a very few Sanskrit Campus, which may pro-

perly be so called, except the Sanskrit dramas if we may so class them.

Prof. A. B. Keith says: “The romances contain here and there a few

stanzas but they are normally and effectively in prose; and the 'literary

compositions styled Campus, a name of unknown sense, differ vitally

from them in that they use prose and verse indifferently for the same

purpose.”

Dr. Keith admits that the Campu style in its present technical sense

is a later phenomenon1

. Let us now examine whether it is possible to

trace the origin of the Campu style to Dravidian sources. Scholars of

Kannada are aware that from the 9th to the 12th century Kannada poets

wrote their works in the Campu style. This style is associated with the

Jainas and looked upon as the Jaina style. We are told of the Brahmin

poet Rudrabhatta the author of the JagannatKavijaya following the

Jaina style inasmuc as he has written his work in Campu. We are also

told that Kannada poets have invariably followed the definition of a

Sanskrit Mah.aka.vya in so far as the eighteen descriptions are concerned.

But here I hold a different opinion. Because the Kannada poets have not

strictly observed the rule about the continuous metre throughout a sorgo.

except the concluding one. We do come across the change of metre
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almost at each' succeeding verse. To elucidate my point, I may say

that Kannada poets, if they use Campakam&la in one verse, use Tltpala-

m8l& in another and Hattebhavilcridita in the third and so on. In

the history of Kannada literature, the Campil style occupied the field

more than any other for no less than three centuries. But it is really

veiy curious why this style was not so popular with the Sanskrit, poets

as it was with the Kannada poets. This question naturally leads us to

make the conjecture that this style was foreign to Sanskritists, in the

sense that it must have belonged to the Southerners. The process of

welding of two cultures is always a slow one, so also is the process of

borrowing styles. So naturally before this style became popular with

the Sanskrit poets it must have been a very long time.

This is all with regard to the external influence on the style of

this particular class of Kfivya,

Let me now turn to some internal evidences. One of these is the

peculiar rhyming adopted in certain verses, e.g. in Stabaka I. v. 17.

The second syllables of all the four lines of the stanza are identical.

This is a feature universal in Kannada poetry. In the words of

Nfpatuhga gfrRJPUft $513$ tRRf STOP* it i» quite

essential for Kannada poetry to have the identity of second

syllables in all the lines. This phenomenon recurs for more than

fifty times in four Stabakas which have in all 332 verses. In Stabaka

IV. 27 we haye a similar phenomenon, viz. the identity of the second

syllables not in all the four lines but only iu two. The verse reads,

farift gwta gwt TOtffBrm: gqfaqj

In verse No. 28 also we haye just the same thing as in verse 27. In

verse 32 also we come across this identity of second syllables in only

two lines. Verse 37 is similar to verse 27. The list of verses where

we meet with such phenomenon is given below in the Stabaka order:

XHQ., march 1934 15
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Stabaka 1:—IT, 27, 28, 32, 87, 42, 01, 02, 08, 72, 74, 77, 83.

„ 2:—6, 7, 16, 18, 20, 30, 40, 46, 47, 55, 00, 78, 81, 90, 109.

„ 3:—2, 4, 8, 9, 18, 82, 114.

„ 4:—14, 20, 31, 32, 48, 60,04, 67.

This naturally leads us to conjucture that the author of the

Campu Bharat a may have belonged to the Kannada country where

one of the common characteristics of poetry is the peculiar rhyming of

second syllables and that perhaps may be the reason why he is fond

of the peculiar rhyming. His birth and surroundings must have

naturally influenced his Sanskrit diction.

There are also other evidences to support our conjecture, for

instance, we find in the third Stabaka an (allusion to a

custom prevalent among the Karnataka, ladies. In III. Y. 34 we are

told that Arjiuia caught the fragrance emitted by the Cola ltulies.

The verse reads,

TOT |

a?*

The commentator Ramalmdhendra explains

—

follows:— xftgjflt ip-

STOR. *8#^ SIR*]. sq^r
I

sritere: i nftor sfts&q # srfaftp i

Here we are definitely told of a local practice peculiar to Cola ladies,

i.e., of besmearing the cheeks with turmeric powder. Even to

this day this practice is prevalent among the South Indian and

Karnataka ladies. Nowhere else is it to be found. This allusion to

local usage lends support to our conjecture.

There are other important evidences also in the same Stabaka. For

instance, while describing Arjuna’s travels in the south the poet has

waxed eloquent on the existence of ccconnut palms and the river

Kauvery in the Cola country. In III. 36 we have,

In III. Y. 41 there is mention of the various products peculiar

to the coast line, showing the familiarity of the poet with these

products

:
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^PJT^ YI& st*3%WT:
I

!

In III. 46 Gokarna Ksetra is mentioned. Gokarna is a place of

pilgrimage in Norill Kanara. It is very sacred to the Saivas.

In V. 48 we have been told that Arjuno bathed in the STVRHcftsj

whioh has been identified by Sir R. G. Bhandarkar with SttRWWn.

Now considering all these evidences, we find that the poet had a

personal knowledge of the southern region.

in i. 83 qr»ra^ tffa

the word ffffi is very important. The commentator explains it as

•
B,ev> Dr. Kittel in his preface to Kannada—English

Dictionary gives a list of words borrowed in Sanskrit from Kannada

among which this is one. The very sound is un-Sanskritio and it is

rarely found in the works written by genuine Sanskrit scholar's. Here

also we can trace the influence of vernacular over his vocabulary,

Perhaps some scholars may explain away the use of this word as

necessary for the sake of rhyming. In that case also they will be

admitting the same influence inasmuch as the rhyming of the second

syllable is universal in Kannada poetry.

In III. 123 we find ^Tlg: . The commentator ex-

plains as “ay be tlie Sanskritised

form of =35^St of Kannada. In III. 100

there is a trace of vernacular construction,

does not sound well to the Sanskrit scholars’ ears. But

we meet with such construction in Kannada. For instance, people

often say thus ^ tfrffegvft . This will perhaps explain

the un-Sanskrit nature of the phrase in question.

I shall now venture to place before the reader the most important

piece of evidence to be found in II. V. 91:

cHHf ercsRfasiwratft pmfarefti swtsihj

The commentator explains the meaning of gof g as agoj $$ He

further on says 53<JTW

Such JTSgfg^ can be found in KaiinadaS .

Y. B. Naik



Trilingual Inscription (1734 A.D.)

Devipur is a village on the east hank of the river BhagirathT,

situated about 7 miles north of the city of Murphulabdd in Bengal.

Clone by on the other bank of the river, stands the village Baranagar,

associated with the memory of the famous ‘Rani Bhavuini’ of Natore.

During the earlier years of the 18th century, Devipur was the resort of

religious men and mendicants from various parts of the country and

contained several monasteries locally known as ukhj-ds. A few of these

Miras are still existing and it is in one these that this inscription

was discovered by me about ten years hack.

The inscription is engraved on a thick hard black stone measuring

about 28" x 14" x 7". The four borders of the rectangular slab are deco-

rated with floral design. A dividing line runs through the middle

of the stono and the lower half is again sub-divided into two compart-

ments. In the upper register, there are five Hindi verses in four

lines whereas the lower left-half contains six lines in Bengali prose

and the right-half six lines of poetry in Persian. In addition to .these

there are the names of several Hindu deities recorded in the middle of

each of the four ornamental border lines.

The inscription is in an excellent state of preservation and is now
deposited in the Naliar Museum, Calcutta, by the courtesy of

Mahant Ganapatidas Goswami, the High priest of the dkhfd. The

record hears the date Samvat 1791 in Hindi, Snkabda 1G5G in Bengali

and Hijri 114G in Persian corresponding to 1734 A.D. It also bears

the name of Gandharva Siinha as the donor of a temple and a well.

The Trilingual inscription is unique inasmuch as1 it contains! the

three current languages of the country in their respective characters.

From the texts of the inscription we obtain the following facts:

In the year 1791 of the Vikrama era on the third day of the new
moon in the month of YaiSakha corresponding to 1656 Saka era and

1146 A.H. Raja Gandharva Simlia bought a piece of rent-free land to

the south of village Devipur adjoining to village Baihadurpur, erected

a temple of Visnu (Hari), caused a well to he dug there and dedicated

them to the god as an act of religious merit. The area of the plot is

mentioned as measuring twenty-two biglias and eight kathae, having oil
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the west the river hank, on the north Devipur, on the south and oast

Bahadurpur. In all the versions of the text we are told that the purchase

was made from the wife of one Ratnetfvara. The versions in. Hindi and

Bengali mention that the plot formed part of a garden belonging to

RatneSvara’s wife while the Persian version speaks of the land as

lakhraj (rent-free) and that the same belonged to levari Devi, widow

of Ratneiivura, a Brahmana by caste. The scribe’s name Ramahrsna is

noted in the Persian text.

The villages of Devipur and Bahadurpur still exist, and tire tablet

has been found in the former. I have not yet been able to find out

the name of Gandharva Simha in any of the availablo annals of Bengal.

Tlie name is also no longer remembered by the people of the locality.

Nevertheless it is certain that he must have been an important personage

of the time. In Hindi he is designated as Nrpn and Maharaja. The

Bengali text gives the full name as Maharaja Gaudharva Simha Bahadur

while in the Persian lie is styled as Raja Gandharva Simha only. Thus

there is no doubt about tire fact that be was oire of the notable nreir of the

province and therefore it may be possible to trace his line of descent.

But from what we can gather from the inscription, it is probable that

Gandharva Simha was not a Bengali. The reason is that the names of

the four gods inscribed on the borders are not generally invoked by

Bengali Hindus. These are Vasudeva, Ganega,
,
Raghunatha and

liaksnrana . Excepting Gancda, the other names do not find favour

with the Bengalis. These deities are more ircpular with the Hindus

of Bihar and the United Provinces. Raja Gandharva Simha therefore

must have been either a native of Bihar or some other country of the

north. But the dialect of the Nngarl text is clearly Maithill. This

fact coupled with other considerations suggests that Gandharva Siiplia

possibly belonged to some district on the north of the Ganges in Bihar.

There are even at the present day several landholders in Bengal

specially in Murshidabad District, who claim their descent from

families of other provinces.

The different eras •mentioned in ike Inscription

The Hindi verge begins with Vikrama Samvat, the most popular

eta in inscriptions, the Bengali text mentions the Saka era while the
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text in Persian gives both the Hijri era and the Regnal year, without

the name of the reigning sovereign. The last date is mentioned as the

9th Shawwal of Hijri 114G and the 16th year of the Jalus, which refers

to Muiiammud Shall, the reigning emperor at Delhi. The Governor

(Suba) of Bengal, Bihar and Orissa at that time was Nawab Sujah-u-din

Mahomed Khan and his capital was at Murshidalml. Gandharva

Siniha may have some connection with the court at. Mursliidabad where

he was possibly living at the time. Devipur, not far from the metro-

polis, must have been at that time, a great religious centre and was

therefore selected as the site for the dedication of temples and wells.

Orthography of the Hindi ancl Bengali tarts

As already pointed out, the Nagarl inscription which occupies

the upper half of the slab is in Maithill. The use of ‘u’ is

very prominent. The corrupt spelling, due either to care-

lessness or ignorance of the scribe, is also noticeable in several

lines of the text. The word ‘mna’ inscribed in the lower border

is a striking illustration of such mistakes. The use of V (dental)

is found in place of" ‘s’ (palatal) as, in Vaisasa, Ratanesura, Visa.

In the next place, V frequently occurs in place of ‘kha’ thus

vaisasa, susi, sali. The use of ‘nu’ peculiar in Maithill and Bhojpuri

is found along with tlie use of V in such words as, saipvatu,

asthanu, biLgu, sumrnnn and mandilu. In uttar, we come across a

gross mistake of the scribe who adds ‘u’ to ‘u’ in the third line.

Like Prakrit, the use of ‘n’ for V is also obvious in such words

ns sumrana, parimana, nibiina. The use of T’ in place of V in

the word ‘mandilu’ in the fourth line is also not commonly found.

As to the orthographical peculiarities of the Bengali text the

following may be noted. In the first place short ‘i’ has been used

for long ‘I’ e.g. in the second line ‘stri’ has been put for ‘strl’ in tho

third line,‘devi' for ‘devl’, for'ti’ intritiya ‘ti’; ‘s’ isusedfor ‘S’ as also

for V in such words as saka for saka, vaisasa for vaisakha, sola

for sola. But ‘s’ and ‘a’ are also used for ‘s’
;
thus masa for masa

and divase in place of divase. The use of ‘tri’ for ‘tr’ in.tritiya is also

interesting as it illustrates an old and corrupt form. • Similarly

the use of ‘u’ for ‘u’ is also found in two places of the text, viz.,

in lines 4 and 6, where purva and kupa are used for purva and

kupa. The old form of writing ‘ru’ in Bengali as found here, is now-

obsolete and it is only current in Assam. Similarly the old forms of

writing the words jg, ^ and 5^ as found here, are also changed
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and replaced by different forms of 3 v?T as we find in

modern writing and printing. In line 5 we find saca for sacanna

through tbe mistake of the scribe. The word most probably stands

for modern Bengali cliappanna.

TRANSLITERATED TEXTS
Borders (In Nfigari Script)

(Top) Sri Krsna Vasudevju sada sahai,

(Left) Sr! Raghunathaya namah.

(Bottom) Sri Ganesfiya nmali Srlh,

(Right) Sri Lachmanaya nmali.

Upper Half (In Niigari Script)

1. Sambatu 1T91. Taisasa masa sudi tlja,/ Sri Nrpa Gandliarva

Simha bhuva molale vayau dliannakovija./ Devapurl asthanu ya

2. ha vagu gaugake ttra / jara sarldi tlno sol Sri Harisumra-

uako dhlra/ Ratanesurakl marine dayau ijusl kar mola : tlia-

3. ri ropi malmrajane dharmapurl adola : uttara Devlpura vase

pachima ganga fdi : medn Bahadurpura lag! dacbina

4. pfiraba siili : bigha visa para doya hai atha vise parimuna

Hari maudilu lcluho taliii vadhyau kupa nivana. 5.

Lower Half-Left (In Bengali Script)

1. Gin Sri Maharaja Gandliarva Siinlia Bahadur Ratne

2. sarera stri sthane baga haite baisa bigha ata

3. katha iha paseime Gangara ali uttare Devipu-

4. ra purvva dak^ina Baliadurapura jara kharida laiya

5. Sakabda Solasa suoa(nna) sane Yaisaklia masera a-

0. ksayatritiya divase Hari-mandira o kupa dila.

Lower Half-Right (In Persian Script)

1. Raja Gandliarva Siipha Bahadur Bagha karadanda jara

kharida Suda namuda andara liabell cahaslrl afajlda.

2. me girapht aja nijda musamata Isvari devya cobu da ahaliy.e a

Ratanesara junnaradara mutabbaf bajuda.

3. bistau do bigha moyaji hasta bisoye lakharaja, hadda magha-

riba auja dariyaye mouja dara mouja niijaj

4. Piira Bahadura liara do suda masarika o junuba darada

jamlna, ta Sumal hadda Devlpura mokarara Suda, aniln

5. aja tawarikha naliuma Sabbfila daha u Sas sanali jalusa yaka

liajara u yakasada u celiala u Sas Hijri manusa

G. Aja khat Rama-krsna.
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TRANSLATION (Borders)

( Top )
May auspicious Krsna Vasudeva ever help ( me ).

(
Left

)

Obeisance to auspicious Raglmn&tha.

(
Bottom )

Obeisance to auspicious Gaiieiia auspicious.

(
Right )

Obeisance to auspicious Laksraana,

{Nagarl text)

1. The blessed king Gandharva Simha sowed the seed of meri-

torious action by purchasing land on the third day of the new

moon in the month of VaiSaklia in 1791 Vikrama era.

2. The garden-land in Devapurl ( literally, abode of the gods
)

was situated on the bank of the Ganges and the sober king

(
Gandharva Simha )

bought the same with money ( value ) for

the prayer of god Hari (
Visnu ).

3. The wife of Ratneiivara was paid the price to her satisfaction

and Maharaja (
Gandharva Simha ) thus laid the foundation of

something of a permanent nature in that auspicious place.

4. To its (
garden-land ) north there was the town of Devipur,

to the west was the bank of the Ganges and on the southern and

eastern boundaries there lay the village of Bahadurpur.

6. The area of the land was 23 bighas and 8 bisas ( kaflias )

and there a temple of Hari ( Vi.fi.ni
)
was caused to be erected and

a well excavated.
{Bengali text)

Om: The blessed Maharaja Gandharva Siingh Bahadur pur-

chased from the wife of Ratnesvar 22 bighas 8 kathas of garden-

land, bounded on the west by the bank of the Ganges, on the north

by Devipur, on the south and west by Bahadurpur, and dedicated

a temple to Hari (Visnu
)

and caused a well to be excavated, on

the third day of the new moon in the month of Vaitiakha in the

lG56th year of the Saka era.

{Persian text)

Raja Gandharva Singh Bahadur purchased land for cash

and dug a well of drinking water in the garden which he

bought from Musammat Iswarl Devya, the widow of Brahman
RatneSvar. The garden contained 22 bighas 8 kathas rent-free

land having the course of the river Ganges on its western boundary,

on the eastern and southern, the village of Bahadurpur, and on

the northern, the village of Devipur. The date was the 9th of

Shawwal 1140 A. II. the ICth year of the Jalus (regnal year). By
the pen of Ramakrsna ( it was written ).

PUKANCHAND NaHAJI



The Puranic Traditions

(about earlier homes and migrations of the Indian Aryas)*

III

Division of the Southern Hemisphere and Oceania

Naya Loka or the Indian Archipelago

The Southern Hemisphere too was similarly divided into Naga

lioka, the seven Putaila countries and the Nimika 'laud. To the south06

of India, in the Indian Ocean there were many small hilly islands rising-

on the peaks of a mountain range called the Vidyutvan range, inhabited

ly a. short statured people of cloud-blue colour enjoying short life, living

on greeu fruits, roots, herbs and foliage like monkeys and cows. Be-

sides these islands there were numerous small ones forming the Varliina-

dvipa Varsa and six other islands inhabited by various classes of people

and containing mines of different metals and gems. The names of

these six islands are (1) Aiigadvipa (P Borneo); (2) Yama 07 or Yava-

dvilpa (PJava); (3) Malayadvlpa (P Malayan Peninsula, or, Celebes aud

Malacus Islands); (4) Saukhadvlpa and Kumudadvipa (? Siam and

Cambodia or New Guinea)
; (5) Ku^advipa (Coos island) and (G) Vargha-

dvlpa (? Philipine oa- Australia). Of these, the Anga dvipa

was full of Mleccha and other population, had a hill called

the Cakra Mountain which contained numerous Naga abodes,

and, was regarded to be in the middle08
-or heart of the Naga

countries. The high beautiful Malayadvlpa, the laud of gold and

silver mines aud of sandal forests, inhabited by many kinds of Mlecchas,

had the Mahamalaya08
alias Mandara mountains which had the hermi-

* Continued from. vol. IX, p. 885.

66 Va., 48; 13d., 52; Of. Jfdffl., IV, 40 and 41.

67 Va., (48, 19) colls it Yama, hut Bd., (52, 19) and Itdm., (IV. 40, 29-32)

call it Yava. 68 Bd., 52, 17-18; Va., 48, 17-18.

69 Bd., 52, 21-30; Va., 48, 20-29 of. Evl, HI, 46, 57-62; Mat., 163,

74-78, of. also Mm., IV., 40, 25; 41, 34-35.

IHQ., MARCH, 1934 16
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tage of Sage Agaati and of many Siddhas. The Saukhadvipa also was

inhabited by many kinds of Mlecchas and contained the palace of a

Naga king Sankha-Hukha. The Kumudadvipa was inhabited by many

pious people. In the Varaha island lived various tribes of Mlecckas and

other nationalities. It was highly prosperous, and contained extensive

rice fields and a beautiful hill called the Varaha from which flowed the

river Yarahi. The people here were worshippers of the Varaha

incarnation of Vi?nu.

Patala Continent

The Patala group” of countries or islands began from the Eastern’1

Bea but it is more definitely located as situated in the naval or heart" of

the Naga Loka. It was pre-eminently the land" of the Nagas and

Asuras, and the latest order of the Asuras called the Daityas and Dana-

vas etc. after their defeat by the Devas of the continent were driven out

to, and forced* upon it as permanent settlers under the custody and

protection of Vanina who at the time was the overlord" of the major

part, of it. Patala region is described in glowing terms as the land of

pleasure, peace, prosperity and happiness. The Svarya countries were

no match to it in respect of health, wealth and beauty. The climate

here was ever temperate and pleasant. It had seven divisions viz.

—

(I) Atala (2) Vital a. or Sutala (3) Nitala (4) Talaltala or Gabhastimita

or Gabhastala (6) Mahatala (6) Srttala or Rasatala and (7) Patala.

The second Patala, i.e. Vitala is the land" of A$va*ir& alias Hayagrwa
where the Vedas received substantial development. Tlie seventh Patala

lay to the west of all, contained the capital of Yasulci, called the

Bhogavatlpura and also contained the charming populous abode of

70 For a description of the Pfitala countries vide Vis., II, 5; Blidg., V, 24

;

ill a#., 246; Va., 60; Bd., 54; Br., 21; Mbh., Ud. 98-103.

71 cf. Mbh., Ud. 108, 12. 72 Mbh., Ud. 99, 1.

73 Bhda., V, 24, 8; Br., 214. 5; Bd., 54, 55;. Va., 50, 54; Vis., II, 5, 4;
Mbh., Ud. 99, 1, 15; 100, 1.

* Mat, 47, 215, 63, 212, 233; 131, 5. Va., 97, 99; 98, 68, 80, 86.

74 Cf. Mbh., Ud. 99, 11; 98, 15-17; 110, 3; SabhS, 9.

76 Cf. Mbh., Ud. 99, 5; cf. Bd., 54, 22; Va., 50, 21; cf. also Mbh., Ud.
99, 13-14.
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Bali. At the lowest or farthest end of this P&it&la there lived Ananta

or Sesa Naga of white-red colour, who was the personification of the

Tamasa nature of Nariiyana, the creator, the progenitor of Budras

and Agnis, and the emperor over all the Nagas. Apparently this Ananta

flourished in the southern part of South America or in the Antarctic

region. The Patala continent contained many living70 volcanoes.

Presumably owing to the ravages of these volcanoes, the major por-

tions of it have long sunk below the sea level’
7 and is now beyond

recognition.

Naraka Land

According to the Visnu (II, 6, 1) Naraka region lies below the

sea. The Bli&gavata (V, 26, 4-G) says that it is included in the three

worlds (Svarga, Marttya and Patala) and is situated78 in the extreme

southern part of the earth, and, is surrounded with water. It is the

name of a particular tract of the Pity kingdom where the Pitrganas

of the Agnisvffltit sect live and where the Yama with his gana (tribe)

holds his court of judgment. It is included in this earth (ibid., 40)

and is 99000 yojanas distant, and the route lies through a barren

randy hot desert with no trees or drinking water in the way to remove

the fatigue of the weary traveller (Bhdg., Ill, 30, 20-25). Both the

Mahdbh&mta (Van., 199) and the Brahma Purana (22, 214) give

almost identical description, with the exception that the distance

according to them is 86000 yojanas. According to the Matsya (169,

13), it is in the neighbourhood of the Daitya and Naga countries, i.e.

the Patala continent, and, according to the Harivamia (III, 12, 13)

it is below the Patala land.

Originally Naraka appears to have been selected78
for the deporta-

tion and incarceration of persons not! observing the Varnairama dharma

and violating other social and moral laws.

70 Cf. MU., Ud. 98, 18; 99, 17-19; cf. also MU., Van. 188, 70-78.

77 The Imperial Gazetteer of India (Yol. I, pp. 298 and 881) makes casual

references to u submerged Lemurian Continent, now under the Indian Ocean, in

the south, which may he equated with the submerged Patala Continent, but the

account of the Gazetteer is too meagre for any definite statement.

78 The K&mayana (IV, 41, 44-46) also corroborates this.

79 Cf. Fit., 56, 74-76; M., 61, 71-72.
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Now, the Puranas unanimously declare
80 that in the winter

solstice, when the sun rises at the Amaravati town, the capital of the

India, it is midnight at Safijamanapura, the capital of Yama,

sunset at Sudha, the capital of Varuna, and midday at Vibhalvari, the

capital of Soma. When the pun rises at the capital of Varuna, it

is midnight at Vibha, and sunset at Amaravati. TV lien it is midday at

Sudha, the capital of Varuna, it is sun-rise at Vibhavari, midnight

at' Amaravati, and sunset at Safijamanapura. This gives a very rough

idea about the location of the capitals of four ancient important races,

viz. the Devas, the Yama-Pitrs, the Varunas and the Soma

Pitrs. They are nearly 90° longitude apart from each other. Taking

Amaravati situated approximately on 110° East, Safijamanapura falls

nearly on 20° East, Sudha on 70° West, and the Vilhavarl on 1(50°

West. But this is only a very rough calculation.

Of the Puranas, the Vdyu and Bmhmmda are considered to have

best preserved the ancient ideas about the Pitrs. “The fullest account

is in the Vciyn, and BmJim&nda which are practically identical. The

IlarinavUa agrees closely therewith so far as its shorter version goes

and a similar but brief account is given in the Muisya and Padnia

which are almost alike. Similar accounts are found elsewhere.” 81

N. Tripathi

{To he continued).

80 lid., 55, 40-50; Va., 50, 94-105; Mat., 124, 27-35; cf. T%, IT, 8, 8-17;

Dhag., IV, 21, 7-12.

81 Pargiter, Ancient Indian Historical Traditions p. 46,



MISCELLANY

A Further Note on the Origin of the Bell Capital

One of tlie corrections made by Dr. Coomaraswainy in his last

note on the subject,
1

is that he did not say ‘that the lotus supports

of (the chamfer reliefs) at Bharhut had been meant to represent pillars

(p. 215 of my pa,per)’. This is certainly true of his paper

on ‘Srl-Laksml’, where lie assumes the identity of only the bell capitals

with the PaJmapithas of the reliefs, both in regard to form and

symbolism. 2 But in his first note on the lotus capital, he claims that

“the lotus pedestal or seat (piuhn/i-inthn, padmasana) represent one

and the same form ns seen (a) in the round, and (b) in profile, serving

in both cases as a support, while (c) the same expanded lotus flower

is represented in innumerable medallions, etc These three

aspects of the lotus are mutually explanatory. Naturally, the stalk

cm he seen in the full round or profile views; in the full round ins-

tance, it is represented by the shaft of the column.”’' It will he

noticed that the learned scholar concludes by extending the identity

of the bell capitals with the lotus supports, as suggested earlier by

him, to the Dlwaja-pillar as a whole, distinguished by such a. capital.

I doubt if the same position is maintained in his second note, where lie

claims only that ‘both the pillars and the chamfer reliefs illustrated

the upe of the lotus as a. support.’

Exception may, indeed, he taken to the curt, way in which my
deduction referred to above, was dismissed. But Dr. Coomaraswo.my’8

views, as, clearly defined (supra) in his second note, are liable to the

construction that Dlivaja-pillarg with bell capitals, or the latter by

themselves and the lotus supports of Bharhut are two distinct sub-

classes of lotus supports. 1 But so long as the symbolic significance

is supposed to be common to the entire class, we are required to find

an explanation for the fact that the same figures, of men and women,

1 Origin of tlie Lotus Capital, 1HQ-, vol. VII; (1931), pp. 747-50.

2 Eastern AH, vol. I, no. 3, (January, 1929), p. 179.

3 IHQ., vol. VI, no. 2, June, 1930, p. 373. (Italic? mine).

4 Such a conclusion is untenablo, for if tho Bharhut supports are symbolic

at all, they must be regarded as truly pictographic representations of the supposed

symbol and not as a sub-class of lotus supports.
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of beasts, birds and flowers are not associated with both the sub-

classes. In the paper on “SrI-Lalcsmi,” again, Dr. Coomarnswamy

offers to- explain “why despite its seeming frailty,” the lotus should

“have come to be represented as the support of figures such as those

of deities or of divine animals.” But it still remains to be proved

that all the lotus supports of the chamfer reliefs have a symbolic signi-

ficance, and that all the animals represented thereon are diviue in

character. Furthermore, it has been shown by me that the Dhwaja-

stambhas are an entirely distinct class of objects, having nothing what-

soever to do with the Vedic cosmology of water." Dr. Coomaraswamy’s

rejoinder is that “the lotus must have been used ns a general support

symbol In and before the Mauryn period,” and that his theory

“regards the- lotus capital as simply the termination of a shaft, and

not as a- cihna.” : Is it not legitimate to infer from this that the

definite connection of Sri with the lotus in early iconography is cl!

no specific significance? 7 Perhaps that would he contradictory to his

interpretation of the (lotus support of- deities and divine animals, viz.

that “the lotus is tlxe waters, and all things are born of the waters,”

“thou Earth art the back of the "Waters,” (l
r
ajur Veda, IV, 1, 3 and

2, 8, and S.Br. VII, 4.1.8), even “this Earth lies spread on tiie

Waters” (
S.Br . ibid.) He denies having said that “the Vedic lotus

6 See JHQ., VII, pp. 288-44. My translation of Alah/lhhCirata, IV, 46,

3-6, on p. 242 may bo inaccurate but that does not affect any of my conclusions.

8e« my paper ‘On the Dhvaja or Standard in India,' read before the Nineteenth

Indian Science Congress and published in the Morning Star, Patna, for May-

June, 1932, pp. 179-188. Dr. Coomaraswnmy makes too much of the Lotus capi-

tals of the Garu (la Dhvnjas of Bharhut, when there arc so many others which

do not exhibit the particular decoration.

6 iHQ., vol. VII, no. 4, p. 748. Why not as a secondary symbol upholding

the cihna above?

7 Sri, ‘who was born from a lotus springing from Vi?iju’s forehead,’ is

described as "Padmastha." Brahma, likewise born from a lotus, springing from

the navel of Visiju, is described as ‘Kamalusanastha.’ - (Jihagavad-Qlta, 11 . 16,

Brahmtinamiim uam kamatusanastham). Sailkara’s interpretation, viz. "ldm ca

TircthmCniam caUirmuhhan Uam-liitCeram prajanCm Itamaltisanajtliam ppthivl

padmamadhye mervkarnikasanatham ity arthali,” justifies Mr. Havell’s views

about the World-Lotus, which are rejected by Dr. Coomaraswamy as of latP

origin, (yjde his first note),
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symbolism, bad a direct bearing on the animal standards.” 8 But I

should recall his earlier remark (SrZ-Laksmi) that- “the fundamental

conception” (of the lotus symbol) “expressed in late Vedic literature

and in early iconography is that of the watei’3 as the support, both

ultimate and physical, of all life, and specifically of the earth, whence

there follows naturally the use as asana and pitha. Thus, whatever

the relation, of the early bell capitals to Persian types may be thought

to have been, it ig certain that Indian symbolism provides a fully

adequate explanation of the general form.’”

The other interpretation of the lotus symbol is that of Fouclier,

Waddell, Havell, Hocart and Moret, according to whom it is primarily

concerned with divine birth, of the “renaissance” of the deified dead

in heaven, of the rebirth of the king symbolized in his consecration,

of miraculous births, in short of generative force, 10 which is also a>«o-

8 III Q., VII, p. 748. I admit that he does not specifically refer to the

animal standards. But ct'.“ The Chamber reliefs representing elephants support-

ed by lotus flowers are of interest as analogous both with the elephants of the

abliiqeka types, and with the capitals of Maurya and other early stambhas.”

Srl-Lakpnl, p. 179.

9 Cf. “Early literary sources will be found to yield a satisfactory explana-

tion of the use of the lotus as support The original symbolic significance

of the lotus, as representing the waters which support the earth is very clearly

slated, and there is no need to invoke the later mystical ideas about a world

lotus and maii(tulas.'' (Compare Note 6, where Sahkara on Gita, 11. 15, is cited).

VI, 2, p. 874. Again on foot note 1, loc. cifj we are told that “there are

more ‘Vedic’ elements in early Indian art than has yet been realised. To take

another example” (lie means an example other than the lotus support): “the

inverted vessel is already used ag a rain-cloud symbol in the Tto-vcdu (V, 86, 8-4),

and appears as such, held in the trunks, of the dig-gaja of the abhit/eku of Sri

Lakpmi, in the second century B.'O.” Also, c£. “I have myself shown (in Eastern

Art, 1928, p. 179 that the cosmic concepts underlying the use of the lotus as

a support are already present in the Vedas.”

—

Etymji, April-October, 1930, p. 3.

“The ‘bell capital' ......is altogether too much unlike the Persepolitan form to be

a direct loan, while on the other hand the morphology is clearly and readily

explainable from Indian Vedic sources (cable mou'd in g=stamens, abacus=peri-

carp, the whole bell-capital^padmapitha; “the lotus means the waters.”

—

(S.Br.,

VII, 4. 1. 8), vide Journal of the Amer. Orient. Soc., vol. 51, p. 58.

10

Voucher, A.—The Beginnings of Buddhist Art, Paris, 1917, p. 21, n. 2.

Waddell, L. A—Lotus (in Buddhism) in Hastings’ Encydopcedia of Beli-

gion and Ethics, vol. VUt, 1915, p. 144; on the *Oip Main’ for-

mula; ibid., vol. VII, 1914, pp. 555-58.
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ciated with lotus pools. Numerous texts illustrate the lotus iu the

above lig-lit, or as the haunt of spirits or divine beings." In the

ritual for the birth of Ag'ui—Sun/ 2 the lotus leaf represents the

Mncdanell, A. A .—Lotus (Indian). Ibid., vol. VI 11, pp. 142-144.

Havell, E. B .—Indian Architecture, London, 1927, pp. 15-16, 99.

Hocart, A. M.—‘The Throne iu Indian Art,’ in Ceylon Journal oj

Science, Section Q, vol. 1, 1924-28, pp. 117-118.

Moret, Alexandre—‘Le Lotus ot la naissanco des dioux on Egypte,'—

Jo urn. Asiat., May, 1917, p. 499 if.

11 S.Br., VII, 3. 2. 14; 4. 1. 13. Agni takes refuge in the lotus leaf. Atliurvu

Veda Saiphitd, X. 8. 43. (Translation by \V. L>. Whitney, Harvard Oriental

Series, vol. B, Cambridge, Mass, 1905, II. p. 601). “The lotus flower of mno

doors, covered with three strands (Guild)—what soulful prodigy (yakqa) is within

it, that the brahuum-kiiowers know. According to Keith, in the mythology of

modern Hinduism, “even flowe.rs may be infested with ghosts.”—Mythology oj

all ltaces, vol. VI, p. 249. In the Tet festival in Annum, the dead ancestors are

invited to eat and drinlt their fill, when the altar of the ancestors is surrounded

with flowers, among which the most conspicuous is the lotus. Eraser, Sir J. G.

—Adonis, Attis, Osiris, 1914, vol. II, pp. 62-64. For Japan, see Hostings’

Encyclopaedia, vol. VI, 1913, Flower, p. 54. Of. The external soul in flowers,

“The Peasant who became king- -Mackenzie, T>.—Kgyptian Myth and Beyond,

p. 44 ff; Frazer.—Golden Bough (abridged edition), London, 1923, p. 674.

12 In Ba-ueda, VI, 10. 13, Agni is brought forth by Atliarvun by rubbing

from the Puskara or lotus flowor. 1‘ushura signifies Puskara-parna or lotus

leaf,
Ul‘u$];<irupa>iia hi Prajdpatilj, hhumhn uprathayat ; tat piiskurai/unie

apnithayiidili, SrUtahj Bhumika Sarmjagatu udhCuabhuteti puspu-mparnoeya

sarvajagaddhoakatavum—(S(iyam).’
' Alra pujkarahbdevu puijkunqnli'jinndmd-

Ihidhiyata it'll

.

See- Macdonell,. A. A .—Tadic Mythology, Strassburg, 1897, p.

Cf. Auanikian, M. H.

—

'l'hc Mythology o) ull Races, vol. VII, (Armenian), 1925,

pp. 43-45.

I do not think Dr. Coomaraswam.y has done justice to the texts lie quotes.

IV. 1. 3. of tho Taittirlya SayiMfa of the Blade Yajur School (translation by

A B. Koith, Harvard Oriental Scries, vol. 19. Cambridge, Mass., 1914, pp. 292,

note 4, & 293) is translated as follows :
—

(c) Thou art the back of the waters, expansive, wide,

About to bear Agni, least to be laid asido.

Growing to might as the lotus flower,

Do tliou extend in width with the measure of heaven.

(d) Do ye expanding be united;

Bear Agni of the dust.

(g) Thee, 0 Agni, from the lotus,

Athavvan pressed out,

From the head of every priest.
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womb of tbe god. This is explained not only by the fact that the

lotus opens ita petals as the Sun’s rays touch them at the break of day

and closes them at sunset, but also by the Indian' physiological con-

cepts, according to -which the "uterus is shaped like a lotus flower

which expands during the menstrual period and retains the semen,

affixed to the ovum, and floating about in the catamenial

blood.” (Agni Purina—Dutta, 341, 7-10). "Just as the petals

of a full-blown lotus flower are gathered up hamhtcati) when the day

is over,” says SuSruta in his Samhita (Sarlrcisthana, III. 7), "so the

uterus of a woman is shrunk (sai/ivriyate) after the lapse of the

menstrual period.” In the hymn to the Alvins (fig., Y. 7S.7) the

The Mantras IV. 1. 8 for the collection of day for the firo altar are

explained in V. 1. 4. (Ibid., pp. 394-96) where wa are told, “He gathers with

a lotus leaf; the Udus leaf is the bitih ?rf«ce (tioni) of A (/ni. Verily he gathers

Agni with his own birth plnce.’’ In IV. 2. 8 we have, “Thou art the back of

the Wnters, the birth place of Agni," (Ibid., pp. 320-21) and again in V. 2. 6. 5,

“He puts down a lotus leaf; the lotvs leaf is the birth rfaca of the fire; verily,

lie piles the fire with lii 8 own birth place” (Ibid., p. 410).

The Satapatha BrahiMya, VII. 4. 1; 7-11 are translated by J. Eggoling as

follows :
—

(7)
" He then puts down a lotus leaf (in the centre of the altar

site)
;
the lotus leaf is a womb : he hereby puts a womb to it (for Agni to bo

born from).

(®) the lotus means the waters and this earth is a leaf thereof:

even as a lotus leaf lies spread on the water, so this earth lies spread on the waters.

Now this same earth is Agni's womb, for Agni (the fire-altar) is this earth, since

thereof Ilia whole Agni is built up: it is this earth he thus lays down

(9)

(He lays it down with Vag. 8. XIII, 2). “The waters’ back thou art,

the womb of Agni,” for this earth is indeed the back of the waters, and the

womb of Agni;—"around the swelling ocean,” for the oceon indeed swells around

this earth;—“growing great on the lotus;” that is, "growing, flourish thou on

the lotus,”—“spread out with the. extent, with the breadth, of the sky!” With

this he strokes along (the leaf),—for this Agni is yonder San, and no other

extent but that of the sky is able to contain him : he thus says (to the leaf),

“Having become the sky contain him]”

(10) He then puts down the gold plate thereon. Now this gold plate is

yonder Sun

(11) 27c puts it down on the lotus leaf;—the lotus leaf is a icomb; in the

womb he thus places him (Agni). Cf. K.Br., VI, 4. 2. 2j. VII. 3. 1. 9;

VIII. 6. 3. 7.

MARCH, 1934 17
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atining of the unborn babe, which has completed its tenth month, is

compared to the ruffling of the Puskarini or pool of lotuses by the wind.

According to Taitt. Br., I. i. 3. 5ff., in the beginning there was

only water and a lotus leaf standing erect out of it, when Prajapati

dived in the form of a Boar, rose up with a fragment of the earth

and spread it on the lotus leaf, whence originated the universe. Agni

was one of the godg born from the lotus. In the Sata.patha ritual,

the lotus leaf (=th© sky-womb of Agni—Sun), deposited on the black

antelope’s skin (= Earth), have both of them to be touched, whereby

concord is established between them “bearing within the brilliant, the

everlasting . . . Agni.” (8. Br., VI. 4. 1. 8-12). The lump of clay

(=the seed) is deposited within the lotus womb (VI. 4.1. 7), the

lotus 'leaf being tied round it with a string, whence the seed

kept within the womb does not escape. (8. Br., VI, 4.3. 6-7). A gold

plate is laid below the lotus leaf, Agni being thus placed within the

womb. Brahma, Sri and Avalokitelvara are other divinities produced

on the lotus. According to Taitt. Armyaka, I. xxiii. 1, when the

universe was still fluid, Prajapati was produced oil a lotus: leaf. Semi-

divine beings similarly born are Padmn-Sambhnva of tlie Tibetan

legends, a spiritual son of Amitabha, and Bodhisattva Mnfijusri, a

missionary of Buddhism in !N\ China. Vasistha, the son of Mitra and

Varuna, “born of their love (manasab) for Iln-asi” (Griffith) was

laid by the Yisvedevah on a pwham (Rg- VII 33. 11).

In the Asailka Jutaka (No. 380), “a being of perfect merit fell from

the heaven of the Thirty-Three and was conceived as a girl inside a

lotus in a pool; and when the other lotuses grew old and fell, that

one grew great and stood.” The seven steps taken by the new bom

Buddha are symbolized by the lotus. In the gravasti miracle, the

Buddha, sitting on a lotus created by the Naga kings, Nanda and

TJpananda, produced an array of lotuses with Buddhas seated oar them.

Susima, the mother of the sixth Tirthankara, Padmaprabha, louged

before hip birth to sleep on a bed of red lotuses, with the result that

her son was always of the colour of the red lotus, which he took for

his emblem. In AlambusS Jataka (No. 523) the nymph Alambusa had

her navel marked with down like lotus filaments, the navel being

regarded as “a procreative centre in various late Vedic texts,”
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(Coomarasiwamy, Sn-Lafam', p. 179, n. 8). The Saddharma Punda-

rika, th6 larger Sukhdvati-Vyuh-a (40-41) and the Amitayur Dhy&w
Sutra (20, 23ff.) describe the miraculous rebirth in the Sukhavatl

heaven on and through the lotus (cf. Br., X. 5. 1-5). The lotus

throne is explained by the ritual which make?! the king, when sitting

down on the throne, enter a womb which is the sky “in order to ba

reborn as the Sun high above his subjects.”

“Thou art the back of the waters, the birth place of

Agni” (/?. Br.) refers to the concept of the Waters as the

mothers of the god. Urvasi, the Apsara, who had been parted

from her human mate by the Q-andharvas, met him on the

bank of a lotus lake called Anyatah plaha

,

where the Apsarases

were playing in the shape of aquatic birds (S. Br. XT. V. 1). When
it is recalled that the Gandliarvas are lovers of women

;
that they inhabit

the banyan and the fig trees and ‘are asked to bless a wedding proces-

sion as it passes them;” that “with the apsarasea they preside over

fertility
;
and those who desire offspring pray unto them and that

the apsarases “appear in constant conjunction with water, both in

rivers, clouds, 'lightning and stars,” the lotus pool and its swans asso-

ciated with Sri LaksmI appear clearly to be symbolic of fertility. 13

According to the Matsya Punltia, 158, 26-41, the Fire god drank the

emission of Siva, which hurst open hi& body and gushed forth as molten

gold, whence originated a lake with golden 'lotuses. Thither repaired

ParvatS with her companions, played in the waters of the 'lake, adorn-

ed her coiffure with the flowers and sat down on its border, desirous

of a drink. The Krttikas brought her the water from the lake in a

leaf of the lotus plant, and the child she gave birth to on drinking

it was called after them ‘Ehrttikeyn’. Queen Madanasenfi of the

Kathakoia saw in a dream a lake adorned with a multitude of lotuses,

13 This revises my opinion that “the swan found on the vase and lotus

medallions of Bharhut and a'so in the Abhiseka type of Sri as represented in the

Orissa caves is no more important than its association with the lotus pool” p. 215

of my paper. But I still maintain my conclusion that the "birds aOd animals on

the lotus supports must have been designed with decorative intent on the lines of

the Sri and the Mithunas, in which the lotus may have an iconograpbio

significance.
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When the time was fully come, a son was bom to her, called Padma.

kesara. One of the dreams of TriiSala, when .she conceived Mahavlra,

was about a lotus lake "whose flowers were licked by bees and mad

drones.” The water of the lotus lakes of the Sukhavatl heaven is

characterized by the eight good qualities, among which are fertilizing

qualities and productiveness. Pre-eminently a ‘life giver’, many

healing powers were attributed to the lotus, and it features as an

important ingredient of various drugs prescribed in the Hindu phanna-

copcea (e.g. the Bower Ms.). Secondarily, it came to be regarded as

an emblem of plenty and prosperity etc., and a relief on the Besnagar

Kalpadruma shows it, giving birth, as it were, to coins. It ip no

wonder, therefore, that it should have been used as an offering to

various deities and should itself be an object of veneration. Thus in

the Rath dsarilsugara, a golden lotus acquired from a ItaksnsI, which

was "as it were, the lotus with which the presiding Fortune of the

Raksasa’s treasure plays, lorn from her hand,” is placed by a king

in a beautiful silver vessel and dedicated in a temple made by him.

The idea of representing deities as seated or standing upon the lotus

or holding it in their hands, might have, therefore, originally referred

to their miraculous births from the lotus, or to their magical powers

os bestowers of fertility. Thus, a woman who seeks a fair son or

daughter need only pray to Avalokitedvara, who hears a lotus in his

left band, to secure her desire.” (ef. Amit-dyurdhyuria Sutra, 24).
14

The same must be the significance of the Mith'unns of the Bharhut

pillars standing on lotuses. From quite an early date, however, the

idea must have been losing in strength. So that, at Bharhut, we

have many instances of the decorative use of the lotus peat or pedestal.

Thus in a given case the character of the lotus! seat or pedestal,

14 Macclonell A Keith, - Vedic Index of Names <t- Subjects, T, 163, 536; IT, 9;

Keith, Mythology of All Races, VI, Boston, 1917, (Indian) pp. WS, 212,

94-95, 201; Sinclair Stevenson, The Heart of Jainism, pp. 24, 52; Tawney,

Kathdsaritxiiqara, vol. I, Calcutta, 1880, pp. 215-17
;

Kathdkosa, London, 1895,

p. 146; Macdonell, Vedic Mythology, pp. 85, 137. (Cf. Frazer - Adonis, Attn,

Osiris, 1914, vol. I, p. 93). - The Baganda (Central Africa) belief that women cap

be impregnated by banana flowers.
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(symbolic or otherwise, oan only be determined when the mythology or

theology comeg to our aid.

If the campaniform capital of the Dhvaja pillars and the battle-

ensigns (supposing they were thus embellished), be interpreted as the

lotus symbol, the connection between the fertilising powers of the lotus

(symbolic of- the womb) and the protecting genii which inhabit the

Dhvajas, sometimes taking part in battles, would still remain

a mystery. The lotus appears in the some role in Egyptian

as in Indian mythology and iconography
,

15 and the British

15 Alexandre Moret, Le Lotus et la nuiuanee des dieux en Egypte - see

mpiv. The conception of the lotus as a symbol of miraculous birth had already

been systematized by the theologians of Heliopolis during the 6th dynasty (8000

B.O.). Ra, Nofertoum, Horus, Osiris, Hocus the child, the four children of Horns,

the four gods of the horizon, Bes are figured as .seated or standing on the lotus.

Some goddess hold in their hands lotiform sceptres; while M&ut, Quadit, Nelihe-

bit, Hekit come out of a lotus. Isis and H'athor carry lotus ornaments. Idem
The Nile and Egyptian Civilization, London, 19:27, pp. 70, 123-124 (fig. 33), 129,

fig. 53), 370, pi. VTf, fig. 1, 389, 422. Mythology of All Hares, vol. XII, 19.18;

Maxmuller, (Egyptian), pp. 12-13, 39-10, 50, fig. 48, 140-141, 150, fig. 103.

Ibid., vol. V, Boston, 1931; Lnngilun, (Semitic), pp. 29-30, fig. 13; Mackenzie,

Egyptian Myth and Legend, pp. 186-7, 312; Petrie, Hastings' E1IE., VIII, p. 142,

Lotus (Egyptian). For a carved wooden portrait head of Tutankhamen (dis-

covered in his tomb by Mr. Howard Carter), representing him as “the youug
Suri-god emerging from a lotus flower which sprang out of the primeval waters

when crention took the place of chaos", see Illustrated London News, May, 23,

1931, frontispiece. For the head of a lotus standard with a seated figure of

Horus (Harpocrates), see Budge, E. A. W. - British Museum Guide to the 4th,

0th and 6th Egyptian Booms and the Coptic Boom, 1922, no. 95 (Harpocrates),

also no. 94 (Bast), (see pp.64, 176-77, 275-76). For survival, distribution, etc. -

Idem, Amulets and Superstitions, London, 1980, pp. 129, 206-207. Qisela Richter,

Catalogue of Engraved Gems of the Classical Style, - The Metropolitan Museum
of Art, New York, 1920, No. 186, (Graeco-Roman). Walters, Catalogue of the

Engraved Gems and Cameos, Greek, Etruscan and Roman in the British Museum-,

London, 1926, Orientalising gems Nos. 368, 369, 362, 379, 387, 388: Italic goms

of He-llenizing style - 1021 (Eros issuing from lotus flower with fruits (P) in his

hands): Graeco-Roman gems & pastes, 1476, 1764, 1791, 1797, 1798, 2874, 3084,

4066; Pryce, Catalogue of Sculptures in the Department of Greek and Roman
Antiquities of the British Museum, vol, I, pt. I, London, 1928, B. 329, 868,

456, 457; pt. H, 1931,
_
C. 237-9, 336. Perrot and Chipiez, History of Art in

Phoenicia, vol. II, London, 1886, fig. 148 and pp. 228-9, fig. 176 and pp. 245-46,

292, fig. 271 and pp. S48 ff., fig. 206 and pp. 269-70, 354-55, also -figs. 272) 274,
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Museum exhibits tlie head of a lotus standard with an effigy

of Horus. But the Indian Sri, Agm, Brahma, etc., do not appear on

the lotus standard. A pair of Q-aruda figure* kneeling hack to back on

the lotus seat, evidently from the top of a Dlivaja column

of medieval date, are known from Bengal .

16 But according to the

myths, Garucla though connected with the solar cult, was born from

an egg (Mlli) and not from the lotus ,

17
so that his association with

the sun flower is not specific. In this case the lotus seat, does not

retain the original symbolism of the lotus-womb, and no symbolic signi-

ficance can. bo attached to the lotus capitals of the Garuda-dhvajns of

Bharhut.
16

276 and pp. 353-59 fig. 335 and p. 397. For Egyptian influence in Syrian Lotus

decoration - Cambridge Ancient History, vol. II, p. 330, Perrot & Chipiez,

History of Art in (Buildtm and Assyria, London, 1884, vol. I, pp. 303-307. Dalton,

The Treasure of the, Orus, London, 1926, p. xxvii, Nos. 38, 89-93, 103, 208.

Partridge in his Studies in Biblical and Scmetic Symbolism, (Trtibner’s

Oriental Series), London, 1923, pp. 45-16 .... opines that “from Egypt this

symbolism spread to India and the Far East.” Cf. D'A'.violla

—

The. Migration

of Symbols, Westminister, 1894, pp. 28-81. Two vases decorated at the base

with a row of lotus petals have been discovered at Mohcnjodaro,—Marshall,

Mohenjoduro, p. 222, pi. Ixxxvii, 2. I do not know of its symbolic use in the

Indus civilization.

16 ASlA.lt., 1926-27, p. 209, pi. xliii, fig. E.

17 Fausboll, Indian Mythology according to the MahilbhOrata, London,

1903, pp. 77-80. Of. Macdoncl! 1

,
Vedic Mythology, p. 152. - The Sun conceived

as a bird, twice as Garutmat.

18 The placenta and the umbillical cord feature on certain Egyptian stand-

ards. The beliefs that the fortune of the individual is bound up with one or

other of these portions of his body, so that if his navel string or placenta is

preserved and properly treated, he will be prosperous; or that it is the seat of

his double, or the haunt of his guardian spirit, are still extant. The man’s

navel-string is sometimes used as an amulet in war or when travelling. “In

ancient Mexico they used to give a boil’s navel-string to soldiers to be buried

by them on a field of battle, in order that the boy might thus acquire a passion

i'or war. No such connexion exists between the lotus symbol and the standards.

Crawley, The Mystic Bose, [ed.-J. Besterman] London, vol. I, pp. 151-152;

Frazer, Golden Bough, Magic Art, etc., vol. I, London, 1911, pp. 182-201;

Adonis, Attis, Osiris, vol. II, London 1914, p. 158 n; The Golden Bough

(Abridged), London, 1923, pp. 39-41,
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The decorative variations from the standard form of the bell capital

are explained by Dr. Coomaraswamy as due to the ‘subordination of

meaning to ornament’, which is a part of the normal development that

takes place in any art.’ On this principle the earlier we go back in

the life history of a design, the truer should we expect it to be the

original motif to which the symbolic significance was attached. But,

in the present case, we find that lotus capitals which can be readily

recognized as such, do not occur before the Sung'a period, so> that the

Mauryan capitals with their characteristic decoration remain un-

explained. On the other hand a perfectly satisfactory explanation is

offered by the difiusionist hypothesis. In the alternative we may

assume with Mr. Havell that the Mauryan bell-capital was nothing

more or less than the attempt of a foreign craftsman imbued with

Hellenic ideas to represent the Indian lotus symbol 10 and regard the

Suuga lotus capitals as instances of reversion to the original Indian

sign for the same. 00 In that case wo would be called upon not only

to determine the ideological value of the sign and the nature of its

bearing upon the Dluvaja-stambluu, hut also to account for the com-

posite capitals with the lotiform abacus as well as the undecorated

bell-capitals of early architecture.

Nor can morphological considerations be left out of account. Un-

fortunately I find that like my other arguments the morphological

divergences between the lotus supports and the bell-capitals, to which

I drew attention in my last paper, have failed to convince Dr.

Coomaraswamy. In the circumstances I can only emphasize the fact

that there are a number of undecorated bell-capitals in early architec-

ture, which demand that the solid shape of the moulding should be

considered independently of its ornamentation. That the Aclrremenian

architects, too, attached greater importance to the solid shape of their

campaniform base than to its ornamentation, is proved by the fact that

the decoration of the Achsemenian prototype of the Mauryan capitals

is only a modification of pattern which is applied elsewhere, (e.g. on

the lower member of the capital), as well as by the existence of a

19 Havell, Himalayas in Indian Art, London, 1924, pp. 11-12; A. K. Mitra,

/HQ., vol. V, no. 4, December 1929, pp. 695-96.

20 A. K. Mitra, he. cit.
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class of bases in Ackemeniaii architecture baring the same outline, but

differing in ornamentation. 2
' (Fig. 1;.

A. K. Mxtka

21 Of. Perrot and Cliipieas, A History of Art in l'ersiu, 1892, figs. 31, 32, -14,

190, 209-10.

Considered in this light, the diftusionist hypothesis has to maintain that the

Mauryan craftsman took over the solid shape of the moulding (which, as Perrot

and Ohipiez remark apropos the Egyptian campanifonn capitals, resembles tho

general lines of the family of the canipanulacum rather than to that of the

nypraiceai infra, pp. 129-30) from Acliaemenian architecture, confining them-

selves in respect of ornamentation to a particular design, which was popularly

imitated, os on tho Taxila Cup.

The solid shape is not without its parallel in ancient architecture. I refer

to a certain abnormal type of capital in the Festival Hall of Tbutnuisis 111 at

Karnalc having the solid shape of suspended bells (fig, 2), which probably com-

prise “an imitation of a kind of club or sceptre,” (Cf. Illustrated London. News,

May 7, 1932, pp. 767-69). Perrot & Chipioz, - A History of Art in Ancient

Egypt, London, 1883, vol. II, pp. 86-88, 104, 113-16, 120, 123; Capart, Jean,

Egyptian Art (Dawson), London, 1923, p. 127, PI. XIII, fig. 14. It is for specia-

lists in Achnenienian architecture to determine whethor the particular typo of

capitals supplied the motif for tho Acliaemenian liases. Tho scheme of decora-

tion is tho same on both, but the tlnines are different. Though the Record of the

Building of the Palace at Susa (Dar. Sus. 1) specifically mentions the lonians

and Sardians as the stone masons working on tho stone pillars (-Ntiuui, lines

45-49), tho Egyptian seem to have had some share in designing tho . entire struc-

ture. “The artisans who tho structure wrought, those were Modes and

Egyptians” (lines 49-50). Kent, Roland, G. - The recently published old

Persian Inscriptions, Jour. A in nr. Orient Noe., vol. 51, p. 189 if.

Rene Grousset’s observation on the foreign influences operating on Mauryan

art may be interesting in this connection “With this Achaomenid inspira-

tion,” says lie, ‘not only was Persia to make her influence felt in India, but so,

too, were the various types of art from which that of the Acliiemeiiids had

drawn it3 inspiration: firstly Assyro-Babyloninn Art (cf. C. L. Pabri - "un Ele-

ment Mesopotamia dans l’art de l'Inde,” Journal Asiatiquc, Paris, 1930),

which influenced the representation of animals, and afterwards Egyptian art,

which affected the column, while even the Greek art of Ionia had its effect upon

tho technique of the bas-relief; the diluted Hellenism which is subtly evident in

the sculpture of Asolia may be traced to this indirect source, as well as to the

coming of Seleucid workmen, which is equally possible.” Rene Grousset, India

(Civilisation of the East, vol. II, translated by C. A. Phillips, Loudon, 1932, p. 86);

Also Carotti, Dr. G.—A History of Art, vol. I, London, 1908, p. 344. “This

now art is therefore the result of a local elabloration of absorbed and

assimilated ancient Persian elements (therefore also of some of Egyptian and

Clialdaeo-Assyriah origin), mostly in the capitals, which bear figures of animals.”
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Home of Aryadeva

The present writer did not expect that an advanced scholar like

Pandit Vidkushekkar Sastri would rush to print just for the sake of

reaffirming' a statement, which the present writer was not prepared to

accept without further evideuces and iuto which in the course of a

review of a book he had uot the opportunity to g
-o in detail. Many

scholars before Pandit Vidhushekhara had made the statement that

Aryadeva was the son of a king of Ceylon, and all of them derived

their information from the Tibetan sources. With full knowledge of

this fact, the object of the present writer was to throw soaue doubt on

the statement that Aryadeva was a Ceylonese, his chief reason being

that the Ceylonese chronicles nowhere speak of Aryadeva, nor of any

king- whose son was Aryadeva. The life-story of Aryadeva is a pure

myth. lie is said to have been born out of a lotus and adopted by a

king whoso dominion was known in Tibetan as Seii-ga-glih (vide

Taranath, Tib. text, p. 60). Candrakirtti or perhaps the Tibetan trans-

lator of his commentary wrote Seh-ga-la, for Seii-ga (vide Taranath
1

,

loc. pit.). Buston (Ohermiller’s Transl. II, p. 130) also writes that

'Aryadeva was horn "in the. island of Simhala in the petals of a lotus

flower and was adopted by the king of Chat country.” Likewise in

the Pag Sam Jon Zang, the name of the country of Aryadeva is said

to be Seh-ga-la. Taranath and Buston clearly admit that though they

have drawn their information from many sources, one of their prin-

cipal sources was l\liinju-in-inil la-tan tra

.

A tentative edition of the

Sanskrit original of this work was published a few years ago and has

made it possible for us to check the Tibetan rendering’s here and there.

In this work (vide p. 651) occurs the following stanza about the home

and residence of Aryadeva:

5RTqr wraVsfr ^ ii

IHQ., MARCH, 1934 13
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The corresponding Tibetan passage (Kg. rGyud, XI, 472 l>. 1.1) is:

gshan. yah. rah byun. dam. pa. ni

sin. gha. la. yi. gron. na. gnas

hpliags. pa. min. la. hphags. paiii. mil!

sin. glia. la. yi. gliii. na. gnas. 1

To put this in English: ‘Another excellent self-horn (sage) will

appear in the town (gron= jrura) of Simhala. He though not an arya

will bear the name of arya and dwell in the country (glih = dvlpd) of

Simhala.

Button lias quoted this passage in his work. It is rendered by

Dr. Obermiller (II, p. 114) thus:

“Moreover a holy monk

Will appear in the villages of Simhala

And though not a Saint, he will hear the name- of Saint

And have his abode in the island of Siinhala.”

A glance over the original Sanskrit text and its Tibetan rendering

roveals that a confusion was made by the Tibetan translators between the

words ‘Simhaladvipa’ and ‘Saihnikapura’ which seems to be a. mis-

reading for Saitphikapura, a word derived from ,S hnluipuiu. The

Sanskrit text shows that Aryadeva belonged to SimJiapura but he

lived for some time in Simhaladvipa.

In the Tibetan renderings, the first Simhala ip said to be a gron,

which is used always for pura, hence the Tibetan Manjvh-'nm'datantra

and Duston mean that Aryadeva was horn not in Simhaladvipa but in

Simlialapura, which is apparently due to the careless transliteration

of Saimddkcipura appearing in the Sanskrit original.

Gliii in Tibetan, it must he admitted, is used invariubly for dvlpa,

hence Seh-ga-glih is Sivihadvlpa. The word dvipa., however, should

not always be taken to mean an island, e.g. in Visnudvipa,

Badaradvipa, Candradvipa, Suvarnadvipa, Dhanasrulvipa (vide Pag

Sam Jon Zang, Index, pp. xv, xxiv, c, cxlii). Hence Sm-ga-glin or

Simhadvipa need not necessarily be an island.

The present writer still entertains a hope to find out that Simliala-

1 The only difference noticeable between the original and its translation is

tlie word rail, byuil (=svayambh’u) instead of Pravrajita.
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dvlpa ia the name of a place in northern India, with which Ceylon waa

clo.sely connected, as is the case with the name of many towns and

provinces in Indonesia.

In any case, there is no doubt that Aryadeva was born in Simha-

pura. It is a. well-known place of the north-west. Yuan Chwang also

associates with it the name of Aryadeva. It is located at 700 li south-

east of the Taxila district (vide Watters, I, p. 249). Prom Yuan
Chwang’s testimony and that of the J&tcika and the Mahavastv, it is

evident that Simhapura was not an insignificant place in the eyes of

the ancient Buddhists. In the Jiiialca (no. 422) occurs the tradition

about, the building of cities: Hatthipura, Assapura, Slliapura, IJttara-

pniicala and Daddarapura. Slliapura or Simhapura was a neighbour-

ing kingdom of Hatthipura, apparently the well-known HastinSpura,

In the Mahavastv (II, pp. 95, 98) Siipbapura is mentioned ns the

capital of king Sucandrima and is located near the Himalayas not

far from Hastiniipura. It is very likely the same Simhapura, to which

the JutaJta refer?, and of which Yuan Chwang speaks in his account.

In the same work again (III, pp. 432, 238), two other Sunhnpuras

are found mentioned, one a town of Kalingn and the other the home

of Sfikyamuni TathSgata. In the Mahflvamsa also Slliapura is des-

cribed ns a town on the border of Kalinga. So from these evidences

it appears that there were in ancient India at least two Simhapuras

one in the north-west and the other in Kalinga.

In support of the present writer’s surmise expressed in

the review (IIIQ., IX, p. G10) that Aryadeva’s home should be sought

for .somewhere in the north, attention may he drawn to the following

statements of Yuan Chwang and Watters:

“Devn P’usa of the Chih-shih-tzu-kuo. . . had come hither (i.e.

Gangadvara) to lead the people aright. . . . The P’usa bent. his. head

down to check and turn the stream. . . . One of the Tirthikas said to

him ‘Sir, why are you so strange’? Deva answered ‘My parents and

other relatives are in. the Chih-shih-tzu country and as I fear they may

be suffering from hunger and thirst, I hope this water will reach thus

far, and save them.’ . . . ‘Sir, you are in error. . .
your home is far

away with mountains and rivers intervening to fret and agitate this

water’,
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Watters remarks on' this as follows :
—

“The Chih-shih-tzu-kuo or Simhala (?) country has been taken to

be Ceylon, the country generally so designated, but it may be here the

name of a country in India. Yuan Chwang, as will be seen hereafter, 2

probably knew that Deva was a native of South India and not of

Ceylon,”

The point that needs examining here is the Sanskrit restoration

of the Chinese word Ch4JirsJiilv-tzio-7iuo (for the Chinese letters, see

Watters, II, p. 320). Tzu in Chinese means p'litm. So Chih-shili-tzu-

hut is equal to Simhadbaraputrapura. Strangely enough Yuan Chwang

does not u,se these letters for transliterating either Simhala or Simha-

pura (vide Watters, II, p. 320). The Chinese words for Simhala

(Ceylon) is Seng-l-a-lo and for Simhapura Senff-hst-pv-lo. The

probable inference that can be drawn from Yuan Chwang’s desire to

translate and not transliterate the name of the birth-place of Aryadeva

is that lie found difficulty- in reproducing in Chinese letters the pound

Sairrihikapwa and so he had recourse to the other method, namely, of

translating it, ap is usually done in Chinese Buddhist texts. Now

Kaimhika in Sanskrit may be taken to mean Simhaputra and so Yuan

Chwang put for it ChiJi-shih-tzu. It may therefore be stated that

Yuan Chwang is corroborating the tradition preserved in the Manjv-

frimillatantra.

A better evidence in support of the Chinese translation Chili.-shiJi-

tzu is furnished by the DivyCivadanu (p. 523) where the following story

oocur’s:

fiRpr: f^fvyrrtrr wife i

^ srwr ^c-wrptr % ^TBT srfors: sif^rcrfcr [<w] snvtsfhwt

ftRW syg:

—

m »n*r

In this story the merchant's son vSimliala later oil became the Icing

of the country and colonised Tumrndvipa, which thenceforward came

2 Vide Watters, II, p. 100. Watters, it seems, overlooks the fact that Deva

spent a great portion of his time in South India- arid was not a native of the

place.
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to be known as Simhaladvipa. In another paper (see IHQ., VIII,

pp. 98-00) I have discussed the meaning oE Chih-sft.ih-tz'ii used for

denoting Simhala or (lit. Simhadharaputrn-Pura). There it will be

seen that Simhapura is located in Magadlia.

If Chih-shih-tzu-kuo he the birth-place of Aryadeva, Candra-

kirtti is quite justified in stating that. Aryndeva’s route was

southwards when he was going Kagfi-rjuna. SastrlmahruSaya’p con-

tention that the Tibetan word hons (=6gatya) remedies the defect- of

the statement of direction (dalesinndik), as it was made by Candraklrtfi

who was then living at Nalanda, appears to he a bit laboured. It is

of no avail to enter into a discussion of the sense of the word horix

(
= dgntya) on which f35strImahMaya lays so much emphasis. Usually

the direction of coming or going is spoken, of with reference to the

subject, and we would expect a man living at Nalanda to say that- ‘so

and so is coming from Ceylon northwards to Guntur’ and not ‘so and so

is coming from Ceylon southwards to Guntur’. It is not also the usual

practice to alter the direction of a movement just for the sake of

putting the prefix d to the root gam. To put S5strlmaha4aya’p inter-

pretation in English we have to say that, “from Ceylon Aryadeva in

a gradual cour.se came in, the southern direction to India.”5 In the

opinion of the present writer the best solution would be to. locate the

home of Aryadeva somewhere in the north, i.e, at Simhapura near

Taxila., and this would obviate both the difficulties of the direction

llio-phyogs (dalexinaddlt) and lions (Ggnt-ya). Candrnkirtti or very likely

his Tibetan translate ia not alone in making this confusion of a

country of the north Simhapura with Simhala (Ceylon). In the

Nagari Praetlrini Patrika (vol. XIII, nos. 1 and 2), Mm. Ojha also

points out a similar mistake committed by a mediteval writer, the

author of PadmGvat, by identifying Singho'li of the north-west with

Simhala (Ceylon).

Coming now to the legend recorded in the Ceylonese chronicles

about the settlement of Slhahahu’s son in the outskirts of Vanga and

Kalinga, the present writer meant that- a new city was built up in the

3 In view of the Sanskrit text quoted above Sastrimalinsnya may reasonably

contend that Aryadeva was living in Simhaladvipa wherefrom he came to. South

India.
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forest by the son of Sihabahu and it was named Sihapura after the

Icing. (Nagaram tattlia mopesi, aim Slbapnraip ti tam,

—

Mah&vamsa,

vi. 35). The people, who were companions of the prince, were called

Sihala (Sihalo, tena sambnndha ete sabbe pi Slhala,

—

Malidvayisa, vii.

42), so there is no insuperable difficulty in regarding Slhala as the

people who resided at Sihapura. From the evidences of the Mahdvcuitii,

Jfitaka, Divyiivadana. and the Chronicles, it is clear that there were in

ancient India at 'least two towns of the name of Sihapura, one in

Iialihga and the other in the north-west, and the latter seema to be

more historical than the former. In all likelihood, the Mahdvamsa

tradition of Sihapura seems to have been derived from a similar tra-

dition existent in the north-west, as suggested by the Chinese words

Chih-shih-tzu and the story preserved in the Dlvyavaduna (pp. 523-

528). To this we may add the evidences brought, forward by

Geiger far establishing the influence of the north-weptern dialects of

India on the Sinhalese language and thus show a closer connection

of Ceylon with countries of the north-western parts of India.

In view of the exceedingly unsafe materials that we have to deal

with for reconstructing our past, history, the present writer thinks that;

it is better to leave a matter lacking sufficient evidence as a guesg and

not assert as a historical fact and thus avoid misleading other writers

not working in this particular field. Guided by this consideration he

just wanted to throw doubt on the widely accepted statement that

Aryadeva was a native of Ceylon and demanded fresh evidences, about

which SastrlmahaSaya ha3 nothing to say. The probability of Siiha-

pura near Kaliiiga being the home of Aryadeva was just a suggestion

;

what was really contended for was that the home of Aryadeva

must be sought for somewhere in India, and now the evidences set

forth, above confirm the suggestion that Aryadeva was a native

of India’, of a country in the far north.

Naunaksha Dtttt
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The social habits and standards of life among' a people are the true

criteria of their civilization. The influence of South India on the social

institutions of the people of Indo-Ckina and Java is distinctly noticeable.

The East Indies, like South India, lies mostly within the tropics. The

climate there is, therefore, hot and favourable to the growth of flora' and

fauna similar to those found in South India. Prom the geologist’s point

of view this region was contiguous to the Deccan plateau of India and,

formed with the latter one huge, now submerged, continent which

extended as far as Australia, in the early history of mankind. This

was given tlhe name “Lemuria” by Sclater. It is no wonder, therefore,

that the social usages and communal instincts of the people of the East

Indies should resemble closely those that pertaiu to the people of South'

India. But apart from these natural aspects of affinity brought about

by a. cultural contact between these two tracts of land at a remote period

of antiquity, we note certain developments in the social life of the

people in the Far East which should have been due only to a borrowing

from Soutli India in much later times.

Sdcial Life

Of the practices current among the population of the island of

Java, which bear a dose resemblance to some of the primitive

practices found in South India, the following may be oited;

the use of the weapon called boomerang; the practice of filing

the teeth; tattooing etc. 1 In the Malay Peninsula and the adjacent

countries the name filing or KaUn-g (probably derived from Kalinga)

is generally applied to the people of peninsular India who
trade thither or are settled in those regions. The European broad-

colth is called in Burma by the name thehlsa-lat which is the same
as takaldt in Tamil or Sakal-dtu in Malayalam. It is also supposed that

Kyat, a coin weighing 250 grains, current in Burma has a Telugu
origin.2

1 Thurston
,
Castes and Tribes. Introduction. 2 Ind. Ant-, XV, 81?.
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Kaundinya Jaya Varman, one of tlie kings of Fou-Nan, is said lo

have sent to China a Buddhist preacher hv name Nagasena, who carried

with him as a gift to the Chinese king an elephant carved in white

sandal and two stupas of ivory. Rudra Vannan who succeeded Jaya

Varman sent to the emperor of China an image of the Buddha made

of sandal-wood (c. 520 A.D.). Similarly, it is mentioned that in a

temple at Campiii an image was found made of sandal-wood. Ivory and

sandal-wood are peculiarly Sonth-Iudian products, and were among

the rich articles of merchandise that were carried to the West from

the Malabar Coast, in the ships of Solomon.

It is interesting that the people of Java, though Muslim

in their faith, indulge even at the present day in a peculiar

form of primitive dances and plays, which have for their

themes stories drawn from the Indian epics, the IiumCnjuna

and the Mahukharata. These plays of Java which have come down

from very early times ore popularly known as ‘Shadow-Plays,’

and appear to bo a direct descendant of the ‘Pavaklcuttu’ of Malabar.

'In these shows, dummy pieces of either leather or light pieces of wood,

representing figures of heroes and heroines are displayed in public, to

the accompaniment of vocal music, drums and cymbals. They are a

favourite pustime with the masses of Malabar on the occasions of festi-

vals in temples, and during certain seasons of the year. The

Pavakkuttu has for its plot only anecdotes from the Rduuiyana and is

peculiar to Malalmr, particularly South Malabar. It is very 'likely

that this institution was borrowed from Malabar and that it liad not

an independent origin in tlie islands of the Eastern Archipelago.

South Indian Place-Names

Even a superficial study of the place-names which are met with ill

Indo-China, Java etc. reveal the following results:—
1. Importation of Indian names, directly to denote provinces and

divisions, e.g., Amaravati, Kamboja, Campa, Mathura, Panduraiiga,

Kelang, Paijitan etc.

2. Places in these countries are seen to end in ilr or ore (pura,

inilo, the Dravidian term for village or township), e.g., Ankor,

Sarubor, Condor, Sinjore, Johore, Singapore, Selangore, Jalor, Lumpur,
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Pangkor, Simalur, Bangor, Timor and Sankapura, Puloway, Pulo-

rondo etc.

3. Fortified places are known as Kot

a

(compare Dravidian Kotfai),

e.g., Reman Kota, Bharu Kota, Kota Salak, Kota Tampan, Kota

Simpang, Kota Raya etc.

Pallwva Titles of Kings

The later kings of Indo-China are seen to have styled themselves as

‘Varman’, and this title may have been a borrowing from the Pall&vas

of South India. Among the kings of Amaravati are found the

following :—Bhadra Varman (c. 400 A.D.), Sambhu Varman

(590-630 A.D.), Indra Varman (875-S90 A.D.), Siipha Varman

(1000 A.D.) and Rudra Varman (1069 A.D.).

The following is a fairly full genealogy of the kings of Fou-Nan

known so far, all names ending in ‘Varman’ ;—
Candra Varman

(1st half of the 3rd century A.D.)

I

Kaundinya 'Jaya Varman (484)

I

Vim Varman

1
L”

I.

Bliava Varman Citrasena alms Mahendm Varman

I I

Sruta Varman Isaiia Varman

Srestha Varman Jaya Varman (802)

I

Indra Varman (887-889)

Ya4o Varman (889-910)

f

Rajendra Varman (944-961)

I

Surya Varman (1112) etc.

Some of these names look like having be'en borrowed from Pallava

genealogy, e.g., Indra Varman and I$ana Varman (of. Parame4vara)

;

and a few of them like Yaiio Varman and Rajendra Varman were, like

the Colas, great builders.

IHQ,, MARCH, 1934
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Indian Epic-Themes and SaLoa Siddhahla

Now: to say a word about the literature and philosophy of

these lands. The literati of Indo-China comprised the Saivite,

Vaisnavite, and Buddhist priests. Naturally therefore both Hindu

and Buddhist works of religion and philosophy abound in the

Malaya Peninsula. Themes from the Hindu Epic of the

Rdmayanoi and such episodes as Arjuna-vwdha (the marriage of Arjuna

with Subhadm) and the BhSrata Yvddhct from the Mahdbhdrasta were in

favour, besides Nittiasbras, Dharmaiastras, Taritra texts, Dictionaries,

and the Bralvmdnda. Purdiia. These were composed in the old literary

language of the Javanese, which was commonly known as Basa-kanii or

fcavi, the language of poetry. There is abundant evidence of Tantrism

in these lands with its Devi and the appurtenant mystic symbols,

vajra, yhantfi, miulrd, mandala etc., all these being similar to the

Tantra practices prevalent in Nepal and in Malabar. All their philo-

sophy- is supposed to spring from the principle of Advaya, which' is “the

primordial principle from which; the world of phenomena is evolved.”

Thip is learnt from the important philosophical -treatise of the Buddhists,

the Kdmahfiyunikan which gives an exposition of the Mahayaha. This

one energy without a second is spoken of as responsible for the creation:

of the Buddha as well as the advayajudna (non-duality) based on it.

This advaya is possibly derived from the advaita of Sankara, which

cult had its origin in Malabar, the birth-place of Sankara.

Saivism had a strong hold in these far eastern lands, and traces

of the religion of the P^upatas are in evidence in the Pa-gsu-wei, one

of the priestly orders of Indonesia. We read in an inscription' at Sdok

Eak Thom that a king, Jayavarman of Camhoja summoned from

a Janapada a Brahman Hirapyadama who was wUll-versed in Siddlia-

vidya, and elaborated the rules contained therein for the worship of

Siva. The ‘Royal God’ Siddha-vidyG may literally mean the learning

of the sages. Siddha is a term used peculiarly in Saiva philosophy to

denote those that belong to the order of sag'es, who had knowledge of

the past, present and future (trikdla) and who though of’< this

world were not bound down to it, by material shackles. Inasmuch

as this vidya deals with the worship of ' Siva, it seems

to be a branch of Saiva philosophy. Hiranyadama the teacher
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who was also known as Saiva Xaivalya, is said to have taught the

king’s priest four treatises known as Yrah Vin&Mka, Nayottara, Sam-

moha and Siraichieda. These are apparently Saivite TSntric texts. The

king, is then said to have ordered that only the members of the maternal

family of Saiva Eaivalya, men and women, should be YajaJcas (sanrificers

or priests), to the exclusion of others. Besides, in an inscription of

another lung of Kamboja we find it stated “that the king was an adept

in Saiwottara Kalpa.” This latter implies rituals (kalpa

)

pertaining to

the supreme cult of Saivism, and Saiva Kaivalya means only one who lias

the divine and eternal knowledge (kevala jfiiind) of the Saiva philosophy.

All these seem to indicate that the Saiva philosophy referred to may

resemble what in Tamil Jail'd is oalled Saiva Siddh-anta.

.S. Y. YiSwawatha



A Note on Jaina Hymns and Magic Squares

Indian hymnology does not merelyi consist of prayers or hymns

in praise of the Pammdtman., but it is also associated with dhyana.

In this connection', Dr. Giuseppe Tucci has rightly observed that the

Hindu s>lotros are an efficient instrument by means of which the intelli-

gence grasps the religious truth therein expounded, while in a second

moment, the spirit focusses and visualizes as it were that same truth in

a direct) experience, and they are thus connected with mysticism. 1 This

remark is in a sense applicable to Jama hymnology, too.

That hymnology holds an important place in Jainism is borne out

by the sacred works of the Jainas, where it is distinctly stated that

this is one of the ways leading to liberation.
2 In these circum-

stances, it will not be a matter of surprise, if we come across a number

of Jaina stotms composed in Sanskrit, Prakrit, Apabhramsa and the

modern vernaculars, in a variety of styles, from the simplest to the

most artificial.
3 Some of these throw side-light on various other topics

such as mantras, yantvas, sv.varnasidd-hr, principle of buoyancy,

medicine, eatables, etc. This is not the place to deal with each of

them, since this note is mainly reserved for magic squares.

Beforo I point out some of the magic squares embodied in or

connected with the Jaina hymns, I may mention a few words about

these interesting squares.

Out of the various works dealing with magic squares “Mathe-

matical Recreations and Problems” (ch. Y, pp. 129-147) by W. Rouse

Ball and “Mathematical Essays and Recreations” 4
(pp. 39-63) by

Hermann Schubert may be specially mentioned. -“Magic, white and

1 See JBAS., April, 1932.

2 Vide TJUarddhyayanasUtia XXIX.

3 See Prof. Hermann Jacobi’s Foreword to my edition of ‘Bhaktumara,

Kalydiuiniandira and Namiuna stotras'. In this edition, in the Gujarati intro-

duction, I have classified the important Jaina hymns into chronological groups.

As for the Yamaha literature of the Jainas, the reader is however referred to

my Sanskrit introduction to Sobhana-stuti (pp. 1-10).

4 This work deals with magic polygons and cubes as well. W. S. Andrews
also treats of magic cubes in his work Magic Squares and Cubes (Chicago, 1908).
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black” (pp. 128-129) by Franz Hartmann M.D., too, discusses this subject

to some extent-. Here magic squares are styled as tetragrams.

This subject, which is fascinating to thinkers of a mathematical turn

of mind, has been given a due place in the Encyclopedia Britanmca

(14th Edn. vol. XIV, pp. G27-630)5 too.

The late Mahamahopadhyaya Sudhakara Dvivedi has treated this

subject in Sanskrit, furnishing us with some magic squares and a

method 0 of constructing them, in his tippasil on iAldvatl. 7

Dr. Ketkar’s Maharua\riya Jfi&naJcoia deals with this subject in

Mar&thi, under the heading ‘bhadraganita’ (vol. IX, sect, afikaganita,

pp. 24-25), and quotes there the following three verses:—

•

srsVr? ^ i

ii^li

^ ^ IIRII

3isc$i4ifrra

teiWdFt l

f$S!IWi SWft felR-

^^noir: \\\\\*

I shall now refer; to the Jaina hymns which are asso-

ciated with the odd-numbered and the even-numbered magic squares.*

Even magic circles and magic atars have also attracted the attention of mathe-

maticians.

5 Here are mentioned names of some of the important works dealing

with magic squares, in French language.

6 John Willis has composed a special work, shedding light in this direction.

It is named as “Easy Methods of Constructing Magic Squares and Cubes."

7 ‘Benares Sanskrit Series,' no. 158 (pp. 94-97), published in 1012.

8 Mr. Agashe, a friend of mine informs me about- a verse which he had

learnt from his father and which has tho first foot the same as in this third verse,

the remaining three being as under:

—

“fifr A 'Ttesreryftsi

sis

9 Besides these two types of magic squares, there are many more; e.g.

magic squares (i) which are concentric, (ii) which have for summation the
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Up till now I have noticed three such Pralert hymns. 10 One

of them is known as TijayapahuUa or Suttarisayathutta, and its author-

ship is traditionally attributed to Manadeva Sufi, who has composed

Layhuianti stolra • The first hemistiches of the verses two to five 11
of

this hymn give us the numbers forming a magic square of the fourth

order, the sum of the numbers in

each row, each column and each

diagonal being 170. This is repre-

sented as shown in the adjoining

diagram
;
for, the m&ntriJca hijas are

generally inserted in the central

column and the row, as this is a

yan fra
1

2

used as an amulet after it

is engraved on metal.

The second hymn 13 styled as Yugudrdevastotm, and composed by

number of year, (iii) which have magical parts, and (iv) which deal with only

prime numbers.

10 I have seen a vii/i&atiyantra, but I cannot say for certain whether it is

associated with any hymn or magic square.

11 They are respectively as under:—
(a) qjnsfatr q srcfcrT, qsrrer fsRuqqsnji?!

(b) sftaT >Tur«uOT ft q, efterr isruft ftmufcrr

(c) TUTcftar ft q, asft

(d) qJf[q*T q q, qqg# q?£q

12 This is styled as Sarvatobhadrayantra by Upadhyaya Meghavijaya in his

work UdayadlpikCi, noted by me in
.
the Sanskrit introduction to my edition

of the three stotras above referred to. Manadeva Sdri has however designated

it as. Sattarisayajanta (saptati^atayantra), as can be seen from the following

last verse of this hymn :
—

gqTft qfafeftq i

it ftsvfft

There is found a variant ftijpifft which, consequently suggests that this is a

Tan fra, too.

18 I have come across two Mss. of tins hymn, in the Government collections

of A. 1882-83 and 1892-95. They are numbered as 238 and 806 respectively and
are deposited at the Bhandarkar Oriental Research Institute.

The first and the last verses are as below':

—

“5iq eq^fiwftqfq^iftqwteq

!

3tq
! ^qqqiqfSqq J

1
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Subliasundara floes not oeem to suggest14 directly magic squares,

though, in its avacuri15 are given five magic squares as under:—

(4) 8th order: sum 260 (5) 9th magic square of the 3rd order.

£21 II3

64 2? 3 61 60 6 7 57 7* 69

~~
8 1 6 44 37 4

9 55 54 12 13 5i 50 16 66 68 70 3 5 7 39 4i 43

«7 47 46 20 21 43 42 34 67 72 65 4 9 2 40 45 3

40 26 27 37 36 3° 3i 33 26 19

Jfc

24 44 37 42 S3 46 5i

33 34 35 29 28 38 39 35 69 21 23 35 39 4i 43 48 50 52

4i 33 22 44 45 19 18 48 22 37 20 40 45 38 49 54 47

49 15 14 53 53 II it (10) 56 35 28 33 80 73 78 17 10 15

8 S8 59 5 6(4) 62 63 1 96 30 33 3+ 75 77 79 12 14 16

3i 36 29 76 81 74— *3 18 11

331

VwirawTOftra: tfwrwweHfsraf

swt I

!
^rpwft

!
gm%wr

!

gisaftst reel sn^ ir«ii”

14 There is a reference in the last verse of this hymn that it deals with

bheqaja (medicine), j/antra, and taniro.

16 A. spiall commentary in Sanskrit.
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The first magic square is embodied in the first Sanskrit verse out

of the three above referred to, if read from the bottom.

The second magic square, is what can be derived by applying the

third verse quoted above, the vaficka being 32. But it is rather faulty,

since the number 8 is repeated therein.

The third magic square is erroneous, 10 unless the numbers suggest-

ed iu the brackets replace the preceding ones.
17

The fourth magic square, too, is not free from mistakes, unless (he

numbers are corrected as pointed out in the brackets.

Strictly speaking, the last is not a magic square of the ninth order,

though it presents such an appearance. It is rather a combination of 9

magic squares of the 3rd order.

The third hymn is composed by Dliannanandana who seems to

have flourished in a century not later than the seventeenth; for, a Ms. 18

of this hymn styled as Catuhsa.^iyoginiinandalastwti is written in

Samvat 1697.

16 This mistake may be due to a slip oil the part of the scribe.

17 In a Ms. of ShldhantasarodclIiGra (No. 1668 of the Government collection

cf A.D. 1892-96) deposited at B.O.R.I, we have the correct magic square.

18 See the Ms, No. 685 of the Government collection of A.D. 1892-95 depo-

sited in B.O.R.I.
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The verses between the 1st and the last
10 supply us vitli numbers

required to form a magic square of the 8th order as given below :
—

7 59 60 61 62 2 1

16 «S S< .
32 53 54 10 9

4 > 42 22 21 20 19 47 4s

33 34 30 29 28 27 39 40

i

25 26 38 37 36 35 3 * *
i

*7 18 46 45

j

« 43 23 »

1

56 55 XI I 12
1

|

’3 14 5° 49

64 36 3 4 i 5 9 58 57
1

Hiealal R. Kapadia

19 swwjjftfarfWtat i

araHsfotesf wiitm
’ss^forear wrapt k 1

aw? aTtq tftsii

ikQ., mahcxi, 1934 20



Vainyagupta Dvadasaditya

(A reply)

In tlia last issue of the IHQ., (vol. IX p. 989) Dr. R.

C. Majumdar criticised my article on “Vainyagupta Dvadasaditya,”

published in a previous issue of the same journal (IX, p. 785). He

finds it difficult to support all my conclusions on the subject, specially

the most important proposition laid down by me viz., “Vainyagupta

belonged to the imperial Gupta dynasty of Magadliu, and that he

ascended the throne of Magadha after Budhagupta, and ruled Bengal

through his viceroys.” Dr. Majumdar has not made any attempt to

meet the points laid down by me in support of my theory. There is

however, on© evidence, which, in his opinion, almost, conclusively proves

the baselessness of my assumption. In the Gunaighar Plate Vainya-

gupta is designated ns Maharaja. Dr. Majumdar remarks that “the

inscription of Vainyagupta, taken along with the coins, seeing to show

that lie set up as an independent ruler in Scnnatata, or some portion

of it, and ruled as such till 507 A.D. The use of the title Maharaja

in an official land grant seems to he almost a conclusive argument

against Dr. Ganguly’s assumption that lie was an imperial ruler of

Magadha” (p. 9S9).

Dr. Mnjumdar’s point of view, as laid down above, is a little bit

abstruse. I may he right in thinking that according to Dr. Majumdar

it was customary on the part of the independent rulers (issuing gold

coins of heavy weight) to assume the title of Maharaja, and anybody

using this title must not he regarded as belonging to imperial rank.

Dr. Majumdar has, however, over-estimated the value of these titles

Maharaja and Maharajadhiraja. The Pratihara Mathauadeva, who was

a vassal of the Imperial Pratihara dynasty of Eanauj, used the title

of Maharajadhiraja (El., vol. Ill, p. 266). The Paramara Siyaka II

assumed both the titles Maliarajadhirajapati and Mahamandalilca-

cudamani notwithstanding that he was a feudatory of the Rastrakiitas

of the Deccan (El., XIX, p. 23G). The Paramara. Dharavarsa,. chief of

Mount Abu, also assumed these two titles at the same time (7A.,

vol. LVI, p, 51).

I pointed out in my article on Vainyagupta that Mankuwar stone
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inscription (fill., p. 47), dated G.E. 129, designates Kumaragupta X

as Maharaja.

1

This illustration has not apparently satisfied Dr.

Majumdar. He has in mind that this sort of thing cannot be found

in royal grant. All the Yakataka royal records designate the Vakataka

kings as Maharaja (Cll. , p. 233 ff.
; JASB., 1924, p. 58). The Baln-

ghat plates of the Vakataka Prthivlsena glorifies Pravavaseiia. as an

emperor and at the same time assigns him the title Maharaja.*

Dr. Majumdar admits, and quite rightly, in his monograph on the

Gurjara-Pratiliaras (J. Dep. L., yol. X) that the Pratihgra Yat&araja,

Nftgabhaja, and Bhoja were imperial rulers. The Barah Copper

Plate of Bhoja (EI.
f XIX, pp. 17, 18), dated Sam. 893, which is a

royal grant, designates Vatsaraja, Xagabhafa, Ramabhadra, and

Bhoja as Mahuil'aja. The Daulatpur Copper Plate of Bhoja (Ibifl.,

Y, p. 211), dated Sam. 900, which too is a royal grant, uses Maharaja

for Vatsaraja, Niigahhata, and Bhoja.

All these evidences prove beyond doubt that the non-imperial

rulers had not the able right of using the title Maharaja, and the

assumption of this title by a king does not in any way prove his

non-imperial position. Hence it cannot be regarded almost as a con-

clusive proof against my assumption that Yainyagupta was an

imperial ruler of Magadha simply because he was given the

title Maharaja in his own grant. In these circumstances I do not see

any reason to alter my view on the subject. I crave indulgence of

the readers for the reiteration of my arguments below, with which an

important addition has been made, in support of my theory :
—

(a) Yainyagupta issued heavy gold coins similar in type to

those of the imperial Guptas.

(b) Vainyagupta had Maharaja, and Uparika-Maharaja

(feudatory and Viceroy) to serve under him (Gunaighar

PL).

(c) Yainyagupta like the imperial Gupta rulers assumed an

epithet ending in ‘aditya’ (Coins).

1 The Riddhapur plate of the Vak&talca queen Prahhavatigupta designates

Candragupta I and Samudragupta as Maharaja (JASB., 1924, p. 68).

2 samrajo Vaka^aknnara maharaja-Sri-I’ravarasenasya etc., EL, vol. IX,

p. 270, 1. 4.
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(d) Several seals of Vainyagupfa were discovered in the

remains of Nalanda along with those of Har^avardhana,

Sarvavannan, Narasimhagupta, Kumaragupta and Budha-

gnpta (EL, XXI, pt. ii).

The error in mentioning the last known date of Kumarngupta T

has not certainly vitiated my theory that ‘when Skaudngupta

was fighting with the TTiinas and the Pusyamitras on the western

frontier of the Gupta empire, his elder brother, Puragupta I, on the

death of Kumaragupta I, ascended the .throne of Magadhn. Sknnda-

gupta after his victory over his enemies proceeded to the capital, and

with the help of the army at hip command usurped the throne’.*

D. C. Ganguly

The Phallus Worship in the Veda

In a note on this subject in IHQ., vol. IX 193-3, p. 103, I

attempted to show that the word stinadeva (JiV., VII. 21.5; X. 10.99)

does not mean a ‘phallus-worshipper,’ the true sense of the word being

nothing but ‘lustful.’ In support of this view, I quoted a number of

words compounded with -deva as the second member. Here I

want to add one word more to the list from Pali, and it is sassudevu,

Skt. Sva&rtLdevii. Certainly it does not mean a ‘mother-in-law-

wonhipper,’ but ‘one who respects and serves one’s mother-in-law as a

god.’ This meaning is quite clear from the passages quoted below in

which the word occurs

:

Jdtaha, vol. IV, p. 322:

itthiya1 jlvalokasmim ya lioti samacarini
/

medhavinl silavatl sassudeva patihbata//

* About my decipherment of “Vainyagupta Dvada^aditya” Mr. Allan writes

me:—“I think you are quite right in reading the name Vainya(gupta). It was
reluctantly that I called him Candragupta etc.”

1 Here the reading adopted by Fausboll is ithi yu which can hardly be

accepted owing to two reasons; first, in that case itthi should have been gramma-
tically itthj. and secondly, the use of yd twice is unnecessary, Tire reading
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Rouse has rightly expressed the significance of the word under dis-

cussion in. his translation of the verse a? follows

:

‘When women virtuous, wise and good

here in the world are found,

True wives, to husband's mother kind

even ap in duty bound.”

Samyutta Nihdya, vol. I, p. 86:

itthipi hi ekncciya2 seyya posa janadhipa/

medhavini silavati passudeva patibbata
.//

Mrs. Rliyp David translates it thus:

‘A woman child, 0 lord of men, may prove

Even a better offspring than a male.

Eor she “ay grow up wise and virtuous,

Her husband’s mother rev’rencing, true wife.’

Here the lapt line excepting the last two words is for sassndeva.

VmmrsjiEKHARA Biiattacbabva

itthiyo honti in the Siamese edition, 2466 A.B., p. 811, which is given also in

the footnote by Fausboll, is also not good because in that case in the following

gatlm, No. 122 one would expect to see the use of plural number, but instead

of it wc have singular:

tadisaya sumedhfiya sucikanimnya uariya/

devii dossanam ayanti manusiyit amanusn / /

This consideration has led me to suggest the reading itthiyH for FauabSll’a

itlii yd. This itthiya is from Bnddhist Sanskrit istrika>itiriya. See
Mnliuvastu, vol. I, 244. S- 345. 6; and the note of Senart, p. 569.

2 In the PTS edition the reading eltaeeI yd is not supported hy the MSS
used, nor oan it be construed. eTcacciyd=eltacrll, 'certain'. In her translation

(PTS) Mrs. Rhys Davis has not taken notice of this word.



A Note on the Salankayanas

The Salankayanas are one of the early dynasties of the Andhra

country and played a prominent part in the post -Satavaliana and the

pre-Calukyau period of that country’s history, Many important points

in the history of this dynasty have been misunderstood. It is my object

now to draw the attention of scholars to some such mistaken notions.

I

What is the origin of the Siilankayanas? In solving this problem,

Mr. Jayaswal writes. 1

“Pisfapura was tlie capital of Kalii'iga as noted in almost a contemporary

inscription of the ‘Magadlia dynasty' ruling nt Pistnpura and Simhnpura. One
of the earliest rulers of this

.
‘Magadlia dynasty' was Saktivannnn and probably

the following ones were Candravavman and his son Vijayanandivarman. Vijayn-

nandivarman changed the dynastic name from the ‘Magadlia ltiila’ into

Salankaynna dynasty. This must have happened in or after Skanda Gupta's

time. We find a successor of Vijayanandivarman (Vijayadcvavarman) oven per-

forming a horse-sacrifice, i.e., declaring full independence. It is almost certain

that the later Vakafakas, when they conquered Kalii’iga, were asserting their

rights as relatives and successors of the Guptas, as well as their old rights of

everlordship over this part of the country, and their assertions must have been

against the Salahkiiyanas. This ‘Magadlia kula’ was evidently the ruling family

set up by Samudra Gupta or his successor The name of the first ruler

must have been Guha.”

Tins view., however, deserves careful consideration. Saktivnrman,

ruler of Pistapura, is known from the Plignin plates

2

which

Prof. Dubreuil assigns2 to the middle of the 5th century A.D.

He and many others ruled over Kaiiuga between 450 and 010 A.D.4

Candavarman and his son. Vijyanandivannan whom Mr. Jayaswal takes

to be the successors of Saktivannan were members of the Salaiikayana

family. The Pedaveg'i plates2 show that they were the grandson and

the great-grandson of Hastivarman, a contemporary of Samudra Gupta.

Hastivarman’s sen was Nandivarman I. Thus there is no room for

1 History of India, p. 127.

2 El., XTT, 2. 3 AM)., pp. 93 f.

4 Deubreuil, AHD., ‘The kings of Kalinga,’

5 JAUB8., 1-2, pp. 02-102.
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Saktivannan in the Salahkayana genealogy. Nor is it true to say that

Vijayanandivarnian changed the dynastic name from the Magadha

family into the Salahkayana dynasty. Vijayadevavarman of the Ellore

Prakrt plates, 1 'who was the father of Hastivarman, the founder of the

Salahkayana dynasty which flourished about the beginning of the 4tn

century A.D. was a alahkayana Maharaja. Nandivarman’s successor

Vijayaskandavarman also called himself 8alm\kQyana. Maharaja 8ri

Vijayas!;andavannun. Thus we find the name Salahkayana used both

before and after the time of Nandivarman. It is not correct

therefore to say that lie changed ' the name of his .family.

The Salahkiiyanas were not a feudatory family set up by the

Guptas as Mr. Jayaswal thinks, l’otlemy mentions a people called the

Sn'lnnkenoi heyond Maisoloi, and Benagouron is said to have been one

of their cities. 7 Maisoloi is Masulipatam in the modern Kistna district

and Benagouron is identified* by Mr. ]). 0. Sircar with Veugi. The

Salahkiiyanas ruled over the two districts of Vengi and Kuduharn. The

latter is identical with Gudivada in the Kistna district. Thus the

Salahkiiyanas answer to the description of the Greek geographer

and may be said to have existed in the 2nd century A. I). Even tlrn

Ellore plates of Yijayadevarman point out the early existence of this

family. These leaemblo the Maydnvolu plates of the Pullavn king

Sivaskandavarmnn, who flourished in the last quarter of the 3rd century

A.D. The Prakrt language in which they are written confirms this

nsteription. In view of this it cannot be stated that the Salahku-

yanas rose to power after the Gupta invasion. To say that the name

Magadhakula preceded the name Salahkayana is 'like putting the carl

before the horse. Nor is it possible to accept Mr. Jayagwal’s view that

Vijayadevavarman succeeded Vijnyanandivarmcm. The Pedavegi

plates mention the successors from Hastivarman to Nandivarman II,

and do not speak of Vijayadevavarman. As already stated, Vijayadeva-

vorman has to be taken as the father of Hastivarman and ns the first

Salahkayana king. His performance of an asvctmedha does not, as Mr.

Jayaswal thinks, signify his declaratioh of independence after

the Gupta invasion, but indicates bis conquest of the B'rhatpalayanas in

6 m., IX, p. 66. 7 Geo., VII, i, 79.

8 I&Q., IX, p. 214.
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tli© Eucluliaravisaya. Tims Mr. J'ayaswal’s view quoted above seems

to be the result of a confusion of separate and distinct historical facts.

II

What then is the true origin of the SaJaiikfiyanas? The Konda-

nxudi plates0 bring to light Jayavarman of the Brhatpalayana family.

jDr. Hultzsch the editor of these plates, thought that they resemble the

Muyidavolu plates of Sivaskandavarman, the I’allava king and assigned

Jayavannan to the same period. The plates are dated in the 10th regnal

year of Jayavarman. I believe that he ruled between 290 and 300 A.D.

The object of the grunt was to record the king’s gift in the Kudu-

liaravisaya. We find the 'later Salaukayanas making gifts in the same.

district. 10 Vijayadevavarman performed an aimmcdlui obviously as a

token of his political ascendency. No other member of lii.s family bus

repeated the act. Vijayadevavarman has to he assigned to a period as

near the beginning of the 4lh century as possible. No otlier dynasty

or king is known to have ruled in the Kistna district between Jaynvar-

man and Vijayadevavarman. 11 It may be concluded therefore that

Vijayadevavarman' the ahamedhin conquered the Brhatpaluyanus,

glorified the Salahkfvyanas and performed an ascmiadha as a token

thereof. This event took place about the beginning of the 4th

century A.D.

M. Hama Rao

S El., V, p. 3i5.

10 Cf. The two. Kanteru grants in JAH.1IS., vol. V; 1, pp. 21-32.

11 All the previous writers have missed the chronological importance of the

Ellore Prakrit plates and wrongly assigned Vijayadevavarman to a lator date.



The Natyasastra and the Abhinavabharati

I wi&li to discuss below of the principles connected with the

interpretation of' the N&tyaiastra ascribed to Bharatamuui.*

The present text of the Natyasastra (NS.) existed, according to

some authorities as early as the 300 A.C. (P. V. Kane, Introduction, to

the Silkityudarpana p. xi; cf. A. B. Keith, Skt. Drama, p. 294). This

view should be preferred to other opinions which date the work either

as early as the 200 B.O. or as late as the GOO A.C!. 1 Thus we Bee that

the text of the NS was already eight or nine centuries old at the time

of Abhinavagupta. This length of time left an indelible mark of its

ravages upon the work which was available even at the time of

Abhiuava in more lecensions than one (Preface to the NS. in QOS,

pp. 7-8; A. B. Keith, op. ait. p. 290). This commentator, as was very

natural for a. scholar in those days, followed the recension of the work

that was available to him and probably did not know that there might

be other recensions of the same. As a result of this, Abhinava’s com-

mentary loseB much of its value. The modern scholarship, which seeks

to establish critically the text of the NS. from various recensions cannot

be satisfied with Abhinava’s rather onesided version.

Compared with Sayana who commented on the Vedas, preserved

more or less in a faultless fashion, Abhinava’s position in commenting

on the pseudo-Veda (=NS.) seems to have been unenviable. But even

this luckier Sayana has not been considered an infallible guide and

authority in the Vedic interpretation. “We consequently hold,”

observes Prof. Rudolph Roth, “that the writings of Sayana and other

commentators must not be an authority to the exegete, but merely one

of the means of which he has to avail himself in the accomplishment of'

* Some students of the NS. lias recently given in this connection rather

undue weight to the Abhiiiavabharutu (Vide Notos by Messrs. Maukad and

Raghavan in IHQ., vol. IX, pp. 973 f., 991 f. Heufie the value of the work

will be judged -here.)

1 See the present writer’s paper on the date of the NS. published in the

Journal of the Department of Letters, volume XXIV of the Calcutta University.

In it the various data connected with the problem are discussed to show that

the NS. existed about the beginning of the Christian eta.

.IHQ., MAftCH, 1934 21
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Lis task” (Introduction to tLe St. Peterdrurg Lexicon). This obser-

vation of Roth has been followed by most of the Yedic scholars and may

be said' to have led to excellent results. This being so, we do not know

why Abhinava’s commentary, defective as it is, should be considered

our only guide for the interpretation of the NS, and why we should

not make our own attempts, in pursuance of the critical method, in

understanding the text. 3

True it is that Abhinava’s commentary in some rare cases may give

us in spite of its defects important help in interpreting the text of the

NS. but to be sure of such help we shall have to use a critical edition

of this commentary which is still wanting. It. is highly doubtful that

such an edition of this work will be made in near future
;
for, the utter

incorrect nature of the Ahlnnavahhdrati which exists in two different

recensions will preclude such a possibility for a long tame. The testimony

of the learned editor of the NS. of the GOS, on this point should not

be disregarded. The poor results which followed his attempt at editing

the AbhinavabJiAraU are mostly to be attributed to the wretched condi-

tion of his materials. The text of this work as established by him

creates difficulty on the following points:

1. It gives niotya inantlctya in which half the area is occupied by

the stage and the tiring room.
.
This goes much against our practical

sense. 3

2. In commenting on NS. VI, 10 (GOS) the Ablrinavabh&ratl

says that the nut-ya has five members (Pailcmiga

)

and abhinayas are

three in number. But in the NS. itself we see that the ndtya lias been

described as having six members (sadanga, VIII
, 12 XXVII,

Chowkhamba ed.) and this work recognizes four kinds of abhinayft

(VIII. 9 Chowkhamba ed.) and deals exhaustively with all of them

in its body.

Besides this, according to the MS. of the AbMnavob lulrail in (.Tie

possession of the Calcutta University we find that the author of this text

was not very well informed about the Prakrit grammars and granima-

2 For different views see IEQ-., IX, pp. 978, 991.

8 See IEQ., IX, pp. 975-976.
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nans. For without making any comment on tlie Prakrit section of the

NS.
;

this author writes : art. cf<l l

^ q^T ^7 ' ^ ^ Wnfs I
Here tlie

omission of the names of Vararuci, Canda and Bhamaha, and the men-

tion of names otherwise quite unknown are very significant. If the

passage quoted above will prove to he from the hands of Abhinavagupta

then any faith in his omniscience will have to be given up.

Manomokan Ghosh

The name of the Author of the Nyayasara

The authorship of the Nytiyasfira, n well-known work on Hindu

logic written about the middle of the tenth century is attributed to

Bha-sarvivffia. Dr. S. C. Vidyubluisano, while noting its peculiarity

and close resemblance to the names of Sarvajfia Mitra and Sarvajfid

Deva who lived in Kashmir about 775 and 1025 A.D. respectively, does

not, probably for want of sufficient data,' decide against its being the

actual name of the writer. Following him, Prof. Keith accepted the

name a,s BhivsarVajfia.

But if we turn to the commentary of Ramacandra and Guna-

candra on Kdrikti 203 of their own work, the Niltyndarpana, written

about 1150 A.D., it becomes clear that Sarvajfia, and not Bha-sarvajha,

was the name of the author of the Nyayasara. After mentioning the

forma of address suited to the Jain ami Buddhist rscetics, they , lay

down the general rule that ‘the followers of the Pdivpnta and such

other sects shoul d be addressed by the names current in their time

with hhd prefixed to the names, and so Sarvajfia should be addressed

as Blia-Sarvnjfia.’ 1 Thus, we see that hM is prefixed, merely out of

courtesy, to the names of the PMupaia teachers, as Sn is prefixed to

1 ?rm: 1 w: qrSTcTTfaSRft 9OT-

I W 'n^W^T HlWiT I Nrdya-

darpana, (G.O.S.), p. 212,
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those of the Voixyam teachers like Ramanuja, Vallabha, Madhva, and

Nimbarka.

That Sarvajiia was a Millie,4vara is generally admitted. In the

opening lines of the Nytiyasara, he says, ‘Bowing down to Sambhu

(Mdheivara),
the supreme Lord of the universe, who by nature knows

all truths, I shall explain Prmruma, and Us definition and division,

in order that children may understand them well.’* But, it is not

generally known that Sarvajiia was a Muhehara of the Pilhvpata

school. His adherence to this sect can be indicated by the under-

mentioned facts:

1. Sarvajiia divides PrnmSna into three kinds, pratyalsa, ann-

ulAm, and iigama He tlius rejects upaniAna, the fourth means of proof

recognized by Gautama, Vatsy&yana, Uddyotaknra and Vaoospati. The

PfiSupata system lias, on the other hand, the same division as adopted

by Sarvajiia in the NydyasAra .’

2. Sarvajiia describes Mohsa. as the soul’s attainment of eternal

pleasure. In this he differs from Gautama and his commentators who

describe it as ‘absolute cessation of pain’, while he agrees with the

Pilsupatas who conceive of Mol-pi ns the ‘attainment of absolute lordli-

ness’ also.
4

3. Sarvajiia regards Mahei-vara as the omniscient creator.

Further it is expressly mentioned in the Nydytcsura ‘that final release

is attained, in the Saiva system, through the practice of the recognized

forms of mental concentration, resulting in the direct visualization of

Maheivara' ." In this also Sarvajiia differs from the doctrines of

Gautama and Vatsyayana and the difference is most probably due to

Ills adherence to the Pdi-upceta system. 8

If Sarvajiia had any important doctrinal disagreement

with his predecessors in the matters of Nyaya, it is due to- the in-

2 Vidyitbkusana, History of Indian Logic, p. 357,

3 Vide the Hindi Viivakosci, XIII, 402.

4 5 7rt*rWsrfffST,” - Madliavitcilrya,

Sarvarlnriannsaiigraha, Veiikateavara edition, p. 264.

6 Keitli, Indian Logie and Atomism, p. 264.

6 For Paiupata teachings, see M5 dllavRcarya 's Kari'cularianasangraha,

Ychkatesrara odition, pp. 131-2,
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fluence of the P&hipata tenets. It may therefore be concluded that

Sarvajna was a PSiupasta, and was for that reason called Bha-Sarvajha

by his contemporaries and commentators,

Dasakatha Sakma

*

Vyomasiva, the author ot Vyomavati

Gunaratna and RSjarfekhara mention Vyomasiva as the writer of

the Vyomavati or VyomamaU, a commentary on Pr&fiastapfiida’s

BhAxya.

1

According to VardhamSna, he was anterior to TJdaynna, the

writer of KiranrtvalJ * who flourished about 984 A,D. Now, though it

is impossible to he certain obout the time of YyomaSiva in the absence

of his commentary or any other strong evidences in this connection, I

would like to suggest that the writer of the Vyam-awtl. was probably

identical with the Vyomasiva mentioned in the undated inscription of

Naroda, which though assigned by Professor Kielliorn,* to the begin,

uing of the 11th century might as reasonably be referred to the last

quarter of the tenth century when Vyomasiva the commentator

is believed to .have flourished. Prom the details giyen in the inscription

it may be safely inferred that Vyomasiva of N&roda wrote a 'learned com-

mentary on PraiSastnpSda’s Bhflsya for therein he is described as being

equal to HaheAa, Aksapada, Kanada, Jaimini, Kapila, Brhaspati,

Buddha, and .Tina in Siddhanta, Nyaya, Yaideqika, Mimaipso,

Sfiipkhya, Lokayatn, and Bauddha and Jaina philosophic systems'. The

identity of Vyomasiva the commentator with Yyoma4iva of the Naroda

inscription is rendered more probable by the fact that the latter does

not call himself a Vedantin and oriticises Mlmamsa, Bauddha and Jaina

philosophies in one of the verses. He was very likely therefore a teacher

of Samkhya or Nyaya or VaiSesika or perhaps of the Nyaya and Yai-

riesika only, The verses on which my opinion is based are

;

1 Keith, Indian Tonic arul Atomism, p. 32,

2 Ibid, 1918, p. 131,
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,
the author of Vyomavatl

i Pt 41

%sq; %^rat frsto ^ Jrsrrapsn wm; i

sflinFS^W^RTiP?: TOfRRTOTfa cTR^t-

RT5:i'%5 itt^r ttist frorf ^n^s^rqT^t fRr-

W 'MtllRldtsi 'fvQ^pi^^nw R)R: i

fnTc^SWrrH+jfd: TO' ^ ’fiftt'ft 'dl'-hl^. Usf

J

1
?’

|3T7% totf3>5 to: ^ TO TO' IRft II

2T£?r' ?t^pt

totot cT^tor' qwroRr' i

*PlV #sfq 5TOITO: fw
qn »r ?!Tton'to?7Tte' ^ n

sto^ffTOrfsr torowra'

TrVwfwTr to5 TOrerfa Rrf^dWKTOaRrRr

f3gsprffa% % g<irr s??r *r 11

s

n vfRr 3^ ^rto
1

<totpto ^ ^rW^-w# fWip’’ tr'pra; i

to' 5fi3 ^t sftofasfa?#vito gW
dW l

:=^TI^?I^;7;TO: Ri CTRIsJcT SRpRl II*

Vyoma4iva was the disciple of Hrclaya4iva, a disciple of Sadiiiiva,

the successor of Acyutagiva.

3

It seems that the word Siva formed a

special ending for the names of the heads of the monastery of

Ranipadra, now called Ranoda or Naroda,

Dasakatha Sabma

3 PrSelnaleklinm/lUi, vol. II, (Nirnayasagara Press), p. 156.

4 Ibid., pp. 158-9 aud 161.

6 Ibid., p. 158.



REVIEWS

THE USE OE THE CASES IN VEDIC PROSE, by Sukumar

Sen, M.A., Lecturer iu Comparative Philology, Calcutta University.

Reprint from the Annals of the Bhmdarkar Oriental Research

Institute, vols. VIII-X (1926-30) 176 pp.

Mr. Sen is one of the few Indian scholars who have specialised

in Vedic research and his work certainly raises the hope that attempts

for scientific research in an important branch of Sanskrit philology aro

at 'last going to be made in India. The enormous amount of material col-

lected by him in the volume under review testifies to his great industry

and proves him to be a conscientious worker in the field of Vedic

philology. Moreover 'the subject he deals with is a very difficult and

useful one. The monumental work of Oertel will still take years to

finish' and Delbriick’s ‘Altindische Syntax,’ by no means antiquated and

still indispensable, ia in German and therefore not accessible to the

general body of Indian students. Mr. Sen is therefore to be cone

gratulated on his work. If in the following the duty of the critio

compels the present reviewer to point out some of the weak points in

Mi’. Sen’s work, it does not signify that he does not recognise’ its

merits.

To begin with, a few words on the general character of the book.

Iu a work on syntax everything depends on the classification of the

different categories and the multiplication of examples of the same

type is hardly justifiable unless the author intends to give a complete

concordance of the whole literature as Oertel actually does. Mr. Sen

has often given an amazing number of examples though however his

categories are .Sometimes astonishing. Should not cognate nominative,

accusative etc. have been dealt with together as a characteristic feature

of the Indo-Eurdpeau verb? There is no justification for the long

list of intransitive verbs (if any sharp 'distinction between transi-

tive and intransitive verbs is at all possible !) become transitive when

compounded with prevei'bs xtnder the head of accusative when the
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author is concerned simply, with the use o£ cases. (Besides, Mr. Sen

lias completely misunderstood PB. 21.15.3 suradam omitt.ayo

’ bhisampacyaii ts

.

The acc. iavad&m is not temporal as Mr. Sen

thinks (p. 23) but is dependent on abhi-.) Previous -workers in the

same and allied fields have of course sometimes done the same, but

that is hardly enough to justify this procedure. Passages taken from

accentuated texts ougbt to have been always reproduced with

the proper accent. Workers in the field of Vedio philology have to

deal with minute details which would he hardly dreamt of by their

colleagues in the field of classical Sanskrit, and the accent is precisely

one of those indispensable factors for the study of these minutiae.

Is it not a great burden on the student who is not always prepared

to accept the author’s interpretation of the parages to have to compare

the original text for the accent when lie wishes to satisfy himself as

to whether the form in question is, say, an acc. id. or a gen. sg. ?

In the field of Yedic research reference to texts is always to be given

according to the standard editions and in the usually accepted way.

Mr. Sen seems to have used the standard edition of AB. by AuFrecht

but his method of giving reference to its passages is peculiarly his

own. He gives reference to Brugmann’s Greek grammar but does not

say which edition he has used.

All these are however merely methodological shortcomings of the

work under review and hardly detract anything from its real merits.

Much more serious are the mistakes, sometimes of an unpleasant sort)

in the details which every careful reader will discover in every part

of the book. We shall confine ourselves here to a more or less close

examination of his first chapter (10 pages) devoted to the nominative

and note a few points taken at random from other parts' of the work.

In dealing with the predicative nominative the author makes a

separate category of the verbal phrase rupdm kar~. This was not

necessary, for it is well-known that rupdm bar- is equivalent to bh.il-

(Delbruck, p. 103). The author suggests that the peculiar construc-

tion with rilpdiji har- arose out of the contamination of the

two constructions vimur bhiitd. and vlma rupdm h.rtva. This is

of course impossible, for there is no reason why similar constructions

with other words too would not have arisen in the same way. Had
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it occurred in the older literature one might have considered it to he

a sort of unconsummated Tatpurusa (an uncoonsummated Baliuvrlhi

with r-apd may he found in RY. 1, 114, 6 varahdm tvesarn

rup(bn). As it is, its explanation has to he sought in the word rupd

itself. The similarity of meaning between rUpd and vdrpas is striking

though etymologically they are not conneoted with each other (see my
Les Formations Nominates et Verbal*n en p da Sanskrit, pp. 26-34).

vdrpas is clearly used in the RY. in the sense of an artifice (almost

exclusively in the stereotyped phrase ablil vdrpasd bhut), perhaps the

artifice of changing form at pleasure (Hid., p. 32). Exactly this

meanmg cannot he established fcxr rupd in theRY., hut there is ample

evidence to show that it was used chiefly to signify assumed or artificial

form, and its Avestau counterpart urApaya - (verb, den.) signifies ac-

cording to Bartholoanae “Scheinbilder, falache Vorslellungen hervor-

mfen.” It is no wonder therefore that the phrase riipdvi Icar- should

be used in the Br&hinauas when the change of form had to be ex-

pressed. It will however always remain a matter of conjecture how

in these phrases the word rupd completely lost its independent

substantive character and came to he used merely as a grammatical

expression.

In dealing with the cognate nominative the author suggests that

the verb ‘to speak' was used impersonally in the original Indo-

European. I am afraid, the author will not be able to

substantiate this statement by facts. The author
. takes for granted

that the so-called impersonal verbs were from the beginning subject-

less, hut that is far from certain. Is it not at least as likely that

the subject of the ‘Witterungsimpersonalia’ was omitted because the

names of the elements of nature were taboo? This explanation is

forcibly suggested by the frequent use of such expressions as yd 'yam

pdvate for ‘wind’ and yd 'sad tdpati for ‘sun’ in. the Brahmanas.

Beginning with sun, wind, thunder etc. the category of these

impersonalia might have been considerably extended later. The

author further suggests that as an intermediate step between the sub-

jectless constructions and those with an active agent as subject there

are some constructions with an indefinite or relative pronoun as the

subject “for the satisfaction of grammatical instinct.” As examples

ihq., jiaech, 1934 22
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of such constructions lie quotes TS. VI, 4, 8, 3 tdto id

vyauccliat, etc. But cannot iddm in this and other examples be

adverbial? Quite a new category of instrumental nominative lias been

set up on the basis of the only passage AB. 7, 13, 7 (author’s 33. 1. 7)

A-tm nu malam etc. But does an interrogative sentence of this kind

prove anything

P

“What is ordinarily the locative of distance, is sometimes put in

the nom.” according to the author. The word “ordinarily” should not

have been used here, for locatives of distance, strictly speaking, are not

very common. All his examples on p. 15G cannot be accepted as con-

taining locative of distance. The treatment of the nominative absolute

is rather strange. The author suggests in bracket that the cases of nom.

abs. are nothing but cases of anakolouthon. An ingenuous reader may
conclude that nom. abs. is equivalent to anakolouthon. This is cer-

tainly not what the author has- in mind, but does lie not cut the ground

under his own feet when he says that the passages concerned may be

regarded ns cases of anakolouthon? Indeed, the author lias not been

able to prove his case by means of his examples which cannot he regarded

as well-chosen. The first passage is quite a normal one if Aufrecht’s cor-

rection is accepted (without which it conveys no meaning at all), and

the reading of the second passage is 'uncertain ns the author himself

admits. All the other examples are constructions with absolutive in

-tvd and therefore can prove nothing, for they themselves form a cate-

gory apart, and in their case, as also in analogous cases in' other

languages, a different subject is often introduced into the principal

sentence almost imperceptibly. Yet, if not exactly the nom. aba, a,t

least what is called nominative of the psychological subject is found in

Various Indo-European dialects. Cf. Gr. luti dd pMloi, en tis epistatal

autois cliresthai, ...U phesomen auto its einai “as for friends, if

somebody knows how to deal with them, what should we call

them?” (Xen.). Lat. tu, si te den amani, agere tuarn rem occasiost

(Plautus). A more or less accurate Indian counterpart of these cons-

tructions may be found in the use of redundant resumptive pronouns;

cf. f§B. 1, 2, 5, 18 de-va ha nti samgrdmdm samnidlutsy&ntds U ho ’cuh;

lj 4, 16 devini ha id cignl ddlidsydmdndms tan asufaraksasdni
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rardksuh, etc. Constructions such as these, so wide-spread among the

Indo-European dialects, cannot be brushed aside as anakolomthon and

must he regarded as a relic of the original Indo-European.

The author opens his section on elliptic constructions with the

words “when the adverb apt is used the subject is very often

suppressed”, and in illustration of this statement he gives ,
Several

passages with dpi. In none of these passages unfortunately is dpi an

adverb. In everyone of them it is a pre-verb compounded with as-. For

instance, api vo ’tru ’ stv (AB.) does not mean “you may have a share

here also” hut simply “let a share of this belong to you.” dpi + as-

signifies “to belong”, “zu Theil werden” (BR). Evidently Mr. Sen has

been misled by Keith who could not understand these constructions with

dpi+ as-, with or without tmesis, in AB. Constructions with dpi+as-,

specially in connection with bhdffd (as in the passages quoted by Mr.

Sen), are very old; cf. 11V. X, 71, G nd tdsi/a vdcy dpi blidyd asti. In

rare elliptic constructions even the verbal element at- is absent some-

times. Cf. in this connection also the nominal compounds apisoma and

anapisoma (JB.). Bhattoji’s sarpiso ’pi syiit has nothing to do with

these Vedio constructions as Mr.. Sen thinks. Besides, the title

“Elliptic Constructions” is a misnomer. The cases dealt with are

simply those of brachylogy.

“Elliptic Constructions” is followed by “Peculiar Constructions.”

As the first pecular construction the author has chosen a well-known

sentence aynir vat devanuvi addhutamum (SB. 1, G, 2, 9), on which he

makes the astonishing remark that “an indeclinable lias been used here

as the subjective predicate.” Why should the simple adverb

addhiitamam be the subjective predicate (whatever it may mean) here?

Th'e fact is that a verb form of him or as- has to he supplied in this

sentence. Cf. KS. 30, 2: tryan&kam. asya prajd hhavisyati.

Accusative adverbs are often constructed with hhu- or as- in the

Bralimanas, but the verb form may also be omitted sometimes

(Delbriick, p. 203). Under the same head the author’s treatment of the

iivard passages gives as a surprise. He has ca'lmly translated TS. 3, 1, ,1

3 tdm ihardm rdhsdrpsi hdutch by “R. are liable to injure him.” Has

he been misled by Keith here too? If Uvardm in this passage is to he

connected with Mntojf, as it has to he, the only rendering possible
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would be, “him who is capable of injuring the R.” BR. (s.v. livard
)

have pointed out that only the nom. mnsc. sg. form of

this word is used in this anomalous way. The acc. Uvnrdm is governed

here by the preceding nfr ghnanti. Whitney (§ 984) pointed

out long ago that UvnrA often does not agree in number and gender

with the subject. To what a degree had UvnrA become a purely

grammatical expression without any independent value is best proved

by thosa cages where it has been altogether dropped, cf. SB. 3, 1, 2, 21

tdm la ’dbJuitam abhljaniloh. In RV. in tlie place of such UvnrA

constructions are found those with verb forms of U-.

It is useless to pursue the author across (be whole length of the

book in this way, the review of the first, ten pages will have amply de-

monstrated its merits and demerits. Let i:t be mentioned however in

passing that the periphrastic perfect appears, although only once,

already in the AY. and not in the Brahmnnos for the first time us Mr.

Sen is inclined to think (p. 22). The author is- very much surprised

that the substitution of the dat. sg. ending for gen. sg. of feminine

stems, which is such a common feature of the Bi'Shmanns, is wholly

unknown in classical Sanskrit (p. 83). It may be pointed out how-

ever that traces of this substituted ending are abundant in

Prakrit (Pisc-hel, § 375). Depending on Horn the author has said that,

similar phenomena are to be found also in the Avesta, hut can any

definite suggestion be made on this point, in the face of the hopeless

confusion in the use of cases in the Avesta? Cf. Wackernagel, III

G 16 d, p. 40. The three passages quoted by .the author (p. 84) to prove

that the dative ending has been used also for the locative are wholly

unconvincing. In the final chapter the author deals with the locative,

and various xise-s of this case have been given. Yet one looks in vain

for the locative of goal as a separate category, cf. RV. I, 1, 4 .id id

deve.m gacchaii, GB. 2, 5, 8 nuke rohati which Gaaptra has “corrected”

into nubam. The author needs not get diffident about the connection

between pibatah and pdtve.ni (p. IG1) in TS. 4, 5, 11, 1 yi dnnem
/

•vivWiycmti pdtresn pihato jAndn. Such locatives of the vessel are

quite common in the Brahman ns.

A special feature of the book consists of various Greek and Avestau
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parallels. Selected passages have be*n given fairly correctly though,

without much critical discrimination.

In spite of these shortcomings, the book will certainly prove to be

useful as a collection of valuable materials to all those who can supply

the necessary corrective.

Batakmshna Ghosh

THE DYNASTIC HISTORY 037 NORTHERN INDIA. (Early

Medieval Period) by H. 0. Ray, M.A., Ph.D. (I*mdon)., vol. I,

Pp. xl + 663, maps 10, Calcutta 1931. Calcutta University Press.

In this volume covering 663 pages Dr. H. C. Ray gives an account

of the dynasties that ruled in Northern India during the period of

transition intervening between the decline of the Gurjara-PratiliSra

empire and the Muslim conquest. Dr. Ray takes note not only of the

paramount dynasties but also of the more important feudatory families,

lie takes his stand mainly on the evidence of contemporary inscriptions

and literature, and his work is in a large measure free from the glaring

inaccuracies and conjectures that are the usual concomitants of hasty

attempts at writing dynaptic annals by persons who have a pathetic

faith in the value of tradition, however late or discrepant, and are

unfamiliar with critical methods of study and investigation. An
important feature of the work is the inclusion of a number of excellent

maps which will undoubtedly be of great help to students.

The volume before us deals mainly with the dynasties that ruled

in the extensive territories on the outskirts of the Gangetic Doab,

watered by the Indus, the Bagmati, the Brahmaputra, and the

Malianadl. But we have also a few important chapters dealing with

the kingdoms of Kanauj and Benares in the heart and centre of the

Madhya-deh.

The volume opens with a chapter on Sind. Dr. Ray wisely bases

his account of this kingdom mainly on the chronicle of Baladhuil

supplementing it with information gleaned from coins and works like

the Chadenamel. The second ohapter—that on the Sahis of

Afghanistan and the Punjab—is, in some respects, the most interesting
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in the whole volume. The author shows great industry and patience

in piecing together the scraps of information gathered from various

sources, literary, epigraphic and numismatic, and tells the thrilling

story of the fall of the last, outposts of the land of al-Tlhul, held by the

S-hali. of Kabul, the Rntbal or Ratio! of Zabul and ar-Rukhkhaj and the

Satrap of Zaranj, after a period of brave struggle. Regarding the

mysterious potentate or potentates known to the Arabs as Ratbil,

Rantbil, Rntbal or Zunbll the conjecture may he hazarded that the

original Sanskrit designation was Riisfrapiila or Jamapala, comparable

to Relstrlya and Janendra of inscriptions, and very likely to be equated

with Khshathrn pawn (‘protecor of the land’) or Satrap of the Soytlio-

Parthian period, and also with DaSayoptri of the Gupta epigraphs.

The form Rntbal may be compared to Rajbal which stands for the

Sanskrit Rcijyapdla. The temple of the Zfir (p. CG) reminds one of Shu

(or Clw)-nadera mentioned by the most famous of Chinese pilgrims in

his account of Tpao-ku-t’a ( = Jfvguda = Zabul P) . The Ratbil of Zabul

must be distinguished from the Kabul Shah (p. 07) who, judging from

the evidence of al-Biriinl, undoubtedly claimed Turin' lineage and des-

cent from the great Kanaka. The kingdom of the Shah at one time

extended from Kabul to Nagarkor, but bis identification with the

Buddhist Ksafriya king of Kia-pi-slu is not obvious, the more so be-

cause the Chinese pilgrim clearly distnguished this Buddhist. Kmtnya

king from a Turkish potentate, the ruler of Fu-li-shih-sa-t’ang-na or

the district round Opian, who may have been the Turuska mentioned

by Kalhana (V. 149-55). The capital of the Hindu Saliis seems to have

been at TJdabhanda or Waihand, and Bhutinda of Firishta is apparently

a misreading or corrupt form of Baliinda cr Waihand (cf.

77/ haqdt-i-A kbarl)

.

Dr. Ray next deals with the rojal houses of Kashmir, Nepal,

Assam, Bengal, Bihar, Orissa., Kanauj etc. The account of these

dynasties is enriched with' a. wealth of information that is truly amazing.

When his book reaches a second edition he will, it is hoped, utilise the

evidence of those records (e.g. the Tiwarkhed plates of the Rastrakuta

Nannaraja) which have been published in comparatively recent times.

While one may differ from Dr. Ray in regard to some of his statements

or conclusions, none who has studied the volume can fail to bear test!-
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mony to the industry and skill with which he lias marshalled his facts

and the critical caution displayed in the sifting of evidence.

H. C. R. C.

THE SPHOTASIDDHI of Acarya Mandnnami^ra with the

Gopalika of Rsiputra Paramesvara edited hy Vedavisarnda S. K.

RamanaAha Sastrl. Super Royal 8vo. pp. xxiv+2G8 + 38, Madras,

1931.

The Doctrine of Sphota occupies an important place in the history

of Indian linguistic speculations. It tries to explain how the speech-

sounds, as they are uttered, come to create the cognition of meaning.

It may be formulated as follows : Our speech-sounds constitute only

one of the endless varieties of sounds (dhvunis) of the world. While

speaking, we emit through our vocal organs varnas (= elements of

speech-sounds) one by one
;
hut as soon as these have been uttered iu

a particular order they make the hearer cognizant of a definite mean-

ing. Now this capacity of producing cognition of a meaning, that is

inherent in these varnas has been called the S p h o t a.

Connected though the doctrine is with great names such as

Patanjali and Bhartrliari it does not enjoy favour with all the schools

of Indian thinkers. Followers of the Nyaya-VaUnsiha and the Purva-

Mimdmsi systems reject the doctrine totally. The rejection of

the doctrine by the followers of the latter system is not quite dis-

interested; for on allowing it to stand, words and sounds as they are,

become deprived of all validity and hence all action,? (Karmakanda)

will prove to he futile.

This being the position of the doetriue of Sphota in the Hindu

thought the S p h o t a s i d d h i’ by Mandana-Mi6ra now edited and

published for the first time in the Madras University Sanskrit Series

(no. 6) should be considered as an important addition to the list of Indian

philosophical texts. The special importance of the work lies in the

fact that it was written by a Yedantin to whom all the world including

words and their meaning is nothing but an illusion (vidyd). The

learned editor, the Vedavisarada Ramanatha Sastrl has done his work
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well. In a short prefatory note written in clear and elegant Sanskrit

he has discussed among other things the identity of the author

Mandana-Misra. His theory in this matter desorves serious considera-

tion. It is generally believed that Mandana-Misra alias Suresvar-

uciirya who was first a disciple of Kuuiarila Bhatta became subsequent-

ly a cela of the great Sankara. The editor seems to have shown cogent

grounds for disbelieving such a story. If by the expression

‘durvidagdha’ (Karika, 2) the author of the Spluotawklhi has referred

as has been alleged by the author of Gopdlika (the commentary to the

Spho^asidcUui), to Kumarila, then one finds it difficult to connect the

two names as the teacher and the pupil.

But it must, however, he admitted that more satisfactory evidence

should be adduced before finally accepting the theory of the editor.

And in fact he has promised us something in this line in the introduc-

tion of the Brulmasidilhi which is also a work of Mandnna-Hibra and

is going to be published in the Madras University Sanskrit Series.

The prefatory notes of the editor discusses also the life and

works of Rsiputra Parame^vara, the author of the Gopdlika. This

commentator was born in the line of great scholars.

Besides the Gop&UkQ. they are known to have written the following

works
: (1) Mimdmsa-HltravthasahgraJui, (2) Tattva-vibhdvand, (3)

Nititattvavirhliava-vydkhjd, (4) Svadita-tarangini and (5) Mimdnisd-

kdsiku-tippani. The notices of these wbrksi given in the prefatory

notes will be of great use to the scholars working in these lines.

Finally we congratulate the editor for this very useful edition

of the S-phetasiddhi together with the Gopdlika furnished with two

indices one of which traces the source of the majority of quotations in the

latter (Gupdlikd). Tire get-up and the printing of the work are quite

satisfactory.

Manomoiiaec Ghosii

BEGINNINGS OF VIJAYANAGARA HISTORY by Rev. H.

Heras, Studies in Indian History of the Indian Historical Research

Institute. St. Xavier’s College, Bombay. No. 4.
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The present work is an important addition to the constant stream

of publications that have appeared in recent years on the great Hindu

empire of Medieval India. Father Heras, whose earlier work, The

Aravidu Dynasty of Vijayanayam, dealing with the later history of

the Vijayanagara empire, has been favourably noticed by competent

scholars, has now undertaken to throw light upon the obscure history

of its origin. His conclusions which are based on an exhaustive and

critical examination of the available sources, help to solve many
problems that have hitherto defied solution.

The present work consists of two parts—the first bearing the title

—The Foundation of the City of Vijayanagara—and the second being

called—The Origin of the Sahgama Dynasty.' Of the many points

dealt with by the author, only a few may he noticed. The story of

the foundation of Vijayanagara by Madhava (otherwise called

Vidyilranya) was fabricated hy the ascetics of the Srngeri-Math in

the beginning of the fifteenth century. The founder of the city of

Vijayanagara (or rather of Anegundi, as the author would like to say

in modification of Jiis conclusions jn the earlier chapters) was Vira

Ba'llala III, the last great king of the Hoysala dynasty. The oldest

name of the city was Sri Vira Vijaya Virupaksapura. The dynasty

of Sahgama was not of Telugu origin but came from the same great

stock of the Tadavas as the Hoysalas aud were probably related to the

latter. Harikara I, the founder of the dynasty, wap appointed by Vira

Ballala III as his Mahnmaudaleimira of the North. After the extinc-

tion of the Hoysala dynasty the Kanarese country acknowledged the

rulers of Vijayanagara as their legitimate kings, while the Telugu

country repeatedly rebelled against them aud at last submitted

relunctant'ly to their domination.

The book is a valuable contribution to tbe history of Medireval

India and will deserve the serious consideration of every student of the

subject.

IT. N Gsoshal

THE HEADQUARTERS OF REALITY by Edmond Holmes

Methuen & Co. Ltd., London.

The treatise under review embodies the author’s conviction that the

Real of reals is to be found within and not without as declared by the

iao., luRclt, 1934 23
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seers of India. The hook is a challenge to Western thought. The

author has sketched the dominant trend of Western thought from

Aristotle down to the present time. Under the lead of Greek thought

in general and of Aristotle’s philosophy in particular, the Western

mind has always inclined towards tire externalist conception of reality :

a conception, which tends to lower reality to the dead level of mere

existence. Such a conception of reality, ruling out as it does the super-

normal in all its aspects and .making the analysis of sense-experience

the pathway to ultimate truth, lends at last to the open dualism of

Nature and the Supernatural.

The author lias conveniently divided the work into three parts. In

the First Part of the Book the author has exhibited the dominant

characteristics of Western thought. In the Second Part he turns for

guidance to India. In tlio Philosophy of the Upanisads he finds the.

solution of the problem of Reality. The Real of reals, as the author

confidently points out, is to be found in the unexplored World—

formless, inconceivable, unimaginable—into which each of us is

admitted through (he portal of his own self-consciousness. In the Third

Part he compares with one another the three schemes of life that emerge

from the rival solutions of the problem of Reality—Supernal,ul'alism and

formalism which we owe to tiro externalism of the West, and the

Spiritual Idealism which we owe to the introspectiveness of Ancient

India.

The Spiritual Idealism which, according to the author, provides

us with a bey to the solution of the problem of Reality lias its difficulty

too. It fails to supply us with a satisfactory account of lire outward

world- world of matter and form. Spiritual Idealism is never weary of

telling us that the air of intrinsic reality which the outward world

wears is illusory. The hypothesis of Maya, however ingenious, cannot

stand the crucibles of ratiocination. As long as we live, move, and

have our being in discursive thought
-

,
we cannot perceive the

undifferentiated unity in which the ultimate truth, as indicated by the

seers of the Upanisads, consists.

Dualism is inherent in the nature of intellect. Intellect with its

symbols, shibboleths, creeds and conventions, is not adequate to the

grasp of the formless reality. Intuition, to which the author trusts for
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tlie understanding of the reality, is something to which the

intellectualists are quite unwilling to grant any statug. Intuition,

according to the seers of the Upanisads, is indefinable. It is a niagio

talisman which transfigures the whole existence of men into a new

reality. The value of intuition as a means to the discovery of Reality

will, to all intents and purposes, remain a sealed hook to the intellec-

tualists. The book, however excellent as a work of conviction and faith,

will fail to create a deep and abiding impressiqu until the people accept

intuition as an apparatus for the grasp of the ultimate reality,

D. L. Dk

INDO-ARYAN LITERATURE AND CULTURE (ORIGINS) by

Nagendra Nath Giiose, m.a., b.l. The Bock Company Ltd., College

Square, Calcutta 1934. Pp. xxvi, 287.

This work is a remarkable contribution to the study of certain

aspects of Indo-Aryan Culture, if not directly of its Literature. It

begins ostensibly with the treatment of the much discussed theme of

the Yratya, with all its apparent absurdities and inconsistencies, us

presented by the Athana-veda and the ritualistic Srauta texts; but in

reality it comprehends in its wide scope a large variety of problem?

arising therefrom. The author’s main concern appears to be the ques-

tion of the Aryan and Non-Aryan rapproachement, and with this end in

view he makes use of the scattered Yedic and Purfinic clues to

emphasise what he calls the very 'important Yratya contributions to

Indo-Aryan culture. He has therefore to rely a great deal upon the ori-

ginally non-canouical but subsequently Brahmanised sources, such aa

the apparently obscure Atharvanic texts and Puranic legends so richly

furnish. The work is therefore essentially an attempt at synthetic inter-

pretation, and develops, from the author’s particular point of view, the

Prthu-Vainya legend, the origin of the Suta-Magadha and the Draupadi

legend in connexion with the Kuru-paficalft cycle of epic stories, all

of which are, with considerable forensic acumen, connected directly or

indirectly with the Yratya movement. The author in this way attempts

to demonstrate that the Indo-Aryan culture, as we find it reflected in

its religious and legendary literature, is a complex but synthetic pro-

duct, the main ingredients of which are of Non-Aryan Yratya origin,
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blit to which determinative direction Was given by the organising

trend of the Aryan mind. He locates the Yratya centre in the east

and brings together epic and Puranie indications to show that the

synthesis of the two cultures was first brought about in the eastern king-

dom of Magadha and was conditioned chiefly by the comparatively easy

mechanism of the Yratya conversion ceremony, which in his opinion

was rather a political than religious ritual, its main object having heen

the absorption of larger ipaii-power into the Aryan fold from its new

environment.

Q.u the author’s maiu position with, regard to the synthesis of

Aryan and Non-Aryan cultural and its probable development in tlm

east, which was aryauised at a comparatively late period, we believe

there will be little disagreement. Modem research has been tending

to establish this position from various points of view; but Professor

Ghose's very suggestive and stimulating work will further support this

tendency by its approach of the problem, from the sociologioo-cultural

point of view. We consider this to be the chief value of hi* thesis.

With reference to the many details, however, regarding his interpre-

tation of particular texts or legends, or, to give a concrete example,

his views regarding the Paisaca Prakrit, it is only natural that there

should be inevitable differences of opinion. Tn this brief review it

js not possible to enter into such details, hut it is noteworthy that it

is on the basis of these details that the author skilfully bui'lds up quite

a' remarkable view regarding the value, from the point of view of

culture-history, of the various epic and Puranie legends and traditions.

There can be no doubt that in this respect his work is a challenge to

consider these neglected sources for a proper re-construction of the

history of Indo-Aryan culture as a whole. The work therefore should

receive serious attention and invite further discussio'n. On the question

of origins and culture-movements no one can be dogmatic
;
and, in spite

of a certain emphatic note in his statements the author’s treatment of

(materials and conclusions drawn therefrom cannot indeed be complacent-

ly ignored. We are glad that Professor Ghose has now turned his

(attention from law to literature, and brought his mature juristic

abilities to bear upon problems of wider indological interest.

S. K, De
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VEDIG STUDIES, vol. I, by A‘. Yenkatasubbiah. 292 pp.<

Surabhi and Company. Mysore, 1932.

The author presents in the volume under review several papers
published by him in the Indian Antiquary and the Journal of the
Bombay Branch of the Royal Asiatic Society in the years 192G-29.
Each of these articles is devoted to the detailed discussion of the
meaning of a particular Rg-vedic word, and, in all, fourteen such
words have been discussed in this work, namely, ‘nitya’, fundin',
‘indrasend’, ‘sagmd'/svdsara'/arati’.'ddn’.'prthak’/yakedm’/abhva,'

‘admasad’, ‘nirekd', ‘smdddi^i’ and ‘padblni/. It will be noted that
much ink has been already spilt over most of these words. The
author therefore has given proof of his courage in trying to deter-

mine the meanings of these difficult words, and it is all the
more, remarkable, for, as he himself admits in his preface, instead

of introducing any new method of inquiry or any new materials
the author has simply followed the lead of Pischel and Geldner.
Yet the result has been always different and the author thinks

that it is principally due to the fact that when comparing parallel

passages he lias adhered to the RV. more strictly than Pischel

and Geldner in their Yedisclieu Studien. This strict adherence

to the method of Yedic interpretation followed by P. and G. explains

the complete reticence of the author on the grammatical and
etymological problems connected with the words discussed in the

book. True, much cannot be expected of tba art of etymology in

determining tbe exact meaning of any particular word, but to

ignore it completely in a work of this kind can be hardly regarded

as a virtue at this time of day.

When confronted with' the task of interpreting ancient texts

the modern philologist has to always bear in mind the fact that

exactly equivalent words are rare even among modern languages,

and that when a wide gulf of time and space separates the

language of the text to be interpreted from the modern dialect which

is to be the medium of interpretation, to attempt to find an exactly

equivalent modern word is tantamount to doing violence to the

ancient text. The philologist has to always guard himself against

the temptation to read modern meanings in ancient words. This

was fully appreciated by Roth and BShtlingk who contented

themselves only with - suggesting the meaning with the help of

German equivalents hut then let the original passages reveal the

true meaning in all its apprehensible nuances. Specially in

the case of RY., on whose apparently homogeneous body
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is reflected a restless literary activity extended over many

centuries, has their procedure to he adhered to, for here, through

the extensive use of metaphors, all possible shades of meaning

came to he attributed to the same word-symbol. Equation of con-

ceptions which but partly overlap each other, though known all

over the world among primitive peoples, is certainly one of the

most striking features of the psychology of the Yedic Indians,

as is amply proved by the absurd equations of which the Brah-

manas are full. Applied to the language this principle will inevi-

tably give rise to a long chain of mobile conceptions shading off

from each other sometimes beyond recognition—all however ex-

pressed by the same word-symbol ! The onus on the student of

the Yeda is to trace the stretch of this chain, link by link, in their

historical order. Etymology will come in handy to him in this

task by suggesting to him in which direction he should look for the

beginning of the chain, though however the etymological meaning

may nowhere be pointed out in the extant texts. It is clear that in

such a case to give a general sort of meaning susceptible of very

wide application is to shirk the' real task. The true historical

procedure would be to proceed from the precise to the general. But

the author of the volume has in most cases followed just the opposite

course, and in his zeal to find a sense that would fit in all the

passages concerned he has sometimes suggested meanings of such

a comprehensive character that they can be hardly said to signify

anything at all. Thus ‘yaksdm’ in his opinion signifies (1) being (con-

crete), i. e. all beings, tbe creation, world, universe etc. and (2)

being (abstract), i. e. essence, substance, virtue, might, powers etc.

(j>. 1GI). One wonders wbat under tbe sun was not called ‘yaked’ by

tbe Yedic Indians l

Yet all tbe meanings suggested by tbe author for the words

discussed by him are not of this character. The opening word ‘nitya’,

for instance, has been discussed much more sagaciously, but the

result is surely surprising. He has fully demonstrated that in some

passages at least, it should be regarded as equivalent to 'priya’. But

turning to the word ‘priyd’ the reader will bebewildered to find that,

on the author's own showing, it often signifies ‘ntya’ ! Thus when
both 'nitya' and 'priya' are but parallel moving streams of meanings

can any real gain be achieved by linking them to each other ?

Comparative philology would have told the author that the usual

meaning attached to 'priya' is the original one, but he has ignored

this only certain point in a sea of uncertainty. The treatment of

tlie other words are much less satisfactory, for the author is every-
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where anxious above all to find as comprehensible a meaning' as

possible. The second word ‘6unam’, in his opinion, again

signifies ‘priya’, but this time he has arrived at this conclusion

not through comparison of parallel passages, but through analogy.

The course of his analogy however is extremely intricate. Starting

from the assumption that ‘sunam’ is sometimes equivalent to ‘svam’

but not always so, the author infers “from the analogy of the words

‘priya’, ‘vama’ and ‘jmjta’ or ‘njtya’/sva’, and ‘nija’, that mean both

‘dear’ and ‘own’, that ‘suna’ too has these two meanings” ! In dealing

with the word ‘Vagina’ too the author evinces the same tendency

to forco one meaning on all the passages,—the particular

meaning being ‘4iva’— ,
although both the etymology and the

frequent use of the word as an adjective of ‘asva’ clearly show

that in most cases it has to he translated by ‘strong'. But by

‘fSagmiso asviih ’ our author understands “horses that draw the

chariot comfortably” ( p. 78 ). ‘Svasara' is a difficult word to which

Geldner devoted a brilliant article in the Vedischeu Studien and

as the result of his enquiry had to postulate 'three different meanings

for the word. The author however has tried to cut the Gordian

knot by suggesting that in all the passages ‘svasara’ signifies

‘sandliya’. This meaning is obviously impossible, for instance,

in RV. 1, 3, 8 a ganta...usr& iva svasarapi, for accusative of time

dependent on a verb of motion is known only as adverb. The author

himself suggests that here ‘svdsarani' = ‘svasaresu’ (p. 91), hut why ?

The word ‘aratl’ is used invariably as ail appellative of Agni

and it seems to express some relation between Agni on the one hand

and heaven and earth on the other. The author therefore has

drawn up a list of twenty-one items, each giving a particular

characteristic of Agni in relation to heaven and earth, hut imme-

diately afterwards makes the astonishing remark that, “it becomes

obvious that the first-mentioned twenty cannot he denoted by it”.

"Without giving them a fair trial the author thus dismisses them

abruptly and pins his faith on the twenty-first characteristic of

Agni which is that he shines upon or illumines heaven and earth.

Yet Yeisser lias conclusively proved that it is the ninth character-

istic on the list,—namely Agni’s messengership between heaven and

earth
1

,
which is expressed by the word ‘arati’. For the wellknown

word ‘dan’, which is almost universally recognised to he the gen. sg.

of ‘dam’ ( see Wackernagel, III, p. 214 ), the author proposes the

meaning ‘strength’, ‘power’ etc. and like Pisehel derives it

from an hypothetical ‘dams’ (p. 119 ). This novel derivation is quite

unnecessary, for ‘dam’ itself may easily signify ‘strength’ etc. The
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author is of opinion that ‘maksu primarily signifies ‘great, powerful’

and only secondarily ‘quick, swift, rapid'
(
p. 134 ). But Lat. ‘mox’

shows that the opposite is true. ‘NirekiV has been derived from

ni + ri- by the addition of the suffix- ka (p. 227') and it is taken to

be synonymous with 'v*1 ja’. But the meaning of ‘v6ja’ is anything

but certain and precise. Moreover the derivation proposed by

the author is not very probable, for instances of ‘-ka’ as a primary

suffix are rare. It is definitely wrong to say that ‘vfija’ is

derived from ‘vaj-’
(
p. 222 ), for the existence of such a root

cannot be proved. All the quotable forms may be regarded

as those of the denominative stem of ‘vftja’ and in ‘bjiyas’ and

l

6ji?thtt' we have not a week-grade form of this hypothetical

root but merely ‘ojas’ (
Avestan ‘aogah’ ). The word ‘padbhlh' has

been always a puzzle to Vedic scholars both on account of its form

and meaning, and with this puzzle our author concludes his book.

In his search for a very general and comprehensive meaning the

author has struck on the meaning ‘dhfbhih’ (p. 20(i) for ‘padblnh’,

which he derives from (
s ) pa$-. But it is very much to be doubted

whether he will succeed in persuading anybody to accept his

interpretation. So far as can be seen, in some passages at least,

•pacJbhiV must be regarded as a fiexional form of ‘pad’ in which the

dental was cerebralisecl through analogy (see Waekernagel, I § 143a,

pp. mf. ).

After all is said it must be admitted however that fhe work

uuder review is a valuable contribution to Vedic philology. lhe

meanings suggested by the author for the words discussed cannot

stand, but the discussions themselves cannot be disposed off so

summarily. The author is conversant with the methods of Vedic

research and he also knows the Vedic bibliography. His translation

of the Vedic passages are generally, controversial points apart,

very accurate. The book cannot fail to please the lovers of A
r
edic lore.

Batakrishna Ghosh

ST.UDIA INDO-IRANICA : Ehrengabe ftir Wilhelm Geiger,

zur Volleixdung des 75. Lebensjahres. Herausgegeben von Walther

Wiist. Otto Harrassowitz, Leipzig, 1931; pp. XII +327.

Wilhelm Geiger, one of the most reputed masters of Aryan

philology, requires no introduction at this time of day. There is

hardly a branch of this vast subject but has been enriched by his

contributions and his untiring and ceaseless activity.
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As tlie long Tabula Gratulatori'a shows, all the world has paid

homage to the master on this occasion, and from, a glance at the table

of contents it will be clear that schloars of every country took this

opportunity to honour one of the greatest living savants of the

present day and thus honour themselves. The Editor of the volume,

Dr. Walther Wiist, a faithful disciple of the old master, has amply
proved his love and respect for his guru by bringing out this volume

and he lias thus also earned the gratitude of the scholarly world,

for, as the following survey will show, most of the essays

contained in this volume are really very original and thought-

provoking. We in India too have reasons to take pride in this

volume, if not for the contributions which have come from India,

at least for the great help rendered by tho Parsee community in

India at the instance of Sir Jivanji Jamshedji Modi to meet the

expenses of printing this volume.

The volume begins with ten benedictory verses in Pali composed

by Rev. A. P. Buddhadatta Thera of Ceylon, a personal friend of

Wilhelm Geiger. Then follow the articles of the contributors.

A. M. Hooart in his article “Yakgaa and Vaddas” has discussed the

vexed ethnological problem of the Vaddas and conies to the

conclusion that they are the relic of an older population of Ceylon

than the Sinhalese. They have been at first deeply influenced by

the Yak?as (a term which may cover more than one racej and then

by the Sinhalese.

Theodor Zachariae, who has made his name famous by lexico-

graphical studies, has touched a very interesting problem of folk-

lore in his short article “Zu den Rdtselhaften Antworten.” He has

pointed out how a story, which hinges on the riddle of making "two

out of one,” reappears in slightly varying forms in various

countries at various times. J. Schick in his pretty long contribu-

tion “Die iiltesten Versione'u von Chaucers Frankeleynes Tale” has

also dealt with' a similar theme. Here he points out one Chinese

and various Indian forerunners to this famous story in Chaucer's

Canterbury Tales. Ernst Leumann before his sudden
' death'

supplied J. Schiok with an old Jaina version of .this story occurring

in Malayagiri's Vyavaharabha^yapedh. This Jaina version along

with a German translation has been published here. for the first time.

Leumann himself has published in the volume under review a

long portion of Asanga's Bodhisattvabhumi according to Wogihara's

edition and rendered the text as clearly intelligible as possible by

means of all the resources of printing technique.

Ludwig Bachhofer, the well-known writer on East-Asian art,

ihq., mae,ch, 1934 24
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has contributed a short but very instructive article on the Gandkara

art. It has been hitherto generally taken for granted that the

Gandhara art owes its origin to Greek influence and the

more a work of Gandhara art shows signs of similarity with

Greek or Hellenistic sculpture the older it should be. The author

has stoutly controverted this theory and pointed out that the works

of art dating from the fourth to fifth century A. D., brought to

light by French excavators at Hadda near Jalalabad, show

astonishing similarity with the works of Hellenistic art, and yet, as

the'interval of time is too long, Hellenistic influence of the second

century B. C. cannot be made responsible for this remarkable

fact. In a short article Dr. Bimala Churn Law has discussed

various passages in the Pali literature where ‘Cetiya’ has been

mentioned and re-affirmed Kern's opinion that "all edifices having

the character of a sacred monument are Caityas, but not all Caityas

are edifices." Fick in his article "Die Gotras in den Pali-texten" has

tried to defend his position. as stated in Encycl. of Religion and

Ethics, vol. VI, pp. 353ff. against the sharp criticism of S. V.

Karandikar, who in his. 'Hindu Exogamy’ has put forward the theory

that the Gotras of the Brahmapa priests were adopted by the

Kijatriyas. Mrs. C. A. F. Rhys Davids' article "Felsenriffe der

versunkenen Sakyalekre" has a German title but it is written iu

English. The writer has exhibited much temperament and

rhetorical powers in this artiole, all of which however might have

been easily spared. Winternitz has once more discussed the problem

"Kann uns der Palikanon etwas fiber den alteren Buddhismus uud

seine Geschiohte lehren ?"—and contended that the Pali canon

is the most faithful of all and has better preserved the teachings

of the Buddha than the Sanskrit, the Tibetan or the Chinese version,

though, of course, every part of the Pali canon should be taken with

utmost caution.

The famous Semitist Fritz Hoinmel has contributed a very

important and instructive article on the Semitic origin of Indian

script. Among the various old Semitic scripts the author

points out the Liliyanian script to be most akin to the Indian

Brahml script. The comparative table appended to this highly

interesting article leaves little doubt on that score.

Scheftelowitz has devoted a short study to the holy number

108 and comes to the conclusion that it is made up. of 101 and T put

together and the present reviewer has contributed, an article in

Sanskrit on the Vyasamyti as reconstructed from later Nibandhas and

conlHientaries. Professor Hauer, an authority on Toga in Europe,
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has tried to give a satisfactory explanation of tlie Sutras IV, 1-6 of

the Yogasutra. The author has shown that the real meaning of

these sutras has escaped til the commentators who tried to impose on

them a magical significance which is quite incompatible with the

metaphysical character of the fourth book of the Yogasutra.

Professor Oertel has painted out two hitherto unnoticed cases of

Prakritism in the Chandogya Upani^ad. ‘AbhyattaV in Ch.TJp.,3,14,.

2 is in his opinion a corrupt Prakrit form of ‘abbyaptah’ which occurs

in the parallel passage SI}., 10,6,3,2, because s/ da + abhi-a is other-

wise quite unknown. It is impossible to connect this form with

>/&t, as Sankara has done, for the past participle of >J at is ‘atita’

(ace Nir. 4, 5). Also the obviously ungrammatical form 'pradh&k§ir’

for ‘pradhakgid’ (Oh. Up., 4, 1, 2) has been explained as a Pr&kritism

on the ground that a confusion between d arid r is not at all

seldom from RV. downwards. Betty Heimann in her contribu-

tion *'Zur indischen Namenkunde” has touched an interesting

problem of Indology. This is p9rhaps the first systematic attempt

to grapple with the problem of Indian proper names since Hilka.

A better exposition of this vast subject within the short compass

of one article is hardly imaginable. Harit Krishna Deb in his article

on ‘‘Vedic India and Minoan men” has put forward a number of

very daring theories. The author is convinced that -the

Dorians and other races who swept across the Aegean area sometime

during the latter part of the second millenium B. C. are identical

with the Vedic Indians. He has courageously identified various

tribes mentioned in RV. with those who fought against the

Egyptians at about 1200 B. C. The Vedic tribal name Turvada

is in his opinion an amalgam of the tribal nances Teresh and

Weshesh mentioned in Egyptian inscriptions.

In his paper “Eiu Weiterer iranpskythiecher Eigennamen in

5gveda” What has pointed out another Irano-Scythian proper

name in RV. like 'Srbinda,’ etc. The word ‘dlakara’ which occurs

twice in RV. has hitherto been taken to mean ‘empty’, ‘vain’ etc,

and grammatically it has been always interpreted as the adverb

‘dlam’ extended by the suffix -ka, conveying a contemptuous or dimi-

nutive sense. But a peculiar characteristic of this word has appa-

rently escaped all Vedic scholars : the diminutive suffix -ka always

takes the accent upon itself (cf. P&nini, V. 3, 71): anyaranyaka,

dka: ekakd, etc. Why then 41am: dlakam ? This remarkable

accentuation shows that ‘ilakam’ does not belong to this category

at all. The only other category which suggests .itself for the

explanation of this word is that of ‘autaka,’ 'vWvaka/ ‘sdmaka.’ All
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of them are however proper names. Ergo, ‘dlaka’ is a proper name.

In fact, according to the writer, RV. X. 108, 7 ‘reku paclam alakaiu

a jagantha’ conveys almost the same idea as Kalidasa’s ‘gantavyfi te

vasatir alaka niima yaksesvarandm’ (Meghaduta verse 7). The author

has then tried to locate this ‘dlaka’ and after a highly instructive

etymological disquisition connected it with Ossetic Aliig. A large

portion of the article is devoted to discussions on the probable

meaning of the word ‘reku’ which likewise occurs in RV. X. 108, 7.

In spite of Snyana its connection with*/ ric js obvious and has been

generally accepted, but only Hillebrandt before the present writer

pointed out that reku belongs to the category of bhindti, darii, jayu,

etc. and therefore must he of active meaning and not passive like

riktd.

Four more articles by Jules Bloch, Franklin Kdgerton, L. Renou

and Max Walleser respectively make up the aggregate of Indological

studies contained in this volume. All of them are of unsual im-

portance for general linguistics. Jules Bloch discusses the Prakrit

word vaffa (fern.) <Skt. vartman (neuter). It is well-known that

many Skt. words in -an or -as become feminine in Prakrit, such as

addhd <adhvan, candima <Jcandramas, etc. The starting point of

this change of gender is obviously nom. sing., where the ending

-a naturally suggests the feminine gender. But vatta ^vartman
cannot he explained in this way, for here the original word being of

neuter gender in Skt. ends in short -a and not -ii in nom. sing. An in-

termediate masculine form "vartma or "Vatta is necessary to explain

this transformation, which must have been facilitated, first, by the

direct influence of the synonimous word adhvan ( >addha) and second-

ly by a general tendency of words signifying ‘road’ towards the

animate gender: cf. Greek ‘hodds, keleutkos,’ Latin 'via, callis,’

Gothic ‘vigs’ etc.

Franklin Edgerton in a Bhort article has dealt with the knotty

problem of Skt. pronominal stems in -d. Skt. generic pronouns

as well as personal pronouns assume, as is well known, forms ending

in -d (or -t) in composition and derivations e. g. tad-vasa: tad-Iya,

m&t-krta : madlya, etc. Wackemagel suggested that the starting

point of this development is to he sought in suchtatpurusa compounds
where acc. sing, in the first component is logical and necessary,

such as tad-vasa. But Edgerton rightly points out that of the half-

dozen Rg-vedic compounds with tad- as prior member only tad-

vaSd is a real tatpurusa, all others being baliuvrihis as indicated bj'

the accent (tad-), in which no such inflected acc. sing, form of the

first component is necessary. Wackernagel’s theory therefore does
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not hold good. The explanation suggested by Edgerton is highly
ingenious. He says that the whole phenomenon is based on a mor-
phological analogy. He points out that with the exception of a-
stems, almost all noun and adjective declensions use as ‘stem’ in
composition and derivation a form which is identical with the neuter
nominative-accusative singular, (e. g. vari, madhu, bharty, trivyt,

nama, 6reyas, etc.) and suggests that on the analogy of these declen-
sions in the case of generic pronouns too the form for nom.-acc sing,
neuter came to be used in composition and derivation. This hypo-
thesis does not obviously hold good in the case of personal pronouns.
Edgerton therefore adopts the view expressed by Tamm that the
forms mad-, tvad- etc. are made by form-analogy in imitation of
yad-, tad- etc.

Renou’s remarks “sur quelques particularity du suffixe en -k-
en Sanskrit” are highly instructive. According to the author this

guttural suffix was originally of an indeterminate semasiological
value. Its function became gradually more and more defined, but
only iu those cases where it was strengthened by other elements : - aka-
and -uka- in verbal adjectives and -ika- as adjective building suffix.

The original suffix is retained however in a uumber of adverbs, such

as ydhak, gabhiij&k, vytliak, etc. As a simple element of increment
the suffix -k- finds another suffix -t- in the same field : cf. gabhisat.

t&j At, etc. Sometimes both these suffixes are appended to a word
at the same time, e.g. mrttika (< myd). Perhaps this differentiation

of suffixes was originally due to mere phonetic dissimilation. The
writer then proceeds to explain various Vedic and classical forms
in the light of the hitherto undetected character of this suffix.

'Max Walleser in his article on the Sanskrit Dative sing.masc-

neuter has delved deep into glottogonical problems. The author,

boldly suggests that the dative ending -aya is nothing hut a

combination of the pre-verb a with ya, the original second person

sing, imp of \/ya. the whole suffix element would therefore mean
“go to”. In cases like pitr-e (<pitr-ai

)
»/i was used instead of

>Jya acording to the author.

The second or Iranian part of the volume under review lias

been enriched by contributions from the two greatest living

masters in the field of Comparative Grammar, Jakob Wacker-
nagel and Antoine Meillet. Wackernagel’s contribution “Zur

avestischen Wortkunde” is short, but it shows all the thoroughness

and masterly treatment which is always associated with his name.

The author points out that although Spiegel has rightly interpreted
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the word ‘vaedayana,’ his etymology of same is wrong. Spiegel

wanted to derive tins word from \J vid “to see ” but Wackeruagel

gives three reasons which go to demolish this etymology, the

most important of which is that in old Iranian no noun in -aynua

derived from a verbal stem in -ay- is known. The same is the case

also in BV., where without exception the suffix -ana- is attached

immediately to the root syllable even when the noun in quesion

is obviously connected with a verb in -ayati. It is quite clear in the

case of causatives : arpana : nrpayati, etc. As the same law holds

good also for the Avesta, it is clearly of Indo-Iranian antiquity.

‘vaedayaniV cannot therefore be derived from the causative stem of

Vvid. The real nature of the word would be dear according to

Wackernagel if we read 'vidayamV instead of ‘vaedayana.’ It. would

thus give the normal form of the noun to he derived from yhli + vi “to

see.” Confusion between i and is quite frequent in the Avesta

and is the result of the fact, as shown in the well-known monograph

by Andreas and Wackernagel, that in the original text-form Hie same

sign was used both for i and i-diphthongs

.

As an appendix to this short, article Wackernagel discusses an

exegetical problem of the Avesta which shows that Sanskrit helps us

to understand not only the grammatical structure of Avestan words

but renders great help also to get at the exact meaning thereof.

Meillet ’s short note is devoted to the Avestan word ‘tka5sa,’ but a

much larger issue is involved in it. In recent, years Meillet’s school

has developed the undeniable but somewhat dangerous theory that

side by side with the aristocratic language there lias been always a

vulgar speech for which considerable concessions have to be made even

in matters of phonetic laws. In the present article too Meillet has

voiced forth this view in the following words: "Le vocabulaire

‘populaire’ est aussi instable qu’est stable le vocabulaire noble, et

il admet des variations de toutes sortes-’ Meillet here suggests

that the mobile prefix t- which is clearly in evidence in the case of

‘tkaBtSa,’ is a characteristic of this “vocabulaire populaire”.

Moreover it appears that Iranian had an innate tendency

to replace elegant words by ‘popular' ones. Sanskrit has faithfully

preserved the verbs ‘atti’ and ‘pibati’ dating from Indo-European

times, but Iranian tends to replace them by a single verb meaning

“to swallow”.

Benveniste, the pupil of Meillet, has also contributed an article

to this volume which throws further light on the relation between

elegant and vulgar speech in Iranian. In four different passages

in the YidSvdat the cock, the porcupine, the tortoise and the gnat
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respectively has been described in almost the same language to

possess a different designation in ‘vulgar speech’. The - elegant

designations, apparently preferred by the Iranian author, are all

highly artificial, the cock, for instance is named ‘paro-dars’ “one

who sees first.” Moreover it is significant that these so-called

‘elegant’ words have completely disappeared without leaving any

trace in the modern Iranian dialects, while the vulgar words are

still lingering. It is clear therefore that we have in these cases

artificially coined words used only by the priest-craft. Neither is

it a later tendency in Iranian, for already in Yarit VIII, 51 a similar

antithesis between elegant and vulgar speech is met with.

In his short note Nyberg has discussed two interesting phonetic

laws of Iranian, and Jehangir 0. Tavadia has made a minute study of

the Middle Persian evidence of the Avestan conception of fire. One
of the most original articles in this volume is Eeichelt’s “Beitriige

zur soghdischen Grammatik.” Sten Konow in a short note has tried

to prove that the neuter gender was still alive in Khotan! Saka and

Sir Aurel Stein in an article sent from the desert of Central Asia

deals with a hitherto unknown “Persian Bodhisattva” in sculpture

and painting. Sir Jivanji Jamshedji Modi has contributed a long

article in which an attempt has been made to identify the grand

Mobad Omid-bin-Ashawahist mentioned by Hamza Ispahani. G.

Morgenstierne, who has made his namo famous by his researches

on the frontier dialects of India, has contributed a short story 'of an

Afridi Sepoy in the original Afridi dialect along with an English

translation. Otto Paul, a well-known writer on metre, has contri-

buted a very interesting article on the verse form in Ruckert's Hafiz

translation. The author has tried to show how far Ruokert has

succeeded in preserving the original verse form in German and

comes to the conclusion that if the poet had consistently made use of

the characteristics of German verse he could have achieved better

results.

The veteran Iranian scholar Jackson has contributed two very

interesting notes on the Manichaean Confession-Prayer Chuastuanift,

—a name which is familiar to everybody who took any interest in

the Central Asian discoveries. Jackson argues on general

grounds that the Turkish text- of the
:
Confession-Prayer must be a

translation in spite of Radloff, one of the greatest authorities on

Turkology. In the second note he gives a very ingenious etymology

of the word ‘Chuastuanift’. Jackson suggests that the title of the

Confession-Prayer should he read as Xvastavanlft(or-eft), the division

of words being xv(or hu)-astav&n-eft-, the last component being an
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abstract formative. It is now quite clear that the whole word goes

back to the Avestan verb Vstav + a “to proclaim with praise,confess.”

The title of the prayer therefore literally means “good-con fession-

ess”, or more freely “The flood Confessional”.

Th. Donibart has contributed an interesting article on the repre-

sentation of the arch of heaven by means of half a hexagon and the

volume fittingly comes to an end with Merkel’s personal appreciation

of Geiger as a teacher of the science of religion.

Batakkisiina Giiosh

THE AGE OP THE IMPERIAL GUPTAS by the late Prof. R.

D. Banerji, M.A. Published by the Benares Hindu University, 1933.

A pathetic interest attaches to this work, which is one of the latest

products of the facile and vigorous pen of the late lamented Mr. R.

D. Banerji. Originally delivered ns tire Manindra Chandra Nandy

Lectures of the Benares Hindu University, 1924, it was revised by the

author in 1929-30, but his life was cut short by cruel death before ho

could see the work through the Press. It is a matter of great rejoicing

that the work has at length seen the light of day. Thanks are due to

tlie authorities of the Benares Hindu University for at last making

tlie work available iir print. To it Mr. A. S. Altekar, Mr. Bauerji’s

successor in the Ancient Indian History chair of the University, has

contributed an appreciative preface which is nothing short of a pious

act of homage to the memory of his illustrious predecessor.

The present work consists of six chapters which traverse the various

aspects of the most brilliant age of ancient Indian history. The first

chapter, which lias tlie singularly inapt title of Chronology, traces the

political history of the Imperial Guptas down to the time of their down-

fall. Here a few point-s call for notice. From the reference to' a

Maliaksatrapa and a Ksatrnpa in an inscription of Ivaniska I of the

year 3 (=81 A.D., according to the author) it is held (p. 2) to he quite

probable that north-eastern India even in the opening decades of the

4th century A.D. was ruled by a Scythian Great Satrap. This is, to say

the least, quite unconvincing. As a matter of fact the references in

Sanmdragupta’s Allahabad pillar inscription and in the Chammak
plate of the Vakataka Pravarasena II, leave no room for doubt that
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North-India, at least as far west as the upper Gauges basin., had been

liberated from Scythian dominion before the rise of the Gupta®. On
page 3, the author states that the great Asoka was content with the

title of Rajam,. This is to ignore the fact that the great Maurya in

nearly all his inscriptions applies to himself the further titles

Devclnumpriya-PriyadariSui. Elsewhere (p. 10) tlie author suggests that

the mysterious Kaca was a son of Candragupta I, who had lost his

life very probably in the war of independence. Though this suggestion

may jiave the merit of novelty, the arguments in its support are hardlv

convincing. On the same and the following pages the autfhor takes

for granted the equation of Candra of Meharauli pillar inscription

with Candravarman of tlie Susunia

•

Rock inscription and the king

of the same name in the Allahabad pillar inscription, but the point

should have been discussed at some length. The author fully accepts

the tradition of Rainagupta., eon of Samudragupta. and elder brother

of Candragupta II, and he plausibly identifies the Saka king figuring

in the story with the last great Kusana emperor, who had his capital

probably at Mathura. On page 36 ‘6th century’ is a serious misprint

for 5th Century A.I). In connection with the author’s account of the

following reigns, it is necessary to' notice only one or two- points. He
rejects the proposed emendation of Ayndhymnitn>m4ca of the Bhitari

pillar inscription for Pu$yami,truimica “on account of the impossibility

of the second syllable being yu” (p. 45). He refers not only to the

Mathuia pillar inscription of Candragupta II of G.E. 61 (App. II), but

also to the newly discovered Tumain and Mandasor inscriptions of G.E.

116 and Y.S. 524 respectively (pp. 49-59 and App. I). On the vexed

question of chronology of the later Imperial Guptas he tacitly accepts

(p. 52) the theory of a civil war between Skandagupta and his half-

brothers, while he rejects the theory of a partition of the empire into

a separate branch' consisting of Puragupta and his three immediate

successors.

The title of Chapter II “System of Administration and Peerage,”

is somewhat misleading. ‘Peerage’ implies a hereditary order of nobles

;

but the existence of such an order of nobles is nowhere suggested, much

less proved, by the author. Nor is it possible to agree with some of the

author’s conclusions. On page 70 e.g., we are told that Akstipafald-

ihq., march, 1934 25
'
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llie reference to the Alisn.yntala and its officers in the Artliamstra (chap.

II. 7), -which
1

is beyond doubt a pre-Gupta work. On the same page we

have ‘Valatkausham’ which is a misprint for ‘Valafkaushan.’ The ex-

planation of the title Kumaramntya. (pp. 71-741 is anything but satis-

factory. It is difficult to understand how pniliya can be translated into

'equal to,’ nor do we know on what authority the author distinguishes

between Yuvaraja and Yuvaraja-bliattfirakn. thus proving three classes

of Kumaramatyas, of whom one was equal in rank to a prince,

and the second equal in rank to the heir to throne, while a third was

equal in rank to IIis Majesty ! ! ! The natural explanation of the title

in question is to take padiya for ‘padanudhyrita' (subordinate to or

dependent, on) and Yuvaauj a-blintti\raka to be a glorified form of

Yuvaraja. This would point to the existence of only two classes of

Ivuniatvama.tya.si, one. attached to the stall of the Crown Prince

(who generally acted as Viceroy), and the other to the staff of the

Emperor. On page 77 the author leaves the official title ‘taravara’ un-

explained, while his explanation of ‘kulika’ as ‘hanker’ (p. 97) should

have been supported by some good authority. Lastly the author s state-

ments (p. 94) that “the literary evidence is altogether silent” on the land,

revenue system of the Guptas is not supported by facts. For the valu-

able testimony of Fa-Hien (on which the author bestows but scant

notice) proves that the land-revenue was assessed at an undefined (and

evidently varying) proportion of the agricultural produce.

The third chapter which bears the title “Religious and Literary

Revival” is ou the whole the least satisfactory in the whole work. Here

(lie author’s exclusive reliance upon archaeological (and especially epi-

graphic) evidence to the complete neglect of the literary data lias led

him to present a very one-sided and imperfect picture. Thus as a result

of his exhaustive analysis of the inscriptions of' the period (pp, 102-7),

lie concludes that “Hinduism had benefitted {read benefited) greatly at

the copt of the rival sects.” How incomplete this account is will appear

from the fact that the author has not a word to say about such strik-

ing movements as the development of the Buddhist dialectic by the

great Vasubatldhu (e. end of the fifth century) and his school, as well

as the meeting of the famous council of Vaiahhi (980 or 993 A.M.^end
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of "the fifth or. .beginning 'of the' sixth century A.D.-) which -under 'the

presidency of the famous Devarddhi-ksama&'amana first committed the

Jaina Svetamhara canon into writing. We do not refer in this connec-

tion to the marvellous development of the Pali commentary literature

under Buddhaghosa and Dharmapala or the wonderful propagation of

Buddhism in China and in Indonesia in the fifth and following

centuries, because this might he .said to fall outside the scope of the

author’s work. The same imperfection may be traced in the author’s

detailed analysis (pp. 121-29) of the varieties of Saiva, Vaipmva and

Saurc cults. This is wholly based on the contemporary inscriptions and

fails to take account of such important literary works of the- period as

Varnliamihira ’s BfhatsamhiM.

Even more disappointing than the above is the author’s account of.

the literary revival of the Gupta period. It is enough to mention in

this connection that there is not the Slightest reference to the prince of

Sanskrit poets in the whole range of the third chapter. After this it

does not come to us as a surprise to find that the author is blissfully

oblivious of the existence of Iitvarakrsna, Prasastapadn and Savara-

svamin, of Asanga, Vasubaudlui and Diunaga, of Lata, Aryabhata I,

Yarahamihira. and Brahmagupta. The only example of the literary

awakening of the Gupta ago, which occurs to the author, is the recast-

ing of the "majority of the Purwja<s ” during the Gupta period (p. 108).

But even here his statements are open to criticism. In the first place if

is generally agreed that some of the HahSpuranas (not the “majority

of the Puranas”) belong to the beginning of the Gupta period. In the

second place we do not know on what authority lie states (p. 109) that

the Siitas of the Vedic age were E?atriyas and that after the fall of the

latter (?) their songs fell into tlie hands of Brahmana compilers.

The chapters on "Architecture and Plastic Art” (Chapts. IV-Y) are

the most original and valuable in the whole work. Specially in the

former chapter the author has drawn upon the result of excavations

undertaken, by himself on Gupta sites while he was employed as an

officer of the A'rchceological Department. We have room for a few of

his important observations. He proves (pp. 1-33-34) the earlier view

ascribing both the Mahabodhi and Bliitargaon temples to the Gupta

period to be wrong. On pp. 135-136 the existing temples of the Gupta
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period are arranged partly on stylistic and partly on paleographic

evidence in a kind of chronological order. This is accompanied (pp.

137 ff.) by a detailed analysis of the monuments concerned. In course

of this we learn (pp. 137-141) that the distinctive Gupta type of temple

architecture survived in Malabar down to the end of the sixteenth

century. The conclusion to which all this leads is best summed up

in the author’s own words (p. 158): “Gupta architects evolved a

temple-type in which there was.provision for a covered path of circum-

ambulation surrounding the sanctum, which was closed on three sides

end which provided one entrance only and on open porch in front
. . .

In the Post-Gupta period we find the addition of n modest

SiJtliara without any other important changes.”

In the chapter on Plastic Art the author distinguishes three prin-

cipal schools, those of Mathura, Benares and Patnliputra, indicating the

characteristics of each school and the nature and extent of its influence.

Next lie deals (pp. 173-81) with the treatment of the human figure and

the lias-reliefs. Other topics treated in the following pages include

•metal-work (pp. 184-5), the Caitya window-motif (pp. 186-9), the pillars

and pilasters (pp. 191-3), the door-frames (pp. 194-200), the arabesque

and creeper patterns (pp. 200-2), and the terracottas (pp. 207-28).

In the sixth and concluding chapter called “Coinage” the author

contents himself for the most, part with following the guidance of Mr.

Allan of the British Museum, extracts from whose important Catalogue

of coins are freely quoted hy him. Occasionally he takes up an in-

dependent line as when he rejects (pp. 219-20), though' on hardly con-

vincing grounds, Allan’s identification of Kaca with Samudragupta.

The value and interest of the present work are greatly enhanced

hy a list of no less than 41 plates at the end.

We have to observe in conclusion that in spite of the undoubted

merits of this work there is still room for a more comprehensive mono-

graph on the subject it treats. To take one example, we miss here a

chapter on the economic conditions making full use of the epigraph io

references to the industrial guilds and the literary references to the

maritime trade and voyaging enterprises of the Age of the Imperial

Guptas.

U. N, Gjioshal
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Acta O.rientalia, vol. xii, pt, ii

B, Ch. Shastri.—Identification of Relief belonging to the Gupta

Temple, of Deogad. A temple in Deogad in the district of Jbansi

is designated os the Gupta-temple, as it is in the style of the Gupta

period. A scene depicted in relief in a niche of the temple has

given rise to a divergence of opinion as regards its identification.

The prominent figure in the same lias been identified differently

by different scholars with Siva, Brahma, and Nara-Narayana. The

present writer shows that description of the Nara and iSTarayana

incarnation as found in the Puranic literature corresponds with the

representation in the relief.

W. P. Stttttekhetm.—A newly discovered- pre-Nagarl Inscription in

Bali. The inscription under discussion is written on one pide of

a pillar in a pre-Nagarl Indian alphabet partly in Sanskrit and

partly in Old Balinese. On the other side the inscription is in

Sanskrit written in the Kavi alphabet. Owing to the damaged con-

dition of the record, only this much can he inferred that it speaks oE

a king who made conquests outside Bali. Sri Kefertvarmma; men-

tioned in the Old Balinese portion of the inscription was very likely

the king who ordered the expedition. The rather unusual upe of

two different scripts and languages in the same inscription lends

colour to the view that the king wanted to awaken interest in the

indigenous language among the Hindu traders, and in Sanskrit

among the Balinese. A portion of the pre-Hag-ari division of the

inscription being undecipherable, the date of the inscription, has

not been fixed with certainty. Prof. Sten Konow, the editor of the

Journal however, has read this portion to indicate Saka 839 as its

date.

P. M. Schnttger.

—

The Names of the Javanese King Jayanagara. The

names and appellations occurring in the two inscriptions of the

Javanese king Jayanagara (1309-1328) indicate that the king was

closely connected with' Southern India.
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Bulletin da I'Eoole Franoaise d' Extreme-Orient,

Tome XXXI, 1932
;
Fuse. 1 (Hanoi, 1933).

.Louis Fisot.

—

Vne Inscription Vishnouite d’AiiJcor. Tlie author

here speaks of a fragmentary Sanskrit inscription addressed to

Yisnu Pundarikak§a discovered at l\6k Thlok. The author agrees

with M.
.
Coedfcs that this fragment and the other Visnuite frag-

ment discovered at Prah Pithu are parts of one and the same

inscription. Important conclusions arc drawn as to the identifica-

tion of Pngodharagiri.

It. C. Majttmdar.—La Palaographie ties Inscriptions du- Champa. The

author claims to give here for the first time a systematic treatment

of the palaeography of Champu and dift’erring from Bergaigne

concludes that the earliest Indian colonisers hailed fiom northern

India and not from the south.

3, Pjizyi.uski et E. Lamotte.

—

Bouddhisvui et Upanisad. The joint

authors have drawn here an interesting comparison between

Buddhism and tho Upanisads. At the first stage both Buddhism

and the Upanisads preach not jMnamUrga hut karmanuhpa. It

is shown further that both Buddhism and the older. Upanisads

describe the identical system of universe divided into three zones

corresponding to the three psychic zones of deliverance,

—

nirvana

is still unknown. In the following period however this triad is

replaced by a tetrad of zones,

—

nirvana stage is reached herewith.

In the succeeding period the system of universe becomes still more

complex both in Buddhism and the Upanisads and the Saint has

to pass through seven distinct stages before attaining deliver-

ance. [B. U. G.]

Bulletin of the School or Oriental Studies, London Institution,

vol. vii, pt. ii

M. J. Borah.

—

The nature of the Persian language written anil spoken

in India during the 13th and 14tU Centuries.

Banaksi Das Jain.—Isophones of the Orthographic gh-,. hh-, dh-, etc.,

and, of. hr in the Amhala District.

Siegfried Behb'sing .—Beitrtige zu einer MiUndapaflHa-Bihliogr'aplde,
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Calcutta Oriental Journal, vol. i, no. iv (Jan., 19.14).

Uma Devi.—Convocation Address in 'Ancient. India.. The instructions

to be imparted by a preceptor to a pupil at the conclusion of his

study, ns given in the Taittirlyopanisad, has been reproduced here

with English translation and notes.

Pkahlad C. Diwahji.

—

T.lm Date and Place of Origin of the Yoga*

shown in this note that Katyayan a, Patanjuli and Bhattoji Dlks}ita

style of the YogavUsiffha, the writer of the paper comes to the

conclusion that this philosophical poem could not have originally

existed in its present form. Many dialogues, upakhyanas, and

doctrinal statements did not form part of the original, as other-

wise, Sankara could not have totally ignored them. It is inferred

that a poet living in Easlimir in the first half of the tenth century

developed the nucleus of the Yogavusistlui into its present form.

This poet was a contemporary of king Yatfaskaradeva of Kashmir

mentioned by him in the work.

Eshitis Chan nit a Chatteiui.—Tie Simmfija of r and \. It lias been

shown in this note that Katyfiyana, Patanjali and Bhattoji Dik§ita

were all aware of the difference between the articulation of r and J,

though they had to regard these two rowels as saranja.

S. 31. Eatee.

—

Pali Aklcheyyam. The note shows that the word

akkhcyyani found in the Suttaniputa, passage 308, is not related

to Sk. dkhyeya (meaning ‘to be pronounced’) but to Sanskrit from

the akseya or akt-ayya.

P. K. Gode.

—

Date of Uttcmramavftia- campu hy VyahJtata Kavi. The

inference has been drawn that the Vilarardma vptta-camgn was

composed by Yerikntadhvarin about the middle of the 17th

century A.C.

S M. Katre.

—

Sanskrit Bhagini an<l its Cognates.

Eshitis Chakdra Chatterji.—r'Some Grammatical Notes.

(1) (2) sifswi;

.

Ibid., vol. i, no. v (February, 1934)

Eshitis Chakra Chatterji.—Tie Mugdhabodha System of

Grammar (continued)..
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Prabodh Chandra Bagchi.—Some Aspects of Buddhist Mysticism in

the Cary&padas. The paper deals with the special terminology of

Sandliabliasa or “intentional speech” used in the Caryals in con-

nection with the discussion of the esoteric doctrines of Buddhism.

Boat, rat, elephant and other words found in the Caryapadns can-

not yield any sense if taken in their literal meaning.

P. K. Gooe .—Dale of Sahityasudha—a Commentary on the Dusa

-

tarahginl of Bhanwlatta and identification of its author Nemasaha

with New Shah 11 of tlio Jawhar line of chiefs tin the Bombay

Presidency (about 1050 A.D.).

Calcutta Review, January, 1984.

Charlotte Krause.

—

The Jam Canon and Early Indian Court Life.

The canonical writings of the Sv'etambara .Tainas contain materials

which give an idea of the royal court in ancient India. The mosaic-

floored, sweet-scented apartments with their costly furniture and

various toilet requisites as also the royal processions with the gaudy

train of followers constitute the subject-matter of some of the

descriptions that we related to show the splendour of the court.

There are also references to the observance of religious festivals by

the iumates of the harem, the gay celebrations and happy rejoicings

on auspicious occasions, the details of the daily routine of a king

and many other events and activities in the palace.

Ibid., February, 1934.

H. 0. Ray Chauhhury.—On a Lost Up&khySna of the Mahdbhcirdta.

The AfaJi.uhh/iratd speaks of Ghat.otkaca as Br&hmanaivesin
,

‘hater of Brahmanas’. But the extant MahdbJuimta contains no

TJpakhyana referring to any anti-Brahmanieal activity of Ghatot-

kaca. On the other hand, his hostility to a Brahmana is the theme

of the Madhyama Vydyoga of Bliasa. b'rom this it has been in*,

ferred that the Upakluyana which had been the basis of Rhasa’s

theme once formed part of the Mdhabhatrata.

Journal of the Andhra Historical Research Society,

Vol. vii, pts. ii and iii (Oct. 1933 and Jan. 1934)

V. It. EamaOhanSha Dikshitab.—Sources of the Early Andhra
History. The sources of information for the history of the Andhra
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kings in ancient India have been dealt with in this paper under

four heads, viz. traditions as transmitted in literature, Sanskrit,

Tamil and Pali; accounts of foreign travellers in India; archeo-

logy and epigraphy; and numismatics.

P. Seetabamiah.—.History of the Gavaras. Evidences have been put

forward to show tliat the Gavaras, at present an agricultural caste

in the Vizagapatnm District in Madras were originally the inhabi-

tants of Gauda. It is argued that the Kwnatis of South India also

migrated to the place from Kamatapura in Assam. The migra

tions of the people from Gauda and neighbourhood to the Telugu

country took place during periods of political unsettlement. The

'Gavaras’ and ‘Komatis’ in co.urse of time became synonymous with

merchants because they combined into a group and made a mono-

poly of trade in the Andhra and Karnata countries. Later on the

communities separated owing to some dispute and took to

different occupations.

L. P.. Pandeya .—An Inscription of Stirya Va-rman of the Aivapati

family

.

N. Nakasimham.

—

The Kindoppa Copper-plate Inscription of Ananta-

varrna of the Kalihga Kingdom. This grant in Sanskrit contains

names of three successive kings ending with the donor.

C. Naeayana Rao and R . Subba Rao.—Sir- New Eastern Qahga Copper-

plate Inscriptions.

Journal of the Bihar and Orissa Research Society,

vol. six, pt. i (Dec., 1033).

D. B. DisRaIar.

—

Tibeto-Ncpalese War, 1788-1793.

Dhirendra Chandra Ganguli.—Mulava in the Sixth, ancl Seventh

Centuries A.D. The extent of the Malaya country in the 6th and

7th centuries end tho names of its rulers together with an account

of their activities have been determined here with the help of

literary and epigraphic records.

Rahula SankeItyayana.

—

Sanskrit Restoration of Yuan Chivang’s

VijfLaptimatratasiddhi. This instalment contains the first two

sections and a portion of the third.

ISO., MARCHj 1934 2G
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Journal of Oriental Research, vol. viii, pt. 1 (Jan.-March, 1934).

N. Yenkatarajianatya.—The Date of the Accession of

Naiulivarman U TaUai-amalla. The conclusion reached in the

paper is that Nandivannan II ruled over KancI for Go years in the

period between A. C. 718-19 and A.C. 795-90. The writer believes

that the reign commenced in the year 72(i A. C. and ended in

791 A.C.

O. P. S. Menon.—The Cross, the Svastika and Related Emblems. It

has been shown that the two symbols of the crops and the Svastika

were known throughout the world from a very ancient time. The

Cross denoted the four quarters of heaven or the four directions

of the horizon, and the Svastika the celestial revolution
;
and thus

they were originally associated with the Universe. Many other

symbols like the TriSCila and the Triratna have developed either

by thq elongation or addition of one or more limbs.

S. R. Baeasujihahmanyan and K . YenkataHANya Rato.—NuHtamalai

and its Temples. Two ancient cave-temples have been described.

0. Sivabamamuhti.—The Artist in Ancient India. Evidences have

been adduced' from literature to determine what sort of a status was

enjoyed by an artist, amateur or professional, in the ancient Indian

society, and how he actually worked with brushes and colours.

A. YF.NKATASunniAH.

—

Writing of Books in Siddhiyoga. The term

siddhiyoga means a combination (yoga) of certain Naksatras with

a’iiras (days) leading to success (siddhi); It has been pointed out

in the paper that many ancient authors while giving hints as to

the dates of composition of theii works refer to particular yogas,

taking place at the time. These references help to remove the

obscurity if any tlial might remain regarding the time of

composition.

V. Rxghavas.—Ndtyadharmi and Lokadharmi. The meaning of the

term Ndtyadharmi and Lokadharmi form the subject-matter of tliis

continued paper. Ndtyadharmi is associated with the elements of

idealism such as poetic language, music, and devices based on art

and imagination. Lokadliarmi relates to the elements of realism

such as prosaic speech, and realistic representations of things and

actions like eating, dressing etc. In the Sanskrit literature,
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emphasis has been laid upon ZoTcaiharml side by side with Ndtya-

dliarml both in regard to acting and painting.

T. R. Chintajtani .

—

Sumantu-Dliarmasiitra. The text lias been edited

from a manuscript and citations from Sumantu as found in the

various Smrti digests but not occurring in the Ms. have been given

in an appendix.

K. A. Nilakantha Sastri.

—

-A Note on a Greek Text hearing on the

A.ivamecllia. The description of an Indian sacrifice found in. a

Greek text on the Life of A-pplonius of Tyna by Philostrntus

suggests that the classical A^vamedha grew in its developed form

out of this sacrifice which was at first performed on the bank of

a river and was probably connected with the annual floods.

Journal of the Royal Asiatic Society, Jau. 1934.

II. Urnas.

—

The Victory of Bhuti Vilcramahriarl over the Pallavas.

An inscription on the wall of a Kodumbalur temple in the Padu-

kottai State speaks of a defeat of the Pallavas by Bhuti Yikrama-

keSari, an Irukkavel chief who constructed the temple. The writer

discusses the contemporary history of the Colukyap, the Pallavas

and the Iruldcavels of Kodumbalur, and through n. chronological

list of these rulers drawn up by him comes to the con-

clusion that the defeat inflicted upon the Pallava army by Bhuti

Vikramakesarl took place about G70 A.O. during the reign of

Paramesivaravarman I.

Journal of the Royal Soolety of Arts, January, 1934.

J. H. Mackay.—Further Excavation at Moltenjo-d&ro. This is a

lecture delivered at the Royal Society of Arts, London. It deals

mainly with the objects and buildings excavated at Molienjo-daro

since 1927, and discusses the probable relation of the Indus Yalley

culture with other contemporary civilisations.

Man In India, vol. XHT, No. 4 (Oct.-Dee., 1933).

Iogesh Chandra Ray.—Food and Drink in Ancient India. This

instalment of the paper deals with food grains as mentioned in

the literature from the Yedas up to the medical treatises of the 16th

century. The information is gathered specially from the Kauti-

Mya,
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MiSra, Vardhamfinopadhyaya and Bhagiratha Thakknra., Fasc. 8.

Benarep 1933.

Sdraddtilakatantra of Laksvmruideiikcnd.ra (2 parts) edited by Arthur

Avalon. Tautrils Texts. Calcutta 1933.

Atmatattvaviveka of Vdayandcarya with tbe commentaries of Raghu-

natha and Sankara MUra and a sub-commentary of Sri Rama

(I’asc. 4) edited by Rajeshvara Sastri and Hariram Sastri.

Benares 1933.

Saduktika rndm.rta of Sridharaddsa (Anthology) edited by Ramavatar

Saxma. Lahore 1933.

A Commentary to the Kd-iyapapanvaxtu (A Makay&na treatise of the

Ratnaktita class) edited in Tibetan and Chinese by Baron A. von

Stael-Holptein. Peking 1933.

Index to the Tibetan Translation of the K&iyapaparivavtn by I'.

Weller. Cambridge, Mass. 1933.

Das nordarisclie Snkische LehrgefJiclit de.i Buddhismus, Text and

Translation by E. Leumann. Leipzig 1933.

Harilildmrta of Yopadeva with the commentary of Madlmsiidann

Saaasvati. Benares 1933.

Viikya.padiya of Bhnrtfhari with the commentary of Helar&ja, vol. II,

G edited by Damodar Sastri. BenaTes 1933.

Xajjanendra-prnyoyakalpadmtma edited by Anantaram Sastri.

Mlmamsitdariann with Sahara-blutsya and Tantravdrtika (Adhyoya

8-10, pada 4). Poona 1933.

Fragments de to.rtes Kontchiens (Udannvarga., Udanastotra, Udanalam-

kara and Kannavibbanga) edited and translated into French by

Sylvain Levi. Paris 1933.

A Manual of Ardliaviilgadlii Grammar by P. L. Vaidya. Poona 1933.

Avcityaviedracarca of Ksemendra. Benares 1933.

ffarn.sadil.ta of Rilpa Gosvdniin edited with a commentary in Sanskrit

and translated into Bengali by Bibbasprakas Gangopadhyaya.

H'amaraiccakaha of Haiilhadra Suri (2 chapters) edited with Jlotes and

English translation by II.C. Modi. Poona 1933.

UttarudJiydyanasvtra (vibhaga 4) with the commentary of Kamalasam-

yaina edited by Javanta-vijaya. Agra 1933.

PvTumi\thaaufdhynjHiga (JainaprauacanarahasyaTioja) of A mrtacandra
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Sun edited with English commentaries! and translation by Ajit

Prasad. Lucknow 1933.

Kalpasutra (Bdmsa-sutra) with two versions of Kdlal-acaryakatlul.

Devchand Lalbhai Jain Pustakoddhar Fund Series'. Bombay 1933.

Vivdgasuya (The eleventh Ariga of the Jain Canon) edited with Notes

by P. L. Vaidya. Poona 1933.

Nltimattjart of Fya Dviveda edited by S. J. Joslii. Benares 1933.

Oarianodaya (Epitome of Hindu Philosophical Systems) by Lakshmi-

purain Srinivasachari. Mysore 1933.

Vedasura by Visvabandbu Snstri. Lahore 1933.

Bhedarnt.no. of Sanharamiha edited by Suryanarayan Sukla. Sarasvatl

Bhavana Texts. Benares 1933.

Biuldhopratimiclulesana of Sarnyah SamhwIdKa with commentary edited

by Haridas! Mitra. S. Bh. Texts. Benares 1933.

Kirandvaltprakdia of Vardliamcina Upd'IJiydya (Part I) edited by Badri

Noth Sastri. S. Bh. Texts. Benares 1933.

Bhcdajayain of TarkavdgTsa Bhutto. Venuiattacarya ed. by Tribhuvan

Prasad TJpadliyaya. S. Bh. Texts. Benares 1933.

SudracuraHromani of Scsalmna (Part I) edited by Narnynnn 8a>tri

Khiste. S. Bh. Texts. Benares. 1933.

Smdrtolldm of Sivaprasdda (Part I) edited by Bhagavat Prasad Surma.

S. Bh. Texts. Benares 1933.

Bliedasiddhi of Fiinandtlia J’alUdnana Bluittdcdrya edited by

Suryanorayana Sukla. S. Bh. Texts. Benares 1933.

Tantmratna of POtrth asdnithi Misra (Part II) edited by Gopal Snstri

Nene. S. Bh. Texts. Benares 1933.

Kdlataitvaviveoona of RagJwnd.tha Bhafta (Pt. II) edited by Nanda

Kiahore Sharma. S. Bh. Texts. Benares 1933.

KuvynprakfUa of Mcmmata (Part I) with com. edited by Sivaprasad

Bhattacharya. S. Bh. Texts. Benares 1933.

Kdvyaprakdsa (ullaaas T, II and III) with 5 commentaries edited and

translated into English by S. S. Sukthankar. Bombay 1933.

Veda-hhdsya-hhiimihasamg rah a, with commentary edited by Baladeva

TTpadhyaya. Kashi Sanskrit Series. Benares 1934.

Printed and published by Sj. Raghunath Seal, at the Calcutta

Oriental Press. 9, Panclianan Gliose Lane, Calcutta.
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Works by

Dr. NARENDRA NATH LAW. m.a.. b.l„ p.r.s., ph.d.

1 Studies in Ancient Hindu Polity, Vol. I Price Rs. 2/6/6

2 Promotion of Learning in India (by Early European Settlers)

Price 4x./6</.— Rs. 3/1/6

3 Promotion of Learning in India (during Muhammadan Rule
by Muhammadans) Pi ice 14*./- - Rs, 9/10/-

4 Aspects of Ancient Indian Polity

5 Inter-state Relations in Ancient India, Part I Price Rs. 3

6 Studies in Indian History and Culture Price lls. 8/*

Calcutta Oriental Series

1 Yuktikalpataru by King Bhoja ... Rg, 2-8

2 Chanakya-rajaniti-sastra (second edition, pp. Xxvi+72) with

a learned Foreword by Johan van Maneti, Secretary, Asiatic Society

of Bengal (New Edition). Re. 0-14

3 Harilila by Vopadeva with the commentary of Madhusudana

Safasvati (out of print).

4 Inter-State Relations in Ancient India (part I) by Dr. Natend fa.

Nath Law, m.a., b.l., P.R.S., PH, D. Rs. i

5 Muktaphala by Vopadeva with the commentaty of HfcmadH; trl

2 parts, with a Foreword by Dr. N. Law (pp. xlvii+ 361); Rs; 6

6 Chanakya-katha by Ravinartaka with a Bengali tranSlatibrt

by Mr. Satish Churn Law. Second revised and enlarged edition, 1930

Demy 8vo. ... Re, t

7 Historical Gleanings by Dr. Bimalft Churn Law» M.A. ( b.l„ PH.D.

(Cloth) Rs, 6

8 Vakrokti-jivita by Rajanaka Kuntaka with his own commentary.

A treatise on Sanskrit Poetics edited from original manuscript with

critical notes, introduction and resume by Dr. S. K. Dej m.a., d, Lltt.

Second revised and enlarged edition; 1928, Demy 8vo, pp. 270+68

Rs. 3-8

B The Life and Work of Buddhaghosa by Dr. Bimala Churn

Law M.A., B.L., PH.D., F.R. Hist. s. with a Foreword by Mrs. C. A. F.

Rhys Davids, m.a.,d. Litt. Price Rs. 9/- (cloth) ; Rs. 8/- (paper)

10 Pet Birds of Bengal by Dr. Satya Churn Law, M.A., B.L.,pii.D.

F.z.S. with a Foreword by Dr. Graham Renshaw M.D., F.R.S.E. Rs. 6
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11 The Buddhist Conception of Spirits by Dr. Bimala Chum

Law, M.A., B.L..PH.D., F. R. Hist. S. with a Foreword by Rai Saheb

Dr. Krishnaswami Aiyangar, M.A., PH.D. F.s. 4

12 Ancient Mid-Indian Ksatriya Tribes by Dr. Bimala Churn

Law, M.A., B.L., PH. D. (Prescribed as a text-book for M.A. students,

Calcutta University). 8

1.1 Economic Life and Progress in Ancient India (being the

outlines of Indian Economic History) by Narayan Chandra Banerjee,

M.A., Lecturer, Calcutta University. (Demy 8vo. 325+xvi pp.). Rs. 6

This book contains a systematic and detailed account of the growth

of economic life in ancient India from the earliest time to the rise of

the Maurya empire. At the end of each period a chapter dealing

with Indian economic theories and ideas has been appended.

14 Early History of the Spread of Buddhism and the Buddhist

Schools by Dr. Nalinaksha Dutt (Out of print).

15 Foundation of Indian Poetry by Dr.J. Nobel of the Preussiche

Staatsbibliothek, Berlin (Out of print).

16 Brahma Sutra (in Bengali character) with the Bhagavata-

bha?ya and its Bengali translation by Pandit Haridas Vidy5vaglSa

Bhagavatacarya. For the first time it has been shown that the

Brahma Sutras have their parallels in. the Sritnad Bhcigavata and that

the latter is a commentary on the former. (Demy 8vo. 277 pp.). Rs. 2-8

17 Padma Purana by Prof. H. Sarma, M.A. of S. D. College,

Cawnpore, with a Foreword by Dr. M.Winternitz. It shows that Kalidasa

has drawn materials for his Sakuntala and RaghuvamSa from the por-

tion of the Padmapuratia edited here. (Demy 8vo. lii + 100 pp.). Rs. 2

Prof. E. W. Hopkins says :—The comparison of the texts you
have made is of great interest and is an important contribution

to our history of the Epic and also of the Purana.

18 Studies in Indian History and Culture by Dr. Narendra Nath

Law, M.A., b.L.,p.r.s., ph.d. (Demy 8vo. 430 pages). Contents I. The
Antiquity of the four Stages of Life. II. The Origin and develop-

ment of the Brahmavidya. HI.' Ancient Hindu Coronation and

Allied Ceremonials. IV. Vartta—the Ancient Hindu Economics. V.

Early Buddhism and the Laity. VI.Some Glimpses of India in the Fifth

Century B, c. VII. State-Interference in Industries in Ancient India.

VIII. The Progress of Researches in Indian History. IX. The Statal

Circle (Man^ala) and its Significance. X. The Kaufiliya ArthaSSstra.
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XI. Notes on the Commerce and Industries of Bengal. XII. On Bhakti
and the Spiritual Culture of the Hindus. XIII. System of Education
in the Upanigads. Appendix. Rg , g

19 Jayamangala or the Sahkhya-saptati-tlka—a newly discovered
commentary on ISvara-Kysna’s famous compendium the Saulchya-saptati

by Prof. H. Sarma, m.a., ph.d. with an Introduction by Gopi Nath
Kaviraj.M.A., Principal, Government Sanskrit College, Benares. (Demy
8vo. pp. 13+69) Price Rs. 2

20 Rasatala or the Under-world by Nundo Lai Dey, M.A., B.L.

(Crown 8 vo. 1 71 pages). In this book the author lias tried to show
that Rasatala, the Sapta Sagaras, the Rak§asas, the Garucjas etc. are
not the products of mere imagination but realities over which the
lapse of time has thrown a thick coating of fanciful stories by which
they have been defaced beyond recognition. He has tried to Identify
the countries and their inhabitants so far as the present materials
allowed. *•

(

Price Re. 1

21 The Geographical Dictionary of Ancient and Mediaeval
India by Nundo Lai Dey, M.A., B.L. Second revised and enlarged
edition. Demy quarto. 262 pages. Price Rs, 9

In the present edition considerable additions have been made to the
names and accounts of places in the light of later researches. The author

lias tried to make the Dictionary as exhaustive as possible. In connec-
tion with the names of places lie has tried to bring together all the

available information and to weave into them the local traditions that

have made the places important in the eyes of the Hindus, Buddhists

or Jainas.

22 Indian Literature Abroad (China) by Probhat Kumar
Mukherjt (of Vi$vabh5rati). Super Royal 8vo. pp. 98. Price Re. r

23 Aspects of Mahayana Buddhism and its Relation to Hina-
yana by Dr. Nalinaksha Dutt, m.a., ph.d., (Cal.) D. LlT.fLond.) with
a Foreword by Prof. Louis de La Valine Poussin. Demy 8vo.

pp. xiii+ 358. Price Rs. 12

24 Madhyantavibhagasutrabhasyatika of Sthiramati—a sub-
commentary on Vasubandhu’s Bha§ya on the MadhyantavibhagasBtra
of Maitreyanatha, pt, I, edited by Vidhushekhara Bhattacharya and
G. Tucci, Royal 8vo. pp. 5 + 105. Price Rs. 8

25 Sumangala-Vilasini (Commentary on the Dlgha JNtliaya)
;

Suttas VIII-XV, Fasc. I
;
edited by Df. Nalihaksha Dutt,' M.A ,PH.b.,

D.LITT. Super Royal 8vo. Price Rs. 2

26 Ajnanaor the Theory of Ignorance by G, R. Malkani,

R. Das & T. R. V. Murti. Price Rs. 6

27 Analysis of the Abhisam&yalamkara of Maitreya, Fasc. r,

by Dr, E. Obermiller, Ph.D. Royal 8vo. pp. viil+lo5. Price Rs. 6/-

28 PaficavimSatisahasrika Prajfiaparamita by Dr. Nalinaksha

Dutt M.A., PH.D., D.LITT, (Lond.) Price Rs. 8

THE CALCUTTA ORIENTAL BOOK ACENCY

9, Panchanan Ghose Lane Calcutta,
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Just issued:

CEYLON
at the time of King Bhuvaneka Baku

and Franz Xaver 1539—1552

New sowees of'information on the history of the Portuguese sovereignty

andFranciscan mission in.Ceylon

Original text published by

G. SCHURHAMMER
and

E. A. VORETZSCH
a volumes

*

B
huvaneka Bahu, the last Buddhist Emperor of Ceylon, died in 1351. His term of

office "witnessed the fall of the rule of the Mohammedans in favour of tlte Por-

tuguese, the memorable mission of the son' of" the' Sun to the Court of Lisbon, the

first inroads of the Portuguese into the interior, of which should be mentioned three

adventurous expeditions to Kandy, the foundation of the Franciscan and Jesuit mis-

sions in Ceylon and the important change in the Portuguese mission polity in tho

East and, the constantly changing intrigues of the three rival Slngalese rulers of KStlS,

Sl.tawaka and Kandy, their followers in Battikaloa and Trinkomali and of the Tamul

King °f Jaffna, orie of the most interesting, decisive but also confused and intricate

I
erlods in the history of the Isle of Pearls,

h opposition to the mixture of truth and fiction In the contemporary "Lendas da
India" as well as in te R &j B v a'l 1 y a and Mah&v'ansa, and the accounts by Cou-
to, QuolrozaudValentyn frequently referring back to them, thepublishers placeon

a firm basis the history of Ceylon for that period by the publication of the original

accounts of eyewitnesses and which were discovered by them In 1933, showing by a
local and temporal narrowly limited section the inexhaustible wealth ofthe archives

of Lisbon In connection with thoso of the Jesuit orders for the reconstruction of the

history ofAsia. The 84 complete texts and 34 part texts of the documents now publi-

shed for the first time arc simultaneously the letters of the Kings ofK0t{6, Slt&wnka
and Kandy and their advisers, the leaders of the expeditions and of the Franciscans

that accompanied' them, of the Portuguese ecclesiastic and civil authorities, of the
Jesuit missionaries etc., the principal actors during the events that took place. Further
information i,s furnished by 34 other texts in small print, so that the work contains
all the letters' about Ceylon written from 1539 to rjja by Indian contemporaries. A
great deal of unprihted matter is also contained in the detailed foot-notes accompa-
nying the reading matter. A historical introduction deals with the development of
research made on Ceylon over the period involved, 1 . e. from the r6th century to the

present day. Everyone that is interested in the study of the history of India iD the
r6tb century will be obliged to refer to this fundamental work containing the sources
of information.
8' vo. XXVIII, 737 pages, map and plates with facsimiles of the signatures.

Price: sewn Jf a.io.— , bound in buckram 2.16.—

.

CEYLONAND PORTUGAL
PARTI

KINGS AND CHRISTIANS 1539—1553
FROM THE ORIGINAL DOCUMENTS AT LISBON

by P. E PIERIS and M. A. H. FITZLER.
D,emy, 8 vo. ]. Cloth. / 430 pages / Price Jf jt.17.fi,

Contents : Preface. Contents, Introduction. List of Documents. Notes: s. Armaria
Appendix I—IIl. it. Matinharia. 3. 0 .Pai dos Chrlstaos. 4,' Titiilos; Glossary, Index
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THE PRAKRITI

An Epoch-Making Venture in Bengali Journalism

Profusely Illustrated Lucidly Written

Issued Every Two Months

Editor:-'Dr. Satya Churn Law, m.a., b.l., ph.d., i\z.s.,m.b.o.u.

The only Bengali magazine solely devoted to the Exposition

of Nature, living and non-living
;
Focussing intellectual activities

of Modern India in the Region of Science.

Specialists, Indian and European, in the different branches of

Zoology, Botany, Geology, Anthropology, Chemistry, Physics,

Agriculture, Physiology etc. have volunteered to make this venture an
unqualified success.

The numbers already out have produced

marvellous impression by virtue of the

intrinsic merit of the articles and the

remarkable pictorial representation.

Please apply to :

Annual Subscription Rs. 4/- The Manager, Puakriti.

S°i Kailas Bose Street, Calcutta

THE

CALCUTTA ORIENTAL PRESS
SPECIALIST IN

High Class Printing of Books with diacritical marks.

Sets up whole book in English op Devnagri Types for
maintaining uniformity of Typographical arrangements.

Possesses varieties of Types for Artistic J06 UDor&s.

Undertakes Printing in Chinese Characters

PIeme correspond for rates icitk the Manager \

9, PANCHANAN CHOSE LANE, CALCUTTA,
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IF YOU WANT TO BE IN TOUCH
WITH THE MIND OF INDIA

YOU MUST SUBSCRIBE TO

The Calcutta Review
An Illustrated Cultural Monthly Published by the

University of Calcutta.

Writers, eminent in public life, and in their respective sphere of activities, all

over the world, contribute to our pages, on subjects of general, cultural and educa-

tional interests, current political and constitutional, social and economic, religious

and literary topics and movements of national and international significance.

Besides important and interesting articles there are also regular features every month

like the following : (a) Miscellany, (b) Reviews and Notices of books by scholars

and specialists, (a) Important gleanings from Indian and foreign periodicals, (<f)

At Home and Abroad containing a monthly record of news relating to cultural

and academic institutions of our country and abroad and (s) Editorial comments on

news and affairs of Calcutta University.

AMONG OUR CONTRIBUTORS
Rabindranath Tagore

Sir Sarvapalli Radhakrishnan

Sir Jehangir Coyajee

Naliniranjan Sarker

Sir P. S. Sivaswamy Aiyer

The Rt. Hon'ble Viscount Finlay

Sir Hassan Suhrawnrdy

Prof. Emile Legonis

Charlotte Krause

Prof. Amarnath Jha

C. F. Andrews

St. Nihal Singh

Sri Aurobindo

Dr. Taraknath Das

Dr. G. Montagu Harris

M. K. Nambyar

Dr. Radhakamal Mookerji

Dr. Radha Kumud Mookerji

Sir Devaprasad Sarvadhikary

Nares Chandra Sen-Gupta

Benoy Kumar Sarkar

Dr. James H. Cousens

Prof. B. M. Barua

Prof. D. R. Bhandarkar

etc. etc. eto.

Enlistyourselfat once and be one ofa most respectable and cultured

group of intellectuals ,

THE CALCUTTA REVIEW opens up a wide and chosen field

for businessmen interested in the widest publicity of their

articles of business. It, therefore, pays to

advertise in the

CALCUTTA REVIEW.

For a sample copy and other

particulars please -write

enclosing one anna stamp to :

—

The Manager,

THE CALCUTTA REVIEW
Senate House, Calcutta.

For advertisement rates
,
etc.,

please -writ} to :—

HOME TAGORE & CO.
Sole Advertising Agents,

THE CALCUTTA REVIEW,
Senate House, Calcutta.
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Greater India Society
Pubodha—RABINDllANATH TAGORE

President—SIB. P. C. RAY, Kt.

Hony. Secretary—Prop. TJPENDRANATH GHOSHAL, ji.a., i*n.D,

Jt. Skcbetary—Dr. KALIDAS NAG, D.Litt. (Paris)

BULLETINS

1. Greater India—By Dr. Kalidas Nag, M.A. (Cal.), D.Litt. (out of print)

2. India and China—By Dr. Prabodli Chandra Bagchi, M.A. (Cal.),

D.Litt. (Paris) New edition in preparation.

3. Indian Culture In Java and Sumatra—Revised and enlarged edition. Part I

Text. By Dr. Bijauraj Chatterjee, D.Litt. (Punjab), Ph.D. (London):
Part II Inscriptions. By Dr. Bijanraj Chatterjee and Dr. Niranjan Prasad
Chakravarti. Rs. 2.

4 . India and Central Asia—By Dr. Niranjan Prasad Chakravarti, M.A.,
(Cal.), Ph.D. (Cantab.) Re. 1.

3.

Anolent Indian Culture In Afghanistan—By Dr. Upendrnnath

Ghoshal, M.A., Ph.D. Re. 1.

PUBLICATIONS

1. Anolent Colonies in the Far East—Vol. I. CHAMPA—By Dr. Rainesh

Chandra Majumdar, M.A., Ph.D. Rs. 16 (for members Rs. 12).

2. Hindu Law and Custom— (Authorized English translation of Dr. Julius

Jolly’s Reoht ««d Sitte—By Dr. Batakrishna Ghosh Rs. 10-8

3. Sooial Life In Anolent Indiai Studies in Yatsyayana’s Kamasutra—By
Prof. H. C. Ghakladar M. A. Price Rs. 4.

4. Pratima Lakshanam (Sanskrit and 'Tibetan) by Prof. Phanindra ^Nath

8. Indian Literature in China and the Far East—By Prabhat Kumar
Mukherji. 3 -

6. Indian Influences on the Literature of Java and Ball—By Himansu
Bhusan Sarkar, M.A. (In the Press).

OTHER PUBLICATIONS

Indian Colony of Siam—By Prof. Phanindranath Bose, M.A.
Price Rs.

1 .

2. VUUT (Hindi Edition of Bulletin No. 1).

3. (Bengali Edition of Bulletin No. 1).

3-8-0.

To be had of the GREATER INDIA SOCIETY’S Office

120/2, Upper Circular Road, Calcutta.

The Calcutta Oriental Journal
(The only monthly magazine In English dealing mainly with Sanskrltio Studies)

EDITED BY
KSHITI8 CHANDRA CHATTERJI, M.A.,

Lecturer, Calcutta University and Editor, "8anskrit Sahltya Parisad."

The main object of the Journal is to place before Orientalists the results of

the researches of a devoted band of Sanskritists, mostly professors and lecturers ot

the Calcutta University. The contributors include such well-known scholars as

MahamaliopJldhyava Dr. Bhagabat Kumar Sastri, M.A., Ph.D., 1?audit Kokilesvara

Sastri Vidyaratna, M.A., Dr. Probodh Chandra Bagchi, M.A., Lit.D., Dr. Snrendra

Nath Sen, M.A.
,
Ph.D., Dr. Panchanan Mitra, M.A., Ph.D., Dr. I. J. S. Tarapore-

wala, Ph.D., Bar-at-Law and others. A special feature ot the journal is the

publication of indexes to many Sanskrit works which will be invaluable to those

engaged in Oriental Research. It also publishes extracts from many Sanskrit mss.,

not easily accessible to scholars, throwing light on history of many departments of

Sanskrit Literature. It is also publishing a new critical commentary on Vamana s

^ If you^^e^nterested in Sanskrit, subscribe at once. Annual subscription:

Rupees' six per annum (Foreign 12 shillings). Single copy
. „

elI? J • .

Office: 61 A, RAMKANTO BOSE STREET, BAGHBAZAR, CALCUTTA,
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THE SANSKRIT 8AHITYA PARISHAT PATR1KA

A Monthly Sanskrit Journal

Edited by

KSHITIS CHANDRA CHATTERJI, M.A,

Lecturer
>
Calcutta University.

The only journal in Sanskrit containing up to date articles on

Indology from the pens of distinguished Sanskritisls. At. present

it is publishing among other things a hitherto unpublished commen-

tary by Govindamuni on the Sahara Bhcii}ya in monthly instalments.

It also contains short stories, poeins -etc. in simple and elegant

Sanskrit.

SHAMBAZAR, CALCUTTA

EODHISATTYA^EaTIMOKSA-SUTRAM

Edited for the first time with ail

introduction and notes by

Dr. NALINAKSHA DUTT, m.a., ph.d. (cal.), d. litt. (lond.)

Pi ice Re. I /-.

LATEST PUBLICATIONS
OF TIIU.

CALCUTTA ORIENTAL. SERIES

1 MADHYaNTAVIBHAGASuTRABHASYATIKa ol

Sthiramati, a sub-commentary on Vasubandhu’s Bha?ya on the

Madhyantavibhagasutra of Maitreyanatha edited by Vidhushekhara
Bhattacharya arid G. Tucci. Royal 8vo. pp. 5+105 ... Rs. 8/-

2 SUMANGALA-VILASINI (Commentary on the Digha
Nikaya), Suttas V1I1-XV, Fasc. 1. Edited by Dr. NALINAKSHA
Dutt, M.A.', D.UT. (Lond.). ... ... ... Rs. 2/-

3 AJNANA or THE THEORY OF IGNORANCE By G.
R. Malkani, R. Das & T. R. V. Murti ... ... Rs. 6/-

4 ANALYSIS OF THE ABHISAMAYALAPylKARA,
Fasc. 1 ; by Dr. E. Obermiller, PH.D... Rs. 6/- or 10s.

5 PANCAVIMSATISAHASRIKA PRAJNAPARAMITA
Vol. I, edited for the first time from original Mss. by
Dr. Nalinaksha Dutt, m.a.’, ph.d. (cal.), d.litt. (lond.)

Price Rs. 8/-
Calcutta Oriental Book Agency

9, Paxchanan (Those Lane,

CALCUTTA. Phone: B.B. 1918
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Calcutta Oriental Series No. 28

sTfiqi^frir
[ PAfiCAVIMSATISAHASRIKA PRAJnaPaRAMITA 1

VOL. I
Edited for the first time from original Mss.
with critical notes, introduction & resume

(Demy 8vo pp. xxxvi + 269)

By
N ALINAKSHA DUTT, Ph.D. (Cnl.) D. Litt. (Load.)

Premchand Roychand Scholar,
Lecturer, Post-Graduate Dept., Calcutta University.

This book allows clearly the relation between the PrapiaMmmitas
and the Abhisuniiayulankanikarika. It delineates the career of a
Boclinsattva from the attainment of Bodhmtta to that off Sarvahuva-
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Nirvana according to the Tibetan Tradition

1. Preliminary Remarks

WIiafc is Nirvana?—All the Buddhist schools agree in the statement

that it represents the cessation or extinction (nirodha) of the turmoil,

the uneasiness (duhkJut) of phenomenal existence. But how is this

cessation or extinction to be understood?—“It is the full annihilation of

all the physical and psychical elements, of all the active forces, 1 of a

personality,—eternal death', complete extinction where nothing remains,

as we have it in the case of a light that has been blown out.” “It is

a state of cataleptic trance attained by the Buddhist Arhat who is cons-

tantly merged in it, after having passed beyond the limits of the three

Spheres of Mundane Existence3 and attained tlie so-called Unaffected

Plane3 which is not in the least subjected to worldly turmoil.” -“It is

the true essence of. all elements of existence, free, from all differentiation

and dialectical construction,'4 the Universe in its true nature as one great

1 samskura= hdu-bynd.

2 dliatu-traya=kliams gsum, i.e. h{ima-'lh&tv,=li<lort-khamx—tlie World of

Gross Bodies or of Carnal De.sire, rtipa-dihatu- gnugs-khams—the World of Pure

Matter or of Ethereal Bodies and arapya-dhatu=onuas-med-khams—the

Immaterial Sphere.

3 anasrava-dh atu-za(i-mcd-kyi dbyite-

4 Of. Abhisamayalainkara-aloka, MS. 100b .4.

f*wW 92RTT I



212 Nirvana according to Tibetan Tradition

whole abiding in Eternal Peace, thus intuited by the meditator (yogin)

who becomes one with it.” “It is the state of Buddhahood, that of an

omniscient being who has become free from al'l the obscurations (avamna)

,

is possessed of unlimited powers and acts without effort for the sake of all

living being-3.”

5

In such totally different forms the question is answered

by the representatives of the various Buddhist schools
;
in vain should

we seek some uniformity here. It is owing to this fact that the problem

of Nirvana has for a long time been exceedingly complicated and diffi-

cult. A decisive step towards its solution has been made by P r o £. T li.

Stcherbatsky who in his great work “The Conception of Buddhist

Nirvana” has summarized the main teachings concerning Nirvana as

peculiar to the four principal Buddhist schools and has shown the process

of evolution of the concepts in connection with the development of the

Mahayanistic doctrines, etc. We have now a clear aspect of what

Nirvana represents according to the main branches of Hiuayana and

Mahayana.

All the! work that can be still done here is but to add details from

hew sources, confirming the points established by our revered teacher.

4 great number of these sources we find in the inexhaustible treasury of

the Tibetan exegetical literature. In two previous works8 we had the

occasion of mentioning two specimens of this literature, viz., the huge

sub-commentaries on the A bhisamuiydlamktira of Maibreya-
A s a n g a,—the Lcgs-b.md-gser-p?iren of Tso n-k k a-p a and the

'Rin.-cli enrsgron-m

e

(
= Ratna-jrrcidipa

) ,
alias Phar-jfhyinrslcaibs-brgyad~ka

of J a m - y a h - s h a d - p a,
—“The Omniscient Lama.” 7 As all the

other commentaries of this kind, as for instance the works of B u s t o n

and other celebrated Tibetan Scholar^, the said two treatises contain a great

5 Cf. my translation of tho Uttaratantra, Acta Orientalia, vol. IX, p. 184.

6 Ibid. (Introduction) and "Doctrine of Prajna-Paramitii” etc. A.O., vol.

XI, pp. 2-3.

7 kunc-mkliyen-bla ma. On Jam -yah -shad-pa (Xag-dbaii-brtson-

hgrus Hjain-cibyai\s-b^ad-pahi-rdo-rje= Vagindravirya Manjugliosa-hasa-vajra) as

ohe of the greatest Tibetan scholars and the founder of the Q o - m a h (Sgo-

taan) school and of tho Lab ran monastery, cf. Prof. Th. Sclierbatsky,

Buddhist Logic, vol. I, p. 57 and my ‘‘Doctrine of Prajua-para-
in i t a ’

’ etc. Acta Orientalia, vol. XI p. 3.
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number, of smaller chapters dedicated to the investigation of special sub-

jects which in the A hhitamayalamktkra and its Indian; commentaries are

mentioned only in a brief and summary form. So we have, for instance,

in connection with the second topic of the first ‘Adhilcura —the precepts

and instructions received by the Bodhisattva during his course of train-

ing on the Path {Sarva-altdrc^jfiatdradhik&m) ,—the analysis of the two

aspects of rea'lity,” a chapter devoted to the three jewels (ratna-traya),

and so on. In our introduction to the translation of the Uttaratmtra

are given the main contents of such a separate chapter, viz., that con-

cerning the theories about the dhiptu (
gotra

)
or the fundamental element

of the saintly lineage.

Ini each of these special chapters the Tibetan authors discuss the

subject on the basis of the most authoritative tests, scriptures and

exegesis, and give abundant quotations from these texts which can bo

easily traced to tbjeir sources. For example, the chapter devoted

,to three Jewels is based upon the corresponding part' of the

Uttaratmtra, that relating to the two Aspects of Reality upon the

Satyardvaqja-viblia&ga of Jfian&garbha, etc. etc.

The knowledge of the Indian sources by the Tibetan scholars and

their dexterity in utilizing them are quite astonishing. Tho

Tibetan compendia make us acquainted with passages from texts wbicb

have hitherto been known only by name from the indices of the Kangyur

and Tangyur; the importance of these texts becomes thus apparent,

and they are studied exclusively through the quotations of the

Tibetan authors.

It is quite natural that we should expect in the works mentioned by

us special chapters dedicated to such an important problem os that of

Nirvana. These chapters actually exist and have been utilized for

tbje present study..

8 avavdda= pf/ams-Aao . . Cf. my “Doctrine of Pr.-par,” p. 73 and my
Analysis of the Abhisamayiilamkara, pp. 88-60.

9 I.e. the empirical or conventional reality (samvrti-satya = ]tiin-rdzob-bden-

pa) and the absolute, reality (paramuiiha-saUja=don-dam-hdcn-pa).

10

Cf. transl. pp. 123-148.
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II. The Analysis of the Theories concerning Nirvana according to

Tson-Tcha-pm’s Legs-bsad-gscr-pliren

This analysis is put in connection with the first pada of the dedica-

tory verse of the Abhisamaydlamhara in which it is said:—Saluted be

(Prajnaparamita), the Mother of the Buddha, the Leader of the Sravakas

and the Bodhisattvas, which, in the form of the omniscience regarding

the objects of the empirical world” leads to pacification of the Sravakas

who are desirous of attaining quiescence-

H a r i b h a d r a, in liia small Commentary, the Spbvtarthii
,

ia com-

ments on this verse as follows : —By means of the omniscience in regard

to the empirical world, the Sravakas and the Pratyekabuddhas striving

for quiescence are conducted to Nirvana with and without

r e s i du. o, the pacification of the defiling forces 1

.

3 and of phenomenal

existence.
14

Now the mention otf Nirvana with and without residue (sopgdhi-

tesa and an/upadhilexa) has been taken by T s o n - Ic h a - p a as an

opportunity for giving an exposition of the meaning of Nirvana in

general. We have here three principal Sub-divisions, ns follows:—

4. The Standpoint of the Hinaydnisls

First of all, comes a discussion concerning the terms “Nirvana

with residue” and “Nirvana without residue.” It is accordingly

said:—Some explain the difference between Nirvana with residue and

that without it by saying that the former represents the full destruction

of the elements constituting the principle of the origin (of phenomenal

existence), 15 whereas Nirvana without residue is the destruction (of the

said elements and) of those relating to the principle of phenomenal

existence18 as well. This is incorrect. It is true that with the Arhat

the force which necessarily ‘throws’ one into a new form of wordly

Xl sarva-jnatC.=thams-cad-iex-pa-flid or vastu-jfldna=gii-Ses.

12 Till. Hgrel-pa Don-gsal. Of. “Doctrine of Pr. par..”, p. 2, 11, 65.

13 kleSa^Oon-mons. 14 dullk lia—sdug-bsilal.

16 samudaya-satya=kun-libyu/fi-bden-im.

16 dulikha-satya=sdug-bsAal-bden-pa.
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existensa. and the defiling- forces are completely annihilated. .It is

however said in the SphutiiMhu,. the commentary of Yasto-

m i t r a that with the Arhats the influence of degds committed by them

at the time -when they wore ordinary worldlings
,

17 or of deeds of an

indefinite character, good or bad, by which a new existence is condi-

tioned, is not altogether absent. However, owing to the absence of the

dormant defiling forces
,

18 the said deeds are incapable of calling forth

a further existence in the Phenomenal World.

And in the Pmmma-vdrtlika10 we read:—The state of complete

freedom from passion is connected with commiseration10 or with (the

remnants of) former deeds.—And moreover:—The deeds of him who

is delivered from the thirst for Phenomenal Life*1
are. incapable of

throwing him into a new existence, since the co-operating agents51
(i.e.

tho defiling forces) are annihilated. Thus, in the texts of the superior

and inferior systems,

53 the existence of Jearma bearing the stamp of

(former) defiling influence, line been spoken of several times.

Therefore .the difference (between. Nirvana with a residue and that

without it) is as follows:—
Nirvana .with residue is the state when the defiling forces

(
Icleia

)

are completely removed, but the continuity of the (five) groups of ele-

ments (
skandha

!)
is not yet stopped. Nirvana without, residue, in its

turn, represents the state when the continuity of the (five) groups of

elements (relalng to phenomenal existence) likewise comes to an end .

54

17 prthagjana = so-sohi-skye-bo

.

18 anuSoya-bau-ltlal or phra-rgyas. We find this passage in tlie Abhi-

dharmakoda-vy&khya, Ms. Minaev, 218a, 19-21

:

19 Tangyur, MDO., XOV. 20 This refers evidently to the Saint.

21 bhava-trsna=srid-pahi srccLpa. 22 sahakarin = Uian-cig-byed-pa.

23 g&un gon ]),og mams-su—the superior (i.e. such as tho Pmmana-vSrttika)

and the inferior (i.e. such as the AbhidharmakoSa).

24 Compare the passage in Jam-yan's commentary according to which the

four non-physical groups of elements continue to exist at the time of Nirvana

without residue. The said passage expresses the Mahayanistic point of view.
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It is said in (Caiulrakirti’s) commentary on the Y<ulcti-sastJca
iS

:—As re-

gards Nirvana with residue, (it. is the state when) the (five) groups of ele-

ments only are left, the liberation from the bonds of defiling forces

having been attained. Nirvana without residue is characterized by the

cessation of the continuity of the said goups of elements. 2" Such if* the

point of view of the opponents27
(i.e. the HSnayanists, directed against the

Madliyamikas.—(A group of) the followers of both the Hinayanistic

systems is of the opinion that, after the Arliat has given up the force

which conditions the continuance of his life, 2 ’ his consciouness at the

final moment regenerates, but only to become merged in the Plane of

Perfect Quiescence .

29

What is the essence of Nirvana according to the HinayanistsP

Of the two sets of elements, the conditioned or active20

and the unconditioned or immutable
,

31 Nirvana belongs to the latter.

Now, the Kashmirian V a i b h a s i k a s
32 admit three such

immutable elements, viz., the two forms of Extinction (nirodha) and

Space (iihaia). To these three elements the V a i b li a s i k a s of

Central India 33 add a fourth, which they call tathaia, as we

have it in the commentary on the JMna-sdra-sarimccaya.M

Accordingly, the Tar/cajvdhf1 quotes a V a i b h a ? i k a text

containing an expression of the point of view of the School of Central

India:—The unconditioned elements are the two kinds of extinction,

Space, and ta'thatd.
30—(The last term) is explained as follows:—

Tathata is the unreality (or the non-substantiality)*7 of all entities .

38

25 Tangyur, MDO. XXIV.

26 Of. Abhis. WokR, GOS., p. 128. q fqejva 3TO3S C-T.^TT:

27 purva-pahsa =phyogs-sha. 28 dyuh-samskura = tshehi hdu-byed.

29 zi-bahi Myitis bbah-iig-par Mod. Ci. Conception of Buddhist Nirvaijn,

p. 30—“there is a subtle, consciousness which survives after Nirvana.”

30 sayiskrta=iidus-byas. 81 asarpshfla- lidus-ma-byas.

32 Kha-che -Bye-smra-ba. 33 Yul-dbus-kyi Bye-smro-ba.

34 Ve-ses-suiu-po-kun-las-btus-kyi hgvel-pa—Jnana-sara-saniuccaya-nibandha-

n a, the work of Bodhibhadra, Tangyur, MDO., XVIII.

35 Tg., MDO., XIX. 36 dc-biin-tlid.

37 niksvabhuvuta =no-bo-nid-med-pa-ilid.

38 vastu=bliu‘va=dnos-po.
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It has the following' characteristic forms:—(1) the absence (of an

entity) before (its origination), 30
(2) the absence (of an entity), after it

has disappeared, 40 the absence of one entity in another,41 and total

absence (of entities that never existed). 42 Such it is, being an eternal,

unalterable essence. Now, as regards the varieties of Nirvana, both

(the Hinayanistic schools) considered it to represent extinction which

is attained by means of analytic wisdom. 43 The difference is that the

Vaibhasikas consider Nirvana to have the character of a con-

tradictory negation44
(of Phenomenal Existence, i.e. a

separate entity, something whioh is not S a ip> is a Ir a

and is opposed to it), whereas the S a u t r a, n t i k a s
43

take it to be the absolute n e g a t i o n4#
(i.e. the mere absence

of the Phenomenal Elements) .

4r This is explained in detail in the

commentaries on the AbhidliarmuJcofo. It has been said likewise by

A v a 1 o k i t a v r a t a43 that those who consider (Nirvana to be) a

positive entity40 are the representatives of the systems which hold it to

be a separate reality. 50 These are the adherents of S a m k h y a
,

51

39 pr&g-abhllvasiSnar-iMd-pa.

40 pradlivamsa-abhUoa=iig-nas-med-pa.

41 anyonya-abhdva= gc-ig-la-gc icj-wed-pa.

42 atyanta-abhdva = gtan-med-pa. This tatkata of the Vaibha^ikas of

Control India is the same as the category of non-existence (abhciva-padilrtha) of

the Vaifcsika system. Cf. below.

43 pratuaijikliyttmiTOdha

=

10-sor-brtags-hgog.

44 ma-yiiv-dgag.

46

Mdo-sde-ba.

46 med-dgag.

47 Cf. Conception of Buddhist Nirvana, p. 29—"Nirvana the absolute

end of the manifestations (of the Phenomenal Elements), the end of passion

and life without any positive counterpart means only the end of process

of life. .
”

48 Spyan-ras-gzigs-brtul-2ugs, PrajM-pradipa-tika, Tg., MDO..XX, XXI,

XXII.

40 (lravya-$at=rdza3-yQd,

50 bhdva--vastu=dnos-j)o. Cf. Conception of Buddhist Nirvsbja, p. 28.

61 (lrans-can-pa*
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V a i s' e 3 i k a/
3

tlie V a i b h n s I k a a, and the YogSi

c a r a s.
M Those who do not maintain it to be a positive entity are

the negfitors of its separate reality. These are the Tamra-
s a. t S y a s,

51 the S a u t r a n t i k a s and the Material-

i s t s .

SB

[The following passage of tho <l»er-i>hren contains a quotation from tlio

Slunimataiariikaras*,—an incorrect interpretation of tho torms “with residue”

and “without it.” It is of an exceedingly scholastic character and can have

no special interest hero.].

B. The Standpoint of the Yogaaurns

The meaning of “Nirvana with residue” and “Nirvana without

residue” is explained by the Yogncaras in the same manner ns by the

Hinayunistic schools. As concerns the very essence (of Nirvana accord-

ing to the Yogacaras), it is spoken of in the Nirnaya-smigrahd67
as

“having the essential nature of the perfectly pure Absolute Essence of

the elements .'
118

It is moreover stated that, according" to the commentary

on the Vibliasa,,

00 the essence of Nirvana with and without residue is

the extinction, the termination (nirodha) of the process of worldly

life.

According to this system, at the time of final Nirvana, consciousness

(that which is produced by defiling elements and Karma, and is

influenced by them) does not exist. As concerns the two obscurations

which are to be rejected on the Path
,

00
tlieyl are not completely

annihilated (with the Hmayanistic Arhat)
;
still as they have no basis

,

61

62 Bye-brag-pa.

63 Knal-hbyor-spyod-pa.

64 Gos-dmar-sde. Cf. below.

66 ]Jjig-rten-rgyau-hphen-pa=Loknyatika.

66 Tbub-pahi-dgons-rgyan
;

Tg., MDO., XXIX.
67 Tg., MDO., LIIj Em,
58 dharma-dhiitu=choa-kyi dbyina.

69 (?) Bye-b4ad-bgrel-pa.

60 lam-gyis spaiis-palii syril
i

gti/is. It seems strange that the absence of

two obscurations should bo mentioned hero, since it is well-known that

the Hmayanistic Arhat is supposed to reject only the first of the obscurations,

viz. that of moral defilement (klcia-uvarana).

61 rten med-pa, in the form of the ordinary "defiled” consciousness.
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they so to say vanish by themselves. It thus follows tliat as regards

the removal** (of the obscurations) there is no difference between the

Hinayanistic and the Mabayanistic Niivana.83 The difference consists

in the action for the sake of other living beings (with the person who

has attained the Mahayanistio Nirvana, i.e. the Buddha), and the

absence of this kind of action (with the Hinayaniatia Arhat). It is

accordingly said in the Nimaya-saingraha :—With him who abides in

the plane of Nirvana with residue84
there can be an obscured and an

unobscured state. As regards him who abides in the plane of Nirvana

without residue, a state characterized by obscuration oannot be admitted.

Why that? Because every kind of differentiation, (of separate entities) 83

and all depravity 88 are stopped in their course and annihilated. Now,

if (the Arhat), similar to the Buddha, is not possessed of obscurations,

why does he not exercise the activity of a Buddha?—To this we

answer:—(The Arhat) has not made at the beginning (6f his Path)

the vow (of helping other living beings) and (the process of his) mind-

concentration (is not characterized hy such a vow). Ho belongs to a

spiritual lineage of a lower order87 and has no desire of arising- (from

the state of trance into which he is merged). For these very reasons

he passes away into the Nirvana (of the HinaySnist, characterized by

complete inactivity) and is consequently unable to uct (as a

Buddha).

C. The Standpoint of the Maclhyamikas

.

In general, four kinds of Nirvana are admitted by this school in

accordance with the scriptures, as follows:—(1) Nirvana as the true

62 prahana-aspails-pa.

63 On this subject many discussions of a very subtle character are to be

found in the various Tibetan manuals.

64 plnui-polii Lhag-ma. dai\-bcas-palii mya-nan-las- />dus-/;uh i cl bgi iis-suguas-pa-

la.

66 nimitta=mtekan-ma.

66 <iau$thulya,=gnas~han-len. Acc. to Mahayiina-sanigrflhn (Tg.

MDO. LVI 13b. 8-4) it is the seed of all defiling forces (tlon-mons-im daft

ilK-balii ilon-mofts-palii sa-bon=ldeSa-upaHe&a-blja).

67 hincpgotraka=dman-pal).i rigs-can.

I.H.Q., JUKE, 1934. 2
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essence of existence (prakrti-nirvdna), 68
(2) the non-stable or unlimited

Nirvana (apratifthita ninana) ,
0 0

(3) Nirvana with residue (sopadhUesa-

nirvdna)70 and (4) Nirvana without residue (anupadhiSesa-nirrana)•"

The first of these represents the true nature of all elements of

existence (the Universe as one great whole) devoid of all plurality72 .

—

The second is Nirvana peculiar to the Buddhas and the Bodhi-

sattvas.—As regards the last two1 varieties (i.e. Nirvana with and

without residue), their meaning is:—
(a) With regard to the Hinayanist Sain t.

—

Nirvana with residue represents the state when the Arhat (who has

come to the end of the Path enjoys his last existence on earth). The

B'iotio Force which keeps the life of the Arhat on earth going on 73
is

not yet stopped. Therefore, although the defiling forces are removed,

there still exists a residue of worldly existence in the form of the five

groups of elements, conditioned by the efficiency of previous karma and

defilement.

If the aforesaid Biotic Force is cast away, the five groups of

elements, in their gross form as constituting worldly existence cease

to exist, and the Arhat assumes an existence in the perfectly pure

Spheres, “within the petals of lotus-flowers”74 and endowed with a

spiritual, non-physical body. 75 This is regarded as “Nirvana without

residue.”

(b) With regard to the M a h a. y a n i s t Sain t.—

.

It is said in the Kaya-traya-avatara-mukha™ .

—

69 ml-gnas-pahi myaiVhdai. 68 raii-bUn-gyi myail-lj,dus.

70 tlwg-bcas myaii-lidas.

71 lhag-med wyan-lidos.
72 chos-rnams-kyi ran-biin spros-x>a mthalydag daii-lral-laho = sakala-

piapailca-oinirmuktd dharmunam prakrtih,

73 &yulysamskdm=tshehi hdu-byed.

74 din dag-palii hjig-rten-gyi khams-su pad-malji spubs-su. Cf. Abhis.-aloka,

quoted and translated in “The Doctrine of Pr. Par.,” p. 29 (pariiuddhe^u

bwldlia-ksetresv an&snivadhtitau sarndhitO. eva padma-pufe^a jayante).

75 manomaya-kaya=yid-l;yi ran-b&in-gyi Lus. Cf. Uttar-atantra, Transl.

pp. 169, 170.

76 Sku gsuin-la fijug-pahi sgo, the work ofNagamitra. Tg. MDO XXIX.
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Nirvana as conneoted with the (five) groups of elements

Is put in connection with the two corporeal forms of the Buddha”

(on the other hand), being free from all the (phenomenal) elements,

the Spiritual Body 78 represents Nirvana without residue.

Thus the three Bodies of the Buddha are spoken of as Nirvana with

and without residue.—In the Suvarna-prabhasa it is further stated:—
With respect to these two (i.e. the two corporeal forms) it is said:

“Nirvana with residue of Buddha, the Lord.” And, with regard to

the Spiritual Body it is said: “This is Nirvana without residue.”

Such appears to be the meaning (of Nirvana with and without residue)

ns regards the Mahayanist Saint.

(The part of the Qaer-phren commenting on the first p&da of the dedicatory

versa of the A bhiaamaidlarjil'ilra ends as follows:—

The views maintaining the reality of the individual Ego are the

root of all tho defiling forces and of Phenomenal Existence. By means

of the omniscience in regard to the objects of the. empirical

world (m-vajikHtti= vastu-jiUrna) the unreality of the Ego is cognized;

thus the views in favour of the reality of the Ego are put an end to.

And, as they vanish, Nirvana, the liberation, from all Phenomenal

Existence, is attained.

Ill, The Analysis of the Subject in the Commentary of

Jam-yah-shad-pa.

Before passing over to the main subject we must say a few words

about the structure of this Commentary and give a short characteristic

of the method according to which it has been composed. As we have

already indicated in our “Doctrine of Prajharparamita” etc. and in

the Analysis of the Abhisamaiyalcm/cSra
,
the Commentary belongs to

the category of the so-called yiyrchas or manuals, adopted in the

monastic schools of Tibet and Mongolia, a kind of literature which has

till now remained quite unknown to European scholars. According to

77 I.e. the Body of Bliss (sambhooa-Myn) and the Apparitional Body

(nirmano-kaya). Of. Buddh. Logic, vol. I p. 11.

78 Or: the Cosmical Body (
dharma-kaya=chossku).
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the opinion of the learned Lamas, a thorough analysis of every separate

subject worth to be discussed, its examination a fond (mthah-dpyod),

the establishment of a correct definition etc. can be made possible only

by means of a regular controversy, during which all the incorrect

points of view are refuted, and the true meaning is ascertained with

the most pedantic accuracy and precision. In the monastic schools

(•chos-grva) no study can be thought of without such a controversy.

"We have either single disputants or whole classes of students discussing

the most subtle matters in such a way. The yig-chas, like those of

Jam-yaiHshad-pa are the best specimens, the patterns, showing the

method, according to which the controversies are to be conducted. As

we have already indicated in our work on the Prajha-piiramita, the

analysis of each subject is divided into three parts viz. the refutation

of incorrect opinions
(
gianAugs-dgag-pa

) ,
the establishment of the

author’s own point of view concerning the definition of the item in

question etc. (
rah-lugs-bzag-pa

), the refutation of objections

that could be made with regard to the theses established by the author

(vtsod-span)

.

The summary designation of the said three parts is:

dgag-biag-span-gsum,- -a specimen of the extreme abbreviations used

in the Tibetan manuals.

Regarding the method of dispute itself, it deserves to be pointed

out especially. It is the method of “sequence and reason” (thal-

tyliyir) the establishment of which is ascribed to the Tibetan Lama

C h a-p a Chos-lcyi s e n-g e (=Dharmasimha). In the

controversy the thesis maintained is put in the form of a syllogism.

The latter in its turn is supported by a further syllogism, which is

again vindicated by a third one, and so on. Their interconnection

is established by. turning the reason of every preceding syllogism into

the thesis of every following one. The point to he established always

ends with the word tlial (gjin-par-thal or yod-par-thal )
—

“it follows,”

and the reason—with the word phyir (yin-pahi-phyir or yod-pahi-

phyir)—“because this is
”

etc. These two words give the

method of “sequence and reason” its name. The sentence ending with

phyir of the first syllogism is repeated in the second with tlial at the

end, or usually in the abridged form: der-thal—“this follows” (i.e.

it follows that the reason of the preceding syllogism is correct),
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because (a new reason with phyir at the end). 79 This is done

in order to maintain the validity of the reasons against the opponent,

who can; always reject them by meeting’ them with : rtags ma-grvh

(
[lingam asid/Utam)—“tli'e reason is incorrect” or: khyab-pa maAiyuh

(vya-ptir na bhavati)—“the concommittance is faulty.”

Such chains of syllogisms are sometimes very long and tedious,

and the matters discussed seem in certain places to lack the importance

that is attached to them. But as a rule, the aim of this process of

arguing—perfect precision in the definition of a term and the like is

attained, as I had often the occasion to ascertain through personal

experience.so Very often the chain of syllogisms ends with a reference

to some highly authoritative text, as for instance, a sutra or some work

of Nagarjuna, Asahga, Vasubandhu etc. or of any of the celebrated

Tibetan scholars. The quotation from such a. text, if rightly applied,

is considered to be indisputable.

Lot us now see how the problem of Nirvana is discussed in the

manual of Jam-yan shad-pa with the help c'i the method just described.

It is here connected with the same dedicatory verse of the Ahhisamay-

dlamkara, on which, as we have seen, the investigation of the subject

iu the Gscr-phren is based. Earibhadra, in the small corn-

metary, the Sphvtdrthu explains this verse as follows: By means

of the omniscience in regard to the Empirical World
,

91 the Sravakns

and the Pratyekabuddhas striving for quiescence, are conducted to

Nirvana with and without residue, the pacification of the defiling forces

and of the Phenomenal Existence. On the foundation of this, Jum-

yah-shad-pa moires the following syllogism:—
The omniscience in regard to the Empirical World the subject

of inference (dharmin) is possessed of functions of a special kind,

(reason) because it leads the Sravakas and the Pratyekabuddhas82 who

79 Specimens of such syllogism will be given below.

BO 1 have held myself such controversies with the Lamas of the Dgah-ldan-

clar-rgyas-gliu vihQ/ra of Transbaikalia.

81 sa.Tvajfiata=kun-6es-Aid or vastu-jildna -gii-Scs. Of. “Doctrine of Pr.

Par.” pp. 62, 66, 67, 76 sqq.

82 We have here for fian-thos (=*'««<:») dan ran^gyal (=i>ratyeka-jina)

the extreme abbreviation; flan-rajb
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are subjected to training on the Path83 and to whom tiie said form of

omniscience is aecesible,—to> Nirvana with residue in the form of the

five groups of elements, the remnants of Phenomenal Existence, and

to that kind of Nirvana which is free from such a residue .

81

After this we have the analysis of the different teachings concerning

Nirvana divided into the three principal parts

—

dgag, bzag, and spah.

It must be remarked that the greater part of the text of the gxer-phreh

referring to the subject has been incorporated by Jam-yah-shad-pa in

his analysis with most of the quotations made.

In the first part of the mitha.Jj.-d.pyad. the refuta-

tion of the opinions of others, we have first of all

:

Controversies concerning the H I u a y a n i s t i

e

conceptions of Nirvalna.

Only the following subjects are discussed:—
Is Nirvana considered to be complete

annihilation by all the Hlnay anists without
exception or not? Some say : all the Hinayanista83 without

exception come under the category of those who maintain that at the

time of the final Nirvana without residue the stream of all the psychical

and physical elements becomes completely' annihilated.

If this be so, it follows that among the Vaibhasikas and

Sautrantikas86 there do not exist two different categories, viz. those

who admit this complete annihilation and those who deny it, (reason)

because there would be only those who maintain the complete annihila-

tion of the psychical and the physical elements .

87

88 &ailcsa=slob-pa.

84 Skabs. I, 57b 1-2

—

gii-ies ehos-can/byed-las khynd-par-can clah-ldan-tc

/

ran-rgyud-la Idan-pahi flan -rail slob-pa-mums sdug-bshal-gyi phvfi-po Ihag-ma

yod-med-kyi niyan-hdas dev khrid-par-byed-palii-phyirf

.

85 Nan-thos-sde-pa =Sravaka-vargiya. This is the usual summary designa-

tion of the Vaibhasikas and the Sautrantikas taken together.

8(5 Bye-mdo, an abbreviation for Bye-smra-ba dan Mdo-sde-ba.

87 hem-rig; hem stands for bem-po—Matter.—Skabs. 57b 3-4

—

klia-cig na-re

[

flan-thos-sde-pa-la Ihag-med myan-hdus-kyi tshe bem-rig rgyun-l.ichad hdod-pa

kho-nas khyab zer-na / lio-na Bye-mdo ynis-la de hdod mi-hdod gilis med-par-thal /

dehi tshe bem-rig rgyun-hehad kho-va hd-od-pahi-phyir/

.
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It is impossible to agree to this, (reason) because in fact

(1) there are many Hinayanists who admit the continuation of

consciousness at the time of final Nirvana, and (2) there are also those

who admit the annihilation of the stream of consciousness, (so that

the opinions of the different Hinayanists regarding Nirvana are by

no means uniform).

This first argument is substantiated88 (reason) inasmuch as (1)

the two1 kinds of Sautrantikas, viz. those following the AbJu-

dharmakokt and those basing upon the Pramdtia-vdrttika, as well

as (2) some of the Yaibhasikas adhering to the A bhidhunnakosa admit

(the continuance of consciousness at the time of final Nirvana).

Again, the first (of the two arguments given last) is correct, 89

(reason) since (the Sautrantikas) are of the opinion that the Arhat’s

consciousness at the time of passing away into Nirvana becomes linked 90

(with a subsequent form of consciousness and cannot therefore be

regarded as becoming completely annihilated). Indeed it is said in

the Pramdna-varti i-ka :—Wherefore should we consider that whicli

represents the consciousness of the Arhat us having no links (with

subsequent forms of consciousness)?

And in the PramuniwdrUika-alcimhlra'11 (of Prajnakaragupta, in

the passages commenting on the verse quoted):—If we try to prove

that the consciousness (of an ordinary living being) does not regenerate,

this by giving as an example the final (moment of) consciousness (of

the Arhat), there will be no proper connection. Indeed, there is

absolutely no contradiction between the fact of being the last (moment

of) consciousness and the (possibility) of regeneration, which' last point

forms the object (of denial here) 98
.

—

88 I.e. it is correct that there exist many Hinayanists who admit the conti-

nuation of consciousness at the time of final Nirvana.

89 I.e. it is right that the Sautrantikas basing upon the Prainfuia-vSrttika

and the AbhidharmakosSa are of the opinion that at the time of final Nirvana

consciousness continues to exist.

90 mtsh,ams-sbyor-l)a=anusamdhi or pratisamdhi.

91 Tshad-ma-rgyan, Tg. MDO., XCIX, C.

92 We find many interesting indications to this passage in the Commentary

of Khai-dub (Mkhas-grub) on the Pmmana-viirttika called lligs-pahi rgya-mtsho
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It lias moreover been said by Devenclrabuddlii” :—wliat contra-

diction is there in the fact that the consciousness (at tlie time of

Nirvana) becomes linked with other subsequent forms of consciousness?

Between the point that is to be (negatively) established01 and the proof

(the last moment of consciousness) neither of the two forms of contra-

diction (that would be expected here, viz. that of efficient oppositiou

and of mutual antiphasis) does not exist.
03

To all this he (the opponent) replies:—(In spite of all that you

have said) it follows nevertheless that at the time of final Nirvana the

stream of consciousness becomes annihilated,

(reason) as far as there is a final moment of the Arhat’s conscious-

ness. (If we acknowledge such a final moment, it necessarily follows

that after it there is no consciousness any mere; otherwise, how could-

we speak of a “finnl” moment). 00

The coucomittance here is not correct,
0T

(reason) since here we have “the final consciousness of the Arhal”

in the sense of the last moment of consciousness included in the stream of

phenomenal existence.
08

(It is “the last"), as far as it does not become

(-Nyaya-Sagara, vol. XI of Khai-i,htb's works). The author quotes Ravi Gupta

according to whom “although the Arhat has attained Nirvaija without residue,

the spiritual element which has become perfectly pure through the removal of

the defiling forces continues to exist. It has only the seeming appearance that

the Arhat has passed away like a light that is blown out, so that nothing is

left of him. In reality this is not the case (44b 3-4).” Still more pregnant is

the quotation from tho Commentary of Jina (ibid., -44b 4-6) : All the defective

elements are annihilated, but this is not the case with consciousness, which is

completely free from all defects (and continues to exist).

93 Lha; an abbreviation of Lha-dbah-blo.

94 bsgrub-par-bya-ba=sadhya, i.e. the absence of regeneration.

96

Sic. acc. to the subeommentary of Guh-thau Bstan-pahi sgron-me. Cf.

Buddhist Logic, vol. I, pp. 410, 411.

96 dgra-bcom-jm tha-mahi sems yod-pahi phyirf.

97 The expression “final consciousness” or “last moment of conscious-

ness does not necessarily imply the total absence of every kind of conscious-

ness after the said moment has elapsed.

98 hkhor-bas bsdus-palii dgra-bcom-palji sems tha-ma= satjisaia-sinjiQrhita.nl

antyaiji cittam arhatalj,.
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the causa materialisn of further (moments of) consciousness relating to

the phenomenal world, (but does not mean that every kind' of conscious-

ness becomes annihilated).

The concomittance (in our argument) is right,

(reason) because only in this sense the said (moment of) conscious-

ness is spoken of as ‘the last.’ (It is the last in the Samsara) but

this does not mean that it cannot he followed by other forms of

consciousness that do not relate to the phenomenal world.

Indeed, it- is said in the Pramana-v inticaya1 0 0
:

—

It may be said :—In such a case (i e. if the continuation of

consciousness after the attainment of Nirvana is admitted), it follows

that there is no reason for speaking about a ‘final’ moment.—This

is not right.
—

‘Final’ means “not being the causa materialis of further

moments of consciousness relating to -a living being subjected to

phenomenal existence.’’

In such a manner only are we to understand all expressions as

‘final,’ ‘last’ etc., and in other places we have similar explanations

likewise.

The second of the two maid arguments (i.e. that there are

Hlnayanists according to whom Nirvana represents complete annihila-

tion) is established,

(reason) since there are opinions (viz. of the Kashmirian Vaibha-

sikas and tbe Sautrantikas) based upon the Scripture, 101 which admit

tlie full annihilation of consciousness. It is said in the Sutra100
:—Thfl

stream of elements of a personality that has attained Nirvana) is like

a 'light that is blown out,—(the state) where the body103 has withered,

cognition is gone, where all' feelings have disappeared, all forces am

calmed, and consciousness itself is extinct.—This verse is interpreted

by the above-mentioned schools literally.—

99

upadam-liara^a=fler-len-gyi rgya.

100 Ruam-nes. Tg. MDO., XCV.

101 Lun-gi rjes-bbrans. Mdo-sde-ba.

102 Translated in “Conception of Buddhist Nirvana,” p. 184.

103 “The body” (lus) stands here for “the material group of elements” (rflpa-

sfcandfta).

JUNE, 1034. 3
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[After tin's we liave similar chains of syllogisms referring to the Mirvnna of

the Arliat according to tire Yogacara standpoint, as mentioned in the Uxcr-

p/irc/i 101 on the definition of ap-ratixthitu-nhviUM, on the definition of “Nirvana

with residue” and Nirvni.ia without residue”, 105 etc.].

The second part of the analysis, the establishment of the author’s

own point of view (ran-lugs-hzag-jHi)
100

is divided into four parts:—
A. The Standpoint of the Vail) If a h i k a s .

The general definition of Nirvana according to the Yaibhasikas is as

follows:—It is the extinction (of phenomenal existence), attained by

means of analytic wisdom on the Path ,

107 representing the full removal

of the obscuration of moral defilement .

108 Among- the elements of

existence, divided as they are into two sets, the conditioned (simskrUi)

and the unconditioned, immutable or eternal (
ammskrla), it belongs to

the latter category and represents a contradictory negation (of pheno-

menal existence
,

100
i.e. a positive counterpart of it). It is an indepen-

dent (separate) reality, hut it is at the .same time an eternal entity which

is not produced by causes and conditions .
110

The ooncomittance is right since the Vaibhasikas admit that all the

three immutable elements are real entities111 or efficient entities1111
.

104 Cf. above.

105 This part includes the indications about the existoiico of the four non-

physical groups of elements after the attainment of final Nirvfu.ia
;
these four

groups form the. lion-pliysical body (manomiyu-kam) of.the Arliat or the so-called

“body of trance.” Then follows a quotation from the Lankavatfua (ed. Nanjio,

WTT2T ‘-41
1 "-Wm vt HgV.Tjfl I—P- 136) “having acquired the body merged

in trance, (the Arhat) does not wake up till the end df an teon,” as well as from

the Sri-mala-devl-sunha-nada-sutra, quoted in the Uttaratantra-vyilkliya (transl.

p. 170 sqq.). Further ou it deals with the existence of Jcurmu with tlio Arliats

according to the Abh.-koiia-vyakliya.

106 Skabs. I 61 sqq. 107 vratisarpliliyii-iiirodhu.

108 iion-syrib =klesa-avarana.

109 mu-yin-dyay. I.e. in the sense that it is “something which is not
Samsara,” but not a negation in the sense of tlio mere absence of Samsiu-a.

110 In this place the author quotes the Abliidharma-kosa, I. 48—nitya dliarma
asamskrtdh. m rdzas-yrub.

112 don-byeit-nus-pa^arttui-kriyd-samcrtha. Then follows a quotation from
the Abliidharma-ko3a, I. 6.
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The universal essence of these elements is peimanence, and not the

quality of being' real entitles, (since the 'latter quality is common to all

elements of existence in general.) Therefore (the said immutable

elements are counted apart (from all other elements) as three items (of

a totally different kind),- To them some of the Vaibhasikas add

iaihata, ut thus counting four (immutable elements).

B. The standpoint of the SautrSntikas.
According to the Sautrantikas, the definition of Nirvana is: The ex-

tinction of Phenomenal Existence attained by means of analytic wisdom

on the Path (praitisamkhya-uirodha), representing the removal of the

obscuration of moral defilement (ideiu-avarana.)
,

lli
It is an immutable

(unconditioned) element and is viewed as absolute negation .
113 It is

said in the Abhidharma-savmccaya
,

111 that Nirvana with and without

residue both represent extinction. In the admission of Nirvana as ex-

tinction attained by means of analytic wisdom, the Hinayanists agree

with all the other schools, so that this is a tenet common to all th'e four

systems .

117

C. The Standpoint of theYogac§.ra-vijfiana-

» a d i n s . According to the Vijfianavadins, the definition of Nirvana

is : The Absolute Essence of the elements
(
jdharma-dJiObu), freed from

the obscuration of moral defilement attained by analytic wisdom on

the Path. 11 ’

113 Of. above.

114 Skabs. I. 62a, 2-3

—

Kon-mohs spans-pahi so-sor-hrtng-hgog dr myaii-lfdai.

kyi mtrhan-flidl (the. same definition as with the Vaibhasikas).

116 med-dgag. I.e. the mere absence of Saipsara without any positive counter-

part. The two kinds of negation (ma-yin-dgag and med-dgag) are explained in

the liru b-m t h a h-c h e n-m o of Jam-yah-slmd-pa (Aga ed. 1 166b 6-167 a 1 sqq).

As regards the first of these negations it always implies another item as

opposed to that negated (r7ios gian hphen-pa), whereas the second is defined as

"that which is a direct exclusion of the. point denied without any counterpart

put in its stead” (167b 4-5

—

dgag-hya dAos-su-bcad-pas rtogs-par-hya-ba gan

dgag-bya bkag-na& chon gian nii-kphen-pa). Cf. Buddhist Logic, vol. I, p. 397.

116 Aga ed. 65a 2.

117 grub-mtlia7> biihi lugs.

US fion-sgrib spaiU-pahi chos-dbyins so-sor-hrtc.g-h.gog.
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The varieties of NirVana (according to the Yoganana.s) are:

1. Nirvana with residue (sopad-hi-sesa-nw ream)

,

2. Nirvana without residue {(mupadhi-iem-nirodna), and

3. The unlimited Nirvana («/>rutist.hitn-n irvuna)

.

1 1 ,J

Definition of N i r v 5 n a with residue: It is the

Nirvana representing the state when the defiling elements are complete-

ly removed*) and when merely the (five) groups of phenomenal elements

exist as a remnant (of Samsai'a). With this kind of Nirvana there are

two varieties more to he distinguished, viz. “Nirvana with residue” of

the Srqvaka, and that of the Pratyehahuddha.

Definition of Nirvana without residue: It

is that. Nirvana in which not only the defiling forces are annihilated, but

the five groups of phenomenal elements produced by the said forces are

likewise destroyed. 120 This kind of Nirvana has three varieties, in

correspondence with the three Vehicles. 121

Definition of the unlimited Nirvana.: It is that

kind of Nirvana which represents the liberation from the had ‘ends’

(anta), extremes or limits of the disadvantageous states

of phenomenal existence and of (Hlnayanistio) quiescence. The said

disadvantageous states are the points which are shunned in this case. It

is said in the Vytikliy&yuJdi :
122 an.ta signifies (1) cessation, (2) end, 1*1

(3) part,124 (4) proximity, (5) direction, and (6) something had or

disadvantageous.

Definition of the Mahayanistic Nirvana: It

is that- kind of Nirvana which represents the removal of both the obscu-

rations (i.e. the moral and the intellectual).’ 2 '' The essence

119 mi-gnas-pahi myan-hdas.

120 Skabs., 1. 62b 1. flon-m oiU spafis-par ma-ead des hskyfid-pahi sdiig-bsHaU

gyi phuA-po yaA spans-pahi myaii-lidas de Ihag-med wynn-lidas-kyi mtshan-ilid /

.

121 I.e. that o£ the Sravaka, the Pratyekebuddha, and the Mahayanist.

122 Aga ed. 10a. 1.

123 The Skabs., has erroneously hjiig instead of mjng.

124 Of. Abhis.aloka, MS 71a, quoted in my Study of the Twenty Aspects of

SOnyata, in the 1UQ-, vol. IX, p. 178

125 Ixle&a-nvaraiia and j-Aeya-ilvarana

.
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of Nirvana appears here as the absolute essence of the elements (dJuirma

-

dJtfibu), free from every kind of additional defilement.

D. The Standpoint of the Madhyamika-
svatantrik a s.

126 According-

to the teaching of the Madhyamika-

svantautrikas the definition of Nirvana is: The extinction of phenomenal

existence attained by means of the Path and representing (in the first

place) the removal of moral obscuration. As regards the term

jmdisamkhyQ-nirodha
,
it refers to the separation (visamyoga) from the

worldly elements, attained by the so-called Unimposed Path 127
,
whereas

the term apnitisamkltyO-nirodha indicates the state when the said

elements are stopped in their growth (but not fully extirpated). 122

As regards the varieties, we distinguish :
—

1. Nirvana with residue,

2. Nirvana without residue, and

3. The unlimited Nirvana.
'

Definition of Nirvana with residue is:

Nirvana which represents the state when, although the moral

obscuration is removed, there is still a connection with the remnant of

Samsara in the form of the five groups of phenomenal elements which

have been “put into existence” by the force of previous karma and

the defiling forces1”.—This kind of Nirvana has two sub-divisions,

viz. that of the Sravakas and that of the Pratyckabuddhas.

Definition of the Sravaka’s Nirvana is:—
The Hinayanistic Nirvana which is characterized by the removal

of the moral obscraralion merely, without any removal

whatsoever of the intellectual obscuration (or the obscuration of

ignorance

—

jilcya^avarana), whether subtle or gross. Here we have the

Nirvana with and without residue as two different, forms.

Definition of the Pratyekabuddlia’s Nir-

vana: It is the Hinayanistic Nirvana characterized by the removal

126 Here we have ih particular the views of the Yogacara-Madhyamika-

Svatantrika school, to which belongs the chief literature connected with the

Abhisamayalamkara.

127 uvantnr!ja-maroa=bar-clincl-mpd-lam. Cf. Doctrine of Pr.-par., p. 41.

128 OF. Abhidharma-samuceaya, Aga ed. fol. 13. b. 5

—

aan-lio'g-Ja bral-ba

mci-yin-palio. 129 tas-iTon—m abbreviation of: hu dan •il'm-moiis-pa,
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of the moral obscuration and of the misconception concerning the

reality of the external world.'-
10

Definition of the unlimited Nirvana is the

same as that of Yogaeara-vijnanavadins,

'

Definition of the M a h a y 5, n i s t i c N i r v a. n a :

ft is the ultimate definite extinction (of Phenomenal Existence), the

State in which both the obscurations ore removed. It is, to speak

otherwise, the removal of a'll the impediments to the attainment of the

Omniscience of the Buddha. 1” According to the Uttaratantra, this

kind of Nirvana is to be regarded as the ultimate form, devoid of the

three or four obscurations. 1” It is described thus with a view to the

four properties of the Council Body. 1,1*

E. T h e Standpoint, of the P r u s a h g i k a s.

According to the teaching of the Prasahgikns, N i r v a n a w i t h

r e s i d u e is to be defined as that kind of Nirvana in which there is a

manifestation, of (the Arhat’s) mind possessing the representation of the

objects corresponding to the six kinds of active consciousness, 10 11

as having a separate reality of their own.—As concerns the varieties

there are two forms of this Nirvana with residue, viz. that of the

Sravakas and that of the Prafyek'abuddhas. Nirvana with residue is

peculiar to the said individuals after the termination of the trance.'-”

Definition of Nirvana without residue:

130 phyir-rol don hrzin-gyi rtog-pa= bahyc-ortha-vikalpa. Of. Doetr.

of Pr.-par., p. 27.

131 Cf. Conception of Buddliist Nirvana, p. 185, 204. The Yogiiciiras were

evidently the first to introduce the. idea of a lira t-isthita-n i r»una and the Yogiiciira-

Aladhyamika-Prasarigika school exclusively, and is not shared by the other schools,

borrowed likewise the interpretation of the said kind of Nirviuja from them.

.132 mam-mkliyen=sarva-al;ara-jilata.

133 Uttar, transl. p. 251. 134 clios-sliU=ctharma-haya.

135 pravrtti-vijiUina= hjug-Scs. That the Hinayanist Saint cognizes the un-

reality of the separate eletrfents (
dhurma-nair&tmya), is the point of view of the

Madhyainika-Brasangika school exclusively, and is not shared by the other schools,

according to which the Hlnayanists can cognize only the unreality of the. Ego

(pudgala-nairdtmya). The Prasangikn point of view is expressed in tho Madliya-

mika-avatara, 11.13., p. 20.5 sqq.

136 rjcs-tliol}-tu-prxfl,a-lal><fha-ova.tthayd>r

,
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It is that Nirvana, connected with the state of complete absorption 137

, in

which there is, but with neither of the six forms of active consciousness,

a representation of their objects as having a separate reality. (According

to the Prasafig'ikas) the two kinds of the Hinayani.st Saint* first realise

Nirvana without residue, and then, after the termination of the trance,

as they arise from it, they realize Nirvana with residue. This is ex-

plained in the Commentary to the Yvldi-sastikd and in the Sutras.

A. Review of the Literature Consulted

The third part of the analysis of the subject in Jaui-yah-shad-pa’s

commentary contains, as we have already indicated, the refutation of

those opponents who have misunderstood the interpretation of the

author. It would take too much place to give the contents of this

part here; the questions discussed are again of an exceedingly

scholastic nature and can have no special interest here. We can there-

fore proceed further on and summarize the materials contained in those

parts of the two Tibetan works, which have served us as a. basis.

Let us first take into consideration the sources, the literature con-

sulted by the Tibetan authors. For the Hinayanistic Nirvana we have

in the first place the A bhidharmalco&a and Yasomitra’s
Commentary thereon. Then, quoted by the Tibetan scholars as an

authority acknowledged by the Sautrantikas, there is the Pramuiut-

vdnttika of Dharmakirti with the commentary (Alamkara) by

Praji&kara Gupta. We must remember that the logician or

the critical school of Digimga and Dharmakirti partly adhered to the

SautroiUtika point- of view. Its representatives are known as the

Sautrantik a-Y o g a. c a r a s,
13 “ and their works do not bear

the extremely idealistic character peculiar to the elder Yogacara school

of Asiuiga. Dignaga has openly deolared that his logical system

admits a realistic interpretation as well as an idealistic, and Dlniima-

klrti evidently hold the same view. Of his treatises, the Ny&yabindu

and) the PramutnM-vaffttih

a

(partly) conform to the Sautrantikas views.

137 mfiam-bia ij-tu= sarruikita-avasthdvQm.

133 Of, Conception of Buddhist Nirvana, pp. 24, 25.
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Tiie statement o£ J am-yau-shad-pa concerning “the iSuutiuntikas

following the Pravulna- varhbi-ka
'

’ is therefore justified. 13”

The Hrnayanistic views concerning Nirvana are moreover expressed

in the Tar/cajvdld of B h a. v a v i v e k a or B h a v y a
,

lla in the com-

mentary of Bodhibhadra on A r y a d e v a’s Jilana-sura-

samuccaya and the sub-commentary off A v a 1 o k i tavrata on

Bhavaviveka’s Prajild-pradipu, containing a remarkable treatment con-

cerning the systems (Buddhistic and non-Buddhistic) according to which

Nirvana is a real separate entity, and the system -i which maintained

the opposite view.

Of the three works mentioned above, it is particularly the Tarka-

jvdbl which deserves our special attention as a text most important for

the history of Indian philosophy in general. It begins witli the exposi-

tion of the system supported by its author, i.e. the Madhyamika-

svatantrika. 141 The following chapters contain an analysis of other

systems. Buddhistic and Brahmanical, viz. the HSnayanistic schools,

the YogaCara system, Samkhya, Vedanta etc. The investigation of

the contents of this text will be the subject of my special study.

As concerns the Yogacura views, only one text, viz. the Nimaya-

tamgraha of Asahga has been referred to. It ia the second part of

Asanga’s Yogacaryarbhiinui
,

Ma containing the quintessence of the

MahayiLnistio Abhidharma, viewed from the Yogacara standpoint.

The part dedicated to the exposition of Nirvana according to the

Madhyamika views contains quotations from the Mulorviadh yumil-a,

the Uttaratantra, the Kaya-traya-avatdm of N a g a m i t r a, the Bodhi-

caryOvatdra, etc. It seems to us that, in this latter part, the material

given in the Tibetan commentaires is somewhat scanty. We could have

expected here a fuller account on the basis of the Prasanna-padd and

other works in which the subjeot is discussed in detail.

139 We must add here that the Tibetan tradition distinguishes between “the

Logician Sautrantikas” (rigs-pahi rjes-hbruns Mdo-sde-ba) or the critical school,

and “the Dogmatist Sautrantikas” (luA-gi-rjes-hlraiU=agama-anus&ririulj.)

.

The first is evidently meant here.

140 Legs-ldan-fibyed.

HI Cl’, my translation of Bn-ston’s History of Buddhism, vol II, p, 135,

notc yye - 142 Ibid., vol. 1, pp. 64-55.
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B. The Hlnay&nisido. Conceptions of Nirvana.

We may now give a general idea of the different conceptions of

Nirvana on the basis of the information given by the two Tibetan

manuals, adding materials from other sources where it proves

to be insufficient.

We begin with' the Hinayamistio systems. As regards the

Vaibliasikas, their main tenets are as follows:— Nirvana is

pratisavikhydni/rodha, i.e. that extinction of Phenomenal Life which'

represents the separation113 from all the mundane defiling elements and

forces, attained by undefiled analytic wisdom. It is an eternal,

immutable
(
asavish-ta

)
element, a separate reality (bhdva=v'astu), a

real entity
(
dravya-sai),Ui the negation of Phenomenal Existence

in the sense of its being a real counterpart of Sameara and not the

mere absence of the phenomenal elements. As conoerns the question

whether it represents something completely inanimate or not, it seems,

that the Yaibhasikas were not unanimous on this point. According

to Jam-yah-sli!ad-pa some of them affirmed that the complete annihila-

tion of consciousness at the time of final Nirvana refers only to that

kind of consciousness which is influenced by the defiling forces

(sasrava)
;
it thus appears that they maintained the existence of some

other kind of consciousness uninfluenced byt defilement, which remains

after the attainment of the final Nirvana. Their conception of this

consciousness was evidently similar to that of the Sautrantikas who

admitted the existence of a subtle spiritual element surviving after

Nirvana. Jam-yah-shad-pa does not tell us who these Vaibhasikae were

and in his Grub-mtihah-chen-mo we likewise find no indication on this

subject. In any case we know that the idea of a spiritual principle

uninfluenced by defiling agencies was already familiar to some of the

18 sects of early Buddhism, as foil instance the Ekavyava-

li ajui k a &115 who maintained the existence of “the mind (or spirit)

143 vtiamvooa= bral-ba. Abh.ko&i-vyakhj'a, B.B. I, p. 18, 18-20, 21

JTTn-

146 Cf. Tarkajvala, Tg. MDO., XIX. 163b. 3-4.

JUNE, 1934.

snjr narfefrfrg fad* sfa

144 Ibid., p. 17. 3, 4. *fatl<?mfad*:

4
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perfectly pure and radiant by nature1" unobscuml by the defiling

elements, a theory which attained the highest degree of development

in Mahayana, as we have it in the Uttaratantm. We know likewise

that among the 18 sects the protest- against the theory of Nirvana as

complete annihilation, the full extinction of every Hind of life was

making itself manifest. 117
It is therefore quite probable that a section

of the Vaibliasikas was averse to the idea of Nirvana as being eternal

death and agreed with' the Sautrantikas in admitting a surviving

spiritual element.

In connection with the VaibhSsika- theories, we may speak

of the school of the Vaibliasikas of Central India who acknowledged a

fourth eternal immuatble (asamskrta) element, viz. the so-called

1 a t h a t a. From the characteristics of this element according

to the TarkajvaiUi, it appears to be quite identical with the “category

of the Non-ens” (dbJidva-padartha)
of the V ai^esika system.

Indeed it is a purely negative principle and its aspects are quite the

same as those of the said category, viz. prfig-abh&va, the absence or

the unreality of a thing before it became originated, prjiilwaiqun-

abhavu,
the absence of a thing after it has ceased to exist, utvyonya-

abhnva, the absence of one entity in another, and atyaauta-abh&va, the

total absence of entities that never existed. The Tathata thus charac-

terized has consequently nothing to do with the Ultimate Essence of

existence in which sense the term is used by the Mahayanists.

The conceptions of Nirvana as a separate reality, a real entity

( blidva =» vastu= dravi/a-sat) appeal’s to be strange when contrasted

with the view of those representatives of the Vaibhasika school according

to whom Nirvana is the complete extinction of every kind of life, the

annihilation of all the material and mental elements and of all the

forces likewise. What can there remain really existing, if the said

three categories of elements are put an end toP But, however strange

it may seem to us, just the blank created by the extinction of the

elements is conceived as a reality. We have here again a resemblance

with the Vai^esika views, according to which the category of

146 ptuJtrti-prabM*vara-eitta=*ems rafi-bim-gyis hod-gsal-ba,

147 Cf. Conception of Buddhist Nirvana, p. SO.
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Non-ens (abhdva) must be regarded as something real. It is not without

reason, that Avalok.ita vrata mentions the VaiSeBikas and Vaibhasikas,

side by .‘tide,—both are extreme realists and both the Vaibhasikas, as

Are have seen, partly, adhered to the conception of the 'lifeless character

of Nirvana.

Otherwise, if we remember all that has been said about- the ever-

lasting nature of the elements (dharmarsvabh&va) and their manifesta-

tions in actual 'life
(
dJwnna-laksana

), it may likewise appear that the

Vaibhasikas maintained Nirvana to be the annihilation of dharma-

lahana only, whereas dfiarma-iva-bhava according to them continues to

exist .

115 The Tibetan commentators are however silent on this point.

The views of the Sautrantika school concerning Nirvana are in

short as follows:—Nirvana is the. extinction of Phenomenal Existence,

representing the separation from the active elements of life, attained

through the undefiled analytic wisdom on the Path (pmtitaajikhydr

nirodha). It is the negation of Phenomenal Life in the sense of being

the mere absence of it; it is not a separate reality in itself (vastu

)

that could be opposed to Phenomenal Existence, as we have it

according to the Vaibhtuj-ikaa. After the attainment of final NiiwSna

there remains the subtile consciousness, merged, as we stated in

the Gter-phren, “in the plane of complete quiescence.”

In the commentary of J am-yan-,shad-pa it is however said that

some of the Sautrantikas adhered to the conception of the final Nirv&na

as being the full extinction of the material elements and of consciousness

likewise. And, as Nirvana was according to them the mere absence

of the Phenomenal Elements without any positive counterpart, it is

clear that this branch of the Sautraintika school must have viewed

Nirvana as mere annihilation and nothing else. It is interesting to

note that Avalokitavrata mentions the Sautrantikas along with

the Tamra^atxya s
14* and the Lokaya tikes as those,

according to whom Nirvana had no reality of its own.

148 Cf. Conception of Buddhist Nirvaija, pp. 23, 186.

149 In the Tippani (mchau-hgrel) of the Lama B 8 1 a n-p a 1) i s g r o n-m o

of (J u h-t h a it we have ah extract from “a Timrasotiya text” (Qos-dmar-sde

pahi g4uy), Ciiilutai edition, 86a 6b 2 :
—ji-ltar mar-me U-ba-niJ sa-la ma-yin
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In the interpretation of the terms “Nirvana with residue” (sopadhi

-

sesa-nitrvana) and “Nirvana without residue” (anupadhi-sesa-nirvaiia,)

both the Hi'ii ayauistic schools agree. When the saint has

reached the final limit of his Path, i.e. when all the elements of

Phenomenal Life are extirpated by him, he attains Nirvana. But, as

long • as the force which keeps his life on earth going on (dyvh-

samskara) is not stopped, it keeps together the five groups of elements

constituting the personality of the Arhat which thus continues to exist

as a residue of the previous Phenomenal
Existence. As soon as the said force is stopped, the aggregate

of the five groups is dissolved and the final Nirvana without- residue

takes place. It is noteworthy that the force of karma, the originating

factor
(
samudaya) of Phenomenal Existence is not considered to be

completely absent with the Arha.t; it is onlyi incapable of producing

a new existence in the Sampara, being rendered powerless owing to the

absence of the so-called anuiaya&, i.e. the defiling forces which represent

the root of Phenomenal Existence, remaining at the beginning of each

new life in a dormant state only to develop subsequently
,

150
so as to

put in motion the force of karma. These are: desire (rdga)
,
enmity

(pratigha), ignorance
(
avidyu), false views (dr§ti), and doubt (vioikitsu ),

fully discussed in the sixth chapter df the AhhidJiarmakoia,

These are all extirpated by the Arhat on bis Path.

Now, in analysing the Hmayanistic views regarding Nirvana we

meet with the following question : What difference is there, according

to the Hlnayanistic schools, between the Nirvana of the Buddha and

that of an ordinary Sravaka Arhat ? It seems to be especially difficult-

mkhali-la min./ phyogs-su mi-hgro phyogs-mtshams min/ mar zad fli-tshe ti-ba

ttar/ sans-rgyas mya-Aan-hdas-pa yoAj sa-la ma-yin mhhah-la min / phyogs-su

mi-boro phyogs-mtshams min / srid zad fli-tslie hdas-par 1}gyur/ /—a light that

is extinguished exists neither on earth, nor in space, it neither moves in some

direction, nor is it localized anywhere : it has just ceased to exist as the oil

has gone out. Similar is the Buddha who has attained Nirvana. He is neither

on earth, nor is he in space, he neither moves in any direction, nor is he

localized anywhere; his Phenoinonal Existence has just ce.ased, and he is no

more.

150 Compare TJttaratantra, transl., p. 136.
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to answer this question, if we take into consideration those Hmayanists

according to whom Nirvana represents mere annihilation. Indeed,

from their point of view, both the Buddha and the Arhat pass away

and absolutely nothing is left of them. Now, according to the Abhi-

dharmakota-bhasya (on Ear. I. 1) the Sravakas and Pratyekabuddhas,

even after they have attained Arliatship, axe still possessed of ignorance,

which though uninfluenced by defiling agencies, is an impediment to

their cognition of all the subtle objects of the mo^t- remote time and

place. "With the Buddha this impediment does not exist. Moreover,

the Buddha is possessed of the ten powers, the exclusive properties

(avenika-dharma), etc., unattainable by the Sravaka and Pratyeka-

buddha. 101 It is thus quite clear that the HJuayanist -schools

acknowledge the superhuman character of the Buddha, his exclusive

power of cognition, which makes him superior to the Arhats and to

all other living beings. There is thus a vital difference between the

Arhat and the Buddha with respect to the so-called “Nirvana with

residue,” i.e. at the time when the Buddha continues to exist on earth.

As regards the final Nirvapa “without residue,” those Hmayanists who

maintained the theory of complete annihilation naturally considered

that with the Buddha as well as with the Arhat all life becomes

completely extinct. These Hlnayainists (Vaibh&sikas and Saulr&ntikas)

must be contrasted with those representatives of the latter school who

adhered to the conception of dhamiarkaya, i.e. of a divine Buddha.

C. The Mahdydnistic Theories.

Let us now pass over to the Mahayanistic theories, those of the

Yogucfiras and the Madhyamikas. Two main points must he taken

into consideration here. These are: (1) the Mahayanistic Nirvana,

i.e. that of the Buddha as such and (2) the Nirvana of the Hlnayanigtic

Arhat as conceived by the Mahayanists.

We begin with the Yogqcaras. As regards the essence of Nirvana

according to this school, we are told that it represents “the perfectly

pure Absolute Essence of the elements (dJmrma-dluHu).” This as we

know is one of the many synonyms of the Absolute Reality

161 Of. Abh .-ko^a-vyakliya, BB., p. 6.
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(paramSrtha-mtyn) ,

IM and is explained in till© commentary on the

Madhyama-vibhanga as “the cause (or the source) of all the saintly

properties." 15,1 All that is said about this absolute essence points to the

fact of its being- viewed as something unique and undifferentiated, a

monistic spiritual principle. The Yogaciira conception of dhamia-

dh dtv => paramdrtha= NirvSdia is most closely connected with the theory

of the three aspects of existence peculiar to this school. As we know,

the Yogacaras maintained that every individual existence represents

a stream of consciousness which constructs an unreal objective external

world (
abhiita-parikaJpa). No real differentiation of subject and object

exists; the reality of the external objects as things in themselves is

denied. There are only the moments of consciousness, the component

elements of the stream of constructive thought, or, to speak otherwise,

the individual ideas. These are dependent on causes and conditions;

therefore the whole stream of constructive thoughts is called “the

causally dependent aspect of existence” (paratantra-svabhHva or

paratantrarlakqMia) .

1M On the foundation of it an objective external

world is constructed, a world consisting of material and other elements,

to which certain essences and qualities are ascribed. This is the

constructed or imputed aspect
(
pankalpita-svahhdva or parikalpiita-

lak^ana) .

lt's On the other hand we have the true essence of the causally

dependent aspect viz. that of being devoid of the differentiation into

subject and object and of all that is ascribed to the elements by our

constructive imagination, i.e. devoid of the imputed aspect just

mentioned .

1 '"1 This negation or unreality of all construction, in other

words, the negation of separate and objective reality and the elements of

existence represents their absolute nature (
panimpanna-svaJdulva or

parini'gpanna-laksmm
,

157 and as suclv, a synonym of dharma-dlurtv and

162 Cf. Madh.-vibh., I, 15.

153 Sthiramati ad Madh.-vibh., p. 42. (from Vaao-

bandhu’s commentary).

164 oian-dbah-ai mUkan-nid, (gzan-dbaft),

165 liun-brtags-palii mUhan-flid (Itun-brtags).

156 Sthir. ad. Madh.-vibh., p. 20. 5*tvrtq: (from Vasu-

bandhu's commentary).

167 yonssu-grub-pahi nislian-flid (y'lns-gmb'f
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param&rtha, the highest Truth. Iu the a»pect of the latter all

elements appear as unique and undifferentiated and merged for ever in

Nirvana .

158 The Madhyamika theory of the substantial 'identity

between Samsara and Nirvana
,

159
i.e. the theory that the absolute is

immanent in the world100
is thus acknowledged likewise by the Yoga-

caras. As we have it clearly expressed in Asanga’s Mahdydna-

savigmha, there is no essential difference between Sarpsara and Nirvana,

since the causally dependent elements, the basis of existence, are at

one and the same time possessed of tbe imputed and of the absolute

nature. In their imputed aspect .

1 * 1
i.e. imagined as something different,

as real in their plurality, as active etc., the casually dependent

elements constitute Phenomenal Life. On the other hand, in their

absolute aspect
,

108
i.e. correctly intuited as an undifferentiated unity,

the same elements represent Nirvana. The transition from Samsara to

Nirvana consists in the change of the main point of view .

183 One must

abandon the conception of the elements of existence as constructed by

our imagination and fully concentrate one’s mind upon thjeir absolute

nature (parinispanna-svabhdva) or their ultimate essence (dJiarvun-

dhatu). The mind of the meditator (yoyin) who contemplates this

essence iutrospectively becomes fully absorbed in it and coalesces with

it “like one particle of water witLi another.” Thus the ultimate essence

(dharma-dliSiu )
identical with Nirvana, the object o-f the perfectly pure

intuition of the yogin (vUvddhy-alambma) is realised. In suoh a sense

we have to understand the expi’ession that, “the essence of Nirvana is

dhmna-dh&tu—the perfectly pure absolute nature of the elements.”

Now, as the absolute is thus immanent in the Phenomenal World

and there is no substantial difference between Samsara and Nirvana,

it is impossible, with the Yogacpras and all Mahayanists in general, to

158 Of. iny Introduction to the. trnnsl. of the Uttaratautra, p. 88 (Contents

of the Dharma’-dharmatft-vibhailga).

169 Of. Conception of Buddhist Nirvana, p. 282.

160 Ibid., p. 84,

161 Lit.: “In the. imputed part” (km4u-brtags-palj,i chas-ni bkhor-laho).

162 Lit.: "In the absolute part” (yoAs-su-grub-pahi chas-ni mya-han-las-

hdas-paho). Mahayana-samgraha, Tg., MDO., LVI 22a 4-7.

163 Of. Conception of Buddhist Nirvana, p. 84.
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apeak of an actual annihilation of the Phenomenal Elements, as we

have it according to the Hinayahistic schools. The process of concen-

tration which we call the Path, the power of Yoga by which the

transition from Sainsara to Nirvana is attained, does not bring about

the destruction of the said elements—it only, conveys their complete

metamorphose, their perfect transformation (asra.ya-pamvrtti
)

1 *'1 into

component elements constituting the personality of the Buddha. We
read in the Mahayartasarrigmha1*3 about the essence of \m-dvrtti as

follows:—If the causally dependent essence ijn that part which is

influenced by the obscurations and includes the sources of defilement

(xtmklesa),n °
i.e. the imputed nature or aspect is removed, the libera-

tion from all the obscurations is attained, the power of governing all

the elements (sarva-dhai'ma-vaiavcu'.titoa)

11 7
is secured aiul owing to this

the other side of the causally dependent nature, viz. that which contains

the sources of purification (yyavaduna) is made manifest. The

Mah.uydn.a-s u tralarrikava of ilaitreya-Asauga dwells upon the subject of

pardvftti in detail in Chapter IX.

Very interesting is the description of tlie process of cognition

conducive to the realization of Nirvana as we have it in the Mahaydua-

samgralia.
,oa The B'odhisattva, in contemplating the objects of the

external world as they arc constructed by our incorrect mental activity,

i.e. as having each its particular essence, name, etc., comes to the insight

that all this variety of representations of names and objects is only a

murmur of the mind (gna.no-julpa),
1™ that the objects have no reality

as things in themselves, and that all the essences and qualities ascribed

to them are merely nominal. And, by means of the four methods of

search170 and the four varieties of full and correct cognition,

171
lie comes

164 gnas-bgyur. 165 Tg., MDO., LVi 43b 2-7.

166 Icun^ias-iton-moiLS-pa. 167 chos tham-cucl-lu dban-sgyur-ba

.

168 Tg., MDO., LVI 28a 1 sqq. This process of cognition refers to the 4

Degrees conducive to Illumination (
nirvcdka-bhaglya). Cf. “Doctrine of Pr.-

Par.” p. 34 sqq. and ‘Analysis of Abhisamayalamkara,’ pp, 58-60.

169 yid-kyi briod-pa.

170 catasrah, panje$ariali=yofis-su-tskol-ba Mi. Of. Bodhisattva-bliumi, ed.

Wogibara, p. 53.

171 catvarl yathd-bh.uta-parij‘tlS,nd;ni=yan-dag-par yona-su-ies-pa Mi. Ibid.
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to the cognition that all these constructions of the mind, appearing as

objects and names, represent but modifications of consciousness. Tlius

he develops a .fully idealistic conception .

172 The things, their' names,

the essences and qualities ascribed to them etc. are cognised as having

no objective reality, although they appear to us as objectively real.

We have here the well-known example of the rope which is mistaken

for a serpent in the dark.
.
The representation of the Berpent is an

illusion inasmuch as the -serpent in reality does not exist. Those who

have cognized this, become free from the conception of the. non-existing

serpent and become possessed of the notion of a rope. This, however,

being examined more closely, proves likewise to be illusory, since

in the rope we have not a unity, but a complex of elements, viz. oolour,

smell, taste, and tangible. staff. On the foundation of the cognition

of these component parts, colour and the rest the concept of the rope

as a whole is put an end to. Similar is the case if we have the cognition

of the absolute essence of the elements. From the constructions of the

mind which appear as external objects, associated with the words by

which they are designated, the conception of objective reality is

removed, just as the notion of the serpent is removed from the rope.

And, after this has taken place, the cognition of the thought-construc-

tions as modifications of consciousness is finally likewise put- an end

to. TIiub, the Bodhisattva, by penetrating into the essence of the

objects as representations conditioned by a construction of the mind,

penetrates into the imputed essence, By developing the idealist’ c concep-

tion, i.e. by taking the elements as modifications of consciousness (as

they really are), he penetrates into the causally dependent essence (in

the aspect of which the elements appear as component parts of one

stream of consciousness). Into the absolute essence he penetrates

through the removal of the subjective conception likewise. The idea

of separate objects has disappeared, and there is no room for the

construction of the mind to manifest itself in the form of the representa-

tions of objects. The latter, even as modifications of consciousness having

a separate reality, appear no more. The Bodhisattva, being free from

constructive thought regarding all the separate objects, obtains a

172 mam-par-rig-pa taam-Md-du- hjug-go.

i.h.Q., joke,' 1934 5
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direct intuition of tlie ultimate essence of the elements (dharrna

-

dliatu).173 At that time he becomes possessed of transcendental

knowledge free from constructive thought1” in which subject and object

coalesce, and thus penetrates into the Absolute Essence (parinispama

-

rvablidva- dharma-dhdUt—Nirvana) ,
so as to become fully absorbed in

it.
1'5

This intuition of the Absolute and the Transformation of the

elements begin with the first stag'© of the Bodhisattva (pramadita) 1'"'

or the Path of Illumination (daHana-mwrgay 7 and is realized in its

complete and final form at the end of the Path, along with full penetra-

tion into) the essence of the Absolute, the full and definite transformation

of the elements and the realization of the Cosmical Body (dliarma-Jtdya
)

,

the ultimate limit of existence, and the unique Divine Wisdom free

from the differentiation into subject and object {prajnd-pdramitd)..

This is Buddhahood and the true Nirvana.

In the perfectly pure plane (andsravu-ihdiu

)

of absolute existence

173 Of. Sutralaiplciira, VI. 7.

174 ntrmkalpuha-jfUlii(imrnam-iiar*mi-rtoii paid ye-Sen.

175 We find a striking similarity between this intuition of the Absolute accord-

ing to the Yogacaras and the cognition of the Supreme Brahma in the Vedanta

system, as we. have it spoken of in Sa&kara’s B h n s y a on the

M a ij tl u k y a-u p a n i 9 a d. Even the same example of rope and the serpent

lias been used by Sankara. So we read (p. 8, AnandasSrama Sanskrit Series, 1928)

—

Through the pacification oif the differentiation of duality and plurality, the

cognition of the Monistic Essence is attained, just as, through the removal of

the misconception of serpent etc. in regard to a rope, the true nature of the 'atter

is cognized.—And (p. 40, on Sutra 7 of the Upanisad) :
—

^ qfafqqi^fiifoicqrq I Just as, through

the rejection of the imputation of the serpent etc., the true essence of the rope

is cognized, in the same manner it is shown that the true essence of the

Universal Soul (Ut-man— braliman), as it appears in its three states (i.e. as

baiMnara, taijasa, and mjtia

)

is really the fourth aspect (turxya),' i.e. the

Atman as being the unique Essence of Universe, inexpressible, unthinkable, etc.,

the quiescence of all plurality (prapaflca-upaiama).

276 rab-tu-dgah-ba, Of. Sutralamk&ra, XIV, 29

177 mthoA-lam.
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tliis Co&mical Body represents a unique undifferentiated principle
;

178

it is tlie same with all the Buddhas .

1,8 At the same time, however, the

Buddhas cannot he viewed as a unity from the standpoint of their

previous bodily existence etc .
180 Therefore, according to the

Mahayan.ist.ic standpoint, “the numerous Bodhisattvas who have

attained the state of a Buddha can neither be regarded as completely

coalesced into one single substance, nor may they be viewed as a

plurality of forms. The ideas of unity and plurality cannot be applied'

to Buddhahood .” 181

The full penetration into the Absolute Essence, i.e. the full puri-

fication and the transformation of the personality (Hiraya^par&oftti)

can be attained only by the Buddha. As regards the Hinay&nist Saint,

the SraivaBa Arhat and Pratyekabuddha, the position which is assigned

to him by the Yogacaras belongs to the peculiar tenets of the school

and is one of the points in which it disagrees with the Muklhyamikas.

The Yogacaras, as we know, are the N a n fi-y a n a-n a y aw §. d i n s,

This means that they maintain the view that there are three essen-

tially different ‘vehicles’ or Paths to Salvation, each with a different

result, in correspondence with the three varieties of the element of the

Saintly lineage
(
gotra), viz. that of the Sravakas, Pratyekabuddhas,

and Bodhisattvas, which three varieties are likewise regarded as being

essentially different. Thus, as we have already indicated elsewhere,

the Yogacaras admit the Nirvana of the Hlnayanist Saint as being

a definite final goal, and not a state of temporary pacification as we

have it according to the Madhyamikas, i.e. the adherents of the teaching

of the “Unique Vehicle” (eka-yiina). Two kinds of Hinayanistic Arhats

are admitted by the Yogacaras. To the first class belong those who,

having terminated the course of training on the Hinayanistic Path,

do not stop there, but, by the grace of the Buddha, are aroused from

the state of absorption in which they abide, make their mental effort

178 Of. my Introduction to the transl. of the Uttnratautra, A.O. vol. IX,

p. m
179 Ibid, (quotation from Sutralaipkara, IX, 82 and Commentary).

180 Ibid, (quotation from Sutralamknra, IX, 77 and Commentary).

181 Jlu-ston, History of Buddhism, transl. vol. I, pp. 132-133.
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or vow for the attainment of Buddhahood (bodJiuciita-vtpdda), enter

the Mahayanistic Path, and gradually attain five state of a Buddha.

The second category are those Arliats for whom the attainment

of personal quiescence i.s the sole aim .

182 After the termination of

the Ilinayanistie Path; all the elements relating to Phenomenal Life

in the three spheres of mundane existence, are completely annihilated

with the individual of this kind. And, after the attainment of

“Nirvana without residue” there remains the element of pure conscious-

ness which is regarded as supermundane (loToitara) and as not being

in the least subjected to the influence of the defiling forces (an/isrcwa)

.

The Arhat is thus regarded ns having assumed a purely spiritual form

of existence {mand'maya-l'dya) .

1 *'1 In this form he abides for ever

merged in trance. His aim, viz., that of attaining quiescence for himself,

is attained and the ultimate limit (bliflta-Jcoti)
1 84 accessible to him is

realized. This means that the idea of personal quiescence has taken

possession of his mind, and, in accordance with the aim pursued by.

him, he becomes fully absorbed an the Hinayainiistio Nirvana,—his
I

ultimate limit,—without ever being able to arise from bis absorption.

And, as we have it very eloquenlly said in the Saindhinirnwrnna-sfitrn
,

the efforts of all the Buddhas taken together would be vain, if they

would try to arouse such on Arhat from this state of perpetual trance.

He has removed the defiling forces, but, since he has pursued only an

egoistic aim and has never made the vow of acting for the weal of

other living beings, the position of a Buddha and the altruistic activity

connected with it are inaccessible to him.

The purification of the Absolute with such an Arhat is incomplete.

The absolute intuited by him is only that which represents “the object

of the wisdom conveying the purification from the obscuration of moral

defilement. 135” It is the negation of the reality of the individual ego,

—

existence as constituted by the elements classified from the standpoint

182 zi-ba bgrod-pa gdg-pu-pa. Cf. “Doctrine ofPr.-Piir.” p. 32, note. 3.

183 yid-kpi zaiirb£in-gyi lun. See infra.

.
and I-ankavatara, p. 120.

184 yah-clag-mthah. See infra.

185 klcsa-dvarana-visuddhi-jnSva-fiocorns tattvmn, Cf. Boclhisattvn-blnuni,

P. 38,
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of tie four Truths of the Saint. 180
It is not that higher aspect of the

Absolute Truth (tattva —parinispanm) which represents the negation

of the imputed separate reality of the elements, and as such forms “the

object of the intuition which conveys 'the purification from the obscura-

tion of ignorance.” 187 As Prof. Stclierbatsky rightly remarks, 188 there

are many artificial constructions in the Yogac&ra theories concerning

Nirvana. To one of these certainly belongs the' teaching of the three

^ultimate’ Paths to Salvation and the intermediate position of the

Hrnayanistic Arhats.

The views of the Madhyamika school regarding final Salvation

are much more natural. Naigarjuna, in his Nimpama-stava1,9

clearly says As the absolute Essence of the elements is unique and

undifferentiated (with ail living beings), there can be no (essential)

difference in the ‘vehicles’ or Paths conducive to its deliverance.

—

This means that there is only one nltimate end and aim. This is

Buddhahood, full Enlightenment and the complete liberation of the

absolute Essence.

In the Uttaratmtra of Maitreya-Asauga and in the canonical frag-

ments quoted in it we find this idea of Buddhahood as the unique ulti-

mate, aim expressed in many beautiful passages. In the first place we

have to remember verse 8.1 of Chapter I" 0
:
—

It (i.e. the absolute .Essence) is the Cosmical Body, it is the

(Buddha),—one witb| the Absolute,

.

It is the Highest Truth and climax of Saintliness, n. n. d it is

Nirvana, just as are the sun and its rays, so are its properties,

indivisible; therefore there is no Nirvana apart from Buiddliabood.

186 catvary arya-saty&ni= hpkags-paki bden-pa Mi.

1K7 incya-avaraya-vttiiddlii-iiHina-oOcams tattvom. Boclh.-blrQmi, ibid.

188 Conception of Buddhist Nirvana, p. 204.

189 IttQ., vol. VUI, no. 2, p. 319, verse 21 (restored by P. Patel), compare

Abhisamayalaipkara, 1. 39.— 5T SWt !

190 Transl., p. 205

:

-gan-phyir cle-ni chos-sku de-ni de-biin-gtegsj

cte-ni hphags-pahi bden-pa don-dam, mya^nan-lulas

/

de-pliyir ni dan eer burn yon-tan dbyer-med-pnsj

eans-rgyas-nid-tas ma-gtogt mya-Mn-hdas-pa medl /
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Tie meaning of this is as follows: The Absolute Essence, the

true essence of all the elements is in other words the Cosmical Body of the

Buddha. ,n
It, manifests itself in all living beings ns perfectly pure

by nature (svabhava-suddha) ,

1 02 though concealed by the accidental

defiling elements (agantnka-nuda) .

13,1 With all living beings it

is unique and undifferentiated, and therefore, at the time when all the

obscurations ultimately and definitely disappear, it can be

realized and intuited' only in one way by all those who have come to

the final goal of the Path to Salvation. The transformation (purdvrtti)

of the fundamental element of an ordinary personality into the Bodies

of a Buddha 191
is considered to be the final result of the process of

perfect purification. As we have already mentioned, the Absolute =

Nirvana is viewed as immanent in the World= Sa-msarn.m The pheno-

menal elements cannot be destroyed
,

196 they are only transformed

(pamvritdli

)

into the component elements of Buddhahood.

Now, the fundamental Essence of all the Elements, to speale

in other words the Absolute is the perfectly pure quiescent principle,—it

is Nirvana. But this essence exists with every living being and re-

presents its true, fundamental nature (dixatu, gotra). Thus it follows

that every living being is posessed of the element of Nirvana which is

introapectively intuited on the Path, till the mind completely coalesces

with it and all the obscurations are removed .

197 The Absolute Essence

thus fully realized represents the ultimate Nirvana; at the same time

it is the Cosmical Body (
dharma-li&ya), the Highest Truth

{paramartha-satya) and the Extinction of Phenomenal Existence

(nirodba^satya). Such is the ultimate end and aim and no other,

191 (Iharma-kaya= elios-slnt, ct, ray Introduction to the Transl. of the Uttara-

tantra, p. 105 no. 3.

192 mfi-biin-gyis dag-pa 193 glo-bur-gyi dri-ma.

194 Of. Uttaratantra, Transl., p. 157, n, 3. 195 Ibid., p. 174.

196 Ibid. p. 134: “But nowhere is this Extinction spoken of as tho destruc-

tion of any of the elements of existence.”

197 On Nirvana as intuited retrospectively, cf. Lahkavatara, ed. Nanjio, p. 99.

Of . also Uttaratantra, transl., p. 252 (It. 42)—The

ultimate, highest Nirvana, the Buddha’s inconceivable introspection.
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However, at the same time, the Eka-yana-naya-vadins acknow-

ledge the Nirvana of the Hinayaoilstic Arhat s, the Sr&vakas and

Pratyekabudclhas. In the Coonmentary on the Uttanitantra and in

Haribliadra’s AbhMamayiilumkdra-ulokd108
it is clearly shown that this

Nirvana is to be understood in the sense of a state of temporary paci-

fication; it is “like a town amidst a wilderness, a resting-place for

travellers tired of a long journey,” 1011 an existence in the supermundane

“unaffected” sphere200 in perpetual trance. Of the two obscurations,

only that of Moral Defilement (Idesa-civarcuur) is removed by

the Sravaka Arhat a.t the time of the termination of the Hlnuyanistio

Path. The Pratyekabuddha Arhat is considered to remove a part of

the Obscuration of Ignorance (jileya-dvamiui ), viz. the conception of

the reality of the external world .

201 But neither the one nor the other

can come to full deliverance as long- as they are Hinayiinists.

According to the Uttaratmira-vy&kKy<P0i there are four impedi-

ments by which this full deliverance is hindered. First of all there is

force of transcendental illusion (avidyd-vdsand), owing to which the

Arhat cannot become free from the differentiation of separate entities

and is thus prevented from becoming fully absorbed in the unique

Absolute Essence=Nirvan a

.

Now, with the ordinary living beings, the views maintaining the

reality of the separate worldly objects call forth the passionk and

Karma, i.e. the activity of will, the dominating driving force of phe-

nomenal existence. In a like manner, with the Himayanistie Arhat

the force of transcendental illusion conditions a movement of the

mind, an activity of will, as far as the consideration of separate reali-

ties is not put an end to. This is Karma, though free from

the influence of defiling agencies (andBmm), but still representing an

active force of life. A state in which room is left for the acti-’

198 Cf„ “Dootrine of Pr.-Par.,” p. 29.

199 Sri-malii-devl-siiphanada-sutra, Kangyur DKON (R-atnakuta) VI. 209b

2-3, quoted in Uttaratantra-vyakhya ,
transl., p. 208.

200 arv&smva-ciliatu - zag-med-kyi dbyins.

201 Gf. “Doctrine of Pr.-Par.,” p. 32.

202 Transl., p. 170 sqq.
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vity of Karma cannot represent the true Nirvana in which every kind

of Karma and emotion ig pacified.
205

As the ordinary Karma is the cause of repeated forms of existence

in the Phenomenal World, in a similar way the “undefiled” Karma

of the Arhat furthers the continuance of his so-called spiritual body

(maiurmaya-kdya)
,

i.e. of the four g-roups of non-physical

elements. The stream of existence, though infinitely subtle is going-

on with all the constant changes accompanying it. The non-physical

body of the Arhat undergoes the process of regeneration which, as it

is said, takes place in an inconceivable manner.

Such is the so-called Nirvana of the Hlnayanislic Arhat. Accord-

ing to the .Eka-yana naya-vadins it can endure for many aeons, but

must invariably have an end: tlie Arhat is finally aroused from the

state of absorption by the power of a Buddha, enters the Mahayanistic

Path and attains Buddhahood, the true Nirvana with the four absolute

properties di Purity, 204 Unity, 200 Bliss204 and Eternity, 207 where the

force of Karma can no more exercise its activity, and where there is

neither repeated birth nor death, nor any of those changes which are

connected with every kind of conditioned (saviskrta) existence.

The Bodliisattva, who from the outset belongs to tbo Mabaya-

nistic spiritual lineage (gotra), has the possibility of attaining the

highest of all aims as the direct result of his Path, he need not pass

through tlie intermediate state of Hlnayanistic Nirvana. A position

which to a certain extent resembles that of the Arhat is attained by

the Bodliisattva on the eighth stage, “the motionless” (acalu) .

20S He

is also possessed of a non-physical body produced by the undefiled

Karma-, and the subtle force of transcendental illusion still exists in

him up to the time of its full extripation at the final moment of the

Path. 202 But this state is regarded as being infinitely superior to the

208 Ibid., pp. 133, 134 sqq.

204 suddIn.-(or iuci-)pdrumita =gteah-baki-plia-rol-tii phyin-pa. UMaratantra,
transl., p. 166 sqq. ‘M5 &tma-]iaramitO,=bdag-gi-pha-rol-tu-phyin-pa. Ibid.

206 sicklia-p<iranut&=Ude-balii-pha-rol-t‘u-pliyin-])a. Ibid.

207 nitga-pdramitil—rtaij-puli'i-pha-vol-ta-pKyin-pa. Ibid. 208 fni^gyo-ba.

209 Ibid., pp. 223, 226 (on the defilement removed by the vajropanw-

samSdhi).-
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so-called Nirvana of the Hinayanist Saint, this is due to the altruistic

activity exercised by the Bodhisattva and the proximity to the final1

result—the Nirvana of the Buddha. 110

The attainment of the final Nirvana by the Maliayanist Saint and

of the temporary state of Hlnayauistic Nirvana by the Sravaka and

Pratyekabuddha. Arhut is otherwise called “the realization of the

Ultimate Limit.”211 In the Tibetan manuals we find a special' passage

containing the explanation of this. term. “The Ultimate Limit”

(
bhuta-lioti

)

us we know is one of the appellations of the Absolute.412

In the teaching of the Path and Final Nirvana it has the following

meanings
: (1) The Absolute Truth as perfectly revealed owing to the

removal of the Obscuration of Ignorance, 018
(2) The Ultimate Limit

in the sense of the Hmayamistio Nirvapa, the pacification of Pheno-

menal Existence and the removal of the views maintaining the reality

of the Ego. “The realization” (
SalcqdtJcarcma) is to be understood

as follows:—If the idea of attaining quiescence takes possession of

the mind, all one’s thoughts and inclinations are solely directed to-

wards it till the mind becomes so fully absorbed in it that an awaken-

ing from this state of absorption is no more possible.
211 The attain-

ment of such a state means the realization of the Ultimate

I .iii-nit According to the Yogacara theory of the “three Ultimate

Vehicles” the Hinayanist Saint can remain thu6 absorbed ifor ever,

whereas the Eka-yuiua-naya-vadins maintain that the power of the

Buddha pule an end to this state.

As regards the “realization of the Ultimate Limit” by the

Buddha, it represents the absorption in the Absolute, with which the

Buddha forms one indivisible whole characterized at the same time by

altruistic activity, miraculous and free from effort (condbhoga)

.

ais

Now after all that has been saidl it is quite clear that from the

210 Compare “the Wisdom near to tlie result” of tlie Bodhisattva aud "that

far from the result” of the Hinayanist.”

211 bhuta-kofi-saksatkavana = yuMag-mthdly mnon-du-byed-pa.

212 Madh.-vibb., I, 41. 213 Sthiramati ad. Madh.-vibh., p. 41.

214 Skabs., I. 106a 4. ......
215 Skabs., I, 109a t-de-Min-ni<Ua m(lam-par.teuo-b£in-du aian-don hbaa.

me<Uh.un-grub-tu byed-pa.de. de-Min-M mnon-du-byas-pahi tshad yin/.

Q
jUne, 1934
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Mahayanistic point of view the so-called Nirvana1 of the iSravaka and

Pratyekabnddha. cannot he regarded as something desirable. It is

called a ‘fall,’ an undesirable state of existence, just a ss> its counterpart,

viz., worldly life. Both are avoided by the Mahayanist

Saint, and the Mahaiyanistic Nirvana is accordingly characterized as

the ‘non-stable’ (
apratistJiita

), the liberation from the two un-

d'esired for states, viz. Samsara. and Hinaynnistic Nirvana such as

we know is the definition of a/p thifa-nirvan 1

1

according to

the Commentary of Jnm-yail-shad-pn.

Both the Tibetan commentaries, however, give us insufficient

information on this most important subject. We must distinguish here

the philosophical and the ethical side. As regards the first the con-

ception of apratisthiUi-nirv&n

a

i,s most closely connected with the

Mahayanistic theory according to which the Phenomenal World

=

Samsara. is immanent in the absolute^Nirvana. As from this point

of view there is no real destruction of the Phenomenal Elements, and

Nirvana is not to be conceived as some separate reality that could

be added to Phenomenal Existence, there can be no insistence

(pratifthiftna) upon the separate reality of Samsara and Nirvana .

310

It is interesting to note that the views according to which the • pheno-

menal elements really become destroyed, are characterized as nihilistic,

or nnnihilationistic (
ucchcda-vCtda). It is also noteworthy that one

of the terms used by the Tibetan scholars for the designation of Hlnu-

yanistic Nirvapa is: clind-ifahi nbyan-luhis = 'Ucc-heda-ner vana.

At/ the same time we have it stated that the conception of Nirvana

as an eternal separate reality is likewise false, it is an eternalistio

heresy Uahata~vcidu).
217 The cognition of the relativity of Samsara

and Nirvana and their substantial identity conveys the non-insistence

upon their separate reality; they are no more conceived as dialectically

opposed, and the pacification of dialectical thought-construction

represents the highest true form of Niivana. Apra^isthita may be

translated here by ‘non-dialectical.’
31 *

216 Uttaratantra, transb, p. 174.

217 Compare Lankavat,Ira, ed. Naujio, p. 99.

218 Uttaratantra, transl., p. 174.
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But this is only one .side of the matter. The teaching of

apratisthita-iurvania is moreover connected with the highest moral ideal

of the Mahfiyana, viz. that of sublime altruistic activity. In the

Gser-phreh it is said that apratistluta-nirvima is peculiar to the Buddhas

and the Bodhisattvas as well. Now, as concerns the Bodhisattra, a

well-known feature of his is the non-avoidance of the world in order

to help the suffering living beings. Owing to hie great wisdom he sees

(he misery of Phenomenal Existence and has no desire of leading the

life of an ordinary worldly being. When, on his Path, he lias attained

the position of a Saint, and particularly the highest stage of Bodhi-

sarttvn perfection, lie has the possibility of putting an end to Pheno-

menal Existence and of attaining a kind of Nirvana similar to that

of a Hinayanist Saint, i.e. a completely inactive state of perpetual

trance. But having made the vow of attaining the Perfect Snpreme

Enlightenment {samyakrsambodhi) of a Buddha and of helping all

living beings, he has no wish df ending his Path in such an incomplete

way. He prefers to exercise an altruistic activity in the Phenomenal

World, with which he remains connected by not giving up the emotions

and desires (kleia) which a Hinayanist Saint would have rejected) in

any case.
210 He thus neither takes his stand in the Phenomenal World,

the fetters of which he has rejected, nor does he abide in Nirvana as

a state of inactivity and quiescence realized out of egoistic motives. In

the Abluisamayulamlcura and in Haribhadra’s Commentary thereon the

fundamental .element of the Bodhisattva’s Saintly lineage (dliatum

gotra) is very pregnantly characterized as “the foundation of wisdom

and commiseration, which prevent the Bodhisattva’s abiding in Samsiira

as well as (Hinayainistic) Nirvana, owing to the efficiency of hia

previous vows and of attainments,” 220

The position of the Bodhisattva, whilst he is still abiding on the

Path, makes him capable of realizing the actual form of apratkthita-

inirvana, i.e. that which is peculiar 'to the Buddha221 and the most

219 Of. Uttaratantea, transl., p. 194 sqq. (quotation from the Sagramati-pari-

prcchil) and N. Dutt, Bodhisattva-pratimoksa-sutro, 1EQ., VIT, p. 268.

220 Of. my Analysis of the Abhisamayalamkara, p. 90.

221 Uttnratnntra, transl., p. 176.
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essential feature of which is altruistic activity in all its grandeur.

The Body of Bliss (aambhoga-lcaya) of the Buddha which is regarded

as the manifestation of the two forms of divine, wisdom, viz. that per-

ceiving the equality, the unity of oneself and other living beings222

and that which correctly discriminates the nature of all things

cognizable223 is spoken of as abiding in the apra1 isth ita-nirvdna .

224

This means that innumerable emanations, the Apparitions! Bodies

(ninndna-kaya) of the Buddha are constantly issuing from the Body

of Bliss and manifest themselves as acting in this world for the sake

of the living beings, thus representing the wisdom acting on behalf of

others. 221

The Buddha is thus constantly acting. There can be no break or

cessation in his acts. That Nirvana which the Buddha makes mani-

fest here on earth, as the Mahapariuirvana of the Buddha Sakyamuni

is regarded by tho Mahaynnists as being only the end of one of the

innumerable manifestations of the Apparitional Body. Bu-ston in his

‘History of Buddhism’ aftor having given the description of the twelfth

and last “act” of the Buddha, viz. Mahaparinirvana, dwells upon tho

subject in detail. One of his sources here is the Ahhimmaydhimldra-

dlokd of Haribhadra, the corresponding passages of which have been

condensed by him . It is directly said that Nirvana, us manifested by

Buddha, on earth, is to be regarded as relating only to the Apparitional

Body. 223 In reality the Buddha cannot pass away, since he has brought

to accomplishment all the factors which secure au eternal existence. 222

These factors would be defective, if the Buddha’s power of fulfilling

the objects of the living beings could become exhausted, if the

Buddha’s commiseration could have an end
,

if the Buddha

would become deprived of the controlling power over the biotic

force which keeps his life going on in this, or that form, if the Karina

222 samatO-jilana^'miiam-Jlid-ye-Scs.

223 pmtyavckfjana-jild,Mi=so-!tor-i-tog-'palii ye-ies.

224 Cf. Bu-ston, transl., vol. I, p. 128, and Doctrine of Pr.-Par., p. 47.

225 hrttj-anvsthana-jflim a= bya-ha, sgrub-palii ye-ics.

226 Abliis.aloka, GOS. p. 130 I
Bu-ston,

transl., vol. EE, p. 68.

227 Ibid. sfa
I
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which brings to development the vital faculty ceases to exercise its

influence, or if there would b& no more living beings to be converted

by the Buddha .

2-8 Not one of these defective conditions is to be found

with the Buddha. He has taken recourse to the four miraculous

powers and can remain existing according to his desire for an aeon

and more .

220 The full accomplishment of the transcendental virtue of

Charity by the Buddha and his abstaining from taking away life are

also characterized as the factors by which longevity secured .

230

Thus, abiding eternally, the Buddha exercises his activity for the

sake off all that lives .

331 He has attained Nirvana, but this Nirvana is

apratiqthita—it is not a rest, an inactive state of absorption, but re-

presents on the contrary the highest form of activity. If in a certain

region of the world the living beings to be converted by the Buddha

no more exist, there are other innumerable regions in which such con-

verts are sure to be present
;

332
it is for their sake that the Buddha acts

perpetually in this or that form. The very act of passing away to

Nirv&na is regarded as being one of the many means of conversion .
333

“The Buddha does not pass away into Nirvana (i.e. Nirvana in the sense

of annihilation), and the doctrine does not cense to exist. But in order

to bring the living beings to maturity, (the Buddha) can demonstrate

his departure into Nirvana.”331—And, owing to the miraculous power

possessed by him, tbe Buddha manifests himself in the different re-

gions of the world1 simultaneously, as we have it the Suramgamat-

sarnddhi-sutra quoted by Bu-ston. For a more detailed description of

228 ibid.

220 Ibid. 'STtfoir WrfttTT sfpfttjcTT

etc., of. Bu-ston. transl., vol. II, p. 57.

230

Abhis. &loka, p. 131. I

231 Uttaratantra, transl., p. 266.

232 Abh.-Sloka, p. 131. ^
qfrfr^ ffKimn I

233 Cf. Bu-ston, transl., vol. II, p. 68.

134 * gg-: qftfsRtffa yi U fasfuf I

Bu-ston, transl., vol. II, p. 68.
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Hie Buddha's activity we can refer to Chapters II and IV of the

Uttaratantra.

Of such a nature are the manifestations' o-f the Buddha in the world.

At the same time we have it said that the Buddha exercises his activity,

being- in his true Absolute Essence, in his Cosmical Body (dftarma-

l-.nya) perfectly quiescent and motionless. He is eternal, uncognizable,

undefiuable, lie represents the quiescence of all plurality (pmpanca-

vpaicma), relating neither to the Phenomenal World, nor to Nirvana

(in the Huiayanistic sense) and thus free .from the limit's of either cf

them.* 35 This Cosmical Body is the Absolute Unity, the true ultimate

nature of all elements of existence (puraviatmav) 2™ and is the true

Nirvana. 237 Now, in the section dedicated to the investigation of the

three Jewels,—the Buddha, the Doctrine (or the Truth), and the Con-

gregation, the Uttanrtantra tells us that the true Jewel of the Doctrine

in its pure and absolute form is the pacification or extinction (nimUha)

of Phenomenal Existence, i.e. Nirvana, of which the Utturutmtm,

similar to the Mitla-madhyamika, says that “it cannot be investigated

neither as an Ens, nor as a Non-ens, nor as- both Ens and Non-ens

together, nor as something which is neither Ens nor Non-ens.” 2,18 This

undeBnable principle represents the true nature (prakrti), of all

elements of existence the essence of their Relativity (iunyatfi) ;
at the

same time the negation, the ‘pacification’ of all plurality. This is

the so-called pmkrti-nirvfma, i.e. Nirvana as the ultimate essence of

existence, the unify of the Cosmos. It is in this aspect that all

elements are characterized as “quiescent from the outset aud by their

nature merged in Nirvana (ddi-iuntah ,
prakrti-parimrorttfili)

. ’

’

The principle of extinction or pacification of Phenomenal Exist-

ence thus characterized is further spoken of as representing the

Cosmical Body of the Buddha. 230 Thus, from the standpoint of the

Ultimate Reality, the Jewel1 of t.he Buddha and the Jewel of the

Doctrine or the Highest Truth (dharma-ratna) are identical. “There

can be no Nirvana apart from Buddhahood- 21 " The Essence of

233 Uttaratantra, transl., p. 267. 236 Ibid., p. 167 sqq.

237 Ibid., p 206

238 Ibid., p. 131 of. ‘Conception ot Buddhist Nirvana,’ p. 190-203

239 Uttaratantra, transl., p. 133. 240 Ibid., p. 206.
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Nirvana is a name for the G'osmical Body df the Buddha .” 141 “The

Buddha and his Nirvana are one in regard to the Absolute.”342 So

we have the unique absolute principle designated by the following

synonyms :
—

The Cosmicail Body (dh'arma-L-dyii) = the Absolute Truth (param

-

artharsatya) = the Unique Essenoo of the elements (pammatmari) = the

Pacification of the Plurality (prapaiitla-upasuma) = the Principle of

Extinction or Negation of Phenomenal Existence (nirodha-satya)=

Nirvana in the true and ultimate sense.
243

E. OnnttMiLT.ER

241 Ibid., p. 207 (quotation from the grl-ruSlB-devi-simhanada-sfitra).

242 Ibid., ‘KS.r., I, 86.

243 It is interesting to compare here the Maudukyo-upaui^ad, SOtra 7, the

characteristic of the Supreme Brahman in the fourth (fur7i?n),the ultimate

aspect ••

—

?!TcTTT W "feffR: >

—unseen, inexpressible, imperceptible, devoid of characteristic marks, un-

thinkable, nndefinable, representing the unique ultimate essence, the qnies-

cenee of all plurality, perfectly calm, blissful and free, from all differentiation.



Panipat, 1761

Introduction

Kashiraja’s account of (.lie third' battle of Panipat anil of the events

leading to it has been long recognised as by far the fullest and best

source on that momentous struggle. It has been hitherto available

only in the free English, translation made by Lt. Col. James Browne in

.1791 and published in the Asiatic Researches, III (1799), a reprint

of which was issued on behalf of the Bombay University in 1920. The

original Persian text lias been supposed to be lost, but without reason,

as there are copies of it in the British Museum (see RieM’s Catalogue)

and I have traced one ms. of it in the United Provinces which, as its

colophon records, was copied on 2 Rubi-ul-awwal 1199 (13 January

1785) at Dig in the camp of Emperor Shah Alain II by Sayyid

Muhammad Husain Sadri. (Was it made for Major Browne, who

was then the Resident with the Emperor?). The transcript which I

have taken from this ms. covers 3(i pages of 18 lines each, a line con-

taining 5 inches of close writing. From this original I have made a

faithful1 translation, because Browne has omitted many graphic

details and made serious mistakes at places, the latter portion of his

work being rather scamped. About a fifth of the contents of the ori-

ginal Persian book bus been incorporated, sometimes in a paraphrase,

but with one or two important additions, in Gkulam ‘Ali’s ‘Tmad-us-

S'adat. Did he possess a longer version of the Persian text' of it?

Kashira,] Shivdev, a Deshasth Brahman, was a secretary of

Shuja-ud-daulah, the Nawab of Oudb, and was present with liis master

throughout the campaign and the battle and took a personal part in

the negotiations with the Bhau, the search for the slain Maratha

chiefs, and their cremation. He wrote this account in 1780,
—“nine-

teen years after the event and ’from memory” (as he says). The con-

temporary Marathi letters now published’ prove him to he very

accurate, except for a few inaccuracies, which however can he easily

correted. The colophon suggests that the book was entitled KaVziir-i

Sadashib Rap BJiau vta Shah Ahmad AbdaU. [J. Sarkar.]
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The rival armies marshalled for lattle

[22] As soon as tliis conversation bad taken place, the. Maratha

army, having' adivauceci about a hot and a half' from their entrenchment

and planted their antiillery chained together (zanjirabasta) in a line,

fired one general salvo. Immediately on hearing the report of the

guns, the Shah [23], who had been sitting on horseback with his legs

drawn up, keeping his cap on his knee and smoking a Persian long

hand'edl the pipe to a valet (hhaio'as), replaced the cap on

his head, and said [to Nawab Shuja-ud-tiaulah], “The news brought

by your servant (i.e., Kashi raj) has proved true,” and he summoned

his wazir and Shah Pasand Khan. They were in the midst of their

own contingents, but arrived promptly. The Shah ordered Shah

Pasanc) Khan to take post on the left hand off. Najib-udi-daulah’s divi-

sion, the wazir to stand in the central division, and one other sardar

on the right of Hafiz Eahmat and Dundi Khan, and then bade the

trumpets Sound to battle.

About this time a 'little glimmer of the Sun became visible, and

the flags and standards of the enemy came in sight. They were coming

on step by step, placing their artillery in front and lifting their ban-

ners in the regular order of an army. The Shah put his horse to the

gallop, inspected from the front every one of his divisions (ghul-lia ),

and then entered his red (
qiaUbdshi

) tent which was pitched one hot

in front di his camp. The battle began.

This was the plan of the disposition of troops on the two sides:—
The Maratha divisions, counting from the east, were Ibrahim

Khan Gardi, Damaji Gaikwad, Vital Shivdev, the Bhaiu himself with

Vishwas Rao and the. Household cavalry (
payu-i-htizurcH), Jaswant

Rao Puar, Shamsher Bahadur, and other eai'dars, Malhar Rao and

Jankoji Sindhia. The guns, 'linked together with iron chains, were

placed before all the bodies of troops, [with] rockets and other imple-

ments of war.

The Shah’s forces, counting from the west,

—

The artillery, tied together .with iron chains, was drawn up in

front, with rockets and other materiel of war; behind the guns the

camels carrying zamhurahs (swivel-guns), and' behind these the tiger-

I.H.Q., JUNE, 1934
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•cub infantry dc. Persia (xh er-harhrw-r ildyati)
,

Dundi Khan, Hafiz

Ralimat Elian, at a short distance Ahmad, Khan Bang-ash, Asliraf-ul-

tvazi'a Shah Wali Khan, Nawab Sbuja-ud-daulah and Najib-ud-daulah.

The yhul of Shah Pasandl Khan was on the loft flank of Najib-ud-

dau'lah in order that the Marathas might not assault them. The yhul

of Barkhurdar Khan anal other Irani Mughal* was on the right hand side

of Dundi Khan’s division, at a short distance from the enemy corps

facing it on that side, and out-flanking the yhul of Ibrahim Khan

G-ardi.

On Gth Jamacl-iiR-aani, the 8th lunar day of Paush Slnidi of the

Hindu calendar [
= 14th .Tan'unry 17(11, which was really the 7th of

J amadriis-sani ] ,
artillery rockets and muskets were discharged inces-

santly; like showers of rain the shots of guns, zamburaks, jizails, and

rookets came from the enemy’s side, but few people on our side were

injured. The two armies advanced step by step towards each other, till

only a short space was left between them. The enemy’s cannon were

larger and their shots [24] fell half a kos behind tire Shah’s troops.

Prom our side guns were seldom fired; but from the division of the

grandi wazir, which was severely attacked, they were continuously

discharged.

Ibrahim Khan GardL attacks trans-Ganges R'uhelas

On the other side, Ibrahim Khan Gardi went alone to the Bhau

and told/ him from horseback, “Ram ! Ram ! You were highly dis-

pleased with me because every month I -used to take from you, with

bold insistence, oi'der
(
chillha

)

for the cash payment of six lakhs of

rupees. This month your treasure has been looted/ and we have got

no order of payment. Never mind, that; today I shall discharge my

duty.” Saying this, be put liis kortee to the gallop, rejoined] his own

division, and without delay lifted up his banners,—himself taking one

flag' and; one musket in his own hands,—advanced, and assaulted the

division of Dundi Khan and Hafiz Rahmat Khan with the greatest im-

petuosity. For a short time the discharge of g-uns and muskets was

suspended'. Leaving- two paltans for watching- in front of the Shah’s

troops in the ylul on his flank, he himself with! seven paltans fell on

the Rulielas. The latter, also, displaying valour, came to grapple
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with them in a confused mass. Of the Ruhelas eight to nine thousand

were wounded or slain, and they were pressed extremely hard; few

men. were lelft with the three generals, Dundi Khan, Hafiz Rahiuat

Khan and Ahmad Khan Bangash
;
hut inspite of the excessive number

of the enemy, they kept the field with a small number of men*—

a

thousand or five hundred or even less than that remaining around

each of these three generals,

Hafiz Ralimat Khan was a little unwell and had come in a palki;

he said, “Set my palki down in front of Dundi Khan, so that .I may-

be slain before his face.” The fighting was so dose that one could

not inquire about another. Dundj Khan came down from his horse

and cried out, “Comrades ! our life and honour .are perishing. Bring

me news df Hafiz Rahmat Khan.”

The two paltans which had been sent, against the flank glut! of

the Shah, also charged heroically and threw the enemy ranks into

confusion.

For full 'four hours and • a half musket firing and elope fighting

went on. About five or six paltans of Ibrahim Khan Gardi were

slain or wounded. Damiiji Gaikwad and others, who had been told

off to support Ibrahim Gardi, exerted themselves well. Ibrahim

Khan Gardi himself received two or three wounds from bullets,

arrows and spears, and Damaji Gaikwad three wounds. From this you

can imagine the condition of the other sardars.

The Bhau attacks the Abdali Wazir

[25] On this side, the division of Household cavalry (h'azurdt

pttgd) under Sada|shiv Rao Bhau and some other pavelars and Yishwas

Rao, attacked the division of the grand wazir Shah Wali Khan.

The fighting was so violent that earth and sky could not

be seen, and the eye of heaven became dazzled at beholding this spec-

tacle. About ten to twelve thousand troopers and seven or eight thou-

sand infantry consisting =of the tiger-cubs of Persia and Kabul

[Vildyati Kabuli] and one thousand zamburalc-camels, were in the

division of the grand wazir; the Marathas drank them up like the

water of a river. ‘Atai Khan, the sou of the wazir’,s paternal uncle,

was slain; nearly three thousand1 Durranis were put to the sword, and
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the troops fell back. The grand wa«r stood with a hundred or. two

hundred troops and fifty zaviburak-camels with their- knees tied

together placed in front of him. He himself, clad in coat of mail gaunt-

lets, helmet, breast plates and other pieces of armour of steel, dismount-

ed from his horse and sat down on the ground Just then Nawab Shuja-

ud-tlaulah arked me, “The noise in the division of the grand wazir has

ceased. Bring me intelligence as to the cause of it." So, I galloped)

my horse there. The wazir was rubbing his forehead on the ground),

and throwing dust into his mouth, so that froth was coming out of his

mouth; lie was abusing [his followers]' saying, “Comrades! Yilayait,

is far off. Whither are you going?” On seeing, me he cried out,

“QuicWy take a message to my son Shuja-ud-daulah Bahadur, that I

am dying and that he should come to my aid.” When I came hack

and reported' to the Nawab, he only said, “It is not proper for me to

move from this place at this time. The enemy’s gli<ul has arrived

close at hand. If they form another plan and pierce [the line of

battLe] at this point, total disgrace wou’ld befall the army.” The

situation became more strained, than before, and I got no opportunity

for conveying this message [to the wazir].

Nawab Shuja-ud-daulah with about two thousand horse, one

thousand foot (whose arms were furnished by the State), jizails, etc.,

formed a corps (ffleul), planted, a line of twenty guns which he loaded

with grape (
chharra), and stoodi ready. None moved, from the

enemy's side against this body. Twice or thrice their swords and

spears flashed in the sunlight at a distance, as if they were about to

sally forth ou a charge, hut it did not take place, and the thing passed

off safely for us.

Najib advances throwing up field-trenches

Close on the left hand of the corps &i Nawaib Shuja-ud-daulah was

Najib-ud-daulah with about six or seven thousand [cavalry and eight

thousand] infantry. The Ruhela [26] infantry in front and the

cavalry in the same formation (i.e., dismountecl),—nay more, even

Najib himself being on foot, advanced, throwing up earth-works [in the

field] ; that is to say, the sappers and others raised a breast-work of

sand a few steps in front, one cubit high, which afforded' shelter to
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the infantry, and prepared trenches, and the Ruhela infantry came

there and crouched down. In this manner they gained one hos and

a half and arrived one jizari-shot from the enemy troops opposite to

them. Najib Khan used often to say, “I am the bride-groom of this

battle-field. Everything rests on my liead
;
the other [allies] are mere

guests accompanying the marriage procession
(
barilti)

.

What is done

here will be done by me and to me.” What can one ask about his

sagacity and practical skill? He had no equal.

Najib overthrows Sindhia’s corps

Najib was supplied' with a vast quantity of rockets. Opposite to biin

stood the division of Jankoji Sindhia, and there was a deadly feud

between the two. Time after time Najib fired a volley of two thousand

rockets all at once from his trenches; their smoke darkened the ground

and the sky, and their noise deafened the ears of the earth and the

time. Although the opposite troops wanted to attack him, they got

no chanoe from the salvoes of rockets, but were every minute con-

vulsed by the shock of this fire.

On the ldft hand of Najib was the flank division under Shah'

Pasand Khan. This general was very brave and experienced in war.

He advanced with such vigour that the [confronting] Maratha corps

had1 not the power to draw breath,
' rv*i .

Abdali pushes up reinforcements to his hard-pressed divisions

From dawn to mid-day the battle raged with the same intensity,

and a marvellous spectacle was seen. Although the loss on the

Durrani side was less [than that of the Marathas], yet from the fury

and courage of the Marathas it seemed' as if they were triumphing.

At noon the Durrani Shah received intelligence of the confusion and

dispersion among the troops of the [trans-Ganges] Rulielas, the grand

wazir, and the right flank. .He immediately called for the nasaqchis

(military provosts), and two thousand troopers df this class presented

themselves. The Shah ordered five hundred of them to go to his

camp and striking with their arrows* all the camp followers, great and

* The ms. reading con be either tir (arrows) or tabar (axes).
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and small, drive them up to the battle-field, caring for nothing else.

The remaining 1,500 troopers were ordered to go with uplifted arrows,

take post behind the line of battle, and fearlessly beat all who had run

away from the battle-field. They began to p'ly their arrows merci-

lessly at the fugitive soldiers who were several thousands. [27] At,

this, the troops who had fallen hack, numbering about six or seven

thousand, were brought together in one place; and at the same time

a small body of soldiers too arrived from the camp, to whom the Shah

added a detachment from big. own retinue. Out df them three or four

thousand' men were told off to the right side to reinforce the flank divi-

sion, and about ten thousand to support the grand wazir, with

orders to ride with loosened reins from that place, lifting up their

swords and other weapons, and charge the middle division of the

Marathas. To the forces on the right and left flanks, under Shah

P.asand Khan and Najib and some other generals besides, he sent

order that every time the grand wazir attacked’ the Maratha force,

they too from the two flanks should put their troops to the charge and

penetrate into the enemy’s [central] division.

Vigorous Durrani, counter-attack

At two pahars and four gharis of the d'ay, the reinforcements

arrived before the grand wazir. He at once took horse and' charged

the main Maratha. division in which the Bhfiu himself and. Yishwas

Itao were posted. From both hands the flank divisions [of the

Durrani army] also delivered attacks repeatedly. Najib ordered bis

body of infantry and cavalry—the latter being all unmounted,—to

fire two rockets each all at the same time, so that in this assault ten

or twelve thousand rockets were fired simultaneously, darkening the

earth and the sky to the eyes of the people on both sides. The grand

wazin who had. fallen on the enemy’s ghul fought for two gharis with

sword, spear, lance, dagger arid Knife etc., so vehemently that it is

indescribable. The Marathas, too, fought bravely as they ought to,

with sword, patta and spear, sacrificed their lives.

Debacle of the Maratha army

When one pahar and two gharis of the day still remained,

Vishwas Rao fell down from his horse on this battle-field. The news
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was earned to the Bhau
;
he seat word that the youth should be placed

On the elephant of the Khus jilaxs [t.e\, the one usually ridden by the

Bhau himself], on the back seat (
khaiuati

) of which Rajah Bapu
Pandit [Hingane] wa9 seated. He himself, with a sword at his waist

and a spear in his hand, delivered a most impetuous charge on tho

opposite division which the grand wazir commanded. For one

gliari the two sides exchanged blows, when it was seen that in the

twinkle of an eye the Maratha artny vanished like camphor, and none

remained in the field except heaps of corpses here and! there.

Pursuit and slaughter of the Mamthas

At the sight of this state of things, from our aide all the troops,

whether horse or [28] foot, made forced marches out of greed for

plunder, and passing even beyond the habitations of Panipat slew

and pursued the Maratlias in whichever side they fled. It was a

moon-lit night
;
the Shah’s troops carried' on the pursuit for ten Jcos in

every direction, slaying- every one they could overtake. People were

put to the sword beyond numbering. The surface of the land was

covered' with corpses; who could) count them P In the Bhau’ s camp

were ten lakhs of men and women, soldiers, artisans of every kind,

and! other classes; all of them perished, only a few escaped with then-

lives. Besides [slaughter by the Durrainis]
,

on the way the

zamindars slew many of the fugitives and plundered’ their property.

Near Farrukhnagar, the zamindars recognised Antaji Majnakeshwar

as a general and took his life.

Pluiuler and prisoners taken in Bluin' s camp

What description can I give of the camp of the Marathas

into which the Shah’s troops entered in search of plunder?

Every trooper brought away ten or even twenty camels la(Jen with

money. The captured horses were beyond count, but none of them

was. of value, they came like droves of sheep in their thousands.

Good elephants were taken, and also slave-girls and slaves of the same

kind to tlie number of nearly thirty or forty thousand were captured

alive.

Out of these about eight thousand persons, after being plundered,
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took refuge in the open enclosure of Nawab Shuja-ud-dauiah’s camp,

and the Hawaii appointed a party of his Turki soldiers (fauj-i-

Muffhali) to guard them, so that none might slay them.

The Durrani troops brought away a hundred' or two hundred

prisoners each and part them to the sword in the out-skirts of their

camp, crying out, “When I started from viluyat, my mother, father

sister and wife told me to slay so many kafirs for their sake after gain-

ing the victory in this holy war, so that the religious merit df this

act [of infidel-slaying] may accrue to them.” In this way, thousands

of soldiers and other people were massacred. In the Shah’s camp, ex-

cept the quarters of the Shah and his nobles, every tent had a heap

of severed heads before it. One might say that this was verily

Doomsday for the Maratha.s.

All the nobles presented their offerings
(
uazar

) to the Shah [in

congratulation.] The Shah rode out, viewed the battle-field1 from a

distance, ancl enteredi his own tents. [29] All the nobles went back to

their' own quarters. When two gharis of the day still remained, the

Durranij# of Barkhurclar Khan, who had found the corpse of Visliwas

Rao with the elephant carrying it, took away the elephant and the

ornaments [from his person]
,
put the body in a pillki, and brought it

to the portico (deorhi) df Nawab Shuja-ud-daulab'. The Nawab,

after paying a hundred turnon or Rs. 2,000 aa a reward to them, kept

the corpse. Ibrahim Khan Gard'i had been captured woundbd by the

the soldiers of Shu jit Qulr Khan, a slave (chela) of Nawab Shuja-ud-

daulah, who kept him secretly in his own tent and informed the

Nawab. The Nawab told liim to keep him with care and secrecy and

attend to the treatment of his wounds.

The Shah’s nasaqchis brought his order to the Nawab to send the

corpse of Vishwas Rao to the Shah’s court (
dari-kh&nah

)

for his. ins-

pection. It was sent. The grand wazir and other chiefs of the Shah

and all men high and 'low in the camps of the Shah and of the Hindu-

stani generals, on beholding the body burst forth into praise of God,

[crying out that] though he was an Indian, yet no man of such light

colour and beautiful shape hafl come into their sight. His colour was

that of the champa. flower, he was a tender youth, his limbs well-formed1

,

his arms reaching down to his knees, his eyes were half open. What is
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more [surprising;], inspite of death his colour had not changed; he

looked as if asleep. He had one sword cut at the hack of his neck,

between the two ears,, half a finger’s length in depth, and a slight

arrow-wound, on his left eye-brow, which had severed about a finger’s

breadth of skin from that place, but it was sti'll attached to his body.

But not a drop of blood- was seen on his coat or hody.

On the arrival of this hody [in the Shah’s camp], the Durrani

soldiers made a row, crying out, “This is the Padishah of the Hindus.

We shall dry [and stuff] his corpse and take it to our country so

that they carried' away the body to the quarters (misl) of Barkhurdar

Khan and kept it close to the tent of Motilal Khatri Rura, the Khan’s

diwan. Nawab Shuja-ud-daulah, on hearing of it, rocite out, went to

[30] the Shah’s presence, anal in company with the grand wuzin sub-

mitted to him, “Enmity extends only to the litfe-time of our enemy.

It is the custom of Hindustan that after a victory the bodies of the

chiefs of every tribe are given burial according to their own manner

andi rites. This course is a cause of good name [for the victor]
,
while

the contrary action is a cause of infamy. Your Majesty is a mere

sojourner in this country, but we shall always have to deal with these

Marathas. Let the dead body be given up to me that I may cany out

the practice of this country.”

For two days this matter was kept under discussion, but Najib-udr

daulah aucl other [Indian]' sarc&rs also made the same request. In

the course of this parley I had occasion to go once, along with Ran

Meghrdj, the wakil of Najib-ud-daulah', to the tents of BarkhurcUr

Khan andi his diwan Motilal. The second time I went there alone.

This diwan, on the Second occasion, asked me, “Have you coone for

this negotiation only, or for anything else alsoP” I replied, “For

other things also. Whatever comes up, I am ready for it.” He took

me into two tents: in one Rajah Bapu Pandit, the envoy, lay woun di-

ed
;
I had1 a few words with1 him. Going' to the second tent, I found

there Rao Jankoji Sindhia sitting down wounded; with a saffron-

coloured Burhaupuri scarf on his head, and a short tight drawer (jangid)

of mixed silk and cotton made in Gujrat on his legs. He bore a bullet

wound and one spear thrust in his aim, and he had made a sling with

Ms turban and thus kept his arm suspended from, his neck. He was

JUNE, 1934 8
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a handsome youth, twenty years of age. On seeing me he hung his

head down. I said to him, “Rob Sahib! Why do you do sop

You have performed what valour demands. Long will the recital of

these heroic deeds remain as your memorial on the pages of time.”

At this, he raised his head, and} replied, “Yes., man is helpless against

the will of God. If I had fallen on the battlefield!, it would have been

better. But through fate this [captivity] has happened. Now, these

people are demanding ransom from me. That is not so difficult, but

at this place the money cannot be got. You knew my father, and

there is a [hereditary] friendship between my family and, that of the

Nawab Sahib. My (father didl good turns [lo bis father.] If the

Nawab [31] Sahib now advances the money and secures the liberation

of this man crushed1 by misfortune, I shall repay his kindness.” I

said, “The Nawab Sahib will not hesitate. What is the amount

needled?” Motilal replied, “Seven lakhs of rupees has been men-

tioned, b*ut the amount is not absolutely fixed, it can be settled for a

little more or less.”

Leaving that place I came to the Nawab. He was fitting with

Najib-ud-daulali on the same carpet and witnessing dances. I report-

ed all the facts [of the open negotiation]. Najib-ud-daula, on account

of his great penetration in business and, employment of spies, used

to get correct intelligence; from some place the report of Rao Jankoji

SindJiia having been captured alive had reached him too. I knew

that this noble (Najib) bad a mortal enmity with the Sindhia family.

I therefore did not report to the Nawab the matter of Jankoji at that

time, but sat down at a distance from the assembly. Najib saidi to the

Nawab, “From the face of this man it appears that he has something

else to communicate, but is not telling it because of my presence.”

The Nawab replied1

, “What difference is there between you and me?”

and summoning me ordered me, on the oath of the Ganges, to speak

the truth. I had no help but to tell him.

Immediately on hearing of it, Najih-ud-daulali, who was an

Aristotle in wordly cunning, became highly pleased. Outwardly he

said to the Nawab, “It is very well. Men show kindness to such

persons on such’ occasions. Let the Nawab Sfiliib exert himself.

Whatever is settled as ransom, I shall pay half of it and the Nawab
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Saliib the other half.” Ostensibly saying these words, he came out,

and that very instant went to the grand wazir, and told him the facts.

As Najib-ud-daulab desired the extirpation of the race of Sindhia and

the grand wazir had enmity towards Barkhurdar Khan, the wazir

immediately took horse, went to the Shah' ancS reported the matter. The

Shah summoned Barkhurdar Khan and put the question to him; he

totally denied any knowledge df it. Then the grand' wazir summoned

me to give evidence, but even then Barkhudar. Khan refused! to make

the admission. At 'last the Shah pent nasaqcliig to search his comp.

That very moment Barkhurdar Khan sent a message to his servants

to slay Jankoji at once and bury him in some spot, and it was done.

Thus perished Jankoji.

Ibrahim Khan, Gardi pvt to death

Ibrahim Khan Gardi had come wound'ed into Nawab Sliuja-ud-

daulah’s camp, who [32] wished to send him secretly to his own subah.

The news of it reached some nobles of the Shah, and they reported

it to him. The Shah, summoning the Nawab, opened a conversation

with him in a very wheedling manner, saying,. “You are my son, and

through you I have gained this victory. I shall ask you one thing, tell

me. I have heard that Ibrahim Khan Gardi is alive and in your camp.”

The Nawab denied the fact. Then the Shah administered an oath

to him and put the question again. This time the Nawab had no help

but to admit it. As hadi been preconcerted, the Durranis crowded to-

gether and entered the Shah’s tent, crying out, “This very man ia oun

enemy. A vast multitude of our people have been slain through him.

Give him up to us, or we shall fight the man who is protecting him.’’

Nawab Shuja-ud-daulah, laying his hands on his sworej and, shield,

cried out, ‘Here I am.’ At that moment, the grand wazir, displaying

his skill as a minister, took the Nawab aside and persuaded him to

entrust Ibrahim Khan to him in safe custody for one week, after which’

he would be restored safe and sound! to the Nawab. The Nawab [at

first] apprehended treachery, but the grand wazir took an oath on the

Holy Quran. So the Nawab had, no help but to consign him to the

wazir.

The Shah summoned Ibrahim Khan before him and asked, “Art
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thou Ibrahim. Khalil. P” He replied, “Yes.” The Shall said, “How

is this [condition] worthy of a brave man?” The Gfu-cli replied, -“No

man has power over destiny. My master, namely the Bhau, had met

with his death two glxa-ris before when I came to this state. If I

survive anu| the Shah takes me away with him, I shall sacrifice my life

in his service even more devotedly.” Then the Shah sent him hack to

the charge of the grand wazir
;

his wounds were bandaged with

poisoned dressing and his diet was filled one half with salt; so that

on the seventh day, when [the Durrani army] entered Delhi, he died.

1 write this from hearsay.*

The Shah gained the victory. The next d'ay, at dawn he put a

splendid chess on and wore some jewels which Naldir Shah had taken

away from the treasure-house of the Padishah of India and which had

fallen into Ahmad' Shali’s hands after the death of Nadir Shah. lie

rode out to view the battle-field. There were thirty-two mounds of

tho slain, some containing a hundred, some 500, 700, or 1,000 bodies,

andi at three or four placep 1500 each. They had tied the skirts of

their coats together, fought most energetically and fallen. The trench

that the Bhau had dug round his camp wras full of corpses; while in

addition to these, the bodies that lay around the city and] in the jungle

were beyound [33] calculation. The Slia-h went into the city of Pani-

* The Durrani history, Husain Shalii (pp. 73-74) gives the following account

of Ibrahim’s death : Ibrahim Khan Gardi was captured wounded, and taken

to tho Shali’s presence. Although Shwja-ud-daulah and other sardars pleaded

for him, the Shah declined to listen and replied, “My lord son! I repeatedly

wrote to this atheist, offering him my royal favours and telling him, ‘Tliou art

a Musalman and an Afghan hy race. Out of regard for Islam and your race,

come over to mo and join my stirrups, and I shall grant you large estates.’

Buit this wretch sent the reply, ‘I do not know infidelity and Islam. I am

this person’s [i.e., the Bhau’s] retainer, and shall fight against any one he. bids

me.’ So, it is better to slay this apostate, who has strayed away from the right

path.” Then by order of the Shah, he was beheaded and his corpse flung away;

afterwards ropes were tied to his feet and in this way his body was dragged

through the Shah’s camp and at last left as food for crows and kites. Mujm.il,

132, confirms this.

Tarikh-i-Muzaffari (p. 190) says briefly, “By order of the Shah the wounded

captive Ibrahim Khan was first confined in a cage and then beheaded.” Siyar

(iii, 61) agrees, “Ibrahim, after being taken prisoner, was for a short time made

the laughing stock of the shameless ones of tho field, and finally beheaded.”
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pat, made a pilgrimage to tlie shrine of Shah Bu A'li Qalandar, and

then came back .to his tent.

Shuja-ud-daulali, taking hundreds of water-carriers with him, began

to search for the corpses of the Maratha sarcfers among the heaps of

the slain, particularly fox the body of the Bhau great inquiry was

made. Shashadhar Pandit and Ganesh Pandit, tlie Maratha wahils ,

and some other persons, who had been brought in as prisoners and

who used constantly to remain with the Bhau and other sardarp, were

taken by the Nawab with himself during the search for identifying

him. The bodies of Jaswant Rao Puar and [not named] the son of Pilaji

Jadav and many other sardars were found out. How many of these

bodies could? men lift up?

Next day, when a great search was being made for the Bhau’s

body, a man came and said that a corpse was lying a little more than

a quarter lot from the battle field1

,
which looked like that, of a snvdar.

Nawab Shuja-ud-daulali went there and) had the body washed. At

the time of lifting it up, three pearls, each worth Rs. 200 or 300,

dropped 'from it, which proved that he was a sardar. The Nawab

handed these three pearls to Shashadbar Pandit, the Maratha walil.

The men who were accompanying the Nawab for the purpose of

identifying the cleat?, when they saw this corpse, burst into tears and

said that it was the body of the Bhau. Some [natural] marks gave

evidence for this opinion; on his thigh was seen a black mark! (mole?)

of the size of a copper coin, on bis back the scar of the wound inflicted

by Muzaffar Khan Gandi with a dagger, on the sole of his 'feet the

marks known as the fish and the lotus. He looked like a young man of

35 years and strongly built. The Bhau used to make twelve hundred

prostrations
(
dandawat

,
in Marathi na.mmldr) to the Sun every dby,

and the marks of this exercise were visible on his knees and palms.

At that time a Durrani had come, and standing at a distance was

looking at the spectacle and laughing. I told the Nawab that this

man was standing at a distance and laughing at his place, so that

he probably knew the facts about this dead body. The Nawab took

him apart and questioned him. The man gave this detailed narra-

tive, “During the battle I had observed! this person was mounted on

a large horse, and in the fight two horses were killed under him,
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TIxe third time he mounted a mare. At that time he received two

wound's, one from a spear, and, the other from a bullet in

his thigh, so that he fell down from his horse. Just then

defeat overtook their army, but th?h youth kept up his spirit..

He wore jewelled ornaments anet a decorated dress?, and was slowly

[.14] retiring from the battle-field on foot, with a short spear in his

hand’. Four or five of us troopers came up and surrounded him, lured

by liis jewelled ornaments, and asked him, “Friend! who art thou?

If you are a sardar or even the Bhau himself, speak the truth. You

need have no fear of life. We shall conduct you wherever you wish."

He gave no reply. One trooper of our party, getting angry, threw

a spear at him, but he with his own spear wounded our companion.

So, we had no help but to make a rush for slaying him. He struck

two or three of us with his spear, but finally we cut his head off. The

head is with another man.” But this last statement was a conceal-

ment of truth, ns the head was in the end\ secured 'from this very man.

Tire Hawaii placed; on two elephants this body and. that of Santaji

W5igh*, which latter had received about forty wound|s from swioerd

and other weapons, and brought them [to his camp] and reported

everything to the Shah. The Shah, in order to please the Nawab,

ordered that these two bodies and that of Vishwas Rtio should be burnt

oeoordiing to the manner of the Hindus and all the customary funeral

rites performed. He appointed twenty nasaqchis to prevent any one

of the Durranip from offering obstruction. The Nawab consigned' all

the three bodies to me, saying that I was of the same race andi country

as they and could burn them according to our own ritep. He' sent Rajah

Anup Gir along with the Shah’s nasaqelm to accompany me. With

their help, I conveyed the corpses to a place between the camps of

the Shah and the Nawab, washed them with Ganges water and. burnt

them with sandal wood. About two thousand runaways from the camp of

the Bhau weiA with me at the time of this cremation; they all assert-

ed that in truth it was the body of the Blnui. But owing • to the

bead being missing, I had doubts if it was really hip.

* Rajwade, vi No. 40-7 gives Anup Gir’s account of the discovery of the

bodies and their cremation, and 408 Kashiraj’s report (also in Selections from

I’eslncas’ Vaftar, ii. 148.).
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When two ffharis of the day still remained, we after finishing the

cremation returned to our houses. At night Nawab Sliuja-ud-daulah

going to the gland wazir reported to him what that Durrani trooper

had told him. As the man was a retainer of B'arkkurdar Khan, the

wazir summoned him, and reassured him thus, “Have no fear of your

spoils being taken away from you. I allow you to retain them. Where

is the head of this body? Produce it.” Then the Durrani, having

brought the head wrapped up in a napkin, placed it before the wazir.

For identifying it, Rajah Bapu Pandit, the u'cdil, who had been cap-

tured alive, was summoned, and the head was shown [35] to him.

He recognised: it and said, “This is really the head: of SacBsliiv Rao

Bluvu, who was my master. What is due to him is my responsibility. 1

beg that this head may be granted to me, so that I may burn it accord-

ing .to ouil custom.” The wazir smiled! aud gave the head to Bapu

Pandit, sending him away with some namqchis. The Rajah cremated

the head outside the Shah’s encampment. Then the death of the Bhau

was known for certain.

Jadunatii SabkaB



The Relations between Early Buddhism

and Brahmanism*

We Lave an old literature of India handed down by a great class,

later called caste, in her sodality called Brahmans, or as some still prefer

to say, Brahmins—a literature which has remained peculiarly

that of India herself. If we spealc of Indian religious literature, we

do not mean the Jain Aligns, we do not mean the Buddhist Tripitaka.

nor any other literature; we mean the Vedas, the B'rahinanas, the

Upnnisads and what may be grouped os the Vedanta literature. The

Jain scriptures have survived in, and remained of, India; the Buddhist

Tripitaka has long been lost out of India
;
but no one would call either

the typical literature of India. Hence it is very interesting to consider

how either literature came to rise iu India at all. Are these other

literatures the result of movements in open opposition to that Indian

type-literature P Did these movements arise as ignoring it (in so far

as it was then in fixed, if oral form)P Or were those movements, from

which these other literatures sprang, in sympathy and agreement with

the dominant, the older, the still prevailing teaching, and did they

only gradually break away from the mother-teaching?

Here is a very, interesting historical problem, and not an easy one.

Chiefly why? Because, to leave aside the question of Jainism, neither

the older, the type scriptures, nor the Buddhist scriptures (the oldest

we yet have) help us out in the least with any record of any rupture

whatever, as following on an earlier state of agreement.

As to that, the very word for rupture or schism (bheda), I do not

so far find in the type-scriptures reckoned as preceding, or as con-

* This is a lecture delivered hefoto the Society for Promoting the Study

of Religions at its headquarters, 17, Bedford Square, London on January 17th,

1934. By the courtesy of Mr. Loftus Hare, Hon, Editor of the Society’s

Transactions, I alii permitted to publish it here before its appearance in those

Transactions, The Lecture opened a series by different exponents Sh Great

Religious Schisms.
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temporary witji early Buddhism. It does ocour in the Maitn Upanisad,

which may more or less overlap the birth of Buddhism, but only in the

meaning of parts of a whole, not religiously meant. Yet in just- this

Upanisad (vii, 9) we come across one passage, possibly a later

accretion, which looks like a smouldering restiveness, such as may pre-

cede open rupture. It runs: “men are saying that there should lie

attention to dharma, which is destructive of the Vedas and of other

teachings (sastraa)
;
lienee one should not attend to this.”

This is all, and we cannot say whether we have here any allusion

to the prominence given in the risen Buddhist, movement to the notion

of Dharma as mainly replacing the Brahman term for God as working

in man as an ever-moving monition—now by us termed ‘conscience’.

Deussen held that there was here a reference to Buddhism.

Anyway we do not find that this discontent emerged in any open

rupture in such relations as there may have been between the nascent

Buddhism and Brahmanism. And nowhere do we find reference, in

Brahman literature of that date, to a body -of teachers identified with

this Dharma-teaching by name.

In the Buddhist scriptures there is plenty about bhecla in the

meaning of religious ruptures, reminding us of the anxieties on this

score of St. Paul. But one and all such divisions were internecine;

there is no reference in the Tripitalca about any rupture with the

Brahmans. Four ‘Councils’ held to secure saiigiti or a standardized

scriptural reciting, are named in Pali and Tibetan scriptures, but iu

all these the unity aime’d at is one that has a Buddhist Sangha as its

centre and not a Brahman priesthood. Nowhere ip there any record

known to me of a Council convened either by Brahman orthodoxy or

Buddhist non-conformity to have it out between them. Neither

are meetings on a smaller scale recorded, where convened Brahmans are

found censuring gafcyan heterodoxy between themselves, or where' con-

vened Sakyans are found denouncing the main tenets of the religion as

taught by Brahmans as such.

And so the question may arise : Did not Buddhism start outside

Brahmanism from the very first? And thence the further question

Did it start as neutrally disposed towards the established religion, of

the Brahmans? Or as open opponents of it? And if the latter, is it

I.H.Q., JUNE, 1934 ®
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possible its votaries could lave escaped open and persistent censure and

counter-opposition from tlic Brahmans?

Here we need to avoid making untrue parallels between this matter

and the history of the central Church of Christendom and reforming

bodies. There was nothing in Brahmanism resembling the ecclesiastical

autocracy of the Holy Roman Church of the Middle Ages. We cannot

truly Say, that there could be neither secession from the orthodox

church, nor independent start without the upstarts encountering the

open hostility of that church. Brahmanism was concerned with two

main things: the ancient ritual, partaking in which was not enforced

on the laity, and the education of gentlemen’s sons. We also come

across Brahmans as official advisers of kings. A new body of mis-

siouers, such as were the first Hakyanp (i.e. Buddhists)- could .steer clear

of both these activities unscathed. There were mauy Brahman clans

of celebrants, many houses receiving sons of Brahmans and of

Ksatriyas as resident pupils; there was room for all of them to woric

mainly independently, as there is with u» in parallel matters. There

was also no social feeling adverse’ to the free discussion of cultural

topics, in. which religion was not a specialized subject.

But in the early Buddhist or tali scriptures there is not a little

which we can lay hold of as fairly good contributory evidence about the

relations between Brahmans and early Buddhists—evidence which

points, I hold, to something very vital for the first Buddhist teachings.

It points to both agreement and disagreement. There is agreement

with' what was the internal religious teaching of the Brfthmoup; theve

is disagreement with what was the external observances among

Brahmans. It is of the utmost importance that we keep this double

relation, in view. I take the former first.

It is unquestioned, that when the first Sakyan mission began, the

religion of the Ganges valley was, both as a taught cult and as a system

of observances, predominantly Brahman. It is difficult for us of

Europe to compare the status of these teaclier-celebrants with anything

similar in other cults. It was a sort of magnified tribe of Levi in

Judaism. It attached value to hereditary descent comparable to what

may be found in an exclusive aristocracy. It claimed monopoly in

the right of teaching and repeating the (orally) fixed hymns and
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mantras of authoritative religious doctrine. It claimed the right of

training in such teaching the sons of nobles and its own children. .It

claimed a monopoly of conducting such ritual as was in accord with

its body of oral sayings on the subject.

As to the inner teaching of matters spiritual, Brahmanism was

itself still throbbing with a great religious reform, with a. form of what

we now call Immanence, of God as not externally conceived, as is for

example, relatively true of Judaism and early Christianity, but as iden-

tical in nature with the very centre of**human individuality. That is.

of course, not with man’s limited body, nor with any inner functioning

that we might cull mind or sense, but with the user of all these, with

that who experienced by these, valued by these. In other words, the

Brahman teacher had come to believe in God as identical with the

self, soul, spirit of man, or with, as India more wisely said, “the

man”,. This was a great change from the older Vedic way, which

sought Deity, without, above, around, in rites and, soma-juice. This

said: ‘seek God in your very self, your best self. You are That; seek

That; know That; thus can you become safe, free from fear, bound for

the Immortal.’

Here some may soy : In that teaching Buddhism in a way is more

like the older Vedisin., for in the Pali Sottas we find a personal Deity,

not the impersonal ‘Bralnnan’ of the type-literature, but Brahma,, a

masculine personage, as the one Creator and Disposer of things. Here

ip no reference to an immanent Deity.

Yes, and such a personification we also find in the very teachings

of that immanence, in the older TJpanisads. There also (if hardly ever)

do we find Brahman as Brahma, sitting on a throne in a heavenly hall

and speaking to a human visitor. But with this difference from the

Buddhist references:—In the TJpanisad the personified Brahman is

identified with the human self. “What Thou art”, says the visitor,

“That am I.”‘ So we see that it is a picturesque way, for youthful

hearers, of making it possible to speak of the ineffable. Just as in the

Old Testament prophets, the ineffable Deity, named with the groping

utterance “I am That I am”, is personified as revealing Itself as “The

Lord” an autocratic monarch. The TJpanisads called this way of

speaking ‘the two Brahmans’ ; the phenomenal! and the superpheno-
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menal, the 'latter only to be described negatively as alcsara,

amrta.

But in tie Buddhist reference we have the Brahma, picture left

uncorrected; we have the phenomenal Brahma only, with the identity

with man left out. The immanent Brahman is there, in the Suttas

right enough, but surviving only in compounds : brahmaoariya,

brahmaaalcka, brahmabhfita and brahmavihara. And the lively

presentations of a Brahmii, who is, not Alpha and Omega, but just the

titular name for the governor of the Brahma-world, is due to

the renascence of Deify as personal that was going on in India when

the Pitakas were taking shape as literary compositions, perhaps gome

800 years after' the birth of Buddhism. With Brahmii as personal were

coming up a masculine, not a neuter Siva, and the Yedic Vismi was

reborn. (And it is not impossible that it was also in a later editing,

that the old TJpam'sad came in for that more childish, if poetically more

impressive vision of a regal Deity). And the 'later Buddhism Was only

conforming to the diction of its day, when it referred to this regal

Brahma in terms befitting a universal monarch, such as existed in the

ancient tradition of the Cakravarti, and for that' matter had, in the

Mauryan dynasty, materialized as a political fact.

But let us go back those three centuries or more t,o the birthday

of Buddhism, and find out, if we can, what were the relations between

the first Saikyan missioners and Brahmans. There are many Suttas,

roughly one hundred, telling of meetings between them. In almost-

every case the meeting is, in these Suttas, marked by courtesy on both

Bides. In some cases, where the Brahman visiting or visited is a

magnate in property or learning or both, the Sakyan Founder is

treated with' honour and his views are accepted. Where one young

Brahman has shown marked rudeness, his teacher, of high, fame, calls

'to apologize far him. There is shown, a wish to obtain Q-otama’s view

on several subjects, and this, not as in certain Jain interviews, for

purposes of heckling and dispute, but in order to learn what a teacher

of high standing thought. Even before Gotama begins his mission,

we find him consulted by an earnest-minded Brahman as to what makes

the (true) Brahman. I do not wish to over-estimate the respect

Here alleged as shown. The Suttas are the work of prejudiced com-
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pilers, and we liave no Braliman counterparts of-, these, interviews. But

it is evident that the Buddhist editors had' retained no,.tradition of any

chronic i'li-feeling as existing ; between their founders and Brahmans.

Next, in all these talks, the central tenet of the Brahman teaching

of that day, immanence, i,s never attacked by the Sakyans nor brought

up for debate by Brahmans. Let this never be ..overlooked, for over-

looked it strangely is. Contradict me if I have, overlooked anything

to the contrary. For me, it is not merely contributory evidence; it is

crucial. Never do we find Gotama (or his men) attacking Brahmans

for seeing Deity in manhood, nor do we find him attacked by Brahmans

for holding any contrary and therefore damnable, view hereon.. Never

do Brahmans oharge him, in these interviews, with denying either

Deity (i.e. Brahman, Source and End of all), or the aspect of Brahman

ne man’s very self in essence, as man’s ideal Self. Consider, had the

opposite been the case, how much the later Buddhist editors, in their

detraction of the self, would have made of such debates. How would

they not have shown their Founder triumphant over his opponents!

Compared with the heat we can imagine in such non-existent attacks,

the few occasions when Brahmans do come, with a grievance 'are as

very, milk-and-water.
1

g Consider how much those editors did make of

such debates, when the issue did lie between the man ap a real entity

and as only to be ‘got at’ as so many dhammas,. constituents o£ body

and mind—I refer, of .'course to the Patna Debates in Aiojca’p day.

There, the debaters maintaining man’s reality were, the surviving
.
up-

holders of the old, the original tradition. It was its .own house, which,

in the opposite side, turned and rent Buddhism; it wap not

Brahmans.

A third point is, -that in the older Anthologies of the Canon, the

Tri-Pitaka, the truly worthy, good man is over and over again called

‘Br&hmana’. To quote one of many in Dhamiruipada and Sntta-

Nipdta

:

“Whoso has come to know in every way decease of beings and

their going to be, without attachment, wellfarer! awake! that man I

call! a Brahman!”

1 E.g. on behaviour towards the aged.
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Do you' not agree tlmt it is putting' a great strain on probability to

judge, that the tSakyans would have so termed the saint as revered by

them—and that linked with the very words ‘sugata, buddha’ (wellfarer,

awake) had the word ‘.Brahman’ meant for them a man holding views

they detested?

There is one more point hinting at a closer relationship between

Brahman tenets and those of the Sakyans, which is all I have time

to add. This is, that of the ten or eleven chief disciples cited as often

surrounding tire Bounder; eight were Brahmans, and only three or

four of his own class. 2 I do not think this is taken up into our picture

of the first missioners as it should be. Do you say: But may not

those Brahmans have been rebels, seceders from the tenets of the :

r

class? And may they not have come into the little hand, Decausy

they thought it was out and up to oppose those tenets, that ritual?

Well, what is the record about the coming in of any of them? In

the Canon we have only that of the two reckoned ever after as the

‘chief pair’ : Sariputta and Moggallana. These are said to have been

earnest seekers after amata, which we should call immortality. They

wore disgruntled with their teacher Sanjaya, but he was a noted sceptic

or sophist, a man unlikely to have been teaching the sublime faith of

the Upanisadie Immanence. But the quest of these two was

Upanisadjc, and) was the then accepted Brahman creed. And yet it was

in Gotama that they appear to have found their good guide, with no

recorded abjuration of what they had taken as their ideal. They may

have thought their Brahman teachers were not helping them in an

adequate way. They were perhaps like Nicodemus the Pharisee, coming

to .Tesus by night, to get a better Way in religion, than he as a

‘teacher in Israel’ had found. There is no hint that Nicodemus objected

to the teaching of Jewish religious tenets.

These three points are, I contend, strongly suggestive, that the

first iSakyans were as far from denying the Immanence accepted and

taught in their day as were, say, John and Charles Wesley from denying

2 Brahmans: Sariputta, Moggaliana, Kotthita, Kaccana, Kassapa, and

Sariputta’s brothers: Cunda, Revata, Ksatrivas, Anuyuddha, Ivappina,

Ananda, Rahula,
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the central teaching of Christianity. So much for the start of

Buddhism in its relation to the inner religious teaching of the Brahman

reaching- of the young. Let us glance at evidence pointing to a much

worsened relation, and finally to what amounts, on the Buddhist side

to absence of relations.

If any person have read in the Pali Suttas he may round on me

and say : But look at what we find the Pounder saying to young

Brahnuma about their teachers, say, in the Tevijja Sutta of the Diylta-

Nikdya. Is it not a very contemptuous sneering attitude, condemning

them, as men of faith merely, and not knowledge, and as no better than

blind teachers of the blind.

This is quite true. And if we would save Gotama from being

revealed as a man who said very inconsistent thing?, we must perforce

choose one of two conclusions : Either this sneering attitude is earlier

and the pleasant courtesies later, or the mutually respectful conversa-

tions are earlier and the sneering belongs to the editing of a later date.

Holding the latter attitude he could not. possibly have been welcomed

and consulted as those scores of Suttas allege that he was. Nor could

the respectful attitude have come later, when, as we can see, tlio

Brahman teaching of Immanence was being ever more rejected by the

Buddhist Sahglia for an altogether worsened teaching about the man

or self. The Tevijja has for me a core of very old teaching, for it

shows both Sakyan and Brahman seeking salvation under the figure

of a Way or Path (mdrrja), and it shows us in a most precious way,

what that "Way meant for* tire Sakyans, namely, works and not faith

only, conduct not ritual. But to sneer at teachers for holding that

the End of the Way was, is, always a matter of faith is impossible in

the true teacher of religion. And no one held faith (
saddha

)
higher

than did the Sakyans. It is the queerest error to hold, as I have seen

Buddhist ‘verts hold, that in Buddhism there is only knowledge, not

faith. Let such read the Suttas more thoroughly.

It is fairly obvious that those Digha Suttas are very carefully

compiled compositions made up from a number of oral sayings, and

that into them comes much that is earlier, much that is later. It is

not a thing I say lightly, nor with any charge of forgery. We have

just to try to imagine tlie history of the changing, changed conditions
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under which the compiling’ and the much amending of scripture (to'

which Buddhist chronicles bear witness) were made. And I say, that

the lowered esteem of Bralnnang as teachers is a later feature.

But to come to the new teaching itself : Was there anything in

it to show agreement with, or disagreement from, the cultured religious

teaching of the day?

This is a most important point, but it is one I have elsewhere discuss-

ed (“The Man”, no. I c.g. Transactions of the Society for Promoting

the Study of Religions). To sum up
: (1) Wo find (if. we read closely,

and get behind the formulas) the Pali Scriptures in agreement with

the Brahman Immanence, namely, that what is there called 'self’ bore

the dual meaning of spirit and Holy Spirit; that man was as it were

a dual self, the one, the ideal Self, being One who was to he sought

after by the other, the actual self, as being the ‘Goal’, the Witness’,

tli© ‘Guide’, the ‘Protector’, the Judge of the actual self. (2). We
find that his tenet is nowhere attacked as being a Brahman tenet, but

that there is evidence of a tendency to substitute, for uttd (self), dhanna

or sense of the ‘ ought-to-be’ in man.

What then must there have been to cause a man. to come forward

as, not an opponent, hut a reformer of things that Brahmans were

teaching? This : I find the early Buddhists soon taking up a stand-

point involving certain disagreements with Brahmanism, as to ritual

observances, the paying deference because of birth or caste, and tbe

weight attached, and to he attached in religion to conduct or morals.

It is this external system that was weighed and found wanting, not

the internal system of spiritual values. It is in those external matters

that we find the Suttas' critical of the established religious cult.

And here remember, that Buddhism was born in the Eastern half

of the so-called Middle Country, or watershed of the Ganges and Indus,

not in the Western. There is silence’ in the Buddhist scriptures about

the oountry west of the junction of the Ganges and Jumna, save onlyda

a rare sporadic way, Buch as reference to Uj jeni. I have it on scholars’

authority, that eastern Middle Country Brahmanism was in a more

morally lax, less organized state than was western Middle Country

Brahmanism; hence, may be, the birth and growth of new reform move-

meats in cult in the eastern half, such as Jainism and Buddhism.
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The SuttaB do not hesitate to hint that Brahman morals -were lax,

where the first Buddhists taught, 3 albeit the class-respect claimed by

Brahmans was none the weaker for that. Now, when' we reflect, that

the very central drive in the new mission work of the first Buddhists

lay in this, that the one and only test for a religion lay in the life,

the conduct of its votaries, and that this was not at all stressed in

the Brahman teaching—all the moral injunctions in the TTpanisads

could go into a single page—we see here a wedge that- was bound to

foroe the new popular teaching apart from the established teaching.

The TJpanisad teaching would .seem to have accepted the' moral code

as making just for social .amenity
;
as what it was proper to, do. It

is true that we do find one or two isolated passages about man shaping

hip future life’s welfare by his morals. But the teachings as a whole

do not rub this in as do the Buddhist Stittas. And it ia even possible,

that in these few passages we may have glosses, inserted later, due to

the grown influence, not of Buddhism only, but of more morally earnest

Brahman editors.

I think, that if we look on these two new emphases as wedges!

the negative emphasis of dissatisfaction with the importance attaching

to rite and sacrifice, and the positive one emphasizing the cardinal

importance of conduct in religion (that is, in man as a spiritual being

not of earth only), we have the main and first cause of the young

Buddhist cult beginning to diverge from the established Brahman cult.

Had that first cause been dissatisfaction with the central Brahman

teaching of the day, the teaching of Immanence, we should find this

included in those other Sutta criticisms of Brahmanism: its externals

in observances, its external moral ethical teaching. But we do not.

In fact, the shoe is on the other foot. There is one never-quoted

Sutta in the Fourth Collection,* showing the Founder censuring a

Brahman for ruling out the reality of the self as agent in myself, in

3 In the SiHlimanadhammika-Sutta of the Satta-Nipata, Gotama is des-

cribed as (a) consulted at Savatthi by Brahmans as to hifl opinion of how

Brahmans compared with their predecessors, (b) comparing them unfavourably

with these, (c) not uttering a word of dissent with their religious beliefs, hut only

disparaging their moral standards.

4 Anguttara, iii, p. 337, P.T.S. ed.

I.H.Q., JUNE, 1934 10
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yourself. The Brahman givey it as his opinion that there is no such

agent. The Founder. is recorded as saying: “Never have I have even

heard of such an opinion
;
-when 3'ou move leg or am, don’t you use

initiative? If so, how can you say it is not you, the self, who take

the initiative?” Thisi may not he a true memory; or the disputer may

have been a young Brahman sceptic of the Academy; or the word

‘Brahman’ may have been interpolated because, at the time of

revising the scripture, the Brahman had become the typical dissentient,

or holder of wrong view. But the Sutta deserves to come out from

oblivion (Anguttara-Nihflya, iii, 2-38).

But there was, following these two wedges, another. Or to shift

tire metaphor: .With those first leakages of disaffection towards the

established roligioa the fission widened, and there flowed out disaffec-

tion with1

the central tenet of Immanence itself. Namely, the lofty

uplifted idea of the man gradually gave way, and that in, I think,

three stages of decline. Firstly, the man was shorn of tlio Ideal Man,

deity as Self, the God-in-Man. Secondly, the man could not bo

identified as real save in this or that state of body or mind. This

word ‘state’ (or thing) was the word dhamm-a used only and always

in the plural, as we have in our collective plural : ‘things’, or ‘ills’,

or ‘interests’. When you seek the man you ‘‘can’t, get at him,”

(no u-palabbhati)
;
you ‘stumble’ upon these d'hammas, to use the word

David Hume used, in a parallel grouping, many centuries later.

Zastly

,

it was denied that there was any real man: there were only

these things or states; they alone were real. Man was but a Word

for the complex of them.

Now all this growth in the third leakage may be found in the

Sutta-Pitaka, hut with great variety in frequency and. emphasis.

Whenever you see the stock bit of catechism about man cannot be ulmJ,

because he is transient and suffers, you should read Man cannot be

Deity; manhood is not Godhead. Here it is the Brahman’ Atma view

that is denied. It is not atheism
; there is plenty to show that man

can become the Highest, the Uttermost, the Best, the Perfect, the

very Goal if he follow the way of becoming, and if he become all that,

he is Deity actually, not potentially only. But the term Brahman for

that Highest was falling out of favour together with the dissent from
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moral and external Brahmanism.. Next, whenever you gee, the man
cannot be got at save through the mental items of dhammas, you have

the working of the new psychology called Sankhya or Analysis: the

Humian phase in Buddhism. Finally, whenever you see a positive

denial that there is any pelf whatever, not merely of a permanent self,

an unchanging self, but of any self, you are in the later days of the

medieval scholastics a thousand years later, such as Buddh'adatta and

Buddhaghosa. These even denied there was a Wayfarer in the Way
ot Path’, or a man saved in salvation, or a doer in doing:—Yes, in just

so many, words. Titter nihilism ! Only ideas! I have found them anti-

cipated, as yet, once in the Suttas, and once at an intermediate period1

,

in the Questions of King Milinda. From the contexts I judge that both

are later insertions, so different are they from their contexts, so badly

do they fit. It were impossible to give details here and now.' I can

refer anyone to both and what I have said about them. 5

This third leakage, in this threefold way, took time
; it wap more

genuinely a leakage than were those first two ways of dissent, namely,

with' observances and with the importance of conduct. But jt came

gradually to make the resumption otf the friendly relations of past cen-

turies impossible, even when moral reform on the Brahman side might

otherwise have gone far to knit, bring them1 once more into being.

It is curiously hard to elicit anything informative about the rela-

tions between Brahman and Buddhist in the centuries between Asoka

and the dying out of Buddhism in India. We cannot gather from

'Asoka’a injunctions to tolerance between religions whether he had these

two. in’ view at' all. A century and a half after his day, in the Questions

of Milinda, we find no bitterness about Brahmans, nor anything

amounting to interest either. Their duties ag a class are recited as just

a matter of social tradition. Later again, in the Jdtaka Commentary,

in the “Ten Sorts of Brahman” Jataka, the criticism of Brahmans in

nine of the ten is put into the mouth not of a Buddhist, but of a

raja, rivalry, between whose class and the Brahmans was old and sooial,

not religious. And when finally we see the Bauddhas or Sangatas {Lis-.

6 Buddhaghosa, in his Visuddhi-magga, gives no heed to Brahmans what-

ever, save to make passing comment on the immoderate eating to be seen in

'some' of them.
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cussed in a Hindu Manual o.f a late medweval date;, the writer’s concern

is merely academic.

As to the waning out of Buddhism from practically the whole of

India, and how far it may have been a, result of its- estrangement from

the mother stem of Indian religion, this would need a separate treat-

ment. There may once have been, to adapt Shakespeare “room enough

in India for” both religions. But that day passed. Brahmanism (i.e.

Hinduism) and Buddhism had to fight for 'life with the incoming

Muhammadanism. Especially Buddhism, 'since in it the worship of
:

the Highest, the Most, the Perfect was not nominally kept ever to the

front.

Where, as in the case of decadent Buddhism, that Highest had be-

come dimmed by concentration on, not the Most, but the More I

mean, where arahan and Buddha had replaced Deity ejection

was easier and quicker. Decadent Buddhism could not stand
;

and

petered out through inherent decay in its religious ideals, and through

India’s insistence, in her own way, itself decadent, but not so decadent,

on man’s need of keeping the Most, the Highest, as his main quest.

To sum up : I have tried to show, that if we speak of Buddhism as

arising within Brahmanism, we mean, not Brahman externals, either in

attention to ritual, or relative want of attention to the religious

importance of conduct. We mean, Buddhism started in agreement with

the central religious tenets- or principles of the Immanence in

Brahmanism of that day. Next, that in drifting apart from Brahma-

nism, Buddhism, in not attaching importance to ritual and on attaching

importance- to the religious sanction of conduct, did so without any

crisis arising such as we look for in schisms or ruptures. Next, that

while drifting apart in this twofold way (ritual and conduct) it was in-

evitable that there should be dragged’ in
£

a drifting apart’ also in the

central teaching of Immanence. In this way the lofty meaning of ‘self’

or spirit suffered in Buddhism the same worsening, though in a different

way, .which it 1ms suffered in our days in Europe. Por us, self means

usually our worse self; for India self meant, means our best self; for,

Buddhism it came to mean something that was non-existent. This, the

third and greatest phase in the breach in relations, was aided in two

ways from non-Brahmanical movements: (i) the study of mind-ways as
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apart' from the man; (ii) the growth of monasticism, in which the

standard of manhood wag lowered to mean, not something capable of

becoming Godhead, but something it was better to end. Finally J hold,

that the exile from its parent stem should come more into account than

it does when the causes of the decay of Buddhism in its native land

are sought.

C, A. F. Bhts Davids
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The Greeks 'while in India had heard of the tradition that the

god Dionysos first yoked oxen to the plough', and made many of the

people husbandmen instead of nomads, and provided them with the

implements of agriculture .

1

Now Dionysos has been identified with

God Siva .

3

But this interpretation does not apply to all cases. We
find Dionysos to be the same as Saipkamna because just as in Greeco

the former is associated with wine and plough so is the latter in

India .

3 Samkar^ana is another name of Balarama, who is usually

represented as carrying the plough on his shoulders. We can, therefore,

reasonably infer that Dionysos here is not Siva but Balarfvma.

The masses were occupied with agriculture. While classifying

the people of India into seven classes or ‘castes’, Megasthenes observes

that the husbandmen as a class were “fay more numerous than the

others.”* From certain passages in the Jain sutras we come to know

that lands and houses formed the main possession of a householder.®

Most probably agriculture was confined to the countryside; and the

husbandmen with their wives and children dwelt in villages and

did not go into the urban settlements." There wap some agri-

cultural activity in the towns or the cities also, for, the city of Aornos

contained “as much good arable 'land as required for its cultivation

the labour of a thousand men .” 7 So also, the fieldbounds of Campa

1 Arr. lnd. VII. 2 M’Oriafile, VI. p. 64 fn.

3 Arr. Inch VII.

4 Meg. Frag. l.-Diod. II. 40. cf. Meg. Frag. XXXII. -Strabo XV. 1.40.

“The second ca3te consists of the husbandmen, who form the bulk of the popula-

tion’’; cf. Meg. Frag. XXXII. ; Arr. Ind. XI. “The second caste consists of

the tillers of the soil, who form the most numerous class of the population”.

Megasthenes evidently spoke of India so far as it was under Candrugupta

Maurya. Cf. Meg. Frog. LVI
;

Pliny. H. N. VI. “ Some till the soil
”

cf. Meg. Frag. LVI. B.; Solin. 52.0.17; cf. Arr. Ind. XVI.

5 Uttar. XIII. 24; Ibid., IX. 49; cf Ac. SH., 1. 2.3.3; Oua.,1; Ac. Su„

11. 7. 2. 4-6.

6 Meg. Frag. 1; Diod. II. 40; cf. Apast. 1.32.21; also Baudh. IT. 8.0.33.

Vide also Uam b. Hist. Ind., vol. I, p. 237 ; also the section on towns.

7 Arr. Anab. IV. XXVIII. Vide also Itin. Alex. 108 & 112.
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were “turned up by hundreds and thousands of ploughshares and- dis-

played far-reaching pleasant dykes .”

8

It -will not be out of place here

to mention that in the royal parks of Palimbothra, among the cultivat-

ed plants, there were some which received special care from the servants

of the king.'* "VVo have instances, however, of the urban- people

cultivating lands which lay around their cities, that is in the suburbs

outside. Such lands existed round the city of Patala
,

10 and also

around the city to which the Molloi (the Malavas) had fled for refuge

when Alexander invaded their territory .

11

Very probably in urban as well as suburban areas agriculture was

carried on, though naturally on a much smaller scale.

Agriculture was under state supervision, being superintended by

commissioners .

13 It is, therefore, quite natural that the condition of

agriculture, and the agriculturists was not bad.

The husbandmen were exempted from fighting and other public

services; they could devote the whole of their time to tillage.

13 But

Megasthenos perhaps did not understand the read state of things,

when he says that the husbandmen were exempted from fighting;

the rules of caste, in fact, did not. allow the husbandmen to weild

arms in battle-fields .
14

Unlike the Assyrian kings, the Indian kings could not possibly

asik the agriculturist to take up arms in times of war. For, they

could not override the dharma of the laud. Thus when Alexander

asked Texilee whether he had more soldiers or husbandmen, he com-
*

plained that' as, he was at war with Abisarea and Porus, he required

more soldiers than field-labourers .

13 Could he. not recruit soldiers

from among the field-labourers? Surely not.

Perhaps as the king did not summon the agriculturists to take

up arms in battlefields, he had to maintain a large standing army

8 Ov. sec. 1. (In the Jain sacred works the descriptions contain much that

is exaggerated) .

9 Aelian. XIII. c. xviii. 10 Arr. Anab. VI. xvii.

11 Ibicl., VI. vi.

12 Ibid.,YL xii. cf . Meg. Frag, XXXIV ; Strabo XV. 1 . 50-52.

13 Meg. Frag. I; Diod. 11.40, 14 Ibid., I; Diod. 11.41.

15 Hist. Alex. Q. Curt. Ruf. VETI. xii.
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at a great cost .

18 Hence in one part of the country when the soldiers

were fighting out the battles of their kings, in another part the husband-

men could be seen peacefully pursuing their work without any fear

of danger .

17

The husbandmen were of a very mild and gentle disposition ,
1 '1

They were regarded as public benefactors by the people; 1* they were

regarded as a class that was sacred and inviolable
;

20 even an enemy,

therefore, did not come upon the husbandmen at work on their land

and harm them in any way; thus they were protected from all injury .
21

So we would ipso facto be led to suppose that in ancient India battles

and wars did not affect agriculture or the people who were engaged

with it. .
But it was not so invariably ;

when the aggressors came from

outside India, they being foreigners, did not spare the agriculturists.

Thus, for instance, when Alexander advanced upon the city of Patala

the agriculturists there fled away in great terror.
22 Similar things

might have happened elsewhere too .

23

The husbandmen were dependent to some extent on neatherds,

shepherds and hunters, that is, those who formed the third caste of

Megasthenes, inasmuch as they freed the country from the pests with'

which' it abounded, viz., wild beasts and birds which devoured the

Seeds.
24 They were also dependent- on the artisans who fashioned the

implements of agriculture.*3 According to Megasthenes these latter

were not only exempt from paying any taxes, but they also received

maintenance from the king. 2 * The king tried to improve the condition

of the agriculturists by convening Great Assemblies at the beginning

16 Meg. Frag. I;Diod.II. il-, Ibid., XXXII; Arr. lad, XII
;
Ibid., XXXIII;

Strabo XV. i 47.

17 Ibid., XXXIII; Strabo XV. i.40; Ibid., I;Diod. 11.36; Ibid., XXXII;
Arr. Ind.XI.

18 Ibid., XXXIII; Strabo XV. i. 40.

19 Ibid., 1 ;
Died. H. 40. 20 Ibid., Diod. II. 36.

21 Ibid., Diod. n. 40. Bat some wioked persons intentionally injared the

crops in the field.

22 Ibid., XXXH; Arr. Ind. XI; Ibid., XXXIII
; Strabo XV. i. 40.

23 Many, for example, were sold into slavery, of. Hist. Alex. Q. Onrt. Ruf.

IX. iv.

24 Meg. Frag. I; Diod. II. 4f
;

Ibid., XXXIII; Strabo XV. i. 40.

25 Ibid., 1; Diod. H. 40; Ibid., XXXIH; Strabo XV. i. 40.

26 Ibid., I; Diod. 40.
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of every year and rewarding those scholars who discovered any means

for improving the crops and the cattle.”

Lands for agriculture were always low-lying
;
they were on a level

lower than, that of the village dwelling site, the homestead land.1*

The agricultural lands may be classified as (i) uplands, and (ii) low-

lands.
3® Upland crops and low-land crops are familiar things among

the agriculturists of to-day. But one peculiar feature of the culti-

vation of these uplands and lowlands was that both the classes of lands

seem to have been sown by the ploughmen about the same time during

the rainy season .
40

If the agricultural lands were really so sown, the

present practice certainly differs from the past; for, at present the

uplands and the lowlands are not sown simultaneously.

There were officers, who measured the lands constantly, aa was

done in Egypt, evidently for purposes of the assessment of revenue .
21

This frequent measurement of lands was necessary, because many of

the lands were subject to alluvion and diluvion .
32 These officers be-

longed to the Irrigation Department. They have been identified with

the Kajukas of ASoka
,

35 the Rajjugahakas of the J&takas, whose duty

was to measure the lands with a rajju or rope.
31 The lands were

measured by niyattAnas. 36 One ‘niyattana’ wag equal to two hundred

cubits or forty thousand hastes square, that re, ten thousand yards

square in English measurement. 3 *

From the Jain sources we get no information regarding the com-

munal cultivation of land. On the other hand, almost all the passages

referring to agriculture seem to suggest the existence of the system of

separate cultivation.” In this connection it is worth noticing that the

Jain sutraa ware composed on the banks of the Ganges, that is, in

27 Strabo, XV. i. 89. 28 Ibid.., XV. i. 45.

29 Ibid:, XU. 12.

80 Ibid., This is quite evident from the passage itself. Here no reference is

made to any subsequent cultivation of either the upland or tho lowland orops.

81 Meg. Frag. XXXIV; Strabo XV. i. 69-52.

32 Vide Qhosal, Hindu. .Revenue System, p. 172.

S3 P. E. IV. vide also Raichowdhury, IJol. Hist. Anc. Ind. (2nd edn.),

p. 199. King Hastipala had an assembly-house for his rajjukas.

84 The raj jus were probably something like the modem chains.

86 Uv&s. I. 19. 86 See Hoernle’s notes on Uvds. 1. 19

87 Ac. SH. . II. 10. 10: ;
XJvos. 1. 19.

I.H.Q., JUNE, 1934 11
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.Eastern India. But Kearkos tells us tliat among some tribes land was

cultivated by families in common. When the croi>s were collected,

each' person' took away a load for his subsistence' throughout the year.

The remainder of the produce was burnt to provide them with a reason

for setting to work again and not sitting idle.
3 * Nearkos evidently

spoke of conditions in the Indus valley.

Agricultural labour was carried on by the house-holders them-

selves. The husbandmen of Megaathenes80 were perhaps freemen

householders. In the Join literature the term gdhdvai includes the

husbandmen/3 The husbandmen were probably helped by their sons

and dependants/
1 which led the Greek writers to think that among the

people (of Mousikanos) it was a custom "to employ instead of slaves

youngmen in the flower of their age, as the Cretans employ the

Aphamiotai, and the Lacedemonians the helots." 48

But sometimes the landowners had their lands cultivated by

labourers, who got only a part of the produce of the lands in lieu of

wages. They were called bh&gillas. These hlidgillas were, however,

very cruelly treated .

45

Besides wild beasts and birds there were certain idle andi cruel men

who were in the habit of injuring the crops .

4,1 We hear that some-

times, the householder or his sons themselves set fire to the corns out

of anger for some reason or other .

43 Floods were another source of

danger.

The Macedonians were struck by the amazing fertility of the soil/ 3

38 Strabo, XV. i. 66. The crops were burnt for purposes of serving as manure

fot the next sowing.

30 Meg. Frag. I; Diod. II. 40; Hid., XXXII; Arr. Ind. XI; Ibid., XXXII;
Strabo XV. i. 40.

40 Uvas., 1.2. There are innumerable refereuees to the term in Ac. Sir.

,

Uttar. Kalpasutra and many other sacred books of the Jains.

41 Of. Ac. Su. I. 2. 5. 1, where the joint family members have been mentioned.

Vide also Ac. Su., II. 10. 10. 42 Strabo XV. i. 34.

43 Bhagilla (bhagila), possibly an equivalent of bhagika. See Sutrakvt. II.

2, 63. We are not however, certain whether 6h&oa means a sixth part of tho

produce, as Prof. Jacobi thinks.

44 The crops named are kalama, masura, sesamum, raudga, beans, nispava,

kulattha, alisanda, olamiccha,—Sutrakrt. II. 2.63. 45 SutraUrt. II. 2. 44.

40 Aelinn, Hist. Anim. XII, XXXII
;
Meg. Frag.I

;
Diod. II. 35 ; Pliny VII.2.
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The soil near Mount Meros47
favoured the growth of chance-sown seeds,

and even laurel, spikenard, ivy and vine grew wild here .
48 The king-

dom of Taxiles had a highly productive soil .
19

If we can My on

what Diodorus saya, Alexander, after overcoming king Embisaros
,

80

advanced through a country of surpassing fertility .
81 This probably

refers to the regions beyond the Hydaspes. Strabo says that the country

beyond the Hypanis was very fertile,
82 and this is corroborated by

Arrian; the inhabitants of the region were good agriculturists .
53

kbout the reason of the fertilities of the soil Arrian in liis

Anabasis says that it is due to this fact that the plains of India were

formed from the alluvial deposits of rivers .

81 Megasthenes also holds

the same view .

88 Strabo says that after the subsidence of the floods,

the half-dried soil, “though scratched into furrows by any common

labourer”, brought whatever was planted to perfection .

88 The other

parts of Indja must have been equally fertile.

The falling of the rains87 and the melting of the snow led to the

overflow of the rivers .

88 Aristoboulos says that the Indian rivers were

flooded by the rains from the north .
88

It is very interesting to note

that flood and inundations often made vast changes in the surface of

the country. Aristoboulos says “that when he was sent on some busi-

ness, he saw a tract of land deserted which contained more than a

thousand cities with their villages, for the Indus, having forsaken its

proper, channel, turned itself into another on the left much deeper into

which it burst like a cataract, so that it no longer watered the country

on the right, from which it receded, for this had been, raised by the

inundations not only above the level of the new channel, but even that

47 Mount Meros is modem Mar Koh. It lay near the city of Nysa (modem

Nanghenhar, if Nysa be Nagara of Ptolemy) . Nysa is ancient Noacha of Taxila

—Silver Scroll Inscription.

48 Hist. Alex. Q. Curt. Ruf. VIII. X.

49 Plutarch’s Life o/ Alea-., ch. LJX. See-.also Marshall's Guide to Taorila,

p. 2.

59 Possibly king of Abhisara is meant.

61 Bib. Hist. Diod. Sic. XVII. xc, 52 Strabo XV. i. 37.

63 Arr. Anab.V. vi. 64 ^xd.

65 Meg. Frag. II.—Arr. Exped. Alex. V. 6. 2-11. 56 Strabo XV . i. 13.

67 This clearly refers to the rains and the melting of the snows in summer

;

Strabo. XV. i. 13.

68 Strabo, XV. i. 17 ;
Arr. Anab. V. ix. 59 Strabo, XV. i. 19,
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of the new inundations.” 60 The excavation at Kumrahr and at

Besnagar have shown that sometimes whole towns were buried under-

neath the silts newly deposited by the floods .

61

The floods were very heavy; and the whole country lay under water.

The rivers rose to the height of forty cubits, of which twenty filled

the channels to the brim, while the other twenty swept away the

plains .

62 As. a safeguard against the floods the towns in the Indus

valley were usually built on ‘mounds’, that is, on elevated places; and

in times of floods they looked like so many islands .

63 But in rural areas

only the dwelling sites of the villages were on a raised level .

66

Megasthenes says that when the field's lay under water, large fishes

crawled into them and at the time of the receding of waters, the hus-

bandmen used to catch these 'fishes.*" While the Macedonians

encamped near the Akesines, they were obliged to shift their abodes to

higher ground at the time of inundations .

66

Floods commenced about the time of the summer solstice67 and

ceased after the setting of the Arcturus .

68

The Greek writers do not mention that the floods caused any serious

injury to agriculture. On the other hand, Strabo writes that seeds

were sown even when the lands were still half-dried after the floods6 "

have subsided.

Megasthenes says that famine never visited India and he adduces

good many reasons for the same. First of all, there was an abundance

of food-crops which included cereals, millet, pulses of different sorts,

rice, bosporon and many others .

70 Next, India had a double rainfall

in course of a year, one in winter and other in summer. On account

of this double rainfall there was a double crop every year; and in case

one of them proved a failure, the people were always sure of the

60 Ibid. 61 A. S. R., 1913, 14; 1912, 13.

62 Strabo XV. i. 18. 63 Ibid.

64 Ibid.,XV.i. 45 . 65 Meg. Frag. LIX
;
Hist; Anim. XVI. 19.

66 (la summer solstice) . Strabo XV. i. 18.

67 Rains fell in about the summer solstice, i. e. about the setting of the

pleiades.

68 Strabo XV. i. 18. 69 Ibid.

70 Meg. Frag. I; Diod. II. 36; cf. Strabo XV. i. 13; Ibid. XV. i. 20;

Arr. Ind. V.
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otter. Besides, there -was a usage, almost universally observed by the

people, which might have prevented the outbreak of famines in India.

In times of war the husbandmen were allowed to remain undisturbed

inasmuch as the soldiers never ravaged an enemy’s land with fire, nor

cut down its trees. 71 Megasthenes probably meant a general and

protracted famine; for, famines were not quite unknown in ancient

India. In Antafjadu-da&uo the ‘famine-food’ for the Jain monks is

mentioned. 72 But then towards the end of Camdragupta’s- reign, a

terrible famine broke out in Magadha, which extended over twelve

years. Such a prolonged famine must have resulted in serious econo-

mic dislocation throughout the country. It is very strange that

Megasthenes does not make mention of this great incident. Possibly

be left India before the famine occurred, that is, before about 302 B.C.

Rainfall

Just as in modern times, so also in the past, Indio enjoyed the

benefits of a double rainfall. But Nearkos wrote tlmt the plains of

India were watered with rain in summer, but were without it in

winter; 73 obviously, Nearlcos wrote it from his experience. During the

winter the Macedonians stayed, in the craggy heights of the Hindukush,

when mountains were covered with snow, and rains were not seen/4

During the course of their ten months’ sojourn, which occupied the

whole of the late autumn, the winter and the following spring and the

summer they saw no rain. 7'

As to what Aristohoulos said about the rainfall of India there ha3

been much misunderstandng. The followers of Aristohoulos in later

times observed that the plains of India were not watered by rain. 7* In

a passage where Strabo quotes Aristohoulos, it is said that the moun-

tains and the regions at their foot received rains and snow, while the

71 Meg. Frag. 1; Diod. H. 36. For a recent explanation of this asser-

tion of Megasthenes see Radhararaan Gangopadhyaya’s Some Materials

for the Study of Agriculture and Agriculturists in Ancient India,’

pp. 113-126.

72 Meg. Frag. I; Diod. II. 86; Arr. Anab. V. IX.

73 Strabo, XV. i. 18. 74 Hid., XV i. 17.

76 Ibid, 7? 7bid., XV. i. 24.
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plains had neither." By -"regions at the foot of the mountains”

Aristoboulos probably meant Taxila and the surrounding country, and

by 'plains’ he meant that part of India which lay between the

Hydaspes and Patalene. For, he refers to the absence of rains, in this

port of India .

78 But he says that in the country beyond, rains and snow

fell and lands were easily cultivated .
79 Here he is probably referring

to the Upper Punjab and the mountainous regions of northwestern India

or to the country west of the Indus between the Hydaspes and

Patalene .

90

In the mountainous regions to the north-west of India mins were

very heavy. In the country round about Nysa, modern Naghenhar,

rains used to pour down so heavily that the bunches of grapes fell off

in the vineyards .

91 Aristoboulos writes that the Indian rivers were

flooded by the rains from the north .

81 In the mountainous countries

of Paropanesene, Aspasioi and Ass&lcenoi83 rains set in early in spring

and poured down day and night in torrents without intermission .

81

When the Macedonians were in Taxila, rains fell for the first time .
8 -1

But the truth of this statement is doubtful; for they had already ex-

perienced heavy rainfalls in Paropamiaadai, Aspasioi and Assnkenoi .

80

During the course of their march eastwards from Taxila, the Macedo-

nians saw that the whole country between Taxila and the Hypanis was

being watered by heavy rains."

Kathiawad and the neighbouring region^ were also subject to heavy

rains
;

88 we hear that the lake SudarSana, which was built during the

77 Ibid., XV. i. 13; cf. Ktesias. Frag. I; Bib. LXXII. p. 144.

78 Strabo, XV. i. 19. and 26. 79 Ibid.

80 For to the cast there is the dosert of Rajpntana which was well known

to the Macedonians (Herod. III. 98.) . Herein the heat of the sands, thero

could not havo been any snowfall, nor any rains. But in the country west

of the Indus we have the mountains of Beluchistan where there were possibly

falls of rains and snow. Of. Vincent Smith, IS. R. I., 4th. edn., pp. 40-41.

81 Meg. Frag. XLVI; Strabo XV. i. 6-8. 82 Strabo XV. i. 19.

83 Paropanesene is the Hindukush. The territories of the Aspasioi and

the Assakenoi are to be located in the valleys of Bajaur and the Panjkora.-

84 Strabo, XV. i. 17. 85 Ibid.

86 Ibid. 87 Ibid.

88 El., VIII., 36; Fleet’s Gupta Inscriptions, pp. 56-66,
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reign of Candragupta, Maurya, thrice burst oat on account of heavy

rains. 89 The Arthaiustra, contains certain details about the rainfall in

the different parts of India, 0 " e.g., Anupa received twentyfour drones

of rainfall, Avanti 23 dronas, -Jaingala (probably Eurujamgala) 16

dronas, A;Smakan 13^ dronas and the western countries and the border’s

of the Himalayas; got an immense quantity of rainfall. 02

The following passage from the Acdnmga Stttra gives a very brief

description' of the country during the rainy season; “when the rainy

season has come and it is raining, many living beings are originated

and many seeds just spring up, the roads between (different places)

contain many living beings, seeds etc the foot-paths are not

used, the roads are not recognisable.” 99 From this it appears that the

eastern Gangetic plain received a fair quantity of rain.

India, as Eratosthenes states, received her summer rains from the

Etesian winds and from the vapours which arose from the rivers. 9 *

Rains used to set in early in spring, and lasted till the rising of the

Arcturus, that is, the beginning of autumn. 09 So the rainy season

extended over about six months. Rut this was the case only in the

Indus valley, that is, western India. 90 In the Gangetic plains rains

lasted for four months, and ceased only in the beginning of Marga-

<Irsa.*
T In other words, in the eastern part of India rains set in in the

beginning of Sravana and lasted till the end of Kartikja or the begin-

ning of MargaSirsa;. From tbe Girnar inscription of Skandhgupta we

come to know that the rainy season followed the summer and that the

country witnessed heavy rains in the month of ProsfJuipada, so that the

period of rains roughly coincided with that of Gangetic plains.**

89 Hid.

90 In the Arthasastra we find that the raingauge (mrsamHnu

)

was used for

measuring the rains in those days. It was a very simple contrivance. In front

of store-houses, there were bowls (kuruja) the months of which were wide as

an aratin, that is, twentyfour a>Agula»; and these served as raingauges.

91 Either the Aspasioi and the Assakenoi aro meant or the Asimaka kingdom

of Deccan.

92 ArtJia. S., II, 24, 93 Ac. Sd., II. 3. 1. 1.

94 Strabo XV. i. 13. 95 Ibid., XV. i. 17.

96 For, the knowledge o£ the Greeks about India was confined to the

western part of our country. 97 Ac. Su . , II. 3. 1.4.

98 Fleet’s Gvpta Inscriptions, pp. 66-65.
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Lands were irrigated with tlie waters of many rivers.
09 Quintus

speaks of the river Etliimanthus which was used for irrigation by the

people on its hanks. 100 We are not, however, certain whether the waters

of the Indus and tributaries were used for purposes of irrigation.101

Some rivers supplied •water even for the nurture of garden vegetables. 102

In fact, there wa& an extensive system of irrigation, though, of course

there might have been lands which were cultivated without the help

of irrigation. 103 In 1914 the remains of an irrigation canal of the

Maurya or possibly pre-Maurya period were exhumed by Dr.

Bhaudarkar at Besnag-ar. The canal was seven feet broad and five feet

and six inches deep. 101 King Mahapadma Nanda extended several

channels (panCuli) for purposes of irrigation from Tanasuliya vada to

the capital town of Kalihga. The Archeological Department has not

been able to find out any trace either of the reservoir or of the

channels. 103 This, however, shows the extent of care and attention

paid by the ancient kings to matters of agriculture and irrigation.

Under the Mauryas also irrigation was under state supervision. 100

There was a special Irrigation Department maintained by the king.

Megastlicnes wrote, “some superintend the rivers, measure the lands,

as is done in Egypt, and inspect the sluices, by which water is1 let out

from the main canals ini O' their branches, so that every one may have

equal supply of it,.
107 From this Vincent Smith infers that a water-rate

must have been levied', and that there' was ‘a regular system of

canals.
710 *

09 Meg. Frag. I; Diod. II. 36-37. This explains why some of the officers

of the Irrigation Dept, had to superintend the rivers, of. Dion Cbrys.

Orate. XXXV. 434.

100 Hist. Alex. Q. Curt. Ruf. VII. is.

101 Meg. Frag. I; Diod. II. 37. The most notable of the tributaries of

the Indus were “the Hupanes, the Hudaspes and the Akesines”
;

Of. Arr. Ind.

IV. “We ought not.... canals”. 102 Ibid.,

103 Meg. Frag. I; Diod. II. 35. The expression “greater part of the soil

is under irrigation” implies that there were probably lands, which did uot

require to be irrigated.

104 A .S.B., 1914-1915. II, pp. 69-70.

105 J.B.O.R.S., 1917, pp. 425-472.

106 Meg. Frag. XXXIV; Strabo XV. i. 50-52. 107 Ibid.

108 Smith’s®. H. I., 4th edn., pp. 138-140; Osford History of India, 2nd

edn., p. 91
;
Asoka, (Rulers of India Scries), p. 95.
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The Girnar rock inscription of Budradaman tells us that Pusya-

gupta the Vaisya, who was Candragupta’s governor of the western

provinces (raxtrika), built a reservoir by making an embankment across

a gorge of the hill for purposes of irrigation and named it ‘Sudarsana’'.

But for some reason or other he could not construct the irrigation

channels, and these were done by Yavanaraja Tusaspha, the viceroy

of Aioka. 100 The scheme was an ambitious one and it required much
time and labour. Begun during the reign of Candragupta it was com-

pleted only in the reign of his grandson Asoka.

In consequence of a double rainfall and an extensive system of

irrigation the soil bore two crops in the course of a year, 110 In the

winter season wheat, 11
' barley, pulses and many other esculents were

sown; 112 and in the summer or rainy season rice, bcsmoron, gesnmum,

millet and flax.
11,1 Strabo ascribes a double crop also to the fruits.

Ploughing was perhaps carried on with the help of oxen. In the

country of the Aspasioi Alexander the Great captured about 230,000

oxen. Out of them he selected those better in size and beauty and

sent them to Macedonia to be employed in agriculture. 11,1

Probably for a deeper ploughing some people employed elephants

in agriculture; they regarded them as forming the main part of their

stock in cattle. 115

From what has been’ said above it can easily be inferred that big

ploughs wore employed in agriculture. In the Uvuxagadasuo the teeth

of a pisaya have been compared with ploughshares. 115

100 El., VIII, 36.

110 Meg. Frag. I; Diod. II. 36-36 ; Strabo XV. i. 13 and 20. Ibid., XVI. iv. 2.

111 Meg. Frag. I; Diod. 11.36; Strabo, XV. i. 13.

112 Strabo, XV. i. 20.

113 Ibid., XV. i. 13; Meg. Frag. 1; Diod. II. 36.

114 Arr. Anab. IV, xxv; cf. Itiu. Alex. 105.

115 Meg. Frag. LVI; Pliny N. H. VI. See also N. O. Bancrji’s Economio
Lije and Progress in Ancient India4 pp. 116, 121. Prof. Banerji’s sugges-

tion is that the employment of oxen even to the number of 12 implies either

a deep ploughing or the hardness of tho soil. But the theory of thy cxietonco

of a deep ploughing is more probable than the theory of the hardness of

the soil. The alluvial soil of North India is naturally soft, and some 20 years

back, Dr. Spooner proved that the soil of Patna district has been extremely

soft from time immemorial (A,SB., 1912-13. II).

116 Uvds. Et, 94.

I.H.Q., JUNE, 1934 12
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During' the growth of' the plants the cultivators had to take great

care of the fields, as the weeds that grew by the side of the plants had

to be removed. 117 In the Jain literature 118 where the cutting of the crops

when ripe is referred to there is no mention, of the sickle. Sickles must

have been used, for at Taxila and Sarnath such implements were found

in course of excavations. Affluent landowners had a large number of

carts for carrying the grains from the fields to the barn-door; 110 they

also possessed a large number of boats which were perhaps employed

for the same purpose. 120
It may be added here by way of an explanation

that probably the rich landowners had large acres of land, which lay

a long way off their houses or their barns. Then the seeds were dried

in the sun. 131 Threshing and lm.sking processes have also been: re-

ferred to by Strabo. He says that rice was husked in the same way as

barley. 123 In the Acdrdnya Sutra the winnowing of grains is men-

tioned. 123 The winnowing sieve was called suppa. 12i Besides winnow-

ing, we hear of the grinding of grains on a rock (slide) or ‘on a piece

of clay. 123 The granary was called pinnayapinill1 2 0 or khala .

m Now
from the Vedic literature 128 we come to know that in (he granaiy bundles

of grains were beaten or trampled upon. 130 There were storehouses

(/,'osthi or Jcolejja or Jcosthuydra130
) for the preservation of grains. 131

The kings also used to keep storehouses for emergencies. 132

Ananta Kumar Bose

117 mtrakrt.
, II. 2.11. 118 Anuttar.

119 This is based on the explanation of the term UumvClhuinchini as given
in the commentary. Though the commentary is of a later date, yet it seems
that the explanation given there is probable, and has been taken from oarlier

commentators. For parts of the commentaries on Jain works are traditional,
being handed down from teachor to pupil.

120 Uvas. I. 121
;
vido also n. 110. 121 Anuttar.

122 Strabo XV. i. 18. 123 Ac. tin. II. 1. 6. 8.

124 Uvas. II. 94. 125 Ac. tin. II. 1. 6. 8.

126 SUtralcrt., II. 6. 26. 127 Ibid., II. 2. 44-46.

128 N. C. Banerji’s Economic Life and Eroyress in Ancient India, pi 115.

129 Ibid. 130 Uttar. XI. 26

131 Ac. Su., II, 1.7. 2.

132 Sohgaura Inscr. in £A.
t

1896.



Caitanya as an Author

It has never been critically discussed whether Caitanya, with whose

name the form of Yaisnavism prevalent in Bengal is associated, ever

wrote any religious or speculative works as did the founders of other

Vaisnava Sampradayns. Tire pious imagination of his followers natu-

rally loves to invest him with the highest academic glory and/ scholastic

eminence. One at least of his early biographers, himself a highly

trained scholastic theologian, puts in Caitanya’s mouth long philoso-

phical discourses, marvels of exegesis and elaborate sectarian theologi-

sing, even though this picture of Caitanya as a Sastric Pandit is not

consistent with the general impression given of him in the biography

itself as a devotee of great emotional capacity, surrendering himself

more and more to rapturous abandonment. Even when a

mere boy Caitanya is said to have possessed extraordinary precocity

of intellect, and some of his learned biographers make out

that he was a youthful prodigy, mastering all branches of learning at

the age of fifteen. At the same time we are told that his fond parents

were at first averse to sending the hoy Caitanya to school for fear that

learning would lead him, as it led his elder brother Yi.3varupa_, to asce-

ticism, and he was allowed to grow wild at will. Later on he was

sent to one Visnu Pandita and Sudarfinna 'for elementary education, and

then to Gang-adasa, who was chiefly a grammarian, for more advanced

studies. It is probable that Caitanya displayed' in hip younger days

a keenness and intelligence much above the average. He does not,

however, appear to have cared much for deep or wide scholarship, and'

it is really not necessary to present him as a great scholar when his real

greatness lies in other directions. His education was probably that of

a well-born Brahmana boy at such a centre of learning as Kavadvipa,

but his studies appear to have been chiefly confined to Sanskrit

Grammar, especially Kalapa Grammar, 1 and probably to some literature

1 Vpulavana-dasa tells us (Caitanya-bhaaavata, Adi vii) that Caitanya’s

teacher Gaugadf.sa was proficient in Grammar ferT$<<l|?ri§f^ au<1

Caitanya’s knowledge and teaching of Grammar are more than once mentioned.
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ami rhetorics* io which allusion is made. Although NavadVlpa was,

and still is, famous for its teaching of New Logic (Navya Nyaya), there

is however no evidence to show that Vi&vambhara (as Caitanya was

then called) ever studied this subject. On the contrary, people noticing

the keenness of his intellect, are said to have on one occasion wished

that he had studied Nyaya and' become a great Bliattheorya, which he

was in their opinion sure to become .
3

Caitanya ’s dialectic exploits of the period, during which he became

a householder and set up a school like most educated Brahmanas of

the time, are made much of iu his two orthodox biographies, but the

descriptions of his scholastic triumphs are obviously exaggerated, and

even appear as puerile. He is said, for instance, to have vanquished

in disputation KeSava Bhatta Kaimlri, the well-known scholar and

commentator of the Nimbajrka sect. The account is given at some

KesSava Kiihnlrl, for instance, speaks contemptuously of his teaching of Grammar

( eqrwir q^rr^r
Adi xij srrfa qsrot q^nq

Unitan yu-carifamyta Adi xvi, 3235) which Caitanya himself admits as a matter

of pride
(jjg q«Tf ^rfSr^TPT q>R},

C'C '

4
’
loc ‘ Bcforence to Kaliipn

is also made by Jayananda in his Caitanya-m ail gala.

2 Caitanya himself is reported to have admitted that he made no serious

study of Bhetorio q-j% C-C., Adi xvi, 52}, but in his

alleged disputation with Ke&wa Ka^miri he is made to rely chiefly on his stray

knowledge of this subject.

3 q% v,mm q% i umi w? ^ nt n tfl-nh., Adi

xi>. No reliance can he placed on the. logend narrated in the Admita-praJtiirfa

that Caitanya wrote a commentary on Nyiiya, but threw the work into the

Ganges out of compassion towards a Bralunana who had written a similar work

but who was afraid lost it should be eclipsed by the more learned commentary

of Caitanya. The legend is obviously inspired by the pious tendency of glorifying

Caitanya by imputing scholastic eminence to him. The Arlvaita-prakusa, the

historicity of which work itself as well as the genuineness of the printed text

is open to serious doubt, also speaks of a commentary on the Srimad-lhagavata,

but of this there is no mention elsewhere. The legend that Caitanya was a

pupil of Vasudeva Sarvahhauma Bhattacarya need not be seriously considered.

Tlie Voisnava tradition delights to make a great academic figure out of Vasudeva

and assigns to him 'fouir distinguished pupils, viz. Raghuufttha Siromani, the

Naiyayika; Raghunandana, the Smarta; Krsnananda AgamavagHa, the

Tantrika; and lastly, Caitanya. But Caitanya’s pupilship, though plausible,
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length in Krsnadasa Kaviraja’s biography. What really happens in

ViiSvambliara’a so-called disputation with this formichble scholar, who

was the author of learned commentaries of the Bhagmad-gltu, tho

Vedanta-sfitra and other works, is somewhat strange. ViSvambliara re-

quests Keguva to compose a hymn to the Ganges, on the banks of which

they meet, and on Ivesava’s reciting ex tempore- on astonishing series of

verses on the subject, all that Vhivanibhara does to silence him is to pick

rhetorical and grammatical flaws of a rather fastidious kind in the

verses cited.4 This is the whole extent of the learned disputation, and

the account in its triviality is extremely disappointing. The disputa-

tion is omitted in other biographies of Caitanya. It is given for the

first time by Vrndavana-dfosn, from which source obviously Krsnadasa

elaborates it. In the same way Visvambhara is represented elsewhere

as picking grammatical flaws in ISvara PurS’s poem. No concealment

however is made here of the fact that Visvambhara wag chiefly a teacher

of grammar to young pupils, and possessed some stray knowledge

perhaps of rhetoric. All that these Navadvlpa legends teud to indicate

is that Caitanya’s youthful and! thoughtless mind was at this time filled

with the scholastic spirit and pride otf learning of his native place, arid

that the sprightliness of his boyhood had developed into the pedantic

but harmless arrogance of a young Pandit. One might even suspect

sectarian loyalty in the biographers in making a veteran champion of

the rival Nimbarka school suffer defeat at the hands of the youthful

Caitanya; but, apart from pious credulity, the episode is poorly pre-

sented' and is hardily worthy of a really great scholar, such as Caitanya’s

biographers make him out to have been. Ke.4ava of Kashmir was tbe

appears to have no foundation in fact, for the accounts in his orthodox biographies

do not mention this fact ; on the contrary, they show that Caitanya’s first meet-

ing with Vasudeva must have taken place at Puri, where the latter

lived. Probably the venerable old scholar had already left Navardvipa

before Caitanya was old enough to be his pupil. In the accounts of

Oaitanya's early life no reference is made to Vasudeva' s teaching Caitanya,

whose attitude at Puri was hardly that of a pupil towards his teacher. Vasudeva

appears to have been more of a VedSntist than a Naiyayikn, and this is confirmed

by his known commentary on Laksmidhara’s Advaita-maliaranc/a.

4 For a good analysis of the academic aspect of this episode, see Calcutta

Oriental Journal, December 1933, pp. 91-99, in which the writer of tho article

expresses his conclusion that “the entire episode looks very suspicious,”
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son of Srimaugala, disya of Mnkunda anil
.

pra-sisya of Sundara Bhatta,

as lie himself tells ns in his various Sanskrit works. He was the author

of learned commentaries on the Brahmopanisad, the Bhagavad-gita, the

Srlmtid-bhdgavata (Sic. X) and oilier works
;
but the most well-known

work for bis school was his Prabhd commentary on Srinivasa’s

Kaustubha commentary on Nimbarka’s VedantuspOnjata

.

5 The meet-

ing with Caitanya, as a matter of fact, is not unlikely, for Ke^ava

lived in the latter part of the 15th andi the beginning of the 10th century

;

but there can be no doubt that the account has been grotesquely

exaggerated.

A study of the general trend of Caitanya’s life will also maflce it

clear that although he possessed great qualities of leadership and extra-

ordinary powers over minds of men, he did hardly at any time of his

career concern himself directly with the organisation of bis followers.

When he turned his face towards Puri immediately after his Sannyasa

at the early age of twenty-four and made his permanent residence there,

ho practically lost all direct touch with the active propagation of his

faith in Bengal; and this was probably one of the reasons why the

sect never achieved any real solidarity in its later history. Although

a close connexion was kept up between him and his followers in Bengal,

his departure must have been a great loss to a cause which had hardly

had time yet to establish itself firmly. The later disruption of the sect’,

the organisation of which wag left chiefly in the hands of Nityiunanda,

who appears to have possessed other views than Caitanya, was partly

due to the lack off direct contact with the Master, whose personality

was not only the strongest asset of the community hut also the only

powerful influence which could! unify and organise it into a compact

body. While the movement in Bengal fell into disorder after his death,

the influence of his personal presence for long years at Puri has conti-

nued) to make Orissa a stronghold of the Vaisnava faith up to

the present day.

Absorbed in his devotional ecstasies Caitanya does not appear to

have eyer sought to build up a cult or a sect. If such a cult or sect

6 Ed. in the Pahdit
l

viii, is; also ed. by Nityasvarupa Brnhmaciiri,

Vrndavana 1906.
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gathered itself round Lira, it was due chiefly to the influence of his

personality and the powerful appeal df his evident devotion. The

enthusiasm of some of his more practical or more scholastically inclined

disciples would feign see in him a great organiser and expounder of a

system of theology, but neither propagating zeal nor theological ambi-

tion ever appears to have entered his simple life of intense religious

emotional realisation. If some notable conversions were achieved, they

were not the result of any direct missionary effort on his part, but,

as the orthodbx records themselves reveal, they were due to the powerful

impression he could create on receptive minds by his outstanding

religious personality. Even admitting that he could employ philosophy

or theology as a weapon in argument, it was yet his vivid' sense

of spiritual truth which coulc! cast a mystic spell and call forth a deep

and lasting response. This 'wonderful spiritual influence could

enthrall men of great capacity and inspire them with a lifelong zeal

for sectarian pioneering, laborious scholarship and' devotional austerity;

but to attribute this achievement to any conscious effort or purpose is

to misread the whole trend of his life.

The later development of the sect and the cult, therefore, is chiefly

the world of his disciples andf associates. At the same lime, one must

guard against the error of supposing that the cult and the sect were

entirely created by hiB followers to wlrom Caitanya was a mere figure-

head or a willing instrument. Caitanya’s personal relation to his

leading disciples, as borne out by the orthodox records, clearly

demonstrates that on the main lines of its growth and expansion the

movement was directly inspired! by the example cff his life and

experience, even if be did not actually persevere at the task. If he

possessed the capacity, he never had in his emotional absorption either

the time or the willingness to found' a sect or a system
;
but from tbe

very beginning the movement bore the impress of his personality and

developed on the lines of his spiritual experiences, which formed its

greatest and most powerful asset. This was the driving force by which'

the movement organised and propagated itself during his life-time, and

which inspired his leading disciples to organise and) propagate it after

his passing away. As such this was his highest contribution to the

sect and the cult. The standard of Vai§nava life and devotion set up
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by ixis owu life, tlie new spirit of emotionalism which he imparted to

traditional piety, the widespread emotional appeal of the new mode of

Saukirtana which he developed, the sincerity and contagions passion

of his realisation of the Radlia-Krsna cult, the expansive and liberating

power of' his catholic and simple ideas of worship, his devotional fancies

about the Vrndavana settlement, his winning over of scholars and

devotees who were to be the future organisers of the sect both on its

practical and doctrinal sides and his inspiring them with a selflesli

love for the task,—in one word, his great religious life and) personality

clearly gave an initial direction and an impetus to the movement, which

gradually organised itself in the hands of his followers into a definite

sect and cult.

If Caitanya did not concern himself actively in the work of

organising- his followers, which was left mostly in the hands of Advaita

and) Nityananda, still less did he take upon himself the work of a thinker

or writer. However much intellectual pride lie is reported to have

possessed in his youth, he gave up his scholastic pursuits after his

return from Gaya. A man of his great, emotional capacity was hardly

ever fit for serious or sustained intellectual effort, 'for which he never

showed any particular bent, and which became more and more im-

possible ns years went on. To a man of his temperament spiritual

realisation was hardly a matter of speculative discussion. In spite of

the fact that some of his scholastic biographers delight to depict

C’aitanj-a as a trained theorist expounding- with precision a whole

theological system and-

1

invest! him with the omniscience of a Sastrio

Pandit
,

0 they also indicate that in his ecstatic absorption he was careless

of mere Sastric knowledge. The theology that is placed in his mouth is

clearly the theology of a later day, in which these biographers

themselves were severely trained. It must not also be forgotten that

the significance of Caitnnya’s teaching, like the teaching of all

great teachers, lies not so much in his special interpretation of this

or that text, but in the reality and! force of his inner spiritual ex-

perience, which gave him an extraordinary power over the minds of

6 In one place for instance Caitanya is represented as explaining a text

111 61 different ways.
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men. The whole trend indeed of Caitanya ’s life was against his being

an exact scholar or thinker. When Caitanya closed his school after

his return from Gaya he is reported to have shut up his books and said

to his pupils that for him lessons were finished from that dhy. The

words became almost literally prophetic, for in after-years he hardly

ever read or wrote anything. The scholarly pursuits of a Pandit, the

pride of learning or the zest for dialectic disputations—all passed out of

his life, which now began to move in an entirely different atmosphere.

Outside the Arlmad-bhugavttta, the newly discovered BriiJuna-samhitil

and the devotional lyrics of Bilvannigala, Jayadeva, Yidyapati

or Caudidasa he appears to have lead next to nothing. It is misdirected

zeal which invests him with the false glory of scholastic eminence; his

true greatness lies in other directions, and his power over men came

from other sources.

It is not surprising, therefore, that Caitanya wrote nothing with

the exception of eights Sanskrit verses, which are given as the

Siksastaka, and which are nothing more than expressions of his simple

and jmssionate faith. All these eight verses are to be found under his

name (cited as Sri-bhagavatah) in the I*adyavail compiled by Rupr.

Gosvaimin, who was an immediate disciple of Caitanya. Havikuvim-

pure in his Caitanya-candrodaya appears to- negative the idea

that Caitanya ever wrote anything about his doctrines. Amandin in

Lis comment aiy on PrabodhanumVs Caitanya-candrainfta distinctly

states that Caitanya never composed any work, but he meets the ob-

jection of those who maintain, the impossibility of propagating any

devotional doctrine without such means by saying that even if Caitanya

wrote nothing lie transferred his own energy into his disciples like lttipa

etftd inspired them to reveal the doctrines .

7 The attribution to him,

therefore, of any specific work or specific dbotrine is more a matter of

pious belief than u positive historical fact. It is indeed difficult to say

how much of the elaborate theologisiug which is piously put in his

7 nan II (jrantliddi-nicnnSnl i)!nd nhldi-vis/ui'ttiian tin sySt, {jraidhCnlili hi'pi

iia hrtah irt-kinM-caittmiieiia laltham tad-Vastu-prathanam iti ndc-jani/bha!/<ivat,l

sdksud (imntliu-kamnabhdvad hrdd hnhmuni hruh m a-yralMltavkic £ri-rttpildi nil

svem hrdi sakthA saflcarya tat-tad-dvarem sarvarn, prakdiitam iUj /

.

i.tt.cn, itrfsE, 1934 13
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mouth was actually uttered by him, for these reported utterances of his

aro in fact faithful summaries of the highly scholastic works of the sis.

Yrudavaua Gosvamins themselves, who as leisured recluses could devote

their keen and highly trained1 minds to the construction of elaborate

systems of speculation. It is not dear, therefore, how ‘far these tenets

of a later time actually represent! Caitanya’s views. No doubt Caitanya

is represented by Krsnada&a as commissioning Sanatana and Rfipa

Gosvamins to prepare these learned texts as the doctrinal foundations

of the faith and suggesting to them elaborate outlines and scheme's
;
but

these outlines and schemes are so suspiciously faithful to the actual

and much later products of the (Iosya,mins themselves that this fact

takes away whatever truth there might have been in the representation.

That some such relation actually existed between the Master and' bis

learned disciples is highly probable, but excessive zeal bay represented

it in a distorted perspective. It is ulso remarkable that while these

Gosvaminp themselves make a general acknowledgment of the inspira-

tion derived from Caitanya and, his life, there is nowhere any acknow-

ledgment of direct instruction oi; outlining df schemes to them

by Caitanya .
8 The actual personal contact of Riipa and Sanatana with

8 Sanatana Gosvamin, for instance, in tho 11th vorso of his Brhuil-

bhCljuvutdinyta states

:

The word amibhutasya hero, is significant. Sanatana does not anywhere say

that he actually received any direct instruction in these matters, but that ho

is compiling what he fell about the character of Bhakti in Oaitanya himself.

At the end: of the Digdariani commentary on the same work he says 'again

:

Wi fTc^'^lwwr: I stop# ||

which speaks indeed of inspiration received from Caitanya, but not of direct

instruction by him. Hupa similarly speaks of inspiration derived from

Caitanya (hrdi yasya preraiuiya pmoartito’ham vardka-rupo’pi)

•

but) there is

nowhere in the works of the six Gosvamins any acknowledgment of direct instruc-

tion by Oaitaliya, as alleged by Kr^nadasa Kaviraja. Had it been a fact, it is

improbable that they wonld have been silent about it. Nor is the fact mentioned

in any other biography of Caitanya. The Bhakti-raindhara informs us that Rupa
ahd Sanfttana were already advanced in years and well trained in Sastrio

knowledge, as well as predisposed to Vaisnavism, when Caitanya met them; this

luust have been oue of the reasons why Caitanya selected them for tho special

task of systematising tho theology of the sect.
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the Master was indeed very brief, while there is no evidence to show

that Jiva, their nephew, ever had this good fortune. It is hard1 to believe

that within the period of a few. months at the most, they could have

been' instructed by Caitanya, as alleged., in the whole range and depth

of the Bhakti-sastra and iu every such detail of theological doctrines

ns they set it forth in their elaborate and voluminous works which un-

doubtedly betray the learning of a life-time. It ip certainly true that

Caitanya inspired these men of great talent with a life-long zeal for

the task, which made them scorn (Might and live laborious days; he

might have also suggested! to them his own. ideas of devotion bom out

of his own. religious experience.; and above nil, his life itself must have

furnished them a vivid text to enlarge and comment upon. But. to hold

Caitanya responsible for every fine point of dogma, and doctrine elaho-

rated by Sanatana, Rilpa and Jiva would indicate an undoubtedly pious

but entirely unhistorical imagination.

It is worth remarking in this connexion that although Bengal

Vaisnavism presents itself as a deliberate historical religion promulga-

ted by a definite founder, yet in the practical working out. of the system

the direct intuitive realisation or teachings of the founder do

not expressly find a place. Except the usual obeisance and homage to

Caitanya and' general passages testifying to his identity with the

supreme deity, there is nowhere in the extensive works of the three

early authoritative G-osvamins (Rupa, Sanatana and Jiva) any direct

reference to his personal views and teachings. These theologians and

philosophers ore chiefly concerned with the godhead, of Krsna and his

Lila as revealed in the older1 scriptures; and Krsna in their

theory is not an Avatar.a. but the supreme deity himself. They are

almost entirely silent about Caitanya-llla and its place in their devo-

tional scheme, and it is somewhat strange that in presenting a system

in Caitanya’s name they rely exclusively upon older sources and’ dp

not refer at all to his direct realisation of spiritual truths. The divi-

nity of Krsna as the exclusive object of worship is elaborately estab-

lished, but the divinity of Caitanya, which is implicitly acknowledged

in the Namaskriyas and miscellaneous devotional verses, is hardly ever

discussed. It is said, in. the later Bengali biographies of. Caitanya that

these works themselves were not only inspired1 but were directly com-
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municated to these disciples by. Caitanya himself. It may have been

so, but there is no direct acknowledgment of this fact by the Gosvamins

themselves
;
and what appears to have been communicated (if we take

the testa themselves as evidence) is not his own Anubhava but elaborate

scholastic systems based on and developed from inherited Vaisnava

tradition. Nor is there any devotional interpretation of the persona-

lity of Oailanya anci Caitanya-lSla, as there is of the personality of Krsna

and Krsna-lUa. There can be no doubt that the devout life of C'aitanya

inspired these faithful disciples, but in the actual building up of their

systems of philosophy and theology, there is no refeience to the life,

personality or views of the Master himself. There is, on the other

hand, an entire dependence on a complicated system of interpretation

of older sacred texts, rather than upon any direct and vivid spiritual

illumination, In these works of the Gosvaminu we reach indeed' a

high level of the emotional doctrine of Bliakti in the setting o-f a vital

system of religious beliefs, and1 the 'life and personality of Caitanya

must have been a powerful exemplification of these beliefs and' doc-

trines, but we still move in an indefinite haze of mythology, .sentiment

and) speculation derived from the Puranie tradition
;
while the intellec-

tual seriousness or tlie ethical nobility of the tenets is hardly propound-

ed with the force of direct realisation, inasmuch n,si they are

completely merged in a floating mass of uncertain myths, legends and

traditional beliefs. In all probability Caitanya himself never claimed

any divine honours, hut the piety of his devout followers exalted him

as such, making him an incarnation not only of Krsna but also of

Rakthal. It is, however, remarkable that this doctrine of single or double

incarnation is nowhere discusseol by the six authoritative Gosvamins.

Nor do they anywhere recognise or inculcate as a creed the worship of

Caitanya or his image, although thia became a notable feature of the

later development of the faith.

Whatever might have been the case, the fact remains that C'aitanya

never thought its necessary to emulate the founders of other Vaisnava

Samprada.yas in the writing of religious or speculative works himself,

nor did he care much about himself putting together what he taught

and practised. The only work that can be ascribed to him with

certainty consists of the eight verses' which are attributed to him in Rupa
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Gosv&min’s Padyavail (nos. 22, 31, 32, 71, 93, 94, 324, 337). The eight

verses which are assigned here are also represented/ by Tirsnadasa Kavi-

raja in the last chapter of his biography as having been uttered and ex-

plained by Caitanya himself, and' they are named Siiftlafaka (C-0

,

Antya, xx, G4-65). Krsnadasa states:

WZ stfr 5Tf% %^JT f^5TT I

^ wz f^n ii

Caitanya i,s made to recite ami explain these verses to Svariipn and

Ramananda at Puri
;
but the word pilrve in the statement quoted- above

perhaps suggests that the verses were probably composed by him long

before this. This supposition would explain the somewhat curious fact

that the PmlyilvaU,° unlike most other works of Riipa Gosvamin, does not

contain any Namaskriya. to Caitanya but that it still contains these

verses assigned to Sri-Bhagavat. It is probable that thin anthology

was an early compilation, which lliipa Gosvamin might have completed

before lie left Riimnkeli to become a professed follower of Caitanya-. If

this surmise is correct, then it is likely that these verses, which

Caitanya probably composed in his younger days at Navadvlpa, were

naturally included by Riipa in his collection of Yaisnnva verses. The

honorific epithet Srl-Bhagavat is not inconsistent with the conjecture;

for the glorification, or even deification, of Caitanya must have already

begun at Navadvlpa and created’ the mass of miraculous Navadvlpa

legend's which Yrndavana-dasa collects in his biography. We are also

told by the Bliakti-ratntikara that Riipa was already predisposed towards

Yaisjpavism and Caitanya before he became an . actual convert to

Caitnnyaism and that he was even at this early period already in touch

with Navadvlpa. If this surmise about the inclusion of- Cnitanya’s

verses in an anthology which, even though corapiledby one o*E his closest

disciples, contains no Namaskriya to him, be not- acceptable, then one

9 A critical edition of this work by the present writer, based on 10 manus-

cripts, is being printed and will be published shortly in the Dacca University

Oriental Publications Series. The numbering of the verse as well as attribution are

cited here as they are- in this edition. The verses are given almost in the

same order as above in Kr?nad5sa’s work. These verses are found in all Mss

of the PacTyavali and are uniformly assigned to Caitanya.
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must presume that. these verses were added at, a subsequent- revision: of

tlie work. This alternative presumption, however, is open to the objec-

tion that if we
.
presume subsequent revision and1 addition, it is inex-

plicaple why. a Namaskriyato Ca-itanya could not also have been simi-

larly added when the work was revised. Whatever might be the expla-

nation, there is, however* nothing which would throw doubt on the

genuineness of these verses, with' the exception of the secondl verse

given below, which is found assigned to one Madhupuuhna in the

Svbh.f'mtdvali of Vallnbhadfeva. But this ascription of the Suhhd.yi.Ul-

vali is undoubtedly overridden by the testimony of Riipa Gosvamin

whom we can certainly take as abetter authority on this point. These

eight, verses by Caitnnya are in the order in which they are given in

the Padyduals.

^<cM I si
i ft o <.<ij fs'y i

^T
ErtvHVt tTH Tt; (111

^rrarwfr *5*rr

sr^tffai * *btsp i

m Fir *pijwwrfa‘

5TT3TTU: IRII

i#%r'?RrrPr I

sPTTftiTr IRII

itt i

fW ^ Hl'tHf'U-

form ir*n

i fury i

^<s'+-hff^r 33: ^r

<PT ITJTTITW TTp^Tf% irii
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*W c-TPjffif sr^pfts^

a^ri^cf f^r^r jiwiRmh. t

^nf%5f srn^rrfq- dlRKfav&u *r ii'*n

arrf^r gr mwf ftsrcj *rr-

toewt w ft^rrs *ftz1

^ imii

These verses arc expressions of devotion simply. Their earnestness

anu depth of feeling cannot be mistaken, and it is not necessary to read

any abstruse theological meaning into them. Apart ‘from such theo-

logical bias, one cun very veil take them ns the utterances of a goO

intoxicated devotee surrendering his all and pining for his deity Kysnu.

If in the last verse cited, above, the devotee imagines himself as Rfidliu

longing for her beloved, it need not be taken as supporting the special

theological creed that Krsna incarnated/ himself in Caitanya both us

Krsna and Radha; for one of the essential modes of devotional realisa-

tion of this sect, os practised by Caitanya, consists of the practice of

Rugauugu Rhakti, an emotional state in which the devotee imagines

himself as one of the dear; ones of Kpjuu.

In the Caitanya-cantamrta of Krsnadaaa, Caitanya is made

to recite some other Sanskrit verses, but it is not clear if they

were actually composed by him, e.g. Adi, xvi, 82 :

g^rf^ gfi'-rclcf srrar 11

Also Madhya, i, 211 (which Caitanya is stated: to have
.
spoken

(o instruct Rupa) but) the verse actually occurs in Pailcadasi ix, 84:

Another passage of a more sententious character is said to have been

Uttered by Caitanya (Antya yi, 2S5) ;
it exposes and censures the ini-
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proper expectations which a begging ascetic often entertains with

regard to the alms he gets in his wanderings:

^TPBWTr- |

?r 55pr: sr^rfcT *r ccr^qTcr n

Also, Madhya ii, 45 :

* ^rdsfr *T wti

«F^tWW y'-t.iRr^'I. i

f^nrfif jrWTtw; wr

.Tira Gosvamin in hie Bhalrfi-xanrlarlilia, p. 477, cites the verst* no,

39 of the Pudyfivall" as being composed by the Bhagnvut (hili-fiiyu.

pdm/kivaturena srl-hhoyoveitd) who sane titled the Kuli-Yugu by his

descent, a description which Jrva Gosvamin also applies to the case of

no. 32 (tnulfl apt svnlceiui, cited above) which verse occurs in the

SiJiqilftaka ascribed to Cnitanya as well as in this Anthology as

Cailanya’s. The Cukanya-bh&yumtu puts the following hulf-veise iu

the mouth of Caitanyn

:

nrar^ur ferara gr: rcfipjfr

A Sanskrit work called Gopdla-caritra (Mitr.i, .Volins iii, no. 1118)

or Rfidhfi- or GopJ.-premilmrta (Mitra, Notices ii, no. 730), written in

the fonn of a Sanskrit Cainpii with prose and verse, passes current us

a work by Caitanya. It has been printed at the Rtulharnman Press,

Berhampore and published at Murshidnbnd, 1330 B.S. = 1927 A.D. ;
but

it is curious that, the name of the author in (lie printed edition is given

as Mohini Mohana Lahirll Vidyiilnmkara of the village Mnluhgn.

Three of its verses (Nauka-khanda, nos. 12, 18, 19, pp. 33 and 30), how-

ever, are quoted in the Prrclydvnll as nos. 275, 273 and, 274: but two of

these (nos. 274 and 275) are assigned by all our sixteen MSS of the

aosvamin in his anthology nsot'ihes this versa to firt-bluigaiad-
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Pmlyquali to Hanohara (Maaoraka, DA) and tlie remaining one

(no. 273) is given anonymously us hqsjaoit, although one of oui' MSS
(PB) would assign even this verse to Manohara. On this, as well as

on other grounds the attribution of the GopCrfa-oantra or Premdmrta to

Caitanya is unjustifiable.

A commentary on Bilvainahgala’s Krsna~karndmrta is ascribed to

Caitauya-deva in R. G. Bhaudarkar’s Report 18S4-S7 (Bombay 1894),

p. 48
;
no. 326; but this is apparently a mistake for Caitanya-dasa, who

wrote a commentary, entitled tiuhodhinl on Bilvamaiigala’s poem.

This Caitanya-dasa appears to have been onei of the Gosvamins of Vrnda-

vana at whose command' Krsnadasa wrote his Bengali biography of

Caitanya.” He is said to have been a disciple of Bhugarbha Gosvaimin

and worshipper of the Gopiila-image at Vrnd&vnna
;
sometimes he is

identified with Caitanyadasu-sena, son of Sivananda-sena and

brother of Paraniannndn dasu-sena Kuvi-kbrnapura. The commentary

bos been printed, but a good manuscript of the work exists in the Dacca

University Manuscripts Library. In the concluding verse13 there is a

reference to Caitanya-dasa’s being a Govinda-pujaia. It is a brief but

good/ commentary which has been appropriated very largely by Krsna-

dfiisa Kavirlja in his own commentary (Seiranga-rahg(Alu) on Bilvaman-

gala’s Stotra.

Yarioue short collections ctf verses of the Stotra type are often found

ascribed to Caitanya, but noue of them appears to be genuine. They

are either the works of Caitanya-dasa referred to above or some less

known Caitanya Gosvaimin or of even some anonymous scribblers, over

the performance of which no sane criticism will ever be enthusiastic.

But they are all piously attributed, to Caitanya, after the old manner of

lumping all anonvma upon a single author or personage of traditional

repute. At any rate, if by any chance any of them prove to be genuine

works of Caitanya, they would hardly redound to his credit. We have,

for instance, in the Dacca University Manuscript collection a series of

26 eulogistic. Krsnaite verses in Anu§tubh Sloka metre entitled

Previdviftarrasdyana. One of the manuscripts (MS no. 2542) of the work

11 (J-C, Adi viii, 69.

I.H.Q., JUNE, 1934
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ascribes it in the colophon to C'aitanya thus : sri-jayuj-jivandnuiHhh-sn-

I:rsnd-uaita7ii/a-candra-miik1ui-nirgatam premunvrta-rasayanami stirtrwm;

but another manuscript of the same work (no. 3628) ascribes it

in the colophou simply to Sri-Caitanya Gosvainin.' 3 Other works of the

same type found in our manuscript collection are : Yugala-paji/idra-

stotra (8 verses) and Sri-rddhdkfistotUimsata-n/iwia (a fragment of 17

verses in Anustubli 81oka metre). Many other sectarian compositions

of this kind will possibly be discovered in other collections, but it is not

necessary to waste time over these poor productions which no amount

of misdirected zeal will be able to glorify even by the strange device of

associating them with the name of Caitanya.

A Bengali version by Krsnakiiykara-Dasa of the Sanskrit Bhukti-

blutva-jiradlpu of Jayagopala-Duaa, disciple of Sundaranamla, 1 '1

a MS
of which, existing in the Dacca University collection (no. 3065),

appears to have been copied in Salea 1G30=1708 A.D., quotes, however,

several verses (&. 8b to 21a, as given below) (from the Pretriumrta-

tamyana referred to above, and. ascribes the work distinctly to' Caitanya

(visei/atah previdmrte iri-imtanyenoktavi, fol. 164b). This testi-

13 This may or may not he Caitanyadasa Gosvamin.

14 This Sundarfinanda may or may not bo tho Sundarttnanda who is referred

to by Kfwadasa (C'-C, Adi xi, 23) as a disciple of Nityananda and as belonging

to the Kityananda-sakhfi. See also C-G, Antya vi, 01; C-lih, Antya vi; Guuru-

tjanoddesa, .<1. 127. He is regarded in the later hagiology of the sect as one

of tile twelve Gopals (dvitdasu-gopGla), an incarnation of Sudfiman. This Kr$iia-

kinkara was probably the younger brother of Kahrama-dasa, the famous Bengali

translator of the Mahabhamta

;

for from his Bengali 6n-krpm-viluso it appears

that his orginal name Krsna-dasa was changed by his Guru, Gopitla (or Jaya-gopalu

a$ hore) Dasa, into Krsnakiiikara. The present Bengali version of the Bhakti-

bhCLva-pradipa, however, has not been .mentioned by Dinesh Chandra Sen nor

noticed in ally catalogue of Bengali manuscripts. Tho original Sanskrit work,

however, has been noticed by Aufrecht (i, p. 290a). Another Sanskrit work by the

same author, entitled Bhakii-ratnakara,, is noticed by Rajendra Lala Mitra, Notices

ix, no. 2913, p, 31. The name of the author, however, is given by Mitra as

Gopala Dasa (and not Jaya-gopala Dasa), which appears to be a mistake: for

fine of the concluding verses cited by him from this work says: prathayati jaya-

iabdad yas tw rjopdla-ddsah. The date of composition of this work is given as

Saka 1511=1589 A.D. It is also quoted in the Bhakti-bhciva-pradipa as madlye

bhakti-ratndkare
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mouy of a late work need not be takfen as conclusive) but* it indicates tlis

fact that by this time the Premumrta-rasayana,
rightly or wrongly,

came to be attributed! to Caitanya. There are, however, several ascrip-

tions in this Bengali version of the BhaJrti-hJiava-pradiiM, which are

positively wrong, and' which certainly throw doubt upon the accuracy

of the attribution to Caitanya. For instance, on fol. 170b it ascribes a

verse to Rupa which is stated to occur in the Blktyavccta-sa)tilu.rbiia .

1

3

Neither is the Bhiiga vata-sandarbh

a

by Rupa, nor does the cited verse

occur in it. As the P/emfmrtar-msuyana Sotra, however,' ijj short, con-

sisting only of the 35 verse* in Anustubh Sloka metre, we transcribe it in

an Appendix to this essay aB a curiosity which illustrate certain aspects

of the later development of the cult*. The theme is a description of

Ivrsna’s qualities as contemplated by Raklha, but it is really a Krsnaite

Stotrn of hardly any great merit. There is no inherent impossibility

of its being Caitanya’s own composition, unless it is by Caitanya-dnsa

;

but the question must be left open until there is more conclusive

evidence to that effect.

S, K. Du

APPENDIX

inn

0

15 a«nft

f? qtsqgr^runcr i

r, fsqj: ||

* This transcription is based, generally on Dacca University Library Ms
no. 3628, with variants noted from Ms no. 2642. Tlie first named Ms (marked

here as A) in Bengali character consists of only one folio, haying 14 and 16 lines

respectively on its two
.
pages : neatly written, fairly correct, modern script of

probably the early 19th century. The second Ms (marked here as B) is much
older, worn out and faded in many places; part of the first page (fol. lb) being

ontirely indistinct and faded out. It consists of 3 folios (beginning on lb and

ending on 3a) of 9 lines to a page, excepting fol. 3a which contains 8 lines.
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i

The copper-plate, in question, was discovered, quite accidentally,

during reclamation of land from the dense primitive forest

in .]? Plot, Wept Sunderban, near the sea-coast of Bengal. The

site which is situated in the islet of Eakhsaskhali, not far from the

mouth of the liver Hughly, is bounded by the vast expanse of' wafer

called the Satamukhi river on the west and the comparatively smaller

estuary Burirtat on the east .

1 The copper-plate was discovered while

excavating one of the many earth mounds scattered over the ground,

each containing a square brick chamber with an extraordinary thick wall,

surrounded by another thinner wall at a little distance. The chambers

are now roof-less, but the thickness of the walls indicate that

formerly they supported one or more storeys. The presence,

however, of a Buddhist monument, referred1 to in the inscription, is

significant. The historic importance of the forest land is not only

attested by the remains of temples and stray sculptures in stone, hut also

by the existence, in the neighbourhood, of a village with the significant

name “Pathar-pratima.” It is also evident that this portion of

Sundarban, now infested by wild beasts, was a flourishing centre of

civilization, with the old course of the Gauges flowing by, at last up to

tho time of the Muhammedan invasion.

The inscription is written on one side, is plated with a thin

lining of silver. Such siiver-platecl inscriptions are rather rare. Apart

from the material and the valuable and interesting data contained in

the grant
,

2 the copper-plate contains, on the reverse, the only engraved

1 Fox esaot location See Varendva. Research Society's Monograph No. 4.

ltajsbahi, 1930; map facing p. 12.

2 It appears to me that contrary to our prevailing notion, just on the ere

of the Muhammadan invasion, parts of lower Bengal did not recognize the Sena

supremacy and were controlled by a hitherto unknown PiUa family, probably a

branch of the Gurjara Pratiharas of Kanauj, who successfully raided and tem-

porarily occupied portion of Bengal during the Imperial Palas.
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drawing of any importance as yet found, and represents the only

Briihininical composition so far discovered. Its monographic and (esthetic

significance, also, is of great interest. 3

The engraving consists of a Vaisnavite group on the upper part of

the plate, comprising a striking imagve of sitting Visnu, with a be-

flowered standard and sun-shade at the bach and a kneeling devotee,

probably Garuda in front. The peculiar character of the representa-

tion is further enhanced by the fact that Visnu (hailed in the inscrip-

tion as ‘Bhagavannarayana’), which evidently belongs to the Nrsiiuha

variety, as warranted by the arrangement of the emblems in the four

bands, is squatting gracefully in the Lalitasana pose, on a wheeled

chariot, in three-quarter profile. While the figure of Garuda (?) pro-

minent for its staff under the armpit, remarkable mien, and impassioned

appeal conlfrouts the divinity in strict profile. The god is resplendent

in his usual jewellery and embellishment but bis attendant is cliaiacter-

ised by a severe though affective treatment.

From the peculiar style and technical 'language, the piece can be

safely ascribed to tbe latter part of the twelfth century A.I). The

present engraving muy also offer valuable clues to the development of

Nepalese and Burmese painting, whose Bengali components have been

long ago pointed out by Coomaraswamy 4 aud so clearly elucidated by

Ivrainrisch 5
recently. Itfs> remote connection with Wayang pic-

tures of Java and Bali ils also equally obvious.

II

Tbe inscription which is complete in 22 lines is engraved on one

side of a single copper-plate measuring about 10>}" x S.j" inches. A slice

measuring half an inch in length has peeled off from the top, causing

3 A full description and critical estimate of the engraving is given by

Mr. Devaprasad Ghosh, in the June number of the Journal of the Indian Society

of Oriental Art
,
Calcutta.

4 Coomaraswamy, A. K., Bistory of Indian and Indonesian Art. pp. 114,

146, 172.

5 Kramrisch, St., Nepalese Paintings; Journ. Ind. Soc. Oriental Art.

Deo., 1933.
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tlie disappearance of a portion of a name in the first line, a name

which, if preserved, in full, would have probably proved a valuable

historical clue.

Another small part has similarly been lost at the bottom with the

consequence that the day of the month, on which the inscription was

engraved, cannot be precisely ascertained. There is besides a thin

crack about 3" inches in length running- from the bottom right through

the middle of the last seven lines of the inscription, which has caused

a slight disfigurement of gome of the letters. In addition to this, one

or two letters have been slightly damaged, probably in the course of

the cleansing process to which/ the plate was subjected. The inscription

is otherwise in an excellent state of preservation and is engraved in

bold character’s of the proto-Bengali script which wag current in the

12th century A.D. Of the initial vowels, a, a, i and u, which occur in

the inscription, the first two are represented by forms which aie almost

completely modern. The form for w (ubhaji in 1.1G) shows a well-

formed curve

1

towards the right as an accretion to the inward curva-

ture of the vertical line, which has not been carried as in its modern

prototype upward to reach the top-stroke.
3 The additional curve which

is to be seen in the modern form above the top-stroke ig also absent.

The form for the initial i (iti in 1.19) calls for special notice as being

somewhat uncommon. The signe for the medial vowels, excepting those

for u, a, r, are nearly the game as those found in the modern Bengali

script. As regards the consonants, most of the signs as used in the

record1

,
notably those for c, j, t, t, d, dh, p, bh, Z, and h, are more

or less in the intermediate or transitional stage. In some cases r is

present with a dot, an essential accompaniment of the modern Bengali

form. The transitional form for n has been throughout used with one

or two exceptions where the approximation to the modern sign is much

cloger (e.g. the fust n in punyakarmmeinau,. 1.15). The anunasika is

used once, e.g. in UJiyumiva, 1.5). The sign is given in a slanting

1 Cf . some Rastrakflta inscriptions of tko 9tk century, where a similar

tendency is noticed. For illustration see Biihler, Indische Pulceographie, Tafel

V, 5.

2 Ibid,., Tafel VI, X, 5.

I.H.Q., JUNE, 1934 15
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position below the level of the top-strobe and may be contrasted with

the form occurring- in some copper-plate grants di the period.

3

The

sign for visarga generally employed in this inscription, consisting of two

circles joined together, agrees with the one given as an alternative form

in the copper-plate df ViSvarupasena, son of Laksmanasena,

preserved in the Museum of the Vahgiya Sakitya Parisat, Calcutta. 11

In respect of orthography, the peculiarities observed are the doubling

of consonants with a superscript r and occasionally of t with a subscript

i‘, the use of tire same sign for v and h, the conjunction of a final in

with a following v, and a tendency to leave Sandhi unformed in some

cases. The language of the record is Sanskrit. With the exception of

the usual imprecatory and didactic verses the inscription is throughout

in prose.

The inscription is dated in the Salta year 1118 (=>110G A.D.) and

records the grant df a village called V(Dli)jiniahitha by a Sainnntaraja

Sri Madommauapala by name, to Mahatranaka Vasudeva Sarman, a

student of the Kanva branch of the Yajurveda. The Saimanta is described

as meditating on a Mabamarulalika whose name ends with Pula and seems

to begin with Sri. The letter preceding Tala’ can be easily read! as s,

but there must have beeir another letter before it, while has been peeled

off.

5

Samanta Madommanapala is mentioned in the record to have be-

longed to a Pala family (1.3) which hailed from Ayodhya0 and secured

Purva-Khatiku where the village granted must have been situated.

The name Khatika will remind' one of Kliadi which is mentioned as a

3 Up, lnd., XIV, p. 160, 11. 36, 36, and Plate facing p. 161.; N. G.

Majumdar, The Inscriptions of Bengal
,
Plate facing p. 88, 1. 32.

4 lnd. Hist. Quart., vol. II, no. I, pp. 77-86, and Plates; The Inscriptions

of Bengal, pp. 140-148, and Plates.

6 ‘s’ was probably part of a conjunct letter. The, lost letter may have been

single or conjunct with or without a medial vowel accompanying it.

6 For another reference to an Ayodhya in a Bengal inscr. see Damodarpur

copper-plate (d. 224 Gupta era), Ep. Ind., XV, p. 143; XVII, p. 193). ‘Ayodhya’

seems to be a familiar place-name in the district of the 24-Parganas. There are at

least two villages of this name (Ayodhyanagar) within the Diamond Harbour

subdivision, one belonging to the Pargana Azhnabad and the other to Maidan-

mahl. ( =Madommanapala P)

.
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bhukti in the Barraokpore grant, of Vijayasena7 and as a visaya. in the

lost Sunderban copper-plate of Laksmanasena.

8

A Pargana in Diamond

Harbour subdivision is still known by the name, of Khaiji. 8 It is

likely that the Purva-Khatika of the present record comprised ithe

eastern portion of what was formerly called KhadI, and which is now

represented by the pargana bearing the same name. It is interesting to

note that there was a B.uddhist monument (ratnatraya-vabili 1.17) in the

neighbourhood of the village Va,(Dh?)inahitha. The formal communi-

cation of the gift of this village was made to ministers and other- officers

at Sii-Dvarnhatfika 'which was probably the chief town, of Purva-

Klmfika. It will be noticed that the donor’s predecessor, the Mahib-

mdndalika, was a Saiva (Parama^Mahe^vara 1.1), his own attitude

towards (he deity Narayana being friendly (bha.gavan-Nurayana -

nirdroha 1.2). In regard to the picture of a Yaisnava worshipper to he

seen on the other side of the plate, one wonders if it is a representation

of the vassal himself.

The new inscription will be welcomed by scholars as a contribution

to the history of Bengal in the 12th century A.D. Its importance is

enhanced by reason of the date contained in it, for none of

the inscriptions of pre-Muhammadan times, previously recovered

in Bengal, are definitely known to be dated in the Saka era.
10

The present inscription which is to be placed before the Muham-

madan Conquest is thus in a unique position as being the only record

7 lip. Ind., XV, p. 283.

8 For an abstract of the text see Majunidar, op. cit., p. 171.

9 Ibid., pp. 61, 170. One of the principal villages of this Pargana is also

known by the same name. See Kalidas Dutt’s article in Varendra Research

Society’s Monographs, Nos. 3 & 4; Hunter, A Statistical Account of Bengal,

vol. I, p. 100, p. 365.

10

The BSngail Pillar-inscription of a Xaraboja Gaudapati is a probable ex-

ception. See 3

.

(fc Proc. A.S.B., VII, 1914, p. 619. But the matter is controversial.

See Vafi.govS.ni, a Bengali journal, 1330 B.S., pp. 249-252; J. & Proc.

A.S.B., 1931, p. 141. The Tipperah Plate of HarikSladeva Ranavahkamalla(P)

and the Chittagong plate of Damodara are later than the new inscription, being

dated respectively in the Saka years 1141 & 1165. See Kielhorn’s List of Inscrip-

tions of Northern India, Nos, 365, 866; D. R. Bhandarkar’s Revised List, Ep.

Ind., XX, part IV, p. 161.
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whose date is explicitly referred to the Salca era. Muhammadan authority

was inaugurated in Bengal within a decade of the date of the new

record. Whether it was Lakshmanasena or one of his sons, who was

seated on the throne of Gauda in 1196 A.D., the date of this inscription,

is a question of chronology, on which there may be differences of opinion,

but it is certain that the province was under the rule cif some Sena king

at the time. Our inscription does not refer to him by name, but it is

highly probable that his identity has been concealed under the impel ial

title ‘Mahairajadhiraja’ applied in the record to an unnamed paramount

sovereign.' If oiir interpretation of the text is to be regarded

as correct, 11
it will be seen that Samanta Madommnnapala whore gift

is recorded in the inscription, was hostile to' the suzerain ruler. It has

already been noticed that the Khadi district in Western Bengal was in-

cluded in the dominions of Laksmana-Sena, but it appears from the

present record, that the Sena dynasty could no more hold this possession

in tact as the Pa,las from Ayodhya, are credited with having established

their authority in the eastern part of the territory. Altogether the evi-

dence furnished by our document seems to point to the conclusion that

the control exercised by the central government in the province had

already been weakened before the onslaughts of the Muhammadan in-

vader resulted in the dramatic fall of Nudinh and thus put an end to the

Sena rule some time in the neighbourhood of 1205 A.D. As to the

Palo, chiefs mentioned in the new inscription, one may note as {signifi-

cant Madommanapala’s description as a ‘dhnvala samantaraja’ which

11 The passage in question is capable of an alternative interpretation. The

two titles, Maharajadhiraj-a and Mahasamantadhipati, may bo taken as applying

to Madommanapala himself, the expression ‘vipaksa-samanta’ in that case meaning

‘one whose sSmantas have been reduced to helplessness’. According to this view, the

Maharajadhiraja will be found to bo the same as the samanta-raja, which does

not sound quite convincing, particularly in view of the fact that the Senas were

still the dominant power in the province. For another instance of a Samanta making

a similar grant in Bengal, see L. I). Barnett, Ep. Ind., XVIII, pp. 60 64. The

list of royal officials paying alleg’anee to the Samantaraja in the present inscription

may be explained as more or less conventional. His immediate predecessor was

a Mahiimandalika, a vassal chief. The Ramganj copper-plate of Kvaraghosa

allows that authority over similar officials con'd be claimed by a Maliamandalika.

See Inscriptions of Bengal
, pp. 147-157,
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probably contains a clue regarding the origin of his family. The exis-

tence of a Nayaka or Mahanaiyaka, Pratapadhavala by name, who was

the ruler of Japila at least from 1214 to 1225 Y.S., is known from his

own inscriptions found in Bihar. 12 He was probably a feudatory of

Vijayacandra, the Gakadavala king of -Kanauj, whose name occurs in

the former’s Taracandi Rock inscription. Pratapadhavala’s family

seems to have survived the extinction of the imperial Gajhaclavn-la dynasty

well into the 13th century, maintaing a precarious existence against

the Moslem invaders for some time. The Rohtasgadh Rock-inscription

of Pratapa, dated V.S. 1279, in which is to be found a reference to his

contact with the Moslems (Yavana-dalana-lila-marasala—), is regarded

by Kielhorn as a record of Praiapadhavala’s faultily. 1* In identifying

Pratapa of this inscription as a' descendant of the Japila Mahunayaka

Pratapadhavala he cites the phrase ‘dhavalayati dliaritrlm’ used in this

document as containing a useful hint. Inscriptions of Govindacandrti

and Jayaccandra recovered from Riliai 14 testify to the successful attempt-

made by the Gahadavalas of Kanauj in establishing their authority in

certain portions of that region, appaiently at the cast of the Pains who

had been driven from Bengal by the Senas in the first liaH of the 12th

century. There are also indications. of hostilities between the Gilhada-

valas and the Senas. It is not improbable that Pratapadhavala

appeared in Bihar in the wake of the movement that culminated in the

eastward extension of the Gahadavala power. The date of the new

copper-plate from Sund'arban falls within the period when his family

is supposed to have been still in existence. The suggestion advanced

here that the ‘dhavala-samantaraja’ of this copper-plate grant may have

been connected with the feudatories of Japila seems to be woriby of

consideration. 15

12 Tarnc-andi Rock-inscr., Journal of the American Oriental Society, Yol. VI,

pp. 547-549; Rohtasgadh Rock-inscr., Ep. Ind., V, p. 22, No. 152; Tutraki Falls

Rock-inscr., Ep. Ind., IV, p. 311. 13 Ep. Ind., IV, pp-. 310-312.

14 Lar Plate. Ep. Ind., VII, pp. 98-100; Maner plate, J & Proc. A.S.I).,

1922, pp. 81-84; Bodhgaya Stone-inscr., Ind., Hist. Quart., 1929, pp. 14-30. Also

see Benares grant of Jayaccandra, Ind. Ant., XVIII, pp. 129-34.

15 One should not, however, overlook the difficulties involved in the theory.

The use of the Saka era in the Suhclarbnn plate and the absence of any reference
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TEXT

L 1 Omu svaati II
Parama-Maliesvara samasta-suprasasty=

upeta maliamandalika ftrl-Sri—pala-dev= anudliyatnh

L 2 Mahasamant=adhipati-maharaj= adhiraja-vipaksa-sa-

manta bliagavan = Narayapa-nirdro]ia-dliaYala-samaiita-

raja

L 3 fiyl-^fatjorninanapala-deyah kufmll I Ayodliya-viniliHrita-

Pal= iinvay= oparjjita-puryva-Khatik = antahpat.i-svl

L 4 yamukti-blifunau sri-Dvarahatake sam— npiigat = ascsa-

raja-rajanyaka-rajaputtra-rajfil-sapt = arnatya yavad = eka

L 5 patra-rapaka-dai,idanayak= arohak = imga-rak§akn catta-

bliatta-sevakadin I Anyam = 5c = aklrttitan raja-pad= opa-

L 0 jlviuab prativasiao jaaapadan 17 brahman = ottaman yatli-

arhaip laanayati bodliayati samadiiati ca I Yidi-

L 7 tam=astu bliavataip I
Vamahitha-gram=oyamrat.natraya-

valaih catuh-shn=rvYaccliinnah sa-jala-sthalah sa-gartt-

05a-

L 8 rah sa-jhata-vitapah s = amra-madliukah I A-caUa-bhatt.a-

praveskli ! A-kihcit-kara-grahya parilirita-sarvva-pl

L 9 dal.i a-candr=arkka-k9iti-sama-kalam y^LYat” Vard-

dhlnasa-sagotraya Yajur= vved= iiuta(-r) =ggata-Kanva-

s4akh = ai-

L 10 ka-deg=adhyayine I Somadeva-pauttrava Purufjottama-

deva-puttraya I Makaranaka-Srl-Ya-

to the surname ‘Pala’ in the records of the Jnpila family are points that may throw

some doubt on the suggestion advanced above. But it may be mentioned in this

connection that there is a theory connecting Pratapadhavala’s lineage with the

solar family. See Ep. hid
,,

IV, p. 811, fn 10. Madoinmanapala’s forefathers

belonged to Ayodhyft, the traditional seat ctf that family. Was Palapala related

to these feudatories? He assumes the title of 'GauiloiSvnr-a’ in the Jaynagar

Inscr. dated in the 85th year of his reign, which must be assigned to the 12tli

century. Palapala’s connection with the Imperial Palas lacks definite proof. See

Cunningham’s Archmological Survey Report, III, No. 33; -7. Bihar & Or. lies. Soo.,

1918, pp. 496 ff.

16 Expressed by a symbol.

17 Read Ja° 18 Read yavad
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L 11 sudeva-Sarminane san=mittraya I
Mittra-danena a-kara-

sasanlkritya pradatt= osmabhili l Tad=yusmh-

L 12 blub sarwair= eva bhavibliir= ap)i bhoktribhili 1 BLumer=
apaliarana-pulaka-bhayat 10 danam =idam =anu-

L 13 inody= auumody=anupalanlyaip l I’rativusibbih karga-

kai = 4ca samuoita-kara-bhara-pratyay = adikum-

li 14 pradunaib sthatavyaip I Bbavanti c = atra dharmm-

anusiiripah slokah20
l Babubhir=vvaaudha datta rujabhib

Saga-

L 15 radibhik I
Yasya yasya yadu bliumis = tasya iasya tada

pbalain II Bbumini yah pratigribpati yas=ca bbumini

pra-

L IG yaccbati I Ubhau tau pupya-karmm= upau niyatam svar-

gga-gainiuau II Gam=ekaip svarnuam^ekam ea al
I

blnuuer = apya-

L 17 rddbam =angulaip l Harau =narakam = iipnoti yilvad =

abutiJ2-aaipplavaip II Sa^imva^rija-saliasragi sva(r)gge.

L 18 vasati bhumidttl.1 I Akseptii c = avamanta. ca dvayauea

narakam vrajet II Sva-dattam para-dattil-

L 19 mva34 yo bared =vasudbdm=imam I Sa viifthayam kfiinif

= libutva pitj-ibbili saha pacyate II Iti.
aa

L 20 kamala-dal=ambu-vindulol&m 4riyam=anueintya mu-

nusya-jlvitanca I
Sakalam=idam=uda.

L 21 bfitafica buddhva Na lii puruijaili para-kirttayo

vilopyab- .11

L 22 Sakubda (11) III8 vaiiiakka—diu6—1 (?).

TRANSLATION

LI. 1-3—Om Prosperity! Tbe handsome vassal chief, Sri-

Madommanapala-deva, a sainanta who is hostile to the Mabarajadbi-

raja, the paramount lord of samantas, who is friendly 2 * to tbe god

Narayaaa, meditating on. the Parama-Mabeavara, Mahamandalika, Sri

Sri-pala-deva endowed with all tbe marks of praise due to him, and

being in sound health.

19 Read bhayad=

21 Read - fica

23 Road in varsa-

25 . Metre: Pu?pitagra

20 Tbe metre of these verses: Annstubh

22 Read ahuta

24 Read - qi vii

26 nirdroha : lit. friendship or alliance.
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LI. 3-6—duly honours, informs and commands all the Rajans,

Riijanyakas, Rajaputras, Rajhis, the seven amatyas, the entire host of

servants, headed by the Ekapatra, Ranakas, Dandanayaka, Arohakas

(riders), the angaraksakas (body-guard), Chattas, Bhaltas, and all others

depending for their livelihood on His Royal Highneps, who are not

mentioned, the prativasins (dwellers), janapadas (provincials), the prin-

cipal Brahmins, who have assembled at Srl-Dvairahataka, the place of

his own salvation, situated within Eastern Katila won by the Palu

family proceeding from Ayodhya:

LI. (>-10—Be it known to you that this village, Vamahitha, out-

side the ratnatraya, with its four boundaiies fixed, along with water

and land, pits and barren grounds, woods and trees, with mangoes, and

blossoms from which liquor is distilled; not to be entered by Chut(as

and! Bhattas, immune from the realization of any kind of tax, with

forced labour abandoned

LI. 10-13—is given away by Us, as a friendly gift, being rendered

into a grant free from all taxation, to the good friend, the Maharnnaku

Sii-Vasudeva-Sannau of the Vardhrnasa gotra, student of a portion of

the Kilnva branch of the Yajurveda, son of Purusoltamadeva, grand-

son of Somadeva,—to last as long as the Moon, the Sun and the Earth

endure.

LI. 11-13—Therefore, this gift should be approved and maintained

by you and all the future rulers too, out of fear for the sin caused by

theft of land.

LI. 13-14—The dwellers and cultivators shall remain by virtue of

all payments such as tax, cess (?) and toll, etc, which are due.

LI; 14-21—Here are the verses in pursuance of dliarma : Land has

been given away by many kings, such as Sagara. Whosoever at any

time possesses the land, to him then belongs the fruit. Whoever ac-

cepts, and whoever grants, land, both perform a sacred deed and

always go to heaven. One who takes away a cow, a piece of gold or
»

laud measuring even half a finger gets into Hell (where one remains)

till the Deluge is called. He who bestows land resides in heaven for

sixty thousand! years and he who takes it away or approves

(of such action) lives in Hell for the same length of time. He who

takes away land given either by himself or by others changes into a
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worm and rots in filth with his forefathers. Therefore, the good deeds

of others should not be annihilated by men, considering that fortune

and human life are as unsteady as a drop of water on a lotus-petal, and

also appreciating all that has been cited here.

L.22—The Saha year 1118, on the .... day of Vaisahha.*

Benoy Chandra Sen

Devaprasad Ghosh

' Part I of the article is written by Mr. D. P. Ghosh and Part II by

±*. B. C. Sen.

I.H.Q., JUNE, 1934 16



The Jaina Calendar

The astronomic chronological period on which the Jaina .system

is based is the well-known quinquennial yuga or cycle. It is the same

as that of the Jyotua-veddnga and is described in the Garya SamliitQ

as is to be seen in the extant fragments of the latter work. According

to Varahamihira’s Pailcus-iddKuntiJca, it formed the fundamental

doctrine of Paitamaka Siddhanta which also Varahamikira considers

as one of the more important Siddkantas known at his time.

References to this cycle are met with in the early history of

Buddhism.

In the Jaina astronomy a yuga consists of five years and

begins with Abkijit. The lunar year and also the solar yeur

commence at the same point or day and end at the same point

or day once in every cycle of 30 years which is equal to 6

cycles of five years each. The lunar year gains 0x2 months

and thus completes one complete intercalary year. Similarly, the

solar, the Savana or seasonal, the lunar, and the Naksatra years begin

on the same day and end on the same day or simultaneously begin

and end once at the end of 12 cycles of 5 years each i.e. GO years.

It must be noted here that the lunar year is really equal to 354 days

muhurtas. In a cycle of five years, there are GO Solar months,

01 Ittu months, 62 Lunar months, and 67 Naksatra months. Similarly,

the intercalary Lunar year, the Solar, the Rtu or Savana, the

Lunar and the Naksatra years will simultaneously begin and end

once in a great cycle of 156 cycles of 5 years each, for 156 x 5

years make 744 intercalary Lunar years, 780 Solar years, 793 Btu

years, 806 Lunar, and 871 Naksatra years.

One Naksatra year =327^- days

One Lunar year=354^§ days

One $tu year =360 days

One Solar year= 366 days

The intercalary lunar year=383 days 2l^-| m.

The moon moves and coincides 67 times with Abkijit in a yuga

of 5 years. The sun meets with the dame star five times in a

yuga.

The names of the months are :
—

-

Modern named Jaina named

1. $ravaij.a ... Abkinanda

2* Bkadrapada ... ... Supratisfcha
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3. Asvayuja ... Vijaya

4. Kartika Prltivardhana

5. Harga&rsa ... Sreyan

6. Pau?ya Siva

7. Magha SiSira

8. Phalguna • » . Haimavan

9. Caitra • • •
’ Yasanta

10. Yaii&kha — ... Kusumasambhava

11. Jai^tha • • • Nidaglia

12. Asadha • «

.

Vanavirodhi

The year or the smivatsara. ia of four kinds:—
(1) Nak§atra-sainvatsara=12 Nakijatra masas=12 x27$$ days-

327 days+$$ day.

(2) Yuga-samvatsara (cyclic year) =5 years.

(3) Pramaua-aaip.vatsaTa.

(4) Saturn-year.

The first ia of 12 kinds, as Sravaua, Bkadrapada etc ; when
Jupiter completes the -whole circle of constellations once, it is called

a Naksatra-saipvatsara of 12 years.

Lunar year =29$| x 12 = 354 days + $$ day. Intercalary Lunar

year =383$$ days. Saura or Solar year=12 x 30$=3GG days.

Thus, once in 30 solar months there will he one intercalary lunar

month. Hence in a yuga of 60 solar months there will be two

intercalary lunar months. Each lunar month contains two parvas.

Therefore, a lunar year contains 24 parvas, and an intercalary

year 26 parvas.

The Ptamana-samvatsara is of five kinds; Naksatra (sidereal),

Rtu (seasonal), Candra, (lunar), Aditya (solar) and) intercalary

lunar. The Ijttu and Aditya-samvatsaras are thus explained :

—

2 Ghatikas make one Muliurta.

30 Muhurtas make one Day and Night.

15 Alioratras (Days and Nights) make one Paksa,

2 Pak§as make one month.

12 Months make one Year.

The year of 360 days and nights is a Ittu-samvatsara. This

has got two more names, Karma-samvatsara. and Savana-sainvat-

sara. The former name is given on account of the fact that

it is popular among the workmen. Karma month has no frac-

tion and facilitates calculations in worldly transactions; the

rest have fractions and so are not! convenient for calculation
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purposes. Savana means engagement in work. Hence that year

which is chiefly agreeable to work is Savana year. The year of 360

days is called Karma and also Savana year. Similarly, the solar

year is the time taken by the rainy and other seasons for completion

of one revolution. It is, however, usual to assign 60 days to each

of the seasons. Still each one of them has 61 days. Hence the

solar year contains 366 days. In a yuga there are three ordinary

lunar years of 354^| days and two intercalary years of 383f£ days.

Hence in a yuga there are 62 Lunar months and 67 Nakgatra

months.

Now, a solar year is equal to 366 days ; hence one solar month

is tV

=

30} days. A karma-saipvatsara=360 days; hence one

karma-month = *
x
8/ = 30 days. A lunar year= 364|f days ; hence

one lunar month = =29j$ days.' One Naksatra year=327$-^

QQ'V-P 1 v

days
; hence one Nakgatra month = ~-yg— =27e~7 days. An inter-

calary lunar year=383£-§ days ; hence one intercalary lunar month

= =3lfa i days.

In a yuga or cycle of 5 years or 1830 days, there are 60 solar

months, or 01 Savana months, or 62 lunar months or 67 Nakgatra

months or 67 intercalary months, 7 days, llff- muhurtas, for, an inter-

1830 &2G9&0
calary month =31^§^ days and therefore — 1!n =-39^5

=57 months

7 days and llff muhurtas.

Again one lunar month' is divided into two parts or parvas, the

white half contains days =29$j x 16 muhurtas= 442}8- muhurtas,

and the dark half also 442ff muhurtas. A titlii or lunar day is

29$« 1830 61 ,

equal to parts of a day as it is equal to '-
go~

==
62 x 30~'62~ day ‘

Hence a day being divided into 30 muhurtas, a titlii will be equal to

J|-x30 muhurtas=29 If muhurtas. The tithis are of two kinds :

(1) day tithis and (2) night tithis. Both kinds are divided into a

week of five lunar days, called (a) Nanda, (h) Bkadra, (c) Jaya,

(d) Tuccha, (e) Purna, in the case of day tithis; .and (a) Ugravatl,

(6) Bhogavatl, (c) Ta^omati, (d) Sarvasiddha and (e) SubhanamnI,

1 The difference between a karma-masa and a lunar month which is equal to

30- 29$f =30/62, makes Avamaratra. The difference due to one day is 1/62.

Hence in 62 days there will be one complete Avamaratra.
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in tlie case of night tithis. Thus three weeks of day tithis and three

weeks of night tithis will make fifteen complete lunar days.

The Jaina astronomical works mention five seasons, viz.,

rains, autumn, dewy, spring and summer. The seasons are

of two kinds, the solar and the lunar. The solar season is

equal to two solar months= 61 days. The seasons commence with the

Asadjm month, though tlie cycle of 6 years commences with the 1st

day of the dark half of the month of Sravana. Here a connection

may be sought with the word ‘Varsa’ (year), and it is surmised

that the year must have come to acquire this denomination from

the fact of the year beginning with ‘Varsa’ or rainy season. It may
also be mentioned here that Kautilya, in hia Arbhaddstra, says that

the year in his time began with the summer solstice at the end of

AijacJha. a

Now to determine the season on any day, we are to

count the number of parvas elapsed since the beginning

of the cycle and multiply it by 15 in order to reduce them to

lunar days
;
then we add the reminning days above the parva up to

the day in question ; next we deduct the Avama days at the rate of

-ii-'j
per day ; we then double the remainder and add again 61. Then

we divide the sum by 122 and the quotient by 6 ;
the latter quotient

is the number of expired fttus and the remainder divided by two

gives the days of the current season. Hor example, to determine

the season on the 1st Dipotsava day, we have the number of parvas

from the beginning of the cycle on the 1st day of the dark half of

Sravaya to the day in question to be 7. Therefore 7x 15 = 105 lunar

days. Now 105 x-g’^ nearly 2, i. e., two Avama r&tris. Deducting

this from 105, we have 103. Then 103x2=20G, 20G+61 = 267,

267 + 122=2 + i
a
a
8
a"’

a
a
a=lli Then counting the seasons from

Afjadha we may say that two seasons are past and that 11 days

have elapsed in the third season.

With' regard to • the question which season closes with what

lunar day, we are to take the number of the season in question,

double it, deduct one from it, double it again and then keep, this

product in two rows. One indicates the number of parvas and the

other being reduced to half shows the number of lunar days (tithis).

For example, to find on what lunar day the first season in a

cycle happens, we get lx 2-1= 1, again 1 x 2=2, keeping on two

rows, as 2 2, we have the latter 2. The result is that 2 parvas

2 Vide my article “On the Seasons and the Year-beginning of the Hindus,”

l.li.Q., December 1928.
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liave elapsed and that, on tlie Pratipat day the first Rtu closed.

Similarly for the second season, we get 2 x 2 -1= 3, 3 x 2 = 0. Then

we have 6 and G. That is, G parvas have elapsed and that on the

3rd day the second season has closed, and so on.

Now in one sidereal revolution of the moon, the lunar seasons

are six. Hence in a cycle of 5 years which is equal to G7 sidereal

revolutions of the moon there are 6 x 67=402 lunar seasons. In one

lunar season there are 4$-f days. Because one sidereal revolution

ot the moon = 6 seasons, one revolution =27§4 days, and therefore,

one season =27f} + 6 = 4££ days. The formula to determine the

lunar seasons is as follows Multiply by 15 the number of parvas

that have elapsed from the beginning of the cycle
;
then add the

remaining number of days above the parvas, if any. Then deduct

Avama ratris at -fy per day. Then multiply the remainder by 134 and

add to the product 305 and divide the sum by G10. The quotient is the

number of l^tus. For example, to find the Ijttu on the 5th day of the

1st parva from the beginning of the cycle, we get 5-1=4,4x134=

63G, 530 + 305 = 841, 841 + 610 = la?o. Then the result is the first sea-

son. Taking the remainder 231, divide it by 134, this gives Tfi = 1 T
P
jr,

i.e. one day and 48|- sixty-seventh parts of the second day have

elapsed. To know what season there will be on the 11th day of the

second parva from the beginning of the cycle, we get 1 parva having

elapsed, 1 x 15 + 10 (as 10 days have elapsed up to the 11th day)

=

25, 25 x 134=3350, 3350 + 305=3655. 3G55 + Gl0= £
flW=5'e'i£> i.®.. -

r
>

Ittus have elapsed. Now, fjj-J =4yft, i.e. 4 days and 34| sixty-sevenths

of a day have elapsed after 5 Rtus.

In order to determine the closing day of a lunar season

the following method is given :—As in the case of solar

seasons, multiply the constant 4§5 by one for the first and by

(2 x number of seasons +1) for the second and other seasons up to

the last season. Then the quotient is the number of lunar

days expired. For example, for the first lunar season, the cons-

tant is 445 > multiply by"l. Then ?y| = 2Tyi . Hence after 2 days

and 18-j- sixty-sevenths of the third day the 1st lunar season attains

completion. For the 402nd season, rJi x (2 x 401 + 1)=tttj x 803=

1827^t. That is, the 402nd season will be completed when

1827 days and 484- sixty-sevenths of a day after those days have

elapsed.

S. R, Das,



Origin of the Pratihara Dynasty

l’lio Pratiliaras are believed! to have been a branch of the Gurjara

tribe which, in the latter part of the 5th c. A.D., poured into India

along with the Hunas. There is at present no disagreement among

the scholar's in regal'd to this.

1

The theory of the Gurjara origin of the

Pratiharas is entirely based on the evidence of a stone inscription, disr

covered in the village of Rajor or Rajorgadh, in the Rajgadh district

of the Alwai' state, Rajputana. It states that,
5

in V.S. 1016= A.3).

959, during the reign of Paramabhat-tataha-maharajadhiraja-Vijaya-

paladeva, who meditated on the feet of the Pai’amabhattarnka-maha-

rajadhiraja-Ksitipaladeva, muharajudhiraja-PaiameAvara-Mathauadeva

of the GUrjara-PratiJittra lineage, son of the mahaittjadhiraja

Sajvata., residing at Rajyapura, made some grants of land.

It ia unanimously upheld that the expression Gurjarn-Pmtihuva,

referred to above, means Pratihara clan of the Gurjara tribe, and

thereby conclusively proves that the Pratiharas were Gurjaias. Put a

critical examination of the passage in question discloses that it hears

more reasonable interpretation. Ksitipola and Vijayapala, mentioned

in the above inscription, were unquestionably the hinge who belonged

to the Pratihara dynasty of Kanauj.* Rajyapura is Rajor where the

stone slab was discovered. Gurjam was the name of a country. The

Nausari grant4
of Pulaheri JanaSraya, dated 738-9 A.D., mentions

1 Dr. Bhandurkar, JliJJUAS., vol. XXI—Tko Gurjams, Dr. It. C.

Majiundar, Gurja.iv-F.ratiharas : J. Dtp. Lett., vol. X. Dr. Smith, Early History of

India.

2 El., vol. Ill, p. 268. Favamabkaf.furuka-maJiO.rd.jG.dliir&ja-iHiravibaoarcr.-

§l-l£qitii>&lad evo-padan uclh ydta-pammablMttawk<^mahurraj&DJnrv.jV-i>arameicura-

{rl-Vijayapaladeva-padOndni abhipravardhamdna-lcalyana-v ijayarajye .Samvatauru-

fa&efu daiasv, so$at-ottarakesu> Mda^nidsa-sitapak^a-ttrayodaiya'iji So.iii^yuktaydnr,

evam Snip. 1016 Alugka-luxli .13 San&vadya .
in-Euii^pur-uvaethito rdahar&ia-

dliirija-i>arcme£vara-t>‘l-Mathanadevo nw hdrOjO.d’hirO.ja-Irl-Su.vafa-sUiiur Gur-

jjara Pratilxdranvayah Tcu4ali\

3 EL, vol. VIII, App. 1, p. 12.

4 Saiudhava^Kaccliella-t>aiiratfra-C&votaka-Ma idrya-Gjurjar&di rajye etc..

Bom. Gat., vol. I, pt. I, p. 109, fn.
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Giu-jara as a country. So also does tlie Ragholi plate,® a record; of lire

8th c. A.l). The country of Gurjaxa is identical with the country of

Gurjaratra. The Daulatpur inscription

8

of Blioja records that the

Deadvanaim Yisaya, modern Didwana in the Jodhpur State,

Rajputaua, was in the Guijaratrarbhumi. An inscription 7

, in a

temple at Kalanjara, states that Mahgalanaka, modern. Haglona, in

the Jaipur State, in Rajputaua, was situated in the Gui'juratra-

mandala. There are indications in the Rajor stone inscription that

Rajor and its neighbourhood formed a part of the Guijara country. 8

In. this circumstance the country of Gurjara is to be taken to have

extended) from at least Did\vana in the west to Rajor in the east, com-

prising- the western part of the Jodhpur State, and nearly the whole

of the States of Jaipur and' Alwar. 8

In the light of the above discussion the expression Gui+jara-Prati-

hara may very reasonably be taken to mean the Pratihaira 'family of

the Gurjara country. Its object is to distinguish the Pratihara family,

to which Mathanadeva belonged from that of the Kanyakubja-Prati-

kara, of which his overlord Vijayapalo, referred to at the beginning

of the Rajor inscription, wag a member. The ancient Indian records

were not unfamiliar with this sort of expression. The Madhainagar

copper plate10
of Laksmanasena states that Samantasena was the head-

garland of the clan of the Karnata-Ksatriya. This evidently means

that Samantasena wag a member, of the Ksatriya clan of the Kaitiuta

country, and was distinct from that residing in Bengal.

Even, if the term Gurjara, in this connection, is taken to have re*

ferred to the tribe, the Gurjara origin of the Pratiharas cannot be de-

finitely proved.. It can well be taken to mean that Matkanariieva’s

5 JJeiam Qaurjja/ram etc., EI., vol. IX, p. 44.

6 EL, vol. V, p. 213. 7 Ibid., p. 210, fn. 3.

8 Gunjam-valiita-saimsla Icqetra etc., vol. Ill', p. 266, 1.12.

9 Hiueit Tseng tells us that Kii-che-lo is 1800 li (600 miles) north to V-aJabhi

(Watters, vol. II, p. 249). Scholars are unanimous in thinking that Ivii-cke-lo

is identical with Gurjara. But this is erroneous. Ku-che-lo is to be identified

with KaCchclla, referred to in the Nausari grant, which is distinct ifrom Gurjara

(See above, p. 1, fn. 4).

10 Kai-iidta-K$atriyun!iinajahi 1cula~SirodiLma Samantasena (i (Inscriptions of

liengal
,
vol. Ill, p. 110).
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father belonged to the Gurjara tribe, and! his mother was a member of

the Pratihaira family* Samantasena of the Sena dynasty is said1 to

have been the head-garland of the clans of the Brahuiana-s and. the

Ksatriyas.
11 The Gnliila Bhatrpatta, who flourished in the seventh

century A.D., was a member of the Brahma-Ksatra family .
12 They

obviously signify that the 'father and mother of the founder of the

Sena family of Bengal, and the father and another of the founder of

the Guhila family in the Gurjara country belonged respectively to the

Bi'ahmana and the Ksatriya clans.

Hence the view that the expressions GurjareSvara, Gurjaranatha

etc., mean the Pratiharas because the latter were Gurjarus should’ be

abandoned. In ancient Indian records we frequently come across

the terms Gande&vara, Malavanatha, Cedlavara, Karnai.esvara etc.,

but hardly Puile&vara, Kalacuripati, Parumuranutha, etc. This sug-

gests that the words livara, natha, pati etc.
,
were used as suffixes of the

names of the countries, and not of tribes or families. The Pratiharas

since the time of Vatsarilja were in possession dl the Gurjara country
,

13

which they ruled through their vassals. But the expression. Gurja-

resvara (lord of Gurjara), occasionally mentioned in the Ba^trakuta

records, dbes not appear to have referred) to Vatsaraja or any of his

successor. The Barodn plate1 * of the Ras^rakula Karka, chief of

Lata, distinguishes between Gurjareivai-apati (master of the lord of

Gurjara) and GurjareJvara. Here Gurj are^vara-pati was evidently

Vatsaraja’s successor Nagabkafa II, and G.urjare^vara (lord of

Gurjara) was his feudatory. The Bagumra plate13
also distinguishes

Mikira Bhoja from the Gurjaras.

Again, it will not be proper to assume that a particular country

was known as Gurjara because of the fact that the Pratiharas settled

there. The kingdoms over which the Pratiharas ruled were known as

Malava, Kanauj, Vallamandala andl Gurjara. The Pratihara

Kakka, who was the ruler of Vallamandala, is said to have obtained

11 lirahinu-Ksatriyaramaiani MuSirodCma, Samantasena (El., I, p. 207, v. 5).

12 Ibid., vol. XII, p. 13: Brahma-Ksatranvito ote., 1.5.

18 Ibid., vol. V, p. 208. 14 IA., vol, Xn, p. 160

X.H.Q., TONE, 1934

15 Ibid., p. 179.

17
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renown in Yallamanclala, Gurjaratra etc.
10 Tlie Prafcihara Yatsaraja,

king- of Malava, and the Pratihara Nagabhata II, and Bhoja, kings of

Kanauj, granted lands in the Gurjaratrablnuni

.

17 All these prove that

Gurjaratra or Gurjara was distinct from Malava, Kanauj, and Vallaman-

dala. Indeed Abu Zaid (A.D. 91G), who never travelled in India and

China, and who collected information from books and from travellers

who visited the countries, states that Kanauj is a large country form-

ing the empire of Jurz. 18 Kanauj was at that time under the sway of

the Pratiharas. But the more authentic Muhammadan historians, how-

ever, do not connect the Pratiharas with the Gurjara country. A1

Mas’iidi, who was one of the informants of Abu Zaid, mentions, in the

same connection, about Balhara (Rastrakfija), tho king of India,

Baiiura, the king of Kanauj, and about the king c'f Juzr (Gurjara). 10

A1 Biladuii, when describing the militai-y excursion of the Arabs in

India, mentions the countries of Marniad, Mandal, Barup, Uzain,

Mrdiba, Baharimad, A1 Bailman, and Jurz. 20 Of the countries men-

tioned, Barits is Broach, Marniad is Marumara, Uzain is Ujjain in

Malava, Maliba is Mulapai.e. Western Ghats, A1 Bailman is Vallaman-

(lala, and Jurz i.9 Gurjara. Ujjain and Vallamandala were at that

time ruled by the Pratiharas, and Gurjara was an independent king-

dom.

Even, if for argument’s sake, it is taken for granted that the expres-

sions Gurjaresvara, king of Jurz, etc., signified the kings of the Pratihara

dynasty, it will not be fair to regard the Pratiharas as members of the

Gurjara tribe. This point is definitely settled by a Gahga record. The

Gangas were not racially connected with the Gurjara tribe. But the

Sravana Belgola epitaph21 states that the Gariga Satyavakya-Kohguni-

varman (A.D. 978-98-1) became known as ‘the king of the Gurjaras’ by

conquering the northern region for Krsnaraja III.

After all, we have at present no evidence to prove that the P’rati-

haras were a branch of the Gurjara tribe.

15 EL, vol. IX, p. 280.

17 EL, vol. V, p. 211. IS Elliot, vol. I, p. 2, 10.

19 Ibid., pp. 22-25. 20 Ibid., p. 280.

2i Saiyavukija-Komgw&ivarmnta-dharnuiiaiiMhufdjadhirajasyd KrsnurajoUo ra-

rl ig-v ijuyd-vidita-Gurjjar-ddhirajasya

i

etc. (EL, vol. V, p. 176, Ls., 6-8).
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Tli© Pratiharas, through their records, claim that they were des-

cendants of the epic hero L'aksmana. The Jodhpur inscription28 of

the Pratihara Baiik'a, dated V.S. S94, reports that “inasmuch as the

very brother of Raimabhadra performed the duty of a door-keeper

(Pratihara), this illustrious clan came to be known as Pratihara,”

Similarly the Gwalior praSnsti23 of Bhoja narrates that “all praise unto

his younger bi other, Laksmana (Saumittri), a stern rod! of chastisement

in war with Heghanada, the destroyer df India’s pride, who served as

the door-keeper, (Pratihara) (of Rama), owing to his commandment! not

to allow others to enter. In that family, which bore the insignia of

Pratihara (door-keeper), and was a shelter of the three worlds, the king

Nagabhuta appeared. ....
Needless to mention that this claim is evidently ai myth, The epic

hero Laktemnna was a Ksatriya while the Pratiliaras were originally

Brahmanas. But this claim of the Pratihasas may be explained in

this way. Pratihara was an important- office in ancient times.

This dynasty assumed', the name Pratihara because its founder

occupied, the office of the same name. That the name of the dynasty

has close connection with the official designation, Pratihara, is proved1

by the fact that the family continued, as the above verse tells us, to

bear the insignia of the office of Pratihara even when it attained to

sovereign position. Dr. Fleet, while discussing the origin of the

Raistrakutas, remarks that21 “in early times there was a class of officials

named Rastrakiita which title seems to have designated the head man

of a Rostra or province just as Gramaikiita designates the head man of

a village. The Rastrakfifas may have been feudatory and hereditary

governors of provinces, who, when they rose to sovereign power, preserved

their official title as a dynasty or family name.” Similar arguments

hold good in. the case of the Pratihara dynasty also, Pratihara was the

name of a dynasty, and not of a tribe or a clan. The Gh atiyaha ins-

cription25 of Kakkuka, dated SCI A.D., states that the Br^hmana Hari-

22 El., vol. XVIII, p. 97.

23 EL, vol. XVIII, p. 110. 24 Horn. Gat., vol. I, pt. 11,-pp. 384-385.

85 Asit Pratih&ra-vamiaguru sadilvijah sri-Haricandra.—El., vol. IX, p. 279.
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candra was the Pratihrfravnmsa-guru. The Jodhpur inscription20 of

the Pratihara Baiikw, dated S37 A.D., records that Haricandra was a

preceptor (of the Pratiharas) like Prajapati, which means that

Haricandra was a creator* (founder) of the Pratihara dynasty-

just as Prajapati (Brahma) was the creator of the living- being.

All these prove that Haricandra, was the founder of the

Pratihara dynasty. The founder of the Pratihara dynasty, as has been

noticed' above, held the office of Pratihara. Hence, Haricandra, its

founder, must have held that office for some time. He, however, in

course of time, succeeded in attaining to kingly position. Later,

his suocessors, in accordance with the general practice of the age,

appear to have been inclined to give some mythical colour to the origin

of their family. They, in course olf their endeavour to find out some

thing from the epic lore for the adjustment of their case, struck on the

fact that Lakismana, the younger brother of the hero of the Rdmdyana,

held the office of Pratihara on a particular occasion under his elder

brother. This admirably suited1 their purpose, and thenceforward they

boldly put forward the claim that their family originated from

Lak§mana.

The existence of three branches of the Pratihara dynasty have

hitherto been traced. One held sway overVallamandala i.e. the terri-

tory around the city of Jodhpur, in Rajputana, the other ruled in

Mulava and Kanauj, and the third governed! the Gurjara country. All

these branches evidently originated from Haricandra.. The Jodhpur

inscription27 of Baiika states that “there was an illustrious Brahmana

named Haricandra, who had the title (mark) Rokilladdhi, who was

versed in the meaning of the Yed'as and the Sastras, and who was a pre-

ceptor like Prajapati. That illustrious Haricandra married (first) the

daughter of a Brahmana, and (as) second (wife), the Esatriya B'hadra,

belonging to a noble family, and possessed of good qualities. Those

sons who were born of the Brahmana wife became Pratihara Brahmauas.

Those who were born of queen Bhadj-a. became drinkers of wine.” The

.same inscription further tells us that the Pratihara dynasty of Yal'la-

26 Uvijal'i Sn-Hancandr-dkhyah trajupati-samo guruk / Ibid., XVIII, p. 95.

27 EL, vol. XVHI, pp. 97, 98.
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mandala were descendants of Haricandlra through, his KijatriyS, wife.

The Pratiharas of Gurjara, who flourished in the middle of the tenth

century A.D., and who were vassals of the Pratiharas of Eanauj, might

have been remote descendants of the Pratiharas of Vallamandala.

The Jodhpur inscription,28 dated 837 A.D., states that apart from the

Pratihara dynasty of Vallamandala there was another line of the

Pratihara kings, who were horn of the family of the Br&kmana chief,

and who were put into trouble by Mayura i.e. the Ra^traktitas of the

Decoan, whoso early capital was at Mayurakhandi. We know the exis-

tence of only two branches of the Pratihara dynasty in the first half of

the ninth century A.D.
;
one ruling in Vallamandala, and the other at

Malava and Kanauj. The fact of the terrible struggle between the

Pratiharas of Malava and the Rasfralkutas of the Deccan ie well known

to the students of Indian history. Hence the Pratihara kings, born in

the family of a Brahmaua chief, may very reasonably be identified

with the Pratihara kings of Malava. This Pratihara dynasty obviously

became Ksatriya through matrimonial alliance.

D. C. Ganguly

28 Dvija-jirpa-kulajam sat-Pmtih&ra

b

/iftpam (Ibid., p. 96).



A Gandhara Relief in The Indian Museum

In tlie show case no. 1 in the Gandh&ra room otc the Indian Museum,

Calcutta, is a fragmentary relief marked no. 5180. It is curved out of

black slate as tlie Gandhara .sculptures usually are and it measures 3' x

7". It appears to have belonged to the frieze of a comparatively small

votive stupa. The museum records show that it hails from Swat valley

in the North-Western frontier. The carving on a substantial portion of

it on its right side lias peeled oft' and its left shows a slanting break.

Inspite, however, of this considerable damage to it, enough still remains

(as wjll appear from the accompanying plate) to j ustify an attempt in

determining the subject matter of this illustration.

Beginning from the left, we find a male figure dressed in royal

accoutrements -shooting an arrow. A hill is depicted in front of him

on the upper part of which is an animal running to right and on tho

lower part a lion peeping from its den; trees are shown growing from

the hillside on the right. A heavily draped male figure seated on a

raised seat on the other side of the hill is playing on a harp and a

female figure is dancing; their faces are turned towards the right. In

front of them is a big tree shown slightly aslant. Next, we find a man
lying down and a female lamenting over her companion with her right

hand raised. That they are the same couple shown on the other side of

the tree is clearly indicated by the artist by his depiction of the harp,

near the head of the man. The grieving female figure is

being forcibly grasped on her left upper arm by a royal

figure (evidently the same figure we saw on the extreme left—he is

similarly dressed and he carries the bow on his left arm). Lastly, we

find the female figure being led away by the king- whose head, is lost.

The relief breaks here and we do not know what more there were in

continuation. The above description will show that the sculpture

depicts a forcible abduction of a woman by a king after her male com-

panion was shot by him. The scene of the abduction is laid in a hilly

forest country where the couple had gone to indulge in music and

dance.
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Now, what may this story represent? It evidently does- not depict

any of the incidents from the present life of the Master, which are so

copiously illustrated in Qandhara. So, it may depict one of the stories

connected with the past lives of the Buddha. If it does so, then we are

at once apprised of the importance of this fragmentary relief. It is a

weUlmown fact that very few J ataha stories are actually illustrated in

Gandhara. M. Toucher long ago pointed out that the four Jataka

stories which can he mainly recognised amongst the Hellenistic reliefs

of Gandhara are the Dfpankara, Yegsantara, Cliadanta, and' the

Syoma Jatakas. It is true that Hiuen Thsang records the acclimati-

sation of a good many Jataka stories in the Gandhara region and its

adjoining districts ,

1 some o*E which do not appear in the Ceylonese com-

1 Hiueu Thsang refers to the following stupas, among others commemorating

incidents of several Jfitaka stories:—(A) A great stone stupa, above 803i ft. high,

having marvellous sculptures, said to have been built by Atoka, about two li to

the east (in the Life south-east) of the capital, of the Na-ka-lo-ho country or

rogion near Jalalabad, (li) Four or five li north of the city of Pu-seika-lo-fa-ti

(Puskarilvati) was an ASoke, stupa some 100 ft. high commemorating the incident

of the Bodhisattva’s dedication of his eyes in charity. (G) About 100 li to the north-

west of this stupa, was another which marked the place at which the Bodhisattva

in liis birth as Syama was accidentally shot by the king Brahmadatta but was

later restored to life by Sakra; M. Foueher identified this stupa with Periano

Dheri, a mound near Charsadda. (D) Several stupas said to have been built by

Atoka, in the environs of PoAu-slia (modern Shahabaz-garhi), connected with the

various incidents in the Vossantara Jataka. (E) About 120 li n.u.e. from Po-lu-

sha was an Atoka stupa to mark the spot where the sage Tu-chio (Ekasniga) once

lived; M. Fondier, in his V Art Grueco-JJouddhique (hi Oundhara, (tome II l'nsc.

I, p. 265 fig. 43b h litre du Jhji Ekairiugu—Musee de Calcutta, No. 2377; the

illustration shows—from the left—trees in the back-ground, a doe grazing just in

front of a bearded ascetic sitting on his haunches before his hut)

reproduces a fragmentary relief which according to him dep’.cts

the incident (in tho Jataka Story) which led to the birth of the sage Ekasrnga

(Jiralimanical Rsyatohga) . Foueher describes this relief as lying in the collection

of the Calcutta Muesuni but the exhibits in the Gandhara room of the same do

nob include it. A fragmentary relief, however, in the show case No. I of the

same room and by the side of the relief under discussion, seems to depict another

incident in the same story. (F) In the ITdyana country, near the capital Mang-kil,

a stupa commemorated the incidents of the Ksantivadin Jataka (no relief illus-

trating it has so far been found among the Gandhara specimens, but an elaborate

one illustrating it is in the collection of the Sarnath Museum). (G) Some distance
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pilation of these legends, but are mentioned in their Chinese versions

;

but none amongst these has the slightest resemblance to the scene illus-

trated in our relief. However, there is one Jataka, Candakinnara by

name (no. 485 of the Jataka collection) which substantially agrees

with a portion of the illustration. The story runs thus:

While Brahm.ada.tta was reigning- in Benares, the Bodhisatlva was

born, as a kinnara in the region of the Himalayas; his name was Canda

and he had a fairy wife Canda, by name. One hot season the kinnara

couple came down to the foot of the mountain and began to indulge

themselves in music and dance, the male playing on a lute and the

female singing and dancing to the tune, waving her soft hands. Guided

by the sweet sound of music, Brakmadatta, then ahunting in the same

region, came near the couple and watched them from a secret place.

Charmed, with the- beauty of the kinnari, he thought df abducting her

after kdlling her male companion. Actuated by this desire, he shot

the kinnara dead. Candakinnari, on seeing her husband fall down

pierced by an arrow and perceiving that life wa8 extinct in him, began

to lament grievously over her dead husband. The king now came out

of his hiding place and offered his love to the grief-stricken fairy who,

in all fairness of things, indignantly refused his overtures. The king

made repeated attempts to seduce her, hut had to go away unsuccessful

in the end. Sakra, however, took pity on the unfortunate fairy and had

her husband restored to 'life,

As is clear from the perusal otc the story, there is a close agreement

between it and the relief up to a certain portion. The Jataka refers to

a denouwent quite different from the one which seems to be indicated

by the relief. There is no reference to the forcible abduction of the

female fairy in the story. But the relief being fragmentary, we have

no idea how the scene ended here. Or, is it possible that a different

from Mang-kil, a stopa was erected by Aioka, to mark the spot in which the

Bodhisattva as king Sifei sliced his body to ransom a pigeon from a hawk (there

is a relief in red spotted sand stone in the collection of the Indian Museum,

Calcutta which depicts the incidents of this Jataka; it evidently hails from

Mathura). (H) A few miles to the west of Mang-kil, Lu-hi-ta-ka tope was erected

by AiSoka to commemorate the incident of king Maitrlbala’s drawing his life-blood

to feed five famished Yafejas.
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version of the same J fi.ta.ka was current in the region of GandliaraP As

regards the representation of the Kinnara couple in the relief, a point

worth noticing is that they are shown as two ordinary human' beings

clothed in heavy drapery peculiar to the locality. According to ancient

Indian literary and plastic tradition, Kinnaras had two different forms.*

One a hybrid one with the body of a human being and the head of a

horse and the other a normal human one
; the idea being that the former

typified beings inimical to man while the latter were friendly spirits .
3

In one of the medallions4 of the Buddha Gaya railing pillars, a scene

depicts the seduction of a man by a horse-headed female figure (referred

to in Pali Jataka tests as Yaldchini assamukhi)

.

In an earlier relief,

from Bharhut3 there is a scene from the Takkajriya Jataka (the relief,

which is fragmentary, is inscribed as Kinnara Jataka) ;
the Kinnara

couple in front of the king are shown up to their knees and they appear

to be wearing leaves of trees round the body .

0 The Kinnarl Mauohara

and her companions are invariably represented in human form in the

depiction of several scenes from the Sudhuua-Kumuiuvaduina in Boro-

Budur (Java).
7 So, the fact that the couple in our relief are shown as

ordinary human beings need not stand in the way of identifying it as

representing perhaps a slightly different version of the Caada-Kinnara

Jataka.

Jitendea Katii Banekjee

2 Hybrid figures with the upper part- of a man and the lower that of n bird

are usually described as Gaudbarvas.

3 Barua and Sinha : Bharhut Inscriptions, p. 91.

4 R. Mitra: Buddlui Gaya. p. 165, pi. XXXIV, fig. 2.

6 Cunningham: Bharhut Stupa, pi. XXVII, 6.

8 Grunwedel remarks “These secondary deities, then, may have been

originally represented in the costume of the aborigines of India, which, by borrow-

ing from the antique, resulted in the siren tjT>e.” Buddhist Ait, p. 48.

7 Foucher : The Beginnings of Buddhist AH, pp. 217-224, pi. XXXIV, 2.

JUNE, 1934 18



Ancient Gita Commentaries

1

Leaving' out of account Nimbarka, whose original name is said to

have been. Bhaskaraofirya (see Ha'll, Biblioyraiijiy, p. 115),

we have to admit the existence of at least two philosophers of that name.

The one is the well-known V e d a n t i n
,

critic of Sankara, who

is so often alluded to and quoted n the scholastic literature. His

Brah masiitra-bhiisya has been available since 1903 as a volume of the

(Jkowkhamba Sanskrit Series. Unfortunately lie gives no clue in his

work as to his family, or Guru. If he belonged lo the Sandilya Gotrn,3

he could have been an ancestor of another Bluvakara (Bhatta) and of

that well-known astronomer Bhaskara as also of two jKiets called

Trivikrama Bhatta the earlier, of whom (c . 915 A.D.) is the author of

the NdLacamyu. This much at leiist is certain that his Bmhmas&tra-

bliasya must have been written after Sankara’s and before the Bluunati.

For, his Bhasya ia practically a critical recast of Sankara’s, while in the

BhcivMl, ns pointed out by Mr. T. R. Chintamani (see JOR., Madras,

1927, p. 387), he is himself criticised by Yacaspati in more than thirty

places. The Bliumatl, being Vacaspati’s last great work, may have

been written a considerable time after 842 A.D., the date of his Nyuya-

siliH-nibamllia* And, since the latter is said to have been widtteu

sixty-six years after the demise of Sankara, the latest possible date

for Bhaskara’s Bkfujya would seem to be about seventy or seventy-five

years after Sankara, which' would imply the possibility of Bhaskara

1 The following is essentially a review of Mr. B. N. Klislmamurti Sarnia's

valuable paper “Bhiiskara—a forgotten Commentator on the Gita” which has

appeared in vol. IX of this Journal. The abbreviation KlWh. will be

used for my work The Kashmir Recension, oj the BhauuvadgitCi, Stuttgart 1030

(obtainable from The Punjab Sanskrit Book Depot, Lahore).

2 See the copper-plate inscription quoted by Pandit Vindhyedvariprasada

Dvivedi in his Bhumika to his edition of Bhaskara’s Trahmasat rubhfi.sya, and

Compare Winternitz, Geschichte der Indischen Litteratur, vol, III, p. 375, n. 4.

3 See Dasgupta, 3. I. BA., vol. II, pp. 107 and 112. For reasons un-

known to me Mr. Krishnamurti gives the date, as 886 A.D.
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having been a contemporary of Vacaspati. I do not see how from

Mr. Krishnamurti’s quotations from Vacaspati and Bhaskara (on p. 667,

loc. dt.) “it will be clear that Bhaakara is much earlier than Vacaspati

Miira” (italics mine). He would, indeed, be earlier than even

Padhmpada, if Mr. Chintamani were right in believing “that Bhaskara

had before him the Paficapadika.” But it is surely inadmissible to

mn/ke him, as Mr. K. does, a contemporary of Sankara on the strength

of Sankara’s criticism (in his Bhilsya on Bhtig. GiUt II, 10) of the

jildnal-arma-mvwlieayar-vthda, because this theory, in Mr. K.’s opinion,

had not been taught by any Gi<ta commentator before Bhaskara. This

is an altogether arbitrary hypothesis. If there were Gita commentaries

older than Sankara's—and their existence is testified to by the latter

itself—.they are much more likely to have been written from some

somwccaya standpoint (like that of the Gifu itself) than from one of

advaiia. There is, indeed, every probability that most,, if not all, of

those earlier Gita commentaries4 were Vaisnnvite. For, we have no

notice of any ether pre-Sauknrite religio-philosopkical community

holding the Gita in high esteem than those ancient Vaisnavas (Blmgn-

vatns, Paficaratras, etc.) who made it the very foundation of their belief,

while, on the other hand, it is but a cheap tribute to Sankara’s genius

to credit him with haring been the first to introduce the Gitu, into

the Advaita-Vedanta. I am afraid that the two othier arguments Mr.

K. has for the contemporaneity ol
f Sankara and Bha&kara are equally

irrelevant. That the Atman is anu (or saatikuciita)while hound, but

viblm when liberated, is an idea as old as SvettUvntam Upanisad (V. 2)

and an established belief in the Agamas, both Saiva and Vaisnava (for

the latter see, e.g., AhirbwlJmya Samhiti

,

ch. XIV). Nothing entitles

us to assume that of Ve'dimtina before Sankara it wag taught just by

Bhaskara only. And, when the Mmimanjnri, a work of the 14th

century, te'lls us in one of its verses that Bhaskara, no sooner than he

had heard a bit of Sankara’s Bhasya read out to him, covered his ears,

this is, of course, mere poetical fancy of which there is still more in

that ill-famed libel against Sankara.

4 As also all Brahmasutra commentaries preceding Sankara’s; See Das-

gupta, loc. cit.j vol. I, p. 420,
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Now, a Gita Bhusya by Bhaskam lias not so far been discovered.

But1 (banks to Mr. K. we know now that, there must have been one.

For, as be shows, there are in JayatJrtha’s commentary on Madlwa’s

Gita Bhusya six passages (viz., in the proslava and on BJiag

.

Gita II, 54; VI, 7; III, 4; HI. 42; and II, 47, respectively) referring

polemically to Bbaskara’s Gita interpretation. The passages are very

interesting and partly throw new light on Bhaskara’s metaphysics. One

of them shows Bkaskara to have rejected the vulgate text of Bhag. Gita

VI, 7 in favour of the Kashmir reading, as already noticed by me in

my KRBU.., p. 10." I cannot, however, agree with Mr. K.’s finding

that a view mentioned by Sankara- ad Bhag. Gita XIII, 12 must be

Bhalslcara’s because of its appearance of being implied in the latter’s

view as expressed by Jayatirtha ad Bhag. Gita II, 64. For, “the

Infinite Brahman having me (Vasiudeva) as its Highest (Safcti)” (
ciham

VasudevahUya yard, &aldir yasya tan fnMpa/ram Hi), which is according

to Sankara the way as ‘some’ explain the padaccthleda
(
mdcU vudparami)

rejected by- him, is clearly Paficarata where Vasudeva as both Vyuha

and' Avntarn, is, indeod, distinguished from the Absolute (purusa,

hraKman, etc.) and sometimes oven from the (personal) Para Vasudeva,"

whereas the view censured as Bhas'knra’s by Jayatirtha', viz., hralma-

vMTwmahedvarah. te yasyunayavahhutah sa Ke4avali parnmiUvul, is

exactly the reverse od the above, because it does not make Eefiava (=

Vasudeva) the .<u\I\ti of the Highest, but fully identifies him (as Piirnu-

vatdra) with the latter. 7 As to Bliag. Gita VI, 7, I have elsewhere

5 Jayatirtha, unaware of the Kashmirian recension, speaks of a con-

jecture by Bhnskara. Some Kashmirian readings have, as Dr. Sukthankar coiv

linns to me, found their way into manuscripts of the vulgate, and it is thus

that Bhiislcara appears to have become acquainted with o-no or two of them. For,

had his whole commentary been based on the. Kashmirian recension, Jayatirtha

would not have failed to take him to task on other occasions and judge him

much more severely. (I must apologize to Dr. Sukthankar for having referred

to Dr. Belvalkar instead of to him in the Winternitz Congratulatory Volume,

p. 47).

6 See my Introduction to the Paficarutra, p. 53, also 84-35.

7 The padaccheda anddi matparam is, by the way, not so very had. For, it

admits of the interpretation aham paro yasya tan matparam, i.e., malsthdna-

tihatam, (so Purusottama), which is in perfect agreement with Bhag. Olid

XIV, 8 {mama yonir mahad Iralma, etc.).
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(KBBh pp. 14-16) discussed nt great length this verse and expressed

myself in 'favour of the Kashmirian (and Bhaskara’s) reading; pardt-

masu has been misunderstood by Mr. K. : it cannot possibly be intend-

ed to mean “in regard to other selves,” but must be a dvanda (paresu...

tathSbmani), ns understood by the commentators.8

The second Bhaskara whom I proposed to bring to notice

is the Kashmirian Bhatta Bhaskara, son of Divakara and pupil

of Srikantha Bhatta of the gttruparnmparS. started by Kalians (Lie,

Bhaskara, being the fifrth after Kallata). 0 His Sivasvtra-vtlrttila has

appeared in print as part of vo'l. IV of the Kashmir Series of Texts

and Studies. “He lived probably in the lltli century A.C.” (Chatterji,

Kashmir Shuiv'aism, p. 36a) and is thus about two centuries
later than the V e d a n t i n B If a R k a r a . It is, of course,

to this Kashmirian Bhaskara and his (now lost) Gita commentary, and

not, as Mr. K. holds, to the Braliinnsutra-bhasyakura,* 0 whose views

he could not have approved of, that. Abhinavaguptn refers when he

closes his gloss on Tihatj . Gild XVIII, 2 with the remark that for

a fuller explanation of that adhyaya tatraWiavad-Bhattabhdsl-ara and

others should be consulted (see KRBh., p. C). Bor, no other

philosophical author called Bhatta Bhaskara ia known to have existed

in Kashmir, and it is utterly unlikely that Abhinavaguptn should

have here referred to an outsider; nay, this is well-nigh. impossible,

because he did Hot know thje vulgate version of the Gitg on which, so

far- as our knowledge goes, alii Gita commentaries except the earlier

Kashmirian one were based. 11 I have shown KRBli., pp. 7-8 and

8 Quoted in full on p. 47 of my KBlih. I think that pariltmMu. samd

matih is the easier reading, because, it involves no doubt as to the padaccheda

(paramatma or param atnul) uor requires an ndhyiUiarn (as of hnh in Madhra’s

ease). But I admit that the easier reading is often not the original one and that,

therefore, it might after all he wise, to accept the adverb param (“in the highest

degree”) or else (a 3 suggested by me in the Festschrift Moritz Wmfcmztz, p.

46) understand paramatma to mean the higher individual self as distinct from

the lower one (manas) belonging to Pralgti.

9 See J. 0. Chatterji, Kashmir Saivaunt, p. 36 (a).

10 Tridondimata-bhasyakara, as he is called by Vardhanmna m his

PrakiuSa on the NySyahvhmaflJali, ed. Bibiotheea Indioa, p. 332.

11 My attention has been drawn to Abhinavagnpta’s comment on Bhag.
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2) (hat in Kashmir there are no signs of acquaintance with the vulgate

of the Gita before the decline of the Pratyabhijna school. It was pro-

bably introduced there through Sankara’s Gita-bhasya and with other

works of his and his school during the reign of the Kashmirian king

Harsa (1089-1101). 12 That Abhinavagupta’s reference is to the Saiva

Bhaskara and not to the Vedantin may also be inferred from the title

hlmfta which was hereditary in Ka'llata’s line of pupil's but appears

neither in the colophons of Bhaskara’s Brahmaautra-bha§ya nor in any

of the references, collected by Mr. K., to his Gita-bhasya. 13

There, was then, a second Bhaskara who, like Sankara’s critic,

also wrote a commentary on the Bhagavadgltd. As he was the fifth

(and last) of Kallafa’s successors, he may have been a contemporary of

Abhinavagupta. Unfortunately the latter’s relference to him is all we

know of his Gita commentary i.e., this commentary must have been

a fuller work than Abhinavagupta’s (which) is, indeed, one of the

smallest existent). And from the fact that it? author is mentioned in

the first place by A., the other commentators being only referred

to by the “etc,” (tattvabhavad-Bhattablidskar-dulibMh), we must, I be-

lieve, conclude that A.’s interpretation of the Gita (written to show

its gfullulrtha or esoteric meaning) was substantially in agreement with

his. And this confirms our conclusion that the Bhaskara referred to

by A. cannot be the Vedantin. For, there is little agreement between

Abhinavagupta and the Vedantin Bhaskara : the philosophical stand-

point. is different, and the merely textual interpretation is also different.

Cm VIII, 16 (ubrahmabhuvanal lot;ah, etc,) as being evidently directed

against Sankara and others following him. But nothing in A.’s wording is in

favour of this opinion, and, for the reason givon above, sarvoih cannot possibly

stand for SaiVliarudibhUj, but must refer to the Kashmirian Gita commentaries

previous to Abhinavagupta. By the way, Saiikara's explanation
(
wha-bmhina

-

bhuvanena) of this iSIoka is just the reverse of what he teaches on hramamvMi

in his BraJmas&trabha$ya.

12 See in JBAS. my forthcoming paper “On the form of the Bhagavnd-

gita contained in the Kashmirian Mahabharata.”

18 If still he is sometimes called bliatta elsewhere, as the editor of the

Bhasya seems to insinuate, this may be due to a confusion with the Kashmirian

Iiliatta Bhaskara or the Bhatta Bhaskara of srauta fame (Trikandamanijana)

or heaven knows what other Bhaskara.
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At tli© very beginning of his Yyakkya, Abhinavagupta is anxious to

make if) clear that the- Bliagavadgita is not meant to teach

jiidnakarma-samuccaya (ed., p. 8 : na tu jndiuiharmatii samutayu

sumucciyete vty atra tdtpuryam)

;

and ad Bliuy. Gita III, 42 he

does not understand sah as referring to hamuli but to Sima, 14 as do

Sankara and others. 1* In metaphysics, the difference between the two

is smaller, essentially, than that between Sankara and Bhaskara,

but still undoubtedly great- enough to render it impossible

for Abhinavagupta to recommend a commentator whose authorities

(Brahmasutra and Yedas) ignore, if not reject, his own sources off

inspiration (Sivasutra and Agamas). But, as said above, it is unlikely

that he knew Jmn at all.

There is a Kashmirian Gita commentary which is older than

Abkinavagupta viz., the "Sarvatobliadra-numa Bhagavadglitu

vivarana” (so the colophons) by R a
j
tin a k a Rumakan(hn

whose name also appears as the author of a Vivrti on Kullafu’s

H-pandak&tihdi

,

This Vivrti has been published (as vo-1. VI

of the Kashmir Series of Texts and Studies), whereas the Gita commen-

tary is still only available in manuscript form. 18 Th'at the Sarvato

hhadra is older than Abkinavagupta’s commentary is the conclusion

to be drawn from the fact that the RajatarangimD mentions

his brother Muklakana along with Anandavardhana-, Ratnoikara, and

Sivasvuinin as the great poets who flourished during the reign of

Avantivarmau (c. 856-883), which agrees with what Ramakantha tells

us, in the concluding stanzas of his commentary, about his family,

viz. : “There was in holy Kanyakubja a brahmana called

N aaayana, a store-house off Vedio learning. In his lineage (cinnse)

14 Which, by the wav, is (puce Ramanuja) the only correct view, not merely

because of the parallelism with K&thaku Upaniqud (III, 10), but also

because according to IIhug. Gita III, 40 the Evil One can penetrate into

mail only as far as his buddlii and, consequently, “he" who is “beyond buddhi”

must be the one and only stronghold from which, according to III, 43, h&ma can

bo successfully combated, i.e., the Citman.

15 Ad XII, 12 also A.’s padaccheda is not that of the commentator cen-

sured by Sankara (anUdi matparam), whom Mr. TC. believes to be Bhaskara,

but the common one.

16 Excepting the rather large number of extracts given by me in KTtTth.
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(a son) studded with his own high virtues was emitted (to life) and

called Knna. And by this (Kona’s) brother Rama, who was like him,

this commentary lias been written.” 17 On the other hand there is the

tradition that he wag a pupil of Utpaladeva- and thus a fellow-student

of Laksmana, one of the Gurus of Abhinavagupla. If this is true,

his time must be the first half of the tenth century, and he would

have been much younger than his brother. Abhinavagupta is silent

about him, excepting possibly the fifth of his opening stanzas which

can be understood to refer to the voluminousness and insufficient depth'

of R.’s work. Mr,. Tadpatrikar rightly observes 18 that his commen-

tary gives the impression of his having been a. jiianfiTcarmasam-

uacuyuvCulin ; and this would indeed also account for Ahhiuavagupta’s

silence. The same scholar says: “The identity of this Ramakantha

is a little doubtful.” He seeons to mean that the Gita commentator

is not the same as the author of the Spaudavivrti, This is possible,

but the reason given for it is insufficient. 1 '

Older still than Ramakantba’s commentary, and, indeed, the

oldest Gita commentary of Kashmir Saivism (though hardly the first

Gita commentary in Kashmir) is Yasugupta’s Vdsavi Tikd

which is unfortunately lost, with the possible exception of its first six

chapters. 20 Vasugupta must have lived in the first half of the ninth

century. Let us lfope that the Research Department of the Kashmir

State will see to it that Raaiiakantlia’s commentary and what may

still' be there of Vasugupta’e will soon be published.

Was there a Gita commentary also by Y a d a v a p r a k a s a

who was Ramanuja’s first teacher and taught a philosophy of bheda-

17 Of. S. N. Tadpatrikar, Srtrnad Bhauuvudoitu (Pratinidhi Series No. 1). p. 8.

18 Loc. cit,, Notes, p. 1.

19 The colophons do not consistently give the name of the Gita commenta-

tor as Ramakantha, but about half of them call him Ramakavi which agrees

with kweivara in one of the concluding stanzas. Such variations of names are,

however, not uncommon. The colophons in Spandavivrti call the author

simply R5ma, except the last which gives his full name as Rajanaka Srl-

Ramakantha.

20 See Ohatterji loc. cit., p. 37, who believes those six chapters to have

been incorporated into a later Gita commentary called Lasaki (by Rajanaka

Lasakaka) of which manuscripts are available.
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bherfa of a more realistic (pluralistic) type than that of the Vedontin

BhAskaraP As a matter of fact, he is mentioned as a Gita commen-

tator by Vedantadegika. I cannot remember having seen any quota-

tions from that work; if there are any, they should be brought to

light.31

Vedantadesika’s list of Gitai commentators, at the end of his com-

ment's on Ramanuja’s Glitabhfibya on XVIII, 66, to which

Mr. Krishnamurti calk attention, is welcome, even though it might

not help us much. The order: of the names (PUaca^Rantideva^Gwptar-

Bukhara - Yu{'wapmhilsa - Biidsham-NdniyuneiryOr-Yajilcisvamirprublirid-

yaJj), which is evidently meant to he chronological, suggests that

according to V. the three firUt-nomed have preceded Sankara. Can the

first, P i 6 a o a ,
have anything to do with that clumsy work called

Pakaca-bhusya and ascribed to HanumatP 32 or are title and author’6

name a mere trick for hiding a modern compilation under the veil of

antiquity P It looks 'like a bad rechauffe of Sankara’s Gitabhasya, but

possibly copyists and editor have made it worse than it was.

At present, then, Sankara’s Gitabhasya is still the oldest

one we possess. There is therefore every reason for congratulating Mr,

B. N. Krishnamurti Sanaa on his having succeeded in showing that

this Gitabhasya really is, or, to> say the least, can indeed be, the work

of the g-reat Vedantin. 33 For, this had so far. been doubted by many

a scholar, for some time also by tlie present writer. There were just these

two possibilities: either the Bhasya is genuine, viz., a juvenile work of

Sankara’s; or it is not his but the work of a later author who had not

entirely assimilated the views of Sankara and succeeded but imperfectly

in imitating his language. I decided for myself in favour of the former

view, but expected someone else to do the painstaking work of providing

21 It would be well if everythiny said by or about him would bo collected

ns also tbe whole information available on Bhaskara, excepting, of course his

published work which, however, also deserves to be translated. I suggest; a

booklet entitled “Bhaskara and Yadavapi'ok5j$a’’ and giving first the extracts

and then two sketches trying to reconstruct, as far as possible, the two systems.

22 Badly edited in the Anonduiftama Series, No. 44.

23 See “Sankara’s authorship of the Glta-Bkasya,” in Annals of the

Hhandarkar ltesearch Institute, vol. XIV, (1933), pp. 3&-60.

I.H.Q., JUNE, 1934 19
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the proof for it on strictly philological lines, viz., by comparing, with

attention to every detail, Sankara's Glkabliasya with) his Brahmasutra-

bhusya. I thought of a moiie comprehensive inquiry than Mr. Krishna-

nuirt'i’s, but, seeing what he has done, admit that he has sufficiently

proved his case.
2 '1 There remains one more point concerning the

character! of the Ofltabkasya to which I wish stil'l to call attention

before concluding. If Sankara’s praguru, or, as some would have it,

bis direct teacher, was Gaudapada, how can it be accounted foil that

in this juvenile work, of his, the Gltabhiisya, he appears to be even less

affected by Gaudapada’ s extreme idealism than in the Brahrnasutra-

bhasya which r e j e c t s the Buddhist vijndnavwla and lias but two

quotations from the Maudukya-Kuri leas (III, 15 and I, 10)? The Gitu-

bhasya professes in its very introduction a standpoint widely different

from Gaudapada’s by declaring that the Lord, “ever possessed of

;

jndna
,

aisvarya, sakti, bala, virya, and tejas (which are the six

‘aprakrta gunas’ of God in the Paficairatra.!) and keeping control of

the mulaprakrti, viz., his vaisnavl vidyd consisting of the three gunas,”

condescended to he horn, with a part of his
(
amsena ), a.s Krsna, son of

Devald by Vusudeva. This is hardly what we should expect of an

enthusiastic young pupil of Gaudapada ! And would not such a one

have felt irresistibly tempted to quote liis guru’s karika or at least to

refer to him with one or two words at such passages as Bhag. Gita

24 We are glad to learn that also the problem of the authorship

of Brhaddninyakopuiiisact-hliusyii has been recently solved in favour of Snfikara,

via., by Miss Kaethe Marschner in her excellent thesis (for the Pli. D.) entitled

“Zur Verfasserfrage des dem Samkaracarya zugeselirieheneu Brliadaranyako-

panisad-B liasya” (Berliu-Charlottenburg, 1933). The authoress comes to the

conclusion that there is nothing in that Bhnsya which could not he attributed to

Sankara himself. The doubt as to the authorship seems to have crept up through,

the late Prof. Deussen who called attention (in “Sechsig Upanishad’s des Veda,”

p. 478, n. 1) to Sankara’s accepting, in his • Jirh. Up. Bhusya on IV, 4, 17, an

explanation of paUca januh which is at variance with Bralimasutra T, 4. 12 and

is in Saiikara :

s commentary thereon added only as that of hecit. Miss. M. thinks

that in this case Sankara, after vacillating in his Sutrabhasva, veutured in his

Upanisaclbliasya to discard Badarayana. A more serious case is the totally

different explanation of hahjam, in Su.Blid., Ill, 4, 10 and Up.Blid., Ill, 5, 1.

But this again may simply mean a change of opinion.
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II, 16 (comp. Gaud. Ear., IV, 31)? This complete silence is suspici-

ous, and the sole explanation of it I can think of is that Sankara wrote

his Gitabhasya before becoming acquainted with the work of

Gaudapada. The latter has undoubtedly played .a part in Sankara’s

evolution, but not, apparently, from the beginning- and never an

overwhelming one. This opinion would have to be modified, as to its

latter part, only if the Ma|nd u,k,ya-blfasya could be proved to be really

a work of Sankara. 25 Tor, then indeed we should have to assume a

period in Sankara's life in which he was obsessed by Gaudapada. For,

not only the Sutra-bhauya, but also most, if not all, of Sankara’s

Lpanisad commentaries can apparently, for linguistic and internal

reasons, not belong to a time before the Milndukya-bhasya . A minute

examination, from all points of view, of the Mandukynbliasya is, at. any

rate, a great desideratum.

F. Otto Schbadeh.

25 I have not so far seen any criticism of Pandit Vidhusekhara Bhntta.
’harya’s remarkable article '“Sankara’s Commentaries on the Upauisads” (see

Sir Ashutosh Mookerjee Silver Jubilee Volumes, vol. Ill, 1925-27) except Mr. T.
It. Chintilmniji's paper “Sankara—the commentator on the Mnnilukyn Kfirikns”
(see pp. 419-425 of the Proceedings and Transactions of the Third Oriental Con-
ference, Madras) which is sound but touches a few points only, and not, e.g., the
objection to cluhMatmaka iltma. Dasgnpta without giving reasons, includes the
Mflmlflkya-bhasya in his list of works attributed to Safikara which appear to

him “to be his genuine works;’’ and equally A. Venkatasubiah and B. N.
Krislmamurti Sanna in their stirring papers on the Knrikivs and
their relation to the prose text of the Upanisad make use
ol the Bhasya as a genuine work of Sankara—The other Blmsyas not as-

cribed by Vidhusokhara to the author of the Sfltra.bh5s.va are the Yiikya-bliasya
on Kenopanisad. the Bhasya on Nrsimhapurvatiipaniyil, and tl-.at on
SvetaiSvatara. Among those which might have to be added to this list is

P ra.^nopan isad-bbasya, because (as pointed ont.by Denssen, loc. cit., p. 570, n.

the explanation it gives of jivagliana (ad V, 5) is not identical with SaAkara’s
in his interpretation of the same TTpanisad passage in his Bhasya on Srahma-

ifitra I, 3, 13, but is only added there as the view of “another’’ commentator
(apara h). However, this case differs hut little from the first mentioned in the
preceding note and seems, therefore, to leave room for a similar explanation.



MISCELLANY

A Further Note on the Origin of the Bell Capital *

II

Dr. Coomaraswamy on the Diffn.iioni.si Hypothesis

Dr. Ooomarswamy finds fault with the diffusionist hypothesis on

several grounds. I shall briefly discuss them as follows:—
(a) Chronology. I have said that ‘references to pre-existing

stone columns in the edicts of Asoka cannot he interpreted as denoting

their existence much, earlier than the reign of Asoka. or the Mmryan

period, though some of them may be assigned to the two preceding

reigns.’ vol. VII, p. 227). Notwithstanding Megasthenes’ notice

of Candragupta’s palace at Patna, our knowledge of his building acti-

vities can only be described as meagre, while of those of Bindusara, we

are completely ignorant. My theory does not lequire that A6oka

should have sent his architects to the ruins of Persepolis, burnt down

more than sixty years earlier, in order to obtain material for the construc-

tion of ‘period architecture’ in Indio.. In fact, I have got no con-

temporary literary document to show whether Mauryan architecture

was the creation of Greek, Persian or Indian architects. 22 As lo

the Persepolitan structures having- been destroyed at the time, we

know that- inspite of the destruction wrought by fire and1 weather,

“the site was never at any time forgotten. . . . Since the end of the

18th century, the curious traveller to Persia has noted with interest

the ruins on the terrace at Persepolis, and from the' description of

early visitors we know that they greatly deteriorated during the

past century. Their excavation has yielded few surprises, for the re-

mains were all above the ground and the great stone columns are still to

be seen, standing upon the original 'level df the platform.” 21

* Continued from p. 136 of this volume.

22 But cf. El., vol. VUI, pp. 36-49; X Appendix (Luders, H.), pp.

99-100, No. 965, where Tusaspha, a Yavanaraja, is credited with the construction

of certain pranulis in the dam of the SudarfSana lake at Girnar.

23 Pijoan, Joseph - A History of Art, Barcelona, 1917, vol. I, p. 128.

“For about 150 years,” writes Ourzon in his Persia and the Persian
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(b) Morphology : The differ'euce between Indian and Persian

columns and capitals, alluded to by Dr. Coomaraswamy, has been

pointed out not only by Prof. Chanda whom he cites, but some

work has also been done by me in that connection. 24 As already

stated! these differences are satisfactorily explained in the diffusionist

hypothesis.

(c) technique : Dr. Coomaraswamy distinguishes between

Persian and Mauryau architecture as follows:—
(i) Pertian:

Material ; Soft limestone.

Construction result of a masonry technique, the tall columns

being mafle up of superposed cylindrical sections.

(ii) Mauryan:.

Material : hard sandstone of the Ganges valley.

Construction : had its immediate origin in carpentry: the

smooth cylindrical column and the octagonal construction-

al type with square base are immediate reproductions of

wooden forms.

In this connection we should note the following:

—

(i) Persian Architecture.

Material : The limestone which supplied the building material

at Pasargadai, Persepolis and Susa is one 'of good' quality’ and, comes

from “the upper geological stratum of the Iranic plateau, on the

south of Teheran,’ and “some (of its) varieties are so fine, hard

and close-grained as almost to deserve the name of marble.” 21

Construction : “The hardness of the stone which the rocky soil

Question- (vol. II, 148 ff.) in 1892, “the platform (of Persepolis) lias been

called Toklit-i-Jamsliid. . . . Its earlier name, which cun be traced

ns far as the. fourteenth century, and also still survives, was Chehel Minar, i.e.

Forty Minarets or Spires, an allusion to the big columns ot the Hall of Xerxes,

which originally numbered many more, but have steadily dwindled for

centuries.”

24 Mitra, A. K.—‘Mauryan Art,’ IRQ., vol. Ill, no. 3, Sept. 1927, pp. 641-63.

25 Perrot and Cliipiez

—

A History of Ait in Persia-, p. 47 and note 1.

“Short of marble, to which in grain and surface tone it approximates, a finer

material cannot anywhere be fonnd.” Curzon, op. fit., p. 152,
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of Persia yielded in great abundance,” according to Perrot and

Chipiez, “not only permitted, but counselled the employment of

materials of great size. The highest columns at Persepo'lis, those the

total height of which is almost twenty metres, are not made like the

Grecian supports, of cylindrical drums of mediocre height, but are

composed of two or three segments at most. Thus, in the substructure

of the Takht-i-Jamshid platform are blocks 4 in. 50 cm. long, whilst

the window and niche frames of the Palace of Darius were cut 'from,

one single block.” 30 “Several steps” of the main staircase at

Persepolis, “in one instance (noted by Ouseley, 1811) ap many as six-

teen or seventeen, are hewn out of a single block of limestone,” each

being 22\ ft. wide, 15 inches broad and' less than 4 incliesi deep.

Origins-. “We have,” to quote Russell Sturgis, “in the Persian

work of the fifth and fourth centuries B.C. . .... the rapid intro-

duction .... of an architectWe, wholly columnar, but with its

columns so slender and! so widely spaced that, it almost certainly ori-

ginated in the use of wooden columns, often set upon stone ba.ses or in

metal sockets, and carrying a superstructure of wood. Indeed, the

wooden roof and' ornamental cresting probably remained to the end;

and helped in the development of a somewhat fantastic method of

design.” 37

(ii) Mauhyan Architecture.

Material : The sandstones employed by the Mauryan architects

come from the great Vindhyan system which ‘provides incomparable

sandstones and limestones’. 38 I am not sure, however, if the former

is “almost as hard as marble.”

Construction

:

The Dhvajastamblias are, so far as we know, made

of two blocks of stone, one for the shaft and the other for the capital

:

a third block having been used for the wheel emblem of the Saruath

pillar. The late Mauryan pillars discovered in fragments at Sarnatb

in 1914-15 must have been made of three or four Mocks o‘f stone,

26 Perrot and CShipiez

—

Op. cit., pp. 69-70; Curzon, op. cit., p. 354.

27 Russell Sturgis—A History of Architecture

.

vol. I, London, 1906, p. 80.

28 Imperial Gazetteer, vol. I, p. 62;' vol. HI, pp. 148-49,
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though their shafts which were of no great height, were monolithic.

The archstone from Patna testifies to> a masonry technique .

10

Origins

:

I do not deny that Malayan craftsmen took over certain

motifs from contemporary wooden architecture. In fact ,ihe mono-

lithic dail of Sarnath30 is derived from a wooden prototype. But no

carpenter would undertake its construction out of a single block of

29 Sfcoue construction in India dates from prehistoric times. Abundant evi-

dence lias been collected by Majumdar (Amri in the Indus Valley,

—

India in

1929-80, Calcutta, 1931, pp. 368-54; Ali Murad and Lohri, near Johi, Larkana

District, - India in 1930-31, Calcutta, 1932, p. 484); by Hargreaves (Sohr Damb,

Nal, in Baluchistan, Excavations in Baluchistan in 1926, Sampur mound,

Mastung and Sohr Damb, Nal), Memoirs of the Archaeological Survey of India,

No. 85, Calcutta, 1929; (see also Btihler, E.H. Gaorbauds in Baluchistan,

AS1AR., 1903-04, .pp. 194-201) and by Stein in Waziristan and Baluchistan, - An

Arehteological Tour in Waziristan and N. Baluchistan, Calcutta, 1929, Mem.

ASI., No. 37). Stone built cities {aiiHuniiiuyl pm) are referred to iu Vedic

literature. Mitra, Raiendrulula - Iudo-Aryans, Calcutta, vol. I, pp. 24-28;

Chanda, Ramaprasad, - The Indus Valley in tlie Vedic period, Mem. ASI., No.

81, pp. 8-4. At the Bhir mound, Taxila, the rubble masonry probably goes back

to the 7th century B.C. ASIAR., 1919-20, pt. I, p. 20 ft., and 1920-21, pt. I, p.

17ff. Stone masonry is mentioned in connection with Alexander's siege of

Massuga, (M’Crindle, J. W. - The Invasion of India by Alexander the Great,

Westminister, 1896, pp. 194-196). By circa the 6th century, the stone mason

Kotfahu) is found to have been at work as far east as Rajgir.

For the origins of columnar architecture in Didia wo need not turn only

to the wooden posts and props that, featured iu
.

Vedic building. At Siktagon

Dor, in Gedrosia, Major Modeler and Sir A. Stein (An Archaeological Tour in

Gedrosia, Mem. ASI., No. 43, Calcutta, 1931, p. 67), found some round stone

drums 8" high x 11" diain., evidently meant for supporting wooden posts.

Masonary pillars and pilasters, rectangular in form have been uneartlaed at

Molienjo-daro, where a striking example of their use is in the pillared liall, dis-

covered by Mr. Macknv, (Marshall, Sir John, Mohenjcrdaro and the Indus

Civilization, London, 1931, pp. 28-24, 160-165). Four square capitals, 12 inches

along each side and some 6 inches in height, made of limestone, with a project-

ing upper hand, horizontally disposed and turning off at the corners into spiral

volutes, have also been found in the same locality, (Marshall, op. cit., 191, FI.

CXXX. 22, also p. 264). At the Siah Damb, Nundara valley, Stein unearthed

certain collas with rectangular pillars of stone construction (Gedrosia, pp. 138-

144). At the Bhir mound, Taxila, Marshall also discovered a large oblong hall

With three curious square pillars of rubble masonry situated down in its middle,

(ASIAll., 1020-21, pt. I, pp. 22-23, PI. XIV, b>.

30 ASIAR., 1904-05, p. 68.
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wood. Tliis monument as well as the monolithic staircases from, near

the Jagat Sing Stiipa at Saruath8 * should be regarded' as Indian pro-

ducts inspired by the tradition of the window and the niche flumes of

the Palace of Darius andl the monolithic steps of the main staircase

at Persepolia.

In 1927, while pointing out the 11011-Achaemenian character of

the cylindrical but smooth shafts of the Mauryun Dhvaja-stambhas, I

had suggested theiu derivation from wooden prototypes such as the

funeral Stimuli of Nandangarh. 83 The Vedic hypostyle Sudan (sitting

room) of hlitra-Yanum is described as Saluinra-»iliilna .

a8 The Vedic

sabhii was an assembly hall, used for dioing, etc., and Sabha-stJuinu

signifies a dicer, 31 “doubtless because of his constant presence there.”

The epithet Saliasra-sthilna found in Muhubhdrata, II, 49.48,

d propos n sabhii whore dicing is to take place.
33 Our hall of Euinrahr

might have been just such a sabhib or sodas and might, conceivably,

preserve the form of the old Vedic sthuitu30 or wooden post in

structural >use.

On the other hand, the pl'ain and unfluted appearance of the

Mauryan shafts might have been occasioned by the difficulties

presented by the material. It might also have boon designed for

presenting a deliberate contrast, with the highly ornate member on its

top. Above all, in tracing the cylindrical and tapering form of tho

31 437Alt., 1907-08, pp. 64-65. The inscription (op, fit., p. 73) is evidently

much later (200-300 A.D.).

32 Mitra, A. K., ‘Mauryan Art’ 1HQ., vol. Ill, p. 544, footnote 3; AMAli.,

1906-07 (misprinted 1908-09), pp. 123-24, PI. XL.

33 B(j., It. 41.5:

RajimavitTiabliidruLia dhruve sadasyuttame/

saliasrusthuna asate-//

also V. 62. 6.

34 Maedonell and Koith, Vedic Index, vol. II, pp. 420-27.

35 Roy, P. C., Mah&bh&ratum., Sk. 1800

:

sthnnasahasraib brhatim satadvaram sabhain mama/

manoramam darsanlyam aiu kurvantu siilpinah/ /

36 Maedonell and Keith, op. cit., p. 488. The persistence of terminology

alone cannot, however, be regarded as positive proof of a morphological survival.

The hybrid charactcer of the Achaemenian pillars, described as ‘stunci in the

inscriptions,, is a case in point.
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Mauryau shafts to a wooden prototype, I was certainly wrong not to

take into consideration the short, cylindrical and tapering- pillars of

rubble masonry, discovered by Marshall in the Pre-Hellenic strata at

the Bhir mound, which seem to be exotic at Taxila. 47 I am, there-

fore, not now in a position to take for granted the wooden and indige-

nous origin' of the cylindrical shaft of the Dhvaja-stambha, aa

advanced by me six years ago,

The evidence for the origin of the octagonal shaft is no less con-

flicting. GanguliV* opinion (which is adopted, by Ur. Cooruara-

swamy30
)

that the form was derived from Astdsm or eight sided

yupoa or (wooden) sacrificial posts, is apparently strengthened by

Capart’s view a projjos the polygonal pillar in Egypt that it was deriv-

ed from a wooden prototype, 40
as well as by the fact that an octugonal

shaft (of wood) of a toa'una pillar has been discovered by Mr.

Monoranjan Ghosh,41 close to the wooden pallisades of Pataliputm.

But we must not forget that the yupos were cult objects having at

their tops a wooden head ring (cupula), some eight or nine inches

high, eight cornered
;

narrower in the middle like a mortar, and

hollowed out as to allow its being fixed on the shaft. No> such ring

appears on these pillars. Further, the aforesaid toraipx pillar has

been exposed only to the depth of some 13 ft. and its date relative to

the timber pallisades (which may or may not have been Pre-Mauryan)

has not been ascertained. That the octagonal form is represented' in

the shaft on the Mauryan standard bowl oi Sanchi, of course, proves

nothing, a,s it may well have been derived! from contemporary archi-

tecture or from objects like the yupfis which were not meant for struc-

tural purposes. 43

37 AStAli., 1919-20, pt. I, pp. 22-23.

38 Gauguli, Mauoanohan, ‘Arohit. from tlie Vcdic period,' JBORti., vol.

XII, 1920, pp. 192-215; ‘Indian Archit. from the post-Vedic Period,’ Ibid., pp.

406-24; ‘A Survey of Indian Arehit.’, Ibid., pp. 464-70.

39 Coomaraswamy, History of Indian and Indonesian- Art, p. 17, footnote 6,

“octagonal columns are essentially Indian.”

40 Capart, op. cit., p. 111. 41 AS1AR., 1926-27, p. 138.

42 Catalogue of the Sanchi Mvseum of Archaeology, Hamid, Kak & Chanda,

Calcutta. 1922, A. 10, PI. VI.

I.H.Q., JUNE, 1934 20
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In these circumstances, the fragment of an octagonal pillar of

white marble from Taxila iuseiibed with the Aramaic edict of

Asoka, 43
is of considerable interest. According to Ganguli, it was

made octagonal after the old Vedio tradition of the yupa. “The

reason will he best understood,” says he, “if we try to

find out, either in parts or in entirety, a single octagonal column

in Eg-ypt, Assyria, Babylon, Persia and Greece, which, according to

the advocates of the Graeco-Bactrian School, furnished to India the

models of art and architecture.” It may be observed, however, that

plain polygonal shafts with more' or 'less numerous faces appear in

Egyptian architecture, from very ancient times. “Some octagonal

ones occur in the Vth dynasty. In the Xllth dynasty they are six-

teen-sided1

,
keeping the four main faces hat and slightly hollowing

the others .... This was continued! in the earlier part of the

XVIIIth dynasty, but after that, the polygonal form almost

disappears” (Petrie).
44

The German excavations at Ashur led to> the discovery of the

capital of a column made of black basalt, together with a portion of

shaft, which is sixteen-sided, probably belonging to about

the time of Tiglath Pileyer I (1100 B.O.). An eight-sided basalt column,

bearing an inscription of Shamh-i-Aclad1

,
the sou of the former, was

also unearthed at the same place. At Karambs an octagonal column

was discovered apparently- belonging to the Parthian period43 In

the circumstances, it is to be noted that, whereas, the Mauryan artists

used the Yind.hyan sandstone (unless when working on the living

rock), (a) the Ta.xiln column was cut from white marble40 and (b) was

found at a place which stood on the highways of commerce then com-

43 Marshall, Sir John, A Guide to 'J'ujihi, Calcutta, 1921, pp. 9, 77-78, PI.

XIII (a); Herzfeld, EL, vol. XIX, pt. VI, April, 1928, pp. 25-53, and Pis.

4 Petrie, W.M.F., Arts and Crafts of Ancient Egyiit, pp. 67-68; Capart,

op. cit ., pp. 111-113; Perrot & Chipiez, H.A.l.A. Egypt, II, p. 95.

45 Percy, S.P., Mesopotamian Archaeology
,

London, 1912, p. 167, and

footnote.

46 Limestone is available at Taxila from the neighbouring ridge of hills

stretching along this tract of country froin N.E. by E. to S.W. by W.—Marshal),

op. cit., p. 2.
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mun icoting with Iran, Mesopotamia and W. Asia, (where the Armaio

script employed’ in the pillar edict prevailed). These considerations

forbid, our unreserved acceptance of Dr. CoomaraswamyV dictum that

‘octagonal columns are essentially Indian,’17 and raise the question

whether the appearance of octagonal columns in Indian architecture

was not due to inspiration from the Middle East.

Dr. Coomarasicamy on the origin of the Lotus Capital

Dr. Coomara&wamy has never explicitly stated that the lotus (so

called Bell) capital (as he terms it) was “of W. Asiatic origin at some

pre-Achaemenid period.” Adverting to “the A&kan lotus or ‘bell’

capital” and the Achaemenian pillar bases, he remarks, however, that

“the tiro types are to he regarded as parallel derivatives from older

forms current in Western Asia. Northern India had long

formed part of the Western Asiatic cultural complex; inheritance of

common artistic traditions, rather than late borrowing, affords the

key to Indo-Persian affinities.”
18 .As we have no evidence whether

tlie said ‘older forms’ had been also current in Northern India wlron

it “formed part of the W. Asiatic cultural complex” (pp. 3 & 11 of

Iris History), and as the common existence of a few traits like painted

pottery does not necessarily create any presumption in favour of other

traits or trait elements, I think my deduction in question is not

unjustified.

Again, if the Persian and Mauryan forms are really parallel

derivatives from older forms current in W. Asia, as Dr. Coomaraswamy

47 Coomaraswamy, op. cit., p. 17, footnote 6.

A small octagonal weight of stone (Vs. 647) has been unearthed at Mohen-

jo-daro, AS1AB., 1926-26, p. 86. But the Indus Valley pillars were quad-

rangular in form. From Bardi, Cist. Ajmere, comes a fragment of n hexagonal

shaft (of marble), incised with a record which has been claimed to be of pre-

Mauryan date, hut may not be pre-AiSokan, Indian Antiquary, December, 1929,

p. 229. For hexagonal columns in Egypt see Gwuilt, J. (Revised by Papvorth,

W.) Encylopa edict, of Architecture, London, 1899, p. 37.

48 Idem-., Ristory oj Indian and Indonesian Art, p. 17, footnote 6. Of. Fabri,

C.L., 'Mesopotamian and Early Indian Art Com-parisons, 1932, pp. 222-253,

specially p. 232.
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assumes, the latter may be presumed to have been characterized by

equally close resemblance with them, andl their invention could, not

have taken place at a date far removed in antiquity from their ap-

pearance in Iran and India. But Dr. Coomariwwamy does not tell us

if he has come across any moulding .in W. Asiatic architecture or in

that of the Indus Valley which satisfies the above conditions. A

peculiar moulding- like this could not have appeared independently and

simultaneously in all the culture foci lying between the Mediterranean

and the Ganges valley. So that we have to localize the exact source

from which bell capital might have been inherited by Achaemenian

and Mauryan architectures and determine the manner, of its appear-

ance in Iran and India. This source may have been in Egypt or in

Iran, but the fact remains that the Achaemenian architects gave it u

distinctive physiognomy which again is reflected in the Mauryan

mouldings. Clvanda
'19 and myself arc, therefore, agreed upon the point

that the remarkable affinities between tbe Achaemenian pillar base and

the Mauryan capital, in general shape as well as in small details are ex-

plained only on1 the diffusionist hypothesis, and this view has been

accepted by Bachhofer'1 " and ltene Grousset .

91
If, again, we recog-

nize in the distinctive features of the Mauryan school the survival of

“an architecture related to the older art of W. Asia, already

current in India before the Mauryan period,,” as suggested by Dr.

Coomaraswamy, we have not only to define the exact nature of the

relationship of that pre-Mauryan architecture with those of "VV. Asia

and trace ita survival on Indian soil, but also to explain the revolu-

tionary changes in technique and workmanship exhibited by Sung1a

49 Olianda, R., 'Ths Beginning of Art in Eastern India etc.,’ Memoirs

of Archaeological Survey of India, No. 30, pp. 29-30.

50 .Rachhofer, Ludwig—Marly Indian Sculpture, vol. I, Paris 1929, p. 4.

51 Grousset (op. cit,, pp. 84-87), describes the lower moulding of the Mauryan
capital as that ‘of a hell shaped reversed lotus' (of. supra, note 21, for Perrot

and Ohipiez on the shape of the Egyptian campaniform capitals, which resem-

bles the general lines of some flowers belonging to the family of the eampanvlaceae

rather than that of the nymphaeceae). In agreement with Chanda he. has 'no

hesitation in regarding this highly important innovation (viz. Maurya art) as

the effect of Graeco-Persian influence.’ Cf. Roger Pry, The Arts of Painting and

Sculpture, London, 1932, p. 85.
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art and architecture as contrasted with the Mauryan. Curiously

enough, the characteristic Mauryan varnish is retained in Sarnath

work (inscribed) of the first century B.C .,
32 and probably also in

Patna work of a similar date, so that its absence in Saiga work from

Sanchi, Bkarhut, etc., also demands an explanation.

In short, in dealing with problems of this type, greater import-

ance should always be attached to the evidence of archaeology rather

than to a priori considerations. In the present case the archaeological

evidence is admitted by Dr. Coomaraswamy when he says that “in all

probability some western, probably Auhaemenid, influence is

present in Afokan art.
83

Acitcuta Kumar Mitk a

62 ASIAIi., 1914-16, pp. 111-117, 120-128, and Pis.

In llQpam, April-Oetober, 1030, p. 3, Dr. Coomaraswamy in reviewing Dr.

Bachhofer’s Indian Sculpture, concedes that “the technique of polishing sand-

stone may perhaps he of foreign origin; hut we must remember- that the Indians

were expert in polishing small hardatones (goms), and oven in working sandstone

(Bhir monud and Sankisa discs) before Asoka.” Is it suggested that the tehcni-

ques erf polishing small gems and varnishing sculptures and architectural monu-

ments are one and the samo? By what criterion are the Taxila discs assigned

to the pre-ASokn times? Of. Marshall, Sir John, ifnhenjo-daro, etc., pp. 62-63,

Pis. XIII, fig. 14, OLIX, figs. 9 & 10.

63 llUpam, April-Oetober, 1930, p. 4. In the same review (p, 3) Dr. Coomara-

swamy exclaims, "Can anybody seriously doubt that wooden ‘bell' capitals and

others with addorsed animals, existed in India before the time of Atoka?”, cf.

Spedizione Italians. De Fillippi Nell’ Himalaya, Caraeorum E Turchestan Cinese

(1913-14, Serie II, vol. 9; B. Biasutti E.G. Dainelli I Tipi TJmani E Bologna

Tav. XXXII, fig. 1; LII. fig. 1; LVTII, fig. 1; also Stein, Sir A., On Alexander’

«

Track to the Indus, London, 1929, pp. 63-64. It is not unlikely that bell capitals

made their first appearance in Indian Art during the reigns of Candragupta or

BinduB&ra. That possibility, however, is no proof of its existence in pre-Mauryan

wooden architecture.
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In Liu learned article (above IHQ., X. pp. 139 if.) on ‘the Home of.

Arya Deva,’ Dr. Nalinaksha Dutt brings forward formidable arguments

in support of Lip theory, viz. that Simhapura was in the north-west of

India. His arguments on the whole seem to be quite sound. But there

are one or two statements which Dr. Dutt makes that may be questioned.

He writes thus:
—“In any ease, there is no doubt that Arya Deva was

born in Simhapura. It is a wel'l-laiown place c>f the north-west.” 1 From

the evidence df the MaliCivaHv
,

the Jutalas, DivyuracTuna, and the

Chronicles, it is clear, Dr. Dutt asserts, that “there were in ancient

India at least two towns of the name of Sihapura, one in Kaliiiga and

the other in the north-west, and the latter seems to. be more historical

than the former”. 2

We may certainly concede to the statement that there may have

been two or. more towns hearing the same name in ancient India. But

with latter part of Dr. Dutt’s assertion we cannot agree on historical

grounds. That the Simhapura of Kaliiiga is less historical than the

Siiphapura of the north-west—the exact location of which is as yet a

matter of uncertainty—, we are not prepared to admit. On the strength

of literature and epigraphica'l records, we may assert that the Simha-

pura of Kalihga was a. great centre which has figured in the annals

of India and Ceylon.

We shall first turn to Ceylon to find out some definite evidence of

the importance of the Simhapura of Kalihga. This city gave that

island a great dynasty of kings. Epigraphies! evidence tells us that

the kings NiWanka Malla and Sahasa Maila were sons of the Kalihga

king Goparaya of Simhapura. King SrI-Jayagotra (i.e., Goparaya) is

called the glory, of the “dynasty which reigned in the city of Simha-

pura”. 2 King Sahasa Maila, who ascended the throne in A.D. 1200,* is

styled thus:—.“The glorious Sahasa Maila, lord of the Simhalas, the

head of the Kalihga dynasty, having come here from Kalihga,

1 IHQ., X. p. 139. 2 Ibid., p. 142.

3 Edward Mtiller, Ancient Inscriptions of Ceylon., I
,

pp. 128-129

London, 1883.

4 -JRAS., for 1909, pp. 327, 331.
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descended from the unbroken line of' kings of Kalinga emperors who

in the glorious line of the Iksvaku family had reduced alll cak,ravarli®

under one umbrella whom Sri Goparaja had generated 'from the womb
of the gieat queen Bahiduloka at Simhapura ,,;i

The Mahavamsu relates that Tilokasundan, the queen of Vijaya-

bahu I, was a princess of Kalinga.® Three relatives of this queen,

one of whom was named Mudhukannava, are said in the same Chronicle

to have come to Ceylon from Sihapura.

7

Do literary and epigraph ic&l records of tire mainland confirm the

evidence of Ceylonese epigraphs and chronicle® about the existence of

Simhapura or Sihapura in Kalihga? The earliest evidence is found in

the Tamil classic Manimekhalai. Manimekha’lai’s mother in the shape

of an image at Vafiji, relates that two princes “cousins by birth and

ruling respectively in Simhapura and Kapilu in the fertile country of

Kalinga, fell to fighting against each other in great hatred- This

war between Vasu and Kumtira 'left the country desolato for six guvudas

(leagues), and made, it impossible for any body to approach on account

of the prevalence of the war. A merchant Saiigama by name with his

wife, eager after profit, went there to sell jewellery and other articles at

Singapuram”.'

We are unable, it has to be confessed, to identify for the present

the two princes mentioned 'in the Tamil classic. Likewise are we un-

certain about the exact identity of the following king mentioned in

connection with the same Singapuram or Simhapura. An undated

epigraph informs us that a Pallava king named Candiaditya erected a

rock-cut temple dedicated to Siva at Simhapura. 0

The existence of a dynasty of ’kings at Siiphaptira in 'Kalinga is

vouched for by inscriptions found in that province. The Honiara

plates of king Candavarman relates that the ruler, who is called a

5 Muller,Ana. Ins. Cey., I., p. 186; see also JRAS., for 1913, p. 518.

6 Mah&vamsa, cb. 59, v.'29. Colombo, 1877. King Vijayabahu. I is said

to have reigned from A.D. 1054 to A.D. 1109. JRAS-, for 1918, pp. 519-520.

7 Mah&vamsa, ch. 59. v. 46; JRAS., 1918, p. 520, n. 1.

8 Manimekhalai, BK. XXVI. p. 187, Dr. S. Krishnaswami Aiyangar’s ed.

9 Epidraphicol Report for the Southern Circle for 1916, p. 114.
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glorious Maharaja, issued his grant from his victorious (city) of Sirnha-

])ura. ,u Dr. Hultzsch’s remark,* on the reason for identifying this

lulex; with a member of the Salahkajyana dynasty, given in the? course

of editing the Komarti plates, may be recalled here. 11 From the same

city (the victorious Sihapura), the glorious Maharaja Umavarman the

lord oi: F alihga, who was devoted to the feet of (his) father, male a

specified grant in the thii'tieth regnal year of his reign. 12 This town

called Simhapura or Sihapura has been identified with Singhpuram

between Chicacole and Narasannapeita. 13 It is also spelt Singa-

puram. 14

Dr. Nalinalksha Dutt makes another statement:—“Coming now

to the legend recorded in the Ceylonese chronicles about the settlement

of Sihabuliu’e son on the outskirts of Vahga and Kalihga, the present

writer meant that a new city was built up in the forest by the son of

Sxhabahu and it was named Sihapura after the lung”. 13 The reference

given is to the Mahavamw, VI, 35. Dr.’ Dutt peihaps refers to the same

town on p. 139. 13 This does not seem to be so. In the chapter on the

coming of Vijaya, as given in the Mahdvctomu, we are told that

Sxhabahu accepted the offer of kingship of the Vahgas but “handed it

over to his mother’s hxisband and he himself went with Sihasiyali tb

the land of his birth. There he built a city, and they called it Sihapura,

and with forest stretching a hundred yojanas around he founded

villages. In the kingdom of Lala, in that city did Sihabajiu, ruler of

men, hold sway when he had made Srhasxvati his queen”. 17
It thus

appears that that Sihapura mentioned in the Mahavainsa in connection

with Sihabahu, was not on the borders of Vahga and Kalihga but in

Lafa (or Radha), i.e., modern Gujarat.

10 Mpigiuphia Indica
,
IV. p. 145.

11 El., IV, p. 143. 12 El., XII.. p. 0.

13 Ibid., p. 4.

14 Sewell, Lists oj the Inscriptions in the Madras Presidency, I. p. 9.

16 1EQ., X. pp- 141-142.

16 No source for this piece of information is given but we are supposed to

refer to Jataka No. 422; Yuan Chicang
,

I, p. 249 (Watters
;
and MahCivamsa, II,

95, 98; in, 432, 238 ff.

17 Geiger-Bode, Mah&vainsa, p. 53.
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Dr. (then Mr.) Radha Govind Basak identified this Sihapura in

Lata with the Sinihapura mentioned in the Belava copperplate of king

Bhojavarmadeva dated in the fifth (regnal) year df the king. 14 The

editor Dr. Sten Konow rightly commented on the above saying that

we knew of princes whose names ended in varvian, and who ruled, from

Sinihapura and who were kings of Kalifiga. 1 *

We may digress a little here and examine the Belava plates of

king Bhojavarmadeva more minutely in order to find out that the

Sinihapura of Kalifiga has figured not only in the history of Ceylon,

the Tamil and Telugu lands but also in the annals of Bengal as well.

King Bhojavarmadeva was a ruler of Eastern Bengal. The Belava

plates relate, among other details, the following—that “the -carmans,

mailing themselves with their hairs standing on end in their enthusiasm

for the threo Yedns”,.... ..occupied Sinihapura which may he likened

to the cave of lions. 20 We may identify the Simhapurn mentioned here

with the Simhapura of Kalifiga, aud not, as Dr. Basak affirmed, with

the Sinihapura in La(a; and we may likewise assert that the va\rmans

referred to in the Belava plates belonged to the same family to which

•the Kalifiga kings Candavarman and Umavarman belonged. Tbe

following reasons confirm oilr assertions

:

,
(a) Tbe Bphatpro^ha grant of Maharaja Umavarman being

thus: “Om ! Hail! Erom the victoiious Sihapura, the lord of

Kalifiga, the glorious Maharaja Umavarman, who is devoted to the

feet of liis father”, etc. 21

This may be compared with the beginning in the Belava plates

!

“ the glorious Bhoja who meditated on the feet of ihe Mah.arsi.ja-

dhiraja Samalavamadeva ” 2a

The titles Kalifigadliipati (lord of Kalifiga) and the expression

“devoted to the feet of (the lord) (his) father” weio borne also by

18 EL, XR., p. 37. 19 Ibid., p. 37, n. 2.

20 EL, XII, p. 41. 21 Ibid., p. 6.

22 Ibid., p. 42. Mfiharajadhiraja Sam&lavarnmn is taken to be tbe father of

king Bhojavarmadeva. But thiYis only a supposition. For w. 9-14 do uot give

us ally reason for affirm,eg that Samalavarman was the father of Bhojavarmadeva.

The remarks of Drs. Sten Konow and Basak may be read hare.

JUNE, 1934 21
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.king's C'annavarman, Vijayanandivarman, and Nan claprabliaiijavar-

man as well .

23

(b) In (he Brhatprostha plates king Umavarman “commands

the ryots, accompanied by all (others) in tlie village of Brk atprostha,

while making the grant .

24

King Bhojavarmau in the Belava plates “duly pays respect to,

and informs and instructs all the required Rhjans, Rajanyakas, etc.

(a great many named), the citizens, and the cultivators, the Brahmanas

and the Bralimakula elders” on the occasion of making his grant .

25

(c) The Brhatprostha plates of king Umavarman end thus:

“(The above edict) was written by M vara, the son of Haridatta,

who was placed in charge of the Record Office (al-sapalalu) of the

district (de^a). 2 "

King Bhbjavnrmadeva's grant ends thus: “Signed (i.e., by the

king). After this, signed by the Mahaksapatalika (Records Keeper).
27

The similarity in tlie mode of beginning, continuing and endiug

their grants, as shown above, suggests that these rulers may have be-

longed to one and the same stock. We are not here concerned however

with the exact relationship that existed between kings Candavarman,

Umavarman on the one hand, and king Bhojadevaman on the oher
;
bub

we may note that the above mentioned records and literature contain

irrefutable proof of the existence of Simhapura in Kalinga.

B. A.. Saletobe.

25 El ., XII, p. 43.

26 Ibid., p. 4. 27 Ibid., .p, 43.

23 Indian Antiqua.ru, V. p. 176; XIII. 48; EL, IV., p. 143.

24 EL, XII., p. 6.



Simhapura

Dr. B. A. Saletore has questioned two of my statements made in

the paper “Home of Aryadeva” written in reply, to Prof. Vidhlusekhar

Sastri’s contention that the home otf Aryadeva was in Sihala (Ceylon).

What I contended '.for is that Aryadeva’s home was at Sihapura, which

should he located somewhere in Northern India, and suggested that

there were two Sibapuras, one in north-western India and another in

Kalinga. I had to prefer the former mainly for lack of evidences* in

favour of ihe other place excepting the tradition of the Mahava/msa.

Now that Dr. Saletore has brought forward a number of additional

evidences supporting the historicity of Slhapura of Kalinga, the little

doubt left in mind about the Ceylonese tradition regarding Slhapura

has been removed.

Dr. Saletore’s statement that the town of Slhapura founded by

Sihabahu was not on the borders of Yahga and Kalinga but was in

Gujerat is not however supported by the Mahdvamisa. I would like in

this connection to refer Dr. Saletore to a few passages in the work:

(i) The mother of Sihabahu accompanied the merchants who

were going towards Magadhn (ch. vi, 4)

(ii) The mother with the son and daughter left the forest and

first met her cousin, who was a Senapati posted by the king

of Yanga to control! the border country (paccanta^udhana)

(ch. vi, 16)

(iii) The people of the border-country made their complaint

about the lion to the king of Yanga, (hence the paccanta-

gdma must have been within his dominion) (ch. vi, 23)

(iv) It was just across the border country that the jdtibhumi of

Sihabahu was situated (ch. vi, 34).

And so how can it be identified with a place in Gujerat f

N. Dvtt
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JTVANI-KO$A, Yol. I (
Bh&ratlya-Pauraiiiha) by Pandit

Sasibhusan Vidyalankara. Demy Octavo, pp. 2200, Calcutta.

A Comprehensive Dictionary of Indian mythology haa

long been a desideratum for the furtherance of Indo'logical studies.

Pandit Sasibhusana Vidyalankara has earned tho gratitude of the

students of Hindu culture by compiling and publishing such a work.

The volume under review is the first part of his great dictionary (written

in Bengali) of the mythical and historical person-names of the different

countries of the world. The other parts which are in preparation will

deal with Indian and non-Indian historical characters ns well as non-.

Indian mythology.

The volume under review treats of the Indian mythological person-

names collected from all possible sources such as the Vedas, Bralimnnns,

Ifpaniaads, Sutras, Epics, Purauas, TJpapur&nas and Dharma^aatras;

Pandit Vidyalankara has most laboriously and patiently ransacked eighty-

four Sanskrit works—a number of which has not been translated, and

given almost all available pieces of information regarding tlie different

mythological heroes and heroines of India. These being furnished with

references to source-books will prove most useful to scholars who will

have anything to do with Hindu Mythology. It is written in good

literary style of Bengali, which encourages the greatest possible use of

Tatsama wonck.

As far as our knowledge goes such an exhaustive world on Indian

mythology has not yet been, published in any Indian language.

To give an idea of the very comprehensive character of the work it

may be mentioned that the article on Viivamitra covers nearly four of

its closely printed pages at cl is replete with information collected from

the Rg-veda, Manusamhita, Ramayana, Mahabkarata,Harivani6a Devi-

bhagavata and Matsya, Kui'ina, Varnana, Yisnu, Siva, S'kanda and

Markandeya Puranas. The articles on Visnu and Sri Krsna cover res-

pectively fifteen and forty-six pages and the lists of references are pro-

portionately long. It may .confidently be hoped that the present work
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trill remain for a long time a- standard work of reference on Hindu

mythology.

It is an arduous task. Pandit Vidyalankara has performed by com-

pleting the first part of his great' work, and we hope that the remaining

parts also will be completed and! published in due course.

M. M. Ghosh

SRIMAD-BHAGAVAD-GITa, edited with numerous variants

from old Kashmiran MSS, an introduction and notes, hy S.N.Tad-

patrikar. Bhandaikar Oriental Research Institute. Pratinidhi Series

No. 1. Poona 1934;

This little work, giving us a fresh edition of the text of the Gita

with Kashmirian variants, follow up the work of Prof. P. Otto Schrader,

who brought to light in 1930 the Kashmir recension of the text, along

with two commentaries thereon belonging to the 10th century. The

editor of the present text has utilised six Kashmirian MSS of the

Bhandarkar Institute Library and noted the variae lectiones occurring

therein. He has not claimed that his effort is to produce a critical

edition of the Gita text, nor even of the Kashmirian version; but an

examination of the interesting variants noted by him shows that his

effort has not been entirely unfruitful. His study has at least establish-

ed the suggestion of Schrader that the Ghtd exists in more recensions

than one, and that it is necessary to examine them carefully before the

textual problems connected with this much discussed work can be satis-

factorily settled. From another point of view, however, the new read-

ing do not appear to possess much substantial value. In spite of their

great importance in the text-history of the work, it is difficult to be con-

vinced of the absolute worth of the new readings. It is true, as the.

present editor’s labours have amply demonstrated, that the Kashmirian

recension in many places improves the Vulgate text and clears up many

obscurities, the differences do not yet very materially affect the

general euhstance of the work.

Turning to the larger questions raised but not finally settled by

the editor in his lucid and suggestive introduction, one feels that hero
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there are possibilities of sharper difference of opinion, although the

problems cannot indeed be finally solved without further collection and

examination of data. For instance, the present reviewer’s, views regard-

ing the Nfirayaniya episode and its relation to. the Gita differ from

what is said in the introduction, and agree generally with, the con-

clusions arrived at by Mis? Dasgupta in 1HQ., vii, p. 358 and viii, p. 81

(1931-32) that the Narayaniyn episode probably represents an earlier

and. independent tradition. The suggestion of the editor, again, re-

garding the Ksatriya origin of the Gita is indeed not new, having been

already propounded by Grierson and others; but here also the present

reviewer finds that the evidence in favour of this hypothesis is hardly,

conclusive. These differences' of opinion, however, which are inevi-

table on such controversial questions, do not affect the reviewer’s

appreciation of the present study. The attempt is modest indeed, but

it is undoubtedly suggestive and full of interest, and it very worthily

follows up the editor’s previous studies in the Krsna-Problem publish-

ed in the Annals of the Blxawlarl&r Institute.

S. K, De

KA.VYAPR.AKASA ,
Ullasas, I, II, III, with five commentaries,

edited with an Introduction, English translation and Explanatory

Notes, by S. S. Sukthankar. The Bombay Book Depot, Girgaou,

Bombay 1933.

There are not many technical Sanskrit texts which have been so

much commented1 upon and so often prinied as the deservedly popular

Kavya-prakuia, which, for many reasons, has been regarded as one of

the standard works on Sanskrit Poetics. The chief interest of the

present edition, when there are so many in ihe field, lies in the publica-

tion of several important commentaries along with the text. The first

three chapters of the work, which are printed here, axe certainly diffi-

cult and require elucidation, but from the theoretical point of view,

the fourth andi especially the fifth might also have been included. Of

the commentaries), the Pradipa of Govinda, the U'ddyota of Nagesa and

the Prabha of Yaidyanatha Tatsat have already been published several
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times, but they are, in spite of their late date, undoubtedly some of the

best commentaries on the text, and afford the best means of understand-

ing it. But to the student of Alamkara literature the most interesting

feature of the present edition is the addition of two important commen-

taries hitherto unpublished, namely, the Saiiheta of Ruyyaka, which

is one of the earliest commentaries composed by an independent writer

on Poetics, and the Biila-cittanuraitjanl of Narahari SarasvatJtlrtha,

which is more extensive but less-er perliaps in importance. It is a pity,

however, that the limited scope of the edition did not allow the publica-

tion of more than three chapters of these two new commentaries.

The text and the accompanying commentaries have been edited

with care, and 1

,
in spite of a few unfortunate misprints, neatly printed.

Tire English translation is literal and faithful, but because of this

very merit it does not sometimes read well in the foreign tongue. The

English explanatory notes are clear, painstaking and. useful, but in

some places defective expression appears to make the statements some-

what strange and misleading. Misprints, however, appear to be more

frequent in this part of the work, and errors like STT^rfsft
- (Notes,

p. 36) for 3tqc[TiJfsft‘, which is not included in the Errata, are

apt to be annoying. In spite of these minor defects, we welcome this

fresh edition of an important text, especially for the new materials that

it publishes for the first time. We hope that the editor will find time

to continue his labours, and publish the remaining chapters, for which

undertaking he seems to be eminently well equipped.

S. K. De

The ABHINAYA-DAEPANA of Nandikeavara, critically edited

with Introduction, English Translation, Notes and Illustrations, by

Manoinohan Ghosh. Calcutta Sanskrit Series, no. 5. Calcutta 1934.

The publication of this work forme an important addition to our

lather inadequate knowledge of certain aspects of the less frequently

studied subject of the Katya, Nrtta and Nriya, on which original texts,

so far published, cannot he said to he too numerous. The substance of
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the present work was already known from an English translation made

from obviously imperfect materials and published under the title of

the Mirror of Gestures by Coomaraswamy and Duggirala (Cambridge,

Mass., 1917). A critical edition of the text itself, which was little

known but which was important for the study of the history of ancient

Indlian Dance and. Histrionic Art, was long expected; and it is a

happy idea to include it in the newly started Calcutta Sanskrit Seiies,

which has already distinguished itself by the undertaking of several

important works.

The work, attributed to a mythical or semi-historical Nandikedvara,

Summarises the established code oi histrionic gestures and movements

meant to be scrupulously followed by the actor. It is a brief manual

chiefly of the Ahgika Abkinaya, which is treated here with perhaps

greater clarity and fulness than what is found in the frankly corrupt

and unsystematic text of We Nityya-sustm of Bliarata. The substance

of the work in some parts probably goes back to a very early time, but

tlie editor is wish in bolding that in its present form the work as a. whole

cannot be placed very early. There is definite evidence to show that

it existed in its present form at the beginning of the 13th centuiy, and

it may have existed a few centuries earlier
;
but in the present state of

our knowledge of the subject in general and/ of tlie text in particular1

,

a more precise dating cannot be safely attempted.

Though based upon only two complete manuscripts, eked out by

three fragmentary ones, tlie text appears to be as well edited as the

materials permit. The translation is much fuller and improved; and

the critical apparatus is all that coul'd he desired. The informations

supplied in the interesting and well written introduction, concerning

the work itself and its relation to the Nutya-sdstra, the Sanyitcv-ratnu-

liarn and other texts on the subject, are fairly full and painstaking; and

there is hardly any relevant feature of such an edition which has been

overlooked. The illustrations are well chosen, and* the printing and

general get-up of the book does credit to the Series. There is a useful

glossary of technical terms, but an index of the verses might also have

been included

S. K. De
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MEGHASANDESA OF KALIDASA' edited with' Mallinntha’e

commentary and translated into English by • G. J. Samayaji.'

24 + 4+116 + 120 pp. Sri Rama Press. Madras.

The Megliatandeia, generally called Meghadiita in the northern

side of India, is one of the best productions of Kalidasa and is a

favourite study with the Sanskrit reading public. Every serious student

of Sanskrit literature in this country goes through this short eligiac

poem of one hundred and forty-four stanzas in Mandu.krant'u, metre.

It won the admiration of Goethe, and its theme, the banished yaksa

requesting a passing cloud to carry messages suggested to Schiller

the idea of making the flying- clouds the messages of the captive Mary

in the Maria &tvart, So it is in the fitness of things that there are many

editions of the test of the Meghasandeia with various commentaries

ancient and modern published hotli in India and abroad.

In the present edition, the text has been fully annotated and

translated into English, and in the Introduction extending over 24

pages, the editor has dealt with all the important topics regarding the

poet and hia work1

. The probable date of Kalidasa lias been discussed

in the light of evidences- collected up to now. The editor is inclined

to place the poet in the first century B.O. The appreciative remarks

about the poem and the review of its subject matter are illuminating

and well considered. The industry put in by the editor is manifest in

his notes and explanations so copiously supplied at the end of the hook.

Following generally the excellent commentary of Mall'inatha he has taken

due note of the views of other commentators who differ in tlieir interpreta-

tions of the most suggestive among the stanzas of the Meghamndesa.

Of the existing commentaries on the poem, those written by Mallinatha,

Oaritravavdhana, Vallabhadeva and Dak^inamurtinatlia ns Mso the

VMyullatcl are well-known. The text of Mallinhtha’s commentary has

been fully given in this edition and interesting pointgi from the

VidyMata have been discussed in the notes. Thus the edition will

suit not only the University studentB forwhom it may be chiefly intended,

but will algo prove valuable to those who are interested in the intensive

study of this beautiful gem of poems.

I.H.Q., juke, 1934

D. BltAlTACfiAaYYA

22
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&RI HAMSAI) OTA Ol'
1 RCPA GOSVAMIN edited witli a Sanskrit

commentary and translated into Bengali by Bibhas Prokas Gungo-

padkyayai. iv+188 pp. Calcutta 1934.

The Hamsaduta belongs to the c'lass o-f lyrical poetry popularly

known as Dutakavya. The Megliaduta o>i Kalidasa is the earliest

known specimen of the class in which the passing clouds have been

made messengers of love. Since Kalidasa's time, various writers have

composed poems, in which either inanimate objects or irrational crea-

tures are the carriers of the messages.

Riipa Gosvamin, the author of the Hamsaduta, was born towards

the end o'f the 15th century and served ns a royal officer at the court of

Alauddin Hussain Shall of Gaud. He had a versatile genius and a facile

pen. He wrote poems and dramas and also treatises on different subjects

like grammar, rhetoric and dramaturgy. The poet came under the influ-

ence of Sri Caitanya and composed almost all his works with the set

purpose of disseminating- and explaining the Krsna cult. Most of

these works were written during the first half of the 16th century.

The poem under review, though said to have been composed before

the author’s actual conversion into the Caitanya Order, deals with the

emotional aspect of Bengal Vaisnavism. It describes how Lolita, a

confidante of Radha requested a swan to oarry the news of Radha’ » love-

lorn condition to Krsna who had gone to Mathura leaving his beloved

Radha to Vrmlavana.

The stanzas are composed in the Sikharini metre. Their number,

as found in the Kdvyasamgrah

a

df Jivannnda’ and the Kuvyakal&pa of

ilirachand, is 142, while in the Yasumati Press edition of Calcutta, it

is 101. The present editor has adopted the longer version and added

a short Sanskrit commentary on the same. He has translated the

Sanskrit stanzas into Bengali, sometimes supplying good explanatory

notes. Some of the verses of this poem have been quoted by Rupa Gosva-

min in bis two later works, tbe Ujjvalamlamaaii and' the Bliahtirmdmrta-

'sindUu and have been consequently explained by Sri Jiva and Vrivanatka

in their commentaries on those two works. In regard to the exposition of

these verses, the explanations put forward by the two authoritative

writers have naturally been taken as tbe basis by the present commenta-

tor Mr, Gangopadhyaya. In other cases, he has interpreted the verses in
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the light of the well-known Rasa theories propounded by the Vaisnava

authors of Bengal. The work is printed in the Bengali script, perhaps

in the expectation that it will reaudly commend itself to the readers in

Bengal. We confidently hope that the edition will be welcome to the

lovers of lyrical poetry permeated/ by thoughts and feelings associated

with the erotic mysticism of the Bengal Vtiisnavas.

D. Bhattachabyya

THE HISTORY OF NORTH-EASTERN' INDIA by Radba

Govinda Basalt, m.a., ph.d. The Book Company, Calcutta, 1934.

340 pp. and a map.

Dr. Basak is fa be congratulated for this valuable publication,

which embodies the results of a long study df epigraphic and other

materials relating to the history of North-Eastern India during the period

circa 320-7G0 A.D. The word ‘History,’ as used in the title of the

book, has, of course, to be taken in a limited sense, as very little

space is devoted in it, to the literary, cultural and economic aspects

of the period'. Some of the chief points of the author, which deserve

particular attention, are his interpretation of the Mehaura'li pillar inscrip-

tion and identification of King Candra of that record with Candra-

gupta I, and his exposition of the various land-sale documents dis-

covered in North Bengal. From these documents the author has fully

demonstrated that he Province df Pundravardliana formed an integral

part of the Gupta Empire, that the sway of Budhagupta, who had

a long- reign, extended from Malwa to Bengal, and that the Imperial

Guptas were in power at least up to the first quarter of the Gth century

A.D. Another point of interest is that the District Officers stationed

during those days in Bengal, who were under Provincial Governors

directly appointed by ('lie Crown, were assisted, at their respective head-

quarters, by an Advisory Board representing the various local interests.

Most of the views expressed by the author testify to a very creditable

handling of epigraphic materials. It is a relief to find that King

Yaiovarman of the Nalanda inscription, attributed by its editor to

the Gth century A.D., ha.s been correctly dated to tbe 8th century and

identified with the king of that, name mentioned in the ffavda-vaho
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(p. 209). There are some matters, however, in which Dr. Basalt’s views

ar e open to criticism. His acceptance o'f Pudkarana of the Rock inscrip-

tion ail Snsuuia in the Bankui’a District, with modern Pokhran in

Rajputana (p. 14), does not seem to he tenable in view o'f Mr. Dikslrit’s

explorations in the vicinity of Susunia, where an ancient site Pokharan

actually exists (
Annual Report of the Archaeological Survey of India,

1927-28, pp. 188-189). The author has dismissed without adequate

grounds the reading of the numeral 73 or 79 occurring- aifter the word

‘Sftuivat’ in the Ashrafpur copper-plate of Devakhadga (p. 203). Dr.

R, 0, Mazumdar, who has suggested thip reading, refers the year to

the Hai'sa era (GOO A.D.). This would place Devakhadga towards the

end of the 7th century A.D., a date that tallies well with the palaeo-

graphy of the record, as also with the identification, commonly

accepted, of I-tsing’s 'Rajablrata, King- of Samatnta’ with Raja-

rajaibhata, son of Devakhadga, mentioned in the copperplate. Barring

these minor points, the hook will be found generally acceptable to those

who care for a systematic and accurate treatment by a scholar who

has made himself an authority in his .subject. It will also serve as

an admirable text-book for the advanced students of Ancient Indian.

History.

N. G. M.

IHDO-TIBETICA by. G. Tucci, published by Reale Accademia

D’ltalia, Roma, parti (1932), pp. 15S + plates XLIII; part II (1933),

pp. 1-101 (with a map).

Tibet has furnished modern scholarship with valuable documents

of Indian thorrglit. It was in 1920 that Berthold Laufer’a German

translation df the Tibetan work on the Hindu canons of painting, en-

titled Das Citralahtam

,

was introduced by the present reviewer to the

Indian scholars through the pages of the Collegian (Calcutta). Since

then indology comprising as it does also the studies in Indian art has

grown considerably on account of the research activities, of Indian

scholars. Even Tibetan is today not unknown to quite a few of them.

Today, therefore, it is not an entirely new world that Tibet exhibits to
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the Indian indologists whether from the standpoint of general culture

or of Buddhism or even specifically of art. But the publications in

1932 and 1933 of the Italian Academician Prof. Giuseppe Tucci, who

early this year completed his fourth visit of archaeological explorations

in Tibet, 1 (Cal. Rev., April, 1934) have placed before the Orientalists a

valuable and humanistic mass of veil-digested documents. And from

his interpretations of socio-religious and art-iterary data, one is almost

tempted to believe that from now. on Tibetan will hid fair to commence

rivalry, to a certain extent, with Chinese as a source for the study of

Hindu-Buddhistic civilization as propagated in Northern and Eastern

Asia as well as for a proper orieniation to the growth df the diverse

currents cf life in the Indian subcontinent itself.

The interest of Tucci in Tibet is an expression,—an eminently idea-

listic one,—of Fascist Italy’s expansion in the realm of world-culture.

It is to Fascist energisni that Italy owes.' her first central Academy.

The Rcalc Accademia d'ltalia (Royal Academy of Italy) was establish-

ed in 1928. Since tlie Academy intends to “promote Italian culture

in foreign countries” it- believes that the best means of achieving this

result would be for Italian scholars to “interest themselves in the things

of the vast world” and to present to the Germans, Frenchmen, English

people and Americans things hearing on those lands and peoples, there-

by “compelling them to take note of the intellectnal activity of the

Italians.”

The investigations into Indo-Tibetan literature, art and religion

presented by Tucci are of course studies in extra-Italian subjects.

And they are of such worth that the scholars df the world will recognize

them ap solid acquisitions to knowledge.

Tueci’s studies in Indo-Tibetan culture have been published in two

volumes. The first volume is entitled Rtcn" c “Ts’a Ts’a”

nel Tibet Indiana ed Occidentalo (Mc’od rten and Ts’a ts’a in Indian

and Western Tibet), a' contribution to the study of Tibetan religious

art and its significance (158 pages, 43 Tables, 1932).

The work is based on two Tibetan texts and a 'large number of

small figures. Those who know neither Tibetan nor Italian would

still find the study attractive because of the beautiful plates which

render Tibetan Buddhism visible in quite an agreeable form. Indeed,
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the morphology of Tibetan art as exhibited here serves to bring the

people of Tibet nearer to the Indian people than has been possible to

believe up till now. The indices also should be helpful to indologists

from various angles of vision. Special attention may be invited to the

names of geographical places as well as of gods, masters, and Sidilhas.

The caifyas or stupas of India are known as vie’ad rtm in Tibet,

In many of these Tibetan stupas—although not in all—are to be -found a

small window through which it is usually possible to see the empty

space inside the structure. It is in this empty space that are

seen collected a number of objects known as ts’a ts'a. These objects are

small figures and may be of diverse forms, for instance, representing a

stupa, or a, Buddhist divinity. The ts’a ts’a may even be nothing hut

one of those formulte which embody the gist of Buddhism.

The woi'k is thus a study mainly in the architecture and to a certain

extent in the sculpture of Tibet as influenced by Buddhist thought and

practice.

Treatises on iconography are mentioned in the Tibetan translation

of Indian texts in Tanjur collection. It is generally held that manuals

of architecture are not to be found in this collection. But according

to Tucci the Tibetans knew more of Indian literature than collected to-

gether in Kanjur and Tanjur. Besides, as Laufer points out in Dae

Citralakeana, a treatise on the marks of caiVyas, translated by Lotsava

Bu ston, isi mentioned in the bs Tan- agyvr cU Co. Then, on the authority

of Cordier, it is possible to speak of a Tibetan treatise dealing with the

ports df a caitya, entitled Caityasamv-ibhuga,
which is to be found in

a section of bsTan CDgyur. This is undoubtedly a fragment because it

lacks the usual title in Sanskrit, the names of the author and the transla-

tor as well as the place where the translation was done. But it contains

precise indications relating to the parts otf which a caitya is composed as

well as the proportions to be observed while constructing it. Tucci is

therefore positive that the architectural terminolog’y in connection with

the construction of eftityas used by the Tibetans was derived

almost entirely from Indian masters. Tire fragment contains a

classification of the eight fundamental types of caitya corresponding

to models existing in India. This classification is in full agreement

with the material in the Tibetan text on the subject reproduced in the
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book with Italian, translation. The test in Tueci’s volume is a copy

of the fragment in IsTun, ayyur with a few modification derived per-

haps from Bu-ston.

The eight fundamental types of caitya or si upa were often describ-

ed in Tibetan literature and it is possible to trace four treatises at the

present moment. Extracts from two Tibetan texts are reproduced by

Tucci, one covering as it does five pages in print', from a work by

bLo-gros-bzan-po, and the other from Vaiclurya, Vyasel

(which js a commentary and supplement to the largest Tibetan work on

astrology). This second text covers three pages and a half. Transla-

tions of the two extracts are given in Italian. Be it observed, en

passant, that these are the only texts accessible to the author. Both

these extracts deal with the architecture of stupas and the methods of

constructing them.

The author has found the technical terms used in these texts not

always easy to explain. Besides, Tibetan philology is still in its non-

age, as he regrets.

bLo-gros-bzan-po has cited Sahaja-Yilasa as his authority and

followed him closely. There is some difference between this text (A)

and that of VaiMrya (B). The discrepancies are noted below

:

Name of Stupa Place of Stttpa Suddhotlana (A <ffc B)

1 Descent from Kapilavastu (A and B) Suddhodana (A and B)

Heaven (A and B)

2 Great Illumination Magadha (A) Aj&tasatru (A)

(A and B) R&jagfha (B) BimbisSra (B)

8 Great Miracle (A) KuSinagara (A) Mallas (A)

First Preaching (B) Benares (B) Penca Vaggiya (B)

4 Preaching (A) Benares (A) Brahmadatta (A)

Great Miracle (B) Jetavana (B) Licch&vi (B)

5 Kanika (A) VRidaii (A) Prince of

Descent from SankMya (B) Liechavi (A)

Heaven of thirty Inhabitants of

three goods (B) the locality (B)

6 Victorious (A) SrRvasti (A) Prasenajit (A)

Reconciliation (B) R&jagrha (B) Jota and others

of Magadh (B)

7 Luminous (A) Tsadge (A) Suncidsla (A)

Victorious (B) VaiSali (B) Inhabitants of

the city (B)

8 Totous formed (A) Tikacasi (A) Indrasvamin (A)

Nirvana (B) Kufinagara (B) Mallas (B)
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Evidently the piiuteis’ Devil is responsible for the unfortunate

transposition of types in the table at p. 22 which renders the classifica-

tion entirely different from the Italian translation of the second text

as given on pp. 127-129. Perhaps it should not he difficult to get

page 22 replaced by a fresh one. The table presented in the present

review follows the Italian translation hut has been arranged in a form

different from that given by the author, in order to render easily

obvious the discrepancies between the texts A and 11.

A whole section is given over to the description of the ts’a Is'a

collected by the author in Ladakh, Spit i, Kuuavar and (luge.

These are 150 in number and have been classified as follows :
—

I. Printed seals bearing the figure or figures of si upa : 44.

II. Impressions bearing figures:

(a) Single gods, such as Vairoeaua, Amitdbha, Aksobbya,

ltatuasambbava, Siikyannuu, Lokanotha, Avalokitesvura, Manjusri,

Vajrapani, Samvara, Malulkula, Kfultilceya, Manjusri, Vajrusuttva,

Vijaya, etc: 91.

The rivalry between Vajrapani and Siva and the former’s di-gvijaya

form the subject matter of a Sanskrit text in late Gupta character, at

present in the possession of the Nepal Government. The author has

reproduced the text and has furnished an Italian translation. The

Sanskrit text is interesting and will be easily understood by those in-

dolog'ists who do not know Italian.

The figure of Kgrttikeya appearing, as it does, in a Tibetan U'u in'

a

will certainly have some appeal to Bengali readers. The author con-

siders it to ho the first example of this type of iconography.

(b) Gods in groups: e.g. Sadaksarl, Lokesvara, Mauidhara,

Vajrapani, Manjusri, Amitabha, Aksobbya, etc: 13

(c) Guru and Siddha : 11.

III. In the forms of stiijia : 8.

IV. Bon po, some non-Buddhistio or pre-Buddhist ic divinity of

tire Bon-po pantheon (original Tibetan) : 1

The volume contains 43 well-done plates which should serve to

add immensely to the knowledge of Tibetan, Buddhist anthropology

and art-forms.
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The second volume is entitled “lim e’en, bzah j>t> e la Rinascitu>

del Bnddhumo nel Tibet wtorno al Mtile” or “Rin e’en bzah po and

the Renaissance of Buddhism in Tibet round about 1000 A.C.” (101

pages, Map of Tibet, 1933).

Riu e’en bzah po was known generally as the Tibetan Lotsava who

built many temples and translated the Pmjiiwpuramitd

.

But in Tucci’s

presentation of this Tibetan monk-scholar-saint we come into living

contact with what may aptly be described as the I-tsing- or rather the

Yuaa-Chuang of Tibet, and by all' means one of the most remarkable

personalities of mediaeval Eur-Asia.

It was Rin e’en bzah po who rescued Buddhism from degenerating

into Tantrie ritualism on the one hand as well as from being swallowed

up by the pre-Buddhistio and non-Buddhist religion of the Bon gods.

An epoch of spiritual renaissance for Tibet and Tiheto-Indian cultural

intercourse commenced with him. It is to the new spirit embodied

in him that we have to ascribe the mi.-sionizing activities of the Bengali

Atisa and the Kashmiri Somanatha in Tibet. One can easily under-

stand, therefore, why Tibetan historians describe Riu e’en bzah po’s

work as the “second penetration of Buddhism” in Tibet.

The literary, work with which Rin e’en bzah po’s name is associated

may be classified into three groups as follows :

—

I. Siitru and Tantra

1 Laghusainvaratan-tra

2 Abkidlidnottaratantra

3 Sarcatathdi/atakdyavdkcittaruhasijayuhyasanidja

4 Maydjalumahdt-autran'ija

5 A xtasdhasi-bjidprajndpdramitu

0 MaJid-parinirvunasutm

7 Gliatntisutra

Altogether', seventeen works are mentioned in this group. • Among

Rin e’en bzah po’s collaborator's are found such Indian names as

Dlpankarah'ijnana, Sraddhakaravarman, Padmakaravarman, Kam&la-

gupta and Dkamna^ribkadra, some of them being mentioned more than

once.

I.S.Q., jotte, 1934 23
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11. Commentaries on Sutras

1 Translation and revision of Haribhadra’s Abhisamayd-

liiiikardlokii

2 Translation of Durbodhaloi-a

3 ,, of Hastabalapral;arana

f Revision of the translation of Bodhicuryamtura

5 Translation of Bdramitdydiiablidvunilkramopiidcsii.

G ,, of SapfagunaparivcinuindJaitlid

7 ,, of Dhifdnasactdharmavya'vasthuna

8 ,, of Trisaranagamanamptati

9 ,, of Yogmataropadesa

10 ,, of Astdhgaty'dayasamliita

11 ,, df Sulilfotriyflsvayvrvedasit niliitd.

Thirty-three works are mentioned in this group. The following

Indian names tire to he found among collaborators : Subhasita, Dipah-

k'ara, Sraddliulkaravarman, Kamalagupta, Dharmasrlbhadra, i’adiua-

karavavmau, Prajhukaravarman, Gangudlhara, Buddhabhadra, Janfir-

(lana, Atisa and BuddhaMs&jnti.

77/. Commentaries on Tantras

Translation of V isesasiavatlku

„ oS lid.jiitraya-sto'travivaruua

,, of Dektndstava

•„ of Buddhdhlmekandmwstotra

,, of SaptatathagatustaiTu

,, of Bhayavadabhimmuya

,, of Vajrayoginistotra

,, of MHyumnuanopadem

,, of Saduhgayogci tdkd

„ of Guhyasaviujaviandalavidlii

„ of AmHaJiamdalisadhaiict

,, of M(itJ<haigama

„ of Yamarisadhana

„ of Kosalalaiikffra

,, of (in part) the commentary to Taitvcisamgraha
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16 33 of Pratisthavidld.

17
3 3 of VajravidaranldhciTanUilca

18 33 of Sthiraca&rabhdvand

19 3 3 of Nayatrayapradipa

20 33 of Tabtvasuramingruha.

Tlie list contain? 108 titles, The following names among

collaborators are Indian

:

Jauardana, Sraddhakaravammn, Padma&aravarman, Dharmasri-

bhadra, Buddhakbravannan, Sraddhakara, Budrllia&iSanti, Sraddlia-

karavarmaa, Atiiia, Kamalagupta, Subliasita, Praj&asiignpta, Vitya-

bhadra., Kataalagupta, Tathagataraksita, Vijayafiridkara, Dcvhkara,

S‘ubhfiti4rib]iadra, Kanakavarman

.

It is to be observed that Pin e’en bzaii po obtained co-operation

from the scholars of Tibet also. But their number -was very limited.

In the third list no Tibetan collaborator is mentioned. The second list

has only one Tibetan name, 8a kya bio gros. In the first list we come

across tlie names of two Tibetan collaborator's, T’sul k’rims yon tan

and Ses rab legs pa. These three lists alone might to furnish materials

for further investigation into the work of “Indian Pundits in the Land

of Snow/’ such ais was initiated by our Sarat. Chandra Das.

Seventyfive Pandits are known to have been invited byi tlie royal

patrons of Pin e’en bzan po from India in order to help him in Ins

literary work. Some of them were his own gn.rvs from whom he had

received (Direct initiation while on pilgrimage in India.

He was in India thrice and spent altogether seventeen years. His

first Indian voyage was confined to Kashmir and lasted seven years.

It was to Eastern India, perhaps to Yiknnadilai, that ho went out from

Tibet during the second voyage, The third voyage took him again to

Kashmir.

He was 87 years old when he met Atlda who was invited to> Tibet

by the king of Guge. He died in hi? 98th year.

Pin e’en bzaii po was an encyclopaedist and in his sweep of Buddha-

lore he covered the entire system of ideas, practices, rituals, esoteric

exercises, mystical experiences and what not, such as belonged to the

Indian BudUMsts of all ages. And since his mission consisted in trans-

planting Indian Buddhism iu its entirety,—both the spirit as well as the
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letter of Biuldliisti life,—lie could not he content with simply translating

the literary documents. He sought to furnish his father-land with the

permanent abodes of Buddhist faith in “brick and mortar.”

Tradition ascribes to him the construction of 108 temples and other

buildings, and praotically every village claims a chapel said to have

been built by him. He was a great architect, sculptor and painter all

boiled into one. What is more important, he knew where his limita-

tions as builder or artist lay and sought to make up for them by inviting

creative artists from India. Tibet is dotted over with numerous edifices

such as served to give a “local habitation and a name” to the new

spiritual urges of the people.

His temples and shl^s are rich in frescoes and wooden carvings

and sculptures. The architecture, sculpture as well as painting are

very often as much Indian in inspiration as Tibetan. The artists of

India, be it observed here, went to Tibet not only from Nepal and

Bengal, as is generally believed, but also and in large numbers from

Kashmir.

The chief of the three principal temples, the monastery of Rad nis,

was furnished with numerous statues of wood, copper and bronze re-

presenting not only Buddha and Avalokire^vara but also the divinities

of the Guhyasanmja cycle. The walls were painted with Tantric

pictures. A Tripitaka of 408 volumes was likewise deposited

in it.

The Tantric system introduced by Bin e’en bzau po is known as

Kashmir systems. Kashmir plays an important part in Tibetan

Buddhism and for obvious reasons. Fugitives froon Kashmir took

shelter in Western Tibet on account of tyranny at home. The rulers

of Western Tibet are said to have found it difficult to cope .with the res-

ponsibilities of hospitality on account of limited resources and were

compelled to restrict the permission for residence to a period of not

more than three years.

The renaissance of Buddhism in Tibet- coincides with its decay and

virtual disappearance in India. The literary and artistic, activities of

Bin e’en bzaii po assume thus a; special importance in the medieval

history of Eur-Asia. It is as a great Asian of the tenth century that

this Lotsma has a place in the cultural experience of mankind,
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Extracts from three Tibetan texts in Tibetan script cover fourteen

pages. One is from Deb t’er »non po, the second from C’os ’byun di

Pad ma dkar po and the third from rGyal mbs. These three are the

most valuable genealogical and historical -works on Tibet.

The biography (
rnam t'ar) of Rin e’en bzau po was written by Jn&n

di K’ri fan, one of the most- famous of the master’s four cldsoiples,

Tucci’s worh is based on one of the three versions of this biography

as well as on the genealogical histories mentioned above.

Benot Kumah Sarkar
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Annals of the Bhandarkar Oriental Research Institute,

vol. XV, pts. i-ii (Oct.-Jnny., 1934).

A. Venkatasubbiah.—Ptincatantra Studies. It has been discussed liow

some stories of the Paiioatamtra have been remoulded in the differ-

ent versions. By a comparison df the variant readings in these

versions, the original forms of some of the verges of the Pailca-

tantra have also been suggested.

.Tugalkisiiohe Mukhtah.—S/manWbhadrats Date and, Dr. Path ale.

The traditional view among the Jainas is that Samantabhadra, the

well-known Jaina author, flourished in the 2nd century A. C. But

Dr. Eh B. Pathak assigns him to the 8th century on the assumption

that Samantabhadra in his works attacks Dharmakirti and Bhartr-

hari, and had a direct disciple in Laksmidhara. Evidences have

been adduced in the present paper to show that the assumption' mane

by Dr. Pathak is not correct,

Buut.a Chub* Law.—Geographical Data from Sanskrit Buddhist

Literature.

Manomoiian Gnosir.—The Adibliarata and the Natyasarvasvadipikd.

The writer is of opinion that the Adi-bharata and) Bharata mention-

ed in Riighavabhatta’a commentary on the Sdhentala refer to two

different recensions of the Bhamta-Natyaidstra and not to twoi sepa-

rate works. The expression like adibharate andl cidibharataidstre do

not prove the separate existence of a work called AdibJiaratce.

They have been used for Bharata’s Natyaidstra, the first work on

dramaturgy, as against later works such as the Nandi-bhamta and

the Matanga-bharata.

H. It. Kapadu.—Dtliico-reUgiim's Glassifications of Mankind as embodi-

ed in the Jaina Canon.

P. K. Gode.

—

Date of Caritravardhana, Commentator of Kimdrasam-

bhava. and other Kavyas—Between A.D. 1172 and 13S5.

—Antiquity of a few spurious verses found in some

Mss. of the Megliaduta of Kalidasa. Two verses of the Mcghadutat
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believed generally to be spurious were known to scholars living

about the 13th century A.D.

—.4. commentary on the Kumdrasambhava culled

Sabduinrtii by Kdyast.hu Gopala (.son of Bnlabhad.ru) and its pro-

bable Bute—Middle of the loth century.

Journal of the American Oriental Society,

vol. 54, no. 1 (March, 1034).

L. 0. Barret.—Three Paippal&da Fragments. From the last page of

the facsimile of the birchbark manuscript of the Kashmirian

A'tharvaveda, three fragments have been published.

Journal of the Bihar and Orissa Resoaroh Sooiety,

vol. XX, part i (March, 1934).

K. P. Jataswai.. Some unpublished Seals. Ten seals have been, des-

cribed in tlie paper, seven being assigned to the Maurya period and

three to subsequent times. Of the Mauryan seals, the names of

Budhaputtra, Devaraksitn, Hasika and 8iddharak'§ita appear on four

seals. One seal is taken to be a. mould foi; casting Mudras (pass-

ports), and two are gold .signet/ rings with designs that could bo re-

ferred to the Mauryum age. Three post-Mauryan seals are of

Kumuradajsa, Rudradeva and Dliava Surma.

.—Six Unique Silver Coins of the Sunyas. The coins

have legends with the names of Suinit'rn, Ajadeva, Surynmitra.,

Dluuiadeva, Asvaghosa and Agnimitra.

G. R. EtJNTER—Unknown Pictographio. Script near liamtek, C.P.

There occurs an inscription on the exposed portion of the surface

of a rock mostly covered with the brick ruins o'f a palace of the 5tli

century A.C. The rock is on the side of the Mamsar Tank lying at

a distance of three miles 'from Ramtelc in the Central Provinces.

The same pictographic signs are found to he repeated nine times.

One of the signs resembles a bull’s head and another a conch. It

is guessed that this inscription i6 in the script of a people that lived

in the Central Provinces before the Aryan invasion.

Nanalal 0. Mehta,—The Tripod Symbol (Sthdpanacarya of the

Svetdmbaras)

,
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K. I\ Jayaswal.

—

Kandahd Inscription of King Narasiipliadeva of

Mithilu (Oinw&r Dynasty), dated 8. 1357=1433 A.D. The inscrip-

tion records the construction of a temple dedicated to the sun under

the orders of king Isarasiinliadeva, a contemporary of the poet

Vidyapati. The date found in the inscription as calculated by Hr.

Jayaswal is equivalent to Saka 1357 or A.O. 1435 which points io

the time when Yidyaipati lived.

—Dating in Laksinanasena Em. In Mithil'a, mss. and

documents are dated in the La. Sain or Laksinanasena Era. But

the initial year of this era is uncertain due to differences in the

different mss. The writer dx this note expluins the cause of this

confusion. In the time of Akbar, the Pasli era of lunar reckoning

was promulgated in 155G A.O. In order to obtain the La. Sam,

people began to deduct a fixed figure from the current Fadli year.

Thus the La Sam associated henceforth with the Pasli yeur came

to be based on a lunar calculation instead of luni-golar as hereto-

fore and became inaccui-ate.

UwJisiiA Mishea.—Mimdmsdldstrasurvasva and its Author. This ip an

Introduction to the Miindinsdsdstrasarvat vu, a commentary on

Jaimini’s Mhndnmhiitru, tire available portion of wliicb has already

been published in the previous issues of the Journal. The author

of tire commentary, though not mentioned in the msa., is known to

be Haliiyudha Bhatta who was attached to the court of king

Laksinanasena of Bengal in the 12th century A.O. The commentary

as published extends up to the fourth pada of the third chapter of

the Sutra. In it the commentator has copied extensively either

from the Sustradipiku of Parthasurathi or the Tantraudrttika of

Kumorila adding only a little here and there.

G. Eamadas.—The Initial Date of Gahga Era. Discussions in the

paper point out the flaws, in the arguments of those who> try to estab-

lish that the Ganga Era was started from the year 495-96 A.C.

Jogendba Citandha Ghosh.—The Date of the Patna, Museum Plates of

Ranabhanjadeva.- The chronogram giving the date in this charter

recording the grant- of a village to the god Vijesara by the queen of

Ranaka Ranabhaujadevai has been read afresh by the writer of this
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note as 1009-10 A.C. It is also suggested that this Ranabhahja may

be the same as Rana^ura of Takikanaladam (Dahsina R&dha).

.—The Dates of Tirlingi and- the Jirihyi Grants. The

leading df the date given in the Tirlingi copper-plate grant has

been corrected here into astasiti instead of astaviansati Suggested by

others. This date is considered to be in the Gaiiga Era, and accord-

ing to the writer falla in the year 582-583 A.C.

The dat© given in the J'irihgi plates of Indravarma should not,

according to the writer, be interpreted as 309. It should be 39

equivalent to 534-536 A.C.

Rama Shaniur Tripathi.—The Maukharis of Kanauj. The paper

deals with the history of the Maukhari dynasty which came into

prominence in Northern India in the 6th century A.C; and estab-

lished itself at Kanauj.

Kalii'ada Mitra.—On the Methods of P.utiislnnent and1 Disgrace in

Folklore,.

Jaya Ciiandea Vidyalamkara.

—

Ulula Country. On the strength of a

reading found in an old ms. of the Mah&bJiurata, it is stated in this

note that Uluka mentioned in the Digvijayuparvaii of the Mbh. iii

connection with Arjuna’s northern conquest is a misreading for

Kuluta, which was the ancient name of the modern Kullu.

.—Mount Viq^upada. The we'll-kinown Mahraiuii

Iron Pillar originally stood on the Visnupada mountain whence it

was brought to its present site in Delhi, according to tradition, by

Anahgapala in the eleventh century A.C. The writer locates this

in the Siwalak or the' Solasihgi range near the river Bea3 mainly

on the evidence of the Iidmdyaya which mentions Viyrioh
'
pddaan

while describing a route (for messengers.

Kai.ipada Mitra.—Unity between the Deity and the Devotee. It lias

been shown that the aspiration of a Hindu devotee to merge in the

deity through meditation has found expression even in the plastic

art of India. The Viijnu image of Eran is a representation of king

Samudra Ghipta in hig personal dress, and the representation of

Viqnu-Varaba and Ptthivi at Ddayngiri were really a delineation

of Candra Gupt'a II rescuing Dhruvadevl. The appearance of the

Siva image with a bejewelled crown and other features in the

i.h.q., June, 1934 24
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Bhumara temple in tlie Nagodh state befits equally a king anct

Mahesvara. This tendency to represent' the deity by an image of

the devotee had migrated to Further India. A temple of Po Kluun

Garai in Champa contains a linga on which there is the head of a

male divinity presumably of Siva, with the physiognomy, dress and

ornaments of a Champa king. This is nothing but the identification

of the founder king of the temple with god Siva. In til© Sivaguru

images from Java also, Agaslya, a faithful worshipper of Siva is

portrayed with features commonly found in Siva, pointing thus to

the unity of the worshipper and the worshipped.

Pakamatma Sakan.—The Date and Place of Sher Shah's Birth. Tlie

account of Abbas Sarwani’s Tarikh-i-Slier. Shuhi along with other

confirmatory evidences shows that Slier Shah was born in

December, 1472 A.C. in the Pargana of Bagwara and not in 1486

in HisBar Firoza as hitherto believed.

Journal of Indian History,

vol. it11, part i (April, 1934).

M. G. de Heresy.

—

On a Writing Oceanique of Neolithic Origin. Thin

is an English version of M. Heresy’s lecture delivered before the

French Pre-histonic Society. The hieroglyphic script discovered

at Harappa and Mahenjo-daro has been conpared with an ancient

inscription found on tablets from the Island of Paquep (Easter

Islands) in Australia. The lecturer has pointed out a similarity

between the signs of the Indus script and those of the tablets.

M. Govind Pai.

—

The Genealogy and Early Chronology of the Early

Kadasnbas of Bawwusi.

DiNES Chandra Siricar.—Samudra Gupfa's Asvamedha Sacrifice. The

writer in this article refers to the rulers of Southern India who

are said to have performed the ASvamedka sacrifice, and concludes

that Samudra Gupta got the inspiration for celebrating the Horse-

sacrifice from his connection with the southern countries.

T. K. Joseph.

—

A Madhava-Yidyarayya of the Eleventh Century 'A.I).

One Madhava alias Vidyaranya is mentioned in a work called

Brahma-pyatisthd as having lived in the eleventh century A.C.

AnnCL Aziz.

—

The Imperial Treasury of the Greater Mugjials. An
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account of the diamonds know to be associated with the reigns of

Akbar, Jahangir, Sha JahSn and Aurangzeb has been given and

incidentally some famous diamonds of the world have been

described.

Journal of Oriental Researoh,

vol. VHI, part ij (April-June, 1934).

S. S. StfEYANABAYANA Sastm,—Substance and Attribute in Saiva

SiddhZnta.

A. Venkatastjbbiah—Pflrnabhadra and his Parentantra. Against

HertePs opinion that Purnabhadra was the author of a’Pafloatwntra,

evidences have been adduced to show that he only revised the book.

V. R. Raghavan.—Rriy&kalpct, Kriyakalpa is a name used clearly for

the Alam,kar&-6a|Btra in VatsyiLyana’s Kdmasutra, Vfilmiflu’s

Ranulyana and in a way in Dandin’s K&vybdaria. So it is inferred

that the name was in use before Bhamaha’a time.

C. R.. Sankaran,—Accentuation in Sanskrit Determinative Compo)U,riels,

N. Venkataramanayya.—The Reddi Kingdom of Rajamwidry.

G. Sivaramamurti.—The Artist in Ancient India. References are

given from literature to the habits and customs of the artists as

also to the art criticism in anoient India.

Journal of the University of Bombay,

vol. 11, pt. iv (January, 1934),

M. S. Commissariat.—Studies in the History of Gujarat. It is an

account of the activities of Santidias Jawahari, the great Jain

Magnate of Gujarat in the 17th century. The important part

played by him in the history of Gujarati has been pointed out in

the paper.

H. Heras .—Three Porgp-tteru Pallava Kings, The activities of the

three Pallava kings. Nanakkasa, Sautivaraan and Candadanda who

are only mentioned in. the inscriptions of the Kadambas of Vanavasi

are the subject-matter of this article. .They lived in the second half

of the 5th and the first half of the 6th centuries of the

Christian, era.
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D. V. Kale-—Development of Constitutional Ideas in the History of

the. Marathast

Man In India,

vol, XIV, no. I (January-March, 1934).

Jogesh Chandra Bat.

—

Food1 and Drink in Ancient India,,

Sabat Chandra Ray.—Caste, Race and Religion in India. Current

theories about the origin of the Indian caste system have been

discussed,

Quarterly Journal of the Mythlo Society,

vol. XXIV, no. 1 .(April, 1934).

Sabat Chandra Mitra.

—

Notes on Popular Religion in Bihar,

G. BV Budhakar.—Is the Advaita of SaAkara Buddhism, in Disguise.

This is -an, attempt to prove that Sankara is not indebted to the

Vijfianavada andi Sunyavada of Buddhism for the conception of

Advaita Philosophy but hap drawn upon the more ancient Advaita

literature,

C, Hayavadana .-^Date of Istasiddhi. The writer’s conclusion is that

the Istasiddhi was written about the 11th century A.C. and not in

the 9th as suggested by some.'

g. Srikantha Sastri.—

S

tudies in the Indus Script

.

Continued,

8ah|tya Parlsat Patrlka (Bengali),

vol, XI, no. 3.

Janardan ChakrAVAETI,—KaladikahlmfTjana ‘of RSikh'4 attributed to

CGndld&sa. ' This gives the text with annotations of a story found

in a manuscript ctf Chittagong, exonerating Radha of the charge

of faithlessness 'levelled against her for her love for Krsna. In two

places of the story it is attributed to Oandidasa.

Yisvesvar Bhattacharya.

—

Fatehabad. The author seeks to identify

Eatehabad, the well-known Muhammadan town, with the village

Gerda four miles to the south-east of Faridipur,' a district town in

Eastern Bengal.

NityabhaN Bhattacharya.

—

Rdmacandra' Kavikesari or Dvija Rantxb-

eandra. An account is given here of Poet'Rama'candra (1793-1845),

and his works, c.c.
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Ibid., vol. 51, no. 4.

Bibhutibhusan Datta

—

Ac&rya 'Aryabhata arid his Follmoers. This

paper gives a detailed account of the celebrated astronomer

Aryabhata (5th century A.C.) and his school.

Jogendea Chandba Ghosh.—Family history of Muktardma Sen;

Author of the poem Silradamahgnla

.

c,c,
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THE

Indian Historical Quarterly

Vol. X SEPTEMBER, 1934 No. 3

The Great Goddess in India and Iran

Even today the populations ctf India venerate a Great Goddess

whose cult is attested in every epoch from the time of the Vedio period.

An analogous divinity was invoiced by the Achemenid kings. And the

two goddesses, the Indian and the Iraniun, are related to the Great

Mother of Asia Minor. The birth and' diffusion of these cults are ex-

plained, probably, by the existence of matriarchal institutions .
1 In

fact, the belief in a goddess, the superior of the masculine gods, could

scarcely be developed except in societies where women enjoy import-

ant privileges. It is not at all probable thnt the Indo-European or

Semitic peoples have had from the beginning an organization of this

kind. When these populations maJce their entrance into history,

their juridical institutions show sometimes a trace of the matriarchate.

But one knows that the vocabulary of the ancient Indo-European and

Semitic languages contains a notable proportion of words of foreign

c-rigin; it is clear that external influences at a very early date made a

deep impression on the peoples who spoke these languages. The

matj'iarchate, which does not fit in with their institutions as a whole,

may possibly be an heritage from an earlier civilization .

2

1 Account and bibliographic notes in Cumont, (Las Beliaions orientales

clans le jMgan'isc remain-, chap. Ill)'; J. G. Frazer, (Atys and Osiris. XII).

2 For the function of woman and the traces of the matriarchate ill Asianic

society, see the facts brought together by G. Conteaau in his Manual d'archdo-

logie orientale, t. i, p. 293 et suiv.).
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The publication of the great work of Sir J. Marshall's Mtdmnjo-

da.ro and the Indus Civilization calls once more our attention to this

problem. There have been found in the valley of the Indus a large

number of female figurines, most of which represent the same type and

portray a woman, standing-

,
almost nude, wearing a girdle, a necklace

and a headdress. With, these fig-urines which are, it is supposed, re-

presentations of the Goddess Mother, Sir J. Marshall has compared

others which have been found by Sir A. Stein in Baluchistan, which

consist merely of a head and torso and bear a very close resemblance

to the Cretan and Mycenean figurines.

It is known that figurines like those of the valley of the Indus

and of Baluchistan have been found’ in the regions which extend be-

tween Persia and the Aegean Sea, especially in Elam, Mesopotamia,

Asia Minor, Syria, Palestine and as far as the Caucasus and Egypt.

It is generally admitted that they portray the Great Godd'ess whose

cult appears in Western Asia. “The correspondence,
-

however,” says

Sir J. Marshall, “betw-een these figurines and those found on the

hanks of the Indfiis is such that it is difficult to resist the conclusion

that the latter also represent a Mother or Nature Goddess. . . and this

conclusion is strengthened by the fact that the range of these figurines

now extends practically without a break from the Indus to the Nile,

over tracts that are not only geographically continuous, but which in

the Chalcolithic Age were united by common bond's of culture.” 3

In this way the discovery of very ancient images and the study

of the old religions of India and of the Near-East lead us to presume

that the populations of these vast territories venerated a Great God-

dess- who was at first a Godd’ess Mother. I propose to show that the

comparison of the names of the goddess confirms the testimony of auU-

quity and explains, up to a certain point, the diffusion of this cult. I

shall study then the myths and the rites which have been associated

with the goddess. Finally I shall show the existence of her suit

from, a period, long before the conquest of India by the Aryans, up to

the present time.

8 J. Marshall, Mohenjo-daro, p. 50.
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I

After having enumerated the gods to whom the ancient Persians

sacrificed, Herodotus, I, 131 proceeds to say : It is to them alone

that they have sacrificed from the beginning; but they have learned,

in addition, from the Assyrians and the Arabs to sacrifice to Ourania.

The Assyrians call Aphrodite Mylitta, the Persians Mitra.”

M. Benveniste, who has recently commented, on this text, admits

like his predecessors, that the goddess of whom Herodotus speaks is

the same as the one whom the Iranians called Anahita and the Greeks

Anaitis and who in Middl e-Persian represents the planet Venus under

the name of Anahld (The Persian Religion-, p. 28). The same author

adds (Ibid., p. 62):

“Besides, the Avestic form Anahita, -‘the immaculate,’ conforms

neither with the Greek Anaitis nor the Fehlevi Anahld, name of the

planet Venus, both of which have a long 7. In all probability Anahita

is the resultant of an adaptation, the ancient name cAf the goddess

being Ardvi.”

I have not the intention of considering here whether* Ardvi is

more ancient than Anahita. I makje the statement only, along with

M. Benveniste, that Ardvi and Anahita are two names of the Great

Goddess and that, she was identified with Artemis in. Lydia from the

1st century of our era (Keil, in Anatol. Stud, 'presented to Sir W. M.

Ramsay, p. 250).

In his work on Les Fom'lles do. Dmtrn-Evropos M. Franz Cumont

has described the temple of Artemis which was probably the most

important of that city and shows that the divinity “was not really

the Greek Artemis but the great indigenous divinity Nanaia” (p. 196).

The assimilation of the Hellenic Artemis to Nanai is moreover of fre-

quent occuiTence. An inscription of the Roman period, discovered in

the Piraeus, records a vow to Artemis Nanaia.

It seems that the cult of the Great Goddess was common to the

Hellenic, Iranian and Semitic populations, and that this divinity

enjoyed a wide celebrity under the names of Ardvi, Anahita, Nanai,

Artemis. No one of them is completely explicable in the Indo-

European or Semitic languages: Artemis is obscure in Greek as
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Ardvi4 iu Iranian and Nanai' in Semitic. Analiita, which seems clear

when isolated in Avestic, has no longer a certain origin when compared

with the Oreeki Auai'tis or with the Pehlevi Anahld.

Let ns compare Ardvl and Artemis. These two names are formed

out of the same elements, slightly modified : from aril to arte the

difference is trifling and the same is true between the finals vT and

mi (s). This similarity in the names of a mythical peison cannot

be due to chance. One has no reason to suppose that there was a

transfer from Iran into Greece or invei'sely, and besides a direct bor-

rowing would not. explain the deformations that, have been observed.

One is, therefore, led to suppose that the two forms have both diver-

ged from a more ancient original. Artemis and Ardvl are probably

two words borrowed by Greek and
1

Iranian from Pre-Hellenic languages.

The Lydian form is akin to the Greek name: sfardak artimvl

probably means, according to Litimahn, “of Sardian Aitcmis (or to

Sardian Artemis)” (
Sardis

,
vi, I, G9; cf. A SmiesMsek, RO, iv, 207).

Hei'e is probably the point of departure. The Etruscan name corres-

ponding to Artemis is Artume (P. Dueati, Etruria Antica 1, p. 108).

One knows that in the languages of Asia Minor, m. and w are often

interchangeable. If the Lydian artimvl has become the Etruscan arhnne,

one con also suppose a form °artmci that the Iranians would have pro-

nounced Ardvi. In case that this name could really have meant “the

gentle” this epithet must have been felt as a euphemism, for gentle-

ness was probably not a trait of the powerful Ardvl.

“The cult of Nanaia” says Fr. Cumont, "goes back to the origins

of history. She was, strictly speaking, the goddess of Erech (Ourouk)

or Orclroe, which is situated to the south of Babylon near the Euph-

rates. At an early period she was assimilated to Islitar and wart

4 Bartliolomae suggests with reservations (s. v. Ardvi) the following .
ety-

mology : “Eig. wohl “die Feuchte, Fouchtigkeit.” ai. vgl. rdv, Johansson IF.

2,27.” But in compounds such ns rdudarn, rdvpti
, .

rdfivrdh, rdu "seems to be

for mrdu “gentle” (Cf. P.W s.v.J; the signification “damp” is unsatisfactory.

One may supptfso that rdu° may have helped to modify, by a popular etymology,

the primitive name of Ardvl. That would then be, like Anakita, the result of

an adaptation.
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adored, not only in Mesopotamia, but also in Iran. Towards the year

2295 B.C., she was brought to Susa, where her temple in the Greek

period was still in existence. In 1G4, Antiochus IV failed, in an

enterprise directed against another of her sanctuaries at Elymas. She

penetrated as far as Bactviana where her name is found' on the coins

of the Indo-Scythian kings of the 1st century of our era. Towards

the north, she was established in Armenia in the valley of the Lykos.

In the Greek world she was, as we have seen, introduced by Oriental

merchants to the Piraeus and to Alexandria, where a Nunaion was

used us a storehouse for archives.”

"The discoveries made at Doura are in keeping with the complex

character and the manifold aspect of this "great goddess of all the

earth’’assimilated at the same time to Artemis and to Ishtar. Like

tho latter she was at first a divinity of fecund nature, she who fosters

reproduction. Her very name probably means ‘Mother’ It is then

natural that a statue of Aphrodite might bo placed in her temple.”

"But ns the Babylonian Ishtar or the Celestis of Carthage,

Nanala was also a. warrior goddess, the protector of combats and the

dispenser of victory.”

Nanai is a Semitic name of the goddess. The form that is attested

by the cuneiform texts is transcribed Nana, a filial being used to denote

a vocal element which may have been ai. It has been supposed' that

Nana is one of those ‘Lallnamen’ which are used in the most diverse

languages to designate the mother, and Kretschmer has brought

together for Asia Minor a quantity of names of the type Nana, Nnnna.

As for Nanai, it should' be derived from Nana by the addition in Semitic

of l possessive.

This attractive theory does not perhaps take into sufficient

account the ominous character of divine names. We may suppose

that besides her popular name which was used ns a common designa-

tion and which could be ‘Mother’ or ‘Mamma,’ the goddess had

her proper name which was not necessarily very different from the first,

but which was not to be profaned by daily use. In India., for example,

5 Kretschmer, Emleitung in die Oesch. tier Or. Spmche, 1890, p. 341 and f.

;

Cumont, “Doura-Ewopos p. 198, n. 4).
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mat-a, miba, ‘another,’ are current names of the Goddess Mother,

which do not prevent her from having us her own other more personal

names. If Nanai be derived from Nana, by ihe addition of an i posses-

sive, then Nana would be the original form. Now it is only by

a comparison of the different names of the goddess that one

can see if this postulate is justified.

One finds among all the Semitic peoples the belief in a Great

God'dess who is one of the highest mythical entities: Atargatis or

'Atar ‘ate in Syria, Athtar in Arabia, Ishtar in Babylon, Astnrte in

Phoenicia, Tanit in Carthage, etc. Almost all the names in this

series are comparable: afar(gatis), ‘ator(‘ate), athtar, ishtar,

astaxite). Tanit. only is at variance. I jet. us compare Anaitis,

Nanai and Tanit. In these three names one finds a common element

anaijani which follows, in two cases, dental n or t. The principal

objection to the comparison of the three names is that, this initial dental

is sometimes pure (t), sometimes nasal (n).° May not. one suppose

that these three forms are derived from a Pre-Semitic, original

which contained a sound intermediate between -n and t ? This con-

jecture is confirmed indirectly by the facts. In Asia Minor, especially

in the Western province^, the name of Anaitis is occasionally written

Tanaia (Roscher, 1,exikon, p. 332, 45 ;
Daremberg and Saglio, s. v.

Diana, p. *152). 7 There are besides apart fro mthe name serious reasons

for considering Tnnai(s) as closely allied, to Nanai. The goddess of fecun-

dity is naturally also that of the waters which insure fertility. That

is why in Iran Ardvi is at the same t ime the name of the Great Goddess

and that of a mythical river. Tanais, the name of the Great. Goddess

0 In tanit, which is the usual transcription, tlio second vowel varies.

In fact TNT, which is known through inscriptions only, lias an uncertain voctfli-

Ba.tion. Moreover, the identification of Tanit with Artemis is proved by the

fact that the name abcTN'J? lias for equivalent Artemidoros. 0. E. Meyer, ZDMO.
XXXI, 716 ff.

;
Pauly-Wissowa, Supplement III, 162.

7 Roscher admits that Tanais is an “Umfonmmg.” But this deformation

was doubtless possible because the name of the goddess was a borrowed word and

the initial sound lent itself to confusion. Besides if in the original, the initial

was a dental, imperfectly nasalized, Nanai' and Tanaifs) show an equal degree

of divergence.
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in Asia Minor,, designates in the 'Scythian’ country the river which

later was' called the Don (Cf. J. Rozwadowski, Don-Tanais et les

UbnmSriens, RO, II, pp. 142-144). The name of the Don has for a

long time been connected with the Ossetic don 'water, river/ avest.

damn “fiver, stream/’ skr. danu “fluid, drop, dew.’’ But as

Rozwadowski has observed, there is a very marked difference of final

letter, of initial and' rtf quantity between Tanais and, d&rtav. If

Tanais and ddnav were, as it seems, borrowed from Pre-Aryan langua-

ges, we must, perhaps, see in Tonal/Nanai an ancient name of the

water or of the river, later changed to Nana in order to resemble a

‘Lallname’. 8

We cannot separate from the series Anai'tis, Nanai etc., the

Semitio goddess Anat. The origin of her name is also obscure :

Babylonian according to some, Hittite according to others. “In any

case, her cult must have been widely spread in ancient Palestine.

Toutmes III (1501-1447) found there a city called Bet Anat, that is

to 8iiy, “temple of Anat” apparently that of which Jewish writers

knew in the tribe ol Neplitali. Some took the goddess for patroness of

their children : as an evidence may be cited, the name of the Anati at the

period of Tell-el-Amarna. A stole recently found at Beis&n informs

us that Anat was the great goddess of this important city in the time

of Seti I. She was called there “queen of- heaven and lady of all

the gods” (A. Lods, Itrail, p. 153).

"Anat, whose cult penetrated into Egypt in the time of the great

Pharaonic conquests, is usually represented by the Egyptians with

material attributes. The goddess, who had a clergy at Thebes from

the time of the reign of Toutmes III, is represented as clothed, seated

on a throne and holding in her right hand the lance and shield and in

her left the battle axe. In the eyes of the Canaanites, she was above

all toe incarnation of feminine fertility, she who engenders love and

who bestows maternity” (A. Lods, Ibid., p, 164-155). In this way

8 One cannot separate the name of the Don from that of the Danube.
Danuvius can be the result of a Celtic adaptation. There is reason for thinking

that the name of the Danube as that of the Don, perpetuates in European
languages a Pre-Indo-European name of the river aud of the goddess which is

intermediate between ddnav and tanais.
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Anal is closely akin to Anai'lis who, in Iran, was also a goddess

warlike courage and also of fecundity. 9

Finally we have the following series :
—

Iran Auui'tis, Allah ita, Anahid,

Palestine Anat

Syria, Asia Minor Nanai, Nana,— Tanais

Carthage TNT

For tlie origin ol these forms, it seems that one can find an

original such as 'TuiiaXINanai to which it is possible to ad’d in Semitic

the sign of the feminine t. The diphthong- ai is sometimes reduced to

a or i. This simplification, however, appears only in the forms, of which

the vocalisation is somewhat uncertain. The initial, imperfectly

nasalized, should he a variable sound', intermediate between n and the

pure dental, which may he written t or may even disappear com-

pletely." 1 An analogous sound existed perhaps in the Austro-Asiatic

languages. The word for ‘water’ is there found under the following

forms: Mon daIk, Boloven, tiak, Bahnar dtlk, Khmer tik, Aunuinite

niidk, a relation which allows ns to find in the common source of

Austro-Asintic languages a half-voiced initial -from which have issued

in the modern languages d, l
,

n. Now the Austro-Asiatic languages

constitute a large part of the Pre-Aryan substratum and their connec-

tion, if not their kinship, with Sumerian is veiy probable. 11

In the Vedie Mythology, the gods have a limited power and they

9 Cl'. Beuvettiste, Thu Persian llclii/inn, p. 27-28. Islitiu- had already

this double character : from the most remote antiquity, she was at the same

time a martial divinity and the goddess of fecundity (G. Coiitonau, La

ilcesse nue babylonientie, p. 120-122).

10 In the same order of ideas, note, the presence in Pre-Aryan languages of

a sound intermediate between f, d and I, ns is especially shown in the variations

of the first consonant in the name of Ulysses in Greek. The name of this hero is

in Etruscan Utuse (Cf. Ducati, Etruria Antica, I, p. 109).

11 In the Bulletin dc la Societe de Linr/uistiquc, XXVI, fasc. 3, p. 227 and

f., I have observed the lexicological resemblances between Sumerian and Austro-

Asiatic, while reserving the problem of their kinship. M. Rivet, who has taken

up the. question in Sumerian et Ocean ien believes in the kinship of Sumerian

and of an extensive group which he calls “Oceanien.”
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have ascendancy over tlie goddes.se ss. Aditi is clearly an exception

to this rule: her sovereignty is unlimited and she is superior to the

gocjs. She i9 therefore akin to the Great Goddess of Asia Minor, for

in the couple Cybele-Attis “the first place helong-ed to the woman, a

remainder of an age of the matriarchate” (Ciunont, Religions Orientales,

P- GO).

The supremacy of Aditi is especially noticeable in the following

stanza (Rg Veda, I, 89, 10, quoted and commented) upon by Jcvwni-

niyu-vpamsad-brdh maiia, 1, 41)

:

“Aditi is the heaven; Aditi is the atmosphere;

Aditi' is mother, she is father, she is eon

;

Aditi is all’ the gods (visve devSi) and the five sorts of beings;

Aditi is that which is born; Aditi is that which is to be born.”

One could not characterize more clearly the omnipotence and the

immensity of Aditi which make of her a power superior to the gods,

a polymorphous and pantheistic figure. In consequence, aditi has

become in Vediic an adjective signifying “unlimited), inexhaustible;”

it is also a name signifying the infinite extent of the- sky (Rv., V,

02, 8). But the origin of the word1

is obscure. Keith (Religion and

Philusopluij of the Veda, p. 215) recalls the former theories, especially

that of Geldner for whom Aditi signifies “plenitude, undividedness,”

while for Oldenberg the sense is “liberty, absence of bonds.” Keith

is in favour of the theory of Macdonell for whom Aditi signifies “in-

nocence.” Negelein (Weltanschauung, p. 103) proposes the equi-

valent “Unenneaslichkeit.” All these authors see in Aditi an

abstract notion that has been personified, but the various senses stdiich

have' been proposed! are a proof of the obscurity of the term.

In the Vedie mythology, Aditya derived from Ad'iti designate a class

of powerful' gods, the foreign origin of whom has been suspected for a long

time. The fact that these gods bear the name of their mother, places

them along with her in a line of uterine filiation, but it does not

agree with Indo-Aryan institutions as a whole.

Aditi, mother of the godt, is akin to the Great Goddess of Asia

Minor. Her name can he related to that of Anaitis, especially if

one admits that the dental n imperfectly nasalized, may have been

borrowed without nasalization : in an intervocalic position, this sound

I.H.Q.
,
SEPTEMBEE, 1934 2
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lias been noted by means of the voiced d according- to the common

tendency in Indo-Aryan, and the diphthong: a« has been reduced to i.

Tn. fine, the name of the Great Goddess appeal's in the Semitic

and Indo-European languages under forms which may be reduced to

two types: the first, defined by the equivalents Artemis/ Ardvi, is

common to Greece and Persia; the second, which seems derived from

an original Tanai/ Nanai, passed from Pre-Aryan world to Iran and

io India. The names of the former type may have been borrowed

directly from Prle-Aryan languages by Iranian and Greek. But if

the termination ti. common to Anaitis and to Aditi is the mark of the

feminine, one must probably admit a Semitic intermediate between

the original Tanai/Nanai and the Iranian and Vedic borrowed words.

II

In the study of the cult otf the Great Goddess, two extremes must

be avoided: one of which consists in seeing particular1 traits only, the

other in generalizing too much. If through a liking for precise

details, we see no more than the particular nuance of a certain belief,

we shall never attain to more than a fragmentary view of the real:

if ihrough a liking for the abstract, we dwell too- much on general

characteristics, our view of the real will, in this case, be unduly

simplified. The truth lies between these two extremes.

Statuettes of the Goddess Mother have been found in the countries

of ancient civilization which extend between the Indus and the Aegean

Sea. The resemblance between these statuettes is such that one is

inclined to suppose that a.t the prehistoric era, the same cult was pro-

pagated 'from the Mediterranean Sea as far as India. In fact, similar

beliefs and practices were imposed throughout this vast domain upon

peoples the most diverse, Asianics and Pre-Aryans, Semitics and Indo-

Europeans. Here is a contradiction for those who proclaim on every

occasion the irreducible originality of races, who are always contrast-

ing the Orient and the Occident. Is it not disturbing to see peoples

very dissimilar possessing- in common the cult of a Goddess Mother?

Thereupon the generalizing spirits are eager to triumph. “The

Goddess Mother” they say, “is a figure which one finds everywhere.

To exalt the Mother, what is more natural ? Is it not ail idea which
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could come to all
”

I admit readily that one finds goddess-mothers

in many countries; But the divinity of whom we are speaking is not

only a goddess who Las brought forth; she has another distinctive

trait: she is superior to all the gods. She is at the same time the

Goddess Mother and the Great Goddess. Surely we have here a some-

what strange conception, one which cannot he found everywhere.

The Greeks and the Latins had a Goddess Mother, Hera, .Tuno, but

she was not superior to Zeus or to Jupiter. Here we have

to deal1 with a conception by no means uncommon, since one

finds it throughout a large part of the civilised world,, and yet it is not

one which is inherent generally in the human mind.

In the first place, let us try to find in what societies the idea

could originate and develop. It does not require much reflexion

to perceive a necessary link between the juridical institutions of a

people and their religion. Lei up take a society where the father; of

the family has an unlimited authority over wife and' children, can dis-

pose of their persons at his pleasure and does not allow them the smallest

share in his resources. If this people honour a divinity more power-

ful than the others, it is more than probable that this god is a Father

God. In ancient Rome where the pater familias enjoyed despotic

powers, Jupiter was, as his name indicates, a Father God.

Let us now take, a society which is within our reach and the orga-

nization of whioh depends upon opposite principles, for example, in

the animal world, the society of bees. In the hive, the male element

i3 thrust into the background. Preponderance belongs to the female.

The mother, or the queen as we say, is at the same time she who gives

life and she who brings prosperity to her people. Imagine the bees

making for themselves a religion. Do you not think that above all

other beings, at the summit of the universe, they will' place a Goddess

Mother? Reasoning by analogy, we are led to suppose that the idea

of a divinity, who would be at the same time mother and sovereign,

must have originated in a society where the feminine element was pre-

ponderant. Today such societies are rare. The great peoples whose

influence is most apparent in universal _ history : Indo-Europeans,

Semites and Chinese, have a social organization based upon the patri-

archate. It is true that one observes here and there, in the great In do-
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European, Semitic and Chinese civilizations, institutions which are

contrary to the strictly patriarchal form but they are exceptions.

If now we observe savages, that is to say, peoples which are

considered primitive and which are, in fact, only retrograde or arres-

ted groups, we see that certain tribes have a patriarchal organization,

the members of the family being grouped under the power of the father

or of the grandfather or of the representative of the common ancestor

;

but others have a very different organization : the child! is connected,

not with its father but with the maternal family. Thereupon, certain

observers, wishing to simplify, declare that one is in the presence of a

matriarchal organization, in opposition to the patriarchal regime.

This manner of expression is, in many cases, inexact. A child can

live in the maternal clan and bear the name of its mother without be-

ing, for all that, in the power of its mother. In certain tribes, this

child is placed under the authority of its maternal uncle. In conse-

quence, although the filiation is uterine, the power does not belong

to tho mother and one cannot, with regard to these tribes, speak of a

matriarohate.

This does not mean that there have never been organized human

societies under the law of the matriarch ate. At the dawn of history,

during what is called the prehistoric period, we see the peoples of the

Ancient World making an effort to unify themselves. Everywhere the

regime of the clan and of the tribe gives place to political organiza-

tions of a widen scope: confederations, kingdoms, empires. Among

these groupings which then make an appearance, some have an organiza-

tion definitely matriarchal or, to use a better term, they ai'e gyncco-

cracies: woman in them enjoys a privileged situation; she wields a

large share of authority in the family and in the State. Unfortu-

nately much is lacking in our knowledge of the details of thisi organiza-

tion. It is probable that in certain regions, the gynecocracy was con-

fined to the patrician caste and that feminine powers had a religious

origin. .What makes it possible for us to perceive in some measure the

importance of the matriarohate, are the traces which this regime has

left in the organization of peoples who have made a late entry into

history.

Now one observes in India and in Iran, at the historic epoch, the
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remains of a very ancient religion -which seems to have been, in its

beginning, connected with a matriarchal or gynecocratie organiza-

tion. We are now concerned in reconstructing, at least in. ita essential

traits, the religion of the Great Goddess and in showing what has

survived of her myths and of her cult in the ancient religions of India

and of the Near East. We shall examine the myths in which her

divine nature is revealed, and the rites of which her cult is composed.

A stanza of the R(j Veda, already quoted, defines Aditi in the

following manner:

“Aditi is the heaven; Aditi is< the atmosphere ”

We must now endeavour to explain the effort of abstraction by

means of which the ancient Sages attained go broad a conception .

12 We
shall see that in speculating on the divine natuie of the Great Mother,

one was of necessity forced to attribute to her an unlimited capacity,

a power without measure, a universal competency.

The fundamental idea is the notion of a mother, that of a goddess

who fosters reproduction. This idea, in the divine plane, is expressed

by the myth of a goddess, the mother of the god's. When the Homans

adopted the cult of the Great Goddess of Phrygia, she took in the

Occident the name of the Great Mother of the gods, Magna Mater

Deorum. But the first peoples, who adored her, could not confine to the

gods the sphere of her activity. She who has engendered all the gods

is most certainly the originator of men and other beings. It ia by the*

efficacy of her power, that they continue to grow and to multiply. The

Great Goddess is then at the same time the mother of godls and' of men

;

through her the cattle increase and the plants grow. All that has

life manifests her power. A figure so majestic, soon became

the centre of a cult in which all the peoples participated

;

pastoral and agricultural, nomadic and stationary, barbarian and) civi-

lized. Sages devoted to abstraction and the simplest mind's could meet

in a common sentiment of veneration for a goddess who is the incarna-

tion of our profoundest instincts and symbolizes perfectly the unity

nucl the immensity of the cosmos.

12 It is probable that in the countries whore the myth of the Great Goddess

was born, many local cults have been progressively unified
j
but we have not yet

grasped in detail the process of this unification.
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It was probably under the influence of the Babylonian civiliza-

tion that these ideas were most clearly and most completely formulated..

The Sumerians followed by the Assyro-Babylonians are the authors of

a system, the leading- and fundamental idea of which is the unity of

the cosmos. Tliree hundred and sixty is the number of the days of the

year and. of the degrees, of the circle. The same measures are valid for

extension and duration, consequently time and1 space are under the

same numerical norm. All which is
;

lives from the same life: men,

animals, plants, the very stars, pass through periods of growth and

decline .

13

These speculations of a character quasi-scientific may easily be

brought into agreement with the belief in the immensity of Aditi. We
see that the Great Goddess reigns over all the cosmic space; from her

beings past and future are brought into existence, That is to say that

her sovereignty is extended! over the infinite realms of time andj. space.

At this stage a monotheistic conception is not yet realized, because

Aditi is only the first in a numerous pantheon
;
but we are close upon

monotheism, for Aditi is, so to speak, the sum of all the gods who have

issued from her.

Evidently such high conceptions were not within the grasp of all

minds. In all religions, dogmas are conceived of in a different manner

by the philosopher and by the common herd. By the side of the abstract

notions which gathered about the Great Goddess, certain myths were

destined to give her a more concrete image. It was in this manner

that she was adored, sometimes as the goddess of the waters, sometimes

as the goddess of war.

In the Avesta, Ardvi does not only designate the Great Goddess;

it is also the name of a mythical river. This river comes down from the

mountain, ITukairya, and flows towards the lake Vouruka^a. This river

is the source of all the waters of the earth. All the rivers, therefore,

nil the water-courses have a single sonrce and this heavenly source is

no other than the Great Goddess. Ardvi is not solely the mother of

all living beings
;
she is also the mother of waters,

13 T). Berthelot, L’Arstrohiologie et la pensue de I’Asie : essai sur le3 ou-

tlines des sciences et des theories morales. (Revue de ’Metaphysique et de

Morale, 1932, No. 3, p. 293).
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An analogous myth is found .in India and there also we have reason

to think that it is as ancient as the cult of the Great Goddess. In India,

the mythical river is the celestial Ganges. It falls into a mysterious

lake of the Himalayan region and it is from this reservoir that all the

waters of the earth have their source. In this way, as in Iran, all the

rivers, all the water-courses have the same celestial source and the name

of the heavenly river designates also the Great Goddess.

The extension in the Occident, before the Indo-European invasion,

of the oult of the Great Mother, the divinity of the water's, allows us

to explain the Hellenic legend of the Danaides. It is scarcely a matter

of doubt that the Danaides, condemned to fill eternally in hell a cask

with holes, really personified the incessant flux of springe, rising

from the subterranean world. According to Strabo their punishment is

no more than an historic allegory. These princesses, who came

from Egypt to Argos, brought there the methods of- irrigation

iu use in their country. Springs were dug and the Argives

had an inexhaustible water supply. Ifc is likely that in order

to explain the introduction into Greece of a foreign method of

irrigation, an Egyptian origin was assigned to the princesses, but

the essential element of the myth is probably Pre-bel'lenic. It is no

chance, resemblance between the name of the Danaides, who. personify

(lie springs, and Tana'is, ancient name of the Great Goddess .and of the

divine River which is the origin of all the water-courses. Tanais must

then be the. mother of the Danaides. But the Greek legend
.
connects

them with a hero-father, Danaus. The change of. Bex in his person is

probably one of those modifications which myths undergo when they

pass from a matriarchal society into a milieu where the organization

of the family is different. A final trait which arrests our attention

in the sanguinary character.' of the legend'. 'With the exception, of one

only, all the Danaides massacre their husbands. As we shall see pre-

sently, the Great Goddess is a cruel and murderous divinity. The Danai-

des. are of the same family.

So the ancient religions of India, Iran and Europe have a

common myth, that of the Great Goddess the divinity of. Fecundity .and

of the Waters. A' moment’s reflexion is sufficient in order to perceive

a necessary link between the two ideas. Water is the origin of all life,
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of all prosperity. In a prolonged drought everything- perishes; the

earth brings forth no harvests; food is locking for men and beasts.

Evidently it is in the nature of things that the goddess of Fecundity

should be also the goddess of the Waters.

Another association of ideas, which seems more strange to us, has

made of the Great Goddess a warlike divinity. Almost everywhere in the

Semitic world as well as in that of Iran, she is the goddess of battle.

One would'' expect to see rather a masculine god presiding over martial

activities. But let us not forget that war, with its cortege of epidemics

and of privations, is among the scourges of humanity and is

the cause of the greatest number of victims. In medieval India

the Goddess Mother was renowned for her cruelty. This fact gives

us a clue to the enigma. The Great Goddess is warlike because war is

one of the forms of death. She who presides at the production of1

beings also provides for their destruction. This is a truth of all times

which we also find in the words of our Ronsard

:

"Car 1’amour et la mort ne’s qu’une Heme chose .” 14

To return to ancient times. Why ure death and reproduction

closely connected? Because-, with the resources which they had at their

disposal, men could not be very numerous. In the societies of remote

antiquity, the number of those who find means of subsistence is strictly

limited. That is why we observe in many countries, even up to the

historic period, institutions which make one shudder viz., infanticide

and the murder of. the aged. The aged are killed so that the young may

have something to eat. Girls are killed so that boys may he fed. It

is the death of the former which allows the latter to be born andl to

grow. The Goddess Mother is the incarnation of this cruel

necessity, for she is one of the fonns of Destiny. Like the

gardener who uproots the old plants to prephre for future harvests, she

destroys in order that she may create anew. These two aspects of her

activity are linked together by an iron law, and this is why the Goddess

Mother presides over battles in Iran, while in India she appears as

the goddess of small pox. It seems that in Iranian the ancient name

of the Great Goddess has become an epithet which may signify the

14 “For love and death are one and the same.”
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Gentle. Eeally she was anything but gentle. Durga in India w;us

cruel; but those whom she struck blessed her sovereign hand

and, to make her propitious, gave her gracious names like the

Gentle or the Immaculate.

We now must examine the attributes of the goddess and shall

see what they teach us indirectly with regard to her cult. These

attributes are the bundle of rods which she holds in her hand and her

thick fur cloak.

In a hymn of the Avesta which is consecrated to the Goddess

Anuhita, she is represented' holding in her hand a bundle of rods. H.

llenvenisle has noted that the Aocadian gods have algo in their hands

a bundle of rods and this analogy may be explained by the fact that

these gods are like Anahita gods of vegetation or, rather let us say, of

fecundity .

15 Sir J. Frazer has compared among a great number of

peoples, practices which consist in striking persons, animals or plants,

with green leaves, freshly cut brunches or; rods. This whipping is

destined either to renew the life of the beings so struck, or to increase

their vigour or their reproductive power. Since tho flagellation ig a

rite which stimulates fecundity
,

10
it is natural that the Goddess

Mother should be represented holding the rods in her hand. These

boughs are at the same time the sigu and the instrument of the pros-

perity which the goddess gives. If this explanation is exact, the rites

of flagellation formed a part of the cult of the Great Mother. Certain

15 It seems, as M. Benvoniste has indicated (The Persian Religion, p. 57),

that the rods of Anahita were borrowed from a foreign cult and that the rods may
bo compared to the sheaf of branches that tho Accadian gods curried. In theso

conditions, we may distinguish betweon, on the one hand the barsman of the

Avesta related to the barhis of the Vedas, and on the other the rods of Anahita.

It is true that the latter are called barsman in the Avesta. This word then con-

tains two distinct notions
j it designates, sometimes a support, a kind of cushion,

related to the Vedic barhis, sometimes a bundle of rods that the gods of fecun-

dity hold in their hands. It may be shown that the former notion, strictly

Aryan, is not very far removed from the latter. In every case, the barsman was

used, either to isolate or to strengthen and these two uses have a connection in

magic.

16 The Golden Bough, 3rd ed., part vi. “The scapegoat,” pp. 255-274. Cf.

S. Reimacb, La Flagellation rituelle, Gultes, Mythes et Religion, I, p. 180 et

suiv.

SEPTEMBER, 1934 3
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facts lead us to suppose that this was really so. This is the way in

which Strabo describes the practices of the Magi: “After having

made a libation of oil, mixed with milk and with honey which they

poured ou the ground, they remained chanting a long time, holding a

handful of rods of tamaris.” 17 Here the priests are represented hold-

ing in their hands the attribute of the goddess. It is true that Strabo

does not say what gestures were made with these rods, but it may

be conjectured from the testimony of others. At Home, the festival of

Cybele and of Attis was inspired by the cult of the Goddess Mother,

as it was celebrated in Phrygia. This festival was held from the 15th

to the 27th of March. Now the 24th of March was in the calendar a

day called sanguis

:

on this day the priests of the Goddess scourged

themselves and cut their flesh, their shrill cries mingling with the sound

of flutes. Then during a mysterious vigil, the initiated' was regarded

as united with the Great Goddess. 16

In Arcadia, children were flogged in the presence of Artemis and

we know that Artemis represents in Greece the Great Goddess of Asia

Minor. In a village of Laconia, sanguinary legends were current con-

cerning Artemis. It was said' that in order to appease the goddess,

they had formerly been obliged to offer human sacrifices. Later these

sacrifices had been transformed into a flogging of young boys before

the idol. One of the Greek names of the goddess was Artemis Phake-

litis, a name derived from phalelos which means a sheaf of branches.

She was adored under this name in Sicily and in Southern Italy. In

Arcadia, there was a sanctuaiy of Artemis where women underwent, a

self-imposed flagellation. In other Greek cities, it was at the festival of

Demeter that the worshippers of the goddess beat one another with

whips made of the bark of trees. 10

We have now sufficient knowledge of the subject to understand n

Yedic term, the obscurity of which has hitherto baffled interpreters.

17 The branches of tamaris were used in certain cases of ritual flagellation.

Cf. Chwolsohn, Die Ssabier wnd der Ssabismus, II, 34 quoted by Sir J. Frazer,

ibid., p. 284.

18 Ciunont, Les BeUgions orientales dans le paganism romain, ohap. III.

19 Darembcrg and Saglio, Dictionnaire des Antiquit6s
t
s.v. Diana.
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In a hymn of the Atharva Veda (is, 1) consecrated to the goddess mother

Aditi, one finds a compound madhukma which means literally

“honey-whip.” It lias been supposed that this mysterious whip was

an instrument destined to beat milk and that it wap called “honeyed”

because by it the sacrifice was made to be as sweet as honey. Such

fancies are not very convincing. In re-reading the text one sees that

nwdhuka/H is one of the epithets of the Goddess Mother. She is

called “she whose whip is honey” because honey is, among all other

aliments, that which gives vigour just ns the whip of Aditi is a stimu-

lant as she is the goddess of fecundity. Here is a proof that in Vedio

India the whip, like the rods in Italy and in Greece, was the attri-

bute of the Goddess Mother and that, perhaps, there was scourging

in her honour.

Just now I spoke of the garment of Aditi, though this would appear

strange as the anoient statuettes of the Groat Goddess represent

her as almost naked, adorned merely with jewels. It is true

that in the Avesta, Anahita is described clad in a sumptuous mantle

of heaver, emhi'oiciered with gold. Is it possible to bring into agree-

ment the testimony of the texts and that of the statues? 20

In the study which he has devoted to the naloed, goddess of the

Babylonians, M. Conlenau has called our attention to the figure of a

woman, completely naked, depicted on the cylinders as standing in a

hieratio attitude. This goddess is often smaller than the other persons.

She is in the company of a divinity clad in an ample cloa'k, made of a

material with a long nap, which is called kuunal-es. Some arch geolo-

gists have wished to see in these scenes the representation of the des-

cent of Ishtar into hell, when stripped at each gate of one of her gar-

ments, she appeared naked before Allot. At this moment she is con-

quered, imprisoned, confined in the subterranean dungeon. It would

seem that the Babylonian cylinders really allude to this myth. In

certain cases, they represent not the descent into hell hut rather .the

events which followed. Upon her return to earth, the goddess

recovers her powers. She grows tall and her garments are restored.

20 Coomaraawamy, Bulletin of the Museum of Fine Arts, XXIV, 1926, p. 69.

The liugre 12 shows the persistence of the ancient typo in India.
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The craftsmen who decorated, the cylinders must have placed

together two images of Ishtar, small and naked one symbolizing the

goddess confined in the subterranean world, Hike the grain that is

buried during winter or as Proserpine, the captive of Plhto, and the

other tall and clothed, representing, like Ceres, the vegetation during

summer, when the plants attain their fullest growth and are covered with

foliage.

This interpretation is found to he indirectly supported by

researches undertaken in different parts of the Mediterranean, world.

M. Picard in studying the most ancient representations of Artemi® has

indicated that this goddess had at first her seat in a tree31 . On the other

hand, the Semites venerated a goddess named Ashera or Ash rat.

Ashera in Hebrew signifies “sacred stake.” One may then suppose

that this goddess was thought of in the likeness of a tree trunk

without branches. How the documents of Has Sliamra, recently deci-

phered by M. Virollenud, 22 show the importance of this divinity who

seems to have played in the Phoenician world before the time of the

year 2000, the part of the Great Goddess, Mother of the Gods.

If the Great Goddess is a tree, one can depict her in two way?—as a

trunk either hare, or covered with foliage. Whence came the idea of

fashioning this heavy garment which we call ka/unakbs. By the

fhitings of its surface where it is thought that ruffled flounces may be

seen, the kaunakbs of Babylonian statues suggest the image of a vegetal

garment, like the straw mats which gardeners use to cover green-

houses or better still those cloaks of reeds or rushes which are worn by

peasants of the Par East as a protection against inclement weather. 21

It is probable that the myth of the goddess either naked, or

covered with leaves, took possession very early of the mind of agricul-

21 Ephhse et Ulaios, pp. 377, 487-88, 523

22 Syria, xxi, p. 193 et suiv. and xxii, p. 113 et suiv. Cf. Dnssnud, he

Sanctuaire et lea dieiix pliiniciena de Bus Sliamra. (R. H. R., 1932, p. 276).

23 It is generally admitted, since the researches of Heuzey, that the

“kaunakes” was a garment of an animal origin, I do not protend to

say that certain divinities and the Groat Goddess may not sometimes have been

clad in fur. My belief is, merely, that the “kaunakes” made of meshes df

wool laid in flounces, could not have been the imitation of the skin of an animal
j
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tural peoples. Thenceforth, the heavy mantle of the kaunalcds

could only be the symbol of luxuriant vegetation, the symbol of fecun-

dity and prosperity. From this point of departure, we can explain two

series of rather puzzling facts, one viz., the widespread use of a thick fur

garment in parts of the ancient world where the climate made the wear-

ing of it unnecessary, even uncomfortable, and the other viz., that gar-

ment is called by a borrowed name at Rome (
yaunacnm), in Greece

(iMimakes), and in India (gonahi)

.

Pliny tells us that that under the Etruscan domination, in the

time of Servius Tullius, the woollen material, held in highest esteem,

wa9 that which he calls “undulata vestis,” an appellation which

agrees exactly with the image of the Chaldean kaunakhs. 2,1
Besides,

the word "Iminakd*” has as equivalent in the Latin vocabulary, a

borrowed word <fgaunacum.” 2S We also know that King Servius had

clothed the statue of Fortune with a certain number of "togne prae-

textae” which were preserved, in the wardrobe of 'the goddess up to* the

time of the death of Sejanus. Now Forty no, goddess of Prosperity, is

no other than the Oriental Great Goddess introduced to Rome by the

Etruscans. According to the legend, Tanaquil had fashioned with her

own hands for King Servius a royal toga of “kaunakCs” and this toga

was seen by Yorro in the temple of Fortune. 2 *

If these facts are linked together, it becomes evident that the Etrus-

cans introduced to Rome at the same time as the cult of the Great

Goddess, this hairy stuff, of Oriental origin, which the Greeks called

“kaunakbs” and the Latins “gaunacum.” This stuff was used to clothe the

goddess, and the kaunakes was at the same time a symbol and a promise

of prosperity, for it represented the foliage with which plants are covered

in the time of renewal. It was logical that togas should 1 be made of

it, not for the goddess only, but also for the king, for such a garment

if it had been fur, the wool would have been arrauged in a more

regular manner. It must then he that the remembrance of another model had

been preserved and this must have been made of slender stalks, arranged in

layers, one above the other like the tiles of a roof.

24 Heuzey, Une 6toffe chaldecnne, le Kaunakis (llevue arcliSologique, 1887).

25 Une dtoffe orientate, le 7caunakis, (JIMS., April 1931, pp. 33947).

26 Heuzey, op. cit., p. 16.
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could not fail to bring happiness to the king and to assure in Ins person

(lie prosperity of’ the kingdom.

We see now under the influence of what superstitions, the use was

widely spread in the ancient world of an inconvenient and costly

garment. This garment brought happiness, for it was the garment of

Fortune. Its use was perpetuated in Greece up to the time of Aristo-

phanes and the great comic poet was amused by it.

In a scene of the “Wasps,” Bdelycleon ohm's to his father Philo-

cleon a luxurious cloak of “Icaunak'es.” Wlien he perceives the stuff

with which his sou wishes to clothe him, the old judge rebels:

“By all the gods” he says, “what is this plagued coat?”

Bdelycleon—Some call it persis
,
others l-aemul-bs.

l’hilocleon—Really, I would take it for a sheepskin of the hamlet

of Tliymoetes.

Bdelycleon—Your mistake is uot at all surprising, for you have

never been to Sardis; you would know that among the Barbarians,

this stuff is woven at great cost. This mantle alone has eaten up a

full talent of wool.

Philocleon—One should call it wool-eater, rather than luumakes.

The old man then complains that they have clothed him with an

oven; lie begs them to bring him a hook “to get myself out,” he says,

“before I am melted.”

Il'ow is it comprehensible that a garment so costly and so uncom-

fortable should bo so widely in use from Italy to India and

should have continued to he worn for centuries, were it not for ancient

superstitions that were deeply implanted in the human mind?

Ill

The preceding pages throw light upon one of the most difficult

problems of the history of Indo-Iranian religions. Striking analogies

have for a long time been observed between the Iranian Zervan and the

Indian Kala: both of them personify Time and Destiny; from their

power which is without limit, not a being escapes. In view of these

analogies, we are tempted to inquire whether India has borrowed from

Iran the cult of Kala or whether, on the contrary, the two cults have
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developed independently. Scheftelowitz lias devoted an essay27

to tlie study of this problem. Relying chiefly upon texts of a

late origin, he dismisses any relationship between the Indian Kala and

the Iranian Zervan. The investigation of this question must be again

undertaken and the early Buddhist testimony must be taken into ac-

count. At this point, we may perceive a new aspect of the problem.

Along with the two solutions considered by preceding' investiga-

tors,—the independence of Kala and of Zervan or the direct filiation of

the one from the other, there is place for a third solution. Are not

Ivala in India and Zervan in Iran both avutdras of the Great God-

dess? If this conjecture should be correct, the analogy between

Zervan and Kala would be explained by a common ancestry. Along
with a possible influence Zervanism upon Indian thought, there is the

other probability that Zervanism and Kalavada are both in ail equal

degree connected with the cult of the Great Goddess.

The Magi, according to Diogenes Laertes, had certain divinities

which were both male and female. (J)iog. Loart. Prooem. I, 7). “We
must understand this peculiarity” says M. Benveniste, “to apply

to Zervan alone, for it is emphasized by the sarcastic Christian argu-

ments against, Zervanism in the Acts of Anahid: ‘How can you say

that Fire and the Stars are children of ETomized conceived and be-

gotten by bim or by another If Hormized has conceived and

begotton within himself, he is androgynous, like big father Zervan,

as the Manicheans say.’ This is indeed the peculiarity of Zervan.”

{'Lhe Persian Religion, pp. 113-114). In the system which we call

Zervanism, Zervan is “the supreme god, identified with the starry

heaven, representing Time. This god has engendered two twin gods,

one of whom is bright and the other dark. These two gods
originally may have represented day and night or, it may be, the

principles of good and of evil.” (Nyberg, Cosmogome eft Cosmologie

maztUones in J.A., Oct.-deeembre 31, p. 240). In short Zervan is not,

27 Die Zeit. als Schick salsgottheit in der indischen und iranischen Religion,”

in Beitrage zur indischen Sprachwissenschaft und Religionsgechichte, 4os Heft.

About Kalavada, cf. also Otto Schrader, Veber den Stand der Indischen riiilo-

sophie zur Zeit Mahavlras und Buddhas
,
Leipzig, 1902.
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strictly speaking, a father god or a goddess mother: lie is at the same

time father and mother; he is a hermaphrodite.

This strange figure is probably the result of the combination of

two mythical conceptions: that of the goddess mother which, from a

very remote antiquity, was current among- the Asianic peoples and that

of the father god, current among the Indb-Europeaus and the Semites.

When these populations came into contact, we know that the latter

borrowed, the cult of the goddess mother. Thenceforth the pantheon

would comprise by the aide of a father god the sovereign of. the

universe, a goddess mother of equal omnipotence. To which should be

assigned the higher place? In order to settle this dispute, the father

god and the goddess mother were combined to form a single hybrid

entity, both masculine and feminine, an henna phoroditio divinity.

An analogous combination appeal's in India as early as the Vedic

period. Dyaus is one of the rare Indian gods who is certainly known to

have existed at the time of the Indo-European period. Ho appears in

the Rg Veda as the genitor from whom have issued TTsas, the Asv.ins,

Agni, Parjanya, etc. Representing the Sky, he is often coupled with

the Earth (Prthivi). He is above all a male god and a father god like

Zeus and Jupiter; yet, nevertheless, the sky and the Earth are some-

times called the goddess mothers and not unfreqiuently the word Dyaus

is feminine (Keith, Religion awl Philosophy of the Veda, p. 95).

In ZerVanite mythology, the names asoqar, frasoqar, zairoqar form

with Zervan a tetrad (Sclueder, Unsprung and- Forthildungen des

manichaeiseli en Systems, p. 161 and fol.). These names are not, strictly

speaking, proper nouns but rather compound common nouns, the final

element of which is the word him. “Zaroqar” says M. Nyberg, “is

exactly parallel to marsokam, the first element zaro belonging to the

root zar “to grow old, to languish” (Skr. jar-), from which are the

Avestic zavrina
(
Altiran . Wdrterbuch, ool. 1681), a-zanna-, a-zarsant-

(ibid., col. 224-225), zaurvam “old age” (ibid., col. 1684), a word which

popular etymology has perhaps found again in Zerv«\n, 28 neop. zarmdn

28 one must probably seek in the word (zarvdn

)

an allusion to the

root zar—“grow old”, the notion of old age being especially connected with- the

god of time...
;
but we have there perhaps a popular etymology and the

true derivation of the word remains still obscure” (Nyberg, op. cit., p. 52).
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of the same meaning, etc.” Zervan is then represented in this tetrad

ns the god' “who makes virile, who makes splendid, who makes old.”

To match Zaroqar, India offers an analogous entity “Decay” who in

the Buddhist Jutaha appears in the form of a man JaraJB and in the

Epic under the aspect of a riiksasi .Tara.
1 " So we have in Iran an omni-

potent hermaphroditic god, called Zaroqar as the god who makes old.

In India, the same conception is embodied in a person of an ambiguous

character, either masculine or feminine. Jarfi does not seem to have been

of great importance, at least not in literature, but epic India knew

another couple said to be the highest of destinies, Kala-Kali.

That Kala personifies Time is a fact that no one will deny.

Although . Kali is probably the feminine form o£ this god, she is

always connected with Kalas, because Kali was early confused

with Tima, and so this goddess became the wife of Siva.

“Although Kali (as SyamiL),” says Hopkins, “shows that the popular

etymology connects Kali with “black,”, it is probable that the god-

dess in this form is related rather to Kali, the genius of destruction”

(lipio Mytlwlogy, p. 22G). Nevertheless, it seems extreme to con-

nect Kiili with Kali or with the adjective Ms “black.” This cruel

divinity personifies probably female Time as the destroyer; like her,

she is inseparable from Kala “time.” Already the authors of the

St. Petersburg Dictionary, although they have classified, Kali under the

adjective hula “black,” have accurately stated : “here, as in the case

of Kala the surname of Siva, one has had perhaps in mind, by the

side of the notion of “black,” that also of Time which destroys every-

thing.” R. G. Bhandarkar desists from making a choice, because

after having cited; Kqli as one of the names of Durga, he translates

“black or female time as destroyer.” (Vai.mavism, Saivism and

minor religious systems p. 142).

The double figure Kaln-Ktili is indeed a continuation of .Tara-

,Tar5i and these doubles, like the hermaphrodite Zervan, are closely con-

nected with a myth more ancient, I mean, that of the Great Mother,

goddees of reproduction and of death, all-powerful as Destiny. In the 1st

29 Of. JO.taka, n° 4G4; Malidbhar., 16, 126f;

30 Cf. Mahabhar., 2, 715, 729f. 7, 8224.
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section of tie itdi parva, Safijaya says to Dtirtariistra who is in a state

of desperation : “Time createth all things and Time destroyeth all

creatures. It is Time that burnetii creatures and. it is Time that ex-

tinguishetli the fire. All states, the good and the evil, in the three

worlds, are caused by Time. . . Knowing-, as thou dost, that all things

past and future and all that exists at the present moment, are the

offspring- of Time, it behoveth thee not to throw away thy reason.’’

These words recall to us the myth of Zervan who engenders the

principles of good and evil. They also seem to ring like a paraphrase

of the stanza- of the Rg Veda which describes Aditi thus:

“Aditi is the heaven; Aditi is the atmosphere.

Aditi is mother; she is father; -she is sou.

Adit-i is all the gods aud the five blinds of beings.

Aditi is that which is.born; Aditi is that- which is to he born.”

In attempting to connect Kali with the ancient Vedic goddess

Aditi, I am not, I believe, at- variance with the testimony of the epics

which represent Apya (Durga) as the goddess of the Sahara s, Pulimlas,

Barbaras- and other wild tribes, and ns fond of wine and flesh.

Bliandarkar has supposed that her two names Karala and Kali “came

into use when at an early age Rudrn was identified, with Agni, whose

flames, which are considered. Ilia tongues, have those two names and

five others.” And he adds: “That an aboriginal element should

have contributed to the formation of Rudra’s consort in later times

as it did in earlier times towards the formation of Rudro himself as

lie is represented in the Satarudriya, is a matter that might be ex-

pected” (Ibid., p. 144).

We have no reason for contrasting the religion of the aboriginal

populations of India with that of Asianie populations. On the- con-

trary, we have every reason for comparing them. Kali, the divi-

nity of the Sabarns, Pulindas and other wild tribes, has an aspect, not

very unlike that of Aditi-Anahita. Even before Vedic times, the

Aryans were found- in contact with populations- who adored a great

Mother and this contact-, prolonged up to the modern era, explains

the persistence of the same beliefs throughout the course of centuries.

Jean Pezvi-ttski



Old Vrttikaras on the Purva Mimamsa Sutras

Jaimini’s Piiroamiinuips&tutras have been commented on in

different periods by different authors who were subsequently known

as Vfttikarat. Unfortunately none of these vyttis is available

now, but some idea can be formed of them from the references

in Sabarasvamin’s Bkasyu and Kuinarilabhatta’s Varttika.

I. Upavarsa.

Prominent, and most probably the earliest among them is the

Yfttiknra Upavarga who is generally known by the honorific

title ‘bhagavdn.’ Salmrasvamin in his Autpattikasiltra-bhafya1

and Saukaracarya iu his Devatadhlhirana-hhdsya? make mention

of ‘hliagavdn Upavurxa.’ Sabarasvamiu in his Bhibjya on II. 3.

IG 3 refers to a Vrttikara whom he subsequently calls ‘bhagavdn

aciirya’ This Vrttikara mentioned in high reverence is identified

by Kumiirila1
in bis Varttika with Upavarsa who alone is, among

the Vrttikaras, generally associated with tire title
* bhagavdn

The identity of Upavar?a with the Vrttikara referred to by

Sabarasvamin in his Bhasjyn on I. I. 5. is however questioned by Mr.

1 spr 'fi; u 1. 1. o.

2 Wf 'Vf 5 sfft wsrrg^^: ll I. 3. 8 (28)

8 snwfanC—
sfawW'M’Rstftraf i 9RT *pmmhi4 'saunter5

f? q?r=f’ w—f% gfcnrgfipiH ggrawftr: wr-

?f% I
If- »• 10-

4 f| ctctn? «r|A ?rw srRfo i

^ it
5 '

—jfa % tTFSEf^ i *

trrcpf ^ -itoitifiR

i vwg'm: ’gcrfag;

1 .. Ill- 3. 16, pp. 602-603, Anandasrama edition]

vpbtRt I

^ ?rf?T
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P. Y. Kane. He contends* that Upavar?a. is separately mentioned by

name by Sahara and that as such, the two cannot be identical.

Dr. Ganganatha Jha, on the other hand, proves0

, on the authority

of Handanamisra’s .1/ 1 inft insituukruinaiiikd ,
that the lttigrantha ill

the Bhasjya of Sahara on I. 1. 5 extends to the end of atmavada

even. So it is to be admitted that Sahara does not quote verbatim

from the Yrttikara7 and that he refers to one and the same person

in two places, once by the name Yrttikara and a second time ns

TJpavarija. This view is strengthened by the following additional

evidences. ParthasarathimiSra in his Smtradlpihi identifies the

Vpttikara referred to in Sahara’s hhasya- on I. 1.5 with Upavarsa

I
Ramakpsua commen-

ting on this passage in his Yuldis neluijtrap ilrunl. supports this

identification :— 3RT ifUTT^Yf 5M t*i ft vi
1

4

#

mtFW’ ;
uw wnts*rrf tfifl>nr«w[ft»rr i

rusnuytsfr —iftPBKfcrRr i 3W# ?^rr

zqrwz 'qp^ry: I lfiWTCflH5rT%r ifecR 1°

5 See his paper on ‘Gleanings from the.1luharabhasiia' in .IB IIItAS., 1921.

6 See his paper on ‘Vj-ttigrantha’ contributed to the Fourth Oriental

Conference (a summary of which only this writer was able to see).

7 See Dr. A. B. Keith’s B-amnmlmamsil

,

p. 8. “It is probable, however,

that the oitation from the Vj-ttikara is only a resume, not a verbatim quotation

and that Sabarasviimin is responsible for the refereneo to Upavarsa, the Vftti

-

kiiro’s proper name, and for this view support may be derived from the mode

in which the Vfttikara and Upavarsa are referred to by Kumiirila elsewhere

(II. 3. 16).”

8 Ddatradipika, Nfrnayasagara edition, p. 48.

9 Sastmrilpikri, iptktisnehaprapQrani N.S. ed. p. 48. References to the

Vpttikiira or to Upavarsa in the Yuktisnclaprapilra.nl, pp. 60. 74, 88, 92

establish the extent of the Ypttigrantha in the 8abarabhfl?ya at least to the

beginning of the Atmavada. The two different explantions of the sutra

as given in the Bhiisya by Sabarasvfimm—one at the outset and another

after the Citraksepa—confirm this view. The Atmavada in the Bhiisya also might

have been, in every probability, taken from Upavarsa’s Vrtti on tlic HralimaMutra,

TIT. 3.53, Compare SaiTlcariicarya’s Bhasya on III. 3. 53 :

TTcf jfliiif qf^; YT^TTi^PTfU^Wr ;

grergiE ur^Tfur, *r 5 cwiurif^ ^rir^r i ?? 5 $jTf*rr

srf^gTfirgwc, i***^rt ^ ^rtnsRRrr% wwifwr 1

irq q ^nurrfeR^raiRT yiitki 1
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In the sutra II. 3. 1G also, Sabarasvumm and Kumarilobhatta

expressly say that the Vrttikara gives visaya and visaya for that

adhikaraua, and the 'bhagaoCui nearyah' in the Bhasyn is none other

than the ‘bhagavdn Upavarm' in the Varttika, and the Yrttikara

referred to both in the Bhasya. and Varttika is, therefore, Upavunja.

(a) His Personality.

The personality of the famous Yrttikara Upavar^a is a subject

of learned controversy. Professor Mm. S, Kuppusvami Sastrl

holds 18 that Upnvarsa is identical with Bodhayana, Dr. S. Krislina-

svarai Iyengar maintains 11 that they are two different authors. The

Prapailoahfilaya mentions' 2 the two, Bodhayana as the author of

the Vrtti, Krtakoti, on the 20 chapters of Pilrva and Uttara-

Mlmdiji.iasfdtas and Upavarsa, as the author of a summary of the

Kftal'ofi. The Manimekhalai refers 13
to one Kj-takofi (along with

Vyiisa and Jaimini) as an Acurya who has formulated eight prama-

pas. Dr. S. K. Iyengar tries
14

to identify this Kplakofi of the

Maniinekhalai with Bodhayana, the author of the Vrtti Kptakoti

of the Prapailoalifdaya, on the ground that the name Krtakoti'

might be applied to both the author and the work.

The identity of these authors i.e. either of TJpavarga with

Bodhayana or of Bodhayana with Kj-takofi may have to be re-

studied in the light of the following evidences :

—

(I) Upavarga, it is contended, has established the vihhut-vaoi

(Uman bx his Vrtti III, 3. 53 of the BmhmsiUras, a resum6 of which

we have now got in the Mmav/ida of the Sdbarahhmya on I. 1. 5
of the Pilrvamlmtiipstlsiltras. Bodhayana., on the other hand, has,

it is believed, enunciated the doctrine of Jivdgutva in his Yytti on

the Brahmaifltms ; and Ramanuja, in the opening words of his

Snhhdfya, says that he closely follows Bodhayana Vrtti. ; and so,

he proceeds further to establish the doctrine of Jlvanvtva in his

10 Vide his paper on “Bodhayana and Drami(Wofirya—two old VedSntins

presupposed by Ramanuja" submitted to the Third Oriental Conference, Madras.

11 Vide his ‘Manimel/halai in its Historical Setting' pp. 91-92.

12 Prapailcahj-daya (Trivandrum Skt, Series XLV, p. 89)

13 “Discoursing on the instruments of knowledge he pointed out that

three teach ars were recognised as of authority among them, namely Vedavyasa,

Krtakoti and the faultless Jaimini. These three have recognised instruments

of knowledge to be ten, eight and six reBpestively.” [Dr. S. K. Iyengar’s

‘Maniinekhalai in Us Historical Setting’, p. 189.]

14 Ibid., p. 92.
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Bhiisya. If Boclhayana. were not the person to speak of the Jlva-

)j,utva, then Ramanuja would not have ventured to elucidate that

doctrine in vehement opposition to the Jivaviblmtva held by the

Advaitius, since it is one of the fundamental doctrines of Vitfi-

sjadvaita.

(2) The Krtakoti of the Manimelchalai accepts eight pramanas.

Bodliayana, the famous Vrttikaru of the PCtrva and Utlura Mlmdm-
sfisiltras, cannot be possibly belived to have accepted eight

pramanas but only six or less than six (according to commentators).

So the authority of the Maijimekhalai which is only a romanceu
,

should not be taken seriously. The contention that the number of

the pramanas depends on the principle of classification has to be view-

ed in the light of the fact that the pramanas constitute the fun-

damentals of every system of Indian philosophy. This becomes

quite evident from a. passage in ch. XXYII of the Ma\iinielka-

lai itself. “Six are the systems that are founded on the basis of

those instruments of knowledge : (1) Lokayata, (2) Bauddlm,

(3) Safikhya, (4) Naiyayika, (5) YniSeijika and ((i) Mimaipsa 10 .’’

These systems are separately mentioned on the basis of their

differences in accepting pramanas (i.e.).

One pramaija—pratyaksa by the Lokuvatikns or Carvfikns
;

Two —pratyaksa and anumana by the Bauddhas and the

Yaiiiesikas ;

Three—pratyaksa, nnumann and Halida by the Sankhyas
;

Four—pratyaksa, anumana, uparallua and sabda by the Naiyfi-

yikns
;

iSix—pratyaksa, anumana, upamana., Anbdn, arthupatti and

auupalabdhi, by the Mimamsakas (Bhatfas) as well as by the Advaiti-

Yedantins.

(b) His Date.

The date of ITpavavsa is *as unsettled a question as that of his iden-

tity. He may be roughly assigned to the period between 100 B.O. and

200 A.D. i.e. after l’atanjali and before Sabarnsvamin. According to

the view that the Yrttigrantlxa in Sahara’s Bhfisya on I. 1. 5 extends

to the end of the Bhasya thereon, it is clear that the Vrttikara. who is

none other than Upavarsa, has mentioned and refuted the doctrine

15 Vide A. B. Dhruva’s Introduction to his edition of Dinnaga’s Nythjapra-

veta— p. xv (Gaekwad’s Oriental Scries, No. XXXVIII).
16 Dr. S. K. Iyengar’s translation in his 'Maiiimelihalai in its Historical

Setting’, p. 192.
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of the samuduyasabda, otherwise kuown as sphota of the Sanskrit

grammarians, clieifly of PataSjali. And it is Patafijali who
first enunciated the doctrine that the sphotusabda is both vdcaka

and arthapratyuyaha, 1 ’ though Pauini, Kilty ayana and others

had directly or indirectly spoken of the nityatca of subda, artlui und

their sambundha, before Patanjaii. This fact proves well that Vrttikara.

Upavarsa is subsequent to Patau jali.

Mr. T.R. Chintamani in his paper on the ‘Date of Saiikaracarya, ,J "

suggests that Upavarsa might be placed about 200 13. C. between

Patanjaii and Katyayaua. His main reason for this view is that

Upavarsa allows the CaturthI sarnaaa in the compound—‘smfSqn'frr
1

in the sfttra
—

‘-ST^Tcff siSlfaflW!’ a.nd that this CaturthI sarnasa is

sanctioned by Katyayaua by the Varttika—sspjqTO | ytVt IWH,

,

hut

overruled by Pataujali who says : -WdTOnUTCg Tgtewrar This

is not oonvinciny. It may also be argued that the Vrttikara

Upavarsa would have, in nil probability, known all the in junctions

of Pauini, Katyayaua and Patanjaii regarding this CaturthI sumasu

and would not have exclusively in all instances followed the dictum

of the grammarians—jpfftpf gwRF JITOKR
1

". so in this case, lie might

have followed the Vilrttikakaru. 20

17 Seo the writer’s article on the ‘Doctrine of Sphofca’ in the Aiuiumcilai

University Journal, vols. I, II.

18 Journal of Oriental Bcseareh, Madras, vol. Ill, part I. (1929;

.

19 The violation of this dioturn by the eminent Mimiiiiisaka—Sabarasvfuniu

—

can be well illustrated from his Bliasya : On X. 8. 1(4) the Bhasyakilra writes

—

i ^r>rr?f^^rf^r i iffa i % f? 'farm’

sfa wd i swroh i ^j-

I 5RT5KT % fqgiTRfl-fT I •dFTTt’TJ^ The

Combination 'jT-HggqiSjg’ in the Vedio passage—‘HfjJiJlStg ^ JOTl? is not

saiuasa, since, according to Panini, the samasa-vidhi is optional, though Katya,

yaua, his successor, has made it a nityavidhi. Horc Panini, the Sutrakiira, is called

a satyavfidiu (truth-speaker) while Katyayaua, the Varttikakara, an asatyavadiu

(liar). So the authority of Panini is followed in preference to that of the

Varttikakara.

20 In the light of this interpretation, it may be observed that Sankara-

carya’s criticism on the Vrttikara (as endorsed by Vacaspatimisra in his Bhamatt

on 1. 1.1) is not on adverse criticism ;
and that Sankara, a later exponent of

the Vedanta sutras, oan be said to have closely followed the said Vyiikarana

dictum and have explained the compound as a (^Kjfftj) 'h/ldhlvH
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A parallel instance of this Caturthl samasa can he cited here from

Subarasvamin’s Bbfmya on I. 1. 1. qrrk f^TfTOr =T'4fjf?RTr
,

^TT ff cFF

|
No doubt, Kuinarila Bhafta, a later exponent of the Mi-

lnanisasutras, like Sankara of the Vedanta sutras, has felt the un-

soundness of this Caturthl samasa and has ably but laboriously got

over the difficulty by the explanation that the Bhasya passage in

question does not constitute the exact vigrahavakya but only indi-

cates by Caturthl that the dharma is the final fruit or goal of

the discussion and that the Hasthi samasa is suggested also in the

Vivarana bha?ya—^ f| by the genitive . This is

not the only instance where a later commentator is driven to

ingenious devices in his anxiety to justify his original author.

Kumarila’s Varttika on I. 3. 1 gives us another instance :

—

swrcrrqi wk toft (ffr) i uwiit
JTTfcT Ijyfjjjff yftr =2TcT: I (^1#$) |

In such cases the commentator makes clear not so much the mean-
ing of the passage as his own respect for grammar. If the Caturthl

samasa were an accepted factor in Sanskrit even in instances where

there is no prakvti-vikrtibhava. then Kuinarila would not have ven-

tured to say that the first passage in the Bhasya does not give the

vigraha. Nowhere is such a thing seen or accepted as the vigraha-

vakya without the vigraha and the vivara^avakya with the same.”

Most probably, Sabarasvamin might have taken the Caturthl samasa

—

'wk fsr^rcn
0 from Upavarsa 's Vrtti (which requires further proof)

and as such, he might have in this instance followed Vpttikara

Upavanja and not Pataiijali,”

21 Appayya Dlkjiita remarks in his Kaliiataruparimalw 1.1.1 ft
3f5SRW[

I 'dllk P-l^ldT 'dkksTrkd

1 ft <d«Wrf%Tcr:” (p. 75, Nirnayasugara odition). Would

not this quotation be sufficient to prove that to Sabarasvamin Katyayana is a

greater authority in grammar than Patafijali (though he has declared ou

another occasion Panini as a greater authority than Katyayana) ?

22 Eminent Mimanisakas like Kuinarila Bhatta who came to the field after

Upavarsa and SabarasvSmin honour Upavarsa with the title Mahabhivsyakara

and this well emphasizes the fact that in matters of grammar, Upavarsa, to them
at least, is a more eminent authority thou Patanjali. Compare the Bhasya on

II. 1.4— %qf^Tcl— IXTR I Kumarila comments on this

Bhasya thus-'arqi^fdd^ci
I 5RPJ TOT

—iJ?fkBTT: fgdkfd (Anandasrama ed., p. 412). SomeSvarabhafta
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(c) His Views.

Vrttikara Upavarsa’s views as referred to by iSabnrasvaniin and
others (lo differ considerably from those of the Blia^yakara. From the

Bhasyakura’s extract of the Vrttigranika on 1.1. 5, the Yrttikura’ s ex-

planation of the three sutras—

jfe5n=JT fqqqHRRqqRR.
; qtsq^qrsfjj

?R5^rtss?r1^8aTsf qRTTCWTR^Rid
.

( 1. 1. 3-5 )—
may be summarised ns follows :

—

The sfitra— fqfqrlTOfs:—is not a nivxittapratijndsutru ns

explained by the Blnisyakara
; the particle fq’ is to be inserted

and the sutra, therefore, means that the Nimitta—authority—on
dharma, viz. Codana (as explained by the Codana sutra) need not

be further examined, since all the prama^as including Codana are

well-known and their -self-validity—

a

pnqq—also is unques-

tionable.

But it may be argued that the pramaija, for example, the pra-

tyaksa, is sometimes, not valid in that it produces a wrong cognition

like ‘this is silver' where there is no silver except a conch-shell
; so

also other prumuyas like anumana (inference) that have the sole

basis on the pratyakija; hence all pramayas including 3abda (co-

dana) are to be examined and well defined.

To this the Vrttikara replies that the pratyak^a is never non-valid

and that the instance cited is only a semblance of pratyakija-jnana

( iWvlWKT )
since it is succeeded by a contradictory cognition like

'qjH or —there is no silver here or this is not silver.

He interprets the former part of the fourth sutra

—

f

$Rq5R)*t gqw)-

fvgq rqji gcSTRYTH'

—

as definition of the valid perception

—

—by transposing the words and ‘qq.’, and distinguishes

the sat-pratyakga from the pratyak§abhasa in that that in the latter

the sensory organs like the eye have contact with something else

with which the cognition is not at all concerned, ‘qfgqq hr
tfsrctit ^Pn-MKii HcStjTvT

; ^•qPRqHR qqf% q

l’ After giving the manifold conditions under which the

sat-pratyaksa and pratyalujabhasa arise, he finally characterizes the

remarks on this VSrttika

Y[sq °qRtS—

I

Au 3WRT5T97 I

(tiy&ijaiudha, Cliaukhamba etl., p. 632).

X.1I.Q., SEPTEMBER, 1934 5
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pratyaksabhiisa otherwise known as the asnmicinapratyaya thus

^ tr trcrrarfHR: fftr”—
‘where the perciever’s sensory organ is affected by some defect and

where the contradictory cognition like ‘this is not silver’ arises, there

is certainly the noil-valid perception and not any other.

Then the Vrttikara proceeds to explain the validity of' cognitions

on the basis of their presenting real objects. Here lie refutes the

theory of nirdlambanatvii and sunyatva of cognitions as held by

some Buddhists (Yogacarus). They hold the view that all pratya-

yas (cognitions) stand on a. par with the cognitions in dreams and

as such, are devoid of any vifaya or real object.
23 Against these

the Vrttikara holds that, the cognitions in the waking state need

not be nindamhana on the ground that there arises no cognition

contradicting the reality or existence of the object (visaya). But

the cognitions in the dreams are nir&lambahas since the mind, though

weak in its half-drowsiness, is yet capable of creating within its

own vision all kinds of objects, quite unreal and momentary.

Even this view that the external objects are nothing but the

rlkfinis (forms) of the cognitions i.e. that there is no external object

except the akara of the internal cognition, is refuted by the Vrtti-

kara. He argues that there is no akara or form of the cognition

and that the form that is externally known belongs to the Visaya

like a pot and that this external form, via., the Visaya is perceived

by all alike, Moreover, it is to be admitted that in all kinds of

cognition the objects of cognitions are first cognised and the cog-

nitions are afterwards inferred by the middle term—jfiatata in a

syllogism like—trsl .

This idea is well explained by the Bhasya—q gnrr%S*T I

tqgtfpn^Fps^fcr i i

2 '*

Having thus established the external objects as real and different

from the cognitions, the Vrttikara gives the definition of other

pramanas— 3WPT, WqkffP and |
Anumana is

23 Compare the syllogism—*Nrtsft" PUM-Md: .

24 This Bhiisya being a part of the Vrttigrantha, is taken by the Bhattns

(Kumarila Bhatta and his followers) as the favourable authority to establish

their theory that all cognitions are to be inferred only from the Jnatataliiiga—

JfintatS as the middle term in syllogism noted above, in contrast with the

Priibhiikara view that each cognition presents three things—

—

viz., tho gtH

(cognition), the ^TRiT (the cogniser) and the (the object)

.
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defined thus :
—“Inference 25

is the apprehension of a tiling' not before

the subject, by reason of the perception of some other thing, between

which and the first object we know an invariable connection to exist"

(Keith, p. 27). 3ahJau or Sabdabodhu (verbal knowledge) is the

apprehension of an object not presented to the senses, by the cogni-

tion of words. UpamitP 7
is the apprehension of an object not presented

to the senses, by the cognition of the similarity (between the cognised

and uncognised objects). Arthdpatti (presumption) is a separate means

of proof and the Vrttikara defines it thus .—ArthdpattP“ or presumption

is that whereby a thing is established without which another thing that

actually exists in experience (either in perception or verbal cognition)

cannot be accounted for. Anupalahdhi is another means of proof and

it is defined by the Vrttikara thus :
—

‘

AnupalabdhP" is the non-

existence of the five kinds of means of cognitions, by which arises

the copnition of abhdva (rrrftct).

The latter part of the sutra—*'srfafim fqsPTRbW'RHotl is taken by

the Vpttikara as an iii'scpa o f (objection to)tbe Codanaprfunapya already

established by the sutra— The l’urvapakijin argues

tlint the authority of Codana on dharmn in the Vedic passages like

‘•H ft {lei

-

is quite alright, since it refers to the utterly

unknown fact, viz., that the Agniliotra is the cause of Svarga ; but

in passages like qsta TgqW:’ which enjoins the Citrd sacrifice

as the means for the attainment of cows by the sacrificer even in this

birth, the priimayya cannot he established, so long as the sacrificer

is not at present bestowed with as many cows as he has desired. So on
the basis of the pratyaksabadha, the authoritativeuess (prfundnya) of

passages like ‘fovTqr Tg-TR:’ which possess an aihikuphala and of

passages like ‘grfiTftef which possess an dviufmikaphala,

is again objected. The lietu (middle term) is to be thus explained ;

if anything exists, it is to be experienced and so, if it is not

experienced, it means it does not exist. Hence these passages are

no authorities

—

animittus—on dharma.

25 srgqH

bfuli/yu I. J. 6.].

26 to' s*F

27 OTPTPqfq- RfrfofiS S«T (lhid.).

28 WrPfatfP VZ- STpf ZTRfSRqr (Ibid.).

29 SRIPfsft SUTPQJTPTqt

[Sahara-
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This, prima facie, is refuted in the Siddlmntasutru—’%\Mfa^+

-jHWrTM, The relation between salnla and artlia, viz., vacyavaca-

kabhava or pratyayyapratyoyakabkavn, is apauruijeya not inven-

ted by man and is eternal. This rule is applicable to the words

in loka and in the Yedas. Hence, so long ns there

is no hadhapratyaya—cognition to the contrary to what is

enjoined by the Yedic passages like —the

pramanya of their passages cannot be questioned. The argument

that the citresfi does not produce for the sncrificer its fruit, viz.,

cows, immediately after its performance by him, falls to the ground

since it is held that this and all other sacrifices of aihilaphula are

capable of producing their fruit sometimes in this hirth (if all other

causes are very effective) and sometimes only in any one of subse-

quent births of the sacrifices Hence is the remark 30 that the ptuhl,

putra etc. are both aihika and dmusmilui pJialas.

This is explained by the former part of the sutra

—

yrsreftgfa WOTI fFm.’—i-e. against the view held by the Piirva-

pak?in it cam be maintained that since the relation between hibda

and artha is autpattika i.e. nitva, there arises only a (valid) know-

ledge of the sacrifice.Agnihotra, as the cause of Svarga, from the Vedic

injunction
;
so also in the instances of other

injunctions like The ideas conveyed by these

vidhis are neither known by any other means of knowledge like

pratyak?a, nor contradicted by any subsequent valid cognition.

Hence the authority of all Codanas on dhanna is established.

Then the Vrttikara has taken up the question of the eternity of

sabdarthasambandha again for discussion. First, he calls the

sambandha vdcyavacakabhdva and says that other well-known

sambandhas—saipyoga, samavaya etc. cannot be described as sub-

sisting between 6abda and artha. And to establish this nityatva

of the sambandha, he establishes first the nityatva of the two sam-

bandhins—6abda and artha. In this connection he criticises the

doctrine of the samuddya iabda, which is nothing but the spho(a

of the Vaiyakarapas, chiefly of Patanjali. To the Sutrakara Jaimini

and the Vrttikara TJpavarsa 4abda is nothing but varna—the articu-

late sound which is audible when it is manifested by nadas ;
and this

varna or group of varnas becomes vacakapada-word possessing the

significative potency (abhidha) and the cognition of the last varna

30 Vide IV. 3. 9 : the second Varnaka of the Yooasiddhyadhikarana.
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of a word coupled with the impressions left by the cognitions of

the previous various of the word is arthupratyayaka, (the con-

veyer of artliu). Artha is generality—srrfa and it is eternal. Hence

their relation, viz., vdoyavdcakiibhdua is also nitya (eternal).

The word in the antra explnius the time-honoured conti-

nuity of the relation between (iabda and artha. It means (by the)

‘knowledge of the ever-existing relation’— If there

were any person to create the relation between slabda and artha,

he would have ventured to do that by uttering some words having

some import. This implies the existence of the relation between

words and senses before this man could create it. On the other

hand, every body knows that he must have first learnt that relation

from his parents who also, while young, must have in their turn

learnt the same thing1 from their parents and so on and so forth.

This proves well the eternity and ever continuity of the relation

between dabda and artha. This is the view of the Mlmaijisakos.

This idea is further confirmed by the word— in the

sutra. It means that the relation, for example, between the word

and the animal possessing a fleshy fold, tail etc. is understood

by all in all times and climes and the reverse of it is not expe-

rienced anywhere or in any time.

The part of the sutra—

—

again explains that the

man who is supposed to have creuted the relation between

aabda and artha is not known, and if any one had done so, he

would have been remembered by posterity as Panini and other

great authors are

.

Again, the Codaua is an authority on dharma since it is apuu-

ruijeya and as such, is not dependent on any other means of know-

ledge— nrrrtrr. This is explained by the part of the sutra

—

r Only in the world, the dptatva (the honesty

and sincerity) of the speaker is to he ascertained by other means,

and even there, the cognition that one derives from the words of the

sjjeaker arises ever valid since all Mlmamsakas declare that all

Pramui.ias (means of knowledge or proof) are ^T: srfpg (self-valid)

i.e. the causes of a cognition generate the cognition and its validity

as well.

The word in the sutra explains that the codand prdmd-

^2/a-validity of the vidhivakyas thus established is also acceptable

to Badarayana, the author of the Yedantasutras.

The Blia^yakara Sabarasviunin does not entirely follow the
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Vrltikara’s explanation of these three siilras. To him, ihe siitra—'^

fa n-irRITfg:—is only a pratijilusutra of the uimitta or means of know-

ledge of dharma. The siitra

—

1 —explains that the pratyaksa

is not a pramiiiia (authority) on clharma since it is the means of know-

ledge of what exists at the time of cognition. Dharma does not exist

during the time of cognition' and it is to be attained by human

exertion or activity. The former part of this siitra constitutes

more or less the definition of pratyaksa (perception), yet it does

not primarily aim at that, except that it asserts that the pratyaksa

arises only when there is relation between an object then existing and

the sensory organs, and therefore, is uniniitta— is not the means of

the knowledge of dharma. 31 Consequently, the pramanas-nnumana,

upauiana and arthapatti, all of which are dependent on pratyaksa,

are not. the means of the knowledge of dharma. 32

The siitra ‘tJTRTfrpE^J' explains the fact that there is no anupu-

labdhi pram,ana on dharma since the Codaua is already spoken of

and is to be established as the eternal source of dharma which is

of supernormal character (alaukika). The word ‘^RqfrT$’ means

nitya (eternal). So the part means

that the relation between ,4abda and artha is eternal. The word
'g’ contradicts the prima facie view that there is no pramana like

pratyaksa on dharma. That dharma is cognised as non-existent

by the anupalabdhi pramana3,3
is refuted by the latter part of

this siitra— ITTCFf

.

The Codaua like ‘ssrffT^f sjjpnWbBTiT:’ is

Jfiupuku of dharma.—capable of producing a valid knowledge of a

sacrifice like the Agnikotra as the cause of Svarga. It is an Upadesa

i.e. it produces a cognition presenting the Agnihotra sacrifice as

ihe cause of Svarga—a fact which is neither known by other pra-

maiias like pratyaksja, nor contradicted by any succeeding cognition,

Hence it is pramana— . This idea is fur-

ther emphasized by the phrases and <

sqc2Tf%^fi«3'
)

.
The

part 'yewiqj ^p^Tc^ra.’ means that Codaua is a valid

authority on dharma since it is not dependent on any other means

31 Compare the syllogisms suggested in this sutra

—

(l) aW5f a^cTTcf. (°,) a^TvT fa'Uhl'TflvflpT Uctjaa)tT'=rc3TiI.

(\) qaiT ('TflT) ftfavt II

33 rpfe 2RP—
'

|(16W.).I. 1. 5.
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of proof or knowledge ; and that this siddhauta is acceptable not.

only to .Taimini but also to Badaraynija.

Further references to Vrttikaru TJpavarsa are found in the

Sahara!) hitsjfa and Kumarila’s Y art-til-

a

;
but as they are not very

imt>ortant in elucidating his views, they are not dealt with in

detail here. But they are important in other directions.

The Bhiisya passage in II. 1. 4 is

commented on by the Yurttikakara thus :—[‘spTFgTfq=F§g qw’] gcP-i

3TcETT WFl vT . While

commenting on this Varttika, Some.4vara in his Nyiiyasudhii

identifies this Mahabhasyakara with Upavar^a. 31
' This proves

that even in grammar, Yrttikara Upavanja is considered, at least

by the later authors in the Purvamlmdi/isdiSstm, os a greater autho-

rity than Pataiijali, the famous Mahabhasyakara. 1"’

34 Ananiliv^rama edition, p. 412.

eg ^cg#TTft.

gr g'Ofer^fliTtWi' TTT Fi[PTM'W}llT g ggsgfg

g|Tg W4. I<q«»4ag>n^ Sgnsgr?r: I
[Ohaukhamba edition, p. 032].

30 In the NyHyarat-ntlkara, Pilrthasnrathimi^ra refers to a Vrttyantnra

when he comments on the Varttika— igl^bT ji-mh vMgf t

gf II (Verse 60 —Arthapattiparicohoda' of Slokn-

viirttika—Ohaukhaniba edition, p. 403) /'ivg'cA g’f'IJH-HlV+'VH 5f2FFg^g 'TTMg

gtTg.
;
gfcT %>' ? gg (PM-)

Whether this Vrtti belongs to Upavarija is not known.

Whether the references to a Vfttikora in tho Mfliitralaksanadhikarana

(II. 1. 7) and in the Brilhmanalak^aiiadhikarana (II. 1. 8) of the SabarabMsya

apply to Vpttikara TJpavarsa are not definitely known. In these instances, the

definitions of tho mantra and brahiuami as given by tho Vrttikfira are not

accepted by tho Bhasyakarn. srfiggv^g dlR-

sKTgrsfq- 'T^rgrgT gpcf grf'ci i

vfyr%g 3 fewnFfi gif^r u

ggd%Pwh l Uil4lWi rAkldUggTtW
,

I 5gR^ (II. 1.7). SfffPER^

|yjf?Nhrg Id '41 ^41'hi alt -41 1

UfogT sgggKgl'V.^T II
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Iu the Indriyakumudhikarana (II.2.11) of the S&barabhdsya

there is a reference to a Vrttikara who gives the view that in the

instances of wjwiis like the VRW [Sfa] is

related to the arthabhavana viz., pravjtti as an uSraya of the

dravya enjoined in. that vakya as the "SvPRtjr
-* T The view is ac-

cepted by all later Mlmamsakas including Sabarasvaniin. So,

this Vrtt.il-dra might be, in all -probability, the Vrttil'dra U-pavarsa

himself * 1

srrowr 3 i

fjRrf II

rTct^fr 5nf3ra^ I
Sabarabhdsya, II. 1. 8.

In the Saitkhyabliedadhikarana (II. 2-7) Sambhubhatta refers to a Vyttiknra

as giving the Visayavakya—%T*RITFnJRFt ^TT ffcT fW
for discussion. He says in his commentary on the Jlhaliadlpikd—

g*r^r 3533. qgftaTW

(Nirnayasagara ed. of JJliatfadlpikd with Prabhavali, p. 179.) Whether

this Vrttikara is Upavarsa himself is not definitely known. The Bhfi-

.Hyakilra has found nothing for discussion in the passage given by this Vrttikara,

in view of the fact that the sankhya (number) belongs to the dhatvartha

(WWKif^'WVrr ifqjn) 1
So he has given another passage— aiWI'IcTT-

tq5jrff5W%j’ where the safikhya— —belongs to the dravya—pa.su and not

to the dhatvarthakriya. Hence there is scope for discussion whore the safikhya

(number) distinguishes the
I

37 Jil^^cTcWqw? SqoWS I =T #?: HT^Rc^T

fqqtvn i srrtI qrqqq i ^ fRi-

w ’m I
(Anandagrama edition p. £49).

33 In his Varttika on II. 3. 10. Kumarila refers to a Bhasyakfirantara

I (Anandasrama edition i>p. 612-613.) Here

Bhattasomcdvara’s remark on this V&rttika may be noted with advantage :
—

q|Kq%KI?<KScrrfq 3 T^RTFcRTftl HI'SHRT —
qRvtftf I ( P- 949 ). Who is this Bha?yakara is not known. The Nyayasvdcth.ll

makes clear that he is a Bhasyakiira who lived earlier than Sabarasvamin.

Again, Kumarila in his Varttika on II. 3.13 refers to a Vrttyantara or
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It lias been already explained110 that the Vyttikara Upavarsa baa

been referred to in II. 3. 10 by Bhusyakara Sabarasvfiuuo! and by

Varttikakara Kumarilabhatta, both of whom have closely followed

him in explaining that adhikaraiia.

In III. 1. 3 of the Sdbrnbhdxya is referred110
to a ilie honorific

title
‘bhayamln

'

and this
‘bhagaeiln Yrttikara, with Vj-ttikiira' might

be Vrttikiira Upavarsa. Kumfvrila’s Varttika on this Bliasya gives

tlie Vrttikara’s explanation in some detail and may, therefore, be

noted with advantage41
:— According to the Yrttikara, the sfitra

—

«TFffU’ is not a Purvapak^a-sutra. It explains that the

abgatoa among dravya, guija, and sainskarakarmas is constant

(naiyamika) while the anyatva among the agent the action

[«r4], and the result ns explained by the sfitra— sfrqfq:

qaiTT^rra;, Twi ^ swr^tci:, gWJ Wf^rra.’ is relative (upekfiha) i.e.

they are to be understood ns both pradhuna and ahga in relation to

different objects. No doubt, the dravyas like vrlhi, gunas like

arut^ya and sainskaras like prok?ai,ia can also be said to be both

pradhana and ahga. in relation to different objects and as such,

lihasyantara,— Id

(Anandahftma edition p. 620). This Vftti or Bhftsya might belong to

one Bhasyakara other than Vyttikara Upavarsa.

89 Vide the beginning of this paper.

40 'iftraru qftfqf«ra>rq—

^

gfa 1 1
5P-TBPTTq: ^ srfcT IBIPTRr: I

qui auq-r^i sw afu sw i swi^ qfu snTBrar 41^0'

grgRrfc afcT i ^reqTcUWTdTsq'-uwrr— qur sfu ftqtuut

WHdT I
(Saba rahliuqya, pp. 663-664).

41 ' ^fqsSzrrRTSlT ‘ST«IM *PrqrfdftT
:

>

viqfqiutq : ftwuff
f

?tq: trcrtfwr’f^ftr urqpqq

W: feut I U5T d^iWra'^%

^jjcffjTc^q^qiqrw <^q% iru, ^RVsi $c4i

vT^'^iaq^T+qt qtVcq i ^mcci^^cj'cnwfu i «ra«r

st°d
'

jjdi .̂¥bi<T- qfqctq ^ffYcq *r qfqq?uu i ?tquT
gq:

^IqqucqBn^qwrg^q-

srmqrqj^t 1 u«rr ^ ^ ^ Sfqfqqqt qqfqq;

(PP- 663-664)

I.H.Q., SEPTEitBER1 1934 6
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flieir angatva ia changing' : for example, the vrihi is an anya of

the D"'pr-purnainasa sacrifices while it is pradhana of

ihe saipskara like prok?ana iltvlfa)
;

so also are the arunya-

guija and prok?ana samskara. But the position of the sacrifices like

Dar^apurnamasa, of the phala like Svarga., and of the yajamana

the sacrificer is entirely different from that of the dravya, guna

and samskara. They become, in turn, both pradhana and anga to

one another in a cyclic order. The sacrifices like DarfSapiirnamasa

are pradhanas in relation to (the dravyas and) the purusa the sacri-

ficer, while they become the aiigas of the phala like Svarga
; and

the same sacrifices can be regarded as an anga of the sacrificer

(purusa) in that that lie is the enjoyer of the phala and as such, is the

pradhana of the phala. Similarly, the sacrifices, once the pradhana

of the purusa, become indeed the pradhana of the phala which is

an anga of the puru?a. So also the phala which is the pradhana

of the yaga, becomes also the pradhana of the puruija who is the

anga of the sacrifice. So also the puru§a, the pradhana of the

phala, becomes the pradhana of the yaga which is an anga of the

phala ;
and since he is an anga of the yaga, he becomes also an

anga of the phala produced by the yaga. Such a cyclic process of

angaiigibhava as this, cannot be explained with reference to

dravyas, guyas and saipskaras.

The Dhaijyakara has, however, explained in the sutra

—

^5 crafty the prima facie view i.e. the ahgatva is, according to Badari,

nothing but which subsists among dravya, guna and

samskara, and others—purusa, pradhana yaga, and phala—cannot

be, strictly speaking, the angas (since their angatva is over-lapping,

as explained above). In the three sutras—jRjforajfq etc.

the Bha?yakara elucidates the Siddhanta view that pardrthya (as

explained by the sutra—^ : TO«fc4ra; HI. 1-2) is the angatva and

it can be as well, explained in the pradhana-yaga, purusa and

phala, though it is a little over-lapping. 42

42 further ' references to Vrttyantarakaras and to Vrttikr.ra are found in

the Salmrahha^ya, and Kumarila’s Varttika. They may or may not apply to

Vfttikara Upavar?a, yet they are noted here.

(i) gtfrtcf smb—sra: *s ^rf%

•r fra °wiraKt i

(Tantra Varttika III. 4 ). This extract is important in that that it throws

considerable light on the fact that between Sabarasvamin the Bhii$yakara,
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In the 8abarabha$ya many unidentified verses, mostly slokas

(in the anugfubh metre) are cited
45 with prefatory notes ; of them,

one verse deserves here special scrutiny. ft

VtoTWRd—IfWtT I ^cWIcQ^fts fcdd Wj-
vTWI 1

Adhyaya IV. 3-1 (3).

and KumSrilabhatta the Viirttikakrira, there was a long interval when many
a commentary on the Bha?ya has been written though even one of them has

not yet been published.

iftwifaj I Sibarabli&fW, Adhyhya V. 1.1.

(0 ‘m&' wRPd I

Ibid., VII. 2. 1 (6)

(y) sfdqwrft § sfrT^: dftlRF*: q-frofa:

tfcT I sabarahham, VIII. 1. 2 (2).

(*) dpi' ifwtur—d SR^'-bl IpftpsigpT: *ftr 1

SUbarabhlliFUu, X. 4. 18. (23).

43
(«l)

M ’ftqkiw %% pf i

3FPT d *hRw)<l II

SaburabJidfya, Adhy&ya IV. 4, 8. (21).

0>)
f7W' WdT I

sftvg wra: II'
Ibid-> Iv - 4 - ®- W-)

(°>
'

MlfffldEfrft W dd-WT^S ^5 I

dtsfrfrd tfd tot: n*
Ibid., VII. 1. 1. (12.)

(d> 'ftdtf ft nt«TT3Prfa: I

v?-' ft ftftf tf4n««ntr*rwjm u’ vm. i. 2 (2)

‘gnrrw *$n*vi TO*f wswl^re: 1

uspft Sdd: 3T%ftvt II'
liid-> XII. 1. (1)

5Rfd^Tdfs^P>:—thrift 3tffT:o XI. 1. 1 (1).

(0
(f> ¥^fd—

‘^Hj^Wftfd MMW’tH. I

ggupftqret dvtri^ dnsrcra; ii'
im ‘ IV - 4 - 10, (28 -

)

(s.) (k) m\—

SWF?fa W*TT: 11' lbid'> *• L 7' (24,)
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Mr. T. R. Chintnmnni in his paper ‘On the date of

Sankaiucarya' is of opinion that this verse might in all probability

be from the work of a. Sundara Pandya who is believed, as

suggested by Mm. S. Kuppusvami SnatrigaP4
, to have flourished

before Kuinarlla and Sankara, and written a Yarttika-grantha on

the Purva and Uttara Mimi/msfisiitras . He also thinks that his

Varttika might be a commentary on the Vrtti of Upavarsa and as

such, it existed even before the Bhiisya of Sabarasvamiu. He bases

his argument mainly on the sloka in Kumarila's Varttika in II. 3. 1C

—

f? cusp? m #cr% i ^ ^ afdhi'dH.’-wllich

lie believes ns Kumarila’s own having reference to a Vrtti (Upa-

varsa’s) and a Yarttika (Acarya Sundara. Pandya’s) on the Pilrvami-

vidi/isusutms. But this interpretation is erroneous, as Kihnarila is

evidently quoting an old Karikfi :— ^ This

Karika lays down a general rule for commentators of all sutras

—

Vrttikaras (or Blhisyakaras) and Varttikakaras, viz., whatever is

explained by the commentators is to be based on the sutras i.e. would

be the meaning of the sutras themselves (since the sutras are con-

sidered to be a mine of all interpretations). So Kumarila's work also

must come under the general term of Varttika; so also Upavarija’s

Yptti, Sabarasvamin's Bliagya and any othor work of this kind.

So this verse has no special reference to IJpavnrija's Vrtti or to

Acarya Sundara Paiujya's Varttika. 10

<h ) td: qpRT ^ I

ctf 5pf)i% frowiRi *rr sng'ra; ii’
Ibid -‘ 1V - 3 - 6 - cno

sitht# Twr ii’

Ibid., V. 2. 12. (23.) and X. 8. 14. (42.)

Some of these verses might bo from the pen of Vrttikii.ro, Upavarsa.

44 Vide his paper on ‘Problem of idontity in the cultural history of Ancient

India—” Journal of Oriental Research, Madras 1927, parti.

45 It may be even urged here that Acarya Sundara Pandya’s authorship of

the karikas cited by Sankariiciirya at the end of his Samunmuadhikarwibha.pja

is yet to be determined jin view of the fact that those karikas are, according to

the commentaries on the PailcapSdUcd and the Sufasaiuhitd, from the pen °

Acarya Sundara Piindya, but according to Narayana Sarasvati’s Varttika,

a commentary on the Sahkarabha§ya on the Brahmasiitras, from the

pen of Gaudapadacfirya (vide Mm. Anantakrishna Sastri’s odition of the

Hiahmasutrubhasja with nine commentaries, v-ol. I, pt. II, pp. 1245-1246).
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II. Bhavadasa.

Next to Upavarsa comes Bhavadasa in chronological order. No
tangible evidence has yet been found for fixing the date of this

Vrttikara ; but if the PrupaUcalifinya is to be relied upon, Bhava-

dasa may be placed as subsequent to Upavarsa and before Sabnra-

svamin i.e. about A. D. 100.

That Bhavadasa flourished before Subarasvamin is well suppor-

ted by literary evidences. The very beginning of the Bhasya'11
' of

Sabarasvamin in the Ji jnaaadhi karn 11a is, according to Kumarila’s

Slolcnvdrtlika,*
7 open to six interpretations

;
and of these, the

second is the vpdlamhluipakfu, the condemnation or refutation of

the old interpretations of the sutras by the Vrttikara like Bhava-

dasa‘ s
. While explaining the atutipak^a, Kuinarila himself men-

tions the Vrttikara (referred to in the upalambliapaksa) by his

40 Tuf% ctrfrr *tf?t^ i

pygT ^fcT JUJ<Jpfll4 I

17 I eto. sioltavarttika.l. 1.1 verses

26 and 27.

48

^Tcf I

dWixii'^^fFT n

sfasgrRn ;^FWT5r%«- r ^rt i

Ibid., I. 1. 1, verses 83-35.

Partliasaratliimigra in his NyayamtnSkaru observes ; 'gqq^jnqq^f qf^Tf%

^kfcT—

i

^fterftt^rrfT

Chaukhamba ed.,pp. 11 and 12.

Sucaritaniisra in his KaSikd also observes:—

w=xt^rf%—%4ifyRt ^RWT^bir

at <pf: ^cf SRT SIT?—STq-Rt

l
—f

^l4 Id ^M'd^T ^kT I

(Stolcavtirttika, with Kii&ka. Trivandrum Series, pp. 13 and 14).
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name ‘Tihuvudiisu' :
—‘aq?TfrTs-Jfilcq% I

Devasvumin, another famous Bha§yabara on the Purvumliudimsdr

s Citrus, begins liis Bliusyu on XV. 2-1 (of the wSaiikarsana karnla) with

the introductory note"0 that he has reproduced the Bliasya of

Bliavadasa in the pada (referred to) which begins with the sutra—
c

^'^jf(rI :4TOf=R:
,

;
and this well indicates that Devasviimin was pos-

terior to Bliavadasa.

According to the Prapuncahrdaya, Bkavadasa is the author of a

Vrtti on the 10 chapters of the Pilrvumvmdyisdsiitras. Ilis Vrtti,

though criticised by Sahara, Kuiuarila and their followers, was

considered by Devnsvamin as a b/ulsya and as such, it was a gui-

dance for him, though he has, ( as the Prapaficahrduyu states)

attempted only a summary of Upavarsa.’s Vrtti on the Purou-

m ImCt iii sdsCitras .

It has been already said that Sabarasvamin in his opening

Blmsya (1.1.1) condemns Bhavadasn’s interpretation of certain

sutras. From Kumarila’s Varttika and its commentaries, 51
it is

known that Bkavadasa lias considered %qrq:’ in the sutras

—

as one word, in the sense of ‘after’— Simi-

larly, it is also known that he has divided the pratyalcsa sutra into

two main parts—the Former as giving- the definition of pratyakfja

and the latter, emphasizing- its non-validity on dliarmu. These

views are, however, refuted by Sabarasvamin, Kumarila Bliatta

and other subsequent authors on the Purvamiindmsdsiltras.

4S) The Nyayaratnakara on this Varttika observes:- JTFTPfcrf’T

tv-fl4'd :qiTT5TT :'HcRT d'lqitl'i '-r-firHa
1 !iJTTdTq-

qqffqS qqpfaqqfqfq (pp. 21
j

22).

50 ^Tprr^s'^TvfqT^tf sqTRwrr vrq’rfqqqTF ; dM4K-i^lq 'qiRfhfq n

01 qirfd qq IkdvHtl+tIH.’ °tc. (Slokavarttilca). The Ny&ya-

ratnUlcara observes:- fjqT qcq’nqFT ^<j4lfq

qqrwwrcTi, ^fhmttfhqTTfq cfFi qq sqrfqfJracqqr djri'qqq ^qqfd

—qq^cf wf% n ( pp. 133-134.

)

Ka&ka observes:, qrqq qtq^sfqfirarqqfkw^ dcqq^rfijcqqjpq

qr^qm- sqnsqran, qgTRqq ^qqfq—qqqq ^fq (Trivandrum Series, pp. 204).
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111. Bhartrmitra.

According to Parthasarathimisra's Nydyamtnahara™
, Bhartrmitra

is referred to by Kumarila in his Slokavurttika— qzft jfr^TRTT jpg-

grtOTterr I dHlRddOT m-^ w' (verse 10). He was, accor-

ding to Kumarila, an acarya who had introduced many apasiddlulntas

into the system of the Purvamimurnsd and then made it Innkiiya-

iiha—a nastika-darsana. On the authority of the Nyuyaratnal-ara

which mentions some of the apnsiddhantas of Bliartrmitra
(

'twf ),
Mm. S. Kuppusvami Sastrig-al in his paper

on the Prabhakara school of Karmamlmamsa53
,

puts forth the

suggestion that ‘Prabhakara was not (porhaps) the founder of the
Prabhakara school, which, according to P. Mirra’s NyuyaratMlmra
must have represented in the ante-Kumarila period of Mluiaipsa
by writers like Bhartrmitra ; (and) probably Bliartrmitra was the

author of the Prdbhdkava.varttika But Mm. N. S. Ananta-
krishna Sastrigal in the Engdish introduction54

to his edition of

Nandlsvara's Prubhdkaravijaya contends that if Bhartpmitra were
ever the founder of the Prabhakara school, then Prabhakara would
not have commented on the Subarabhasya

; and that Bhartrmitra
could not, therefore, be the original propounder of the Prabha-
kara doctrines. In either case it is not definitely known whether

lie has written a Vrtti on Jaimini’s sutras or a commentary on
Sahara's Bha$ya. That the Varttikakara quoted by Sallkanatha in

his Prakuranapahcikd is Kumarila and not Bhartrmitra is also

accepted by all scholars 55
, since the majority of the karikas cited

by Sallkanatha can be traced out in Kumarila's Slokavdrttiha and
the rest, in his Brkattlka00

.

i TfrqfaT ft

l?cft I Ohaukhamba edition, pp. 3-4.

63 Vide Proo. of the Second Oriental Conference, Calcutta, pp. 410-11.

54 Pjabhuikaravijaya (Sanskrit Sahitya Parisad Series), pp. 1-4.

55 Vide Mm. S. K. Sastrigal’s paper on ‘Further Light in the Prabhakara

School- of Karmamimamsa’ submitted to the Third Oriental Conference, Madras

(1924); and Mm. N. S. Anantakrishna Sastrigal’s. Introduction to his edition

of Nandisvara’s I’rabh&ltaravijaya

56

See Pandit A. Chinnasvami Sastri’s papor on ‘Kumarila Bhatta and
Prabhakara Mi&ra’ submitted to the Fourth Oriental Conference. Allahabad (192G)

;

Pandit K. S. Ramasvami Sastri’s paper on ‘Forgotten Karikas of Kumarila’ in
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YiUmmacarya in his SiddhitrayeP 1 refers to Bhartrmitra as one

of the Piirvacaryas who have commented on the UttamvumCimsCi-

sCitrus. But. unfortunately, none of his works has yet seen the

light of day and as such, nothing can lie definitely said of the

nature of his works and views in philosophy. Jayaniahhatta, in

his NyCiyanmnjarl™ ,
mentions him as a Mimumsaka in two places.

Mukulahhatta in his 4 hhulkd iiftti mil t rkiV 0 honours him with the

title iIcdryii and ascribes io him the famous oft-quoted verse,—

c

3lfip^r 7T[Jfi I <-Vf IctTJRPTtt: I

tT^4T^|3fFIT§rW ’W'-TT yyr’ II

He may be placed between fiabarasvamin and Kumarila Bliafta

i.e. A. I). 300—050. from the remark of Kumarila cited above it is

clear that his attempt in wifing the Varttika on the Sabarabhasya

is to make the Mlmaqisu system of philosophy an astikadarsana,

which, according to the Nyayaratnuhira, was, however, interpreted by

Acaryas like Bhartrmitra as a nustikadarsaua. Had Bhartrmitra

flourished before Sabarasvaniiii, Kumarila would have said the same

in reference io the Bliafjyalcara, as he has expressed in the atmavuda

in I. 1. 5 his high reverence for him as an astika-itiromani—

Y. A. Eamaswami Sastri

Journal of Oriental Hescarch, Madras, vol. 1, part II, and his paper on ‘Kuiniirila’s

Brhattikii’ submitted to the Third Oriental Conference, Madras (1924).

57 Benares edition, pp. 4-5.

58 5 foyfr wr-

W Sldjjh'f PHd' Mid Rlfy diRlUtif : I ctqH fjRT:

—

vm WfY ^itoyr. I yef I
Viv.iyanagaram Sanskrit

Series, p. 213.

00 yy vrffTqc-iwh4 yysn
1 ferft

4lRl§^H. ) Un*., p. 226.

59 Nirnayasagara edition, p. 14.

60 Bhartrhari is believed by some to have written Vrttis on 1’v.rva and

CJttara MXmlimsdsutras. But none of them is available now. As there are

strong evidences to prove that he has elucidated most of the important doctrines

of both the Puma and Utt-ara Mlmamsusutras in his famous Vakyajm illya, would

it be far-fetched to suggest that he has not written any commentary on these

Sutras? (Vide my paper ‘On the doctrine of Spliota,’ Annamalai D niversity

Journal, vol. I, no. 2, p. 235 foot-note).



An Unexplored Source of Mughal History

( 1526 -1707 )

The Mughal period of Indian history is the best studied period

of pre-British India, hut still there is a large mass of unexplored mate-

rials. - The collections of official and private correspondence of the period

occupy a very prominent place among these neglected sources and it

is the object of this paper to bring- out the importance of these collec-

tions lying- scattered in different libraries of India and Europe.

When under Akbar’s patronage Persian became the court language

in India, Hindu and Muslim aspirants to Government service alike

began to acquire a knowledge of the language. Scholarship at that

time meant, n. knowledge of Persian. It was the language o'f the cul-

tured society as well as of official correspondence. Naturally Persian

scholarship meant a proficiency in the art of writing letters, official

and private. The profession of private secretary came into being,

Muushiw, Peshdasts, and Renders were in requisition in the service of

great court dignitaries and provincial administrators. Soon a

standard of private and public correspondence came to be adopted and

it became the ambition of professional secretaries and private corres-

pondents to come up to that standard. This in its turn brought about

a demand for (he works of famous secretaries and scholars as models

for correspondence. The result was that great impetus was given to

a movement for bringing together in one place their letters, and thus

many collections of famous secretaries’ letters were made. Thus,

fortunately for us, unintentionally a storehouse of historical informa-

tion was built up which, as we shall soon see, can yield very fruitful

results.

Besides these collections made on literary grounds, we have official

correspondence of the periods preserved elsewhere. The standard

Persian; chronicles of the period often contain interesting letters

written by the emperors, governors and other officials. This corres-

pondence has long been available to historical students in the standard

I.II.Q., SEPTEMBER, 1934 7
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editions of (he Persian texts and it is not my intention to say any-

thing about it here.

Put there is a unique collection of original official correspondence

available at the Record office in Jaipur. About twenty-seven thousand

of original letters had, been catalogued there till 1929 including 307

letters from the emperors and princes, 2027 reports from the Raja’s

agents to his principals, 9298 letters to the Maharajas, and papers

about account, more than 10000 miscellaneous letters and 3400 drafts.

The dates of these letters range between 100(1 and 1717. There

are letters of 1000, 1022 to 1027, 1040 to 1001, 1004 and 1005,

1009 to 1071, 1070 to 1081, 1088 to 1717. This correspondence

embraces all varieties of officials papers

—

JJV ” r
^’l

- viitAJ l(jl - l C-k-M-O

«Ar
jjj

- 1 C«.«J - o'-jJo

U" _ — ob - jylaxi
£)

,J -

- ~|l> — 1^,iyC djj - oA»u ufljlo Ao — ob

- i.Ij

Thus we have personal despatches of the emperors, letters written by

emperors’ orders, emperors’ orders on letters received, letters of

princes, exemptions, ordinary official orders, memorandum, security

bonds, statement of disputed facts, papers terminating civil or revenue

demands, daily accounts of corn, accounts, notes of hand for money

received, papers laying down the settlement of land revenue, the ac-

ceptance deeds of cultivators and officials, submissions of officials,

sanads, list of Jagirdars in Jaipur, list, of Peslihashs to governors and

emperors. Hero are letters from Jabangir, Nur Jalnui
;
Dawar Bakjhsb,

Shah Jalian, Dara, Regum Sahiba, Aurangzeb, Durga Dnss Rathor,

Maharaja Ajit Singh of Jodhpur besides the reports of the Raja’s

represeutatives at the imperial' court or the provincial capital. These

last form a very important source of historical information. Besides

a representative at the court of provincial governor, Maharajas of

Jaipur maintained their agents at the imperial court who acted as a

connecting link between the emperors and the Maharajas. Their cor-

respondence, besides throwing light on the position of the Rajput
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Rajas under; the Mughal emperors, touches many affairs of importance.

The Jat rebellion in Muttra and the surrounding districts under

Aurangzeb, the Mughal government of Kabul, the war of succession,

Dawar Bakhsh’s brief reign, Assamese campaign of 1GG9 and 1671,

imperial expedition against Maharnna Raj Singh, the religious policy

of Shah Johan and Aurangzeb, the rebellion of Gujars in Deoli,

Marhatta campaign of Aurangzeb, prince Akbar’s rebellion,

Aurangzeb ’s campaign against Bijapur, the only detailed notices of

Guru Gobind Singh and his relations with Aurangzeb; siege of TJdgir

under Shall Julian (1G3G), Mughal expedition to Nurpur (1641), Shah

Jahan’g rebellion of 1027, capture of Nagpur (163G) are, among others,

some of the episodes in the Mug-hnl history, light on which is thrown

by these papers. Besides this they illustrate, as nothing else does,

Mughal administrative practices, the actual methods of revenue

settlement and collection, the quarrels between jagirdars and civil

government, the decision of cases in appeal by the emperor, financial

methods of the Mughal government, laud transactions of this period,

realization of debts, farming of land revenue, the relations between

(he Mughal emperors and the Rajputs, rate of interest, discounting

of Hundis, enforcement of prohibition under Aurangzeb, Mughal

monopoly of salt manufacture, the buildings of Shall Jalian, relations

between different Mughal commanders serving in the same expedition,

news-writers, their duties, temptations and difficulties. The detailed

working of Mughal administration in its various phases in Rajput

states and imperial territories all stands revealed, here. Thus these

papers are extremely useful for the reigns of Jahangir, Shah Jalian

and Aurangzeb.

I have besides noticed some seventy collections of the letters of

the Mughal period in different libraries of India. The letters

themselves cover a very wide period and some of the collections were

made much later. The reign of almost every Mughal emperor is

represented in these collections which may be divided into two classes.

One represents the correspondence of the emperors themselves including

the complete drafts cf their despatches, warrants of appointment,

instructions to ambassadors, governors, commanders and other high

officeis, besides rough notes, orders, memorandum and private letters.
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I

We have for A’kbar’s reign

1. Jarida Framin SalMin-irDelhi (MS in the library of the

Muslim University, Aligarh). It contain? letters written hv Ahhnr to

Khan-i-Khanan, Shahbaz Khan, Razn Ali Khan and Hakim Hmuayun

Gilani besides orders containing detailed instructions to Akbar’s

officers for the government of the cities and country side addressed not

to the governors as the text of the Mirat-i-Ahmndi <1, 108) has it but

(o all ranks of officers and commanders cf expeditious.

2. Letters of Abul Fazed (printed). Despite the late Dr. V. A.

Smith’s belief that these documents do not contain much matter of histo-

rical importance inaccessible elsewhere—an opinion formed without

reading the letters either in the original or in translation—the

examination of the first part of the volume which alone contains

Akbar’s letters, has convinced me of their great historical importance.

To mention one instance only : these letters contain Akbar’s official

declaration of faith as a Muslim after he had been accused of unbelief

by his lfiore orthodox brethren in faith with an account of the work

bo had performed in the service of Islam.

For the reign of Jahangir we have

8. Guldusta-i-Fmmin-JaJmiigiri (MS in the library of Sir Solar

Jang- at Hyderabad). Besides other interesting pieces it contains

Jahangir’s letter to Shall Johan when lie rebelled against lii-s father.

4. Insha-i-Har Karan by Muushi Har Earn, son of Matlira Data

Multan i and secretary to I’tbar Khan (printed and translated into

English) and compiled between 1034 and 1040 A,IT. Its chief inteiest

lies in its preserving official forms of letters of appointment thereby

throwing light on the function? of different officials and Mughal

administrative practices. It contains a letter of authority exempting

a particular trader from the payment of Baj and Zakat. Another

mentions appointment of arbitrators in a civil suit. There are many

letters to local officials in cases heard in appeal by the emperor.

Detailed instructions about tile assessment and collection of land revenue

are to be found here. No student of Mughal administrative practices

can afford to neglect this important source.
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Tor tlie reign of Aurangzeh we have several collections most of

which have been described liy Sir Jadu Hath Sarkar in his new edition

of Studies in Mughal India

.

He has not however described their

subject-matter. His description concerns the editors of the corres-

pondence rather than the nature of the correspondence. There are some

however that he lias not included in his analysis. 1

6. 1. 0. Persian, MS 370, besides notes on Shah Johan's adminis-

trative system contains, some notes for letters of Aurangzeh. The

author Mir Abul Hasan alias Mir Kalan compiled it in 1185 A.II.

(1771-1772).

6. Munslmit, a MS in the library of Sir Jadu Nath Sarkar,

contains among other things a very interesting letter of Aurangzeh to

Amadit-nl-Malik giving him detailed instruction about the reception to

be accorded to Prince Akbar who was repoited to be ready to return

fo obedience. It describes the delicate ceremonials observed between

a Mughal nobleman and a Mughal prince when they met.

7. Knlmdt-hAurangzeh compiled by Iuayat TJllah contains in

GO folios, 152 notes of Aurangzeh, addressed fo .21 persons mostly about

public affairs. It contains besides other less interesting pieces, n letter of

Aurangzeh to Akbar blaming him for his trusting the Rajputs.

Another gives instructions to his officers about Akbar’s raids on the

frontier. A very important find is an order for the general arrest

and execution of Sikhs whenever found on account of the disturbances

created l>y them near Lahore. Another letter contains reference to

Sahu’s objections against the scheme of studies Aurangzeh had laid

down for him with a view to convert him to Islam. Some 'letters

elucidate the much vexed questions of Aurangzeh 's 'relations with

European merchants in hit: empire. Thus this letter-book is a mine

of historical information.

8 & 9. KcMmat-i-Taibat is found in two recensions. The

1 I have studied the transcripts of the originals made for Sir Jadu Nath

Sarkar in 19 volumes covering some 6000 pages and I am grateful to him for his

courtesy in putting these papers at my disposal. It is to be hoped that the Jaipur

Darbar would open its Record office to students of Indian history and give them

access to those papers which throw so much light oil Mughal administrative prac-

tices as apart from theoretical principles.
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Rumpur MS contains about 500 orders and notes of Aurangzeb which

were later on reduced to the form of Royal orders by Inayat TJllnh

Khan, the compiler of this collection. The A.S.B. MS contains 070

notes and letters of Aurangzeb. (The printed Ruqqiat-i-Alumgin also

bears this title in one or two places). It contains another of the rare re-

ferences to the Sikhs to be found in the Persian writings of the seven-

teenth century. This is a reference to many thousands Of the Sikhs

advancing towards the North Western frontier and their destruction

by the Afghans. Besides it throws very useful light on many dark

cornere of Mughal administration.

10. Aurangzeb ’s despatches to Jai Singh (National Library, Palis,

and Sarkar) refer to the war of succession and tlie campaign against

Shivaji and the Deccan. They reveal Aurangzeb ’s methods, of conduct-

ing warfare. There is a letter in reply to Jai Singh’s conferring on

him the power of making assignment of Jagirs to officers, serving under

him in the Deccan thus explaining the relations between Provincial

Government and the imperial commanders sent on expeditions. A

reference to Jaswant Singh’s desertion fioiu, and attack on, Aurangzeb \s

army draws from Aurangzeb an angry comment.

The diplomacy of the war of succession ip revealed here in many of

the letters.

11. A British Museum MS linqquaim-i-Karaim, compiled by Sayed

Ashraf Khan, contains 11G letters of Aurangzeb to Shall

Alam, Shaista Khan, Asad Khan, Mir Abdul Karim and Mohammad

Azam. In. two places the names of addresses are missing. On the

margins of the MS are letters mostly from the printed text of

Aurangzeb’a letters. The compilation besides throwing light on many

points of historical interest explains the actual relation between the

emperor and his commanders and governors.

12. Muqqiat-i-Alamgiri (printed) contains 181 letters of Aurangzeb.

It contains a Shah Jalum's daily- programme of work which differs in cer-

tain respects from the one given in Badshall Nutria and adopted by Sir

Jadu Nath Sarkar. Aurangzeb is found advising liis grandson, Moham-

mad Azim) to get himself weighed against different metals and corn twice

a year in order to safeguard himself against bodily and spiritual ills.

In it wo find the daily cares of an emperor’s life exhibited as also
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Mughal administrative practices in their actual working.
_
The powers

of commanders and governors, the relations between official^ and

newswriters, regulations about the assessment and collection of land

revenue, the position of Hindus at court, Mughal ceremonials, provi-

sion of pension for the relatives of dead officers are all found reflected

here. The Jut expeditions of Aiirnngzeb’s reign, the Balkli campaign

of Shah Jahan’s reign, cause of Bara’s failure are also referred to* here.

Aurangzeb is found insisting that his sons should not return the presents

of Amirs and thus cause a loss to the public treasury

.

13. Uastur-vl-Amal-i-Agahi compiled by Aya Mai Jaipuri contains

231 letters of Aurangzeb. Shah Jakan, Shah Alam, Azam Shah,

Abbar, Earn Bakhah, Muaz-ud-Din, Azim-ud-Din, Bedar Bakkt, Abnl

Hasan Aana Shah, Shaista Khan, Asad Ehan, Inayat-ullali Khan,

h'eroz Jang, Amir Khan ore some of the persons to whom those letters

have been addressed. It contains Aurangzeb ’a will, and a sort of ap-

pendix wherein are brought together some wise saws, things to forget,

factors making for a long life, and 14 causes of poverty.

14. IhJmn-i-AUmgiri of Nur TJllak cover 306 folios. They contain

probably the only reference contemporary in Persian works of Guru
Gobiiut Singh’s struggle against Auangzeb’e officers and measures taken
in the siege of Chamkaur. The levy of Jizya, Aurnngzeb’s relations

with Europeans, his ltathor troubles, his order forbidding the appoint-

ment of Rajputs as Subahdars and Fojdars all find a place here. A
rather interesting letter details the judicial procedure in a Mughal

court, the employment of Vakils, striking of issues and the division of

the burden of proof, service of summons and the agenoy employed for

that purpose. Aurangzeb’s relations with Raja Bhim Singh and Ajit

Singh are also related here.

15. Adah-i-Alamgiri, besides letters of prince Akbar contains 628

letters of Aurangzeb, about half the number written in Shah Jahan’s

reign. They throw a flood of light on the period and reveal Aurangzeb

in training. They form a valuable means of estimating Aurangzeb’s

character and throw light on many vexed questions. We find

Shah Jahan reprimanding Aurangzeb for his exhibition of anti-Hindu

policy. We can form an estimate here of Aurangzeb’s relations with

Shah Jahan’s officers. Aurangzeb’s letters written during his. own
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reign provide an important source of information. We are tlius not

left, dependent on tlie accounts of tlie chroniclers alone and are in a

position to check their accounts.

Miscellaneous Collections

1G. h'aiyaz-ul-Qmoanin compiled liy Hawaii Mohammad Ali

Ha'san Khan contains in its G88 pp. letters of Humnyun, Akhar,

Jahangir, Shah Jahan and Aurnngzeb besides those of Bara and

Murad. Murad’s letters to Aurnngzeb are particularly important as

throwing a flood of light on the vexed question of their relations

during the war of succession. The first chapter (covering pp. 10 to

Otiti) alone contains letters of kings a.nd princes, including therein some

of the letters received by the Mughal emperors from foreign potentates

to the capital. Pages 307 to G97 contain letters of officials and private

citizens and the book is rounded oft by a description of India.

17. Kuqquat’-i-lnayab Khan Rusihli. compiled by Inayat Klian

contains the letters of Babur, Humayun, Akbnr and Shall Jab an,

besides some of the letters written to them as well.

18. Balia.r-i-Suhhan by Mohammad Salih Kambhu, author of

Amal-i-Salih, contains many letters of Shah Jahan us also of Aurnngzeb

to rulers of Basra, Balkli, Turan, Persia, Herat and governors of

Kandahar besides many 'letters of Khan-i-Dorau. It is invaluable for

study of tlie Mughal foreign policy. It covers 829 pp.

19. No Badah-i-Munir contains Aurangzeb’s letters to Qutub Shah

of Golkanda, Abbas of Persia, a letter of Prince Aurnngzeb to

Mohammad Adil Shah and an account of his conquest of Bedar in

Shah Julian’s reign.

II
The second group of letter books contains the correspondence of

Mughal officers, private and official. It has to be remembered that

there is not a single collection of the letters of non-officials. Everyone

who knew enough Persian to attain to any eminence as a writer was

sure of a job under the Mughal government in some capacity. Persian

scholarship was a passport in securing employment in the Mughal

Secretariat or under some Mughal noble or administrator. Tlius all

other letter books can be brought under this heading. Of course

private letters as well as official correspondence have come down to ns
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in these letter books. In some cases they are much' more important'

and yield more valuable results than the letters of the Mughal

emperors. The emperors touch upon broad questions of general policy

alone, light on which some times is thrown from other sources as well.

But these letters from provincial administrators, secretaries, and minor

imperial officials throw light on many obscure corners of Mughal

history.

These letters are arranged according to the reigns of different

Mughal emperors. We have

For the reign of Humayun

20. Insliai-Usafi covering 119 pages compiled by Moliammad Usaf

for the use of his son Rafi-ud-Din in 1533. Its importance lies in its

collections of warrants of appointment and patents of office obviously in

Humuyun’s time. It is very useful in tracing the origins of many

offices about which historians have been ranging themselves on the side

of Slier Shah and Akbar.

21. Inslun-i-Nami, compiled by Khwand Amir, the famous hiet*

torian. This again like No. 20 contains official fomi* and requires to

be studied in detail for a history of the institutions.

For the reign of Ahbar

22. lluqqi'at Hakim Abul Fateh Gilani covering 100 pages consists

of the private letters of this famous Hakim of Akbar’a could. Some of

them refer to important public events.

23. KuqqVat i-Abul Fazal contains Abul Fazal’s letters to his

friends and contemporaries compiled by Nur Mohammad. It shows a

side of Abul Fazal’s character which is obviously hidden 'from us as

we try to study him from his other writtings. This is different from

the printed collection of Abul Fazal’s letters.

24. Inshai-Faizi, contains Faizi’s letters to bis friends, Contem-

porary literary persons and officials.

We-have already1 spoken of the standard collection of Abul Fazal’s

letters.

For. the reign of Jahangir

26. Inshai-Abdul Latif compiled by Abdul Latlf contains letters

of Laslnkar Khan, Qasim Khan, Hasliim Khan, Abdulla Khan, Bakshi
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of Agra, Divan of Kabul, Diwau of Gujarat, Bakshi of Gujarat, Khau-i-

Khanim Alxlur Rahim and various otlier dignitaries at tlxe Muglial

coui:t.

26.

InslMi-lnayat Ullah compiled iu 1609 contains many letters

of historical importance.

For the reign of Shah Julian

27. MumIUut Tabrezi contains Sliah Jahan’s correspondence with

the king of Golkanda.

28. Jlnqqi’ut-Shah Abbas the second contains letters to .Dara,

Murad, Aurangzeb, Shah Jahan, ruler of Bijnpur, Governors of

Multan and Qundahai- and Mir Jumla besides instructions to his

ambassadors in India.

29. Inshai-i-Bmhinan.

30. Cluihar Chaman-F-Broilman by Munslii Ghnndar Bhnn of

Lahore. No. 29 represents a very popular and often printed collection

of letters. No. 30 is divided into 4 parts, the first two are descriptive,

parts 3 and 4 contain among other things letters by the writer to Shah

ifahau, some of the high officials at court, and Chandar Bhan’s

relatives.

31. Ruqqi'at-i-Baiitil, these letters of this famous poet contain his

personal adventures, illustrate difficulties of travel, shed light on the

literary history of the times and illuminate some aspects of sociul

history ok" Shah Jahan’s reign.

32. Inshai-lbmhvm compiled by Mirza Ibrahim Turkman in 1654

contains letters written to the emperor, his prime minister, the

Bal'kshi and many other high officials concerning Shuja’s assumption

of the government of Kabul and the affairs thereof. Ife records the

proselytizing activity of Shah Jahan’s commanders who converted 6,000

persons to Islam during the expedition to the country of Saulcar Dev.

For the reign of Aurangzeb

33.

Insha-i-RosIfan Kalam BILupat by Bhupat Rai, Munslii to

Nawab Ra d Andaz Khan, Fojdar Banswara, contains his master’s cor-
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respond ence which deals with the cares and anxieties of a Mughal

i’ojdar’s life.

34. Khatut-i-Shivaji contains letters of Aurangzeb to Akbar,

Shiva III, Trumbak, commander of Naxau'la, and Ram Chand. Akbar’s

letters to Sambhaji and some of his courtiers detail his movements in

Rajputana and relate the story of his stay in the Deccan. There are

some 'letters of Skivaji, including the 'famous letter to Aurangzeb pro-

testing against, the levy of the ‘jizya’ written by Nil Prnbhu to Shivaji’a

instructions. The Marhatta raids in the Mughal territories are re-

called by Shivaji’s proclamation, letters of his officers and of some

Mughal officers of the districts concerned. Letters exchanged between

Akbar and Aurangzeb also find place and there is a letter from Dalair

Khan to Shivaji.
,

36.

Letters to gome Mughal emperors (National Library, Paris,

704) is mainly important as containing reference to the Rajput War

and A'kbar’s rebellion.

36. Nigar. Noma Munshi Malik Zada written jointly with hip son

Heghraj contains private letters, official correspondence, and warrants

of appointments.

37. Riyaz-vl-Wailad
,

compiled by Aizad Bakhsh Rasa on

.Tidy 12, 1681, contains letters to Aurangzeb, and some minor Mughal

officials besides the story of the conquest of the fort of Bijaputf.

38. Knmuma-i-Jaithamul contains letters written by Jaithamul on

behalf o'f his master Mu’tabir Khan. The last date mentioned is

November 30, 1706. It mostly covers Mu’tabir Khan’s service in the

Deccan and contains reference to the European traders in India parti-

cularly the Portuguese and the English, mutiny of the Mughal soldiers

for arrears of pay in the Deccan, capture of Sambhaji, and Dhannaji’a

raids.

39. Rnqqi'at-irNawazitJi Klmn in 90 pp. coritainp the letter of

Mukjitar Beg Nawazish Khan, Governor of Kashmir. He served with

distinction in Malwa, Burhanpur, Kashmir and. Guj rat. His letters

deal with diverse subjects which interested Mughal Mansibdars of

rank. The complaints of soldiers clamouring for their arrears, diffi-

culties in collection of the arrears of land revenue and the instalments

of Taqavi, the attack' of Abbas Pathan on TTjjain at the head of 6,000
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men, and difficulties experienced by Mughal Mansibdars in managing

their distant jag'irs are all reflected here.

40. Kuqqi’at-i-Kliwaja Hasan, the poet laureate, was compiled in

the reign df Aurangzeb in 1GGG and throws a flood of light on literary

friendships, social life, the position of the litterateurs at the Mughal

court and other connected problems.

41. Inshcd-Farsi1
contains the reply of the Mughal officers at Surat

to Shiva jits, demands on the city.

42. Carnatic Records
,
preserved in the Record Office, Madias,

besides other interesting facts, record the remission of the salt tax in

1GG8.

43. Mujmut-i-Mi/nshial from the State Library, Rampur, contains

a collection of letters written by several Munsliis on their own behalf

or on behalf of their masters. Muklili.s Khan, Rai K-unjman, Munshi

Ba'lkrishen Mehta, TTdairuj, Atta TTllali, Rai Sobha Cliand are some

of the writers. Among the correspondents addressed are several

princes, Governor of Alnnedabad, Diwan of Agra, Diwon of Ajmer,

Deputy Governor of Kabul and Governor of Berar. There is a letter of

Aurangzeb reprimanding Bedar Baldit for receiving a bribe from an

applicant for the office of Deputy Governor of Berar and another to the

Deputy Governor of Kabul.

44. Surat Factory letters for the years '1G96 and 1G9G are mostly

concerned with the European traders in Surat.

45. 1nsha-i-Zarbakhsh compiled by Sayyid Mohammad Zayi

Chug'htai, a Mughal officer, who served in Bengal and Bihar under

Nawab Sabar Khan, son of Nawab Amir Khan. It is divided into two

parts, .the first deals with the non-official correspondence and the

second contains imperial' orders, letters from princes, warrants of ap-

pointments, and security bonds for service. An official letter of the

Bayutat-i-Sadar to his provincial subordinate in Assam throws inter-

esting light on' the disposal of the prizes of War. Some of the letters

use the Ilahi calendar introduced by Akbar. There are many models

written as standards for different occasions. A model supplies the

form in which returns for "daily receipts are to be submitted. Two

letters speak of the conquest of Jonagarh in the 33rd year and of

Rajwara which had not hitherto been conquered by the Muslim armies.
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46. Nusl-ha-i-Aish Afza compiled by Saif Khan is dedicated to

Aurangzeb and tells us of his religious views and opinions.

47. lnsha-i-Jan Muhammad who was a Munshi of Raja Daulat-

maud Khan, a. noble under Alamgir. It throws a good deal of light

on social history, religious policy and administrative practices of the

period.

48. Majm.m az Bias contains many letters about Aurangzeb ’3 coro-

nation, the Kliutba that was adopted, the legend on the coins that, was

ultimately settled upon.

49. Fhrqnn iuri.-Muhammad Shdhi-o-iBa'zari-Shahan-i-Stdf contains

some letters of Aurangzeb mostly granting stipends to theologians and

needy scholars, imams o'f mosques, Mu’azzans, and endowments for

lightening tapers on certain tombs. Certain grants are very interesting.

The caller to prayers at Imtyaz Garh is granted 14 Tanka Alamgiri and

half a seer of oil daily in tile 45th year of Aurangzeb’s reign. Another

grant, is made for keeping a mosque lighted, for providing drinking

water to the thirsty and mats to sit. upon for the travellers. A rather

startling find is a grant of annas four daily to a Hindu astronomer

Malhar Bhat from the revenues from Sair of Bab Nagor.

60. Jami-vl-Qavanin compiled by Khalifa Shah Muhammad, of

Qanoj in 1674 has been printed.

61. A collection of letters covering 265 pp. in the India Office

Library (Elbe, 2118) contains Abul Fazal’s letters to Akbar, Salim,

and, Baniyal and a group of letters of Aurangzeb’s reign. One of tbe

letters mentions that a Hindu temple at Muttra, we are told, attracted

pilgriniB of all religions.

52. Mi-yar-ul-AdraJi by Tughra, a poet of Jahangir’s time contains

a letter of Qa-zi Nur TJllah to Abirl Eazal.

53. A collection of letters mostly of Aurangzeb 'a reign at Bankipur

contains a letter in verge of Shah Jahan to Jahangir and Jahangir’s

reply thereto when Shah Jahan had rebelled! against his father.

54. Insha-i-Inayat-Ullah, compiled in 1609, is a very useful.MS.

in the Kapurthala State Library.

55. Ruqqi’at-Hassam by Abul Hasson, Secretary to the Governors

of Orissa (1655 to 1670) wag' compiled in 1669-70. It contains a de-

tailed history of Orissa not to be found elsewhere. The duties of
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provincial officers, Mughal revenue practices, destruction of temples

by Aurangzeb’# orders, relations between Mughal officers serving in

different departments are all reflected here. There are letters written

by the author on his own behalf, letters written by the orders of Shaikh

Abul Kliair, Turbai’t Khan, Governor of Orissa under Shah Jab.an,

and Shaista Khan, his successor under Aurangzeb. Among the

correspondents are Shaikh Abdur Rashid, Fojdar Chakla Maidni Pur,

Mirza Muhammad Beg Diwan, Mir Jumla, I’taqab Khan Bakhshi,

Saiyad Agha, Havaldar Sakakul, Pir Khan, Fojdar Talmal, Raja

Mukand Dev, Mian Muhammad Jan, Vazir Diwau-i-Orissa, Aurangzeb,

Abad Khan, Sadar-ul-Sadur, Mir Isnia’il Diwan, Mirza Abul Hassan,

Diwan Tan Orissa and Bengal, Muhammad Moman Fojdar Malwa,

Raja Raghu Nath Diwan, Qutub-ul-Mulak of Golkanda, Asad Khan

Balchslii, Laskhar Khan, Governor of Bihar, and Saif Khan, Governor

of Kashmir, Ahmad Khan, Deputy Qazi. Thus the questions found

in its 23G pp. deal with all sorts of topics. We find in its pages the

Governor of Orissa taking a loan of Rs. 10,000 from the State against

the mortgage of his house at Delhi, the payment o'f a relief of

Rs. 1,00,000 by the Zamindars .of Orissa at succession, the Mughals

demanding a half of the produce in land revenue in Orissa and con-

sequent desertion of villages, and castration of children in the Deccan.

The Mughal Governor of Orissa at any rate exercised control over his

Bakhshi to the extent of demanding his presence at a particular place

with all relevant papers. In view df the fact that the cultivators in

Mughal India are supposed to have enjoyed the right of challenging

the state demand of land revenue, it is interesting to find here the

Zamindars of Orissa so challenging the demand of land revenue and insist-

ing on a survey of the land, and the preparation of an estimate of pro-

duce. The case seems to have gone against them
;

they were fined

Rs. 5,000. Besides there are various official letters of authority issued

by the emperor or by the provincial officers.

56. Insha-i-HamAd-udrDin in 313 pp. covers the reigns of Shah

Jahan and Aurangzeb. The last date mentioned is 1677. Its author

was Fojdar at Jullundhur, he was present at the seige of Golkanda in

1665-56, and served ag the Deputy Governor of Malwa. This collection

includes letters to the emperor, his own friends, relatives, and pome
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brother Mughal officials. There are letters referring to disturbance in

Malwa, Doab and Bihar. It depicts the plight of the inhabitants of

the Jullundhur Doab under Aurangzeb. A Hindu from Hoshiarpur

(in the Punjab) was converted to Mam. After living as a Muslim for

some time, he was reconverted to Hinduism. On tkip being reported

to the Mughal authorities, he was arrested and subsequently imprison-

ed. The Hindus of Hoshiarpur closed their shops as a mart of protest

and a good deal of diplomacy had to be used before business was

resumed. Shafi, who refused to acknowledge Muhammad as the

prophet of God, was stoned to death by the Muslims, some one com-

plained to the emperor against this lynching process and we find

rigorous inquiries made in order to ascertain what had happened.

Ho one seems to have been punished for this taking the law into their,

own hands. There are warrants of various appointments.

67. A British Museum MS. (Sloan MS. 3582), partly copied fox

Sir Jadu Hath Sarkar, contains many letters about Aur'angzeb’s

operations in the Deccan. An interesting item is the record of a judi-

cial trial before a Mughal officer. A Farman of Shah Jahan dated

March 25, 1G50 remits all duties on elephants brought for the court.

58. Parasnis MS. contains among various other items letters of

Murad to Shivaji and Shahji written in 1649; letters of Aurangzeb to

Shivaji in 1G67 and during the war of succession, in 1G65, 1G6G and

1GQ8. Aui'angzeb’s diplomacy during the war of succession can be

studied from some of these letters. A letter dated September 6, 16G5

announces the conferment of the rank of a commander of 5000 on his

son, that of December 12, 1605 congratulates him for the part he

played in the operations against Bijapur and pends him some gifts,

by a letter dated April 5, 166G, he is called to the court and the letter

of March 9, 1668 confer? the title of Raja on him. Besides these

there are some Parmans of Aurangzeb as well in this collection.

69. Haft Anjiman consists of the letters written by. Tali’ Yar, a

Hindu convert who was Munshi to Rustam Khan and Raja Jai Singh.

He died on June 16, 1675.. .The present collection was made by his

son Hamayat Yar in 1698-1699 (1110 A.H.). Three fragments have

bean discovered in Benarep, Delhi and Paris. It consists of an introduc-

tion and seven books. The first book contains Rustam Kban’s letters
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to Shall Jahan while he was serving at Kabul. It mentions local dis-

turbances in Aligarh, reports conquests of the fort Jaroli, complains

about a drought and consequent shortage of corn, recommends an

officer for appointment as his deputy, reports sending- of 5 falcons, notes

repeated thefts in the countryside and measures taken to combat them,

and submits explanation for audit objections blaming his Diwan. The

letters from Kabul form a very interesting collection. The first speakB

of his assumption of office as a governor. We have then letters detail-

ing his early measures there, the arrangements in the independent tribal

country, transfers and re-transfers of officers, building of a brick pave-

ment in the streets of Kabul, sending spies to Balkh and Bokhara includ-

ing a Hindu, son of ltajrup, the arrangements made for

keeping the country under Mughal control, and the expenses of govern-

ment in Kabul. Many of the letters recording measures for the defence

of the country read, to our surprise, like the communiques issued by the

Government of India from time to time about its North-Western

Frontier policy. These letters supply about the Mughal government in

Kabul some information which is scarcely to be found elsewhere.

Book II contains letters of Raja Jai Singh from Thatta and

gives detailed information about Jai Singh’s movements there. His

pursuit of Dara Shikoh, the diplomacy of Aurangzeb towards the Rajput

rulers, the attitude of local officers aro all found reflected here. Book

III contains Raja Jai Singh’s letters from the Deccan and are

invaluable for Aurongzeb’s relations with Shivaji us also with the

kingdoms in the Deccan. Both these books deserve publication and 1

hope soon to be able ’ to edit them and, of possible, publish thorn.

Book IV contains Rustam Khan’s letters to Shah Jahau’s sons

as also Mirza Raj Jai Singh’s letters to these princes and

princesses. Darn's position at the court is clearly reflectced here,

Rustam KLan not only requests for his intercession with the emperor

but directly asiks for orders in connection with many important matters.

Book V is divided into five sections. The first gives

Rustam Khan’s correspondence with the Mughal officials, dealing with

various problems of administrative interest. There are letters to Asad

Dllah Khan, Taqrib Khan, Qasim Khan, Sadar-ul-Sadur, the Bakhshi

fthd, Muazim Khan, the prime minister. The second section contains
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Jai Singh’s letters to the imperial officials and supplement liia letters

to the emperor given in Book III. Ja’far Khan, Shaista Khan,

Bakhski Muhammad Arain-ul-Mulak, Eidaa Khan, Amir Khan, Asad

Khan, and Aqil Khan are some of the officials addressed. The third

section consists of liis letters to Mughal officials serving in the Deccan.

Dal'air Khan, Saf Shikan Khan, Mukhtar Khan, Irnj Khan, Mirza

Rustam, Baud Khan, Bhojraj, Haji Shafi’ Khan are among his

colleagues and subordinates in the Deccan who ore thus addressed.

Thus Book III with these parts of Book V forms our primary source

of information about Aurangzeb ’& Marhatta campaigns. The fourth

section includes letters to the rulers of the Deccan, Adil Khan and

Abul Hasan, a treaty between Jai Singh and Adil Khan, letters to

Deocanese officials, Nek Nam Khan, Mul'la Ahmad, Vyankoji Bliaunsla,

Bahlol Khan, Abul Khair and Jadu Rai. In the last section are

included letters of Jai Singh to Mughal ambassadors accredited to

the courts of Bijapur and Golkanda. These again are very useful in

our interpretation of this period of Indian history. Book VI deals

with’ the personal correspondence of the author and contains some notes

on Rustam Khan. There are letters to certain minor Mughal officials

as well. Its last part consists of eleven letters otf Jai Singh to his son

Kanwar Ram Singh, letters to his agent at the imperial oourt and

letters to one Dala, Mir Shikar, Jamal Khan and Malik

Rangidass. Book VII is divided into three sections, which are

again sub-divided. Letters of Udairaj written in the reign

of Aurangzeb and Shah Jahan are collected here. His private letters,

written to fellow officials serving under Raja Jai Singh, letters

to Dalair Khan, Kanwar Ram Singh, Saf Shikan Khan, Nawab Aqil

Khan, Tahir Khan, Mughal Khan, Nawab Khan Jahan Bahadur,

Munshi Chandar Bhan, Mehta Trimbak Dass, Malik Rangidass and

others are here brought together. There is a letter from Todai Mai

Bayutat-i-Decoan to Shah Jahan, and two letters of Shivaji to

Aurangzeb.

Next to Adab-i-Alam-gm, Haft Anjman forma the most valuable

collection Of the letters of the Mughal period.

60. Biaz-i-Farsi (A.S.B., 390).

Cl. Khatut-irMutmfaraq India (A.S.B., 391).
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G2. Mnjmua (A.S.B., 225).

These three collections of miscellaneous letters contain many letters

of the Mughal period.

G3. Manshurat (2351 Jknkipur).

04. Gulshan-i-Balagliat by Abdul Waliab (A.S.B., 1310).

G5. Maldvbat-i-Muhammad by Ma’surn, author of Ttirilh-i-Hind

and Tavilh-i-Sindh ,
contains many interesting letters.

GG. Biaz (1088 Bankipur) contains many lettors of' the Mughal

period.

<i7. It uqquat-i-Tngh ru by Mulla Tughra Mashhadi and author of a

number of tracts known to orientalists as Rasail-i-Tughra covers the

reign of Jahangir, Shall Jahan and Aurangaeb.

A reference to ihe standard histories of the Mughal emperors and

Mughal institutions reveals the fact that most of these works

have not been utilized by their authors, excepting of course,

Sir Jadu Nath Sarkar who has used most of the MSS concerning

the reign of Auiangzeb. He has briefly described them as well in the

Bibliography at the end of the second volume (first edition) of

Aurangzeb. But so vast is the material in the letter-books that, centred

as his attention was on political history mostly, even he has not been

able to make full use of them in his published works. It is often

complained that history of India as now told mostly consists of accounts

of the affairs of its kings and queens. No wonder, the contemporary chro-

niclers were more concerned with the history of Indian rulers. But here

in (these letter-books we have a virgin field of inquiry where the masses

sometimes, hut the middle classes generally, reveal themselves as never

before and nowhere else. Contemporary friendship and hatred, rela-

tions between great nobles and their literary clients, and the world of

scholarship, all stand reflected here. Private letters of the period

throw a flood of light on the social and cultural history of the times, e.g.

Abul Fazal's’ personal letters (as distinct from ibe Insha-i-Abul Fazal).

Letters of Ifaizi, of Abul Fateh Gilani reveal a side of Akbar’s reign

which we miss elsewhere. But it is in the domain of administrative

history that these letter-books prove of immense value. Mughal ad-

ministration has so far been mainly studied in its theory; rules and regu-

lations, imperial orders, and reference in official chronicles have ,so far
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faimed its main foundation. But here in these letters we can study

Mughal administration in its actual working. The Ain may lay clown

‘one-third’ as the share of the state in the produce of the land,, but when

the letters from Orissa tell us that ‘a half’ was claimed and collected by

the state there we have to revise our opinion. The Ain may lay down one

set of duties for the provincial governors and later regulations may ex-

pand them, but it is from the actual letters of provincial governors

serving in different parte of the empire that we can learn the actual

amount of power exercised by them, their control over their own staffs,

the relations between the provincial Diwans, B'akhshis, and the gover-

nors, and the position, occupied by an imperial commander sent at the

head of an expedition in a province with respect to the governor thereof.

The regulations about the Newswriter’s may help us in classifying

them but how the institution worked in practice can only be learnt

from these collections of letteis. How far was the farming

of the jngirw practised? What was the value of land, the
l

rate of interest, the yield of gardens in this period? For answer

we must turn to this source. As mentioned already the evolution of

administrative institutions can be studied with more profit from the

warrants of appointments and patents of office preserved in the

letter-books of Humayun, Akbnr, Shah Jahnn and Aurangzeb. From

the evidence available here we can better form an opinion as to the

position of Slier Shah and Akbar as administrator-innovators than is

usually formed by a discussion of (he subject based mostly on the nega-

tive evidence, if not on guess work. But more than anything else they

form a check on the statements ctf Mughal chroniclers. Sometimes our

authorities disagree or we may even find tlie same author contradicting

himself. Take the case, for example, of the war of succession and the

question of the relations between Murad aud Aurangzeb. Our author-

ities are hopelessly divided on the question. Bhim Sen and Isher Dass

positively assert that Aurangzeb promised Murad tire throne, Alamgir

Nama would not have us believe it. But the letters that passed between

Murad and Aurangzeb are conclusive and leave 11c 100m for doubt that

Aurangzeb lured Murad by false hopes. Or, again, the official chronicles

may leave us hanging in the air at the most critical time. We know

that almost all Rajput chiefs sided with Aurangzeb in the war of succes-
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sion but no adequate explanation thereof is forthcoming. Again the

answer is to be sought for in the pages of these letter-books.

Thus study them as we might, these letter-books form a very useful

source of information. And their bulk and extent are staggering. As

said before the Jaipur Records in their partial transcripts in possession

of Sir Jadu Nath S attar alone cover G000 pages. A very conservative

estimate would put the total at about 12,000 pages. It is time that

students of Indian history turned to these documents and I am sure they

would not have to turn from them without profit.

Snx Ram Sabma
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Baudh Plates of Banabhanjadeva Year 58

The giant under discussion was discovered in the little state of

Baudh in Orissa. The exact find spot is not known. It consists of

three substantial Copper plains measuring 7£" by 4g" of which only the

first plate is inscribed on one side. The' plates are held together by

means of a thin ring of copper which passes through a round hole on the

right side of each plate. A round seal 1" in
;
diameter is soldered to the

ling, the legend on the .seal reads firi-Ranab haiijadevasya, above there is

a crescent, and below it a Bull.

The grant, was originally noticed by late Mr. R. D. Banerji, and

has also been utilised by Mr. Binaynk Misra.

1

The plates were handed

over to me for decipherment by Pandit Tarakesvar Gnngoly, and im-

pressions were taken by Mr. Paramananda Acbarya, the .State Archaeo-

logist, Mayurbhanj. My grateful thanks are due to both these gentle-

men for various facilities received. The plates are in excellent

condition, and the inscription is very neat and clear, Tbe grant is

exactly similar in stylo and composition to the Baudh plates of the

year 54.
3 In line 6 Gmidhitfa is mentioned a3 the father of the king

(pita-nrpasya). Line 12 tells us that the king was born in the

family sprung from the egg (vam^a-prabhav-dtufaja) . The donor is

styled l'aramamfth csvara Maharaja &n-Ranabhailjadeva, lord of

TJbhaya Khifijali.

The characters of the grant belong to the Ganjam variety of the

Northern alphabet. 3 Of the initial vowels the text contains a in

amvarata (1.11), a in dhgimsa (line 19), i in iti (1.48), u in uktaii-ca

(1.26), e in evaap (1.24), and o in Odra (1.21). As regards the medial

vowels we find two different forms of a, one by a small stroke on the

right side of the alphabet e.g. sanihura (1.1) and also by a full stroke

parallel to the alphabet (vikarala 1.1), u is to be found in prapdtu (1.2),

1 It. D. Banerji, History of Orissa, vol. i, pp. 171-72; B. Misra, Dynasties of

Mediaeval Orissa, Calcutta, 1933, p. 46 No. 8.

2 Ml., vol. xii, pp. 321-25.

3 Ibid., vol. vii, pp. lOlff; and vol. ix, p. 272.
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u sign occurs in hhltala (1.5). The following consonants also deserve

notice. Kim consists of a curve with loops at both ends (samkhydh

1.4). Ju in this grant shows a cuive to the left of the left limb .with a

short loop to the right, and the right limb is a straight line at a

tangent from the serif (maharaja 1.13). Two different forms of tka

lias been used in this grant (compare hatha in 1.3 with ndtlia in 1.12);

two forms of pa are also found (pcitm 1.2) and padunu (1.13). lingual

s wfihout any acute angle is to be found in hhmisyad, (1.14).

Amongst the ligatures hsa in paksa (line 3) may also be noticed. The

sign for n and il ore the same, while there is a special sign for final t in

JJhfti.purdt (line 1G).

The language of the record is Sanskrit
;
there are three verses in

lines 1-0, the rest of the inscription with the exception of imprecatory

verses in in prose. As regards orthography

,

the sign for* va denotes

both va and ha. Visarga has been used many times wrongly. Double

la has not been used before va in Staputraifi (line 2).

The object of the charter is to record the grant of the village of

TuruUd
,

in the vipiya of Tullasrnga, to a bralnnaua named Subha-

dama of the Blinradvaja gotrn and who was a student of the Kdnva

iiilihu, of the Yajurveda. The donee had emigrated from the village of

Takari in the Sdvathi country to the Bliatta village of l'adala in the

I hli'n country. The grant was made on the fifth day of the bright half

of Phalgunu in the 58th regnal year of the king on the occasion of a

Solar eclipse (r&Jtu-grasta ditvukaraip). The charter was issued from

Dhrtipura and wus composed by the minister of peace and war (sundhi

-

vigrahiha

)

Himadatta, and was inscribed by suvarnukdru Devala.

Among the geographical names mentioned, attention must be

drawn to the village of Takari in the Savatlii country. In our opinion

Takari should be regarded as the vulgar form of the name Tarkknri,

and Suvathi as SravastL This inference is not at all arbitrary. In a

land giant of Mahabhavagupta, a place named Tta(Ta)kari is inen-

iioned.'1 In the Katak plates of Mahurivagupta-Yayati the phrase

1 ahlUra-p (jrva-liliaiadvajcogotrdya occurs. 3 Iu the Mandliata. plates

of Devapala and Jayavarman II, a place called Takari-sthana is rnen-

4 EZ,, vol. iii, p. 348. 6 Ibid., p. 353.
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tioned.® From the land grant of Jayabhafijadeva discovered at Antiri-

gramin the Ganjam district, we learn that the king granted the village

of Bengarada in the visaya, of Khinjaliya-gada on the occasion of a lunar

eclipse to a brahmana named Jagadhara, an immigrant from the village

of Takari in Madhyadesa. 7 As regards. Savaj-bi we might- mention that

in a newly discovered land grant of Vakpati-Munja dated Y.S. 1038,

Sravasti is mentioned as Savathika.

8

We may therefore assume that

our suggestion is correct. The point that will engage our attention

now ' is that the present record states that Takari was in Savathi
;
while

most of the records quoted above place the village in Madhyadesa.

This seemingly discrepant evidence can easily be harmonised if we

remember the extent of Madhyadesa in different centimes. Manu’s defini-

tion of Madhyadesa is not true of all times. According t,o Hiuan . Tsang,

(7th C.), Central India extended from the Sutlej to the head of the

Gangetic delta, and from the Hini|nlayas to the Narmada. 0 According to

the K&vyamZmdirisd, Madhyadesa was hounded on the north by the

Himalayas, on the south by Vindhya, ou the east by Snrnsvati and on

the west by Benares. According to- the Buddhist literature, Pundravnr-

dhana was the eastern limit o'f Madhyadesa. If we accept the testi-

mony of the above authorities, then we have to admit that Sravasti was

in Madhyadesa. Therefore the village of Takari in Sravasti and

Takari in Madhyadesa seems to be one and the same village.

The plates are now kept in the Museum of Archaeology, at

Baripada, .the chief town of Mayurblianj State.

Text.*

FIRST PLATE : SECOND SIDE

1, Om” Siddhih l|
"Samhiira-kala-liutahliug-vikarala-ghorn-

sambhranta-kiinkara-krtanta-nitanta-

6 EL, vol. ix, p. 103ff. 7 Ibid., vol. xix, pp, 41-45.

8 List of Exhibits in a Conversazione held to celebrate the ISOth Anniversary

of the Asiatic Society of Bengal, p. 9.

9 Cunningham, Ancient Geography, p. 375.

* Edited from the original plates.

10

Expressed by a symbol. 11 Metre : Vasantntilaka.
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2'

3 .

4.

5 .

(3 .

7 .

8 .

9 .

10 .

11 .

12 .

13 .

14 .

15 .

12

14

16

17

19

21

23

25

27

29

31

bliindam1 * [l*] bUinu-amlhak-asurn-mahagalian-atapat.ra(m*)M

tad=bbairavain Hara-yapur =1j1i aval all prapatuh 1 'l

|l(l
e

)

"Durvva-

ra-yarana - rana- pratipaksa-paksa - laksml - hath- apraharau-

occlita
15-prat5pa(li*) [l*] Bha&ja aara-

(IMpatnyo vahavo vabliuvur= udbhutayo= Ira18 bliuvi Lhiiri-

sakasra-sahkliyah 17
[||] (2*) "Tesain kule aakala-

bbutala.-pala-inauli]pu-mal-arcit-ttnbri(g'liri)-yugula(10) vala-

yam(n)nrpo = blnih10
[ |*] 4rI-6r«7uZ7ir^fl(/i*)-prakatft-pau

ru9a-ra(^)mi-cakra-nirdclarit.-ari-lir<layo
= sya pita uppaaya [||*]

(
3*) Nana-man5yayma-

n - anyonya - lagna - gaja - vaji-ghata-bhat-augha-sanighota21’-

gliora-samara-nirddarit-ari-nore-

ii(lra-vrncln-llakBinI
al-samubak-bat.ha-lLarai.ia- pralcatita - yika-

ta-pat;a-pui'uijakara
M-prat&p-ati-

kraat-aneka-sabasra-saiikliytt2:,-vikbyat-otkliyritaJl
klia(lga-bliriL-

ji^iiu-bliuja-vajra-S/tart/ft-bliupatil.i

pura(cl*)™-Dhrtipurut
|
[||*] SaracLnmala-yakaln-jaladkara

ddkavala20-ya£a\i-patala-kamala-mu,-

I-alamkrta-sakala-dig-yadhu-yaclanoli27 anayarata-prayartta-

maua-nima-saiimaua-da

SECOND PLATE : FIRST SIDE.

u-aaaadita-ui(h c
‘)ie(sa*)- syajnna- diua28 - duhkhit-auatlui-jaua-

mano-(vaiio*) yaipsa-pra,bkav-aiif|a.ia],i20 Paramu-
make&varo mata-pitr-padamidliyuto fl/i«?X;-amala kuln-ti-

laka’ 0 Maharu-

ja-lrl - Ranablutiljadeva{h*) kusali[||*] Kkiiijall - maiidale

bkavisyacl-raja-rajaaak-antarauga-kuma

ramatya - raahasamanta - brahmana-purogamnt31=anyaipa= ca

dapclapa.4ika-ccliataM-bbata-

read bhinnaiji. 13

read prapdtu. 1C

read bahabo babliuvur -udbhutaye = ttra.

read samhhydh. 18

read bhut. 20

read Lalcaml. 22

read samnhyd. 24

read prabhuti-ptir&d. 26

read vaclano. 28

read an^aia-vamia-]>rabliaval}. 30

read purogamdn=anyam6=ca. 32

read dittoed tram,

read otsalita.

read mavli.

read sumgJiatia.

road patu-puru^akdra .

read vikliy&totlilidta.

read-fcohala-jaladh ara-dhavala

read dlna.

read tilaho.

read chata.
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1G. vallabka-jatlyam(n) manay&tk-arkam33 mauayaii vodhayati

saauadisayati34 c=anyat
||
Sa-

17. rvvatali sivam= asmakain viditam=astu bhavatam
||

Tulla-

.</-A(/a-visaya-sainmandha35 Turalld-

18. gramas= catu(}i*)-slma-paryanta sa-uidkis = co = panidki36
rnatu-

pitrir
3 ' = atmauas= oa pui.iy-a-

19. bhivriddk&ya 38
aa(sa)lila-ddh(dli)ura-purahsarei.ia vidhina [II*]

Bliaradvaj a-gotra8 “ Augirasa-Varikafspatya46

20. Bliaradvaja-pravaraya Yajurvveda-carai^aya Kuiiva-sukka-

dkyaine ||
Sdvaphi-desa Taka

21. ri-viuirggata41
|

12 Odra-vi.saya(ye) Bkatta-Tadala-vastavyu

Bbatta Vrijabkadama-sutal.i Subha-

22. ddnulya vidkir-vvidbeya suvidvanam 43 Raliugrasta-Divaka-

ra(iji)
I

43 tamvrajSasaiia'
14 pratipadi

23. to=smabkik paramparya-kul-avatarena yavad=Ved-artka43

vaoaneua

SECOND PLATE : SECOND SIDE

THIRD PLATE : SECOND SIDE.THIRD PLATE : SECOND SIDE.

50 Sri-Rai.iabhailjadevasya p/avarddhamdna^-viju

51. -yarujye sarpvatsare n s ta-paileasatwm.e Phdlguna-hikla-

yuksu-pan cainydip likkitaip

52. suadkivigruklya48 Himadateua [|*] Utkirppaip(ca*) suvarua

(na)karaka Devaleua [|*]llaipokitam
41

'' Makara

—

53. jaklya-mudrena ||

Auius Baneiui

33 read yath-arhuiii,. 34 read bodhayati-samadisati.

35 read suinbaddhah. 36 read sunUlhih supanidhii ~ca.

37 road miIta-pitror. 38 read vfddhaye.

39 read gotraya, 40 read Barhaspatja.

41 read vinirgataya. 42 Thg punctuation is superfluous.

43 read vidhi-vidheya-samvidliana-vidhinB..

44 read tumra-msanufvcna. 45 read yuvad=vcd<inu.

46 Lines 24-25 contain usual imprecatory verses. As tliese have appeared

many times with other grants of this king, I have deleted these, from tlie text.

Interested persons, however, may consult the following hooks for the same: EL,

vol, xii, pp, 321fE.
;
JBORS., vol. vi, p. 175

:

Ibid., pp. 165ff.; Ibid., vol. ii, pp- 167-

77..; and Annals of the Bhandarkar Oriental Research Institute, vol. xiv, pp. 134-41.

47 read pravarddham&ne. 48 read s&ndhimgrahika.

49 read Idmchhitam

I.H.Q., SEPTEMBER, 1934 10



The Subhasitaharavali of Sri Hari Kim and some

Poets enjoying the Patronage of Muslim Eulers

From the eleventh century onwards down to the seventeenth century

A.D., India lias produced a fairly good number of Sanskrit poets. The

Muslim chroniclers of this period have left no account of them. Their

names and verses are found scattered in the various anthologies com-

posed during this period. This period, therefore, may he called “the

Anthology Period” in Sanskrit literature. The following published

anthologies preserve a vast mine of information about the poets of this

period.

1. Kavlindravacanasamuccaya, edited by F. .W.

Thomas (Asiatic Society of Bengal, Calcutta, 1911).

2. Saduktiku. rnamrta of Srldhariulu.su, edited by the

late Mahaanahopadhyaya P. Ramavalara Sarma, with a critical and

historical Introduction by llr. Har Dutt Sliarma (The Punjab Sanskrit

Book Depot., Lahore, 1933).

3. Sarugadharapaddhati, edited by P. Peterson

(Bombay Sanskrit Series).

4. S u b li a s i t a v a 1 I, edited by P. Petei^son (Bombay

Sanskrit Series).

But a vast amount of the anthology-literature is still in manuscript

form and so it is not possible now to construct a history of this period.

One of the most important of these anthologies i,s the S u li h a s i-

t a h a|r a. v al I of Sri Hari Kavi. The Ms. (described by Peterson in

his second report, pp. 57-G4 and no. 92; Poona, xviii A, 92 of 1383-4) is

incomplete, written hy more than one scribe and has irregular number-

ing of verses. The author, Sri Hari Kavi, seems to have been a poet

of liig-k order. He boasts of himself in the following- verse :
—

trsr iffosp)- tprcd Sr**: trd ftfJTij: >

WSZt ^Tsfq- ffc II

fol. 33a, v. 123.
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Hari Kavi lias been called a contemporary of Akbar (1556-1605 A.D.) by

M. Krishnamacharya in his book, The Classical period of Sanskrit

Literature,” p. 126 (Madras, 1906). Mr. Krishnamacharya says, “His

poetic fame got him the name of Akbariya KALidasa. His native

country however appears to be the Dekkan and he betrays a very close

acquaintance with the literature otf his country. His Haravnll is a

wise collection of verses, many of which belong to Kashmirian poets.”

This account of Mr. Krishnamacharya seems to be incorrect, nnri

Kavi cannot be identified with Akbariya Kalidasa. For, in hip

S u b h a s i t a h a r a v a 1 1
,
whenever Hari quotes his own verses

lie says at the end Hari-kaver mamdyam or Hari-kaver mamaite.

Again, he quotes three verses of Akbariya Kalidasa. Had these

verses been his own, he would have certainly added something like

lluri-lcaver mama. Moreover, in the autobiographical verse quoted

above, Hari Kavi never even hints at such an identity. Again, we

find two, verses (different from those in the H a r a v a 1‘ I ) of Akbar-

Kiilidasa quoted in the Eaftikajlvana of Gadadhara Bhatfa

(about 1660 A.T). See my article “Some unknown Sanskrit Poets of

Mithila,” published in the Jha Commemoration Volume). One of

these verses, viz., hemamhhornhu-pattane
,

etc., is quoted in two Mss.

of the S a, r lig a d h a r a pa dd h! a t i and ascribed to Kalidasa

(See Kavindravacanasamuceaya, p. 34); and we find Sarngadhara

quoted in our H a r a v a 1 i. Again, as Hari Kavi quotes the verses

of Panditaraja Jagannatha, he cannot be a contemporary of Akbar,

Therefore, lie must have flourished in the middle of the 17th century

A.l).

Hari Kavi was the pupil of Narayana, one of whose verses he

quotes and refers to it as Sn-Ndrdyarui-gurv-earamdndm. His youngest

brother was called Cakrapani Kavi and he is referred to by Hari Kavi

as matkanistluobhrSta or asmmlami.ja-Cakmpdnikavi. It seems that

our poet had other brothers as well, but we find no account of them.

This Cakrapani differs from the Cakrapani mentioned in the Kavindra-

vacmasamuccaya, (p. 37), Saduktikarnamrta (p. 53) and Padyavail of

Itiipagosvamin (fol. 26a, v. 258).

Among the various other poets Hari Kavi mentions the names of

the following with reverence; as, I. Ramajitpanditanam, II. Laksml-
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dharapadamam, III. Madhavapiiripadamun, IV. Mahlsvarapuripadanam,

V. Madhusxidanasarasvatinam, VI. Auautadevaniim, VII. Sri Kraua-

panijitanam, VIII. Sri Raghavacaitanyanain, IX. Sri Bopadevapandi.-

tanam, X. Gopinathapanditanam, XI. Somajidbliattanam.

It is possible to make a conjecture that these people were either Hari

Kavi’s contemporaries or precededl him shortly. For example, we learn

of a Ramajitpandita, who was the author of Niban d h a n n v a-

nit a, mentions Atlanta Bhatta, Hemadri, Mfulhava and Nirnaya-

mrta, and who flourished between 1400-1600 A.D. (Kane, Hist,

Uharma., p. 572). Laksmidliara is probably identical with Laksmi-

dharacarya, son of Vitthalacarya, son of Nrsimhacurya, son of Rama-

candrficfirya, father of Anantacarya, pupil of Anantunanda-Raghunalha

Yati and Sri Krsna Snrasvati. He is tlie author of N lim a c i n t a-

m a n i, Nyayabhaskara and B h a g a v a n n a m a la a u-

mudl (O.C.I, 538a). The following verse of his in the Hur avail

(fol. 24a II, v. 12) seems to be from either N a m a c i n t a m a n i or

Bhagavann&makaumudi.

sprat WUR#-

wvti't.c-^ru ^Klfd' ^ I

5f-

ut ^ n

Madhavapurl, Mnhi^varapurl (identical with MaheSvaratlrthn?)

and Madhusudana Sarasvati are evidently the names of the Samnyasins.

With the help of Aufrecht’s Catalogus Catalogorum we can reconstruct

their gurvparampard as follows

:

Govindananda

(author of liatnayrnhhd

on Brahmasutra-Saukarabhasya)

.

J .

his disciple

Harayanatlrt-ha, author of BdlahodJimi, a Raghunatha.

comm, on Atmabodha of Sankaracarya.

His age is about 1600 A.D. See Sarvadar-

ianasarrigraha, B.O.R.I. ed., p. 574. He
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is most probably identical with. Naxayana

Sarasvati, who wrote Sdrlrakabhasyavur-

tika in 1592 A.D. He seems to be

the preceptor of Hari Kavi.

I

.

his disciple

MaheSvaratirtka.

Madliavapuri

liis disciple

Madhusiidana Sarasvati (15G0 A.D.)

Anantunanda-Raghuuatha Tati Sri Krana Sarasvati

I. 1

their1 disciple

Laksmldkara (Acarya),

author of Bhagavanndmalw mwli etc.

his son

Anantaoarya.

I am not quite sure whether we can identify our AnantacTeva and

Sri Krsna Papdita with Auantacarya and Sri Hran a Sarasvati mentioned

above. Raghava-Caitanya is mentioned! in the Surigadhara-
p a d d h a t i also. Vopadeva Pandita flourished in the 13th century.

The latter is therefore much older than our poet. I have not been able

to identify Gopinathn Pandita and Somajit Bhatta.

Considering all’ this evidence, it will not be wrong to conclude that

our author lived in the Moghul period and! was a contemporary of

Panditaraja Jagannatha.

Here are some verses of our author, his preceptor and his youngest

brother:—
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4Hft I

^TRl'foT

^TT: TfafoRfaT »T g*TT: aiW^gasfaai:

jfk# [*t] i'4ra#rar^rf?rrft-

fffit'n KWlffruft : I

li^kdt : fr«r n

I
(fol. 38, vv. 201-2).

^•^T'SRTSnT: TTRfcTRTr^^SS^f?’

•=h=Tl *1
1 •H I '-D^ ^['T]t!T5§£^ : 1

3WF5T =m5radtrr^T^:

R><.Pd f%5T !5Pn4 ^rpT^Pl! II

SIWfeP pnK
fW |

qix^d^^cf

f^r-rra tt?iw4 srf%R^rpr:ii

*i,Wkfi ; ff^ PffifTctqRJTt: R^fcri

^ft ^nrrrfiR rtr^'rrtir ii

^RTFcTRRT *ptf%

m 4f S^T^'f^cFr^: II

I
(fol. 41, yv. 254-0).

fprr’TTWTg^r snrra rrt

=3RTTRt Sc^P^ qrfRT fag^T! I

W't 'tl'dl’SW'jW'iHi'-dl*? Pt-KS

sr: ffe f^isf n

H^'hPt \45TTjJ®J*fi
l
l I Pll '+A : I

(fol. 15n).

^jv:jj[q-]^ TrffJimsr wti =r pRcro:

% % 4RTOJ: trs JTfrrrr tft ^#3'^ [d: ?]

3T^Tt4'-WW

RTtMt ^rPr I

(fol. 33, Y. 124).

The following poets mentioned in the Rasikajiva
HaravalE enjoyed the patronage of Muslim rulers:

kara, ii. Akabarakalid^sa, and iii. Panditaraja Jagannatha.

n a and

i. Blianu
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Bhanukara was a contemporary of Sher Shall (1540-1545) and Nizam

Shah and eeenis to have enjoyed the patronage of both. As Nizam Shah

is the title of all the kings of the Nizam Skalii dynasty, Bhanukara

refers to Boorhan Nizam Shah I (1510-1653) who was the contemporary

of Sher Shah. He refers to a certain Hindu Xing- Vlra Bkanu in two

of his verses, hut it is difficult to identify this king. Bhanukara seems

to have enjoyed a great popularity as 04 of hia verses are quoted in the

R a s i k a j I v a n a and H a r a v a 1 1 quotes 11 verses. Bhanu-

kara flourished in the middle of the 10th century A.D. Hollowing are

a few of his verses in some of which he praises his patrons.

From llasikajivana:

wtmraft ^ srarfM

^1 ^dRTSfflH. 1

f^qr% —
•?]

fol. 13, v. 22.

^rtqfftrHT ftSTTOSTlS [ItT—

]

35^^Wftl

Jiwsrfaft' ?] pKb] tfgwftafo 11

fol. 13, V. 23.

$c?t ^ff^rrqt wfafr <rerctft: i

sraftsrr 3Wi Ji )i<JW5(r^f3s0^ir5r:[vn': ?]

fol. 15. v. 45.

wfr #7^ g^Wctf

«iw fRtftflr* »

f^wivrr crg% Hdr+Jy^

—

*rrafir ii

fol. 18, v. 72.

?fvRt I

sibtr srgrqc^#:

i 1 4) fa <w. n

fol. 19a, V. 70.
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ijFTfatiw d4»rw -+^r! R^l<jir : ^ryld'ildtf-w ^jn^fTcT u

fol. 115a, v. 98.

sirsr^tsr *rrer: i

ggr fiwnn<f»r differ: spf n

fol. 81(1, v. 107.

From H a r a v a 1 i :

sfauwt ^swPr w4r3Tiq>rfdf^ v:rra

^ ’rrsjnrs'T^r i

f^rfq-

^rr^- ®rf# qjssfar ferity. n

fol. 34, v. 70.

J®tar>lif tirg^s; ff fal'tRw $juif 55
JT: %5r' ?T^T '-bi°4chli1 s3TTOrH. 1

^TfT«J <T *T?W^I Wf: 4>f<{f<-)!j|i:

I*R»RN»<n

fol. 4-2, v, 273.

Following verses are ascribed (o Alcbariya Kalidasa :-

From Ra-sikajivana:

g^TF^f^rTfvjTfrar •n^rf^njf^ww^R^Nt

^frsr^jrsnrr

mwt II

fol. 14a, v. 29.

<5^.41^ 'TftddtcITf 4d*-dlPi'.,l

—

r- —

fol. 108, v. IS.

From Haravall:

'T^TRfcEFt niiK{^f?r f^pbldH a^JTT% I

flT^ra ^q’JTIVflHM'I^r:

fol. 15a.

?^rr ^Flw^iijcr#

Isw^fr TiMift gs?r^ 1
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RhhIfwir

WjTH’TT *RTlW qTf%^T% II
fol. 29a, v. 08.

'del'dl-

?r: *r4 ^wfl^I^i: II fol. 29a, v. 09.

Jn the Basikajiraua we find three verses of Panditaraja

Jagannatha. All of them are identified as follows:

1 ATWR fol. 34a, v. 254 (
=Rasagahgd-

dhara, p. 330, Kavyamala edn.).

2 f^% Sf fol. 40, v. 226 Basagahgadhara,

p. 402)

3 mwftrffd fol. 47a, y. 296 ( =Bhamini-vildsd ,

1.30)

Out of the five verses ascribed to Jagannatha, in the Hara,vall

the following two are traceable:

—

1 fo1 - 33a » v -
121 (=Rar

sagaiigidhara p. 94)

2 ^ftsfarr°, fol. 40a, V. 224 (Bhaminivilasa

IY. 39). The Ms. reads the last two lines

—

I
Tlie reading in the Bhaminivilasa is

*rrc II

I have not been able to identify the three following verses, in two of

which Jagannatha. refers to a certain Gangadhara who might have been

his contemporary.

3<ir^<^«iri-dl(.)-8ftoRi^dti4 ^ ^ 122>

4 ,2Y^rr I

M vr^r ^ ^q-R: gw n

3 ^TcWOKRnfcgTHg: 'Td'fcf ^ff5TT: WYTfW I

JTRftcT nipwpfretTqR ffrrat f^rrat 1%wfcr u

fol. 67a, w. 598-9.

I.H.Q., SEPTEMBER, 1934

Eaeadatta Shaema

11



Ideals of Tantra Rites

l'iie tantras, 05 a whole, tlie Saktaiam, specially, have been almost

unequivocally condemned by scholars, Indian and foreign alike. Some

of them went so far aa to suggest that the Tantras were compiled with

a view to the preaching of licentiousness among the people in general

—the Tantras were nothing but the Kfunaaastra in a garb. A number of

them even welcomed the total, annihilation of this class of literature for

the good of the unsuspecting mass. It was this pronounced unfavourable

attitude of influential personages to this branch of literature that was

responsible for the comparative neglect of Tuniric literature when a

keen spirit for a sifting and careful study of all branches of Sanskrit

literature was abroad. The extreme difficulty in, and almost the absence

of any possibility of, galhering any sense of many of the portions of the

vast literature without the help of a properly qualified teacher also

stood in the way of its proper appreciation. Consequently curious mis-

conceptions are found to have prevailed both with respect to the literature

and doctrines of the system.

A careful and sympathetic study of the literature will, however, go

to show that the ideal of the Tantras is the realisation ctl the identity of

the Individual
1

Soul with the Supreme Soul. And the. various

rites in Tantrio worship will be found ou a close study to he

so conceived as to help this realisation in a graduated scale. The

first principle of Tantric worship is that a worshipper should identify

himself with the deity he worships. 1 And hence the Tantras give

preference to what is called the internal worship
(
antavydga

)

as

also to pure meditation (bhdvand). The followers of Sarnaya School

even disregard external worship and practise meditation for the

realisation of the self.
2

1
jj cf

-Gcmdharva Tantra, viii. 2.

2 Laksmldhara’s Commentary on. Anundu}ahan, Mysore edition, p. 110.

Also, ST^FTTfcim M I srff : 'J3TT fWRTRT * 5TF)% II

*—Vamahetvara Tantra (Chapter 61).
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The Tantras, and almost all the sects, have philosophical opinions

of their own, As a matter of fact, 'like the six Brahmanical systems five

Tanfric systems of philosophy-each for one principal school'—are
recognised .

3 The philosophical doctrines of the various sects as well

as of the sub-sects are however found scattered in different parts of the

extensive Tantric literature. They require to be put together and
studied systematically. But what little is known of them indicates

their close connection with Yedantic ideas. Sakti or the supreme
Goddess is identified with the supreme Brahman even in the different

Pur&nais and Upapurupas .

4

The Sokta system of yoga provides a complete code of self-disci-

pline. The elaborate rites of worship and the yogic practices often go

hand in hand. The internal worship of the Tantras has a close

contact with these practices.

Pantheistic ideas are sought to he ingrained in the minds of fSakti-

worshippers even during the time of worship .
3 It is Sakti that per-

vades tbe entire universe.” She is all in all. She is the author of

creation, preservation and destruction of the world.

It is true that side by side with these higher things provision is

found to have been made in the Siikta Tantras for rites that appear to

be highly objectionable and derogatory from an ethical standpoint
;
for

they pertain to the use of what are called five mal-uras as well as even

more objectionable things like seminal and menstrual discharges of

men and women, dead bodies of human beings, the performance of six

mischievous and cruel magical rites. But a close .scrutiny of the works

prescribing these rites will reveal that comparatively a very small

section of the extensive literature of the Tantras deals with these rites.

Almost an insignificant portion, for instance, of the comprehensive

Tantric compilation of Bengal, e.g., the Ta\ntrasara of Krsnananda is

devoted to them. Besides, these rites are prescribed not for the people

3 Nilakantlia’s Comm, on TevJhhagavati^ IV. 15.12.

4 Nilakantlia op. fit., Introduction, p. 29, (Haricaran Basu’s edition).

5 sm. d* * * strtRt s^ a3 *uoted ia IantMa
>
p - Sastri ’

s

edition, p. 051.

6 tflsfor dfd ^m.-Devllh-' m - 9 '33-
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in general but for only tlie select few—only a certain section of the

Saktas. Even all members of the Kaula sect of the S&ktns—a sect

notorious -'for these rites—were not to follow this form of worship. The

Purvakaulas though following this path did only resort to symbolical

representation of the objectionable things. 7 Higher castes like

Brahmins and followers of paths other than the Kaula are also required

to use substitutes for these objects. 8 Even Ksatriyns are not to drink

wine even for religious purposes; they may only offer it to the deity."

Long extracts quoted from Syamupradipa. in the HariiUittviidldhiti1 "

give list of substitutes for these things, e.g., cheese for .semen, offering

of particular flower in a particular posture for sexual intercourse, milk

etc. for wine, and fruits for meat.

Absolutely allegorical1 and yogic interpretations were also some-

times given to tbe.se rites. According to these interpretations wine

referred to the intoxicating knowledge of the supreme Being, control of

(speech was the taking of wine and so forth. 11 The Paficn-

tattvas of the Vaisnavas, again, are nothing but Giirahittvu, Vanidtattva,

Mantratottva, Dhycinatattva and Devcrtattva.

7
i

ST5W: RsT^-iilPlQTR^Hi:
—Laksmldhara, op. cit., p. 130.

sKT snfi; ii

8 'fantmsflrci, P. Sastri’s edition, p. 051.

9 ^sfiPSR: H 7T% Ibid., p. 051.

10 pp. 57-8 of tlie work hy Harakumar Tagore.

11 3T£1r' tw m m Phsrh. i

WR HR fFJHl' II
—Vijduatantra.

srffrafffRT i

WRjprRtfNr sfr
:?nR: 1

^ fRRT \\—A-aamas0.ra.

The above extracts are taken from two Bengali works, e.g., Stidhrrnal-alpa-

latika and VamaksepCL.
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It has of course to he admitted that these interpretations are far-

fetched and apologetic : there is a spirit of euphemism even though they

agree in some cases with internal worship and Tantric yoga. Even

if revolting- rites were prescribed, they were prevalent with all their

vulgarism only among a very limited few. Sects of the Saktas other than

the Kanlas are forbidden in very strong terms from taking part in any

of the rites meant for the Kanlas. It is probably with a view to save

the ordinary people 'from these alluring practices that the non-Kaula

texts sometimes find' fault with the rites and- doctrines of the Kaulas.

And for from having anything- that might even appear to he objec-

tionable some of the non-Kaula sects of the Tantraa me found to con-

.

tain much that is laudable. The total prohibition of animal sacrifice

in the Paronanda school, ,a the dignified spiritual tone of the followers

of the Samayal school, not to speak of the non-S&kta schools, cannot fail

to attract the notice of keen and sympathetic students.

Utmost care and proper precaution were taken to guard against the

possible degeneration that these, rites might bring in. Religious nee of

wine, meat and other things are prescribed with sufficient reservation.

Their use simply for the sake of pleasure and enjoyment ,is con-

demned in very strong terms. It should not he supposed, states the

KvUtmava, that religion consists in a mere enjoyment of these things,

for then drunkards and meat-eaters would all be regarded as highly

religious personages .'-1 Subtle and, to all appearances, absurd, may

seem- to be the distinction between the religious and ordinary use of'

these things. Such a distinction was, however, not only recognised but

strictly emphasised. It. was also realised that this hair-splitting

distinction would he more than impossible for ordinary people to' com-

prehend and failures, which were only natural, to observe tire rules for

their use and preserve a perfect, mental equilibrium at the time of their

l’ilrUnancla-Sutm
,

Gselswacl’s Oriental Series, p. 13.

13 qgqivfr vUfa t I

WfUiW: ’PwfTj 'TWlj: II

*rft nfoltn. i

vft% JTHrrftH' SWTFsfr f|
11—KMiraavo, n

>
117-18.
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use, would be frequent doing more harm than good. It was for this

reason that difficulties and pitfalls lying in the path of this form of

worship were often exaggerated to overawe people who might feel a

fascination for it. The Kanin- form of worship that prescribes the use

of the five M's, vis., mattya (fish), muyisa (meat), vnulya (wine), mudra

(particular kind of food), muithuiia (sexual intercourse) though regard-

ed as highly efficacious—nay the best form of worship has been stated

in definite terms to be more difficult than all difficult tilings of the

world*. The practice ofcf the Kanin path, says the Kvhlniavit, is even

more difficult than lying on blades of swords, catching hold of the neck

of a tiger and holding a snake (in the hand).' 1 The rites pertaining to

this form of worship were not allowed to he performed in public but

they were carefully kept secret so that the ordinary run o* people might

not feel tempted to imitate them. Severe were the penances pres-

cribed for persons who took to these things only for the sake of enjoy-

ment. Heated wine was to be poured into the mouth of one who drank

it for the sake of pleasure in order that, his mouth might he purified.”

Persons using these things for secular purposes were doomed to

eternal damnation.' 0

This peculiar form of worship was prescribed only at a very advanc-

ed stage of spiritual development when the extreme type ox self-control

had been achieved, when the things that normally cause distraction

could create no mental disturbance. The characteristics of a true

14

15

to

^ i
wsiilST^SRIcf. I

\\-Kulr< r '-'w
>
n»

122 -

'STJUkI 5tt I

pit URT SjfeW-FTTcf. ||
Ruliirnava, Tf, 120 .

^ fof^^ ||

TantratGrafP. Shartri’s

edition, p. 049.

8T^ci*ii<i4.fi|.dl ,gi'SPt^tS«r 'tilfi'f*: I

'dW-'-MI^'T 31 53-

TWfll 3tW : II

p 9K ftf^rr =3 hi

—Ganclharva Tantra, 37, 1-1-15.
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Eaula, fit lo undertake these practices, as enumerated in different

Tantric texts clearly indicate this and these cannot but evoke respect

and admiration for a Eaula. This was almost the final and most diffi-

cult test that a spiritual aspirant had to face. Persons who dared to

follow this extremely difficult path were quite appropriately called

Virus or lieioes. The objects that in the usual course of things were

known to bring in degeneration were expected to secure salvation for

them .

17 The way of the Eaula.s was therefore stated to lie extremely

incomprehensible—beyond the power of comprehension of even the

yogins .
18 The real Eaula is lie who is not in any way affected by things

that cause the affection of even divine beings .

19 Hence these rites were

to he performed under the guidance and supervision of properly quali-

fied teachers. ]?or a novice, unaware of the secrets of (lie worship, in-

tending to perform it and attain success through it would be us ridicu-

lous as oue who wishes to cross the ocean with bare hands. 2 "

It can thus in no way be supposed, as some well-known scholars

have done, that the Tanti’as preached licentiousness in the form of these

rites—that they were Eamasastra in a garb. As a matter of fact,

however, they aimed, us will be seen from what has been stated above,

at complete self-control demonstrated not only by abstinence from hut

also by participation in objects of enjoyments.

But whatever he the directions of Tantra texts and1 Tantric teuchers

in the matter, it is unfortunately a sad and undeniable fact that the

actual practices of a good many people are ,so extremely vulgar and anti-

religious that they rightly serve to rouse the contempt of the people at

17 5ft* i

18 srfc qwi^f#iww

—

Last verse of the seventh chapter of the Ardras&m or MahS-

cfti&cdru Tantra which as found in some MSS of the. work.

19 tftef I

rRRr' qfc3T HFfFTTrT I

vgm. *r *r?p: * ^ : n

—Pardnanda-Suiru, Gtekwad’s Oriental Series, p. 16.

20 If: 1

i qTfiir^ ll

—Kuldrnava, II. 47.
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large not only for tlieni but for the Tantra system of religion as a wl'jole.

It was really difficult to follow to tlie letter the strict injunctions of the

sastras and a certain amount of misapplication was inevitable. It is also

not unlikely tliat manipulation and even fabrication of Tantric texts

was practised by interested persons of a depraved cliarcter. This sort

of tiring went on even in comparatively olden times as is testified to by

some of the Tantric works themselves. The Kularnava says that there

were people, who being devoid of any traditional learning, would

preach imaginary things in the name of Kaulaisnt.- 1 hven in these

days, it is stated, there are people who falsely pose as scholars of Tantras

and give currency to unauthoi ised views that go against the views of the

Tantras.* 1

It is apparently for the presence of these heterodox things that

two classes of Tantras were distinguished—Vedic and' un-Yedic or

authoritative and unauthoritative. Owing to the practice of mutual

mud-throwing that prevailed among different sects the literature of one

sect way ruthlessly criticised and ungraciously condemned by another.

It would] thus appear, iu tlie first instance, to he almost impossible to

find out tlie really authoritative and good works of the system. But

this cannot baffle the scrutinising eye of the painstaking scholar.

And no one can reasonably find fault with the entire system on

account of the prevalence of certain unauthorised rites or owing to the

circulation of a number of unauthoritative texts. A careful study of at

least the well-known and representative works of the system is expected

to help to distinguish the good things from the really had, and remove

the misconceptions with regard to it and lead to a proper appreciation of

it by giving an idea of the real nature of its doctrines. And1 it is a

happy sign of tlie times that several individual scholars and institutions

have taken up in right earnest the study and publication of Tantric texts.

CIIXXTAHA.BAX CHAKBAVARTI

21

22

—igamaintlmdnya of YamunacSrya, (Benares edition), p. 4.



The Mahanataka Problem

Saradatauaya, tlie author of the Bluivaprakusana (13th century

A. 0.) while treating of the five varieties of nufaka, based on the

fundamental principles of Vftti, sandhi and laksanas as pioneered

by the dramaturgist Subandhu, refers to Maiulna(aka as another

way of nomenclature ( ) of the fifth and the more elaborate

variety, styled in Subandhu’s language. ViSvanatha, the

author of the Sdhityadarpui.m (14th century—first-half) concludes

his account of the ndfaka (the rupaka per excellence) by a refer-

ence to the mahanataka* as its most rigid and bulky variety, just

in compliance with the code and canons of the theorist and instan-

ces the B&lardmayaiia .

3 From a comparison of the characteristics

as noted by these two writers it appears that the mahdndtaku,

referred to by the former writer is not the name of a specific work

but of a genus. There is, however, a second reference to the Mahd-

ndlaka in the Bluivaprakusana,

4 which, if our printed text is reli-

able, can only be to a work called the Mahanataka.

The verse alleged to he cited therefrom is, however, from an

earlier Rama-drama, Rdghavdnanda by name, according to the

l Tiio Dliavupruteaunu (G.O.S.), p. 241:—
I

ffcyfd ll
The afafrfa >n the sense of example

is of rare occurrence in literature. The sense here accepted is the one apparently

sanctioned by authorities. Cf. Handin' s enumeration in the list

of words denoting I

*2
II (Chap VI). Tho term would suggost

that hore, as elsewhere, Visvaniitlm was drawing from older sources. Vjsvanatha

docs not seem to know of a dramatio work oallod
I

3 Raja^ekhara, the author of the work, docs not know RfftRaqi as a sub-class

of vatuka even. The remark in tho H^TT^TT—‘sr|l Refold’ Wfff-

art^CWT*l%sf%Hj is significant.

4 P. 270. “rRTRfSf RRfHI<i*h--bfv4dH. I The verse is

• • •

1

(TTRfSRr is a variant)

.

I.H.Q., SEPTEMBER, 1934 12
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attested evidence 3
of several commentators on the Ktlvyaprakaia• iu

which work also it is quoted. The manner of reading' of the verse

is a bit objectionable.' No other alanilmra work, mediaeval or

modern, is known to quote from the Mahandtahu. 1 It is sheer fanci-

ful surmise to ascribe to Damodurn Mi^ra,” one (very likely the

earlier) redactor of the Malidndfaha so early a date as the 11th

century. To posit even the existence of the hypothetical Mnhu-
nataka, the simplest and shortest text—a. text which may be regar-

ded as the nucleus of both the recensions now available—before

the 12th century is certainly hazardous in view of the fact that

works like the Durgliatuvftti of Saranadeva, the Tilcdsuruasva

of Sarvauanda and the Unddivrtti of' TJjjvaladatta, which are mar-

vellously all-embracing in their quotations, cite not a single

passage from the work. 10

As is well-known, the Mahandfala has drawn profusely from

such well-known Rama-dramas as the Mahuvlmcarita, Uttarurdma-

carita, Anarghardyhava, Balardvidyuyu, and Piasannardyliava—
it has drawn no less from the CliaUtariivia, Rdmabhyudaya, Udattu-

rdyhava, Ruyliavilnanda, works no longer available but known from
references or quotations in the texts of the ulaytkdra writers,

particularly in the works of Abhinavagupta and King Bhoja. With
the Dutdhgada of Subkata 11

it has no less than nine verses in

common. Not merely this. Both the recensions utilise verses from

5 Manikyacandra in his °<Sankcta regards it as a speech of Kumbhukari.ia,
and so does Vaidyanatha 'J’atsat in the • Uduharona-caiulrihd. Nilgoji in his
°Ld(hjota thinks that it is Vibhfyma’s speech iu tlio same drama, while ono of tho
earlier commentators Sri-Vidyii Cakravartin curiously ouough thinks it to bo
tho speeob of a mosscuger (T. S. S. No. 07, p. 199).

6 Jiavyitprakafa,, chap. IV. v. 109.

7
ft444

1 q 1 docs not form a part of tlio verse.

S The alleged reference in tho Va-sarupuka is indecisive, because the mss.

evidence is not unanimous and conclusivo. The verse

found quoted in the Kdvi/aminianull of Rajasekhara and shown

by the Editor, G. O. S. as of the Maliunutcika
,

is presumably from uii older

Rama-drama
;

vide also our remark iu f. n. 8.

9 As has been done for example in Sanskrit lAtcratura (by A. A. JJacdonell).

10 Dr. S. K. Da’s statement that tlieVikramaditya referred to in Madhusiiduna
Misra’s version (Madhusiidana, aoc. to Dr. De’s reckoning, is also a later redactor)

may have been king Lak$maua Sena of Bengal (UIQ.., Sept. 1931) is a bold one,

when one remembers that much of the literature of this time has been drawn
from in the above work.

11 The reference is to the shorter version (Kiivyamola odn.) and not to the
longer one, a mss. of which is preserved in tho India Offico collection.
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works like the epic Rdmdydna of Valmlki.the Adhyatma-Ramayana, 13

the Padmapurana and the court epics like the RaghuvarpSa
;
and there

are mas. of the work which contain verses taken from, the Bhaftdk/lvya

and the Jdnaklharana. It is also fairly certain that some other

mahakavyas like the Raghuvildsa and the Rumacarita of Abhinanda 18

(which latter work is now available in print, being published in the

G.O.S.) known from references in the works of Bhoja and his followers

were drawn upon. Of the Rama-drnmas utilised, the Prasannwugliavu.

of .Tayadeva is the latest in point of time—(here it must be stated

that it is idle ingenuity to hold that the verses common to this drama

and the DilttVi.gada witli those in other works were taken from our

work by those poets)

,

Both the recensions (in their present form as preserved even in

oldest mss. 11 use verses found in the DiltQhgadu ns also from the

Prasqniwrugliaua. In their present form no less than 17 verses

are taken from Jayadcva’s drama (the upper limit to whose date

must be the 13th century). Further than this 1,1
in the present,

state of our knowledge concerning the dramas utilised by the

redactor of the Mahnimt.nka we cannot go. On the other hand, it

can be safely asserted that the work in either recension existed

before 1400 A. C. Vidynpati Thnkkura, the Yai?navn. poet of

12 The verse I5=f^l(dvt'i
t‘ : >n 0,-rya (appearing in Madhusudana’s

recension, R. T. I. 8) is taken from the Adhytltma-Riim/lyana (UttamkClniJa

I. 1). As will be noted Inter, the atmosphere throughout the work is surcharged

with the sanio spirit as iu the Ailliuriivia-Rdmtiyaiia .

13 The verses ^ (U. T. 11 }°), vTOrjFr (Jv -

il^v),
(
Jv>

) 1 (Jv. *•!$*.

and Diiinotlara VI. 20—present in both the versions) arc from Gauds

Abhinanda’s ‘nwhuhCivya RiUn-acarita . Ono Bengal mss. of tbo Mahaiuitoka

has the verse SJ*T JTTvJfcRf: (hi. Raviac.arita) as the opening verse in Act V.

14 No mss. of this work, which is more than 250 years old, is known to

exist. The Mss. F (our text) described by Dr. Do iu his paper on the

‘MnlUHtafaka Problem’
(1HQ ., 1931) is just 200 years old and is written in the

Bengali script. Of a dozen other mss. examined by ns, oho in Devanagari

script, (which, representing the recension of Damodarn, omits many verses

found in the printed odition of that recension) in the possession of the A. S. B.

(III. O. 84) cannot be said to be more than 200 years old on palseographical

grounds. The Benares Sans. College Mss. no. 1980 is however a little more than 250

years old, being transcribed in Stun vat 1726.

15 The DufuiUjailu of Subhats, being wirtten about 1200 A- O., is presum-

ably earlier than the Pmsannardohava.
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Mitliila, who was well-known lor liis scholarship ns well, 10 accor-

ding to current tradition, has utilised a verse 1 ' found in the Maha-

nafaJea .*• The Bengali poet, Krttivasa. Ojha, the foremost of the

pioneers in the work of adaptation and translation of the greut

epic, the Rsmayapa, uses the peculiar verse 10
vlWIHfNr

(a verse in the of Madhusudana’s recension—1.5. E. T. 20
). A

still closer terminus would be reached if we hold the verses ascribed

to Hanumat (at least three verses amongst these are found in the later

recension of the work) in the Surngadharapaddhnti, 31 compiled in

1363 A. C. This, coupled with the fact that the Sahityadarpaifo

while noticing the sub-class m,alulna$aka, does not seem to know

this peculiar work, which, though a misnomer, if current and

popular in his time, he could not have passed aside, would give

1300 A. C. as the upper limit of our work.

10 Vidyitpati’s interest in literature in general is evinced for example by

his causing scribes to write out a mss. of a very valuable commentary on tlio

K&vyapralcata by Sridhara, a transcript of which copy is preserved in the

collection of the A. S. B.

17 The pada of Vidyapati agrees more closely with the text in the earlier

recension
( STRfT:... )•

18 The well-known padn —“n ^ ?T <*<ni 1 Rt 3R

Wt STFcR II”—'s an obvious paraphrase of the Mahunataha verse

fITt 'TR lfTfl: etc. [Damodara Miiira’s recension—printed edition V. 25, Madhu-

sudana’s recension IV. 24 (R. T.)]. For dates of Vidyapati and Krttivasa villa

Dr. D. 0. Sen’s A History of Bengali Lanyuaoa °nd Literature (Ctb edn.).

19 This is the first of the verses utilised as maiioaldcarana by Krttivasa in his

rendering of the BOmOnana. The next two verses 'dTcff. ..

ITKRt TTTfrd'fR- • .show that these are not the composition of the

translator himself, who, according to the custom prevalent amongst

writers of BhO^d-lidmUyana (a custom scrupulously followed by Tulsldasa,

the well-known Hindi translator) introduces Sanskrit verses at the beginning

of .each. kdn$a of his work. Like the 39 stanzas appearing in the bigger recen-

sion of the <£j(T$K, ifc is 'nixed metre (.what scholars would call the JT-f^Tlfg).

Cf. the dictum,... -Trff JffrJT^Trfr^r: I ffvTFWft faP-FTrS

=mr u

20 In this paper references to printed editions of the work, unless otherwise

stated, would be in tho case of Madhusudana’s recension, to Riimatiirana

Siromani’s edition (Oalcubta, 1870) and to the Venkateswar Press edition

(Bombay, Samvat 1966) in the case of Damodara Mirra’s recension. Those to

Jiv&naiida’s edition are shown as Jv.

21 The S.P. knows, it would appear, the Mahundtaka. See infra,
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With the lower limit we are not concerned—for the compiling of

the Mahnniipaka, of adding to and supplementing ii was going on even

so late as 1870, in spite of the printing press—a point made clear by a

comparison of the editions of Candrakumara and of Ramatarapa

Siromani with that printed in 1840 by the late Maharaja Kalikrishna

Deb Bahadur of Sobhabazar, Calcutta.

There is one point to be noted here and that is this.

Scholars and historians of Sanskrit literature have been so

much carried by the wide popularity of the work and the

legendary account relating to it as to ascribe to it a degree of anti-

quity, which this ‘nondescript composition' (in the language of H.

H. Wilson) can hardly lay claim to. Not to say anything of Mas
Muller, who thought, that “it (the work) carries us back to the

earliest stage of development of the Indian drama,” we have even

now scholars2* who think that the limiting date arrived at in our

paper in this way is too late a date to be accepted. For reasons,

which are to be discussed later, this late work became highly favour-

ite with a certain section of the learned public and conceived as

it was in a spirit of repetition and elastic plagiarising, was tortured

and twisted to different proportions and different shapes in different-

parts of the Indian continent.

Curiously enough, this difference in form and arrangement of the

work has monopolised the attention of many a scholar with the

result that the really important issue has been overshadowed or

shelved aside. Indeed Prof. Pischel’s remark that ‘there are as many
Dutdhgadus as there are mss.'—applies with equal, if not with

greater, force to tire Alnhuiulfuku. Dr. l)e in his valuable analysis

of the mss. material at his disposal for the recension of Madhusudana
notes “the close agreement in mss. belonging (o a particular loca-

lity.” If such mss. are examined, separated by a time-distance of

say fifty years, it will he noted that there have been additions and
accretions in the later mss. Of course, the method of arrangement

very generally remains the same. The ‘two’ recensions that are

usually admitted are really two forms of arrangement of the wor k

in their earliest form—the same verses arranged or grouped in

different ways in different localities, io each of which, as- years

passed, different verses have been added and pitchforked. The re-

22 Rig. Dr, De in the paper referred to above.. ."The tradition (that referring

to the writing of the work) which agrees more or less in the three versions of the

story certainly suggests the redaction of an old anonymous work, or at least

the writing of tv new work with the embodiment of old matter,”
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suit. Las been that the two forms, originally derived from the same

source, betray such pronounced differences that- it has become diffi-

cult to recognize the affinity connecting them. Thus Damodara's

redaction contains 14 Acts, the story being carried up to the killing

of Rava;ia. the Uttarakdirfa story being but faintly hinted at in two

verses at the end
;
while Madhuuudana’s recension, the one prevalent

in Bengal, is in 9 or 10 Acts23
,

carries the story in the minutest,

details right up to the end of the Uttarakdvda. The former is clumsy

and unmethodical, the latter methodical and elaborate in arrange-

ment
(

).
21

With this account of the chronology and text of the work, let

us discuss the various views offered by scholars as to how the work

originated and see whether we can, from its contents, arrive at any

clue to the solution of the problem connected therewith. Pischel,

who had advocated the theory of the shadow-(Puppet)-plny as the

source of the Indian drama, was impressed with the resemblance of

the Malidnafakn to the Diltclhgada, a work which calls itself a chdyd-

ndfcika and being, as it were, for the time being under the spell of

Max Muller, thought the work to be, if not. very old, at least primi-

tive in form, and design. Ltlders supported Pischel's contention

and thought the Unhanufilkd to be one of the earliest specimens of

the ch&yantlfaka. The term clidydndtaka is nowhere met with

in any of the works of dramaturgy. The designation was significant

in this respect that it. not. only followed closely the spirit and sense

of classical dramas, but also borrowed largely from them. 20 As such

it was a late product and had no right to be recognized as a variety

of dramatic entertainment. It would he idle curiosity to dilate on

its practical use—for the authenticity of the tradition concerning

these few olulydnutakas as being actually represented may well be

questioned.—The Dutangada has all the characteristics
29

of the classi-

cal drama, as far as technique and canons of dramaturgy are concer-

ned. But the Mahdn&taka fulfils none of these requirements—it is not

a drama at all. As we have noted above, the Mahdndtaka, later in

conception than the clidyandfaka and Dutangada, drawing largely

ns it does from the many well-known and popular Rama-dramas, and

23 The mss. seem to favour the ten-Act-diviaion, though, the printed editions

have got nine Acts.

24 In the colophon to the Aot-endings
(

26 Cf. the last verse in the IMLtfthoada (p. 15 Kavyamala edn.)— Ph"'M

: « Sts' II

E. g. the definitive prastuvana and the use of the Pr&krtas.
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being ah ambitious undertaking, could well have taken upon itself

that title, as if to outrival tile cliaywnutaba.3.
2 ' There is, however,

one very important resemblance between tbe two works, which

scholars, obsessed with their fanciful theories of dramatic forms,

have sadly missed. Both the Mahdnutaka and Subhnta’s work Datuii-

gcula were meant to satisfy the minds, you may call the whims and

conceit-loving fancies of pedantry-ridden assemblies.- 8

Prof. Sylvain L6vi seems to suggest that the Mahunutaku is an

adaptation and compilation of dramas for stage purposes. Winter-

nitz a " expresses himself to the same effect. In addition to the very

serious objection of ilie work being not a drama at all, this view is

open to criticism because of the work being abnormally diffuse and
full of repetitions and in view of a considerable portion of it being
too high and ingenious for use as a work meant to be understood by
all and sundry. In these days we ,are naturally reminded of the

achievement of the Kerala stage when we speak of n. work ns being
au adaptation. Of course, the cluiUhyurx or professional actors in that

quarter of the Indian continent were also expert in narrating prabun-
dhat™ as the kathakas do in Bengal—but the upholders of this

view insist oil their preseniaiiou on stage when they ialk of the

Mahiindtala as au adaptation. The many plays and puns on words
the choice puzzles ami intricacies and what not, would severely tux

the minds of the actors as it would the imagination of the audience

27 Cf. the ref. in XIV. 09 in Dfunodurn's rocension
(

•TtSMIi't ).
Tho 3 fj/jijf use of tho word WIcPB is not sanctioned by

grammar. It is obvious that tho vorso is the composition of a later interpo-

lator, who oaunot, however, in all probability, be later than 1700 A. CJ.

Tho commentator ilohanadiisa takes tho word in tho sense of a. ‘great dance’.

If any pun is intended by tho writer of this verse, i. e. if this bo a reference

to tho work itself, then .hero wo have a hint to tho presentation of n drama
a piece abounding iu music and dance. But the present text in both tho

forms betrays no nso of culuiin, ham and liidn ikyu, something akin to which might

ho in tho minds of men who defined in its actablo aspect (vide

JfTcrf •prt’-d cTcf. RdH.

—

VlidviiprahaiuiHi, p.2-11).

28 Somosvarn (13th eolitury) in his Kjrtikuum udi (1.24) thus rofers to the

achievement of Subhaya— fT fief: I ^Tr^Trsfr

’iftlFUt (WNl ||

29 Vide his Foroword to P. Anujan Achan’s edition of the lihtiguuadvjjukl »

1/a. (1925)... “the l’uvdiiat and the MiUidiidfaku are compilations."

30 /lid., the Editor’s Introduction (p. xviii).
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and are surely to be regarded as too. much exacting'.’
1 The statement

of a commentator (circa 1600 A. G.) on a dramatic work written in

transparent simple Sanskrit and highly favourite with the professional

actors’
2

is enough to dismiss this theory about the Mahrmutaka.

Prof. Keith is convinced of the lack of really dramatic skill in a

great portion of the work as well as of its having nothing in common

in point of technique with the drama proper. Bui while realising the

patent fact that it is a literary tour deforce-, holds, as if in deference

to the views of liis predecessors, that “it was redacted in preparation

for some forms of performance in which the dialogue was plentifully

eked out by the director and other actors”.” Dr. S. K. De, who

only recently has dwell on this in a searching and elaborate manner,

has conscientious objections io tlie work being styled a tour-de-force34

though in a manner he admits that it w as conceived in a period when

the decline of the classical Sanskrit drama had set in and was meant

for a ‘more cultivated and sophisticated audience.’

In Dr. De’s opinion works like the Mahdnutaka are ‘‘not mere

literary exercises but represent a living form of quasi-dramatic

performance”” and “should be explained in relation to the Yiitrii

to which it bears a distinct kinship.” This last assertion appears to

have some basis on fact when we look to the underlying current of

bhakti, ibe elaborate stage-directions (occasionally met with at least,

in Dixmodara’s recension), and to the form of tire dialogue which

has its counterpart iu works of the Saiuvada type, where very rarely

more than two actors have to take part. One serious objection to ibis

theory is that the work, at least in its practic.nl and popular form, is

a late one and could better have served its purpose if it were written

in i lie bh&fut, some of which were then in a flourishing state. If

Dr. De’s suggestion in connection with the Dutahgada30 that ‘the

31 The prose cttriitdas are just the opposito of what they should have been and

show the working of the pedant in them.

32 $<ii'tl'hi eKl3‘<n'a':l+U3 fecil II (tho last but one verse

iu the commentary on the Jllia(iaoudiijjullya).

33 Keith, Sanskrit ’Drama, p. 271.

34 inq., 1931, i>p. 551-552.

35 Ibid., p. 652.

36 Ibid., p. 551. By the term ‘popular festive entertainments’ Dr. Do
refers to the i'dtrus as composed in the dialects or vernaculars (at least that is

what I take him to mean) . The DiLtaiigada was composed about 1200 A. C. There

would be no point in this assertion, especially on the question of its bearing on

the Mahdnutaku -problem, if the reference intended be to tho popular forms of
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popular festive entertainments like the Ydtrd probably acted on the

literary drama’ is to be accepted, it may be asked, ‘•why should it be

embodied in Sanskrit, a tongue unintelligible to the general public

for whom alone such works were meant?' Moreover, in the Ydtrd

the lyric element is the preponderating element, nay it is all-in-all.

It would be very risky to hold that the bulk of verses in the work

supplied this element. To think that the occasional chorus speeches

(e.g. the speeches of the Vaitalika), like ihe ‘J iidir gun’* 7
of later days

(later than the meditcvul Yatm in its pure form), represented this

is a farfetched idea, at best a subterfuge. In the Ydtrds the cen-

tre of attraction lay in the feeling-nucleus, directly and immediately

effected—in the work before us more' often than not it lies in the

cleverness of expression and in the indirectness of presentation.

The real solution of the problem would be to regard the work
certainly as a ‘tour-de-force

’

conceived and assayed in an age in

which ingenuity, and exuberance of hyperbolic fancy, the out-

come of the desire to shine in society through cleverness, had taken

the place of real artistic merit, sacrificing sentiment to sentimenta-

lism, and suggestiveness to bland tautologous expression. In their

desire to outrival, the later interpolators committed often very un-

happy tortures on grammar and metre. 3 * The work was meant as a

handy and convenient mannual for the professional katltakas or narra-

tors of Pur&xuc dkltydnas, who had in it just those elements as would

suffice to make their listeners affected and moved no less by the

feeling element as by the form and manner of exjmession in the

spirit of works like the Vidagdhamukhamant],ana.

(i) The first contention is borne out when we analyse the text, and
look to ite content and manner of arrangement and picking up of

Sanskrit drama such as dombl
,
rasaka etc., which might have been dragging

their listloss lease of life then. Vide the present writer’s A Note on

the Popular Element in the Classical Sanskrit Drama (Proceedings of the Second

Oriental Conference, Calcutta, 1922).

37 It is to be remombered that such speeohes are rather, rare in the Mahd-

nafuku text as preserved to us. To suppose that all the narrative and descrip-

tive stanzas in the work shown in Maharaja Kalikrishna’s edition as the speech

of the director
( SfJjrqTC )

were so utilized would lack support from the estab-

lished practice of the YatrOwaUas.

38 E. g. in XIV. 69 (Diimodara’s recension), XII. 10 (
in the last

line); III. 17 (R. T.); IV. 67 (Damodara’s reoension=v. 236 in Kalikrishna’s

edition); XIV. 8 (Damodara’s recension)
;
XIV. 28 ( ^ fdflW in the third line);

and in III. 59, V. 36, II. 1, V. 40, V. 70, VI. 95, IX. 24.

I.U.Cl., SEPTEMBER, 1934 13
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verses from other sources. TJie redactor here—and this is the case in

both the redactions—hunting after vidagdhata based on verbosity and

tricks of expression on one side—(feats occurring much more promi-

nently in Damodara’s recension) and intellectual ingenuity and a turn

•to sentimentalism on the other—does not often cull the best and most

artistic verses, not even those that have a dramatic force and pose,

what one may call the ‘beauties' of the poets concerned, but those that

would take the listener back by surprise and tax his brain-powers.
--"1

(ii) Among the verses that have not yet been, traced to their sources

—

and these are roughly half the total number -there are many that

appear to be the compositions and improvisations of the redactors.

Some of the finest of them 10 impress us, not- by their suggestion but

by their peculiar, sonant, artificial forms of expression'11

As instances in hand we may note the verses often met with in the

exposition of the hathalas :

—

MtacTRSS vtTcTw II (1- 20 • R -T -

qw II
(I- 28. R. T.)

(iii) A. considerable number of the verses is in the nature of 4?)$-

or themes, very often indulged in the assemblies of the

refined (
vidagdha ,)

la Sometimes the redactor indulges himself to such

an extent that lie casts all sense of proportion to the winds and gives

us verse after verse, as if with the object of illustrating these fanci-

ful ways of verse-composition. As instances in hand13 one may note

39 The redactor indirectly refers to this sine qua non of recognition in the

vorso aiwnp m tfh i v^mirMr *r%ts

jjTcjgr II (XIV, 30. Damoclara’s recension). Whatever may be said of his

achievement by present day critics, he was a ftRT'J amongst fund's.

40 E. g. II. 23 (R. T), III, 16 (It. T), HI. 63 (R. T), III. 84 (It. T), XUt.

38, XIV. 81, XIV. 85

41 This is also the characteristic in the prose connecting-links—whero not

unofton wo find loug compounds in the set. form peculiar to the Gatttji riti

42 E. g. VI. 87 and VI. 45, XIV. 45 (Dainodara’s recension) in (R. 1’.)

TU W TVL 33 VII. 7 (=Jv. VI. 27),
IV. 32 (R. T-)

j
&VI i;v. 22, 24 (R.T.).

43 Also in XIIrSo & XIII. 88, XIV. 29, XIV. 40, XIV. 45 (^qR w) ;

the verse (the verse 353 in K. K.) in imitation of d+l'fk'Wfi'fi'fo"

(Jv. 5R$) ;
Jv.^ltro and Jv.

;
Jv. ‘pms-

, 31Vi and
;

Jv.

and IKE. ; Jv. Xll^alid
;
Jv. \\\t and El 1 3 I (from the Udattumyhood),
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the expression garter Vg: appearing in Anargharaghava (IV. 21),

[which is embodied in our text (R. T.I. 39 )] imitated in another’

verse 5afi^r£...cTgjm?r «rg: <R - T - 1 33)
.

tlie clever Wfty of

filling up the idea as in imf fqvrfir VJpti g? gwl’U ( XI 17), or in the

utilisation of the antique verse containing TraTTc^T 3><!vmQdt *T c?fd J (crr

(X.29) appearing in Damodara’s recension and (R. T.

VII. 59).“

(iv) There are some prahelikds“ also in this work — which are just

in keeping with the atmosphere of ingenuity and conceit typified in

works of the vidagdhas and which are quite out of place in works,

meant for stage representation/ 0

As instances in hand we may note the verse XIV.56 5T5f5f

fqqrfg), XII. 5 g$rfg ^Wfl)i and the oft-quoted verse

si'fcrt i

wifr fciT tftfrr f*VPT% ftratwftii (
R - T - rI1 - °7 )

present in both the recensions, which has taxed the commentators

not inconsiderably and the verse

*r S3& ff 5T 1

CMyefl JPffg'fK ^ II

present in the recension of Madhueudana alone (R. T. VII. 2).

(v) The use of the citrArasa device, or as Bkoja and the author

of the Bhdnaprakdsana would put it, the sahlara or the vyatikara

of rasas'" ( their wonderful conglomeration) is also a proof of the

redactor, having a clever and ingenuous model before him/ 8

41 Also in VI. 07, VII. 7, X. 13 out in Diimodara’s recension.

40 E. g. VI. 27, IX. 41 (R. T.), XI. 6. ( gjjfcq )
(in Damo-

tiara’s recension also Jr. (}|Ycr q>T fg^l")

46 Of. Dap(tin’s dictum- Ep|c
| jjVJ) ... % #I#TT:

j

g^f%q;r: II
ALdrj/fl<Uirb(i, III and Bliarata’s statement of the requisities of a

dramatic work meant for representation on the stage —

5Rlr^g^rah^T...XIX. 118.Ei5vyamal5.edn. the NatyasuHra and

Visvaniitha’a Sahltyadarpafo, (Chap. VI, Karikas 211-212).

47 Bhoja, Hiiinuvnilktmf.hdblwniim (V. 28), p 476, and Jihuvaprakusanu,

pp. 27 and 182.

48 Bhoja would oall them as instances of e.g- I. 33., XIV 15, XII. 17

(in Damoclara’s recension), fepTR e. g. Jv. ^113, or P(gig*liq e.g. in IX

8 (R.T.).
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That the work served as a ready handbook for kathakas is well

known to those who are familiar with their practice and procedure,

Saturated as it was through and through with an under-current

of bhaliti
40

,
it was just the sort of work which would function and

enjoy popularity with those whose business it was to narrate the story

of Rama, in the cleverest possible way, quite on a line with the mode

of teaching and story-narration as in the Adhydtmn-Rumdyana, the

work very highly prized by the professional reciters of Purdya*. The

so-called and srcrfST portions of the work, the occasional

references in dialogue ^ ...'nui'4V^4 • • (IV

.

13', ?rrffr?W*T (VIII. 27), verses like vnWfsfJTST !?%$-

qp^...(R. T. IV. 59) and jpiftr ^ (R.T.IX. 104.), prove

that the work could not have been used as a purely academic venture

only to startle, amaze and waylay like the Vidagdhanwkhumaiidana]

the long drawn lectures on the incoutrovertibility of barman and

the inscrutability of fate (e. g.XIV. 4G49, 93) as well as the all power-

fulness of praktana are just the tilings harped on a thousand times in

the Puralias and have been introduced to amuse and instruct the minds

of the people who learnt the lesson and mission of life from the

kathakaP narrations of the Purapic tales. The gnomic subhdsitas™

culled from the Pahoatantra and other works which have embodied in

them the experience of the Indian people from time immemorial

are here utilised in their proper setting and form and are the

types of didactic instruction indulged in by the kathakas. The

long descriptive passages (we are not referring to the description of

the marital life of Rama and Slta- which was only introduced from

the standpoint of often in prose are just the sort of crammed

extracts found in the mannualsof the kathakas. And the last but not the

least point to be noted in this connection is the introduction of prose

comments on verses and the general remarks with such words

(e.g. on pp. 28, 29, 32, 207, 211)
81 which are minimised in the recen-

sion of Madhusudana, in which a dramatic or rather quasi-dramatic

turn was sought to be emphasized to keep pace with the name or title

of the work.

48 The opening verses in both the versions and verses (XIV. 94) gtpf TOff-

Miijlfd... sbov the Wrambha.

50 E. g. the string of verses in Damodara’s recension IX, 13-27
; as also Jv.IX

\W\, VIS, V|V* etc....

51 Ihe references are all to the printed edition of Damodara’s recension.
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It is not at all strange that such, a work, conceived, developed and

elaborated in a period when the anthologist and the hathdka were

abroad as determining forces of the literary output of a people, should

be associated in critical tradition with the names of King Bhoja of

Dh&ra, the author of the SrhgaraprakdSa and the Sarasvntlkanfhd-

bharaiia, a greater name than that of whom it is difficult to mention

amongst the collectors of precious literary gems and of Hamimat,

the monkey-warrior, well-known for his devotional fervour. The

association of the former with the work is a legend which the

modern critic would rule out
;
but the fact remains that in the list

of works quoted or referred to by that royal author in his two

encyclopaedic treatises are found no less than twenty works dealing

with the Riimfiyana, most, of which are apparently dramas. The
account at the end of the work in the earlier recension”2 is only a

modest acknowledgment of the deep debt of gratitude which the

original compiler owes to him for having at his disposal ready-

made quotations to be utilised for his purpose. Damodara Mi6ra
only arranged these verses in order and the later redactor Madhu-
sudana Mifoa in a different land ns also with a different view-point
arranged them more methodically

( qaftgfr )
and with the

dramaturgist's definition of the sub-class Mahln/ltnka before him
(as we have shown above, this sub-class came to be recognised in

the works of theorists sometime between the tenth and the thirteenth

centuries) divided it into ten acts.” As we have a manuscript in exis-

tence 'of Dtiinodara's recension which is about 200 years old and which

62

ac cife ll The commentator

Mohanadftsa takes Jpifrg with
.

The pregent-day student of the

history of Sanskrit literature would like to take in the sense of ‘cited’ (in

his works the SfiwUrapmkSh and the Saranattka v thObha rana)
,
and tooons-

true Epiftg (in course of time) with I The statement

which is almost parallel to the poet Bhavabhflti’s assertion

^B^TT proves to the history student that it was an

epio or narrative undertaking, the 'bviwfcf of which is noted with a nicety.

63 It is likely that the original work was not divided into Acts—as some

mss. in the Dacca collection would warrant. As has been printed out by Dr. De,

most of the mss., unlike the printed texts published by RSraatSrana Siromani

and Jivananda, divide the work into 10 ailkat. The mss. of Diimodara’s reoension

(in A. S. B.) has, however, the Act divisions.
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contains 14 acts 14 as in the printed edition, it is clear that Damodara,

the earlier redactor, used the name Mahilnrltaln, not. quite

mindful of the implications it involved save and except in this that

the divisions of the play were to be designated as aitha*. The later

redactor arranged the a^T^RT, anti even a to make the

work have a near approach in form to the nataka. In the text of

the earlier redactor (or was it in that of some follower of his ver-

sion P) the original epic or narrative nucleus lias remained intact.

The opening verse q*gr<ITRf ftVR n* 'vel1 (,ie verse

towards the end xpi are indications, if any indi-

cation is necessary, that to the minds of those that used it, it was

out and out- a work of the dkhyann type, very ingenious in its form and

content. As the first verse was not in order with the form of a drama,

those of a later age thought it prudent to have Jnvs(t verses of the Ret

type preceding it
55 in the text. Towards the end nlso the very nice

verses we now have in the printed edition (at least some of them were

in the original simpler text of Damodara, as proved by citation in

the Sarh cjadharapaddhati and use in the recension of Madhusudana)

were reshuffled and redistributed and some left out to suit their

end.

The alternative title of the work is Hawnman-nutaha. To those

who could believe in the legendary account of the composition of the

work (and none can do it now) this title presents no difficulties. As

we have noted above, the fitirngadharapaddhati, ascribes nine verses

to one Hnnuinnt, two of which (90 and 1248) are found in Mndhu-

sudana's recension of the work (they are 1,2 and YI, 67 in R. T.)

;

in Damodara’s recension the latter only appears ns XIY. 77. Verse

No. 4010 of the Sdrfigadliarapaddhati efitsf srft[ g^...shown iis

qrgT is (with a slight difference in the mode of reading the lines)

IV. 27 (R. T.) and V. 12 in Damodara’s recension. Was ibis way
of naming the author an oversight on the part of the anthologist,

for like all anthologists, he names authors and not works in pointing

64 i m fotfvPi n

65 The earliest known mss. in Bengali script of the work in the Dacca

University collection and the Uevanilgari mss. in the collection of the Asiatic

Society of Bengal, both abont 200 years old, do not contain this verse. But that

does not vitiate the argument put forward, Mohanadiisa, not a very recent

commentator, (a complete mss. of his commentary no, 439 in Peterson’s Fifth

Report, being dated Samvat 1768) notes variants in this verso,
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out sources P The poet Hanumat (this may just as well be a pseudo-

nym) appears to be well-known to Sarngadhara as the writer of

devotional stanzas (Nos. 123-125,128,133,4160), none of which do find

a place in our work. In the work before us Hanumat plays a more

important part and is more intimately connected with the dialogue

than other characters save Rama. If we leave out narrative verses

in this connection, as well as other verses found in earlier sources,

we find that in a considerable number
,
of these Hanumat represents

the spirit of service and devotion,'"
1 which is what we find eulogised

and held up as a model in Purnnic dkhydnae. In the earlier redac-

tion just near the close of the work we find a dozen, verses

(XIV. 77-88)'” which are spoken by Hanumat as the praiasti of

Riunacaudra—very fine verses in their way. These are verses to be

noted particularly
;
any connection they had with the name Hanuman-

nutaha for the play is purely a matter of surmise, A parallel to this,

however, is to be found in the tpnwtffa as told by Jambavat
in the Padmapurana

.

It appears from a comparison of the hhdfu-Rumdyanas (esp. those

written in Bengali by writers30 like Ejittivasa, Atlanta, Kavicaudra,

Raghunandaua Grosvamiu—and to a certain extent the Hindi Rittiul-

ya\m) that the indebtedness of a good number of them for their man-
ner and matter to the Mahunafaha is greater than is generally known.

In several portions (e. g. in the Uttarakanda narration) Krttivasa’s

Ruviuyuna closely follows the Mahdndtaka .

80 The Ahgada's Riljbdr

portion, which, according to scholars, is Kavicandra’s composition,

however, has for its source the Diltungada verse (No. 22 in the

Kavyamaltt edition) also utilised in the Mahdndtaka (R. T. VII. 14.)

and need not, therefore, be regarded as spurious. While some of

these writers in vernacular literature were proficient in Sanskrit, a

C(j 15. g. VI. 14, VII. 43-44. (in Dfimodara’s reoension)

.

67 Wo meet with five more versos in one mas. of Dilmoduru’a recension

preserved in the collection of A. 8. D.

G8 i'aihiiapiirUm, I'utCikiklunulu Chap. 71 (Baugabasi edn., Calcutta).

SO For their date and their indebtedness to tho Mahundfuku vide supra

and Dr, Dinosh Oh. Sen’s History o) Bengali Language and Literature.

00 Of course, in MadliuaQdaua’g recension, the recension familiar in Bengal.

There are some verses in both the reoensions which may afford some help in

determining the date and locality of the inception of this compilation. A few

(o. g. IT. 13 only in Diimodara’s recension VII. 2 (Diunodara) = VI, 24

(R. T.) and VI. 18 (Diimodara= VI. 16) may require a closer study.
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good number had to depend on the narrations of the kathakm,

according- to their own admission.

Thus the Mahundtala has carried the tradition and ideas of fairly

old writers indirectly through the race of lathakas (who are, because

of changed environment, no longer held in high repute and whose

race is consequently fast becoming extinct) with whom it has ever-

been a cherished asset, hardly inferior in importance to the original

Rurndyana of the udi-kavi or the Adhyutma-Rumdydna.

SlVAPRASAD JillA'fTACIIAllYYA



Indo-Greek Coin-Types

111 discussing the different deities on Indo-Greek coins, Mr. White-

head observes that “probably the locality where the coin was struck

would determine the god to whom it would be dedicated. It is

common for the coins of some one ruler to bear the images of more

than one deity.”* Analogy with Hellenistic practice outside the borders

of India encourages the belief that some coin-types were local.

Zeus Enthroned - eatisi

Direct proof that aoihe Greek deities were installed as tutelary

divinities of cities ruled over by the Indo-Greeks is available. On the

reverse of one type issued by Eucratide3 we find the figure of Zeus

Enthroned, with the fore-part of an elephant to the right and a ‘pilos’

or pointed cap to the left, bearing the Kharostbx legend Kav-iHye

nagaradenxBti “the city divinity of Kavi$i”. (Kapi6l).t It is no doubt

significant that such' a label specifying the status of the Greek deity in

Indian script and language should have been required : we may regard

it as an announcement of the elevation of the Hellenic deity to tho rank

of a city- divinity of K&pi&. Later Indo-Greeks who minted the typo

omitted the label, apparently recognizing its superfluity.

City-goddess - puskalavati

Another coin shows on the obverse the figure of a goddess in a Greek

garb, “wearing a mural crown, the emblem of a Greek civic divinity,

and holding in her right hand a lotus as the tutelary deity of the city

of Lotuses (Puskalavatl). ' The accompanying KharosthS legend deg-

* Punjab Museum Catalogue, vol. I, p. 8.

f City-divinities (nagara-devatH) are alluded to in the KaufiUya ArthaSSstra,

Pk. II, ch. 4 (nagara r&ja devatH ) in connexion with tlie topic 'Foundation of

Fortresses.’ It is not unlikely that the ‘forepart of elephant’ and the 'piles’

symbolize the people called Astakenoi and Aspasioi, inhabiting the

region between the rivers Kabul and Indus, for whom there are independent coin-

typos figuring the “Elephant’’ and the “Mounted Dioscuri’’
;

see pp. 515-16.

Ainyntas and Hermteus adopt the ‘pilot’ as head-dress on their KapUl coins.

I,H.Q.
,
'SEPTEMBER; 1934 14
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cribes her as ‘(lie goddess of Puskalavati’ (PokMawdi devcula); and it

is quite possible that her name may lie hidden iu tlie three illegible

Kharosthi characters on the left (-save).” On the reverse of this piece

occurs the figure of a bull, described as such in the accompanying

legends, in Kharosthi (usabhe) as well as in Greek (tawos). Since the

coinage of this region continued for several centuries to exhibit the bull,

it is. permissible to think that this animal was an object of special

devotion in the locality. 1 We may perhaps also ascribe to local reverence

the appearance of various animals on Indian ‘pre-Hellenic’ coins; so

that the piece just described would illustrate the manner in which an

anthropomorphic tutelary divinity was combined with an oldrestablished

animal-motif found on the earlier indigenous mintage. It is noteworthy

that no monarch’s name occurs on thin exemplar of Puskalavati mintage :

the cit.y was apparently being- administered as a ‘republic.’ with a

constitution modelled on the Greek city-state.

What appears to he the same deity, but dressed in Indian

robes, figures ou certain coins issued by I* a. u t a le on and

A g a t h o c 1 e s. On the obv. there is ‘maneless lion,’ with the Gk.

legend Basileos PaMaleontos or Basileos Ai/athuldeous,- the rev. shows

the deity, lotus in hand, with the Bralnni legend rajin c Patalevasa

or rajine Ayatlvuideyasa. It must he a type initiated by Pantaleon and

followed by Agathocles. The device ‘maneless lion’ seems to have been

suggested by the personal name Pantaleon. The other prince

Agathocles gives, on a very Indian type of his mintage (‘Stupa: Tree

within railing'), besides the transliteration AgatlinUdoyasa, a Prakrit

rendering of his own name as hitajasame, in the Kharosthi script; hear-

ing witness to a desire for making his name understood by his

Indian subjects. On another type of Agathocles (‘Stupa: Symbol’), we

find only this Prakrit rendering in Kharosthi, the transliteration being

omitted. Later Indo-Greeks- forsook the Bralmh script, and the practice

of translating their own names on their coinage. Perhaps, the know-

ledge of Greek amongst their Indian subjects made such progress that

it was not felt necessary to exhibit a translation. Whatever the reason

for the later phenomenon, there can he no doubt that both Pantaleon

l Cambridge Hist, of India, p. 557.
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and Agatliocles were deeply affected by Indian influence in devising

their coins. We .should not he surprised therefore to 1 find them figuring’

on their mintage the tutelary deity of Pwjkalavati, lotus in hand, dressed

in Indian mode. No support can be lent to the usual view that the

figure is an Indian dancing-ginl, for such a subject would be abhorrent to

all numismatic tradition in India.

Cunningham records that the find-spots of the coins of Pantaleon

and Agatliocles are, Western Punjab, Kabul and Kandahar. This

agrees fairly with the localization of their common type, with the

‘maneless lion' on obv., in Puskalavati. The same goddess appeal's

later, with the cornucopia instead of the lotus, on coins of Philoxenus

and Hippostratus .
2

Some connexion of both Pantaleon and Agatliocles wit the cult of

Nysa appears to lie suggested by the circumstance that both struck a type

in nickel—a peculiar metal—with a bust of D i o n y p. u s on obv. and a

‘maneless lion’ touching vine with paw on rev.; for, as we know

from classical .sources, the people of Nysa convinced Alexander of their

special association with Dionysus and the vine cult.

Athene Promaclios - sakala

Of all the coin-types, that, characterized by a representation of

“Athene Promaclios” i-* the most important. It is a type used l>y no

less Mian fourteen successive moiiarchs, commencing with Menander, and

claims the distinction of having been adopted by an Indian prince,

Bhadrayarias. Professor Rap,son locates this type, as well as the type

‘Apollo: Tripod’, in eastern Punjab. I propose to assign the ‘Athene

Promaclios’ type more definitely to Sakala, the capital of Menanderj

described as very prosperous in the Milindupanha, and known to

2 I liavo soon a copper coin in the collection of Mr. A. (those, procured from

the Taxila region, with one side blank, depicting caitya, ‘pile of balls’ (? Hindu

temple) and a standing figure, veiled, carrying cornucopia; cj. llapson, Indian

Coins, pi. I. 11. The specimen seems to indicate an attempt to introduce a purely

Greek deity at Pbskalavati, before the compromise reflected in the republican

type showing the goddess with 1 o t u s in hand, instead of cornucopia. Upon coins

of Peukolaos, who derives his name from the city, the goddess figures once more

with the lotus.
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Ptolemy (2nd century A.D.) as bearing tlie alternative designation

‘Euthymedia,’" rightly emended to ‘ Eutliydemia’ and connected with

Etfthydemus, the founder of the family to which Menander belonged.

The continuity of the type ‘Athene Promachos’ answers perfectly to the

unbroken prosperity of Sakala from the second, century B.C. to the second

century A.D. A rival claim of the type ‘Apollo : Tripod’—the only

other type that might be thought of in connection with Sakala—must

be rejected on the sole but sufficient ground that there are no issues of

Menander bearing this type, which would be inexplicable if the type

had belonged to his capital. It is accordingly not surprising to find

that, on the copious silver mintage of Meunnder, the types are practically

confined to ‘Athene Promachos’—a fact noted, by Cunnigb'am—his

other silver types being few and rare. The Periiplui of the Erythraean

Sea (o. 70 A.D.), a handbook for Grreco-Indian commerce, relates that

‘ancient drachmae are current in Barygaza bearing- inscriptions in Greek

letters and the devices of those who1 reigned after Alexander, Apollo-

dotus and Menander.’ Here we seem to have a. clear allusion to the

circumstances that the types established by Apollodotus and Menander

were taken up and continued by some of their successors.

Elephant : Hull - nokth-eastern Punjab

There is one type which can with confidence be localized iii

north-eastern Punjab: it i3 the type ‘Elephant: Bull’ common to the

coinage of Apollodotus, Helioclee, Maues, Azilises, Azeg, Zeionises

(satrap) and Rudravarma. The type is esssentially Indian and must

have been borrowed first by Apollodotus from tlie native currency. We
may determine the locality where the type was current from the circum-

stance that, on coins of this type minted by Rudravarma, both Brahmf
and Eh'arosthl legends occur. This shows that 'it belongs to an area

where both scripts, Brahmf and Kharosthi, were in vogue. The same

characteristic may be noticed in the mintage of Dharaghosa and of

Amoghabhuti. Judging by every indication we are led to think of north-

eastern Punjab. 5 Epigraphic corroboration is provided by the Kanhiara

inscription, executed in duplicate on the same stone, in Brahmi as well

8 Of, Camb. Hist. Ind., p. 627.
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as in Kharosflil, Agreeably to. this location, we find Dharag'hop imi-

tating the coins of Azilises—a clear sequel to close proximity.

Aiiollo : Tripod - south-western Punjab

The type ‘Apollo : Tripod’ is probably to be located in south-

western Punjab, adjacent to the area of the type ‘Elephant: Bull’; a

variety, ‘Apollo : Diadem’ being peculiar to Apollodotus I, struck pro-

bably on the occasion of bis coronation. Such a location is suggested

by the circumstance that we have only two types from Apollodotus I

—

‘Elephant : Bull’ and ‘Apollo: Tripod’ (the type ‘Apollo: Diadem’

being merely a variety)—-one of which (‘Elephant : Bull0 ) has to be

assigned to north-eastern Punjab. An interaction between the two

types, natural to neighbouring localities, is evidenced by the existence

of the types ‘Elephant : Tripod’ and ‘Bull : Tripod’. The former bears

the name of Zoilus Soteros who also minted the type ‘Apollo: Tripod’.

The latter bears no legend but is usually ascribed to Apollodotus II who
likewise minted the ‘Apollo : Tripod’-type. Whatever we may think

of the latter ascription, we cannot ignore the fact that the types

‘Elephant : Tripod’ and ‘Bull : Tripod’ are linked not only by the re-

verse-device but also by their employment of the ‘beed-and-reel’

ornament, of Seleucidan parentage, employed by the earlier Indo-

Greeks( —
) Eucratides, Plato, Heliocles—but abandoned by their succes-

sors 'till the age of Hippoatratus. We may mrmise that tk» capital' of

Apollodotus I lay in the vicinity of Multan which, by virtue of its

strategic position, could maintain itself as an independent kingdom in

later times. The antiquity of Multan is attested by a reference in

Utpala (cited by Alberuni) 1 to its changes of designation in different

Ifugas; it having been originally called Kyynpapura, then Hamsapura,

Bagapura, -Sauibapura/' and then Mulasthana. Alberuni (II, 184) records

further that ‘the Hindus of Multan have a festival which is called Siimba-

purtvjjiitrd; they celebrate it.in honour of the S u n, and worship him’.

4 Inilia, ed. Saehau, I. 298.

5 The reading adopted by Saehau is Sarnhhnpvra which should be corrected

to Sambapura. Has Bogapwa anything to do with Blwnadatta of Mnlifiblmrataf
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Yuan Chwang describes the Sun-temple at Multan as ‘magnificent and

profusely decorated’, adding that ‘the image of the Sun-deva is cast in

yellow gold and ornamented with rare gems . . . The kings and high

families of the five Indies never fail to make their offerings of gems and

precious stones (to this Deva)\ Such splendour and reputation

with royalty should lead us to think that the Sun-worship at Multan was,

already in the Ttli cent. A.D., an ancient royal institution, possibly

going back to the days of Apollodotus I who may well have been the

first to establish here the cult of the Greek Sun-god Apollo, constituted

info the tutelary deity of his capital, Multan.

One adaptation of the ‘Apollo : Tripod’-type pet up by Apollodotus I

stands to the credit of Euthydemus II ;
the ‘bust of Apollo’ on ohv. being

affiliated, in point of portraiture, to the royal bust, evidently implying

a naive assumption of divinity. Its localization may be sought, for

somewhere in Ariana, west of tint; Indus, not far away from the domi-

nions of Apollodotus, since the type ip in nickel—a peculiar allo-y charac-

teristic of his age and apparently not used, for money struck east of the

Indus—and since, as we shall see (p. 618 mfm), Euthydemus II

minted types connecting him with Sliorkot and Seliwan.

Nike - NICAEA

We find many of the Indo-Greeks figuring ‘Nike’ on their mintage.

The idea of connecting the type with N i c ai e a, the Greek city plant-

ed by Alexander on the eastern bank of 'the Jhelum where he defeated

Porus, has been suggested already.

It must be remembered however that there was another Nicrea in

tlie Kabul region, already in the days of Alexander. Noteworthy also

is the circumstances that, coins of the ‘Nike’-type struck by Sanabnres,

Orthagnes, Gondopliernes, Abdagases and Pncores all bear on ohv. a

‘Bust of King’ in Parthian style; so that ‘Nike’ in such cases

may be reasonably -traced to a Parthian prototype such as is found on

coins of Vonones I.

King on prancing Horse (= Buc&pluilus) - buoeitiat-a

The type bearing on the rev. ‘king on prancing hor.se’ I propose fo

assign to Bucepliala, the other Greek city planted by Alexander
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on the western bank of tile Jhelum, opposite Nie;ea. It was minted by

Antimacbus Nikephoras, Philoxenup, Hippoetratus, Nikias, Hennaeus

(with Calliope)
;
and tlie coins of Nikius are confined to the Jhelum

district wherein B'ucepliala was situated. It is clearly related to tlie

decadraclmi struck by Alexander after liis victory over Porus, figuring

the conqueror mounted on a prancing horse (= Bucephalus), pursuing

Porus seated on a caparisoned elephant. 6 “We cannot fait to note that

coins of this type, even those minted by Hennaeus whose other coins

betray a sad lack of technical skill, are without exception executed in

good Hellenistic style such as we might expect in mint-products of a

Greek city. The persistent Hellenism of B'ucephala was highly esteem-

ed by Plutarch (lst-2nd century A.D.), and the city is mentioned by

Ptolemy.

Piles of, Dioscuri - taxila

Eucratiides initiated two coin-types connected with the worship of

Castor and Pollux corresponding to the Indian Asvins. One type shows

the pointed caps (pilei) of the Dioscuri, with palms- The type has

been assigned to Taxila. It occurs on the mintage of Antialcidas whose

rule over Taxila is attested hy the Besuagar inscription of Heliodorus

;

it occurs also on the issues of Liaka ICusula ka, a satrap of Maues,

whose name is mentioned in the Taxila copper-plate inscribed in the

‘year 78’ in tlie reign of mo>hum}a umhamta Moga, identified with

Maues. 7

Mounted Dioscuri - aspasioi

The other type represents the Dioscuri mounted on steeds, and

is adhered to hy only one other Indo-Greek prince, Diomedes. It; may

perhaps he connected with the Aspasioi, a people encountered by

Alexander in the mountainous district watered by the Kunar or

6 Smith, Early History of India

\

3rd ed., pi. facing p. 72, no. 1; see also

volume II of plates in Cavil). Anc. Hist., 10, and Cainb. Hist, hid., pi. I. 16.

7 The year 78 may he referred to the Vikrama era. Some coins of Maues are

dated in the Seleucidan era (A/T =‘yoar 301’). His bust occurs on coins of his

protean Sana!) (who also issued coins dated I/T = ‘year 310’) as well as on coins

of his satrap Itajuvula (of the ‘Athene Promachos’ -type).
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Alishung, not far from KapisE which formed part of the empire of

Kueratides; A spa corresponding to Iranian Atpct, Sanskrit Aha,

‘steed’.

Elephant astakenoi

According to Strabo (XV. 27) : “Next to the Koplies there comes

the river Indus. The regions between these two streams are possessed

by the A s takeno i, the II ft 8 i a n o i, the N y s a i o i, and

the A s p a s i o i,” (McCrindle’s translation). The Astakenoi may

be plausibly connected with Skt. luisti, ‘elephant’
;
and the coin-type

‘Bust of ruler: Elephant’ becomes assignable to this area. We have

such coins from Heliocle.s and Antialcidas amongst Indo-Greeks; and

both are known to have held territories near the Astakenoi-area.

Heracles - shoekot, etc.

Glancing over other ty.pe,$ issued by the Indo-Greeks, we come

across two which seem explicable in the light of statements made by

Strabo. Megasthen.es has recorded a Greek impression of the fact when

he notes : ‘The Sibai, it is said, were the descendants of the men who

had, accompanied Heracles in his expedition. They had preserved tokens

of their descent, for they wore s k i n s like Heracles and carried the

club and had the figure of a club branded on their oxen and mules.”

The Sibai are obviously the Sibis of Indian tradition. Conformably

to Greek mentality, we may suppose that the ‘Heracles’-type was

established by the Indo-Greeks in recognition of the special divinity of

the Sibis.

Where the Sibis bad their seat may be surmised fairly from such

evidence as we possess. An inscription incised, on a cauldron discovered

at S b or k o t belonging to the 4th century A.D., contains the name
Sibi-pura, applied apparently to the locality where the cauldron was

found. 8 Skorkot would thus appear to have been regarded, as the

capital of the Sibis at least as early as the 4th century A.D. The

limit is pushed back to the 4th century B.C. l»y the assertion of Quintus

8 111 Matsya l’ur&na, (eh. 121), the river Sindku (Indus) is said to flow past

Sibapaura,
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Curtins: “Tlien he (Alexander) came to the tract of country where

the Hydasp&s falls into the Acesines from which he fell down, the con-

fluences of these rivers into the territory of the Sobii.” He then landed

his forces, marched 250 stadia
(
= 30 miles, approx.) into the country

and took t,he capita 1. There can be little doubt that the Sobii

are Sibis; the o being preserved in the name S liorko t. llaverty has

shown that the G'henab river formerly pursued a course to the east of

Shorkot."

The Sibif» (Sms) arc, in the Ry-veila (VII. 18. 33), allies of

P a k t h a s, Bhalanasas, and other tribes against king Sudus. 10 Vedio

scholars connect Paktha with Pakhtu and Pustu, the names applied

still to the dialects prevailing amongst the Pathans, in Afghanistan east

of the Helmnnd river as well as in the North-West Frontier province

roughly corresponding to ancient Gandhara. The tribal name Bhalanas

lias likewise been authoritatively connected with the name of Bolan Pass.

It cannot therefore be considered a risky guess to connect with the

tribal name S i b i the name S i 1» i applied to a town in Baluchistan,

of great strategic importance, about 88 miles S.E. of Quetta, not far

from the Bolan Pass. Assurance on the proposed connexion is provided

by the find, at Quetta, of a bronze (or copper?) Btatuette, feet high,

depicting Heracles with lion-skin.11 The town S i b i was" known under

the name S i w i to Shall Beg Khan who found it flourshing and pre-

ferred it to Quetta, as a place of residence, when forced to evacuate

Kandahar. 12

Possibly also, the river-name Zhobi-’Ahoh

,

which gives the district

Zhob (east of Quetta) its name, is a cognate of the tribal name S i b i
;

a

more correct form being J:i/>b (according to Raverty). 13

Below Sliorkot, further down ’the river Indus, we come across

another town-name clearly connected with the Sibis. Tbis is

S e h w a n, known to the early Arab writers as Siwi-stan.u

9

JASB., 1892, pp. 343-0.

10 Some of these, tribes have been identified by the present writer with tribes

figuring on Egyptian monuments as allied against Mineptali and Raineses III; see

Studio Indo-lmnim (Leipzig, 1932), pp. 177 ff.

11 JASB., vol. lvi, pt. i, p. 163, pi. X. 12 Raverty, op. eit., p. 312 n.

13 Ibid., p. 306n. 14 Ibid., p. 315 n.

I.H.Q., SEPTEMBER, 1934 15
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Another area of Sibi-sertlement is indicated by coins found at

Nagri, near Chiton, bearing the legend Majhimikaya Sibi jftnapadam,

‘of the Sibi-janapada, in Madhyamika.’ We know from Patahjali

that Madhyamika was besieged by the Greeks shortly before he wrote

about it in his MahcibhCisya; and, in view of Strabo’s assertion that

it was Menander who penetrated furthest, we may assign the

Heraclean coin-types (‘Club’, ‘Lion-skin’) of Menander to this

region.
15

The varieties of ‘Heracles’-typo may be localized conjec-

turally. Euthydemus I strikes the variety ‘Heracles seated on rock’.

That it pertains to some such city as Sibi in Ariana is indicated

by several circumstances. Euthydemus I never owned much

territory cast of the Indus which formed the boundary between India

and Ariana as known to Eratosthenes and Strabo (3rd-lst century B.C.).

There are ‘Saka’ issues of the type ‘Heracles seated on rock’ bearing the

name of Euthydemus, evidently struck during the Saka occupation of

Ariana. The only Iudo-Greek ruler to follow the type is Agathocleia

(with Straito I), which would be strange if the type had, belonged to

India proper. A revival of the variety, finally, is noticeable in the

mintage of Spalagadames and Spalahores (1st century A.D.), whose coins

mostly come from the region known os Ariana.

With Shorkot or tfiln-pvra we may specifically associate the variety

‘Bust of Heracles’ occurring in the coinage of Euthydemus I, Demetrius,

Euthydemus II, Lysias, Theophilus and Strato I. Its continuity shows

its importance and justifies its assignment to the Sibi-capital.

Of the three remaining varieties, all representing Heracles in a

standing posture, one is found only on the mintage of Lysias : it

depicts the denri-god not only with the ‘club’ and the ‘lion-skin’ hut

with the additional attribute ‘palm’. In view of the local type of

Taxila being ‘Palms and pilei of Dioscuri’, we are led to think of a

15 There is a place called A s i n d, on the river Khavi, about 60 miles

south of Ajmir, which I would identify with As in da of Ptolemy (§ 60) who

places a town T h e o p h i 1 a about one degree due south of Asinda. The name is

reminiscent of the Indo-Greek prince Theophilus whose coin-types are exclusively

Heraclean; and the locality is near Nagri, where Sibi-coins occur. Excavation in

this region may solve the problem some day.
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region not very far away, particularly "because we possess joint coins

of Lysias and Antialcidas, and the rule of Autial'cidas at Taxila is

attested by the Beanagar epigraph. It (looks likely that Lysias

possessed all the territory between the Indus and the Jbelum, south of

the Salt Range which would prove to be some sort of a natural' boundary.

We cannot, however, on that score, restrict the dominions of Lysias to

the region east of the Indus, which flowed in these days much further

east than now .

16
If the Sibi-area has been rightly held to have embraced

the region watered by the Zhobi river, some important town in this region

may claim to be considered as the locality where Lysias minted his

unique type representing Heracles with ‘palm.’

Ptolemy’s Geography will probably help to throw some light. He
names only two cities between the Indus and the Jhe'lum, namely,

Ithagouros and Taxila, Ithagouros being to the north-east of Taxila;

so that both lay north of the Salt Range. South of that Range, the

geographer enumerates no other town
;
but he gives a list of twelve

plaoes ‘along- the river’ (soil, the Indus), namely : Embolima, Penta-

g-ramma, Asigramma, Tiansa,” Aristobathra, Azika, Pardabathra,

Pislca, Paaipeda, Sousikana, Bonis, Kolaka. Of these, Embolima has

been identified with Amb16 and must in any event be plaoed above

the junction of the two rivers, Indus and Kabul. I propose

to identify Tiansa with Tams a, near the place where the combined

waters of the Luni and the Sangar join the Indus. It must have

been an important site.

We may also conjecture that the confluence of the Punjab rivers was

a point of great strategic importance and was marked by some fortified

city which is probably named in Ptolemy’s enumeration but which

defies identification at present owing to the shifting of the- livers. The

‘confluence’ would be in the Sibi-area, and may claim a Heraclean coin-

type. Alternatively, we may reserve a type for B' a n a g a r a, a town

named by Ptolemy along with S a b a n a (possibly S i b i) as lying to

the west of the Indus “at some distance.” This Banagara seems

idenlifiable with Minnagaraof “Scythia” iu the Periplus.

16 Raverty, op. cit., p. 301 fi.

17 The reading is given by Renou in his ed. of Ptolemy.

18 Bat see Stein, On Alexander's trade, where it is placed higher up.
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The coin-type in which Heracles is depicted crowning himself,

occurs on the mintage of Demetrius and Theophilus, and re-appears

later on the coins of Spalahores and Spalagadames (with the name of

Vonones10 on obv.). This indicates territory west of the Indus. Since

the only other type minted by Theophilus (‘Bust of Heracles’) is reason-

ably ascribed to Shorkot, we may perhaps localize at Bunugara or the

confluence the type ‘Standing Heracles, crowning himself.’

If now we assign to Sekwan (Siwi-stan) the type ‘Standing

Heracles, holding diaclem,’ we would hardly be very wide of tire mark.

The type was issued by Euthydemus I, Euthydemus II and Zoilus

Dicams. Such a location harmonizes with the fact, that Euthydemus II

strikes the type ‘Bust of Heracles’ indicating dominion over Shorkot,

as also the type ‘Apollo : Tripod’ plausibly associated with a region not

far removed from Multan (p. 5 supra). Mithradates I of Parthia

struck this type, some specimens being dated. 140-39 B.C., apparently

after his conquests in the direction of India. The same Parthian

monarch also minted the types “Bust of Heracles: Elephant” and

“Bust of ruler: Mounted Dioscuri,” attesting conquest of Shorkot

and the Aspasioi.

The different varieties of the ‘Heracles’-type, as minted by the Indo-

Greeks, may be thus localized. The result is conveniently shown below

in tabular form

:

BRHWAN BANAGARA TAUNSA S1BI SHORKOT aim OOLON1KH

Standing
Heracles,
bolding
diadem

Standi ug
Heracles,
crowning
himself

Standing
Heracles,
with palm

Seated
Heracles

Bust of

Heracles

Attributes of

Heracles, e.g.

club, Lion-skin

Demetrius
Euthydemus 1

Zoilus

Demetrius
Theophilus

Spalahora
Spulngadama
('VononoB’-
group)

Euthydemus 1

Agathoclcia
and Strato I

Spalahora
Spalagadamn

Euthydemus 1

Demetrius
Euthydemus 11

Lysias
Theophilus
Strato I

Menander

19 Probably identical with Vonones I of Parthia («. 8-11 A.D.).
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Zeim with thunderbolt - swat valley

Another Indian divinity which tliie- Greeks recognized as their own
Zeus Ombrios”. Unfortunately, the locality where this worship

prevailed is not defined by Strabo. A Zeus-cult in tire KapitS region ip,

as we Irave seen, concretely indicated by the “Zeus enthroned”-type of

Eucratides; but there it is not Zeus Ombrios (i.e. ‘the Rainy’). Some
connection with Gandhaira seems to be implied by two considerations.

The Graeco-Buddhipt 'art of Gandhara invariably depicts a

thunder-bearing figure known under the name Vajrupaui as attending

on the Buddha; in later times, Vaijrapani appears as a Bodkipattva. He
seems to have been originally nothing less than thundering
I n d r a who wap made subordinate to Buddha when Buddhism gained

the upper hand in this area. As early as the lly-vala (I. 32), we meet with

references to India’s Rain-inducing capacity, thanks to hip thunder he so

effectively wielded against the dragon Vrtra that was witholding the

rains. On the analogy of Yedic. Dual Divinities like Mitra-Vartuna, we

may well suppose that, with the advent of Buddha-worship into a legion

where the cult of the Rainy Indra prevailed, there was evolved the dual

divinity, B u d d h a-I n d r a
;
and that the Buddhist artists, taking their

cue from the dominant Buddha-worshi ppers, made Indra an attendant

upon. Buddha. It ip noteworthy that the occurrence of Vajrapani as an

invariable attendant upon Buddha is characteristic of Grceco-Buddhist

art—a circumstance pointing to Gandhara and proximate regions, colo-

nized most profusely l>y Greek settlers, as the cradle of this Dual Divi-

nity. If this indication can be taken as a guide, and the certain ascrip-

tion of the ‘Zeus entlironed’-type to Kapril be considered alongside of it,

we may with some confidence look for a localization of the type ‘Stand-

ing Zeus, with thunderbolt’ within an area answering to Gandhara or

its immediate neighbourhood. 20

20 Yuan chwang (Beal, Records etc., p. 125 associates the Swat Valley region

(called U-chang-na) with a talc of Buddha “when he was fiakra’’ i.e. Indra).

Perhaps the fusion of the two cults was helped by recognition of affinity between

Sakra and 8 5 k y a.

Asoka also sseins to refer a thunder-cult in this area, if Btihler was right
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The type ‘Standing Zeus holding thunderbolt’ was first struck by

Helioeles, to the Attic as well as to the Indian weight-standard. It

afterwards re-appears, along with the ‘Seated Heracles’-type of

Helioeles, on coins of the Vonones-group found more plentifully at

Kandahar than at. Begraxn> or in the Punjab. A variety, showing the

thunderbolt on the point of being hurled by Zeus was issued by

Archebius alone among the Indo-Greeks and recurs on Indo-Scythian

mintage. TVe may assign the type and its variation by Archebius perhaps

to the Swat Valley regions yielding the most numerous specimen^ of

Graeco-Buddhist sculpture figuring Vajrapani, and not far from

the site of N y s a where Alexander came across an early Greek colony

devoted to Dionysus.

Hahit Kbishna Ded

in reading... Vi£cn-ajri-YoiUi-’Kaniboja-Gandhti,ra instead of

Visavasi as read now- a-days
;
the visuvnjri corresponding to Skt. VUva-Vajrin.

We know of the VisvaA’ajra cult in later times.



The Relations between the Civil and Military Authorities

in the early days of British Rule

The history of a trading corporation which started with, the sole

desire of pursuing commerce, yet gradually extended its acitvities over

the political sphere until at last it became the undisputed sovereign

power in India must always remain something of a mystery. But

whenever on institution is set up with one particular end in view and

is used later for purposes for which it wae never designed, the result

is always unsatisfactory. The transition is necessarily painful and

slow. The military annals of the East India Company afford many

striking illustrations on the point. But perhaps the most crucial and

baffling problem which confronted the company during the early stages

of their rule was the relations which should subsist between their civil

and the military authorities.

-From the time that the Company established their several factories,

it became necessary to enrol guards for their protection. But these men

really consisted of ill-disciplined Europeans and native peons, more

fitted to be called cliowkidarg than soldiers. In 1668 Bombay was trans-

ferred by Charles II to the Company and on that occasion the garrison

whicih' formed a detachment of King’s troops accepted the Company’s

service. 1

The real beginning of the Company’s army may be dated from 1748

when an appreciable number of recruits was raised at Madras to meet

the menace of the French. This force was commanded by Major

Lawrence who received his commission from the Company. The

exmaple of Madras was soon followed by Bengal where Clive after the

the Battle of Plassey raised a separate establishment for that presidency.

The foundation being thus laid, the army continued to grow. 0

1 One of the causes which had induced the King to part with the island is

specially noteworthy. This was the violent disputes which had broken out between

Sir George Lucas, the Governor of Bombay, and the Company’s representative at

Surat, on acount of the former as an officer of the King claiming precedence over

the latter .—The Army in India arid its Evolution (1924), p. 8.

2 For a brief account see Sir George Obesney, Indian Polity (1894).
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But apart from the Company’s army, it must be emphasized that

(here was a small force of His Majesty which had found its way to

India. The first regiment was the 39th Foot which reached Madras as

early as 1754, took part in the relief of Calcutta two years later, and also

participated in (he victory of Plassey. It was then broken up, but in

1758 several new regiments arrived in Madras in pursuance of the plan

of the elder Pitt to meet the French in all parts of the globe. In

1759 one of these regiments was transferred to Bengal and Eyre Coote,

the Officer Commanding, was appointed by the Company their

Commauder-in-Chief. Tin's is a significant fact, for it shows that over

the joint forces—the Company’s as well as the King’s—the cornim&nd

was vested not in an officer belonging to the Copniany’s service but to

the King’s.

The existence of two rival armies side by Bide occasioned much of

the future trouble. Each derived its authority from a different source.

The officers of the Royal troops were appointed by the British

Oommander-m-Chief and were responsible to him. The officers of the

Company’s forces, on the other hand, were appointed by the Court of

Directors and took their orders from them. The regulations also by

which promotions were determined and discipline maintained were

distinct for each of the two forces. And yet in spite of all these

differences, they served as a. common whole out of which officers were

selected for garrison or field duty. It ip clear, therefore, that the system

was highly objectionable, although some degree of unity was achieved

by the fact that the entire army was understood to bo under the control

of the Governor and Council in each presidency. 5

But there was a perceptible tendency on the part of the Royal troops

to belittle the authority of the Government and sometimes openly to

set it at defiance. They could not forget that they derived their

own authority from the King, while the President and Council were mere-

ly the representatives of a mercantile company. The events of the Second

Mysore War may be cited as illustrative instances.

On the eve of its commencement, Sir Eyre Coote, the Comprander-

3 Much interesting information on the subject is contained in the Report of

the Select Committee on Military Affairs (1882).
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in-Chief, enunciated the theory of military independence in unmistak-

able terms. Hip view was that the Royal army or navy was not bound

to yield unquestioned obedience to the civil power but could exercise

its own discretion
;
and that the powers of the Government were limited

solely to making a request for assistance, which could be granted or re-

fused according to the judgment of the Comntander-in-Chief or the

Admiral. He stated, “The President and Council of every settlement must

certainly be the judges, when or how, the service of His Majesty’s forces,

either of fleet or army, appears to be necessary for their protection or

defence, and immediately from themselves the requisition must come

to the Admiral or myself. We are then to be the judges whether, the

circumstances so represented to us render it necessary to comply with

the requisition, and for our conduct therein in granting or refusing it,

we are answerable to His Majesty.”* .In other words, the executive and

the military were co-ordinate authorities with equal powers. Admiral

Hughes was as uncompromising as Coote. He censured an officer

roundly for proposing to proceed with hip ship to Bengal on the appli-

cation of the Madras Government, and declared that, “neither the

Governor-General and his Council nor any other Presidency of the

Company shall meddle in the command of His Majesty’s ships serving

under me.”

5

It is impossible that the Government could have allowed to go un-

challenged the pretensions of the Royal forces. Under the law the

Governor and Council were responsible for the civil as well as the

military affairs of the presidency in their charge, and to have withdrawn

their control1 from the military held would have amounted to an abdi-

cation of their authority. In these circumstances it was idle to expect

that the war fcould be carried on with any amount of success. The

Government and the army instead of helping each other indulged

ceaselessly in mutual recriminations. 8 Lord Macartney, the Governor,

tried to win over the Cammander.-in-Chief by cordiality and good

4 India Office MSS. The Home Miscellaneous Series, 149, pp. 472-8.

5 H. C. Wylly, Sir Eve Coota, p. 827.

6 Cf. Madras letter to the Directors, Oct., 31, 1782, Home Miscellaneous, 171,

pp. 41-138.

I.H.Q., SEPTEMUER, 1934 16
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humour. “In fact, I court him like a mistress, and humour him like

a ohild,” he wrote to Maopkerson.' But Coote obstinately refused to

give way, 8 He demanded that he should be invested with uncontrolled

command over- all the forces serving' in the Carnatic, and he was pup.

ported by the Supreme Government. It is indeed surprising that

Warren Hastings should have for a. moment countenanced such a claim

which annihilated the power of the executive altogether. But the

reasons are probably to be found partly in his conviction that it were

better to concentrate all authority in the Commander-in-Ckief rather

than allow it to be disputed by rival antagonists, and partly in the

jealousy which he entertained against Lord Macartney. The latter

had a number of advantages on his side. A man of marked ability and

with high social connections, he had hud considerable experience in

the diplomatic and consular service. He possessed algo the doubtful

privilege of being the Governor-General designate and therefore a rival

of Warren Hastings. 8

On a strong representation by the Madras Government, tho plenary

powers of the Commander-in-Ckief were allowed to he withdrawn.

Thereupon Sir Eyre Coote threw up his command in disgust and pro-

ceeded to Bengal on the plea of ill-health.

He was succeeded by Major-General James Stuart, the senior officer

in the Royal army, who received the Company’s Commission as

Commander-in-Chief. But from the beginning he adopted the same

ungracious and implacable attitude as had disfigured the relations of

big predecessor with the Government. Without expressly declaring

himself to be independent of the civil power he came perilously near

7 J. Barrow, Some Account of the Public Life of the Earl of Macartney,

1, p. 140.

8 Possibly one of the reasons for the weakness of Macartney's position was

that unlike Hostings he had not received his commission of appointment as

‘Governor and Comjnander‘•in-Chief, ’ Home Miscellaneous, 24, pp. 214 & 158.

9 Hastings had no great love for Macartney. On Feb., 24, 1784 he wrote to

his wife : ‘‘I would give one half of ipy life' for the certainty of beginning the

other half with you tomorrow. But I would not wish even for the immediate

possession of snob a blessing at the purchase of such mortification as to be thrust

out of my seat by such fellows as lord Macartney, Mr. Francis, and Gen. Richard

Smith."
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it, and on one occasion when ashed to interfere in a case where an

officer of Hia Majesty’s troops had refused to comply with a requisition

from the civil authorities, he maintained that there were circumstances

when a requisition of Government concerning the employment of His

Majesty’s troops might he refused by the Officer Commanding. 10

It is unnecessary here to recall the various instances of Stuart’s

disobedience, except to point out that the Government felt compelled

in September 1783 to take the decisive step of dismissing him from the

Company's service. At the same time they appointed Major-General

Sir John Burgoyne, the next senior officer in His Majesty’s service

to take the command. This they did because the dismissal of Stuart

from the Company’s service in their view involved also the loss of his

rank in the King’s service which could he valid so long only as he

was in that service or else employed by the Company. 11

The events following the dismissal of General Stuart deserve to be

narrated in some detail. Burgoyne was at onoe saluted as the new Com-

mander-in-Ohief, but he had doubts whether his elevation was legal. He

thought, and this was the prevailing' opinion in the Royal troops, tlhat

the Government were not empowered to dismiss a king’s officer. He,

therefore, sought an interview with the Governor to whom he explained

that if Stuart had been guilty of great crimes, he should be secured, and

then ‘I should know what to do’, but that so long as he wafl free, he

must obey him as his superior officer. He added that Stuart had told

him in conversation, that he would send orders that night to the King’s

troops.
14

This created no doubt a grave situation. Here was a dismissed

officer threatening to issue orders to a section of the army and that army

willing to obey him. Macartney wisely decided to detain Burgoyne and

in the meanwhile effected the arrest of Stuart.

By his timely action the Governor prevented a possible civil war.

Colonel Pearce, a distinguished servant of the Company who was himself

present on the scene, thus alluded to the episode; "In regard to the

10 W. J. Wilson, History of the Madras Army (1&82-8), 11, p. 81.

11 GOG., Sept., 17, 1783.

12 Sir John Burgoyne’s Narrative, Home Miscellaneous, 178, p. 324.
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seizure of Stuart, when he wanted to set the King’s and Company’s

troops at variance, Macartney is absolutely right, so I have told

Hastings
;
and so I think he was in dismissing him. If he had not been

seized, there would have been a civil war here
” 1"

Following the arrest of Stuart, Burgoyne suspecting that the

Government were about to appoint Colonel Ross Lang of the Company’s

service as the new Commander-in-Chief, told them that Stuart having

been put under arrest and orders having been given to prevent the ad-

mission of any person to him, or to permit him the use of pen, ink,

and paper, he looked upon himself as the Commander of the King’s

forces, being now the senior officer.
14 The implication of Burgoyne that

Stuart ceased to be the head of the Royal army not by virtue of the Com-

pany’s dismissal, but because of the physical impossibility of discharg-

ing his duties is interesting.

The Government, however, promoted Colonel Lang to the rank of

Lieutenant-General and directed him to assume the command of the

army. His promotion was due to a desire to vest the command of the

Company’s troops as well as the King’s in the 3ame person, as had been

the custom hitherto, and as there was no officer in the latter above the

rank of Major-General, he became the senior officer in the entire army.

The Royal officers resented this sudden 13 promotion of Lang, be-

cause it involved the supersession of six of their own number, who had

been previously superior to him. 16 They held a meeting at which it was

unanimously decided to receive no orders except from Burgoyne, and

he forthwith issued an order to the King’s troops calling upon them to

obey him as their Officer Commanding. The view of Burgoyne was that

though the Company could deprive him of the command of their own

forces they could not do so with regard to the King’s troops. Later

happily sober counsel prevailed. Burgoyne with another senior officer

withdrew from the camp, leaving the command of the Royal army to

a Lieutenant-Colonel who being- inferior to Colonel Lang was enjoined

13 Bengal, Past and Present, Oct.-Deo., 1910, p. 267.

14 Namative, p. 333.

16 Usually the promotion is by stages. Col., Maj-Gen., Lieut-Gen.

16 They were 4 Major-Generals and 2 Colonels. Cf. Gen. Stuart’s Memorial,

March. 1784, Home Miscellaneous, 178, p. 373.
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to obey his orders. The threatening split between the King’s and Com-

pany’s forces was thus averted.

It is impossible to put the blame exclusively on the Government or

the Royal officers for this imbroglio. The supersession of six officers

was a grave affair whose only fault had been to interpret perhaps too

rigidly their rules of discipline. ir The explanation offered by

Macartney for the unusual promotion of Lang was that the Royal troops

were merely auxiliaries and that the Commander-in-Chief must belong

to the Company’s service
; but this was clearly opposed to existing

practice. He had observed : “That the King’s forces serving in India

could only be regarded as auxiliaries; and that if the Government en-

trusted to him was deprived of all the officers senior to the King’s

the office of Commander-in-Chief must be filled by an officer on the Com-

pany’s regular establishment, though only a subaltern promoted on the

necessity- of the moment.” 1 ?

The question of Lang’s confirmation occasioned an interesting

difference of opinion between the home authorities. 1 ’ The Court of

Director? wanted him to be confirmed, hoping thereby to create a pre-

cedent for the appointment of the 'Commander-in-Chief from their own
forces. Tho Board of Control while approving his appointment as a tem-

porary measure were opposed to making it permanent. They had, some

weighty argument? on their side. Lang’s confirmation would have meant
the permanent supersession of some of the King’s officers besides creat-

ing an anomalous situation. For under the law only the military mem-
ber of the Governor-General’s Council could be the Commander-in-Chief

in India (who was superior to the provincial Commanders-in-Chief) and
since the existing officer possessed a lower rank than Lieutenant-General

Lang, a superior office would have been filled by ‘a junior person.

Ultimately Lieutenant-General Sir John Bailing of His Majesty’s

service was appointed Commander-in-Chief of Madras. General Lang
was recalled but was given a handsome consolatory pension. 20

17 Sydney to Directors, March 21, 1784.

18 Quoted in a debate at the India House, May 5, 1797 Home Miscellaneous,

454, pp. 83-84.

19 Madras Draft Despatches, vol. 1, Draft dated Oct.. 1. 1784.

20 Madras Despatches, XI,- p. 661.
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Care was also taken to prevent a repetition of the circumstances

which had led to Lang’s promotion. On the advice of Lord Sydney,

Secretary of State, Lieutenant-General Robert Sloper who wag about

this time appointed Commander-in-Chief in India received a Letter of

Service from the King, “which will give effect and operation to his

commission of Lieutenant-General and entitle him to exercise the com-

mand appertaining to that rank among His Majesty’s troops in the

East Indies so long only as he shall continue in the service of the Com-

pany
;
and that when he shall cease to be in that employment, his right

of commanding or serving with His Majesty’s forces in the East Indies

shall likewise determine.”"

At the same time an effort was made to define the relations which

should obtain between the civil and military authorities. In a memoran-

dum prepared on the .subject by Sir George Young, the Secretary for

War, it was laid down that all orders issued to the troops should come

from the Officer Commanding, who in his turn was to receive his orders

from the Government respecting the marching of troops, their disposi-

tion, and the like. The Government, however, were not to interfere in

any manner with details of regimental duty and discipline. 22

It was, however, felt that the best way to ensure happy relations

between tire two branches of administration and also to eradicate other

existing evil® was to bring about a fusion between the King’s and the

Company’s forces. This idea was not only emphasized by Young but

embodied in the famous Military Plan of 1794 of which' the author was

Lord Cornwallis. But nothing substantial was done. In 1809 the- dis-

content of the Madras army flared into open revolt and the events of

thirty years ago were repeated with some similarity. The Commander-in-

Chief sharply reprimanded an officer who had dared to appeal' against

his decision to the Government, “an act of disrespect for which be

would have been brought to trial hacl General Macdowall remained in

India.” 2,1 Notwithstanding the fact that the General' had resigned and

left ,the country, the Government considered it, necessary to dismiss him

publicly on the ground that he had made “insinuation^ grossly dero-

21 Madras Despatches, XI, p. 541. 22 Home Miscellaneous, 84, p. 521,

?3 'Wilson, XU, p. 247,
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gatory to the character of the Government- and subversive of military

discipline and of the foundation of military authority.”*4

The events of Madras when referred to the Supreme Government

led them to define clearly and boldly the respective position of the civil

and military authorities in India.*5 As the document is of great consti-

tutional interest no apology is needed for making extensive quotations

from it. They observed that the subordination of the army to the State

was a proposition too well established and understood to have been

openly questioned in any quarter. The weapons with which the army

was furnished were to be used for fighting the battles of its country and

otherwise promoting public peace under the direction and command of

the Sovereign and his Government. The subordination of the military

to civil power was held to be imperative : “A deliberative army mid a

deliberative navy are both disqualified for the discharge of the proper

and honourable duties which form their true distinction, and when

their deliberations end in concert and combination tbe public peace is

endangered.” They considered next the question whether the Com-

mander-in-Cliief should be a member of the Council or not and expres-

sed the opinion that this was a matter of expediency rather than of

right), the only necessary thing being that he should . be consulted not

only on military but also civil affairs. But if he was a member of the

Council, he had precisely the same character and duties as his collea-

gues: “He is not the representative of the army in any sense of the

word, and still less in the sense which may perhaps have been intend-

ed of his being charged in Council with the separate interest of the

army as distinct from those of the publio, and the general service of the

Company.” They conceded that generally in matters of discipline he

had exclusive authority, but maintained that the Governor in Council

had the right to interfere where such power had been

grossly abused. Lastly tbe relations of the military officers

iint&r se were defined. “As a general principle,” the Government

stated, “a military officer is not only justified in obeying an order of his

superior, but is bound to do so without regard to tbe quality of the

order.” There was, however, one important exception, viz., that

24 'Wilson, HI, p. 248. 25 Home Miscellaneous, 696, pp. 225-309.
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criminal orders which, included orders in tlie furtherance of open and

determined opposition to Government were not to be obeyed and that

anybody who did so became personally responsible for his conduct'.

Pa.AEASH ChANDHA



Age of the Brahmanas

The Brahmanas are the books which describe how and when the

Vedic rituals or sacrifices used to be peformed in ancient India.

The most important Brahmanas are the Satapatha, the Aitareya,

the Kaugltaki, and the Taittirlya. There are reasons to believe

that none of these works were composed at any definite date;

they all carry certain traditions mostly astronomical which tend

to show'tlie time when the Vedic rituals first began to be performed

and the historical references tend to point to the time when these were

completed. So far as can be judged at present these works took a full

thousand years if not more for their development into the present

form. There are reasons for this hypothesis that these Brahmanas

were begun before the time of the P&fld&vas and finished after their

time. But the date of the Pandavas has not yet been finally settled

—

the first researchers, Sir William .Tones, Buchanan, TVilford and Davis

in the early part of the nineteenth century came to the conclusion

that the Pandavas flourished about 1400 to .1200 B. C. ; Pargiter’s

estimate is, that they lived about 950 B. 0.; whereas the orthodox

Hindu views are (1) that the date of the Papdavas was 3102 B.C.,

the beginning of the astronomical Kali age, (2) that according to

Varahamihira, the astronomer, it was 2449 B. C., which marked the

beginning of a distinct era known as Yudhisthira’s era, (3) while

according to the Puranic astronomer they lived about 1471 B.O. 1

In the present paper we shall, from the astronomical references,

try to find the superior limit to the date when the Brahmanas began

to be composed. These references have not yet been interpreted in a

way which seems to be very logical. The present interpretation of

these references will lead to discussions which may finally settle the

date of the beginning of the Brahmapas, .as also the time of the

Papd&vas.

Astronomical References

There are many astronomical references in the Brahmanas which

are collected in Diksita’s work Bhdratlya-Jyotilddstra, pp. 12-69*

1 The faulty and inconsistent dynastic lists of the Magadlvan kings in the

Puranas make the time of the Pandavas as lying between I960 and 2260 B.O. Of.

Pargiter’s Dnnasties of the Kali Age, pp. 14^18 also pp. 68-69.

SEPTEMBER, 1934 17
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Some important references were noted by Weber. We shall use

only those references which indicate the positions of the solstices and

the equinoxes at. the earliest Bralimana period.

(a) The first reference for our use is from the Kaufital-i

Brfthmaya, XIX 3.

“On the new moon of Mag-ha he rests, being about to turn

northwards; these also rest, being about to sacrifice with the

introductory Atimtra; thus for the first time they obtain him;

on him they lay hold with the Caturvirpia ; that is why the

laying hold rite has its name. He goes north for six months;

him they follow with six-day periods in forward arrangement.

Having gone north for six mouths he stands still being about

to turn southwards; these also rest, being about to sacrifice

with the Viswvont day; thus for the second time they obtain

him. He goes south for six mouths; they follow with six-

month periods in reverse order. Having gone south for six

months he stands still, being about to sacrifice with the Mnha-

vrata day; thus for the third time they obtain him. In that

they obtain him thrice, and the year is in three ways arranged.

Verily (it serves) to obtain the year. With regard to this this

sacrificial verse is sung,

Ordaining the days and nights,

Like a cunning spider,

For six months south constantly,

For six north the sun goeth.

For six months he goes north, six south. They should not

consecrete themselves at this time ;
the corn has not arrived, the days

are short; shivering they come out from the final bath, There-

fore they should not consecrete themselves at this time. They

should consecrete themselves one day- after the new moon of

Caitra
;

the corn has come, the days are long, not shivering

they come out from the. final bath. Therefore that is the rule.’' 2

("Keith’s translation).
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From this passage we gather that at the uew moon * of

Maglia the sua arrived at the winter solstice, and at the new
moon of Caitra the winter was over—that the length of the

winter was two months from the winter solstice.

The new moon of Msgha is the new moon which follows the

full moon at the Magha. We shall take Maglia to mean the

star < Leonis or Regulus, as a Nakfatru, at the time of the

Brnhmanas, meant .a star group and not one-twentyseventli part of

the ecliptic.

(b) There is another reference in the Kaufituki Bidlniuinu, V, i.

“Next as to the four monthly sacrifices. He who prepares the four

monthly sacrifices, begins on the frill moon night, in the Phalgunis.

The full moon night, of the Phalgunis is the beginning of the year
;
the

latter two Phulgus are the beginning, the former two the end. Just

as the two ends of what is round may unite, so these two ends of

the year are connected.’’ 3 (Keith's translation).

From this passage we gather that at the full moon at the

Uttara Phalgunl (fl Leonis) marked the beginning of the year
;

the full moon at the PUrva Phalgunl (8 Leonis) marked the last

day (or night) of the year. Uttara Phalgunis (0 Leonis and 0

Virgo) were the head and the Pilrva Phalgunis (8 and Q Leonis)

were the tail of . the year and that the head and the tail were

coincident.

#rer: ^ i

w t <%5RPT<f sift
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What was then, the exact beginning- of the year? Does this

beginning mean the vernal equinox or the winter solstice P

A similar beginning of" the year is stated in the Aatapathu

Brdhmana'1 and also in the 1’aittirlya Bnlhmana. 3

The first passage quoted by us says that the sun arrived at

the winter solstice at the new noon of Magha; this we have taken

on the authority of some very learned Yedic scholars, as the new

moon following the full moon at the star Regulus. A fortnight

later the sun would undoubtedly arrive at some point diametri-

cally opposite to a point lying between the stars 8 and p Leonis.

Hence our passage (a) shows that somewhere between 8 and p

Leonis lay the summer solstitial point at that time. This is in full

agreement with our passage (b) quoted above : when the full moon

took place at the star 8 Leonis it was the last night of the year and

the full moon at the star P Leonis marked the first night of

the new year.

(c) Again in the 8atapatha Brdkmaiia, Kanija II, Chapter I,

Br. 2, 3, we have

"These (Kjttikas) do not swerve from the east, all other stars

swerve from the east.” 6

This means that the Erttikas rose exactly at the east or that the

declination of the star t] Tauri or Alcyone was nil.

The star ij Tauri has a north celestial latitude, hence the vernal

equinoctial point was by some degrees ahead of this star. We shall

now see that all these statements are consistent in the sense in which

we have understood them.

Determination of the solstice# at the earliest - Briiliviaij

a

age and its date : In 1931 the mean celestial longitudes of the

following stars are given below :
~—

Star Celestial long. Celestial lat.

Efttika or Alcyone 59°1' 44" 4°2'2t3"

Rohini or Aldebaran 68°49'

Magha or Regulus 148°63' 14"

P. PhalgunI or 8 Leonis 160°22"

TJ. PhalgunI or p Leonis 170 “38*

4 6 Prapd, 2, 1, 18, or Ch. 6, 2, 2 18; Weber’s Sutapatha Brahtnuna,

Eggaling’s translation VI Ka^a, 2 Adhyaya, 2 Br:, 18.

5 TeittiHya Brahmvna, 1, 1, 2, 8.

6 trgr ? | Sirs! f^ft H I ? STS^Tlft Jfipnfol Jfpst
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According to the first passage the sun reached the winter

solstice a fortnight after the full moon at the star Magha or Regulus.

In 1931 the mean long, of Regulus =148° 53' 14"

,,
the position in long, of the Sun

at full moon at Magha =328° 53' 14"

Sun’s motion in half a

synodic month ...
=14’33' 10"

Hence in 1931, the long, of the Winter Solstitial

point of the Briihmaiias =343*26' 24"

The present long, of the Summer Solstice of

the Brahma^as... ... = 163*26' 24"

The present long, of the 8 Leonis ...
=160*22'

It appears that the indicated slimmer solstice of the Brahmayas

is 3° ahead of the star 8 Leonis.

Again from the third passage taking the obliquity of the ecliptic

at the time of the Brahmanas to have been 24°, we get the result

that when the Krttikas rose exactly at the east, the -vernal equinox

was 9°T ahead of the KpttikfLs. Now the longitude of the Krttikas

in 1931 was 59*1' 44"; hence the present longitude of the vernal

equinox of the Brhhmai;as is=68°2' 44" and that the present longitude

of the summer solstitial point of the Brahma^as= 158°2' 44", which

is about 2°20' behind the star 8 Leonis.

As pointed out above that from the passage (a) the summer

solstice falls 3° ahead of the same star. None of these statements

are to be taken as exactly accurate ;
we thus infer that the Brahmana

summer solstitial point very nearly coincided with the star 8 Leonis

whose mean longitude in 1931 was 160°2G' nearly, and that the total

shifting of the equinoxes 70*26' which at the rate of 72 years per

degree corresponds to 5071 years and the earliest date of the

Brahmanas is 3141 B. C. The date of the beginning of the astro-

nomical Kali age is curiously enough 3102 B. C. Thus the earliest

date of the Brahmanas practically coincides with the. beginning of

the astronomical Kali age.

Position of the Vernal equinox

Now Long, of 8 Leonis in 1931 160*26'

.. .. < l’auri „ 68*49'

Difference ... 91*37'

Here we come across with a pecular situation of the Brahmana

vernal equinoctial colure, coinciding very nearly with the star

Rohiijl or «t Tauri. In the Mahdbh&rata, Vanaparva, Ch. 230,
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Stanza 10, we have it recorded that the “Rohinl become the first

star”, when the 28th naksatra was omitted from the total number

of naksatras.

We have thus shown that the three passages from the Bralunayas

are consistent and that all point to the conclusion that the Brahmana

summer solstice coincided with the star Purva Phalguni or 8 Leonis

and that the vernal equinox was near about the star Robin! or

Aldebaran, that the earliest date of' the Brahmanas was the same

as the beginning of the astronomical Kali age or 3102 B. 0.

Weber mid Prey—their misinterpretations

Weber, as we learn from Eggeling’s translation of the Satapatha

JJrdhmana, part III, p. 179, held the view that in the older division

of the year the first or spring season began with the mouth of

Phalguna, that is the month when the full-moon is in conjunction with

the Tlttara Phalguni. We beg to differ from him. It is definitely

stated in passage (a) that the spring set in with the new moon of

Caitra i. e. half a synodic month later than the full moon at the

star- Spica or Citra. Again spring was not always the first season of

the year. It was the first season for the Gavamayana sacrifices,

whereas in the performances of the G&tUrxuasya sacrifices winter

(the two months following the winter solstice) was undoubtedly

regarded as the first season of the year/ In some cases the sacrifices

were also begun one day after the new moon of Caitra as quoted in

passage (a) above. This was undoubtedly the beginning of the

spring, and one month after that was the equinoctial day. Now
Caitra was the synodic month of which the full moon took place at

the star Citra or Spica
;

the new moon of Caitra happened half a

synodic month after this full moon.

The long, of Spica in 1931 = 202°53'41"

Sun's motion in /i synodic

month = 14°33' 10" (i)

Sun’s motion in (30 + 1) or

31 days = 30° 33 ’14" (ii)

The sun’s long, at opposition

at Spica in 1931 = 22° 53' 41" (iii)

Sum of (i) (ii) and (iii) = 68° 0
'5"

This result is practically the same as what we obtained as the

long, in 1931 of the vernal equinoctial point of the Brahmapas, in our

7 Satapatha Brahmana, Kan ifa II, Oh. 6, Br. 3, 11-12.
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determination on the basis that "the Krttikas do not swerve from
the east."

From what has been shown above according to the Kaufitah'

Brahmana, spring was the best season for beginning of sacrifices,

and spring may. be mentioned in many places as the first season.

But we do not find any reason for connecting the full moon
day of Phalguna with the beginning of spring; in that case the
the full moon day of Caitra would be the equinoctial day which
would make the time of the Brahmanas about 300 A.D. a
result whioli is admitted on all hands as impossible. Hence
Weber's interpretation does not appear justifiable.

Winternitz has quoted the authority of Prof. Prey who
opines that the statement that "the Krttikas never swerve from
the east" corresponds to 1100 B. 0.

.

at Kurukgetra.* With
due deference to Prof. Prey we venture to say that we can-
not agree with him. In our opinion that explanation alone is

valid which will hold equally for all the three statements
we have quoted above. Prof. Prey’s explanation could not
possibly make consistent all these astronomical references in the
Brahmanas, as ours has done.

We are thus led to the conclusion that the Brahmarias began
at about the beginning of the astronomical Kali Yuga or 3102
B. C. This therefore is the superior limit to the date of the

Brahmanas.

The lower limit to the date of the Br&kmaiias

We now turn to the other or the lower limit to the date

of the Brahmanas. Both the Aitareya and the Satapatha Br&h-
maiim mention the names of Janamejaya Parlk§ita and Satanlka

iSatrajita." Hence the Brahmanas were completed after the time

of the Pandavas. The Pandavas again were prior to the time

of Chdndogya Upgnifad. This Upanisad mentions the name of

Knjna as the son of Devaki. "Ghora AAgirasa, after having

communicated this (view of the sacrifice) to Kf§pa, the son of

Devaki 1 * etc.” (Max Muller). As to the time of the TTpani^ada, we

8 Wintemite’s Eistory of Indian Literature, vol. I, p. 298.

9 Aitareya Brdhmwm, IV, VUI, 21 also Satapotha Bramanci, XIII, ESnijla,

V, 4, 2.

10 fWTR I

Chdndogya III, 17th Kha^la (268)6. See also Max Miiller’s translation of the

Chdndogya Upanisad, p. 62. The Bfhaddranyaha Upanisad also mentions a king
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have a passage in the Maitrayanl Upanimd, YI, which runs as

follows :
—

“It has been also said elsewhere
;

food is the cause of all

this (world of living beings), and time of food, The sun is the

cause of the time
;

and nature of time is made up of the space-

moments etc.,—composed of twelve months, identical with the

year. One half thereof belongs to Agni, one half to Yaruna.

Again the half commencing with the asterism Magha and (ending

with) the half of Sravistha belongs to Agni, while the sun

performs his southern journey; the half in the inverse order

beginning with the constellation (Agleija) sacred to the serpents

and ending with the other half of Sravigtha belongs to the

moon (Soma), -while the sun performs his northern journey.” 11

(Cowell).

This passage indicates that at the time of the Maitrl Upa-

nifad, the summer solstice coincided with the first point of the

constellation Magha. According to our oldest system of nakijatra

division as given in the PaHoa Siddliantika, this constellation

of Magha had its beginning at 6° behind the star llegulus.

In 1931 the long, of Regulus=148°53' 14".

Hence the shifting of the summer solstice from that lime

till 1931 A.D. = 148053' 14" -6° -90° =52°53'14".

This corresponds to 1880 B.C. nearly.

Hence as the time of the Papdavas is earlier than the

time of the Chandogya Upannad—which again being earlier than

the Maitrl Upanisad, it may be inferred tha.t the Pandavas must,

have lived before the date we have arrived at viz., 1880 B. C.

Thus we are inclined to take the age of the Brahmanas as the

period between 3102 and 2000 B.C.

In the next paper we propose to show that the summer
solstice at the time of the Pandavas passed through the star

Regulus itself.

Peabodh Chandra Sen-Hupta

of KaSi named Brahmadatta C&ikit&neya, I, 3, 24. Cekitaua is mentioned in

the Mahabharata
1
Bk. VI, Oh. 25, 5, or the Gita., Oh. I, 5. This Brahmadatta

of Ka4i may he the son of Cekitana of the Mbh. It is therefore not unlikely

that this TTpanisad is also later in time than the Pai.njavas.

- -
<3--. * wsfYsnstH ^
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(1) The conical rock, about 12’ high, with the ASokan and other inscriptions, on the

way to the Girnar Hill.

(2) The probable site of the Sudariana lake.

(3) The Girnar peak.

IQ., September, 1934.



Location of Krsna’s Capital Dvaravati*

In the present state of archaeological exploration in India,

archaeological' evidences (leaving aside those for the Indus civilization)

for the political history of India prior to Buddha appear to he almost

totally absent. We are fairly -well-acquainted with the picture of

northern India of Buddha’s timie. We see in it quite a number of

kingdoms, large and small, with teeming and cultured population; and

big towns and cities with] numerous buildings in stone and brick), and

citizens prosperous, energetic and gay; and merchants with fabulous

riches. I hope no one will contend that all these had a past and they

must have taken millenniums to develop. Whjy, then, are archeco-

logical evidences not forthcoming? Are archaeological evidences of the.

existence of Indian kings and Indian civilization previous to the 6th

century B.O. totally absent? In answer, we must repeat the wail of

the late Dr. V. A. Smith and say:—“Very little has been done yet

to reveal the secrets of the moslt ancient sites in India.” (Early History

of India, 3rd ed., p. 31 fn.). The exploration of Girivraja, capital

of Jarasandha, tragi given only a preliminary handling by Sir John

Marshall and the report published in the AS1AR., 1906-6. In

1912-13, Mr. Jackson carried out some private reconnaissance of this

pre-Jiistoric city and published the results of his survey with a map
in the ASIAR:, 1913-14 • 'This' is all that archaeology has done for

this far-famed site so intimately associated with the heroes of the

HaJiUblidrata,-—a site pre-eminently suited for excavation and explora-

tion, because, it is entirely free from the obstruction of human habita-

tions. Has any serious atterqlpt been made ‘to copy or decipher ‘‘.the

long rambling inscription.” in curious shell characters in the Bawan

Ganga defile, on the spot which is still pointed out as 'the arena on

which Bhlma and Jarasandha fought with each other? Even the

publication of a faithful and accurate copy of 'this curious inscription

and thereby placing the puzzle before the eyes of the students of

Read at the Seventh Oriental Conference, Baroda, 29th December, 1933.

I.E.Q., SEPTEMBER, 1934 18
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epigraphy, ha» not been considered a necessity. The only representa-

tion of thiis inscription available appears to be the small photograph

published on p. 120 of Mr. Muhammad Hamid Kurashi’e book on the

monuments of B'iEar andi Orissa
(
Archkeoloyical Survey of hulia, New

Imperial Series, vol. LI). The same story can be fold of Indfapra'stha

and other Pa uranic sites.

In th’e absence of archeological evidence, we have no other course

bnt to fall- back on the Puranai literature for the location and identi-

fication of Puranio sites. The materials, though meagre and unsatis-

factory, yield important information. In 'this paper, our object is to

locate the site of Dvaravatl, (Dwaraka)—to which place the Yadavas

Migrated for safety from Jarasandha’s aggression, after having left

Mathura, in a body.

That the present- Dwaraka situated on the apex of the Kathiawad-

peninsula is a rather modern place with plagiarised- sanctity, is-

well-known. It is also well-known that Krona’s Dwamka was engulfed

by the .sea soon after his death, and the site is still known as Mfila-

Dwaraka on the sea
>

about 22 miles eart of Prabhagapattaua or

Somnath.

Our earliest and most trustworthy source of information regarding

the location of Dwaraka is the Mahabharata, in which' there are. certain:

indications which hardly fit in with the situation of Dwaraka. on the.

sea-shore, about 22 miles east of Somtoalth! and about GO miles, south of

the Raivataka or Ghinar Hills.

The first detailed notice of the migration of the Yadavas from

Mathura to Dvaravalti is to be found in the 14th' Chapter of the

Sabhaparva, where Kr§na recounts before Yudhisthira the oppression

of Jarasandha on the Yadavas and their ..consequent migration to

Dvaravatl. - The passage is worth quoting in ektenso :
—

srM %Rrf$Rrr: i

iroi gtf II

ad sr i
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sn#ar *rm ^ i

sptcp 5T to ii

f'tf 5j'<W*-^K(Jra: idfofwHi: I

SHT4TOP ^TTTOITKlTOf ^TTf^RTr: II

RflitaHNkf ?ri (t^r #wRfo i

4l^i'ii«^ ^ragjr ii

* * * *

Wn JTCTO^ TO^RWTRf, rRT I

Hfct tfrRsflwi tot gnstf gfl u

A free translation of this passage is given below:

—

“Having ruminated thus, we fled towards the west to the beautiful

town of KuSastliall, the beauty of which' was. enhanced by the hill Raiva-

taka. After having settled there, we repaired the fort of the place and

made it invulnerable even to the gods. The women even can defend the

place, not to speak of the great heroes of the Vrsni race. "We are now
living there, and know no fear. Having observed the strong position of

the great hill and thinking that wo have at last escaped danger from the

king of Magadha, my people are now exceedingly glad. Thus,

suffering injury from Jara&andha, we, though’ quite able to defend our-

selves, have thought, it discreet to take shelter under the Gomanta, i.e,

Raivataka hill. The hill is 'three Yojanas in extent, has three peaks,

each at. the interval of a Y.ojana, and has 100 passes at the end of each

Yojana where the gates are the valour of the heroes. Thus we, 0
Maharaja, left Mathura ovet of fear from Jarasandha and went over to

the city of Dvarayati.”

From this important passage, the following points stand out

clearly :
—

(i) KuSaetliall and Dvaravati are two names of the same town

and it. was under the shadow of the Raivataka or Gomanta hill, and

protected by it.

(ii) Tbe town existed even before the migration, of the Yadovas

and. was evidently lying forsaken.,

<W) There was a very strong fort there, which the Yadavas
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repaired. With repairs, it became so strong that even women could

fight under its protection.

(iv) The Raivataka hill was three Yojanas in extent. Taking

four miles to ai Yojana, the extent was about 12 miles. The extent of

the Raivataka hill is given as 12 x 12 miles on modern Survey Maps also.

(v) There is no indication that this original Dvaravatl was on

the sea.

This passage of the Sabhaparva is fairly conclusive and shows that

the original Dvaravatl was situated very near the Raivataka hills.

Certain passages in the Adiporva also support this conclusion.

The Pandavas received possession of half their ancestral kingdom

and settled in Indraprastha. Soon after, Arjuna had to go on a
voluntary exile for breaking 'the conditions regarding visit to Draupadi.

After visiting all the holy places of Eastern India, he wended his way
towards the west by the coast of the Indian Ocean and ultimately

arrived at Prabhasa, the situation of . which is well-known, on the

southern coast, of Saurastra. The. Yadavas had already migrated there

and were at that time settled in Saurastra, ruling with their capital

at Dvaravotij. Krsna had contracted a firm friendship for his cousin

Arjuna when they met at the time of the Svayamvara of Draupadt.

When news reached Krsna that Arjuna was on an all-India tour and had
arrived at Prabhasa, he hurried there to meet him. After spending

some pleasant time in this fascinating sea-side tirtha, Krsna took him
to the Raivataka hill, where a charming residence had already been

prepared for the reception of Arjuna, Thence he was taken to

DvaravatJ, where he resided happily for a long time.

The Raivataka or the present Girnar hill ip about 50 miles north

of Prabhasa-pattana or Sonmath. The site of the DvaravatJ-on-th e-sea

is only 22 miles direct east of Somnath’. If Dvaravatii at this period

had been situated on the sea, Krsna certainly would have taken him

there first and then to the pleasure resort on the Raivataka. First

going 50 miles northwards to Raivataka and then again returning more

than the same distance to reach Dvaravatl is a curious peregrination

and. can only be explained by the fact that in approaching Dvaravatl

from the soifth, Raivataka lay on the. way, and so Krsna made Arjuna

halt there on one of its pleasure resorts. This movement of Krsna and
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Arjuna from Prabhasa to Raivataka and then to Dvaravati certainly

indicates that Dvaravati at this period was not on the seashore, but near

Raivataka.

The story of the abduction of Subhadra appears to lead to the same

conclusion.

The Jtaivaiaka-Yatra or the festival of the visit to Raivataka takes

place in the month of Phalguna in modern times. The festival seems

to be as old as the Mahdhhdraia and we meet with a vivid description of

it in the 220th Chapter of the Adiparva. Palaces -were erected in the

dales and valleys of the Raivataka hill and stocked with all objects of

enjoyment. The Yadavas,—men. and women, young and old, gaily

attired, streamed to the hill. Krsna and Arjuna were also in the

crowd and there the heart of Arjuna- was captivated by the beautiful

maiden, Subhadra, half-sister of Krsna. Arjuna, under the advice of

Krsna, resolved to carry the girl away forcibly u-nd marry her. As the

festival extended over a number of dayB, there was enough time and

a fast courier was despatched to Yudhi§thira at IndrapTastha, asking

for his permission to so bold a venture. The loving Yu4hi§thira of

course promptly gave the permission and Arjuna made himself ready

for the romantic adventure. The festival of the Raivataka-hill was

still on and Subhadra had gone as usfual on a visit to the Raivataka.

She had finished worshipping, the sacred hill and was returning towards

Dwaraka when Arjuna suddenly seized her, lifted her on his own chariot

and started for Indraprastha, as fast as he could. The guards of

Subhadra immediately carried the news of the sensational abduction to

DwarakS and immediately the alarm) clarion was sounded and a war-

council of the Yadavas hurriedly summoned. On the advice of Kr§na,

however, they decided to condone Arjuna’s abuse of Yadava hospitality

and marry Subhadra to Arjuna.

Now, if Dvaravati at this period had been situated on the sea, 60

mile9 south of the Raivataka hill', the whole episode would have been

differently described. The abduction of Subhadrai just after she had

finished her pious acts of worship on the Raivataka and was proceeding

towards Dvaravati, ‘and the immediate carriage of the news to

Dvaravati show that the city must have been located at this period near

the Raivataka hills.
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But when we meet with Dvaravati again, in the Mausalaparva of the

Mahdbh&rata, we. find it undoubtedly situated on the sea. After the

catastrophic Mausala strife and after the death of Krana andi Balaram,.

Arjuna led. the remnants of the Yadava hosts with the Yadava women

and children out of Dvaravati, and the sea engulfed it. So the present

Mula-Dwaraka appears to have been the second site of Dvaravati! and

not the original site.

For purposes of historical investigation, the apocryphal Hariyamta,

is a rather confused literary source, undoubtedly later and less authori-

tative than the Mahdhlulraia. But even this book yields useful

information.

A genealogy of the kings who reigned in Sauraijtra previous to the

Yadava occupation is given in chapters X and XI of the Hari’vamhv.

The progenitor was the Vaivosvata Manu. His son was PraipSu.

Prarpsu had a son. Saryati by. name, Sa-ryati’a son .was Annrtta. who

gave his name to the whole country of Saurastra, so. that, it is also called

the country of Anartta. Anartta’s son was Iteva, .who is recorded to

have inherited, the kingdom of Anartta. and the city Kutostliali or

Dvaravati. This would show that Dvaravati existed before Revazs

inheritance. Reva’p son was Kaivata, who, gave his name to the famous

Raivatalca hill, now known by the name of G-imar. He was. fond of

music. The Harivarriia records that he took his daughter Revatl along

with him and wont over to Brahmaloka to listen to Brahma’s music.

In his absence, his sons were driven out from Kufiasthali or Dvaravati

by Rakeasas and they were forced to take shelter in different countries.

Thus Dvaravati was left desolate and the valiant Yadavas, under the

leadership of Krsna, had no difficulty in occupying the capital and. the

country.

This account, shorn of Raivata’s journey to Brahmaloka, (which

may be only some place near about, famous as the seat of a reputed

professor of music), sounds' perfectly historical. It alsQ agrees with'

the account of the Mahtibliarata and explains how the Yadavas obtained

possession of a ready-made city and. had only to repair the strong fort

there to convert it into a formidable’ stronghold against aggressors.

That this Dvaravati- was close to the Raivataka hills is seen from the

112th, 113th' and 115th chapters of the Harivamia, which give details
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about the migration of the Yadavas from' Mathura. Unfortunately,

there is a confusion in these passages between the Dvaxavatl by the

Raivataka hill and Dvaravatr on the sea. But there- are some passages

which can apply only to the Dvara-vati near Raivataka.

Krsna, anticipating that Jarfisandha would not allow ..them, to stay

peacefully in Mathura, was on the look-out for a new settlement.

Garuda, liis attendant, had informed him that the city of KuSasthali

which belonged to Raivata and which had been taken forcible posses-

sion of by the R&ksa^as, was now lying forsaken, as the Raktjasas had

gone away. Garuda suggested that this city might provide a safe

retreat for the Yadavas and he went with . Erma’s approval to

reconnoitre the place. On his return, he reported favourably and

suggested,—

W sr fhft; ^ guvraq. I

“Do thou make the excellent hill Raivataka the house of gods, equal

in excellence to paradise, the jewel beautifying the exit from your

city.”

This shows that the exit from Dvaravatl was guarded by the

Raivataka hill.

"When the Yadavas migrated from Mathura and arrived in

Saui'&stra, they met a vast country, sea-girt and with copper-coloured

sand and soil:—
?rt twit r* qnfot i

mr gu^cft- 'im snroremlw 11

Nob fay Was the hill' Raivataka, looking fine with high

peaks like the Mahdai-a in all aspects. On that hill, thioMy- populated

and containing all Sorts of jewels, Drona lived- for a. long while and
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Ekalavya too. That king built a spacious pleasure resort there like a

dice-board, and that received the name of Dvaravati. Krsna resolved

to make that his city and the Yadavas a'lso approved of garrisoning

it.” (112 + 27-30).

This passage certairly cannot apply to Dvaravati-on-sea.

Chapter 115th of the Harivamsa describe? the building of Dvaravati

by Krsna. Chapter 155 again describes the building of Dvaravati.

The first description shows that Krsna had practically finished building

Dvaravati, when he thought of ViiSvakanna as the proper architect for

such a work. Vi^vokaruia came and pronounced the place too cramped

and, wanted to reclaim spacious 'land from the sea and then build

Dvaravati. The second description gives the following boundaries for

Dvaravati.

On the east,, the Raivataka hill.

On the. south, the creeper-begirt forest of Paficavarna.

On the west, a forest of small trees, 'looking like a rainbow.

On the north, the Venuman hills.

It is evident that Dvaravati on the sea, which is sixty miles south

of the Raivataka hill, can never have the Raivatalka hill on the east.

This can apply only to some city directly on the west of the Raivataka.

And, the record of the building of Dvaravati twice appears only to be

a rather confused reflection of the fact that the Dvaravati was originally

situated near the Oilman hill and a second Dvaravati was built on the

sea afterwards.

Now let us take the aid, of archceology and the accounts of Hiucn

Tsang.

1. Hiuen Tsang (640 A.D.), records about the capital of Saurastra

thus:—“Hot far from the city is -a mountain called Yub-chen-to

(Ujjayanta) on the top of which is a Sangharama. The cells and

galleries have mostly been excavated from tbe mountain side.” Beal,

vol. II, p. 269.

So, close to tbe U.ijayanta= Raivataka=Girnar hill, a city existed

when Hiuen Tsang visited Saurastra.

2. The famous inscribed rock half-a-mile east of the walls of the

city of Tunagad, contain?, as is well-known, the 14 Rock Edicts of Asoka,

as Well as two other inscriptions,—one, of the time of. Skandagupta
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and the other of the time of the Saha Satrap Budradaman. These inscrip-

tions (Fleet’s Gupta Inscriptions
, p,. 56 ;

Epigraphies Indioa, vol. VIII,

pp. 3Gff.) tell us of a city near' the site of these inscriptions. Budxa-

d5-man’s inscription gives the name of the city as Girinagara, a name
which still survives in the modern name Girnar, given to the hill

Baivataka. This inscription recounts the interesting history that a large

tank called the Sudarsana was formed at the time of Maurya Candra-

gupta (313-290 B.C.) by damming up some streams rising on the

Raivatalca and these dams were strengthened at the time of Aiioka

Maurya.

We know of only one city near the Girnar hills, and that is the

present Junagad.

The antiquity of the place is written on its very face,—on its noble

fort which goes by the name of TJparkot and dominates the surrounding

plains of Kathiawad. The discovery of an inscription of the time of

the son of Budradaman at the TJparkot fort which begins: “Here, in

Girinagara, (Burgess: Report on the Antiquities of Kathiaw&d

and Cutch, p. 140) is an additional corroboration. Girinagara and

Junagad must be identical! and Prof. Altekar has also taken that view.

(‘Ancient Tmens and Cities in Gujcm-df and Kathiawad, p. 20)

I quote below two descriptions of the fort at TJparkot.

—

“The old citadel is built upon an elevation (cf. the name GKri-

nagara), of the limestone which appears to cap over the granite at the

base of the hills; and on which the city of Junagad is situated.. The

Uparkot is a noble specimen of eastern fortification, its walls being

Unusually high, with immense bastions. The materials for these have

been taken from a wide and deep ditch, which has been scarped all

round it. There is only one gateway and narrow entrance from tho

westward Lieut. Poatans, JASB., 1838, p. 874).

“ The fort at Junagad, now known as the TJparkot, This fort

lies on a most commanding position in the town of Junagad and about

one and a half miles west of the holy Girnar hill. Its. massive walls

and strong defences must have made it a very formidable stronghold

to attack before the day9 of artillery. From its walls, the whole

country could be seen and in course of time, tbe town of Junagad came

to be b.ui'it round it, which in its turn was surrounded by a strongly

SBPTEMBBR, 1934 19
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fortified wall thus, making- the citadel doubly secure.” (Wilberforce-

Bell, History of Kathi&icdd, p. 55).

It lias been shown that Junagad with its exceptionally strong

fortification is the G-irinagara of the Maurya times, standing a mile

and a half west of the Baivataka hills. The history of the city thus

goes from modern times to 300 B.C. Krona’s original' Dvaravati, with

its extraordinarily strong fortification, also stood west of the Raivatalca.

Though there is the difficulty of bridging- the gulf of about a thousand

years that separate CancLragupta Maurya from Ivrsna, it would not be

wrong to come to the conclusion that modern Junagad, which was

known as Giriuagara in TCsatrapa and Maurya times has been in

existence from even remoter times and is the same city which the

Yadavas occupied and knew ag Dvaravati.

And, very curiously, the present town of Juuaga;! is actually shaped

like a dice-hoard to which Dvaravati is compared in the Harhamia,

with four elongated projections from a central square,—the northern,

eastern and southern sides being clearly seen at a glance.

In Junagad, therefore, still stands almost in perfect condition a

fort whose antiquity goes hack to as early a time ns. that of the fortifica-

tions at Jarasandha’s capital1 Girivraja.

N. K. B'hattasali



liranatha’s History of Buddhism*

(-Translated from German Version of A. Schiefnet with emendations)

XII

EVENTS OF THE TIME OF THE THIRD COLLECTION

After this time there lived in Kashmir a king Rimh'a (Sen, ge)

who took ordination (rob. tu. byuh =pravrajyd) and assumed the name

Sudar^ana (legs, mthoii) . He obtained arhathood and taught the

had heard law in Kashmir. When Kanishka, the king of Jalandhara,

this (teaching), he became very believing, came to Kashmir, which

lay to the north, heard the teaching from the venerable Simha-Sudar-

6ana, showed great veneration toi all the Caityas of the north and enter-

tained many times the Bhiksusamgha of the four regions. At that

time the bhilcsu Sanjayin ( =yah . dug rgyal) having learnt much, from

an arhat, became influential, and obtained from the householders and

brahmana,s ample provisions, and carried on religious discussions, with

200,000 monks. At this time there took place (in the Sangha) the division

into, eighteen different schools but they lived together without much

quarrel. In Kashmir there 'lived a B'rahmana (called) Sudra, posses-

sing an inconceivable store of requisities (yo . byad= parishara-Tr;) (for

mirians with his company of 6,000 bhiksus, and thus spread the three

school of Vaibhasika with his followers, and to the foremost of the

Sautrautikas (the monk, called) Sthavira, highly respected by the Kash-

mirians with his company of 5,000 bhiksus, and thus spread the three

pifakas widely. The Agamas of the Sautrantikas at this time were

Dr§tdn.laanuldgamut (luh. dpehi. hphreti. ba), Pifakadharmamusti (sde.

snod.. \itjin-. -pa hi d-pe. hkhyiul), etc. At this time there came, from the

east Arya Par4va who was an what and an accomplished scholar. He

•gave out the prophecy- (vyalwwana-)sutra, the Kailcanamalavadana,

which was preserved by some 'learned Stihaviras, and contained tbe dream

# Continued from 1EQ., vol. VHI, J5. 26?.
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of king- Kpkin, 1 as well as several other very rare autras, When king

Kanishka heard this, he gathered all bhiksus in the Kupdalavanavikara

'(sna. rgyan. nags kyi. gtsug. lag. khan) of Kashmir, and. prepared (as is

said by the Kashmirians) the third collection of the words. Others

however say that the collection took place in the Kuvana

mouastry in Jalandhara, and most scholars agree with this last

view. According to the narratives of the Tibetans, 500 Arhats, 500

Bodhisattvas, 500 ordinary Panditag gathered together and

prepared the collection
;

although this does not contradict the

Mahayanic view, the foremost Buddha-soholars, however, were at' that

time called ‘Mahabhadanta’ since the designation of Pandita did not

exist; for this reason the designation of 600 Pauditas is not correct;

more correct appears to be the tradition that Vasumitra and 400

bhadantas were present there as is stated on a page of “the abstract of

a detailed history of the succession of the teachers,” an Indian work,

translated by hGos. gshon. nu. dpal. But also this Vnsuinitra should

not be taken to be the same as the great teacher of the Yaibhtlsikas.

Further, as these persons had taken pains with regard to the teaching of

the Sravaias, it is well to suppose, in agreement with the history of

the Sravakas, that although it is said that 500 Arhants and 500

Tripitakadhara Mahabhadantas prepared the collection, 500 Arhants

were added here in order to increase the importance of the teaching

;

in any case, however, the number of Arhants was less and that those

who had attained the fruits, namely, the Srotapannas, etc., made up

the number of 500. Before the appearance of Mahadeva and Bh'adra,

the number of those who used to attain the fruits was great, but after

these two had brought confusion into the teaching and a disruption

'had set in the number of those who attained fruits greatly decreased

because the bhiksus did not devote themselves to yoga but gave their

thoughts to the strife. Therefore, the number of Arhauts at the time

of the third collection was small. Towards the end of the life-time of

king Vlrasena and during the whole period of the reign of kings Wanda

and Mahapadma, and at the beginning of the life-time of king

Kanishka, i.e., (hiring the life-time of these four kings, the schism in

l For the 'dream, see Buston, transl., X, p. 98.
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the Samgha took place; the bitter quarrel lhated for 63 years but (cal-

culating) -with the earlier or later, this or that, the schism lasted nearly

100 years. When this strife was made up at the time of the third collec-

tion, all the eighteen schools were recognized as so many forms of teach-

ing;’ the Vina-ya was put into writing, the Sutras and the Ahhidharma,

which were in earlier times not p,ut into writing, were so recorded,

but that which had been recorded were purified. At this • time

there appeared among men all Mahayana texts, which some bhikaus,

who had attained amdpattikadharmahs&ni.i carried forward for a little

while but as this did not spread very much the strife among;

the Sravakas ceased. The twelfth section ; the events of .the time of

the third collection.

2 Buston, fransl., I, p. 98*



XIII

EVENTS AT THE BEGINNING OF THE GREAT

PROPAGATION OF MAHAYANA

After tlie Third Collection had taken place and king- Kanishka had

died, there lived, in the north in-the land of Asmaparantn, to the

west of Kashmir and near Tukhara, a householder .Tati possessed of

immeasurable wealth. He showed veneration to all caityas of the north.

Inviting the Vaibha?ika-bhadanta Vasumitra, belonging to Maru, a

country, lying in the west, and Tukhara-bhndanta Ghosakn, (dbyans.-

Sffroff.), he maintained 300,000 monks for twelve years, and. at last, lie

had the wish to obtain the highest insight. As an indication of the ful-

filment of his wish, the flowers given (by him) ns offering remained

unfaded for one year, and the lamp lasted as long
;
the sandal powder as

well as the flowers flung away remained held up in the air, the earth

quaked, musical sounds were heard, and so forth. In hie Puskalavatl

palaces, the son of king Kanishka maintained one hundred nrhants. and

10,000 bhiksus continuously for five years; in the east in Kuwumpura

lived the brahmana Viduh, who made ready innumerable books of the

Tripijaka and offered them- as gifts to the bhiksus., In each of the Tripi-

takas there were 100,000 iSlokas, such 1,000 copies were prepared by him,

and to each of these copies was attached (spel. ?) <7= conjoined—Tr.) an

offering of requisites in inconceivable quantities. In the town of Patali-

putra lived the Arhant Arya Asvagupta who had cast away astrology

[civs, mi sbyw] and meditated upon the eight vimoksas (de. ni.

rnam. par. tJxcur. pa. brgnjad. la. bsam. gton. paho). As he learned

the teaching, Nandimitra and other Arhats by proper exertion (ci, rigs

- yathayogarm-Ti'.
)
realised the truth in various ways. In the west lived

the king- Lak?aAva who exerted considerably, for the teaching of Buddha.

In the south-west, in Saurastra there was a brahmana Kulika {rigs.

Idan)
;
when he heard that the Sthavira Arhat Nanda had comprehend-

ed the Mahayana teaching, he invited him in order to hear, from him

the Mahayana. discourses. At this time appeared all at once in divergent

regions numberless Kalydiiamitras of Mahayana teaching; all these
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had heard the teaching from Aryayalokitesvara, Guhyapati, Manjuhl,

Maitreya, etc., and. acquired the DharmasarCtana-SamOdld (olios, kyi.

rgytm. gyi. tin-tie. hrtjin)

;

there appeared hlahabhadauta Avitaraka,

Vigatavagadhvaja, Divyakaragupta, Rahulamitra, Jnanatala, the

great upasaka Sangatala and other teachers of the Law, 500 in number..

At this time there were the Arya BatnaJiupcuJJiu.Tmaparydya-saiasdJia3r

Tiled in. 1,000 sections, Arydvait-amsalca in 100,000 discourses . and 100

chapters; Arya LanJedvatam in 25,000 6lokas, Ghanavyuha' in 12,000

Mokas, Dharmasangiti in 12,000 ilokas, and a number of other works

being portions of the Sutras procured from the gods, nagas, gandharvas,

rfiksusas and various other regions, but mostly from the land of nagas.

The brahmana invited a number of these teachers; when the king

Lak?aiva heard this news, he became more faithful and wished . to

invite the 500 teachers of law. He asked the ministers how many
teachers of law (dharmadeiaikd= chos. smra. ba) there were, and was

answered “five hundred” and how many hearers of the law, the answer

wap “five hundred..”

The king thereupon thought that there were many teachers of law

hut few students (dob. ma). . He therefore erected upon the top of Mt.

Abhu, five hundred Viharas to each of which he invited a preacher of

the law (dluvnruwdcaka) whom he provided, with all requisites. • From
the parisad of the king himself, as many as five hundred persons with

strong disposition took ordination (pravrajya
) and increased the number

of students of Mahayana. Thereafter the king wished to have books

written and enquired bow many books, formed the Mahayana pifcaka

(de. stiod). When he was told that generally, they cannot be measured

but there were now 10 million 6lokae, the king paid that although so

many, .he wished to have them written down. He had them written 'down

and gave them to the bhiksus. Later on these works were taken to Sri

Nalanda. Thereafter these, 1500 bhiksus who followed the Mahayana

teachings, composed numberless sutras. They were of irresistible under-

standing, (aftratihaitafruddhi=blo.
'
pros. thogs. pa. med. pa) and ha,d

developed faith (k$driti) and were able to exhibit before the people- their

miraculous.power1
.and iiiak.6 a little display of higher knowledge

(abhijnd-vikrvdd)

.

Thereafter the fame of Mahayana spread in all

directions and as this 'did not please the Sr&v&ias, Jh'ey declared that
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the Mahuyaua teaching was not the word of Buddha because the followers

of Mahayana applied their minds to meditation (yoydvaatm), they took

ordination (pravrajyd) according to the 18 different schools, and lived

mostly with them. Though there were only a few Mahayana teachers

among the thousands of Sravakas, yet the Sravakas could not suppress

them. At that time there were in Magadha two brothers, the brahmanas,

Mudgaragomin Siddhapati and Sankarapati who rendered offerings to the

family deity Mahe^vara but were nevertheless versed in the heterodox as

well as orthodox systems. Mudgaragomin alone had doubts

(vicildtsd) and held Mahe^vara in honour
;
Sankarapati on the other hand

was very believingly devoted to Buddha. They procured for themselves

on the advice of their mother the swift-footed (/>yipra-pA/ld) and betook

themselves to the king of mountains,—Kaila^a. There in the abode of

Mahe^vara they perceived the white bull which he rode and the goddess

Uma plucking flowers, eto. At last, they saw the god Maheiivara

himself Bitting on a lion and giving discourses. Ganesa took them by

the hand and seated them near Mahadeva. At that moment there came

flying from the M&nasa Lake 600 Arhants. Mahadeva showed, them

veneration, washed their feet, entertained them and then heard their

teachings. Although they now came to know that there were none

superior in knowledge to Buddha, and Mahadeva also told them in

reply to their question that the salvation could be obtained only through

the Budha-marga and. not through any other way. Full of joy they

returned home, gave up. their Brahmana dress, adopted the precepts of

an upasalka and thoroughly learnt the principles of all yanas. In order to

distinguish between the merits and demerits of the believers in Buddha

hud Tirthikas, Mudgaragomin composed the Viie^astava (
khyad . bar.

dxo. h-phays. paid. bstod. pa) on the merits and Sankarapati composed

Vevdtiiastotra1 (Ilia. las. phut. du. byin. bar. bstod. pa) and when these

:

had- spread to all market places and royal palaces, the people began

'mostly to recite them (i.e. the stava and the stotra). Mudgaragomin

and his brother made provision for living requisites for 600 bhiksus of

the Sravaka (yana) in Vajrasana and for 500 Mahayanists in Nalanda.

It was.hfalanda which was formerly the birth place of the venerable

1 Cf. Buston, trails., II,. p. 18L
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Sariputra and it was also the place where he finally vanished from

existence with 80,000 Arhants. In the meanwhile the Brahmana village

became deserted and; there remained only the caitya of the venerable

Sariputra to which king Agoka made large offerings and built a great

Buddha temple. When later on the? first 500 Mahayana bhiksus

counselled together and came to know that they had delivered the

Mahayana teaching at the place of Sariputra they took it to be a sign

that the teachings of the Mahayanists would spread widely; but when

they further learnt that the same was also the place of Maudgalyayana,

they took it to be a sign that the teaching would be very powerful;

but the teaching did not prosper very well. Both the brahmana brothers

and the teachers erected 8 Yiliaras and placed there the works of the

whole Mahayana teaching. Thus, '(we see) that the first founder of

Nalanda Vlh&rn was Afoka, the developper of the place of learning was

the 500 Acaryas, Mudgaragomin and his brother, the next enl'arger

was Rahulablmdra and the greatest expander wap Nagarjuna. The

thirteenth section; events at the beginning of the great propagation

of Mahayana.

T.Il.Ci,, SEPTEMBEB, 1934 20



XIV

EVENTS OF THE TIME OF THE BRAHMANA BAIIUEA

King Candoiuipala was the ruler of Aparantaka. This king' is said

to have lived 150 years and reigned for 120 years. He brought to the

temples and the Sahgha great offerings and it appears, according to

the accounts, that no one rendered more sei vices than him to the reli-

gion of Buddha.. At that time the brfvlnuana Imliatlhruvu, friend of

the king', after invoking' the king of gods, leceived from him the science

of words (Grammar). As it was written clown as lie delivered it, it was

known by the name Iuilrn cyakai'twii'. It contains 2b,000 slolcas and the

work is known as the grammar taught by the god. At the time when

the king was appointed to the rulership, the great. Aciirya and biahmanu

Bahulabhadra came to Nalandu. Ho took ordination ftom pandita

Krsna, and learnt the l’itakas of the Sravakus. Some, however, say

that lie was ordained by the Biliaduuta Riihulaprablui and that Krsna

was his pandita (teacher). But this Krsna is not the same as the one

whose name occurs in the succession of teachers. Although, lie heard

the teachings from Aciirya Avital aka (niaiiK par. mi. rtutj) and some

others, he learnt the Siitras and Tantias of Muhayana mainly from

Guhya.pati and other higher gods, and spread the
.
Madhyaiuika teach-

ings. Simultaneously with this Aciirya, lived tlie eight Mahabhadantas

of the Madliyamiku teaching's, viz., Bliadnnta Rahulagurbhn, Gbanusa

and others. The veneiable Sarvan ivarana-viskambhin appeared in

person to Bhadanta Prakaiindliaiinamani after the latter had acquired

anut’pattihadharmahsanti (Geduld in der Lehre des Nichtgeboren-

werdens). He procured from the under-world the ancient Muhcisamaya

(see Burnouf, op. cit ., p. 222) in 100,000 sections, and 1000 chapters.

Further many disciples of the first 500 Acaryas acquired many Sutras

and Tantras, hitherto unknown, and since this time all’ the three fonns

of Tantras were established, viz., hviya-, carya-, and yoga-tantras
,
and

diverse works oil the Anuttamyoga
,

viz., Guhyaiscmaja, Ruddhasamar

1lc Sl
a

, MnyajSa, etc. At this time appeared in the city of Saketana the

bliiksu Mahavira, in the country of Varanasi tlie Vaibha'sika Mnlmbha-

danta.Buddhadava, and in the land of Kashmir the great Sutra-Acarya.
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Bliaclanta Srllablia. By them the Srarvakayana was propagated. It

should be noted that the four Bhandantas Dharmatrata, Gkosaka, Yasu-

mitra and Buddhadeva were regarded as the great Acaryas of the Vai-

bkasikas, and every one of them is said to have had 100,000 disciples.

The following' were valued as the leading works of the Vaibhasikaa, viz.,

spot. via. gsinn. gyi. phrcii
,
ydams. hag. bryya. ha which were enlarged

by the Acaryas. One must not confuse this Dlini matrata with Dharma-

trata, the compiler of Udanauarga,

1

and this Vasumitra with two otheis

of the same name, of whom one is the author of Site trapncfcamna (listmi

.

hens, nth tu byed. pa) and the other of the Sa mayabli edopoauetonucakra1

(gshun . lugs. kyi. bye. hrug. Mod. pttlji. hkhor. lo). According to the

tradition of the Guliyaeamiija school one should place at this time the

king Viitukalpa in the country of Odivisa as the contemporary oE

Candanapala. At this time in Kuru land was bmhmana Dharmilca, who

in this land and the surrounding regions established 108 Buddha temples

and gave them away for residence to the preachers of Mahayann-

dharnui. In the town of Hastinapura, the hrahmana Yogin, (brtson

.

Idan), who .was considerably rich, built 108 temples and made them

.seats for 108 Dharma-preachers of the Yinaya vSchool (hdvl. ha. rtzin. pa

=» Vinayad.hara.Tr.). At the time appeared in the east, in the country

of Bhahgala, king Haricandra, the first of the line of Candra. In the

Mantramarga, he obtained siddlU, built palaces with the five kinds of

jewel stones and decorated the surrounding walls with representations of

the three kinds of existences (tri-bliava-Tr.) in wealth he vied with the

gods, lie erected the temple of Vidyadhara, around which there were

1000 steps. It was the time of Sri Saralia or the Mahabrabman Ruhula

Brahmncarl and the time of appearance of the 500 Yogacarya teachers.

Lastly during his life-time, most of the Maliayana-sutraa with the ex-

ception of the iSatasiihasrihaprajitapthram ita came into existence. The

14th section, the events of the time of the brahmana Rahula.

TT. N. G-hosii

A

t

N. Duit

1 The work is found in Tanjur, vol. du of the Sfitras, with a commentary of

Prajnavannan.

2 Or Nilciiya-bhcda-upadarianasaip graha

.

See Buston, tran si,, I, 122.



MISCELLANY

Vedica

I. I'akud. : hal:ubh : *kakdh

Tlie forms kakud and lcakubk, evidently variants of' one and

the same stem, are quite common in RV. The existence of a third

form *knkuh of the same stem can he easily inferred from the

secondary derivative lcakuhi ( without the usual vrddhi-streng-

thening of the initial vowel, see Whitney § 1209 g ), analogous

to kakubhd (
VS. )

derived from kakuhh.

The question now arises, which of the three forms is the original

one and how the other two have been developed out of it.

The problem cannot be solved with the help of Lat. cacumen,

for although the assimilation of the labial bh with m is obviously

easier than that of d or ( g )h with it, the latter two' kinds of

assimilation are also possible in Latin (
Sommer, Handbuch, pp.

230-231
;

Waldo s. v. ). We have therefore to rely exclusively

on the internal data of Sanskrit.

Now, all the three forms can be satisfactorily explained if we

start from kakubli as the original form. The form "kakuli can be

easily derived from lcakubh if we only remember that in Sanskrit h

often appears in the place of bh,—cf
.
grab-

:
grk- at the side of

grabk- :grbli- (Wackernagal, I § 217 b, p. 251). In order to . explain

the stem form kaloid we have to remember that in Sanskrit there is a

peculiar aversion to the sound-complex -bbh-. A consonantal stem

with a final labial would in normal course give rise to this sound-

complex when it takes anyone of the case-suffixes with initial bh.

Yet, excepting in the older Samaveda Brahmanas, consonantal

stems-with a final labial regularly change their final into guttural

or dental for nq other reason than to avoid the sound-complex -bbli-.

Thus forms like ‘usnikkakubbkyam’ are actually found In

l’ancavimsa Brahmana and Jaiminlya Brahmana. But tristugbhih,

anuijtugbhyam are the usual forms in the Taittirlya texts, although
the stems in question are tristubh- and anusttlbh- respectively.

In RV . however, in analogous cases, a dental is introduced instead
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of this guttural to serve the same purpose, if the consonantal stem

is not simply changed into a vowel one ( as ksapabkih from k§ap- ),

cf. aclbklh adbhy&h from ap- ( Wackernagel, III. § 131 b, p. 241).

This dissimilatory dental is sometimes found also in the Taittirlyu

texts as Wackernagel ( loc. cit. ) has pointed out, cf. sainsrdbliih

( TBr. ) from saipsrp-. Supposing now that our ftgvedic stem

kakfibh had taken a case-suffix with initial bh-, -bhyam for instance,

what would be the likely form it would have given rise to ( always

bearing in mind that the sound-complex -bbh- has to be avoided ) F

Even apart from the fact that the dissimilatory guttural is met
with for the first time in the later Taittirlya texts it is quite out

of the question here, for the kakophony of a form like “kakugbhyam
could hardly have been tolerated in Sanskrit. Wo have to assume

therefore that the stem kakubli gave rise to forms like *kakiSdbhyam,

"kakudbhyah etc. when it came in contact with case-affixes

with initial bh-. It is quite obvious that the stem kakdd was

abstracted out of these forms.

It is clear, therefore, that of the three congeneric Ilgvedio

stems discussed above, kalrftbh is the original one, from which kakiSd

and *kakuli were derived at a later date. This solves also u problem

of Latin. Lat. cacumen can henceforth be unhesitatingly derived

from “lcakubhmen and the other possibilities *kakudmen and

“kakughmen need not be considered at all.

II. liaiydpa, : kaKapa : kacchapa

The etymology and morphology of the word kacchapa, which

occurs for the first time in Nir., IV, 18, is quite obscure. Indeed

Yaska (loc. cit.) gives a characteristic etymology of this word •

kacchapah kacchaip. pati kacchena patl 'ti va kacchena pibatl

'ti va, and as the word kaccha “marsh” is well attested from the

epics downwards Yaska’s etymology may seem to be plausible at first

sight. Yet this etymology has to be rejected, for kacchapa cannot be

separated from ka^ykpa which is of at least Indo-Iranian antiquity.

. In the earliest relevant Vedic passages the word kaSyfipa

does not signify “tortoise” but, to all appearance, a group of divi-

nities, perhaps of the solar circle. Thus the second hemistich of

the mantra TS. V, 6, 1, 1 hfranysvaiuiah SUcayah pavakft, ylsu jatafi

ka^ydpo y&sv agnili has the significant variant yasu jatih saviti

ySsu aguih ( AY. 1, 33, 1 ). Yet already from YS. ( cf. YS.

XXIV, 3T
;
AB.TI, 6, 15; SB. YII 5, 1, 5 etc.) knSyapa signifies
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“tortoise” like kaeoliapa, aud that this is the original meaning of

the word is proved by Avestan kasyapa “tortoise”. Semasiologi-

cally, therefore, there is no gulf to bridge up between kasyApa

and kacehapa aud morphologically too the resemblance between

these two forms is so great that it is impossible to separate them

from each other. Yet the passage of -4ya- (
under the accent )

into -coha- is quite unknown in Indie philology. In none of the

Prakrit or Middle Indian dialects does -sya- become -colia-. How

to explain the strange form kacehapa then, if it is really to be

derived from kasy&pa ?

To give the reply to this question in advance, I suggest that

kucclnipu is to be directly connected with kassapa, a variant

form of kasy&pa. In Vfljasaneyi PitUixiU-hya, IV, 157 it is actually

mentioned that the word kasyapa, when it signifies “tortoise” and is

not used as a proper name, is pronounced like kassapa. I his gemina-

tion of 4 due to following y is of course of l’rakytic origin (Wucker-

nagel, 1. § 198 note, p. 227).

In order to understand this passage of -is- into -cell- it is necessary

to consider what was the actual pronunciation of 4 in ancient

India. There is ample evidence in the behaviour of it in Sandhi

to prove that this spirant was very much like a mute of the corres-

ponding homorganie series. In fact, the similarity between s

and the palatal mutes is much greater than that between s and the

cerebral mutes or s and the dental mutes. Aud this is just what

could bo also otherwise expected, for, as distinct from Sanskrit s

(or is), .4 is derived from an original Indo-European mute. In

euphonic combinations 4 readily changes into k (before s) or cli

(after dentals). The Sandhi of final n shows most clearly its

fundamental difference from the other sibilants. A final n is

palatalised by a following 4 (svapan sete>avapan sete), but it

remains unchanged before s or s (maliau sail, tan sat) . Phonetically

it is difficult to imagine that a pure spirant would thus be able to

palatalise a preceding n. We have to assume that in the case of 4

the opening was so small that it was hardly distinguishable from

a palatal mute,—thence its capacity to palatalise a preceding n.

In the Sandhi of final t the sibilant 4 exerts exactly the same
influence as the mute c and moreover itself becomes a palatal mute.

All this shows that in actual pronunciation 4 was very much like

a palatal mute. There is therefore a priori nothing extraordinary,

if -4s- changes into -cc(h)-.

Instances of sucli a change can be actually pointed out in
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Sanskrit
;
llgvelic ducchtfna is evidently derived from dus + suna

(Waokernagel, I § 133, p. 156). It is quite clear here that the form

ducchiSna is to be directly connected with *dn4 + 4una. A similar

passage of -44- into -cch- has to be assumed perhaps also for

prcchati. Its nominal derivative pra4-na clearly shows that the

pure root ends with 4 (<I.-E. Jc), and this 4 combined with the

inchoative suffix (I.-E. -si;-) has given rise to -cch- in prcchati.

Thus we find here that I.-E. -IcsU- has developed into -cell- in

Sanskrit. Now s between two mutes was dropped already in the

original Indo-European, and I.-E. Ic of course becomes 4 in Sanskrit.

The entire development of the I.-E. sound-group in question may
therefore be expected to have been lcslc> kf;> 44> cc(h). In this

way I.-E. *prksketi has become pycchiti in Sanskrit. Yet Lai.

posco, 0. H. (i. forskon etc. would seem to suggest that of the sound

group ksk rather the initial lc than the medial s was dropped in

this case iu the I.-E. era. Sanskrit prccli&ti would have to he

derived in that case simply from “pysketi, which is doubtless equally
possible. Kgvedic ducoliuna however is iu every way an impeccable
example and is sufficient to postulate the passage of -44- into -cch-

as quite a normal one in Sanskrit The li of -cch- however is not

phonetic here. Perhaps it would be best, to assume with Wacker-
nagel (I § 134, p. 157) that the more frequent combination -och-

has been substituted here for the less frequent -cc-. The same sound
substitution has to be assumed also for those cases where t f 4 gives

rise lo -cch- in Sandhi.

Thus -cch- being the normal result of the phonetic development
of -44- it may be unhesitatingly conoludod that kacchapa is derived

from ka44apa mentioned in Yajasaneyi PrdtMakLya, IV, 157.

In conclusion it may be mentioned that the apparently abnormal

4 in Persian kasaf (<Avestan kasyapa) is due to a middle Iranian

phonetic law which changed every ay into 4 (see Henning, Zeitschrift

f. Indol. u. Ironist., IX, p. 207, for further references).

III. pedu= elephant 1

Dr. P. C. Bagchi has recently ( IHQ., IX, pp. 263 ff.)

suggested that. Vedic pedu is etymologically connected with pil-,

ped- etc. and that it signifies “elephant”. But there is no reason

why the old etymology of pedu, which connected it with Avestan
pazdayeiti (Bartholomae, ZDMG., XXXVI, p. 585; Kuhn’s
Zeitschr., XXVII, p. 3G1

; IVaekernagel, Altind. Gramm., I § 34
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a, p. 37) and pazdu>Hod. Peis, pazd-ak (Bartholomae, Altiran.

Worterb., Col. 885 ;
Wackernagel, Sitmngsb. cl. hgl. preuts. Abaci,

d. TFAss., 1918, p- 405) should be given up, and moreover it. is

quite clear from the Ycdic passages that the meaning of pedu

is not elephant.
,

The proton pseudos of Dr. Bagclii's etymology is that, he has

taken pedu to be a common noun -when it. is clearly a proper name

in RY. and AY. The word paidva is a derivative of pedu
(,
see

Whitney, § 1208 e) and signifies “something belonging to Pedu.”

Now, even if that “something” is an elephant it is not at all proved

therewith that the same meaning has to be attributed also to pedu.

But the “something” in question is in reality not “elephant” but.

“horse” as the Rgvedic passages clearly show:

RY. I, 11G, 6 yam a,4vina dadrithuh svetam asvam aghisvaya

Msvad it svasti, tad vam datiim rnAlii klvtdinyam bhut paidvo

vaji s&dam Id dhavyo arydh “0 Asvins, the white horse you have

given to the one with bad horse— a blessing for ever—, this gift of

yours be praised; the horse (!) of Pedu ('paidvo vajl) is to he always

invoked for the patron (art).” Here in the first part reference is made

to the AsWins’ gift of a horse to an unknown person and the second

part mentions the vajin of Pedu. If it is now found that the A4vins

made a gift of a horse to Pedu, nobody will perhaps demur to the

conclusion that the person anonymously referred to in the first

part of the above verse is none hut Pedu and that Pedu’s vajin

mentioned in the second part can he nothing but Pedu’s horse.

Now passages are not wanting in RV. which actually speak of

A4vins’ gift of a horse to Pedu; cf. RY. I, 118, 9 yuvdm svetim

pedava indrajutam aliihdnam advina Mattam asvam “0 Asvins,

you gave to. Pedu the serpent-killiug horse spurred on by Indra.”

It is clear therefore that paidvo vajl in RV. I, 116, G signifies

“Pedu’s horse.” The word vajin here cannot he taken in its

literal sense vejanavant (Sayana, who however understands horse,

not elephant, by the word) and applied eventually to elephant as

Dr. Bagchi {Ibid., p. 263) has doue. As in numerous other passages,

in this passage too vajin signifies ‘horse’, pedu occurs 5 times and

paidva twice in RV ; the former is always a proper name and the

latter always signifies “Pedu’s horse” in the passages concerned,

which however need not be further discussed here.

If we now cast about for an etymology of pedu, after thus freeing

it from its ungrounded connection with pil-, ped- etc., it would
appear at first sight that- -it is derived from the weak perfect stem of
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the root pad-. The accent of pedii would indeed seem to favour

this etymology, hut as the weak perfect stem ped- of pad- occurs

only in the Brahmanas for the first time it has to be rejected.

Moreover the suffix -u is not otherwise known to be taken by similar

metaplastic stems. I have tried to show elsewhere* that in all appa-

rently analogous cases, such as peru, peru, ceru, -keru etc. the actual

suffix is -ru and not -u. * We have therefore to fall hack upon the

etymology suggested by Bartholomae and accepted by Wackernagel,

according to which pedu is to be connected with Avestan pazdu.

Phonologically there is nothing in the way of this etymology, and

semasiologically too the fact that Av. pazdu signifies an insect is

no difficulty at all, for many ancient Indian historical names are

nothing but names of birds and beasts ; we have only to remember

Tittiri, Suka, Varaha, Kukkura etc. Moreover, as Wackernagel

(Sitzungsb. d. kgl. preuss. Akad. Wmj., J.918, p. 406 ) has pointed

out, pedu actually signifies an insect in the Kauiika-Siltra

(32, 21; 35, 4).

Dr. Bagchi further suggests (Ibid p. 2G4) that the obscure word

pAtva (RV. VII, 18, 17) is the same as paidvd. But even apart from

all other considerations the accent of petva clearly shows that it is

not at all a secondary derivative with the suffix -a and therefore

cannot be compared to paidvA.

Batakrishka Q-ho.sh

' In a paper accepted for publication in Journal A&iatique.

I.H.Q., SEPTEMBER, 1934 21



Kalidasa in China

In the last issue of the Indian Historical Quarterly, vol. IX, pp.

S29 ff., M. Louis Finot has tried' to show ‘that, at. a relatively late

time, Kailidasa was not entirely unknown in China, at least through

the medium of some miscellany of anecdotes such as the Bhojapra-

handha.’ He has been led to this conclusion by the fact that an un-

numbered palm-leaf, found in a Buddhist monastery in the province

of Che-Kiang, contains a reference to a well-known traditional talc

about Kalidasa and the initial stanzas of his three Kavyns.

It seems to me that no such inference can be drawn from the single

leaf in question. It has been inserted in a Buddhist palm-leaf manus-

cript, and it must, as shown by the late Professor Kielhorn, 1 have been

written in Bengal in the 13th century A.l). Its contents are, accord-

ing to H. Finol’s excellent analysis, such that they could not he under-

stood by anybody who was not acquainted with the traditional lore

about Kalidasa. But since it is a stray leaf, without any connexion

with the manuscript in which it was found, it only proves that the

Bengali writer knew this tradition, and by no means that it was known

in China.

Tbo narrative itself to which the leaf refers has interested me

since I first learnt to know about it some forty years ago, and I should,

therefore, like to offer some remarks.

As shown by M. Finot, the leaf mentions the Brahmin Vararuci,

the sablia of Bhojadeva, Sarasvatl, Kalleefr, and Kalidasa, and con-

tains an enigmatic word nsamtura, with a Sanskrit stanza containing

words beginning with the four syllables of this word. After the name

of Kalidasa we further read : Sarasvatl, asti kaseit vakvisesali.

M. Finot rightly explains the corrupt passage as containing a

variant of a story told by Taranatha: The king Blumasukla of

Benares wanted his daughter Vasanti to marry Vararuci. She how-

ever’, declined, because she thought herself superior to him in learning.

Vararuci then suggested that- she should marry bis own teacher, who

1 •IHAS ., 1894, pp. 836 ff., quoted by M. Finot.
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was hundred times more learned than himself. Ho came across a

Magadha cowherd, who was cutting a. branch on which he was sitting,

and justly inferred that he had to do with a fool and that lie would

be revenged, if the princess were to marry him. He dressed him up

as a Brahmin, taught him to repeat the words om svasti, and not to

answer any questions when he came into the royal presence. The poor

herdsman, however, got confused at the critical moment, and said

usafam instead, whereafter Yararuci explained that these syllables

contained a blessing on the king-

:

TTmaya sahito Rudrali Samkarasahito Viijnuh

tnmkaraiifilapanis ca rnksautu Sivnh sarvada.

Everything else went according to Vararuci’9 plan, and the herds-

man was married to the princess, whereafter Yararuci departed for the

south. The bridegroom faithfully kept silence, but was betrayed

when he came to see an ox painted on the wall of a temple. The

princess then understood that he was a cowherd. She tried in vain to

teach him, and then sent him about to gather flowers. He on his part

came into the habit of going every day to worship a Kali image.

Some day one oif the maids of the princess hid behind the knag'e and

thence presented the herdsman with a pill, which' he swallowed in the

belief that it came from the goddess, and at once he became wise and

learned, and was henceforward known as Kalidasa.

M. Finot observes ‘that our palm-ieuf is the exact counterpart of

the account of Taiuuiltha, except that the king is Bliojadeva of Dhara

instead of BhlmaAnkla of Benares, and perhaps that the name of the

princess is Sarasvatr instead of Vasanti,’ and he further states that the

tale is not found in the Bhojaprubandha.

The words ‘Sarafsvati asti ka^cicl vagviSesali’ he translates:

‘Sarasvati is a variety of Vac.’

It will be seen that Taranatlia’s narrative is. rather fragmentary,

and, more especially, it does not explain how Yararuci could come to

describe the cowherd as his guru. The meaning of the syllables

vsataru was, moreover, unknown to him. He has evidently drawn on

secondary, half understood, sources.

A priori we might therefore maintain that the version of the palm-

leaf, with the mention of Bhojadeva, is more original, the more so
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because it is evidently older, Taranatlia having- finished his ‘History of

Buddhism’ in A.D. 1008.

The tale about the herdsman Kalidasa is also known from other

sources. A ‘traditional account of Kalidasa current in Mysore’ has

been published by Ravaji Vasudeva Tullu, hut. Ant., YII, 115, and

a third version is found in Merutuuga’s Prabtmdhavin tainaui
, which

way finished, in A.D. 1306, {vide pp. 6 ff. of the edition, Bombay 1888).

This latter text is much better arranged than Taranatlia’s account,

and of more interest in connexion with our palm-leaf.

The scene is in Avanti at the court of King Yikramaditya. His

daughter Prayahguman jan was sent for instruction to Vararuci, to

whom, however, the young lady soon gave grave offence through her

disrespectful jokes. He cursed her that she should marry a, herdsman,

but she vowed that she would only man-y somebody who was still more

learned than he. As the king wanted to find a suitable husband f oi-

lier, Vararuci some day went into the wood and there met a. herdsman

whom he asked for water. As there was no water at hand, the cow-

herd asked him to take mills instead, and added karavailbn vidhehi.

Now karavadi was a wood which Vararuci did not know from any

dictionary, wherefore the herdsman laid his hand on his head, made

him sit down under a huffalo-cow, and make a karavadi-

,

i.e. joining

of his two hands as a cup. Since ho had laid his hand on his head

and taught him a new word, Vararuci found that lie was in a way his

guru, took him to the palace and, in the course of six months, succeed-

ed in making him repeat the words om na-mah Sivaxya. When lie had

mastered the difficult blessing-, Vararuci brought him to the king, but

the poor wretch got confused, sabhakqobhuvaiat, failed to lepeat what

he had been taught, and said usarafa instead. Vararuci then, as in

Taranatha’s version, explained these syllables as standing for

:

TJmaya sabito Rudrah Samkarali fhilapaniblirt

raksatu tva mahlpala tamkarabalag-arvitak.

The king was pleased and the princess married the buffalo-herdsman.

He had been taught by Vararuci to keep silence, wherefore the princess

tried to test him in giving him a manuscript to connect. He then

proceeded to cut the individual letters out, and since then the jamtitf-

suddJii, the pioof-reading of the son-in-law, was evei-ywhere talked
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about. One day he saw a painted buffalo-herd, forgot everything else,

and shouted out to the buffaloes in his old way. The princess under-

stood that he was a buffalo-herdsman, and looked down on him with con-

tempt. He felt this and began to worship Kali. The king was afraid lest

his daughter should become -a widow, sent a distinguished maid to him,

and she raised him, saying that she was pleased with him. The real

Kali then got afraid that she might lose her prestige, and granted him
her favour. The princess heard about this, went to the spot, and said

asti kaicid, vdgvUeijdh (that is, a different new speech), and afterwards

the herdsman was known as Kalidasa, and composed three Kavyas,

KumOrammbhamai, etc.

It is evident that the palm-leaf mainly agrees with this version,

and not with that of T&ranatha, only the names of the king and his

daughter are different. Instead of Kfillceti we must evidently read

Kill, oof'l, both Kali and the Maid-servant occurring in the story.

That Sarasvati was the name of the princess is evident from the fact

that she is introduced as speaking the words anti v&gvHealth. And ut

the end of the whole we have, just as in the PrabandhacLnthnmnd, an

enumeration of the three Kavyas. The palm-leaf simply contains the

various headings of the narrative.

The substitution of Bhojadeva for Vikramaditya is proba-bly also

a later development. It is a priori likely that the home of the popular

tale was Mdlwa, to which country Kalidasa, who is so well acquainted

with Ujjayini and its lore, probably belonged, and it can hardly be

doubted that the tales conuecting Kalidasa with Bhoja are later thau

the tradition according to which he was a poet at the court of

Vikramaditya. From Mnlwa the tales have spread to the Maxatha

country and, as we have seen, to Mysore. The word kamvadi, is

evidently connected with Marathi karavatl, cocoamit-shell, and late

Sanskrit, karofi, basin, cup. The jamatnuddhi lives forth in Mara(lii

dzdicat iodh, which has been thoroughly misunderstood in Mairtwar-

ing’s Marathi Proverbs (Oxford 1899.)

Instead of Taranatha’s uiatatra and the rending usamtara of the

palm-leaf, Merutunga has, as we have seen, uiurata, hut it is evident

that he had no idea of the meaning of these aksaras, a fact which seems

to prove that he drew on older sources, which were only partly intelligible
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in his days. A priori it is hardily possible to choose between uiaptru

and usurnta, and the Sanskrit stanza, does not help us, because the

wording is, in both cases, so airanged as to follow the sequence of the

aksaras. We may only state that the Merutuhga version, where only

one god, Kalidasa’s istadevata, is mentioned, is in itself more likely

than the other, one, where Yisnu is also introduced. We could only

hope to arrive at certain results if we were able to explain the

aksaras themselves. I have always thought that they can be explain-

ed, but I cannot prove the point.

Let us recall the situation. The herdsman is brought into the

sabha, and is taken with fright. Since he does not remain silent, his

utterance must have something- to do with his fear, and one might

guess that he would say: ‘leave me alone,’ or, ‘get out of the way,’

if he wanted to take to his heels. It is hardly possible to make any-

thing out of uiatam, but (usarata might be a plural imperative, cor-

responding to Sanskrit utmrata, get away.

If I am right, we might think of Magadhi, where s becomes s',

but then we would expect vsalada, and should be unable to explain

the r and the t. The latter must he due to the preceding r, but I do

not know of any parallel from the Prakrits, including Pali, whole t lie

personal termination is cerebralized. Willi regard to the palatal s it

seems permissible to compare the universal pronunciation of s and s' in

Marwarr, of. Grierson, On the modern- ludo-Arijan. Vernaculars,

§ 334 (Appendix, 2nd. Ant. Oct. 1933). We have every reason for

assuming that this pronunciation is odd, and that it was considered as

rustic and boorish by the refined citizens of Ujjayini.

It seems to me that we have every reason for assuming that the

popular story about the foolish herdsman who later on became the

famous poet Kalidasa is comparatively old
;

that it rose in Malwa,

where rulers such as Yikramaditya and Bh'ojadeva were successively

mentioned as the patrons of the poet; that it was subsequently also

localised in Benares and perhaps elsewhere
;
that it was known in

Bengal in later times, but that we have no reason for believing tliat

it was ever current in China.

Stem Konow



The Scribes of Bengal

It is a well-known, faot of Indian history that with >the foundation

of the Pala empire about the middle of the eighth century A.D. a new

movement in sculpture began in Gauda and Magadha. The Indian

Museum, the Varendra Research Society Museum in Rajshahi and the

Dacca Museum are replete with the works of the Gauda-Magadha

school. The Tibetan historian Taranatha wrote that this school was

started by Yitapala and liis son Dhinuin in the reign of Dharniapala,

the second Pain emperor, and that its activity was not confined within

the borders of the Pain empire .

1 The paintings discovered in Nepal

and the close similarity between the styles of architecture off the Pula

empire and of Java, noticed by a series of scholars, go to confirm the

statement of Taranatha. But not only the higher brandies of art. and

architecture were cultivated with a zeal1 and skill that did great credit

to the arists but the epigraph ic evidences also 9I10W that even a minor

art like incising letters on stone or copperplates reached a high state of

perfection in Bengal. The kiugs of other parts of Indin thought, it

a great privilege to have their praSasti!* engruved by a Gauda Kaynstlia

or a scribe of Bengal. The Deopara Inscription of Vija.yasena (now

in the Indian Museum) inscribed by Sulapaiul, “the crest-jewel of the

guild of Yarendra artists” is a fine specimen of the workb d>l (lie Gauda

Kayastha? and even a cursory glance at it cannot but strike the visitor

with the beauty of clearness and fineness of the workmanship of the

artist.

The following inscriptions written outside Bengal by the Gauda

Kayaethas clearly show how the kings of other parts of Northern India

engaged Gauda scribes to engrave their records

:

1 Scliiefner, Gene,hielite des Jhiddimvn, pp. 279-80.
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Inscriptions Scribes

1. The Aplisad Inscription2 of

Adityasena of the Later Gupta Sfiksmadiva, a native of Gauda.

dynasty of Maghada. (one of the

known dates is 672 A.D.).

2. The Maraujanuira Charter-'
1 of Rudra Datta, son of the brother

Yayati MahMvagupta of Ko.4ala (of of Siinlindntta and grandson of

about the middle of the 9th century Harsadatta, a Gauda Kayastha.

A.D.).

3. The Stone Inscription1 of .Tadda, son of Jnyngunnn, a

Ya4avarma, the Candella king of Gauda Kayastha.

.Tejnknbhukti in Bundelk’hand.

Dated 1011 Vikrama Samvat.

4. The Inscription* of the time of Mnhadevn, a Gauda Kayastha.

Cahamana Dulbharaja. Dated

1056 V.S.

5. The Stone Inscription* of Jayapala, a Gauda Kayastha.

Dhnhgadeva of Tejaka-bhukti.

Dated 1173 V.S.

fi. The Nadol Stone Inscription7 Thakura Pethada, son of Vadiga,

of Rayapala of Marwar. Dated a Gnuda Kayastha.

1198 V.S.

7. The Ladnu Inscription of Danda, son of Dalu and grandson

Sadharana* of Jodhpura. Dated of Mahiya, a Gauda Kayastha.

1373 V.S.

The Inscriptions of the Ko4al‘a Guptas have revealed tire fact that

the Ko4a!a Gupta 'kings from Janamejaya and his successors had many

Bengali Kayasthas as their officers and Mr. B. C. Majumdar, the learned

editor of the plates from Sonpur9
,
has suggested that this was perhaps

due to the political relations of the Ko4ala Guptas with Bengal. The

same may be said of the Aplisad Inscription of Adityasena. As some

portion o'f northern Bengal was within his kingdom, he might have

engaged a. Gauda Kayastha (perhaps one of his subjects) to inscribe his

2 Fleet, Gupta Inscriptions, No. 42, p. 208.

3 JBUBS., 1916, p. 45. 4 El>. Ind., vol. 1, p. 123.

5 Ibid., vol. 14, Appendix. 6- Ibid., vol. 11.

7 Ibid., vol. 11, p. 37. 8 Ibid., vol. 12, p. 17.

9 Ibid., vol. 11, p. 103; JBVRS., 1916, p. 45; See B. C. Majumder’s Sonpur,

pp. 30-31, 115-116'; also Typical Selections from, Oriya literature, Introduction to

vol. I, p. 16.
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inscription. But the fact is that with the foundation of the Pala empire

there arose a new style of architecture in Bengal and that the Gauda

Kayasthas were in the service of the kings of other different parts of

India to engrave their records with whom no political relation (as in the

case of the Ko6ala Guptas and of Adityasena) can be traced. Therefore

when the whole matter is viewed comprehensively and from the point

of the view of the expansion of the Pads style of architecture, the con-

clusion almost forces on ourselves that the degree of perfection attained

by the scribes of Bengal in the art of incising fetters on stone surpassed

that of the other parts of northern India. It seems. that these artists

were highly honoured by the kings of other parts of India .and. along

with the great events of their reign® the names of these artists were also

inscribed because to them these kings owed the fine execution of their

records.

It will' not be out ctf place to mention here that a question has been

raised also whether the word ‘gostlii’ used in the DeopairiL Inscription

of Vi'jayasena to describe Sulapani as the “crest-jewel of the Varendra

artiste” 10
is to be taken to refer to a guild of the artiste. It is a

remarkable phenomenon of ancient Indian history that every art and

craft had a separate guild or corporation11 of its own. When

the degree of perfection of this particular art and its unique ex-

pansion outside Bengal are horn© in mind, there is nothing to> be won-

dered if the artist had organised a guild of their own and given it the

name of their country to which they belongedi.

Another question of great importance for the social history of

Bengal' also rises in this connection. In the genealogical books of the

Kayasthas it is claimed that they are the descendants of Citragupta .and

that writing was their original occupation. In all' the epigraphic

records cited above the scribes have been called Gaujja Kayasthas. The

fact is that the Kayasthas gained distinction outside Bengal as scribes

and it become® almost clear that scribing wa® perhaps their main occupa-

tion. In the Damodarpur plates we find that in the administrative work

the Visayapati (the district officer) was assisted by four member® repre-

10 N. G. Mejumdar, Inscriptions of Bengal, vol. HI.

11 D*. R. 0. Majumder Corporate IAfe in Ancient India, oh, 1.

SEPTEMBER, 1934 22
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seating the most important interests of those days and one of the foUi

members was the pmthamakayastha. The learned, editor of these plates has

suggested that the world prathamakayaptha 12 may be taken either as the

representative of the Kayasthas as a class or the chief scribe (like a

Chief Secretary of the present day). But if it is conceded that writing

was the chief occupation of the Kayasthas, the interest represented by

prathamakdytsstha in the government of the country is the same in

whatever sense that word may be taken. It may then be said without

any fear of contradiction that the Kayasthas by their occupation exerted

considerable influence and enjoyed a high status in the society as early

as from the fifth ceatufy A.D.

Pramodb Jjal Paui,

12 R. G. Basak, Up. Itid., vol, 15, p. 113



Kosam Inscription of Kanishka

This, new record of the reign of Kaniska 13 found inscribed on the

pedestal of a Bodliisattva image of red sandstone, about four feet high,

which is now preserved in the Allahabad Municipal Museum. Like

most of the valuable antiquities of the Museum, this image too was

recovered from the ruins of Kosam, the site of ancient Kausambi

{IKAS., 1927, pp. G89 If.). The image resembles Aivagliotja’s

Bodliisattva image at Sarnath in execution, though not in size (Daya.

Ram Salmi, Catalogue of the Musctum of Archaeology at Sarnath, no.

B(fl)l), with this distinction that instead of the crouching lion between

the feet, we have here a lotus.

That tbo image and its inscription belong to tlie reign of Kaniska

was known long ago but its publication was not undertaken by anyone.

Recently, in the Amrita. Bazar Patrika of Calcutta, dated June 7,

1934, (published again in tlie Calcutta Review, July, 1934, pp. 83-84).

Mr. Kunja Govinda Goswami first published the inscription with

the text, translation and notes. Now that it has already been made

public, I take the liberty of giving below my own reading of the in-

scription, which diffeis in some details from that of Mr. Goswami.

The inscription runs to' two lines, but the letters (save those at the

beginning of the lines) are extremely obliterated and in some cases we

have to take recourse to imagination to fill up the lacunae.

L. 1. [Ma]h[a]r[a]jasya Kan [is]ka[sya sam 20 ?] 2-pa—di 8

b[o]dh[i]sat[t*]va[m] pra[ti-]

L. 2. [stha] payati Bhikhui.iT Buddha [mitrii] [te]p[i]tak[a]

Bhagavato Buddhasa pakame.

In the 22ud (?) year of Maharaja Kaniska—in the fortnight,

on the eighth day, the nun Buddha(initra), veised in the Tripitaka, set

up the image of the Bodliisattva, in the promenade of the Lord Buddha.

The date portion of the inscription is difficult to read. Mr.

Goswami read the figure for the year as 2, but I think there is another

figure before it, probably the symbol for 20. In that, case, the inscrip-

tion is not the earliest record of Kaniska’s reign, and loses some of its

importance.

The last word has been read by Mr. Goswami as ca\m]l-ame.
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Though it would seem to be the right reading ou the analogy Of other

inscriptions (e.g\ Liidors’ List, nos. 696, 765, 918, 919, 925), it may be

pointed out that it is difficult (o read the first letter as oa, as any curve

in the right-hand corner of the letter is entirely absent. This would,

however, make no difference in the meaning, as both mmkama and

pakama come from the same root.

The name df the donor is Buddha(mitra), known to us from two

other inscriptions of Mathura) and Sarnath (Lttders’ List, nos. 38 and

925), wherein also she is known as being verped in the Buddhist

scriptures.

Amalahanda Ghosh

Vyomasiva the Author of VyomavatT

In a note under the above caption in the IRQ- for March

1934, pp 165-6, Mr. Dasaratha Sarma speaks of “the absence” of

Yyomaiiva’s commentary (p. 165). But the Vyomavatl, Vyoma-

£iva’a commentary on the Pratastaprida-bhdfya is not extinct.

There is a manuscript of this very important work in the Government

Oriental Manuscripts Library, Madras, of which the Savasvati Bhavan

Library of Benares possesses a Devanagarl transcript. The

Chowkhamba Sanskrit Series has lately published on its basis an

edition of the Vyomavatl (complete) along with the bli&gya and two

other (incomplete) commentaries on it, the Silkti of JagadWannd

the Setu of Padmanabha. Unfortunately the manuscript of the

Vyomavatl contains a number of lacunae, among them being the

beginning of the work. The concluding portion has, however, been

partly preserved and reads like this in the printed edition (p. 699)

;

W^IWTf STTY [— —
^ --]

il

Unfortunately this throws no light on the problem of this Yyoma-
6iva’s identification with the YyomaSiva of the Eanod inscription

(Kielhorn’s List of North Indian Inscriptions, no. 430).

K. CHattopaphyaya



The Tattvasuddhi and Subjectivism

The Tattvaiuddhi is' a work on Advaita-vedania, ascribed to one

JSanaghanapada. It is repeatedly referred to by Appayya Diksita

in his Siddhtintaleiasahgraha, and from these references Mr.

Makhanlal Mukherjee 1 has tried to reconstruct and present the cen-.

tral teaching of the work as a variety of the doctrine of Dfiti-sriti,

the view that cognition is itself creation, that esse is peroipi. The.

principal reference to the TattvaSuddhi is in the commencerhent of

the second chapter of the Siddhdntalefa, where it is cited as mainr

taining the view that) difference is not perceptually cognised, the

function of the sense-organs being the cognition of reality as such,

not as diversified. Such a view seems to provide for one grade of

reality alone ; and the transition to the position that whatever is

cognised is created, with' and by the cognition, seems easy to make..

Prima facie there is a case for making out the author of the Tattva-

Suddhi to be a Dr^i-sf^ti-vadin.

This, however, need not be the last word on it, for, happily, a

manuscript of the work is available. 2 That this is the work referred

to by Appayya Dlkfjita is abundantly clear since at least two of the

views cited by Appayya can be traced here. One of these is the view

that even perception establishes non-duality. This commences on

the second page with the words "ft % TOR:, cTOT

6^ 1^” and goes on through pages 3 and 4. The other is

the explanation of God’s omniscience*
;
since God has perceived all

past things at the time they existed, they appear to Him constantly

even as they did then, there being no cause of fresh obscuration in

His case, as possessing the residual impressions produced by those

manifestations, His uninterrupted memory of those objects is intelli-

gible
;
similarly since Brahman is endowed with the power of viiiyil.

and since mdya even prior to creation is transformed into the mani-

festation of all things to be created in conformity with the unseen

accumulated potencies of the jivas, for Brahman as the witness

thereof, there is knowledge of future things as well.

This elaborate demonstration of Brahman’s omniscience may well

1 IEQ ., IX. 4, pp. 912-922.

2 In the Government Oriental Manuscripts Library, Madras, R. No. 2897.

to'.ii 13 et sea., esP- ttUa* 18.
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make one pause before identifying the TattvaSuddhi view with solip-

sism. And tbe doubt gains strength from the fact that, even the

view about the non-dual reality alone being primarily cognised in

perception is taken from Mapdana Mi4ra, as proved by a quotation

from the Brahmasiddhi

:

mPd'h. dltild etc.
;

and Mapdana is certainly not a drsti-srsti-vadin4
,

believing as he

does in the creation of the world by I&vara, who is distinct from the

jlvas and iB the content of the nesciences of which they themselves

are the loci.

The dfcjti-srsti-vadin does not believe in a God distinct from the

cognising jlva ; a God even if admitted can be nothing more than

the creation of the jlva
;

similarly he cannot recognise the current

distinction between dream and waking or between the released and

the bound
;
indeed, as Appayya says, he has one solution in which he

washes off all the difficulties that clog his theory, the dream analogy.

He, the dreamer, is alone real
;
everything else is just a dream. A

position which admits God as Creator, and the relative permanence

and reality of the external world is as far removed from this as any

non-dualistic system can be ; for, in the last resort, even the most

realistic type of Advaita cannot but admit that God’s causation is

like the causation of dreams, that it involves no change in Himself

and that the external world is a superimposition. But in so far as

distinction can be made within this general position, tbe J'attvahi-

ddhi does not incline 1o dipti-s^ti solipsism. In the following pages

are set out a few extracts to establish this
;
they will be found to

relate to Brahman's creatorship and the empirical permanence and

reality of the world.

1. ISvarp is other than the jlvas and is the creator of the world.

Brahman is the material cause and controller of the world.

(1) On page 13, the inquiry is started as to whether oil omni-

4 The view that ho was the founder of djsti-srs'ti-viida is favoured by

some because of a misapprehension. Mandana and after him Viicaspati hold

to a plurality of souls and a plurality of nesciences looated in them. The

conclusion seems iuevitable that each jiva through his nescieuce is the creator

of a separate world and that the common world postulated by empirical usage

is only a coasilieuoe of illusions. This, however, is only one possible interpreta-

tion, tbe one given by Madhusudana Sarasvati in his Siddhaniabindu

;

but as pointed out by Brahmananda in tbe liinduflkil, this is not the orthodox

interpretation as given in the Kalpatani etc. Both Mandana and Vfioaspati

insist on the creatorship of If!vara. How this is consistent with the rest

of their teaching has been considered by us in tbe Introduction to the

Bhamatt CatwsUtr’l (Theosophical Publishing House, Adyar).
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scient Isvara exists as other than the jiva in bondage .-

. $nft-

ftSTW- STR U ?r 3|fsr I After noticing in the

subsequent pages some attempts to establish the Lord and His

omniscience through reasoning, it is said on folio 17 that the author

holds to the existence of God, not because of perception and infer-

ence, but because of Scripture : 5T5T ; *T iW^I'J^TRFRT-

srfanwit, 3 ^tPwrrwrcPflrrat ; ?wt ft,
f
*r=

ht^tt

wwt STT=?5fH% *T^T«t ?

(2) s^-imgqTSi^rwcsrrsi snrNfar ^rr^r^wru. rtr^ra.

|
Here Isvara being the material cause of tbe world is ex-

plicitly declared (Folio 18).

(3) ott stir# *rnfr-JErftjflpfln smhr sjw-l^ifet-

d'ctl i f^l ci’H
: CJTrfWR

sT5I#sfr R5TnRM^-%l^Ttrfrr: I -It is clear that no

jiva is at liberty to create whatever lie fancies, but that maya trans-

forms itself in conformity with' the adrfjta of each jlva, even prior to

creation, that Brahman knows these forms of maya, is thus instru-

mental in creation and is omniscient os knowing even future objects

in this way (p. 18).

(4) g^ -

i r^
-

q-f ri i fogR; =tr |
The intelligent Brahman alone

is the material cause and controller of the universe.

(5) vr^f^r Wl^KR^l Brahman, alone as

conditioned by the indeterminable maya is the material cause of the

world.

(6) srat m ?RFT-*rraiT-

wnfj^SPTOTWfar I
Brahman that is understood as the one

purport of all Vedanta texts, as associated with its own maya, illus-

orily tranforms itself into the whole universe, external and internal.

(P- 31).

II. Relative permanence- of the world ;

(1) sf^rPTttT ft arep' 1

ff vfRlf^q; I
Recognition establishes permanence alone, not momen-

tariness since it refers to the relation of the thing to two times, earlier

and later (p. 46).

(2) w i Bftfrsftfl fr i tke case of causes lik®

clay permanence is known by recognition (p. 149)
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III. Recognition of empirical reality

:

(1) ?rr

aj{c(^
|<r^qT|g rai I

Till final release from bondage, tliere is admitted

empirical usage of differences like cogniser, cognised etc. as evol-

ved by maya (p. 1).

(2) fafaK scfrctf^sftr ^riRurc«fwi^ «nra:-

^ ^ ?T'iT3 ri^: ^ f^dqr-

vrrara: ^Fifo-Hfa'Tr^r-sjfrtqr i i
This

passage seeks to establish the validity of the texts about creation

etc., though they are not the purport of Scripture, on the ground that

they are unsublated and are of some use to the principal purport

;

such justification of the creation texts is inconsistent with the view

that cognition is creation (p. 70).

(3) wj ^ <rwrtf-*r3^sftr strfcPrrf^fi^nfq' ly^r-siw^r wsftrdraq;

flTW I
The empirical reality of

the world of experience is admitted here (p. GO).

(4) ^ cT^T%?-5tWRZT-?Tf^:,

'*wrrfHir i

drKfw 'JJ ? N SRRTT'Jc^Sltr l+l I d.

^r-fwRFlg 5tt wt^rra: sptoh fjp-^sfq w <mt*Jot-

sfhgra: 33RiRTJrafsqrf: ffrrRr I
This passage distin-

guishes between the validity that consists in making known tire truth

and the validity that consists in accord with empirical usage. The

latter is possessed even by the cognition of the world ;
for just as

dream cognition is valid within its own sphere till one wakes up,

even so the world cognition is valid in the empirical sphere till there

arises the realisation of the world’6 unreality
;
for it is only this

which is inconsistent with the empirical usage (pp. 93-94).

»TT
,

gr«rTq:lqT? | cf
.

i Everything short of absolute reality is not .to be

dumped into one category of unreality
;
for on the ground of sublation

or non-sublation by experience, a distinction is possible there too p

the former is merely apparent, like the cognition of nacre-silver ;

the latter is the empirical real, e. g. normal perception of difference

(p. 98)

(6) ^ fasws. <n?ra«rcn. q«rr <
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The use of the word "paramartha" distinguishes it from nacre-sil-

ver, recognising for it a higher grade of reality.

CO srfstfta-swwM- 5rai?l^«r suturth

;

jN-stforraw

This passage makes the same distinction and has the same import as

passage (4) (p. 159).

It will be seen from a consideration of passages (4), (5) and (7),

under the third heading that it does little justice to the author to

say that according to him “every case of ordinary perception is

illusory."* "The facts of (determinate) perception of the jug etc.,

are false, having nothing to distinguish them from the illusory

perception of a piece of silver in the mother-of-pearl,”" and that

the position is to he "characterised ns iattd-dvaividli y'a-vaia.
'

'

f

The position is no doubt different from what the writer calls the

ekasatttt-vada of the ft.yuyasudhd
; but it may be more adequately

described as the satta-traividhya-vada. And those who adopt this

view of three grades of reality are not subjectivists except in so

far as nil Advaitins have to be classed as such. The account given

in the Siddhibitalehi is necessarily meagre and one legitimately

wonders whether the writer in the Quarterly has not been induced

to wander farther afield than is justifiable. Monistic thought in India

is not exhausted by the two varieties of dp9ti-sp?ti-vada ; as the

writer himself notices, there is a srijti-dr^i-v&da too. The view that

particularity and difference are . due to super-imposition is common
to this view also, yet it does not become a form of subjectivism.

The criticism of the view that difference is perceived is taken over

almost bodily from the Braltinasiddhi
;
a very short and compressed

abridgment of the argument is found in the Bliiimatl on the

Samanvaya-sutra. Yet no one has maintained seriously or with,

success that Mapdana or Vacaspati is a subjectivist. How far the

interpretation of the Nydyasudhu position is correct .it is impossible

to Bay, as the material to hand is very meagre and no manuscript

seems to be available yet. But in the case of the Tattvahiddlii at

least it seems dear that a study of the .text itself .will, make it

difficult to accept the view that the work is an exposition- of the

d;'sti-sfsti-vada.

S. S. SURVANARAVANAN

5 1EQ., IX. 4, p. 921

7 Ibid., p. 017.

I.H.Q., SEPTEMBER, 1934

6 Ibid., p. 914.
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Origin of the Pratihara Dynasty

In his interesting article, appearing in tlie ifune issue of the Indian.

Historical Quarterly, 1934, Dr. D. C. Ganguly writes as follows

:

‘The Pratiharas are believed to have been a branch of the Gurjara tribe which,

in the latter half of the 5th century A.D., poured into India along with the Hunas,

There is at present no disagreement among the scholars regarding this. The

theory of the Gurjara origin of the Pratiharas is entirely based on the evidence of

a stone-inscription, discovered in the village of Rajor It is unanimously

upheld that the expression Qurjura-Pratihani (in the inscription) means Pratihara

dan of the Gurjara tribe But a critical examination of the passage in question

discloses that it bears more reasonable interpretation The expression Gurjara-

Pratihara may very reasonably be taken to mean the Pratilmna, family of the

Gurjara country. Its object is to distinguish the Pratihara family, to whioli

Mathanadeva belonged from that of the lCSnyakubja Pratihara, of which his over-

lord Vijayapala, referred to at the beginning of the Rajor inscription, was

a member.’ 1

The above lines would, certainly, have not been written if tbe

learned writer bad gone through tbe works of Mm. Pandit Gaurisbankar

Hiracband Ojha., and. Rao Bahadur 0. V. Yaidya who anticipated some

years back many of tbe conclusions now independently arrived at. by

him, and disproved conclusively tbe theory that tbe Pratihara? were

Gurjaras. We find tbe following paragraph in tbe Rao Bahadur’s

History of Mediceval Hindu India, vol. II, ist edition, 1924 (p. 3):—
‘The first argument adduced is that a minor Pratihara dynasty...calls itself

Gurjara-Pratihara in an inscription found at Rajor. Now siuoe the Pratiharas

never call themselves Gurjaras, these Pratiharas call themselves so, simply to dis-

tinguish themselves from other Pratiharas, and the method of such distinction is

the natural one, viz. that based on the mention of the country of residence ...’

To tbe paragraph be adds tbe following note :
—

‘The phrase Gurjara Pratihara need not bo interpreted to mean PratihSras

who were Gurjaras, but should be interpreted as Pratiharas of the Gurjara. country.’

Again, there is nothing new about Dr. Ganguly’s conclusion that

tbe dynasty assumed tbe name Pratihara, because its founder occupied

1 The italics and the ttofete within brackets are tniu<
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the office of the same name. Regarding this point, Mm. Pandit

Gaurishankar Eirachand Ojah \rrote in 1925 as follows:—
f
erer sfs^T, ( ster# ), ytiyh ( 3?t%

*^Swf% *rnr § gq; 1 ws<rr % t =^rr prr

t srt 1 i’*

On the point, however, Dr. Ganguly has arrived at a new conclusion.

He thinks that the terms Gurjareivara, the king of Jurz, etc. do not

signify the kings of the Pratih&ra dynasty. But as regards this, he

would perhaps change his opinion on going through the following

verse :
—

jfter jpr fa )gnf?r^% u
8

Herein the term Gurjareivara refers to the Pratih&ra king Yatsa-

l'&ja. Further, one need not be afraid of the term Gurjareivara. It does

not prove that tire Pratiharas were Gurjaras. As pointed out, by the

Maliamnhopadhyaya, the tenn Gurjareivara simply means the ruler of

Gurjara country or Gujerat, and not a ruler belonging to the Gurjara

tribe. A parallel example js to be found in tbe expression :

TOTfT 1

4

1“ this, the word means the ruler of Malwa, and

not one belonging to the Malava tribe. As to why the Pratiharas were

called Gurjare&varas by the Rastrakutas, though they were the kings of

Kanauj, we can do nothing better than quote the opinion of Rao Bahadur

0. Y. Yaidya who writes8 :
—

‘As the Arabs of Sind were on the east bounded by the Gurjaratra country

which was then the name of South Rajputana, and as tbe country was ruled by

the Pratiharas it was but natural that. the Arabs called the country and the king

by the name of Jurz, and indeed the Rastrakutas called them Gujars for the same

reason.’

The point seems io have been partly clear to Dr. Ganguly for ho

2 History of Uajputana, vol. I, p. 147.

3 Baroda grant, El., vol. XII, p. 160.

4 Kirtikwnvudl, Canto II, verse 10.

5 History of Mediceval Hindu- India, vol. II, p. 32.
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himself adduces the pertinent example of the Ganga Satyavakya-

lvongunivaman. The Gaiigas were neither Pratiharas nor Gurjaras.

Yet Satyavak'ya Kongunivarman earned the title ‘Gurjjarqdhiraja’ by

conquering the northern region for Kr^naraja III.

Dasaeatha Sabma

Origin of the Pratiharas

In an article entitled ‘Origin of the Prntihara Dynasty’ (ItlQ., X,

2, pp. 337 if.), Dr. D. C. Ganguly argues that the Pratiharas were origi-

nally Brahmanas. I have nothing to say about this, but I wish to point: out

that the same conclusion was arrived at by Mr. M. P. Mehta in his book

MeviUland OvMo published in 1933. It is written in Gujarati and it

is possible that it has remained a closed book to the general student world

outside Gujarat, Mr. Mehta’s main thesis in that work is to prove the

Brahmana, rather Nagarn Brahmana origin of the Guhilas of Mevfid.

But he has also incidentally proved the Brahmana origin of the

Oalukyas, Paramaras, Cauhanas, Pratiharas and the Sena kings of

Bengal.

He has proved the Brahmana origin of the Pratiharas by quoting

the Mandor inscription of Bauko (V.S. 894, A.D. 837) and the two

Ghaticala inscription of Kakkuka, the brother of Bauka (Y.S. 918, A.D.

861) and by showing that Haridcandra, a Brahmana, was the original

ancestor of the Pratiharas. It will be seen that the same inscriptions

have been relied upon by Dr. Ganguly.

D. E. Mankah

1 The work lias keen published by Mr. M. P. Mehta, Nilakantha Mah&dev

Street, Bhavnagar (Kathiawad).



Kuchean or Western Arsi

A forgotten, language of the Indo-European family.

Prof. Sylvain Levi has just published a work called the Frag-

ments de Te.ries KoutdhAent. This book contains the fragments of

the ancient Kuchean translations of four Buddhist texts, viz. the

Ud&navarga, Udilnastotra, Udanulaydara and Karmavibhahga.

Some of these fragments belong to the collection of the l’elliot

Mission, some to the Stein and a few others to the Russian Mission.

An earlier British collection of manuscripts from Central Asia,

placed at the disposal of Hoerule, also contained some Kuchean

manuscripts and these also were sent to M. Levi for decipherment

and interpretation.

The present work contains the Kuchean texts, their

French translation, a vocabulary with references to the forms

of words in a cognate dialect called “Tokharian A,” comparative

notes and an Introductory Essay in which various problems relating

to the language and the country in which it was spoken have been

treated

.

The texts written in the Kuchean language which were previ-

ously published contained the fragment of some medical treatises

originally translated from a text similar to Cnraka and SuAruta.

The fragments belonging to the Weber and Macartney collection

were edited and published by Hoerule in the Journal of the

Asiatic Society of Bengal 1901 (Extra number 1, Appendix)

but for want of necessary materials Hoerule was unable to interpret it.

M. Levi studied some fragments of a similar treatise belonging

to the Pelliot collection and these fragments are all bilingual

containing the Sanskrit text by the side of its Kuchean transla-

tion.

Besides these medical treatises and some passports noticed by

M. Levi all the literary remains of ancient Kuchean so far

published are fragments of Buddhist texts. M. L6vi previously

published some bilingual portions of Dharmapada and a Kuchean

translation of the Vinaya of the Sarvastivada school.

Udanavarga has been edited from Kuchean mss. coming from

different collections namely of Pelliot, Stein, Hoerule ( W eber-

Macartney
)
and Berezowski. The Sanskrit Vd&navarga for a long

time known only from its Chinese and Tibetan translations are
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now available from publications of Levi, de La Valle e Poussin,

Pischel ancl N\ P. Chakmvarti relating to Sanskrit mss. discovered

by various Archaeological Missions in Central Asia. The Kuchean

fragments contain translations from most of the Vargas of the

Udanavarga MI, IV, VIII-IX, X, XII, XVI, XVII-XVIII,

XIX-XX, XXII, XXIII, XXVIII, XXIX, XXXI, XXXII,

XXXIII, ancl they show that a complete translation of the text

once existed in Kuchean. The variety of mss. also proves that the text,

was widely read in the monasteries of Kucha.

The other two texts Ud&ndstotva and Udanahimkara are as

yet unknown in their original. The former is a collection of

verses eulogising each of the vavgas of the Udanavarga and the

latter is a sort of versified commentary of the Udunaravga. which

explains the verses and also relates the circumstances under which

a particular verse of tho text had been pronounced by Buddha.

Both these texts are not bilingual and in the present state of our

knowledge it is difficult to say if they were translated from

Sanskrit or were originally composed in Kuchean.

The 4th text has been called by L6vi Un Poemo on Koutchdon

suv la Attribution des Actes (Karmavibliangii). It consists of a few

fragments in the Pelliot collection of a Kuclienn text which has

been proved to be the metrical paraphrase of a Sanskrit Buddhist

text called the KdvmavLilianga. The ms. of this Sanskrit text

was discovered by M.Levi from Nepal in 1922. It has now been edited

and published by him in a work in which he has given all the parallel

texts from Pali, Tibetan, Chinese and Kuchean, as well as illustra-

tions from plastic representations of some of the stories of the text

in the bas-reliefs of the famous temple of Borobodour in Java.

In this work M. L6vi has studied the text in its various aspects

and lias brought out the importance of the text in Buddhism of

different countries.

One of the most important archeological discoveries of the 20th

century is no doubt Kuchean, an independent language of the Indo-

European family which had long fallen into oblivion. The explora-

tions undertaken by the different' missions, the Russian, British,

French, German as well as the Japanese in different parts of Central

Asia brought to light fragments of ancient manuscripts and writings

of other description and it is from them that some scholars in France

and Germany discovered the two dialects of an Indo-European
language long forgotten but onoe spoken in the northern parts of

Eastern Turkestan, in the region of Kucha and Karashar. Of the two
dialects which have been so long marked A and B the first has been
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deciphered and interpreted from the mas. of the German collection of

Griinwedel and Von Lecoq by Messrs. Sieg and Siegling. The second

dialect has been deciphered and interpreted by M. Levi from the

French collection of mss. made by the Pelliot misson. Other
mss. written in this dialect and belonging to the collection made
by the British, Japanese and Russian missions were also placed

at the disposal of M. Ldvi. The documents written in A dialect

came from the region of Karashar and its neighbourhood whereas

those in the B dialeot were discovered in the region of Kucha
and its adjoining places.

Scholars have not been as yet unanimous in naming this language.

While M.Ldvi cautiously suggested that the A dialect should be

called Karaaharian and the B dialect Kuchean, Messrs. Sieg and
Siegling preferred to call them Tokharian A and B and maintain
that they represent the two dialects of the forgotten language spoken
by the Yue-chis or the Indo-Scythians. Their only evidence was the
colophon of an Uigur text called Maitrisinut (Skt. Maitreyaaamiti).
The colophon which is in the Uigur language says that the work
was originally translated from the Indian text into Toxri uml from
loxri into Turkish ( anatkuk tll’lv.tin to.rri tillnca yaratviii ...totri
tlllntin tilrk tillnca uqtarmis ). As a translation of the iJaitreya-
samiti in the A dialect had been discovered by the German Mission
it was maintained that this latter was the basis of the Turkish transla-
tion and that the A

,
dialect is no other than the Toxri or Tokharian

mentioned in the colophon of the Uigur text. Such an argument
cannot be deemed conclusive, particularly in matters of the anti-
quities of Central Asia which was the meeting place of a large

number of people and languages in ancient times. It is thus quite

conceivable that the translations of the Skt. Maitreyaaamiti existed

also in languages other than the A dialect and that Toxri had
nothing to do with it.

M. Levi has again discussed the problem in his present book
and shown that in the present state of our knowledge we cannot
establish any connection between the two dialects and ancient

Tokharian. The Tokhariaus lived in a country far away, from the

region of Kucha and Karashar. Their country called by the Chinese

Tu-ho-lo (Skt. Tukhara) is located according to the Chinese evi-

dence in the Upper valley of the Oxus between the Hindukush
on the south and the Oxus on the north whereas the Pamirs
formed its western boundary. Besides the name of the people in

all its ancient forms—Skt. Tukhara, Grk. Tokharoi, Chinese 2'u-ho-lo
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—in pronounced with a strong aspirate while there is no aspirate

in any of the two dialects A and 13.

None of the two dialects again lias any connection with the

Indo-Scytliians or the Yue-chis. The earliest Chinese evidences about

this people tell us that in the middle of the 2nd century 13. 0.

their hordes being defeated at the hands of the Hiung-nus retired

to the west and settled down in the valley of the Oxus where Chang-

kien met. them in 128 13. C. Those who were left behind and took

shelter amongst the barbarians living along the southern steppes of

Eastern Turkestan came to be known as the Little Yue-chis. Accord-

ing to the Wei Lio which deals with the history prior to the middle

of the 3rd century A.D. the Great Yue-chis, settled in the valley

of the Oxus, gradually extended their suzerainty on the kingdoms

of Ki-j>in (Kashmir), Ta-hia (Bactriana), Knu-fu (Kabul) and T'ien-

chu (India). Kumiirajlva who lived towards the end of five 4th and

beginning of the 5th century A. D. identifies the Little Yue-chis

with the Tukharns. The country which they occupied is

located by some of the Chinese sources in the Pamirs. In short,

none of the two divisions of the Yue-chis or five Indo-Soythiana

can be said to have settled in the northern region of Eastern

Turkestan in which Kucha and Karashar are situated. It is

therefore useless to try to conuect the, two dialects with live Indo-

Scytliians in the present state of our knowledge.

On the other hand, there is ample evidence to show that the two

dialects were known to the outsiders as the languages of the localities

in which they were spoken, namely Kucha and Karashar. M.Levi

in an earlier article (Le Tokharicn B, Langue tie KoutcJia, .7A.,

1913, pp. 311-380) brought out in details the important rflle of Kuohn

in the ancient history of Eastern Turkestan and in the transmission

of Buddhist civilisation to China. The Chinese sources record the

important events of the history of this country from the middle of tire

2nd century B. C. to the 11th century A. D. During this long

period of her history Kucha often appears as the unquestionable mis-

tress of the countries along the northern route of Eastern Turkestan
;

site often appears fighting with the invading Chinese forces for her

independence. When defeated she appears as an ally of China but to

re-assert her independence at the earliest opportune moment. Kucha

was converted to Buddhism at an early period and for a long time the

Buddhist scholars of the country played an important part in the

transmission of Buddhism in China. Some of them were instrumen-

tal in translating Buddhist texts into Chinese and amongst them the

name of Kumiirajlva remains immortal. It is again a monk of Kucha
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uamed Li-yen who seems to have been one of the oldest authors of a

Sanskrit-Chinese lexicon for the use of the Chinese Buddhist scholars.

In some cases the Chinese translations clearly seem to have been made
from the Buddhist texts existing in the

‘
language of Kucha’. M.

Levi has shown that some of the early transcriptions of Buddhist
terms in Chinese were made from the Kuchean words, e.g., Sha-men-
Kuch. samane (Skt. sramana), sha-mi- Kuch. sanmir (Skt. sramanera),

po-ye-t’i- Kuch. payti (Skt. puyantika)
, etc. In the account of the

travels of Wu-k’ong written in 787 A.D. four independent languages
of the “Four Chinese Garrisons of Central Asia’’ are recognised and
these are the languages of Kucha, Kurashar, Kashgar and Khotan.

The role of Karashnr as far as it can be gathered from the Chinese
records is comparatively less important than that of Kucha. In the

present work M. Levi has collected all the available informations on
Karashar and Turfan, the country in his neighbourhood. These two
countries comprised the area in which the A dialect was spoken because
most of the documents written in the A dialect have been discovered

from this area. Karashar in the Chinese record is mentioned as Yen-
k’i and under its allied forms and in the records of Hiuan Tseng as

A-k’i-ni. The original of this name has now been discovered from
the Central Asian recoi'd by Prof. Ltiders. The country in some of

these documents is clearly mentioned as Agnidesa. Turfan occurs in'

the Chinese annals under the name Kao-tch’ang. The rflle of these two
countries in the political history of Eastern Turkestan as well ns in

the transmission of Buddhist civilisation to China is quite pale when
compared to that of Kucha.

Prof. Ltiders has discovered the names of some kings of Karashar

from the Central Asian records. These names end in the word Arjuna
e.g. Iudrarjuua, Candrarjuna etc. On the other hand, in the Chinese

records To’ which means ‘white' is a regular title of Ihe kings of

Kucha. As Arjuna also means ‘white’ in Sanskrit it has been sugges-

ted that ‘Po’ is nothing but a Chinese translation of the title Arjuna.
Arjuna in the B dialect occurs under the form Arcuni (e.g.

Ksemarcune).

Under these circumstances it is possible to conceive that the two

countries Kuclia and Karashar played quite distinct idles in the

history of Eastern Turkestan and there is every justification in

considering the two dialects as local languages of the two countries

Kucha and Karashar.

But is it possible to find a common name which may comprise the

two dialects, A and B ? In some of the documents written in the

I.H.Q., SEPTEMBER, 1934 24
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A. dialect there is reference to an Arsi speech—e. g. uni lantu, urn

mi kanttcu, arsinish-amd(nta qi ), urii-lailcinmii etc. The grammatical

construction of .some of these passages shows that the word drii was
treated as a foreign word, because it ajipears without an inflexion

which is contrary to the spirit of the language. M. Levi lias shown
that Arsi represents a local pronunciation of Chinese Ansi (lit.

Pacified West), a name given to this region in the middle of the 7th

century A.D. when the country was annexed to China. Though this is

a late name, M. Levi has suggested that for the sake of convenience it

may he used as the common name of the two dialects and the A dialect

spoken in the region of Karnshar may be distinguished as Eastern

Ini and the dialect spoken in the region of Kucha as Western ArSi.

These two languages have appeared to lie dialects of an Indo-

European language hitherto unknown. This language has been

considered as a western dialect of Indo-European because the Indo-

European prepalatals are represented in it by /. as in Latin centvm
e. g. in dialect 13. hanto (the word for 100), okdh (the word for 8).

naksenfr (of. Skt. nasyati), etc. But Prof. Meillet in his “Linguistic

Remarks” on this language has uttered a word of caution by saying

that this simple fact that the prepalatals are represented in the Arsi

lunguages by k is not sufficient to authorise us in grouping it with the

centum languages. The Oriental dialects of Indo-European namely

the Indo-Iranian, Slavonic, Baltic, Albanian and Armenian, as far as

these consonants are concerned, do not represent the state of any

common period of these dialects. The Sanskrit forms with j and

Armenian with c show clearly that the language had at. least arrived

at the mid -occlusive stage and it appears to he most prohahle that in

the common state of the Oriental speeches the prepalatal pronuncia-

tion was a little palatalised : k'
,
g' etc. A regression of V towards h

was therefore possible. As far as the gutturals are concerned if we
want to prove that Kucheau belonged to the Western group of Indo-

European languages it will he necessary to show- from it the lahio-

velar element of the Latin series quid. But its trace is not very

clear in Kucheau. Under these circumstances it is safer to consider

the two dialects of the Arsi speech ns an Indo-European language
quite independent of all hitherto known languages of that family. In
this language the greatest confusion of the consonants takes place,.

The four kinds of Indo-European occlusives—surds, aspirated surds,

sonants and aspirated sonants are reduced to only p, t, 1<. The two
kinds of guttural occlusives—the prepalatal and velar—can he
distinguished only in a few cases aud with great difficulty, The
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palatal c is only a form of dental t before prepalatal vowels and

before v. There are however two .series of occlusives in this language

—

j), t, k, and p, dh (rather t because it is also a surd) and k but the

distinction between these two series depends on facts of pronunciation

resulting from the internal development of the language and has no

etymological value which can be now clearly ascertained.

It is more difficult to determine the vowel changes in this language

because in matters of vowel changes in Indo-European the starting

points are often uncertain. M. Meillet records the following changes

in the Arsi languages : e strongly yodisecl has either become (jj)a

whence a or (//)e whence io, o, but e also represents the ancient e ;
o

has become e. As the alphabet was borrowed from India, in the

writing the Arsi languages distinguish between long and short but

from the transcriptions of Sanskrit words in these languages it

becomes evident that the notation does not represent, the difference in

quantity. The short and long in the writing do not correspond to the

short and long of Sanskrit.

From a study of the transcription of Sanskrit words in Kuchean

it has been also clearly ascertained that Kuchean did not possess any

sonant stops except nasals, it did not possess any aspirates and its

vowels were distinguished by quality. Some examples will make

it clear :

Consonant changes— .

i. k<ff, akaru from Slct. agaru, aSvakdnta-as'mgandhd

tnkaru—tagarn

ii. ; prhkaruc-bJiptgaruja, ongala-jagala Cinasena-

Jinasena

iii. tOZ, Sahkatasa-Sanghaddsa, tinar-dmdra tanapate-

ddnapati,

t<d, piiari-uiildrl

nt<v4, prnpvntnrik-prapnndarika

nt<nd, huntark-gundraka

iv. p</i, praliati-hrkn.tl

mp,<mh, idoitakampa-moakadamba

p<v, pnmrnapa-jnnuirnavn, sdripa-idrivd.

Loss of aspiration

—

t<C.dh, vetcni-vedldni, Putavdtrc-Buddhamltm

t<dh, matu<.inadhv, saintava-saindhava

t< t, musta-mustd

t,< d, meta-medu

t<ih, pdtn-pdplid
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REVIEWS

EARLY HISTORY OF KAMARtJPA by Rai Bahadur K. L.

Barua, Shillong, pp. xvi+342, 1933.

We -welcome the publication, of the Early History of K&marupa.

It deals with matters which require careful and .steady research and we

congratulate Rni Bahadur Kanaklal Barua on this brilliant achieve-

ment of his- As tlie history of Kamavupa is still in the making, the

present writer takes this opportunity to point out in detail the state-

ments, about which he differs from the author. Some of the information

which the author derived from the reviewer's writings, have not been

put properly, and so the reviewer intends to point them out also. To
save space, we shall just mention the page number* of the hook and

the points on which we differ along with reasons.

Preface p.v; What General Jenkins sent to the Asiatic Society as

“Dhamapal'a’s” plates was not one of the two sets of plates of Dhar-

mapal'a that have been published by me : if the author had read the

STfalTif) 55ft in the SOsanuvctll (pp. 209-210) along with

the Kcmarapa Kajuvali, (pp. [33]— [34] ), he would have seen that the

plates were of RatnapaJla.

P. 1: ‘Sailalaya’ was the name of tlie grandfather of Blingn-

dattn, and not of Bhagadatta.

P. 11 fn. “Khasa (Klia.sis)” ip very doubtful. ‘Khasa’ is still

the name of a Nepalese tribe.

P. 35 fn. : Here, as in many subsequent footnotes, the author

lias confused ‘Kumariipa flilsanuvrili' with ‘KCemarlipa Edjuvuli,’ pub-

lished in the same volume.

P. 45: That the king of Kalmnrupa had a Tibetan Buddhist as a

teacher docs not prove that the king was a Buddhist. The kings of

Kfunarupa were liberal minded and showed respects to these learned

Sramanas.

P. 51: Suska Kausika, cannot he the old channel of the Kosi.

The Sanskrit name of ‘Kosi’ is ‘KauSikp and not ‘Kaufiika.’

Pp. 52-53 fn. (with an asterisk). The author refers to Reunell’s Map
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and says that “the Karatoyal wa** only a branch of the Teesta ancl bifur-

cating from it flowed towards the East through Ghoraghat, but now it

is a river to the west of the Teesta.” We cannot accept this, for, if

the Karatoya. was on the east of the Teesta, how could it cross the

Teesta. and flow on the west of the river P There must have been some

thing wrong in Reiuiell’s Map. That the Tnsrotn (Teesta) flowed',

even in ancient times, east of the Karotoya is proved from chapter 78

of the KaUl'dpttrfma. The rivers in Kannuupa are mentioned there

in order from west to east. The Karatoya is mentioned in verse 7,

and then after enumeration of several rivers eastwards, the Trisrota is

mentioned in verse 43.

Pp. 52-53 : The author says that the land donated by Blmtivannan

lay in Pundravardhana Bhukti, but (after Bbutivorman’s time) was taken

away by Muhaseua Gupta: and that, after Sariiifika’a defeat Bluishan;

reoccupied it and renewed the grant to Brahmanas (see Nidhanpur

plates). If this was a fact, the donated1 land would have been desig-

nated as belonging to Pundravardhana Bhukti. The renewal was

necessitated on account of burning of Bhutivarman’s plates (vide the

last verse in the Nidhanpur grant), and not on account of inoccupation

of Pundravardhana Bhukti by Bhaskarnvarman, in which rinse the

fact would have been mentioned in BhiUkai'uvnnnan’s inscription.

Pp. 5(j-57: In the Kdmarupa RdjfivaU (Introduction to Sftsana-

xall) I have stated that Supratisthitavarman, elder brother of Bhupknra

succeeded his father though he ruled only for a short time: but pre-

viously I held the opinion that he died before he could succeed his father.

The subsequent diiscovery of the Nalanda seal of Bhaskaravarman

wherein the name of Supratisthitavarman is mentioned, has led to

Ibis change of opinion. The seal recorded the names of the predeces-

sors of Bhaskarnvarman as did the inscription in the Nidhanpur grant,

and this persistent mention of Supratisthitavarman in these official

records has removed my doubt about Supratifjthita’s occupation of the

throne df Kamarupa.

Pp. 65-70: Bhaskara issued his Nidhanpur grant ,
from ‘Kanui-

suvarna-skandhavara’ and so some learned writers (including the

author) believe that the kingd'om held by Sa,Marika (i.e. Karnasuvarna)

came under the permanent sway of Bhaskara and Rai Bahadur Rama-
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prasad Chanda goes so far as to say that Bhaslara transferred his

capital from Kamarupa to Karnasuvarna {Prav&si, Yaii&kh, 1339

B.S., p. 65). Skaiulhavara means ‘camp’ as well as ‘capital’ : and the

present reviewer is still disposed to apply here the former

signification.

The renewal of the grant was made during the early part of

Bhaskara’s reign, when, along with Harija, he occupied1' Karna-

suvarna temporarily. This was in the first decade of the 7tli century

A.D. It was a temporary occupation because Yuan Cliwang, who came

to visit India in the third decade of the 7th century, mentioned

SuSuilka us a ‘recent king’ of Karnasuvarna. When Sa^ahka finally

lost Karnasuvarna either by death or defeat, Harsa occupied it and

included it in his empire. An ambitious monarch of Ilnrsa ’a type

would! not surely allow another king, however friendly to him, to have

suzerainty over a kingdom acquired by him though with that friend’s

assistance. After Harsa’* demise, of course, when his empire disinte-

grated, Bh&slcara might have occupied Kaninsuvorna (and other pro-

vinces) and, consequently, be styled ‘king of eastern India’ thenceforth.

That Karnasuvarna was not the capital of Bhaykiaxa is proved by

the fact that Yuan Oilwnng mentioned the capital to be in Kamarupa

while giving description of that kingdom, whioh he entered after

having crossed a large river (which was Kolotu, i.e., Karntoyfi).

Bhu-skara, who was the king of Kamarupa, through which the sea-

like Brahmaputra flowed, possessed a powerful navy anc] so hiB offer to

Yuan Oliwaug to plane his navy at the pilgrim’s disposal was quite

possible. The country up to Tamralipti was under Harsa’s sovereignty

and so there could be no objection or obstruction against Bhwskura’s

navy to puss through a friendly territory and on a business that was

quite non-military.

Bhnskara was more diplomatic than valorous
j
he was so much

afraid of Sa&uika that he sent an ambassador to that rising monarch,

Hursavardhana, soliciting his friendship, sending him presents that

included the famous umbrella aucV valuable royal ornaments used by

bis illustrations predecessors. Harsa welcomed this offer and made

friendship with Bhaskaia, who by parting with the umbrella that could

be used only by the lord paramount over the earth, betrayed his want
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of ambition. Harsa utilized' liim as much us possible against the com-

mon enemy Sa^anka hut certainly did not make him lord over the con-

quered territory. Bhashara, however, was the scion of a very ancient

dynasty and as such, Harsa showed him respect.

Mr. Chanda’s theory is that Harsa, having conquered Susahka,

brought the latter’s kingdom und’er his suzerainty and then allowed

Bhaskara to hold its charge as a vassal under him (I'ruriwT, Vaisakh,

1339 B.S., pp. 05-66). So Bhaskara, who was an independent sover-

eign of Kamarupa, became a mere vassal (according to Mr. Chanda)

under Harsa in respect of Knrnnsuvama. Would it be wise and

honourable for Bhaskara to transfer his capital from a kingdom, of

which he was the sovereign, to a country where he was a vassal P More-

over Bhaskara made alliance with Harsa with a view that he might

not how to any one except Mahadeva; how could he then become a

vassal which would necessitate bending his head to llarsaP So in the

reviewer’s opinion Bhaskara did not become a ruler of Ivarnasuvarna

until after Harsa’s dieath.

Pp. 93-95 : The donees of Bhaskara’s grant are styled 'Negara’

Brahmana-', evidentlly because some of tlieir names end with ‘datta’

‘mitra’ ‘dfi.su’ ‘naga’ ‘bnsu’ ‘gupta’ ‘palita’ ‘kundn’ ‘sena’ etc., which

are nowadays the titles of non-Bralimanas. The reviewer bolds that

these really foimed part of proper names and they were not surnames.

All of these Brahmanas bear the surname of ‘svaunin,’ which proves

that they were highly respectable persons. I have demonstrated (vitla

pp. G-9 of the Kamarupa Sdsamvali) that the ancestors of the Sampru-

dayika Brahmanas—even now highly respectable—in the Sylliet district

were amongst the donees of the Nidhanpur grant, and tliis fact goes a

great way to show the hollowness of the assumption that they (i.e., the

Nagara Brahmanas, if those donees were Nagara Brahmanas at all)

‘subsequently became non-Bralnnanas.
’

P. 120: Tile locality of Vanamala’s grant cannot be definitely

stated to have been within Gauda. It was west of the Teesta, but that

does not signify that it was beyond the Karatoya also (vide also my

previous remark on pp. 52-53).

P. 124: The rook inscription at Tezpui-, as read by the late

Mm. Haraprasad Sastri, does not contain any reference to 'mid-stream’

:
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but in liis translation, the learned Sastri introduced' that 'word (mid-

stream) and the author has evidently followed him without carefully

consulting the inscription, and remarked, that the inscription prohibited

fishing boat from going to mid-stream.

P. 125 : The author has no authority for his statement that ‘this

inscription was recorded about the 9th year of the king’s reign,’ as there

is no record of Harjara’s regnal year in the inscription.

The name Tara of the queen of Harjaravarman is not correct. In

verse 15 of the inscription, the name is ‘Si'imattara.’ ‘Srlmat’ is a part

of the name. The mistake ie due to the author’s following Sir Edward

Gait’s reading which is wrong.

P. 138: The second grant of Ratnapala was made in the 36th

yenr of his reign and not. 26th year. (Vide the Extra Errata et Corri-

genda, pp. 209-210 to my Sdsan&vali)

.

P. 113, fn: The original home of the donees of Dharmapala’s

first grant might have been SravastI of UttarakoiSala, but their home

during Dliarmapala’s reign was in Bravaflti in Gauda near Kfunarupa.

The original SravastI perhaps was at that time in ruins.

Pp. 161, et. seq: It is difficult to agree with the author against

Sir Edward Gait that there wae Buddhism in K&marupa. Tuan

Chwang’s statement is decisive. That there were so many Brahmana

families in one Agraliara (Rrnhmanical village) mentioned in the

Nidhanpm- grant goes to show that Brahmanas from other provinces

came here in numbers, as those provinces were under the influence of

the Buddhists.

The author’s attempt to show traces of Buddhism in Assam (at p.

317) from the word ‘Saran’ (initiation in the Assamese Yai§navism)

used in imitation of the Buddhist formula ‘Buddhaip. saranam gacchaimi’

is not very sound. The word ‘Sarana’ occurs in the Gita—cf.

upft: srw sh (XVIII—.66).

P. 189 : Katmalanka is not, according to the reviewer, on tlie

Burmese coast. In the songs of Mayanaffnati, is mentioned a

‘Kamlaknagar’ which is probably a corruption of Kamalanka. In that

case it is in the district of Tipperah. Comilla, according to the late

historian Raj Krishna Mukherji, is the modern representative of

Kaknalanka.

I.H.Q., SEPTEMBER, 1934 25
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I>p. 190, et. ser/ : The author (following Sir Edward Gait.) makes

Vaidyadeva, the kling of (the whole of) Kamarupa, which was conquered

by Eamapala, who according to him ‘annexed the whole of Pragjyo-

tiaa’ which ‘became a blmkti within Gauda’ (p. 194); that- is, what-

ever portion of Kunmrfipa was conquered by Eamapala, became a part

of Gauda. So in Vaidyadeva’s grant, there is no mention of Kama-

rupa as a separate kingdom, but it is mentioned as (a tract) ‘in the

east.’ Gauda was subsequently conquered by Vijayaseua and the sepa-

rate mention of Kamarupa along with Gauda in his Ileopnra

Grant
( )

shows the existence of Kamarupa as

a distinctly separate kingdom. Of course, some one interprets

as adjective to but this would' he appropriate if

the very king of Gauda. conquered by Vijayaseua was bimself the

conqueror of Kamarupa, which, as is well known, laid been conquered

by Eamapala. long before. According to the author (who follows E. D.

Banerjee’s theory) Vaidyadeva threw off the yoke of the Pfi'la rulers

four years after the overthrow of Tiigyadeva, i.e. when he made his

(Kamauli) grant, yet he was not styled as the ‘king of Kamarupa’ in

the inscription as well as in the seal.

As to ‘Vaidargarh’ (no-t Vaidyorgarli) in Kamarupa, the local tradi-

tion assigns it to Arimatto, and it may have some significance other

than the ‘Fort of Vaidyadeva.’

I cannot agree with the author that the name of a place ending

in ‘kuchi’ must he in the district of Kamarupa and nowhere else, I think,

‘kuchi’ has something- to do with ‘koch’ and, probably refers to places

inhabited by the Koch tribe, and if ‘krauflci’ in Vaidyadeva’s (and also

in Yallabhadeva’s) grant be a Sangkritization of ‘kuchi’ then it only

proves that there were Koch settlements on the borders of Bengal.

In this connection, it may be pointed out that the present reviewer

did not state that the portion of Kamarupa conquered by the Gauda
king Eamapala, included/ “nearly the whole of the tract,' which subse-

quently got the name of ‘Kymata’.” I stated that the tract, was a big

piece of land' in the south-west (of the then) Kamarupa, (see Kamarupa
RujavaH, p. [41] fii. 3). The author seems to have overlooked fn. 4 on

the same page relating to the 1st grant of Dharmapala. The kingdom

of Kamarupa was, perhaps bigger than Gauda, and the kings were very
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powerful; To suppose that Romapfila conquered the whole of Kaiuia-

rupa, would be underestimating the prowess of the mighty rulers of the

great kingdom of Kamariipa. Even Jayapala, who, according to the

author, was overthrown by Ramapala, was extolled with the adjective

(of unthinkable lustre) in the Silimpur inscription (verse

22), (see Epigi-aphdaLntUcd, vol. XIII, p. 292).

Although there is no mention at all of Kamarupa (or Pragjyotisa)

either in tile main part of the inscription or the seal, yet that the land

donated is described as a ‘Pragjyotisa Bhukti’ and ‘Kamarupa

Mnndnla’ is looked upon as a deceive proof that Yaidyadeva was the

king of (the whole of) Kamarupa. The kingdom of Kamarupa, it

seems, had no such divisions as ‘Bhukti’ or ‘Mandala’—as these

terms ai'e never, found in any of the Kamarupa inscriptions. But in

Gauda, there were ‘Bhuktis’ and ‘Mandalns’
;
the land to he granted by

Yaidyadeva was to be given a ‘Bhukti’ uud a ‘Mandala’
j
according to the

Gauda custom probably, the officer in charge of the affair utilized the

two synonyms of the kingdom to which the land had formerly belonged

—one (Pragjyotisa) was made a, ‘Bhukti,’ the other (Kamarupa) a

‘Mandala.’ This is a proof that the transaction was not made in the

kingdom of Kamarupa, in which case the grant would not have men-

tioned Bhukti ox Mantiala, as no such divisions existed there.

In order to make Yaidyadeva the king of the whole of Kamariipa

the rulers of the Pala dynasty including Jayapala had been rendered

extinct about half a century earlier. Ratnapala had a reign of about

40 (not 80) years and Dkarmapiila also reigned till he became old.

To the Pala kings an average period of 25 years (at least) should

be assigned1

,
and so if Jayap&la was the son of Dliarmapala (and so liis

immediate successor) then Jayapala might have ruled over Kamarupa

up to the 0th decade of the 12th century. If Umapati mentioned in

Cliandogapariiutu (vide Kamarupa Rug&vaU, p. [37] ) has been correcily

conjectured to be Umapati Dhara; then, Jayapala was a contemporary

of Vijayaseua and Laksmanasena. The author, however, has passed

o,ver this point (re : Umapati Dhara).

P. 304: Sylliet. wa.s never under the Jaintia kings, and only the

southern part d£ Sylliet—about one-tenth of the whole district—is sup-

posed to have been under the Tipperah kings, about 12 or 13 hundred
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years ago. The Sahajiya cult, as found in Sylhet, is a recent introduc-

tion and is a sub-sect of the Vaisnavas. Sylhet never came under the

influence of Buddhism, and it is a firm conviction of the present

reviewer that Tantric religion is not an evolution of Buddhism.

P. 310: Madliura-bhava, oo: the idea of sweetness of Srxeaitanya

should not be associated with sesuail pleasure.

P. 322 : Narayana Deva was a native of Bengal and his Bengali

poem Paclmapur&na is very popular among the resident® of the eastern

part of East Bengal. His descendants still live in a village in

Mymensiugh. Suk-nanni (i.e. the composition of Sukavi Narayana), is

very likely an Assamese recension of the Bengali book.

P. 323 : Narottam Thakur is a great name in the Vaisnava litera-

ture of Bengal. He was a native of Western Bengali.

P. 327 : Purnananda Paramahaipsa was a native of Mymensiugh

where his descendants are still living. His work S('t Cakra should', not

therefore have been mentioned here : nor was he a. writer of the Tre-

Narayana period as he was a contemporary of Naranarayana. (Vide, the

article ‘PumiiiauLa QiA Kdmdkhya Mahdpitha’ in my Pralaiulhdstalca).

Appendices : English translations of some of the copperplates

have been published as appendices, excepting those already published in

JASB. But the omission of Indrapala’a second (i.e. Gaukuclii) grant

that has not as yet been translated into English is probably an oversight,

due perhaps to the fact that the first half of this grant is the same as

that of his first (Gauhati) grant, a translation whereof was published in

the JASB. The last part of the inscription in the second grant is very

interesting, and, along with the translation, a facsimile of the last plate

should have been given as it contains some pictures.

P. 340: Addenda to p. 158, line 8—Not only the king's of the

dynasty of Brahmapala were ‘Votaries of Tantricigm’ but even the

dynasty preceding thereto were of Tantric initiation. The Tantric

mark of anji (^)is found at the commencement of the copperplate inscrip-

tions of Vanamala and Balavaman of the SalaBtambha dynasty. The

corner of the first plate of Bkaskaravarman is broken and the mark

there is not visible—it hasibeen read —but I suspect this also might

have been anji. The worship of the divine pair, Kamesvara and Maha-

gaurJ, probably symbolized in the ‘Amulet of Bhagadatta’ preserved
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even now at Guliainimari in Kuch Behar, is certainly indicative of the

Taatrio worship. (Tide Kamarupa RajSroaU, p. [32] fn. 2).

P. 341 : Addenda to p. 193, 11. 6-11—The present reviewer never

stated that “DharmapaJla ruled over the eastern part of Kamarupa simul-

taneously with Tingyadeva and Yaidyadeva who ruled over western

Kamarupa.’ His statement is that Yaidyadeva ruled over a portion of

the south-western part of Kamarupa only and that Dliarinapala ruled

over the whole kingdom minus the above portion. The grant to Himahga

was made in the 3rd year of Dharmapala’s reign. The conquest of the

portion by Ramapala occurred subsequently.

P. 341: Addenda to p. 198—11.18-21—Mr. N. G. Majumdar’s

statement regarding- conflict of an ancestor of Yal'labliadeva with

Vijayasena, as conjectured by the author also, may be correct : but tire

author’s view that Yallabhadeva’s state was a feudatory one uniter the

suzerainty of Kamnriipa is of doubtful accuracy. Yallnblia’s inscrip-

tion. has no mention whatever of Kamarupa but was modelled on Bengal

inscriptions. ‘Ko2ci’ in the names of villages need not be adduced as a

proof of their being included in Kiilmarupa. On the other hand, one of the

places (in the grant) was named Maitada, and there is stilll a village

called Mitada in the Manikganj subdivision of the Dacca district.

There is no doubt about the fact that the small kingdom, whereof

Yailabha was the heir-apparent, lay in the proximity of Bengal: it

is proved also by the fight of Rayarideva with the Bengal king, but the

persons and places mentioned including the name of the mother of

Vallabha indicate a less civilized locality than East Bengal of the 12th

century.

In conclusion, one cannot but praise the book and its author for the

excellent materials collected by him. In the vernacular books on the

history of Assam, only a few pages are ctevoted to the ancient and medi-

eval (i.e. pre-Kock-Ahom) period, and the incidents recorded are mostly

imaginary and based on hearsays and traditions. In Sir Edward Gait’s

History of Assam, the accounts given of that period cover only 14 pages,

even in its second edition published about ten years ago. It is therefore

a matter of no small credit to the author that the above-mentioned period

hag in this book covered’ 200 pages of solid information. I am exceed-

ingly delighted to see this publication by one of the worthiest sons of
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Assam, having as his co-workerg, some of his distinguished compatriots,

such as Srijut Smut Cluimlm Goswumi, Professors Suryya Kumar

Bhuiyan and Baui Kan la Kakuti.

Paumanath Bhattai'Uauxva

MUGHAL KINGSHIP AND NOBILITY l>y Ham Prasad Khosla,

m. a. (Punjab), li.A. (Oxon), i.e.s., Principal, T. N. J. College,

Bhagalpur. Fellow and. Syndic of Patna University, &e. The Indian

Press Ltd., Allahabad, Six 5, pp. iv + 311, 1934.

Mr. Kliosla’s handy little volume, Mughal Kingship mul Nubility,

throws considerable light on one of the neglected sides of Mughal

history. The. political history of the period has been written, the

economic, social and other questions have been discussed in detail but

the Mugha'l Constitution has not received the notice it deserves. As

Lord Bryce points out in the American Commonwealth, chapter

CXXIII on the development of political institutions and habits, a con-

ception of tlie economic and social life of the United States could be

explained only by studying whether those phenomena are due to

permanent or transitory causes; by noting “(lie tendencies which seem

likely to continue to affect the social and intellectual life of the time.”

These realised facts and intimate tendencies make up a Constitution.

To study Mughal institutions without reference to the Constitution they

inhere in has so far been a serious drawback.

Mr. Khosla has attempted to fill up tins gap, to give a sympathetic

account of the constitutional problems which existed during the

Mughal period. To quote the author’s own words, ‘‘The position of

the Mughal' King, his relations with the Clvurcli and Nobility, the

law of Succession, the administration of justice are some of the im-

portant topics discussed and Mr. Khosla discusses them in easy, clear

and concise English.

The style seems to have been deliberately kept simple ancl lucid go

that the book may be easily intelligible even to the average student and

the average layman interested in the subject.

The history with which Mr. Khosla presents us is of a kin'd utterly

unfamiliar in matter as well as style. No new or original theories have

been advanced—the author himself disclaims any such intention—but
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an attempt lias been made to give a distinct and concrete shape to

what existed in a vague and undefined form. In discussing these

problems the author exhibits a keen sympathy for and a judicious

insight into the social, political, and 'religious ideals, of which the

Mughal Constitution was the outcome. His profound erudition-

and brilliant exposition gradually- unfold in eleven illuminating

chapters the ‘grand traits’ appearing in Mughal history and -forcing

upon the reader the conclusion that behind the mass of seemingly un-

related particulars there lies a pattern, a dominating idea which

determines, independently of all external influence, not only the form

which its art and religion will take, but equally the nature of its

political development. Actually it remoulds our attitude to the past

and thereby helps to suggest an attitude to the present and the future.

Himself a specialist, in Persian sources, the author’s discussion ranges

over every important problem in religion, law and politics, yet there

is never a touch of the mere antiquarian or the pedant.

The author’s estimate of Auraugzeb may not be adequate. A
sympathetic account of that greatest of Mughal' Emperors has yet to

be written. But the author leaves no sources unexplored.

On the whole, an admirable book—admirable in design as well as in

execution.

Azimujidin Ahmad

NAYAKUMARACAE.nl OF PU$PADANTA, critically edited

with Introduction, Notes, Glossary and Indexes, by Hiralul Jain. The

Devendrakiriti Jaina Series, vol. I, pp. lxiii+209, Berar, 1933.

Of all the different phases of the Indo-Aryan language Apabhramga

has received the least attention from the Indologists. This undeserved

indifference to ApabhramSa is mostly due to want of suitable texts.

Hence the patrons and promoters of the Devendrakiriti Jain Series

deserve the best thanks of the scholarly world for their undertaking to

publish' good editions of ApaJ)b.ramia works of which the volume under

review ip a specimen.

Nayakumara or Nagakumara is well known in Jaina legends.

According to the learned editor no less than eighteen works are known
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to have been written about the career of N&gakiuntoa, and in

different languages, viz., Sanskrit, Prakrit, ApabhrainHa, Hindi, Tamil

and Kanarese. This at once .shows the great popularity the

story of Nogakumara enjoyed among' Jains in different parts of India.

Among the different versions of the story, that given by Puspadanta seems

however to be the oldest. Hence the present work is important for the

study of Jaina legends. But in other studies too, it may give us useful

help. For example, it contains occasional references to contemporary

political divisions of India, social customs, arts, amusements, fashion,

luxury and trade etc. Besides these, some legends traceable in tlie

Puronas and epics have also been referred to in it. All these have been

carefully gathered by the editor in the well written and elaborate intro-

duction. The editor, has also given an interesting discussion about the

Nagas, on the basis of data gathered from epics, Purunas, and other

Sanskrit works and Buddhist literature, and inscriptions. Hi» treat-

ment of the Puspadanta, the author1 of the work, whom he places on

good grounds in the 10th century A.C. is quite exhaustive. An

analysis of the work given in English as well as a conspectus of the

grammar of the work has enhanced the utility of the present edition.

The discussion on the metres of the work is valuable,

On the whole the work may be said to have been edited well, though

it may still be possible to differ from the learned editor on certain points.

In reconstructing the text he has not taken any one or any group of his

mss. as the basis. We wished very much to know which according to

hip opinion is the best ms. and why. As for his normalising of all na’s

to na there cannot be any objection but, the case of v versus b is differ-

ent; and readings of mss. on this point should have been included in

the footnotes. An omission of variants in case of readings differing

in having ox not having aimsvdrat has also been not judicious. More

care on these points would have made this work more useful to> the

students of linguistic science.

Manomohan Giiosh
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Aota Orlentalia, vol. XII, parts iii, iv (1934).

E. B. J. KnippeE.

—

Zur Geschiohte der indo-iranischen &-Pnesmtia.

Arohlv Orientalnl, vol. VI, No. 2 (Juno, 1934).

Vidhctshekhara Bhattachaeya.

—

Loan Words in Tibetan. Eighty-

nine Tibetan words liave been given bare with their corresponding

Sanskrit or Prakrit forme to show that the words were taken direct

from those languages.

Caioutta Oriental Journal, vol. I, No. 6 (March, 1934).

Malati Sen.

—

The K&iiliB, and the KCcvyalamkdrasutravrtti. It has

been shown from internal evidences that Yamana, the author of

the Kiiikd, is different from the author of the Kwydlamkdrar

sutra-airttd.

•—The Pranjoga Chapter of tha Kdwydlannkdrasiltra-vHti

with an, Original Commentary 'in Sanskrit.

Ibid., vol. I, No. 7 (April, 1984).

Ksiiras Chandra Chatterji—Grammatical Doctrines and Technic

k

alities in the Kdvyas.

Probodh Chandea Bagchi

—

A Note on the Language of the Buddhist

Dohds. New evidenoes have been put forward in suppprt of the view

that the language of the Buddhist Dollas is a Western Apabhramsa

and is in no way an Eastern Apabhramsa as held by some.

Kokileswak Sastei.—Yidgjd and Amiga.

Malati Sen.

—

The Katikti, and the Kavydlamlcdrasuira-vrtii.

(Continued).

K. M. Shembavnekae.—The Gotta of Bhatta Ndrayana. The writer

is of opinion that Bhatta Narayana was of the same gotra with

Bharadvaja Drona, because of his ill-concealed partiality for

I.H.Q., SEPTEMBER, 1934 26
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AsvattLuiuaii as also for a feeling of personal indignation at the

unjustifiable murder of Dronn.

Ksiiitis Chandra Chatterji.

—

The Tarkikas and Sanskrit Grammar.

P. K. Gode.

—

KrsnabhaUa’s Commentary on the Raglowowinsa and tlic

Chronological Limits (A.D. 1386).

Kshitis Chandra Ghatterji

—

limikalpadmma with the Commen-

tary Kavyahamadhenu: Edited with' short explanatory notes and

different readings.

Ibid., vol. I, No. 8 (May, 1934).

Kshitis Chandra Ghatterji.—Kirdturjunlyu. (Cantu. 1) with Com-

mcnUtries of Devarajayajvan and Vidydmadharu. The unpublish-

ed commentaries discuss many points not touched by other

commentators and in some cases suggest explanations more reason-

able than those of Mallinatha.

Ibid., vol. I, No. 9 (Juno, 1®S4).

K. It. Pisiiaroti and Y. K. R. Menon Vdstu-vulyd—A treatise on

Architecture. The work has been translated into English

with diagrams.

Karendka Kumar Majumdar.

—

Dhikotijcarana of Sripati. ThiB

treatise on the calculations of eclipses has been rendered into

English' with notes.

Calcutta Review, (July, 1984).

Kunjagovinda Gosvami.

—

A Nearly discovered Inscription of Kanishka ,

This epigraph, according to the writer, is the earliest available

B'rahmi inscription of Kaniska’s time, recording in the second year

of his reign the erection of a Bodhisattva statue by a nun Budha-

mitra.

Digambar Kasinath Garde.

—

The Vidusaka in Sanskrit Drama. The

nature and activities of the Vidusaka as found in Sanskrit dramas

in general and Kalidasa’s dramas in particular have been discussed

here.
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Ibid.) (August, 1984).

Nibmal Kumar Bose.—Caste as a Social Phenomenon.

Ibid., (September, 1934).

TTmeshchandra Bhattac.tiar.tee.

—

Problem of Time in Indian Thought,

Nirmal Kumar Bose.—Caste through the Ages.

Indian Art and Letters, vol. VII, no. 2.

K. de B. Codrington.

—

An In-trodifotion to the Study of Islamic Art

in India,

Countess G. de Coral-Remusat.—-Concerning Some Indian Influences

in Khmer Art as exemplified in the Borders of Pediments.

Eugene Cavaignac.—The Solenoid Tradition in India mi its

Persistence.

C, E. A. W. Oldham.—Recent Ai'chmological Work in Mysore.

Indian Culture, vol. I, No. 1 (July, 1034).

S. K. De.—Some Bengal Vaisnava Works in Sanskrit.

It. C. MaiTumdar.

—

Indo-Javancse Literature.

A. Berrieuale Keith—The Date of Zoroaster.

Journal of the American Oriental Society,

vol. 52, No. 2 (June, 1034).

W. F. ALURionTT and P.E. Dumont.—A Parallel between. Indie and

Babylonian Sacrificial Ritual. The Yeclic and. Babylonian gacrifl-

cial rites have been compared and extraordinary similarities

pointed out. The writer of the paper is of opinion that the horge-

sacrifiee goes back to Indo-European times or it may have come

from the Indo-Iranians who had borrowed it from another people

of the great plains. The Babylonians adopted the practice of sacri-

ficing the horse from Indo-Iranians and transferred the rituals con-

nected with the ancient bull sacrifice to the horse-sacrifice.
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Journal of the Greater India Society,

vol. I, No. 2 (July, 1934).

G. Coedes.—On the Origin of the Sailendras of Indonesia.

R. C. Majumdar.—The Struggle between the Sailendras and the Cholas.

J. PsZYfctrsjn.—Indian Colonisation in Sumatra before the Seventh

Century.

E. OBEBMIJXBR.—The Term Sunyatd, and its different Interpretations.

The paper deals with the different meanings which Lave been

attached to tire word Sunyatd by the different Buddhist schools,

Htnayanic and Maliiiyanic, and reviewed here mainly on the basis

of a Tibetan commentary on the A blmamayalamldra.

H. Meinhabd.

—

Ancient Indian Culture in Bali.

Journal and Proceedings of the Asiatic Society of Bengal,

vol. XXIX, No. 1.

Sundka Lae Hora.

—

Worship of the Deities Old, Jhold and Bon Blbi

in Lower Bengal.

Chintaharan Ciiakravarti

—

A new Indian Version of the Story of

Solomon’s Judgment.

Htmanstt Bhttsan Saekae.—Date of the Introduction of the Saha, year

in Java. From the mention of a date in some mythical' chronb-

logy of Java, it is known that the Javanese year begins in 456 A.C.

The author of this paper suggests that this. year marks the advent

of the Sakas into Java as they had been driven out from India per-

haps at this time by Skandagupta. From this period, inscriptions

in Java began to be dated, in Saka Era.

JoQENr> it.a Chandra Ghosh.

—

The Chhindas of Magcvtlha and Gaudel-

vam Madhusena. It is sunnised that GaudeSvara Madlmsena

mentioned in the colophon of a Buddhist manuscript was a Sena

king of Bodh Gaya. In spite of Madliusena’s title ‘Gaudesvara’,

the Buddhist Senas were under the kings of Magadha, where the

Chhindas, identified with the Chikkores, were ruling at the time.

The Senas are styled Bitliipati and 'Acarya, as they occupied a

sacred-seat and were religious teachers of the Chhinda family.
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.—It is Imowii.from an inscription recording the setting-

up of -an image of Bliagavati by king Indravunnan III

of Champa that the king was well-versed in a number of

Indian Sastrus including a grammatical treatise of Jineoidm and

the Uttaraladpa of the Saivae. Jiuendra’s work refers to the

K&ti'liSr-Vivavanutpanjika or. the Ny&tct by the Buddhist scholar

Jinendrabuddhi who resided in Bengal. The Uttarakalpp. is also a

work of Tantric Saivism specially prevalent in Bengal. So these

two works were probably taken to Champa, from Bengal.

Sundra Lad Hora.—Worship and Propitiation of Wild Animals

at Uttarbhag, Lower Bengal.

Kalipada Mttha.—Side-light on Ancient Indian Serial Life. Infor-

mation has been gathered here mainly from the Pali commentary

V imamvatthu-atfhahatha regarding sooial life in ancient India.

The items discussed include the celebration of festivuls, the acti-'

vities of thieves, the naming of the city-gates, the influence of the

courtesans, the relation between the husband ami wife, as also tlmt

between the mother-in-law and the daughter-in-law, the institu-

tions of marriage and slavery, the popular way of expressing joy,

the various arts and crafts, dresses, and ornaments.

Chintaharan Chakhavabti.—.4 Note on the Age and Authorship of the

Tantras. The conclusion arrived at in the note is that pome of the

Tantras are very old going back as early as tlie beginning of the

Christian era. As regards the authorship, it is pointed out that

in spite of the fact that a divine origin is claimed for the Tantras,

and their authors are not mentioned, some of them give clue for

finding out the real authors.

Sabat Chandra Mitba.—On a few Ancient Indian Amulets and

Charms.

T. A. Welt.sted.—Notes on the YdhilfaJcas pf the .Central. Provinces

and Berar, and their Country, 4th to 8th century A.D.

Haridas Mitra.—Sadiisiha Worship in Early Bengal ; A Study

in History, Art and Religion.

George P. Congeh.—Cosmic Persons and Human Universes hi Indian

Philosophy*
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Journal of the Royal Asiatic Society, (April, 1934).

Raghu Vira.

—

Implements and Vessels used in Vedic Sacrifice.

GiusBPru Tucci.

—

The Ratndvali of Ndgdrjuna. This is an edition

and a translation of the first chapter of tie Ratndvali of Nagilr-

jnna. from a ms. recently acquired from Nepal. The work is in

the form of a discourse to a king on dharma (mystic and

spiritual laws).

R. G. Bhatnagae.

—

Sabhd, Gnmanl, Sthapati etc., in the Sutra

Literature.

C. C. Das Gupta.—On a New Type of Brilhml ja inscribed on some

Ancient Indian Coins.

Ibid., (July, 1934).

E. H. Johnston.—The root Rap in the Rgveda.

Dines Chandea Siecae.—A Note on the Name of the last great.

Sdtavdhana King. It is pointed out in tlie note that the name of

the last great Satavahana king ns found in the inscriptions and on

coins is (Sri) YajSa-Sata'karni and. not. Yajfiarfri-Satakarpi which

name is mentioned in the Purfijins and has been accepted by

scholars as correct.

Journal of the Royal Society of Arts, vol. LX3CSH,

No. 4205 (August, 1934).

Ramapeasad Chanda.

—

Art in Orissa. This is a lecture on the art of

the mediteval temples of Orissa delivered at the Royal Society of Arts,

London. The sculptures described here relate to Saktism at Tnjpur,

Mahayana Buddhism in the hill tracts of Cuttack, and Saivism at

Kindling in the Mayurbhanj State, covering a period o'f about six

centuries (700-1800 A.C.).

Journal of the University of Bombay, vol. n, part VI (May, 1934).

dhte.

—

The Prakrit Dialect of PravacannsSra or Jaina
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A. D. Posalkar.—Critical Study of the Works of BhOaa with special

reference to the Sociological Conditions of his Age as revealed in

'those Works.

Zeitschrlft fur Indologie und Iranistik, Band 9, Heft 3.

V. R. Ramachandra Diicshitar.

—

The Marumakkattayam and the

Sangrni Literature. This institution of the Marumakkattayam

which the writers on social science designates as ‘mother-right’ is

prevalent among’ the Nairn of Malabar. It can be traced back to the

primitive culture in which maternity was given a higher place than

paternity. According to the writer of this paper, no reference to

the Marumakkattayam can he found in the Sangam literature,

though this ancient institution must have existed in Malabar at the

time when the Sangam works were written.

Helmutt von Glasenarp.—Die Lelire Vallabh&cQrya (the teachings of

Vallahh^ohrya)

.

Printed and Published by Sj. Raghunath Seal, at the Caloutta Oriental

Press, 9, Panchanan Qhose Lane, Caloutta.
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CEYLON
at the time of King Bhuvaneka Bahu

and Franz Xaver 1539—1552

New sources of information on the history of the Portuguese sovereignty

and Franciscan mission in Ceylon

Original text published by

G. SCHURHAMMER
and

E. A. VORETZSCH
2 volumes

Bhuvaneka Bilhu, the last Buddhist Emperor of Ceylon, died in 1551. His term of

office witnessed the fall of the rule of the Mohammedans in favour 0/ the Por :

tugucse, the memorable mission of the son of the Sun to the Court of Lisbon, the

first inroads of the Portuguese into the interior, of which should be mentioned three

adventurous expeditions to Kandy, the foundation of the Franciscan and J esuit mis-

sions in Ceylon and the important change in the Portuguese mission policy iit the

East and the constantly changing intrigues of the three rival Singalese rulers ofK8«8,

Sltfiwaka and Kandy, their followers in Battikaloa and Ttinkomoli and pf the.Tamul

King of Jaffna, one of the most interesting, decisive but also confused and intricate

periods in the history of the Isle of Pearls.

In opposition to the mixture of truth and fiction in the contemporary "Lendas da

India" as well os in te Rlj&valiya and Mahdvansa, and the accounts by Cou-
to, Q ueirosandValen tyn frequently referring bade to them, thepublishers plnceon

a firm basis the history of Ceylon for that period by the publication of the original

accounts of eyewitnesses and which were discovered by them in 1923, showing by a

local and temporal narrowly limited section the inexhaustible wealth of the archives

of Lisbon in connection with those of the Jesuit orders for the reconstruction of the

history ofAsia. The 84 complete texts and 24 part texts of the documents nowpubli-

shed for the first time are simultaneously the letters of the Kings of K6US, SIt&waka
and Kandy and their advisers, the leaders of the expeditions and of the Franciscans

that accompanied them, of. the Portuguese ecclesiastic and civil authorities, of the

J esuit missionaries etc.
,
the principal actors during the events that took place. Further

information is furnished by 34 other texts In small print, so that the work contains

all the letters about Ceylon written from 1539101552 by Indian contemporaries. A
great deal of unprinted matter is also contained in the detailed foot-notes accompa-
nying the reading matter. A historical introduction deals with the development of
research made on Ceylon over the period involved, i. e. from the 16th century to the

present day. Everyone that is interested in the study of the history of India in the

16th century will be obliged to Tcfer to this fundamental work containing the sources

of information.
8® vo. XXVIII, 727 pages, map and plates with facsimiles of the signatures.

Pride: sewn £ 3.10.—, bound in buckram £ 2.16.—

.

CEYLONAND PORTUGAL
PARTI

KINGS AND CHRISTIANS 1539—1552
FROM THE. ORIGINAL DOCUMENTS AT LISBON

BY P. E PIERIS AND .M. A. H. FITZLER
Demy 8 vo, / Cloth. / 430 pages / Price £ 1.17.6

Contents: Preface. Contents. Introduction. List of Documents. Notes: 1. Armaria
Appendix I—III. a. Marinharia. 3. 0 Pai dos Christaos. 4. Tituios,-Glossary, Index
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50, Kailas Bose Street, Calcutta

THE

CALCUTTA ORIENTAL PRESS
SPECIALIST IN

High Class Printing of Books with diacritical marks.

Sets up tuhole 600ft irv English op Devnagri Types fop

maintaining uniformity of Typographical arrangements.

Possesses varieties of Types for Artistic J06 GDorfts.

Undertakes Printing in Chinese and Tibetan Characters.

Please correspond for rates with the Manager :

9, PANCHANAN CHOSE LANE, CALCUTTA.
or ring up B.B. 1918,
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IF YOU WANT TO BE IN TOUCH
WITH THE MIND OF INDIA

YOU MUST SUBSCRIBE TO

The Calcutta Review
An Illustrated Cultural Monthly Published by the

University of Calcutta.

Writers, eminent in public life, and in their respective sphere of activities, all

over the world, contribute to our pages, on subjects of general, cultural and educa-

tional interests, current political and constitutional, social and economic, religious

and literary topics and movements of national and international significance.

Besides important and interesting articles there are also regular features every month

like the following : (a) Miscellany, (b) Reviews and Notices of books by scholars

and specialists,
(c

)

Important gleanings from Indian and foreign periodicals, (d)

At Home and Abroad containing a monthly record of news relating to cultural

and academic institutions of our country and abroad and (e) Editorial comments on

news and affairs of Calcutta University.

AMONG OUR
Rabindranath Tagore

Sir Sarvapalli Radhakrishnan

Sir Jehangir Coyajee

Nalioir&njan Sarkcr

Sir P. S Sivaswamy Aiyer

The Rt. Hnn’ble Viscount Finlay

Sir Hassan Suhrawurdy

Prof, Emile Legonis

Charlotte Krause

Prof. Amarnath Jha

C. F. Andrews

St. Nthal Singh

CONTRIBUTORS
Sri Aurobindo

Dr. T araknath Das

Dr. G. Montagu Harris

M. K. Nambyar

Dr. Radhaknnial Mookcrji

Dr. Radha Kumud Mookerji

Sir Devapras&d Sarvadhikary

Nares Chandra Sen-Gupta

Benoy Kumar Sarkar

Dr. James H. Cousens

Prof. B. M. Barua

Prof. D. R. Bhandarkar

etc. etc. etc.

Enlistyourself at once and be one of a most respectable and cultured

group of intellectuals.

THE CALCUTTA REVIEW opens up a wide and chosen field

for businessmen interested in the widest publicity of their

articles of business. It, therefore, pays to

advertise in the

CALCUTTA REVIEW.

For a sample copy and other

particulars please write

enclosing one anna stamp to :

—

The Manager,

THE CALCUTTA REVIEW
Senate House, Calcutta.

For advertisement rates, etc.,

please writs to ;

HOME TAGORE & CO.
Sole Advertising Agents,

THE CALCUTTA REVIEW,
Senate House, Calcutta.
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Greater India Society

Purodha—RABINDRANATH TAGORE
President

—

SIR P. C. RAT, Kt.

Hony. Secretary—Prof. UPENDRANATH GHOSHAL, m.a., ph.d,

Jt. Secretary—Dr. KALIDAS NAG, D.Litt. (Paris)

BULLETINS

1. Greater India—By Dr. Halidas Nag, M.A. (Cal.), D.Litt. (out of print)

2. India and China—By Dr. Prabodh Chandra Bagchi, M.A. (Cal.),

D.Litt. (Paris) New edition in preparation.

3. Indian Culture In Java and Sumatra—Revised and enlarged edition. Part I

Text. By Dr. Bijanraj Chatterjeo, D.Litt. (Punjab), Ph.D. (London);

Part II Inscriptions. By Dr. Bijanraj Chatterjee and Dr. Niranjan Prasad

Chakravarti. Us. 2.

4. India and Central Asia—By Dr. Niranjan Prasad Chakravarti, M.A.,

(Cal.), Ph.D. (Cantab.) Re. 1.

8. Anoient Indian Culture in Afghanistan—By Dr. Upendra Nath

Ghoshal, M.A., Ph.D. Re. 1.

PUBLICATIONS

1, Anfllont Colonies In the Far East—Vol. I. CHAMPA—By Dr. Ramesh

Chandra Majumdar, M.A., Ph.D. Rs. 16 (for members Rs. 12).

2. Hindu Law and Custom—(Authorized English translation of Dr. Julius

Jolly’s Becht und Silte—By Dr. Batakrishna Ghosh Rs. 10-8

3> Social Life In Ancient India: Studies in Vatsyayaua’s Kamasutra—By
Prof. H, C. Chakladar, M. A. Rs. 4.

4. Pratima Lakshanam (Sanskrit and Tibetan) by Prof. Phanindra Nath

Bose, M.A. Rs. 4.

6. Indian Literature in China and the Far East—By Prabhat Kumar
Mukherji. Rs. 3.

6. Indian Influences on the Literature of Java and Ball—By Himansu

Bhusan Sarkar, M.A. Rs. 6.

7. Travels of Tibetan pilgrims to the Swat Valley—Dr. G. Tucci. (In the Press)

OTHER PUBLICATIONS

1. Indian Colony of Siam—By Prof. Phanindranath Bose, M.A. Rs. 3-8-0.

2 . VtTTH (Hindi Edition of Bulletin No. 1)

.

3. (Bengali Edition of Bulletin No. 1).

Manager, GREATER INDIA SOCIETY

21, BADURBAGAN ROW, CALCUTTA
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THE SANSKRIT SAHITYA PARISHAT PATR1KA

A Monthly Sanskrit Journal

Edited by

KSHITIS CHANDRA CHATTERJI, m.a.

Lecturer, Calcutta University.

The only journal in Sanskrit containing up-to-date articles on

Indology from the pens of distinguished Sanskritists. At present

it is publishing among other things a hitherto unpublished commen-
tary by Govindamuni on the Sahara Bhagya in monthly instalments.

It also contains short stories, poems etc. in simple and elegant

Sanskrit.

SHAMBAZAR, CALCUTTA

Edited for the first time with an
introduction and notes by

Dr. NALINAKSHA DUTT, m.a., ph.d. (cal.), d. litt. (lond.)

Price Re. i/-

LATEST PUBLICATIONS

OF THE

CALCUTTA ORIENTAL. SERIES
1 MADHYaNTAVIBHAGASOTRABHaSYATIKa of

Sthiramati, a sub-commentary on Vasubandhu’s Bhasya on the
Madhyantavibhagasutra of Maitreyanatha edited by Vidhushekhara
Bhattacharya and G. Tucci. Royal 8vo. pp. 5+ 105 ... Rs. 8/-

2 SUMANGALA-VILASINI (Commentary on the Digha
Nikaya), Suttas VIII-XV, Fasc. I. Edited by Dr. NALINAKSHA
Dutt, M.A., d.lit. (Lond.). ... ... ... Rs. 2/-

3 AJNANA or THE THEORY OF IGNORANCE By G.
R. Malkani, R. Das & T. R. V. Murti ... ... Rs. 6/-

4 ANALYSIS OF THE ABHISAMAYALAMKARA,
Fasc. 1 ; by Dr. E. Obermiller, PH.D Rs, 6/- or 10s.

5 PANCAVIMSATISAHASRIKA PRAJNAPaRAMITa
Vol. I, edited for the first time from original Mss. by
Dr. NALINAKSHA DUTT, M.A., PH.D. (CAL.), D.LITT. (LOND.)

Rs. 8/-
Calcutta Oriental Book Agency

9, Panohanan Oho sb Lane,

CALCUTTA. Phone: B.B. 1918
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Calcutta Oriental Series No. 28

[ PARCAVIMSATISAHASRIKA PRAJnaPaRAMITa ]

VOL. I

Edited for the first time from original Mas.
with critical notes, introduction & resume

(Demy 8vo pp. xxxvi + 269)

By NALINAKSHA DUTT, Ph.D. (Cal.)
,
D. Litt. (Loud.),

Premchand Roychani Scholar,

Leoturer, Post-Graduate Dept., Calcutta University.

This booh shows clearly the relation between the Prajnap&ramitds
and the Abliisamayalariiharakarika. It delineates the career of a
Bodhisattva from the attainment of Bodhicitta to that off SarvaJcara-
jflatd (omnisoience). PRICE RS. 8/-

To be had of\

THE CALCUTTA ORIENTAL BOOK AGENCY,
9, Panchanan Ghose Lane, Calcutta

Messrs. LUZAC & CO.

46, Great Bussell Street, London

Of special interest to students of

INDO-ARYAN Philology.

Sinhalese Etymological

===== Dictionary=
Compiled under the direction of

Prof. WILHELM GEIGER, Ph.D., of Munloh,
by SIR . B. JAYATILAKA, M.A. (Oxon.)

with the co-operation of

several oompetent scholars.

* -X- * *

A scientifically compiled DICTIONARY of Sinhalese language,

based on principles of modern lexicography to satisfy the demands
of modern scholarship, has been a long-felt need. It is to supply

this need that the present work has been undertaken by the Ceylon

Branch of the Royal Asiatic Society.

Rs. 3/- (Sh. 5/-) per part
(Postage 45 oents extra)

* * # *

The First Part will be published before the end of

the year. Write today for descriptive booklet to:

The Hony. Secretary, The Sinhalese Dictionary Managing Committee.

The Museum, Colombo,
CEYLON.

I.H.Q., DECEMBER, 1934
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Works by Prof. Benoy Kumar Sarkar

1 . The Futurism of Young Asia and other Essays on the Relations between the East and

the West. Pages 10-399, Rs. 9/- (Leipzig).

2 . Chinese Religion Through Hindu Eyes—Pages 32-331, Rs. 6/- (Shanghai).

Journal of the Indo-Japanesc Association (Tokyo) : “Not only a volume on

comparative religion but useful to those who want to get the Oriental interpretation

of Oriental history.”

3 . The Positive Background of Hindu Sooioiogy. Book I. Pages 33-36^, Rs. 7/-.

Book II. Pages 240, Rs. 6/-. ("Allahabad).

his (Brussels) : “We have pleasure in recognizing in the postulate of B. K. S.

a new method, may be fruitful, of envisaging Indian civilization.”

4 . The Political Institutions and Theories of the Hindus— Pages 24-224, Rs. 9/-.

(Leipzig).

Journal of the Royal Asiatic Society (London) : “He seeks to give a

readable account, and this he has done with frequent allusions and much elegant

writing.”

Orientalische Literaturzeitung (Leipzig) : “Its value lies in the manner in

which the author has handled the vast material and thereby undoubtedly prepared

the way for future researches.”

L‘ Europe Nouvelle (Paris): "The economic and military parallel between the

Roman Empire and that of Asoka the Great is surprising.”

6. Sukr&niti (Hindu Politics, Economics and Sociology,) rendered into English

from Sanskrit with notes. Pages 36-270, Rs. 6/-, (Allahabad).

6. The Folk-Element hi Hindu Culture—Pages 20-321, Rs. 13/8/-. (London).

Literary Digest (New York) : “A book for the specialist and for him has

unique value.”

Scotsman : “Profoundly learned study 9 * * an important contribution to

the scientific study of Hindu sociology.”

7. Hindu Achievements In Exaot Science—Pages 13-82, Rs. 3/-. (New York and

London).

La Mature (Paris) : “European readers will find in this book a good summary
of ancient and mediaeval Hindu science known very little as it is in the West.”

B. Love in Hindu Literature —Pages 5-89 Rs. 2/-. (Tokyo).

9 . Hindu Art: Its Humanism and Modernism—An Introductory Essay. Rs, 3/-

(New York).

10 . The Aesthetics of Young India—Pages 4-H9, Rs. 3/-. (Calcutta).

11 . Greetings to Young India: Messages of Cultural and Social Re-construction.

Pages 22-160, Re, 1 /-. (Calcutta).

B. G. PAUL &. Co., Madras
;
LUZAC & Co., London 5

MARKET UND
BETTERS, Leipzig (Germany).
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THE CALCUTTA SANSKRIT SERIES
Under the direotion of Pandit Amareswar Thakur, m.a., Ph.D.

BOOKS PUBLISHED.
I. BRAHMASITTRA-SANKARABHASYA, edited with nine commentaries

of which five* (1) are hitherto unpublished, by Mm. Ananta Krishna Sastri. Super
Royal, 8vo. pp. 91 + 1251+ 27, Rs. 15/-.

II. ABH1NAYADARPANA* (1) of Nandikesvara, edited with an Intro-
duction, Translation, Notes, Illustrations and Index by Manomohan Ghosh, M.A.,
ltoyal 8vo. pp. 76 + 06 + 56, Rs. 6/-.

(The Sanskrit Text of this work was hitherto inaccessible to the general
public and Dr. Ooomaraswamy’s translation of the same named The Mirror
of Gestures has long been out of print)

.

III. KAULAJRANANIRNAYA* (1) and somo other minor texts of the
school of Matsyendranatha edited with an elaborate Introduction by Dr. Prabodh
Chandra Bagohi, M.A., D. Lift., Royal 8vo. pp. 80 + 122 + 22, Rs. 6/-.

(These Tantrik texts relate to a sect comparatively little known and raise
many important issues with regard to the religious history of India).

IV. MATRKLABHEDA-TANTRA, edited with Sanskrit Introduction and
Notes by Pandit Chintamani Bhattacharya. An English Introduction, Notes,
Index and also an Appendix havo been given. Royal 8vo. pp. 33 + 93 + 14, Rs. 2/-.

(This Tantrik text is very old and deals with alohemy or the process of
transmuting baser metals to Gold and Silver).

V. NyRyilmyta and Advaitasiddhi, edited with seven commentaries of which
three (1) are hitherto unpublished, by Mm. Ananta Krishna Sastri, Super
Royal, 8vo. pp. 150+ 073 (Introduction English and Sanskrit) Rs. 12/-.

VI. SAPTAl’ADARTHT, edited with Mitabliiisini*, PadRrtha caudrikR*,
Balabhadrasandarbha* (1) and Introduction, Notes and Index by Pandit Narendra
Chandra Vednntatirtha, M. A. and Pandit Amarcndra Mohan Tarkatirtha.
Royal 8vo. pp. 76 + 100+ 20, Rs. 4/-.

TO BE SHORTLY OUT
I. KAVYAPR.AKA8A edited with Mahe4vara’s commentary and an

Introduction by Dr. S. K. De, M. A., D. Litt.

II. VEDANTA-SIDDHANTA-SCKTIMANJARI* edited with the .cowmen-
tary Praknda* (1) and Introduction, Notes and Index by Pandit Narendra
Chandra Vedantatirtha, M.A.

WORKS IN PROGRESS—Roinayana with Lokanutha’s commentary* (1) and
Bengali Translation (in Bengali character), Samaveda with Sfiyana, English
notes and Translation, Gobnila-Gyliyasutra with Uhattanarayana’s commen-
tary,* (1) Srltattvacintamani’ (1) (Tantra) of Purnitnancla (C. 1500 A.C.) Devata-
murtiprakarana* (1) (VastmSnstra) by Man(lana, Nyayadargana* with Bhfiljya,

Varttiku and Tatparya, Adhyatma-Rauiayona (Pur5.ua) with Narottaina's

comm.,* (1) and Dakiirnavft* (1) (Apabhraip4a Text on a later Buddhist sect).

WORKS UNDERTAKEN—Sisupiilavadha with Mallinatha’s Comm., Amara-
ko6a with three commentaries, * Sakuntala with Raghavabhatta’s comm. Sainkhya-
tattva-kaumudi (Pra-)bodhasiddhi or NyayapariSista* (1) of Udayana with Praka-
4a,* (1) Advaitadipika* of Nrsimhasviimi with oomm., Naisadhacaritam, Saddara-
4anasamuocaya with' Guijaratna’s oomm.* Agamatattvavilasa,* (1) Kusumauiali-
Karika, Ramabhadra’s comm.* (1) Kiratarjunlya,* and Caturaiiga-dipikS* (1) of

Sulapani.

N. B. Works mirked with an asterisk have been edited with the help

of original manuscripts ahd those marked with (I) have been published for the
first time.

For detailed catalogue apply to

Metropolitan Printing & Publishing House, Ltd.

56
,
Dharmatala Street, Calcutta
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POONA ORIENTAL SERIES
AUTHOR INDEX

(Please ask for Descriptive Catalogue)

Abhyankar & Deodhar—Nyayasara with
Notes in Eng. Rs, 2-8

Altekar A. 8.—Riistrakutas
And Their Times. Rs. 7-8

Belvalkar S. K.—Brahmnsutra
Transl. and Notes II, 1&2. Rs. 6-0

,, —Four Upanigadas. Re. 1-0

,,
— Kftvyadarta. Transl. Rs. 3-0

,, —Mathara Vrtti. Re, 1-0

,, —Systems of Sk. Gr. Rs. 3-0

,, —Dttar-Rain-Carita. Rs. 2-0

Bhandarkar Comme. Vol. Rs. 12-16

Chandavarkar G. A.

—

Hindu Ethics, 3rd edition, Rs. 1-4

Deodhar G. R.—Bhtisa plays. Rc. 1-0

„ —Svapnavasabhadattn, Rs. 2-0

Dhruva K. H.—MudrSrakshasa.
Intro. Trans. Notes. Rs. 4-0

Diskalkar D. B.—
Sk. Inscriptions, 2 pts, Rs. 4-0

Dravld K. N.

—

Vemiaamlmrn. Rs. 3-0

Edgerton F.

—

Paficatantra. Rs. 1-8

Ghate V. S.—Rgvodn Lectures Rs. 3-0

,, —Saptapndarthi. Rs. 1-8

Goghale D. V>—Arbhasaipgraha.
Trans, and Glossary, Rs. 2-0

„ —Bhagvadgita. Rs. 2-0

„ —Tarkasamgrnha. Rs. 0-6

Hlrlyanna M.—Vedantasiira. Rs. 1-8

Jagannath Rao—MahibhSrata
War, its date &o.. Rs. 2-0

Jahagirdar R, V.

—

Comparative
Philology. - Rs. 3-0

Jha G.—KavySlailkar Transl. Rs. 1-8

,,
—Tarknbhiisa Transl. Rs. 1-4

Jha G. & Sharma H. D.—
Tattvakauniudi SUmkhya. Rs. 3-0

Joshi C. V.

—

Pali Manual. Rs. 2-0
Krsna Sastri

—

Democratic
Hinduism. Rs. 2-0

Kulkarni N. N.

—

Kavyiilankar
Tost with Kiimadhenu. Rs. 1-8

,, —SaiSvat Koia. Rs. 2-0

„ —Tarkabhasa Text As. 8
Majumdar R. C.

—

Corporate
Life in Ancient India. Rs. 7-8

Naik B. B.

—

Ancient Hindu
Politics. Rs. 1-4

Oka K, Q.—Amnrako^a. Rs. 3-8

Oppert G.

—

Vaijayanti. Rs. 10-0
Paranjpe 8. M.

—

Pratima. Rs. 3-0

Pathak K. B.

—

Meghaduta. Rs. 1-4

Pathak S.'

—

IgavBsya. Rs. 1V0

,, —Kena & Katha. Rs. 3-8

,, —Munjaka. Ro. 1-0

Ranadc R. D.

—

TTpanisadic
Philosophy. Rs. 10-0

Sabdarupavali and Samasa. As. 3

Sankaracharya—Minor Works. 11s. 4-0

Sharma H. D.

—

Srimkhya-kanka.
Notes, trims. Jls. 2-0

Sovanl V. V.—Siimkhya System.
Critical Study. Re. 1-0

Tadpatrikar 8. N.—Kr?na
Problem. Re. 1-0

Tamhankar D. K

—

Rgveda
Essays. Re. 1-0

Telang M. R.

—

22 Srutis. As. 8
Vadekar D. D,>

—

Bhagvadgita
A fresh Study. Re. 1-0

Vaidya C. V.

—

Mediaeval India.

Vol. T & n each. Rs. 7-8

Vaidya P. L.

—

Dliammapada Rs. 2-0

,,
—Prakrt Prakasa. Rs. 3-0

LATEST PUBLICATIONS

1. Itastrahufai and their Tim,°s by Dr. A. S. Altekar, 1934. Cr. pp. viii. 438.
Rs. 7/8/-.

There hardly exists any work dealing with any period of Ancient Indian
History which gives so complete and comprehensive pioture of the age and the
times.

2. Tattva^Kaumvdi (Samkhya) of VScaspati Mi.4rn edited with Intro., Trans.,
& Notes in English and Text & Foot-Notes on Karikiis in Dovanagarl by
Mm. Dr.. Ganganatk Jha & Dr. Hara Dutb Sharma, 1934. (For Professors &
University students). Rs. 3/-.

Do.—with Introduction in Sanskrit. (For Pandits and Path o'!ala students
not knowing English). Rs. 2/-.

3.

SumTchya-karika -with Gavelapt! dahhasm edited with Intro., Trans. &
Notes in . English and with readings & Foot-Notes in Sanskrit by Dr. Hara
Dutt Sharma. Rs. 2/-.

Do.—with Intro, in Sk. (for Pandits)'. Rs. 1/4/-.
Do—with readings & Foot-Notes in Sk. As. -/12 /-.

ORIENTAL BOOK AGENCY
15, Shukrawar, Poona 2.
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The Indian Historical Quarterly

Annual Subscription Rs. 8-12-0 Inland

Do ... 14s. Foreign

Each issue ... ,, 2-8-0 or 4s.

Back volumes ... ... „ 10-0-0 per Volume

(Postage extra)

or 16s. including, postage

Please apply to the Manager—

9, Panchanan Ghose Lane,

CALCUTTA Phone : B.B- 1918

The Calcutta Oriental Journal

(The only monthly magazine In English dealing mainly with Sanskrltlc Studies)

EDITED BY

KSHITIS CHANDRA CHATTERJI, M.A.,

Lecturer,
,
Calcutta University and Editor, “Sanskrit Saliitya Parisad.”

The main object of the Journal is to place before Orientalists the results of

the researches of a devoted band of Sanskritists, mostly professors and leoturers of

the Calcutta University. The contributors include such well-known soholars as

Mahamahopadhy&ya Dr. Bhagabat Kumar Sastri, M.A., Ph.D., Pandit Kokilesvara

Sastri Vidyaratna, M.A., Dr. Probodh Chandra Bagchi, M.A., Lit.D., Dr. Surendra

Nath Sen, M.A., Ph.D., Dr. Panchanan Mitra, M.A., Ph.D., Dr. I. J. S. Tarapore-

wala, Ph.D., Bar-at-Law ,
and others. A special feature of the journal is the

publication of indexes to many Sanskrit works which will be invaluable to those

engaged in Oriental Research. It also publishes extracts from many Sanskrit Mss.,

not easily accossiblo to scholars, throwing light on history of many departments of

Sanskrit Literature. It is also publishing a new critical commentary on Vamana’s

Kavyalamkarasutravytti.

If you are interested in Sanskrit, subscribe at once. Annual subscription:

Rupees six (Foreign 12 shillings). Single copy: Twelve annas.

Office: 61 A, RAMKANTO BOSE 8TREET, BAGHBAZAR, CALCUTTA
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MOTI LAL BANARSI DASS
Oriental Booksellers and Publishers, Saidmitha, Lahore,

Imperial History of India by the
Greatest living Authority on Ancient
Indian History Mr. K. P. Jayaswal,
M.A. Based on the ' old Sanskrit
Texts. This History of Ancient India
has matters which settle many contro-

versies. 1934. Just published.
RS. 8 0 0

History of India (ICO to 350 A.D.)
by K. P. Jayaswal, M.A. The
so-called Doric Period is disclosed as a
Bright one of Hindu History. It is a
very substantial contribution to the
Early History of India. Only & few
copies remain. Rs. 10 0 0

Land System, in South India by
Dr. K. M. Gupta, (800-1200 A.D.). The
work brilliantly sets forth a chapter of

the social and economic History of

Ancient India. Rs. 10 0 0
Studies in Philosophy by Prof. H.

M. Bhattacharya. Worth possessing.
RS. 3 8 0

Essentials of Advaitism. by Dr. It.

Dass or a free English translation of

Naiskarniyasiddlii. Rs. 5 0 0
Saduktikurnamrta of SridhardBsa

critically edited for the first time by
the late Mm. Pfc. Ramavntar Sanaa,
M.A., with an historical introduction

by Dr. Hara Dntta in English. Best
Sanskrit Anthology. Rs. 10 0 0

Physical Culture by Dr. Jai Cliand.

This is a well written book'upon an
important subject based on Vedic
System of Yoga and interpreted in the
light of modern knowledge. It is

decidedly an ndvanco over all other
systems' known to the world.

Re. 1 0 0

Niruktu translated into English by
Dr. L. Sarup, M.A. Rs. 8 0 0
Comm, of Skanda and Mahrtreura on

Nirukta critically edited for the iirsfc

time by Dr. L, Sarup. Complete in

3 vols.' Rs. 16 4 0
Introduction to Prakrt for mastering

Prakrts by Dr. A. C. Woollier.
RS. 3 0 0

Kautillya Artha.idstm critically

edited with comm., notes and ihTro. by
Drs. Jolly & Schmidt. Rs. 10 0 0

Naifadhacarita of .Sri Hanja com-
pletely translated into English for the
first time with critical notes, copious
oxtracts from several unpublished com-
mentaries, valuable introduction, com-
prehensive appendix and a vocabulary
by Principal IC. TC. Handiqui, M.A.
Every portion of the book bears upon
it tho stamp of great erudition aud
wide research. Cloth bound.

Rs. 12 0 0
Ancient Indian Colonies in the Far

East Vol. I Campa by Dr. R. C.
Majumdar • -with several illustrations,

inscriptions and a map. Highly appre-
ciated all over the world. This is the
Glorious Period of Hindu History.

Rs. 15 0 0
Ancient Indian Colony of Siam by

Dr, P. N. Bose. An up-to-date history
of Siam with illustrations.

Rs. 3 8 0

Ktimakald (in English) lays bare to
modern man in a modern tongue the
vital secrets of sex which the Ancient
Hindu Sexologists like VOtsydyana had
expounded in their world famous
writings. Witli 30 very beautiful half-

tone and tri-colour illustrations.

RS. 5 0 0

T’aijjinun Philosophy with a special

reference to Gnurctfigite cult by
Prof. G. N. Mullik. Rs. 8 0 0

Ueyapaksa of Yoga by Pathak.
Rs. 7 8 0

Mahaviracarita critically edited by
Mat'donell & Todarmall. Rs. 10 0 0

Phonology of Panjabi by Dr. Bannrsi
Dass Jain. Rs. 5 0 0

Kdnvlya Satapatha Brdhmana criti-

cally edited for the first time by
Dr. Caland. Rs. 10 0 0

Principles of Indian SUpasdstru by
Dr. P. N. Bose. Rs. 3 8 0

Jaim inlyayphyustitra text, comma
and English trails, by Caland.

RS. 6 0 0
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History of the Gurjara Country

(Early Mediccval Period)

In the early mediaeval period tlie country of Gtirjam extended in

any case up to Didwana in the Jodhpur State, Rajputana in the west, and

up 'to Rajore in the Alwar State in tlie east, comprising thus the eastern

part of the Jodhpur State, and nearly the whole of the Jaipur and. Alwar

States. 1 Gurjara* were those who lived in the Gurjara country, and

GurjareiSvaru or Gurjaranatha was he who ruled it. It has hitherto

been maintained by modt of th'c scholars that the expressions, Gurjared-

vara and Gurjaraa, mentioned in the early records, referred respectively

to the Pi'atibara king and the Pratiharas of Mulava and Kanauj . The

above identification of the Pratiharas with the Gurjaras is bused on tbe

assumption, that the Pratiharas were a branch of the Gurjara tribe.

I have shown in my article on the “Origin of the Piutibaru

Dynasty” that at present there is no evidence to prove Ithe Gurjara

origin of the Pratiharas. On the other hand, indications are available

to show thut the Pratiharas and the Gurjaras were two distinct peoples.

Thus:

(a) A1 BiladurP mentions the names of the countries viz., TJzain,

Mdliba, Bailmdn, Jurz, etc., which were invaded by the Arabs

1 See “Origin of the Pratihara Dynasty,” in vol. X, p. 387. The

names Gurjara and Gurjaratra are identical. In tlie late mediieval period Gurjara

was the name of the modern Central and Northern Gujarat. Srldhara’s Devapattana

inscription mentions it as Gurjaratra. (El., vol. II, p. 446).

2 Elliot., vol. I, p. 126.
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of Sindh. At this time Ujjain and Bailman or Valla-

raandala, which were distinct from Jura or Gurjara, were

ruled by the Pratiharas.

(b) The Rastrak.iita records mention about the Gurjaras. The

Nilgund inscription

3

of Amoghavarsa reports that the Gur-

jaras dwelt, on the hill fort of Citrakiita.

(n) The ROjatYtrangini4 refera, in the :same connection, to the

(Pratihara) Bhoja, and the Gurjai'e^vara Alakliana.

(<•/) Pampa’s report. 11 indicates that the Gurjararaja, and (the

Pratihara) Mahfipola were two different personages.

(e) A1 Ma’sfidi0 makes a distinctiou between the kingdom of

Bautira (Pratihara) and the kingdom of Jurz.

The history of the Gurjara country can be traced from the early

years of the seventh century A.D. The successors of Dadda, I of La(u

claim that they were bom in the Gurjara nryavumie i.e. in the royal

family of the Gurjara country. 1 Prabhakaravardhana, father of

Haraavardliana, defeated the Hunas and conquered Gurjara, Gandha.ro,

Lata, and Malava. 8 The Calukya PulikeiSin II vanquished the Latas,

Malavas, and the Gurjaras. 11

A Guhila dynasty is found ruling the modem Jaipur State, the

ancient central Gurjara country, from the middle of the seventh cen-

tury A.D. down to the middle of the tenth century A.D. We have

reasons to believe that, the expression, Gurjara, mentioned in the records

of -this period, refers to these Guhilas. The history of this Guhila

dynasty is mainly drawn from an inscription 10 found engraved in the

wall of a mined temple near the great tank at the town of Chatsu,

twenty-six miles south of the city of Jaipur, Pajputana. The place

appears to have been the capital of this branch of the Guliilas."

Twelve kings of this dynasty are known. The ninth king Ilarsa was a

contemporary of the Pratihaira Bhoja (A.D. 830-892). Hence Bhatr-

3 El., vol. VI, pp. 102-3.

5 See below, f. n. 36.

7 IA., vol. XITT, p. 82.

9 El., vol. VI, p. 10.

11 Cunningham, ASI., vol. VI, p.

4 Till., V, vs. 160-161.

6 Elliot, vol. I, pp. 22-23.

8 Cowell, Enrso^carita, p. 101.

10 Ibid., vol. XII, p. 10.
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pat$a, the first known king of the dynasty appears to have flourished in

the middle of the seventh century A.D.

Bhatrpatta was born in the family of Guhila, and was a Brahma-

Ksatriya. His son was the king Isanabhata. I4anabhata’s son was the

king Upendrabhata, whose son was the king Guhila. Guhilia’p son was

Dhanika. The Dabok inscription states that Dhnnika, son of

Guhila, was a vassal of the Maharajadhiraja Dhavalappa. The inscrip-

tion was found at Dabok in Mewar. Dr. Bhandarkar reads the date of

the inscription as (G.E.) 407 = A.D. 726, and identifies Dhavalappa with'

Dhavala of the Maurya dynasty. It suggests that GuhiJas of Gurjara

acknowledged the suzerainty of the Mauryas for some time. Dhanika

was succeeded by his son Aukal Auka flourished in. the middle of the

eighth' century. He appears to have suffered a defeat at the hands of

the Rastrakuta Dantidurga. The Daiavatara cave temple 13 inscription

states that Dantidurga completed the acquisition of sovereignty by

subjugating the rulers of Saudhu (Bindhu), Kufici, Kalifiga, Kosala,

Mulava, La{.a, Taiika, etc. He performed the HiranyayarbJm cere-

mony at Ujjain. His army conquered Tlraksifi, and did something in

this -palace, which was built and beautified by the Gurjara king. It

has been suggested that the expression ‘asmin saudhe’ refers to the

temple in which the inscription is engraved. In that case we are to

assume that the Dafiavatara temple or part of it was excavated by the

Gurjara king sometimes before 760 A.D. It seems very much unlikely.

It appears to have referred to a temple in the Gurjara country. The

Sanjan copper plate13 of Amcighavarsa reports that Dantidurga made the

Gurjara lord and others door-keepers when at Ujjayini the Hiranyagarbha

ceremony was performed by the Ksatriyas. The Gurjara lord, who was

probably the Guhila Auka, is not connected with the Hiranyagarbha

ceremony by the Da4avatara cave temple inscription.

Auka’s son .was Krsnaraja. It was probably during the reign of this

Krsnaraja that the Pratihara Vatsaraija of Mala.va annexed Gurjara to

hia dominion. Yatsaraja granted lands, in the Gurjaratra bhumi. 14 The

12 Arch. Sur. Western India, Inscription from the Cave-temples of Western

India
, by J. Burgess,, p. 95.

13 El., vol. XVin, p. 252. 14 Ibid., vol. V, p. 212.
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Baroda. plate of Karkaraja, 13 dated 812 A. I)., states that the master of

the lord of Gurjara was repulsed by Karkar&ja’s father Indraraja of

Lata. This master of the lord of the Gurjaras was none other than the

Prati liara Vatsaraja. Krsnaruja was succeeded by his son Sainkaragana.

Sainkaragana appears to have been a contemporary of the Frati-

hara Vatsaraja’s successor Nagabkata II. Kaigabhata was expelled

from Mailava by the Rasti'aikuta Govinda III sometimes between A.D.

808 and 812.
10 ‘Sainkaragana wrested the kingdom of Kanauj from

Cakrayudha and Dhannapala, and placed Nagabbata on its throne.

The Chatsu inscription17 reports that Sainkaragana, having defeated

the general, conquered the empire of the Gauda kinfc, and presented

this to his master. He also made an attempt to regain the throne of

Mqlava for his overlord, but. was repulsed by Karkaraja of Lata, a vas-

sal of the Rasfrakuta Govinda III. The Baroda plates of Karkaraja 18

states that “for the purpose of protecting (the ldng of) Malava, who had

been struok clown, caused his arm to become the excellent door-bar

of the country of the lord of the Gurjaras who had become evilly in-

flamed by conquering the lord of Gauda and the lord of Vanga, his

master (i.e. Govinda III) thus enjoys (his) other (arm) also as (embody-

ing all) the fruits of sovereignty.”

Samkaragana’s queen wa.s Yajja, who guve birth to Har§araja.

Harsa succeeded his father on the throne. He wus a contempo-

rary of the Pratihara Bkoja. Bhoja. granted lands in Gurjaratra. 10

During this period Devapala of Bengal, son of Dhannapala, is said to

have crushed the pride of the lord of Gurjara.30

The Chatsu inscription21 reports that. -Harsa, conquering all the

15 1A„ vol. XII, p. 163.

16 See my History of the Puramara Dynasty, p, 13 if.

17 PratijiUim pruh krtvcilbhatakarinluitascuiikatarunc bhatam jilvd Oauija-

ksitipam avanim wijioarahrt/toii /Ihilud dually, cakre (pra)bhucaranuyor yah prana-

yinlin tato bhUpah sobhujjitabahuranah Samkaragunah / / v. 14. El., vol. XII, p. 14.

18 (lavi.lcndra-Vahuupati-nii'ijaya-dui'Miduydlui-satl-Gurjjarcsvaru-dio-as'Qalattlm

cci yasya / nitvG, bhujam, vihata-Matavn-rahsaydrthnip svdnl tathdmjain, api

rajya-cha
(
pha) Uni Ihuhkta // 1A., vol. XII, p. 160, 11. 39-40.

19 El., vol. V, p. 212. 20 Gaudalekhamdld, p. 81.

21 JitvS, yah sahaydnudicyanrpatm Bhojdya bhahtya (da)dau Saldan sailcata

Sindhulanghanavifdhau) Srivamiajdn vdjinah // v. 19. EL, vol. XII, p. 15.
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kings of the TJdicya country, presented to Bhoja the horses, which were

born of the Sri family, and which were expert in traversing the Indue.

Udlcya may mean ‘being in the north’, or the country to the north and

west of the river Saravati. Apte 22
tells us that it is a country to

the north-west of Sarasvati. Udlcya here means the Punjab, which is

on the north of the Gurjara country, and which wag in all probability

conquered by Ilarsa. Bhoja-, after tin's achievement of Harsa, obvious-

ly, became the sovereign chief of Thakka. or the Punjab. The Raja-

tarangini throws some light on the subject. It states that Siunknra-

varman, king of Kashmir (A.D. 883-902), “who had as the advance-

guard of hip army nine lakhs of foot-soldiers, three hundred elephants,

and a lakh of horsemen, was wholly bent on -the conquest of Gurjara.” 23

“The firmly rooted fortune of Alakhaua, kinlg of Gurjara, he uprooted

in hat/tle in a moment and made long grief rise (in its place).” 3 * “The

ruler of Gurjara gave up to him humbly the Takka land, preserving,

(hereby) his own country, as (if lie hud saved) his own body (at the sacri-

fice) of a finger.” 25 “He caused the sovereign power which the superior

king Bhoja had seised, to be given up to the scion of the Thakkiya-

famity, who had become his. servant in the office of chamberlain.” 1"1

Alakhana’s ally was the illustrious Lalliya Bahi, whose capital was

Udabhanda, 37 Bhoja, referred to above, lias rightly been identified

with the Pratihara king of the same name. The country of Takka is

identical with Thakka, modern Punjab. Fleeit
28 remarks on the above

verse of the Rdjatamhgini that ‘sorno dominions of the Punjab, which

were 'conquered by Bhoja were reconquered by Sainkaravarman’. 'If

Fleet’s view proves to be true, it ip to be maintained that Sainkaravarman

by wresting the Punjab from Alakb'ana, the kin’g of Gurjara, put an end

to the sovereign authority of Bhoja over that country. It, has already

been seen that Harija conquered Udlcya country, which is identified with

the Punjab, for Bhoja. Hence Akkliana is to be identified with Harsa

or his successor.

22 Sans. Eng. Dictionary.

24 Ibid., V, 149.

26 Ibid., V, 151.

28 IA., vol. XV, p. 110, fn. 81.

23 Stein, vol. I, ]iK.
t
V vs. 143-144.

25 Ibid., V , 160.

27 Ibid., vs. 152-165.
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Harga is mentioned in the Oliafsu inscription as Dvija i.e. a Brahmin.

He was succeeded by liis son Gnhila II, born of tlie queen Sil'la.

Guhila was apparently a contemporary of the Prajfciliara Mahendrapala,

as his father Hai'sa was a contemporary of Bhoja. It was only during

the reign of Mahendrapala the Pratihara empire extended up to

Gouda. 20 This achievement is not attributed by any record to Malvendra-

pal'a. The Chatsu inscription30 tells us that Guhila conquered tlie

king of Gauda, and, levied tribute from the princes of the east. It is

very likely that the eastern countries were conquered by Guhila for

Mahendrapala. The vanquished Gauda king was Narayanapala.

Rajja was the queen of Guhila. She was the daughter of Vallabha-

raja, a king belonging to the Paramaira family. Guhila was succeeded

to 'the throne by his son Bhatta, who was a contemporary of the Prati-

hara Bhoja II, and Maliipfila. During the latter part of the roign of

Mahendrapala the Pratihara empire was torn asunder by internal dis-

sensions. Mahasaman)tadhipati Gunaraja was tiying to assert indepen-

dence, hut he was brought under control by Undalihata, a vassal of

Mahendrapala at Siyadoni. Undabhata was overthrown by the Maha-

rajadhiraja Dhniva during tlie reign of Bhoja II.
31 It seems thqt the

Guhilas of the Gurjara country entered into a hostility with the Candel-

Ia,s of Jejalcabhukti. Candellas were socially connected with the Rnst;ra-

kutus, and were probably supported by the latter. Tlie Karhad plate33

of the Rastrakuta Ersna III states that “on hearing the conquest of all

the strongholds in the southern region simply by means of his (Ersna

II’s—A.D. 878-915) anigiy glance, the hope about Ealanjara and Citra-

k,uta vanished from the heart of the Gurjara.” The Nilguuda inscrip-

tion33 of Amogihavarsa connects Gurjara with Citrakuta.

The Oandella Ya4owann.au is stated to have been the burning fire to

the Gurjaras.34 Shortly after 916 A.D. the Rastrakuta Indra III, accom-

panied by itlie Calukya Narasimha, invaded North India. Bhatta came

to the rescue of Mahlpala I, but both of them were defeated by the

29 ASI., 1925-26, p,. 141. 30 El., vol. XII, p. 15, v. 23.

31 Ibid., vol. I, pp,. 173, 175; IA., vol. XVII, p. 202.

32 El., vol. V, p. 289. 33 Ibid., vol. VI, p. 102.

34 El., vol. I, pp„ 126-132.
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southerners, who then plundered Kanauj .
33 Pampa in his Vihramdr-

junamijaya states that 30 “when, preparing for victory he (Narafriipha)

captured the champion elephants which inarched in front, and penetrat-

ing and putting to flight the army of the Ghurjararaja secured the vie-

tory and eclipsed Vijaya (or Arjuna),—this Narasirnha. Terrified at the

army of this Naraga,, which fell like a thunder-bolt, hfaliipalla fled in

consternation, not stopping to eat or sleep or rest. His own horse he

bathed at the junction of the Ganges and the sea, thus becoming cele-

brated; and by his own friend destroying the qualities and character of

'(P) Sanga, established with pride the victory of his arm.-’’ The Gur-

jnrar&ja, referred to, wa$ in all probability Bhafta. Bhat(a eventually

succeeded in repulsing the Deccan, king and his allies. The Ohatsu ins-

cription reports that” ‘the southern sea presented gems to Bha-tta see-

ing that the latter, at the bidding of his master, defeated, the king of

the Deccan.

Bhatta married Purfi&L, the daughter of one Yfruka. He had
through this queen his son Baladitya, who succeeded him on the throne.

Baladitya was also known as Balarka and Balabhanu. Baladitya’a wife

was Rattava, the daughter of the king Sivaraja of the Cahamana family.

She gave birth to three sons Vallabhoraja, Yigraharaja, and Devaraja,

and died, early. The Chatsu inscription
,

38 referred to above, was issued

by Baladitya. It records that the king erected a temple to Murari in

honour of his deceased wife. One Bhnnu composed the eulogy.

Ijt is not known whether -Baladitya was succeeded by any of his son

on the throne. Nothing further is known about this dynasty. In the

second half of the tenth century king Savata of the Pratihara family is

found Puling over the eastern part of the Gurjara kingdom. He was

succeeded, by his son Mathanadeva who was a vassal of the PratEh&ra

Vijayapala of Kanauj .

38 In the letter part of the tenth century the

85 Ibid., vol. VII, p. 38.

36 By L. Rice, pp. 8-4.

87 Akraipta vlkqya. sainyai...rvvitatirbhagnanunana(nau)dhillL bhlto bandhu-

divdlam punaramrdurnai-uihepamavorm mibuhuh
/ ija.iyildaddal;sinahrlhih samiti

jitavato DSJcfin&tyiinkqitiitiniiadciiudaiesiinlasadasamaruco velayd ratnarajih/l

El., vol. XII, p.. 16.

38 Ibid*, p, 18. 39 Ibid., vol. Ill, p. 266.
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Gurjara kingdom appears to have been absorbed into the kingdom of the

Cahamanas.40

The Guhilas of the Gurjara country, whose history has already been

stated above, were one of the most powerful dynasties that ruled in

India during the period under review. Though they acknowledged the

sway of the imperial Pro ti haras, they were the real power behind the

Pratihai'a throne. They, on more than one occassion, saved the Prati-

kfiras from utter ruin when the latter, having been deprived of their king-

dom, were wandering hither and thither. Samkaragana conquered the

kingdom of Kanauj for Nagabliata, Ha.rsa established the authority of

Bhoja in the Punjab, and Guh'ila extended the Pratihara empire up to

north Bengal. When Mahipala fled away at the approach of Indra III,

it was Blialfa who offered a brave opposition to the invaders and drove

tli cm out from North India. The reason why this dynasty, owning so

much resources, continued to acknowledge the begem.ony of the imperial

Prat.iharas, cannot now he ascertained. It is significant that the fa’ll of the

imperial power of the Fratiharas synchronised with the fall of this

Guhila dynasty. After the middle of the tenth century A.D. the Prati-

haras of Kanauj only dragged their existence for some time till they

finally lost their political power.

The early Aral) geographers, and the historians of Sind, frequently

mention about the kingdom of Jurz, which is accepted as identical with

Gurjara. In order to make a correct estimate of their reports in this

connection I quote below all the necessary passages from Elliot’s

History (vol. I.)

:

(a) Merchant SulaimAn.

Sulaiinan visited India, several times. The first part of the work

Salsi-latu-t Tawdri/eh, bearing the date 237 A.H.=851 A.D., was written

by Sulaimin. It spates that “the Ba'lhara has around him several kings

with whom, he is at war, but whom h'e excels. Among them is the king of,

Jurz. This: king maintains numerous forces and no other Indian prince

has so fine a cavalry. He is unfriendly to the Arabs, still he acknow-

ledges that, the king of the Arabs is the greatest of kings. Among the

princes of India there is no great foe of the Muhammadan faith than he.

I, p. 116.
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His territories form a tongue of land. He has great riches, and his

camels and horses are numerous. Exchanges are carried on in his state

with silver (and gold) in dust, and there are said to be mines '(of these

metals) in the country. There is no country in India more safe, from

robbers.” “These three states (viz. Tafak, Balhara and Jurz) border on

a kingdom called Rhumi, which is at war with that of Jurz. The king

of Rhumi is at war with Balhara as he is with the king of Jurz. His

troops are more numerous than those of Balhara, the king of Jurz, or

the king of Tafak.”* 1

(h) Abu Zaid.

Abu Zaid never visited India. He completed the work 'Salsilatu-t

Tawdrikh, which was begun by Sulaiman, by reading and by question-

ing travellers. to India and China. He met A1 Mas’iidf, whom he refers

to as a trustworthy person, at Basra in 303 A.H. (=916 A.D.), and deriv-

ed some information from him.

Abu Zaid makes an ajttempfc to give a picture of tbe social condition

of India, and remarks that “these observations are especially applicable

to Kanauj, a large country forming the empire of Jurz.”* 3

(c) Ibn Khurdadba.

Ibn Rhurdadba was an official under the Rhalifp, and during his

leisure made geographical researches. He died in 300 A.H. (=912 A.D.).

He never travelled in India. He states that “the greatest king of

India is Balhara, or “King of Rings.” “The next eminent king is ho

of Tafan; the third is king of Jaba; the fourth is he of Juzr; the Tata-

riya dirhams are in use in hia dominions. The fifth is kinfe of ’Ana;

the sixth is the Rahmi, and between him and the other kings a. commu-

nication, is kept by ships. The seventh is the king of Kamrun, which! is

contiguous to China.”*3

(d) A1 Mas’iidi.

A1 Mas’iidi, a native of Bagdad, visited India and many other places

for more than, once. He wag an authentic writer andj acute observer.

Ibn Khaldun says, “A1 Mas’iidi in his book describes the state of nations

and countries of the east and west, as they were in his age, that is to say,

41 Elliot, vol, I, p. 4.

48 Ibid., pp. 13-14.

X.H.Q., DECEMBER, 1934

42 Ibid., p. 10.
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in 330 (332) A.H. =930 (932) A.D. He became through this (Murdju-t

Zahah) work the proto-type of all historians to whom they refer, and

whose authority they rely in the critical estimate of many facts which

form the subject of their labours.” He died in Egypt in 345 A.H. (=956)

A.D.). 11 In the chapter VII of his book it is stated that “one of the

neighbouring kings of India, who is far from the sea, is the Bautina who

is lord of the city of Kanauj. This is the title given to all the sovereigns

of that kingdom, ne.has large armies in garrisons on the north and

on (the south, on the east and on th!e west, for he is surrounded on. all

sides by war-like kings.”'10

Chapter) XVI of the same work reports that “King of India is

Balhara
;
the king of Kanauj, who is one of ,tlie kings of Sind, is Bauiira.

This is a title common toi all king# of Kanauj. There is also a city called

Bauiira after its princes, which is now in the territories of Islam, and

is one of the dependencies of Multan This Bauiira, who is the

king of Kanauj, is an enemy of the Balhara, the king of India.
’ 10

Next it is stated that “Bauiira, king of Kanauj, has .four armies,

eaoli' consisting of 70,00,000 or 90,00,000. The army of the north fights

with the Musulmans and the prince of Multan, and the army of the

south fights with Balhara, king of Maukir.” “The Balhara pos-

sesses many war elephants. This country is also called Kamkar. On

one side it is exposed to the attacks of the Jurz; a king who is rich in

horses and camels, and has a large army.” The military forces of

the king of Tafan, who is on friendly terns with Moslems, are less than

others mentioned above i.e., Balhara, Bautiia and the king of Jurz.

“Beyond this kingdom is that of Eahma, which is the title for their

kings and generally at the same time their name. His dominions border

on. those of the king of Jurz, and on one side on those of the Balhara,

with whom he is frequently at war. The Eahma has1 m,ore troops,

elephants, horses, than the Balhara, the king of Jurz, and of Tafan.” 17

(e) A1 Idiisl.

A1 IdrM settled in Sicily at the court of Eoger II. He never tra-

velled in India. He was born towards the end of the eleventh century

44 Elliot, vol. I, pp. 18-19; Sprehgers, Mas’udi, Preface.

45 Elliot, vol. I, p. 21. 46 Ibid., pp. 22^23. 47 Ibid,, pp, 23,- 25.
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A.D. He prepared liis work viz.
,
Nuzh'a.tu-l Mushtfrk, by consulting

various authors. The book tells up that “the greatest kin'gj of India is

Balhara. After him comes the Makamknm, whose country is- Saj,

Next the king of Safan or Taban, then the king of Ja-ba, then the king

of Jurz, and then the king of Eamrun whose states touch China.”18

Pratjharas. There cannot he two opinions that A1 Mas’dda was the most

(/) Al Biladurl.

A1 Biladurl lived in the court of Khalif A1 Mutawakkali. He died

in A.H. 279 = A.D. 892-93. His work Fvttihu-l Buidun is one of the

earliest Arabic chronicles. “It brings down the history of events to

the close of the reign of Mu’tasim, A.H. 227=A.D. 842. Biladurl does

not seem to have visited India. His book reports that Junaid “sent a

force against Uzain and. he also sent Habid, son of Marra, with an army

against the country of Maliba. They made incursions against Uzain,

and they attacked Baharimad and burnt its suburbs. Junaid conquered

al Bailman and Jurz.” 10

All that we know about Jure from the early Moslem Writers have

been stated above. It clearly appears from BiladuxI’s report (p. 613) that

Jurz was the name of a country, and it does not in any case indicate the

authentic of all the early Moslem historians. He clearly distinguishes

the k,ing of Jurz from Bauiira (Pratihara), the king of Eanauj. The

statement of Abu Zaid viz., ‘Eanauj is a large country forming the

empire of Jurz’, cannot, in any way overrule that, of Ai Mas’ddl. Abu

Zaid based his conclusions on secondhand information, and one of his

informants was Al Mas’udi. Elliot00 remarks that “Renaud suggests

Eanauj as the seat of this monarchy (i.e. the monarchy of Jurz), but

Mas’uda places the Bauiira or Bodha there at the same period.” Ac-

cording to Ibn IdrM it occupied the fifth position as a politicalpower

in India. Hence Jurz, referred to by the early Moslem writers, may he

identified with' the Guhilas of the Gurjara country, who, as we have

seen, maintained enormous military power.

D, C. Ganguly

48 Elliot, vol. I, p. 76.

50 Vol. I, p. 4, fn. 2.-

49 Ibid., p. 126.



The Durrani Menace and the British North-West

Frontier Problem in the Eighteenth Century

With the breaking up o.f the Mughal Empire, the British merchants

began to make themselves secure in Bengal. By their victory at Plassey

in 1757, they were able to put, their nominee Mir Jafar Ali Khan in

power and uge him as a puppet. The East India Company, the

do faolo sovereign of Bengal, Bihar and Orissa (Midnapore), naturally

began to take some interest in the events that happened in Northern

India, although these were not their concern. During the latter half

of the eighteenth century, the Afghan menace, real or fancied, was one

of the important factors of North Indian history. The British news-

letters, the proceedings of the Select Committee, the correspondence

between the Governor and the rulers of the country, throw a flood of light

on the British attitude towards the Durrani invaders and their allies.

'After the British victory at Buxar in, 1764, with the nominal king be-

coming a British pensioner, Oudh a dependent buffer state, and Mir

Qasim Ali Khan, the expelled Nawab of Bengal, a wanderer looking, for

help,—the Afghan invaders became a menace to the British.

Colonel Richard Smith, for some time Commander-in-Chief, wrote:—
“Wo must not flatter ourselves that after having acquired territorial posses-

sions to the amount of nearly three crores of rupees yearly, that we shall be. able

to sit down quiet unconcerned spectators of what passes within the Empire.” 1

The British' attitude to the Durrani menace and the steps taken or

proposed to be taken therefore forms an important part of the history

of the 18th century.

As early as 1757, we find the British in Bengal taking notice of the

Durranis. In the proceedings of the Select Committee of that

year is recorded, that “by the favour and goodness of God, Abdally is

returning by continual marches to hie own country.”2 Between 1757

and 1761, however, many important events happened that shaped the

1 Select Committee Proceedings, 27th March 1767. Colonel Smith’s Minutes

,

p. 172.

2 Ibid,, 21st Feb.—26 Dec. 1767, p.. 110.
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British attitude. Ali G&uhar, the Sh'ahzada, invaded Bihar in- 1759 but

had to evacuate it,. After the assassination of his father Emperor

Aiamgiri II in November 1759, he assumed the imperial title and as

Emperor Shah Alam II invaded Bihar for the .second time in 1760 but

after an intitia! success against Ratm Narayan -was defeated by Major

Caillaud and compelled to retire. He invaded for the third time in

1761, but was completely defeated by Colonel Carnac (15th January)

and sank into a puppet sovereign receiving from the English an allowance

of Rs. 1000/- a day. 3 In the meantime Ahmad Shah' Abdali had emerged

as the triumphant victor in the decisive Maratha-Abdali contest at

Panipat. These events naturally created a very difficult position for

the British. Shall Alam II wanted to be restored to the capital of. his

ancestors. Major Carnac, ivlio was watching Shah Aliaan, informed the

Select Committee that- Abdali was working in the interest of Shah Alam

and that Shah Alam had a strong party of his own but as h'e was in the

power of the British, much would depend on their attitude to him.

Major Camac’s own opinion wa? thus recorded :

—

‘'Very few days must bring to light Abdallah’s (Abdali) resolutions; if he gets

up the Shahzada in bis father’s throne, the prince will hare no occasion- for our

assistance and in suoh case the moment we are apprised of the certainty thsreof

we ought in our opiniori to dismiss him taking care to escort him clear of our

dominions.”

4

Two days after this letier had reached the Calcutta authorities, came

the news of the Third Battle of Panipat, transmitted by one B'alav Das

from Shah Jahanabad (12th Jamadussaai or 19th January). The first

information contained many wrong details but these were corrected later.

In its main outlines the report of the newswri,ter was no doubt correct :
—

“The defeat of Sadashoorow, the destruction of the Deccan army, the victory

gained by the king of kings is an undoubted1 fact without the least exaggeration

a most wonderful victory has fallen to the king of kings Nawab

Shuja-ud-Daulah Bahadur exerted himself greatly in this battle and his forces

signalised themselves. This has gained him great favour from his Majesty.” 1

3 Calendar oj Persian Correspondence, vol. I, nos. 9684.078. This allowance

was increased to Bs. 1800/- a day.

4 Select Committee Proceedings, 16th March 1761, pp. 69, 70.

5 Select Committee Proceedings, 17th March 1761, p. 77.
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The Afghan victory at Panipat in 1761 naturally caused the British

some concern. A letter from Zinat Mahal, mother of Shah Alam, to Shah

Alam, conveyed to him the news that Ahmad Shah Abdali had arrived

at the Delhi fort and was impatient, for the arrival of Shah Alam. When
approached by the partisans of Shah Alam, Abdali is said to have

remarked :
—

“I before sent a sirpach etc. but he did not come; to repeat is not proper;

it is better that Shah Alam come himself, then I will put his country into his

hands and depart.”*

Timur Shall, son of Ahmad Shah, told Zinat Mahal :
—

“God forbid that Shah Alam should suffer himself to be led1 away by the

advioe of ill-designing men and delay coining.”'

Th'e British then heard the news from Delhi that Abdali had arranged

with several chiefs for two crores of rupees o.f which ninety lakhs were

to be paid by Skuja-aul-Daulah. He was to raise this amount from

the Maratha country and from the revenue that was in arrears in

Bengal which, was estimated at seventy lakhs. In the Afghan cam,p it

was further proposed that to enforce his demand Skujo-ud-Daulah was

to take 13,000 Afghan horse and Ahmad Shah himself shiould remain at

Agra to send him. reinforcements. It was even' reported .that forces were

already on march. 8 Thug the British in Bengal found themselves

threatened with fresh' disturbances in consequence of Abdali’s victory,

assuming, of courge, that the news transmitted was correct.

If Shuja-ud-Daula in the name of Abdali made this demand, it

was of course very difficult to give him an answer. Abdali was not de-

claring in favour of any one as Emperor with a view, ns the British

thought, to appropriate the royal revenues. Two courses were open to

the British,—(i) to acknowledge Shah Alam II as Emperor and to espouse

his cause openly, or (ii) to continue to keep him under protection and

wait till Ahmad Shall declared his intention before lie returned to his

country. They could, under normal circumstances, expect Abdali to ‘go

back before the heat, and the rains began, because these two seasons

caused much sickness among the Afghan soldiers. 'But if Shah Alam

6 Select Com, Proe.., 17th March 1761, p. 77.

8 Ibid., 24th Maroh 1761, p.. 112.

7 Ibid., p. 79.
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was recognised by tbe British as Emperor, Abdali would regal'd this as

a challenge to him. But Shah Alam, if so recognised, could tell

Shujarud-Daulah that as he had already received the amount

due, he must not enter Bihar 1

. Had such a course of action been

decided upon, it would have been necessary for British troopa to ad-

vance up to the Caramnassa. A third course was also proposed and dis-

cussed, viz., to open friendly negotiationa with Shuja-ud-Daulah

through Shahl Alam II, and the Nawab of Oudh acting as a mediae

tor between Shah Alam and Abdali. Ahmad Shah could then be told that

the revenues of Bengal were being- much wasted by political disturbances

and even if some monoy could be collected that would not be sufficient to

meet the expenses of the march of Shah Alam to Delhi. Thus they

could gain time until Abdali would have to return to Afghanistan. In

any case, however, it was proposed that “an army shoulid march in

good time to the hanks of the Caramnassa to help the negotiation.”"

The British also feared that if suoh a. war wag precipitated with the name

and prestige of Abdali to support the enemies of the British, other

European powers might also take advantage of it, and the Company’s

power still in its infancy would be thus exposed to great, danger.. The

Select, Committee was however informed by Major Carnac that though

the letter of a Jesuit from Lucknow confirmed the newB that Shuja-ud-

Daulah had bargained with Abdali for the revenues due from Bengal
,

10

the danger would not come because the troubles in Delhi were far

from ending and there was also the fear of the Peshwa advancing north-

wards. It was decided that should such an invasion occur, the

British would citoss the Caramnassa and confine the theatre of war

to Sliuja^ud-Daulah’s country. Soon, however, the same Jesuit

informed from Lucknow that Shuja-ud-Daulah had given up the plan .

11

The British did not know at that, time that after a Shia-Sunni riot be-

tween the followers of Shuja-ud-Daulah- and the Durranis, he had left

the Durrani Camp and- in a fit of anger withdrawn to his own: province

9

Select Coin. Proc., 24th March, 1761, pp. ll2, 118, H4.

10 Ibid., 20th March, 1761, p. 124.

11 From Major John Carnac to Select Committee, 24th March 1761. Select

Committee Proceedings, 3rd April 1761, p. 133.
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on the 7tli March. 12 About the middle of April 1761, information reach-

ed Calcutta that Abdali had actually left Delhi and was on liisl way

back to hig own country. 13

Abdali nominated Shah Alain II as the Emperor; before he left

Delhi, he planed Shahzada Mirza Jewan Bakht on the thi'one as Nail)

to his father and Shah Alam’s siccas were coined in all parts of the

Empire. Abdali had written to Mir Jafar Ali Khan and Lord Clive

(Colonel Sabit Jang) to be obedient to the will of Shah Alain,. Vansi-

ttart who had succeeded Clive wrote back to Abdali that Mir Jafar Ali

Khan had relinquished the Subahdarship of Bengal, Bihar and Orissa

and Mir Qasini Ali Khan had been appointed in his place. He was obe-

dient to the Emperor who had been escorted to Patna and if necessary

would- even be escorted to Delhi. 11 The Afghan alarm continued through

the years 1762, 1764 and 1765. Mir Qasim felt that the Durrani menace

affected him no less than the English. ia Rumours, sometimes true,

sometimes false, continued to reach the authorities in Bengal as was ine-

vitable under such circumstances. Of course the state of things became

very different in the year 1765, after the battle of Buxar, the grant of

the Dewani and the forming of a close alliance with Wazir Shuja-

ud-Daulah. There was now nobody on the ‘Masnad’ of Murshidabad

who could count for anything. Bengal wag not merely the British

"sphere of influence” from the point of view of European politics but

from the military and political point of view it was a British] dominion,

and Oudh came under the ‘doctrine of hinterland.’ Therefore Ahmad

Shah’s expedition of 1767 caused greater flutter in Bengal than before.

Muhammad Riza Khun and Raja Shitab Roy informed the Gover-

nor and the Select Committee that Ahmad Shah was coming- to India at

the instigation of Mir Qasim and the Ruh e-las, that he had crossed the

Abtock and was within sixty 7:os of Lahore, Shitab Roy further reported

that Mir Qasim had entered Shah Jahanabad with the intention of going

to the Shah. 16

12 Sarkar—Fall of the Mughal Empire, vol. II, p. 376.

13 Select Committee Proceedings, 17th April, p. 147.

14 Calendar of Persian Correspondence, vol. I, no. 1012.

16 Ibid.., nos. 1444, 1632.

16 Ibid., vol. II, 11 A, 11 B, Feb. 2, 1767.
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The British in Bengal were naturally apprehensive that Mir Qasirn

would use his money and all his powers of persuasion to induce Ahdali to

try to restore him.. It was proposed therefore to bring together 'ihe

entire available English force algainst Abdali, and as the main body of

Abdali’.a army consisted of cavalry the English should avoid the plains

and in case of actual invasion they should bring him to action in an en-

closed country. Lord Olive wrote that the best place in his opinion would

be

“On this side of the Soan as near the Ganges S3 possible which will he our

security against any disastrous event. Our army thus situated, I do not entertain

the least doubt of defeating him—formidable as he is.” 17

There was also open the easier means of buying him off, and ho

wag certainly more intent on taking money than on making conquests

but in that case, as Olive wrote

“It will tarnish the lustre of our arms and after his departure may encourago

somo of our neighbours to disturb the tranquillity of the provinces.” 18

An alarming news reached the British in Bengal that Ahmad Shah

after taking Lahore was marching with a. large army to Delhi. The

Calcutta authorities' naturally concluded that Mir Qasim had prevailed

on him t.o attempt to conquer Bengal, and restore him. The Governor

and the Select Committee were anxious to concert measures for security

and also to give protection to the allies. In accordance wih the provi-

sions of the treaty concluded by Clive with the king and Shuja-ud-

Daulah in 1765 the British had promised to help them in repelling every

attack on their, dominion with all the forces “as far however as may he

consistent with their own safety.” 1 " That clause ga,ve the

British an opportunity to hack out and confine their operations to

the limits of Bihar. But in that case those allies might join the enemy

and. such conduct would shatter the prestige of the British for ever by

“exhibiting .so glaring an instance of narrow and selfish policy.” 20

It wag decided that an English army should take post at Serajpore.

The Emperor and the Wazir would thus he convinced of good faith,

The JatEi and the Ruhelas would he inspired by the British example,

17 Political Proceeding.?, 16th Jauy. 1767, pp. 47, 48.. 18 Ibid.

19 Select Committee Proceedings, 23rd Feb. 1767, p. 13.

20 Ibid., p„ 131.

I.H.Q., DECEMBER, 1934 ^
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Even the Maratlias would be encouraged to offer resistance. Abdali him-

self, in such circumstance,1

), might give up the attempt, when convinced

of the firm attitude of the British. It was arranged that five battalions

of the third brigade with six field pieces should occupy Serajpore. When
Abdali would reach Delhi and show his intention to proceed further, the

second brigade was to remain between Mii'zapore and Chunaitg,ar an,cl

the remaining battalions of the third brigade to proceed to Serajpore.

At the same time the first brigade would advance to Bankipore leaving

a battalion at Monghyr. If Abdali advanced one stage further, the

second brigade was Ho march to Ser.ajpore and the first brigade from

Bankipore to convenient posts on this side of the Caramnagsa. If a

general action became necessary, the soldiers at Serajpore should be re-,

inforced by grenadiers of all brigades and the pai'ganah battalions but

the first bx-igade was not to be weakened as it, would be a frontier guard

against the inclusions of any detachment of the main army of Ahmad

Shah. 31

But Colonel Barker from Allahabad wanted a more fonvard policy,

lie wrote,

—

“Abdallah has made two day’s maroh on this side of Serrahind He has

already written circular letters to the different powers to wait on him on his

approaoh to Delhi. These letters have occasioned much consternation, and they

arc watching the motives of each other. Nudjib Khan is already on his march

with 20,000 Rohillas. Dhoondi Khan,, Hussain Rhamut Khan will also join.’’

Nawab Shuja-ud-Daulah was naturally very nervous. If be

did not respond to the call of Ahmad Shah he would have to bear the

resentment of Abdali. He feared also that as Ahmad Shah would ap-

proach nearer, Shah Alam would slip away and join him. 33 He

21 Select Committee Proceedings*, 23rd Feb. 1767, pp. 133, 134
;

3rd March,

1767, p. 139.

This was the British plan of defence against an Abdali attack. It is interesting

to compare it with the plan suggested by Sir Arthur Wellesley and Sir J. H.

Craig in 1798 when Shahzeman’s threatened invasion made Lord Wellesley think

of the defence of the exposed British frontier.

22 The British also had their suspicions of the Emperor (Calendar of

Persian Correspondence, II. no. 225). To the. Wazir “The king recommends that

the Shah should he opposed at Patna and not iii the Allahabad or Ondh country.

What can His Majesty mean by so unaccountable a pieo© flf advice unleSs he intends

to thlow hiinself blihdly intb the Shah’s hands.”
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therefore wished the British' army to -.take the field at once. The Mar&thaa

could also be. invited to join, but he very much wanted .the English to con-

quer the Ruhela country beforehand. He hoped that in that case the

Jats, the Rajputs and other powers would join them instead of joining

the Afghans. He added,—

“We may stop the current while it is small, but whan increased by many
rivers the torrent must force all opposition.”23

Colonel Barker feared that if Abdali arrived at the capital, all the

powers wolud give him money and even Shuja-ud-Daulah might join him.

“Strong are the passions and I make no doubt., strong are the resent-

ments of this youngman,” and he might again appear in opposition to

the British. The king was already getting ready to welcome Ahdali,

scraping a nazranah for him. All these circumstances, in the opinion

of Colonel Barker, provided an argument, in favour of a more pub'lioly

proclaimed decisive line of action.

Colonel Barker was authorized by the Select Committee to acquaint

the Wazir with the measures that the British proposed to take. If the

Wazir thought that, a public declaration would animate the Jats and the

Ruhelas to unite in defence against Abdali, they might also bo

informed. 51

Colonel Smith, who was to set out from Calcutta and take up the

command of the army, was himself a member of the Select Committee.

He wrote a very strongly worded minute in which he advocated advance

to the frontier and public avowal' of the intention to oppose Abdali. Ho

was for very ‘spirited measures.
5 He advised that

—

“The second brigade should immediately he ordered to march to Allahabad and

the first to occupy Cantonments at Bankipore—the most convincing proof to the

Jats, Roliillas .and Shuja-udvDaula that your plan of opeartions is determined

on as alarm was to be thrownl out that whoever did not enter into a

confederacy with the English would be treated as an enemy.” 25

He made a suggestion that as the British Indian army was com-

posed entirely of iufaritry and artillery, the Shah would have a supe-

riority of horse and he could thus h'arrnss his enemies beyond, measure.

23 Select Committee Proceedings, 24th March 1767, p. 165.

24 IM., p. 169.

25 ibid., Colonel Smith’s Minute, pp. 174-76.
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He would .therefore try to induce Shah Alain and, Shuja-ud-Daulah to

increase the number of their cavalry. He also advised that a corps of

Mughal cavalry should be raised by the Company.28

In accordance with the resolutions of the Select Committee the

Governor wrote to Shuja-ud-Daulah and Raghunath Rao, requesting

the former to open a correspondence with the .lat and Ruhela Chiefs.

They were to be told that the English were determined to protect, their

allies and that they must name the side they were going to take. The

letter to Raghunath Rao also conveyed the same sentiment. Sir Robert

Barker had a conversation -with Raghunath Rao’s Vakil who said that

his masitor had received a letter from the Shah in which he had been re-

quested not to interfere with the affairs of the northern provinces as he

had no intention of making war with the Marathas. Ahmad Shah

wrote that he only wanted to bring Shuja-ud-Daulah and other Sardars

to account, particularly the former for the booty lie had taken by plunder

from the unfortunate Mir Qasim, Ali Khan. 21

On receiving this intelligence the second brigade was ordered to

march to Allahabad, and the first brigade to Bankipore. The king and

Shuja-ud-Daulah were asked to increase their cavalry. Colonel Smith was

authorized to raise a body of Mughal horse. The Presidencies of

Bombay and Madras were requested to send such supplies of forces as

they could afford. The military store-keeper was ordered to send to

Patna 24 founders of new construction, barrels of fine Bengal powder,

new tumbrils, field carriages and chests of -small arms. 28

But very soon news came of the success of .the hovering and liarrasg-

ing tacties of the Sikhs. The Muhammcdan powers of Northern India

for whom Abdali had done so much were either lukeworm or hostile.

Abdali had every reason to feel disgusted. Moreover as the Governor

of Bengal noted evidently with pleasure and wrote to that effect to

Shuja,—“So long a? he could not. defeat the Sikhs decisively or come

to terms with them, he could not penetrate very far into India”, 2 ' with

his rear so unsecured. Late in March 1767, Sir Robert Barker from

26 Select Com. Proe.„ 24th. March, 1767, Col. Smith’s Minute, pp. 174-76.

27 Ibid,., Camp at Caramnassa, 20th Dec. 1766. 28 Ibid., p, 186.

29 Calendar of Version Correspondence

,

II, so. 62, Feb. 14 1767.
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Allahabad informed the Commander-in-Chlef that Abdali was going

back, that he had compromised with some of the Muhammedan leaders

of Northern India for a sum of 26 lakhs of rupees and he had made no

demand from the king, Shuja-ud-Daula or any of the Chiefs in alliance

with the British. 50 According to the evidence of the British records

the furthest advance of Abdali was within six days’ march of Delhi.

Thus Mir Qasim to whom he had held out hopes and had blazon-

ed it forth was left to shift for himself. “He gave a very -curt reply to

Mir Qasim Ali Khan and went to his own country.”

The prevalent view is that this was the last invasion of Ahimad Shah

Abdali. But from British records we find that he also led an invasion

into the Punjab in 1769. Whether the news of this invasion, was genuine

in its nature or merely the fruit of imagination of an Afghan bugbear

we have no other means to verify.

Gholnm Md. Khan informed Najib-ud-Daulah that Abdali was a,t

Kabul towards the end of April, 1708, whence he sent his artillery to

Attock. The arrangement was that Selim Shah and Jahan Khan with

four other Sardars would cross the Attock and settle in Kashmir, Multan

and Lahore; these three Subahs were conferred on Selim Shah.

Selim Shah wrote to Shuja Khan Subahdar 1 of Multan asking him to be

ready and appointed Nurud-din Khan to the Subaliship of Kashmir.

Selim Shah’s army consisted of 12, 000 Mughal? and Durranis1

,
and as

many Uzbeg Tartars. Najib’s Vakil in Abdali’s Court informed his

master that the Shah would march towards India when fhe cold .season

would set, in. 31 Sir Richard Smith, the Commander-in-chief had also

intelligence of the approach of Abdali. He wrote

—

“I have no authentic advices of it, yet the Vizir Shuja-ud-Daula speaks of the

Shah’s coming to Delhi a certainty.”**

Then cams the news of the advance of Abdali to Lahore

(letter dated 25th Feb. 1769). Shuja-ud-Daulah' was suspected

of carrying on negotiations with the Shah. We should note that the

British attitude towards Abdali had changed,. They were now bolder

30 Select Committee Proceedings, 9th April 1767.

31 Ibid., 20th July 1768. (Nows from Najib-ud-Daula’s Camp, p. 465).

32 Ibid., 1st March 1769 (date 17th. Feb.).
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in. thleir tone, and this might have been due to a consciousness of the

failure of Abdali and the very remoteness of the present dan'ger. Not

only in this letter but in the entire official correspondence of this period

there was a lurking suspicion of the motives of Shuja-ud-Daulia.

The Calcutta authorities wanted Colonel Smith to procure very

early and authentic news of the progress of Abdal'i particularly in view

of the fact that they wanted to recall the brigade at Allahabad in order

to help Madras, very hard pressed by Haidar Ali as also out of motives

of economy. 33 The furthest advance of Abdali as reported in this ex-

pedition was up to Emannbad 20 kos distant from Lahore. Very soon

came the news of his march back towards Attock-,
34 So the Governor

thought that one battalion of .the European regiment and half a company

of artillery should be left at Allahabad and the rest recalled.. It is said

that the precipitate retreat of Abdali was diie to the faot that 12,000 of his

troops, dissatisfied probably with the small success they had hitherto,

deserted him and marched hack to Kabul. 35 Thus in his last expedition

this great, warrior had to drink the cup of humiliation to its dregs. The

Sikhs had baffled him,, his Muhammadan allies had failed him and now

his soldiers deserted him, There could be no more conclusive proof of

his failure than the faot that) has own soldiers last their faith in his

ability to make conquests in India or to get them plunder here.

Ahmad Shah died in the beginning of June 1773. He was suc-

ceeded by his son Timur Shah then twenty six years of age. Having

obtained undisturbed possession, of his father’s kingdom he gave way to

his natural indolence. He had sufficiently bitter experience of govern-

ing the Punjab for one year from May 1757 to April 1758 when in spite

of the ternor of his great father’s name he had miserably failed. He

naturally left the Punjab to itself. His only important military under-

taking was the reconquest of Multan which lie successfully effected but

there was no possibility of his coming into collision with the

33 Select Com. Proc., 21st March 1769.

84 Ibid,., To the Hon’ble H. Verelst from Richard Smith..

85 Calendar of Persian Correspondence, vol. Ill, Introduction; vol. II, no.

1499 Aug. 1, 1769. From Raja Parsudh Roy—“The news from these parts is

that Shah Abdali had come as far as the Jlielum, when- owing to dissensions among

his followers, he was 'compelled to retnrn to his own country.”
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main body of tie Sikha in that region. The Governor Lord Cornwallis

wag informed of this pacific inclination of the successor of Ahmad Shah,

by Gkolam Muhammad Khan from Kabul who was of opinion that

Timur Shah' had no designs upon Hindustan. 3® An irregular correspon-

dence was however maintained between the two powers and Mr. Richard

Johnson was the British agent in correspondence with Kabul. 37 But as

was the characteristic of decadent Muhammadan states, though Timur

had very little power he had very large pretensions. He wrote the fol-

lowing letter, .to Lord Cornwallis which speaks for itself :

“At the first rise of this everlasting family when the victorious banners of his

blessed majesty wavered in the wide plains of Hindustan and tho city of Delhi

came into his possession Alamgir was honoured with the Sultanat

after his dloath, his blessed majesty continued the dominion of that country to

Shaw Alum, the son of Alamgir.... We also coirtinued that conduct towards

Shaw Alum. At this time we have heard that Qolam Cadeer Khan Yusufzai, com-

monly aalled Kohilla formed a league with unworthy and thoughtless people,

established another on the throne and threw confusion into every affair of the

Sultan os protection and assistance to that king is incumbent on and even

worthy of this everlasting house and your lordship is one of the connections of this

house and tho friend of that, we therefore communicate our orders that you

join your own forces with other European commanders for your credit and reputa-

tion and form the danger of annihilating Qolam Cader the ungrateful And his

unfortunate allies, amd re-establish Shaw Alum in the possession of Sultanat and

power Bo not dilatory. Our mind is bent on it. These are ouir positive

orders. Effect the annihilation of Golam Oader and show your zeal for this house

and gratitude to Shaw Alum, and inform us of all particulars.” 8*

This letter is significant. It shows how low the Durrani dynasty

had fallen so soon after the death of its founder. The atrocitaep of

Gholam Kadir, the helpless condition of Shah Alam II moved the king

of Kabul no doubt but he contended himself with issuing “positive

orders” -tfo the British Governor of Bengali and others who would not

86 Foreign Dept., Secret and Political, 1789, 26th January, llo. 2.

37 Foreign Secret Consultation, 20th Oct., 1786, no. 32. Sheh Alam II main*

tabled a correspondence with Timur Shah. The resident at the court of the Nawab

t>f Oudh informed Warren Hastings—'"The king has at Abdul Ahut Cawn's insti-

gation written to Timur Shah a very long letter inviting hitu to come to his

assistance and proposing a double marriage between their children”-—11th Oct.

1776—Porrest Selections, II, p. 442.

88 Foreign—Secret and Political Consultation, 1789, 28th Jathary, no. 8.
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certainly obey him unless it suited their own interests. The reply was

sent in the courteoxxs language of diplomacy that “God be praised” that

Shah Alam was already restored. 30 Prom the point of view of the

stability of the Afghan monarchy Timur’s non-intervention was the

right policy, but the /tradition that the Kabul -monarchy would come to

the aid of the Timurids in distress was still very strong and Shah Alam

II the helpless sovereign continued to hope in vain. Mahdhoji Sindhia

rescued him and restored his nominal authority but in the poems that he

wrote for his own solace we find how much he expected of the Afghan

monarch.

“Bright northern star from Qabul’s realms advance.

Imperial Timur poise the avenging lance.

On these vile traitors quick destruction pout,

Redress my wrongs, and kingly rights restore;” 40

The Indian world was out of joint and Timur Shah was neither fitted

nor inclined to be its saviour.

On the death of Timur Shah, Zernun Shah ascended the throne in

May 1793. As goon as he made his position secure from ,the hands of his

rivals, he decided to invade India. A paper of intelligence from Kabuli,

received on the 27th August, 1793, gave the British an idea of the re-

sources of this Kabul king who intended to invade India. In the royal

treasury there wasi one crore in gold mohurs and four ci'ores in silver.

Eighty lakhs of rupees were given to the royal troops at the time of

coronation on account of arrears of pay. The Passim of Multan was in

attendance. The Vakils of the Governor of Kashmir were aliso there.

Prince Mirza Ahsun Bakht of the Imperial family came to Peshawar.

He was asked to wait in Multan. 41 This prince of the royal family of

Delhi was possibly instrumental in stimulating the ambition of

Shah' Zeman. Shah Alam made a pathetic appeal that he stood greatly

in need of Durrani support, mentioned the decayed splendour of the

Empire and the absence of faithful servants and pleaded for regular cor-

respondence. From the internal' evidence of the letters that passed be-

tween them, it. is clear that a marriage negotiation was going on between

39 Foreign—Secret and Political Consultation, 1789, 20th Feb., no. t.

40 Franeklin—Shall Alam, Appendix IV.

41 Ibid., 6th Sept, 1793, no. 10. Paper of Intelligence from Kabul,
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the two familiies.*8 The nomination of Mirza Akhar Shah as the future

successor of Shah Alam was approved by Shah Zeman, who condescend-

ed to write to Akhar Shall,— “We now honour you with the rank of

heiil-apparent to His Majesty Shah Alam.”

A firman on sanad of appointment was also sent.
43 Tipu Sultan of

Mysore was in close correspondence with him. He wrote in, 1769 to

Shah Zeman,

—

“It is become proper and incumbent upon the leaders of the faithful, that

uniting together, they exterminate the infidels. I am very desirous of engaging in

this pursuit my exalted ambition has for its objects a holy war.”14

Again he wrote,—

“The supremnny of the English was the source of evil to all god’s creatures.” 45

Shah Zeman promised to march very soon with his 'conquering

army.’ Guiuously enough even in December 17BG, Sir John Shore, the

Governor-General, wrote that, he was far from entertaining an opinion

that Zeman Shah would approach Hindustan. B’ujt in, case of such an

event Colonel Palmer, Resident with Daulat Rao Sindhia, was author

rized to deliver a letter to him, “assuring himself beforehand of friend-

ly reception.” The letter only contained sentiments of consideration,

regard, solicitations for welfare.

In 1797, the Resident reported skirmish of Shah Zeman with the

Sikhs and his entry into Lahore. He was engaged according to the

uewswriter in repairing the Lahore fort, sending letters to Multan,

Ilahawalpur and other places for contingents. Information also came

to the effect ihat Zeman Shah was definitely going to march to Delhi.

Roy Sing, one of the Sikh chiefs of the Cis-Sutlej region, who had also

occupied the country in the neighbourhood of Saharanpur, informed, the

42 Political Consultation, 6th Dec. 1798, nos. 20-22.

43 The subservience and flattery of Shah Alam know no hounds. The lan-

guage of his letters makes this clear—“The Almighty inscribed on the' tablet of

yonr destiny—With my aid he shall greatly conquer” “your enemies have perished

like moths in the flame or like the tree Chunar when an inward fire consumes.”

14 Asiatic Annual Reyister
, 179ft. Secret correspondence between Zeman

Shah and Tippo Sultan, 1798.

45 Foreign Political Consultation, 1796—2nd Dec. no. 19,

I.S.O.,, DECEMBER, 1934 4
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English about the determination of the Sikh's to resist Zeman Shah and

added

“The supreme beialg did before expel the Abdalis from the country aud over-

whelmed them and he will now do the same.’’ 44

Zeman Shah’s retreat from Lahore was reported by the English

to Rajah Pertaub Singh on the 11th! March 1797 and it was added

“Had he proceeded to disturb the quiet of the Nawab Vizier or the Company’s

territory there is no doubt but he would have been repelled with disgrace.” 47

Sir John Shore the Governor-General very rigidly interpreted the

policy of non-intervention as formulated by the self-denying ordinance

of the Act of 1784. But though he had allowed the Nizam to be crush-

ed at Kharhu and the Maratha power to become a menace he was cer-

tainly not hesitant in his relations with Oudh. In this matter no shilly-

shallying was possible as Oudh formed the very first line of British

defence and Shah Zeman was in Lahore trying, if the Siklm and his

enemies in the west would permit, to come to Delhi and play the part of

another Ahmad Shah Durrani. On the death of Asaf-ud-Daulah in 1797,

his nominee a youngman named Wazir Ali was recognised as has suc-

cessor. But when four months after Shore found out that he was ini

capable of ruling, his social status was low and his rule would lead to

chaos he himself went to Lucknow, reversed his old arrangement and

installed Sadat Aid, Asaf-ud-Daulah’s brother as the ruler. A new

treaty was concluded with him and he ceded Allahabad, strategi-

cally so very important, to the English'. (This solitary instance of

spirited action] on the part of Sir John Shore can only be explained by

the Afghan menace.'18
Still Sir John Shore’s preparedness for an

Afghan; war compare? very unfavourably with that of Lord Clive in

1767 op Lord "Wellesley in 1798.

It is interesting to note that the Sikhs, thus threatened by the

Dunranis after about thirty years, tried to find allies, and attempts were

made by individual chiefs to enlist British support. Reference has al-

ready been made to Roy Singh. Another Sikh chief Jassa Singh'

48 Foreign Pol. Cons.* 9th June 1797, no. 63.

47 Ibid., no.. 66.

48 The significance of this departure from the policy of non-intervention is

pointed out by P. E. Roberts in his jlistory.
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Ramgarhia(P) alsoi tried to induce the British to cooperate with- ithe

Sikhs. In his opinion though the ambitious schemes of the 'Afghans

were empty, yet following the principle “Be not too sure that the forest

is empty, perhaps a tiger may be crouched in it,” the Khulsa prepared

himself for resistance and the Kabul Chief retreated immediately. Jassa

Singh added,—“If a system of mutual co-operation were adopted, it is

certain that his expulsion would not require any great exertion of our

joint endeavour.”19

In June 1798 a letter wa9 written to Sir John Shore by Zeman Shah

in which the Afghan sovereign announced his desire “of visiting

Hindustan at a proper season to chastise enemies and encourage

friends.” 50 In this vaunting letter the Governor-General was assured

that if the sentiments of the English were ascertained to be friendly,

they oould be perfectly at ease and “continue to walk in tile path of

allegiance and fidelity.”'11

Lord Wellesley succeeded Sir John Shore in May 1798, and this

letter reached his hands. We now find British foreign policy charac-

terised by a promptness and a vigorous initiative all it® own. The ex-

posed condition of the North-West Frontier at once engaged the atten-

tion of the great Pro-consul. The designs of the Afghan sovereign

were apparent. Wellesley’s impression was that. Shah Zeman would, if

he could, try to penetrate into the most, opulent, and flourishing parts of

Northern India. He should he checked at the greatest possible distance

from the British frontier and the best plan would he to enter into a de-

fensive league with the Sikhs, Rajputs and Sindhia..
51 Ma.jor-General

Craig to whom he addressed this despatch', regarded an alliance with the

Sikhs and the Rajputs as impracticable because communications would

have to be carried through the dominions of Sindhia and any independent)

communication would excite his jealousy. He argued thati Sindhia

should be won over in the first instance. Moreover the British could not

offer any advantage to the Sikhs to induce them to co-operate. CerFain-

49 Foreign Department—Political Consultation, 4th Sept. 1739, nos. 38, 39.

60 Ibid., 23rd Nov. 1798, nos. 10, 11.

51 Ibid.

62 Owen, Selections from Wellesley’s Despatches, Earl of Moricgton to

Major General Sir Henry Craig, Z.B., Sept. 16, 1798.
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Iy. they themselves would not advance to the Sikh' frontier to co-operate

with them as that would be strategically unsound and, stationed on the

Maratha frontier, they would be of no use to the Sikhs. But if the Raja

of Patiala, a powerful prince whose territory bordered on that of the

Marathas, could maintain his position and keep his army uniinpared, an

advance could be made up to his dominion. 53 Sir J. H. Craig1 had a cor-

respondent at Karnal, a friend at Amritsar to keep him informed of the

latest, events. Sir Arthur Wellesley advised the Governor-General that

the line of the Jumna would be the best for the defence of the -North-

West Frontier against Zeman. Shah.

“It must bo recollected that Abdallah beat the Marathas driving them from

the Doab over the Jumna. It is most fertile spot and ought not to be given up

in a hurry. Allahabad must bp. secured. If the passage of the Jumna be prevented

as long as the Ganges is navigable, the army in the Doab can be supplied with

ease thence by means of boats.”®4

He also argued in favour of a corps do reserve somewhat near

Ch'unar because,

—

“An army of cavalry acting against infantry in an extended country is so

likely to give its adversary the slip and got to its rear.”

He also recommended the establishment of small fortified fonts of

the nature of mud forts of the Carnatic. 55 In his view the danger

was serious because his advance of Zemnn Shah would synchronise with

a war with Tipu. They would therefore have to detach troops to the

Carnatic and replace them in. Northern India.. “Thus might make it.

necessary to call upon the Nawab of Oudh either to regulate or dismiss

bis force.”68

The dangers of the invasion of Shah' Zeman proved to be more

apparent than real. The Durrani government was so little on its guard

on. the Western frontier and Shah Zeman had so much of disaffection and

rivalry to get rid of in Afghanistan itself that the project of an Indian

expedition, was bound to fail in any case. But. British
1

statesmen did

63 Owen, op. cit., Major General Sir J. II. Craig to the Earl of Morington,

6th Oct. 179S\, Cawnp.ore.

64 Owen, Selections ]rom ’Wellington’s Despatches, To the Hon’ble Wellesley,

n|-h Nov. 1798.

55 ibid., Memorandum on the defences of Oude.-

66 Ibid.
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not! know all this in, 1798-99. To them the capacity of Shah Zeman
"seemed sufficient,” and he appeared to have "restored the Durrani

affairs to the train in which they were left by Ahmad Shah.”57 The

possibility of a Muhammedan combine, a concerted attack of the Kabul

monarch and the Mysore ruler was a sufficiently serious threat especially

as there was also the French danger. If only Lord Wellesley had known,

he would have recorded the same opinion of Shah Zeman as Bismarck

had of Napoleau III
—

‘great- though concealed incompetence’.

—

Lord Wellesley claims that the missions he sent to Persia first of

Mohdi Ali Khan and then of Captain Malcolm,

—

“w,ero responaibe for the active measures adopted by the Court of Persia

that produced the salutary effect of diverting the attention of Zeman Shah

from his. long projected invasion of Hindustan the asristauce afforded by

Mehdi Ali Khan under my orders to Prince Md. Shall originally enabled that

prince to excite those commotions which have recently terminated in the defeat

of Zeman Shah, in his deposition from the throne and in the entire extinction of

his power.. To the consolidated and active government of Zeman Shah has succed-

ed a state of confusion in the country of tlie Afghans highly favourable to our

security in that quarter.”**

Thus disappeared the Durrani menace, and Lord Wellesley must

be credited with initiating that policy of friendship with Persia and

the Sikhs that was later so successfully followed by Lord Minto

in 1808-1809.

Narenpra Krishna Sinha

67 Elphinstone, Account of the Kingdom of Oaubvl, vol. II, p. 311.

68 Owen,, Selections from Wellesley's Despatches, To the Hon’ble Secret Com-

mittee of the Hon’ble Court of Directors, Sept. 28th, 1801.



Studies in Ancient Geography*

{Markandoyo Purana)

Out of the eight. Cantos (LIII-X) of the Marian (leya Purana con-

taining geographical materials Canto LVII describes Bhamtavarsa in

detail with her mountain ranges, hills and rivers. Her© are also* mention-

ed the countries grouped according to its five main reg'ions. Canto LVIII

depicts India as resting on Visnu in the form, of a tortoise looking east-

ward, and distributes its various peoples over the several parts of hie

body. This Canto repeats many of the names mentioned in the preced-

ing Canto, and preserves, unlike the preceding one, a nine-fold division

of India.

In the following palges is given an alphabetical list of topographical

names embodied in the Purana (vide also IHQ., IX, p. 471). The

edition used by me is that of the Rev. Dr.. K. M. Banerjea, and published

in the Bibliotheca. Indian in 1802. I have utilised Pargiler’s transla-

tion and notes.

The following points in connection with the list .should be noted :

1. Names occurring in Canto LVII are usually classed as countries

as suggested by the word janapada (LVII. 33 etc.), whereas the names in

Canto LVIII refer to peoples as is evident from the reading jandi

madhyani-odsina.il (LVIII. 9) and jands samsthitulj, (LVIII. 37) etc.

In the cases of names occurring in both the Cantos, they are styled as

countries, and in such cases different figures of references are given.

2. Words enclosed within small brackets show different readings,

but this device has been resorted to only when the suggested name is

alphabetically similar to a name preserved in the text, e.g., Andha

(Andhra P).

3. Words used as descriptive epithets in the text are also noted as

* Continued from IRQ., vol. IX, no. 2, p. 478. For abbreviations used see

ibid, p. 471; other abbreviations are: Salta; K-Ku^a.; Km=Ketumala;
V=Var,?a; Par.=Pargiter’s Markandeya Purana; p=a people; c=a country;

r=a river; I=a lake; mt=a mountain; o = an ocean.

Words denoting the eight quarters, such as N..W. etc., when otherwise not

specified, must he taken as followed by the expression ‘of Bharatavarsa.’
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different names to avoid confusion and to make the list more exhaustive.

Examples of this type are

:

Agnijya, Ghosaaahkhya, Ahgulapramuklia etc.

4. Names in square brackets are supplied from the tribal appella-

tions, e.g\, [Yaaomatl]—A river (LVIII. 46) from the mention of the

Yafomatyas as a people.

The Topographical information contained in the

Mdrhandeya Parana

A

Akanin—p. in S., LVIII. 22.

Agnljya-—p. in N., LVIII. 43.

Ahgataka—p. in W., LVIII. 35.

Angulapramukha—p. in Km. V., LIX. 14.

Anjana—(1) mt. in E., LVIII. 11.

(2) mt. to W. of Meru, LV. 10.

Atharva—o. in O.R., LVII. 33.

Adxija—r. rising' from the Vindkya mtg., LVII. 21.

Adhama—p. in N., LVIII. 44.

AdhrSraka—c. in E., LVII. 42.

Animadra—c. in N., LVII. 40.

Anikata—c. in W., LVII. 49.

Antargiri—c. in E., LVII. 42.

Antardvipa—p. in N., LVIII. 43.

AntaASiriL—r. rising- from the Rkga nits., LVII. 25.

Andha (Andhra?)—c. in S., LVII. 48.

Annaja—c. on the Vindhya mts., LVII. 55.

Annadaraka—p. in NE., LVIII. 51.

[Aparanta]—The Western Region, LVII. 49-52; LVIII. 34.

Aparanta—c. in N. (P), LVII. 36.

Abhisara—p. in N.E., LVIII. 49.

Amogha—r. in Km. V., LIX. 15.

Am,bala—p. in N., LVIII. 45.

Arunoda—1. to E. of Meru, LV. 3. See Varunoda.

Arkalihga—c. in the O.R., LVII. 33.

Arthakaraka—o. in Kr. D., LIII. 23.
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Arbuda—mt. in W., LVII. 14, 52.

Alakananda—r. stream in N., LYI. 7-12.

Aluka—p. in N.W., LVIII. 40.

Avanti—c. in W., LVII. 52, 55; LVIII. 22.

Avara—p. in W., LVIII. 35.

Avarnr—r. rising from Ilia Paripatra rats., LVII. 20.

A^maka c. in S., LVII. 48; LVIII. 8.

Afivakalanata1—p. in N.W., LVIII. 38.

A4vakilta—o. in C.B., LVII. 32.

A^vailce^ai—p. in W., LVIII. 37.

A^vamukha—p. in N., LVIII. 43.

Astagiri—mt. in. W., LVIII. 34.

A

Adhakya (AtavyaP)—c. in S., LVII. 47.

Atreya— c. in N., LVII. 39.

Ananda—(1) c. in Pl.D., LIII. 30.

(2) p. in N.E., LVIII. 50.

Anandini—r. rising from, Ike Paripatra m.ts., LVII. 19.

Anarta—p. in S.W., LVTTI. 30.

Abliira—(1) c. in N., LVII. 35.

(2) c. in S., LVII. 47; LVIII. 22.

I

Ik|,susaimidi'a—o. surrounding PL.D., LIV. 7.

Iksuka—r. rising from the Maliendra mts., LVII. 28.

Indradvlpa—One of the nine divisions of BluL, LVII. C.

Iravati—r. rising from the Himavat. mts., LVII. 17.

Ilavrta—The middle part of J.D., LIII. 34; LIV. 13-14, 27.

LX. 7,

U

TTjjihana—p. in C’.R., LVIII. 6.

Utkala—c. on the Vindhya mts., LVII. 53.

Uttamarna—c. on the Vindhya mts. LVII. 53.

1 This seems to be a compound (Par., p. 374, n. §§).
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Udayagiri—mt. in K, LYIII. 13.

[TJdici] 2—The N.R., LY1I. 35-48.

Udumbara—p. in C.R., LYIII. 9.

Udbhida.—(1) c. in E.D., LIII. 25.

(2) c. in S., LVII. 48.

TTrukanna—o. in N.W., LVIII. 40.

Ugrut—u. in Kr.D., LIII. 23.

V

Urna—c. in N., LVII. 41, 57.

Oidhvukarna—p. in S.E., LYIII. 16.

$
Rk§a—One of the seven mt. ranges of Bha., LYII. 10, 25.

Rsabha—mt. in S., LYIII. 27.

Bsikn

—

p. in 8., LYIII. 27.

Rsikulyar— (1) r. rising from the Mahendra mis., LVII. 28.

(2) r. rising from the Suktimat mts., LVII. 29.

Rsyamiika—mt. in S., LYII. 14; LYIII. 24.

E

Ekapada—p. in N.E., LVIII. 51.

Ekapadapa. (oka)?—p. in E., LYIII. 14.

Ekafohga,—mt. to S. of Meru., LY. 7.

Eteksana—p. in W., LVIII. 30.

Elika—p. in S.E., LYIII. 17.

Au

Auklnivana—p. in S., LYIII. 26.

Aupadha— c. in N., LYII. 40,

K
Kanka—p. in C.R., LYIII. 8.

Kaccha—c. in S., LYIII. 28.

2 I have taken names embodied in verses 38-39 of Oanto LYII as included

within the northern region and not in the northwest .as Pargiter does, since this

Canto preserves the fivefold traditional division of India.

I.H.Q., DECEMBER, 1934 5
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Kataka— c. in S.E., LVIII. 18.

KatliaJcsara—c. in ~W., LYII. 50.

Kapila3—mt. to W. of Meru., LY. 9.

Kapilendra—mt. to N. of Meru., LV. 12.

Kambaln—mt. range in Km. V., LIX. 12.

Karatoya—r. rising from the Rksa mts., LYII. 25.

Karamoda.—r. rising from the Vidhya mts., LYII. 22.

Karambh'aka—p. in Km. V., LIX. 14.

Kaili^a— c. on the Vindhya mts., LYII. 53.

Karkofaka—A forest in S., LVIII. 21.

Karnapradheya—p. in S.W., LVIII. 31.

Karnata—p. in S., LVIII. 23.

Karmanayaka—p. in S., LYIII. 26.

Knrvatatfana—mt. in E., LVIII. 11.

Kala—p.in S.W. and W., LVIII. 31. 36.

Kalinga—(1) mt. to S. of Meru, LV. fi.

(2) c. in S., LVII. 46; S.E:, LVIII. 10;

and N. (?), LVII. 37.

Karieruka—c. in N., LVII. 39.

Kaderumat—One of the nine parts of Blm., LVII. 0.

Kakitlalaka—p. in S.E., LVIII. 18.

Ka.fi cl—A town in S., LVIII. 28.

Kapin'ga'la—p. in C.R., LVIII. 9.

Kapila—c. in K.D., LIII. 26.

Kamini—r. in km. V., LIX. 16.

Kamboja—c. in N., LVII. 38; LVIII. 30 (P).

Kalakofisa—p. in O.R., LVIII. 8

Kalatoyaka—c. in N., LVII. 36

Kalajina—p. in S v LVIII. 20.

Kalibala—c. in W., LVII. 49.

Kaveri—r. rising from the Sahya mts., LVII. 26; LVIII. 24.

KoSi-c. in C.R., LVII. 32; LVIII. 14.

Kaimira^—c. in N., LVII. 4i ;
LVIII. 49 ;

W. (.?), LVII. 52.

Kinnara—rp. in N.E., LVIII. 48.

8 Pingala is another reading (Par., p. 279, n. t).
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Kimpuru§a—A part of J.B., LIII. 34, 3G; LVI. 20, 22; LIX. 29

;

LX. 1.

Kirata—p. along the eastern limit of Bhai., LVII. 8; in N\,

LVII. 40, 57; LVIII. 44; in S.W., LYIII. 31; in

N.E., LYIII. 60.

[Kiskindha]—c. on the Yindhya mts., LVII. 53; LYIII. 18.

Klcaka—o. in N.E., LYIII. 48.

Kubkuta—mt. to W. of Meru., LV. 10.

Kunjara—nit. in S., LYIII. 28.

Kuntapravarana—A hilly country in N., LVII. 57.

Kuntala—c. in C.R., LVII. 32; S., LVII. 48.

Kunyataiadaha4—p. in N.W., LVIII. 39.

Kumara—c. in S.D., LIII. 21.

Kumaii—r. rising from the Suktimat mts., LVII. 29.

Kumuda—nit. in S., LVIII. 26.

Kumudvati—r. rising from the Rksa mts., LVII. 24.

Xuru—A part of J.D., LIII. 35; LVII. 56; LVIII. 42.

Uttara-kuru, LIX. 18, 29 ;
LVI. 18.

Kurufa—p. in N.E., LVIII. 51.

Kurumin—c. in W., LVII. 50.

Kururvabya—p. in C.R., LVIII. 9.

Kulata—p. in N.E., LVIII. 49.

Kulira’—mt. to E. of Meru, LV. 4.

Kulya—c. in C.R., LVII. 32.

Ku4a—One of the seven D., surrounded by Sarpissamudra,

LIII. 24; LIV. 6.

Ku6ala—o. in Kr. D., LIII. 23.

Kugottara—c. in S.D., LIII. 21.

Kusuma— c. in S., LVII. 46.

Kuhaka—c. in N., LVII. 41.

4 A compound (Parv p. 875 n.).

6 I have taken the names of mte. contained in the list (LV. 4-5) as standing

uot to the east of Mandara as the text (LV. 4) reads, but to the east of Meru.

Strictly speaking, the reading should be Mcrol], PUrvctyi in view of the fact that

the verses following it mention mountains standing to the south, west and north

of Meru. This point is corroborated by the inclusion of the name Mandara in

tho same list.
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Kuliu—r. rising from the Himalaya mts., LVII. 17.

Kiitafoila—mt. in Blia., LVII. 14.

Krtamalai—r. rising from the Malaya mts., LVII. 27.

Kftasmara—mt. in Bha., LVII. 14.

Erpai—r. rising from tlie Suktimat mta., LVII. 30.

Krsna—mt. to the W. of Meru, LV. 10; in Em,. V., LIX. 12.

Ergna—-r. rising form the Sahya mts., LVII. 20; LVIII. 25.

Ketumat—o. in Sal. D., LIII. 27.

Ketumalar—One of the nine parts of J.D., LIII. 35 ; LIV. 14, 31

;

LVI. 16; LIX. 12, 17.

Xeva'la (Kerala?)—c. in S., LVII. 45, 53.

Kaiteya—c. in N., LVII. 37; LVIII. 42.

Kaila'sa—mt. to S. of Meru, LIV. 24; LV. 8; LVIII. 41.

Kokarikana (KokanadaP)—p. in W., LVIII. 35.

Koftkana—p. in S., LVIII. 21.

Kola—(1) mt. in S., LVIII. 23.

(2) p. in S., LVIII. 26.

Kolahala—mt. in Bhai., LVII. 12.

KoSala—c. in C.E., LVII. 32, 54; in E. LVIII. 14;

in S.E., LVIII. 16.

Kohalaka—p. in N., LVIII'. 46.

Kauranjaka—mt. range in Bhadi’aiva V., LIX. 5.

Kauru§a—Same as Karusa,
;
Daksinakauru§a, LVIII. 27.

Kauiika—®. rising from the Himavat mts., LVII. 18; LVIII. 50.

Kramu—r. rising from the Vindhya mts., LVII. 23.

KrauSca—(1) One of the seven L., surrounded by Dadhi-

Samudra, LIII. 24; LIV. 6.

(2) p. and a group of mts. in N., LVIII. 42.

(3) c. in Sv LVIII. 23.

Ksudravina—p. in N., LVIII. 42.

Ksuradri—mt. in W., LVIII. 34.

Ksemaka—e. in PI. D., LIII. 30.

Ksemadhurta—p. in N., LVIII. 47.

Kh

Khafijana—mt. in W., LVIII. 34.
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Kharaga—p. in If., LVIII. 46.

Kharmaka—mt. in E., LVIII. 11.

Khasa (Kha6a)—(1) A hilly country in If., LYII. 66.

(2) p. in C.R., LVIII. 6; in E., LVIII. 12;

in N.E., LVIII. 61.

G

Gaiiga,—r. rising from the Himavat mts. LVI. 1-6, 19; LVII. 16

Gajakvaya—p. in C.R., LVIII. 9.

Ganavahya—p. in S., LVIII. 26.

Gapijaki—r. rising from the Himavat. mts., LVII. 18.

Gandhamadana—mt. to S. of Meru, LTV. 19, 20, 28; LVI. 7.

Gandkaxva—p. in N.E., LVIII. 62.

Gabala—c. in Nv LVII. 36.

Gabkaatimat—One of the nine parte of Bh&., LVII.' 6.

GarariuSi—p. in N., LVIII. 46.

Gandharva—One of the nine parts of -Bhfiu, LVII. G.

Gandkara—c. in N., LVII. 36; LVIII. 46.

GSlava—A billy country in N.,'LVII. 57.

Guda—p. in O.R., LVIII. 7.

Gurusvara—p. in W., LVTII. 36.

Guruha—p. in W., LVIII. 36.

Gurgana—A hilly country in N., LVII. 56.

Godavari—r. rising from the Sakya mts., LVII. 26, 34.

Goaarddba—p. in S., LVIII. 23.

Gomatl—r. rising from the Himavat mts., LVII. 17.

Qomanta—(1) mt. in Bha.., LVII. 14.

(2) o. in E., LVII. 44.

Golah'gula—c. in S., LVII. 46.

Govardhanapura—A oity in S., LVII. 34.

Gauragriva—p. in C.R., LVIII. 7.

Gh

Ghora—p. in W., LVIII. 36.

Ghosa—p. in If.E.j LVIII. 51.

Gho§asahkhya—p. in C.R., LVIII. 6.
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C

Cakora8—mt. in Bha., LVII. 15.

Cakramunja 7—mt. to E. of Meru, LV. 4.

Cakravarta—r. in BhadraSva V., LIX. 7.

CandaJcliarar—p. in N.W., LVIII. 38.

Candrakanta—mt. in N. Kurus, LIX. 22.

Candradvlpa—An island near tlie N. Kurus, LIX. 28.

Caudrabhaga—r. rising from the Himavat mts.
,
LVII. 1G.

Candre4vara—p. in E., LVIII. 12.

Caiinakhandika—r. i.n N., LVII. 36.

Caxmanvati;—r. rising from tlie Paripatra mts., LVII. 20.

Carmapat^a—c. in S., LVIII. 25.

[Citrakuta]—mt. in Bha!., LVIII. 23.

Citrakuta—r. rising from the Vindlrya mts., LVII. 21.

Oitrotpalfir-Kr. rising from the Vindhya mts., LVII. 22.

Civida—p, in N., LVIII. 43.

Cipa—c. in N., LVII. 39.

Ciraprdvaraua—p. in N.E., LVIII. 62.

Culika—c. in N., LVII. 40.

Oulika—p. in W., LVIII. 37.

Cedi—p. in S.E., LVIII. 16.

Caitraratlia—A forest on mt. Mandara, LV. 2; LVI. 5.

Cola—p. in S., LVIII. 23.

J

Jatharai—(1) mt. to E. of Meru, LIV. 22.

(2) p. in S.E., LVIII 16.

Jambu—CL) One of the seven D., surrounded by Lavana-

Samudra, LIII. 32; LIV. 5, 6, 8-10; LVI. 19; LVII. 1.

(2) r. rising from Gandhamadaua, LIV. 29-30.

(3) mt. in E., LVIII. 11.

Jayanta—One of the seven mt. ranges in Km. V., LIX. 12.

Jalada—o. in 8.D., LIII. 21.

6 Tile reading liere is Cakoruica which may be taken -as Cakora or Ca+kora.

7 The reading is OakramuHja which may be taken as one word or

ca+kramufija.
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Jalasamudra—One of tlie seven- oceans, surrounding Pu. D.,

LIV. 7.

Jaguda—c. in E\, LVII. 40.

JSrudhi—mt, to N. of Meru, LIV. 25; LV. 13.

JIinuta—c. in Sal. D., LIII. 27.

JKeyamallaka

—

a. in E., LVII. 43.

Jyotisika—p. in C.B., LVIII. 7.

T
Takgarila—A city in N., LVIII. 44.

Tama8al—-r. rising from the Vindhya mts., LVII. 22.

TapasSirama—.p, in 8., LVIII. 27.

Tapi—r. rising from the ftkija mts., LVII. 24.

TSmasa—(1) mt. to E. of Meru, LV. 6.

(2) c. in N., LVII. 41, 67.

Tamraka—mt. to S. of Meru, LV. 6.

Tamralipta (Tamao)—c. in E., LVII. 44; LVIII. 14.

Tamrapnrni—r. rising from the Malaya mts., LVII. 27 ; LVIII. 28.

Tamravarna—One of the nine parts of Bha., LVII. 6.

Tairaliyjura—p. in W., LVIII. 36.

Tilahga—p. in 8., LVIII. 28.

Tungaaa—c. in 17., LVII. 41- Same as Tvahgapa.

Tuhgaprastha—mt. in BhfiL, LVII. 13.

TuAgabhadii—r. rising- from the Sahya mts., LVII. 26.

Tumbura, Tumbula—c. on. the Vindhya mte., LVII. 64.

Tu§ajra—c. in N., LVII. 39.

Tu§$ik;aJa—c. on the Vindhya mts., LVII. 66.

Todala,—o. on the Vindhya mts., LVII. 54.

Trigarta—A hilly country in N., LVII. 57; LVIII. 43.

Tridiva—(1) r. rising from the Vindhya mts., LVII. 23.

(2) r. rising from the Mahendra mts., LVII. 28.

Trinetra—p. in N.E., LVIII. 52.

Tririkha—mt. toN.of Bhai., LVI. 14.

Traipura—c. an the Vindhya mts., LVII. 64; LVIII. 17.

Tvan'gpna—p. in N.E., LVIII. 49. See Tufigana.

Trikiita—mt. to 8. of Meru, LV. 6.
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D

Daksinapatha—Tlie Southern region, LYII. 45-49.

Daksinodadhi—A sea to which tlie river Alakannnda, enters, LVI. 11.

Handaka—c. in S., LYII. 47.

Dadhisamudra—One of the seven oceans surrounding Ivr. 1).,

LIV. 7.

Larada—(1) c. in N., LYII. 38.

(2) p. in S.W., LYIII. 32.

Davada—pi. in N.E., LVIII. 49.

Laiamalika—c. in N., LVII. 37.

DaiSarna—c. on the Yindliya rats., LVII. 53; LVIII. 18.

La4a|i"na—r. rising from the Vindhya mts., LYII. 21.

Larva—A hilly country in N., LVII.41,57.

Larvada—p. in N.E., LVIII. 51.

lDn4apura]—A city in S., LYIII. 22.

Lasameya—p. in N
-

., LYIII. 47.

Laseraka/—p. in K., LVIII. 44.

Lirgh'agrlva—p. in W., LYIII. 37.

Lugdhasaonudra—One of the seven oceans, surrounding S.L., LIV. 7.

Lundubhi—c. in Kr.D., LIII. 23.

Duxiga— c. in W., LYII. 49.

Lurga—r. rising from the Rksa rats., LYII. 25.

Lurrjayanta—rats, in Bhai., LVII. 14.

Durdura-mt. in S., LVII. 12; LYIII. 21.

Lrsadvatl—r. rising from the Himavat mts., LVII. 17.

Levakiita—rat. to E. of Meru, LIV. 22; LIX. 3.

DevaSaila—mt. to E. of Meru, LV. 5.

Levika—r. rising from the Himavat mts., LYII. 18.

Dravana—p. in S.W., LVIII. 31.

Lravida—p. in S.W., LVIII. 32.

DU

Lhanusmat—mt. in N., LVIII. 41.

Lharmadvipa—An island, (doab ?) in S.E., LVIII. 17.

Lharmabaddha—p. in N.W., LYIII. 40.

Lh’armaranya—A forest in C.R., LYIII. 7.
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Dhruva—c. in Pl.D., LIII. 30.

Dhutapapa—r. rising from the Himavat mts., LVII. 17.

Dhurtaka—p. in S.W., LVIII. 32.

Dbytiinat—c. in K.D., LIII. 20.

N
NandaDa—A forest, to S. of Meru, LV. 2; LVI. 8.

Narmada—r. rising from the Vindhya mts., LVII. 21, 51.

Nagagin—mt.. in Bha., LVII. 13.

N&gadvlpa—One of the nine parts of Bha., LVII. G.

Nabhi—One of the nine pants of J.D., LIII. 34.

Natmavasaka—o. in S., LVII. 46..

Narikela—p. in S.E., LVIII. 17.

[Nasika]—A city in 8., LVII. 51; LVIII. 24.

Nikatar-p. in 8., LVIII. 20.

Nirvindhya—r. rising from the Rkjja mts., LVII. 24.

NiScirn—r. rising from the Himavat mis., LVI.I. 18.

Nisadha—One of the great mt. systems of J.D., LV. 5;

LTV .9, 22, 23; LVIII. 18.

[Nisadha]—c. on the Vindhya mts., LVII. 54; LVIII. 18.

Nisnclhavata—r. rising from, the Ijtksa mt?., LVII. 24.

Nipa—p. in O.E., LVIII. 6.

Nila.—(1) One of the great mt. systems of J.D., LIV. 9, 22, 23;

LV. 12.

(2) mt. range in Bhadra&va V., LIX. 4.

Nihuira—A hilly country in N., LVII. 66.

Nupii—r. rising from the Poripatra mts., LVII. 20.

Nrpimha—p. in N.W., LVIII. 39.

Nasika—c. in S., LVII. 48. (From Nasikaf).

P

PaScadaka—p. in TV., LVIII. 36.

PaScaifaila—mt. to S. of Meru, LV. 8.

Patu—c. on the Vindhya mts., LVII. 54.

Patahgaka—mt. to S. of Meru, LV. 6.

Payosnl—r. rising from the Rl-'sa mts., LVII. 24.

Para—p. in S., LVIII. 26.

I.H.Q., DECEMBEB, 1934 6
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Parnasavara—p. in S.E., LVIII. 1£

Parna4alagra—mt. ranJge in Bhad.ragva V., LIX. 5.

Palatini—r. rising from the Suktiinat mts., LVII. 30.

Pallava—c. in N., LVII. 30.

Pasupala—c. in N.E., LVIII. 48.

Pahlava—p. in S.W., LVIII. 30; N.E., LVIII. 50.

Pakhanda—p. in C.R., LVIII. 8.

Paiicadai—-p. in C.R., LVIII. 8.

Pandura—mt. to W. of Meru, LV. 10.

Pandya—p. in S.W., LVIII. 31.

Parada—(1) e. in N., LVII. 37.

(2) p. in S.W., LVIII. 31.

Para^ava— p. in S.W., LVIII. 31.

Para—r. rising from the Paripatra mts., LVII. 20.

Palripo<tra—(1) mt. to W. of Meru, LIV. 23 ;
LV. 10.

(2) One of the mt. ranges in Bha., LVII. 11, 20;

LVIII. 8.

PingalaR—(1) mt. to W. of Meru, LV. 9.

(2) p. in IT., LVIII. 45.

PiSjara—mt. to W. of Meru, LV. 9,

Pitrsoma.—r. rising from the Maliendra mts., LVII. 28.

Plpafhaka—mt. to‘ S. of Mom, LV. 7.

PippalaSroni—r. rising from the Vindhya mts., LVII. 22.

Pi&icika—r. rising from the Vindhya mts., LVIII. 22.

Pundra (PundyaP)—c. in S., LVII. 45.

Punya—An island near N. Kurus, LIX. 28.

Purusadaka—Cannibals dWling on the Sea-Coast in E., LVIII. 13.

Pulinda— c. in S., LVII. 47; W., LVII 50.

Puskara—One of the nine D., LIII. 19; LIV. 5, 0.

Puskala—c. in N., LVII. 39; LVIII. 44.

Puspa—mt. in Bha., LVII. 14.

Puspaka—mt. to N. of Meru, LV. 13.

Puspaja—r. rising from the Malaya mts., LVII. 27.

Purnotkata—-mt. in E., LVIII. 13.

8 See f.n. no. 3 above.
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Pota—p. in Km. V., LIX. 14.

Paurava—p. in N.E., LVIII. 52.

Paurika—e. in S., LVII. 48.

Pravahga—c. in E., LVII. 43.

Pravijaya— c. in E.
;
LVII. 43.

Priiikara—o. in Kr.D., LIII. 23; in K.D., LIII. 25.

Pragjyoti^a—c. in E., LVII. 44; LVIII. 13.

[Pracl]—The eastern region of Bha., LVII. 42-44.

Prapta—p. in N., LVIII. 43.

Plak§n—One of tlie seven D., surrounded by Iksu-Samudra,

LIII. 18, 29, 30 ;
LIV. G.

Pb.

Plialgunaka—p. in W., LVIII. 36.

Phailguluko—p. in W., LVIII. 36.

B
Banga—p. in S.E., LVIII. 16.

Bahirgiri—c. in E., LVII. 42.

Bahubhadra—c. in N., LVII. 37.

Balika—p. in N.W., LVIII. 39.

Bakuda—r. rising from the Himavat mts., LVII. 17.

Brahmottarar—o. in E., LVII. 43.

Brahmapura—A city in N.E., LVIII. '50.

Bit

Bhadragaura—mt. in E., LVIII. 13.

Bliadradvlpa—An island near the N. Kurus, LIX. 28.

Bhadrasoma—r. in the N. Kurus, LIX. 23.

Bhadrai—r. in Bh'adra4va V. LIX. 7.

Bhadrakva—One of the nine parts of J.D., LIII. 35; LIV. 14, 31;

LV. 21; LVI. 7; LIX, 4.

Bharadvaja—c. in X., LVII. 39.

Bhavac ala—mt. to E. of Menu, LV. 4.

Bharata—One of the nine Vardas, LIII. 40,41; LIV. 31; LV. 21;

LVI. 22; LVn. 2, 3, 5, 68, 60; LVIII. 1, 2, 4, 73,;

LIX. 1.
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Bh&rgava— c. in E., LVTI. 43.

Bk'Imaratha—r. rising from the Saliyn nits., LVII. 20.

Bhlrukaccha—o. in W., LYII. 51.

Bhutiyuvaka—p. in hi., LVIII. 46.

Bkrguk.aceha—p. in S., LYIII. 21.

Bkoigaprastha—p. in N., LVIII. 42.

Bhogavarclhana—c. in S., LVII. 48.

Bkojya—o. on the Vindhya nits., LVII. 53.

M
Magadha—c. in E., LVII. 44; LVIII. 12.

Alanimegha—mt. in W., LVIII. 34.

Manilla—mt. to E. of Mem, LV. 4.

Manfvaka—c. in S.D., LIII. 21.

Ma.tsyar-o. in C.R, LVII. 32; LVIII. 7, 10.

[Mathura.]—A city in C.E., LVIII. 7.

Madra (Madraka)-c. in N., LVII. 36; LVIII. 45; in E., LVII. 44.

MadhiU'—mt. to W. of Mcru, LV. 9.

[Mndhyadehi]—The central region of Bha., LVII. 32-33.

Manuga—c. in Kr. D., LIII. 23.

Mandaga—r. rising from the Suktimat mts., LVII. 29.

Mandara—mt. to E. of Meru, LIV. 19, 20; LV. 1, 4 (?), 5;

LVI. 4; LVII. 12.

Mundavahini—r. rising from the Suktimat into., LVII. 29.

MandakinI—r. rising from the Vindhya mts., LVII. 21.

Mayura—mt. to N. of Meru, LV. 13.

Marak,a—p. in N.E., LVIII. 51.

Malaka—c. in C.E., LVII. 33.

Malaya—One of the seven mt. ranges in Bha., LVII. 10, 28;

LVIII. 21.

Malla—o. in E., LVII. 44.

Mahiagaim—r. rising from the Ek§a mts., LVII. 25.

Mahajgriva—p. in S.E., LVIII. 17.

Mahadrnma—c. in S.D., LIII. 21.

Mahanada—r. rising from the Vindhya mts., LVII. 21.

Mahanlla—mt. to E. of Meru, LV. 4.
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Mahabhadra—(1) A lake to N. of Mem, LV. 3; LVI. 17.

(2) mt. to W. of Meru, LV. 9.

Maharastra—c. in S., LVII. 46; LVIII. 23.

Mabarnavar—o., LVI. 18; LVIII. 82.

Mali&daila—mt. to S. of Meru, LV. 7.

Malri—r. rising from the Paripatra mts., LVII. 19, 51.

Mahendra—One of the seven mt. ranges in Bkav LVII. 10, 29

;

LVIII. 21.

Math'ara—c. in N., LVII. 37.

MS'ndavya—p. in N.W., LVIII. 38; N., LVIII. 46.

Manakalaha—p. in N., LVIII. 45.

Manada—c. in E., LVII. 43.

Manava—mt. in E., LVIII. 11.

Manavartika—c. in E., LVII. 43.

Manasa—(1) o. in Sal. D., LIII. 27.

(2) A lake on Gandbamadana, LV. 3; LVI. 8.

Maruta—p. in C.R.,. LVIII. 8.

Malava—p. in N. (P), LVIII. 45.

Mahiijaka—c. in S., LVII. 46.

[Mithila]—c. in E., LVIII. 12.

Mudakara—c. in E., LVII. 42.

Muni—o. in Kr. Dv LIII. 23.

Mu^ika—o. in S., LVII. 46.

Mrsika—p. in S.E., LVIII. 16.

Mekhalamu§ta—p. in E., LVIII. 14.

Megha—mt. to N. of Meru, LV. 13.

Medhavin— b. in S.D., LIII. 21.

Meru—One of the seven ml. systems of J.D., LIV. 9, 14, 23, 27,

30; LV. 3, 4, 8, 11, 14; LVI. 3, 8, 16; LX. 8, 11.

Mainaka—mt. in Bkik, LVII. 13.

Mauli—p. in Km. V., LIX. 14.

Maulika—c. in S., LVII. 48.

Y

Yamuna—r. rising from, the Himavat mts., LVII. 17;

LVIII. 42.
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Yavana—p. at the west end of Bha., LVII. 8; and in N.E.,

LYIII. 52.

[Yadomati]—r. in N., LYIII. 46.

Yena—p. in N.E., LYIII. 48.

Yaudheya—p. in N\, LYIII. 47.

R
Ranksu—r. rising from the Himavaf LVII. 18.

Rahgeya—c. in E., LVII. 43.

Ratnavat—mt. to S. of Meru, LV. 7.

[Raaai]—r. in N., LYIII. 42.

Rajanya—p. in IN"., LVIII. 47.

Raijaiaila—mt. to S. of Meru, LV. 7.

Rnoaka—mt. to S. of Meru, LV. 6.

Rupapa^-c. in W., LVII. 50.

Raivata—mt. in Bha., LVII. 14.

Rocana—mt. in Bha., LVII. 13.

Rohita—c. in Sal. D., LIII. 27.

L

Lanka—A city in S., LVIII. 20.

Lampoka— c. in N., LVII. 40.

Lambana—c. in K.D., LIII. 25.

Lavanasamudra—o. surrounding J.D., LIV. 7; LVI. 15.

Langulim—r. rising from the Mahendra mts., LVII. 29.

Lolana—p. in N.E., LVIII. 50.

[Lohita (Lohitya)]—r. in E.., LVIII. 13.

V
Vaka*—p. in N., LVIII. 42.

Vank§u10—r. in Km. V., LIS. 15.

Vanjula—r. rising from the Vindhya mts., LVII. 22.

0 The reading is KuruvakS.lt,. It is not evident whether this is a compound
or one single name.

10 The reaiding is Variksudyama. But Syama as a river is again mentioned
in the next line.
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Vadavamuklia—p. in S.W., LVIII. 30.

Vatsa11—p. in C.E., LVIII. 6.

Vadanadantura—p. in E., LVIII. 12.

Vadantika—p. in. N., LYIII. 45.

Fanadaraka—c. in S., LYII. 48.

[Vanarastra]—o. of forests in N.E., LYIII. 49.

[Vanavahya]— c. of forests in N.E., LYIII. 50.

Vnnitamukha

—

<p. in S.W., LVIII. 30.

Vamana—p. in W., LYIII. 35.

Vamdakara—r. rising from the Mahendra nits., LVII. 29.

VarSiha—mt. to N. of Meru, LV. 13.

Varunoda—Same as Arunoda, LYI. C.

Vardhomana—(1) p. in E., LVIII. 14.

(2) mt. range in Km. V., LIX. 12.

Varvara—c. in N., LYII. 38 j
LVIII. 31.

Valava13—p. in N.W., LYIII. 39.

Vaiiyn—Ono of the nine parts of J.D., LI1I. 34.

Yasudhaira—mt. to S. of Meru, LV. 7.

Vasumat—mt. in N., LYIII. 41.

VajikeiSa—p. in W., LYIII. 37.

Ya^adhana—o. in N., LYII. 35; LYIII. 44.

Vatasvana—mt. in Bha., LYII. 13.

Varicara—p. in S., LYIII. 26.

Varuna—One of the nine parts of Bha.., LVII. C.

Vahyatodara13—c. in N.., LVII. 39.

YaJaya—r. rising from the Saliya mts., LYII. 26.

Vahllka—c. in N., LYII. 35.

Vi'tastai—r. rising from the Himavat mts., LVII. 17.

[Vidarhha]—c. in S., LYIT. 47; LVIII. 17.

11 Pargiter reads Vatsa (child) .and informs that it would he better to read

Fofsfifc, ‘The Vatsas’ (p. 361, n. t).

12 This might also be read as Vala+avastha (Par., p. 375, n. H).

13 Pargiter reads Bahyato naruli which ho translates, as ‘the races of men

outside’ (p. 320). But this Canto mentions countries comprised within: the five

traditional regions and hence the mention of ‘races outside' would be out of

place here.
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Vidi^a—r. rising- from the Paripatra mts., LVII. 20.

[Vidria]—c. ou the Vindhya mts., LVII. 54.

Yideha—c. in E., LVII. 40; LVIII. 8.

Vindhya—One of the seven mt. ranges in Bha., LVII. 11, 23, .47,

63-66; LVIII. 16.

Vipa4a—(1) r. rising from the Himavat mts., LVII. 18.

(2) r. rising from the Vindhya mts., LVII. 22.

Yipu'la—mt. to W. of Meru, LIV. 20, 21; LVI. 13.

Vipra4astaka—p. in W., LVIII. 34.

Vimondavya—p. in C.R., LVIII. (i.

Virajakaa—mt. to N. of Mem, LV. 13.

ViSakhavat-—mt. to S. of Meru, LV. G.

Vi6ala—mt. range in Km. V., LIX. 12.

Vifioka—mt. rang-e in Km. V., LIX. 12.

Virahotra— c. on the Vindhya mts., LVII. 65.

Vrka—c. in C.R., LVII. 33.

Vrtraghni—r. rising from the Paripatra mts., LVII. 19.

Vr^adhvaja,—mt. in E., LVIII. 11.

Vr§abha—-mt. to N. of Meru, LV. 12; LVI. 18.

Vrsavat—mt. to E. of Meru, I>V. 4.

VegavahinI—r. rising from the Vindhya mts., LVII. 23.

Veni—r. in S., LVIII. 22.

Venu—mt. to E. of Meru, LV. 5.

Vemtka—p. in N., LVIII. 46.

Venumati—r. in W. and N.W., LVIII. 3G, 39.

Venya]—(1) r. rising from the Eksa mts., LVII. 24.

(2) r. rising from the Sahya mts., LVII. 26.

Venva—r. rising from the Paripatra mts., LVII. 19.

Vetravatl—r. rising from the Paripatra, mts., LVII. 20.

Vedamantra—p. in C.R., LVIII. 6.

Vedavatl—r.. rising from the Paripatra mts., LVII. 19.

Vedasmrti—r. rising from the Paripatra mts., LVII. 19.

Vanava—c. in K.D., LIII. 26.

Vaitarani-—r. rising from the Rksa mts., LVII. 24.

Vaidurya—(1) mt. to W. of Meru, LV. 9.

(2) mt. in S., LVIII. 24.
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Vaidyuta—(1) mt. in Bha., LYII. 13.

(2) c. in Sail. D., MIL 27.

Vaibh'raja—(1) A forest on mt. Yipula, LY. 2; LYI. 13.

(2) mt. in Bha., LVII. 12.

Variikya—c. in S., LYII. 47.

Yyagliragriva—p. in S.E., LYIII. 17.

Vyaghramukha—mt. in E., LYIII. 11.

S

Sakor—p. in C.R., LVIII. 6.

Sabuli—r. rising from the Viadhya mts., LYII. 23.

Sankha—mt. in S., LVIII. 24.

Sankhakuta—mt. to N. of Mem, LV. 12; LVI. 17.

Sankhavati—r. ;n Bhadrasva Y., LIX. 7.

8atadru—r. rising from the Himavat mts.,, LVII. 17, 37.

Sarkara—p. in W., LVIII. 36.

Savadhana—p. in N., LYIII. 44.

Savara—c. in S., LVII. 47.

Suka—(1) One of the 9even D., surrounded by Dugdha-Samudra,

LIII. 22, 30; MV, 6.

(2) p. in Km. Y., MX. 14.

Sakabhava—c. in PI. D., LIU. 29.

Sataka—p. in N., LYIII. 46.

'Satasrhgin—mt. to N. of Mem, LV. 13.

Santika—p. in W., LYIII. 34.

Saimali—One of the seven D., surrounded by Sura-Samudra,

LIII. 26, 28; MV. 6.

Salmavesmaka—p. in W., LYIII. 36.

Sodva—p. in C.R., LVIII. 6.

Sikhara—mt. to S. of Mem, LY. 6 ; LVI. 9.

Sipra—(1) r. rising from the Paripatra mte., LYII. 20.

(2) r. rising from the Rksa mts., LYII. 24.

Siva—c. in PI. D., LIU. 30.

Sidira—c. in Pi. D., LIU. 29.

Sriiraksa—mt. to W. of Mer.u, LY. 9.

Sitanta (SLtarta)—mt. to E. of Meru, LY. 4, 17; LYI. 6.

I.H.Q., DECEMBER, 1934 7
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Sltoda—1. to W. of Meru, LY. 3; LVI. 14.

Sutti—out. in S., LYIII. 24.

Suktimat—One of the seven mt. ranges in Bha., LYII. 10, 30.

Suktimat*—r. rising from the Vindliya nits., LYII. 23.

Sublira—p. in E., LYIII. 12.

Sudro-c. in N., LYII. 36; LYIII. 31.

Surasena—p. in C.R., LYIII. 7.

Siilakara—c. in N., LVII. 40.

Sulika—c. in N., LVII. 41.

Srhgavafc—mt. to N. and W. of Meru, LIY. 25 ;
LV. 10.

Srhgin—A great mt. system of J.D., LIV. 9.

Sailika—p. in S., LYIII. 20.

gailu§o—c. in S., LYII. 46.

Saivala—mt. range in BhadraSva Y., LIY. 4.

Sona—r. rising from the Vindhya mts., LVII; 21.

Syamaka—p. in N., LYIII. 47.

Syamar- -r. in Km. V., LEX. 15.

Sriparvatn—mt. in BLa,, LYII. 15.

Sveta— (1) mt. range in J.D., LIV. 9.

(2) o. in Sal. D., LIII. 27.

Svetaparna—mt. range in BliucLra^va V., I/IX. 4.

Svetodara—mt. to S. of Meru, LV. 7.

S

Sakrtrako—A hilly country in N., LYII. 07.

Sanketa (Saketa?)—p. in CJt., LYIII. 8.

Sadamha—r. rising from the Paripatra mts., LVII. 19.

Sabindu—mt. to E. of Meru, LY. 5.

Samula*—mt. to S. of Meru, LV. 7.

Sttraja—c. on the Yindhva mts., LYII. 53.

Sarasvatx—r. rising from the Himavat mts., LYII. 16; LVlJl. 7.

[Sarasvati]—r. in W., LYII. 51.

Sarpissamudra—One of tile seven seas, surrounding K.D., LIV. 7.

Sahasra^ikhara—mt. to W. of Meru, LY. 10.

Sahya—One of the seven mt. ranges in Bha., LYII. 10, 27, 34.

Sanumat—mt. to N. and S. of Meru, LY. 12, 6.
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Saigiga—p. in S.W., LVTII. 31.

•Sa'rdana—p. in N"., LYIII. 43.

Savitir—A forest on mt. Supai'dva., LY. 2; LYI. 16.

Siniball—r. rising from the Ebsa mts., LYII. 24.

Sindhu1*—(1) r. rising from the Himavat mts., LYII. 16.

(2) r. rising from the Paripatra mt,?., LYII. 19.

(3) c. in N., LYII. 36; LYIII. 30, 32.

Simhala—p. in S., LYIII. 27.

Slta—r. flowing towards E. of Meru, LYI. 6-7
;
LIX. 7.

Snkankavat—mt. to E. of Meru, LV. 4.

Sukumara—c. in S.i)., LIII. 21.

Siikhociaya—o. in PI. D., LIII. 29.

SuparSva—mt. to N. of Meru, LIV. 20, 21
;
LYI. 16.

Suprayoga—r. rising from the Saliya mts., LYII. 26.

Suinlna—c. in W., LYII. 50.

Sumeruja—r. rising from the Vindhya, mts., LYII. 23.

Suraksa—m,t. to W. of Meru, LY. 9.

Surathn—c. in K.D., LIII. 26.

Suratha—r. rising from the Yindhya mts., LYII. 21.

Surasa—mt. toW. of Meru, LY. 9.

Sura§tra—c. in W., LYII. 62.

Surasamudra—One of the seven seas, surrounding Sal. D., LIY. 7.

Sutpalavatl—r. rifling- from the Malaya mts., LYII. 27.

Surpakarna (Surpa0
?)—mt. in E., LYIII. 11.

Siirya.—mt. in S., LYIII. 26.

Siiryakanta—mt. in N. Kurus, LIX. 22.

Siiryaraka (SurparalcaP)—c. in W., LYII. 49.

Sairistha—p. in N.E., LYIII.. 60.

Soma

—

t. rising from mt. Supariva, LYI. 16-18.

Saumya—One of the nine parts of Bhai., LYII. 6.

Sauvlra—c. in N., LYII. 36; LYIII. 30.

Strivahya—p. in N.W., LYIII. 39.

Svakambala—r. in Km. Y., LIX. 16.

14 The reading in LVTII, 32 is SindhuJidlahavairatah, which is evidently a

omponnd thongh its different elements are not intelligible. (Par., p. 370, n. *).
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Svaraksu—r. rising- from, the mt. Vipula, L7I. 13-15.

Svarasa—mt. in Bha., LVII. 13.

Svargabhaumanavadyaka15—p. in N.E., LVIII. 51.

Svarna6rngin—rat. to N. of Meru, LV. 13.

Svapada (Svapada?)—c. in W., LVIII. 50.

H
Hamsanabha—mt. to N. of Meru, LY. 12.

Hamsamarga—A hilly country' in N., LVII. 41, 5G.

Hari—(1) rnfc. range in Km. V., LIX. 12.

(2) One of the Varsas, LX. 4-5.

Han'ta—c. in Sal. D.,, LIII. 27.

Harsavardhana—c. in. N., LVII. 38.

Havirvarsa (Harivarsa ?)—c. in J.D., LIII. 34.

Hairabhiisika—n. in N., LVII. 37.

Harika—p. in S.E., LVIII. 18.

Hihga—p. in N.E., LVIII. 52.

Himavat—A great rat. system to S. of t.he Hemakiita nits., LTV. 9,

24, 26; LV. 8; LVI. 10; LVII. IS, 59; LVIII. 32, 41;

LIII. 36, 40.

Hiranmaya—One of the Varsas of J.D., LX. 14.

Hiranya—c. in J.D., LIII. 34.

Hiranvatl—r. flowing in Hiranmaya, LX. 14.

Hiinn—p. in N\, LVIII. 45.

Hemakiita—A great mt. system to N. of the Himalaya mts., LIV. 9,

26; LVIII. 18.

Hematajraka—p. in N., LVIII. 40.

Haih'aya—p. in TV., LVIII. 34. t

Harihara V. Trivf.di

15 This seems to be a compound name (Par., p. 383, n,. IK).

t I must renew my deep obligations to Dr. N. N. Daw, the editor of this

Journal, for his valuable suggestions.



Panini and the Rkpratisakhya

Much. has heen written on the relation between Paijini and the

Prati^akhyas, hut hardly any definite result has heen achieved on
this point, and the best treatment of the subject is still to be

found in Weber’s introduction to the Vajasaneyi Pratidakhya.

The main difficulty in the way of fixing the relative chronology of

these texts lies in the fact that both Panini and the Prati&tkliyas

have largely drawn upon a common grammatical tradition, so that

even the most striking similarity between the two texts cannot prove

the indebtedness of one to the other. Progressive use of grammatical
termini technici may serve as a criterion, but this too cannot be

fully relied upon, for it has to be remembered that the texts in

question have very probably undergone various rehandlings at

different times.

As for the specific problem of Panini and the Rkpratisakhya,

Max Muller in his introduction to the latter pointed out long ago

that all the four sutras of Panini
(
I, 1, 1G; VI, 1, 127; VIII, 3, 19;

4, 61 )
in which Sakalya lias been mentioned by name have their

more or less exact counterparts in the Rkpratisakhya and concluded

that Panini borrowed these sutras from the latter. Yet Max
Muller could not carry conviction, for Hannos Skiilcl, for instance,

in his “Papers on Panini’’ has completely turned the table against

him. But there are actually certain indications, which, to all

appearance, conclusively prove the dependence of Panini on the

Rkpratisakhya, though however it is always possible that the whole

or a part of the latter underwent a rehandling at a later date.

It appears that Panini 1, 1, 1G ( savibudMiau idhalyasye ‘tuv

aniirse) has never been understood even by the ancient Indian

commentators. 1 Accepting the obvious anuvrtti of ot from the

preceding sutra the Jxa£ika explains it in the following way : sambucl-

dhinimitto ya okarah sa iukalydedryasya matena pmgrhyusinu-

jno bhavati, itisabde 'vaidilte paratah “the o which is of vocative

1 This sutra has not been directly quoted in the Mahiibha§ya and therefora

Skold considers it to be spurious. Yet when commenting on the following sutra

Patanjali assumes the anuvrtti of “Sakalya,” which clearly shows that Paijini I.,

1, 10 too was known to him-
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origin is to be called pragrliya in the opinion of Aciirya Sakalya

when a non-Vedic iti follows”. But what is this "non-Vedic” iti}

In the Kasika and the later commentaries it has been taken to

signify the word iti in non-Yedic literature. But such on interpre-

tation is not at all admissible, for Panini never use3 the word anuria

or avaidilia to indicate a linguistic phenomenon peculiar (o non-Yedic

Sanskrit. In fact, this “non-Vedic” iti is nothing but the iti of the

padapatha of the Rgveda employed to indicate the fact that the

preceding word is pragrhya, and the real meaning of the above

siitra of Panini is “The o of vocative is •pragrliya. when S&kalya's

non-Yedic iti follows.” It is well known that Salcalya, the author

of the Padapatha and the Itkpratisakhya (later recension by Saunaka)

uses the word iti in the inula-text of the Itgveda after a pragrhya

word of the sagihitd-text. As this iti. is not present in the sacred

mantra it is quite intelligible that it should be called anCirxa,

aiaidika etc., and as it occurs only in the Padapatha of Salcalya it

may be called Sakalya’s with equal propriety. Even the word

anuria in this sutra of Panini is not accidental. The Saiphita-text

is called urst-saijihitu in the Rkprati.4akli.ya. It. is obviously with

reference to this “drfl” text that Panini calls this symbolical iti

"anur?a”

.

If this interpretation of Panini I, 1, 10 is correct it has to be

admitted that Panini 1ms directly drawn upon the $]q>ratiSakhya

in this case. It cannot he argued that Panini has taken this rule

from some other grammatical work of Salcalya, for what oilier work

than the Rlcprati.iakhya, which exclusively deals wiih the phonetic

changes of the Padapatha of the Rksainhita, would mention this

symbolical iti ? Needless to sa.y, Panini I, 1, 10 lias its exact counter-

part in the Rkprathtalcliya. In sutra 09 the Pratisalcliya
2 lays down

okdra amantritajajf. pragghyah "the n originated out of vocative is

called pragrhya”, and siitra 155 (prakrtye ’ tikarancldau pragrhydli)

shows that this pragrhya remains unchanged when iti follows.

It may be objected however that according to the above inter-

pretation Panini I, 1, 1G would cease to he a -vaihalpika siitra as it

has been always considered to he, and, what more, it will then

have to he regarded as an absolute rule about Vedic Sanskrit.

Strange as it may appear, this and the three following sutras actually

seem to he meant exclusively for Vedic Sanskrit although there is no

indication in the text of Panini to that effect, unless it is assumed

2 The Bkpratii&khya will he quoted according to Mtiller’s edition-
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that the name of Sakalya implies in tliis group of sutras that they

are to bo applied to the Vedic language only. This is certainly a

serious departure from the usual methodology of Panini, in whose

system reference to older authorities only signifies that the sutra in

.question is vaikalpika. But to all these apparent anomalies there

is an obvious explanation which is fully satisfactory : in all these

sutras Panini had been but copying the lEtkpratffiakhya which deals

exclusively with' the Yeda. Indeed Panini always quotes his

authorities in the genitive when he means to say that the sutra in

question is vaikalpika
, and in I, 1, 10 too he has quoted Sakalya in

the genitive. But in the other sutras, when the name of an authority

is quoted in the genitive, the word matena has to he supplied after

it, so that sphofayanasya in YI, 1, 123 signifies "in the opinion of

Sph.” and cdkravarmaiyasya in YI, 1, 130 signifies "in the opinion

of Calcr.” But there is no room for the word matena after sdkalyasya

I. 1, 1G if it is interpreted in the way suggested above : Panini

here simply speaks of Sakalya’s iti (i. e. the symbolical iti of the

Padapatha), he is not quoting Sakalya's opinion. Thus if “iakalyasye

’tau” in I, I, 16 is taken to mean "when Sakalya's iti follows”

and not "in the opinion of Sakalya when iti follows,” as the

traditional commentators have understood, it will give us not only a
better meaning of 1, 1, 16 but also explain why this and the following

three sutras have no scope in the non-Vedic language.

It is interesting to note how Patafijali cum suis was involved in

difficulties on account of his failure to understand the meaning
of the word iulialyasya in P. I, 1, 16. Patanjali himself recognised

that P. 1,1, 17-18 constitute but one sutra, and yet he was constrained

to split it up into two because he considered it to be a vaikalpika

sutra on account of the anuvrtti of "sakalyasya.” But according to

the interpretation suggested above, Panini I, 1, 17-18 would be no

vaikalpika sittra at all and would simply mean "the particle u is

lengthened and nasalised when Sakalya's non-Vedic iti (i. e. the

symbolical iti of the Padapatha,) follows," and this is exactly what

is laid down in the Ekprati^akhya, Sutra 76 ulcdras ce’ tikaray.ena

yukto rakto 'prlito draghitah Sakalena "and u too is pvagrhya when
it is connected with iti

,
nasalised, not followed by a consonant

(aprkta) and lengthened by Sakala.” It is impossible to resist the

conclusion that here too Panini has directly borrowed from the

Ijtkpratisakhya. Panini’s udah unp (1,1, 17-18) considered as constitut-

ing one and the same sutra conveys therefore a fully intelligible

meaning, provided it is not taken to be a vaikuljnka sutra. Indeed,

in trying to thrust upon it a vaikalpihha meaning Patanjali and his
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successors iu the field liave distorted the meaning of this sutra and

given rise to hypothetical word-combinations which perhaps never

existed in the language. Juxtaposition of u and iti is difficult to

imagine in the actual language. Such a combination is possible only

in the Padapatha, and Panini, or rather the Rkpratiiiakhya from

which Panini copied this rule, had in view only those special cases

of u in which it is lengthened and nasalised before the symbolical iti,

the sign of pragrhya. But Patafijali cum suis misconstrued all. In

their opinion Panini’ s wlall Util prescribes three different alternatives

for the euphonic combination of u with iti : (1) u iti, when u is

pragrhya ; (2) uvi iti ;
and (3) v iti. In order to justify this interpreta-

tion they were even compelled to split up Panini’s original one and

undivided sutra into two, although the juxtaposition of u and iti is

hardly possible in the actual language.

If the above interpretation of Panini 1,1, 16-18 is correct it would

reflect no glory on the author of these sutras, for it will not only

prove that he borrowed these sutras from the ftkprati^akhya but also

that he borrowed these sutras without understanding them. It has

been pointed out that the corresponding sutras of the PratiS&khya

deal with euphonic combinations of the symbolical iti of the Pada-

patha. But what interest can have Panini in such euphonic combi-

nations when he is writing a grammar of the actual language?

Coming to sutra 1,1, 19 we are again confronted with an anomaly.

It has not been indicated either in the Mahabhasya or in the KaiSika

that this is a rule which has its scope only in the Yedic language,

but it is a fact that the pragrhya vowels i and ii in loc. sg., of which

Panini speaks here, are met with only in the dlgveda (cf . Wacker-

nagel. III §80c, §97b). There is apparently only one way of

explaining this anomaly. According to the interpretation of sutra

1,1, 1G suggested above, the word sakalyasya has been used there not

only to characterise the symbolical iti of the Padapatha but also to

indicate that the sutra in question is to be applied to the Yedic

language alone (the iti in question being possible only in the Pada-

patha of Vedio texts). Now, if this “Sakalyasya" is assumed in

Sutra 1,1, 19 by anuvrtti it may be actually taken to be meant for

the Vedic language alone. Both the Mahabhasya and the Kyika are

however unanimous that there is no anuvrtti of “sakalyasya” in this

sutra. But it is certain that Panini assumed the word “Sakalyasya”

also in 1,1, 19. Panini here refers to pragrhya l and u in loc. sg.

used only in Vedic language. But Wackernagel (III §97b) has

pointed out that in the case of u there is nothing to show that in the

Samhita-text it has been .actually treated as pragrhya. In the
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Padapatha however this-w of loo. sg. , along with the analogous 7, is

always treated as pragfhya. It is quite clear therefore that Panini

could never have laid down this rule had he not "been familiar either

with the Padapatha or with the Rkprati^akhya which deals with, the

euphonic laws of the Padapatha. In either case Panini would natu-

rally refer to Sakalya. But it is very unlikely that Panini had
personal knowledge of the Padapatha,—his amazing mistakes, both

of omission and commission, when dealing with the language of the

Veda, would hardly countenance such a theory. It may he safely

concluded, therefore, that, the RkpratiiSakhya is the direct source of

Panini I, 1, 19, with which its siltra 73 is identical in meaning,
though not in form. Anuvrtti of “Sakalyatya” being thus ascer-

tained, Panini I, 1, 19 (id-titan ca saptamya-rthe) has to be inter-

preted as “Sakalya's I and u functioning as locative cnse-suffix are

also prayrhya”. This interpretation would on the one hand indicate

the siltra to he exclusively meant for the Vedic language, and on the

other, explain the anomaly that the shorter case-suffix il in loc. sg.,

although apparently not treated as prayxhya in the Saipliitu. text,

has been actually described as such in this sutra. This interpre-

tation is therefore in every way superior to the traditional one

given by Patahjali etc,, according to which it means "7. and fl. too

arapi-ayrhya when functioning in locative sense.”

It is hardly necessary to emphasise the.point that we are concerned

here with the Padapatha of Rgveda alone, for S&kalya, mentioned
by Panini, is known to have been the Padakara of this text only.

Panini’s. rules of Pragrliya, as interpreted above, should therefore be

expected to conform to those followed in the Padapatha of pksaiphita

alone. They would naturally apply also to the rules of Pragfhya
followed in the Padapathas of other Vedic texts exactly following

Sakalya’s system, though however such a text is difficult to find.

The whole group of sutras iu Panini I, 1, 16-19 is therefore to all

appearance directly taken from the Rkprati6akbya, though however

it .is quite possible that at the time of borrowing the Prati6akhya

wos much different from what it is to-day. Many other sutras of

Panini seem to have been taken from the seme source, hut in their case

determined sceptics may still demur to such a conclusion. But from

Panini's section on accent it. is possible to point out at least another

sutra in whose case it is again quite evident that Panini is the

borrrower and the Pratigakhya the lender. It is I’anini's last sutra

but one (VIII, 4, 67).

The sutra runs as follows : no ’d&ttasvaritoddyam agaryyayaJava-

ku&yapdnam “not when an udatta or svarita follows, excepting in

I.H.Q., DECEMBER., 1934 8
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the opinion of Gargya, G-alava and Easfyapa.” The whole problem

here hinges on the word udaya which has been used here in the sense

of para. Nowhere else has Panini used the word udaya in this sense

and therefore all his commentators were at a loss to fcknow how to

explain this strange techninal term. So far as can be seen, Patanjali

has nowhere referred to this sutra. The author of the Kasika however

has given an altogether fantastic explanation which has been none

the less devoutly accepted by subsequent commentators, According

to the Kasika the word udaya has been used here mangalartham.

The Subodhim develops this point in the characteristic way. The

author of this recent sub-commentary says that the grammar begins

with the propitious word vjddhi (vrddhir adaic), the word iiva

occurs in the middle of it (6ivasamaris lasya kata IV, 4, 143), and it

is but fitting that the propitious word udaya should be used towards

its end. All this ingenuity is however simply
;
peine perdue, for the

word in question is evidently taken from the Ijtkprati^akhya, in

which the word udaya is regularly used in the sense of para. The

compound udattasvaritodayam in the above sutra of Panini is

evidently a defective paclaoi an anusfuhh verse. It is certainly

no mere accident that this pada is repeatedly met with in the

RkpratiiSakliya. The compound udu ttasvari.todayam actually occurs

in sutra 203 of this Pratiaakhya which is exactly equivalent to

Panini VIII. 4, 07 (read with the preceding sutra). Can it he

doubted under these circumstances that Panini directly copied the

first part of this sutra from the Rkprati^akhya and in so doing

inadvertently imported into his grammar also the technical term

udaya which is quite foreign to his system ? This shows again that

Panini has not only copied the Rkprati6akhya, but he has copied

it mechanically, perhaps without even understanding what he was
copying.

pATAKKISHNA GhOSH



Rebellion of Shah Jahan and his Career in Bengal

Disputed succession and the consequent rivalry and jealousy

amongst princes of the royal blood, ending in their revolt against the

reigning sovereign, were the curse of the Mughals in India. Salim

was the first to rebel against his father Akbar
;
Khusrau did the same

against Jahangir, only to he followed by his brother Khurram, better

known as Shah' Jahan.

Third in seniority, Shah Jahan was, in energy, ability, and

military talents, the first and foremost amongst his four brothers, and

was marked out to he the heir-apparent to the throne. But h'is hopes

of a peaceful succession were frustrated, mainly on account of the

jealousy and intrigues of the ambitious and powerful Queen Nur Jahan,

and driving the prince into open rebellion again,1<t his father towards

the end of 1622. It was a critical moment in the history of the Mughal

empire. The frontier pi'ovince of Qandahar on the north-west, a com-

mercial centre of great importance and the bone of contention between

the Persian and Mughal sovereigns since the time of Humayun, had

just been recaptured by Shah Abbas of Persia, and its immediate reco-

very was essential. Prince Shall Jahan was the man of the hour. He

had won great success in the Deccan war, and Lad a large army and

abundant resources at. his command. Bu,t instead of employing them

against a formidable foreign enemy, lie was compelled to waste them in

an internal conflict. The resiult was doubly disastrous. The hope of

the recovery of Qandahar remained unfulfilled, while the Mughal

government was drained of millions of money and deprived of the

services of some of its 'greatest men. In fact, this revolt., which lasted

well over three years, threw the whole empire into great, confusion and

‘deeply injured the Imperial interest (in Afghanistan, on the north-

western frontier, as well as in the Deccan.’ 1

1 Riatory of Jahangir, p. 395.
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To this important episode of Mughal history, only a passing

reference is to be found in current text books—those of Yincent

Smith, Elphinstone, Lane Poole, and Keene—a more detailed treat-

ment! is noticeable in the works of a number of a European scholars,

notably Gladwin, Dow, and Stewart. Gladwin’s account of Shah

Jail an ’s rebellion is quite accurate ?o far as it goe«, and is based mainly

on the Maasir-i-Jahangiri of Kamgar Khan, of which it is really ‘an

intelligent summary.’ Dow, on the other hand, relying chiefly on the

Lqhalnamah-i-Jahangiri of Motamad Khan and the Shah. Jahannamah

of Muhammad Amin Kazwini, supplies a more exhaustive account,

which is not always accurate and requires careful scrutiny with the help

of contemporary works' not used by him, Stewart, on lii? part, utilised

most of the standard Persian chronicle?, including the Riyazu-Sr-Salatm,

besides the work of Dow. But his narrative shows too much dependence

on that of Dow, with the inevitable result that some of the errors of

the latter have crept into his own (of. the details of the battle of Raj

'Mahal). A more palpable defect of Stewart is his faulty chronology of

the rebellion.

The last worker in the field, worthy of note, is Professor Beni

Prasad, the author of the History of Jahangir. He has given us, for

the first time, a careful, critical, and fairly detailed narrative of the

rebellion, utilising all available materials (excepting the Baharistan-i-

Gluiibi to which we shall refer presently), and, in this sense, may be

said to have anticipated my work. But many interesting and import-

ant details (e.g. the details of the battles near Akbarpur. <3 . end of

April, 1624, and on the bank of the Tons, c. end of October, 1624, the

full history of the conquest and administration of Bengal by the rebel

piince, and the part, played by the Porkfguese chieftains of Bengal in

the rebellion) have been necessarily left out by Du. Beni Prasad as

beyond the scope of a handy, complete, history of the reign of

Jahangir. The object of the present paper is to make an. intensive

study of only one important episode in that rei'gn.

The discovery within recent times of some new valuable materials

Las made a minute study of Prince Sliah Jalian’s rebellion quite

feasible. Our most noteworthy original source is the Persian

manuscript BaJiaristan-i-Ghaibi. It professes to be a history of
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Bengal and Orissa during the period 1608-24 A.D., written by an

Imperial officer named Mirza Nathan, later on created Shitab Khan by

the Emperor Jahangir. While the authenticity and wealth of

material of the Baharistan for the history of Bengal in

general may now., be taken to have been widely recognised, 2
its value

as a source, .so far as the present topic is concerned, cannot be over-

estimated. Mirza Nathan joined the ranks of the rebel prince Shah

Jahan soon after he had defeated the Bengal viceroy Ibrahim Khan
Faithjang, c. end of April, 1624, and continued to aot as one of his most-

trusty lieutenants in Bengal till February, 1625. His account of the

rebellion is therefore as valuable as that of an “eye-witness?.”

It ia also exhaustive (covering about 72 pages of the manuscript—folios

292ai328a), and thus well compensates for ,the paucity of materials

noticeable in the official Muslim chronicles of the period,

What enhances its historical value is the fact that it is the only

story of the rebellion, so far available, from the side of Prince Shah

Jahan. Hitherto we liad to- rely entirely for the history of this episode

on the Memoirs of Jahangir, and on other works manifestly based on

them,. These are really the accounts of the enem.y of the rebel prince

and of his adherents, and are necessarily very ‘brief in their scope and

much prejudiced in their outlook. It is only after the discovery of the

Bahan-istan that this subject can be treated from a more or less impartial

standpoint, and in details of almost absolute accuracy and contemporary

authenticity.

In the light of new materials so obtained, I have ventured to offer

Fathers S. Manrique and J. Cabral of (he fall of Hugly (1632) throw

new light on the activities of th'e Portuguese officers and adventurers

in regard to this revolt.

In the light of new materials so obtained, I have ventured to offer

a thorough and detailed study of the rebellion of Prince Shah Jahan,

with1

special reference to his career in Bengal, Bihar, and Orissa.

2 For a detailed discussion regarding its historical value and contents, seo

Sir Jadunath Barker’s article in JBOBS., March, 1921, and the present writer’s

.4 Eutory of Mughal North-East Frontier Policy, Introduction, 7-9.
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I. The outbreak of Shah Jahah’s revolt.

In tJie mon,th of March, 1622, tie fort of Qandahar was laid siege

to by the Persian king Shah Abbas. Ilis professions of friendship and

goodwill, through, diplomatic envoys, had so lulled the suspicions of the

Mughal Emperor Jahangir that the defence of that important frontier

post was entirely neglected. It thus fell an easy prey to the Persians,

after a siege of about a. month and half. 8

The Mughal Emperor, being in a weak state of health for, some time,

had repaired to Kashmir. At the news of the attack on Qandahar, he

hastened down .to Lahore to organise the defence. Prince Shah Jah'an,

who had already won fame as a great, military commander by his ex-

ploits in Rajputana and the Deccan, was then stationed in Burhanpur.

He was ordered to proceed to the relief of Qandahar with the entire

Deccan levy.

Shah Jah'an was in a really difficult, situation. The declining

health of his father had, already brought the question of succession, in

which he was greatly interested, to the forefront of Imperial politics.

By (lie murder of Khusrau, he had' removed one obstacle from the way.

He feared nothing; from his second brother Pnrvez, a hard drinker, ease-

loving and indolent, who was sure to have an eailly death. His one

formidable rival wa9 the youngest brother Shahriyar. He too was per-

sonally unfit for the royal office, being feeble in body and- mind, and

had in fact no political ambition, but, he was dragged into public life

by Nun Jahan, who made him her son-in-law and her nominee for the

throne.

Equally shrewd, capable, and ambitious, the son and the step-mother

were anxious to get rid of each other, so as to be free to exercise abso-

lute authority after the death of the Emperor. The siege of Qandahar

afforded Nur Jahan an opportunity of inducing her docile husband to

send Shah Jahan away to that distant frontier. The latter clearly saw

3 For the Qandahar affair, see Tusuk-i-Jahaiigin (Sir S. Ahmad’s text) &
Eng. Trns. by Rogers and Beveridge [henceforth abbreviated as Jahangir (R&B.)]

II, 230
,

233-4, 240-45, 246-7; Iqbaln'amah-i-Jahangiri (Bibliotheca Indica. series)

henceforth referred to as Iqbalnamah^ 19-2; Muntakhab-ul-lubab (henceforth

referred to as K. Khan}, I, 320-27. History of Jahangir
,
346-47, 34849, 355.
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through the clever move of his adversary, and at first sought, to evade

the arduous task imposed, on him. But when this proved fruitless, he

hedged in his acceptance with ao many conditions for his own safety

that it amounted practically to a refusal. Jahangir was much enraged,

and commanded the prince to despatoh his troops immediately to court,

but he still hesitated and delayed. Just at, this moment of extreme

tension, a bloody dispute between Shah Jahan’s men and, the agents of

Nur Jahan’a son-in-law, over the possession of the jagir of Dholpur,

brought matters to u crisis.
4

Nur Jahan fully exploited this incident, to discredit her rival and

deprive him of the sympathy and affection of his father. Shah Jahan

was not only sharply rebuked for his insolence and disloyalty, but was

also forbidden the court, and once more peremptorily ordered to send

back bis army. Some of hip jagir

s

in North India were also transferred

to Shahriyar, though he was asked to choose holdings of equal value in

the Deccan."

2. Shaii Jahan proceeds from the Deccan towards Agra, but is

DEFEATED AT THE BATTLE OF BlLOCHPUR.

Alarmed at the growing estrangement, of his father and sincerely

anxious to placate him, Shall Jahan sent an envoy with a letter of

apology. But owing to Nur Jahan’s machinations, he was refused a

hearing. ^Finding that nothing but his ruin would satisfy the Queen,

the prince became desperate, and, in December, 1622, unfurled the

standard of revolt at. Mandu, whence he proceeded with his entire army

towards the south.*

Jahangir prepared himself, under the inspiration of his Queen, to

meet the foreign ap well as the internal enemy as best he could. "While

prince Shahriyar was sent, under the guardianship of Mirza Rustam,

against the former^ prince Parvez was summoned from his jagir in Bihar

and appointed, with the veteran 'general Mahabat Khan nominally as his

4 Jahangir (R. & B-), H, 231, 234-38. Iqbalnamali, 193-4. Maasir-ul-Vmarn,

Bib. Indica Series Eng. Trns. by Beveridge [henceforth abbreviated as M.U.

(Beveridge)]. I, 149-50. History of Jahangir, 348-51.

6 Iqbalnamali
,

196. M.U, (Beveridge), I. 150; History of Jahangir
,

352-

6 Jahangir (R. & B.), II. 238-39, 246-47; History of Jahangir, 353, 365;

Pachishahnamah (Bibliotheca Indica Series), II. 339-40.A. Khan, I, 330-31.
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subordinate but really in chief command, to deal with .the latter.

Jahangir himself soon left Lahore and marched, via Nur Sarai, to Delhi

(Feb., 1G23), in order io watch developments.

From Mandu, Shah Jahan rapidly advanced towards Agra,

apparently with a view to capturing the fort and intercepting' the

royal treasures under orders of removal to Delhi. But owing- to the

foresight and prudence of Asaf Khan, the vizir, and Itibar Khan, the

commandant of the Agra fort, the removal was postponed. The forti-

fications of Agra having already been strengthened, an attempt to storm

it was not considered feasible, and .the rebel prince contented himself

with robbing- some of the nobles of the city (which was not well-protect-

ed) and plundering their houses. He then marched rapidly along the

Jumna towards Delhi. Near Bilochpur, he met the Imperialists headed

by Mahabat Khan, with the va,n under Abdullah Khan Firozjnng. Shall

Jahan suffered, a heavy defeat in that battle, and lost, his able Brahmin

lieutenant Suudar, alias Baja Bikramjit. The only redeeming feature

was the winning over of the Imperial commander Abdullah Khan to his

side.'

Jahangir was greatly elated ah this victory, and lavishly rewarded

his officers. His next, act was to urge Mahabat Khan, who had mean-

while been joined by Sultan Parvez, to pursue the vanquished prince.

Prince Dawar Bakhsh, son of Khusrau, was at. the same time despatched

to Gujarat, under the charge of Khan Azam, to wrest that province from

the hands of the officers of Shah Jahan.

3. Shah Jahan retires to the Deccan.

In the meantime the rebel prince had hastened back to the fort of

Mandu. 8
- At the news of the entry of the Imperial generals into the

province of Malwa. across the pass of Chandagkat. (between Ajinere and

7 For details of the battle, see Jahangir (R. & B.), II. 245-256; Iqbalnamah,

203-4; Maasir-i-Jahangiri, 194a et. seq. lieign of Jahangir by F. Gladwin (hence-

forth referred to as Gladwin), 64; History of Jahangir, 359-361.

8 G. S. Ojha (Itujputaneka Itihus, III, pp. 824-25) suggests on the authority

of some standard Rajput annals that Shah Jahan halted at Udaipur on his way
back to Mandu, after his defeat at Bilochpur, made friends with its ruler Maharana
Karna Singh, and secured the services of his younger brother and commavJder-in-

chief Raja Bhim Singh.
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Malwa), lie moved forward to face them, with au army of 20,000 horse,

300 elephants, besides a large park of artillery. But he soon changed

his plan, and, avoiding an open encounter, tried to harrasa the enemy

by guerilla warfare. Mahabat Khan, however, proved more than a

match for Shah Jahan. He met the new tactics quite effectively, and,

at the same time, succeeded in inducing many of the leading officers

of the rebel prince to desert him. Panic-stricken and suspicious about

the loyalty of his remaining followers, Shah Jahan crossed the Narbada,

and, having secured the fords of that river with the help of his trusty

officer, Bairam Beg, retired to the stronghold of Asir, whence he moved

who had joined the party of the rebel prince with his eldest son Darab

to Burhanpur. More desertions followed. Khan Khanan Abdnr Rahim,

Khan, also attempted to secede, but, on being unsuccessful, both father

and son were placed under surveillance. 8

4. Shah Jahan suffers fkesh reverses and disappointments.

The cause of the rebel prince suffered in Gujarat as well. That

province, which had long been in his possession, was now reoccupied by

the Imperial officers. Abdullah Khan, the local governor, was forced

to retire, and he rejoined his master at Burhanpur after many vicissitudes

of fortune (c. early in Sept., 1623). 10

In great distress, Shah Jahan now sought foreign aid, and sent

envoys to the courts of Ahmadnagar and Bijapur, but neither of these

states responded. Being on the verge of war, they were vying with

one another in securing, the help of the Mughal Emperor, and were

unwilling to injure their case by adopting the cause of a helpless rebel.

The prince at last decided to make peace and submit to the Emperor.

Negotiations were accordingly opened with Mahabat Khan. Neither

Mahabat Khan nor Sultan Parvez was really willing to come to terms

;

moreover, the former decided to play with the peace more to throw the

unfortunate prince off. his guard and 'lead him into further troubles.

The plan succeeded. 'The Khan Khanan, who was wavering in his

loyalty to Shah Jahan, was sent to confer with Mahabat Khan. But

9 Jahangir (R.&B.), II, 271-74; Gladwin, 65-6G; History oj Jahangir, 363-64.

10 For details, see Jahangir (11. & B.), II. 261-67, 268-69; I-qbalnamah,

206-10; M.LT. (Beveridge}, I. 493; Gladwin, 66-68.
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before lie could reach liis destination, some Imperialists, taking ad,vant-

age of the carelessness of the troops guarding the fords, on acconub of

the peace negotiations, managed to cross the Narbada one night and fall

upon the rebels. Bairam Beg, their commander, was taken unawares,

and, unable to cope with the enemy, fled.
11

All talk of peace was now over. The Khan Khanan, in spite of his

solemn oath .to stand by the rebel prince, rejoined the Imperialists, who

moved forward across the Narbada without any opposition to hunt down

Shah Jahan in Burhanpur.

6 Shah Jahan decides to leave for Bengal.

No other way being open to him, the rebel prince decided to leave

the Deccan altogether and create for himself a new sphere of influence,

whence he could try his 'luck again. This was found in Bengal.

On account of its peculiar- physical features, geographical isola-

tion, and chronic political confusion, Bengal had afforded, particularly

during the Mughal period, a tempting field to many daring adventurers,

and often a safe asylum to helpless refugees. It, had once been seized

by the Afghan chief Sher Khan, who had soon to make room for his

Mughal adversary Humayun, and it now offered to prince Shah Jahan,

the great-grandson of the latter, a shelter from the relentless pursuit of

his enemies.

The political situation in Bengal at that time seemed to he favour-

able to the rebel prince. Though owing to the indefatigable eneigy

and perseverance of Alau-ddin Islam Khan (1G08-13), most of the

powerful Afghan and Hindu zaanindars had been subdued, (political

disaffection was still rife, and could at any moment assume a formidable

character. Bahadur Khan, zamindar of Hijli, and the king- of Tipperali,

amongst others, were at. that, time giving much trouble to the existing

viceroy Ibrahim Khan Fatlijang-. Further., Musa Khan, the most

powerful amongst the zamindars of south-eastern Bengal, wlm had,

after his subjection, rendered valuable services to the .Mughal Emperor

in Bengal as well as in Karnrup, had just died. His son and successor

Masum Khan, a hot-headed and fickle youth of eighteen or nineteen,

11 Jahangir (R. & B.), II. 278-79; History of Jahangir, 370-71; M.XJ.

(Beveridgeg I. 379.
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was not likely to tread in the footsteps of his father, and, in faot, proved

for a time a pliant tool in the hands of Sliah Jahan.

While these internal complications appeared to he welcome to the

rebel prince, the external dangers threatening the province of Bengal

also, in a way, proved to be useful to him. The frontier outposts in

Jessore and Bkulua had been suffering from repealed inroads of the

Feringhi pirates of Sandip and the king- of Arraknn respectively, and

Shah Jahan could naturally count upon their help in fighting the com-

mon enemy—(he Mughal Emperor. The most effective means of hold-

ing the riparian plain of Bengal against the enemy was a strong navy,

and it could easily be supplied by the powerful king of Arrakan and the

Feringhi adventurers and the zam.indars of lower Bengal. Substan-

tial help in the same direction might also be expected from the Portu-

guese settlers in Hugly and Pipli, then under the rule of one Miguel

Rodrigues. 13

Thus, to the resourceful mind of Shall Jahan, Bengal appeared to

be a good substitute for the Deccan, not only as a base of opeartions,

but also as a recruiting- ground and a source of supplies in the inevit-

able contest, and to Bengal he prepared to go ati the end of the autumn

of 1623.

6. Shah Jahan passes through Golconda to Masulipatam.

The shortest and safept route to that distant province lay through

the domain of his former enemy, the king of Golconda. Shah Jahan

accordingly left Burhanpur, crossed tlieTapti, though it was in high flood

owing to heavy rains, and marched in a south-easterly direction. But

he was given no rest. Under the orders of the Emperor, or rather of

the Queen, Prince Tarvez and Maliabat, Khan continued to pursue him

even across the flooded Tapti, and marched on for forty Jcot as far as the

pragan'ah of Anlcat, Shah Jahan increased hip pace and reached the

fort of Mahur, whence he entered the territory of Golconda and begged

the help of its ruler.

That monarch found himself in a difficult position. He could not

afford ,to displease the Imperialists by harbouring the rebel prince, lest

they should retaliate by helping his own enemy, the king of Bijapur.

12 Eistory of the Portuguese in Benga
2, p. 60, footnote.
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Nor- could lie turn Shall Jahan .way forthwith, for this would lead to

an immediate conflict with the prince, who had already reached his

domain at the head of an army. So he took a middle course. He sent

Shah Jahan a small amount of cash and some goods, and, at the same

time, instructed the officers to offer him supplies and also help him

otherwise, so that he might pass through the kingdom as quickly as

possible. 13

Shah Jahan took the hint, and promised that he would leave Gol-

conda territory in fifteen or twenty days, without, causing any ham to

the people. But, he could not, traverse the long territory of Teliiigana

within that time, and actually took about, twenty-four days to reach the

port of Masulipatam (Nov,, 5).

7. Shah Jahan’ s party .

The small town was in great excitement. a,t the news of the approach

of Shah Jahan with his aifmy. In spite of his solemn undertaking to

spare the life and property of the citizens, two-thirds of them left the

place in hot haste. The rebel prince, however, was true to his word

and behaved well towards those who did nob move. He stayed in

Masulipatam for five days, giving his men a much-needed rest after the

severe strain of continuous marches in rains and foul weather. His

army had now dwindled to about 4,600 cavalry and 12,000 infantry,

including camp followers. Besides this, he had 500 elephants and a

number of transport camels. 11 Amongst the more prominent of his

officers were Abdullah Khan Firozjang, the commander-in-chief, Darya

Khan Rohilla and his sons, Babu Khan and Bahadur Khan, Khidmul-

13 Jahangir (R. & B.), II. 290-91; Sir W. Foster’s English Factories in

India
,

1622-23, 313; History of Jahangir, 374; Journal of Indian History
,

II.

(1922-23), 11-12.

14 English Factories in India (1622-23), 314; Journal of Indian History, II.

12; History of Jahangir,

,

874. Some years' Travels into Africa and Asia by T.

Herbert (henceforth abbreviated as Herbert-)., 89, has about the some figure—4,000

horse and 300 elephants. But a Dutchman named Jan LibsenEer, the master of

a ship which had arrived at Masulipatam on October 17, 1623, who personally

met Shah Jahan, gives a much higher estimate of the rebel army—14,000 horse,

1,500 elephants and 2,500 camels (Hague Transcripts
,
Series, I, Vol. VI. No. 21 Q,

qnoted in English Factories in India (1622-23, 316, foot-note)—which seems rather

incredible.
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puraat Khan and Rumi Khan, the artillery officers, Darab Khan (son

of Khan Khanan Abdur Rahim), Shujaat Khan {alias Sayyid Jafar),

Wazir Khan, Nasir Khan (alials- Khawajah Sabir), Bairam Beg Turka-

man (later on entitled ' Khan Dauran), Raja Bhim, Raja Sardul, and

Rao Manrup.

8. Shah Jahan enters Orissa.

On November 10, 1628, Shah Jahan struck his camp at Masulipatam,

and, turning towards the north-east, soon entered the Mughal province

of Orissa, through the Chha
;
tar Diwar Pass. 18

The new plan of operations of the rebel prince did not come as a

surprise to his father. In fact., he had long ago anticipated it and had

appointed Mirza, Rustam governor of Allahabad, with orders to oppose

Shah Jahan in case he advanced towards Bengal. At the news of his

imminent entry into Orissa, Prince Parvez and Mahabat, Khan (who

returned to Burhanpur for the rains after Shah Jahan had been driven

to seek refuge on foreign goil) were ordered to move towards Allahabad

and Bihar, and, if necessary, to Bengal, to prevent the rebel prince from

securing a footing there. Another Imperial general, Khan Jahan,

was asked to remain in Agra, ready for an emergency. A farman was

also issued to Ibrahim Khan Pathjang, the viceroy in Bengal, that he

should always be ou the alert and offer vigorous opposition to Shah

Jahan. ‘He was directed to similarly instruct his nephew Ahmed Beg

Khan, .the governor of Orissa, so that the rebel prince might be repulsed

even before he could reach Bengal'. 1 *

9. Orissa occupied unopposed.

Though Ibrahim Khan played his part quite well, his nephew

16 Jahangir (R. & B.) II. 298 (Elliot & Dawson’s History at India, VI 390-91);

Padishahnamali, I. 383; K. Khan, I. 343; Gladwin, 69; Journal of Indian History,

1922-23, 12; History of Jahangir

,

376. The Dutchman. Jan. librenmr, tells us

that at Masulipatam Shah Jahan ‘made overtures to the Dutch to accompany him

to Bengal, offering, among other things, to hand over to them the castle of Surat:

but Libsonser pleaded inlability to do anything in the absence of his chief’ • This

story remains totally uncorroborated, and does not seem to be worthy of credit.

16 Jahangir (R. & B.), II. 280-81, 294-96. Iqbalnamah, 216 (E. & D.„ VI.

408) Bahanstan, pp. 291b-292a. The suggestion [Stewart, History of Bengal,

(henceforth abb, as Stewart), 142, and History of Jahangir, 375] that the authori-
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totally failed to meet the situation. lie was engaged in a punitive ex-

pedition against the zemindar of Khurda. At the news of the arrival

of Shah Jahan at Kanpur, 17 the cowardly governor gave up the cam-

paign and hastily withdrew, to Pipli, the seat of his government,

whence he moved to Katak, twelve miles to the north-east. Though

equipped with five to six thousand cavalry, Ahmed Beg Khan did not

venture to face the invader even there, but retreated further with his

family to Burdwan, aiid next to Akbarnagar. 18 The only tiling he did

to check the progress of the rebel prince wap to lay waste the pasture

lands he passed through. 111

Orissa thus came into the possession of Shah Jahan without any

struggle. He marched to Ehurda, always careful to safeguard his line

of itetreat by means of suitable garrisons at strategic points. Raja

Purushotta.ni Dev, .the leading zamindar of the province, tendered his

submission here, along with the Bhanja chief (of Mayurbhanj), and the

zamindars of Nil'giri, Panehira, 90 and the neighbouring places. From

Kh'urda, Shah Jahan triumphantly moved to Eatak, halting there for

some time to make necessary arrangements for the administration of the

occupied area. Muhammad jT'aqi was appointed governor of Orissa,

with Eatak as his headquarters, after he had been promoted to the

tuansab of 5,000 and honoured with the title of Shah Quli Khan. 21

ties in Bengal and Orissa seem to have been altogether ignorant of Shah Jahan’ s>

movements requires modification, as the evidence of the Baharistan, which is

definitely contrary, appeal's to be supported in substance by the Tvzuk and the

Iqbalnamah,

17 Ahbarnamah (Beveridge, III. 969) locates the fort of Manpur between

Orissa and Telingana.

18 The statement of Gladwin (p. 69), repeated by Beni Prasad (History of

Jahangir, p. 376), that Ahmed Beg Ivhani fled to Dacca does not appear to be

accurate. There is no suggestion to that effect either in the T-uzuk or in the

Iqbalnamah, while the Baharistan (p. 292a) states definitely that Ahmed Beg

halted at Akbarnagar, where he was soon joined by his uncle.

19 Jahangir (11. & B.), II. 299. Baharistan

,

292a; Iqbalnamah, 217-18 (B. &

D., VI, 408); M.TJ. (Beveridge), I. 166-56; Eiyazu-s-Salatin, Eng. trans. by

Maulavi Abdu-s-salam [abbreviated as Eiyaz (A.S.)],, 188; Gladwin, 69; History

of Jahangir, 375-76.

20 Nilgiri is 11 miles south-west-west of Balasore ; Panchira (Pachera of the

MS.) is west of the Baitarani, 24 miles west of Bhadrak.

21 Baharistan, 292a-92b: Stewart, 143.
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10. Shah Jahan’s negotiations with the Portuguese at Katak: and

THEIR FAILURE.

It was here that Miguel Rodrigues, the Portuguese governor of

Hugly and Pipli, apparently apprehensive of an attack on the latter

settlement, came to pay big respects to Shah Jahan, and presented him

with five sea-elephants, and a sum of one hundred thousand rupees in

cash, besides many jewels and other valuables. The rebel prince, ex-

tremely anxious to secure Portuguese help, particularly in ships and

artillery, proved far from hostile and heartily reciprocated this friendly

gesture. He loaded the Portuguese chieftain with rare gifts from

Kashmir and other places in India, and also gave him a few fine Iraq

and Turkish horses, besides ornamented saddlery and a sword.

No substantial gain, however, seems to have accrued to Shah Jahan

as a result of this friendly interview, for the Portuguese chief refused

to be a party to his contest with the Mughal Emperor, and after three

days’ stay in Katak, formally took leave of the prince .’2

Shah Jahan wag really disappointed and also enraged at this denial

of help, hut he prudently refrained from fighting .the Portuguese at

that .time, and prepared to resume his march towards Bengal. He soon

22 Baharista% 292a; Manrique (Catholic Herald of India, 1918, 364): History

of the Portugese in Bengal, 128.

There seems to lie some confusion regarding the details of this affair. While

the standard Persian works are totally silent with regard to Shah Jhan’s negotia-

tions for the help of the Portuguese in Bengal, the accounts current (Stewart,

143, Marshman’s History of Bengal, (Bengali version), 46; History of Jahangir,

876) appear, in some respects at least, to be misleading.

The testimony of Mirza Nathan, the author of the BuharMun, and that of the

Jesuit Father Sebastian Maurique, who was present in Bengal at the time of tho

siege of Hugly, 1632, taken together, may be regarded as conclusive. Mirza

Nathan, natnrally enough, distorts the unfamiliar name of the Portuguese chief-

tain, but lie describes him fairly correctly, in his own way, as ‘the mVahidur of the

king of Portugal, and ruler of the ports of Hugly and Pipli—the latter in the

outskirts of Orissa’. Writing as a partisan of the rebel prince, Nathan attempts

to palliate the discomfiture of his master at the hands of the Portuguese chieftain,

which is more, explicitly described by Manrique and, after him, by Fr. Catrou and

Asiations. It should also be noted that the interview took place neither at

Burdwan (as Stewart and Campos suggest), nor at Dacca (as Manrique says), but

really at Katak (as Nathan definitely states), for this seems to be the most

probable in view of the attendant circumstances.
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reached Midnapore, lie frontier town of Mughal Orissa on the east,

whence a few more stages of inarch brought him to the vicinity of

Burdwan.

11. Burdwan besieged and ultimately captured.

Mirza Salih, son of Mirza Sliahi, was at that time the Imperial

favjcUvr of "Burdwan. He had already rejected the invitation of Ahmed

Beg Khan to join him in his abject flight, to Akbarnagar, and prepared

for a gallant defence. Abdullah Ivhan now attempted to win him, over

to the side of Shah Jakan, but Salih stood firm and sped up hie

defensive works. 2 '

Binding it difficult to storm the well-fortified city of Burdwan,

Shah Jahan (laid siege to it forthwith. Abdullah Khan, Darya Khan,

Shujant Khan, Nasir Khan, Raja Bhim, and Raja Sardul, amongst

others, combined to press Salih hard. Kkwajah Daud (a nephew of

the late Usman Afghan), and Kkwajah Ibrahim (younger brother of

Usman) appear to have joined Shah Jahan at this time, and both took

paijt in the siege.

The Imperial favjdw, who began so well, soon proved incapable

of continuing his defence. He wasted much' of his time in convivial

parties, and soon gave up fighting altogether. 'At last he was compelled

to surrender himself to Abdullah Khan. Owing to the entreaties of

his wife, the life of Mirza Salih was spared, but he had to forfeit all

his properties, and was called upon to render personal service in the

train of Shah Jahan.

Burdwan was occupied at once and given 'as a fief to Bairain Beg.

The rebel prince next marched towards Akbarnagar, otherwise known

as Raj Mahal .

21

12. Ibrahim Khan, the viceroy of Bengal, prepares to oppose Siiaii

Jahan at Akbarnagar.

Meanwhile Aimed Beg Khan had ireached Akbarnagar, whence

lie sent swift couriers to his uncle, the Bengal viceroy, at. Jahangir-

23 Jahangir (R. & B.), II. 298-99; Iqbalramah, 218.

24 Jahangir (R. & B.)„ II. 298-99; Iqbabumah, 219 (E. & D., VI. 409);

RahOristan, 292b, M.TJ. (Beveridge), I. 379; Riyaz (A.S.) 188*; History of

Jahangir, 377.
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uagar, informing him of the speedy advance of the rebel prince.

Ibrahim Khan Fatlijang took immediate action. He had first to make

adequate arrangements for defending the province against the old ene-

mies, the Feringhi and Magh raiders from Chittagong, before h'e couljd

proceed to deal with the new one. So he sent Miflza Baqi, the baJeh'thi,

with 1,000 cavalry, to strengthen the frontier thanah of Fulduli, and

ailso provided for the defence of the other strategic outposts in Jessore,

Bhulua, Tipperah, Sylhet, and Kachar. He then put Khwajah Idrak,

the chamberlain of the viceregal palace, in charge of the defence of the

capital, with a force of 500 cavalry and 1,000 motchlockmen. With

the rest, of his army, including about 6,000 cavalry (Herbert, 89) and

100 elephants, and a large park of artillery, and a fleet of 300 war-boats

under his admiral Mir Shams, besides a llarge number of Jaleaa5 boats

belonging to a country-bom Portuguese named Manoel Tavares, and

the war-boats of the premier Bengal ssamindar Masurn. Ebon, son of

Musa Khan, Ibrahim. Khan hastened to face the rebel prince at

Akbarnagar.

In eleven days the destination was reached. A place of great

strategic importance, Akbamagar had been made the seat, of government

of the Bengal subah by Raja Man Sin'gh, who renamed it as Raj Mahal

in 1596. 'The river Ganges skirted it on three sides, while on the fourth,

the land gradually rose till it merged itself in the Raj Maha'l hills. A
strong fortress was built by the Raja on the bank of the river, and a

busy city gradually grew up axouud itr .

The old fort was still strong but had lost its strategic value, for the

river having now receded nearly a hos, it was no lbngetf accessible to

warrboats and was unfit for defence by land and water. So Ibrahim.

Khan abandoned the old fort-, and moved one kos further down to a

place on the riven bank where his son lay huried. He enclosed the

tomb with] a strong wall, and garrisoned it with nearly 4,000 men, in-

cluding some Portuguese gunners, headed by his nephew Mirza Tusuf,

assisted by Jalayer Khan (Mirak Bahadur Jalayer), Mirza Isfandiyar,

Mirza Nurullah and others.. He himself and. hie other nephew, Ahmed

Beg Khan, with' the remaining forces and .the elephant?, crossed the

26 See Sistory of the Portuguese in Bengal

,

69, footnote.

I.H.Q., DECEMBER, 1934 10
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river and entrenched in a place called Akbairpur, now included in

Maldali. The fleet remained midway to help the land army and faci-

litate supplies .

30

IS. Shah Jahan occupies Akbarnagar and besieges Ibrahim Khan’s

NEW FORT ACROSS THE GANGES.

On, his arrival at Akbarnagar, Shah Jahan first occupied the old

abandoned font and then took possession of the city itself. With a view

to winning Ibrahim Khan over to hi® side, the rebel prince next sent

two envoys, IfJmad Khan (Khwajah Idrak) and Asaf Khan (Mirza

Jafari), to him. He wap given the choice of continuous service in

.Bengal under the nominal control of Sultan Aur.angzib (the third son

of Shah Jahan), or of a free passage back to oourt, in case he preferred

it. The Bengal viceroy promptly rejected the offer. Rather .than dis-

honour himself, he would die in the service of his master.
37

Peace measure? having failed, Shah Jahan prepared himself for war.

Fully conscious that in his position delays were dangerous .and that his

success depended, only on prompt and vigorous action, the rebel prince

ordered Abdullah Khau and Darab Khan, with a, huge .train -of artil-

lery, to storm, the new Imperialist fort, and a vigorous assault on the

same followed. When this proved ineffective, at was laid, siege to.

Darya Khan Rohiila, Babu Khan Barlas, and all other Afghan .ad-

herents were at the .same time asked to oross the Ganges higher .up, at

an obscure ford near l^ointee ,

29 and -attack Ibrahim Khan’s main camp

at Akbai-pur.

26 Baharistan

,

293a
;
IqlalnaMaJi, 219 (E. dk T)., VI. 409); M'V. (Beveridge),

I. 16Q, 456; Gladwin, 69; Stewart, 143; History of Jahangir
,
377-78.

The real reason for the abandonment of the old fort does not appear to have

been its largeness or the insufficiency of the Imperial garrison, as the Iqbalnamah

and the Biyaz suggest, but it was rather the loss of its strategic value, owing to

a -change in the course of the river, as the Baharistan, the Man sir, and the work

of ’Gladwin, clearly point out.

27 Jahangir (R, & B,>, II. 299; Baharistan, 293a; Iqbalnamah, 21&-19

(28.. & V. VI. 408-09); Biyaz (A. S.), 189; Gladwin 70; Stewart,, 143-44; History

of Jahangir, 377-78.

28 Pointtee is about thirty miles due east of Raj Mahal (vide Rennell’s Bengal

Atlas, No. IV).
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14 Repeated fighting over the passage ge the. Ganges.

The Bengal viceroy now Became anxious to prevent tie crossing of

the • river by the Afghans, and sent Ahmed Beg Khan, with 2,000

cavaliry and 100 elephant?, against them. Though. he marched without

any rest, Ahmed Beg reached his destination just too fate, and' found

that Darya Khan and his 600 Afghan soldiers had already crossed over

with the help of pome merchant-vessels; but as the horses had not yet-

been transported, the Afghans were moving rather slo-wly on foot.

Determined to expiate hip past folly, Ahmed Beg at once led a vigorous

cavalry charge upon Darya Khan. But the latter took up a position

on an elevated ground and fought, so gallantly that Ahmed Beg. was at

lapt compelled to- retire.. Next morning, Ahmed Beg rallied hi® forces,,

but the opportune moment had passed away. Darya Khan’s horses had

all safely landed at night, and he now easily overpowered his oppo-

nent,. who escaped only with a pmall1 following. 10

-The news of this victory was particularly welcome to the rebel

prince. His weak point, had been the dearth of war-boats: without;

them, he oould neither press the siege of the Impel ial foi't hard', nor

attack the viceregal camp across the Ganges. Thanks to D&rya Khan’s

efforts, his main difficulty was now overcome, so that an assault on

Ibrahim Khan appeared quite feasible.

Shah Jahan now directed all' his energies towai’ds a final contest with

Ibrahim Khan. He knew quite well that, if the latter were defeated in

battle, the fall of his fort would only be a question of time. So be with-

drew Abdullah Khan from siege work, which was now entrusted solely

to Darab Khan, assisted by Khidmat-pura.pt Khan and Rumi Khan, of

the state artillery, and sent him at this head of 1,500 cavalry, with Raja

Bhim and his Rajput, levy, to reinforce Daiya Khan.

Much dispirited on account, of the reverses already sustained,

Ibrahim Khan now made a desperate attempt to prevent, a union of the

two forces. He deputed his admiral Mir Shams with the entire fleet,

assisted by Masum Khan and hia war-.bo.ats, and Manoel Tavares (the

Portuguese chieftain) and his Jalea boats, to dispute the passage of

28 Iqbalnamah, 220- (B. 4 VI. 409); Baharistan, 293b; MM (Beveridge),

I. .456: Ilvyaz (A. 8.), 100-91;: Gladwin, 71.
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the river by the reinforcing army. But these persons had already been

in treasonable correspondence with the rebel prince, and made only a

show of fight, with the result that Raja Bhim and Abdullah Khan cross-

ed over at night and joined Darya Khan without much trouble.50

The combined forces marched all night and came upon Ibrahim

Khan early next morning. They were at once drawn up in battle

array, in a -position of great advantage, with the river on one flank and

a dense forest on the other.

15. Battle of Akbaepur, o1

. end of Aran, 1624: Defeat and Death of

Ibrahim Khan.

In the engagement that followed, Ibrahim Kh'au did his beat-, but

without any success. The repeated defeats had particularly unnerved

his nephew Ahmed Beg Khan and also weakened his forces, which now

consisted of about 700 cavalry. Ibrahim Khan himself had only about

1,000 horsemen, mostly raw recruits, to depend on, for his tried soldiers

lay scattered, some garrisoning the new fort of Akbamagar, and others

engaged in. the war-boats under the command of Mir Shams who had

proved! a traitor. The Imperialist forces were, however, arranged in

three divisions—the van (consisting of 800 cavalry) under Sayyid

Nurullah, the centre under Ahmed Beg Khan, while the rear was com-

manded by Ibrabim Khan himself. 31

TEe battle was well-contested for a time, but Nurullah’s troopers

afterwards gave way. Ahmed Beg Khan, on his part, foughtl hard.; lie

too was soon wounded and compelled to retire. Ibrahim Khan con-

tinued the contest, but most of his soldiers, already panic-stricken,

deserted him, and, with only a handful of followers, he fought on till

he was slain unrecognised. 33

80 Baharisian, 294o„ Tatimina, p. 383; Iqbalnamuh, 220 (E . & D.’ VI. 409-10);

MU. (Beveridge), I. 455; Biyat (A.' S-), 191 ;• Gladwin, 71; History of

Jahangir
,
378.

31 The IqbaUamah and the Maasir-ul-Umara stato that Ahmed Beg Khan

formed the reserve), and the former add that Ibrahim Kham was in the centre.

The version of the Biyat, which is slightly different, appears to be more probable

and has been followed.

32 Iqbalnamah, 220-21 (23.. & D., VI. 410); Baharistan, 294a; M.lJ, (Beveridge),,

I. 156,. .455; Biyat (A. S.), 191-92; Gladwin, 72; Stewart, 144-45; History of

Jahangir, 378-79. The Iqbalnamah, and, after it, the Biyat, give a very
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16. Fort op Akbarnagar. occupied bt Shah Jahan.

The defeat and death of the Bengal viceroy was the signal for the

fall' of his fortified post at Akbarnagar, which came about aa follows.

Simultaneously with the despatch of reinforcements to Darya Khan,

Shah Jahan had sent Wazir Khan,- an officer of hid personal staff, to

Darab Khan, asking him to press the siege elbse. Khidmati-purast

Khan (alias Keza Bahadur, the adopted child of Wazir Khan), the

officer-in-charge of the artillery,** now applied fire to mines already

laid under the fort in three different places. These exploded, blowing

away two turrets, and making a breach, forty yards wide, in the fort

wall. The garrison, under Mirza. Yusuf, now made a desperate attempt

to prevent the entry of the rebel forces, and was successful for a time.

Not only were the besiegers repeatedly repulsed, buti some of the officers,

Abid Khan diwan, .Mir Taqi baJchshi, and Khwajah Sh'er, were killed,

and a few more captured. Baffled in their efforts, they suspended

hostilities atl night and dared, not. resume them even next morning.

But when the day had far advanced, the news of the fall of Ibrahim

Khan in battle spread, and it deeply depreeted the garrison. Further

resistance being, now given up, the storming party rushed in and the

place was carried. Some of the garrison cast themselves into the river

in despair, some were put to the sword, while others, who were fettered

by their families being in the hands of the enemy, tendered their sub-

mission. Amongst those who escaped were Ahmed Beg Khan, Mirza

Yusuf, and Jalayer Khan.** Ahmed Beg fled towards Jahhngirnagar

detailed account of this battle, particularly of the disposition of the combatants,

which is only briefly treated in the BaharUtan and the Maasir. It appears that

in spite of thjf depleted ranks of the Imperialists, the two forces were almost equally

balanced, though the troopB of Shah Jahan1 were probably better mounted.

38 The author of the Iqbalnamah does not name the artillery commander,, who

is -etyled- Rumi Khan by Kamgar Khan, and, following him, by Gladwin, Dow,

Stewart, and Beni Prasad. There is no reason to disbelieve the author of the

Bahaa'istm, who names him as Khidmat-purast Khan-—a person mentioned else-

where (p. 284) in the Iqlalncumah as well. Rumi Khan appears to have been the

officer seoonld-m-oommand, and subordinate to Khidmat-purast Khan.

84 Gladwin (72) and Beni Prasad (879),' apparently on the authority of

Kamgar Khan’® work, include Mirak Jalayer amongst the captives, hut the author

of the Baharistan states that he escaped to Jahangiruagar.
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by land, but the re,«t proceeded (hither by boat, along with the

treacherous admiral Mir Shams and his accomplices, Masum Khan and

Manuel Tavares. 35

Abdullah Khan cut off the head of the deceased viceroy and pre-

sented it to Shah Jahan. The chivalrous prince ordered the corpse of

t-h'e valiant Khan ,to be brought from the field, of battle with due honour,

and, when this wad done, -he put the head in. its proper place aud laid

Ibrahim Khan to rest, by the side of his son, in accordance with his

cherished desire.30

The battle of Akbarpur (a. April 20, 1624), followed by the sur-

render of the new Imperial fort at Akbarnagar, decided the fate of

B'en'gal which now came into the possession of Shall Jahan. The

victorious prince proceeded triumphantly to J ahanginiagar, with a view

to seizing the treasures and war-materials deposited there, and also to

making adequate arrangements for the administration of the conquered

tract.

Before leaving Akbarnagar, the rebel prince adopted an interesting

method of driving the wavering Imperialists into submission. He

ordered that, two pictures, illustrative of the last engagement, should

be drawn as early as practicable. In them Abdulltah Khan appeared

35 Iqbalnamah, 221 (A. & D,, VI. 410); Bahnristan
,

294b-95a; K. Khan, I,

344-46; M.U

.

(Beveridge),. I. 156.; Biyaz (A. S.), 192-03; Gladwin, 72; Stewart, 146;

History oj Jahangir, 379. There is some obscurity and confusion regarding tlie

details of the hostilities which oulminated in the defeat and death of Ibrahim

Khan and the capture of liis fort. While the Tuzuk stops abruptly just before

these occurrences, the Iqbalnamah treats them in a brief aud rather confusing

manner. It is only in the Bahaiistan, that we get a detailed and clearstory, which

agrees with that furnished by the Maasir-Ml-TJmara. In the light of new informa-

tion; available, some of. the misconceptions still current might easily be removed.

One is the frequent change in movements, in course of the struggle, on the part of

th© Bengal viceroy and his nephew Ahmed Beg Khan, suggested obviously by the

[qbalwiniah. The Baharistan and the Maa&ir make it quite clear that both these

officers, with their own harem and families of the other leading Imperialists, were,

from the beginning of the contest, encamped on the left bank of the Ganges at

Akbarpur, and there the decisive battle took place. The other misconception which

seems to persist is with regard to the location of Ibrahim Khan’s new fort. The

standard' Persian works all agree that it was only a kos distant from the old fort,

and not at Teliagurhee as Dow and Stewart tell us.

36 Baharistan, 297b.
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seated on a tiger, with a drawn sword in his right hand and the head

of Ibrahim Khan, in hia left. When the pictures were properly framed,

one waa sent to Mukhlis Khan (the diwati of Bihar, who- had been ruling

the province on behalf of Sultan Parvez), through a messenger, along

witjh a. farman in which1 he was asked to tender his submission and ailso

to deliver Patna peacefully, on sniffer in default the same fat© as that

of Ibrahim Khan. The other was despatched to Kamrap, with another

farman
,
similarly worded, demanding the allegiance of tih'e officers of

•that frontier tract,

Shah Jahan then suitably rewarded his followers with jagirs or pro-

motions in rank. Raja Bhim was given extensive jagirs, and appointed

1t> rule Akbamagar, while Khwajah Saadati and others were awarded

with fiefs in Munghyr. Suitable titles were also awarded, such as ‘Sher

Khan Fathjaag’ to Darya Khan Rohilla, and ‘Dilwar Khan’ to Babu

Khan Barlas.
37

17. Shah Jahan captures Jahangirnagar (Dacca) unopposed and

SECURES A RICH BOOTY.

The rebel prince moved towards Jahangirnagar in boat.?, a good

many of which had been captured during the last conflict'. He first halt-

ed at Maldah, whence farman was issued to Mirza Nathan, (entitled

Shitab Kban), an Imperialist- officer of Kamrap who had already joined

the ranks of the rebel' prince, ordering him temporarily to manage the

affairs of that place. Shah Jahan next stopped at Pulsarai Pa,thiari,

whence he moved to Pandu to pay respects to the famous saint Shaikh

Nur Qutb Alam who lay buried there. He granted a sum of four

thousand rupees for the upkeep of the sacred tom,b, and, after a inarch

of four stages, reached Ghorafehat. sa

Itimadi Khan was at this stage sent forward to demand the submission

of the fugitive Imperial officers 'and the widow of' Ibrahim Khan in

Jahangirnagar. The latter, alarmed a,t (h'e news of the fall of her hus-

band in battle, had made an unsuccessful effort to escape to Patna with

her valuables. She was now compelled to submit,, along with Ahmed

.37 Saharistan, 297b.

88 Baharistan, 298a, 299b; Iqbalnamdh
„ 221 (E. & D., VI. 410); Biyat (A. S-),

193.
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Beg Khan, Mirza Yusuf, Jalayer Khan, Mirza Igrfandiyarf, and Mirza

Nurullah.

From Gboralgliat Shah Jahan went to Shahzadapur, whence, after

a journey of four stages, he reached Jahangirnagar (c. beginning of

May, 1624) without any opposition. 311

Though the rebel prince treated the officer? and the widow of Ibra-

him Khan well, so far as their personal freedom was concerned, he did

not refrain from laying hands on their personal effects. Besides these,

be seized the immense state treasures and vast war-materials which he

found in the viceregal capital. In addition to a stum of 10,00,000 rupees

of the Royal treasury, 25,00,000 rupees belonging to the widow of the

vicerory, and 5,00,000 to delayer Khan were appropriated by him, A
large quantity of silk-stuff, aloes wood,, and other rarities, 500 elephants,

400 horses, and, above all, the entire artillery and flotilla of the Bengal

subalu now passed into the hands of Sh'ah Jahan. 10

18. Shah Jahan’ s administrative arrangements in Bengal.

'Shah' Jahan again lavishly rewarded his officers out of the spoils

seized in Jahangirnagar, and then turned his attention towards adminis-

trative affairs in Ben'gal and Kamrup, where almost, all the old officers

had to make room for his own tried followers. Darab Khan, who had

so long been under a cloud of .suspicion,
41 owing to the treasonable con-

duct of himself, and, more clearly, that of his father, the Khan Khanan,

was now restored to favour. He swore fidelity to the rebel prince and

was appointed to be the viceroy of Bengal', with an increment in his

mausab to 6,000 personal' and 5,000 horse. His elder son Aram Balchsh,

89 . Baharistan, 299b-800a.

40 Ig_ba.lnama\ 222 (E. & D., VI. 410); Biyaz (A. S.), 195; Qladlioin. 72;

Stewart,, 146-46; History of Jahangir
,
879.

41 According to the Igbalnamah, 222, followed by the M.U. (Beveridge, 1.

452), Biyaz (A.S.), 195, Gladwin, 72-73, and History of Jahangir, 38Q, Darab was

kept in confinement till the entry of Shah Jalian into Jahangirnagar after his vic-

tory at Akbarnagar. But this does not appear to be strictly accurate for the Baha-

ristm clearly refers to Darab’s participation in the siege of Akbarnagar. His ser-

vices at that time were obviously appreciated,, because according to K. Khan’s work

(I. 345-46), Shah Jahan richly rewarded Darab Khan after he had gathered the

immense spoils at the viceregal capital.
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and Ms nephew (son of Shah Nawaz Khan) were ailso promoted in rani

to 1,000 personal' and 1,000 horse, but they were retained as hostages,

along with Darab’s wife and a daughter. Mirza Mulki was promoted

to the uransab of 500 personal and 200 horse and appointed dman, Mirza

Hidayetullah to that of 400 personal and 60 horse and made bakhsh.i

(pay master! of the troops) and wctqia-navig (official newswriter)
,
while

Malik Husain, the nephew of Iktamam Khan (late admiral of the Bengal

flotilla), was selected as the hhazanchi (cashier). Adil Khan and Bahar

Khan, admirals of the Bengal fleet, were, however, retained in service;

the former continued to stay at Jahangimagar,, but the latter had to

accompany Shall Jahan.

As regards the administration of the smaller units within the pro-

vince, detailed information is not available. Ali Khan Neyazi was pro-

moted to the mansab of 2,000 personal and 1,600 horse, and Mirza Baqi

(baJchshi of the late Ibrahim Khan) to that of 500 personal and 400 horse,

and posted to the frontier thamahs od Jessore and Bhulua respectively.

But Mirza Salih, thanahdar of Sylliet, was allowed to retain his post. 42

19. Shah Jaiian’s at.liance with the kino of Arrakan.

Shah Jahan stayed at Jahangimagar for a week (c. first week of May,

1624), occupying the beautiful viceregal palace there. Prior to his

departure, he received an embassy from the king of Arrakan, who, accord-

ing to ih&Baharistan, ‘was the lord of 10,000 war-boats, 1,500 elephants,

and 10,00,000 infantry’. He desired the friendship of the rebel prince

and presented him with a snm of 1,00,000 rupees in cash. Shah Jahan

was highly gratified at this friendly move on the part of such a power-

ful monarch, and loaded him with costly presents. A farman was1 also

issued in which the Magh king was assured uninterrupted sovereignty

over his domain in return for his promise to be friendly to the officers

of Shah Jahan in Bengal. A purely defensive alliance was obviously

tbe only outcome of this diplomatic mission, and the desire of the rebel

prince for active support from tihe Magh king or the Portuguese officials

42 Iqhalnamah, 222 (2, & D.< VI. 410; Baharistan, SOOa-b; M.U. (Beveridge),

I. 462; Riyaz (A.S.), 196; Gladwin, 72-78. Stewart, 146; History oj Jahangir

,

880.

I.H.Q., DECEHRER, 1934 11
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in Bengal appeal's to have remained unfulfilled, though 11011-official

Portuguese help was for a time forthcoming. 4-1

20. Shaii Jahan’s ambitious programme.

Master of Bengal and ()m«a. Shall Jahan was not. the man to sit

idle anil flatter himself with his exploits. He now felt, himself free to

make a serious effort, to subjugate Bilnir. With Bengal, Bihar,, and

Orissa in his possession, Shah Jahan could easily proceed westward, con-

quer Allahabad and Oudli, and ultimately march trium.phan;tly upon

Agra, the capital. But lie had not a moment to lose. True, he had stolen

a march over Prince Paivez and Maliabat Khan and hurried across

Orissa and Bengal while they were still in their quarters in Burhanpur.

But the former had already struck his camp and was expected every

moment to arrive and put a check to the successes of his rebellious brother.

Shah Jahan’s entire programme must therefore he carried out before

this would happen.

21. Shah Jahan returns to Akbaranagar wtth a view to conquer-

ing Bihar.

The rebel prince started on his return journey by boat, while he

directed his general Abdullah Khan to march with the land army towards

Akbarnagar. Shah Jahan first halted at Khizirpur, on the bank of the

Lakliya, 44 in the vicinity of which was a place of great sanctity where

the footprints of the Prophet were enshrined. It was known as Kadam-

rasul or Rasulpur, being originally a settlement of a number of mer-

chants from the Holy land of Arabia. Shah Jahan visited the sanctuary

48 Bahariitan, 3005. Though the evidence of the Haharistan remains uncorro-

borated, there is no reason to doubt this incident, for common interests might

well bred the parties together. It is necessary in this connection to dispose of a

statement made by Phayre (History of Burma, 177), on the authority of the

Arrakanese chronicles* that Meng Khamaung, the king of Arrakan, for a time

occupied Dacca, taking advantage of the political confusion caused by Shah

Jahan’s rebellion. The Persian chronicles do not all support this suggestion,

which, apart from any other consideration, appears to be an anachronism, for the

defeat andi death of Ibrahim Khan at the hands of the rebel prince occurred only

at the end of April, 1624, and this was full two years after the death of Meng

Khamaung, which took place in 1622 (according to Phayre).

44 One mile north-east of Narayanganj and nine miles from Dacca.
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and endowed it with a sum of 1,000 rupees. He next- proceeded towards

Bikrampur, whence Wazir Khan was sent back to Jabangirnagar to

prepare an assessment, roll for the Bengal subah . The next- place visited

was Kalakopa/ 8 and then an unnamed place near Jatrapur/* on the bank

of the Ichamati. Four more marches brought the rebel prince to Alai-

pur, on the bank of the Padma. A severe gale destroyed many war-

boats here, and the prince himself had a, narrow escape. After a further

march of five days, Shall Jahan reached Akbamagar. 4r

He halted for three days only. Excepting Mumtaz Mahal, the

young princes, ,and their personal attendant's, the rest of the harem and

the valuables were retained in Akbamagar. A cbangein the government

of that city was now effected, Raja Bliim was relieved by Itimad Klian,

and Muhammad Salih (late faujdar of Rurdwan) was appointed bdkhslxi

and waqia-navis. A sum of 20,000 rupees was invested in the erection of a

new palace under the direct supervision of the new bakhehi, but the

work was long delayed, being finished only when Shah Jnhan returned

to Akbamagar after his defeat on the bank of the Tons. 48

Reaving behind a. detachment for) the protection of Akbamagar,

Shah Jahan rapidly proceeded towards Patna, encamping en route at.

Pointee where Wazir Khan rejoined him. Raja Bliim was now sent in

advance to attack Patna and conquer Bihar.

22. Rapid submission of the Imperial officers and zamindars

of Bihar.

That province, assigned as a fief to Prince Parvez, had lon'g been

left in charge of his diwan, MukMis Khan, with Iftikihar Khan and Sher

Khan Afghan as faujdars. • Alarmed at the news of the approach of

Raja Bhim towards Patna, the feeble-hearted diwan hastily fled towards

Allahabad with all his property and also (hat of his master. Sharply

rebuked for his cowardice, he took poison and died.
4 ’

Raja Bhim entered Patna and took possession of the entire province

without any resistance. Shah Jahan arrived a few days 'later and pro-

46 On the bank of. the Icbamati, about 1.7 miles south-west of Dacca.

46 17 miles west of Sabhar, Dt. Dacca.

47 Baharistan, 300b-301a. 48 Baharistan-, 801a, 828a.

49 Iqlatnamah, 222 (E. & T>., VI, 41Q-11); Baharistan, 301a„ 307b; K. Khan,

I. 346; Riya» (A.S.), 196-96; Gladwin, 73; Stewart, 146; History of Jahangir, 380.
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needed, to set the affairs of Bihar in order. The leading zamindars and

Imperial officers voluntarily tendered their submission and were suitably

rewarded. Raja Narain Mai Ujjainiya and his brother Pratap were

the firsjfc to submit, and were honoured with a mansab of 5,000 personal

and, 5,000 horse and of 3,000 personal and 2,000 horse respectively.

Raja Narain Mai, son of Raja Bhas (Bhar?) Mai Bains, and the Raja

of Buxar soon followed and were honoured as befitting their position.

Sayyid Mubarak, tihe Imperial commandant of the impregnable forit of

Rliotas, surrendered the keys to the rebel prince and joined his ranks.

This was a distinct -gain, for the font afforded a safe, asylum to the

families of Shah Jafaon and of his officers during the uncertain issue

of the approaching campaign. 00

23. Governmental changes in Bihah.

Suitable administrative arrangements were then made. Bairam. Beg

Turkaman, the jagirdar of Burdwan, was posted 'governor of Bihar,

having' been promoted to the manBab of 5,000 personal and 5,000 horse.

The command of the fort of Rhotagi was entrusted to Sayid Muzaffar, an

officer of the personal staff of Shah Jahan, with a mansab of 700' personal

and 600 horse, and Sayyid Mubarak, the old commander, was removed

to Kara Manikpur (in the Doab), which was conferred on him as a fief.

Abdullah Khan, who had so long been serving faithfully as the com-

mander-in-chief, was now rewarded with extensive jagirs in Bihar,

which’ included Tajpur, Purnea, Hajipur, and Darbhanga. 51

24. Shah Jahan plans the conquest of Allahabad, Oumr, and Benares.

Shah Jahan now prepared to hurry through the rest of his ambi-

tious programme. He arranged his army in three division?. The 'first

was placed in charge of Abdullah Khan, with orders to proceed (across

the Guintd) through Jaunpur towards) Allahabad and attack th'e strong

fort there. Mirza Rustam Qandahari, the gallant commandant, had

refused the overtures of Shah Jahan for a voluntary surrender of that

50 1-qbalnanuih, 222-28 (ti. <6 I)., VI. 411); Raharistan, 303b, 304b; E. Khan,
l. 346; Herbert, 00; Riyaz (A.S.)„ 196; Gladwin, 73: Stewart, 146; History oj

Jahangir, 380-81.

51 Iqbalnamah, 223 (B. <t J)., VI. 411); Baharistan, 303b, 304b; M.U.
(Beveridge), I. 379; Riyaz (A.S.) 169; Gladwin, 73; Stewart, 146.
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fort and resolved to defend it with all his might. The second army,

consisting mainly of his Afghan followers, was sent in charge of Darya

Ehan Eohilla (Sher Khan Fathjang) to take possession of Ondk. With

the third division, including the Rajput levy of Raja Bhixn, under his

direct command, and assisted hy a park of artillery in charge of

Khidmat-purast Khan and the greater part, of the Bengal flotilla under

the admiral Min Shams, and also by the war-boats of (the Bengali

zamindars, headed by Masum Khan of Blvati, Shah Johan proposed to

advance towards Benares, marching through GHiazipur and Jaunpur. 61

25. Audullah Khan occupies Jaunpue and then encamps opposite

Allahabad,

Abdullah Khan and Darya Khan moved about the same .time.

Before the former reached the ford of the G-umti near Jaunpur,"*

Jahangir Quli Khan (son of the late Aziin Khan Mirza Koka)
,
the

governor of that, place, had vacated it and fled towards Allahabad.

Jaunpur was at once occupied by Abdullah Khan, who, pursuing the

fugitive hotly, came to the town of Jhusi on the Ganges, opposite

Allahabad, where he encamped. He sent Nasir Khan, with 6,000 cavalry

up that riven towards Burhai,“l
to escort his family therefrom. Nasir

Khan, in spite of the strong opposition of the Imperialist zamindars of

the locality, succeeded in hie enterprise.. Attempts to storm the fort of

Allahabad being considered dangerous, preparations were now set on

foot to lay siege to it forthwith." 5

26. Daeva Khan oveeruns Oudh and halts at Manikpur.

Darya Khan, the commander of the second army, proceeded towards

Ouclh at the head of 12,000 Afghan cavalry, in the company of Babu

Khan Barlaa, Bahadur Khan, Haidar Khan, and other chieftains. He

62 lqbalnamah, 222-23 (E. <t 1)., VI. 411); Baharistan, 303b; Iliyaa (A.S),

196; Gladwin, 78; Stewart, 146; History of Jahangir, 881.

63 The Tqbalnamah suggests the ford of Jausa—rather Chause—and it has been

followed by the author of the Riyaz, Gladxoin, and Beni Prasad. But the ford

referred to appears to have been rather that of Jaunpur, as tho Tatinma (E.

D., VI. 411 footnote) has it

64 About 27 miles north-west of Allahabad (Rennell’s Atlas).

65 lqbalnamah, 223 (E. <fc D., VI. 411); Baharisian, 306a; M.V. (Beveridge).

I. 456; Biyaz (A.S.), 196-97; Gladwin
, 73; Stewart, 147.
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easily overran that province and came to Manikpur, where lie encamped

on (ike Ganges, near tlie ford of Kara-Manikpur, with a view to guarding

it against the Imperialists already on their march from the Deccan. 50

27. Siiah Jahan marches to Jaunpur.

Shah Jahan left Patna last of all, on the 3rd of June, 1324, owing

to an illness of Mumtaz Mahal. He first encamped at Moneer." Des-

patches from his generals began to arrive regarding their own activi-

ties and the movements of the enemy. Abdullah Khan reported the

capture of Jaunpur, followed by bis march towards Allahabad, and ad-

ded that the whereabouts of the Imperialist commanders were still not

definitely known. Shah Jahan resumed his advance and soon reached

the bank of the Ganges (c. middle of June, 1624).
50

By this time the rains had already set in, but, owing to the sultry

heat of the season, heavy casualties in men and animals occurred daily

in the prince’s camp. "When the ford of tire Ganges at Chausa50 was

reached, an additional difficulty confronted him. This wa,s the trans-

portation of the elephants, with a natural1 dislike for water, across the

river, which was in high flood. This was, however, skilfully and safely

accomplished by Mirza Nathan, who had joined the prince (from

Karnrup) just before he left Patna. ““ When the confluence of the

Gumti and the Ganges was reached, another despatch airived from

Abdullah Khan regarding his encampment at Jhusi. The Khan re-

quested his master to hasten to Jaunpur and to send him reinforcements,

particularly war-boats, for capturing Allahabad. 81

Shah Jahan quickened his pace and reached Jaunpur four days

later. He now concentrated all his energies on the capture of Allahabad.

56 Baharistan, 306b; M.U. (Bovaridge), I. 455; (Had min, 73; Stewart, 147.

57 More than 20 miles west of Patna,, to the south of the confluence of the Son

with the Ganges.

68 Baharistan
, 304a-304b.

59 A well-known1 ford about 8 miles south-west of Buxar.

60 The Baharistan (305a-b) offers interesting details. Mirza Nathan tied one

end each of two strong ropes to the collar and back of an elephant an'-J the other

ends to the prow of each of two kosalis, which then pulled the animal slowly

across the river.

61 Baharistan, 304b-306a.
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The Bengal flotilla and the fleet of the vassal zainindarp, which had so

long been moving with him, were now despatched to the aid of Abdullah

Khan. This enabled the latter to leave Jliusi, cross the Ganges, and

encamp in Allahabad ready for the siege. The vacant post, was, how-

ever, at once occupied by a strong detachment led by Mutaqid Khan and

Shujaat Khan. The position of the rebel general was further strength-

ened when the artillery under, Khidmnt-puragt Khan joined him. Shah

Jahan also toot steps to prevent, the arrival of reinforcements to the

Imperial garrison at Allahabad. Raja Bhim arid other vassals were ac-

cordingly directed to proceed (from Jaunpur) ,to Arail across tie Ganges

(south-west of Jliusi) and Sett up a tlumah there, while Darya Khan

Rohilla, who had already been posted to guard the fold of the Ganges,

higher up, at Manikpur, was asked to be particularly vigilant, and avoid

a surprise. 03

28. Allaiiaiiad fort closely besieged.

A last attempt to induce Hirza Rustam Beg to surrender the fort

of Allahabad having failed, Abdullah Khan began the siege in co-

operation with the fleet. At first all went well with the rebel prince.

Though the Imperialist commandant offered a vigorous defence, he soon

found himself hemmed, in on all sides by the besiegers, and there appear-

ed no hope of reinforcements from any quarter. The unremitting fire

of the artillery gradually so depleted the ranks of the garrison that the

fall of the fort wap imminent.. Everyday hundreds of ahdisi, and, also

amirs deserted to the rebel side. First, Zabardast Khan Dakhni, next,

Shais.ta Khan, the kotwal (chief of the oity police), and, after them,

many more officers swelled the ranks of the rebel prince.

29. Simultaneous attack on Chunab. fort.

Greatly encouraged by the prospect of the capture of the strategic

tort of Allahabad, Shah
1 Jahan sent, a force of 15,000 cavalry, under the

command of Wazir Khan, assisted by Sarandaz Bahadur and the leading

vassal chiefs of Bihar, to seize the fort of Chunar from the hands of its

commandant, Gopal Jadun, who h'ad refused to give it up. The chances

62 Baharistan, 306a-b.j Iqbalnamah, 228 (®. & D., VI. 411); Rxyus (A.S.), 197

;

Gladwin, 78; Stewart, 147; "History of Jahangir, 881.
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for the success of this new venture were greatly enhanced by an unex-

pected occurrence. Kunwar Pahar Singh, second son of Raja. Bir Singh

Deo Bundela, owing to enmity with his father, now joined Shah Jahan

with an army of 8,000 horse and 15,000 foot, along with his five

brothers. The Rajput prince was given the man,sab of 6,000 personal

and 5,000 horse, and his brothers were also suitably honoured. The

party was then sent to reinforce "Wazir Khan. A combined assault, on

the fort of Chunar followed, and its fall appeared to be certain. 05

Just at this moment, there wa,s a change in Shah Jahan’s fortune.

To realise the reason for thigi set-back, we have to turn our attention ,to a

different quarter and review the activities of the Imperialists there.

30. Activities of Prince Parvez and Mahabat Khan in the Deccan

during Shah Jahan’s operations in North India.

Ever since Prince Parvez and Mahabat Khan had given up the

pursuit of Shah Jalvau near th'e borders of the kingdom of Golconda,

they were busy resettling the affairs of the Deccan much disturbed by

the rebellion. Adil Khan, the king of Bijapur, and Malik Ambar,

who held sway in Ahmadnagar, were now at war, and. both eagerly

sought Mughal help. The astute Mahabat Khan threw in hie weight

with the weaker side, and entered into an alliance with Bijapur. But the

formalities could not be concluded for long, owing to the delay in the

arrival at Burhanpur of Mullah Muhammad Lari, the chief minister of

Bijapur. Meanwhile Prince Parvez, in response to the insistent sum-

mons of his father to proceed towards Bengal and put down Shah Jahan,

started from the headquarters, leaving Mahabat Khan to deal with the

Bijapur affair. But. he moved with' his army only to the outskirts of

Burhanpur, and encamped at LaTbagh!, apparently unwilling to fight

his powerful brother single-handed. 64

It was only when Mullah Muhammad Lari had reached Burhanpur,

about the middle of August, 1624, that, the Imperial generals felt them-

selves free to march towards the north-east. Their enforced stay in the

63 Baliaristan, 308a-308b; Herbert, 90, corroborates the attack on Chunar,

but suggests that it was actually captured.

64 Jahangir (R. & B.), EL 295-96; Iqbalnamili, 224-28 (E. £- D., VI. 411-12);

History of Jahangir, 382.
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Deccan, combined with the glaring incompetence and cowardice on the

part, of most of the officers of Bengal, Bihar, and Orissa, had in the

meantime enabled Shah Jahan not only to gain an untrammelled autho-

rity over those provinces, but also to attempt, with the prospect of equal

success, the capture of Allahabad.

31. The Imperial generals leave Burhanpur and reach Kara on
the Ganges, opposite Manikpur.

Prince l’arvez and Mahabat Khan now sought to make up for their

delay, and left B'urhanpur, even in the midst of the rains, for Allahabad.

Marching through Malwa, they crossed the Jumna near Kolpi, and then

proceeding further encamped on the bank of the Ganges near Kara, op-

posite Manikpur. A farmun was now issued applauding Mirza Rustam

for his gallant defence of Allahabad and exhorting him to hold out till

their arrival.”

Further progress of the Imperialists was for a time ohecked. The

Ganges was in high flood, and all the passages of the river, particularly

that between Kara and Manikpur, were held by the strong Afghan con-

tingent under Darya Khan, who had also seized upon all available boats.

32. Darya Khan vacates Oudh and retreats to Allahabad.

It was only the culpable negligence and idleness of the rebel com-

mander at this important moment that enabled the Imperial army

to cross the Gauges without any opposition. The lavish honours bes-

towed on account of his meritorious services had completely turned the

bead of Darya Khan and increased his natural arrogance and haughti-

ness. On top of this, he now became too much addicted to wine, and

totally ignored the advice of his officers to keep watch over the fords.

His inaction left the resourceful Mahabat Khan free to collect about 30

Wats from the friendly zamindars of the neighbouring places, with the

help of whioh he crossed the Ganges one night- with 6,000 cavalry at a

place forty fa* above the fords. He then marched faat down the river

and suddenly fell upon the rebel army under Darya Khan. It was

easily defeated, and the Afghan commander hastily retired towards

Allahabad, evacuating Oudh altogether.
68

65 Baharistan, 307b; Stewart, 147.

66 Iqbalnamah, 229 (E. & D., VI. 413); Baharistan. 808a-S08b; M.TJ.

I.H.Q., DECEMBER, 1934 12
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33. Abdullah Khan raises the siege op Allahabad.

The cowardly retreat of- Darya Khan from Manikpur, and the conse-

quent unimpeded advance of the Imperial generals to the succour of the

garrison, in the Allahabad fort, so much alarmed Abdullah Khan that

he thought it expedient to raise the siege without delay and withdraw to

Jhusi, whence he reported to Shah Jahan about the changed state of

affairs. Now that Sultan Parvez and Mahabat Khan had already cross-

ed the Ganges and were fast approaching Allahabad, it was advisable

for the Hebei prince to march1 from Jaunpur and unite all the forces for

common action .* 7

34. Siege op Chunar also abandoned.

Shah Jahan was much perturbed at this disheartening news. He

sent an urgent message to Wazir Khan to raise the siege of Chunar and

join him without delay. This was done, and, Allahabad and Chunar

thus slipped from the hands of the rebel prince when a last vigorous

effort might have made him the master of both.*’

Before his departure from Jaunpur, the rebel prince took care to

send Mumtaz Mahal, and princes Dai’a Sbdkoh, Shuja,, and Aurangzib,

to the fort of Rkotas, where Itimad Khan, with the rest of the harem

aa well as the valuables from Akbarnagar, had already arrived . Abdu-s

Salam, the Khm.-i-sam.cm, (high steward of the prince’s household), who

was in charge of the whole party, duly reached Rliotas, and Sayyid

Muzaffur, the commandant) of the fort, reported th'e news to his master .
00

(Beveridge), I. 456; Riyaz (A S.), 198; Stewart, 147. The Iqbalnamah is practi-

cally silent with regard to the carelessness and incapacity of Darya Khan,

which really turned the tide against Shah Jalion, but this is clearly suggested

by the Baharistan and is confirmed by the Maasir.

67 Balumstan, 308b; Gladwin, 74; History of Jahangir, 382.

The real reason for the abandonment of the siege of Allahabad by Abdullah

Khan has not so far been clearly indicated. It was neither the 'smallness of forces

of the rebel commander’ (Gladicin), nor ‘the reputation) and, prestige of the

Imperialist general Mahabat Khan’ (History of Jahangir
) so much, as the singular

incompetence of Darya Khan, paving the way for the rapjd advanoe of the

Imperialists upon Allahabad,, that led Abdullah Khan to withdraw.

68 Baharistan, 309a.

69 Baharistan, 308b; (llbdwin, 74.
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35. Shah Jahan marches from Jaunpur to face the Imperialists

NEAR BAHADURPUR.

With his mind at ease about the safely of his family, Shah Julian

left Jaunpur for Benares, -where Abdullah1 .Khan, Darya Khan, Raja

Bhirn, Shujaat Khan, and Mut'aqid Khan, with the Sayyid, Afghan,

and Rajput forces, and the Bengal flotilla, supplemented by the fleet

of the Bengal zamindnrs, joined him .

70 With the combined army and

the fleet, the rebel prince then crossed the Ganges.and marched towards

Allahabad. But he did not proceed as far as that city, and encamped a

few miles down the Ganges near Bahadurpur.
71

30. Portuguese help in war-boats reaches from Bengal.

Darab Khan, the viceroy of Bengal, who had in the meantime been

ordered to send reinforcements from the Portuguese in Jahangirnagar,

took immediate action. Manoel Tavares (who had joined the rebel

prince at the, time of the battle of Akbarpur), and another native

Portuguese chieftain named D, D’souza, with a large number of tbeir

war-boats of various kinds

—

Qhurabs, Jaleas, Puetos or Fustus,

Maohuasf1
etc.—were accordingly despatched to the aid of Shah

Jahan. 7*

Meanwhile Prince Parvez and Mahahat Khan had reached

Allahabad, to the intense relief of tlie garrison and Mirza Rustam Beg.

The defences of the place were strengthened, and a strong force, led

by Muhammad Zaman, the bakhsM of Prince Parvez, assisted by Allah

Yar Khan, and Nazar Bahadur, was sent to Jhusi. The Imperial

generals who were accompanied by Mirza Raja <Tai Singh of Ambar and

Raja Gaj Singh of Marwar, then continued to march with their army

along the banks of the Ganges, and encamped opposite the entrench-

ments, of Shah Jahan.

70 According to the Tatimma (E. A- D., VI. 394), the Maasir (Beveridge,

I. 456), and Gladwin (p. 74), Abdullah Khan, Darya Khan, Raja Bliim,, and others

retreated to Jaunpur, prior to their joining Shah Jahan at Benares, but the

Baharistan states that the generals moved straight towards Benares and joined

their master there.

71 Bahadurpur, in Benares District, is about 32 mile.s south-east of Allahabad.

72 For a detailed description of these war-boats, sea Prof. S.O. Mitra’s History

of Jessore-Ehulna (in Bengali), vol. II, pp. 209-12.

73 Baharistan, 309a,
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37. Shah Jahan’s successes in the eabi.t stages of toe contest neau

Bahadurpuk (c. end of September, 1G24).

Id. the early stages of the contest which,' began near Bahadurpur,

about the end of September, 1624, the Imperialists, owing to* their lack

of war-boats, suffered great, losses at the hands of Shah Jahan, who

had, at his command not only the entire fleet of the Bengal svbah, but

also the war-vessels of the vassal zamiudars there. A heavy fire from

the war-boats, combined with the action of the artillery on land, daily

caused injuries, some of them proving fatal, to about 500 to 1,000 men

and 400 to 500 animals. Moreover, this out off all access of the

Imperialists to the river bank, and they were threatened with starva-

tion. Greatly emboldened by the success of their cannonade, the rebel

forces made three separate attacks in one week upon the camp of Prince

Parvez, but they failed to capture it.
7*

To guard against treachery and dissensions in his ranks, Shah

Jahan had instituted a strict censorship not only in his camp, but also

in all tlie provinces under Lis control, the officers of which were ordered

to intercept all objectionable letters and to send them forward for dis-

posal. One such letter of Bairam Beg (Khan Dauran), governor of

Bihar, addressed to Darab Khan, the governor of Bengal, was inter-

cepted. Shah Jahan at ouce took notion, recalled, Bairam Beg, and

sent Wazir Khan to take charge of the government at Patna.”

Owing to an act, rash and indiscreet, on the part of one of the

officers of Shah Jahan, he suffered, at this stage, a temporary loss.

Bairam Beg, who had been compelled to join Shah Jahan on account

of his treacherous designs, grew very anxious to retrieve his honour.

He planned a sudden attack on the Imperial outpost, at Jh'usi under

Muhammad Zaman, and attempted to carry it out with his own small

following, 78 unaided by the main army. Accompanied by his son

Hasan Beg, and two Afghan officers, Khwajah Ibrahim and Kliwajah

Daud (relatives of .the late Usman Afghan), he started one night, from

the prince’s camp, and, marching- continuously, reached Jhusi next

morning, when he and his comrades and their horses were all dead tired.

74 Bahanstan, 309b.

76 Bahanstan, 310a-310b; M.U. (Beveridge), I, 375.

76 4,000 cavalry, according to Herbert, which seenis rather incredible.
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A sharp action, followed, in whioh Bairam Beg was killed, and his son

and the Afghans, who were all wounded, fled from the field/’

The need for wiping off the stain of thia defeat was keenly felt,

and the rebel prince now made a fresh effort to dislodge the Imperialists

from their entrenchments. The fleet and the artillery renewed their

activities, and the Rajput forces under Raja Gaj Singh of Jodhpur were

now vigorously attacked and reduced to great strait,?. Raids upon the

Imperialist camp followed, in one of which even the tent-equipage of

the Rajput chief Gaj Singh was seized and many of his followers slain.

The turn of Sultan Parvez soon came. His camp also was successfully

attacked, and some of his personal effeots, including his bedstead,

were carried away/*

Unable to cope with' the growing depredations, the Imperialists

had recourse to a stratagem. They retired from the contest, drawing

the jubilant enemy after them near a narrow bend of the Ganges, on

the banks of which guns bad already been mounted. They then opened

fire on the unsuspecting rebels, creating great confusion in the ranks.

It was with considerable difficulty that Shah Jahan’s admiral, the

Bengal zamindars, and their Portuguese comrades, managed to retreat,

leaving behind two of the war-boats.

The Imperial 'generals treated the captive? very brutally.. Their

hands were lopped off, while their feet were fastened with nails to the

boats, which were then turned, adrift. As a high wind was blowing,

the vessel? soon sanj^ .taking the mutilated prisoners down with them,

and all attempts of their comrades at their rescue proved fruitless.

Though this incident cast a gloom over the entire navy and checked its

activities for some time, artillery operations continued with unabated

vigour/"

77 Bcihariitan, 310b; Herbert, 91; M.JJ. (Beveridge), I. 379. Th6 Maasir

furnishes a confusing account of this episode^ which is clearly narrated in the

Baharistan,

78 Baharistan
., 313a-313b. [I may be permitted to point out that the pro-

longed hostilities near Bahadurpur have not hitherto been noticed, hut the

Baharistan supplies graphic details in this connection].

79 Baharistan, pp. 813a-S18b.
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38. Change in the scene of warfare—Shah Jahan encamps on the

BANK OF THE TONS.

At this time there was a change in the scene of warfare owing to

a new move on the part of Mahabat Khan. Profiting by the absence of

any opposition from the enemy fleet, he decided to cross over to the

north bank, with a view to entering' into a close combat with the rebel

prince. With the help of some boats supplied by friendly zamindars

of the neighbourhood, tliig was soon accomplished.

Shall Jahan was really alarmed. He .thought it inexpedient to

meet the Imperialists in their new position of advantage and resolved

to proceed further up to a more favourable point. In a night’s march

from his camp near Bahadurpur, he reached the confluence of the Tons

and the Ganges, whence he advanced up the former river to a short

distance, an,d encamped on its east bank in the midst of a forest region.

The place was well chosen. With his front covered by the river

Tons and his right flank by the Gauges, Shah Jahan naturally expected

that his naval strength would here be utilized to the best advantage.

Moreover, in case of defeat, he could from this place retire (direct to

the stronghold of Rhotas (where his whole family and valuables had

already been collected), unhampered by the Imperialists. The sur-

rounding territories beinjg hilly and clad with forests could not easily

be traversed by the enemy .

80

To ensure the safety of his family, the rebel prince now sent

reinforcements under Khidmat-purast Khan to the fort of Rhotas. He
next engaged himself in making preparations for the impending con-

test, personally supervising the erection of stockades, the throwing up

of eailthworks, au.d the mounting of guns upon them.

39. The Imperialists entrench opposite Shah Jahan’s camp.

Meanwhile the Imperial generals were not idle. Following Shah

J ahan, they moved up the north bank of the Ganges and encamped at

a place named Kantit.,

81 about two miles north of the confluence with

80 Baluvristan, 314a; Iqlalnamah, 232 (E. & Z>„, VI. 413); M.U. (Beveridge),

1. 466; Stewart, 147.

81 There is some confusion in the Persian works regarding this place. The

Iqialnamah (Persian text, p. 232 footnote), however, names the place correctly as

Kantit (in Mirzapur District, U. P.; the Ain-i-Aklari, vol. II also mentions it).
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the Tons. Their further advance was, however, checked for two reasons.

All the fords on the Ganges and its tributary, .the Tons, were being

vigilantly guarded by the war-boats of Shah Jahan, and all available

boats in the neighbourhood had also been taken under hi® possession.

40. Shah Jahan attempts to draw reinforcements from Bengal.

An effort was now made to draw further reinforcements from

Bengal. Darab Khan was accordingly directed to join the main army,

leaving the province in charge of liis younger son Mirza Afraaiyab.

Though more proofs of Darab ’a disloyalty had appeared in the form of

two treasonable letters, one addressed to him by his ol'd father, the

Khan Khanan (in service with the Imperialists), the other from hie

elder son, Aram Bakhsh (in the camp of the rebel prince), Shah Jah'on

deemed it wise to condone his guilt- But Darab Khan, persisting in his

evil ways, evaded the summons on the pretext of an imminent attack on

his province by. the king of Arrakan. To keep up a show of loyalty,

he, however, sent Mirza Afrasiyab, with 1,000 cavalry and 200 war-

boats, to the aid of Shah Jahan.

“

a

41. Conspiracy between the Bengal zamindars and the Portuguese
captains of war with Mahabat Khan, and its effects on Shah
Jahan’ s cause.

Before the reinforcements reached him, au act of great treachery

had rained the prospects of the rebel prince. Masum Khan, the leading

zamindar of Bengal, with his comrades and the Portuguese! captains,

Manoel Tavares and D. D’souza, entered into a conspiracy with Mababaj;

Khan. Mir Sufi, who was the tutor of one of the sons of Shah Jahan

and his great favourite, also took a .prominent part in this affair, and

induced a nephew of Raja Satrajit of Bhuslmah, a vaseall, to join him. It

was arranged that in return for the Imperial favour, the conspirators

would retire, at the earliest possible moment, with the entire fleet, to

Bengal, imprison Darab Khan unless he would openly join them, and

then stir up revoljt amongst the other faithful adherents of Shah

Jahan. Mir Shams, the admiral of the [Bengal flotilla, wasi not, of

course, directly a party to the conspiracy, but. be came t.o know about

this affair very soon and yet did nothing to frustrate ijt-.

82 Saharisiarij 3l4b.
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In accordance with their plan, the conspirators remained with the

war-boats on the Ganges, on the idle plea that these were too large to

ply on the shallow waters of the Tons. To avoid rousing suspicion,

they sent a few sm.all boats, the oarsmen of which co-operated in the

erection of Stockades on that river. These also were recalled, and one

night the Bengal zamindarg and the Portuguese chiefs withdrew with

all the boats, their guns and equipment, along with a large amount of

goods seized from some of the richly laden vessels of the prince. "What

was more outrageous, they also forcibly carried away some women of

the harem .

83

This was a serious blow to the moral prestige and the material

strength of Shah Jahan. On the eve of what was destined to be the

most decisive engagement in h'is whole rebellious career, the help which

was most needed was suddenly withdrawn. The naval superiority

—

the only advantage that could have counted against the consummate

military genius of Mahabat Khan—.was gone, and the exploits of

Bahadurpur were never to be repeated. For the fleet of the Bengal

province, on which Shah Jahan had now solely to depend, was very

small, and, by itself, would be of little avail. In the event of a defeat,

bis line of retreat towards Bengal wag also threatened. But the disloca-

tion of the commissariat arrangements caused by the withdrawal of the

boats was a, matter of more immediate consequence to the rebel' prince.

When the disquieting news was communicated to Shah Jahan

next, morning, he despatched an urgent messenger to his officers in Bihar

and Ben&al, asking them to be on their guard and intercept the traitors,

and, if possible,- toi send them, back to service, hut tji‘isi bore no fruit.

42. The Imperialists easilv cross the Ganges and the Tons and

confront Shah Jahan.

Mahabat Khan, on the other hand, was not slow to take advantage

of the new situation. The defection of the Bengal zamindars and the

83 Iqlialnamah, 281-32 (A'. & I)., VI. 413); Baliaristan, 314b; Father Cabral

on the Fall of Hugly, 1632 (
Catholic Herald of India, 1918, pp. 111-13); History

of the Portuguese in Bengal^ 129; History of Jahangir, 882. The account of the

Iqbalnamah is really very brief ancl excludes the Portuguese altogether. The

Baharistan gives a fuller story, emphasising the part played by the Portuguese ill

the pldtj which is well corroborated by Fr. Cabral’s narrative
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Portuguese captains of war meant practically tlie evacuation' of all the

fords on' the Ganges and the Tons 60 long held on behalf orf Sh'ahi Jalian.

This enabled the Imperial general to pass over the confluence of the

Ganges and the Tons unopposed and encamp opposite the enemy

entrenchments. His next attempt, to cross the Tons, pawed to be

difficult on account of the formidable opposition offered by the artillery

and archers of the rebel] prince. Skirmishes, however, went on. fort

several days, in which daily casualties exceeded 100 on each' side. At

last Mahabat Khan succeeded in crossinjg the river, one night, with

4,000 cavalry and 700 elephants, and he was followed soon after by

l£aja Bir Singh Deo Bundela with 7,000 cavalry, 12,000 infantry, and

200 elephants. Sultan Parvez was .the last to cross over with; the rest

of the army.'-
4

43. Shah Jahan holds a council of war and decides to qive
IMMEDIATE BATTLE.

The two forces now stood face to face with, one another on the

ea.stern bank of the Tons. Shah Jahan called a council of war in which’

Baja Bliim advocated an immediate attack; hut Abdullah Khan and

other officers were of opinion that as circumstances had changed it was

not wise to risk a general engagement. A better course would be to

evade the Imperial army and advance upon Delhi, by way of Oudh and

Lucknow, and, failing that, to fall back on the Deccan again. As later

events showed, it was a sound advice; but the proud Rajput refused to

listen to it., for such marching; and moving about wa9 against the code

of warfare of his race. He went so far as to declare that unless fighting

was begun at onoe he would withdraw with his army. His voice

ultimately prevailed, and Shah Jahan gave orders for immediate

action.”

44. Battle of the Tons—disposition of the combatants.

The disposition of the combatants was as follows. On the side of

Shah Jahan, the Afghans, under Darya Khan Rohdlla, formed the

84 liaharistah, 8l£b, 316b.

86 Iqbatnamclh, "232 (K. & Z>„ Vt. 413) ;
Biyaz (A. 8., 198; Gladwin, p. 74 j

Stewart, 147; History of Jahangir, 388.

LH.Q^ DECEMBER, 1934 13
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vanguard, with Nasir Elian, Ahmed Beg Elian, Mirza Isfandiyar,_

Mirza Nuru-d-din, Solarab Elian, and Saadat Yar occupying its centre.

The Afghan commander was also accompanied by Ehwajahl Ibrahim,

Ehwajah Daud, Bahadur Ehan, Sardar Ehan, and Dilwar Elian, and

by the cavalry detachment sent by Darab Ehan from, Bengal, as also

by a large number of -war-elephants. Numerous gun-carriages, some

drawn, by elephants, others by oxen, with a strong contingent of

musketeers, were placed for the protection of the van under Rurni Ehan,

who had, in the absence of Ehidmatrpuragt Ehan (sent to Rhotas),

been made the chief artillery officer. Next to the Afghans was. Abdullah

Ehan, the commander-in-chief, with all the Mughal mans'abdars, and

a strong corps of cavalry and many elephants. As wag customary with

the Mughals, Shujaat Ehan (Sayyid Jafar) and the other Sayyids were

honoured with a place in the centre of Abdullah Ehan’s army. Raja

Bhim, with his Rajput soldiers, was put iu charge of the right wing,

while Eunwar Pahar Singh, with the Raja of Ratanpur and, other

zamindars, was to lead the left. A moving column, led by Sher

Khwajah! and Sarandon Bahadur, was directed to aid the two wings

when necessary. With a large number of cavalry and some elephants,

Shah Jahan himsel'f took his post in the centre, assisted by the Rajput

chief Rao Manrup.

The arrangement of the Imperialist forces « not known in detail.

The Sayyids, with a strong force of cavalry and war elephants, appear

to have led the van, which was protected by numerous gun-carriages

drawn by elephants. Raja Bir Singh Deo B'uudela and. other vassal

zamindars of Ealpi, Allahabad, and Agra formed the right wing with

tbeir own cavalry and musketeers and some state, elephants, while Raja

Gaj Singh of Jodhpur with hiji own followers aud some more elephants

occupied the left. Prince Parvez and Mahabat Ehan, with Ehan A'lam

and the entire Mughal forces and the remaining elephants, were in

the centre, assisted by Mirza Raja Jai Singh of Jaipur (grandson of

Raja Man, Singh) and His own troopers. 8 *

86 Baha.rista.il, 3l7a-17b. Authorities differ wisely regarding the number and
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45. Battle on the Tons (o

.

end of October, 1624) described,

Tie battle on, the bank of tbe river Tong began on th'e morning' of

October, 26, 1624, (Saturday, the 13th Muharram, 1034 A.H.). The

time was inauspicious according to Sayyid Sharfurd-din, the famous

astrologer of Ghazipur, still Shah Jahan did not abstain from fighting.

The artillery and the vanguard of the Imperialists began action

by an attack on Shah Jahan's forces in the van. Darya Khan for a

time offered strong defence, in co-operation with' th'e artillery com-

mander Rumi Khan, But the superiority of numbers of '.the Imperial

van afterwards enabled it to outflank the Afghans under Darya Khan,

and many of the gun-carriages were algo' captured. Finding that the

van was about tQ be overpowered, Raja Bhim moved from the right

to assist it, and, after a gallant effort in which he received twenty-one

wounds, was slain. The death of the Rajput commander threw his

soldiers into great confusion, and they speedily dispersed. Sher

Khwajah’, who did his best to save the Raja, also fought valiantly till

he was killed.

Though deprived of the help of the right wing, Darya Khan

continued the struggle and nearly succeeded in defeating the Imperial-

disposition of the forces joining battle on the Tons, as the following table will

Illustrate :
—

Iqbslnamah BahariBtan Riyaz Gladwin Dow-

(

* 19,000 180,000 horse, Not more 10,000 Exceeding
Shah Jahan’s '

army
;

|

horse

1

190,000 foot,

2,400 elephants,
1,600 gun-carriages

than
10,000
in all

in all 40,000
horse

, 40,000 80,000 horse, 40,000 40,000 More than
<

Imperial army
1

|

horse 100,000 foot,

1,900 elephants,
more than 400
gun-carriages

in all in ail Shah
Jahan’s

levy

Mirza Nathan’s (Baharidan) figures, when added together, appear to be too

high. Quite in contrast with his general veracity, he not only overestimates the

military! strength of Shah Jahan (thus differing from the almost unanimous opinion

of the Persian chroniclers regarding the overwhelming number of the Imperialists),

hut also furnishes an exceedingly large number even for his enemies, probably

with a view to emphasising the magnitude of the issues involved. ,

As regards the disposition of the two parties, Mirza Nathan1

,
however, supplies

a clear and minute account, while that furnished by the authors of the Igbalnanxah

and the Biyaz is rather vague and brief, the narratives of Gladwinl, Dow, Stewart,

and Beni Prasad being no better.
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ists. Had Abdullah Khan joined him at. that moment, he could have

easily been successful. But the seed of rivalry and jealousy between

Abdullah Khan and Raja Bbim,, and also between Darya Khan and

Abdullah Khan, had been sown in the course of the Biege of Allahabad,

and this now: germinated. Abdullah Khan not only refrained from

giving help to Raja Bhim till his death., but also refused aid to Darya

Khan when, he was sorely in need of it.

What is worse, Abdullah Khan., at this stage, altogether withdrew

from the contest. This action on the part of the commander-in-ohief

naturally led to great disorder in the rebel camp, and Darya Khan too,

with the Afghans: retreated. On top of this, Kunwar Pahar Singh

Bundel'a and his Rajput troops now joined the Imperialists.

Undaunted by the withdrawal of his chief officers and men, Shah1

Jahan plunged into the thick of the enemy lines, and when one charger

was killed he mounted another and continued fighting till the end of

the day. When night came on, i,t was found that his forces hud dwindl-

ed to a handful of personal followers, and S fifth Jahan was at last

persuaded to igive up hi& desperate venture and retire .

87

46. Siiah Jaiian severely defeated.

The battle on the Tons thus ended in complete defeat for Shah

Jahan. This really decided hip fate, and all subsequent efforts to

87 For details, see Baharistan, 317b-19a ; Iglialnamah
,
232-33 (E. & D., VI.

313-14); Herbert, 90-91; K. Khan, I. 846-58; M.U. (Beveridge), I. 456-56; Biyaz

(A. S.), 198-200; Gladwin, 75; Stewarf, 147-48; History of Jahangir, 383-84:

M. M. Gauri Shankar Ojha’s Bajputanelcd Itih&s
,
HI, pp. 826-828, is particular-

ly useful for tho part played by the Rajput princes in the battle.

The treatment of this important battlo in current histories appears to have

left much room for improvement. The standard Persian chronicles supply a very

brief account of the affair, and this, obviously,, is the cause of the paucity of detail

noticeable in the works written in English, such as those of Gladwin, Stewart, and

Beni Prasad. The Baharistan alone supplies a full account, which is confirmed in

substance by the Rajput chronicles, the Iqbalnamah, and Herbert’s book, amid is

followed by the Maasir-vl-Omara.

The Iqbalnamah, depicts Abdullah Khan in a noble rftle, fighting valiantly

till the last by the side of his master. Butj, according to the Baharistan, supported,

to some extentfc by Herbert, his criminal inactiori, due to his jealousy and hosti-

lity towards Raja Bhim and Darya Khan, followed by his hasty retreat, led to the

ruin of Shah Jahan’s affairs.
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retrieve the cause then lost -were in vain.. The morale of his followers

was so affected hy this reverse that they began to desert him in large

numbers. Shah' Jahan himself lost hig self-confidence go much that he

did not venture any more to meet hia opponents in an open battle. The

provinces of Bengal, Bihar, and Orissa that had so long remained in

bis possession were now gradually lost, and the rebel prince was soon

driven, for the second time, to be a wandering exile.

47. Causes of the Imperialist success..

The great victory won by the Imperialists appears to have been

due partly to the superior military talents, tact, and persuasive

eloquence of their general Mahabat Khan, and partly to the dissensions

prevalent in the camp of Shah Jahan. "When the battle was about to

begin, Mahabat Khan caused an incalculable low to his adversary by

inducing; the Bengal zamindars and the Portuguese captains to retire

with the war-boats to Bengal. Again,, in the early stages of the battle,

the Imperial general, by his skilful manoeuvring, not only outflanked

the vanguard of the prince, but also captured many of his guns. This

was not all. Afterwards, he won over Kunwar Pahar Singh to the side

of the Emperor. The discomfiture of Shah Jah'an was, however, com-

pleted by internal discord whioh reached the climax when the com-

mander-in-chief failed to co-operate with his Rajput and Afghan

comrades and at last hastily withdrew from the field of battle.

48. Siiah Jahan retreats to Rhotas, Patna, and finally to Akbar-

NAGAR.

In great distress, Shah Jahan crossed the hills near Khiragarh at

night, and was joined next morning by many of his fugitive officers,

including Abdullah Khan and Darya Khan. The retreat was continued

till the fort of Rhotas was reached after a march of four days. The

rebel prince being in too precarious a position to punish his negligent

and quarrelsome subordinates was compelled to utilise their services

afresh1

. 'At first he decided to send Abdullah Khan and Darya Khan,

ahead for the protection of Patna. But this plan was changed at .the

insance of Mnmtaz Mahal, and, after a three days’ halt in Rhotas,

Shah Jahan himself moved towards Patna with his generals and his

entire family and valuables, leaving the fort in charge of the old and
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tried servant Kotwal Khan-, assisted by liis eon-in-law Khidmati-puraet

Khan, Sayyid Mustafa, and, Kunwar Das, brother of the late Baja

Vikramjit. At the end of three days’ march, he reached Patna, where

he was welcomed by T\'azir Khan, the officer in charge (c. beginning

of November, 1624. 88

The Imperial generals, immediately after their success, pursued

Shah Jahan only for a short distance
;
for their losses in the engagement

were considerable, and their soldiers aud horses, much fatigued by long

and continued marching, needed rest, The temptation of collecting

the enormous booty, including- war-elephants, was also irresistible.

After a week’s rest, the Imperialists resumed their pursuit, and encamp-

ed on the bank of the river Son, on route to Patna.

The news of the rapid advance of the enemy so much perturbed

Shah Jahan that he decided to ovacuate Patna without contest and

retire tio Akbaraagar. Anxious to secure his line of retreat, he sent a

farvum to Shdtab Khan, who held change of Akbaraagar, to proceed

at once to the pass of Gurhee (Teliag-urhee), the strategic gateway of

Bengal, and set up a, fortified post there. "When this was finished, a

force of 3,600 matchlockmen under Kamalu-d-din Husain (entitled

Nusir Khan), assisted by a park of artillery under Bump Khan, was

sent to garrison it. Prom Patna the fugitive prince continued his

journey towards Akbaraagar, reaching there .ahouti January 8, 1625,

more than seven months after he had left it in triumph for Bihar and

Allahabad. 80

49. Events in Bengal, Bihar, and Orissa during Shah Jahan’s

OPERATIONS IN ALLAHABAD AND OUDH.

In spite of rapid changes in his fortune during this eventful

period, the control of Shah Jahan over the provinces of Bihar, Orissa,

and Bengal, had not been much imparied. This had mainly been due

to the loyalty and devotion of Wazir Khan and Shah Quli Khan, the

88 Iqbalnamuh, 233-34 (E. tfc D., VI. 414)-; Baharistan

,

319a-320a
;
Biyaz (A.S.),

200; Gladwin, 75; Stewart, 148; History of Jahangir,, 384. Dr. Beni Prasad’s

statement that Abdullah Khan was left behind in Rhotas is not borne out by the

authorities.

89 Iqbalnamah, 239 (E. & B., VI. 416); Baharistan, 320a,, 324b; Biyaz (A. S.),

2Q1; Stewart, 148; History of Jahangir, 384,
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governors of Bihar and Orissa, and Skitab Khan, the officer in charge

of Gaur, with headquarter^ at Akbarnagar.

While our* information regarding- the activities- of the first two offi-

cers is mther meagre, much is known about the valuable services ren-

dered by the third one .

00 Shitab Khan had parted with Shah Jahan. in

Jaunpun (early in June, 1624) to assume change of h.13 new office, with

hi? territorial jurisdiction clearly defined. It was to extend to parffo-

nalis Shabzadapui’-Yusufshahi on th'e south-east, Burdwan on the south-

west, Pointee on the north-west, and to the borders of Mathabhanga

(in Koch Bihar) on the north-east. The rest of the province of Bengal,

however, continued to be ruled by Darab Khan.

50. Various activities or Shitab Kiian at Akbarnagar in the
INTERESTS OF SHAH JAHAN.

Prom Jaunpur, Shitab Khan proceeded to Patna, travelling by way
of Ohausa and Gliazipur. Thence he moved to Akbarnagar

(
0. middle of

Jutyi, 1624). One of his earliest acta was to issue an, order to his subor-

dinates not to cause any harm, to the widow of~Tbrahim Khan (the

Bengal viceroy), whoi had then been living in a palace opposite to the

tombs of her husband and son .

01

About the beginning of August/ 1624, Murad Bakhgih, the fourth

Son of Shah Jahan, was horn in Rhotas. Mumtaz Mahal, the mother

of the infant pitince, in the absence of the father in camp in Bahadurpur,

directed Shitab Khan to supply perfumes to celebrate the happy occa-

sion. He procured a large quantity of ambergris, araqs
,
mugk, rose-

water, jaffran, khuskhus etc. and delivered them personally at Rhotas -.
03

90 Though the detailed account furnished by the author of the Baharittan is

primarily of biographical value, it incidentally throws new light on the contem-
porary history of Bengal, particularly in relation to Shah Jahau’s revolt, about
whioh very little is known.

91 Baharistan, 307a.

92 Bahanstan, p. 309b. We are told that thirty seers of ash-coloured sea

ambergris, two mans of khuskhus, 2,000 navels of musk deor from Northern! China
and Khotan, five mans of aribanna (a perfume compounded of ambergris, musk, and
aloes wood), 2,000 bottles of era2 bid-i-miishk (Egyptian willow and araq jashsh

(fruit of an African carob tree), 2,000 bottles of araq lahar (a species of odiferous

herb), besides 10,000 phials of rose-water and five mfins- of jaffran were presented

on .this occasion;
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Later on, during the protracted encounter with the Imperialists in

the vicinity of Baliadurpur, Shital) Khan, in co-operation with1 Wazir

Khan, served the cause of Shah Jahan nolt only by a vigilant censor-

ship of all letters passing through Akbarnagar, but also by ensuring a

regular supply of provisions to Rhotas and of munitions and money to

his camp. The arsenal at Akbarnagar was worked day and ni'ght, and,

in a short time, four thousand mans of gunpowder and eight thousand

mans of lead and| iron halls were manufactured. Besides these, a sum

of 700,000 rupees was also sent in eight instalments to enable the rebel

prince to defray the cost of war. 03

Shitab Khan next carried out a revenue survey and settlement of

the parganahs of Tajpur and Purnea included in the jagirs of Darya

Khan Rohilla, with the help of an Afghan amir, and one thousand

Hindu,' subordinates trained in the assessment methods of Raja Todar

Mai. 0 '4 Another meritorious act done by him was the suppression of a

raid upon the parganah of Bastah, which had been given in fief to Miraa

Nnzafi, by a daring adventurer named Sayyid Muhamm,ad,. Without

any reference to the jagirdar or ,th© governor of the province, the

Sayyid Suddenly attacked the parganah (from the direction of Orissa)

and began to realise the revenue on his own account. As the times

were critical, peaceful measures were adopted by Shitab Khan to deal

with the usurper, and he was at last persuaded to withdraw, on promise

of an extensive jagir in the namcaira parganahs (assigned for the main-

93 Balianstan, 311a-311b. The Gauges being in high flood,, Shitab Khan

devised an ingenious method of transportation of the huge sum of money across

the river. The silver coins were placed in 100 purses of 1,000 rupees each. 100

pieces of rope were then procured, the length of each of which approximated the

average depth of the river, Baoh. purse was fastened tight with one end of a

rope, while with the other end were tied five dried pumpkins
;
the purees and the

pumpkins were then all loaded in boats, the underlying idea being that in case

the boats should sink, the pumpkins,, which always float in watei;, would easily

indicate the position of the purse.

94 Baharistan, 311b. Aa interesting incident recorded at this stage (313a)

illustrates the worldly wisdom, of Shitab Khan. As it was customary on all festive

occasions to read the khutba (in public prayer) in the name of the reigning

sovereign, Shitab Khan, on the occasion of the celebration of the Id, festival at

Akbarnagar instructed the preacher to associate the name of his new master,, the

rebel prince Shah Jahan, with the old—the lawful Emperor Jahangir.
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tenance of the fleet) in Bengal, till then held by Baja Satrajit of

Bhu.shnah'. After this success, Shitab Khan was for some time busy re-

cruting a force of 5,000 horsemen on behalf of one of his colleagues,

Shah Quli Khan, the governor of Orissa. 85

51. Shitab Khan saves Akbarnagar from the raids or the treacheb.-

ous Bengal chieftains.

The treacherous retreat of the Bengal zaniindars and the Portu--

gese chieftains with the war-boats, on the eve of the battle of the

Tons, offered an excellent opportunity to the faithful officers of Shah

Jalian in Bihar and Bengal of proving their worth. Shitab Khan fully

utilised it, and, by timely measures, saved Akbarnagnr from tho depre-

dations of the enemy.

The details of the affair may here be briefly related. The deserters

had moved rapidly down the Ganges till they arrived a.t Patua. Wazir

Khan, the local governor, was taken hy surprise, and the rebels set fire

to the city and also looted the bazars with impunity. They then result-

ed their journey towards Akbarnagar.

Meanwhile the emissary sent by Shah Jahan to give warnings to his

officers against the rebellious chieftains had overtaken the latter at

Patna, and then moved ahead towards Akbarnagar to inform Shitab

Khan about them. The Khan strengthened his defences and also com-

municated the news of the advance of the enemy to Darab Khan, the

Bengal viceroy. His son Mirza Afrasiyab, who had at, that time far

advanced from Jahangirnag&r with reinforcements for Shah Jahan,

was persuaded by Shitab Khan to rejoin his father and co-operate with

him in the defence of the capital of Bengal.

Akbarnalgar was now carefully g-uarded. While Muhammad

Salih, the waqia-ndvis, was deputed with a forco of cavalry and match-

lockmen and some 20 elephant? to proteot the residence of the widow of

Ibrahim Khan, Shitab Khan himself with the rest of the army—3,000

cavalry and 5,000 matchlocldnen—ancl the elephants patrolled the city.

A tumult, arose when the enemy fleet appeared, but Shitab Khan

kept firm and maintained, discipline in hi? ranks. After a few hours’

95 Baharistan
, 312b-18&, 818a-b.

I.H.Q., DECEMBER, 1934 14
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futile bombardment and a similar fruitless attempt to land and plunder

the city, the rebels retired towards Jahangirnagar. An attempt to in-

duce Shitab Khan to join them was also made, but without success. 86

52. Bengal lost to Shah Jahan owing to the treachery of its

GOVERNOR DARAB KHAN.

Though Akbarnagar remained in the possession of Shah Jalmn, his

hold on the rest of the province of Bengal was soon lost. It. was mainly

due to persistent faithlessness on the part of Darab Khan. In spite

of the warnings received from Akbarnagar,, the Bengal viceroy failed

to offer any opposition to the rebel chieftains when they confronted him.

As they were uncertain of hie policy, the rebels laid piege to Jahangir.-

nagar forthwith. Their menacing attitude at last forced Darab Khan

to give up his; wavering tactics and join them openly against Shah

Jahan. But his repeated change of front made the Bengal zamindars

suspicious, and they kept Darab Khan under strict surveillance.

Their next act was to induce other prominent officers of the province,

including Bai Jauhar Mai Das, who had succeeded Mirza Maki (taken

ill) as diloan (Baharistan, p. 313b), and Mirza Salih
1

,
the thanahdap

of Sylhet, to join their ranks. 87

63. Kamrup and Orissa also lost.

The nows of' the final defection of. Darab Khan along with his offi-

cers was received by Shah Jahan after he. had reached Akbarnagar

(early in January, 1625). Further depressing news soon arrived re-

garding the loss of the north-eastern frontier province of Kamrup.

96 Baharistan, 815a-316a.

97 lgbalnamah
a 239 VI. 416); Baharistan, 320b-321&; M.TJ,

(Beveridge), I. 462; Biyaz (A. S.), 201; Gladwin, 75; Stewart, 148; History of

Jahangir., 884.

Some confusion exists regarding the last phase of Darab Khan’s chequered

career. According to the Igbalnamah and the Maarir, Shah Jahan, after his

defeat on the Tons, asked Darab to meet him near the pass of Gurhee, but thero

ia no such suggestion in the Baharistan. Moreover, the former work seems to sug-

gest that Darab’s plea that he was besieged by the Bengal zamindars Was hardly

true
;
but the Baharistan and the Maasir agree that he was actually held in block-

ade in Jahangirnagar. Lastly, the news of Darab Khan’s final change of front

does not appear to have been received by Shah Jahan before he returned to

Akbarnagar (ab the Iqbalnwmah, Biyaz, Gladwin, and Bmi Prasad all suggest).
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Zali'id Khan Bokhari, -who h'ad been appointed governor there by Shah

Jahan, also joined the side of the Emperor with'. Baja Satrajit of

Bhusknah,. Raja Lakshmi Narayan of Koch Bihar, and Shaikh Sh'ah

Muhammad, son of late Shaikh' Kamal. Though' Shah Quli Khan, the

governor of Orissa, remained personally loyall to the rebel prince, that

province too slipped from his hands, as the zamindars in a body shook

off their allegiance and submitted to the Emperor,”

54. Shah Jahan decides to finally leave fob the Deccan.

All hope Of making another effort in Bengal, Bihar, and Orissa

having now disappeared, Shah' Jahan decided to return by the old route

(across iarhar Madaran, Midnapore, Orissa, and Telingana) to the

Deccan, the political complications of which h'eld out better prospeots

to him.

Great preparations were begun for the impending retreat. The

newly-made outpost at Gurhee was evacuated and the €kanaKda.r,

Kamalu-d din Husain, recalled. The officers who were still faithful

were at this time allowed to realise as much of th'eir dues as possible

from their own. jagirs; Darya Khan Rohilla, Shujaat Khan and

Mubarak Kban from Ghoraghat, Sulaimanabad, Jabanabad, Tajpur,

and Purnea, and Kamalu-d din Husain from the jagir which had been

conferred on Raja Bhim. While others succeeded in filling their

coffers prior to their departure foil the Deccan, Mubarak Kban perished

in the attempt. A zamindar jn his jagir suddenly rose in arms, looted

all his property, and killed him.

Prior to his final departure from Akbarnagar, Shah Jahan took a

drastic step. He ordered Abdullah1 Khan to hunt down, those of his

followers who were nnwillin'g to accompany him, and, in one day, about

one thousand of them were put to death. ’Aram Bakhsh', the elder son of

Darab Khan, who had long been suspected, of complicity with his

father, was at last killed by Abdullah' Khan, though Shah Jahan had

directed thatj no harm should be done to him. Darab top, 6ome time

after, met a similar, though more deserved, fate at the hands of

Mahabat Khan.

98 BaJiarittan, 826a..
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55. Akbahnagar evacuated at last (c, early fed., 1625).

After a stay of twenty-four days (o. January 8 to January 31, 1625),

spent, mainly in hunting excursions across five Ganges, Shah. Jahan left

Akbarnngar for the Deccan with all the munitions and baggage de-

posited there, and with a small following, including (besides those al-

ready noted) Wazir Khan', Shah Quli Khan, Sarandaz Bahadur, Kumi
Khan, and Shitab Khan. The last one, however, deserted the rebel

prince after he had marched three stage.? from Akbarnagar. 011

The most interesting and eventful phase of the rebellion of Shah

Jahan may now be said to have ended, and the rest of the story, which

is but a tale of another desperate and fruitless venture in the Deccan,

may here be briefly reflated. 100

56. Review of the Deccan affairs during Siiah Jahan’s operations

in Northern India, 1624-25.

A retrospect of the Dcccan affairs during Shah Jahan’e absence

of nearly a year and a half in the north seems to he essential to an

appreciation of the new move on the part of the rebel prince.

The conclusion of an 'alliance with Bijapur by Mahabat Kbau,

about the middle of August, 1G24, Lad greatly disappointed and also

enraged Malik Ambar, the powerful minister of Ahmadnngnr. To

counteract this alliance, he entered into an offensive and defensive

treaty with the king of Goloonda, and then launched an attack on the

state of Bijapur. Adil Shah, the reigning king, was taken unawares

and offered only feeble resistance. Mali'k Ambar plundered the city

of Bidar with1 impunity, and afterwards marched upon Bijapur, the

capital city, which was closely besieged. In great distress, the Bijapur

king sent a messenger to recall his own minister Mullah Muhammad

Lari and his forces from Burhanpur, and also solicited help from the

Imperialist officers in the Deccan. When the latter, accompanied by

Mullah Muhammad Lari, marched to the relief of the Bijapur king,

99 Bdharista\ 324h, 326a-328a; Iqbalnamah
,

239-40; M.U. (Beveridge), I.

452-58.

100 The original authorities for this part of Shah Jah air's rebellious career

having already been fully utilised by historians,, a repetition of the same has been

avoided in the present thesis.
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Malik Ambar made an earnest appeal to them to desist from interfer-

ence, but this failed. Th'e combined, army on the other hand pressed

him so hard that he was goon compelled to raise the siege of Bijapur

and retire towards Ahmadnagar, only to be hotly pursued by the enemy.

Seduced to extremity, Malik Ambar resolved to> make a supreme

effort. So, one day, when the Imperial and the Bijapur forces were

lying heedless, impressed with the notion that the Ahmadnagar

minister would not figlit, he suddenly appeared on the border of their

camp, five ko$ from Ahmadnagar. The combined host was totally

defeated, the Bijapur minister being killed and the Imperial comman-

der (Lashkar Khan) captured.

Malik Ambar, successful beyond his hopes, immediately laid siege

to Ahmadnagar as well as to Bijapur, occupying all the territories as

far as the frontiers of the Imperial domain in the Balajghat, He also

sent a large force under Yakub Khan against the Imperial headquarters

in Burhanpur, while he himself marched upon Shdapur and took it

by storm.101

67. Alliance between Shah Jahan and Malik Amur of Ahmadnagar
AGAINST THE MUGHAL EMPEROK.

At this opportune moment Sbab Jahan arrived at Dewalgnon in

the Niznm-ul-imilk’s territory. Heedless to say, he wa? cordially

weloomed by Malik Ambar. The brilliant, successes lately won by that

Abyssinian adventurer now led Shah Jahan to ally himself with "his

life-long enemy (against the common foe—the Mughal; Emperor). The

rebel prince sent, his generals, Abdullah Khan and Shall Quli Khan,

to aid Malik Ambar’s forces engaged, in the siege of Burhanpur, and

he himself followed them with the rest of his adherents, encamping

at Lalbagh.

Three successive assaults were made upon the fortified city in

which1 Shall
1

Jahan and his generals exhibited great gallantry, but the

besieged, by dint of numbers and by hard fighting, held them in check,

killing many officers and men.

To the intense relief of the Imperialists, news at this moment

101 For details see Iqbalmmah, 234-37 (E. & D., VI. 414rl6)
;
Khafi Khan, I,

348-49; QlaAm% 76; Eutory of Jahangir
t
387r91.
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arrived that Prince Parvez and Mah'abat Khan had already arrived on

the bank of the Narbada, on their way back to Burhanpur. Alarmed

at the rapid successes achieved by Malik Ambar, the Mughal Emperor

bad ordered Prince Parvez, who was in Bihar, to proceed against, him
without delay. The prince accordingly started for Burhanpur,

having given the province of Bengal in jag hr to Mahabat Khan, who
himself was summoned soon after to join the same enterprise.”3

The intelligence of the approach of his old foes was enough to

unnerve Shah Jahan and make him raise the siege of Burhanpur and

retire to Roh’angarh in the Balaghat.

58. Failubjg op the alliance and Shah Jaiian’ s reconciliation with
THE EmPEBOK.

Shah Jahan’s prospects were utterly ruined. Abdullah Khan, who
had so long served him faithfully, now left Shah Jahan, only to he

followed by many others. Worn out by the vicissitudes of fortune

the rebel prince was seized with a dangerous illness on his way to

Roliangarah. This completed his miseries. His proud spirit now
entirely broke down, and he wrote a pathetic letter to his father, ex,

pressing sorrow and repentance and begging pardon for all his faults.

The Mughal Emperor was shocked a.t the miserable condition of a

son. whom he once had loved so dearly. “His tears fell upon the part

of Shall Jahan’s letter which mentioned guilt; and his crime vanished

from memory” (Dow, 72).

In the midst of this returning softness, Jahangir was not altogether

void of policy. He wrote an answer with his own hand that if Shah

Jahan would send his sons Dara Shikoh and Aurangzib to court and

also surrender the fortresses, he still held—Rhotas and Asir—he would

be pardoned and given the country of the Balaghat as a fief. The

terms were al'l promptly complied with, and a peace was, after all,

patched up between father and son at the end of more than three

yoars.”5

Sudhinkra Nath Bhattachabyya

102 Iqbahicmah, 234-44 (E. & D., VI, 418); Ehafi Khan, I, 349-50; M.U.

(Beveridge), I. 269; Gladwin, 77; History of Jahangir, 391-92.

103 Igbalnamah, 244-45, 249, 252 (E & D., VI. 418-19); Gladwin, 77-78

;

Stewart, 148'; History of Jahangir, 393-96.
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Two New Varieties of Old Indian Coins

Cunningham was tlie first to make a thorough and systematic

collection of the indigenous coins of ancient and medice-val India

and study them closely. In fact, the assignment of indigenous

groups of coins to definite localities in northern and central India

is usually made by enquirers in this field on the basis of his general

statements. Prof. Itapson emphasised the importance of these coins,

both from numismatic and historical point of view. 1 Since then,

the efforts of Itapson himself and several other scholars have brought

to light many interesting and new specimens of these coins. The

present paper is devoted to the study of new varieties of such

coins.
2

A.

Avanti—AE. Sq. Size. G5. Wt. 40'3 grs.

Obverse—Male and female figures standing side by side; the latter

holds some thing (? a lotus flower) in her raised right

hand and her left hand seems to be grasped by the

right hand of her companion; the male figure wears a

necklace and has a long plaid of drapery dangling down

to the feet between his legs as we find in the well dressed

figures in the early Indian monuments like Bharhut; a

crescent is just to the.right of his head, on the left of

which is a. svaslika ; there appears to be an indistinct

object (Pa lotus flower) below the female figure. All

these devices are inside a very shallow incuse which

covers almost the whol'e of the coin blank.

1 ‘The attractions of the Grseco-Iudian class have apparently diverted the

attention of most collectors from a study of the purely native ancient and

meditoval coinages. But, there can be no doubt of the great historical import-

ance of these latter.’ E. J. Rapson, ‘Notes on Indian Coins and Seals,’ part f,

JBAS., 1900, p. 97.

2 The few types of coins which are noticed in the following lines are in

the collection of Mr. Subhendu Singh Roy, M.A., a former student of mine.

The provenances of these specimens are not known, as they were acquired from

dealers of ancient coins and curios; but they have "been assigned to definite

localities on the basis of the general observations of Cunningham and V. A.

Smith.
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Reverse—The so-called Ujjain symbol in low relief, covering almost

the whole of the surface—each of the four circles contains

inside it a small taurine symbol.

The coin is a very interesting variety of this series. Cunningham

was of opinion that the Ujjain coins were invariably round in shape

and Besnagar and Eran coins which, from the stylistic point of view,

belong to this series, were nearly all square. It must be observed,

however, that coins of square as woll as round shapes are found in the

locality, and Cunningham and Smith notice both these varieties

in their accounts. Cunningham’s assignment of these coins was

slightly modified by Smith who was inclined to ascribe them to

Avant'i a larger territorial unit, of which Ujjain was the capital city,

us they are collected not only from Ujjain and its environs but also

from a much wider area. They are almost invariably of copper and

are distinguished by the presence of the curious symbol (designated by

Cunningham us ‘Ujjain and by Rapson as ‘Malava’) on one or other

of their sides. This symbol, very likely astronomical in character, is

however, like the svastika not merely central Indian or Indian in its

usage, but is to be found in very ancient objects hailing from the far

distant corners of the world. The coins, other than punch-marked or

cast, from this locality can he classified under three main heads, viz.

(i) The symbols type, in which ‘the type is simply made up of a

collection of symbols which, at an earlier period, were impressed

one at. a time by different punches’ (Rapson), thus marking an

intermediate stage in ‘the development of the punch-mark system

into the type system’ (Rapson;
j

(ii) The standing figure and animal types in which the obverse

side is occupied by a standing figure
3

or an animal (bull, rhino or

elephant) in company with other devices, such as tree within railing,

solar symbol etc. and

3 Tlie standing figure on many of these coins can be definitely identified

ns Siva; Cunningham in his CAL, pp. 97-98, PI. X, figs. 1-5, was in some doubt

about the identification of this figure, but tho attributes in his hand, viz. a staff

—not a sun standard as Cunningham describes it, because the solar symbol does

not seem to be joined to the staff—in his right and vase in his left and the

association of the same figure with bull on) the obverse side—Siva and his

mount Nandi—definitely disclose his identity. Moreover, the three-headed

standing figure on the obverse of fig. 6, carrying the same attributes in his

hand tentatively identified by Cunningham as Mahakala, tlie tutelary deity of

TJjjain, adduces further evidence in support of this identification! So,

Cunningham's statement that ‘this coin (fig. 6) may be accepted as a single

evidence of Brahmanism at TJjjain’ should be modified.
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(iii) The inscribed types in which, there is an elephant on one

side and on the other a human hand with the inscription XJ-je-nv-ya

below in early Brahmt characters of the Sunga period.

Our coin differs from all these known varieties, in ao far as its

obverse side bears two human figures, a male and a female one,

and the symbols which we find in association with them are mere

adjuncts. The dress and attitude of the figures remind us of a male

and female Yakija from Bhilsa (Nos. 190-A and 191-A in the

archaeological collection of the Gwalior State Museum) who are

dressed similarly and represented in the same attitude. Oiie cannot

be sure about the identity of these two figures, for definite indications

for determining it are lacking. The Ujjain symbol on the reverse

is interesting on account of the fact that each of the four orbs

contain inside it a taurine symbol
;

there are other variants of this

symbol, in one of which we find the taurine is replaced by the

svastika. The weight of this coin does not enable us to determine its

denomination correctly; because it weighs a little above three

grains than the scheduled weight of a quarter Kdrf&pana. Its

approximate date is the 1st. century B. C., if not a little earlier.

B.

Mathura—Copper (seems to be a compound metal with a small pro-

portion of silver and brass) round—Hindu Raja type

—

actual size-weight 125’5 grains.

Obverse—Three elephants—one facing front, the others to right and

left shown side ways ; their foreparts only are visible
;

riders are less distinctly shown above these (cf. Cunning?

ham

—

CAI p. 89 and JRAS., 1900, p. 110. figs- 9 and

10—coins of' Raraadatta and Sesadatta)
;
faint traces of

other symbols on the left top corner.

Reverse—A female figure to right holds an indistinct object (Pa

lotus flower) in her raised right hand, her left hand

rests on hip; it touches theNaga symbol very clearly

visible near her feet; over this is a clearly visible Ujjain

symbol of the plain variety ; a crescent-like object

shown sideways near her left shoulder
;

half portion of

another symbol though partially defaced occupies the

whole .of the left field of the coin blank; the female

figure seems to stand on an indistinct object. Traces of the

issuer’s name in early BrShml characters on the top are'

visible
;
of which ta and itia appear to be legible, the -letter

to the left of to might have been u, but nothing is certain.

I.H.Q., DECEMBBR, 1934 15
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The specimen described above belongs to the very interesting

group of coins assigned by Cunningham to Mathura. These are the

issues of the Hindu kings of Mathura some of whose names can be

clearly distinguished in many specimens/ Cunningham read the

names of Balabhfiti, Gomitra, Brahmamitra, Ramadatta, Purusadatta

and Yirasena. Rapson and Smith' added to this list of Hindu

princes of Mathura whose names could be deciphered on their coins

the names of XJttamadatta, Seijadatta, Bhavadatta, Visnuinitra,

Kfunadattft, Sivadatta and fii^uc.andradatta or—Candrata. From
the manuscript notes of V. A. Smith appended to his Catalogue

of Coins in the. Indian Museum which is now in the collection

of the Calcutta University Library we learn that Mr. Burns
has a coin of Sivaghosa from Mathura where the reading of the name
is beyond doubt. Most of these coins are characterised by the

presence of the standing figure with its right hand upraised and its

left resting on hip, with the name and title of the issuer on the

top on one side
3 while the other side is usually occupied by one

elephant- or three elephants as depicted in the present coin, sometimes
with 'riders on them.® Prof. Rapson remarks about the obverse that

‘the characteristic type of the kings of Mathura is a standing figure,

which has been supposed to represent the god Krijna.' (Cambridge
History of India, vol. I, p. 526). But it is certainly a female figure

ns a glance at the coins of this typ6 will prove. Cunningham, Smith,

and Rapson in their respective accountsof these coins did not describe

it either as male or female
;
but Pandit Bhagwanlal Indraji defi-

nitely describes it as a female figure in his account of the coins of the

Satraps and the Hindu Rajas of Mathura.’ The Satraps of Mathura

—

4 Mr. K„ P. Jayaswal would ascribe most of these coins to the Bhara^iva

Nfigns; cf. History of India, 150 A.D. to 350 A.H., pp. 12-15.

6 Here described after Rapson as the reverse side,—Cunningham and
Smith describe it as the obverse.

6 The three elephants with riders on them are as usual very crudely
depicted,, cf^ the coins of Riimadatta, Purusadatta, and Sesadatta reproduced
by. Cunningham in his Coins of Ancient India, pi. VIII, figs. 16 & 17. and
Rapson, JRAS., 1900, p. 110, pis. 9 <fe 10; onr specimen is the only one known
to me where the elephants can be so very well distinguished; the central rider

is distinct bnt the side ones are less so.

7 JUAS., 1894, p. 553, pi. 10-14. The right and left. hands of the female
figures in the indigenous coins and their imitations are so very commonly
depicted in this attitude that the up-raising of the right hand of the figure

m these coins would not justify us in. identifying it as Krsna shown in the

characteristic attitude of uplifting the Govardhana mountain.
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especially Hagana and Hagama§a issue coins with this characteristic

device on one side, the other side being usually occupied by a horse

instead of an elephant. Bhagwanlal was inclined to place these

Hindu Rajas after the Satraps, suggesting that the former borrowed
the type of the latter; but the view of Smith and Rapson
that the case was just the reverse seems to be the correct one.

The association of the three elephants with riders on one side

with the peculiar symbol8 by the side of the female figure on the

other would tempt us to attribute it to Ramadatta
;
but the legend

bearing the issuer’s name is so illegible that we refrain from do-

ing so. As noticed in our description of the reverse side, however,

portions of the name of Uttainadatta seem to be legible; but this is

also extremely uncertain.

The coin seems to be die-struck on a cast blank. Its heavy weight

is comparatively rare in this series.

Jitendba Nath Banxrjea

8 This symbol or variauits of it are recognisable in the coins of Ramadatta

Purusadatta, Uttainadatta aud Sodasa.; it has not been noticed by Cunningham,

but Smith describes it as a conventional freo ; it can be drawn thus

A variant of this symbol occurs on some Kuuiijda coins.



Chronology of the Sena Kings of Bengal

{based on astrono-mical evidences)

There are among the historians many differences of opinion about the

date of Laksmana Sena, king of Bengal. Some even go so far as to es-

tablish the existence of two Laksmana Senas. It will be my effort in

this paper to find out 'the time of Laksmana Sena with, the help of

astronomical evidences as far as possible.

In the Sambandha Tattvdrnava- it is stated that Laksmana Sena’s

grandfather Yijaya Sena was born in Saka 961 (
= A.D. 1029). He died

at the old age of ninety in Saka 1041 (=A.D. 1119). From Nilar

kanfha’a YaSodhara Vainiam&Ut we learn that Vijaya Sena became king

of Gautja in Saka 994 (=A.D. 1072). He .defeated Nauyadeva of

Mithila. It was during the rei'gn of Nanyadeva, that a Sanskrit work

was composed by him in Saka 1019 (=A.D. 1097). 1

Vijaya Sena was also a contemporary of CoraguAfcn (A.D.

1076-1147), king of Kalinga.

The Barrackpore plate of Vijaya Sena was inscribed in his 31st or

32nd regnal year on the occasion of a lunar eclipse in the month of

Vaisiikha. Hence tire date of the inscription is A.D. (1072 + 31 or)

1103. 2 From astronomical calculations we know that the 1st (2nd, ac-

cording to 'the Brahma-siddhanta and Siddhanta-iiromcvni) Vaidaklia

in this year was the 25th March and on this day there was a total lunar

eclipse visible from India. The end of this eclipse was seen at Nuihati

at about 10-0 P.M. on the night of the 25th March. Very Likely, Vijaya

Sena’s inscription refers to this eclipse. The date of the month has

1 Pischel’s Eatalog der Bibliothek dtr B.M.G., II, p. 8.

2 From the 'Kurchinaina' of the Dattas of Astagrama and other villages in

the Mymeaisingh -district we leans that Datta Raja along with others left the
company of Vallala oat of disgust for his character to distant places in Saka 1061

vide R. C. Chakravarty, Gautier

Itihdsa., pt. i, p. 179). This shows clearly that Vijaya’s reign- could never
have extended np to this date.
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been read as the 7th of VaiS&kba. ' R. D. Banerji (Ep. Ind .»

vol. XV) says that “the Last two line? in the plate are eo very

indistinct that it is impossible even to copy them, at least the dated por-

tion. ” The date of Lakpnana Sena’s Tapandiglii plate was first. read

as ‘Sam 7’, then as ‘Sam 3’ and now as ‘Saip 2’. Similarly, the date of

this newly discovered Saktipui' plate of Lakijmana Sena was first read as

‘Srfiivana 2’ which Dr. Blinttasali now reads as ‘Sravana 7’. Hence it

seems that the date read as the 7th is really the 2nd (or the 1st) of

Vaig&kha. Moreover, we should remember that there were no lunar

eclipses on or about the 7th of Vaiiakha between A.D. 1040 and A.D.

1200. We therefore cannot agree with the reading of Sam 61 or

G2 as suggested by Dr. Bhattasali and Mr. Mazumdar.

Prof. Bhandarkar suggests that. Sam 01 or 62 might refer to the

Caulukya Yikrama era of A.D. 1076. But in Sam 01 or 62 of this era

i.e. in A.D. (1076 + 61 or) 1137 or within a few years before or after that

date there was no lunar eclipse in the first week of Vaidnkha. Moreover,

from what follows it will be evident that Vijaya Sena’s reign could not

have extended to A.D. 1188. Hence the date read as Sam 31 or 32 by

R. D. Banerji seems to be more plausible.

After Vijaya
;
Vallalla Sena aeoended the throne in A.D. 1119. His

Naihati plate is dated in his llfh regnal year on the 10th) of Vaiiakha

on the occasion of a solar eclipse. This date is equivalent to

the 9th April of A.D. 1130. On this day occurred a total solar eclipse

but, nou-visible from India. There are several -instances of grants being

made on the occasion of an eclipse though the .same may not have been

visible from a particular locality.. So this must be the eclipse mentioned

in Yallala’s inscription. In Saka. 1091 (= A.D. 1169) Vallala completed

his Dctna-sdgara. one year before this in Saka 1090 (= A.D. 1168)

he began composing his Adbhuta-sitgam. Owing to his old age he ’was

anxious to instal hie son Laksmanu., who also had grown old, on the

throne and this he did that very year (A.D. 1168). Vallala left

instructions to his son Laksmana to complete his Adbhuta-sdgara. He

died in Saka 1092 (= A.D. 1170). The meaning of what Anauda

Bha^ta states in his VdHala-carita poems to be this: ‘When forty plus

twenty four (as mAsa=12
s
mdsadmayam= 24) , or 64 years have elapsed

i.e. in the G5th year beginning from Saka 1028 (= A.D. 1106) Vallala
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wilth Im wife departed from this world.’ 3 Therefore Vallala died in

Saka (1028+ (54 or) 1092 (= A.D. 1170) as stated, before.

The statement in the Adblwta-sagura on the Saptanic&ra that in

Saka 1082 the Saptarsis had already beon in the Visakha- Naksatra for

01 years indicates that this happened in Saka 1082 (= A.D. 11G0) dur-

ing the reign of Vallala Sena and not in the very first year of his reign

{bliuja-vasiL-dttiamiia&ake Sri-mad Valldlasenarajyadav, adi-

pmbhrti). This meaning' is supported by a passage in the Todara-

nanda-samhita-saukhya about the position of the constellation of the

Great-Bear according to the Adbhuta-Sagara in the Suka year 1082 (
=

1160-01 A.D.) ichide Vailala Sena was ruling.”*

We know that, from Saka 1082 the atitanijya-samvat of Govinda-.

pala was started. It seems that Vallala defeated Govindapala in Saka

1082 (
= A.D. T1G0-61) and to commemoraie this event the date Saka

1082 is mentioned in several places in his Adbhvta-sdgara.

The Laghu Bharata states that the very' year in which the crown

prince Vallala captured Mith.ila, a son was born to him in Vikramppura

and was named Lak§inana. s This seems to be Vijaya Sena’s victory

over Nanyadeva of Mithila as referred to in bis beopara

inscription. Hence Vijaya captured Mithila in A. D. 1106 (
= Saka

1028), the year of the birth of his grandson Laksmana Sena. The

Mithila Brahmins seem to have perpetuated this date as one from which

they were freed from the Buddhist rule after a long time.

Thar. Laksmana Sena ascended the throne in Saka 1090 (= A.D.

11G8) as already stated also follows from Saduhthkani&niriYt written by

his officer Vatu Dgsa’s son Srldhara Dasa who states there that in Saka

3
-Jell fold.. (TUT W I

defter =ei ?r n

itcwm sctjrrra f^r sftni

4 P. V. Kane, History of DhurmusCistra, vol. I,, pp. 300, 421 quoted by R. O.

Massumdar, in IHQ., VII, pp. 679-689.

ctvi^r ^ n

5
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1127 when 37 years (rasaiha-trimse

;

rasa = 6, eka= l, trinnsa= 30) of Laks~

mana’s reign had elapsed, he was writing this book. Hence Laksmana

ascended the throne in Saka (1127-37 or) 1090 (= A.D. 11G8) and was

reigning still in Saka 1127 (== A.D. 1205/6). Thus Vallaila ruled from

A.D. 1119 to 1108 for 50 years. This supports the statement in the

Ain-i-A hcbari that Vallala ruled for 50 years.

There is an era. current in the name of Laksmana Sena. An inscrip-

tion of Sivanimha Deva, Raja of T'irhut. is dated in Laksm.ana Samvat

293 and Saka year 1321, ‘Svavana Sudi 7, gurau’ (i.e. Thursday). Now

Saka 1321 = A.D. 1399. In tliis year G'nitra Sukla 1 was the 8th March.

Siuvnna Sukla 7 being the 125th day of the limi-solar Caitriidi year is

equivalent to 10th July, A.D. 1399 and it was also a Thursday. On

astronomical calculation,s we find that Sravana Sukla 0 continued till

9.50 July, the previous day. This calculation has also been done by

General Cunningham in his Indian Eras (p. 78). Hence the beginning

of the Laksmana Samvat is (1399-293 or) A.D. HOC. The (Hijra) San

year given in this inscription has been read as 807 (= A.D. 1404).

But for the same reason as stated in regard to the figure 7 in Vijaya

Sena’s inscription, the correct reading should he San 801 equivalent to

Sept. 13, 1398 to Sep. 3, 1399. Hence this date is no proof of the

existence of the Bengali San, a really mongrel era invented by Akbar

or by some one before Akbar (A.D. 1656). From, a verse com-

posed by the famous Thakur Vidyapati (as quoted by Dines Chandra

Sen in his Vangahhdsd 0 S&lntya, p. 215) we learn that in Laksmana

Samvat 293 and Saka 1321, Raja Siva Shnha ascended the throne. This

is exactly the date of the inscription already quoted. From different

inscriptions General Cunningham has shown the same beginning of the

era (A.D. 1106). A difference of one or two years is sometimes observed

which seems to have arisen from the same causo which makes the begin-

ning of the Vikrama Samvat vary from 58 to 56 B.C. at times. From

Minhaj-i-Shiraj we learn that Rai Lak§manTya (Laksmana Sena) had

been on the throne for eighty years. So Laksmana Sena became the

Crown Prince in his twentieth year (A.D. 1126) and reigned for eighty

years including his period of yuvarajaship till A.D. 1206. This, long

life of Laksmana Sena is supported by the statement of Halayudba

Bhat(a, the spiritual adviser of Laksmana Sena, in his Brdhmana-
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sarvasva flat in his boyhood he was appointed as the ‘Raja Pandita,

in his youth a
;s the minister and in his advanced age as the Chief Justice

{Dharmadhilavin) of Lakamana’s dominion.''

The Madhainagar plate of Laksmana Sena is dated on the first

coronation day on the 27th day of Sravana. The 27th day of Sravana

in A.D. 1168 was the 21st. July (according to the Brah ma Sidtlh'anta and

the Siddhdmta Siromani). On astronomical calculations we find that

a full moon occurred on the 21sti July A.]). 1168. Laksmana Sena’s

first coronation, therefore, occurred on the full moon day of Sravana in

A. I). 1168 during hie father’s life-time. The Govindapur plate of

Laltsmann Sena is dated ‘rdjj/dh kiseha-sannaye Sam 2.’ This seems

to suppoih the statement in the Adbhuta-fagara that Yallgla Sena him-

self was busy with the coronation ceremony of Laksmana as Vallala had

grown old. After the death of Vallala in A.l). 1169/70 Laksmana

Sena had his second coronation which occurred in year 2 of his reign as

stated, in the Govindapur plate.

The Tapandighi plate of Laksmana, Sena is dated in Sam. 2, Bhadra

dine 28 on the occasion of Hemasravatho-ddna ceremony. From

agronomical calculations we find that the 28th day of Bhadra in A.D.

1 169 was the 24th day of August on which day a total, solar eclipse non-

visible from India occurred,. This eclipse has been wrongly recorded in

Swami Kannu Pillai’s Indian Epjiemerhn in two places as visible from

India. This eclipse seems to be the occasion of Laksmana Sena’s gift.

We have the Naihati plate of' Vallala Sena of Sain. 11 recording the

performance of the Hemdivarahlm-ddim ceremony on the occasion of a

solar eclipse.

The Sundarban plate of Laksmana Sena is dated in Sam. 2, Magi)

a

dine 10 equivalent to January 3, A.D. 1170. This was the Pausa-

phrnima day, on which Sri Krsna’s Pusyablii§eka ceremony and ’the

coronation ceremony of several Hindu kings took place. As Laksmana

fi

II—verse 12 .
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Sena was a devout Vaisnava, this was very likely for kirn an auspicious

day for making a gift.

The Anulia plat© of Laksmana Sena is dated Sam. 3, Bhadra dine

9,. equivalent to August 6, A.D. 1170. It corresponds to Krsnastami or

Janma?tami day in lunar Sravana, so it was also an auspicious day for

the gift.

The newly discovered* Sak.tipur plate of Laksmana Sena is dated

‘Sam. 3, Sravana 2’ (read by Hr. Bliandarkar) or Sam. 6, Sravana 7

(by Dr. Bhattasali), on the occasion of a .solar eclipse. On astronomical

calculations we find that in Sam. 3 Sravana 7 corresponding io July 4,

A.D. 1171 there was the possibility of an eclipse occurring. But this

eclipse did not occur owing to the truo distance of the Sun from the node

exceeding the theoretical limit of possibility. Hence the eclip,se men-

tioned in this plate is one of -'those calculated ones with the possibility

of the eclipse occurring. "VVe know; that ‘the eclipses mentioned in

inscriptions are not always observed eclipses but calculated ones.’ (Ep.

Ind., vol. I, pp. 242-3). Hence the year read as ‘Sam. 3’ by

Dr. Bhandarkar andi the day read as ‘Sravana 7’ by Dr. Bhattasali seem

to he correct.

Prof. Kielhom erroneously considered the date of coronation of

Laksmana Sena and the epoch of the Laksmana Samvat to be A.D. 1119.

He was of opinion that the conquest of Nadia took place in the eightieth

year of his era i.e. iu (1119 + 80 or) A.D. 1199 and took Laksmana’s

‘uiita rajytt, Samvat S3' occurring in the Janibigha inscription to be

(1119 + 83 or) A.D. 1202, that is just after Laksmana Sena’s rule,

and thus he shows that this was after the Mahommedan conquest

of Bengal, quoting this inscription in support of his conclusion

(A.D. 1119),

Minhaj-i-Shiraj heard in Hijra year 641 (= A.D. 1243 June to

3.244 June) from1 two of Muhammad-i-Bukhtiyar’s Surviving soldiers

Nizamuddin and Samsamudd-in a!fc Lakhnauti of Muhammad’s raid of

Bihar and Bengal when forty years after the raid had elapsed. But

40 years of the Mahommedan calculation is really 39 solar yearn. Hence

the capture of Bihar and ‘Nudiah’ occurred in A.D. (1243/4-39) or A.D.

1204-5. This is also supported by a verse from Halayudha Bhatta that

in Saka 1124 (= A.D. 1202/3) the Mahommedans first entered east of

i.H.Q., DficEtefin, 1934 16
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Patna, in Behair. T This was one of several of Muhammad-i-Bukhtiyar'a

incursions into Maner and Bihar previous to his organised attack on

Bihar in A.D. 1204 followed by an attack on ‘Nudiali’ in A.D. 1205.

The author of the Riaz-us-Salatin says that Laksmana Sena fled -to

Kamarupa. This was perhaps falsely reported by the people to mis'-

lead Muhammad towards Kamarupa, and, in fact, his expedition to

Kamarupa and thence to Tibet was disastrous. Laksmana Sena was hid-

ing somewhere in Bengal, probably in Yikramapura whence he retired to

Jagannatka or Puri in Orissa and these whereabouts of Laksmana Sena

became known to the Mahomjnedans later on. In the (Kanai-Badasi)

Gaukati (Kamarupa) rock inscription of Saka 1127, month Caitra

(= A.D. 1206) it ia stated that the Turutjkas first entered Kamarupa

that year but was completely annihilated. 8 After the disaster of Kama-

rupa Muhammad was assasinated in A.D. 1206. Hence, Nadia could

not have been captured in A.D. 1199 as stated by Prof. Kielkorn.

Minhaj-i-Shiraz says ‘Rai Lakjslimaniya got away towards Sankanat

and Bang and there the period of his reign goon came to a termination.

His descendants up to this time (about A.D. 1260) are rulers in the

country of Bang.'

In A.D. 1206/7 Lak§mana Sena left for Jagannatha in Orissa and

at this date practically ended the Hindu kingdom of Bengal, * and the

‘atita rdjya Samvat' of Laksmana Sena began in memory of the most

generous, just and spiritual head of t,he country (styled ‘Khalif’ by the

Muhammadan writer).

After Laksmana Sena Yi&varupa became king in A.D. 1207 and

defied the Muhammadans for a few years hnore. That tkisi date of

Viftvarupa is correct will be evident from the S.ahitya Parisad plate dated

‘in hie l|3th regnal year on the Uttarayana Samkrauti day when the

7
‘srjft YT%

%CTYrT3rrra. <£? ^liTiar: II’

—

-Umesh. Ch. Batabyal in the monthly Sahitya for Phalguna of B.S. 1310.

8 viv»i stt% i

TOST *TJTFM iWT: ||’

9 to vT^ng&r ^ i ^ w n’

—^vWTvTT looted in E. K. Ohakxavarty’s Gawfer Ifihasa, pt. it p. 210.
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venerable mother witnessed a lunar eclipse.’ This date is, therefore,

equivalent to (1207 + 12) or A.D. 1219. In this year 24th December

was the Uttarayana Samkranti day (vide Brahma SiddUianta and

Siddhanta $ifomaoyi and also the first day of Magha according to the cus-

tom in Orissa. A partial lunar eclipse visible from India occurred on the

night of 22nd December A.D. 1219 which ended at Vikramapura (Dacca)

at about 4.40 A.M. in the night. The grant seems to have been dated

the next morning on the 23rd. We should remember here that there

are no years between A.D. 1190 and A.D. 1250 except the year A.D. 1219

in which there occurred a lunar eclipse visible from Bengal on or about

the Uttarayana Samkranti day.

There are three inscriptions dated thus: Srimad Lahmnna Sena

dovapadan&m aUtardjya Sam, ’ In the year ...after the

close of the reign of Laksmapa Sena’. Hence it will presently be seen

that these inscriptions are dated after the reign of Lakijmnna Sena i.e,

from A.D. 1207. Two of these inscriptions were recorded during the

reign of A^okavalla Deva and are dated in Sam 51 and 74 after the

expiration of the reign of Lakgmana Sena. The one of Sam 74 is dated

‘VaiiSakha Vadi '12, Guram’- This date is equivalent to 1207 + 74

or) A.D. 1281. In thid year lunar Caitra began on Friday, the 21st

March. On astronomical calculation we find that Vaid&kha Yadi 12

in this year was Thursday the 17th1 April, A.D. 1281. The date of the

other inscription viz., Sam 51 is therefore equivalent to (1207 + 51 or)

A.D. 1258. The correctness of the dates of these two inscriptions will be

evident from another inscription dated in. ‘Parinirvana year 1813,

Kartika Yadi 1, Budhe,’ during the reign of the same king A^okavaila

Deva. The generally accepted date of Buddha’s Parinirvana among

the Ceylonese and other Buddhists is 545 B.O. So the date in the ins-

cription is equivalent to (1813-546 or) A.D. 1267. In this year lunar

Caitra began on Friday, the 25th February. Kartika Kr?na 1 is the

22nd day of the luni-solar Caitradi year. On astronomical calculations

we find that Kartika Purnima ended on Tuesday the 4.83 October, A.D.

1267. The date is, therefore, equivalent to Wednesday, the 6th!

October, A.D. 1267. Bhagwan Lai Indraji and Cunningham consider-

ed Sam 51 and 74 should be counted from the Lahsmana Samvat of A.D.

1106 and equivalent to (1106 + 51 and. 74) or A.D,.
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1157 and A.D. 1180 and placed the other inscription of the Pari-

nirv&ua year 1813 between the two dates in about A.D. 1175, and

thus they JerroneouSly remarked that this inscription of Barinirvaaja

year 1813 shows the Buddha’s death to have occurred in (1813-1175 or)

638 B.C. In, reality these three inscriptions will clearly be seen

to be dated in A.D. 1258, 1267 and 1281, all during the reign

of Asokavalla Deva.

We have the Bodk-Q-aya inscription of Buddhasena during the

reign of the same King Asokavalla Deva. This Buddhasena of the

Chinda line, therefore, replaced the Cikkoras towards the end of the 13th

century.

The Janibigha inscripton of Jayasena, son of Buddhasena, lord of

Pithi (Magadha), is dated in Sain 83 after the expiration of the reign

of Laksmana Sena i.e. only nine years after the last date and during

Asokavalla’s reign. This date is, therefore equivalent to (1207+ 83 or)

A.D. 1290, long after the Mahommedan conquest of Bengal and Bihar.

This is quite in accordance with Taranatha who states that Lava Sena II,

Buddhasena and his son Harita Sena ruled after the Senas of Bengal,

and they were subordinate to the Turuskas or Mah'ommedans. “Buddha-

sena, if 'Taranatha is to be believed, should, therefore naturally be

placed muoh later than A.D. 1202 ,” 10 which we have already

found to be true.

Hence it will be evident from the above that the Laksmana Saanvat

was counted from, the date of Laksmana’s birth in A.D. HOG when.

Mithila was freed from the Buddhist rule and that he ascended the throne

in A.D. 1168 and reigned till A.D. 1206. Thus Laksmana Sena’s ati-ta

r&jya samvat began from A.D. 1207. We also see that Kielhorn’s

epoch of Laksmana Samvat (A.D. 1119) is incorrect which was really

the coronaHion year of VallSIa Sena and that there were no two

Laksmana Senas.*

Dhirenura Nath Mukherji

10 N. 6. Majumdar, “Patna Museum Inscription of Jayasena” IA., vol.

XLVm, (1919), p. 47.

* I am grateful to Professor Probodh Oh. Sen and Mr. Jogendra Cb. Ghosh

ftU their valuable suggestions ins preparing this paper.



The “Dharmag” of the Buddhists and the “Gunas”

of the Sainkhyas

Professor! Vidhushekhara Bhattaoharya lias recently devoted a

series of lectures to tlie subject of the Bapic Conception of

Buddhism. 1 The opinions expressed by him have elicited the

following remarks

:

Buddhism strikes the historian of religions by two quite extraordi-

nary features. Pirat of all, it places man above god. Man can reach

the highest position, far above the position of a god, by his own effort

without the intervention of a divine power. The gods abide in heaven,

they constitute a divine world (deva-loJca), but the Super-man, the

Buddha, stands far above all worlds, he is lolcottam, At the same time,

this man, who by his own exertion oan attain so high a position, ie

deprived of a Soul. Por it is most emphatically and repeatedly stated,

that the Soul does not exist,, neither the Soul, nor the Self (utman), nor

the Ego (aliamlcdra), nor the personality, the individual (jtudgala), nor

the living being (jlva), nor even man (manufya). All these 'are mere

names, names of 'unreality, imagined phantoms. Man does not exist I

Buddhism) is an&tma-v&da, pudga.la-^iairdtmya. Atheism, the denial of

God, should not so much strike the Indian scholars as it strikes the

European, for the most orthodox .system of Indian philosophy, the

MimajpS§., is also atheistic (anUfoara-vaJa). But the denial of the

reality of man and at the same time the worship of Buddhas and Bodhi-

sattvas who are men, not gods, ip a puzzle to the Indian historian just

as it is to the European.

Mr. Vidhushekhara Bhattacharya proposes a very simple solution of

the puzzle. According to him B’uddha, ‘like all his predecessor's, the

sages of the TTpamisada, was willing “to extinguish d e s i r e."

He does not tell us what desires Buddha strived to extinguish, he says

desire in general, all desires, whatsoever they should be (p. 64). Now,

what is the object most desired, asks our author and answers, it is

1 Bhattacharya, Vidhushekhara, The Basic Conception of Buddhism,

1984 (Calcutta University), 105 pages.
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evidently one’s own life, the Self (p. 65). “Offer the kingdom, of heaven

and tell a man that he may accept it, hut only on condition, that he shall

give up his life. Certainly he would not accept the offer’’ (ibid.).

It is also evident, things our author, that by extinguishing the Self

all desires will be eo ipso completely extinguished. For neither will

there be any persons who could desire, nor will there be any objects which

could be desired. This the author states in an unambiguous manner,

he says, “thus there being neither the subject nor the object there is no

ioom for desire to come forth” (p. 74). A more radical extinction

of desire can hardly be imagined!

Such a drastic solution of the puzzle has t,he merit of simplicity, but

I do not think it will find many believers. The author, will probably be

quite astonished to know that even if his e.xipenmmtum eritmis be realized

and no subject at all be in existence, this does no't at all mean that there

will be no objects and no desires. For although there is in Buddhism

no subject, there is plenty of objects desired. The objects, like every-

where, are divided in Buddhism, in those that are desired (upadeya) and

those that are not desired
(
'lieya). There is a whole class of objects

termed “anasrava-dharma” which are never heya. Nirvana ig not heya,

the Path (marya) and its various divisions is not heya, but wpadeya.

Notwithstanding the circumstance, that there are seemingly no persons

who could desire them, the desired objects exist nevertheless. The

desires which Buddha wished to extinguish are ldesa>s i.e., “oppressors,”

bad desires. Buddhism is a doctrine “of defilement and purification”

(samldesa-vyavad<lnil;o dlmrmah), a doctrine of defilement by bad

desires, and of purification by good desires. In the early history of Bud-

dhism there are some instances, in which the aim. of Buddhism has been

misunderstood just as Mr. Bhattaeharya misunderstands it. There have

been some religious men who committed suicide. They thought thus to

“pull down the very foundation of desire” (p. 70). But they were

condemned by the church, and suicide was declared to be a crime equal

to assassination. The author says (p. 74),
—

“desire, the cessa-

tion of which is sought for naturally requires for its very

being both a subject and an object. Therefore while by pudgala-

nairatmya its subject is denied, it is dharma-nairatmya that removes its

object.”
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To this we must object first of all that pudgahnairatm-ya is Hinn-

yana and dliarma-rtairatmya ia Mahayana. Buddhism existed seven

centuries without dharma-nairaimya at all and continues to exist till

now without it in Ceylon and other countries.

The argument of the author gives an eloquent demonstration of the

fact that it is impossible to treat such problems as the basic conception

of Buddhism in ignoring all results of modern research* and in

forgetting the existence of history.

Moreover the argument which to our author seems so strong and so

self-evident,—the argument namely that if there is neither subject nor

object there can be no desires—ip strong only in common life and m
realistic systems, it has no strength in an idealistic system.

Thirdly, the argument that “desire naturally requires for its very

being both subject and object” is contradictorily opposed, to what

Buddhism has always preached. It is a “natural” argument only in

everyday life, but not in philosophy, still less in Buddhism. The basic

conception of Buddhism is perhaps exactly the contrary of what Mr.

Bhattaeharya thinks it to be. For it is most clearly stated and repeated

almost in every Buddhist work “asti ltarma, asti pliaLam k&i'akas tu

nopalabhyate.” “Action exists, and their results” (i.e., attaining the

desirable and avoiding the undesirable) “exist also, but the man who

perpetrates .these actions doe? not exis t.” That does not mean

that he does not exist for the man in the street, but he does not exist

in Buddhist philosophy, as well as in all those great European systems

of philosophy, which doubted or denied personal identity.

What then exists if man does not exist?

The same text answers “karalias fin nopalahhyate anyatra

2 The latest productions of European research in the field of manja are, A

master-work of Prof. L. do La V a 1 1 6 e Poussin, La Morale Boudd-

hique (Paris, 1927) concerned mainly with Hinayana, and Dr. E.

Obernliller’s Doctrine of Prajnaparamita (Acta Orientalia, XI) con-

cerned exclusively with Mahayana. Although the author treats Buddhism

mainly as marga, these two very rich sources of information have apparently com-

pletely escaped his attention. Dr. E. Obcrmiller is at present issuing a further

work on the same subject, viz. Analysis of the AbhisamayalSipkara (Calcutta

Oriental Series).
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dkarma-sahketat. ’ ’ The dharma-theory exists. And wh'at is the

clhanna-theovy? It is causality “tatrdyam dharma-sailJceto yad uta

asmin salt idam bhcwatiti.” The two central conceptions of Buddhism

are dharma and jjratitya-samutpada. The dharma is an Element of

reality, pratitya-samutpada is the causality inherent in thlege Elements.

The one implies the other, an Element is a causally connect-

e d Element. There are in Buddhism at least three different concep-

tions of dharma as well as of prabitya-sairwPpdda. (Cf. my Buddhist

Logic, I, p. 134.)

It ia exceedingly important to realize the full compass and all the

implications of the principle that the dharmas alone exist, but not the

dharmin and consequently not the man. The overwhelming importance

of this principle has escaped the attention of our author. Therefore his

work, notwithstanding all its other merits, rdust be considered as a

failure to solve the puzzle of Buddhism. It is clear that we must look

for a solution of that puzzle in another direction; "We muBt fully

realize the fact that Buddhism always has been not only a religion, but

also a system of philosophy. It is jhanamarga.

We thus come to the problem of the basic conception of Buddhism

as a problem of philosophy. (We will look for it not in the emotional

or religious field, hut in the field of ontology. This philosophic ba.sis

of Buddhism however has several times changed. It ip Pluralism in

Hinayana, Monism in Mahayana, Relativism in the Maidhyamika

and Idealism in the Ydgacora school.

We thus must turn our attention not only to philosophy, but also

to history.

When1 the author posits the problem of a “basic” conception of

Buddhism, he apparently seeks after a conception which1

is never chang-

ed and is to be found as the basis of every historical or even modern

form of Buddhism.

He therefore indiscriminately wanders through all sources acces-

sible to him which go under the general stamp of some kind of

Buddhism, and seeks to extract the general conception lying at their

bottom. Historical treatment is quite foreign to him, unless we hold

for such treatment the views expressed On pp. 1-10, where we find

very interesting considerations on the store of ideas of the Yedic age
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out of which Buddhism arose. This want of historical treatment inside

Buddhism, this treatment of all Buddhist literature en bloc, is a great

defect of the otherwise very interesting work.

The want of an historical point of view makes the author recoil

in astonishment before three quite contradicting statements. Being

glibe assertions regarding all existing things, those statements bear

the unmistakable stamp of being intended ns basic (p. 33) . The one

says "everything exists” (satmm asti), the other maintains “nothing

exists” (sarvam iilnyam), the third asserts “mind only exists”

(vijilana-m&tram asti). The author tries to find some solution in patch-

ing together these quite contradictory assertions. But he fails. By
themselves these views are exclusive of one another, and, cannot be re-

conciled unless treated historically. There is absolutely no hope to

develop them out of the principle of desire-extinction. But historically

we find that there are three kinds of Buddhism, the one maintaining

that “everything exists,” the other that “nothing exists” and the third

that “all things are mind only.”

These are the celebrated “three swingings of the law” as stated by
the Tibetan historian, the first, the middle and the last we would telfl,

the three periods in the development of Buddhist, philosophy, the first

which arose in ancient Magadha in the sixth century B.O., and sjidl

exists in Ceylon and in Burma, the second which arose in the last

centuries B.C. in the Andhra country and was given a definite formula-

tion by Nagarjuna in the second century A.C., and the third which

seems to have arisen in the North-west of the same time as the second

and was given a definite formulation by Asanga of Peshwar in the fourth

century A,D.

But how is it that those three quite different basic conceptions are

all included in the general pale of Buddhism P Is there or is there not

a conception still more basic which could serve as a starting point for

all them?

Yes, there is such a conception. The author rightly points to the

connection of anfltman as the basic of all the forms of Budhdiom'. This

is a conception which by itself needs not to he exclusively Buddhistic.8

8 Of. below.

I.H.Q., IJEOEMJJER, 1934 17
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but it ig the basic in the sense of a starting point from which the histori-

cal development begun and which has produced many modifications.

Buddhism at the beginning is ariatmuuv&da, the theory of no-Soul or

no-Self as the author translates the term. This is the conception from

which all the later variety of theories developed and which' till now is

at. the basis of that form of Buddhism) which prevails in Ceylon and

Burma, but which, according to the method of our author, must be the

constant basis of all the forms of Buddhism.

Now what really means “no-Soul” (
andtma)? And how does it come

that “no-Soul” is the common basisi of the three conflicting statements,,

“all exists,” “nothing exists,” “mind only exists”? It seems very diffi-

cult, even quit© impossible, “to develop them out of “no-Soul” and

still more difficult to identify them with it. Moreover it is- not at all

true that all Buddhists believe in no-Soul. For it would be very strange

if “no-Soul” had become the creed of almost all Asia. If it is not the

creed of its mother country India, it is the creed, of Tibet, Mongolia,

China, Corea and Japan. They have borrowed it from India and if

Vedainta be regurded as the fundamental creed of India at present, we
have the testimony of Srfhar§a that Vedanta does not differ in

principle from Madliyamika. 4 That means that it is also allied to

Buddhism. The puzzle is great,! The simple solution proposed by

Mr. Bhattacharya will
1

no.t help us.

We must distinguish between Buddhism as a religion and

Buddhism as a philosophy.

Tradition, which we have no reason to disbelieve, maintains that

Buddha himself had recourse to a double language. To the simple man

lie preached morality, to the educated mien lie taught philosophy.

Buddhism hag conquered the people of India and of almost all Asia hy

its noble and lofty moral ideals, and not by its no-Soul philosophy.

The religious masses in all Buddhist countries hardly have any idea

of professing a no-Soul religion. They probably would be very much

astonished if they were told that their religion is a no-Soul religion,

4 Of. Khanl&na-klianiii-khSclya, pp. 19 and 29 (Chowkh.)—

MMkyarriikadi-uCiovyncahar/inS'm svtirupapaUlpn na .iahyate.
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just as some anytture lady-scholars in Europe are astonished and un-

willing' to admit that Buddha- preached 110-Soul.

I therefore think that our author is on the wrong way, if he wishes

to solve the puzzle of no-Soul without either making a difference bet-

ween religion and philosophy or between the different periods of

Buddhist philosophy. The principle of no-Soul has an altogether

different meaning. Grammatically and logically it can mean either

no-Soul or non-Soul. 3 In the first case the term represents a simple

negation (prasajyn.pratrsedha) ,
in the second it is a qualified negation

(paryudOsa=apoha)
i.e. a negation which contains not alone its nega-

tive part, but also its positive counterpart. This positive counterpart

is a positive assertion of those things which are the non-

Soul.

Our author evidently conceives no-Soul as n simple negation

(jprasajya-prdtiqedha) whose aim it is to “pull down the very foundation

of desire'’ and to create a cohdition where there is neither subject nor

object.

However on the other view, the paryudSsa view, the term andtman

means the real existence of all things except the Soul. We
now understand tho meaning of the first of the three diatoms in which'

the basic conception of Buddhism has been expressed, “all exists.” It

means that all elements even the past and the future, the subtle and

the visible, all exist, except the Soul."

How are these all really existing .things called? They are called

dharmas. What does the term dharma mean? It means “quality.”

The qualities exist, hut not the substances (dlianniri), not the posses-

sors of these qualities, not the kdraka. The Soul is supposied to he a

thinking substance . This substance, according to Buddhism j,
does not

exist, but its supposed qualities, the mental phenomena all really exist.

Which are they? They are first of all consciousness, pure conscious-

ness (ilijfidna). Nobody can deny its reality. Next to consciousness

nobody can deny will (cetuna1= samskarti). Presentations (namjilu)

6 Of. Aristotlo’te distinction between “non est homo Justus” and “ est homo

non-justus.”

6 Cf. my Central Conception of Buddhism, p. 25.

7 The author is very gravely mistaken when he on p. 48 assumes that cxtta
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or separate ideas are dhannas, nobody can deny tlieir existence.

There are finally feelings (vedtmit), the feelings of pleasure and pain,

no one will deny their reality. We thus have & classification of all

mental phenomena in four groups (
[skandhas), but there is no-Soul, no

thinking substance among- them. The author quotes (pp. 63-70) the

very eloquent and precise statement of this theory in the Benares ser-

mon by Buddha himself. Buddha goes through! all the Elements of

body and mind and finds in them only these Elements, but no possessor

of the Elements, no Ego, no Soul. This sermon and this quotation

should have suggested to the author the right meaning of the term

no-Soul, but he seems to have kept past its real import and discovered

here the mere repudiation of desire. 8

iu Buddhism can be a synonym of cetana. Synonyms are in Buddhism the three

terms ciitum-mano-vijfUlna oorresponding to liucldhir, upulabdhir, jfldiuim of

N. S. I. 1. 15. Both triads are. contrasted as synonyms (anartluintevram), the one

in Buddhism, the other in Nyftya. In Buddhism they are vijildna-skandha. But

cetana is the foremost among suinithlras. It belongs to samskdra-skandha

.

Every ctharma (element) can be envisaged ns a samskdm (force) when it is con-

sidered as a cause, but cetana is samskura in the narrow sense, it is synonymous

with karma, the driving force of the Universe. The author is also mistaken when

lie translates on p. 88 samskura ns “coefficient of consciousness,” for such are only

the samskBms of the samprciyukta class, but by no means those of the viprayukta

class. Samsk&ra is samkhuya-kdrin. i.e. cooperating force or force simply, since

all forces in Buddhism are cooperative. The force e^’oX'ijV is cctarid

"will.” Of. my Central Conception of Buddhism, pp. 20, 82, 100.

8 By the bye, this classification of all mental phenomena in four groups

—

feeling, ideas, will and pnre sensation— is an extraordinary important feature of

all Buddhism. It does the highest credit to the philosophers who established it,

it is in the full sense of the term "psychology without a Soul.” It corresponds to a

quite modern achievement of European Science. It compares most favourably

with some modern and old European attempts to arrive at a correct classification

of mental phenomena. Such a correct classification is a very important part of

psychology and if we take the development of German psychology up to the classi-

fication of Brentano, the English ones up to that of B. Russel, and French philo-

sophy up to M. M. Bergson, we will he astonished to see that Indiia possessed

some centuries B.O. that classification which European philosophy arrives at only

at a very recent date.

The main difference is thfe that the Indian classification distinguishes

between pure sensation (vijndna-skandha=nirvikalpa-pratyaksa) and a presenta-

tion or concept (samjHdrSkandha=savikalpa-T>ratyak,'ia;). European science (W.
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These are the meutal phenomena
(
dharma) as only realities accord-

ing to the no-Soul theory. What about the physical world? Taking

iipnui to mean substance, 3
is there any substance in the physical world P

Under, the physical world we must understand our body and the exter-

nal physical objects. Does Matter exist as a substance? No! Matter

exists only as sensible qualities (dharmas), sense-data, not as a substance

possessing iliese qualities. The substance (pradhum) does not exist,

but the fundamental tactile qualities—repulsion, attraction, heat and

motion (the four mahdbh titan) are the only fundamental physical facts

which are cognizable. They are nil classified as varieties of tactile

“qualities”
(
sprastuv/ja-dharma). Besides these fundamental Elements

of Matter (mahahh'ata) there are other tactile Elements, and there are

the sense-data, e.g., the visible, auditory, olfactory and gustatory

Elements; oolour, sound, odour and taste, but no substance, no

Matter. Matter ip prttddi&ua, this sterile, mute, indefinite, enduring!,

omnipresent, “something” which is supposed to be Matter (vadu)
;
it

does not exist. On the other hand the dharmas (mental and physical)

exist, they are realities, they are the Elements of the existing world.

Existing in the world are only its Elements, mental and physical, sen-

sations and sensfe-data, but no enduring substances, neither Souls, nor

Matter. The terms dharma (Element), sat (existent), anitya (xuien-

during), hstinm (point-instant) sannshrta (causally produced), pratitya-

lamutpimna (dependently appearing) are synonyms. It is particularly

remarkable that their meaning extends equally to mental ap well as

physical entities. They all refer to the ultimate, simplest, minutest,

subtlest Elements of existence (dharma).

Now what is according to our author the meaning of the term

“dharma" ? It is very important to have a clear answer on this point-

since, as we have seen, antitma (as paryuddsa) simply means the

dharma-theory (dharnia-saiiketa)

.

James, B. Russel etc.) doubts whether pure sensation (nirvikalpaka

)

can be con-

sidered as really existing, as a separate element. The Ahhidharma also maintains

that it is samprayvkta, i.e., never appearing alone. But it plays an enormous

part in all the history of Indian philosophy appearing there under different names,

cf. niy Buddhist Logic, I, p. 174.

9 Cp. Madk. Vrtti, 437

—

Utma-iabd-o’ytim smbhava-iabda-paryCiyab

.
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Since t,lie author does not attach due importance to this term, he

does not dwell upon its definition, but it is clear from his occasional

statements on pp. 75-76 that he accepts the interpretations of dharma as

“thing-,” as even “thing' round us”. It is time that this utterly

wrong- interpretation should be once for aill dismissed and forgotten.

Dharma is exactly the contrary of a thing, a thing is dh'armin, a dharma

is the contrary, it is a non-thing, it is a quality, not a substance, it is the

negation of a substance. 10 Substance is dfli'armm, hut not dharma.

A thing and a thing “round us” first of all means such things as

jars and cloths etc. (ghata-patddi), perhaps also such as cows and horses

(
afaa-gavcidi). But is consciousness (vigfidna) a thing? Is it a thing

round us? The will (oetana), an idea (samjfUb), a feeling (
uedana)—are

they things? But they are all dharmas. Admitting the jars and

cloths, horses and cows can be called thing, is a horse a dharrma, is the

jar a dharma ? Let it once for all be known that the jar is not a

dharma, but an assemblage of dliarmas.

An assemblage of what dharmas? hirst of all, it consists of a

patch' of colour (varied), the lines of its figure (samstlmna)

,

of matter,

i.e. the four phenomena of repulsion, cohesion, a certain temperature

and nobility. They are all dharmas i.e. elements of the imagined

complex called a jur. Thiese dJi'amim together constitute the jar, but

tike jar is not a dharma, because it is an assemblage of dharmas. The

principle that all things are assemblages of dharmas, that they them-

selves are non-dliarmas, spurious dharmas, that only, the ultimate Ele-

ments of the empirical things possess full reality, but not all these

things themselves, is at the root of all Buddhism. It is a fundamental

mistake to admit that the jar is a dharma. Th'e jar as dh'armin is an

illusion. A man to whom this basic theory of Buddhism is not clear

cannot undertake it to solve the fundamental puzzle of Buddhist philo-

10 It is true that a quality being detached from every substance becomes a

thing
(viilyamdnam dravyam), sui generis, or, more precisely, “something" and

this would perhaps be an adequate translation of the term, it is vastu-mdtra, an

indefinite but pure reality, the ultimate, subtlost Element of reality, implying the

negation of isamavaya, of the relation of substance to quality altogether. But
that is a very special standpoint

—

yo hi padartho vidyamanah sa sasvdbhavah, cf.

Madh. Vrtt., p. 760, cf. also my Central Conception etc., p. 26, n. 1.
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sophy. For not working what a dharma means, one never will arrive

at a right comprehension of two other very important Buddhist terms,

viz., the terms praWtya-samrutpQda, “dependent origination” and

scumskdra (

=

sambh'uya-kdritva)

,

“co-operative production.” Dharmas

are infra-atomic minutest, very subtle, separate momentary unities of

energy, 11 which are held together not by inherence in a substance, but

by causal laws, laws of dependent origination. “Dependent origination”

means origination of dharmas, Since every dharma (except the three

eternal ones) is produced by a combination of several dharuiae in the

preceding moment, it is called samsJcrta i.e. “co-operatively produced.”'

Every dharma is samskrta as a product and scmskdra as a cause. With-

out knowing what a dharma is, it is quite impossible to have a correct

and adequate idea of what pratttya-samutpdda and scmskdra are in

early Buddhism.

In the later periods the meaning of these three fundamental terms

has shifted, but shifted simultaneously in a parallel' change. When
the meaning of dharma in the Maxlliyamika school has changed, the

meaning of pratttya-samutpada and of swrpskdra has also changed.

The same happened in the Yo&aicara school.

Thus the basic conception of Buddhist philosophy is anOtma, but

aruUvia in the sense of reah&ty of all dharmas among which no ditman is

to be found. Buddhism is a system of philosophic Pluralism, an&tnna-

v&da means at the beginning the same as sarvcistiv&da, the reality of all

Elements (dharmas among which no-Soul and no substance, no things

are to be found, it is a pluralistic and realistic psychology without a Soul

;

an&tma-vdda, sarv&sti-vada, dharma-vuda or dharma-sahketia means the

same. It is> also synonymous with praltTtya-samutpada-vdda or samskdra-

rdda, because every dharma can be a sainsldra and is partit.ya-

sanmtpanna.

We thus can consider the following expressions as synonymous and

11 Since the four mah&-bhutas are not substances but forces (repulsion,

attraction, heat and motion) it is dear that the Buddhist atoms cannot be like

the atoms of the Vaidepikaa, absolutely hard and indivisible particles of matter.

The s&jjis h8,ta-paramanu although consisting of 8 parts is not larger or header

than the simple one, just as a needle will not become heavier if it becomes hot, i.e.

if 'atoms’ of the element heat are added to it or get intensified in it.
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referring' to the basic conception of Buddhism : andtmn-v<sda=dharm,a-

vada = dharmata = dharma-sahketa = praittya-samvipada-vuda ~

samskara-vdda= sailghiita-rdda = hauddharmatam.

Whosoever wishes to translate dharma in whatsoever a language

must choose a phra-se whielrwould imply (i) plurality (sailghetto) and (ii)

denial of substance. The term “thing” misses the point because it implies

rather the assertion by no means the denial of dharmin.. Moreover, and

this is the main, point, it. must be applicable to the physical as 'well as to

the mental domain. The term “element” seemjs to me preferable, al-

though of course it is also not quite free from defects. 15

Basic ideas of Samkhya and Buddhism compared

We will perhaps better understand the basin ideas of Buddhism if

we compare them with the basic ideas of the Samkhya system. The

difference between them is great, bu.t there is unquestionably a family

likeness. Just as every empirical thing or every living being, accord-

ing to Samkhya, is an assemblage of minutest infra-atomic Elements,

more forces than substances, which are called “qualities” (tjvna), just

so in Buddhism the empirical things and living heing-s are assemblages

of momentary infra-atomic, very subtle unities or forces,- which are also

called “qualities” (dliarmas).

It is a fundamental feature of the Indian mind in general and a

firm tradition of all Indian science to be always on the search; after

invisible, subtlest, infra-atomic, dynamical elements or forces, whose

operation produces the visible phenomena of our experience.

What are the so-called “oppressors” or kleias. Are they really

oldest Indian, science? Are they really “wind, bile and phlegm” as

12 Prof. H. Jacobi has rallied to the translation of the term dharma as

an “element of existence,” “Seins element,” cf, his Trimsika-vijnapti “uber-

setzt von Hermann Jacobi (Stuttgart, 1932). Prof. Sylvain Lhvi’s
(rendering of dharma as “essence” (cf. Mat6riaux Vijnaptimatrsi, Paris 1932) te not

very much different, it hits the right point, namely that it is dharma as opposed

to dharmin. Remains it for Frenchmen to decide whether such expressions as “les

essences de la cruche” or “les essences de la personalite” would ho found equally

convenient phrasing. We want a term that "would be equally applicable to the

mental ais well as to the physical domain and would express plurality.
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vato-pitta-kapha are often translated P These are only conventional name9

for very subtle infra-atomic three forces -whose equipoise produces health.

What are the four “Great IHements” of Master? Are they really

what their names imply : earth, water, fire and air? They are the forces

of repulsion, attraction, heat and mobility, each of them some subtlest

energy manifested in tactile phenomena.

[What are the elements of. grammar? There are invisible suffixes,

the so-oalled kvipi, which are active forces forming words.

What are the dhai'ma-dharman, or karma which is even called

udfsta P It is an invisible force of our former deeds.

What are the so-called “oppressors” or kleiaa. Are they really

“love, hatred and infatuation,” ns they .usually are translated or are

they something quite different? One must consider that the extinction

of kle&as not only makes a man dispassionate, but converts him into a

Buddha, hence it converts phenomenal life into the absolute. The

samklesas are the 12 nicfdnas13 or phenomenal life as contrasted with the

absolute and produced by transcendental! illusion (amulyd=mukhyd

Ihrdntih). The kleitir are therefore transcendental forces creating and

controlling phenomenal life (samsfaa).

What are the guixas ' of the Samkhya system P Are they really

‘goodness,’ ‘passion’ and ‘darkness’ ap sattva, rajcht and tamos, are some-

times translated P They are infra-atom io quanta of three different

energies whose interplay produces the phenomenal world, both physical

and mental.

Now what ore the dharmaa of tb!e Buddhists? As already stated

dhurnw means the same as puna i.e. quality. 14 What is hidden under

this designation P There ip no mystery, the whole catalogue containing

75 items is presented to you. They first of all are 6 sense-organs, 6

corresponding categories of sense-data and that is all for the physical

world. No mysterious Matter ! Bor the mental world there is cons-

ciousness a si pure consciousness and corresponding to it mental' pheno-

ls Of. Madhyantav. p. 29 8. (ed. Tucci).:

14 This meaning has been established by Dr. B. Seal in his Positive

Sciences of the Hindus.

I.H.Q., DECEMBEB, 1934 18
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mena, ideas, feelings, will and different kinds of emotions or mental

forces (samprayiflda-satnskara), their list contains 46 items'.

There are other forces which are general, neither physical nor

mental (rfipa-citta-viprayukta-samsMia), e.g. the forces of production

and destruction applicable to both spheres. They are therefore neither

specially mental nor specially physical, but general. Their list con-

tains 14 items. Space (dlccisa) is a dharma. Time, however,

is not a dharma. What does it mean that it is) not a dharma?

It means that it does not exist. Duration does not exist. Time is past,

present and future. The past does not exist, because it is past. The

future does not exist, because it is future. Remains the present moment

tvhich alone exists, but it also1 does not exist separately from, the

thing existing at that moment. A dharma is a separate (2
orthag) thing,

a Thing-in-itself (svalakqana). Thus space, as empty space, is a

dharma, but time is not. The full catalogue of dharmas contains 75

items in the Sarvastivada school.

They are alone the dharmas; there is apparently no mystery, there

ought to be no mystery. The mystery comes from the fact tha,t the

dharmas are physical and mental at the same time just as the gunas

of the Samkhyos, they are the ultimately real. Their synonym is the

real (sat). The real lying at the bottom of every phenomenon,

whether physical or mental, is a dharma and this is a mystery

!

Sthiramati says th'a,t in Hinayana a dharma is the ultimate

reality (parinispanna)

,

15 Vasubandhu recording the controver-

sies which raged in the schools on the problem of the essence of dhan-mas
,

ftays that they are something very deep or subtle.
10 They are also infra-

atomie, dynamic unities of forces or Elements’, whose inter-depen-

dence according to- casual laws (pratitya^sarnutpada) constitutes the

illusive objects of our phenomenal life.
17 Samkbya admits besides the

moving gunas a motionless (nisbiya) Soul. This Soul is degraded in

Buddhism, it is converted into simple consciousness (vijnSna) which is

also a dharma, an Element having the same sense as all other Elements.

In Buddhism as well as ill Samkhya the human personality consists of

15 Madhyantav., p. 27. (ed. Tucci).

17 Cf. Wow, p. 27 (a) a. 3.

16 Ab. Ko-Sa, V. 27,
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an infinite number of point-instants of gunas ordharmas which, are

field together in .Samkhya by a pervading. Matter (pradhdna) and an

eternal Soul -in Buddhism exclusively by casual laws (pratttya-samut-

p&da).

The individual, according to Samkhya, consists of -a Soul envelop-

ed for the time of stamstlra in Matter, which consists of eternally moving

minutest elements (yunas) of three different kinds. The process of the

Deliverance of the Soul from the eiuhracement of Matter consists in the

gradual' purification and pacification of the gunas through knowledge.

When absolute knowledge is attained, the Soul alone remains in its

genuine purity and freedom.

The Buddhist conception of an individual can be imagined as a
largo circle filled with point-instants of different kinds. In/jide the

large circle of point-instants united by causality, there is no Soul, but-

a small island filled with dndsnava~dhavma
, or Elements which are eter-

nally trauquilised, motionless and pure. They never will be sullied -by

passion and .turmoil1

.

As long as the process of purification from desire goes on, the turm-

oil of moving Elements gradually subsides and gets pacified. Finally

all will become anusrava. Nirvana will be attained.

In both systems, as we- have seen, phenomenal life is represented as

a bondage and as a beginningle® commotion of minutest infra-atomic

particles charged with, some energy. In both systems the theory of

salvation offers, many points of similarity. In both systems there is at

the bottom of every personal life an element of purity which iff con-

cealed and enveloped by the commotion of the impurity of phenomenal

life. In both systems .this life is regarded as a burden (dvhlrfta) and

liberation fromi it. is the aim), of the doctrine. In both, systems this is

expressed in the formula of the “four principle-? of the saint’' (catvari

dryasatyani) . Remaining faithful to its pluralistic principles.

Buddhism has replaced the pure Soul of the Samkhya by a plurality of

pure elements (anasrflva-dliMfrna)
.
and by a complete, extinction

(nirodh'a) of all life, in Nirvana.. • The annexed. .chart can to. a certain

degree represent the comparative outlook of b0)thl systems very

far from being “things,” still" less the things “round tis,” -as jam,

cows and horses etc., and the dharmas are something “very deep”
, some-
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thing "inexplicable,” 18 something transcendental^ the ultimate reality

that can be ascertained by philosophic analysis. They can be charac-

terized just as the ffuijas of the Samkhyas are characterized in an old

document, 19 "their ultimate reality transcends the domain of the sen-

sible; the objects which are contained in the domain of the sensible are

Illusion, 20 they are quite in one.”

In Makayana “ the ultimate reality which transcends the domain

of the sensible” is quite different. Mahayaua is monistic, the ultimate

reality i/s there called “parinisjjetima,” the ultimate or perfect reality,

"How is a unity (i.e. Monism) converted into a plurality?” asks

Sthiramati 21 and answers "plurality is mere illusion.”22 Only for

those philosophers "who assume that the dharmas are ultimate realities,

only for them, would it be a contradiction to maintain unity and plurali-

ty at 'the same time. But for those who do not assume the ultimate reality

of dharma.i
,

52 scripture must no,b be interpreted in that sense.” It is clear

from this passage that Sthiramati opposes Hlnayana and Mahayaua as

Pluralism and, Monism. It is also clear that in Hlnayana the dharmas

18 dmfi-har-mi-nva-xo - bSnd-par-mi-nu>-so
n cp. Ab. Ko,<n, I. 27, M.de

La Vnll£e Poussin’s note in his translation and my Central Conception etc., p. 91.

19 Yyasa-hhasya quotes this couplet from $ a s t i t a n t r n,

—

swi ,Hif «r i

Sfew' 5TRf II

20 Prof. It. Garbo writing in 1892 thought it a great merit on the part

of Prof. H. Oldenherg to have established that early Buddhism is realistic.

He says “the world of the objects is as real for Buddha as it is real for Kapila”

(ep. Introd, to his trans. of Saipkhy.vtattva-kaunmdi, p. 10). This would imply,

if taken literally, the reality of objects or things, of jars and cows etc. However
these objects are illusions (Sanyo). Oldenberg had the right impression of the

realism of Hlnayana as compared with the illuaionism of Mahayana, but the

{Mama-theory was quite unknown to him, he confounded the reality of dharm'as,

i.e. of mere Sense-data with the reality of things (dliarmins). He did not realize

the import of the principle sarvam, asti, he did not know that it refers to the

reality of the 12 ayatanas alone* (cp. my Central Conception etc,, p. 90) and the 12

ayatanas are a classification of Elements alone, not of things. He did not know
the difference betwe-en 'dharmo-nairatnya and pvdgala-naArdtmya.

23 Zf cp. Madhyantav,, p. 20.

22 (i.e. the Mahayanfct)
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were considered as a plurality ultimate realities, a$ a plurality

of parinispanna Elements while in Mahayana all this plurality is merged

into one single monistic ultimate reality which alone is designated by

the term parinispanna and its synonyms tathalia, bh-atakofi, aninnittah,

param&rthaJi, dharnwdhatuh, iunyata etc.

A long’ time since, when comparatively little was known of Buddhism,

Professor Hermann 1 aoobi made an attempt to deduce some basic

Buddhist ideas out of the Saonkliya system. 23 He compared the tattvas

of the Saupkliyas with the 12 niddnas of Buddhism and noticing some

points of similarity he thought it possible to deduce the latter out of the

former. This attempt, in the. form in which it was initially proposed,

lias been dropped, but it became the starting point of a long discussion

in which a number of the leading scholars of Europe participated.

It is now more or less generally admitted that the SSmkhya system pre-

ceded Buddhism in time and constitutes its philosophic basis. It is im-

possible to speak about the basic ideas of Buddhism without comparing

it with Saiplthya ideas. According to Prof. B. Pischel 24 “theore-

tical Buddhism reposes entirely on S&pikhya Toga,” “it has borrowed

from Samkh'yn-Yoga almost everything.” “Buddha has converted into

a religion what his teaohers had taught before as a philosophy.” Prof.

H. Oldenbertg who at first was unwilling to admit so powerful

an influence, accepted hater on this opinion in a more moderate form.

The thought that “we have ample night to call' Slajxkhya that doctrine

which appears as the remote, if not tlie nearest, background of the

fundamental ideas of Buddhism,,
” s! Prof. R. Garb e 20 fully rallies

to this opinion and lays streps upon the fact th'alt Saipbhya preceded

Buddhism not in tlie shape of detached ideas, but as a complete, closed

system. He enumerates22 seven points of detail where tlie similarity seems

23 Der Ursprung ties Buddliismus aus dem Saipkhya-Yoga, gBtt, Naelirichten,

1890, pp. 1 ff., continued in a further article “TTeber das Verhaltniss tier Bnddliis-

tischen Philosophic zuin Samkhya-Yoga und die Bedentung der Nidana, ZDMG.,

52, 1 if.

24 Lebeeu, u. Lelire des Buddha, seconded hy Lit tiers, pp. 22, 02, 65,

67, 69, 75,

25 Die Lehre der upanishaden u. die Aufange desBudtlhismus (1915), p. 318.

23 Die Samkliya Philosophic, 2 (nd) ed. p. 10.

27 Der Mondshein der Saipkliya "Wabrheit (Miiuchen, 1892) pp. 9-10.
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to lain quite convincing. Under point No. 6 we meet here the andtman

which thus proves to be, in its origin, a. Saipkhya and not a Buddhist

idea. Oldenberg also makes the following remark?? :
—“When Buddhism

repeatedly and constantly laid great stress on the changing and fleet-

ing character of the world process,—the constant change also of feel-

ings, ideas etc. in which no self
(
atman

,
attd) is contained,—this chang-

ing life lying entirely in the domain of Non-Self ,—this

was a Saipkhya doctrine.” M. E. S e n a r t
21 assumed a still greater in-

fluence of Samkhya on Buddhism. He however limited it to the practi-

cal teaching of the path to Salvation and made Buddhism more depen-

dent on the Yoga than on Samk^ya. He maintains that the Yoga

shared indeed the speculative doctrines of the Saipkhya, but Buddhism

could stand, very near to Yoga without sharing its philosophy (tout on

divergeont sur les phdlosophimes purs). Senart thought that

early Buddhism was not philosophic (incapable d’ im effort de l&giqne

tmivie et oonsdente), but he could not think otherwise since at that time

the fZharma-theory wap quite unknown to him and consequently the

meaning of pratitya.-samntpuda and itp contrast, with the parintimaniidn

of Sfupkhya could not he understood. Indeed he assumed the; identity

of these theories. We thus have the authority of Professors Jacobi,

Oldenberg, Piechel and Garbe in favour of the opinion that the doctrine

of andtman was initially a Samkhya idea. 30 Later, on in the run of cen-

turies i.t had lost its unorthodox character. Of course till® cmMma doc-

trine is for them not much more than the fleeting and constantly chang-

ing character o.f feelings, ideas and, notions. The dlmrmnrtheory, in

its full extent, was also completely unknown to them and the meaning of

28 Bonddhisme et Yoga, in Revue de 1' histoire dos religions, v. 42, 1900,

pp. 345 ff„

29 It means in Samkhya just as it means in Buddhism oxactly the same, namely

“everything except the S o u 1 ,
it is a lxiryudiiset-negation, an affirmation

of the reality of the non-soul; whatsoever exists, i.e. changes and lives, belongs

to the domain of the non-Soul, “das alles jenes Pliessen ganz und gar im Bereich

des Nicht-Selbest verlauft” (Oldenberg, Buddha, 2 pp. 331-332). Of course the

Samkhya System assumed a separate lifeless Soul, this Soul being mskriya was

rejected by the Buddhists just as they rejected CthaSa, pradhann, time, space and
other imagined entities.
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dharma as a technical term appeared as a riddle.30 Nor wap the guna

theory of Siunkliya sufficiently understood, nay even the translation of

the terms sattva, rajas and tamos remained fluctuating' and a series of

hypotheses on their meaning and their origin, mythological and for-

eign, were proposed. 31 It seemed also a contradiction that the Hindus

themselves should Samkhya for an eternalist doctrine (JiUvata^vdda).

Indeed the Hindus assume that Sanikhya is diametrically opposed to

Buddhism. They admit the existence of two “radical doctrines”

(ekanta-dartiana) in principle opposed to one another, the one maintain-

ing that “everything- is eternal” (sctrvam nit-yam.)/* the other, on the

contrary, asserting 'that “everything is non-eternal {sarvarn, anityam’ ’),
33

the first is Samkhya, the second is Buddhism. This contradiction disap-

pears when one realizes that the difference refers to the theories of cau-

sations adopted by each system. In Samkhya everything- is eternal

since it represents the manifestation of "one eternal Matter; although

these manifestations are eternally-changing (ndtya-pariiutonun.)
,
they

are eternally the same in their material cause (h&rana-avaJtKdyc&m) .
a4 In

Buddhism there ip no eternal Matter, the manifestations are detached

(pvlhag) momentary dharmat, appearing in functional interdependence

upon one another (pratltyti-samutpctda) .

30 Thus it ie that notwi-thstande

80 The first systematic attempt to understand this term was made by Mrs.

Magdalene and Wilhem G e. i g e r, in Pali Dharma (Munich, 1021).

81 The fliitia theory as the main or central Baipkhya doctrine has been fully

disclosed by Dr. B. N. S e a 1 in his “Positive Sciences of the Hindus” and by

Prof. S. N. D a s g u p t a in his “Study of Patafijali” (Calcutta, 1020) and othor

works.

32 Nyhya-sfitra, IV. 1. 29. 88 Ibid., IV. 1. 26.

34 In SStpkbya virtually there is no intrinsio difference among things, sarvum

sarvahrwkam, the change of thei collocation of atoms only changes potentiality

into actuality. Just as in L e i b n i t z e n’s system every monad is the mirror of

the universe, just so in Siimkhya every point instaut is “identical” with the

eternal and ubiquitous whole. Cp. Dasgupta, The Study of Patafljali, p. 79.

86 These two opposite and contrasting theories, implying the one as the negation

of the other have nevertheless often been identified as long afc the dJiarma-

theory was not understood. In the Yogacara. system pmtityarsamutptlda is retain-

ed only by name, it has become pariy&ma-v/lcla as is qnite clear from the initial

passage of the 2VwjUikA. The Chinese tradition is conscious of the difference and

calls it tHaya-prak.tya-samu.tp6.da, op. DemieviilO, in Materiawc VijMpti-

jndfra, p. 84, btit virtually it is parvu-Arntt-vida.
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ing- the unmistakable affinity between the giMia-ikemy and tlie dhanna-

theory the two systems to which they belong and. in which' they play

the leading purt are diametrically opposed to on© another, tlie one being

called Evolution (parmdma-vdda), the other Functional Interdepen-

dence (j/i'atit'ya-samubpada-vada) . Here as always the history of philo-

sophy evolves by contrasts. It is a g-eneral rule in the history of philo-

sophy that every new departure starts in opposition to reigning- ideas,

but at the same time it creates the new on the basis of the o'ld. Causa-

tion as Functional Dependence (pratityco-samutpuda-vtlda) is unques-

tionably the new departure of Buddhism. It implies the negation of

parioUtnia-viula, which is the Samkhya theory of Causation, asserting-

"identity”
(
tsdatmya

)
between cause and effect. The first is a-sat-

hurya-vuda, the second isi sat-h&rya-vada. But the dliarma theory of

the Buddhists seems only to be a far g'oing modification of the guijxt-

theory of the Samkhya, a modification, made necessary by the change in

the theory of Causation. The gums are Element*, or qualities which are

‘‘identical’’ with Matter; the dliarmais are separate
Elements. 30 Whatsoever the indirect antecedents of the p term-theory

may have been in the TJpanisads or in mythology, its definite aim in

the Samkhya system is to bridg'e over the gulf between Mind and Matter.

According- to this theory a physical phenomenon and a mental on© are

equally composed out of minutest, infra-atomic quanta of three different

stuffs or force®, the Intelligence (or nervous) stuff. Energy-stuff and

Inertia-stuff. The first is predominant in a mental phenomenon, the

last in physical one. In an idea or a feeling, e.g., the nervous stuff is

more active, matter or inertia is in abeyance. In a plant or in a stone

the last is predominant, the first is in abeyance. Energy is constantly

being liberated and absorbed. There is therefore no stability at all,

everything is moving and instantaneous (hmiiiha). But although
1

being-

momentary flashes of instantaneous infra-atomic quanta charged with

some energy, the gimas and the phenomena composed by them are said

to be ubiquitous and eternal (vibliu>, nitya). As already stated they

ate eternal in their causal or potential condition (karanavasthagain) as

86 Sarvam pj-thag, sarvarn naiia, na kascit e/co hhdvo vichjatej cp. N.

Bfitra, IV, 1, 34.
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absorbed in an eternal, primordial Matter. At tliat early period of

Indian philosophy when the ptwia-theory was being philosophically

founded, it is more than probable that the atomic structure of Matter

must have been discussed. 37
It is probable that art that earliy epoch

there was a division of opinion. The Jains and some pre-Vailesika

system joined the Materialists and began to assume indivisible atoms,

whereas the Sarakhyas and some pre-Buddhist philosophers decided for

infinite divisibility. Although latter on the Buddhists assume the exis-

tence of atoms, they deny their indivisibility. Their atoms are there-

fore no atoms a,t all, they are dharmas i.e. “qualities” absolute qualities,

qualities without any stuff. That the Buddhist atoms cannot be any Btuff

is a direct consequence from the character of their four fundamental

Elements of Matter (mahia-bJunta). Although called earth, water, fire and

air, it is clearly stated that these are only conventional' designations and

that the four forces of repulsion, attraction, heat and motion, are meant

by these terms. Vasubandhu states that only the last of these

names is adequate, because the Sanskrit term sarntrana means both air

and motion. Just as Berkley thought that space is presented to us

in our sensuous experience of “resistance” to organio movement, just so

the Bud dh'ists a.t an early date defined matter as mainly the phenomenon

(resistance of sapratiyliaUa). At,the early date Buddhism contained

already the germs of that Idealism into which it later on developed.

At that date Hinayana or Sarvastivada maintained in general that all

realisable ideas must be either concrete data of sense (bshtya-dyatami)

or concrete data of invalid consciousness (abhyantariuiiyatfl.no). Subs-

tance, whether Spirit or Matter, was denied every separate reality.

Both categories, the inward as well as th'e outward data, were called

dhtirmas i.e. non-substances, absolute qualities. This designation evi-

dently also aimed at bridging over the gulf between Mattter and Mind,

not however by assuming an equal composition, but by assuming their

37 Prof. H. Jacobi (art. Atomism, in ERE.) attaches much importance to

the silence of Pali Suttas and to the denial of atomism by the Vedantins, Mohii-

yiinists and Siimkhyas, But this denial refers to the Yaisesika, etemal atoms and

does not refer to those systems who had a dynamic or semi-dynamic theory of

Matter. The tanmStras are evidently also some kind of atoms or jnfra-atoms.

I.H.Q., DECEMBER, 1934 19
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parallelism, their equal statue.
48 Tins psycho-physical parallelism was

indeed quite natural, because according to the Buddhist theory of

Causality
(;
pratUya-samiutpiidd

)

there is a general parallelism between

all elements of existence (asmin sati hdam bkavati). Moreover, in

marked opposition to the Saipkhiya tenet that everything is eternal,

because Matter is eternal, the Buddhists maintained that nothing is

eternal (sarvam mitycrn), because substance does not exist. Existent

are only “qualities,” i.e., realisable data, of sensuous experience and of

inward consciousness (dharmas)

.

Therefore the terms Element

(dharma

)

and the term “existent,” (sat) have become synonyms. Thus

although dharma is a general term embracing both categories of data,

assumes a separation between Mind and Body, but only because itt

assumes a separation between all Elements in general (sarvam prthag),

there is no identity between them at all, and no inherence (samavdya)

in whatsoever a substance. The idea which the Buddhists made

of an Element as an external dharma is most clearly seen from

the manner in which they explain the phenomenon of acceleration in a

falling body.39 Every body is composed of “atoms” or infra-atomic

quanta of four kinds of energy: resistance, attraction, heat and motion.

They all are present in every body, in the same proportion, but their

intensity (utharsa) can be different. When a body falls, its quanta of

motor energy are intensified. At ever}' moment the falling body .is

otherwise composed. It is clear from this that the dharmas are not

“things,” but “elements” of things.

Dharma, the basic conception of Buddhism

That the conception of dharma is the basic conception of Buddhism

is most clearly and pregnantly expressed by the Buddhists themselves

in their old credo—Ye dharma, hetwppahhavd This formula

which professedly contain},- the shortest statement of the essence and

spirit, of Buddhism, declares that Buddha discovered the Elements

(dharma) of existence, their causal connection (
h'etu=pratUya-samvt-

38 This psycho-physical parallelism is called by Ynsubandliu, Ah. Ko4n, I. 45

30 Cp. Ah. K o 4 a, II. 46 and my Buddhist Logic, I. 101.
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pOda) and a method to suppress their efficiency lor ever
(
nirodha ). We

have seen that dharma, pmtitya-saviidpdda and cmdtma are only

different expressions of one and tile same idea of philosophic pluralism

vrhich is also called skandha-ydiUt. This Buddhist credo embraces all

the three varieties of Buddhism with some difference of implication.

Generally the phrase means—B ttddha established the
Elements {Ye dharmd) which are causally pro-
duced (hatu-ppabhavd**pratltya-samutpannd) and which are
extinguished {nirodha) in. Nirvapa. In Hina.ya.na it implies

that nil Elements are inter-related and real. That is

the genuine pratitya-aam.utpfoia
,
Pluralism. In the Madhya-

mika system it implies that all Elements, being interdependent, can-
not be intrinsically real by themselves (svablidvena),

they are relatively real (wabhilrcm silnya). This is the

hlnyatth-praUtyarsamutpdda or advaya-vdda, Monism. In the

Yogacara-system a further implication is added, viz., “ all Elements

are relative, except one, viz. Pure consciousness (
vijilapti

-

mdtratd) which is Absolute. This is the diaya-pratltya-

sanmtpdda, Idealism.

As to the intrinsic philosophic value of early Buddhism, in that

form in which it was shaped in the school of the Sarvastivadius,

Professor Stanislav Scha.yer delivers himself in the following

words :

—

“This system is. by itself a very important subject of scientific,

investigation and can be placed on the same level as

the great speculative systems of Greece, of

the Christian middle ages and of modern
Europe.’

This testimony from an authoritative pen which has the

right to speak in the name of European philosophy can be supple-

mented by the opinion of a man who without being a professional philo-

sopher had nevertheless a life long intimacy with Buddhist ideas to the

study of which he devoted liis life. He thus summarizes the basic idea

40 Stanislav S c h a y e r, Ausgeivstlilte Kapitel aus der Prasaunopadu

(Krakow, 1931), p. XII.
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oi' Buddhism which, we have seen, is the anatma-tkeovy, as the pluralis-

tic dlufi'ma-theory but not mdtuia as extinguishing of desire.

''Buddhism/ says he, "stands alone among the religions of India

in ignoring the Soul. The vijgp-ur and originality of this new departure

are evident from the complete isolation in which Buddhism stands in this

respect, from all other religious systems then existing in the world. And

the very great difficulty which those European writers who are still steep-

ed in animistic preconceptions find in appreciating or even understanding

the doctrine, may help us to realize how difficult it, must have been for

the origination of it to take so decisive and so far-reaching a step in

philosophy and religion at. so early a period in the history of human

thought The doctrine of impermanence of each! and every con-

dition, physical or mental; the absence of any abiding principle, any

entity, any sub-stance, any "Soul” ip treated from the numerous

points of view from which, it can he approached, in as many different

Suites.
” 41

We do not at all intend to minimize the importance of Buddhist

ethics, of mUrga, of "extinguishing of desire.” Blit this ethical doc-

trine, if deprived from its philosophic or ontological foundation, is

more or less similar in many systems. The author himself lays stress

upon the fact that its aim is the same as the aim of the sages of the

Upanisnds. The originality of Buddhism consists in its anatma-viida,

and cmatma-vada is the same as dtiarvia-vada. The other name of

dharma-viUla theory is j)ratitya-sa mutpuda-viedn-, and that of pratitya-

sumutpiida-vuda is sayukan^vadib. The terms dharma, pratityasamut-

puda and sannshara, if rightly interpreted, hear witness to that powerful

effort of the human mind which was produced early in the history of

India and has received the name of Buddhism,

Th. Stchereatsky

41 T. W. Rhys Davids, Dialogues v. II, p. 242..



MISCELLANY

The Candragupta of Vamana’s Kavyalankara-sutras

The verse, viz.,

quoted by Vauiana iu the KavydlanJcdra-iUtras to illustrate ojas has

heeu believed to refer either to the Gupta emperors Cundragupta

and Sainudragupta, and the Buddhist philosopher Vasubandhu, or 'to

the Mauryus Candragupta and Bindusara, and to Binduaara’s minis-

ter Subandliu. In this note what I wish to point out is the striking

similarity that exists between this verse and the third stanza of

Candra’s posthumous Iron pillar inscription at Mehrauli .

1 On
comparison of the two we find that

(a) both the verses are in the metre
;

(b) both the verses use the adjective in some form or

other. The Mehrauli inscription puts the idea in the words giurqvg;-

(c) both the verses are in some way connected with Candra-

gupta, .and

(d) both the verses are

From these agreements, it seems that these two verses are the

composition of one and the same poet, and that the Candragupta

mentioned by them is one and the same person. The Mehrauli

pillar inscription was most probably composed by a poet at the court

of Candragupta’s son, and so also probably the drama containing

the verse quoted by Vamana. The inscription was written to exalt

the father of the patron, and the drama to sing the glories of the

patron himself.

Dasaratha Sarma
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Origin of the Pratihara Dynasty

(
A Reply )

Iu tiie previous issue of the Indian Historical Quarterly (vol. X, p.

563) Mr. Dasaratha Sarma, while criticising my article on the “Origin

of the Pratihara Dynasty” remarks—“He (D. C. Ganguly) thinks

that the terms Gurjareivara, the king of Jurz, etc. do not signify

the kings of the Pratihara dynasty. But as regards this, he would

change his opinion on going through the following verse :

Gaudeiidra-Vangapati-nirjjaya-durvvidagdha-sad’Gurjjareivara-

dig-arggalatam cayasya / nllva bhujam vihata-Malava-rakfai.i-drthaiji

svaml tath dnyam opi r&jya-cha(pha)l&ni bhuhldl // (JA., vol. XII,

p. 160, 11. 39-40).

Herein the term Gurjareivara refers to the Partihara king

Vatsaraja.”

Mr. Sarma would not have invited me to accept his view on the

subject had he cared to go through the verse preceding the one he has

quoted from the Baroda plate of Karkaraja. It runs

—

Yen ailcena cu Gtirjjareivara-patir yyoddhuiji samabhyudyatah

saurgya-proddhata-kandhnro mpya iva ksiprapi diio grahitali bhit-

asaii/iata-dakfindpatha-mahasanianta-cakra (m) yato raJcf&m apa

viluytya (nthya) manu-vibhavarn, Srivallabhen Sdar&t //

(Ibid, 11. 33-35)

Here we find one Gurjareivara-pati (master of the lord of

Gurjara), and in the nest verse, which has been referred to by Mr.

Sarma, and which has been mentioned above, we find one Gurja-

reivara (lord of Gurjara). According to Mr. Sarma, Gurjareivara

of the verse is identical with the Partihara Vatsaraja. If we are to

accept it, we will have to maintain that Vatsaraja or his predecessor

had a pati or over-lord. But this will not bear any examination.

Vatsaraja was evidently the Gurjareivarapati. It will not be

difficult to find out the Gurjareivara, who defeated the king of

Gauda and Vahga. I have thoroughly discussed this point in my
paper on the “History of the Gurjara Country,” to be published in

this journal.

D. C. G'akgtji.t



The Kaumudlmahotsava and the Date of Kalidasa

Oil going through the Kaumudlmahotsava, one finds that it con-

tains a number of passages parallel with those found in the works of

Kalidasa
;
and the parallelism is so close that borrowing on the side

of either Kalidasa or the authoress of the Kaumudlmahotaava cannot
be easily denied. Sometimes it is not merely the idea, but also the

language, and the metre of the verse that has been taken over and
utilized by tbe borrower in his or her works. As the drama Kaumudl-
mahotsava has been assigned by Mr. K. P. Jayaswal to 340 A. D.,

and clear evidence of borrowing by one side or the other can, there-

fore, be of material assistance in determining the date of our greatest

poet, I give below some of these parallel passages. These are

(n) WfiTRWraTtf cEWTitf ?T«^C qCTTfa

—

(Kaumudlmahotsava

,

1, 23.)—
'srft wr;

faaTwnwrcttf ®rg smtFr ?r i

(AbhijMnal&kuntalam, Jlvananda Vidyasagara’s edition, p. 17)

Both the authors employ the metre. The sentences accom-

panying the verses convey similar ideas, and the resemblance between

and ^ as well os

and cTTt^T^RT^ is, I believe, patent to every reader.

(b) —

SfSTfipfer JTrfrWR:

?r «wsr+reff sRurftr: ti

(M&lavikdgnimitram, 1, I., SrlyehkafeSvara edition, p. 1)

^«rrc

^3 wpR yRr«rrar: n

(Kaumudlmahotsava, 1. 1)
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In these opening verses, both the writers employ the metre,

and salute god Siva. He is styled by both, and the closing

lines express the same idea. There is no great, difference between the

meanings of 37 gftRWT- and

WRff ffofar: 1

(0) 5JfTfTJTralt HTfH-

vr^sqr^r cfWrf^rfjRf^ *nrf'cr i

Tnwnf ^i-wpiTT Sfcran a^'O’triT n

(Kaumudlmaliotsava, 4. 10)

^S.l'rtft ^fcTT^ fcuflfa: I

dl-HlctHlvafddii^sItl AT II

(
MefjhadfUa

,
1. 37)

Here both the writers use slowly moving metres, one employs the

majestic and the other In the lines underlined

above JffercTMT = »rapftat, fSRcWWft = TO' = *«?' and^
feflw f is equal to The difference in wording lias, probably,

been brought about by the difference in metres.

(d) 3jT Wft«W 1
4T<ftwt

«rr ?rr fas wn i

°qc*rrfcT 3?% c^g^f 'rra
1

: fcf

vr®qTJ!im5,T3r^sffr ^ h i^+Urfa n

(
Kaumuchmahotsava

, 5, 25)

5Rf<T-WJT%»T^? •£? 3TcT?lfa^ *TWT f«MWI I

31% si SWT mfo 3% 1 cT5T: fr# II

(Vikramorvati, Act III, Jivanandn Vidyasagara’s edition, p, 79)

The metres no doubt differ. But the remarkable similarity be-

tween the ideas expressed by the two is evident, to every one.

(e) T%sTT%r$T— I'-f.R'tS; 1%

s%%ffcr?rfor sftfffa St-sten n

(Kaumudlmahotsava, 2, 7)
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spfor sfcrarf^tsf^r n

(Malavikagnimitram, 1. 12., Srlvenkate4vara edition, p. 29)

Here both the nfctnl^ET and g^are made to use the words

gri $H.cf«jg:

‘

rfa: I
The idea underlying the two verses is the same, but

the wording has to differ, because while one verse refers to a picture,

the other speaks of the actual presence of the hero.

(f) ^
^T'P^feiTf'T

>h«ii'<kiRu ii

(
Kaumiidlmahottava , 4. 12)

TKiftr ifrstf nftisr ffRmr

5TFrfr-TO% II

(AbhijildnuSahintulam, Act. Y, Jlvauanda Yidyasagara’s edi-

tion, p. 162)

The above well-known verse from the AbldjMnaiakuntala finds

its counterpart in that quoted from the Kaumudlmahotsava . The
lines

jf^rcrr

look like a much improved version of

These passages would most probably suffice to establish the borrow-

ing of ideas, language, and even metre, by either Kalidasa or

the authoress of the Kaumudimaliotsava. But even with these

before us, we cannot decide offhand the priority or posteriority

of these writers, If the priority of the authoress of the

DECEMBER, 1934. 20
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Kavmudlmahotsava is established, we shall have to reject as baseless

the tradition that Kaldasa flourished at the court of Vikramaditya

in the first century B. C. If, however, it is the priority of Kalidasa

that is arrived at by the comparison between these and other passages,

we shall have to discard ihe theory of his being a member of the court

of Candragupta II. He must he either prior or anterior to 340 A. D.

the date of composing the K aumudimalioUava He cannot be

both.

Dasaratha Sarma



Riti and Cuna in the Agni Purana

Iu an article on ‘The theory of Riti and Gu#a in the Agni Purapa’
in vol. IX, no. 2 of the IHQi, Mr. P. C. Lahiri has made some state-

ments which need examination.

I. The Alahkara section in the Agni Parana is a hopelessly loose

heaping of all sorts of ideas from this and that writer and does not

deserve to he treated seriously as representing any systematic tradi-

tion. Dr. De supposes in his Sanskrit Poetics that it represents a
systematic tradition which stands separate from that of the orthodox
Kasmirian writers and which is followed by Bhoja-, and Mr. P. C.
Lahiri only follows him when he says in a footnote on p. 448 that

Bhoja, along with the older Yagbhafa, is influenced by the Agni
Pur&rjM. It is not a Purana compiler of such a nature that hints at

new paths in special S&stras and surely the compiler who borrows

from Tantravdrtika, Bhartrmitra, Bharata, Dapdin and Ananda,
may well borrow from Bhoja, who takes credit for the new Rasa
theory propounded by him in his Srfigdraprakuia. The truth there-

fore is that the Alahkara section in the Agni Pur&g.a is definitely

later than Bhoja, from whom, it borrowed not only the Ahankara-

Abhimantt idea of Rasa expounded in his Srhgura-prakdm and
already referred to in his Sains uatikanp/ulbharana, V. I, but also

some Sabdalahkaras and other ideas.

II. Mr. Lahiri thinks that no prominence ha3 been given to Rasa

by the compiler of the Alahkara section of the Purapa, and that Rasa
“has been very curiously treated as an external element of Kavya”

(pp. 448-49). The Alahkara section of the Parana is spread over eleven

chapters, chs. 337 to 347. The first chapter deals with Kavya and
of it, as has been noted by Mr. Lahiri, the Purana says that Rasa

is the life. 81. 337/33 places Rasa above Yagvaidagdhya which can be

said to be identical with the concept of Vakrokti as applying gener-

ally to poetic expression as such and as a whole. The next chapter

deals with drama. The third is completely devoted to Rasa and

from this third chapter up to fciloka 17 of the sixth ohapter, the sub-

ject dealt with is Rasa. For, the fourth which speaks of Rltis and

Vrttis, deals with Buddhyarambha Anubhavas; the fifthwhichis called

ftqepire; deals with Sarlrarambha Anubhavas, such as

the Alahkaras of the Alambanas in the shape of damsels, the glan-

ces etc.
;
and the first part of the sixth again deals with Rasa. The rest

of the sixth, and the seventh treat of Sabdalahkara and- are followed

by the eighth speaking of Arthalankara. Chapter 345 describes
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Ubhayalankara, chapter 346, Guiias and the last chapter (347), Dosas.

This analysis can show how the importance of Rasa is not diminished

and how the writer has not left it less prominent. If he does not

mention Rasa in the definition of Kavya, Mammata and Ilema-

candra also do not mention, as Mr. Lahiri himself points out. The

latter two cannot be mistaken as having belittled Rasa. They are

the greatest of standard writers who have followed Anauda and

Abhinava. Even the single line in the chapter on Kavya is impor-

tant I 33/337.

Again we have in 342/3 :
—

WTf4'fafa#Tts«r^ SrfiWffcP ? I

^f^TT II

In the main Rasa chapter (339) it is said ;

—

sRtfRs f°RT ^rqfV vrrfvr i

If it be said that the Agni Purdi.ia deals at length with Alan-

kSras, Gunas etc., the reply is that a compilation in order to be a

full treatise, touohing upon all the subjects of the Sastras, has to

treat of Alankaras, Gunas etc. Do not Mammata, Hemacandra and
Visvanatha do so P It is only such treatises like the Dhva. A. of

Ananda which establishes an original theory like Dhvani that

cannot and does not deal with other subjects. Lastly, I have
not been able to find any authority in the text of the Alahkara
section of the Purana for Mr. Lahiri’s statement that Rasa has been
treated here very curiously as an external element of Kavya.

III. On p, 449 Mr. Lahiri says that though the Purapa follows
Bharata in holding Riti, Vrtti and Pravrtti as Anubhavas, it differs

from Bharata in whom these constitute Vacikabhinaya ! He says :
—

"The Purana follows the same process in the treatment of the
Rltis, the Yrttis and the Pravrttis; but accepted though they areas
Anubhavas they do not yet constitute Vacikabhinaya as they do in
the treatment of Bharata. They stand for Aharyabhinaya (342/2)....”

No doubt, Gunas, Dosas and Alamkaras come under Vacika-
bhinaya in Bharata but none can understand how along with
Riti, Vrtti and Pravrtti also can be said to come under Vacikabhinaya
in Bharata. The statement discloses a lack of understanding- of

the import of Vrtti and Pravrtti. 1 To state briefly, Vrtti is Ce§ta

1 See my article on Vrtth in JOR., Madras, vol. VI, part. 4; vol. VII,
parts 1 and 2.
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and Pravrtti is Ve?a. Rlti is Yacana or speech. Says Rajnsekhara,

and following him Bhoja also in his l>ra - •

(K. M., p. 9.)

Vjtti is dramatic action as such and one of its varieties is Bharat!

which however, being speech, is the Vacikabhinaya which is examin-

ed from the point of view of various Rltis. KaiiSik! Vrtti which is

the graceful mode of action, Arabliati which is the violent mode of

action and Sattvatl which is action of mental ruoodB, can never he

called Vacikabhinaya. Similarly they can never be called Ahtirya-

bhinaya. It is absurd to call Rlti, Vftti and Pravrtti, Aharya.

Mr. Lahiri says:—“They (Rlti, Vrtti and Pravrtti) stand for Aharya-

bhinaya (342-2) which has been defined as Buddhyarambha.. "

And he adds in tho footnote:
—“The Aharyabhinaya of the Purapa

should be distinguished from that of Bharata where it has been

explained as a rule of decoration
(
nepat/iyajo vidhi). The interpreta-

tion given in the Puraija (342/2) js not permitted by the etymology

of the word Aharya.” The only saving statement here is the

last in which the author points out that the etymology of the word

makes it difficult for one to accept the Purajja's notion of Aharya.

Aharya is invariably Nepathya, dress and make-up. No doubt,

it forms a part of Vrtti, even as Rlti formB a part of Vrtti. We find

the graceful drees included in the definition of the KaUikivrtti—

iff ®tc. In graceful action, graceful dress also is comprehend-

ed. Therefore Vrtti and Pravrtti are intimately related, as

Shakespeare also says, ‘apparel oft proclaims the man.' As the

Viwudhcwmottara says, Pravj-ttis are I

2

Aharya which

is dress, is Pravrtti—Vesavinyasa. These three, Rlti, Vrtti and

Pravrtti (speech, action and dress) are all Anubhavas, and are classed

as by Bhoja in chapter XVII of his Spigdra Prakdtsa. s

Singabhupala also follow's Bhoja and says in his AMS., I, p. 64:

f3YK»TT^raT starr; i

Following Bhoja’s Pra, the Purana also considers the three,

Rlti, Vrtti and Pravrtti as Buddhyaramhhanubhava

:

sft'TRt \ l(tT) “fSVTW I

5W ^ faffasirR: II (339/53, 54.)

2 Vide JUll., Madras, vol. VII, part. I, pp,. 49-51.

3 pp. 208-236, vol. Ill, Mad. Ms.
;
vide also SSrad&tainaya who follows Bhoja.

Jiha. Vra., pp. 11-12.
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Mr, Lahiri holds that according to the Puraya, all these tliree

Buddhyarambhas are Aharya. He bases his statement on 342/2:

srrHr^: i

This verse does not mean that Rlti, Vrtti and Pravriti,

which are the three Buddhyarambhas, are Aharya. How can

speech and action be two varieties of dress ? One cannot

contend that the Parana has a new theory to expound viz.,

dress means speech and action also. The last part of the verse really

means that Pravrtti, which is one of the Buddhyiirambhas, is the

Aharyabhinaya
( f%f, qr fjcfcqr USfnftfa, SF I ) .

Even such a clumsy text as the Agni Puru\ia cannot mistake Aharya

as anything but dress. Therefore neither does Bharata consider Rltis,

Vrttis and Pravrttis as Vacikabhinaya

4

nor does the Purana consider

all these three as Aharyabhinaya. Consequently the footnote no. 6

of Mr. Lahiri on p. 449 becomes meaningless and his emendation of

339/54 unnecessary. How can Alapa etc. which are twelve kinds of

Vagurambha be Buddhyarambha Anubhavas P Alapa etc. are not

varieties of Buddhyarambha. The Buddhyarambhas are, as 339/54

says, Rlti, Vrtti and Pravrtti, and these form the subject-matter of

the next chapter (chap. 340). In chap. 339, 41s. 44-45 begins the

treatment of Anubhavas

:

3nr*T ftp! ii

B

Sis. 4G-50 describe jpr ^TRWIT^TRT:, 61a. 61-53 (first half),

Sis. 53 (second half), 54 and chap. 340 describe

and chap. 341, as is said in its first verso, describes I
These

are all Anubhavas and are called Abhinayas. From the point of view

of the four kinds of Abhinaya, these are re-distributed and the

study of Anubhavas closes with 61. 2 of chap, 342, after which some

general aspects of Rasa are taken up. Vagarambha is Vacika ;

Mana-arambha is Sattvika (Sattva=manas ; JR:

says Blioja iu his 8f. Pra;, chap. XIJ ;
Sarlrarambha is Ahgika and

Pravytti which is one of the three Buddhyarambhas is Aharya. What

about the other two Buddhyarambhas, Rlti and Vrtti P Vj-tti pertains

4 Xb must also be pointed out here that the concept of Rlti is not to bo

found in Bharata and that it arose much later.

5 See Bhoja. SKA., V, SI. 40, p. 477.
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to all action. Its first variety called Bharat! and the Buddhya-
rambha called Riti are Vacikabhinaya and are to be taken along’

with the Yagfirambhas, Alapa etc. According to the tradi-

tional meanings, Arabhat! will be Angikabhinaya, Sattvatl Vrtti

will’be Sattvikabhinaya and Kaisik! Vrtti will be all Abhinaya that

is graceful. But- to adopt the strict and scientific meanings

of these concepts, as explained in the above referred to paper on the

Vrttis in the JOR., Sattvatl will go with Sattvikabhinaya and

Arabhat! and Kaiihk! will go with all Abhinayas, forceful and grace-

ful respectively.

A word about chapter 340 of the Purana called Rltimriipana.

Correctly speaking, it must be called or

;
for. in the foregoing chapter, jjvrerRR and ^r*TITWf have

been treated and its succeeding chapter (chap. 341) treats of

As it is, it treats of not only Rltis but of Vrttis also. This is the

smallest chapter in the whole seotion and of its eleven verses, the

first four are concerned with Rltis. Then begins a treatment of

Vrttis.. SI. 5 enumerates the four Vrttis
; 41. 6 defines Bharat! and

up to the first half of 41. 10 we have the varieties of Bharat!
(^Kyfl^4 1=)

described. Then thero are two lineB, one giving a short definition

of Arabhat! and the other abruptly stopping in the midst of the

enumeration of the varieties of Arabhat!. There still remains to be

treated the fourth variety of Arabhat!, the whole of the Kai4ik! and

the S&ttvatl Vrttis and the whole subject of Pravrttis. Therefore

I think that the text of the chapter as printed, is incomplete,

IV. Mr. Lahiri says that though the Purana holds Rltis, Vrttis

and Pravrttis as Anubhavas, the Purana, unlike Bharata's text, “is

not explioit on the point whether these call forth Rasa.” If the

three are Anubhavas and if Anubhava is nothing but one of the

factors that call forth Rasa, how is the Pur&pa not explicit on the

relation between Riti etc, and Rasa?

V. In para. 2, on p.450, Mr. Lahiri says that in the scheme

of the Agni Parana, Gunas stand apart ‘as an absolute entity’, that

they do not go to define Rltis and that the Vagarambha is not Dan-

din'8 f*nj JTR?: .

The whole of the Alahkara Sastra is included in the Yacikabhi-

naya section of the Ndtya Aastra which is one fourth of drama, being

the Bharat! Vrtti. This Bharat! Vrtti is studied and analysed into

Lak§a^os, Gupas and Alamkaras. Closely akin to these is a composite

study of the Bharat! Vrtti in terms of Rltis or Margas, which was

attempted at a later time. Still another study of the Bharat! Vrtti is
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what. Bharata gives us in chapter XXIV as the twelve ‘Margas’ 6
of

the Vaeikabhinaya. The expression in the shape of Alapa, Vilapa etc.

can be examined from the point of view of Laksanas, Gupas and

Alahkaras and of the Ritis of Dandin. There is little difference

between the text of a drama and a kavya. But the Vaeikabhinaya por-

tion is often treated as kavya. All kavya is drama of the Bharat! Vrtti.

That cfpTKSvr and the realm of fhtf qpr: are identical and that the

Ritis as pointed out in a study of a drama’s Vaeikabhinaya are iden-

tical with the Ritis pointed out in a kavya will be plain on a perusal

of Sihgabhupala’s treatment of Ritis in his RAS-

The question of what things constitute the differentia of the

various Ritis is too big to he taken up here. I have tackled the prob-

lem in two papers of mine on the ‘History of Gunas’ and ‘ltiti and

style.’ In the third instalment of my paper on Yj-ttis in the JOR.,

VII. 2, I have pointed out some facts which are relevant to this

discussion. An analysis of Danijin’s Gupas show the existence in

them of such things as Alankara, Samilsa and metaphorical usage.

According to Rudrafa the Ritis are Samasa Jatis, Vaidarbln is the

collocation with no compound while the compounded collocation, accor-

ding to the number of words compounded, produces the Pfi.fic5.il,- the

Latiya or the Gauijl. Another line of thought shows us the develop-

ment of Ritis as Anuprasa Jatis, varieties of Vpttyanupr&sa. These

appear in Bhamaka, are clearly formulated in Udbhata's KASS.,

and are culled merely Vrfctis by Ananda. By the time we reach

Mammafa the three Yrttyanuprasa Jatis become identical with the

three Ritis,viz., Yaidarhhl, P&ftcali and Gaurli.This lights up the early

history of Rlti and in Dandin’s treatment of it we find all these ideas.

Bor, what is Dandin’s Samiidki Guna, if it is not metaphorical usage ?

What is Ojas, if it is not the Samasa on the basis of which Rudrata

^ 57TTTf ff MPTT II

N. XXIV, 49-57.

Here, if owe wants verbal identity in the shape of the word Marga, one can have

it but much value Is not attached to this fact that Vilapa etc. are also called

Margas. Any way such occurrence of the word Marga in Bharata is to be noted

by one interested in the history of Marga as it is applied as a synonym of R.iti.
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defines the Ritis ? Again, what is the first Sabda variety of Dapdin’s

Madhurya except the sweetness horn of Anuprasa, on the basis of

whioh Sabdalankara, three Vrttis are born and which eventually get

identified with the three Ritis ? (Dapdin, I, 61-68). As a matter of fact,

the subject of Anuprasa is dealt with by Dapdin only in chapter I as

comprehended in his Madhurya Guna of one variety pertaining to

Sabda (for, of the other Madhurya of Agramyta, we have the two

sub-divisions of Sabda and Artba) and not in the chapter on Sabda-
lankara, a fact which has misled Mr.K. S. Ramaswamy Sastriar

7

to say

that Anuprasa Sabdalankara is absent in Dapdin. Even Yamaka is

touched here by Dapdin but is left out for special treatment in the Sab-

dalankara section. And what is this Sabda Madhurya of Dapdin, viz.

Anuprasa except Sabdalankara ? When we come to Vamana, we have

even Rasa coming in as constituting the Gupa of Kanti of Artha,

in the study of Riti. Therefore it cannot be said simply and naively

that some absolute entity called Gupa, whioh is quite different

from Alankara etc, defines Riti in Dapdin or that other writers and

their definitions of Ritis in other words and other ways differ wholly

from Dapdin’s.

The Agni Putana borrows its definitions of the Ritis from Bhoja,

(chapter XVII, on Anubh&vas, in the St. Pra.), where Bhoja himself

borrows from Rajaaekhara. Later than these, Bahurupa Mi6ra, in

his commentary on the DaSarUpaka (Mad. Ms.) reproduces these defini-

tions of the Ritis with the mention of Bhoja’sname, The K&vya
Mim&rjisd says

:

1- ?rr ’IWUi

m-

1

(p .8).

2. fsregsig,
^ st twt# i (p.9).

3. —qa:—

i

(p-9 )-

To these three, Bhoja adds the fourth Latiya which the Purapa

takes. In the above definitions of the three Ritis, three factors count

—Samasa, Anuprasa and Yaugika or Aupacarika-prayoga. Of

these, Samasa (of Rudrata’s Ritis) is the Gupa of Ojas; Anuprasa (of

the Vrttis which are finally identified with the three Ritis) is one of

the two kinds of of Dandin; and Upacara mentioned by

Rajaaekhara is Dapdin’s Samadhi, metaphorical expression, personi-

fication etc. There is however no trace of Yoga Vrtti as a part of the

7 See bis Sanskrit Introductiou to his edition of TJdbhata’s KAS8., with

Tilaka’s commentary in the Gaek. series (p. 19).
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laksana of Rltx in Dnyclin. Dandin also has said that Vaidarbhl has

a kind of Anuprasa, lias something like ^srT'iT'gTrra'
;
for it is a discri-

minate employer of such varieties as and that it is Gaudi

which loves Anuprasa as such and Sarnasa as such. The Vaidarbhl of

Dantjin also has little or no compound. This Bhoja follows in the Anu-

bhava-chapter in his Sr. Pra. (chapter XVII) and the Ayni Purdya

borrows from him when it says that

1. Pancall is Wt and

2. Gaudiya is TfT fw£T and

3. Vaidarbhl is 3^ Jiff# gctf or

and gaffitfST, and

4. Latlya is Wlftffaw (Sis. 2-4).

Bhoja’s definitions are as follows

:

1. 3prfci^vr%Tnv, TTTTgrrasrR,

T’T: TT TOT# I

2. ^ dl^H^lVifrlTci;, TiTissraTtfr,

t# vr ##37 1

3. Tit, WR#, '-U fd^TTCT#, ^'HI^Rl+ld, iVRTgTTTTlfh,

ST It# 1

4. TcT $Td<rf+fW, TTcgTTKTV, 5Tlil-iJI;fJlltH’)Pl,

•¥%', ?Tr I

(Mad. Ms., chapter XVII, vol. Ill, pp. 212-6).

The word Vigraha in the Af/ni Purdnu stands for Sarnasa ; for, it

is for a Samasta word that we give Vigraha.

Thus the characteristics which are given in the definitions of Rltis

in RajaSekhara, Bhoja and the Agni Purana are not wholly un-

related to Gunas and these Guiias themselves are not absolute

entities standing apart. The TTpacara is Dapcjin’s Samadhi
and the feature of Vigraha or Sarnasa comes under Dandiu’s Ojas.

Therefore it cannot bo held that “the Rltis in the Purapa have not

been distinguished from one another by the presence or absence of

certain poetic excellences (Gunas).’’

On p. 452, Mr. Lahiri feels some difficulty in the reading of the

definition of the Laflya, both in the article ’and in the footnote no.

11. The confusing line referred to is

—

Tfcq-^i sf#f#sfr WTRTTTfcrr 1

It must be thus connected :
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and it means that the Latiya does not 'have too much of metaphorical

expressions.

VI. (a) Coming to Mr. Lahiri’s exposition of the text of the

Purana on Vrtti, he chooses a reading and translates

iths “keeping strict accordance with the action of the drama.”

First, the reading is not available in the text or in the footnote, and

secondly, it is not known how W Rcffl l
means what he has given as

its import The text has and can be taken as fg^TTg STfWTT

but- this is not good. Mr. Lahiri chooses on p. 453 reading fsjsnS faW,
given in the footnote of the text, and this is better. It makes

some sense; for Vrttis are the various Niyamas of Kriya, the

various methods of action, the different departments of dramatic action.

W ferric siRjjayP J^ffc^nW—says Bharata of Vrttis in the

Vrttivikalpadhyaya.

(b) Mr. Lahiri says, “It is curious that the term Riti has been

used in connection with the Bharati which has been mentioned as a

variety of Vrtti.” Now, the clumsiness of the Alatpkara section in

the Purana is matched only by that of the Anauda6rama edn. of the

Parana. It is not unlikely that the word i® a mistake for f%:.

Besides this point, there are other mistakes in the Parana's definition

of the Bh&rati

:

^TWTWr JRSTJTT (?)!

sRstera n 340 / 6

According to Bharata the Bharati is and and ns

others have further explained it, it is also So far the Agni

Puratia is correct. But according to Bharata and all other writers,

Bh&rati is only Sanskrit speech, speech of the Uttama Patras and

of male Patras only. The Agni Purana is wrong in calling

Bharati ar^cT and It is not Bharati that is §fhpfir but it is

RaiSikl. Says Bharata

—

qr *n^rapir svmten sffaffiar

W\ *TTT<ft SIW II

(IV. XXII. 25).

Surely Bharati Vrtti, being speech, is the realm of Riti which is

Yagvinyasakrama but this cannot justify the careless remark that

calls » €1% •

The Agni Purdiia mentions four Ahgas of the Bharati but gives

only three, viz. SJ^f and g^n^TT- Bharata gives the four

Angas as srifaJTT, ^T^f, and and if we can give the
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credit to even the Agni Purana to have gone so far critically as to in-

clude and under the one head of 5Wd'M«fl, it should have

consistently given the Aiigas as three.

Bharata gives the thirteen Angas of VlthI thus in the Da&arupaka-

dhyaya.— ^TfecT.. ^RTcUvTW:, w:, Hrfw, 373%%,

3Tfa*nri, m, s^T^TT:, UPRT and qtrg-^.

The Purana gives them thus :

357cr(^T)% 51fTO or 5rf*Td which is a mistake for Sf5TTf5Tff
)
^cWvilM:

(4th in Bharata), qiq.sr5jt (a synonym of Bharata’s sppg-;), fTrfirRir, f%BIT

(this makes no sense), sq^R:, f*T*TcT (%RT, 12th in Bharata),^
?R55f>P<pf the 2nd in Bharata), qq? and Thus

only twelve are seen. Yakkeli and Adhibala of Bharata are miss-

ing and in the place of the two we have a Vipapa and if we can take

3'pTcT as one, we have the thirteenth also in the bit—

But what does gfqq mean?

(c) On p. 453 Mr. Lahiri speaks of Bharata and his followers

giving us a Vrtti assigned to the Srhgara Rasa called

This name is incorrect. The. name of the Vrtti is given everywhere

as and if a corrupt text should read does Mr. Lahiri

propose to retain that name and make thereby a new theory of Vrtti ?

VII. Gunas : (a) Agni Purana (34G/5 and G) enumerates the

Sabda Gunas:

?Tc3q 4)Phh) %1% 3*3jn SHYT II

Mr. Lahiri takes and as the sixth and the seventh

Gunas. But.he also notes that while defining these, the text omits

both and has Ojas defined instead. In the footnotes of the

printed text of the Purana we have another reading of the third Pada,
viz. qds-s? 4)fV-S) • I think the second line can thus be emended :

sftasj qtfr# qrffr: 35jr:'qr^T WdT I

and the Yoga Sakti is the characteristic referred to by the

Purana, Bhoja and RajasSekhara in their definitions of Ritis.

The definition of 4)Pl ct><ifa>y<!.i must then be taken as left out and

this is one more instance of the careless way in which the section

has been compiled. The Purana speaks of exactly six Artha
Gupas, and six TTbhaya Gupas only and in view of these two
facts, I think that it really meant only six Sabda Gunas, those

that have been defined by it. If so, we retain Ojas and the text has
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to be emended in another way, omitting *1% altogether. In the

place of flffHTT, we must have had sr: ^Tf: of some sitch expression.

(6) The Purina defines Gambhlrya as g^RST^fi aQd Mr. Lahiri

takes it as meaning “high sounding and bombastic” words. Uttana

is evidently wrong here. Further, it does not mean “high sounding

and bombastic.” It is the exact opposite of anwffa? which is depth.

Uttana is nT'T ;
it means turned up, open and plain and as such

approaches Prasada and Arthavyakti. As the opposite of JTTwfhf,

it cannot go with it. The same quality, gffiWMqff r
occurs in the defi-

nition of Audarya also. Therefore I think that the text must be

The text as printed reads :

and it must thus be corrected

Now g$f <sfqf ftr reads better and makes sense better than ggf^r-

VI^CfRV^H. 'will mean in consonance with jnwffcf, containing

deep and hidden import.

Another point in the definition of Gambhlrya is the Agni Pura-

V-a’t equation of it with gsr^TT and this Mr. Lahiri fails to note. The

text says

:

*r^<srq; i
SI. 8.

The bit qfopjfr is a mistake for
. Susiabdata

or Suiiabdya is as old as Bhamaha, but it is in Bhoja that we first

hear of it as a Guna. Neither the Sabda nor the Artha Susabdata of

Bhoja has anything to do with the Gambhlrya of the Agni PurSna.

(c) The Artha Guna The Purana defines it (in SI.

17) as Artha Vyutpatti. It may mean such cases as

—

*mTT 1 •» HI.

yldld Rr dPRT 1 KV II.

2T*tt spsT^n^- sraNi^d’rctw i

<s*hr stajsapfc U5tr M^Rr-tw^u -Si7 -. IV.

B.ut one must prefer to take it as the reverse of the Dosa swrRh
dealt with in Agni PurSna (347/10 and 11). grafts is giRPpsp and

this Asamayika do?a is identical with the Pada do$a gfesgg of Bhoja.

fram
'

d is the Artha Gupa Samayika of the Purana.
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(d) The Ubhaya Gupa JfqRPgq. It is thus defined in 346/21

:

and Mr. Lahiri explains it as “the extended and universal applica-

tion (samanyatideia) of an undefined statement
(
anudde&a

)

”
! The

author has not made any attempt to understand this Guna. Anybody
must at once be reminded here of the alankdra yath.dsa'ijilihya, which

had a chequered career ever since Bhamaha. Bhamaha (II, 88)

gives it as otherwise called Samkhyana and says that it is also an

Alankara according to some. Dapdin in II. 273 gives a third name
for it, Most of the later Alafikarikas recognise it. Kuntaka

alone rejects it. And it is this Yathasamkbyalankara that Agni

Pur&ria makes into an Ubhaya Guna, though as an Ubhaya Guna it

means nothing. That it is identical with the Alahkara Yathasamkhya,

Samkhyana or Krama is beyond doubt. Mr. Lahiri fails to note that

the definition as printed, is an error for

Anudde^a is or ^^enumeration in the same order.

It is the same as Bhamaha’a iftTreftsgfoifer: (II. 89) and Dandin’6

(II. 273). Bhoja’s Ubhayalankara Krama which com-

prehends all varieties of Krama includes this Yathasamkhya also.

This is no wonder in the Purana which makes Gupas of Alankaras

and Alahkaras of Gunas and such concepts like Aucitya also. The

Purana definition of it viz. q’snwf STgifSH (or «(^r: hut never sjg-

)
follows Panini I. 8/10: If we take Mr.

Lahiri’s interpretation of the as extended application,

we make no sense and we do not know what aspect of Yathasamkhya

is referred to. I may suggest that the text as printed

is incorrect and that it can be corrected into which

will correspond to
I

(e) The precedent made in the Agni Purana for making a Guna of

Paka is to be found in Bhoja who makes it the called I

I SKA., I. 77.

,—*TtS*r «TTWn1%# ST

I SKA., p 61.

(f) The Ubhaya-guna Raga in the same- Raga as mentioned by

Bhoj’a in SKA., V in connection with varieties of love. (See pp.

609-610). The Agni Purana is extremely careless and uncritical

when it makes it a Guna.

(g) Mr. Lahiri’s interpretation of Vaigesika guna (346/29) given

on p. 459 is highly imaginative. No doubt 346/25 is very vague but
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VaiSegika guna means only those Do?as which according to the prin-

ciple of Aucitya are not Do$as in certain cases, as Mr. Lahiri re-

marks on p. 456. Of these Do?a-Gunas Dandin speaks but it is how-

ever Bhoja who.constituted them into a special olass called Vai6esika

Gunas. These are dealt with by the Purana at the end of the chapter

on Dosas where it is easy to deal with them. Praka6avar§n and the

Agni Puraiia follow Bhoja who borrows from Darujin.

YIII. Regarding the footnote on p. 459 explaining the terms

STWRT and mentioned by the Agni Purdrub in 338/4-5: This

applies to all definitions. The two ore given as the two aspects of

Laksana or definition as such. In connection with drama or drama-

tic representation, the Purana first mentions twentyseven kinds, Ru-
pakas and Uparupakas. Underlying the characteristics that dis-

tinguish each of these (Vi4e?as) there lies the unity of the Samanya
lakijana of N&tya as such, for all of them are dramatic representation.

They possess in common— Slfimr:,

Taking the five Sandhis and the Arthaprakj-tis and Avasthas

that go to form the Sandhis, these three, viz. Sandhi, Arthaprakrti

and Avastha, are common to all varieties of drama but particular

varieties lack one or more of these. These differences constitute

Vi6ega lakijana and therefore the Yi4e?as are not things which occupy

a "specific part of the drama,” as Mr. Lahiri thinks.

Y. Raghavan



Maharaja Oandavarman of the Komarti plates

Hultzsch, while editing the Komarti platea of Mah&raja Canija-

varman in Ep. Ini., IV, 142 ff., was inclined to identify that

king with the Salahkayana Maharaja Cajidavarman, father' of

Nandivarman II. Kielhorn, who dealt with the Salahkayana

inscriptions in his ‘List of North Indian inscriptions’ obviously,

was of the same opinion. 1 Prof. Dubruil was silent about the

suggestion of Hultzscli, when he discussed the Komarti grant. 2

But Sewell (Hist. 7ns. S. Ind., p. 18J and Jayaswal (Hist. 2nd., pp.

127-28) have now accepted the old identification proposed by

Hultzsch.

Regarding the Komarti plates, Hultzsch says that "a connection

may be established with the plates (i.e. the Kollair plates) of the

Salahkayana Maharaja Vijayanandivarman, who,(l) like Canda-

varman, professes to have been ‘devoted to the feet of the lord, (his)

father’ (bapp,abhattaraka-pdda-bhakta) and who (2) was tho eldest son

of Maharaja Oandavarman. The close resemblance between the

alphabets of the plates of Vijayanandivarman and of the Komarti

plates suggests that Oandavarman, the father of Vijayanandivarman,

may have been identical with the Mahar&ja Oandavarman who

issued the Komarti plates.”

I agree with Hultzsch that the characters of the Komarti plates

resemble closely those of the plates of Nandivarman II Salahkayana,

and that, therefore, ‘‘the two Captjavarmans must have belonged

to the same period.” But it is difficult to go beyond that. There

are some serious points against the identification of the issuer of the

Komarti plates with the Salahkayana Maharaja Ca^davarman.

The Komarti plates were found near Narasannapeta in the Gan-

jam District. The grant was issued from which has been

identified with the modern Sih'gupuram between Chicacole and Nara-

sauuapeja. On the other hand, all the known Salahkayana grants

were issued from Vehglpura, which has been identified with Peddavegi

near Ellore in the West Godavari District, and which appears to

have been the chief city of the Salahkayanas as early as the time of

Ptolemy.

It must be noted that Oandavarman of the Komarti grant calls

himself (lord of Kalihga) ; but no Salahkayana Maharaja

1. See his ‘List of Northern Inscriptions’, No. 686.

2. An c. Eist. Dec., Eng. tr., p. 94.
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so far known claims mastery over tie Kalinga country. Tie issuers

of all tie Salankayana grants invariably call themselves

and
I filYUI <J i- e - meditating at tie feet of lord

Citraratiasvami, who must have been tie family-deity of tie Salan-

kayanas. It must also be noticed that both these distinctive epithets

are conspicuous by their absence in the Komarti grant.

Besides, tie phraseology of the Komarti grant seems to be differ-

ent from that of the known Salankayana inscriptions. Two points
at least deserve notice in this connection. First, tie king of the
Komarti grant calls himself while all the issuers of

the SalaiYkayana grants invariably call themselves so-and-

so. Secondly, tie phrase used as an adjective of

?pn[TC, and the idea conveyed by it, are unknown to the phraseology

of the known Salankayana inscriptions, which, we should note, are

marked by a remarkable similarity of language among themselves.

Such being the case, we must take the issuer of the Komarti plates

as belonging to a separate dynasty, until further evidence is forth-

coming.

3

It seems probable that the dynasty to which Oaijdavarman
of the Komarti grant belongs ruled over the Kalihga country (or the

major part of it) with its capital at Siiphapura, when the Salahka-

yanas ruled over the country to the west of Kalinga with their capi-

tal at Veiiglpura. The country of the Salankayauas was the heart

of what is called the AndhradeSa in Sanskrit literature. In the

inscriptions of the Eastern Oalukyas„it has been designated

and the like. Probably the country was called “the

Vehgl kingdom” even in the Salankayana period.

Another king of the dynasty of Siinhapura seems to have been the

issuer of the Bxihatprostha grant (issued from '• e
- ),

edited by Hultzsch in Ej>. 2nd., XII, 4 if. The. name of the king

who issued this grant has been taken to be Umavnrman. According

to Hultzsch, “both the alphabet and the phraseology of the grant

closely resemble those of the Komarti plates of the Maharaja Capda-

varman. This king may have belonged to the same family as the

Maharajomavarman For both kings issued their edict from Simha-

pura or Slhapura and bore the epithets ‘lord of Kalinga’ and ‘devo-

ted to the feet of (his) father."'1

3 Prof. Dubreuil rightly separates the two dynasties. Ibid., pp. 89 and 96.

4 JSp. Ind., XII. p. 4. Hultzsch is not quite accurate in the last point.

Candavarman is called while TJniavarman is called

DECEMBER, 1934 22
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The characters of the Komarti grant closely resemble those of

another inscription, the Chieacole grant of the Nanda king Prabhau-

janavarmau.’' The two phraseological peculiarities of the Komarti

grant noticed above are present in the Chieacole grant. We may there-

fore agree with Hultzsch when be says, “the phraseology of the grant

resembles that of the copperplate grants of the Gahgas of Kalinga,

but still much more closely with that of the Chieacole plates of Nanda-

prabhaSijanavarman. Another point in which the last mentioned

plates agree with the Komarti plates is that in both of them the title

Kalinij-adhipati i.e. ‘lord (of the country) of Kalinga’ is applied io

the reigning' prince. There remains a third point which proves ihnt

Candavarman and Nandaprabh.aiijanavarra.an must have belonged

to the same dynasty. ‘ An examination of the original seal of the

Chieacole plates, which Mr. Thurston, Superintendent of the Madras

Museum, kindly sent me at my request, revealed the fact that the

legend on the seal is Pi[tp-hhakta ] ,
just as on the seal of the Komarti

plate9.” 6 The Chieacole grant was, however, not issued from Simha-

pura, or Slhapura but from “the residence or palace

(or camp?) at the victorious Sarapallika’'. It is not clear whether

q%q>7 was the permanent capital of the Nanda- Prabhafijana-

varman
;

but the explicit mention of the term grcpK (residence,

dwelling) probably suggests that it was not.

On palteographic grounds, these kings should be assigned to about

the time of Nandivarman II SalaAkayana i. e. about the 5th century

A. D.' It is, therefore, impossible to agree with the late Prof . R.

D. Banerji when he writes, “we do not know anything of the history

of Kalinga and Orissa after the fall of the dynasty of Kliaravela (2nd

century B. C. according to the Professor) till the rise of the Sailod-

bhava8 in the 7th century A. D.” 8

It is difficult to determine whether this line of the kings of

Kalinga was ruling at the time of the southern expedition of

in the inscriptions. An inscription discovered at Tekkali seems to have been

issued by this king. It has been (badly) edited in Journ. Andhra Hist. Res.

Hoc,, VI, p. 63.

6

Ind. Ant., XIII, 48 f.; for reference to the Nanda or Nandodbhava-

dynasty in Kalinga, see the Talmul plates, JlTORS., XIV„ 90-

6 Ep. Ind.., IV, 148.

7 Prof. Dubreuil places them a little later. Loc. cit.

8 History of Orissa

,

I, eh. VIII, Kalinga and Orissa in the Scythian and

Gupta periods, p. 109.
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Samudragupta (c. 350 A.D.) It is, however, interesting to note that

the Allahabad pillar inscription does not refer to any king of Kalinga

nor of Siiphapura and Sarapallika. The states mentioned there, that

may be conjecturally assigned to the Kalinga region, are Kurala,

Kottura, Pi§tapura, Erapdapalla, Avamukta and Devnraijtra. Of

these Pi^apura has been definitely identified with Pithapuram in the

Godavari District. That it was the seat of a government in the

beginning of the 7th century A.D.
,

is proved by the passage fqg‘

fasjl in the Aihole inscription of PulakeSin II. “ It is interesting

that we have got an inscription of a
I

'

fWW

3^1 granted from Pisfapura the village of

Kakaluva in the Kaliiigaviijaya.
10 Kakaluva has been identified with

Ragolu, the find-spot of the copper-plates, hear Chicacole in the

Ganjam District. The characters of the inscription seem to resemble

those of the Vehgi and Siiphapura inscriptions and may, therefore, be

assigned to about the 6th century A.D. But the phraseology is re-

markably different from that of the inscriptions of the Siiphapura

line. It may be conjectured, therefore, .that Saktivarmau belonged

to a separate dynasty, that of Pi?tapura, which was probably

supplanted by the C&lukyas in the beginning of the 7th century A.D.

It is interesting that Saktivarman is said to have been born of

a Magadha family. Magadha is a mixed caste sprung from Vaisya

father and Kijatriya mother (Manu, X, 11 &17.) The epithet

seems to suggest that the claim of qifaffTftPffdof of ono of the two

lines of Piijtapura and Siiphapura was, at one time, challenged by

the other.

The names of the other states mentioned above cannot be satisfac-

torily identified. We do not know whether Erantfaptlla of the

Allahabad pillar inscription has anything to do with the Sarapallika

of the Chicacole grant. It, however, does not appear quite unreason-

able to think that after the downfall of the Ceta dynasty, to which

the great Kharavela belonged, Kalinga became split up into a

number of petty principalities and that that state continued as late

as the time of Samudragupta’s invasion. The history of Kalinga

in about the 5th century A.D. was possibly marked by the rivalry

between the royal lines of Pi§tapura and Siiphapura for the supreme

authority over Kalinga. The line of Siiphapura was possibly over-

thrown by the Ganges in about the beginning of the 6tli century

9 Bp. Ind., VI, 4 ff. 10 Ibid., XII, 1 fl.
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A.D. Curiously enough we find a line of kings with names ending

iu ruling over parts of Eastern and Northern Bengal in the

10th and 11th centuries A.D. The ancestors of these “Yarmans”—as

they style themselves in their inscriptions—are said to have once

occupied Siiphapura. Of. qjfajtsftTOfftyrrtT ^RT: *50^ itjj:

fitly; ;

Belava grant of Bkojavarman 11 (.middle

of the 11th century A. D.) son of Samalavarman, grandson of

Jatavarman and great-grandson of Vajravannan. The Bengal

Yarmans trace their descent, from Svayambliu through Yadu
;

evidently they claim, connection with the Yadavas (cf. in the

passage quoted above). Whatever that claim may mean, it may be

presumed that the Yarmans, when they were displaced from Simlia-

pura (by the Eastern Gaiigas?), marched towards the east and carved

out a principality somewhere iu South or South-east Bengal. They

appear to have supplanted the Candra dynasty of East Bengal,

possibly after it was shaken by the defeat of “Goviudacandra of

Vaugfilade^a" by that Indian Napoleon, Bajendra Cola I Gaiigai-

kopda, in about 1023 A.D. 12

Dines Chandiia Sihcau

11 Ibid., XII, 37 fE.

12 The Kalinga Varmans seem to have originally come from the kingdom of

Sang-ho-pu-lo (Simhapura) placed by Yuan Chwang in the Punjab. Sea also

the Laltkhamandal inscription (Bp. Ind., I, 12).



The Four Ways and the Four Fruits in Pali Buddhism

In the Pali Pitakas axe to be found various words whicli are

manifestly important: dhamma, magga, nibba/i-a, arahan (the moral

law, the way, nirvana, and the person who is worthy) to mention only

a very few. But these four' are sufficient briefly to delineate the teaching

which was at the root of early Buddhism.

Now early Buddhism falls roughly into two divisions: (1) Sakya,

or tlie oral teaching of' Gotama and hie co-founders. This, because it

was oral, has not come down to us intact; (2) monastic Buddhism, or

the views and teneits of the monks who lived two or three centuries

after Gotama’a dealth. These are the monks who “edited” thle texts

as we have them to-day, collecting the material for the stringing to-

gether df the Pounder’s reputed discourses from- “repeaters.” These

“repeated” to the “editors” all that they could remember of the

tradition handed down to them orally.

One of the differences between these two forms of Buddhism lias

in the different value that each ascribed to the terms mentioned above.

For the Founder dhamma was m'uch like Kant’s “moral law within

the breast,” the inner guide and monitor'; for the monk it became an

externalised body of doctrine. For the Founder magga was very pro-

bably the Way for becoming
(
hhava

), for becoming greater, nobler,

bdtteii during many life-spans to comp; for the monk it was merely

the eightfold Way (or Path) of eight fitnesses. For the Founder

nibbana wae a cathartic process, a cleansing from the fires of passion,

hatred andi illusion
; for the monk it was a waning of the self of man.

When we come to the term arahan, it is not easy to say what it meant

for the Founder and his fellow workers. But as it. is closely connected

with! the subject of this paper, I may be allowed to consider it at

some length.

The term arahldn, like these other; terms, has had a long history.

In the Rg-Veda it ia sometimes applied to the god Agni; while in the

Sailapatha Brahmana the term appeare to he an honorific title bestowed

upon some high official, important on account of his worldly status. In

Jaina literature the epithet is given exclusively to the revealer of the

religion. Turning to Pali literature we do not find the arahan emerging
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justl as a r$t; a recluse
;
nor as a person with magic powers (iddh-i)

such as the six heretical leaders (Yin. II. 210) and Kassapa (Vin. I.

25 /.) are recorded to have claimed to possess; nor yet as a person

addicted to the performance of physical austerities. For these interpre-

tations of oration, were rejected. What we do find ig that the avail-

able documentary material show? the arahan already emerged as a man

or woman who has won perfection here and now; and arahanship as a

highly desirable state to be won here and now. Arahanship so regard-

ed is the offspring of monastic Buddhism with its dread of renewed

becomings. Thus nearly every description of arahan is in terms of

finite achievement. The notion o>f consummation was contracted to

something that man might conceive and name in this rebirth.

So rapidly, apparently, did the term arahan come to mean .the

finished product that we do not know what it had meant for Gotama.

But a great Teacher would not have seen perfection as realisable under

physical conditions : he would have thought of man growing up to pei<-

fection as he ran on and fared on, his thought, word and deed be-

coming finer' and purer in each new rebirth. It is apparent that the

notion of winning perfection here and now cuts across this larger view.

The ideal becomes one which only the few can guiasp.

Under monastic Buddhism this goal of arahanship, of perfection to

be won here and now, was the goal held up to every zealous bhikkhu

(monk) and bhikkhuni (nun). According to the thought of the time,

those who attained the end desired were able to do so because the

whole trend of their lives and character& had been set in this direction

during more or fewer becomings (i-.e., lives), according to their differ-

ent destinies. There may have been eoipe whose destiny it might not

necessarily have been ever to attain arahanship: these like Devadatta,

might have been incurable, atekiccha (Fin. II. 202; A. III. 402, etc.).

Again there were many disciples who were not able to achieve

arahanship in this life.

Nevertheless the majority of those who had entered the Order was

reckoned to he on an upward way, sufficiently advanced to merit a

designation conveying spiritual achievement. These who hove pro-

gressed well are not ranked merely as non-arahans (i.e., as “not

saints” or as “not men perfected”) but are brought under one of
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three headings which, with the arahans as the fourth heading, are to-

gether classified into a fourfold group. Of this the arahan is naturally

the highest member. This group consists of those people who were on

what is known as the “Four Ways' ’ ; and within! the Buddhist inter*-

pret&tion of the Indian belief in a chain of rebirths (sams&ra) this

group has some importance.

When each of the four ways (maggil) had been fully mastered, it

was said to yield a ftfoSt (phala). The fruit of one way was not im-

mediate attainment- to the next- way; but waa the gaining of definite

subsequent, conditions (fully stated in the text-?,, see below p. 789). These

conditions had to be sppnt before entrance to the next way, if this

was destined, could take place. Strictly speaking, the last- way and

the last- way only was the Way to arahanship

.

The person who ie on the fijat Way (sotapatiimagga.)

,

the Way of

stream^attainment, is called sotapanna, a stream-winner, a stream-

attaaner, or a stream-entrant-. He who i? in the second Way (sakadil

-

gdmimagga), the Way of Once-returning, is called a sakad&gSmin, an

once-returner. He .who is on the third Way (anSg&mimagga), the Way
of No-return, is called an and.ga.min, a non-ret-urner. He who is on the

fourth and highest Way (ara hattamagga) ,
the Way of Arabanship, is,

when he has reaped the fruit of thie Way, an arahan. The fruit of

this Way is also the goal of the good life and the highest and sweet-

est fruit in the life of a MBcluse. But when it has been gained, then

the task is done, for the arahan has nothing further to do*.

At some time, we do not know exactly when, the Way became

divided into this group of the fowl Ways. These represent stages of

the Way, and have nothing to do with the other classification of the

Way into eight component parts. But because the one Way was, or

came to be, the Way to a-r-ah'anship, these four (Ways are also in a

sense Ways to arabanship. Yet they are nowhere called by this name

in the Pali Canon. Moreover! there exisft, so far as I know, only a few

Yibhafiga passages (Vbh. 322 ff; 335) where the generic term “the four

Ways” is need. Ordinarily each one is referred to specifically. It- is

most suggestive to find that in the Scmgiti-Suttanta, although the

four limbs of stream-attainment, ‘the four limbs of the atream-attainer

and the four fruits of samapahood (which are identical with the
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fruits of tlie four Ways) are named, tlie four Ways themselves are not

catalogued. They are indeed doubly absent. In the first place there

is no heading called the “Four Ways.” In the second place, under

the heading the “fruits of samanaship” the fruit# are. said not to be

those of the Ways—the way of stream-attainment, and so on—but- are

said to be those of stream-attainment, and so on, the word magga not

appearing. This omission of the four Ways from among the Fours of

the Sahgiti Suttanta is as remarkable as the omission from among its

Eights of the Way (or Path) as eightfold. Here the eight “fitnesses”

or “rightnesses”
(
sammatta) are catalogued, And that is all.

This suggests that at the time when this Suttanta was written

down the Four Ways had not been established as a group, andl the

sub-division of the Way into stages (each one of which was called

magga), or into eight component parts (ahga) was not as yet very im-

portant. But since lhava, becoming, which as I have suggested was

originally implicit in the Way, came to be connected with recurring

experience of 111 and was hence a thing to be dreaded, the teaching

on the Ways appears to have been used as a tool—not for holding out

the hope of a number of subsequent rebirths, hut for holding out the

hope of greatly reducing the number of rebirths to thin would, with

the possibility of not returning to it again. Thus as time went on it

is probable that the Ways came to receive more emphasis than the

fSuits. The Dhammasahgani, foil example, has sections on each of the

four Ways (277-364), but. not. on the fruits. I think it possible that

the notion of the four fruit# preceded that of the four Ways; that there

were perhaps originally only three fruits corresponding to the various

aspects of renewed becomings, which were thought of as g'oing on after

life liere h'ad ceased; that the fruit of arahanship was a later accre-

tion added when the finite concept, that of man perfected with nothing

more to do, ousted the concept of an infinite becoming
;
and that the

division of the Way into four parts was also a Inter device made to

balance the four fruits.

The term “stream-winning” especially appear# to belong to an

earlier date than do the otheT terms in this group. It represents a

facet, of a notion which was of the essence of Sakva, for it suggests a
perpetual flowing along to join the greater, as rivers flow to join the
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ocean. This ocean of scmsdra (rebirths) had originally been regarded

as a thing full of the promise of infinite opportunities for progress.

Later it came to be regarded with 1 dread, aB a process to be stopped, at

the coat of life renewed and renewable. Then it will have been that

iotdpatti was dethroned from it sovereignty over becoming and was

relegated to the lowest place in the fourfold Way; and then too, that

the conception of tih'e four Ways was probably crystallised into

formulae. Such formulae were wanted in order to hold out to as many

at) possible, besides those who were arahans, the consolation of the cessa-

tion of lives. It was in order that, the majority should be able to look

forward to ultimate enlightenment and, more particularly, to return-

ing here once only or not at all, in either case ultimately waning

utterly, that the conception of th'e Four Ways was put forward.

Before going on to a discussion of other points concerning the

Ways and. the Fruits, it will be as well to quote the passage which

perhaps occurs most frequently, and which shows how the charac-

teristics and destinies of those on the four Ways were formulated. It

clearly shows a cathartic process, arahlnnwhipj not being possible until

all th'e moral faults and obstructions which are to be got. rid of by

progressing along the lower Ways, are firufy eliminialted as these Ways

are mastered. This quotation is taken from the Digha-Nikuyto (I. 15G

;

III. 107, 132) or Collection of Long Discourses, but it occurp also in

other Nikayas :—

.

“A bhikkhu by th'e complete destruction of the three fetters (delu-

sions of the self, doubt, trust in the efficacy of good works) is a

stream-winner, one who cannot be reborn in any state of woe, assured,

bound for enlightenment. A bliikku by the complete destruction of

the three fetters and by reducing to a minimum passion, hatred and

delusion is a once-returtaer, who by returning once to this world shall

make an end of ill. A bhikkhu by the complete destruction of the

five fetters (the above three with sensuality and ill-will added) which

pertain to this world ip one who takes birth, spontaneously1 in the

Pure Abode, there to wane utterly, thence never to return. A bhikkhu

by the destruction of the asavas (of desire for senile-pleasures, for re-

1 Transl. by Mrs. Rhys Davids in Indian Religion and Survival p. 64, as

“just 'happening', not of parents.”

I.H.Q., DECEMBER, 1934 23
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birth, of ignorance and of false views) conies here end now to realise

for himself that emancipation of heart and mind which' is arabanship,

and continues to abide therein.”

It will be observed that there is no indication of wliat. the bourn or

destiny of an arahan might be.

In the Anyuttar

a

(I. 233) .this process of spiritual development is

made dependent on training in those rules which together are said to

combine to make the threefold training: the higher morality, the higher

thought and the higher insight. Again “pondering with method” is

stated to be a possible means of rising not only from stream-attainment

but from being merely a virtuous bliikkhu, to arahanship (S. III. 168 f}.).

Pondering with method means concentrating upon the five gras-ping

groups (or groups of fuel for existence) as being, among, other things,

full of desire and pain, impermanent, empty and not of the self.

Thus there i's a continuity between the "Ways. Having fared along

one and shed the wrong states which pertain to it, a disciple may pass

on to another. This occurence may be spread overl more than one

rebirth. For exam/ple, Dighavu, a lay-diecip'le, was called a stream-

winner in this life, and after he had died Gotama is reputed to have

said that Dighavu wouM not return from that world where he was re-

born. (S

.

V. 344 ff.). On the other hand we hear of disciples who

became stream-win ners in this life and who shortly afterwards became

ai'ahans—also in this life. In such cases it is probable that attain-

ment in this life to the two intervening ways wap not thought to he

omitted. For otherwise full purification could not be entailed.

Again it is said that two boys (Psd. Breth. pp. 10, 61) realised the four

ways in succession in the very act of having their ourls cut off. Such

rapidity of realisation is suggestive of preparation in previous, rebirths,

a person achieving th'e utmost in this becoming because his or lies'

destiny “was fully ripe” for this.

Hut in drawing up the scheme of the four Ways it was the

majority, the less highly developed and cultivated that early monastic

Buddhism had in mind. If these could not attain arahanahip in this

rebirth, they might at least gain one of the lower fruits. Hut here we

are faced with a difficulty. For as Buddhism developed the winning

of arahanship became tied down to the here and now. It is to my
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mind not easy to reconcile to this concept the concept of the "Way of

No-return as a stage on the way to this same ai'ahanshipi. For if, after

a pefson has left, this earffcb, he is not to return to it, if he iB.to pass

utterly away in the realm where be is reborn after his bodily death

here, how can he become an arahan as that is ordinarily conceived by

the texts, with their insistence on ditthe va dhumme (here and now,

lit:, in these veiy seen conditions) P The Way of No-rfeturn in fact

appears as a cutting short, of the development implied by the four-

W&ys-group, which hence presents a. curious anomaly. For. the gulf

between the non-ieturner and the arahan is physically unbridgeable,

and therefore the inclusion of the thiid Way is out of place if it is

thought that the attainment of amhauabip here and now is the ideal

of those on the Way of No-return.

Yet theoretically it must have been held to be possible for a non-

returner <o reap the fruit of arahanship. Or was it that , the ai'ahan-

ship thus thought of did not fulfil the “here and now” condition P It

is time that in the Pitakaa there is nothing approaching a decisive record

of a person who was declared to be first a non-returner in this life

and then an arahan, also in this life. But it is true that the

Commentaries on the Theragatha and the ThoHffdtlid speak of some of

these unusual people, of one Thera and of four Tlieius, that having, been

setohlished in the fruition of no-retum, they not long afterwards attain-

ed arahanship, and in this life.®

•If foai some reason the present moment, or as we should say

“opportunity,” could not be exploited so as to gain arahanship, it was

perhaps because not enough! effoi't had been put forth. In the

Majjhima (I. 436) it is said that the attempt to get rid of the five

Fetters which belong to this world, their elimination being considered

necessary for non-return—may end either in the extirpation of the

asavas, which' is viitually the same as arahanship, or in the destruction

of the five Fetters and a state of non-return. Thus the effort to achieve

non-return may overreach itself, and end in arahanship
;

or it may

accomplish exadtly that which it set out to do. But. the disciple who

2 We do not know on whose authority these bold (assertions wore made.
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put forth the effort has not -won both states, but the one or the other.

Indeed in this passage the two appear 'to be mutually exclusive.

Again, 'this alternative result m;ay depend upon the presence or

absence of any substrate for existence. In the Suttu-Nhpata) (p. -140)

is a phrase which has been much repeated in the Suttas. It says, “For

a bhikkhu who is zealous, ardent,, the self established you may expect

one of two fruits : either aflfld (perfected knowledge) here and now, or if

his stuff of existence be not wholly spent, the condition of a non-returner.”

'At first sight it looks as if the presence of a remainder of the stuff

of existence (sa-iujmdisesa

)

or the absence of it (imupudinesa) were meant

to denote alternative consummations. But this is not so. Either the

bhikkhu lias aMa, which would mean that he lias no substrate remain-

ing, or he has not quite achieved aniid (here). The Dliaim/mapada

Commentary (II. 163) distinguishes two forms of parinibbdna, utter

waning out. It says that parinibbdna m,eans there is a substrate re-

maining after the attainment of arahanship by the destruction of the

kilesas; and there is no substfate remaining after the destruction of

the Jchandhas. The Itiwuttalca (p. 38) and thle Sntta-Nipdta Com-

mentary (I. 350) identify these two conditions (I'a-upaditesa and

anupadis'esa) with the nibbana-state (nib bdna-dhcttu)

.

Nothing

spatial is meant by this : it is defined (S. V. 8) as destruction of passion,

haltred, delusion and the asavas.

These considerations show, not the irreconcilability of miupadniesa

(called a.find in the Sutta-Nipdta pasage) and sa-upddisesa, hut the exis-

tence of a close connection between them, But when it came to be

thought that larahanship was to be won here and uow, logically the

third Way should have been eliminated from the group of the four

Ways; for ’it suggests an alternative achievement to arahanship, so long

as insistence is laid on gaining this in the present rebirth. But the

third Way was not. eliminated. Yet something very like it appears to

have been attempted in an Ahguttara passage (1Y. 378). It is said of

all those on the three lower Ways that when they have done their, time

here they are with a substrate remaining, but will not be reborn 'in any

state of woe. The anahan is not mentioned in this passage : neither is

armpadisesa, Does this joint exclusion of the arahan and anwpadisesa.

intend to imply that this state was the monopoly of the arahan?
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There ig Hot so much perplexity about the state of a sahddag&mpn

as there is about the anagdmm after he has deceased from this body.

It is clearly stated, in both the Commentaries on the MakjjhYma and

on the Puggala-pannccttd, that he is to return once to this earth' and to

speud th'e intervening time in the deva world.

One point in this passage of the Majjhima Commentary calls for

some notice. It is concerned with the meaning which it intends to

ascribe to the term magget, way. For this passage saye that the once-

returner “having here made to become the Way of once-returning, wanes

utterly here.. ...or making to become the Way here
”

It is

openj to question, I think, whether the Way here means the way of

once-iieturning aa it is explicitly called the first time it is mentioned

;

and whether it is called dimply magga in subsequent allusions to it for

the sake of brevity (which 'is not however as a rule a virtue of the

Commentator)
;
or, whether the one sole Way is intended. Either inter-

pretation would be possible. Once-returning might be as easily entail-

ed by cultivation of the Way itself as by cultivation of the Way of

Once-returning. For the latter was a part or stage of the former. It

is said that whoever is blessed with the ariyan eightfold Way is a

streamy-winner (S. V. 347). And the one’e-returner although at a

higher stage on the Way than was the stream-winner was not on a

different way, for there was not a second one by which a disciple could

progress. (This mention of the (one) Way mjay have been due to a

lingering memory of the earlier teaching Which became “left-in” in

the Commentary. At all events nothing can now fortunately alter the

fact that, in this Con^iuentary, the Way is called by its simplest

designation, magga.

And) I think that there are good grounds for the hypothesis that hy

magga the MajjKLma Commentary means the way, and nothing less.

The Way was for making to become, and later, meant 'going to nibbaua

;

and these were the aims of those on the fourfold Way. In addition

various Commentaries {MA. 1.162; S. I. 196) call sota, stream, a

name foil the Way. Again, in the Diglia and Samyutta Commentaries

{DA. I. 313 =£.4. 11.73) sotcupanna is defined as “having attained the

stream of the Way.”

Descriptions of those who are on the four Ways are descriptions of
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those who are progressing- on tlie Way shown by Gotaana to all liis

disciples and followed. Declarations of knowledge pertaining to these

Ways are manifestations of the extent to which the training has been

variously fulfilled, or of the different states 'to which it, will conduce

while it is being fulfilled to a greater or less degree. So far we have

found that the greater or leaser, amount of destruction of the fetters

is the criterion for measuring those on the four Ways. Another, and

possibly late, means of discrimination is also used
(
S

.

V. 376). This

includes, besides eliminaition of the Fetters, four endowments : faith

in the Buddha, in Dhamma, in the Sang-ha, and joyousness. and swift-

ness in insight. The first three of these remain constant, being as-

cribed to those on each of the four Ways, while their other achieve-

ments vary with their progress. But in other passages (D. II. 93 ; III.

227=5’. II. G9), possibly earlier, the first three of these endowments

with the possession of virtues dear to the Ariyans (instead of joyousness

and swiftness in insight) are' called the four possessions of the

str.eam.-winner only, and not of those on all the four Ways.

There are records that others besides those who had entered the

Orders became mah’ans. It is therefore only to be expected that others

also were capable of entering the lower Ways.

Gatama is recorded, to have said that the most backward bhikkhu

is a steam-winner (Fin. III. 10= D. II. 155). Of women he is reputed

to have said that they might become (
hhabba

)

those to realise the fruits

of the first three Ways and afahanship if they would go forth! from

home into homelessness (Fin. III. 254). This last clause seems to lie

in contradiction of the view that lay-people may be stream-winners,

and looks like a piece of later editing. For it is highly probable that

Gotama would not have tried to discriminate between a lay-man and a

lay-woman in the matter of atHeam-enti'once. He is reputted to have

told the Sakyan lady Kalgodha that she had won the fruits of stream-

attainment and that, that was a gain for her
;
and there are various records

of laymen who are said to have won this state. Thus Dliammadinna

affirmed that he had the four limbs of the stream-winner intact. More-

over Gotarna ih recorded to have instructed Mahanama that th'eae four

limbs are to be used by one lay-disciple who is a stream-winner to com-

fort another who needs their assurance because he is ill (5. IV. 408 f.).
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Again, lie is recorded to have deolared that any white-frocked house man

who observes the first five silas, and who is possessed of the four endow-

ments of the stream-winner may declare the Self by the self (attaaid va

att&nan) by uttering the formula of stream-attainment.

These atta couples of sayings which occur especially in the

Ahgultara : may declare the Self by the self (A. III. 211), the Self

upbraids the self (A. I. 57), the self conceals the Self (A. I. 149),

are redolent of the old TJpanisadic outlook, aud are a priceless indica-

tion of the bond which was thfen held to exist between the Highest

Self and the individual self, the lesser being able by it? own nature

to declare its share in the nature of the All and its union with it.

These couples are a fragment of original Saiya, and belong to a time

before mbbdna as a waning of the self of man had intervened as a

natural corollary of the growth of the anattd doctrine.

There is a very interesting passage in the Ahguttara (III. 351)

which states that various classes of devas who possess perfect) faith in

the Buddha, in Dhamma, in the Sahgha and who have the virtues dear

to the Ariyans, are stream-winners. Such devas include 'the Four Firma-

ment Devas, the Devaa of the Thirty, of Tuaita, those who deliglifi in

creating and those who have power over the creations of others. The

devas of Brahma’s company are not mentioned, for they were, so it is

thought, non-returners. Neither arc the devas "beyond that”

(taiwttarim) included.

We turn now to those who may become once-iet.urners and non-

returners. In all the canonical records which! I have come acrofw of

women who are said to he on one or other of these Ways, they ure

only said to be so after they have left this earth1

. The same is not. true

for men. For there are at least three passages all in the Sdiriyutta,

where a man is called an anagamin while he i's alive. A BrahinS.

belonging to the independent class of Brahmas (paccehabmh-md), of

which we have no traditional knowledge, was asked by some bkikklius

on hig appearance to them after he h!ad passed hence, “Were you not

called andg&min by the Loll’d?” But if he had been so called, we do

not know whether he won this title before or after he had jteft this

world.

In the Ahguttara (II. 159) it is said that 'if both the once-returner
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and the non-returner have here and now attained to the realm of neither-

percepticn nor non-peroepticm, deceasing hence they will pass to the

company of the devas wh!o have attained this realm. But the once-

returner will come back to this state of things because he ha!s not des-

troyed the Fetteps which! pertain to this world. In another passage

(4. I. G3 f.) the sole difference between a non-returner and a once-

retuiner is that the former “having attained to a certain calm freedom

of mind dwells therein.”

There isi a puzzling passage in the Lohicca Suttanta of the Dlglia.

Here Gotaana is made to Say that if any eamana otf brahmana were to

put obstacles in the way of those clansmen who have won distinction in

Dhamma and the discipline, as for example the fruit of stream-winning

or the fruit of one or other of the Ways, he would be putting obstacles

in the way of 'those who are mahing embryo® fit for devas (dihbtt gahhlm)

ripe for rebirth in becomings fit for devas. This curious little passage

appeal^ to mean that attainment to any of the four Ways might lead

to rebirth among the devas. Or does it actually mean this? Had it

meant literally this, would it not have said clevesu, among the devas?

Is the use of dibba meant to imply that one might be merely deva-

like, without necessarily joining their company? I do not think so.

I think that before arahatta (arahonahip) camp to be identified iwith

nibbana, and before that came to mean the waning of the seif, and

not merely of raga, dosa and molia, (passion, hatred and illusion), the

arahan was regarded as having some bourn beyond, when this life was

over; and that before nvrodlia, making to cease, came to assume prime

importance, the arahan was allowed to fit in with the essentially Indian

belief in the Running on and faring on of beings. This was sanpsdra,

whose “beginning and end are alike unthinkable.” Who is more

worthy than the arahan for the bliss of the deva-realmsP Who is more

worthy foi; a myriad opportunities for self-bettermjent? He was as

certainly fit for these as be was for cessation.

I. B. Horner.



Some References pertaining to Agriculture in Jaina Literature

This is ail attempt to point, out- a few references relating to agri-

culture noticed by me while going through pome of the Jaina works. 1

To begin with, Sthanwhga? in its 4th nddeiaJta of the 4th sthiina

deals with the four types of kpfi: (1) vapita, (2) pcvrivcipita, (8)

nin/Uta and (4) parinindita, the actual quotation being as follows :
—

“sisffeifrM Pi, tNff -srfotr, qfonfsrcT, flifar, r

< 3? W<)
8

In Upasakadas&o, the 7th a&ga, we come across the life of Ananda,

one of the ten vpdsakas of Sramana BhagaVan Mahfivlra, who “limits,

himself in his possession of landed property to five hundred ploughs and

land at the rate of 100 nivartaim for each plough gfoi)and

renounces the possession of any other landed property.”4

According to PajuJit Beohaixhs this is a type of the plough which,

as its very name implies, ha? an efficiency of ploughing ground 100 sq.

nivartdnas in measure. Hcernle, however, takes this as a, measure

of land.'

Furthermore; we find this Mahfifirfivaka, vowing that he will only

keep 500 carts for foreign traffic and 600 carte for home-use to bring

grass, com etc. from fields.*

Id. the narration of the life of this Ananda, we notice a passage

wherein Indrabliuti Gautama, the 1st Ganadhara of Lord Mahfivlra,

1 I have not found references from Jaina literature incorporated by Mr.

Iladharamana Gangopadhyaya in his interesting work “Some materials for the

study of Agriculture and Agriculturists in Anoient India."

2 This is the 8rd oAga out of the 12, all of which form a part and parcel

of the Jaina canon. It is divided into 10 chapters called sthdnas some of which

have uddeiakat os their subdivisions. This work along with Sri AWiayadeva Sfiri’s

commentary has been published in two parts by the Agamodaya Samiti.

3 Abbayodeva Sflri explains this as under:

—

urwira ‘srfara’fa ert«ra,wr?ft> fqfwrfan’ftr isftraf

3'Wizq qfwwKft unfafcfwb ‘fiffN’fa f^neita»pirrei-

‘qftfttfai’fa ftfiw?

4 See Dr. Hcernle’s edition of UvCtsagadatHo (Bibl. Indica), p. 14.

5 Ibid.,
. p. 80. 6 Ibid., p. 14.

I.H.Q., DECEMBER, 1934 24
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is described as walking ifTcTCqftsfqaTH* fsgsta .
The word yuga (Pr.

juga) signifies in Buddhistic literature the measure of a plough. 7 In

Jaina literature, it. is generally interpreted as the yoke of a cart* or a

length of four cubits. 9

In the description of piiaca given in this anga (II), we come across

the following words connected with agriculture:—
Gokilanja, suUbhasella

,
sukhakattara, phdla and kola hi.dd6.la.

The Prasnavyakarana mentions maiya in gamvamlvara and langala

in dh-avadv&ra. In Daiavaikalika (VII, 28) too, we find naiigala10 and

maiya. The word «fro meaning a plough is used by Haribhadra Suri

in his. work named Samsaradavanala-stiuti >(v. I).
11

The Brhatkalpasiiim informs us about two kinds of fields viz., sen

(setu)
19 and keu (ketu), the former watered by means of a well etc.,

and the latter depending upon rain, for its being watered.

As regards implements of agriculture, Sri Akalanka’s Tattvartha-

rajaA>arttikals
,

a commentary on \Jm&&vsAi’bTuttv&rthadMgaonas<iltm

supplies us with names of three of them
: (1) hala, (2) kuliia and (3)

dant&laka.

In Abhidhdnaeint&mani (III, v. 554 ff.) we find certain terms

pertaining to agriculture as can be seen from the following quotation :
—

fRqfastsft, i 3iw.il kk* II

7 The figurative use of this word in philosophy clearly indioates its

popularity.

8 See Sri Haribhadra Sflri’s Comm, to Dasavai.kalika (V, 1, 8). In Abhi-

(thunarujendra (vol. IV, p. 1574) we find the following line:

—

“jjJTffraqr srfosrouiFn sRiste&tferauT

9 Vide the comm, on Pnwacanasaroddhara (103rd dvara), where it is said

10 See JambUdvlpaprajfiapti (Su.. 42).

11 This hymn is composed in samasamsMa i.e. to say its language can he

looked upon as Sanskrit-and-Prakrit as well.

12 See Bdjaprainiva, p. 2.

13 This seems to have hee.u composed not later than the 9th century.
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3 §*T55: igfo? 9W(WR{ II II

swi htsft atsrat^ i

3 *rteprra?q:, ^fe?7t n ^ ii

Ta^n^t ?a$ r

According to PmjMpanamltra (I, 36) and the bhdsyau of Tattv-

drthdtlhigamm ft tra (III, 15, p. 265) the agriculturists are designated as

Aryas and not as Mlecchas, the two groups in which all human

beings are classified by the Jaina philosophers, The Aryas have been

further divided into six classes according to their (1) ksetra, (2) jati,

(3) kula, (4) karma, (6) iilpa and (6) bliaw. Agriculturists aro

included in the class styled as karmdrya. It may not be amiss to

state that the silparyas are here spoken of as alpas&vadya and agarhitd-

jiva, perhaps implying thereby that they are preferred to the

kaimQrj/as.

The Tattviinhai'ijavdrttilca (pp. 142-143) has:—

wfaf: qter, 3rra-J7f9-f^-fsr^r-fevq-ctfqw^ i

WWi: STRTiqWqf: sfatTi:”

The land where are born the Tirthanharas
,
the Cakravartins, the

V&sudevas, the Pratw&sudevas and the BaUr&mas, is designated in

Jainism as kannabhlmi. This is also defined as one where we find

people at some time or other resorting to aw10
,
masi and Ijfi for their

livelihood.
111 Thia will suggest the place which is assigned to agricul-

ture in the Jaina field.

14 This has been edited by me along with Siddhasena Grain's commentary

and is published in two parts by Sheth D.L.P. Jaina Pustakoddhara Fund Series.

15 For an interpretation of this word occurring in the pa-reda see IEQ.,

vrol. VIII
j

p. 366.

16 Sri Siddhasena Sflri, while commenting upon Pravacanasaroddhara has

observed as follows:—
“ert—

J

rt^ngspt afsrartJiT

(pt. n, p. 3ii).
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In the Akarmabhumh and the Karmabhumis, too, especially, in

the time of the Kulakarcs, ploughing seems to he unessential, since all

sorts of desires of mankind are practically gratified by the Jcalparorfa.as

which grow of their own accord. Can this! be interpreted to mean .that,

at least in some periods of time aud iii some places, the ground was

exceedingly fertile?

For the sake of people’s livelihood, ploughing was established along

with grass-gathering, wood-carrying and trade by Lord ^tsabha beforo

he renounced the world. Some people were later on persuaded by his

son Bharata to give it up. This incident17 is described by Sri Hema-

etuidra Suri, the famous poligra.plier in Trisaqtiisal&ktlpuruja-aarita,

which! ip translated into English 16
as under:—

“Then Bharata summoned the laymen and made this announce-

ment: ‘You must take your food daily in my house. Ploughing etc.

must not be done. Moreover, daily you must devote your attention to

study of the scriptures, acquiring new knowledge. When you come into

my presence after you have eaten, you must recite: ‘You are

conquered. Fear glows. Therefore, do not kill. Do not kill

(md hana)’.” iv

Amongst the 16 kamtfid&nas (the 15 ways of living to be avoided)

enumerated in. the UpiUahuhj&hya (p. 20), sp]i\otakannu,'M too, is in-

cluded. This shows that a Jninn ought to refrain from an occupation

involving breaking of ground by means of spades, ploughs etc.

Hihalal R. Eafadia

17 This is also referred to by Sri Amaracandrn Sflri in his work Padm&nandu

MuhnMvya which is based upon Trhasti.Makdinmtsa-caritu. See pp. 416-116

of my edition (6. 0. Series, vol. LVTII).

18 See G. 0. Series (vol. LI, p, 843).

19 This indirectly furnishes us with a .Taina view about the origin of tho

BrShmatjas.

20 ‘Wia^ Abhayadeva’s Comm.



Identity of Vidyaranya and Madhavacarya

A short note by Mr. Markandeya Sarma appeared in vol. VIII, no.

3 of this Quarterly apparently as a reply to my argument di&ploving

the ‘identity of Vidyaranya with Madhavacarya. As he has raised

objection only to a few points dealt, with by me I waited to see if the

question would be discussed more fully by other writers before sending

a reply. 1

The main objections raised by me to the theory of identity of Vidya-

ranya, the head of the Srih'geri Matt, with Madhavacarya, brother of

Sayana and author of various works like Pamsdra^nrtu-vy&khya, are

briefly as follows:—
1. The literary tradition at Srihgeri a/* recorded in the works

V idyilrrnyakdlajiluna and Guruminsa, which give a fairly full biogra-

phical account of Vidyaranya, has recorded that Vidyaranya waa dis-

tinct from the ministers Mhdlmva and Sayana.

2. The encyclopaedic work SivaUittvaratndkara, compiled in 1708

by the chief of Keladi kingdom in which Srihgeri is situated, gives the

name Sivadh'anna to Vidyaranya before he assumed sunnydsa and makes

him a different personage from. Madhavacarya.

3. Against, this positive evidence there is not a single inscription

proving the identity.

4. Nor do the references to M&dliava in the works of Madhava and

Sayana indicate such an identity but, on the contrary, are opposed to it.

6. Above all these, the great difference between the lives of these two

great men as depicted in inscriptions2 and literature, the one (Vidyaranya)

an ascetic and the head of the Srihgeri Matt and the spiritual guru of

the Vijayanagar kings and the other (Madhavacarya) a householder and

performer of sacrifices and a minister obeying the orders of Vijayanagar

king Bukka. Other arguments will he set forth here to prove the

difference between the two personages.

How does Mr. Sarma meet these objections? The absence of

reference to Vidyaranya in the works of Sayana and contemporary

1 An article entitled ‘The Madlhava-Vidynranya theory’ by MA. Doroiswnmy

Iyengar has appeared in the Journal of Indian History, vol. XII, part ii.

2 Hampe Inscription dated S. 1832, SIJ., IV, p. 60.
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inscriptions is explained away by tlie principle that it is not customary

for a sannyasi to be referred to ly his name in the pre-sannyasa stage.

But this principle applies only to the sannyasi himself and not to others.

There is no authority preventing a younger hi olther (like Sayaiia in the

case of Madhavacarya) or a nephew (Sayana-Madhava) or a sister’s son

(Laksnudhara) referring- to slack a change in the statue of Madhavacarya

either in the literary works or inscriptions which were composed after he

became a sannyasi.

Another argument put forth by Mr. Sarma in support of his theory is

that Madhavacarya adopted the name Vidyaranya at a subsequent stage

of his life, perhaps years later. In other words, Madhavacarya was

a householder and afterwards assumed the yellow robe. Now it. must

be asked in all seriousness when this change took place. It cannot have

taken place before the great works of himself and hiis brother Sayana

were composed as they contain introductory verses and colophons des-

cribing h'im UjS a householder, a minister of Bukka and performer of

sacrifices (in which animals are killed, ascetics being forbidden to in-

jure living beings under any account). So the change can only have

occurred after all these works were written. Of Madhavacarya ’s works,

Parainrat'mrti-b/iasya, VyawaHaramudlia va, and Kcdanimaya were

composed in the reign of Bukka I (1366-1377). The introduc'toiy verses

of Jaiviiniya-nydyanidhl-vistara show that, it was begun by him in the

reign of Bukka I, but a stanza occurring in the colophon a.t the end of

the work ^Rf has a pun which seem’s to indicate that

it was completed in the reign of Harihara, viz., Harihara II, son of

Bukka I. Even if this verse is rejected as inconclusive (not occurring

in some mss.), there are references to Madhava in certain works of Sayana

which were composed in the reign of Harihara II according to their in-

troductory verses and colophons. The Atharvaveda-bhusya, Taittiriya-

vanyaka-bhdsya and Yajnatantra-sudhdmdhi belong to this series. It

has been shown by me (see IRQ., vol. VI, no. 4, p. 710) that the

hliasyos on the Vedas were all composed by one individual although he

might have received assistance in various ways from others.
3 Mr.

8 One of the introductory verses in YajHatan tm-sudftaniilhi unmistakably

supports my contention. After making the Tulabhara gift Sayana was praised
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Sarcna would give the credit of their composition to Madhavacarya

according to his interpretation of the word Mad-hmiya although' Sayann

himself says in his Dhatuvrtti :^ cpftrr JT^tfWT I

jpgeftipi qrgifrlf^T^ I
iPh&tuvrtti

,

vol. I, part i, Oriental Library

edition, Mysore, p. 2).

Under the above assumption of Mr. Sanaa, Madhava, must have

written part of his Vedabli/Zsyas in the reign of Harihara II. If we

take Sayana as their author, still we find no reference in Atharvaveda-

bliflfya etc. to Madhava. having become a sannyasl even in the beginn-

ing of the reign of Earihaia II. On the contrary, in the Yajflatantra-

sudhunidhi of Sayana (composed in the reign of Harihara II) his brother

Madhava i's described still as JTfl | •, 1916, R. 2).

f'rom these it follbws that Madhavacarya coul'd only have

become a sannySsf some time during the reign of Harihara II (1377-1404)

and that there could have been no Yidvaranya in the time of Bukka I,

if the identity is accepted.

But it is now known that. Yidyarnnya was already a sannyasl and the

head of the Sriugeil

i Matt in 1375 A.D. in the reign of Bukka I accord-

ing to a stone inscription at Kud.upu, S. Caunra District, dated S. 1297,

Rak§asa Ear iSul Gu corresponding to Oct. 25, 1375 a Thursday (Mad.

Ep. Rep., 1929, No. 4G0). Further the Sriugeri Kadita purporting to he

a oopy of a copperplate inscription dated 1380 refers to Vidyarnnya

having returned from Benares and assumed the charge of the Sriiigeri

Matt in the reign of Bukka I (Mys. Arch. Rep., 191G, p. 57). This

would be irreconcilable with MadhavarYidyauunya identity theory for

the reason stated above.

There is another argument against the belief that Madhavacarya

became a sannyasii after he wrote his works. I11 the works Pardearasmrti-

bhasya, and K&lanirnaya, Madhavacarya praises as his gurus Yidya-

tlrtha and Bharatltlrtha and in his latest work Jaiminlya-nydyamdla-

viMara he says that he became great by the grace of Bharatltlrtha. It

is thus certain that Bharatltlrtha was the immediate guru of Madhava.

But the works Vivwanaprumeyrwam^aha, Anvbhilli-prakfiio etc. which

thus: adhltas sakala vedas te ca dr?tartha-gauravab tatpranitena tad-bhasya-

pradipena prathlynsa (Tanjore Mss. Catalogue, vol. V, p. 2108).
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are accepted as the compositions? of Vidyairanya contain invocatory verses

addressed to Vidyatirtha and Sankaixananda and make no reference to

Bharatitirtha. Such «i procedure would be difficult to explain if Vidya-

ranya was the same as MaidhJavacaaya, especially as we know that

Bhara tltlriha was a sannyasi and pontiff or Sringeri Matt

at this time.. Moreover, the work Vid,ydrim.yalula}itd\na tell.s us

that it was composed by Bharatlkrsna under the orders of Vidyaranya

(p. 232 of Ms. A. 47, Mysore Oriental Library). The Sringeri coppei--

plate inscription of DISC and the introductory stanzas of the Sringeri

kaditn of 1380 would also clearly indicate that Bharatitirtha was eitlier

a disciple or junior to Vidyaranya who apparently was absent either at

Benares or elsewhere at the time of the Sn’ngeri stone inscription in

1340 (See Mys. Arch. Rep., 1916, pp. 56-5S and also p. 713 of IHQ.,

vol. VI, no. 4,). A later work Purusartlmprabodha by Bralimninanda-

sarasvati tells 119 that the subjects dealt with therein are not found in

earlier works written, by Sankai'a, Vidyu4ankara, Vidyaranya and

Bharatltlrtha (p. 4929. Sanskrit B, part, I, vol. IV of Triennial Catalogue

of Oriental Mss. Library, Madras). The evidence of the above inscrip-

tions etc. seems to be incompatible with the theoi’y that Madhavacaryn

became Vidyaranya.

But more than this, tradition is unanimously hostile to the theory

of Madhavacaryn having retired from the post of the minister of Buklca

I and become the head of the Sringeri Matt under the name Vidyarapyn.

They all depict Vidyaranya before he became a sannyasi to have been a

poor Brahmin unabl’e to marry (according to Manim ailjarlbliedbn
,
and

Guruvamsakdvyam) or having too many children (according to Sivatat-

tvaraindJiara). Not oue of them refers to his having been a brother

of Sayana or a minister of B'ukka., or a performer of sacrifices like the

famous Madhavacarya. Further, they are all unanimous in declaring that-

Vidyaranya was already a famous sannyasi at the time of the founda-

tion of the Vijayanagar empire in 1336. In fact, they attribute to the

ascetic Vidyaranya and the Sringeri Matt the gjbry of having raised

Harihara I to the throne and built its capital (named after the sage).

Thus according to all the above traditional biographies and the spurious

copperplates and the literary references, quoted by me (see IHQ.,
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December 1930 and March 1931) Vidyatranya is quite a different person-

age from Madhavaicarya even, if he became a sannyasi later. Hence those

who accept the belief that the famous Madhavacarya assumed sannyasa

in his later life (i.e., after oomppsing his works and serving as tihe minister

of Bubka I) will have to reject the testimony of the above tradition and

axe not entitled to claim for Vidyaranya the credit of liaving helped

Harihara I to the throne of Vijayanagar or having taken pprt in build-

ing its capital. They can only claim for him ministership under Bukfea

I for a few years and the composition of a few works which are clearly

those of Madhavacarya and the headship of the Sriigeri Matt from

about 1375 to 188G and the authorship also of a few philosophical works

definitely assignable to Vidyatranya. The advooatca of the theory of

the identity of Madhava with Vidyaranya, however, usually credit

Vidy&ianya with both the political glory of the Vidyaranya of tradition

and the literary glory of Madhavacarya.

But, as it has been -shown above, such an identity is incompatible

with the evidence before us. Now what, after all, is the authority cited

for such an identification P

Mr. Sarma has named about three or four works as disclosing an

identity of authorship, between Muklhavac&rya and Vidyqrapya. But

to presume an identity of persons from the compositions supposed to be-

long t,o them is very unsafe in the case of great men holding a

high position in popular estimation in India like Sahkaracoryo, Kali-

dasa etc. In the case of such personages, the composition of numerous

works which were evidently not theirs is foisted on to their name and if

by careful research we come across the real authors of the books and

identify such authors with the famous personages to whom they are

generally attributed (by popular imagination), there will be terrible con-

fusion in history. Taking Vidyaranya himself we find, in some editions

of Devyaparadhastotra that the work belongs to Sahkaracairya but

other writers attribute its authorship to Vidyaranya. Similarly Vrikya-

sudlid is attributed by some to Bharatitrrtha and by others to Sankara^

caxya (see Tanjore Mss. Library Catalogue edited by P. P. Sastri, vol.

XII, p. 5447).

Similarly some editions of TStparyadipika, commentary on

Sutasarmhita, and also some later works referring to it (see IA., 1916,

I.H.Q., DECEMBER, 1934 25
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p. 17 ;
Triennial Catalogue of Oriental Mss. Madras, 1919-22, vol. IV,

part I, Sanskrit B, p. 4919 where a work Kriyakvamadyotika by Saclyo-

jataearya is mentioned) attribute to Vidyaranya the composition of

Tdtparyadipilc

a

(see also p. 76 of Acdra.bhil.sana by Triyanibaka Oka).

There are also some scholars who maintain that Madliavamantrl is

identical with Vidyaranya (QJMS., vol. VII, no. 3, p. 222) in spite of

the inscriptions which show him as the governor of Goa. in 1391, years

after Vidyaranya had become the head of the Sringeri Matt and died (,see

JBBAS., vol. IV, pp. 115-116; Mys. Arch. Rep., 1916, p. 59). Now

shall we on the above bases identify Vidyaranya with Madliavamantrl

and Saiikarachrya?

Similarly the introductory verses and colophons of several com-

positions like the Vedabhiisya clearly prove that Sayana was their author

but have been ascribed to Vidyaranya by some. 4 Even the works of

other distinct personalities like SarvadaHana-samgralip. of Sayana-

Madhava, Vaiyilsikanydyamdld by Bharatitirthu and VUyamAdkavlyn

by Yidyamadhava of Vaiistha-gotra, son of Narayanapujyapuda

(Madhavacnryu belonged to Bliaxadvajagotra and was the son of

Miiynna) have) been claimed by some to be works of Vidyaranya. If

as Mr. Sarma 1ms done in the case of the work JivanmuJcti-vi/ucica of

Madhava we are to assume the identity of Mudhava with Vidyaranya

on the basic of one or two Mss. and the statement of one or two recent

writers that Vidyaranya was its author, we shall alto have to identify

Vidyaranya with all the several personage? named above. Hence we

have to reject the testimony of colophons which were influenced by

later tradition.

Let us now examine the three works which in the opinion of Mr.

Sarma would definitely prove the identity of Vidyaranya with Mndhavn-

caryn. The first of these is Caundapa’s Prayogaratnamdld of the time

of Vlra Bhupati, son of Yuva Bukka and grandson of Harihara II. Of

this pr.ince Vlra Bhupati we have an inscription dated 1386 (EC., XI,

Molakalmuru 31) and another dated S 1322 (see Mad. Ep. Rep., 1913,

p. 75) and we may therefore take him as a later contemporary of Vidya-

4 See p. xxiv of the Preface to the Vescrijitive Catalogue of the Sanskrit

Mss. of Tanjore Library
,
vol. III.
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ranya. In tiie introductory verses of this work Vidyaranya. is praised as

^effiT Tnyr: I
But this epithet is too general and could be

applied to any one of the numerous scholars of the time who were

engaged in the vedic studies and does not necessarily indicate Vidya-

ranya's identity with Madhavacarya to whom Mr. Surma, ascribes the

composition of the well-known Vedabhmya. It has been shown al-

ready from Sayana ’s worlc Yajihttani,m-:-udhanidh'i that Sayana and not

Madhava was its author. But Madhava was also a scholar versed in the

interpretation of the Vedas. So also were Vidyatlrtha. and Bharati-

tlrthu. whom Caundapa hate praised in another work Aival&yana-sandhya-

bhlilsya as commentators on the Vedas.

jwrfr vh^tWiCl sratwfirvMt n

(Madras Oriental Mss. Library: Triennial Catalogue 1919-22, vol. IV,

part I, Sanskrit A, p. 4215). Similarly Madhavamautri calls

himself in his Tatyarya-dlpika as %3T5l 5lfit9 l tj. I
There is therefore

nothing to prevent. Vidyaranya from being praised, as

without being identified either with Madhava or Sayana.

Moreover another epithet is applied in the intro-

ductory verses of the same work of Oaundapa to Vidyarapya. Now

neither Sayana nor hi» brother Madhava bus written any work showing an

intimate knowledge of the subjects of Saiikhya and Yoga. Hence the

argument based on Caundapa’s work cannot be accepted as proving the

identity of Vidyaranya with Madhavacarya.

The next two works cited by Mr. Saraia as proving th'e above iden-

tity are HitramiiSra’s Viramitrodaya and Nrsirplia’s Prayogapanjata

to which he assigns the dates 16th' century and 1360-1435 A.D. respec-

tively. They refer to Vidyairanya as the author of certain passages found

in the Parfisarasmrti-vydkhya and- Killanirnayn of Madhava. We have

seen 'already that such identity of authorship is no proof for the identity

of the personages identified unless supported by other realiable evidences.

Moreover the works cited belong to a very much later date. Mitra-

miSra, author of Viramitrodaya, lived in the court of Vriusimlm who

murdered Abul Yazal and his literary activity has been ascribed to a

period between 1610 and 1640 A.D. (Kane’s History of DharmasSstra,

p. 446) viz., about 250 years after the reign of King Bukka I, the patron
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of Maldhava. Nrsimba’s Praybgaparijata apparently belongs to the

beginning of the 16th century A.D. as it refers to works like Kriydsara

(p. 1181, Mysore edition of Prayogaparijata. Probable date : earlier

than 1600), Smrticintdmani

i

(by Gangalditya, p. 107 assigned to about

1450-1500 A.D. by Kane, ibid., p. 669), and Muhurtasamgraha (pp. 489-

567, Mysore edition earlier than 1650 A.D., see Kane, ibid., p. 607). Any

way tho date given by Mr. Sarah viz., 1360-1435 is too early for Prayoga-

pdrijdta and seems to be based on the date of a Ms. of the work

found in the Bikanir Library Catalogue edited by Rajendra Prasad.

Now in p. 439 of the above Catalogue the date Saonvat, 1495 is given

for the Ms. and taking the year as Yikrama Samvat the equivalent

date was computed as 1439 and as the Ms. itself was dated so early

the original' work was ascribed to a period 80 years earlier i.e. I860.

But it is now ascertained that Jbe details of the date of

tho Ms. arc Samvat 1495 Srlmukha sam. SztLv. ba 3, Satur-

day. This year’ coincides not with Vikrama Samvat 1495 but

with Saka Samvat 1496 and: the details of the date correspond

to Saturday August 15, 1673.“

'Hence the date of the composition of Prayoga-gdrijdta cannot be

ascribed on the basis of the above to such an early period. Moreover

the works Prayoga-ratna and Nirnaya-iindhv, whichl frequently quote

from the Pfayoga-pdrijdta never allude to Miidbavacorya aIs being

identical with Vidyaranya. Hence it is most probable that the reference

to Vidyaranya in place of Madhavacarya is due to the copyist. Any

way the identity ia claimed ip a work dated probably about 150 years

later than tho Madhava’a work referred to.

Now what after all we can gather from the above works is that the

Vidyaranya legend which attributes to him the authorship of certain

compositions of Madhaviicaryn, had already begun in the 2nd or 3rd

quarter of 16th century. There is nqt only lack of evidence to support

the identity of persons claimed hut there is reliable evidence

of about the same time hostile to such an identity. For the Chronicle

of Nuniz, dated between 1535 and 1537 in the reign of Acyuta itself

based on some work accepted as authoritative at the time, tells us that

6 I am indebted to the Bikanir Durbar for this information.
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Vidyaranya was already an ascetic long before 'the foundation of the

city of Vijayanagar. Further, we have two stone inscriptions in

Chitaldrug District of 1538 and 1559 (EC., XI Ohitaldrug 45 and

Challakei'e 54) which speak of Vidyanagari caused by Haxiliararaya

(Harihara I) to be built in the name of Yidyaranya. B!ut Madhava-

carya could not have been a saunyfisi, as was shown before, in the reign

of Harihara I in 1330. Hence since we have more definite data of about

the same time as the two works quoted by Mr. Sarnia, opposed to the

identity of Miidliavacarya with Yidyaranya the arguments advanced in

favour of the identity cannot be accepted.

Moreover the traditional narratives of the Srihgeri Matt viz.,

VidydmnyahMajnana (c. 1G00 A.D.) and Guruvamsa (c. 1720 A.D.) also

ascribe to Vidyaranya the composition of the works of Sayana and

Madhava but, treat them as separate persons. Thus in verse 44 of chap-

ter IV of Guruvainiu we learn that Vidyaranya wrote certain works at

the request of the ministers Sfrvana and Madhava and published them

in their name.

This would show that great as Vidyaranya was as the pontiff of the

Svhgeri Matt from about 1375 to 1386 and the author of some works on

Advaita Philosophy like Pailcadusi, Vimaranaprameyatavigraha, Anu-

blmti-prakdsa etc., tradition glorified him still more by adding on the

literary and political achievements of his contemporaries to his name.

This seems to have been already commenced by the time of Rr?naraya

(1509-1529). On the one hand, Vidyaranya was credited with having

placed Harihara I and Bukka I on the throne and having acted as

their minister and founded their capital. On the other h'and, Vidya-

ranya began to be looked ae the author of all the important works of the

time. We do not know what political part Vidyaranya played before

he became the pontiff of Srhgeri Matt and when he was merely a

sannyasi and .the disciple of Vidyatlrtha. After he became the head

of Srhgeri Matt he seems to have been greatly respected by Harihara II

and his officials. Thus a copperplate of Harihara II dated 1384 des-

cribes a grant of land to the disciples of Vidyaranya-Snpada by

TTing Harihara II. The grant speaks of Harihara II a3 by the grace
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of Vidyaranya linVing acquired the empire of knowledge

unattainable by other kings (Mys. Arch. Rep., 191G, p. 58). Another

inscription of 1378 {EC., VI, Koppa 30) describes a grant of land having

been made to a temple by Prince Virupanna by orders of Vidya.ranya-

si'Ipada. But later tradition ascribed to him tlib political gjlory of

Vidygtirtlia and Bharatltirtha and Vidyuth’tha was highly respected

by Harihara I as is proved by the Sriigeri stone inscription of 134G

(EC., VI, Srngeri I) and was held in great respect by Bukka I also

who is described in a copperplate (EC., IV, Yedatore 46) as ftsrrabf

5^: ^TfgfsRT I
Similarly Bharatltirtha is spoken of as the

lotus near which sports the swan Bukka (Srngeri copperplate of 1386,

Mys. Arch. Rep., 191G, p. 59). Later tradition in glorifying Vidya-

ranya attributed to him the achievements of his predecessors! in the

Srngeri Matt. This was all the more easy as the names Vidyatirtha and

Vidyaranya are very much alike both beginning with Viclya, and Bharat!

is similar in meaning to Vidya. Similarly the authorship of numerous

compositions of Iris contemporaries was attributed to Vidyaranya. As

a large number of the works of the time was written by Madhavacarya

or written by Sayana and called Madkaviya (a term which in the absence

of a critical study of colophons was wrongly interpreted as meaning the

work of Madhava) it was only natural that these works formed the bulk

of the compositions attributed to Vidyaranya and, hence some of the

later writers confused him with Madhavacarya and added the high

political status of Madh'avaicarya (and of Sayana) who are spoken of in

their works as ministers of Bukka. I and Hnrikam II to the glory of

Vidyaranya. Even the achievements of Mfvdhavamantrin, both literary

and political, were attributed, by a few writers to Vidyaranya and be

was wrongly identified both with Madhavacarya and Maiclkavamantrin.

But even in the past well-informed scholars like the compilers of the

'Vidyaranyakalajilana and Gurtuvamla knew to distinguish Vidyaranya

from Madhava and Siiiyana etc. as also from Vidyatirtha and Bkarati-

tirth'a though they attributed !to him the achievements of those dis-

tinguished contemporaries.

R. Rama Rao



Professor J. P. Minayeff

( The Russian Indologist

)

1840-90

Prefatory Note by Professor 27i. SStcherbatsky.

[Tho Btndy of Sanskrit began in Russia in the early forties of the last

eontury. The first teacher was Prof. K. Kosso witch who is known by his

book Inscriptions Pulaeo-pcrsicae Achaeincnidarum. He was succeeded by

Prof. J. P. M i n a y e IF. II© was not only a first class Pali and Sanskrit scholar

to whom science is indebted for many valuable editions of tests and works on the

history and geography of India, but he also was a great traveller and on authority

in historical geography of the countries lying between India and the Russian

Empire. He visited India threo times and only a premature death stopped his

preparations for a fourth long journey to India through Afganistan—a journey

which if realized would have lasted four -years. Under the cover of a rigid

scholarship with a rather sceptical, sarcastic turn of mind, J. P.Minayeff concealed

a warm heart which was deeply concerned with the past, present and future des-

tinies of India as well as with the destinies of his own country. His ideas on

this subject he expressed in a celebrated address delivered at an annual meeting

of the senate students of the University of St. Petersburg (now Leningrad). He

then spoke on “Tho study of India in Russian Universities.” He emphasized

the importance of knowing not only tho past but also the present condition of

that great country. The present biographical sketch and the complete list of

his works have been compiled' by his niece Miss Alexandra Schneider.]

“The wisdom and science of the Indian philosophers, now as before,

“ought to be contemplated as the salt of the Indian earth.”

“For a Eussian scholar, as in old times, so still more now, the

“East cannot be only a dead, abstract object, of his scientific

“inquiries.

“He can in accordance with his personal inclinations and scientific

“disposition take a particular interest in the old Indian languages, in

“the study of MSS, where the first rays of light of Aryan religious

“consciousness finds its expression,, or concentrate his attention on the

“investigations of the archaic forms of social development, as much as

“the memory of it is reflected in the old works of ancient literature

—

“all these studies have undisputably a high scientific value, but the

“study of ancient India ought not to screen from us the scientific and

“practical importance of the living phenomena of contemporary India.”
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These were the words uttered by Prof. Minayeff in his address on

“The study of India in Russian Universities.”

Half a century has passed since Prof. Minayeff paid his visit to

India, but the diaries of his travels remain until now full of lively

interest.

We give here a short sketch of his life and a list of his works.

Prof. M. was a scholar in the true sense of the word, deeply devoted

to scientific investigations and researches. He was born in a remote

country (Tambof) of Central Russia in 1840 and studied, with' fervent

zeal in the Oriental Faculty of the University of St. Petersburg from

1858-1862.

Goaded by his. irresistible desire to know the history of civilisation

of the East he studied the Oriental Languages: Chinese with Prof.

Vassilieff and Sanskrit with Prof. 0. Kossovitch. After having taken

his degree of M.A., Prof. M. went abroad for six years, first to Germany,

where he studied the Science of Languages under the guidance of the

famous indologists: Prof. Bopp, Steinthal (Compar. mythology),

Weber and Benfey. Then he worked independently witli the MSS. at

the Bibliothfeque Nationals in Paris and the British Museum in

London. On his return he was admitted to the Professorate of the St.

Petersburg University (1869) and began his lectures, which he con-

tinued during twenty years till 1889.

His chief subjects were:

1. The General Science of Languages.

2. The Comparative Grammar (Lectures to the students of the

Historico-philological Faculty).

3. Sanskrit Literature and Sanskrit Grammar (delivered for the

most part in the Oriental Faculty).

Sometimes he delivered special lectures:

(a) On ancient Indian Literature.

(b) On Aryan Mythology. Creeds of the ancient Hindus.

(c) Shamanism, etc.

At one of the annual festivities of the University (1884), the theme

for his public discourse was “The study of India in Russian

Universities.”
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All the lectures of Prof. M. were worked out with the greatest care.

MSS. of these are deposited in the Archives of the Academy o<£

Sciences (Leningrad).

Some of his disciples are well known orientalists to-day and the

most renowned of them axe the distinguished scholars. Prof. Th.

Stcherbatsky, Ph.D., and S. Oldenburg.

Deeply interested in the problems of Buddhism M. followed in

his investigations three principal directions: the linguistic and philo-

logical, the historico-geographical and, the historical.

His first published work was the edition and translation of

“Pratimokija-Sutra,” the Buddhist code of laws of conduct (1869),

a work that took him to the primary sources of Buddhism.

His second work was the “F&li Grammar” presented for Ph. D.

degree. It has an introduction of 40 pages where M. develops his

views about the Pali and Sanskrit languages. This grammar was
highly appreciated by the scientific world and was translated into

French and English, although M. gave it the modest title of “A Sketoh.”

Not satisfied with the study of Buddhism and old India through books

and MSS. he was able after many efforts to undertake in, the years

1874 and 1875 the long desired and well planned journey to the East. It

was the first time that an eminent, scholar, an indologist, knowing Pali,

Sanskrit and some Vernaculars, undertook the journey from Russia to

India in order to study Buddhism in the land of its origin. He
reached Ceylon and not paying attention to the heat of the tropical

climate, and absorbed in his investigations, he went all over the country,

visited monasteries, and their schools, had conversations with the

monks, visited stupas, temples and ruins, taking their measurements,

etc., copied inscriptions, and searohed for MSS.

He went all over the south coast of the island, spent some time at

Candy concentrating his attention on local ouatoms, noted the devil

dancers at the Sinhalese festivals, visited the hunters Veddas in the

mountains and jungles, trying to determine to which group their

language belonged.

The English officials received the Russian traveller with respectful

attention. They provided him with letters of introduction for further

facilities in his travels through the country.

DECEMBER, 1984 26
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On the lpt January 1875 tie landed at Bombay and from there he

passed to Bihar, the Nepal border and Almora.

He observed the mutual relations of Englishmen and Hindus and

entered into lasting correspondence with many of the persons whom he

met.

The two years spent in Ceylon and India gave Prof. H. a thorough

knowledge of the country, and its people, and that gave him a sound

footing in his future writings about India. During kip travels he con-

tributed a series of articles to the Russian journals and magazines (some

illustrated)
;
after his return home, as an immediate result of his

travels, he published

1. Sketches of Ceylon and India. From a Russian traveller’s

note-book. Two volumes.

2. Indian tales. A volume containing 47 tales and 25 legends

collected at Kumaon where Prof. M. spent three months. At the time it

was the first attempt to collect the ethnographical materials of this

province. The singers of Almora reminded him of the narrators of the

Russian folklore (bylins) and he considered the question about

their Aryan origin and their migration to other countries.

The second time Prof. M. went to India only for four months, in

the year 1880 from 1st February to 2nd July. Landing at Bombay he

crossed over the Nizam’s territory and visited the independent states of

North India. He stopped at Lahore, Golkonda, Delhi and Hyderabad,

visited the monuments of Ellora and the caves of Ajanta.

This time he was attracted not only by historico-archseological

India, but also by contemporary living India. Those were the years

of the Anglo-Afghan war when Russia advanced into Middle Asia and

the political questions were very acute. He observed the relations

between the English and the Hindus and made forecasts that are quite

prophetic,—specially about the changes that time might bring about in

their relations and the likelihood of an Anglo-Russian war.

Prof. M. studied specially the English system of Government, the

forms of land owning, the licence tax, the ancient crafts of India found

even now in the streets (Punjab), the different forms of schools

and systems of education.

Prof. M. returned by way of Egypt—Constantinople. After his
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return he wrote a series of political artidies in newspapers (pee List of

Prof. M.’s published works). But the essential scientifieo-hiptorical

materials of this journey viz . ,
“Impressions on the way round North-west

India,” “The caves of Ellora” and “The diary” are still in mss. but

quite ready for print, but unfortunately lemain yet unpublished.

The sudden change from a hot climate to the cold North affected

his health. He began to suffer from illness but continued hip scientific

work with undiminished energy.

Prof. M. was one of the best connoisseurs of the historical geography

of Middle Asia, deeply interested, as he was, in the fortunes of its

peoples and countries. Studying the subject from different points of view

he published

(a) A Description of the Countries on the upper Amu-Daa.ua,

(b) Old India. Remarks upon Aphanasius Nikitin’s “Travel

beyond the three seas.”

(c) A complete translation with commentaries of Marco Polo’s

travels.

In 1886 M. visited India for the third lime. Ap a competent

judge of the land and people he was deputed by the Russian "War office

to accompany t\go Russian officers invited by the Indian Government

to assist at the manoeuvres of the Anglo-Indian troops.

He stayed in India only for a short time and immediately after

the manoeuvres went to Burma, where the war with England had

just come to an end, but the hostilities had not yet ceased and the dacoits

still roved about in North Burma.

M. crossed Rangoon where at that time martial law was declared,

and along the Irrawady went to Mandalay. The town was in an awful

state of disturbance. The dacoits were put to death. Their bodies

were exhibited for show. Tbe best houses were occupied by English

soldiers. The people resigned themselves to their fate, hut were hostile

to the annexation.

M. touched the problems of British Imperialism and surveyed how

rapidly and by what means the English Government succeeded in trans-

forming oriental cities with their original customs into European ones.

During four days Prof. M. examined the libraries of Tsi-bao and

in Blot Dow. A great many MSS. bad been plundered and destroyed,
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but he had no time to make a complete list, and the Ena-lish Govern-

ment had no scholar at hand, who was able to do the work.

He returned home via Calcutta, visited Darjeeling', and came into

touch with some Tibetans. The diary of this journey is of absorbing

interest, but it has also not yet been published.

Once more at home he planned a. fourth journey by land through

Afghanistan to India, a journey that would have lasted four years, but

this plan was never realised.

Having visited the two countries of ancient Buddhism, Ceylon and

Burma, enriched with firsthand information Prof. M. wrote his

first volume of Buddhism (1888) and began to work at the second one,

printing at the same time different Pali and Sanskrit texts.

The rapidly increasing illness (consumption) brought his valuable

life to a premature end. He died on the 1st June 1880, 49 years old,

leaving many of hia works unfinished.

Truly human life ie too short to carry out the complex programme

he had worked out for himself, considering the rigid demands he put

to his work.

Alexandra Schneider



APPENDIX

Complete List op Professor J. P. Minayeff's Published Works

(1869—'1910)

Abbreviations

:

B.A.S.R.

Ck.R.

E. R.

E.M.

G.

J.M.P.I.

J.P.T.S.

M.A.

M.I.R.G.S.

M.Ph.F.

M. O.S.I.R.A.S.

N.M.

n.v.

P.N.

R.R.

Bulletin de 1’Acaddm.ie dee Scienoe de Russia.

Christian Reader—a monthly periodical.

East Review (Vostocknoye Obozrenie)—a periodical.

Europe Messenger (Vieptnik of Europe)—a monthly

periodical.

Golos—a daily paper.

Journal of the Ministry of Public Instruction.

Journal of the Pali Text Society.

Melanges Asiatiques de l’Acad&nie des Sciences de

Russia.

Memoirs (Izvestia) of the Imperial Russian

Geographical Society.

Memoirs (Zapiski) of the Philological Faculty of the

St. Petersburg University.

Memoir's (Zapiski) of the Oriental Section of the

Imperial Russian Archreological Society.

North Messenger (Sieverny Viestnic)—a daily paper.

Novoe Yremya—a daily paper.

Petersburg News (Peterburgslcia Vedomosty)—

a

daily paper.

Russkaya Retoh—a daily paper.
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Year Titles of Works

1869 Pratimoksa Sutra, Buddhistic Service-book published and

translated. St. Petersburg- 1869. BASH., vol. XYI. Appendix

No. 1. (Dissertation for the degree of M.A.). lii + 64 pp.

,, The Pali-Metric Vuttodaya. MA ., vol. VI, pp. 195-225.

70 New facts concerning the connection of Ancient India with

the West. JMP1., vol. 150, August, pp. 225-39.

71 Buddhistische Frag-mente. MA., vol. VI, pp. 577-99.

,, Buddha’s Birth Stories. Several Tales. JMP1., vol. 153

November, pp. 87-133.

72 Pali Grammar. A Phonetic and Morphological sketch of the

Pali Language. St. Petersburg, (for Pli.D. degree), 140. pp.

,, A few words on the Buddhistic Jatakas. JMPI., vol. 1G2,

June, pp. 185-224.

74 Grammaire Pailie. Esquipse d’une phon6tique et d’une

inorphologie de la languo Palio, traduite du russe par

St. Guyard. Paris E. Leroux, 1874, xliv + 96. pp.

,, Review of V. P. Vasilieif’s work Religions of the East. Confu-

cianism, Buddhism and Daocism. St. Petersburg 1873. JMPI.,

vol. 172, March, pp. 127-48.

„ Indian Tales. JMPI., vol. 176, November, pp. 68-104.

75 The Isle of Lions. Letters from Ceylon. EM., February and

March.

,, In Nepal. From a traveller’s note book. EM., September.

,, The position of the English power in Asia. On -the occasion

of Mr. Veuioukoff’s book : English Sovereignity in Asia.. St.

Petersburg 1875. NY., No. 302, 20th November.

76 Indian Tales and Legends collected at Kumaon, 1875.

MPliF., vol. II, part 1.

„ Indian Tales. JMPI., vol. 183, February, pp. 36S-403, vol. 184,

April pp. 314-40, vol. 185, May, pp. 62-97.

,, Review of Mr. Venioukoff’s book : A short sketch on the

English dominions in Asia. JMPI., vol. 185, May, pp. 157-61.

,, Curuneg-alle and the Silver Monastery. From a journey

across Ceylon. “The Bee” Nos. 45, 46, 47, 49, with

illustrations.
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,, The Singers of Almora. From a traveller’s note book.

EM., No, 7.

,, In Bihara. From a journey across India. JMPI., vol. 138,

November, pp. 1-19.

,, Brahmanists. From a journey across India. JMPI., vol. 138,

December, pp. 194-236.

76 Reviews of Books:

Domenico Pezzi : Introduction a 1’et.ude de la science du

'language. Traduit de l’italien sur le teste entierement refondu

par l’auteur par N. Nourisson, Paris 1876.

Abel Hovelaque. La Linguistique, Paris, 1876.

H. A. Manitius. Die Sprachen Welt in ikrem geschichtlich

iitergrischen Entwieke'lungugange zur Humanitat, bearbeitet

von H. A. Manitius, Leipzig 1876. JMPI., vol. 188,

December, pp. 309-14.

77 Fr. Miclosckich. TJeber die Mundarten und die AVanderungen

der Zigeuner Europas, I—VI. Wien., 1872-76.

Beitrage zur Kentniss der Zigeuner Mundarten. AVien. I. II.

1874, III. .1876, JMPI., vol. 190', March, pp. 190-4.

„ Domjenico Pezzi. Glottologia aria recentissimn. JMPI.,

vol. 190, March, pp. 194-5.

,, M. Venioukolf. Russia and the East. Collection of geographical

and political articles. St. Petersburg V, 1877. NM., No. 195,

12th November.

„ An opinion on Mr. Vcnioukoff’s proposition to write a descrip-

tion. of the countries situated on the upper Onus. MlliGS., vol.

XIII, pp. 34-35.

7S Ceylon and India. From a Russian traveller’s note book

2 parts, 1878, (Z. F. PantelSeff), part I, 284 pp., part

II, 233 pp.

„ Nepal and its Story. Review of the book: History of Nepal,

translated from the parbatya by Munski Shew Shunker Singh

and Pandit Shri Gunanand. With an introductory sketch of

the country and people by the editor Daniel Wright, M.A.,

M.D., late Surgeon Major N. M. S. Indian Medical Service
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and residency Surgeon at Kathmandu, Cambridge 1877

.

JMPl., vol. 195, January, pp. 01-85.

„ Englishmen in Baluchistan A. W. Hughes. The country of

Baluchistan. NM. ; 2nd January.

„ An Englishman on his way to India. A Bide through Islam

:

being a journey through Persia and Afghanistan to India, via

Meshed, Herat and Kandahar by Hippisley Cuntliife Marsh,

captain of the 18th Bengal Cavalry, London 1877, NM.

78 From Kuldsha across Tian Shan to Lob Nor, Journey of N. M.

Prjevalsiky. Published by the Russian Geographical Society.

St. Petersburg, 1878. NM., 21st January.

„ Informations on the Jainas and Buddhists. JMPl., vol. 195,

February, pp. 241-76.

,, The North and the North West frontier of India. Paper read

at a meeting of the Ethnographical Section of the Russian

Geographical Society. MIRGS., 106 pp.

,, Reports on the alarming news on the North West frontier of

India. NM., 22nd January.

,, State of affairs at Baluchistan. G., No. 162, 13th June.

,, The despatching of the Sepoys to Europe. G., No. 163, 14th

June.

,, Indian views on India, as an answer to the book-: “Indian

views on England” by Nagendra Nath Ghose. G., No. 166.

17th June.

,, Russians in India. G., No. 194, '15th! July.

,, The glorious exploits otf Englishmen in India. G., No. 242,

2nd September.

,, England and Afghanistan. G., No. 280, 10th October.

„ The Russians in Afghanistan in the XVIIth century. PA'.,

No. 284.

„ The Afghan question and Russian politics. G., No. 289, 19th

October.

„ Afghanistan and the roads leading to it. G., No. 291,

21st October.

„ The Anglo-Afghan war. G., No. 316, 15th November.
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78 T-Iife-^ic*ry Jfoi(i^of\BiigliQld-au.d’ Ai^liarLi6iaii. G., No. 317,

'16th November.

,, 'OJot^ssfaimy >(id£-s ‘ Zji'fionnatfods ori'tlva countries oflthe tipper

Amu" Daria- MIRGS-j^PV--. 16'-20,

,, From Pesliatier'io Kaboul. - 6-'.,'No . 323, 4th December.

„ Description of th<v countries On' the Upper Amu Daria.

St. Petersburg*

The community p£ Biiddhri't monks.. 'JJ/PI. ,vol. 201, pp, 1-36.

,,
Mahasupinnj&taka in the article of A. ' N, 'Veselovsky i "A

discourse on the twelve dreams of Shallaischi.”- BASR., vol.

34, pl>, 28-34,-

,, Shir Ali and his relations to. England.- KR., Nos. 4, 5.

„ Thp consequences of Shir' Ali’s death for Russian influence in

Central Asia. NV., No. 1071, 21st May.

,, The Afghan war. G ., No. 268, 28th September.

,, Englishmen in Turkomania. ' G.\ No. 2f>9
;
29th September.

,,
Englishmen" in Afghanistan, G.-, No; 291, 2lst October.

„ The future of Afghanistan. <?., No.;297, 27th October.

,, The Afghan difficulties. (?., No. 311," 10th- November.

80 The most important tvorks of; Sanskrit Literature (A Sketch),

in the Universal History edited by V. Rorsh. Part I.

„ Review on Zagurelli’s book : Mingrelian sketches- • Two parts.

Part I: Mingrelian texts with translation and explanation,

collected and published by A. A.Zagarelli. Part II : Essay

on the phonetics of the Mingrelian language. JMPL, vol.

212, November, pp. 225-31.

81 Old India. Remarks upon Atlianasias Nikitin’s “Travel beyond

the three Seas.” St,. Petersburg. B. C. Balashcff printer. 174 pp.

„ Old India. Remarks upon Atlianasias Nikitin’s “Travel beyond

the three Seas.” JMPL, vol. 215, June, pp. 165-241, Vol. 216,

July, pp. 1-58.

,, British interest and Russian intrigues in Afghanistan. Con-

cerning the book: Recollection of the Kabul campaign,

1879-13S8, by J. Duke, NV., No. 2684, 19th August.

„ New informations on the Kiaphires. Review of the work:

I.A.Q., DECEKBEB, 1934 27
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Tribes o£ the Hindoo Kooah, by Major J. Biddulpb, Calcutta

1880. JMP1., vol. 221, May, pp. 139.-57.

82 New Studies on Buddhism. Review of the series: The sacred

Books of the East translated by various oriental scholars and

edited by F. Max Muller, vols. 1, X, XI, Oxford, 1879-81.

JMPI., vol. 222, July 1882, pp. 102-18, vol. 223, October 1882,

pp. 402-11, vol. 225, January, 1883, pp. 138-64.

„ The Indian textiles and the policy of England. Concerning

this subject, EE., No. 6.

,, Russia and Anglo-Indian interests. EE., Noe. 6, 7.

,, The Collision of French and English commercial interests in

Egypt, China and India. EE., No. 15.

,, Review of the books: (1) The Hindoos as they are by Shib

Chandra Bose, Calcutta 1881, and (2) Sketches from Nepal by

the late M. A. Oldfield. EE., Nos. 17, 18.

,, Phonetic researches by Melville Bell. 1. English visible

speech for the Million by M. Bell, London; 2. Sounds and

their relations by M. Bel^ London 1882. JMPI., vol. 222,

August, pp. 350-55.

83 Russian embassy to Kaboul. Journey of the Russian Embassy

across Afghanistan and Bucharia in the year 1878-79. From

the diary of Dr. Yavorsky, member of the legacy. NV .,

No. 2374, 7th October.

,, A Russian Artist in the Himalayas. Reiseskizzen avis Indian

von Henn und Frau Wereshagin. NV., No. 2393, 26th

October.

,, Pali Grammar. A Phonetic and Morphological Sketch of the

Pali Language, with an Introductory Essay on its form and

character, 1872. Translated from Russian into French

by M. Stanislas Guyaxd. Rendered in,tO English from

the French', and re-arranged with some modifications and addi-

tions for the use of English students by Chas Geo Adams. British

Burma. 92+3 pp.

,, Tribal life in modern India, being a Review of the works:

1. Sir Alfred C. Lyall, Asiatic Studies, Religious and Social*
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London 1882... 2. C. L. Tupper, Punjab. Customary Law,

Calcutta 1881, JMPI., vol. 226, March, pp. 164-80.

83 Historical importance of the valley of Amu-Daria. Paper

read at the Ethnographical section of the Russian Geographical

Society. M1ROS., I, p. 52.

„ Land owning in modern India, being a Review of the book;

B. H. Baden Powell. A Mannual of the land revenue systems

and land tenures of British India, Calcutta 1882. JMPJ.,

vol. 230, November, pp. 136-62.

„ New found meaning, of the Buddhist legends. Review of the

book: R. Seidel, Das Evangelium von Yesu in seinen

Verhaltnissen zu Buddha-Sage und Buddha-Lehre, Leipzig,

1882. Ch'.R., I, pp. 732-53.

„ New Self-government of India. NV., No. 2469, 12th January.

„ An unnotioed discovery (concerning Lessar). NV., No. 2476,

19th January.

„ Tibet as described by Prjevalalry. The third journey of

N. M. Prjevalsky. Erom Zaisan through Hami to Tibet and

up the Yellow river. NV., No. 2694, 20th May.

„ A Subsidy to the Emir of Afghanistan. NV., No. 2649,

16th July*

„ A new book on Turkmania. N. N. Grodekoff. The war in

Turkmania. The campaign of Scobeleff in the year 1880-81,

vol. I, St. Petersburg 1883. NV., No. 2713, 17th September.

,, Did the prophet conquer P NV. ,.No. 2773, 16th November.

,, Neutrality in the Tonkin question. NV., No. 2777, 20th

November.

„ The Turan culture. Review of G. N. Potanin’s book

:

Sketches of North-west Mongolia, St. Petersburg,, vol. IY.

NV., No. 2793, 6th December.

„ The Science of languages (linguistics). Lectures delivered

to the students of the St. Petersburg University during the

school semester of the year 1882-3, 309 pp.

„ Comparative linguistics. Lectures delivered at the St. Peters-

burg University during the school semester of the year 1882-3.
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84 The study of India in Russian Universities. An address

delivered on the 8th February 1884 at the solemn yearly meet-

ing of the St. Petersburg’s University, 20 pp.

,,
Review of John Barsoukoff’s book): The great Russian mis-

sionary Innocent of Siberia,’ metropolitan of Moscow' and

Kolomna. JMPI., vol. 235, September.,, pp. '219-27.

,, Russian intentions about India lii old times. On
.

the bock

published by Mr. D. Kobebo : The. tsar Alexis Miclinilovitch’s

instructions to Malimet Jsup Kassimoff, sent in the year 1075

to the Great Mohol. JMPI., vol. 235, October, pp. 349-59.

,, The Afghan frontier. NV No. 3046, 18th August.

85 The Science of languages. A course of lectures in the

years 1884-5. The edition is reviewed by the Professor

himself.

,, The 'Gha-kesa-dhatu-vninsa. JPTS., pp. 5-1G.

„ The Sandesa-katha. JPTS., 1885, pp. 16-28.

,, On the Pamir, from' the Russian version of Prof. Minayeff By

W. E. Gowan. Proceedings of the As. Soc. of Bengal, 1885,

pp. 108-17.-

80 Anagata-yainsa. JPTS., pp. 33-53.

„ Gandha-vamsa. JPTS., pp. 54-80.

87 Buddhism; Studies and materials. St. Petersburg, vol. I,

part 1, 280 pp; part 2, pp. 159, MPhF.

,, The Buddhistic creed. MOSIRAS., vol. I, part 3, pp. 203-7.

,, The Buddhistic prayers. MOSIRAS., vol. II, part 1,

pp. 125-36, vol. IV, part.lj .pp. 233-40.

,, Englishmen in Burma. EM., November, pp. 153-91.

,, Simavivaida-vinicchaya-katha. JPTS., pp. 17-34.

88 The Quest
.
of

.

Gold. Review of the work of Captain J ohn

Unkovskv: The Embassy to the Tsungnr Khan Taidji Zevan

Rahtan in the years 1721-24. Documents published by N. V.

Veselovsky with preface and notes. JMPI., vol. 257, May,

pp. 237-49.

„ The apology of Lamahood; Review of the work of A. Pozd-

neeff; The state of the Buddhist’ monasteries and the life of
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tho. monks in. Mongolia. - S.t. '.Petersburg*. JMP1 ., vol. 257,

June, .pp. 234r4fi;

88 Review on J. A. Legge’s “Records of Buddhistic Kingdoms

by Fa-hien.” JMPL,' pp. . 310-17.

„ N. M. Prjevolsky. Obituary notice. JMPL, vol'. 260, Novem-

ber, p. 49.

„ A new Journal of phonetics. JMPL, vol. 260, December,

pp. 284-86. M1RGS., vol. XXIV, 3, pp. 23'lff.

„ On Mr. A. M..Pozdneeff’s answer. JMP1., vol. 260, December,

pp. 323-6.

,, Panini, I. 4. 79. MOSIRAS., vol. II, p.'275.

,, Chandragomin. MOSIRAS., vol. II, pp. 276-7.

,, The general linguistic ARC, projected by the Imp. Academic

of Sciences. Paper read at the Oriental’ section of the RAS.,

and the Ethnographical section of the RGS., the 9 March 1889.

„ Forgotten way to China. Reviews of works : N. M.

Prjevalsky. The fourth journey to Central Asia. From

Kiahta to the sources of the Yellow River. Exploration of

(lie northern borderland of Tibet and the way through Lob-

Nor to the basin of Tarim. JMPL, vol. 264, July, pp. 1G8-189.

89 Sisyalekha, being a Letter to the Disciple by Chandragomin.

MOSIRAS., vol, IV, pp. 29-62.

„ Bodhicaryavatara. Salvation according to the teaching of the

later Buddhists. MOSIRAS., vol. IV, pp. 153-228.

„ Petavatthu. JPTS., pp. 1-199.

,,
Katkavattkuppakarana-atthakatka. JPTS., pp. 213-22.

90 Santi.deva’s Bodhicai'yava.tara edited by J. P. Minayeff. St.

Petersburg. 2nd Posthumous edition with a preface by S.

Oldenburg. (Rus. I. Ac. of Sciences).

91 Materials and notes on Buddhism, from the writings of the

late J. P. Minayeff, edited by.S. Oldenburg:

„ —Translations from Petavatthu. MOSIRAS., vol. V, pp.

207-221.

,, —Translations from Petavatthu. MOSIRAS., vol. VI, pp.

332-4,
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91—The Kamaon Songs and some other national literary works

collected in Kamaon. MOSIRAS
.,

vol. V, pp. 290-300.

„ Some unedited Jatakas of the Pali Canon. “Zivaya Starina”—

a periodical, vol. Ill, pp. 161-4, vol. IV, pp. 118-21.

„ Popular dramatic Representations during the Choly Feast at

Alrnora. MOSIRAS., vol. V, p. 290.

„ Posthumous work: The Journey of Marco Polo. Transla-

ted from the text of o'ld French. Published by the Russian

Geographical Society. Edited by V. V. Bartold, 355 pp.

93 Indian Songs on the new Income tax from the writing’s of the

late Prof. Minayeff. MOSIRAS., vol. VIII, p. 144.

,, A Sanskrit Newari Dictionary from the writings of the late

J. P. Minayeff prepared for print by Aug. Conrady. ZDMG.,

vol. 4T, pp. 539-73.

94 Recherches sur le Bouddhieme par J. P. Minayeff, traduit du

russe par R. M. Assier de Pompignan, Paris, E. Leroux,

editeur. Avant propos d’Emile Senart. 317 pp.

95 The Kamaon Songs, from the writings of the late J. P.

Minayeff, edited by S. Oldenburg. MOSIRAS., vol. IX,

pp. 276-78.

96 I. Materials and notes on Buddhism. II. Materials on the

Eschatology. MOSIRAS., vol. YI, p. 511.

„ I. On the legend of Ka^yapa. II. On Maitreya. III. On Kalpas.

IV. The legend on king Mahapranada. MOSIRAS., vol. IX,

pp. 207-21.

•97 Translations from the Suttanipaita and Maliavagga (Vinaya).

MOSIRAS., vol. X, pp. 93-104, from the writings of the

late J. P. Minayeff, edited by S. Oldenburg-.

1910 Mahavyutpatti edited by the late J. P. Minayeff. Second

edition with an Index prepared for print by FT. D. Mironoff,

'Bibliotheca Buddhica, XIII.

A catalogue of the numerous MSS. collected by the late J. P.

Minayeff in India, Ceylon and Burma, lias been compiled and edited in

1918 by N, D. Mironoff.
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EXPLORATIONS IN SIND, by Mr. N. G. Majumdar m.a.,

Assistant Superintendent, Arckfeological Survey of India. Memoirs

of the Archaeological Survey of India, No. 48 (Delhi, 1934).

The epoch-making discoveries at Mohenjo-daro have pushed back

the antiquity of civilisation in India to at least the fourth millennium

B.C. and have revealed a new type of culture which, is akin, in many
respects, toi the Sumerian. The Indus civilisation has now taken its

place along with that, of Egypt, Persia, Mesopotamia and Crete, and

India, nay the whole world, is anxiously watching the further progress

of exploration in this region.

The volume before ns is an important supplement, to the discoveries

of Mohenjo-ularo. One of the first problems raised by these discoveries

was to determine the extent of the spread of this civilisation. For this

purpose it was necessary to make a systematic exploration of Baluchistan

and Sind. An archaeological survey was carried on in Baluchistan,

first, by Mr. Ilargreaveg in 1925-2G, and then by Sir Aurel Stein in

1926-27, and 1927-28. The results of these explorations have been pub-

lished in three memoirs of the Archaeological Department (Nos. 35, 37

and 43). Thoy prove conclusively that the Indus Civilisation was

diffused over a wide area in Baluchistan and flourished side by side

with allied cultures.

Similar exploration was carried on in Sind by Mr. N. G.

Majumdar in 1927-28, 1929-30, and 1930-31 and the volume under

review is a report of this exploratory survey.

Th'e report is written in the form of an official diary, giving a

short, account of the places visited by the author, the exploration

carried on there and the results achieved by it. It is a plain unvarnish-

ed scientific account of tedious operations written in an easy and

graceful style which reflects great credit upon the author. The sites

visited were numerous and only a fow of them have yielded important

finds. But with the true spirit of a scientific explorer the author has

placed before us .the net result of his exploration and survey, both in

its positive and, negative aspects.
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On the whole, the exploratory survey lias been fully-justified ' by

the splendid results achieved therefrom. Clear • remains of clialcolithie

civilisation, such as we fin'd 'in Mohenjo-daro, have been discovered

in J-hukar, Tharro-Hill; Anrri, Chanhu-daro, Lohunyo-daro, Lahhiyo,

Ghazi Shall; Tmido Rahim Elian, Pokhran, Kohtras Butlii and other

places. Although very striking; discoveries have not been made in- any

of these -sites, the general result obtained is' an important one. jit. is

now proved beyond all doubt.- that the zone of chaleplith-ic civilisation

extended almostup to the Arabian Sea. To he- more precise, the area

in Sind over which this culture spread inay.be described as a triangle

with its apex at Liino Junejo.in the north and having as its base the

line connecting Tharro Hill near Gujo in the east with- Orangi • and

Amilano in the west. The explorations of Sir Aurel Stein enable us

to proceed still further and link up this area with the zone of chalcoli-

thic civilisation in Baluchistan. We are thus now in a position to say

that the splendid civilisation of which remains have been found at

Mohenjo-daro. extended over a wide area comprising a large part of Sind

and Baluchistan. This, by itself, is a great step forward in the study

of this mighty civilisation and should form the basis of further research

and exploration. Unfortunately the Government, of India has stopped

further research in this direction and it is rumoured that a band of

wealthy foreigners would shortly take up the work. Lt would he a

matter of sincere regret if a great country like India cannot even do

the necessary spade work in unravelling her most ancient civilisation

and allows herself to he exploited by foreigners even in this cultural

sphere. For, under the new nilos framed by the Government of India,

the foreigners would be entitled to take away such a portion of the

archaeological finds as would he commensurate with the money spent by

them. It is humiliating to thiuk that in this enlightened ago India

would he a willing, partner in a transaction by which she would per-

manently lose a large number of the priceless relics of her past. Even

the Egyptian Government, has stopped this practice by which formerly

Egyptian antiquities filled all the noted museums of Europe. The

public opinion of India should' he roused to this imminent danger and

Our legislators should exert their utmost to prevent this catastrophe.

Mr. N. G. Majumdar’s report makes it clear that capable Indians are
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not wanting to take Tip this work and the Government of India must be

persuaded to resume the operations which have been stopped for some

time.

In spite of the length of this' review, I cannot conclude without re-

ference to one particular matter which the explorations in Sind have

brought to the forefront. It, is the importance of a systematic and

scientific study of pre-histone pottery, which has hitherto received but

scanty attention in this country. The most important finds ill the ex-

plorations undertaken by Mr. Majumdar are various kinds of wheel-made

pqttery and he has written very valuable notes on them. His descrip-

tion and classification of the ceramic remains form the most brilliant

part of the report. By means of this classification he has tried to as-

certain the relative antiquities of the different sites. The results, though

encouraging, cannot be regarded as conclusive until more data are syste-

matically collected. But he has opened up a line of research which is

sure to yield important results. On the whole we sincerely congratulate

Mr. Majumdar on the valuable work he lias done and the excellent

report he has written.

R. C. M.

RANJIT SINGH, by Narendra Krishna Sinha, m.a. Calcutta

University Preps, Calcutta, 1933.

This well-written monograph represents the fruit of three years’

work done by the author as a Premchand Raychnnd student of the

Calcutta University with revisions suggested by Sir Jadunafh Sarkar.

As th'e author explains in his preface, he has treated the biographical

details of his hero’s career very lightly and has concentrated his atten-

tion on the Sikh ruler’s relations with the Afghans on the one baud

and witli contemporary Indian States and the Company on the other.

These studies are followed by short but informing chapters on the civil

and military administration of Ranjit Singh, while the concluding

chapter discusses the significance of Ranjit Singh’s career and the

causes of his failure. The value of the work is enhanced by a critical

survey of the sources, a map and an index.

I.H.Q., DECEMBER, 1934 28
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The author is himself painfully aware tha,t lie has not been able

to avail himself fully of all the original sources anil has partially to

depend upon traveller’s accounts and similar secondhand authorities.

His work nevertheless is a real contribution to the subject, with which

lie deals. His penetrating- analysis of human motives often enables

him to find out the truth from distinct and conflicting accounts of

events, while his discriminating criticism helps him rightly to

assess the success anil failure of his hero. The author’s criticism of

Ranjit Singh’s military system in the light, of the proved defects of the

later military system of the Manhattan is of special interest, while his

concluding estimate of the great Sikh’s rule appears to be as near the

truth as possible.

U, N. Giioshat,

THE MAUKHARIS by Edward A. Tires, m.a. Studies in Indian

History (Indian Historical Research Institute) No. 10.

Among the minor dynasties that rose to importance after the down-

fall of the Gupta Empire, the Maukliaris occupy a prominent, place.

Bu,t their history has not yet secured the attention which it deserves.

Congratulations are due to Rev. Dr. Heras, tho enthusiastic Director

of the Indian Historical Research Institute and the author, Mr. Edward

A. Pires for the publication of the present monograph.

The author fully admits the difficulties of his task arising mainly

from the paucity of authentic, records. He has, nevertheless, fulfilled

his task with ability and success. He has not been content with giving

a reconstruction of the political history of the Haukhari dynasties, but

he has tried to throw light upon the state of literature and art, of ad-

ministration and social life under their rule. IPs work is based on a

thorough study of the documents concerned and it gains added interest

from the' fact that its author had the opportunity of examining some

of the monuments on the spot.

On a few points it is permissible to> differ from the author’s views.

He plausibly fixes (p. 20ff.) the date of Ksatravarman Maukhari (men-

tioned by Bana in a long list of historical allusions) to be “sometime

before Candragupta I’’ and he cautiously suggests the connection of
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MayuraiSarminan of (lie recently fouud Candravalli inscription with

Ksatravarman’s murder. He is on much less sure ground when he

not only follows (p. 25ff.) Mr. K. P. Jayaswal in identifying- Candasena

of .the Kavmvdimahotsava drama with Candiagupta I, but takes

Sunclaravarmaai and Kalyanavarmau of the drama .to belong to the

Maukhari line.

Following the authority of Mr. Aravamuthan, the author chooses

(p. 79tf.) to identify the Siilikas of the Haraha inscription of Isana-

varmau with the Colas and he connects the Maukhari ’a victory over

them with the alleged invasions of Northern India by Karikala. Cola.

This account, liowever, is admittedly based on the vague and very late

authority of the Kaliiigattuppamni and other works.

The author’s statement (pp. 129-30) that Purnavaiman of Magadha

was a Maukhari is admittedly a mere conjecture. Still more so is the

statement that Piirnavnrman was “in all probability” a younger

brother of Grahavarman, the brother-in-law of Har^avardhana. His

further attempt (pp. 131-2) to identify this Purnavarman with the kiug

of that name mentioned in the four oldest Sanskrit inscriptions from

Java may be regarded as the most conspicuous illustration of the

absurdity of the method of drawing far-reaching conclusions from

similarity of names. As is well-known, these inscriptions have been

assigned on palseograpbical grounds to the middle of the fifth century

A.D., being closely connected not only with Mulavarman’s inscriptions

from Eastern Borneo but also with the G'mat/w-script of the ancient

Pallava inscriptions.

Equally unconvincing is the attempt (pp. 136-7) to annex Yaslo-

vai-man of Kanan
j

to the line of the Maukliaris. The author-, however,

is on solid ground when he rejects (p. 144) Dr. Hirananda Sastri’s

attribution of the Nalanda inscription of Ya£ovaiinan to Ya^odbarman,

the conqueror of Mibiragula.

In the chapters on administration, religion and social life the

author has had to spin out the meagre data at. his disposal. It is un-

fortunate that he should have been tempted to attach the same weight

to the evidence of the Kauimidimahutsava drama as that of the con-

temporary inscriptions. Some of his statements in this connection arc

open to criticism : e.g. tlia.t the power of legislation was vested in the
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king (p. 169), nor is it possible to follow tlie author’s simple explanation

of Rajmniitya and Kuma-rdmatya as Ki tig's and Prince’s minister

respectively.

In the chapter on Archaeology, tKe author passes in review nearly

all the ancient Maukhari sites; but owing to the paucity and fragmen-

tary character of the relics the result is sadly disappointing. It is

interestin'# to1 note that the author believes with Dr. A. Banerji-Sastri

that the facade of Lomasa. Rsi cave, hearing the inscription of the

Maukhari Anantavarman, was the work of the Jaiua Kharavela. Still

more interesting is his observation (p. 198) that flat carvings are a

characteristic feature of the Maukhari architecture. This point ought

to have been illustrated by a survey of all the extant examples.

The Bibliographical list at the beginning of the work would have

been more useful, if the actual numbers of the Journals mentioned had

been quoted. It is again unfortunate that while room has been found

for out-of-date works like J. C. Dutt’s translation of the Rajatarahgim

and Tumour's translation of the Mahdvamsa and even for a Matricula-

tion text-hook, no mention is made of a work like Mailj udiimulakalpa.

The diacritical marks are lamentably inadequate and sometimes

misleading or positively wrong, (the most conspicuous example being

the repeated reference to the ‘Gauclavaho’). The precise genealogy

ns well as chronology in the synchronistic table of Maukhari kings

and their contemporaries (opp. p. 156) are not warranted by facts. The

expression ‘ancient Pali characters’ (p. 189) for Br&hmi cannot but be

regarded as unfortunate. Though the work has been enriched by a

map and a number of illustrations, its value would have been enhanced

by the inclusion, of a list, of Maukhari inscriptions with a summary of

their contents.

D. N. Ghoshal
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HISTORY OF THE PARAMARA' DYNASTY, By D. C. Ganguly,

M.A., PIx.D. (Lond.). Dacca University Bulletin No. XVII. pp. iv +

387.

This monograph which rvon'for its author the Degree of Doctorate

of Philosophy of the London University is one of the most thorough

dynastic histories published in recent years. The author has made an

exhaustive study of all the available sources consisting nqt only of inscrip-

tions and monuments but also of a not inconsiderable number of histori-

cal Kavyas, and he lias skilfully utilised this material to produce a pre-

cise and authentic account of the dynasties with which he deals. ’In the

course of this task he has been led to throw light upon the history of

numerous contemporary dynasties with which the vigorous and aggres-

sive Paramara kings came into contact, such as the Rastrakutas and the

Calukyas of the Deccan, the Caulukyas of Gujarat, the Cahamanas of

Sakambharl, the Pratiharas of Malwa and afterwards of Kanauj and

the Kalacuris of Cedi. The author has not been content to give us

a merely political history, hut. he has very properly added notices on the

state of administration, literature, art, religion and social life under

the brilliant rule of the dynasty whose history lie describes.

Of the many interesting point** developed by the author, a few may

be noticed. On the authority of the oldest extant records of the Para-

maras, the Harsola plate? of Siyaka II, he holds (pp. 7-8) that the Para-

maras were a branch of the imperial Rastrakuta dynasty of the Deccan.

In this he only follows the authority of the joint editors of the inscrip-

tions concerned (Epigraphia Indica XIX, no. 39). He also follows the

authority of Dr. R. C. Majumdar (Cal. Univ. Journal of the Depart-

ment of Letters, vol. X, no. 1) in making out the line of Nagabhata I

to have ruled in Malwa, previous to their occupation of Kanauj. But

the author makes a distinct contribution by suggesting (p.. 18) on

plausible grounds that, Upenclra (KrsnarSja) was established in Malwa

by the Rastrak,uta Govinda III after the latter’s conquest of the country

from the Pratihara Nagabhata II.

The author’s reconstruction (pp. 75-6) of the political history of

Sindhuraja on tlie basis of the veiled allusions in Padmagupta’s Nuva-

sdhasdnkacanta is a very successful piece of work. To the next ruler

after Sindhuraja, the great Bhoja, the author aptly devotes a whole
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chapter, iu which he fully describes the military successes of his hero

and the tragic close of his reign.

In the chapter on art and culture, the author has with his usual

industry brought together a considerable mass of data from the cpn-

temporary records, but unfortunately no attempt, has been made ,to

interpret them, much less to explain the sequence of their development

in time and place. We are thus left with hare mention of administra-

tive divisions like groups of villages (p. 237), of denominations of coins

like the Rupaka and the Ardiumlpaka (p. 243), of lists of officials like

the Mahasadhanika and the Dandapasika (p. 244). Of the branches

of revenue, we have (p. 246) only the English translation?, and not

the technical designations, while the uncautious statement that

the total income of the Paramara kings of Malwa was probably 1800,000

gold coins, is made on the authority of an admittedly doubtful passage

of the Prut)andluacint&mani. Under the head of religion similarly, we

have lists of gods and goddesses worshipped by the people (p. 247) and

of popular festivals (p. 249), but no attempt is made <o throw light upon

their significance.

The style of the present work is usually readable, but the author

has an occasional tendency of being rhetorical (cf. p. 85). We have

noticed a few slips such as ‘took his birth’ (p. 1), ‘fell in the hand of’

(pp. 126), ‘made raid over’ (p. 200), ‘exhaustible’ (p. 256), 'source of

material’ (p. 346). Equally unfortunate iy the author’s reference to

tlxe ‘Bhupal Agency of Central India’ (p. 18). It is again odd to find

the Father of Indian Archaeology designated as Mr. Cumnnlgham (cf.

p. 14m and p. 27).

A bibliography of original and secondary source?, a list of inscrip-

tions of connected dynasties, another list of the Paramara dynasty

arranged in chronological order and a genealogical table add to

the usefulness of the present work. But its value would have been

enhanced by the inclusion of a map and of a number of illustrations of

the uncient monuments of the Paramaras.

U. N. Ghosiiai,
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A DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE OF SANSKRIT MANUS-
CRIPTS IN THE COLLECTIONS OF THE ASIATIC SOCIETY

OF BENGAL by Mm. Dr. Haraprasad Sastri, with a Foreword by

Jobail van Marten and au Introduction by Cbintabaran Chakravarti.

Asiatic Society of Bengal. Calcutta 1934.

We welcome this posthumous publication of the late Mahamaho-
padbyaya Haraprasad Sastri. This forms a part of the huge work

done in the field of the study of manuscripts by this great scholar who
devoted the best part of his life and energy to the investigation, and
preparation of descriptive catalogues of Sanskrit Manuscripts, saving

from oblivion many little-known but highly important old texts. Only
two-thirds of the work (pp. 1-448) could be finally revised and seen

through the press by the author, the remaining portions being entrus-

ted to Mr. Chintaharan Chakravarti who has added two Indices of

works and authors as also a short but usoful Introduction indicating

the noteworthy features of the contents of the volume. The work
contains details of about two dozen very old Mss. and of about sixty

Mss. almost unknown up till now. Mr. Chakravarti has inter alia

put together in his Introduction some interesting information regard-

ing the social history of India gathered from the Mss. The list of

rulers and zemindars mentioned in the volume as patrons of literateur

and authors of books are of interest to students of history. Mr.

Chakravarti has made an attempt in some cases in his Introduction

and Indices to supplement the information given in the body of the

book, making it up-to-date as far as practicable.

We have every hope that Mr. Chakravarti who was closely asso-

ciated with the late Mahamahopadhyciya in his later life will be

able to do justice also to the volumes of catalogues of. manuscripts in

the Asiatic Society of Bengal yet to be published.

D. B.
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Acta Orlentalla, vol. XIII, pars I

F. W. Thomas.

—

Some Notch on- the Kliarosthl Documents from

Chinese Turkestan.

Ibid., rol. XIII, par9 II

Henrxch LudeRS .

—

Vedisnh heqant, hesa, hesas.

Water Rurea.—Materiulismus im Leben des alien Indien.

H. Heeas.

—

The Royal Portraits of Mahdbalipnram-,

Annals of the Bhandarkar Oriental Research Institute,

vol. XV, parts iii-iv.

A. S. Altekar.—Ideals, Merit* and Defects of Ancient Indian Educa-

tional System.

II Wxnternitz.—The Critical Edition of the Mahablidrata : Adiparva.

R. G-angui.1,—Famine in Ancient India. It has been argued that the

belief that ancient India was subject to recurrent famines is not

true. From the time of the Ryveda down to the end of the Gupta

period no famine of a serious nature occurred in India. A famine

table has been appended to the article showing the dates and the

localities where famines occurred between 917 and 1900 A.C.

between 917 and 1900 A.C.

A. N. Upaehye.—Darian'asdra of Devasma. This ip a critical edition

of a small Jain text of 51 gathas.

P. V. Bapat.— Unidentified Sources of the Vimuttimagga. A Chinese

text, the name of which has been rendered into Pali Yimuttionagga,

and a Tibetan version of which has been recently discovered, is

regarded by the writer as a work of Indian origin. It was written

in India by TJpatissa and not in Ceylon. TTpatissa L^as given a

nomenclature of worms living in the various parte of the human

body and also an account of the development of a child in the

womb week by week. This has been very probably taken from an

Indian medical work. The Chinese translations of the worms to-
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of the worms together with' their English' renderings of the

nomenclature as also a description of the foetus are found in the

present paper.

Rajjsndra Chandra Hazra.—Influence of Tdntra on the Snvrtinihandhm.

A. C. Woolner.-—The Date of the KundamaM. As the gtory of Rama
in the Kundamala indicates that the drama was written later than

the Vttamcanta (7th. century), and as Bhoja (11th
1

century) quotes

passages from the same in his $rnguraprakdia, the date of the

work can be placed between the 7th and the 11th century.

P. K. Code.

—

Notes on Indian Chronology.

(1) A Manuscript of Bh'arata-ldftra-grantlia and Identification of

its 'Author Laksmidhara, and his Date (3rd quarter of the

16th century).

(2) Reference to Durghafaruriti in Caritravardhana’s Commentary

on the RaghuvamSa.

(3) Date of Samvatsarddiph'ala-kalpalatd of Somadaivajfia A.D.

1642,

(4) A Manuscript of Tithiratna by Somadaivajha.

(5) A Commentary oh the Kumdrasambharua by JinaflamudrasOri

and ite probale Date (last quarter, of the 16th century).

(6) Date of HaridtWamtira, author of commentaries oh the Raghu-

vaipla and the Ktm&rasambhava (middle of the 16th century).

Buddhiprakasa, vol. 82, no. I

(Gujarati Quarterly)

Himansuvijata.—Two Jain architectural works. The author des-

cribes two Jain architectural works, hitherto unknown. They are

(1) Vatthusarapayarauaip and (2) Pmtisthagara. The first work is

described in its colophon, as composed in V. S. 1372, by one Pheru,

the son of Canda of the Ghanghakalasa family and resident, of

Kannanapura. The second work ia composed by one Vasunandi,

who seems to he earlier than Hemacandra. The first work is written

in Prakrt, the second in Sanskrit.

DECEMBER, 1934 29
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Bulletin of the Sohool of Oriental Studies, vol. VII, part. 3

A. K. Coomahaswamy .—Ilha and otlmr Words denothing “Zero” in

connection w'ith the Metaphysics, of Space. Dr. 0. shows' by re-

ferences to early Sanskrit texts that djhe Hindu mathematicians

selected many of their technical terms from among the expressions

which were used originally in a purely metaphysical context.

T. Burrow'.

—

Iranian Words, in the Kharosthi Documents from

Chinetie Turkestan. The following: words are discussed : a]hate

(of high rank)
;
gamni (treasure store)

;
dramga (a taxation depart-

ment); Maramra (councillor (P)); dars (load); t/rusga (dry);

Sitiyammd (land)
;
tlvavamnaga (carpet)

;
Noksari (new year)

;
Spasa

'(to spy, to keep watch)
;
denuga (religion (P)) ;

nacira (wild animals,

game)
;
Sada (pleased)

;
stora (horse)

;
Hinajha (title of a King of

Khotan).

Calcutta Oriental Journal, vol. II, no. 2' (November, 1934)

Prabhat Chandra Ciukravarti .—Saktivdda and Sdktaism.

K. R. Pishaboti.—V&stuvidyd. This is a treatise on architecture

translated into English with motos and diagrams.

Seshagiri Rao.—Suprdbh&tam. It has been shown here that) the term

‘Suprabhatam,’ which appeals to be a modern translation of the

English' expression ‘good morning,’ is quite old in Sanskrit

literature.

Ibid., vol. II, no. 3 (December, 1934)’

Prabhat Chandra Chakravarti.

—

Sakti-vJtfa and SaJetaisnu.

Kshitis Chandra Chattbrjt.

—

Popular Etymology.

Indian Culture, vol. I, no. 2 (October, 1934)

M. "WinternitZ .

—

The Jainas in the History of Indian Literature.

C. L. Eabri.—The Ancient Hungarian Script and th’c Brdhnu Characters.

A striking similarity of the Hungarian Notch signs to those of -the

Asokan script is pointed out in this paper.

S. K. De,

—

Caitanya-worship (U a Cult.
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G-ikija Prasaitna Majttmdar.—Dregs and Other Personal Requisites in

Ancient India. The styles of dresses in ancient India, the evolu-

tion of graments, the art of washing and dying clothes, the materials

used for dresses,—these are the subjects discussed in the paper, to-

gether with descriptions of the ancient head-dresses, umbrella and

footwear. „
Nalininath Das-Qdpxa.—The Buddhist Viharas of Bengal.

Harihar. V. Thtvedi.

—

The Geography of Kaupilya.

Dtjrgacharan Chatterji.—Sources of Knowledge in Buddhist Logic.

Journal of the Annamalal University,

vol. in, no. 1 (April, 1934)

R. Ramanujachari.—•Vedanta on Freedom and Moral Responsibility.

This instalment of the paper deals with the Yedanta view of free-

dom and moral responsibility as interpreted by Sankara, Yallabha

and Srikantha.

T. B. Natar.

—

Three Smith Indian Metal Images. The author describes

three metal images representing Siva (Kiratarjunainurti), Parvati

and Arjuua—all belonging to a Saivaite shrine at Tiruvetakalam in

South India. The images form a sculptural representation of the

Story of Arjuna’s penance resulting in his acquisition of the

Padupata weapon from Siva who appeared first in the guise of a

hunter (Kirat-a).

M. 0. Thomas.

—

literature, Learning and Libraries in Andientl India*.

The opinion, is expressed that unlike learning and literature,

libraries were not in a flourishing condition in ancient India. The

libraries attached to the educational institutions were not of any

considerable size. It was only in the Muslim period that libraries

commenced to be of latfge sizes.

B. N. Krxsiinamtjrti Sarma.

—

The MadhvarVidyitfankam Meeting—
A Fiction. Sankara who was, according to the Madhvavijaya of

Narayana Panditacarya, defeated hy Madhva in a wordy warfare,

is generally identified with .Yidya^ahkara Tflrtha, an Acarya of

the Srngeri Math' in the 14th century. The paper shows that the

identification is wrong.
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V. A. Ramaswami Sastri.—Jaganndtlia Pandita. 'The merits of the

poems of the celebrated author Jagannatha Pandita of the 17th

century have been discussed in. this instalment.

Journal of the Assam Researoh Sooiety,

vol. II, no. 3 (October, 1934)

Amarnath Rat.—Date of the Bhugavata Purana. The -writer assigns

the date of composition of the Bh'agavata Purana to a period

between 650 and 650 A.C.

journal of the Bihar and Orissa Researoh Sooiety,

vol, XX, pt. ii (June, 1984)

A. S. Altekar.—Yajftopavita or “the Sacred ‘Thread.” Yajnopaviia

was originally worn on sacred occasions like sacrifices. It was then

a piece of deer-skin used for covering the upper part of the body.

It was later on replaced by the upper garment of cotton
,
which has

now befen symbolised by ‘thread?,’ preserving the earlier tradition

by stringing to them a small piece of deer-skin.

Ii. P. Pandeta Sarma

—

Kosal&nanda Kdvyam. This is an account of

the Iiosaldnanda-havya, an historical poem in Sanskrit by Ganga-

dhara Milira dealing with the Chauhan rulers of Patna cum

Sambalpur kingdoms.

A. C. Banerji.

—

Banxdh undated Grant of Ranabhahjadeva, The ins-

cription has been edited here.

A. 0. Banerji.—So-called Tribal Coinages of 'Northern India. Deal-

ing at) the outset with the history of the Arjunayauas and eleven

other tribe? whose coins have so far been found, the paper gives an

account of those coins, describing their types, legends, etc.

Dasaratha Sarma.—A Contemporary Record of 8ivdji’\i Birth. A

horoscope drawn during the lifetime of Sivaji records that be was

bom on Friday, the third of the dark fortnight of the month of

Phalguna in. Samvat 1686' (= A.C. 1628).

Journal of the Bombay Branch of the Royal Asiatic Sooiety,

vol. X, nos. 1&2

K. G. Eajndangar.—KolTificpur. Copper-plate Grant of Akalavavsa-

deva. The inscription recording the grant of a village in the year
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S. 882 (960 A.C.) by Akala,varsadeva of the Rastrakiita dynasty has

been edited and translated into English,

Journal of Indian History, vol. XIII, pfc. 2 (August, 19S4)

M. V. Enakar.—Meteorology in the Rgveda.

M. Govinda Pai.

—

The Genealogy and the Chronology of the Early

Kadambas of Vanavasi.

V R. Ramachadra Diksbitar

—

DaJabandhani. Dasahandha is a

legal expression found in the Arthaiasiya and the Smrtis in con-

nection. with some offences punishable with fines. DaJabandha

refers to the one-tenth of the sum forming subject-matter of the

suit. In the South Indian inscriptions of the Mediaeval period, the

term occurs in the sense of a tax or an allowance of land or revenue

as compensation for excavating a tank.

B, V. RamanuJAM-

—

Divyasiiricaritam.. DivyasuricarU{a is a poem in

Sanskrit dealing with the lives of the Vaisnava Acaryas, and is im-

portant for the history of Vnisnavism. It is argued in the paper

that the author Gaudavahana Pandita cannot- be earlier than the

first half of the 16th century A.C. as generally supposed.

C. S. E. Rao Sahib,-

—

Akhar's Regulation, System.; when did it end?

Abdul Aziz.—The Imperial Treasury of the Greater Mughals,

journal and Proceedings of the Asiatic Soolety of Bengal,

XXIX, no. 4, 1933.

H. K. Deb.—St. Thomas and a Rushan king. Mr. Deb prefers Vogel’s

reading Mastdna, on the torso found at- Mathura said to be a statue

of Kanishkn, to Dr. B. Bhatrtacharya’s reading Castana, and traces

the name in. the Ethiopic version of the Acts of St. Thom,as.

—Susa in Sanskrit IAtorature. Mr. Deb bas found, the word

Svsa in an astronomical statement in the Matsya. Purana and

compares with it a similar statement found by him in Varalianu-

bra’s PaUcasiddhlSntika

;

from this he draws the inference that the

king of Magadha, usually called Sisuuaka, who reigned circa TOO

B.C. was in all probability a Susinak, that ip, a prince from Susa

(
Biblical—Shushan)

.
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A. K. Mitra.

—

The Mauryan Ldt.t or Dhvaja stflimbhas ; Do they cons-

titute an independent Order

?

—Mr. M. contends that some of the

A&kan pillars might* have been existing before Asoka as they were

used to be set up for the habitation of spirits, etc.

Journal of the Royal Asiatic Society, October, 1934

Dxnesh Chandra Sircar.

—

Epigraphic Notes -.

—

(1) Hiranyag’arbha. The writer points out that the term

Hiranyagarbha in expressions like Hiranyagaxbha-prasuta refers

to ceremonial of that natae, in which the celebrant had to enter into

a golden, kunda which was afterwards -given away. [When taken

out of that ‘go-lden womb’, he was thought to be born of

Hiranyagarbha.

(2) Genealogy of the ‘Ananda Kings of Guntur.’ According

to the writer, Damodaravannan of the Ananda family was a succes-

sor of Attivarman and not a predecessor as has been supposed by

Hultzsoh.

Jaideva Singix.—Some Problems in connexion with the Nydya Theory

of Perception.

Philosophical Quarterly, vol, X, no. iii (October, 1934)

H. N. Kaghavendrachar.—The Place of God in Advaita.

P. P. S. Sastri— Do.

A. C. Mukherji.— Do.

Printed and published by Sj. Itaghunath Seal, b.a., at the Calcutta Oriental

Press, 9, Panchanan Ghose Lane, Calcutta.



ADDENDUM to IRQ., IX, 911:

Some Sanskrit Texts on Painting

An article of mine of this name .appeared in the IRQ., vol. IX, no.

4,pp. 898-911. I want to make tile following corrections and additions.

,P. 899, 1. 26: For K&vydtamkaraviveka read Kdvy&nui&sana-

vyfikhya-tdamkdracudamatyi. The reference is to p. 7 K.M. edn.

P. 899, 11. 29-30: For Bhoja’s Sj-figdraprakifa read Bhartrhari’s

V&hyapadlya, II. 292.

P. 900, 1. 26 : Insert
l after “the masters praise

lines.”

P. 901, 1. 19: Insert G®k. edn. pp. 288 and 292 after Alhinava-
bh&ratl.

P. 903, 1. 1: Read jpn for JrfT in
I

P. 901 : Vamana’s comparison of drama to picture in his KAS. and
Ff., I. iii, 30-31 and my explanation of it given in the article re-

ceive further light from the dramatic theory expounded by the com-
mentator on Bharata, SaAkuka, via., the theory of Citra-turaga,
the picture of a horse. Sahkuka explains the nature of the cognition

apd experience of a dramatio performance as similar to our seeing
a representation in picture of a horse in action. The dramaturgic
texts call this Citra-turaga-ny&ya. (Vide Alhinava-lhdratl, Grok,

edn., pp. 276-902.)

The following gatha is quoted in alamk&ra works, Bhoja’s
$rfigdTapraJcdia and Mammata's K&vyapralc&ia (chap. X ). In
the appreciation of a picture, this gath& speaks of Saukufnarya,
Vartanacohaya and Rekha. The Skt. chaya of the gatha nr given
below :

-

wrcr ^ ^ ii

A beautiful lady is here described in the language of painting.

P. 902 : Painting as based on Natya.

The relation between Citra (Rupa) and Natya (Rupa or Rupaka)
and the principle of Anukara underlying both are well brought out
in a verse of Sri Harijahaving 81e?a alamkara between the two.

sfaPT 3T sif arcwi dfl ffrfcaia II Nai. XVIII. 12.

P.903, 1.14: Insert the following text of Payagup<J& Vaidya-
natha’s commentary after Candraloha, VI, 3

:

5 i wr ^ Ewpit-

«rwWia«W|JMJ^|SRi<T5f (p- 84, N - S. «8n.)
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I aiu. not able to find one more test even where ‘karya’ is used to

mean ‘citra’

.

P. 903, 1. 18: Bead excitants (uddlpana vibliava) for excitements.

Pp. 903-4: Oitra and the Dlivani theory of the alarhkarika’s.

If Dhvani applies to Citra also, what does Anandavardhana (and
his followers after him) mean by comparing to and calling ‘Citra’

the third-rate poetic composition specialising in mere dexterity of

figures and verbal ornamentations ? I think, the word ‘citra’ is used

here in its lower connotation. Words like poetry, civilisation etc.

have always got a lower and reproachful significance also. JLnanda

says in the third chapter of his Dhvanydloha (p. 220)

:

Abhinava opines similarly in his commentary, Locana, on the

Dhva. A. He says that the third-rate poetry is merely striking and

productive of wonder and hence it is called ‘citra’
;
Abhinava calls

painting as ‘merely an art’, kaldmatra. (p. 34). These two writers,

the greatest of our literary critics, considered poetry as superior to

the art of painting which, they thought, was bereft of rich sugges-

tion of emotions. There is a strange echo of this view from Hazlitt

who says: “When artists or connoisseurs talk on stilts about the

poetry of painting, they show that they know little about poetry and
have little love of the art. Painting gives the object itself : Poetry

suggests what exists out of it, in any maimer connected with it.”

P. 904, 1. .26 : For Vdsava read Basava.

P. 905, last line : Insert after ‘Coomaraswamy’ "JAOS., vol. 52,

no. 1., March 1932.”

P. 906. 11. 11-12: For Kavi, Mavukkolam and Kavikkolan read

Kavi, Mavukkolam and Kavikkolam.

P. 90G : In the contribution in the Asutosh Muhherjec Commemora-

tion Volume (parti, p. 60), it is said in my article, Dr. Cooma-

raswamy equates the Rasa Citra with the Vainika of the Vi. dha. In a

subsequent contribution in the JAGS., (March 1932), he equates the

same Rasa Citra with the Nagara of the Vi. dha. ! (p. 16. footnote 6).

P. 901, 1. 26 : For Basava read Basava.

P. 908. 1. 17 : For Bomai read Bommai.

1. 19-20: Delete the word ‘the monodimensional.'

1. 22 : For means read mentions.

1. 27 : For ^jr read ggr i

P. 9Q9 : Bead Danilihdkftika for Dai.idikdkrbika.

P. 910: Bead ?j?pf[g for and Kuifyaka .for Kudyaha.

Y. Raghavan




